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INDEX. 

I 

Abelia uniflora and its culture, 453 
Acacia culture, 441; dealbata, or affinis hardy, 

421 ; celastrifolia, 50(J 
Achimenes in autumn, IM ; list of, for green¬ 

house, 151; culture, 440 
Advertisements, 33 
/Egilops ovata, 215 
Aerides, culture, 233 
iEschynanthus splendidus, 122 
Agapanthus umbellatus, 20 ; list of, 141 
Age, exemptions, 413 
Agricultural Society of England's IMeeting, 465 
Agricultural training for boys, 46/ ; operations 

for March, 605 
Air, promoting its circulation, 333; admitting, 

440 
Albuca, list of, 141 
Ale, the pint o*, 464 
Allamanda, treatment of weak, 53; in pots, to 

manage, lyi ; Scliottii, I94 

Allotment Farming—November, 64 ; December, 
148; January, 247; February, 327 ; March, 
407 ; April, 506 

Allotments, rules for their establishment, 201 

Alpinia nutans not flowering, 472 
Alstromerias, list of, 142, idO; dying down, 194 
Amaryllis, culture at Claremont, 60; list of, 

161; reticulata, 221; to discern from a lily, 
303; culture, 332; Atainasco and formosis- 
sima culture, 893 

American garden, to construct, 2/1 
Animals, notes about, 469 

Q ^ Anomathcca cruenta and j uncea, 240 
* ® 5 Antholyza, list of species, 203 

I Annuals, rules for sowing, 134 ; sowing in turf, 
491 

dQApis musconim, 89 

Apples, list of, for espaliers, 33; Beauty of 
Kent, 36; list of dessert, 157; descriptive list 
of kitchen, 1/6 ; gathering, 294 ; list of, 314 ; 
annual imports, 357, *^97; in Derbyshire, 891 

< C Approaches, to form, 296 

I Apricot as a standard, 72; pruning, time for, 
194; diseased, 234 ; cause of decay, 317 

Aralia japonica, 82 
Araucaria Buiwilliana, 499 
Arbor viUe sowing, 354 
Arches over walks, 20 
Asparagus, beds, making, 325 ; forced, 421 
Attachment, singular, 313 
Auricula, soil for, 363 ; spring treatment of, 

284; autumn and winter culture, 30(>; its 
M’inter treatment, 323; its properties, 3 42; 
diseases, 343 ; list of, 343 

Australia, plants for, 20 

Azalea japonica, 142; sowing, 353 ; indica cul¬ 
ture, 441 

Azara intcgrifolia culture, 284 

Babianas, their culture, 203 
Bacon Hopper, 252, 354 

Balsam cuttings, 52; sowing, 374 ; culture, 442; 
sowing for July, 431 

Bank, sloping, for fruit, 94 ; plants for a green, 
233 ; plants for river, 234 

Barnardia scilloides, its culture, 203 
Barrenwort, 55 
Bath and West of England Agricultural Show, 

418 
Beans, culture of, 385 
Beatonia, species of, 203 
Beautiful, influence of the, 221 
Bedding-out plants, 26 ; distances for, 134 
Bedding plants and bulbs, 20 ; white, 374 

Bees ; honey harvest, 15 ; new mode of manag¬ 
ing, 15, 63; particulars of twelve stocks, 16; 
drones seen late, 33; honey season in Nor¬ 
thumberland, 48; confining, 49; wild, Apis 
lapidaria, 51; Calendars — November, 66; 
December, 150; January, 248 ; February, 
328; April, 507; ventilation, 66; north aspect 
for, 66; dividing hive for obtaining artificial 
swarms, 66 ; Taylor’s notes on, 66 ; Golding’s 
improved hive, 73 j age of young broods, 73 » 
wild, 89, 112; harvest of 1852, 93 ; honey- 
harvest on moors, 110; swarming with young 

queen, 153; management, 173; in Taylor’s 
hive, 174; using old comb, 174; notes on, 
192, 252; honey harvest in Lincolnshire, 213 ; 
destroying royal cells, 214 ; feeding and hives, 
248; necessity for feeding, 269; in boxes, 
353; feeding, early breeding, cleaning floor¬ 
boards, snow, recipe for barley-sugar, 409 ; 
excess of drones, 491; entrance to Taylor’s 
hive, 492 ; artificial swarms, 430 

Bee-boxes, 449 > with the comb broken down, 
452 

Begonia parviflora hybrid, 17; Evansiana, win¬ 
tering, 105; hybrid, 123; winter blooming 
and culture, 304; Thuaitesii and culture, 
415; sowing, 471 

Bell-glasses, 496 
Belts of trees, 474 
Berberis vulgaris, 21 
Bessera, list of species, 204 
Bignonia radicans, treatment, 53; radicans 

major not thriving, 193 

I Birds, familiarity of, 19 
i Blanclfordias, list of and culture, 204 
‘ Boleti, list of eatable, 169 

I Bomareas, list of and culture, 240 
’ Borders, arrangement of, and list of plants, 345 

Botanical terms explained, 452 
I Bouquet in Covent-Garden, 78, 99 ; model, 158 ; 
I d’amour, 313 ; price of, 341 

Bravoa geminiflora, 241 
Broditeas, list of and culture, 241 
Brunsvigias, 242 ; list of and culture, 260 

Buds and bulbs, on the possibility of combin¬ 
ing, 875 

Bulbine, 301 
Bulbs, hardy and half-hardy, their culture, 140, 

160, 203, 240, 260, 301, 319, 3GI, 399, 438, 
477 ; for large beds, 173; leaves, 451 

Bullfinch diseased, 114 

CAunAGE, culture of Thousand-headed, 33 ; 
tribe, notes on, 46 ; protteting, 248; culture, 
328, 380; weevil, 359 

Cabbage-worts, their value, 65 
Cactus culture, 472 

Calceolaria seed, sowing, 62; list of yellow, 152; 
for bedding in shades, 412, 471; culture, 459; 
compost, 431 

Calendar for November, 78; December, 153; 
January, 253; February, 333; March, 413; 
April, 510 

Californian agriculture and horticulture, 373 
Calliphruria Hartwegiana, 302 
Callithauma, species and culture, 302 
Calochortus, species and culture, 302 
Calostemmas, list of and culture, 319 
Calthorpe’s (Lord) small garden tenants, 158 
Camellia buds falling, 94 ; turned brown, 252 
Campanula Carpaticas flowering, 113 
Camptosema rubicunda, 1 
Canna, wintering, 105 
Cantua dependens culture, 8; injured by lieat, 

33 
Cape Jasmine not flowering, 152 
Cape of Good Hope wines, 318 
Carnation soil, 73 ; layering, 19*; culture of 

perpetual, 205 
Carpodotes, its culture, 320 
Carpolyza spiralis, 320 
Carrot failure, 234; culture on unsuitable soil, i 

463 ; sowing, 506 | 
Cassia corymbosa as a standard, 145 
Castuses when resting, 194 
Cattlcya guttata, 220; mossiae, culture, 233 ; 

pallida, 500 
Cauliflowers, wintering, 46, 63 
Ceanothus rigidus culture, 9, 275 ; azurcus, 33, 

92; in Devonshire, 2/5; list of and culture, 
281, 422 

Celery blight, 94; best kinds, 134; coal-ashes 
as a preservative of, 185; cause of decay, 234 ; 
and its cultivation, 484 

Celsia Cretica, 91 

Cereus (night-blowing) in greenhouse, 52 
Chaffinch’s familiarity, 19 

Cheese dairying, 138 

Chelidoniums, 473 
Cherries in Derbyshire, 394 
Chilvvorth’s (Rev. J. L.) residence, 103 
Chiswick Shows in 1853, 138 
Chlidanthus fragrans culture, 320 
Chorelis, list of and culture, 320 
Chrysanthemum forcing, 20; Pomponc Hcii- 

dersonii, 82; time of flowering, 122; culture, 
223 ; list of, 213 

Cider-making in Herefordshire, 291 ; sweet, 
making, 488 

Cinchona Calisaya, and culture, 493 
Cinchonads, how known from Madderworts, 75 
Cinerarias mildewed, 20; sowing, 73, 460; 

blooming in November, 152; blooming in 
March, 294; amelloidcs, propagating, 412; 
compost, 431 

Claremont, visit to, 59 
Clianthus puniceus, wintering, 204, 314 ; in 

room, 234 
Climate, vicissitudes in our, 486 
Climbers, a purple autumn, 33 ; for greenhouse, 

72 ; list of tender, 173 ; in stove, 332; hardy, 
393; for high wall, 413; combination of, 422 

Cliviu nobilis culture, 320 
Coburghias, list of and culture, 320 
Cochlearia acaulis, 83, 342 
Cockle beds, 72 

Cockscomb culture, 442 
Collanias, and their culture, 36l 
Coloscordium culture, 302 
Commelina scabra, and culture, 35; wintering, 

105 
Conantheras, and their culture, 3Cl 
Coniferre, 86, 125, 164, 206, 244, 285, 324, .365, 

403, 443, 482 ; at Finedon Park, 106 ; sowing 
Himalayah, 253 ; planting, 431 

Conifers, time for planting, 33 
Conservative walls, their use, 224 
Conservatory, heating a small, 134 
Cooperias, and their culture, 361 
Coreopsis filifolia, 83 
Cornelian cherry, as a fruit, 59 
Coronillas, list of, 422 
Correas, list of, 422 
Cosmos bipinnata, 83 
Cottage garden and its November crop, 48 
Cottagers, prizes for, at Shows, 106; a chapter 

for, 385 
Couch grass, its impoverishing power, 467 

Country Gentleman’s Companion, 152 
Courtecn Hall Gardens, 144 
Couve tronchuda, 492 
Covent-Garden notes, 2, 23, 36, 56, 77» 99i 

136, 157, 176, I9y, 216, 236, 257, 298, 316, 337, 
359, 378, 398, 417, 435, 456, 475,493; fraudu¬ 
lent measures at, 2/8 ; cut flowers at, 341 

Cows, oat straw for, 214 ; turnips required for, 
214 ; murrain in, 432 

Crab stocks, grafting, 114 
Crinums, and their culture, 36l 
Crystal palaces, Rivers’s, 18 
Cucumber house, 73 ; pit and its management, 

187; forcing, 234; early, in dung-bed, 239; 
removing male blossoms, 253; culture, 412; 
useful sorts, 432 

Cummingia, species and culture, 399 
Cunninghamia sinensis, 9 
Cupressus, various species, 9; list of species, 

45 ; Govenii in bloom, 458 
Cuttings, how to strike, 152; bottom-heat for, 

354 
Cyanella, species and culture, 400 
Cyclamen, leaves deca3'iDg, 173 ; lost their 

leaves, 393 
Cyclobothra, species and culture, 400 
('ypella, species and culture, 401 
Cypripedium soil, 492 
Cyrtanthus, species and h3'brid8, 401; list of 

species, 4 38 
Cytisus filipes, 422 

Dacrydiums, list of, 86 

Dahlias, seedlings for 1853, 29; house-sewage 
for, 114; of 1851, 186, 290 

Dammaras, list of, 87 
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Damp, wliJit is, 194 ; walls, to cure, 234 
Damsons, 93 ; wine, lining, 333 
Danish Isles, sixteen mouths in, 119 j abundance 

of fruit there, 119 
Dantzic, a visit to, 428 
Daphnes, a few of the best, l07j imlica rubra, 

221 ; list of, 422 
Datura just blooming, 19 ; requires shelter, 113; 

sanguinea in the open border, 221; in room, 
234 

Daubenyas, 439 

Decay, its increase in plants, 338 
Decorative planting, 473 

Decoy pond and its water-fowl, 190 
De la Pre, 106 

Dendrobiuin nobilc Dlamlianum, 500 
Dessert, fruits for winter, 259 
Deutzia gracilis and scabra culture, 8 
Dewing, its meaning and mode of applying, 402 
Dianellas, 439 
Dibble for wheat, 233 
Dichorisandra, 82 
Diplacus puniceus, 422 
Double-glazing and a well as protectors from 

frost, 455 
Draining, 65, 497, 505 
Drain, to construct, 134 
Drimias, 439 
Dryandras, list of, 423 
Dung-beds, construction of for forcing, 286 

Karly life of Poor Man’s well-wisher, 272, 450 
Dcheandia ternifolia, 439 
Echeveria rosea, 421 
Edgings, 108; Hogg’s, 258 
Edwardsia grandiflora seeding, 214, 333, 423 
Eisenbeck (Professor Von), 118, 158 
Elder juice frauds, 36 
Elisene longipetala culture, 439 
Pllm, the fastigiatc, 452 
Kpimedium Alpinuin, 55 
Eranthemums, 305 
Erica bicolor, with pale llowers, 73 ; Banksia 

dropping its buds, 152 
Eriobotrya japonica, 423 
Erythrina crista-galii propagating, 20, 423 
Escallonia macrantha culture, 9, 423 
Espalier rail, 234 
Eucalyptus, 423 
EucliiUis obcordatus culture, 263 
Encomia culture, 440 
Kucrosia bicolor, 440 
Euphorbia jacquiniflora, for wreaths, 59, 305 
Eutaxia myrtifolia culture, 262 
Everlasting flowers mingled with grasses, 223 
Exhibitors of flowers, their tricks, 418 

Fairy-rings explained, 46y 
Fault (A) among us, 287 
Feathers, difFercnt markings described, 387; 

their varieties, Pencilled, 406; the Laced, 465 
Ferns, moving hardy, 54; fogging ofi', 94; 

Moore’s labels for, 99; shoots, cooking, 314, 
354 

Ferrarias, 440 
Finedon Park, 106 
Fish diseased, 4/2 
Fitzroya wood, 403 
Flax thrashing, 492 

hlower-bcds, plans to be given, 20; a new one, 
Oo ; new mode of trying colours in, 471 

Flower-buds, to distinguish double and single, 

Flower-garden plans, (No. 1) 67,73, 113, (No. 2) 
^ 117, (No. 3) 289, 393, 427 

Flower-markets, London, 212 

Flowers, general competition with, 218; co¬ 
loured everlasting, 471 

Forcing, preparations for early, loi ; notes on, 
238 ; operations of the season, 286 ; its 
general principles, 300 

Forest Trees of Great Britain, 355 

Forests (Uoyal), their mismanagement, 379 
porsaken Heritage (The), 13 

Forsythia viridissima pruning, 394 423 
Korsyth MSS., 3, 30, 77, 9S, 1/6, 367, 377, •117 
Fourcroyas, 440 * 
Frenelas, List of, 87 ^ 
Fruit, sturcs, managing, 38 ; and vegetable eul- 

tme combined, 80 ; influence of soil on, 313 ; 
growing, its commercial importance, 395: 
how to secure a crop, 419 ^ > 

bruits, Belgian Commission on, 300 

Fruit-trees, general planting of, 137; on walls, 
their distances, 162; for north walls. 162- 
rciiovatmn of, 178 218; for Cuiiiberlaiui: 
•lyi, after the mild winter, 318; grass-walk 
over roots, 333 

F uchiiias, list of good, 32 ; spectahilis, 33, 114 
with a single stem, 52; wintering, 53, 1U5 
hot of and culture, 92; list of liest, 132 
straggling, 152; Fuchsia bed, to make, I74 

culture, 249, 460; budding, 294 ; cordata, 
342; serratifolia culture, 412 

Fumigating greenhouse, 54 ; injury from, 47| 
Fungi, British eatable, 14; eatable, 109* 169 ; 

British, 189, 348; useful kinds, 312 
Funkia subcordata, 17; grandiflora alba, 27 

Galaxias, 440 
Gardeners and their masters, 22; who arc im¬ 

postors, 257 
(Gardenias for w'alls, 461 
Garden-orchard, 80 
Garden, restoring an old, 424, 431 
Gardens, benefits of exhibiting them, 222 
Gardiner (VV.), proposed biography of, 118 
Gas, heating by, 433 
Gastronemas and their culture, 477 
Gaura Lindheimeri, 26 
Geissoineria aurantiaca, 420 
Geissorhizas and their culture, 478 
Gelasinc and Gethyllis, 478 
Gcraiiiuifis, moving into greenhouse, 20; pro¬ 

pagating Golden-chain, 20 ; wintering scarlet, 
33; wintering, 53, 104, 471; (Scarlet), Amazon 
and others, 102; cuttings of Unique, 113; as 
standards, 114 ; turning yellow, 151 ; un¬ 
pruned, 234 ; (Commandcr-in-Chief) as a 
bedder, 273 ; management of scarlet, 354 ; 
gangrened, 35 4 ; treatment of seedling, 394; 
for forcing (Queen of February), 457 

Gesnera Zebrina, culture, 62, 103, 205 ; clongata 
culture, 304 ; Suttonii alba, mealy bug on, 3 i 4 

Gladioli, notes on species, 174 
Gladiolus gunclavensis, planting out, 194; cul¬ 

ture, 479 
Glasgow, garden near, 53; Floral Exhibition, 

418 
Glaucium lutcum, 375 ; corniculatum, 395 
Glazing, double, 20; laps in, 20; its benefits, 

5.'); to remedy drip, 94 
Gloxinias not bulbing, 33; management, 173; 

list of and culture, 252 ; from leaves, 376 
Gold fish in vases, 450 
Goosander, red breasted, its habits, 37 
Grafting on U])per side of branches, 252; in a 

liotbcd, 482 
Grapes, preserving, 20; Black Barbarossa, 84, 

499; growinglatc, 124; caterpillars on berries, 
131 ; diseased, 174; the Fox, as a stock, 180; 
forcing, good specimens of, 233; cause of their 
shanking, 381, 428; the Trebiaua, 477; La»- 
perione and others, 500 

Grasses as ornaments, 223 
Greasing the wheel, 166 

Greenhouse construction, 20; stages, 59; plants 
for back wall, 72; trellis plants, 84, 94 ; and 
vinery, 114, 363, 382; with west aspect, 114; 
facing the north, 214 ; plants, winter-bloom¬ 
ing, 282; vines and flowers in, 294 ; arrang¬ 
ing a new, 294 ; heating, 333, 387 ; climbers, 
374; modes of heating small, 422, 430; in 
March, jottings for, 459 ; work there, in 
March, 440 

Griiidelia grandiflora, 115 
Guano, its composition and value, 176 
Guernsey Lily dune flowering, 273 
Guzmannia tricolor, 83 

Habrantiius and their culture, 479 
Habrothanmus elcgans and fasciculatus culture, 

282 
Hujinony, what is it? 114 
Hardenbergias, list of and culture, 84; mono- 

phylla treatment, 234 
Haricot bean, a large white, 174 

Heath cuttings, management of, 354 ; propa¬ 
gating and growing, 412 

Heat, how to retain, 415 
Heating, easy mode of, 387 ; economical mode 

of, 410; by gas, 413; a small greenhouse, 
433 ; modes of, 501 

Hedyebium Gardnerianum, 471 
Hellebores, winter-flowering, 421 
Herbaceous plants, li§t of, 27 
Hickory nuts, sowing, 33 
Hippeastrum aulicum platyi)etalum culture, 342 
Hij)pophae rhamnoidcs, 174 
Hives (Taylor’s), 294 

Hoarca mclanantha, 17 
Hollyhocks, list of, 33, 53 
Honey harvest of 1852, 372 
Horticultural and Pomologicai Association, 399, 

452, 470 

Horticultural Society’s Meetings, 81, 122, 220, 
341, 420, 457, 498 

Horticultural Society, rules for a Provincial, 
265; Pecblcslilre, *266; of London first sug¬ 
gested, 358 ; its first formation, 377 ; in Tip¬ 
perary, 477 

Hotbed, a shallow, 17; its duration if shallow', 
152; for early forcing, 366; its construction 
and management, 480 

Hothouse, law of removing, 314 

Hot water in bottles to exclude frost, 430 
Hot-water versus Pohnaise, 24.5 
Hyacinths in pots, 294; with many offsets, 471 ; 

deformed, 510 
Hybrid between sheep and deer, 470; between 

pheasant and fowl, 470, 472 
Hydrangea culture, 413 

Ice, preserving, 214 

“ I have no one to take care of me,” 407 
Indian seeds, 17.3; corn, 499 
Indigofera decora pruning, 353 
Insects, Stephens’ Collection, 496 
Iponueas, to keep free from red spider, 194 
Iris (China) culture, 54 
Irrigating with sewage, 153 
Ivy keeping walls dry, 252; pruning and propa¬ 

gating, 354 ; against a wooden fence, 491 

Ixias, propagating, 53; culture at Claremont, 6l 

.Iackdaw’s familiarity, 19 
Japan Lilies for garden decoration, 508 
Jasniinum, dwarfs, 6l ; sambuc, management 

of, 194 
Jones, William and Ann, 88 
Junipers, list of, 126 
Juniperus, list of species, 164, 206 

Justicia spcciosa culture, 304 

Kearsley House, 63 
Kennedya, list of and culture, 84 
Kidney beans, new varieties tried, iUO; forcing, 

239 
Kitchen-garden crops, 328; routine, 367, 385, 

408; crops, arranging economically, 504 

Labels for Hoses, 234 ; cheap, 386 
Laljurnuni, origin of the purple, I96 
Lachenalia tricolor, 83 
Lady gardeners, 490 

Landscape Gardening, 296, 47.3; Major’s, 495 
Lantana mutabilis culture, 314 
Larch, its value and species, 206 

Laurels, pruning, 152; time for cutting down, 
234 

Leaves, consequences of removing, 135 ; re¬ 
moving from bulbs, 335 ; reciprocate with the 
roots, 336; propagating by, 452 

Lemon trees unhealthy, 472 
Lettuces for London markets, 78 
Librocedrus, list of species, 244 
Liglit, its importance to plants, 407 
Lilies, mixture of, 214 
Lilium lancifolium, culture in giecnhousc, 46l; 

in open ground, 508 
Liraatodes rosea, culture, 220 
Limuocharis Humboldtii, hardy, 399, 457 
Lions, tame, 47 0 
Lujuid manure, Roe’s mode of applying, 79 
Liquorice culture, 494 

Ijithosperinum rosmarinifolium culture, 284 
Lobelias, tall, propagating, 44, 62 ; culture, 02 ; 

wintering tall, 105 ; syphilitica and cardinalis, 
their culture, 151; list of tall, 152 

Look round, Taking a, 13 
Loquat, 423 
Lotus jacobteus, managing, 194 
Lupins, to arrange a bed of, 83 

Macgillivray (Dr. W.), his British Birds, 37 
Machieranthera tanacctifolia, and culture, 155 
IMugnolia grandiflora propagating, 354 
Malva umbellata, 220 
Mandeviila suaveolcns, proi)agating, 412 
Mancttia bicolor culture, 243 
IBangold sowing, 5o6 
Mantell (Dr. G. A.), 199 

Market gardens round London, 379 
Masters and their Gardeners, 134 
Maurandya Barclayana culture, I9 
Blauritius, its sugar and gardening, 178 
McGlashen’s transplanting machine,37y,453, 4;6 
I^lcasures in Covent Garden, 435 
hleconopsis cambrica, 335 
Medinilla Sieboldii, 82; not flowering, 152 
Melidores, or Maladorcs, 94 
Melon steds, good age for, 234; culture, 412; 

under rough plate glass, 509 
IMelianthus major, 180 
Meteorology in Mauritius, 359 
Michaelmas Daisy, hybrids, 115 
Mildness of the season, 359 
Miltonia spectahilis culture, 353 
Mistletoe sowing, 114 
Mitraria coccinea culture, 9 

Mushroom beds, preparing dung for, 29 ; modes 
of cooking, 169; to establish 011 lawn, 231; 
preparing, 292 

Mussel layers, 71 

Mustard, its derivation, 300 

Nectarine (Stanwick) not hardy, 138 
Nelumbium speciosuni culture, 510 
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Ncmatanthuh longipcs, as a show plant, 52 
Ncwl}ury Horticultural Society, 
Nicotiana ahita, 175 
Niven, Mr., 33y 
Normandy ami its poultry, 111 
Normandy, I/O, 273, 2t)0 
Northampton Horticultural Show, 105 ; Nursery 

Gardens, Ul 
Notes, comparing, 142 
Nuphar Lutca, 135 
Nurserymen as fruit dealers, 13y 
Nymphiea alba, 95 j ccerulca hardy, 457 

Oak, Sclscy Forest and Stephen’s 355 ; height 
of the upright, 452; soil, 467 

Oat-sowing, 505 
(Enothera macrocarpa and missouriense propa¬ 

gating, 20 

Old garden, renewing an, 412 
Oiicidiiim papilio culture, 233 

Onions, roping. 30; (potato) culture, 174; 
sowing, 328; culture, 405 

Opium, its production, &c., 295 

Oranges and lemons for back wall of green¬ 
house, 152 

Orange-tree culture, 311; sickly, 471 

Orchard-house, fruits for, 113 ;* Rivers’, 299 

Orchard, trees for, 252 ; notice of early, 336; 
hints on planting, 338; in 18lh century, 356; 
in Kent, 395; planting, 497 

Orcharding, its prolit, 472 
Orchids, sale of, 7^; culture, 233, 39I; from 

seed, 500 
Osmaston Manor, 43 
Osalis bowed, and other species,their culture, 

121; list of, and times of blooming, 125, 134 ; 
Deppii not blooming, 252 

Oxford Rotunic Garden, 180 

Oxyanthus tuiiiflorus and culture, 75 

Oyster layers, 71 ; vegetable, 214 

Palma Ciiristi out-of-doors, 17 

Pampas grass, 96, 379; getting seed, 27 
Pansies, descriptive list of, 184, 207, 308 

Papaver argemoue, and iiybridum, ly5 ; nudi- 
caulc, 215; dubium and rhucas, 255; somiii- 
ferum, 295 

Paper of straw, &c., 430 
Paraguay, 96 

Parsnip culture, 385 
Paterson to IMr. Forsyth, 3 
Paul Jones, 79, 436 

Paulownia imperialis, 235 
Peach, Shangliac, 100; forcing early, 101; tree, 

borders, 179; pruning, time for, ipi; trees, 
cause of decay, 31/; house management, 360 

Pears cracking, 20; Ucssle, and Louise d’Av- 
ranches, 23 ; Brown Reurre, 24 ; best baking, 
67; in October, 81; new seedling, 100; Louis 
Ronnes, 114 ; Louise Bonne, its history, 131; 
list of dessert, 193, 217; on quince stocks, 
214; M wall-fruit, 275 ; history of, 276; 
gathering, 291; list of, 314; early culture in 
Kngland, 315; for wall culture, 316; in 
Derbyshire and Northumberland, 394; effect 
of different stocks, 413; why gritty, 451 

Peas in October, 83; new, varieties tried, 100; 
grow ing early, 127; culture, 3s6; from France, 
457 ; growing early, 504 

Peat, its use and treatment, 54; charcoal for 
camellias, 273 

Pelargoniums (large) dying, 93; improvement 
in, 364 ; raising Irom seed, 383 ; proj)agating 
by cuttings, 401; summer treatment, 423, 
442 ; two-year old, 462; winter treatment, 
433; grafting, 423; sowing, 471 ; list of, 491; 
house for, 413; seedling growing, 447 ; the 
spot in, 502 ; preparing for show, 502; sowing 
in autumn, 509 

Petunia, its characteristics, 85 ; cuttings and 
seed, 106; soil fur, 126; summer and winter 
treatment, 145; management for exhibition, 
165 

Pheasants, rcaiing, 52, 391 ; keeping, 3/0; 
silver, a vagrant, 118 

Phlumis lloccosa, account of, 54 
Phyllocladus, list of species, 244 
Physalis alkekengi, 153 ; cdulis, 294 

Phytolacca dccaudra culture, 93 
Picca, list of species, 285 
Pigeons, diseased throat in, 2/4; Antwerp 

carriers,^ 311; di.scasc in, 311; treatment of 
canker in, 332; kinds to keep, 354 ; house, 
place for, 394 ; cunsecpiences of mixing, 471 

Pilferer, the garden, 326 

Pine culture, Hamiltonian, 4, 24, 159, 201; 
ventilation, 24; heating, 25; propagating, 
57; descriptive terms, 58 ; house for, 58 ; soil 
for, 68; culture, tan for, 120 ; weight of fruit, 
123; query as to fruiting, 152; treatment of 
fruiting, 332; apj)les, shifting, 436 ; three 
best, 499 

Piuetiim, trees for, 133 

Pinus, list of species, 324, 365, 403, 443, 483 
Pit for forcing, &c., 53 ; for propagating, 412 
Pits, management of plants in, 181; covering 

cold, 401 
Plants, packing for exportation, 40 ; their 

gradual development, 2l6; hardy in Ireland, 
230; spontaneous growth of, 468 

Plcctranthus concolor-picta, 82 
Plcroma elcgans, pruning, 193 

Plum, Purple Gage, 21; in Derbyshire, 394 ; 
for standards, 452 

Poinsettia pulchcrrima, 305; culture, 4/1 
Polmaisc heating, 245, 252 
Polyanthus narcissus culture, 273 
Polygala Dalmaitiana, 500 
Pornological societies, 2g8 
Pony, the Cottage Gardener’s, 370, 388, 445, 488 
Poppy.worts, I95, 215, 255, 295, 3/5, 395, 433, 

473 

Porphyrocoma lauceoluta culture, 3/4 
Potato murrain and large produce, 2; disease, 

30; autumn-planting, 33; planting in clay 
soil, 51; early good varieties, 54 ; culture, 65 ; 
planting, 73, 253, 328, 408 ; quantity con¬ 
sumed, 76 ; a variety not affected by murrain, 
76; successful mode of culture, 77 ; kinds 
most free from disease, 106; murrain, ill ; 
grown without leaves, 136 ; forcing, 208 ; 
growing, 211; failure, 234 ; manufacturing 
young, 337 ; experiments in its culture, 465 ; 
lilalfatti’s, 477 ; planting Ash-leaved, 6O6; 
hybridising, 510 

Pot-herb culture, 444 
Pots for training, 134 
Potting sand, 314 
Poultry, Liverpool Show, 1/; mania for Cochins, 

18; prolificacy of Cochins, 19; hens’ nests, 
19, 48 ; crump in, 20 ; Winchester and South¬ 
ern Counties Society, 22; cost ot keeping 
Cochins, 32, 294 ; Andrews’ Cochin-Cliinas, 
38; Cornwall exhibition, 38; Cochin-China 
Fowl’s remonstrance, 49; sending to the 
J!>how, 49 ; prolific ducks, 53 ; fatting Cochins, 
54 ; Cochins v. Spanislj, 54 ; experiments on 
feeding, 68; visits to the chief yards (Stur¬ 
geon’s), 69; Polands at Dominica, 73; roup, 
treatment of, 73; what is a pure breed, 73 ; 
North Staffordsliire Show, 79 ; Cochins, 
Dorkings, and Spanish, 90 ; expense of feed¬ 
ing, 91, 91, 131, 150, 153, 19‘3, 250, 2/3, 29I ; 
for laying, 04; White Shanghae, 94, 354 ; 
Ducks not laying, 94; choice of Shanghae, 
94 ; I^ovell’s, 94 ; time for sitting, 94 ; results 
of Mr. Sturgeon’s sale, 96; cliief yards of 
P)ngland (Capt. Hornby’s), 108; cross-bred, 
114; Spanish, ^c., 114; its literature, 115; 
Mowl)ray and Dickson on, 116 ; soil for, II6; 
colours of, 116; increased importance of, 
118; Penzance jKjultry yards, 129,210, 248 ; 
Cochin-Chinas, weight of, 129; laying soft 
eggs, cure for, 133; Silk t^owls, 133; doubts 
about keeping, 134; cooking Shangluies, 131; 
use of December eggs, 152; eggs for travelling 
and hatching, 152; feeding Shanghae, 152; 
l)roncncs8 to sit, 153 ; ornamental and domes¬ 
tic (Dixon’s), 155, 1/8; egg hatching, works 
on by Nolan, Richardson, and Rally, 156; 
Hamburgh described, 156 ; shows, their 
abuses, 158; cross breeding and roup, 168; 
Shanghae described, 1/0; Dorchester show, 
171 ; Hitchin show, 1/2, 233; Cochin-China, 
no such breed, 1/4; at the Mauritius, 1/8; 
Winchester Show, 187; rapid growth of 
Slianghac, 189,211, 250; the Dorking, 191 ; 
Musk Duck, 192; Polands Ilamburghs, 194, 
274,490; lot at Sturgeon’s sale, 194; Great 
Metropolitan Show, 199> 251, 308, 369; di¬ 
mensions of cocks, 210 ; Dorkings v* Shang- 
haes, 212; inflammation of egg passage, 213, 
350 ; to prevent a hen sitting, 214, 233, 2/3 ; 
fencing for yard, 214, 274 ; points in Shanghae 
fowls, 214; Birmingham Show, 225, 250; 
dealers should not be judges, 226; broken 
limbs, to treat, 230; Mr. Punchard’s yanl, 
231 ; Bristol Show, 232; Shanghacs unrelated, 
233; colour of Slianghae’s legs, 234, 432; 
rape and linseed dust for, 234 ; ])rice of 
Shanghae, 238, 294 ; white Polands with 
white crests, 238 ; Salisbury Show, 251; laced 
Polands, what are their characters, 252 ; rules 
for exhibitions, 256; Cochin, Dorking, and 
Spanish, 269; Great Metropolitan, Dublin, 
and Birmingham Shows, 2/0 ; white comb in 
Shanghaes, 2/2; Black Bantams, their cha¬ 
racteristics, 2/3; sickle fcathc|8 in Shanghae 
cocks, 273; Black Shanghacs, 2/4, 333, 354 ; 
Silver-Spangled and Golden-Spangled Ham- 
burghs, 274 ; eggs, to detect fecundated. 2/4 ; 
arrangements at Birmingham proposed, 2/6 ; 
Brahma Pootra, 288, 413; disease of (Apo¬ 
plexy), 289 ; hatching, nests, and breeding, 
292; pens at shows, 292; Dorkings, their 
characteristics, 294; effects of long shows. 
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297; sales of Shangliac, 299,436; Cheltenhinn 
Summer Show, 300 ; cross-breeding and use 
of medicine, 312; jiuralysed limbs, 314 ; Truro 
and Penzance Shows, 328; Dublin Amateur 
Show, 332; fcatlicrs, 332; breeding [lure 
chickens, 332 ; comb of Dorkings, 332; roup 
in Shanghaes, 333 ; rheumatism in, 333; con¬ 
sequences of shows, 338 ; memorial to Bir¬ 
mingham committee, 338 ; dealers as judges, 
347. 447 ; Doncaster and Honiton shows, 319 ; 
])cu-fowl, 361 ; Mr. Wingfield’s yard, 351 ; 
cross-breeding, 352 ; Silver-pencilled Ham- 
burghs, their characteristics, 354 ; Birming¬ 
ham show rules, 3.5/; price of eggs, 360; 
Torquay, 368; mistakes at shows, 369 ; judges 
and auctions, 369; Spanish at Truro, 369 ; 
exhibition fever, 3/1, 411, 489 ; apoplexy and 
])ara1ysis, 3/1; eggs, preserving, 3/3 393; 
chicken feeding, • 3/3 ; eggs, impregnating, 
374 ; black-breasted game, 3/4 ; three eggs 
laid in a day, 3/9 ; dilVerent kinds of feathers, 
387 ; Hamburghs classified, 388 ; Reigatc 
show, 389 ; Royal Dulilin, Bath, and West of 
England and Birmingham, flOO ; hints on 
breeding, 393 ; characteristics of Dorking, 
393 ; imperfect eggs, 393 ; cuckoo feather, 
387, 394; prize list of Royal Agricultural 
Society at Gloucester, 394 ; sale of Mr. Pott’s 
Shanghae, 399; jicncilled feather, 406 ; Po¬ 
lands and Hamburghs, their distinctions, 409 ; 
spangle defined, 409; cross-breeding, 410; 
intluencing the sex of chickens, 411 ; breeding 
I)urc, 413; Shanghacs with unfeathcred legs, 
413; Shanghae eggs, 413; Doncaster show, 
418 ; prizes by our Agricultural societies, 425 ; 
bints to societies, 426; bantams, their varie¬ 
ties, 431; Egyptian, 431 ; hyl)rid with phea¬ 
sant, 432; Captain Hornby's Spanish, 432, 
4/2; Polands, 432 ; Yorkshire Agricultural 
Society’s prizes, 434 ; Bath ami Westerii 
Counties prizes, 435 ; Kendal and Smitlifield 
Club Show's, 436 ; cross breeds, 446 ; rules at 
shows, 447; laced versus spangled Polands, 
448 ; on shipboard, 449; inflammation of 
their stomach, 450 ; influencing their sex, 
451 ; crowing hen, 452, 491 ; Shanghae 
chickens since Christmas, 452; weight of 
Dorkings, 452; cross with pheasant, 452 ; 
cgg-cating pullet, 452 ; lameness in Dorkings, 
452 ; Nutt’s Slniughaes, 456 ; Newcastle 
Show, 457 ; the laced feather, 465 ; beards of 
Polands defended, 467; cgg-cating hen, 4/1 ; 
summer ducks, 4/1 ; sudden death of Shan- 
gliaes, 472; laying soft eggs, 4/2, 492 ; weight 
of Shanghae cock, 4/7; Bath and West of 
England Society’s rules, 4/7; Laced Polands, 
486 ; on shipboard, 487; egg-bound, 489 ; 
frost-bitten, 491 ; keeping breeds distinct, 
492; wh’te Bantams, 492; profits of keeping, 
492; Spanish, 492; Bath and West of Eng¬ 
land exhibition, 491 ; sale of, 496; (treat 
Northern show, 496; Bearded Polands, 507 ; 
egg-eaters, 509, 510 ; size of house require<l, 
509; Egyptian, 509; Bolton Greys, 510; 
cross between Shanghae and Dorking, 510; 
slnxpc of egg, 510 

Pourettia (Puya) longifolia, 199 

Preserving specimens of animals, 3/2, 391, 432 
Prices in 1675, 37 
Primroses (CUiincsc), how to grow superior, 458 
Primula Palinuri, 459 
I’rcqjagating tender plants, 321 
Protecting crops, 265 ; fruit-trees, 318; plants, 

various modes of, 416, 419 
Protection from frost, 455, 456 ; to early forced 

vegetables, 45/ 
Psoraiea esculenta, 158 
Pterocarpa Caucasica, 60 
Ptinus holosericus, 20 
Puya zeylaiiica, 83 
Pyrethrums, white, culture, 234 

Quince, mildewed, 72 

Rabbits, liver complaint in, 54; importation 
of, 119; long-eared, 253 

Rain, quantity fallen, I99 

Ranunculus planting, 4/1 
Raspberries, soil for, 234 
Ravens and their young, 469 

Redbreast’s familiarity, I9 
Red spider, destroying, 412 
Rhododendron ciliaris, hybridizing, 458 
Rhubarb forcing, 114, 14(‘, 248 ; earliest and 

most profitable, 252 
Rhyuchospermum jasminoidcs, 421 
Ridging, its importance, 149 
Rochea falcata, 314 
Rogicra ama.>na, 420 ; Iloezlii, 458 
llolleston Park, 4* 
Romeria hybrida, 433 
Rookery, to establish, 33 
Rooks, .52 
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Rooms, showing plants in, 6l 
Root storing, 65 
Root crops, removing leaves from, 236; digging 

for, 408 
Rosa microphylla culture, 281 
Rose and Ivy, 94 
Roses arranged according to their colour and 

growth, 10; protecting Tea-scented, 3.1; on 
turf, 64 ; renovating moss, 54 ; pegging down, 
64; soil for, 73; newly-bedded mismanaged, 
73; on back wall of forcing-house, 106; 
pruning budded, 113; climbing, 113, 451; 

I Devonicnsis, 153; management of Lamarque, 
I 173; pruning standard Chinese, 193; felicite 

perpetual, 253 ; pruning climbing, 374 ; plant- 
i ing cuttings, 413; leaves mildewed, 451; near 
I London, 452 ; from eyes, 509 
I Rotation of crops, 149 

Rustic seats and gates, 20 • 

SAiii-CLOTH for sheltering, 54 
Salading, lists of, 342, 600 
Salix, its species, 36 
Salt, goaCs fondness for, 339 
Salvia patens, wintering its roots, 73; hardy 

in Ireland, 152; sowing, 432 
Samphire pickling, 54 
Saponaria Calabrica culture, 374 
Schotia speciosa, 472 
Scotland, state of crops, 38 
Scrapers, garden, 218; moveable garden, 410 
Screen of evergreens, 491 
Sea-kale, forcing early, 145 
Sclago distans culture, 284 
Sewage, removing its smell, 114; how to use, 

134 ; unfermented, and irrigating with, 153 
Shaded border, plants for, 234 
Shanking, to prevent, 248 
Sheldrake and its haunts, 50, 70 
Sheep buying, 153; barking trees, 452 
Shows, list of, 4, 24, 38, 67, 79, 100, 120, 136, 

! 159, 173, 201, 218, 238, 258, 2/9, 300, 313 
; Shrul)s, list of hardy, 94 
j Silk, its growth in England, 77 
I Sinclair (Sir J.), 77, 98, 136 
j Siphocampylos microstomus culture, 3 41 
I Skimmia japonica, 82, 220 
} Smith (Sir J. E.), to Mr. Forsyth, 36 

Snow as a protection from frost, 456 
Soil, what is a poor, 113 
Soils for fruit-trees, 179 
Solandra hevis, 82 
Sonerila orbiculare, 221; japonica culture, 341 
Song Birds (British), 132 
Soot as a manure, 273 
Sowing small seeds, 510 

I Sparaxis propagating, 63 
j Sparrows, out-manceuvering, 253 
! Spinsters, a word to, 367 

' Sports in plants, 216 

I Spring crops, preparing ground for, 34 4 
Spud (a useful garden), 371 
Stauntonia latifolia, a new hardy evergreen 

climber, 421, 471 
Stonclcigh Abbey, 6.1 
Stones beneficial to light soil, 373 
Stove for pines, 4 ; plants for exhibition, list of, 

35 ; in greenhouse, 303 
Strawberry, two new varieties, 100 ; forcing 

early, 102; forcing those in bloom in open 
ground, 274, 279 

Structures, gardening, 500 
Styvechale Hall, 63 
Suburban gardens, forming, 87; walks and 

edgings for, 107 

Succulents in the Oxford Garden, 181 
Suffolk Heaths, 130 
Sulphur, on hot surfaces, 273; symptoms of 

excess of, 413 
Sweet Pea, cuttings of roots, 472 

TaCSONIA SANGDINEA, 315 
Tailor, the poor, 246 
Talc, as a substitute for glass, 138 
Taste, jottings about, 27 
Taxodium sempervirens, 20 ; in bloom, 458 
Tea seeds, 4-59 
Tender plants that may be dormant in winter, 104 
Tetratheca pruning, 274 
Thunbergia alata in the open air, 60 

Titlark, its treatment, 132 
Tobacco, cultivating and harvesting, 31 ; plants 

producing, 175 
Torenia asiatica sickly, 114; culture, 304 ; pro¬ 

pagating, 412 
' Training with eyed nails, 314 

Transplanting large trees, 238; M‘Glashen’s 
plan, 379, 453 

Trees before a house, 20 ; fast growing, 113 
Trellis, climbers for, 20 ; table, for fruit, 420 
Tropceolum tuberosum, its produce, 174; tri- 

colorum, 174; tricolorum shedding its leaves, 
193; Lobbianum varieties, 220; Lobbianum, 
pentaphyllum, and tuberosum culture, 242 ; 
tricolorum culture, 311 ; roots, cooking, 412 

' Trymalium odoratissimum, 600 
Turnips, produce per acre, 236; sowing, 507 
Tying-down training, 2/3 

Unity of expression in gardens, 27 

Vanda ccerulea, 81 ; influence of heat on, 
1*23; suavis, 220 

Vegetables, imported, 457 > borders, turfing, 471 
Ventilation, 252 
Veranda, plants for, 394 
Verbenas, damping off, 152; mode of preserv¬ 

ing, 194; propagating, 471 
Veronica speciosa in room, 234 ; Andersonii and 

speciosa culture, 283 

Victoria Regia at Glasgow, &c., 253 
Village Feast, 209 
Vinery, management of, 339 ; choice of vines 

for, 412 ; heating a small, 510 
Vines, culture, 20 ; at Bishop Stortford, 30; 

admitting stems, 31 ; for cool greenhouse, 
54, 393 ; ill pots, 72; border, 94, 152, 194 ; 
forcing early, lOl; removing, 106; bark re¬ 
moving, 152, 194; dressing for, 253; mildew, 
its prevalence, 258 ; grafting, 274; in pots 
from eyes, 274 ; disbudding, 339; stopping, 
340 ; shoots drooping, 413; forcing, when to 
begin, 457 ; dressing, 472; still unpruned, 
472; blighted, 509 ; gnawed by a dog, 452 

I Violets tlicir history, 35 ; Russian Superb, 36; 
modes of cultivating different kinds, l62 

Walks in small garden, 93,107 ; their classifi¬ 
cation and arrangement, 397; in orchard, 498 

I Walls, conservative, and heated fruit, 183; 
forming a conservative, 264; furnishing, 274, 
305; plants for preservative, 343, 384, 4*22, 
461, 503 ; for fruit, 49"; flowers, &c., for 
north, 509, 510 

Wall-trees unfruitful, 274 
“ Wanting for nothing,” 128 
Ward’s case, plants for, 274, 491 
Water for orchard, 498 
Water lilies, 95; yellow, 135 
Watsonia fulgida in border, 193 
Weather during last fifty years, 486 
Wedgewood, John, 357, 377 
Weeds, modes of killing, 306 
Weigcia rosea culture, 9 ; pruning, 193, 304 
West Indies, useful plants for, 417 
Westringia Dampicrii culture, 262 
Wet days, work for, 29 
Wet season, influence.of, 165, 265 
Wheat, its origin, 215; sowing, 300 ; sowing 

spring, 485 
Whitley Abbey, 63 
Widow indeed (The), 47 
Wilderness, shrubs for, 181 
Wild Flowers (British), 21, 55, 95, 135, 195, 

; 215, 255, 295, 335, 375, 395, 433, 473; profit 
from, 214 ; walks after, 300 

I Window gardening, points in, 42 
i Wintering plants, easy mode of, 234 

Wireworm, mode of destroying, 330 
Woodlice, destroying, 402 
Wrest Park Gardens, 143 

Year, close of the, 264 
Young, Dr. G., 417 
Yuccas, new mode of culture, 6; list of, 7 

ZErilYRANTUES AtAMASCO CUlturC, 393 
Zichyas, list of and culture, 84 
Zinc, for garden pots, 62 

Zygopetalum IMackayi, culture, 233 

WOODCUTS. 

Camptosema rubicunda 
PAGE 

Berberis vulgaris - - , 21 
Front light of Vinery - 31 
Cuminclina scabra 35 
Epimedium alpinuiu - 55 

Flower-Garden plan 67 

Oxyanthus tubiflorus - 75 

Nymphiea alba - - _ 95 
Grindclia granditlora - 115 
Titlark - - . . 132 
Nuphar lutea - - . 135 
Flower-Garden plan 147 
fllachEeranthcra tanacetifolia - 155 
Nicotiana alata ... 175 

Cucumber Pit - 187 

Papaver argemone 
PAGE 

- 195 

Papaver nudicaulc - 215 

Garden scraper - 218 

Mr. Punchard’s Poultry Yard - 231 

Paulowpia imperialis - - 235 

Papaver dubium - - - - 255 

Tent for Exhibitions - - 267 

American garden plan - 271 

Ccanothus rigidus - 275 

Flower-Garden plan - 289 

Poultry basket - 292 

Papaver somniferum - 295 

Tacsonia sa^^guinea - - 315 

Meconopsis cambrica - 335 

Salcey Forest Oak - 355 

Glaucium luteum 
PAGE 

- 375 

Label , - - - - 386 

Hot-water apparatus - - 387 

Glaucium corniculatum - - 395 

Pencilled feather - 406 

Moveable garden scraper - - 41U 

Begonia Thuaitesii - 415 

Flower-Garden plan - 427 

Romeria hyi>rida - 433 

Hot-water apparatus (gas-heated) - 434 

Abclia uniflora - 453 

Laced feather ... - 465 

Chelidonium majus - - 473 

Cinchona calisayu- - 493 
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OCTOBER 7—13, 18.52. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R. & S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bef. Sun. 

Day of 
Vear. 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

7 Th Beech leaves fall. 
i 

29.785 — 29.669 60—40 ' S.W. 09 13 a. 6 23 a. 5 11 18 24 12 15 281 

8 F White Poplar leaves fall. 29.955 —2().833' 69—32 j W. 13 15 21 morn. 25 12 32 282 

9 S Hazel yellow. 29 924 — 29-802 fiO—56 | S. — l6 18 0 31 26 12 48 283 

10 Sun 17 Sunday AFTER Trinity. Cam.T. b. 30.168 — 29.535 68—46 W. — 18 16 1 62 27 13 3 284 

11 M Old Mich. Day. Oxford Term begins. 30.224 —30.188 68—53 ! S. — 20 14 3 16 28 13 18 285 

12 Tu Fieldfare comes. 30.283 — 30.274 68-54 S. — 21 12 4 42 29 13 33 286 

lalw Elder leaves fall. 30.129 —29.989 62—54 S.W. 04 23 10 sets. ® 13 47 287 

1 Meteokologt of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera- 
1 tures of these days are 6\° and 43° respectively. The greatest heat, 75°, occurred on the 13th in 1345 j and the lowest cold, 26°, on the 13th 

in 1850. During the period 84 days w'ere fine, and on 91 rain fell. 

RUBY-FLOWERED CAMPTOSEMA. 

[Camptosema rubicunda.) 

Plants of this compai-atively new genus have been likened 
to, and called, Kennedyas, in gardens. In their outward 
appearance, and in their general habit, they much resemble 
some of the species of Kennedya, Zichya, and Harden- 
hergia, yet, when they are examined botanically, they exhibit 
a wide departure from that group, and come nearer to 
Canavallias and Diocleas. The genus was founded by 
Hooker and Arnott, and the name derived from k/imptos, 
bent, and sema, a standard, alluding to the form of the 

flower branches. Instead of PapiVwnacecg, as formerly, 
all the pea-flowering, and all plants, whether with pea- 
flowers or not, that bear their seeds in pea or hean-like 
pods, as the Acacias, are now called Leguminous plants, 
because such pods, in the language of botany, are called 
lef/iimes; and to get rid of the old associations about pea- 
flowers, or papilionace(v, leguminous plants are now called 
Fabacea, or Beanworts. This species of Camptosema is a 
native of Brazil—a very gay climber, with ruhy-colonred, 
pea-like flowers hanging down in long racemes, and pro¬ 
ducing a fine effect. It requires the heat of a stove to 
make the most of it, but a warm conservatory will probably 
be found sufficient for it. It was first introduced to the 
German gardens four or five years ago, under the name of 
Kennedya splcndens. Leaflets smooth, milky-green beneath; 
racemes of flowers about nine ii: hes long, drooping; catyx 
with two small braotes at the base, somewhat two-lipped, 
and from 4 to 6 lohed ; petals nearly equal, deep ruby-red in 
colour, the largest rather bent back, clawed with two blunt 
teeth at the base of the lamina; other petals clawed, each 
with two blunt teeth at the base of the lamina. It is in the 
Diadelphia Decandria of LinuEeus. The stamens are in two 
groups, nine and one.—Botanical May., 4008. 

Culture and Propagation.—From what I have learnt about 
this new fine climber, I have no doubt but that it will 
succeed well where the Beaumontia grandiflora and Ste- 
phanolis floribunda thrive and flower. It is true the latter 
will do just as well in the Calcutta orchid-house, the common 
stove, the early vinery, and the wann conservatory; hut the 
Beaumontia will not do in either heat nor cold—tliat is, in a 
stove or in a greenhouse—but in a place intermediate 
between the two; and such intermediate temperature, I am 
quite sure, is best for this Camptosema: and, being a strong 
grower, it must have sufficient head-room to extend itself 
freely before it will flower much. Cuttings from small side 
shoots is the nursery way of propagation, hut, for private 
use, make layers of long shoots of last year, in the spring, 
and so get full-grown plants at once. D. Beaton. 

No one Letter than an Editor knows the impossibility 

of acting so as to please everybody, and even in en¬ 

larging our paper, at a certain expenditure of several 

hundreds of pounds, and with a total uncertainty as to 

any remunerative return, we are quite sure of dis¬ 

pleasing some of our readers. We shall regret the dis¬ 

pleasure of even one of them, hut conscious of the 

soundness of our intentions, we hope all things, and 

pursue our way. That way has heen known for four 

years to our readers, and we can assure them that “ the 

old path” will not he diverted, hut only widened. We 

have felt that for some time. Poultry, and other in¬ 

telligence, though strictly within our original purpose, 

have trespassed upon space that should be devoted to 

Gardening, yet. Poultry, Bees, the Aviary, and Farming, 

are subjects on which a large proportioir of our sub¬ 

scribers demand from us information. Then, again, 

we have been asked not to print advertisements so that 

these must be hound up in the volume; whilst otlier, 

and very numerous, parties have required, that to these 

advertisements we should give additional space. 

We are also fully conscious of the truth of an opinion 

expressed in a recent number of The Quarterly Review, 

that the contents of our little work are as suitable for 

the cottage of gentility, with double coach-house, as 

that usually tenanted by the labourer; hut while we 

admit thus much, we w^ell know it is, and has heen 

successfully, our aim to write so as to he clear and 

useful to all'. We have the best of all evidence, that the 

man of education, as well as the self taught labourer, 

are satisfied with our pages; and although we shall so 
far meet the criticism of our Quarterly contemporary as 

to add to our present title that of The Country Gen¬ 

tleman’s Companion, and while it will he our oontinued 

study to cultivate the good will of that important class, 

we shall still pursue our course unaltered, still study to 

No. OCX., VoL. TX 
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I be The Cott.\ge Gaudenek, but with its usefulness 

again increased. In testimony of this, and we have 

other new stores of infoi’mation placed at our disposal, 

we offer the present number as the best of evidence. 
i 

! 

In our last number we stated our conviction that the 

days of the Potato are not yet brought to a close, but 

that we look forward with confidence to a recurrence of 

that state of health in the plant, when uninurrained 

t crops will be usual, and murrained crops rare. We 

stated, also, our reasons for thus hoping, and one of 

those reasons is, that, even in the worst murrained of 

years, we find many instances of crops entirely exempt 

from the disease. This exemption is not of rare occur¬ 

rence, and though the circumstances occasioning such 

exemption are not with certainty known, yet the ex¬ 

emption demonstrates that such circumstances exist. 

If they exist, they can be ascertained ; and, when 

ascertained, the days of safety to the potato will be 

restored. 

One such instance of exemption has been commu¬ 

nicated to us by one of the best practical borticulturists 

we know—Mr. Weaver, gardener to the Warden of 

Winchester College. He says—“ Early this spring I 

received thirteen very handsome potatoes from a gentle¬ 

man of this neighbourhood, who is fond of having good 

potatoes at his table every day. They are called the 

Dalmahoy Seedling, being raised by Lord Morton’s 

steward, at bis lordship’s seat, Dalmahoy, near Edin¬ 

burgh. They were all very sizeable—from 3 inches to 

3^ inches, the widest way of them—and I determined 

to plant them whole. But where could I plant them ? 

was the next question, as nearly every inch of our 

ground was under crop at the time. At last, finding a 

small plot alongside some globe artichokes, a line being 

set down about five feet wide from the artichokes, here 

I planted the sets, two feet six inches from set to set in 

the row. This was done on the 13th of March. The 

row stood clear of everything excepting a few weeds; 

the plants were not earthed up.at all, and IfTelieve 

nothing was ever done to them from the time they were 

planted until they were taken up about the middle of 

August. On taking up the first root, seeing the tubers so 

numerous, induced me to count them. The following is 

the number found at each root:—58, 62, 47, 33, 54, 41, 

i 45, 48, 29, 30, 32, 57, 47. I took them up myself, 

I and, I believe, every one of them : the sample very fine 

! for the season. After they were taken up about six or 

eight days, they were looked over, and all diseased ones 

removed, which was nearly one-third of the bulk. This 

has been found the case in all our general crops that 

were in the ground so late as the middle of August. 

“ One kind, which we call the Herefordshire Early 

Purple, is a kind which we generally begin taking up 

for use about the second week in July, having done so 

for many years. Wanting the quarter for another pur¬ 

pose, these were all taken up by the 20tb of the month, 

and stored away in the potato bouse, where most of 

them are at this time. In these we have not seen a 

diseased potato at all this season, from the first to the ' 

present time. j 

“ Another favotirite, called Heigh's Norhury Seedling, | 

a beautiful potato, allied to Walnut-leaved Kidney, and 

a great bearer, was taken up on the 1st of August, and 1 

scarcely any diseased ones have been found among 

these from first to last. The same observation applies i 

to Rylott's Flourhall—scarcely any diseased, and taken 

up at the same time. Lukers Oxonian, taken up at the 

same time, nearly one-third diseased. Forty-folds, about \ 

four bushels of which were taken up at this time, were 

much more free from disease than those which remained I 
in the ground to the middle of August. Among these | 

last taken up, full one-third were diseased. And in a 

quarter of York Regents, which were somewhat shaded \ 

by trees, upwards of two-thirds were diseased.” j 

We may add, that Mr. Weaver entirely coincides with | 

us in recommending planting none but early kinds, I 
planting whole sets, and planting early. i 

COVENT GARDEN. j 

There were many fine gardens in Loudon once; but I 
what Mr. Dickens calls “'The Great Invasion” has so \ 

squeezed and circumscribed them, that, yielding to “ the 

pressure from without,” there is nothing left of them 

now but their names. We can imagine in our own 

minds what these old gardens were like, with their trim 

hedges, clipped “ greens,” and “ allies artly devised in 

the same; ” to say nothing of “ the proper knots,” as 

flower-beds, which would have supplied, with credit, 

designs for any “ Knitting, Netting, and Crochet Book,” 

even of the present day. We can imagine, too, what 

the old gardeners were like, with their long beards, 

Elizabethan ruffles, and high conical hats. These are 

what some people call “ the good old times;” but they 

have alt passed and gone, and with them the good old 

gardens, and the good old gai-deners, of London, leaving j 

scarcely even a trace of where this one “ grafifed all 

sortes of trees,” or that other practised “ the right 

ordering of all delectable and rare flowers.” 

The only place of this kind, bearing the name and 

aspect of what it once was, is Covent-Garben ; and, as 

if unwilling to be banished from their former haunts, it 

would seem as if the ghosts of these old times still 

met and held their midnight revels there—for during | 

the time that mortals sleep, there are produced, in this | 

once fertile spot, such fruits, and flowers, and esculent : 

plants, as would excite the incredulity of those who have 

not seen them. It would astonish some of our country j 
friends who have never witnessed such a sight as is 1 

there exhibited every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday 

morning, to see the ponderous cabbages, the unmeasure- ; 

able carrots, the enormous celery, the gigantic rhubarb, 

the snowy turnips, and the curly parsley ! produced as 

if by fairy power, or coming from, we hardly know 

where. 

It is of Covent Garden that we intend weekly to 

furnish the readers of The Cottage Gardener with a \ 

report. Our object shall be to notice everything as it : 
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conics into season, with such comments and remaiks on 

the most important productions as wo conceive will ho 

interesting. In this way they will have a sort of 

calendar of horticultural produce, as well as a good 

indication of what to grow and what to avoid. These 

ghosts of whom we have spoken know well, and none 

know better, what is worth growing, and what suits 

best the taste of this great world of London. 

During the past week there has been an abundant 

supply of all kinds of fruit. Appees are very plentiful, 

and range in ])rice from .‘is. to Rs. per bushel. Feani's 

kas made its appearance as gay and ruddy as 

ever; this is much grown by the market-gavdeuers of 

liondon, for, besides being a good market apple, it is a 

great bearer, and its fine, brisk, and sugary flavour 

render it suitable cither for dessert or kitchen use. 

Qvlilen Pippins and Rihstnns are “in,” and there arc 

still a few Kerr!/ Pippins left, but they are very small 

and very shrivclly. Pears vary from .Rs. (id. to 7s. (id. 

per half-sieve,* and are also very jdentiful; besides a 

number of nondescript varieties, there arc several of the 

hest sorts already in 2icrfcction. Williams’ Bon Chre¬ 

tien are going out; they are getting very yellow and 

very “slcciiy;” these have been very plentiful this 

season, more so than tliat respectable individual, “the 

oldest inhabitant,” over remembers. Ifessle, not Hazel 

nor IIcsscl, has also furnished a large supply, but is 

going out, and giving way to the Autumn Benjamot, 

Beiirre Cajnaumont, and Marie Louise; as these will 

be in season for some time to come, w'C shall have an 

opportunity of commenting on tbcm on a future occa¬ 

sion. 'J’horc arc some very fine QanseTs Bergamots, 

from G uernscy, for which the epicure must give from 

3s. to 53. per dozen. The Jersey Oratioli has also ap¬ 

peared during the week; this is a most delicious pear, 

but very little known : everybody who wishes to plant 

six trees should have this one of them ; we shall sjicak 

of it again. Louise Bonne of Jersey has been in for 

some time ; this also is a very fine and very beautiful 

autumn pear, which ought to be in every collection; it 

may be said to come in between the Williams’ Bon 

Chretien, Jersey Gratioli, and Mario Louise. Pi.ums 

of inferior baking kinds, such as Musde, and other 

hedge varieties, are plentiful still, at about 2s. (id. to 3s. 

the half-sieve. Damsons arc also very pilentiful, at the 

same ])rices. Among the dessert varieties, Coes Oohlen 

J>rop, and some small shrivelled Qreengages are all that 

are to be seen. Of Peaches, the Late Admirable, and a 

few Catherines, are making their apjjearanco; but wo 

would rather have a good Jersey Gratioli, or Marie 

' Louise pear, than all the Catherine or other late ^leaches 

j the garden can produce. Grapes, both home and 

foreign, are plentiful. Blach Ilamhurghs constitute the 

, former, and fetch according to quality and colouring, 

from 23. to 5s. per pound. The foreign arc from Od. to 

Is. per ])ound. 

Many fruits which are merely enumerated in the 

present notice, shall be treated of at length, as we have 

occasion to refer to thein in subsequent reports. 11. 

* Half-a-Sieve contains tliree-and-a-half gallons. 

EOR8YTII MSS. 

In our last notice of Iueutenant I’aterson (vol. viii. 

page 378), be was at Norfolk Island, in the May of 

1702, and there, and at Port Jackson, ho continued 

until nearly the close of the century, but before that be 

had become Captain in the New South Wales Coiqis. 

lie then returned home, but did not remain there long, 

for under the date of Eobruary 22nd, 1800, and from 

Port Jackson, there is this letter from 

MRS. PATERSON TO MR. FORSYTH. 

Wc arrived licre on the 4th November, after a tolerable 
speedy voyage of less than five months, which was a for¬ 
tunate circumstance for u.s, as the ship was excessively 
uncomfortable, and ill calculated for passengers, and besides 
very leaky. Wo put into St. Salvador, on the coast of South 
America, to retit, from vliich place, until wo arrived here, 
we had constant gales and bad weather. In one of these 
severe storms Col. lb was nearly killed by a fall in (he 
cabin, being very much bruised, and three of bis ribs 
broken. lie is now, thank God, quite recovered, and has 
been lately exploring tlie banks of the river llawkeshury, 
principally for coal, which was not found just at the spot 
where ho expected; but there is plenty in other situations. 
He was amply rewarded, however, for his trouble, by dis¬ 
covering many new plants, and in visiting the different 
settlers in that neighliourhood. 'I'he crops of grain those 
farms produce are wonderful, but, nolwitbstanding the fine 
country and climate, the colony is in a most wretched state, 
from bad management. An active, able man, is much 
wanted here, as Governor, and that soon, or I fear it will 
take a long time to bring it about again. I send this letter 
by Mr. Cover, one of the unfortunate missionaries sent out 
in the Duff He. is a worthy man, and can give a correct 

I idea of this place, having been here above twelvemonths. 
I He will also bo able to give you evci7 information respecting 
i that unsuccessful mission. The cultivation of the vine in 
I this country is very much neglected, from the two or throe 
I last seasons having failed. Fruit-trees, particnkarly apricots 

and peaches, thrive uncommonly well, especially the latter, 
which in general produces fruit the second year from the 
stone. Col. P. worffd h.avc written to you himself, but is 
very much engaged in arranging regimental business to 

send home.—E. I’ateeson. 

He returned to the eoloiiy not only as Colonel of his 

regiment, but as IJeutenant-Governor, and eontinued to 

retain that office until his final retirement. His last 

letter among those manuscripts is dated from Sidney, 

October 13th, 1800. 

COLONEL PATERSON TO UR. FORSYTU. 

Governor Hunter being about to quit this country gives 
me an opportunity of saying that both Mrs. 1’. and myself 
arc in good health. 

Since my arrival in this country I have had very little 
time to pursue my favourite amusement, what with the duty 
of the corps, and the constant watch we arc obliged to keep 
over the United Irishmen that have been lately sent to this 
colony. We have discovered several plans that were in 
great forwardness to subvert the government, and to put 
eveiy one to death that would not join them. 

On a committee (to investigate the business), of which I 
was one, it clearly appeared that their plan was to have 
seized on a detachment of soldiers doing duty at ranamatta, 
in the time of Divine Service, and to have attacked us at 
head quarters. Wo fortunately discovered their diabolical 
intentions the day before it was to have been attempted, 
and, from their obser\'ing our preparations, they did not 
assemble; but wc found several of their ringleaders. Some 
of them have been punished, and a pai-ty of them sent to 

Norfolk Island. 
There are three of our officers that return to England by 

this conveyance; one of them, Captain Johnston, is a 
prisoner under my arrest. As Govener Hunter would not 
allow a court-martial to try him in this country, the evi¬ 
dences are taken on oath, and sent to tlic commander-in- 
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chief. I shall he auxioiis to know the result. From all 
tliese circumstances you will easily conceive that my situ¬ 
ation in this country is not very pleasant. 

He retired from New South Wales in the spring of 

1810, and among the deaths recorded in that year, we 

find this entry. “June 21st. At sea, on hoard His 

Majesty’s ship Dromedary, Colonel William Paterson, 

Lieutenant-colonel of the 102nd regiment, F.R.S., 

Member of the Asiatic Society, and many years Lieu¬ 

tenant-Governor of New South Wales, from which 

colony he was returning to England in the command 

of the 102nd Regiment.” 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and 

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We 

shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad¬ 

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se¬ 

cretaries. 
HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 

Buev St. Edmunds, Nov. 20 (Chrysanthemums). {Sec. 
G. P. Clay, Esq.) 

CAI.EDONIAN (Inverleith Row), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
Hampshire, Nov. 18 CWinchester). {Sec. Rev. F. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London Eloeicultueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), Oct. 12+, 

Nov. 9+, 23, Dec. 14+. 
North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Royal), Oct. 14+,Nov. 11+, Dec.Ot, 10. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

Birshnoham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, 10th, 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 
{Sec. James Marmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance), about a week after the Birming¬ 
ham. {Secs. Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, 
and E. H. Rodd, Esq.) 

Dorchester, Nov. 18th. {Sec., G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor¬ 
chester.) 

t For seedlings only. 

PINE-CULTURE: THE HAMILTONIAN MODE. 

We have, during the last few months, received so 
many queries, or hoard inquiries about Pine-culture, 
from persons of moderate means, who wish to indulge 
occasionally in that luxury, and occasionally to make 
the fruit, by sale, pay the expenses incurred, that we 
think it will be but an act of justice to take up the 
subject in a step-by-step way; the dryness, or tedium, 
necessarily attending this course in the eyes of the 
experienced, will, we hope, be excused for the sake of 
the class alluded to. Too much generalisation befits 
not persons of this caste; they want the very alphabet 
of culture itself; and to make ourselves useful, wo must, 
to use an apposite saying, “ begin at the beginning.” 

As much confusion has continually arisen from a 
jumbling together the pot and the open-soil modes, we 
must, in this series of papers, confine ourselves to the 
open-soil, or Hamiltonian mode of culture, believing it 
to bo the very best of all for the amateur; being the 
easiest to learn, on account of its extreme simplicity, 
and requiring so small an amount of labour and atten¬ 
tion. It is somewhat fortunate that the subject should 
force itself at this period upon us, when, of all others, 
jjcrhaps, the least advice is required in other affairs. 

Structure for Pine-culture.—We come here to the 
consideration of the form, the angle, or roof pitch, the 
glass, the interior fittings, Ac., each of wliich wull be 
handled in due course. Having much faith in our 

friend Hamilton, whose long experience in this matter, j 

to say nothing of his being the originator of this system, I 

highly qualifies him to offer advice, we have written to i 
him on the subject, in order to see if he is prepared, by , 
subsequent experience, to confirm what he had pre- , 
viously laid down in his useful book. He has most j 

kindly and fully answered the inquiries we had to make, ' 
and also permitted the use of his name, if necessary. 

Mr. Hamilton has, within these four or five years, built 
a new house for his pine system; and it will be well to 
give a detail of its character. It is a span-roofed structure, 
running east and west, thus presenting a south roof and 
a north one. The pitch of the roof is three-and-a-half 
inches to the foot, the length of the house fifty feet, and 
the breadth fifteen feet. There is a walk up the centre, 
beneath the ridge, of two feet in width; a bed of five 
feet on either side, and a trench, or cavity, eighteen 
inches, front and back, for the piping. This house 
holds one hundred plants, and, according to friend 
Hamilton, each plant ought to produce one full-sized, 
fruit annually, of some five to seven or eight pounds— 
to fix a weight for the purpose of enabling our readers 
to form a calculation. Of course, it will be understood, ' 
that whilst the weight here assumed would bo too much 
for such as the Queen section, so, in like manner, will 
it be below the standard for such as the Providences, 
Envilles, Cayennes, &c.;—thus much to obtain a clear 
view of the question. To return to the digressive point— 
the external character and dimensions of a house proper 
for this system—we come now to the mode of heating. 
“ Each bed,” says Mi-. H., “ would require two pipes, 
in order to equalize the heat at the roots of the pines; 
two would be far better than one of greater calibre, for 
it is not a high concentration of heat at one point that 
is requisite, but a steady and given amount equally 
diffused. Moreover, it will be seen, that in hot-water 
heating, although a circulation snay be established in 
one pipe or tank, yet it would be necessarily sluggish ; 
and a return pipe to the boiler ensures a lively circula¬ 
tion, in addition to the end in view—the equalization 
of the bottom warmth.” 

Thus much for bottom or ground-heat; now for 
atmospheric warmth, for which special piping is requi¬ 
site. Mr. H. says there should be two pipes back, and 
two in front, that is to say, a flow and a return belong¬ 
ing to it. It will here be seen what value is to bo 
attached to the idea of growing pines out-of-doors, in 
Britain, like so many artichokes. When such is well 
accomplished, rents will assuredly rise, for some thou¬ 
sands of acres will be needed for vineyards and pine- 
gardens, for the demand for both will be enormous. 

Thus it will be seen, that eight parallel lines of 
piping are considered requisite by ilr. Hamilton in such 
a house, and if pines are to be grown in the highest 
degree of perfection of which they are capable at any i 
season, we join in Mr. H.'s opinion. The beginner 
in pine-culture must here observe, that the pijies to 
heat the soil are no more than an equivalent for the 
loss of tan, or other fermenting material, so that such 
may be fairly left out of the question of exjiense; for 
although, in the event of tan-yards being close at hand, 
the bottom-heat from that source might be obtained at a 
cheaper rate, yet, when the extra labour and uncer¬ 
tainty are taken into consideration, a certain loss in tho 
end may bo counted on. When tan has to bo drawn 
half-a-dozen miles, we consider tho proceeding most 
preposterous, according to the old adage, “ penny wise 
and pound foolish; ” those, however, who do not care 
about winter-pines, but would rest content with a good 
lot of such as Queens, Providences, and Envilles, from 
June to October, may succeed with one-half of the 
piping for warming tho air of the house The bottom- 
licat piping, nevertheless, the same as before stated. ; 

To return to Mr. IL, he says, “my boiler is at one j 
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end of tlie bouse, in the centre, and outside. Imme¬ 
diately opposite to it inside, I have a reservoir, or iron 
pan, of about two feet in depth, by half-a-yard square, 
and this has six pipes attached to it.” It will be here 
seen that the reservoir is but a centre, common to all 
the pipes, which all take their flow here, and here 
deliver their return. This, we suppose, is partly to save 
the expense of what are termed elbow-joints, and other 
complex affairs. In this description we are not quite 
sure that we understand Mr. H.; if, however, any error 
should creep in, we shall soon get it rectified. Mr. II.’s 
words are these, “ the reservoir will require six pipes 
attached to it, so that the pipes which heat the air of 
the house can be plugged or stopped at any time, when 
only bottom-heat is requisite. This answers much 
better than valves.” We saw Mr. H.’s house about 
twelvemonths since, and witnessed his thus turning off 
the flow, which he did in an instant, by merely thrusting 
a roll of coarse cloth into the advance pipe. 

Having thus far followed Mr. Hamilton’s plans pretty 
closely, we may be allowed a few comments as we pro¬ 
ceed. In the first place, it does seem matter of astonish¬ 
ment, that a practice so simple, and consequently econo¬ 
mical, so much in accordance with the habits of the 
pine, as stamped in indelible marks by nature's own 
impress, should not before this have become more 
general. What said Pope ? 

“Truths would you teach, and save a sinking land, 
All hear, none heed you, and few understand.“ 

And so it has ever been with inventions w'hich carry a 
great amount of simplicity in the face of them; they 
pass unheeded by the majority of minds for want of the 
appearance of that degree of elaborateness, which, in 
fact, is the bane, instead of the true merit of most inven¬ 
tions. In speaking thus, we do not wish it to be in¬ 
ferred that the Hamiltonian mode ought to supersede 
all others; by no means. There are cases in which the 
pot mode may be more desirable, inasmuch as the pines 
may, with facility, be removed to a cool room in the 
pot, when necesssry to retard them for particular pur- 
])Oses; and, indeed, it is still a question whether the 
Hamiltonian mode is equally applicable to all kinds; 
that it suits the Black Jamaica, or what is termed Mont¬ 
serrat by some, is undeniable. This pine, at least, 
seems quite at home under this treatment; and as a 
pine for general use, and especially for winter, it will be 
long, we think, before it is superseded; albeit, the 
rising popularity of the Cayennes threatens hard. We 
may here offer an opinion about the form of the house, 
which, indeed, is the first thing to begin with. Mr. H., 
it has been seen, is an advocate for span-roof houses, 
running east and west. Now, we really do not see why 
this mode should hold such a strong position in the 
minds of our practical men. “ Speak well of tho bridge 
that carries you safe over,” is a trite maxim, and doubt¬ 
less will apply to the case in hand ; but a too stiff ad¬ 
herence to established modes is but too apt to assume a 

! pertinaceous character, and to prove a barrier to pro- 
I gression, which, in the most unmistakable manner, is 

the order of tho day. Why not north and south ? Pines, 
it is said, occasionally enjoy a little shading for three or 

: four hours during bright and hot days, and the mid-day- 
I sun can very well be dispensed with on such occasions. 
! But to build span-roofs with a southern facing, is to set 

a trap to catch all the mid-day rays possible. Sir Joseph 
j Paxton, breaking through tho trammels of 23rescription 
! long since, shewed by his ridge-and-furrow-roof that 

there were more ways than one of building houses. Tho 
ridge-and-fuiTow of course is simply a multiple of the 
span-roof, with an eastern and western slope, or in other 
words, a morning and an evening side. Now, if it can 
be shown that a half-day’s sunshine will suffice for pines, 
whether that half-day bo an eight to twelve o’clock affair, 
or a twelve to four o’clock, why the rest of the question 

would seem to follow as matter of course. We have 
talked over this subject with several first-rate men at 
various times within the last half-dozen years, and have 
almost invariably found them with a latent desire to 
break from southern slopes, “ willing to wound but 
afraid to strike.” Not every one, however, who can con¬ 
ceive a project carrying promise of advance, has the 
power to shew forth his conceptions in real bricks and 
glass. 

To sum up, then, as far as the roof question is con¬ 
cerned, we may be permitted to oft’er our impression, 
which is, that it appears tolerably certain that the 
southern slope may be departed from in the case of 
pines, and exchanged for a morning and evening side, 
as in a span running north and south, as to its longi¬ 
tudinal direction, or, indeed, to some other points of the 
compass, as the case may be; and that much latitude 
may be fairly given in this respect, tho pinery giving up 
a point occasionally to existing circumstances, perhaps 
as an adjunct to the villa or to other structures. 

But if a span-roof running east and west must bo 
adopted, we think that some little change in the modifi¬ 
cation of the interior fittings might be resorted to with 
advantage. For instance, it is a matter of principle 
that an equality of light should be enjoyed by the ])ines; 
those on tho north side of the walk should have an 
equal chance in that respect with those on the south 
bed. To effect this, the bed on which they stand must 
necessarily be somewhat higher. Admitting, then, a 
spian-roof perfectly equal in dimensions as to tho exte¬ 
rior, we would have the back bed half-a-yard, or nearly 
so, higher than the front, or, if you jplease, the front bed 
half-a-yard lower; all this amounts to tho same thing. 
In such a case, tho first and ruling p)rinciple would be, 
to pay a due regard to the ordinary ground level out¬ 
side ; the front bed should be so jilaced as to piresent 
every pjortion of the foliage to the solar rays, even in 
the depth of winter. This done, the lower the whole 
structure was sunk below the ordinary ground level 
the better, according to our ideas; inasmuch, as the 
farther this pjoint is carried out, the more the structure 
would p)rove self-protecting—a great matter in econo¬ 
mising fuel; and every gardener knows that the use of 
fuel in the dull winter months, or, indeed, at any period, 
is a necessary evil, to give it a hard name. But not 
only is a pjropier economy involved in this arrangement, 
but the vei'y health of tho pines. 

There is still another consideration as to the roof 
question ; and, as we are simply throwing out hints for 
the consideration of those about to embark in piine- 
culture as a profitable investment, it will be well, per¬ 
haps, to offer suggestions with freedom, and to make 
our comments keep) piace with tho order of the subject. 
In pursuance of this, then, wc woidd say, if a span-roof, 
running east and west—are both sides of the span obliged 
to be equal? In thus widening the question, we shall 
give a free scope to a full examination of the whole 
subject. As the south front is too apt to admit of too 
great an amount of the solar rays, why not make it less 
in width, say as two to throe ? Many other remarks 
might be offered on the character of the roof, but as they 
interfere too much w ith the lino of our subject, we must 
postpone them until wo can offer a chapter on roofs. 
The structure, then, should be so far sunk below the 
level, as that tho front sill of the sashes is but above 
that level; other parts will follow as matter of course. 
As to glass, Mr. H. has omitted to mention it in his 
correspondence; but before closing this subject, wo will 
take caro to ascertain this, which, with anything else 
that may arise, together with omissions, &c., will be 
introduced at tbo conclusion. It seems pirobable, in 
tho event tho house having an east and a west roof, 
that the British sheet would be most eligible; and as to 
a south and north roof, rough plate on the south, and , 
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sheet on the north; however, we have no experience of 
tlio rough plate. 

As an enconragemeut to those about to venture on 
tlio Hamiltonian system, it may be observed, that Mr. II. 
has had it in operation for many years. At first, in a 
poor, low, contracted, and rough-looking house, which, 
without the noble pines it contained, would have been 
but a sorry affair. Sucli, however, was his success, 
that his employer empowered him to build a handsome 
new house to his own liking, and hero the system may 
bo sceii duly carried out. Wo now give an extract, in 
concluding this paper, from Mr. H.’s letter now on tiio 
tabic: “ Tlic gardener of II. IMarsland, Esq., of Wood- 
banks, is going by my instructions. He has throe 
])lants of the Montserrats ('’) with three fruits each, and 
there is every probability of the nine fruits weigliing 
thirty-throe pounds.” R. Errington. 

{To he continued.) 

YUCCAS. 

In these days of plant-growing, for fame, for gold or 
silver medals, or for hard cash, such old jdants as Adam’s 
needle, and the like of it, that are thought beyond the 
art of the specimen grower, are left to nature, or rather 
are taken from her care, and then turned adrift to take 
care of themselves as best they may. Yuccas will grow 
or live in any kind of soil, if it is not too wet, and when 
one ilowers any thing beyond the common run, it is 
reported in the periodicals as something strange, like 
the flowering of the American Aloe, as it is called, and 
lio one turns his attention to the improvement of the 
race, or, if ho does, he thinks tliore is little merit in 
saying much about it. Hence it is, that if you wish to 
flower a Yhicca, and wmdd learn the easiest and best 
way to go about it, you juay look through all the authors, 
from Phillip Miller to the last number of The Cottage 
Gardener, and not be much the wiser. Indeed, I do 
not remember a single author who has given a full j 

account of the propagation and cultivation of Yuccas 
as a class, except Mr. Gordon, of the Horticultural 
Society’s Garden, at Turnham Green, and that was seven 
years ago (Gardeners' Chronicle, ]84.5,y). 384). Since that 
time, Mr. Gordon has so far improved on his own re¬ 
corded practice, that his success surprised me the othc]’ 
day on looking over the garden. liilcc most other 
gardeners, I never dreamed that Yuccas arc as sus¬ 
ceptible of imju-ovement, at the present day, as the Pine¬ 
apple plant was twenty years ago ; but so it is, without 
any shadow of a doubt, and not oidy that, but it may 
be so managed as to become a regular competitor on 
the exhibition tables. 

As far as I can make out, we have only one instance 
on record, in which a Yucca was exhibited in a pot for 
a prize, and that was in Eifeshire, in Scotland, some 
years ago. The llower-stcm of this plant rose seven feet 
from the pot; the plant was exhibited in September, 
and was only struck from a cutting the March before. 
We know that some people run away with an idea that 
the Yucca, and the American Aloe, flower only once in a 
hundred years ; others are as far wrong, who assert that 
a Yucca will flower regularly every year, after it once 
comes to a flowering age. The opinions about this age 
arc also as far from the truth as the rest of the story. 

I Some will tell you that five or seven years will bring it 
I into a flowering state; others say ten years ; wliilst a 
1 third says liftecn, and a fourtli goes as far as twenty. 
I All this is in black and white, in my own libi'ary; but 
! thcro is a 4ucca in the nc.xt parish to me, Ijong Ditton, 
I which did not flower for twenty-live years alter being 
j planted, and it might have been two or three years old 

I at the time. It is now m bloom for the third time, and 
' there were just five years between each time of flowering. 

Tlio truth is, however, that tlic flowering of Yuccas 
depends on soil and situation, rather than on certain or 
uncertain dates. 

Yucca gloriosa is the one wo hear most about, and this 
plant is a native of the sea-shore, in the southern states 
of North America, and although, it lives with us in 
almost any soil or situation that is not absolutely w'ct, 
it prefers the sea-coast, a full southern aspect sheltered 
from all other points, the best friable loam, and a rock, 
or chalky bottom perfectly dry. In such situations in 
Devonshire, Cornwall, the Isle of Wight, and the South 
of Ireland, it blooms every year as well as it does in 
Virginia or South Carolina. 

At its full age, it is not proof against those very severe 
winters we sometimes experience in this country. Eor 
instance, the great celebrated tree Y^uccas, in the Oxford 
Dotauic Garden, with stems five feet high, clear of leaves, 
and which Mr. Baxter, the no-lcss-cclebratcd curator, 
successfully transplanted, were cut down to the ground 
by the frost of the winter of 1837—38, but they S])rang 
again from the roots, while plants of four or five kinds 
of tliein, not nearly so largo or ripe, as wo may say, 
stood out in Kilkenny without any protection whatever. 
It has been observed, that more Yuccas flowered with us 
in the hot summer of 1820 than in any one season 
before or since. In that year, a Yucca gloriosa superha, 
tlie best variety, with the purple on the back of the 
petals, flowered for the first time, after being twelve 
years planted, and two years when planted in a nursery 
at Windsor. The top of the flower-stem was twelve feet 
six inches from the ground; the flower-stem itself being 
upwards of nine feet; out of this stalk grew forty-seven 
side branches, eighteen inches and upwards in length, 
and each produced from twenty to thirty flowers, or 
probably 1,100 flowers in the whole. Who would not 
envy so noble a specimen of this much - neglected 
plant. “ J3ut stop a while ”—another individual of the 
same species, whose girth, at fifteen inches from tlie 
ground, was 2b^ inches, produced six flower-spikes at 
the same time, on which was counted in one day no 
less than 2,704 flowers. Rut the most splendid specimen 
of Yucca on record, under cultivation, is a plant, or 
rather tree, of the Aloe-leaved species, of which the 
Countess Dunravoi sent a drawing to Mr. Loudon, 
from the gardens at Adare, in Ireland. This drawing is 
given in many of Loudon’s works; in the Vegetable 
Kingdom of Dr. Lindlcy; and in other works here and on 
the continent. This Y'^ucca was twenty-eight feet high ; 
at ten feet from the ground the trunk girted seventeen 
inches, and at twenty feet it divided into “ six massy 
branches, each terminating in a pyramid of ilowers.” | 
Notwithstanding such instances, a Yucca gloriosa tljat | 
is from three to five feet high in the stem and leaf, with | 
a llower-stcm of about equal dimension, would bo a | 
very fair specimen to pride oneself on, after a few years 
cultivation, on the principle advised by The Cottage 
Gardener. 

It is very strange that no writer has sufficiently ad¬ 
mired the Yuccas as fit plants to introduce into geometric 
flower-gardens, for which they are admirably suited, 
when reared with the sole view of that kind of furnish¬ 
ing; and no less so, that some of our great architects— 
Sir Charles Barry, for instance—have never thouglit of 
them as architectural plants, as one may say, instead of 
the great aloes which Sir Charles, at any rate, is so fond 
of for rearing up on pillars and corners in his elaborate 
designs. I could name more than one place in which 
Sir Charles Barry introduced, not only an aloe or two, 
but aloes in great numbers, as architectural ornaments, 
such aloes being cast in lead, and placed in stone, or 
composition vases, after being daubed over with a vile 
light-green colour, cockney fashion ; and these aloes, 
too, anything but real imitations of the natural plant. 
Add to all this, a sharp north-easter, the thermometer 
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tliroe parts tlowai to zero, and a lot of gardeners sliding ' 
oil llio ice-clad lako, or carrying a cabbage on a long ; 
jiolo, looking over the hall, the castlo, or the mansion, 
decorated in this pseudo stylo, and you have anything 

' but a iiicturo true to nature or to art. 
1 Although the Vucc.as have been cut down to the ' 
' ground by some of our severest winters, they are yet 
1 sufliciently hardy to bo allowable, in clligies, as accom¬ 

paniments to architecture, without outraging our ideas 
of means to an end; at any rate, they aro highly ajipro- 
priato for planting in corners, angles, or other s])aro 
places in regularly laid-out gardens, as any ono may 
now see, looking at the new plantation of Yuccas in the 
American garden of the Horticultural Society ol' r.ondon. 

I There is not such another batch of Yuccas in the three 
j kingdoms—that is, so lit for planting as ornaments to a 
1 llovver-gardeu. 
' People far oil' in the country, who knew the old 

arrangement of Ibis garden, will recollect a large mass 
j of Yuccas which stood, for half an age, not far from the 
j great and celebrated Objeine, where a short piece of wall 

projected from the long conservatory wall on which the 
Glycine is trained. All this is now altered : the cross 
wall is taken down, and the Yuccas are removed; so 
that the whole of the conservatory wall, from the cloak¬ 
room to near the council-room, can bo seen at ono 
glance—an immense improvement. Some of the Yuccas 
look as old as if they were the very plant from which 
Adam took his needle, and some of them had I know 
not how many heads. Hut now, in their new bed, they 
are all single-headed, and look as young and thrifty as 
Mr. Errington’s pines which he struck from his best 
suckers last March, and much after the same style of 
growth, without any visible sign of a stem to any of 
them. Many of them promise to flower next year, and 
that in a manner as far superior to the usual run of 
Yuccas, as tho present state of pine-growing is from 
what it was when Mr. Errington first went into Cheshire; 
and it is in this very stylo that they will soon bo seen 
ill our best tlower-gardons all over tho country. Hut it 
is sad news to us who are poor, and are members of this 
Society, to learn that they will not bo able to supply us 
with a single Yucca from our own garden, at least, for 

! the ne.xt four years, for this reason, that the whole stock 
has been divided to tho last head and sucker for the 
new plantation, and that the young plants aro in such a 
vigorous state of health, that ono can hardly look for 
a sucker from any of them before tho time specified. 
We must all trudge to the nurseries ; meantime, 1 shall 
keep on hammering at the subject until every plant of 
Yucca, in every nursery in the kingdom, is made the 
most of, like those in the Society’s garden; and who 
will venture to say there is nothing now under the sun 
when I describe the perfectly new way by which tho old 
Yuccas in this collection have been renewed to tho age 
of mere suckers ? 

The more usual way of increasing this family is from 
suckers which rise from the roots, and from divisions of 
tho head that aro branchy ; these are slipped off in the 
spring, and some of the lower leaves being removed, 
and a few days allowed for the wounds to dry, the 
suckers arc cither planted out in the open ground, in 
some light soil, where they will root during tho summer, 
or they are potted in a light compost, and then plunged 
in bottom-heat, where they will root much sooner. Hut 
when neither suckers nor side branches are produced. 
Miller, the only author on whom I can lay my hands, 
who has recommended the plan, directs the head to be 
cut oil', taking a portion of the old stem with it, ])otting 
this, and a))plying bottom-heat to it, when it will soon 
root; “ and this cutting oil' the heads will occasion the 

1 stems to put out suckers, which they seldom do without 
until they tlower; so that by this method the plants 
may bo obtained in plenty.” This is the method which 

Mr. Gordon adopted with the tops of all his old plants, 
after divesting them of all side branches. Suckers and 
olfsets he formed into ono lot, and all tho tops into 
another, taking olf tong ])icces of the old, dry stems 
along with single heads; but, instead of nursery rows, 
and potting for hotbeds, he removed tho whole at once 
to his new plantation, and ]dantcd them in as novel a 
way as his success is complete. Indeed, I never saw 
.anything answer better ; formerly he recommended a 
hole for them, a foot deep and two feet across, to be , 
filled with a good compost; then to plant a sucker, or a , 
well-established plant in tho middle, and to ]iress the 
soil firmly round tho stem ; on this occasion, howevtu’, , 
ho tried a now experiment. After opening tho holes, he ! 
made a com])OSt of half clay and h.alf cow-dung, and 
stuck in his plants so that tho bottom leaves wero just 
within the surface, and then he rammed the compost 
round tho stems as hard as if he was laying tho founda¬ 
tion for a pyramid; and if the plant was at all top- 
heavy, he put a stone on tho top to steady it still firmer. 
The cow-dung kept tho clay I'rom drying too hard for the 
new roots to work through, while tho clay was yet firmer 
than any loam could bo for steadying tho plants; and 
as soon as roots wero made, there was a rich feast for 
them to begin with, and tho plants now show that they j 

took advantage of it. j 

1 have often seen young pine-apple jdants healthy | 
enough to gladden tho heart of any old g.ardener, but 1 
never saw ])lants more bcaltby, or better-looking in their 
way, than those Yuccas. 

And now, for Tiii'; Cottage Gardener: just look 
round and see if you have a starving Yucca anywhere 
about the garden, with a crooked stem as hard and dry 
as a M ay-]iole, and if it has ever llowered, the chances ai'e 
that it has more than one division in the head; all the 
better; every division of the head will make a now plant. 
You must now trace where the head divides, and strip oH' 
the leaves below that j)oint; then it will be easy enough 
to slip off every division but the one which seems the 
most central, this must lie left to go with eighteen inches 
or more of the hard crooked stem to form your premier 
plant. Never think, for a moment, of taking up tho 
roots, and of transplanting the whole as it is, for that 
would spoil tho whole experiment ; j'ou cannot force 
blood through dry bones, or sap from tbe old roots up 
througb a stem as dry as a cork; but get young llesby 
roots from the very bottom of tho leaves, and as far 
down the piece of stem as they like to come, tbe saj) will 
How vigorously, and tbe leaves will soon be as green as 
leeks, and as still' as pokers; and if you jilant them as 
above, and arrange them so as to be in pairs, no matter 
how far apart, there arc no plants that will more stam]) 
the character of a terrace g.ardcn, the front of a box 
terrace, or, indeed, any geometric figure. 

At the end of ne.xt March will be tho best time for all 
this ; Yucca (jloriosa superha tho best jdant to use—the 
one with the purple back to tho white flowers, and 
Yucca (Iraconis, or recurva, or recun ifolia, or acuminata, 
for it goes under all these names, is the next best. 'J’his 
kind turns back tbe leaves in tho middle, looking as for¬ 
midable as a dragon, which gives meaning to the 
second name; but maoTU! means that kind of turning 
in the leaves. Tho third best kind is Jilamentnsa, and it [ 
has no stem, but it llowers very freely, and is easily ' 
known by tho white threads or filaments which hang j 

from tho edges of tho loaves. There aro many more i 
kinds, they say as many as thirty, but these are enough j 

to begin with in a small way. If T had a long walk j 

with grass on both sides, I would make an avenue of | 
these Yuccas, planting them ten or twelve feet ajiart, 
and six feet from tho walk; a more ambitious man, with ! 
a large stock of plants in the reserve garden, would try 

j to have cvei’y other plant in bloom along both sides at 
1 once, and the other half the year following. H. Heaton. 
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THE GREENHOUSE. 

I srtALL shortly advert to several plants, to meet the 

iu(|uiries of several subscribers. 

CANTUA DEPENDENS. 

“ I have a jdant twelve months old; should I let it get 
quite dry in winter, or how manage it?” This plant may 
he treated, in many respects, as a fuchsia, hut it will not 
stand so much dryness in winter, because its stems are 
much more slender, and less succulent. Even fuchsias, 
though rejoicing in a rest in winter, are frequently in¬ 
jured by being kept too dry at that period, especially 
when it is intended to preserve any part of the old stem. 
One of the finest plants I have seen of the Cantua, was, in 
my opinion, injured in a similar manner. It had been 
grown freely during summer in an intermediate house, 
and was beautifully branched all round from a central 
stem. It was then put in an airy place, in autumn, to 
ripen the shoots, and kept cool and dry in winter; but 
in spring and summer it only showed a few flowers from 
tlie strongest and terminal shoot. I think one of two 
courses should have been followed;—to have kept the 
plant slowly growing without a check, and waited for the 
sunny-days of spring and an airy position to get masses 
of bloom from the end of the shoots ; or, what I should 
ju'efer, with a strong established plant, allow the wood to 
get ripened before autumn, give the plant a temperature 
of about 45° in winter, with no more water than would 
keep it just moving; then prune it back considerably 
in spring, place it in a warmer place, or the closest and 
warmest end of the same house; re-pot, if necessary, 
when the young shoots are one inch in length; shade, 
syringe, and encourage with suitable moisture, and, if 
possible, additional heat, and an open airy position, and 
the stiff, but luxuriant shoots will furnish you with its 
beautiful dependant fuchsia-like flowers. The plant will 
thus require similar management, but a little more care 
than a fuchsia. 

Propagation.'—The small side-shoots, formed after 
pruning back, when a little firm at their base, and from 
two inches in length, make the best cuttings. Take 
them off, if possible, close to the old stem, wounding it 
as little as may be; use a lancet-like knife for cutting 
clean across at the base ; remove a few of the lower and 
small leaves, and then insert the cuttings in silver-sand, 
over sandy-peat, in a well-drained pot, cover (after 
watering) with a bell-glass and place any where where 
shade can be given, and a temperature secured a little 
higher than the parent-plant previously enjoyed. 

Potting.-—On getting a small tiny plant, you may 
continue giving succession al pottiugs as the pot gets 
filled with roots; but after twelve or eighteen months 
growth, when the plant is pretty well established, one 
potting, as instanced above when growth was pro¬ 
gressing, would, in every respect, be preferable. 

Compost.—Sandy peat, a little turfy loam, and broken 
pots, for the first potting, increasing the loam in subse¬ 
quent pottings. When the plant gets established, let 
the loam be nearly one-half, with a portion of charcoal, 
broken pots, and dried nodules of cow-dug. 

Watering.—Give liberally when the plant is growing 
freely; lessen as autumn apinoaches; just see that the 
soil is not dry in winter; apply weak liquid-manure 
when the first flower-buds peep, and let the water be 
aerated, and always as warm, rather warmer, than the 
temperature in which the plant is growing. 

Temperature.~4Si° to 45° in winter, 50° to 55° in 
spring, 6j)° in summer, 50° to 55° in autumn, with from 
10 to 15° rise for sunshine, during which, in spring 
especially, the syringe may be used. 

Insects Keep free, is the grand thing; fumigate for 
fly, use sulphur for the spider, but carefully, as the plant 
IS very sensitive to brimstone. 

DEUTZIA GRACILIS. 

It is complained that “this will not grow.” It is, 
however, one of the prettiest things lately introduced; 
but I suspect it always will be a plant of slow, as well 
as slender growth. A correspondent may expect his 
plant, four inches high, to produce its pretty white 
flowers next March, or the beginning of April, if he 
keeps it all the winter in a common greenhouse. After 
satisfying himself with seeing the first flower, I would 
recommend every flower-bud to be removed, and the 
points of the shoots to bo stopped, and the plant placed 
in an airy, warm corner, to encourage growth. Not 
that the plant ahsohitely requires heat, for I believe, 
ultimately it will bo found that it is as hardy, or nearly 
so, as D. scabra; while that, again, in many iflaces, has 
proved itself as hardy as the Philadelphus, or Mock 
Orange. So long as D. gracilis is rather scarce, and in 
a small state, it would be folly to place it in a sbrubbery, 
or even at the foot of a wall, though, no doubt, ere long, 
it will bo placed in both positions. At present, and 
especially when in a small state, a dry, cold frame, or pit, 
or a common greenhouse, will be the most suitable winter 
quarters. It produces its flowers one season on the 
slender, well-ripened shoots produced in the preceding ; 
this must be kept in mind when growing and pruning. 
It grows so slowly, that little pruning, farther than 
nipping the points of shoots and thinning the young 
ones, will be required. If these young shoots are well 
ripened in autumn, extra heat will bring the flowers 
out any time in winter, especially after Christmas. 

Compost.—Equal parts of sandy peat and loam, 
when young, increasing the loam, and adding leaf- 
mould and cow-dung as the plant gets older and larger. 

Watering.—Give liberally when growing and flower¬ 
ing; lessen the quantity in autumn, and just see that 
the soil is moistish in winter. In bright days, at the 
latter period, it will be better to lessen evaporation, by 
a dusting over the top with the syringe, in preference to 
soaking the roots. On this account, many small plants, 
in little pots, that require rest in winter, are best kept 
when plunged in, and the pots surfaced with moss. The 
roots are thus kept easily in an equal state, neither wet 
nor dry. 

Propagation.—Cuttings of ripened one-year-old wood, 
taken off in autumn, and inserted in sandy soil, under 
a bell-glass or hand-light, in a cold-pit, the glass, 
however, not being pressed close down; or small side- 
shoots in spring, when inch long, inserted under a 
bell-glass, and placed in a temperature a few degrees 
higher than that of the plant from which the cuttings 
were taken. 

DEUTZIA SCABRA. 

This, though an old plant, is still a most interesting 
one, whether used for the greenhouse or the oj)cn 
shrubbery. It is easily propagated by young, stiff, side- 
shoots, under a hand-light, in a shady place, in June ; 
but easier still, by inserting ripened young shoots in a 
shady, sandy border in autumn, just as you would do a 
currant cutting. If grown in pots, and taken into the 
greenhouse, it will bloom in the end of March and in 
April. If wanted earlier, it will stand a gentle forcing. 
Few things are more lovely than its shoots, from two to 
four feet in length, covered with its beautiful snow- 
white flowers. When done flowering, and the young i 

shoots are growing freely from the bottom, all the old I 
shoots should be cut away, and the young ones thinned ; 
to the required number; five or seven being a good | 
number for a large pot. When growing, the plant will ^ 
relish manure waterings. Ripening the young shoots ! 
is the great thing to ensure fine flowering. Treat it in 
every respect as you would a favourite raspberry-bush, 
A good loamy soil suits it. j 
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^ WEIGELA ROSEA. 

I This, when treated as a greenhouse plant, may be 
managed almost in every respect as the above. It seems 
quite as hardy as any shrubbery riiiladelphus, or Honey 
Suckle. I never succeeded so well with it as with the 

' Deutzia, though certainly it is worth a little attention 
for decorating a house in the spring months. It blooms 

' chiefly, not on last year’s shoots, but on those of the 
current season, coming from well-ripened buds on last 
season’s growth. In ju’uning for blooming, therefore, 
we must take the vine, and the rose, and not the rasp¬ 
berry, as our example. The bush character is thus 

' easily produced. Both the Weigela and the Deutzia 
\ may now bo lifted carefully, and potted, and if the pot 
i is ])lunged in any material containing a little heat, 

while tiie top of the plant is exposed, the rooting 
! process will be encouraged, and the plants may after¬ 

wards be set in the greenhouse, or forced in spring. 

ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA. 

Tins, “ with a stout stem, eighteen inches high, and nice 
side branches, four inches long,” may be expected to yield 

, you a few of its pretty flowers next season. If, however, 
j a fine specimen is your object, I would not be too anxious 

for many flowers. Keep it in a moderate greenhouse 
! during winter, and place it in an airy cold pit out-of- 
' doors in summer- Use rather more peat than loam at 

first, increasing the loam by degrees. The plant, when 
two or three feet in height, if a young stock has been 
secured, might be ventured against a conservative wall. 
Stubby young shoots will strike under a hand-light in 
summer. Younger ones will strike more quickly at an 
earlier period; but they must be inserted in sand, over 
sandy-peat, covered with a bell-glass, and kept in a 
frame or jiit. 

CEANOTHUS RIGIDUS. 

This, “ nine inches high,” can hardly be expected to 
bloom next season, nor would it be desirable, though 
the species or variety will bloom when in a small state. 
This and dentatus, from their stiff habits, are amongst 
the best of the semideciduous kinds for greenhouse deco¬ 
ration. Like others, they chiefly bloom on young shoots 
of the current seasons growth, proceeding from well 
ripened buds of the former year. The plant should, 
therefore, be kept moving, and no more, during the 
winter. The young shoots should be cut back to the 
lowest bud in spring, or nearly so, and this will throw 
more strength into the young shoots. A warm corner 
in the greenhouse will be the best place for them until 
May, then, a cold pit in summer, and full exposure in 
autumn, defending the plants at the close from heavy 
rains and incipient frosts. Cut off the greenest part of 

I the shoots in winter; keep the plants cool then, and 
neither wet nor di-y. The increase of heat and sun-light 

! in spring, and the necessary increase of moisture, will 
I give an impulse to the vegetative powers, and young 

shoots will be freely produced; which, if the plant is 
old enough, and the wood matured last season, will 
yield you charming blue flowers in summer. These 

; young shoots, taken off close to the stem when from two 
to three inches in length, make nice cuttings when in- 

j sorted under a bell-glass, or hand-light, in sandy loam, 
; with sand on the surface. The pots for plants must be 

well drained, and then loam, with a little sand and peat 
will grow them well. Though ornamental for a cool 
greenhouse, a conservative wall, protected with a glass 
case, would be the best position for this and the greater 
part of the species that did not require a ti'opical 
temperature. 

MITRARIA COCCINEA. 

This has as pretty a scarlet tube as any Gesnerwort of 
them all; but, unlilte the most of the group, instead of 
soft succulent stems and large leaves, it is a compact 

little shrub, with small neat foliage. The first time I 
saw it, visions of flower-beds of it flitted before me. 
'riieso I have not yet seen realised, and, perhaps, the 
flower droops rather too much for the purpose; but, as a 
liardy greenhouse plant it will be of great use in spring 
and early summer. I am not aware that it has yet been 
tried out of doors. It will grow nicely in rough peat 
and loam, and, after it is some size, will stand in a cold 
pit, or out-of-doors in summer. Eibry peat and sandy 
loam, rough in proportion to the size of the shift given, 
will grow it well. 

Little pruning, farther than nipping the point of a 
strong shoot, to produce uniformity of growth, will be 
required. The pots should bo well drained, and about a 
seventh part of the compost should consist of broken 
pots and clean charcoal. With good drainage, waterings 
will be required freely in the growing and blooming 
season, decreasing as the end of autumn approaches, 
and giving it but seldom in winter; tbe temperatui’o 
in the latter period, with air, at all suitable times during 
the day, may range from 38“ to 45°, allowing a rise for 
sunshine. I have no doubt tbe plant would do well near 
a conservative wall, especially if furnished with a glass- 
case. Stubby, half-ripened shoots will strike quickest 
under a bell-glass, when having a slight rise of tem- 
peraturo, shade, &c. Older cuttings will require less 
trouble, but more time. R. Fish. 

CONIFERS. 

{Continued from page 398.) 

CuNNiNGHAMiA sixEXSTS (Chinese Cunninghamia, or 
Broad-leaved Chinese Fir).—Named in honour of its 
discoverer, Mr. James Cunningham, by L. C. Richards, 
a celebrated French botanist. It was originally named, 
by Mr. Salisbury, Belts jaculifolia, and by Mr. Lambert, 
author of a Monograph on Bines, Pinus lanceolata. It 
is the only species yet discovered. Very ornamental, 
but too tender for the northern parts of England. In 
Devonshire and Cornwall, and even in Gloucestershire, 
it has as yet withstood the severity of the climate. No 
doubt, in many parts of Ireland it would thrive well. It 
is a very ornamental tree, rising to the height of fifty 
feet in China and Japan. It is as yet very rare. 

CupiiEssus (Cypress).—This genus contains an as¬ 
semblage of trees and shrubs highly valued for their 
beauty, and well adapted to ornament the pleasure- 
ground, or form beautiful objects in the Pinetum. Their 
stylo of growth, generally upright, and densely clothed 
with branches and foliage of a pleasing dark green, in 
some instances, and light green in others, renders them 
e.xceedingly beautiful objects. Many sjjecies were known 
and highly valued by the ancients. Pliny mentions a 
Cypress at Rome which fell in the time when Nero was 
Emperor, and was judged to be as old as Rome itself. 
Five hundred years ago a Cypress was planted on the 
grave of the renowned poet Hafiz, and is yet alive, a 
living monument to the memory of the poet. There is 
a remarkable Cypress at Lomna, in Italy, which has 
attained the height of one hundred and twenty feet, and 
is more than twenty feet in circumference at the base of 
the stem. The use of the Cypress as a memento of the 
departed in cemeteries is well known; even to this day 
it is used for that i)urpose in various parts of the Old 
World: tbe far-famed Funereal Cypress was seen by 
Lord Macartney in China, in the “Valley of Tombs.” 
All these particulars recommend the plants of this genus 
to the peculiar notice of the antiquarian, the scholar, 
and the man of taste, as well as to the owner of plea¬ 
sure-grounds, the planter, and the nurseryman. Even 
the name is interesting, being said to be derived from 
Cyparissus, a handsome youth of the Island of Ceos, 
who was, according to heathen mythology, changed into 
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a Cypress; tliongh some authors think tho name is 
derived from tlio Isle of Cyprus, where ono species 
abounds. 

C. CoRNF.YANA (Mr. Coi'uey’s Cypress).—China. A 
very liandsome species, of an elegant drooping habit, 
not much known, but well adapted to ornament either 
a small or lai-ge garden. Very scarce. 

C. FASTfoiATA of Dccandolle '(Common Cypress).— 
This species is extensively spread over tho South of 
Europe, Greece, Turkey, .and Asia Minor. It is the 
Cypress of the ancients. It is the species so often re¬ 
ferred to by Homer, Virgil, Ovid, and I.ucan, in their 
poems. The wood is remarkable for its durability. For 
avenues, it rivals the .Junipers and the Arbor Vitces, 
associating admirably with tho balustrades of a terrace- 
garden. It is useful, also, to break the outline formed 
by round-headed low trees. It is perfectly hardy, 
cheap, and plentiful in the nurseries. There are two 
varieties, ono named Thu'jmfolia, from resembling an 
Arbor Vitro, and Varwgata, from its foliage being 
variegated. 

C. FDNEBRis (Funereal Cypress).—This species has 
been already referred to, as having been seen by T.ord 
Macartney, and it was noticed also by Sir G. Staunton ; 
hut we are indebted to Mr. Fortune for introducing it 
to this country. Ho published- an account of it in the 
Horticultural Society’s Journal, where he describes it as 
“ a uohlo-looking fir-tree, about sixty feet high, having a 
stem as straight as the Norfolk Island pine, and branches 
drooping like tho weeping willow. The hivanches grow 
at first horizontally with the main stem, then described 
a graceful curve upwards, and drooped again at the 
points. From these main branches, others long and 
slender hung down towards the ground, and gave the 
whole tree a weeping and graceful form. The form of 
the tree was very symmetrical, and reminded me of 
some of those large and gorgeous chandeliers which ono 
sees in public halls in Europe. It has a most beautiful 
and striking effect upon the Chinese landscape.” Per¬ 
haps tho largest stock in Europe of this favourite Chi¬ 
nese tree is in the nursery of Messrs. Standish and 
Noble, at llagshot. We saw them on a visit there 
already alluded to in writing on the Gtyptomeria japo- 
nioa; hut the largest of them has not as yet assumed 
the drooping form. Hitherto it has proved perfectly 
hardy, and is so plentiful, that nice plants, nine inches 
high, may ho had for Od, or even less, if a quantity 
is taken. 

C. Goweniana (Mr. Gowen’s Cypress).—Named in 
comjiliment to Air. Robert Gowen, Treasurer to the 
I.ondon Horticultural Society. This is s.aid to be a low 
shrub or tree, of some ten feet or fifteen feet high in its 
native country, California; but, from what we have seen 
of its quick growth, it must iu this country eventually 
attain a much higher altitude. An interesting, upright¬ 
growing species, with very bright green foliage. 

C. HoiiizoNTALTS (Siireadiug Cypress).—A native of 
tlie South of Europe, but perfectly hardy in Britain. 
Described by Du Hamel as a variety of the Upright 
Cypress, with tho branches spreading out at right angles 
from the stem. It is like the species in every other 
rospeefi and forms a handsome tree forty feet high. 

C. Knigiitiana (Mr. Knight’s Cypress).—The origin 
of this beautiful species is unknown. From the plants 
that wo^ have seen of it, it appears sufficiently distinct; 
it is allied to G. tondusa, and, like that species, is rather 
tender in tho northern parts of Britain. T. Appleby. 

{To be conliiuied.) 

ROSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THEIR 
COLOUR. 

A Correspondent, who signs himself “ A Derby¬ 
shire Sifijscriber, writes for information about selecting 

Roses, so as to have only such as are distinct in colour. 
He says, “ The great objection to these flowers is their 
sameness of colour. I want to got all the really and 
strikingly distinct shades, from tho darkest crimson 
to pure white, and thence again to bright yellow.” 
Now, wo think this idea a good and useful one, and, 
as our correspondent suggests, one that woxdd he iiseful 
to others, as well as himself, that arc about to purchase 
roses. We, therefore, shall draw up a selection of Roses 
possessing tho pro})erty of colour in high perfection. 
Suggestions of this nature from our readers are always 
useful; they load the writers for Tue Cottage Gar¬ 

dener to enter upon such subjects as our subscribers 
wish for information upon, and, by that means, diffuse 
tho knowledge required. Correspondents, therefore, 
wanting information suitable to their particular locality, 
need not fear writing for it; but they ought always to 
send full particulars as to locality, soil, and subsoil— 
whether tho soil is high or low, whether well-drained, 
and any other particular they may think necessary to 
he known, in order that tho answ'er may contain the 
fullest instruction in every point. 

To return to our subject of selecting Roses, our corres¬ 
pondent wishes to combine roses for the open border 
and roses for a wall, or trellis, in the selection. I'his is- 
somowhat difficult, as there are not so many climbing 
roses of distinct colours as there are in those that are 
not climbers. The list may appear somewhat long, hut 
our corres]iondent, or others, may easily shorten it in 
giving their orders. The varieties are all good, distinct, 
and will, wo believe, come true to tho colours indicated. 

T. Appleby. 

COLOUR: DARK CRIMSON. 

SUMMER ROSES FLOWERING IN 

FOR THE OPEN BORDER. 

Provence. 
Sylvain 

MOSS. 

Celina 
Countess do Noe 
Cramoisie fonceo 
Dll Luxembourg 
Etna 
Lanei 

Pumask. 
Reine do Francais 
rrince Regent 

Ilyhrid Provence. 
Garibaldi 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Aurora 
Cheuedole 
Honneur de Montmorency 
Marie do Clianiplouis 

Hybrid Bonrhon. 
Paul Ricaut 
Vulcan 

Gtdlico, 
Jules Bagot 
La Amethyst 
Ohl 

may, JUNE, AND JTH.Y. 

FOR WALKS AND TREI.LISF.S, 

OB PILLARS. 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Chcnedole 
Brennus 
Descartes 
Fulgens 
Paul Ricaut 

Hybrid Bonrbon. 
Sylvain 
Amadis, or Crimson Bour- 

sault 
Ayrshire Queen 
Russelliana 

AUTUMNAL ROSES FLOWERING FROM JUI.Y TO NOVEMBER. 

Perpetual Moss. 
Herman Kegel 

Damask Perpelncd. 
La Capricieiise 
Thiei's 

Hybrid Perpelnal. Hybrid Perpetual. 
Apollo Gloire de Rosamene 
Baronno Ilallez 
Charles Bossiero 
Bossuet 
Grand Capitainc 
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FOR THE OPEN BOEDER. 

Bourbon Rosea. 
Oomico de Seine et Marne 
Dcuil de Due d’Orleans 
Dupelit Thouars 

; I’anl .Toseidi 
; Soucliet 
I Chinese, or Benr/al Roses. 
' Assuerns 
I Beau Carmiri 
I Citoyen dcs deux Mondes 

Crainoisio Siiperieur 
I'aljvier 

FOR WALKS AND TRELLISES, 

OK PIUiARS. 

Chinese. 
Cramoisie Superienr 

Fabvier 
Marjorlin dii Luxembourg 

Noisette. 
Eclair de Jupiter 
Eellenberg 

OiiUiea. 
Colonel Cooinbes 
Feu Brilliante 

Hybrid Chinese, 
Marescbal Soult 

COLOUR: SCARLET OR CARMINE. 

SUMHF.R EOSF.S FLOWERINO IN MAY, JUNE, AND JUI.Y. 

ilfoss. 
Emperor 
Ulobuleuse 

GiiUicfi. 

Eblonisante de Ijxqueue 
Nouvelle I’rovcnco 
I’asliet 
Rouge Eblouisante 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Beauty of Billiard 

' Uombroskii 
(iloiro de Couline 
I’arigot 
Virginie Zeclilor 

AUTUMNAL ROSES FLOWF.EING FROM JULY TO NOYEMPiER. 

Rerpetual Moss. 
Perpetuelle Mauget 

Bamask Verpetual. 

Elise Masson 
Hybrid Pcrpctunl. 

Doctor Marx 
Etendard de Marengo 
Lady Francis de Waldegrave 
Lady Alice Petd 
Pius tlio Ninth 
Robin Hood 
Comte d’Eu 
Geant des Batailles 
Louise Fabvier 

Bourbon. 
Bouquet de Fiore 
Dumont de Courcet 
Henri Clay 
Henri le Coq 
Justine 

Chinese. 
Carmin d’Yebles 
I’rince Charles 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Louis Buonaparte 
Robert Burns 
Comte Bobrinsky 

COLOUR; PURPLE CRIMSON. 

SUJIAIER ROSES FLOWERINO FROM MAY TO JULY. 

Moss. 
L’Obscuritb 

Damask. 

Bouvet 
Oallica. 

Boule de Nanteuil 
Cambronne 
General Damremont 
Tricolor Superb 
Great Western 
Legouve 
William Jesse 

Damask. 
Duke of Cambridge 

Oallica. 
Heureuso Surprise 
Frederic the Second 
General Jacquemont 
Lady Hamilton 
Legouve 

Climbiny Roses, 
Elegans 

AUTUMNAL ROSES FLOWERING FROM JUI.Y TO NOVEMBER. 

Perpetual Moss. 
General liruot 

Damask Perpetual. 
Mogador 

FOR THE OPEN BOEDER. 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Beranger (New) 
Cassimir Dolavigne 
Comte de Patis 
Edward Jesse 
Lane 
Madame Joley 
William Jesse 

Bourbon. 
Aurore du Guide 
Charles Souchet 
Descemet 
Hennequin 

FOR WALKS AND TRELLISES, 

OR PILLARS. 

Hybrid Perpetual, 
General Changarnier 

Bourbon. 
.Julie de Fontanelle 
Louis Philip D'Angiers 

Climbing Roses. 
Gracilis 
Madame Plantier 

Superba 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Henri Barbet 
Jenny 

COLOUR: DEEP ROSE. 

SUMMER ROSES FI,0WT3EING FROM MAY TO JULY. 

Provence. 
Adrienne de Cardoville 

M OSS. 
Charlotte de Sor 
Damask 
Crested 
Foncee 
Prolifere 

Damask. 
Sextus Popinius 

Oallica. 
Duchess of Bucclcugh 
Napoleon 
William Tell 

Hybrid Provence. 
Adeline 
I.a Ville de Londres 

Hybrid Chinese. 
AdMe Becar 
Belle Marie 
Coupe d’Amour 
General Allard 
Henri Barbet 
La Superbe 
Tippoo Saib 

AUTUMNAI, ROSES FLOWERING FROM JULY TO NOVEMBER. 

Damask Perpelual. 
Gcelestina 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Augustine Mouchelet 
Aubernon 
Comte d’Egmont 
Duchess de Galliera 
Earl Talbot 
Montaigne 
Rivers 

Bourbon. 
Augustine Leleur 
George Cuvier 

Chinese. 

Augustine Herseut 
Heine de Lombardia 

Tea Scented. 
Belle Marguerite 
Madame Goubalt 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Montaigne 
Mrs. Elhott 
Prudence Rreser 

COLOUR; LIGHT ROSE. 

SUMMER ROSES FLOWERING FROM MAY TO JULY. 

Provence, 

Cristata 
Rachel 

MOSS, 

Blush 
Crested 
De Metz 
Jean Bodin 
Princess Royale 
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FOR THE OPEN BORDER. 

Damask. 
La Ville do Bruxelles 
Leda 

Alba. 
Lucrece 
Vicomte de Schryniaker 

Gallica. 
Celestine 
Cynthie 
La Jeune Eeino 
William the Fourth 

Hybrid Provence. 
Adole Sanger 
lloi de I’ays 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Comte Boubert 
Coup d’Hebe 
Leopold de Bmuffremont 
Paul Perras 
Prince Albert 

FOR TVALKS AND TREI.TJSF.S, 

OB PII.L.ARS. 

Climbiny Poses. 
Blush Boursault 
Rosea plena Ayrshire 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Leopold de Bauffremont 

FOR WAT.KS AND TRELLISES, 

OB PILLARS. 

Hybrid Chinese. 
Madame Plautier 

Hybrid Perpeiuul. 
Paulino Buonaparte 
Leonide Leroy 

Noisette. 
Miss Clegg 
Pumila alba 

Chinese. 
Alba 
Camellia blanc 

Teei Scented. 
Clara Sylvain 
Julie Mansais 
Strombio 

FOR THE OPEN BORDER, 

Madame D’Arblay 
White Rosa Multiilora 

Noisette. 
Aimee Vibert 
Lais 

COLOUR: CREAMY WHITE. 

SUMMER ROSES FLOWERINO FROM MAY TO JULY. 

AUTUMNAL ROSES FLOWERING FROM JULY TO NOVEJIBER. 

Damask Perpetual. 
Josephine Antoinette 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Baronne Prevost 
Clementine Seringa 
Duchess of Sutherland 
Madame Pepin 
Queen Victoria (New) 
Heine des Fleurs 
Titus Livius 
William Griffiths 
Pompone 
Viscomtess de Belleval 

Bourbon. 
Apolline 
Ai’inosa 
Coupe de Hebe 
Theresa Margat 
Souvenir de Malmaison 

Noisette. 
Euphrosyne 

Chinese. 
Mrs. Bosanquet 
Virginile 

Tea Scented. 
Adam 
Caroline 
Lyonnais 
Nina 

Hybrid Perpetual. 
Duchess de Montpensier 
Lady Sefton 
Madame Trudeaux 
Reine Mathilde 
Titus Livius 
Comtesse de Rambuteau 

Bourbon. 
De Lamartine 
Madame Desprez 

Noisette. 
Triomphe de la Ducherie 
Viscomtesse d’Avesne 

COLOUR: WHITE. 

SUMMER ROSES FLOWERING FROM MAY TO JULY. 

Provence. 
Unique, or White 
White Burgundy 
Princess Lamballe 

Moss. 
Unique 
White Bath 

Damask. 
Blanchette 
Madame Hardy 
Pulcherie 

Hybrid Provence. 
Blanchefleur 
Blandine 
La Vestale 

AUTUMNAL ROSES FLOWERING FROM JULY TO NOVEMBER. 

Macartney Rose. 
Maria Leonida 

Moss. 
Perpetual White 

Damask Perpetual. 
Celine Dubois 

Climbing Roses. 
Thoresbyana 
Ruga 
Donna Maria 
IVhite Banksiana 
Rosa Bauksia alba 

Damask. 
Madame Soetman 

Alba. 
Madame Legras 

Hybrid Provence. 
Globe AYhite Hip 
Pauline Garcia 
Double AYhite Musk 
Princess de Nassau 

Noisette. 
Caroline Marniouse 

Tea Scented. 
Archduchesse Therese 
Belle Allamande 
Bride of Abydos 
Niphetos 
IMadame Brady 
Remain 
Taglioni 

Climbing Roses. 
Countess of Lieven 
Queen of the Belgians 
Laura Davoust 

Noisette. 
Caroline Marnieuse 

Tea Scented. 
Josephine Malton 

COLOUR: 

Bourbon. 
Queen 

Noisette. 
Ophirie 

Tea Scented. 
Abricote 
Don Carlos 
Jaune Abricot6 
Moiret 
Mondor 
Perfection 
Semele 

FAAYN, OR BUFF. 

Noisette. 
Jaune Desprez 

Tea Scented. 
Marie de Medicis 
Madame Plantier 
Moiret 
Safrano 

COLOUR: YELLOAV AND SULPHUR. 

SUMMER ROSES FLOWERINO FROM MAY TO JULY. 

Austrian Rosea lutea 
Yellow 
H arris onii 
Persian Yellow 
Rosa Sulphurea (Double 

Yellow) 
Noisette. 

Clara AA’endall 
Cleopatra 
Le Pactole 
Ml'S. Siddons 
Simolor 
Jaune (of Smith) 

Teg Scented. 
Devonlensis 
Eliza Sauvage 
Princess Adelaide 
Viscomtess de Gazes 

Yellow Austrian 
Persian Yellow 
Rosa Banksia lutea, or Yel¬ 

low 

Noisette. 
Clara AVendall 
Solfaterre 
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“TAKING A LOOK ROUND.” 

This homely phrase is often pregnant with important 
events. A look round, “ with the eyes open,” frequently 
points out what ought to be done without delay; at the 
same time, a scrutinizing glance at the progress, or 
otherwise, which certain crops are making, recalls to 
mind what was done to that crop at the proper time; 
and either proves the justness or the fallacy of the treat¬ 
ment it is undergoing. “A look round,” likewise, discloses 
many things it would bo better to get rid of. If a survey 
takes place after a period of showery weather, weeds will 
be found in places expected to be clean, almost in number 
and luxuriance to dispute with the legitimate crop their 
right to a share of motlier earth. “A look round,” at 
this season, will also be accompanied with the inward 
expressions of “This job must be done”—“These Carrots 
must be taken up”—“These Tomatoes must have the 
sun”—“These Cabbage-plants are stifling each other in 
the beds, and none planted out yet; I will have that 
done to-morrow”—“ These autumn-bearing Raspberries 
shall not dangle on the ground, and get themselves all 
dirt in that way, I will see and have them staked up.” 
These, and a thousand other duties suggest themselves 
at every step when a general survey takes place; or, if 
we place the case on a higher standing, and allow that 
the skill and strength of the gardening staff has done 
all the above at the most fitting time, and that, with a 
shake of the head, the old garden labourer tauntingly 
invites inspection of everything in detail, still the eye 
of the critic, strengthened by the inquiries he makes, 
enables him to see some things that lie thinks may be 
improved another season by adopting another course, 
which he explains. 

It is thereby seen that “ a look round” may be 
turned to account even in the best kept garden esta¬ 
blishments. Now the amateur, who has only a few 
rods of ground, may also derive some interest, if not 
knowledge, in this systematic survey; we do not ask 
him to take stock in a mercantile form, but we ask 
him to reflect what small, insignificant plants those 
Brussels sprouts were when the peas, which over-topped 
them, were removed in August, and see how they have 
progressed since; if he has treated them with liquid- 
manure, he will, doubtless, be giving that enriching food 
the credit for their advance; but there is another agent 
as well, remember; August and September treated us 
to more rain than is usual for these months, hence 
the growth of this and similar productions. “ A look 
round ” will also display, that if Early Horn Carrots 
have not been removed from the earth some little 
time, they will now be surrounded by a white beard of 
new rootlets, indicative of a second growth, and certainly 
inimical to the root’s keeping well. “ A look round ” 
will also tell him, that in spite of what great writers say 
about earthing-up Celery by wholesale, he must not lose 
the chance of the first fine day to do his, if it require 
ever so little; and, subsequently, the duty becomes still 
more imperative, as the days will not all be fine after 
this, and the growing season, which is synonymous with 
the blanching season, is fast drawing to a close; these, 
and many other necessary jobs, will suggest themselves, 
leaving the operator the discretionary power which one to 
do first; this, of course, must be regulated by circum¬ 
stances, and the urgency of the individual objects. Suit¬ 
ing the work to the weather, is a golden maxim never to 
be lost sight of in gardening matters. The fine dry days, 
so plentiful at Midsummer, cannot be repeated now; con¬ 
sequently, the housing of root-crops, earthing of celery, 
and other needful duties, must have the first attention 
on such occasions, while a dull day will do to prick out 
Cabbage Plants, prepare ground for the principal crop, 
(the earliest one we suppose to have been planted some 
time ago). Beds, with some mode of applying a pro¬ 

tecting article, may be prepared for Caulifloirers, which 
will speedily want planting out in their proper quarters, 
while Divarf French Beans and Scarlet Runners must 
have mats, or something that way, thrown over them on 
frosty nights, which are likely now to follow bright days, 
with a north wind. To these duties may bo added that 
universal one of having an eye to order, cleanliness, and 
good keeping, which in a garden, even at this time of 
the year, is not without its merits; still, by-and-by, the 
removal of bulky things, as scarlet-runners, peas, &c., 
and the gi'ound dug after the leaves have fallen, will 
give the whole that more pleasing appearance which it 
is difficult to obtain while leaves are falling, and other 
things (though still useful) present a decaying aspect. 
One of the principal ornaments of a garden at this 
untoward season are sound wallcs ; these, whatever may 
be the condition of the adjoining gi'ound, ought always 
to be good, and at this time of the year their utility is 
more manifest, when access to the turf, &c. is denied by 
the damp grass to those for whose enjoyments all that is 
ornamental in a garden was introduced. Next to walks, 
are the edgings; these, if of box, may also be in nice trim 
at this season; if they were cut, as we advised, in the 
showery weather of June, they will have grown suffi¬ 
ciently to show a fresh growth, and yet not so much as 
to become unsightly large or jagged. Many other little 
things may be seen to in the way of giving a tidy 
appearance to the whole, and we can point out no better 
mode of the amateur finding out what wants doing, than 
just taking “a look round.” J. Robson. 

THE FORSAKEN HERITAGE. 
By the Authoress of “ 3Iy Flowers," dc. 

]My readers may remember that, some months ago, I 
described the efl'ects of a thunder-storm as having smitten 
a tree—an old ash-pollard—and spared the cottage which 
stood almost by its side. That little cottage was the dwell¬ 
ing of a young widow and her four children, who had lost 
their earthly prop and stay some years ago. I am now 
going to teU the story of this young widow, for the benefit 
of others, who may, like her, be left alone on earth, with 
only the rich inheritance of God’s promise. 

Mary Anderson’s husband had been a bargeman, and had 
settled in the village in consequence. His wife belonged to 
another county; she had no friends in her new parish, but 
they were steady, respectable young people, very quiet, and 
very clean; and when poor Anderson began to sink into 
decline many were kind and helpful to them. After his 
early death the poor young widow remained still in her 
little bit of a cottage. It looked away from the village over 
a sweet, sunny scene; it had a very small garden before the 
door, and a rough shed at the gable end. This, with a 
small kitchen, and a yet smaller bedroom, was the home of 
the widow and her orphan family. 

Nothing could be cleaner or neater than Mary and her 
children. She was always so tidily dressed, without a shred 
of finery, and her shoes and stockings were so particularly 
clean and well made, that it was impossible not to notice 
her. She was never down-at-heel, like many of her neigh¬ 
bours, which gives such a wretched, slatternly look; and 
she was never seen in torn or draggled clothes, or standing 
gossiping about. Her two boys went to work, the little 
girls to school, and the mother was always seated in doors, 
busy with her needle, alone, until the evening, when her 
little ones were also quietly at work by her side. The cot¬ 
tage was, indeed, the picture of what a widow’s home 
should be. 

There is a heritage for the widow and the fatherless, 
signed, sealed, and delivered into their hands, when the 
grave closes upon him who toiled and fed them. “ Leave 
thy fatherless children, I will presen'e them alive, and let 
thy widows trust in me.” 

Mary Anderson and her children were preserved alive. 
She had always work and food; friends were raised up, who 
sent them clothes; and neater, cleaner children could not 
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lie seen in the paiish. One of her hoys gave her Ironlilo, 
lint, after leaving ouo or two fanners in disgrace, lie at last 
got a place wliero his elder lirother worked, and grew more 
steady and well behaved. 

Mary was a kind eroatnro among her noighhonrs. She 
would often get up in the night to help her poor bed ridden 
neighbour, Hetty Lamb. She would nurso tho sick, and 
assist in the houses of her richer friends, when she could 
be spared from her own duties. She was able, also, to talk 
well on religious subjects. She knew tho truth, and she 
seemed also to know the promise; but what wo know wo do 
not always feel; and it is one thing to “speak with tongues,” 
and another to experience tho power of the Spirit in our 
hearts. 

A rumour at last spread by degrees through tho village 
tluit Mary Anderson was going to marry again. No one at 
first believed it, but a man, who was himself a widower witli 
a family, was seen very often digging in her garden, while 
Mary stood with her work beside liim ; and it did certainly 
look rather like a chango, people began to think. Mary 
Ibitly denied tho fact. She declared to her neighbours she 
had no thoughts whatever of marrying again ; and when 
spoken to by a lady on tho subject., she said quietly, but 
with her eyes cast down, “ I do’nt know anything about it 
myself, ma’am.” 

That Mary was uttering falsehoods at last became evident 
to all. Slio liocame the wife of Sam Spicer, quitted her own 
little cottage, and entered upon her new home and duties, 
which lay at tho other extremity of tho parish. Mary had a 
right to marry again if slie chose—there was no human j 
reason why she should not; but it was plain that she con¬ 
demned herself for doing so, by tlatly denying the fact. 
()b ! nothing can prosper that is entered upon with a lie ! 
(lod will not, lie cainwl bless it; and-without llis blessing— 
nay, with tho curse upon “ all liars ” resting upon us—how 
can we reasonably o.xpect even common good to arise from 
our undertaking ? 

Mary Spicer ibrgot the jirornisc, or, at any rate, she gave 
it up with all its rich abundance, when she cast oil' her 
“first faith," and became the wife of a violent, savage- 
hearted man. No doubt she thought him what he professed 
to bo, as we generally do upon these occasions, lint her 
ground for so thinking was sand. Ho talked well, and 
deceived her. Let woman itmlch the life, and not listen to 
the words of the man who seeks her hand; let her bo as 
“ the deaf adder ” to his voice, and open wide tho eyes of 
her understanding to his actions. Mary Andei-son closed 
her eyes and listened; and upon Mary Spicer’s brow was 
stamped in deep chai'actei’s, “ lehabod.” 

IVben the promise was cast aside, Mary soon felt the 
difference. She was shut up at a distance with her new 
l)arl,ner f(jr life; Imt the sad truth was soon made known 
and blazed abroad. Her poor little girls came among their 
old friends in tho village with melancholy tales of all their 
misery; their backs and arms were black with blows; and 
they were glad to get out of the house and wander about 
any whore, and any how. Tho sons were as miserable as 
the daughters ; they idled about, rather than go to such a 
homo; and instead of being clean, and well cared-for in 
their dress, they could not get their clothes properly washed 
or mended, llary is seen now and then stealing through 
the village, downcast and dispirited. Her neat, cheerful 
look is gone, and she turns away as fast as she can from tho 
gaze of her former acquaintance. IIow she must mourn in 
heart as she passes the grave of her first husband, and tho 
cottage where tho promise rested, and gave her so many 
blessings ! How she must weep as she reads the title-deed 
that God has given to the widow, and that she threw madly 
away ! She had tried the deed, and found it “ faithful and 
true,” so that her sorrow and self-reproach must, indeed, be 
almost too great to bear. Her violent husband treats her 
as cruelly as ho treats her children; they share the same 
fate ; but the bitterest pang to tho mother's heart must be 
the stroke that tails upon her helpless and unoffending 
orphans. 

Let tho fate of Maiy Spicer ring in the ears of all in her 
circumstances. Let it be a powerful warning to them not 
to oast off their “first faith,” but to hold fast to tho Ijroniise, 
and fear not that it will ever Liil. MTiilc Mary sat quietly 
in her cottage, with her children round her, all went well 

with her; tho hand that rules the world, and that guiiles 
the bolt of heaven, can cover the heads of those that trust 
in Him, aiid shield them from every danger. Has He not 
said Himself, “Leave thy fatherless children, I will preserve 
them alive, and let thy widows trust in mo ? ” 

In my next p.apcr, I shall sketch the life of one who 
dwells in the same village with Miuy Spicer, and who is 
“ a widow indeed.” 

BRITISH EATABI.E FUNGI, 

In treating on these, I shall first speak of them col¬ 
lectively, and, secondly, confine myself exclusively to those 
indigenous to our British isles. Fungi are the most nutri¬ 
tious of .all vegetables, and the nearest approach to animal 
food ; some, if moderately used, are most nounsbiug in 
their I'aw state, as they lose their good qualities by culimiiy 
preparation ; and those who have lived entirely' upon them 
in their raw statu for some time, with bread and water, state 
that they have experienced rather an increase of strength 
than otherwise. "When eaten in this state, however, those 
should be chosen which have a solid tlesh, and an agreeable 
smell and taste, as Aijorivus campestris (Common IMush- 
room), A</aric>is ijrocerns (Tall Agoi'ic), and Tiihcr ciheriiim 
(Trutlle), Ac. 

I have little doubt that the very dread of the term Toad¬ 
stools, and tho unsightly appearance that some assume 
when growing in damp, gloomy, and unhealthy places, to 
those who do not appreciate their veiled beauties, together 
with the idea that the venom of sciqients and toads renders 
fungi poisonous, and that, with the exception of tho common 
mushroom, they are all injurious, has caused, through pre¬ 
judice, which is too prevalent in this land, that valuable and 
most extensive order of plants to be despised and rejected 
as an article of food. A gentleman, who has travelled 
nearly .all over the continent, informs me, that fungi appear 
in must of the markets, and are abundantly eaten, and that 
he never saw in tho public journals, or otherwise hoard of a 
case of poisoning from them. In Russia, Boland, anil 
throughout tho greater yiart of Europe, they form delicacies 
amongst the rich, ajid a regular article of diet to the poor 
people, whole tril.ies being frequently nearly wholly suj) 
ported by collecting them; for, in addition to the immense 
amount of food they supply in their fresh state, they are 
abundantly preserved by drying, or soaking in oil, vinegar, 
or brine, and form a v.aluable article of commerce, from tho 
products of which the poor man is enabled to purchase 
other necessaries, which he otherwise would be deprived of. 
To such an extent was the sale of fungi carried on in Italy, 
that in lb37 it was deemed necessary to fix a delinite Lime 
and place in the public markets for tho sale of fungi ex¬ 
clusively, .and to .appoint an inspioctor, who should examine 
the baskets brought into the city by tho peasants pu’eviously 
to their sale, in most imci\'ilized countries they have been 
used as an article of diet by the natives, and in Austi-alia, 
AfiUUa Australis is a fungus known as “ native bread.” tii... 

With respect to the cultivation of esculent fungi, little 
has been done in Britain, \vith the exception of tho Ai/uricus 
campestris (Mushroom), which it is well known is cultivated 
by good gardeners with as much success as other vegetables, 
and it is extensively cultivated in the ancient quarries which 
run luider part of tho city of Baris. The Aijaricus cam¬ 
pestris is native to the whole of Europe, part of Asia, Africa, 
and America—reaching as far north as Lapland, ami as far 
south as Barbary. 

On the continent many others have been tried, with more 
or less success ; and I see but little reason why many should 
not be cultivated largely in this country, and enable us to 
enjoy a good supply of delicious food, which is now entirely 
neglected. Boletus ediilis is cultivated largely in Baris, 
simply by watering tho ground under oak trees with water 
in which a quantity of the Boleti have been allowed to 
ferment, the only precaution necessary being to protect, by 
fencing, the ground destined for their production, as deer, 
pigs, and rabbits are very fond of Riem ; this plan is siiid to 
be infallible, and much practised in Franco. In Germany, 
the Morels were so much esteemed, tluat tho peasa)its who 
collected them, observing that they grew most abundantly 
where wood had been burnt, set fire to large forests to 
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favour their growth; and to such an extent did this in- 
1 juriona practice proceed, that it became necessary to enact 
i severe laws for its suppression. The TniJJh: lias boon cul¬ 

tivated on the continent with more or less success ; a light, 
dry soil appears most favourable to its growth ; but, like 
other fungi in their natural state, it is a most capricious 

; plant. 
It is ivell known that serious accidents have arisen from 

the careless way of collecting and jireparing fungi for the 
table (which I shall endeavour to explain in a future paiier 

■ on the Poisonous Eungi). For collecting, therefore, line 
dry weather should bo preferred, and tho.se should be chosen 

I cautiously which grow in wot, shady, and unhealthy situ¬ 
ations, although they are well known to be wholesome 
species; those being preferred which are found in open, dry 
situations, and exposed to light and a free current of air. 
A Hat-bottomed wicker basket, with clean cloth, as used in 
the south of England in the markets for eggs and butter, 
should be chosen, also a house-painter’s brush should bo 
provided, to remove dust, dirt, leaves, insects, Ac., and a 
knife to remove the roots ; the stems may be cut otf close, 
aud should generally be rejected, and the fungi may then 
be closely i)acked. They should always bo gathered before 
fully grown, and all that are maggoty, or attacked by insects, 
.also all that have been dislodged from their resting-place by 
boys or cattle, should be rejected. Having obtained as 
many as re(iuireil, they should be conveyed home, and, with 
as little delay as possible, pirepared for the table, or pire- 
served for future use. 

I find space will not allow me, as I intended here, to 
enumerate those most esteemed as food in dilferent parts of 
the globe; I shall, therefore, defer it to my next piaiier, 
which will also contain receipits for cooking.—i'. Y. Beocas. 

{To he coniinued.) 

THE HONEY HARVEST. 

I BEG to offer my mite to the common stock. Up to the 
month of July, 1 never knew so bad a season since 1 have 
had bees. An agreeable change at that time took pdaco, we 
had copious showers of rain, and then splendid weather to 
the end of the month; after which the honey gathering 

I season is about over in this locality, as it is principally an 
hay-growing district. 

Aly No. 1 swarm, an artificial one, was t.aken off June 
I'.lth, and put into one of Taylor’s Bar Hives, and pilaced 
where the stock formerly stood (according to the “Country 
Curate’s” plan, which answered very well in preventing any 
casts from coming off). But there is danger of over¬ 
doing it, as a nciglibour of mine did, as in his case there 
were not bees enough left to defend the hive, which was 
attacked by a neighbour’s bees, who succeeded in carrying 
off evci'y particle of honey, in spiito of narrowing the 
entrance to the hive. However, I could not, by any means, 
induce them to work in the super, although the stock-box 
Wias full of honey, nearly down to the floor-board. So I 
fumigated them, .and took two bars of comb out weighing 
Tibs. 

I No. 2, also an artificial swarm, taken off .Tune 2.5rd, into 
I a common cottage hive, plundered it the middle of August, 
j and took 18 lbs. of honey from it. 

No. .’1, natural swann, June 25th, which was a very small 
; affair, as wo did not see it go off, but found it hanging from 
\ a tree close by, late in the evening, and I suppioso the prin- 
j cipal pai't of the bees had returned back again to the piarent 
, stock. I supposed, by pdacing the swarm in the stock’s 
! pdacc, I should get pilenty of bees to it. But I was wofully 
i disappointed, for a most deadly warfare commenced. The 
’ result was the loss of a greater part of the bees. Can any 

of your readers account for the fighting? — the swarm 
must have come out of the hive that I attributed it to, there 

I being no other at all likely. (But I observed fighting, 
; more or less, at all the swarms that had been put where the 

stock formerly stood.) From this swarm I took 12 lbs. of 
honey, by destroying the bees. 

No. 4, a Nutt’s Hive, the bees of which I could not induce 
to work in the side-boxes. Swarmed July 1st; hived it into 

I one of the side-boxes, thinking it would commence working 

there; but no, the next morning I found them all united in 
the centre-box again. At the end of seven days, that is, 
July 8th, it swarmed again, and a magnificent swarm it was, 
and I hived it into a common hive. In tlie course! of a week 
1 pffaced an eke under it, and at the end'of fourlecn days it 
swarmed. From this swarm I took 2H lbs. of honey. Tlie 
same Nutt’s Box threw off a cast, a few days after which I 
hived it into a straw cup. From this I took C lbs. of honey, 
by fumigating it, and adding the bees to one of my stocks, 
as I considered they would be princip)ally yoiing bees, and 
might be of some service. I have abandoned the plan of 
addiTig the boos that I piluiiderod to those intended for 
stocks, as I could see no benefit from it the spiring following. 
I consider they only help to c.at up the food of the stock, 
and then die before they are of any service to the stock, 
unless bees live to a greater age than is generally supposed. 

By-the-by, I saw a notice a sliort time ago, in 'The Cot¬ 
tage Caudener, that the Entomologic.al Society had offered 
a pirizo for the best treatise on the longivity of bees. I am 
anxiously waiting the result. I think it a very good hit of 
the “ Country Curate’s,” to pireservo the brood from the 
hives you are pilundeiing. I took mine carefully out, and 
arranged it upion the top of two of my stocks, then pilaced 
empty hives over it, and the bees pircsently came through, 
.and batched it out, which appeared to strengthen those 
stocks very much.—11. T. N. 

r. S.'—I h.avo just seen a drone bee go into my No 1 
stock (Sept. 25th). I saw a great many the beginning of this 
month. Do you tliink they are without a queen ? if so, what 
will bo my best plan with them ? 

NEW M(JT)E OF MANAGING REES. 

I HAVE much pileasure in complying with yotir request, 
and forward you the following particulars relative to the 
method adopited by me at your suggestion, in the case of the 
only four swarms which came olf in my apiaiy. As soon as 
the swarms had left the hives, the stocks were stopiped up ; 
the swarms, as soon .as hived, put in the pdacc of the stocks, 
and the stocks removed a short distance, and kept closed 
from 24 to 30 horns. 

No. 3 sent out, lOth Juno, a swarm weighing 5j lbs. On 
unstopping it, the workers began to eject the drones with 
frightful rapidity, no other kind of work was carried on, and 
the hive, for we could see into it on the b.ack side of the 
box, apipicared ole.ar of them in a few days. On the 14th 
day from swarming, a few were seen; on the 20th, pdping 
was heard; and the following day a young queen was cast 
out. On the 2(ith .Inly, some of the old combs were re¬ 
moved, from which 4] lbs. honey were run; 1J lbs. of bees was 
added to this stock on the 2fith August, and ,'t lbs. sugar, 
and IRbs. honey, pircpnired as directed in (iolding’s Is. Bee 
book, was supplied previously to the 1st September, when it 
weighed njlbs. From the swarm No. 10, ten pionnds of 
honey were run on the lOlh August. 

No. 13 sent out, 10th June, a swarm weighing 4 j lbs. Im¬ 
mediately on its being unstopped, drone ejection commenced, 
and in a few days the work appeared to bo completed. On 
the 3nth July, some combs were removed, from whicli 3 lbs. 
of honey were run. No drones were then seen. As this 
stock did not <appe.ar to progress well, it was taken npi on 
the 4th August, but contained no honey, no brood, no ; 
queen, .and only half a pound of bees. The swarm. No. 15, j 
was deprived, 2!)th July, of Tibs, of honey. No. 0 sent out, ; 
1st .Tilly, a swarm weighing 4j-lbs. The pan on top was 
removed, and as it contained comb with drone aud worker 
brood, and royal cell with princess, it has, with the addition of 
Hjlbs. of bees and feeding, made a little stock. As soon as 
the parent-hive was unstopiped, the workers threw out, in 
the cour.so of two or throe hoims, between six and seven \ 

ounces of drones. No honey has been taken from this 
hive, 1^ Ib.s. bees ivas added 24th August, and it weighed, 
1st September, 12} lbs., or a little more than one-half of 
what it weighed 1st Sepitember, 1851. The swarm. No. 4, 
was taken up 24th August, and yielded Tibs, honey. 

No 2 sent out, 3d July, a swarm weighing 4} lbs. Drone 
ejection was piroceeded with, as in the three cases above- 
named, with great rapidity. Hemoved side-combs, 30th 
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July, and ran lbs. of honey. No brood was observed. 
On the .Ith August, added J lb. bees; 20th August, lbs. 
bees. Prepared food, b lbs. sugar, IJlbs. honey, was given 
previous to 1st September, when it weighed 7 lbs. From 
the swarm No. 10, when taken up 24th August, Tflbs. of 
honey were run. 

No cast has issued from either of these hives. My 
assistant and myself, in thinking over the case of No. 13 
within the last few days, have considerable doubts as to the 
existence of any royal cell in it. On taking up No. 7, that 
had not swarmed, none was found. I must leave you to 
judge of the merits or demerits of the new mode. On these 

! particulars you may rely. It is my intention to try it again 
next year, but I would not recommend it to be adopted with 
all the stocks in an apiary, since, from the wholesale and 
sudden expulsion of the drones, and the uncertain nature of 
our climate, the requirements of the queen might not be 
met in time. Huber, if I remember i-ightly, states that this 
should be within thirty days. 

I send you herewith an account of what twelve stocks and 
four swarms have done with me. North Bucks, and having 
had under my notice from fifty to sixty other hives that 
have been taken up, a very large portion of which I fumi- 

migated myself, I am of opinion that my own apiary pre¬ 
sents a more favourable report than I should have been 
able to give, could I have ascertained in all cases the weight 
of honey run from each hive. In many cases of stocks and 
swarms, of which I have heard, it has varied from four to 
six pounds. I fear there' are very few stocks or swarms in 
this locality that can stand the winter without feeding. I 
shah, hope that ive may be favoured next year with a season 
as productive as that of which C. K. K. writes. Query. Does 
he weigh his hives, swarms, honey, &c. ? As accuracy is so 
essential to the formation of correct opinions, I would sug¬ 
gest to him and your other correspondents, to avoid in 
future the terras “very large,” “enormous," “amazing 
quantity;” the ideas they convey are so vague. A bee¬ 
keeper of forty years standing sent me, as he said, an 
“ enormous” quantity of bees, and laid a wager, for which I 
reproved him, with the person who brought them, that they 
weighed 51bs. I weighed them accurately, and they were 
found to be only 2^ lbs. B. B. 

P.S. I should feel much obliged to C. E. E. if he would 
give me the size of his “ very large ” hive, the weight of his 
“enormous” swarms, as well as that of his “ amazing quan¬ 
tity” of honey of other sorts than top honey. 

Particulars of Twelve Stocks and four Swarms.—Season, 1S52. 
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Stocks. 

1. In Neighbour’s cottage hive 9 1851 g.71 11 
Sug. Hon. 

231 m 24 Swarmed and cast, 1851 j cast re- 

2. In straw-hive, wood top, 12 by Slin. - 

turned; lbs. comb in glass 
taken, 1851. 

12i 1850 •• 21 •• ' 21 5 li 7 141 Twoswarms IQtb June, 1851; Mjlbs. 
comb taken in small hives in 1851. 

3. In Taylor’s bar-hive, lijin.sq. byS^in. s 63 1651 43 ., 11 3 11 93 161 151 Sent out a swarm of 7 lbs. 2l8t June, 

5. In straw-bar hive, wood top, 15byl0in. 

1851; 3j lbs. honey taken from 
side combs in 1851. 

8J 151 3upd. 50 li 25 183 24 Formed from 7 lbs. bees put into 

6. In common straw-Hve, 12in. by 8Jin. 

empty hive at various times, be¬ 
tween 11th and 18th Aug., 1851. 

lU 161 1851 11 123 25 23i Swarmed and cast, 1851; 1:1 lbs. 

7. In do. do. do. 
comb in glass, taken in 1851. 

7J • • supd. 50 
; p.6i • • 12 • * • • 19 Formed from 7 lbs. bees put into an 

empty hive at various times, be¬ 
tween 26th August and 8th Sept. 

8, In straw-hive, wood top, 14in. by 7in. 
1851. 

41 1850 •• 3 •• •• 121 14i Swarm of 1st of June, 1851 ; de¬ 
prived of 134lbs. honey, and fed 

9. Inboxdiag. bars, lljin. bydiin. 

freely for winter of 1851; cast of 
2 lbs. added 17th June, 1852. 

6 . . 1851 g'6 3 , , 253 181 I7i Two casts of 1851; no honey taken 

10. In straw-hive, wood top, 12in.by84in» 
in 1851. 

31 101 unkwn. 91 13 Stray swarm of 1851 purchased 19th 

11. In do. do» do. 
June; no honey taken in 1861. 

7i 11 1851 g.l 144 kO
 

to
 

tO
H

 

203 Swarm of 21st June, 1851, weighing 

12. In common straw-hive, 12in. by Si in. 

on that day 64 lbs.; no honey 
taken in 1851. 

9i 10 supd. 50 , , ,, 61 16 Did not swarm, 1851; no honey 

13. In do. do. do. 
taken in 1851. 

Si 41 1851 3 NU •• 153 Cast of 2lbs. 23rd June, 1851; no 
honey taken in 1851. 

Swarms. 
14. In Taylor’s bar-hive, lljin. by 8iin. , , 1851 10 This hive increased from 3rd to 10th 

15. In common straw-hive, 15 in. by 7io» 
July, 84 lbs. 

. . . . 1851 7 ., . , 12 4 i5i ,, , , This We increased from 3rd to lOtli 

Id. In do. do. do; 
July, 94 ibs* 

, , , , 73 , . ,; This hive increased from 3rd to 10th 

4. In straw-bar hive, 12in. by 8jin. 
July, 64 lbs. 

. , ,, 7 This hive increased from Ist to 10th 
July, 9J lbs. 

• • 22 23 52:J 7i 20 63 1453 • • .. 

I cannot speak with certainty respecting all these hives, 
I'ut, judging from the eight which I weighed several times, 
l am of opinion tliat they have, on the average, decreased 
since the 18th July. Looking at the above statement, it is 
evident that had no honey been taken from these 16 hives 

they would, after consuming 20 lbs. sugar, and OJlbs. honey, 
and receiving 7^1bs. bees, have only weighed on the 1st 
September, 1862, 243 lbs., or 77 lbs. less than they should 
have done to stand the winter. Your readers must form 
their own judgment from these facts. B. B. 
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THE LIVERPOOL POULTRY SHOW. 

The fifth annual show of the Manchester and Liverpool 
Agricultm-al Society was held on the 23rd of September, in 
the capacious Market Place, in Great Homer-street, Liver- 
jiool. For the first time, the Society added a show of 
poultry to the other attractions of its Exhibition, and we 
congratulate them on the success of their first experiment 
in this interesting department of rural economy. This, as 

, our readers are aware, is not a good time of the year for 
showing to advantage their feathered favourites, but, 
making reasonable allowance for this drawback, this new 
feature of the Society's exhibition was highly creditable. 
As is our usual practice on such occasions, we proceed briefly 
to notice each class. The Dorkings, which were the first 
class here, presented some good pens of fowls, the prize 
being awarded to Capt. W. Hornby, for three very good 
birds. Tlie same gentleman carried ofi' the prize in the 
Spanish class, in which there was nothing approaching in 
excellence the birds exhibited by him; and ho was equally 
successful in the Game class, against two or three very good 
competing pens. In the Cochin class, the prize was very 
deservedly given to Dr. Gwynne, of Sandbach, for three 
very fine fowls; this class altogether was not first-rate. 
Of Malays, there were none shown, and the Hamburgh and 
Poland classes were not good enough to deserve notice. The 
Geese came next, and Mr. Townley Parker again carried off 
the prize, as he did also in the class of Goslings—Capt. 
Hornby running him very close in both classes. Capt. 
Hornby obtained the prize for Aylesbury Ducks—those for 
Rouens, and for “ any other variety," being awarded to very 
good pens belonging to Mr. Henry Worrall. One pen of 
Turkeys only was shown, by Mr. E. W. Wilmot, but they 
were excellent, being of the “ wild American breed.” In 
the Duckling class, the prize again fell to Capt. Hornby, for 
six beautiful Aylesburys; ]Mr. Townley Parker’s Rouens 
being but little inferior to them. In the class of “ six 
chickens,” some very fine birds of several varieties were 
shown, and the judges gave four prizes. Three of them 
were awarded to Capt. Hornby, for Cochins, Dorkings, and 
Spanish, respectively, and the fourth to William Copple, for 
Bolton Greys. The Society’s medal for the best pen of birds 
in the yard, was adjudged to Capt. Hornby, for iiis six 
Cochin chickens, making the tenth prize obtained by him; 
a proof of what may be accomplished by the judgment and 
attention of an individual fancier. 

With the exceptions to which we have referred, there 
were some good birds shown in each class, and we liave no 
doubt that the success of this, their first attempt, and the 
interest excited by this portion of their exhibition, will 
induce this spirited Association to repeat the show of 
poultry in succeeding years ; and that as the interest taken 
in them increases, and the encouragement given by the 
different Societies is extended, the different breeds of 
domestic fowl will be improved, and disseminated through¬ 
out the country. 

The judges were Mr. Bissell, of Birmingham, and Mr. 
Nolan, of Dublin, and their decisions appeared to give 
universal satisfaction. The arrangements of the show by 
the secretarj’, Mr. White, were very judicious, and the 
poultry pens were as good as we have seen anwhere. 

LIST OF PRIZES. 

One male and two female birds to be shown by each competitor, 
Por the best white, speckled, or grey Dorking Fowls, £1. Captain W. 

\V. Hornby, Knowsley, near Prescot, pen of fowls, of the Dorking 
breed, aged about 2 years. 

For the best Spanish Fowls, ,£1. Captain \V. W. Hornby, Knowsley, 
near Prescot, pen of fowls, of the Spanish breed, aged about 2 years. 

For the best Game Fowl, s£\. Captain \V. W. Hornby, Knowsley, near 
Prescot, pen of fowls, of the game breed, bred by himself, aged 2 
years. 

j For the best Cochin-China Fowls, jS\, William Cust Gwynne, M.D., 
Sandbach, Cheshire, three fowls, of the Cochin-China breed, bred by 

' himself, and hatched, the cock at the end of March, and the pullets at 
the middle of March. On sale. Price ^20, 

' For the best Malay Fowls, £\. No entries. 
Fur the best Golden-pencilled Hamburgh Fowls, £'1. The variety called 

“Bolton Bays” or “ Golden Hamburgh” fowl, must be e.vhibitcd for 
this premium. No entries. 

For the best Silver-pencilled Hamburgh Fowls, aS\. “ Bolton Greys,” 
i “ Chitterprats,” and “ Silver-pencilled Dutch,” to be shown for this 
: premium. John Taylor, Halshaw Moor, near Bolton, pen of fowls of 

the Silver-pencilled Hamburgh breed, bred by William Hill, aged 4.^ 
months. 

I For the best Gold-spangled Hamburgh Fowls, j£l. “ Golden Pheasant,” 

" Golden Mooneys,” “ Copper Moss,” and “ Bed Caps,” to be shown 
for this premium. B. C. Lowndes, Club-moor, near Liverpool, pen of 
fowls, of the Golden-pheasant breed, bred by himself. 

For the best Silver-spangled Hamburgh Fowls, “ Silver Pheasant,” 
“ Silver Mooney,” and “ Silver Moss,” fowl, to be shown for this 
premium. No award. 

For the best Poland Fowls, s£\. Black, with white crests, golden or 
silver. No award. 

For the best of any other breed or cross of Fowls, i£i. The breed to 
be stated on entry. Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, near Prescot, 
pen of fowls of the Gold-laced Bantam breed, bred by himself, aged 
1 year and 3 months. 

GEESE. 

For the best Geese, Thomas Townley Parker, Sutton-grange, near 
St. Helens, geese of the common breed, aged 3 years. 

DUCKS. 

For the best Aylesbury Ducks, ,^’1. Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, 
near Prescot, pen of ducks, of the Aylesbury breed, bred by himself, 
aged 1 year and 4 months. 

For the best Rouen Ducks, £\. Henry Worrall, Knotty-ash House, 
Liverpool, pen of ducks, of the Bouen breed, bred by — Henderson, 
Esq., aged 8 months. 

For the best of any other variety of Ducks, £1. Henry Worrall, 
Knotty-ash House, Liverpool, pen of ducks, of the crossed wild breed, 
bred by himself, aged 1 year and 1 month. 

TURKEYS. 

For the best Turkeys, £\, Edward Woollet Wilmot, Hulme Walfield, 
near Congleton, pen of turkeys of the wild American breed, hatched 
April, 1851. 

YOUNG POULTRY. 

The day on which they were hatched to be stated. 
For the best Six Goslings, £1, Thomas Townley Parker, Sutton-grange, 

near St. Helens, goslings of the common breed, bred by himself, 
hatched on the 10th April last. 

For the best Six Ducklings, £1, Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, 
near Prescot, pen of ducklings, of the Aylesbury breed, bred by 
himself, aged 4 months. 

For the best Six Chickens, £\. Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, 
near Proscot, pen of chickens, of the Cochin-China breed, bred by 
himself, aged 5 months and 5 days. 

Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, near Prescot, pen of chickens, 
of the Dorking breed, bred by himself, aged 4 months. 

Captain W. W. Hornby, Knowsley, near Prescot, pen of chickens, 
of the Spanish breed, bred by himself, aged 5 months and 1 week, 

EXTRA PRIZE. 

For the best pen of Poultry in the show yard, the Society's Silver 
Medal. 'The judges awarded it to Captain W. W. Hornby, for 
Cochin-China chickens. 

NOTES UPON BACK NUMBERS. 

The Palma Chrisli is not difficult to grow as an out-of- 
doors plant. It should be raised in tlie spring hotbed, 
shifted once liberally, and treated exactly as a balsam till 
the frosts are over, when it should be planted out in very 
rich soil, or what would be still better, plant it like a 
vegetable maiTow, with a barrowful of hot manure beneath 
the soil. Many other tropical plants would grow and show 
their fine foliage in the summer time if treated thus, and 
there is not a handsomer one than the Palma Chrisli. All 
laterals and blossoms should be carefully removed till the 
plant is four or five feet high. 

The Hybrid Begonia petrviflora by Cinnabarina, is now in 
flower in my stove. It is a minature Cinnabarina in habit, 
more branched and flowery, but inferior in colour. The 
pollen of Cinnabarina colours some of its mules highly, but 
others not so well. 

Funkia subcordala will not flower satisfactorily out-of- 
doors, and generally not even in the greenhouse, the flowers 
being usually deformed by the curling or unequal expansion 
of one side of the flower. In the stove there is not a more 
exquisite plant. The flower is of the whitest white I know, 
the scent delightful, and the leaf a form for the sculptor. 
Small plants do the best, grown from pieces broken oft’ from 
the mass in the spring, and each containing one, or at most 
two crowns. 

Your correspondent’s “black Geranium" was probably 
Hoarea mclanantha, a weed, in fact, as he says, but some 
pretty mules were raised from its pollen some years ago. 
He must not be cross about his first turn at African bulbs. 
They, and all imported bulbs, are hard to establish, even for 
an old hand, sometimes. These little Africans are highly 
interesting plants, and the time will come, and that soon, 
when everybody will be running after them again. 

Our good instructor, Mr. Beaton, alludes to a tropical ex¬ 
periment of mine. It was not, however, an old hotbed, but 
a new one made for the purpose, only very spacious and 
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shallow; one foot was the depth of hot dung, hut this was 
trodden very firmly down on the hrick bottom, and enclosed 
by a little brick-wall to that height. I wished to try if a 
largo and shallow mass woubl produce and retain the heat 
as well as the same quantity in the usual more cubical 
shape, and I think it did so. Most of the tropical plants 
likely to be experimented upon, such as the South American 
Scilmniiicte, and the like, would, if our climate continued as 
it is to day, be in their beauty, as to blossom and good de¬ 
velopment, about Christmas day. We, therefore, try to 
give tliem such a start, by means of tbe bottom-heat, as 
will enable them to begin soon enough to be ready to flower 
and thrive while our fine weather lasts ; but this, the per¬ 
fection of the thing, will not be done till we try Mr. Beaton’s 
plan of a cheap and simple means of bottom-heat, always 
at command ; while above ground, the plant enjoys what it 
never gets in our plant-houses, fresh air and exorcise. 
Many men have many minds, and so liave the many 
members of the large family Amaryllis. Scarcely any two 
require exactly the same treatment. The name of the sorts 
should be given to prevent jioor Editors giving evasive 
answers. Mucli of this difficulty will cease when warmed 
boi'ilers in the open- In two mimites I shall be on 
my hobby, so adieu.—A CoRREsroNrENT. 

(From whom we hope to hear very often.—Ed. C. G.) 

ME. lUVEES’S CRYSTAL EALACES. 

To gardeners and amateurs. You are all well aware of 
the annual trouble and expense of fruit-trees on walls, 
after prunning, nailing, and covering {but uol lu-niccfimj'), 
for that is almost an impossibility in our nortlioni parts, 
and frequently is an entire failure in the more southern 
districts. Gardeners have been for years crying out— 
“ Tm afraid I shall not be troubled with much fruit this 
season, as my peaches, pears, plums, and chomos, all 
apparently are cut off by the frost, and it’s nothing but an 
entire disappointment." Now, to prevent all this, I woidd 
earnestly recommend all horticulturists and lovers of gar¬ 
dening to step into Mr. Kivers’s nursery, and see there 
fruit grown to the gi-eatcst perfection, such as poaches, 
idums, pears, apricots, and apples. I, myself, was highly 
gratified, two months ago, by a visit to his nursery, likewise, 
at the same period, to the seat of Lord Boden, where I saw, 
in both places, peaches and apricots in pots, laden with ad¬ 
mirable fruit. What would bo more pleasing and interesting 
than to have one or more of these pots, with the sides washed, 
and the surface covered with a carpet of moss, placed on a 
nobleman’s table, with three to fo\u- dozen of beaiitiful fruit 
on each plant, which is very easily to be had with only a 
slight attention. There is no nailing, no tying, and no 
covering at night with these, only a little additional watering 
and pruning, as our kind friend Mr. 11. directs. And I am 
sure that the ladies would take great pleasure in gathering 
the fruit themselves in their dining-rooms. Some are ajit 
to say that the “orchard-houses” are nothing more than 
rickety cow-sheds, but for them to bo convinced about that, 
I should strongly recommend them to pay one of those 
structures a visit. I’erhaps some of our aged friends, in 
the same capacity of gardening as myself, would like to 
know liow Mr. E. manages to produce his fruit so 
aliundantly, and if they impiire of him, I have no doubt he 
will inform them, as I know ho is alway's pleased to give 
any one information concerning their well-doing. I can 
safely say', that I could grow fruit in the same way very 
satisfactorily, although not of so much experience as some; 
but I hope, as glass is so cheap, that I shall be able to see, 
one day or other, an orchard-house as large as the Crystal 
Talaco that stood in Hyde I'ark. A. B. C. 

rOULTEY MANIA. 

DORIvlNG, versus COCmN-CniNA. 

“ Tantas componere tiles.” 
(To decide so great a controversy.) 

Virgil's Eclogues. 

Cock EiCiiixiuo, as a national pastime, has become de- 
lunct, and in lieu thereof, the owners of cocks liave entered 
into strife among themselves; happily, however, the fight 

is a bloodless one, and in the main is limited to ink- 
shodding. Most learned have been the controversies, most 
contlicting have been the facts; and but one truth stands 
conspicuously forth, namely, that a fowl which passes under 
the name of “Cochin-China,” is just now “the pet of the 
fancy.” We hate foul play, and, therefore, candidly confess, 
that will/ this has come to pass we cannot determine. Yulgar 
people insinuate, that it arises from a vain desire to imitate 
Majesty in small things; and just as the daughters ol' the 
honest burgesses of this realm, on all occasions, threw back 
their veils in a coil around the sides of their bonnets, and 
tied them in a knot under their cliin, on hearing that tho 
Queen, in a stormy day, was seen with the bonnet thus 
accoutred, so have “ Cochins” become the fashion, because 
a few “noble specimens” of the breed ocou|ded a conspi¬ 
cuous position in Her IMajesty’s aviary. iVc reverence 
royalty, wherever wo find it. When a king squints, it 
becomes his subjects to squint likewise. AVe have heard 
of a courtier who said he would bow to a thistle, if it were 
surmounted by tho crown of his sovereign. AVe honour the 
sentiment. AVhere is the hungiy donkey that would not 
perform a like act of homage? 

But to return to the Cochin-China fowl ; what arc its 
qualities ? In what special excellence does it transcend 
the whole race of Spanish, Dorkings, Bolands, or Game ? 
In size—in that estimable quality in which a painted sign¬ 
post suiqiasses one of Mulready’s cabinet pictures—in that 
important endowment in which Daniel Lambert was supe¬ 
rior to Lord John Russell, and in which the elephant sur¬ 
passes a man. All its qualities arc colossal; and, therefore, 
in an age when pcopile wish “ to get as much as they can for 
their money,* they are popular, fashionable, and “ the pet 
of the fancy.” It is true, that when they arc young, they 
are superlatively ugly; when at adult ago, superlatively 
tough; and when old, these two qualities are blended in a 
superlative degree. But then, they arc very large, veiy 
dear, and very fashionable; and these quahtio.s, with tlio 
majority, are sufficient to compensate all other defects. 
The poultry-shows, generally, proclaim that these tailless 
birds arc, as wo have decribed them, “pets.” They have all 
the “ prestige ” of novelty. All the fervour and enthusiasm 
which Englishmen lavish on foreign favourites, Avhethcr 
Italian singers, Frencli ballet-girls, Swiss valets, or Gei'man 
nurse-maids, are now bestowed on these emigrants from 
India, Cochin-China, and the Malay peninsula. Their 
uami's appear daily in large capitals in the advertising 
sheets of the Times, the Gardener's Chronicle, and other 
first-rate journals. Air. Stevens, the auctioneer for .all the 
property connected with natural history in its wide-spread 
ramificatiou-s, exhausts his oratorical powers in their praise; 
and every dandy who hears of poultry-shows exclaims— 
“ Aw, I’ve no taste for these things, except, aw, except for 
Cochins ; the rest are low, sir, decidedly low.” And yet, in 
spite of all this dilettanti dandyism—this popular favour— 
we venture to predicate, that tho Cochin-China fowl will 
disappear as such ;—like the Arab horse in F.ngland, it will 
become lost in crosses with other breeds, and be repre¬ 
sented by a race possessing their great size, without any of 
the numerous defects which now characterize the bird. 

During tbe past summer, wo saw a Cochin chicken 
running about at three months old, W'ith “ dowl ” upon hi.s 
back, with legs nearly as long as a Flamingo’s, and as 
bare behind as a picked goose. He had, it is true, 
“ roughed it ” bitterly, and, therefore, did not resemble very 
closely the pets of Sturgeon and Bunchard—yet he was a 
genuine Cochin; and around him, reared under, and c.x- 
posed to precisely the same influences (birds of the same 
nest and hatch), wei'e gaily congregated chittepr.ats, half- 
bred game chicks, and a host of mongrels, carrying in their 
veins as heterogeneous a mixture of vital fluid as rolls in 
the arteries of a Yankee, and yet these were all w'cll-fea- 
thered, respectable, and decorous, waring their tails with 
modest dignity, while the unfortunate Cochin r.an about 
as bare, if not as ornamental, as that variegated baboon, 
who rejoices in the euphonious name of “ Cynoocphalus 
maimon.” It would become tho exertions of bemwolent 
young ladies to make flannel coverings for those ornitho¬ 
logical nudities, if such n breed is to be encoimaged to the 
exclusion of the more useful and ornamental denizens of 
the poultry-yard. 
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A short time ago, some Cochin-China fanatic was awfully 
angry with the Royal Agricultural Society for placing the 
“Dorking Fowl” in Class A of their prize list, instead of 
the Cochins ; but what could a farmer do with a lot of naked 
Cochins ? He requires a breed that shall come early to 
maturity, and weigh heavily, and lay well; and in these 
particulars the Dorkings far surpass the “ pet of the fancy.” 
A Dorking pullet, hatched in April last (12th), within one 
hundred yards of the unfeathered Cochin above referred 
to, weighs, at this date, six pounds, and has laid eggs every 
alternate day for tlie past three weeks. This is the breed 
for the agriculturist; and the Society has acted wisely and 
well in their selection and arrangement of the prize list; 
for if a genealogy, stretching back for centuries, ev'en far 
beyond the age of the learned Aldrovandi; if associations, 
classical as the Bard of Avon's writings can make them ; if 
the authority of Pliny and Columella can outweigh the 
ephemeral opinions of the fashionable dand3'ism of the 
present day; or, what is far more to the purpose, if beauty 
of plumage, early maturity, great size, fecundity in eggs and 
chickens, whiteness, and delicacy of flesh, constitute claims 
for preference in the gallinaceous tribes, then, may the 
high-bred speckled Dorking calmly “ abide its time,” and 
treat with proud and becoming indifference the popular 
mania in favour of the long-legged, tough, tall, and tailless 
Cochin-Chinas. Such, at least, is the modest opinion of 

Mickleover, Sept. 22, 1852. Amicus Oalli. 

FAMILIARITY OF BIRDS. 

The Robin.—The nursery ballad on the “ Children in the 
Wood,” has done much for the protection of the Robin. He 
is a biid which never congregates, but is widely spread; and 
there are few localities in the country that are not enlivened 
by his presence. He is a general attendant on the gardener, 
particularly on the operations of the spade, in search of 
worms and insects. He is very familiar, and, if encouraged, 

I soon becomes half-domesticated. For two or three years a 
j robin formed one of my family ; seldom did I sit down to a 
I meal without his being on the table. He would enter the 

house by any door or window, and watch his opportunity to 
pass into the room as the servant brought in the dishes. 
At other times he would appear at the parlour window, and 
on being admitted, would fly to my knee, or perch upon the 
book I was reading; but his favourite post was the lid of 
a lady's workbox, and among its contents of bobbins and 
reels of cotton he would find great amusement. Upon 
this lid he would warble by the half-hour together, in 
soft, musical notes, which, at times, appeared to come from 
different parts of the room, as though lie was a ventriloquist. 
He would feed from the hand, and was not disturbed by 
the movements of the family. 

The Chnffinch.—Another of my familiar acquaintance was 
a hen Chaffinch, an almost constant visitor. One morning 
she brought, for my amusement, her little family of four 
young ones, and having arranged them in a row on the 
breakfast table, commenced feeding them. After their re¬ 
past a difficulty arose; she wished to withdraw them, but 
they remained immovetible, and it was interesting to observe 
her endeavours to accomplish this object, flying in and out 
of the room, and calling to them, but without avail. They 
appeared to enjoy their position, and were deaf to her soli¬ 
citations ; at length, one of them flew out, and the rest 
followed in succession. 

The Jackdaw.—One day a female of my family, on visiting 
a neighbouring farm, brought home a young Jackdaw, 
which had been caught by a boy. He was turned loose in 
the garden, and but little thought of him. He grew up, 
however, very sociable, and though he had full use of his 
wings for six years, he never left us, and was found dead at 
last on the gravel walk,'apparently killed by a stone. His 
first concern of a morning was to call me up, by tapping at 
my chamber window; he would then attend me in my 
rounds before breakfast, to pick up the earwigs, as they were 
emptied out of the flower pots, placed as traps on the tops 
of the dahlia stakes. He invariably assisted in our garden 
operations, seizing the small worms, grubs and insects. 
During the day, his favourite resort was an elm tree by the 
road-side, and his great delight consisted in holding collo¬ 

quies with the children as they went to, and returned from, 
school. He would visit the neighbouring cottages, par¬ 
ticularly if any worliraen were employed about them ; would 
sometimes accompany his mistress to church, which he was 
with much difficulty prevented from entering, and became at 
length so troublesome, that on these occasions he was 
obliged to be shut up ; if at liberty, he would watch for her 
return, and call to her the moment he saw her among the 
crowd. He would meet me on my coming home from a 
neighbouring town, and fly for a mile by the side of my gig, 
uttering “ Jack." He would attend me in my country walks, 
sailing over my head, and alighting on some tree in advance 
to invite me onwards. When drinking tea on the lawn, he 
would testify his joy by exhibiting all manner of gambols, 
sometimes over our shoulders, sometimes hiding himself in 
the folds of a lady's dress, but generally ending in seizing a 
slice of bread and butter, and flying off with it. His faults 
were—his over-familiarity, and making too free with what 
did not belong to him. Few animals exhibited greater 
sagacity ; he knew when he had done wrong ; his life was a 
system of schemes and contrivances, and his death a family 
loss. 

To those who are fond of studying the habits of birds, 
and whose position in life enables them to indulge in it, a 
delightful source of instruction and recreation may be found 
in cultivating their familiar acquaintance. 

S. P., Rushmere. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Prolificacy of Cochin-China Fowls.—Mr. E. George, of the 

Rookery, Chaldon, says, “ Beinp a breeder of light-coloured Cochin-China 
foM'Is, perhaps you will permit me to add my testimony in their favour, 
which I think your readers will allow the following facts to be. I have 
had seventy chickens, from one hen, since the end of February last, 
besides using some of her egics in other ways, and one dozen now 
hatching ; and, to my ow-n knowledge, she has laid a double-yolked egg 
and a soft-shelled one within twelve hours. I have had a brood of 
chickens from eggs of a pullet hatched the middle of March last; 
cockerels of same age weighing above nine/Jownrfs; pullets sly pounds; 
and others, a month younger, five pounds and three-quarters. As to their 
hardihood, I can only say the numbers we have lost in rearing does not 
amount to seven per cent., and nearly half of those have been accidents, 
such as getting into the wrong coops, and beini? killed by the hen, &c. 
Now and then a bird will gain weight even faster than those already 
mentioned : for instance, a cockerel, which I exhibited at Lewes, has con¬ 
tinued to gain more than an ounce a day ever since.” 

Hens Nests.—Mr. Ilk J. Beeby, of Chaldon, near Coulsden, Surrey, 
says, ” Referring to former numbers of your periodical, in which it has 
been endeavoured to show the best place for setting eggs, allow me to 
remark that, having kept the Cochin-China fowls the last five years, I 
have set the eggs on the bare ground, in wooden boxes on the ground, 
and, lastly, in wooden boxes raised from the ground, and (by way of ex¬ 
periment) lined with kamptulicon, (a composition of India-rubber and 
cork); and I am of opinion that a hen will hatch equally well in either 
of the above situations, if coinfortablv placed—the number of chickens 
brought forth depending entirely on the health of the layers and sitters. 
Can you tell me whether there have been any of the Cochin-China fowls 
imported of a pure w-hite colour, with top-knots? Fine specimens of 
this variety are to be had at Hong-Kongand Shanghae, as I am iniormed 
by a party who has been at those jtiaces.” We have not seen or heard 
before of white Cochin-China fowls with top-knots. We saw a buff one 
the other day with a slight tuft of feathers on the head ; but we think it 
was symptomatic of a cross in the blood of one of its parents. 

Datura just Blooming {Greenhorn).—In the first place, give it 
abundance of water all the time that it is in bloom, and, as we arc so 
near the winter, cease watering altogether as soon as it is out of flon-er ; 
the leaves will soon droop, and the plant will look deplorable for ten days 
or so, but you may smile the while. If the leaves do not fall in ten days 
after the drooping, pull them off, and let the plants stand naked all the 
winter, and, unless the green top branches begin to shrivel, you need 
give no water ; but if they do, give the pot a good soaking, to keep the 
tops fresh for cuttings. Any time in March or April, w-hen you have a 
cucumber bed at full work, cut down your Datura as far as you like—or 
say, at a venture, to within a few inches of where it began to grow from 
last season ; then with a thick paint made with water, soft soap, a little 
sulphur, and a lump of clay, cover the whole body of the plant, and let 
this remain as long as you can—it is to kill and keep off" insects- Every 
joint of the tops will make a cutting ; but you had better keep two jr-ints 
to a cutting when the joints are far apart—one joint at the bottom for 
roots, the other for leaves ; and so, when the joints or eyes are close on 
each other, make the cuttings four or five inches long. They like a brisk 
bottom-heat, but not much water. 

Maorandva Barclavana (fWd).—It is a perennial, and it may be 
cut in a good deal, and taken up and potted, but not rut down altogether. 
Keep a foot or so of the main stem, or stems, and six inches of as many 
of the side branches as you can train without crowding; and if there be 
any very small branches near the root, keep all of them, and at their full 
length. You had better do all this cutting at once, but let the plant 
remain to the end of October. One of the greatest errors in gardening 
at the present day is cutting in, or pruning, any plant, except the very 
commonest thing—as a laurel—the same day, or the same week, as it is 
tube potted from the borders, or transplanted elsewhere; Maurandyas 
particularly so, ns they make such long wiry roots, with few fibres ; but 
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few plants deserve to be kept from year to year more than they. They 
also want to be in a cool, airy place all winter, and not get much water 
until you see them grow away freely. We are going to keep all our old 
p’antsof Maurandyas, Lophospermums, Eccremocarpus, and Cobieas, this 
winter. We shall have them m different lengths, from one to ten feet. 

Flower-beds (5. S.).—We are going to give plans of different kinds 
of flower-gardens, single beds, and angle beds, and groups ; and, to open 
the way for all this, we only propose, at first, to engrave actual flower- 
gardens as they now stand, with accompanying criticisms and suggestions. 
Your plan will appear in the series as a good example of a very useful 
way of making the best of a limited space of ground; meantime, we 
shall file your letter, to see what we can do for what j^ou W'ant most. 

CHRYS.4NTHEMUMS (/^oru).—“ How soon is it advisable to force them; 
I have a large stock, and grow for show in greenhouse only ? ” They 
stand no forcing. From the 15th to the 25th of October we have put 
those with earliest flower-buds into a house, with doors open at both ends 
night and day, and we gained nearly a week, whic i was a great feat. 

Geraniums in Pots (/Airf). —“ These are intended for show in green¬ 
house; mine are already cut down, thinned, and kept outside. When 
should I take them to the greenhouse 7 ” As soon as you see your well- 
arranged letter in print. 

Cinerarias (Ibid).—“Some of my varieties, and all my F/ora M'Inors, 
show appearance of either dry mould or mildew on the leaves (which are 
most luxuriant). I have sponged the leaves, and removed the diseased 
plants out of the greenhouse into a cold frame; have I done right?” 
Quite right; keep them in a dry, cool air, and dust them with flowers of 
sulphur. 

Agapanthus umbellatus (5. S. 5.).—Take it up about the end of 

October, but March is time enough to divide it, unless you are in a great 
hurry, when you may take the spade any day in the year, and part it into 
single plants. 

Plants for Trellis {Ibid),—Plant one Clematis montana, one com¬ 
mon Honeysuckle^ one Felicite Perpetuelle Rose, then one Japan Honey¬ 
suckle, and the last a Sweet-scented Clematis, as permanent plants to 
cover your thirty feet of trellis. You did not say the height of it, but 
we have assumed ten feet high ; then you may plant either duplicates of 
these, or any you may prefer yourself, to fill the whole length nearly at 
once, and remove them as our selection fills up. Plant the Laurels as 
far from them as you can, and keep them within due bounds. Your soil 
W’ill do, but have it trenched, and use great quantity of water the first 
season ; all climbers like it, and stronger occasionally. 

Spring Bulbs and Bedding Plants {M. B. B.).—In the second 
w’eek in May, 1832, we called, among other places, at Eaton Hall in 
Cheshire, and at Knowsley, near Prescot; and there, at both places, we 
found gardeners removing immense quantities of Crocuses, Tulips, Hya¬ 
cinths, and all the principal spring bulbs, from the flower to the reserve 
garden, to ripen their leaves, and keep the beds free for the summer 
crops. Since then we have ourselves practised that plan, and also that of 
potting all, or most of these bulbs, and removed them in their pots as 
soon as their beds are wanted; and, upon the whole, w’e have come to 
the conclusion that it is best and easiest not to pot any of them, but to 
remove them the first rainy or showery day after they are out of bloom, 
to take special care of the leaves, and to keep the ground well watered as 
long as the leaves kept green. We have also removed spring border 
flowers, as Auriculas, Polyanthuses, dwarf Phloxes, and such like, in the 
same way. Any good plant that flowers in the spring may, under this 
system, be made a bed of. The first flower-bed we ever saw was a bed of 
Posies, or Polyanthuses. About the 10th of May you can remove a bed of 
Hyacinths, &c., and plant it the same day with Verbenas, or Calceolarias, 
&c., filling in the spaces bptween the plants quite well with autumn-sown 
annuals. Next day it will look quite as well as with the Hyacinths, and 
next week it may be in full bloom, according to the kind of annual used. 

Double Glazing {Y. J. Bailey),—We made double-glazed windows 
for the fruit-room, when common glass was Is. a foot, and we liked it 
much. A double-glazed frame would be as warm as a single-glazed one 
with double mats on—one inch, or less space will do between the glass. 
When we hoar where glass is to be had at a penny per foot, as lately 
stated in our pages, we shall return to the subject. 

Arches over Walks (H.).—Your plan is most excellent, and the 
best we know of for the display of hardy climbers. A walk seventy yards 
long arched over, the arches “ nine feet apart, and about seven or eight 
feet high,” will look extremely well. Let the centre of the arches be 
full eight feet above the walk. The standards to spring the arches from 
should be six-and-a-half to seven feet high; from these, and on both 
sides of the walk, arches should spring along the line of the walk, as 
well as across the walk. Let us earnestly advise you to adopt this sug¬ 
gestion. Then use duplicate plants along the whole line—that is, begin 
with 2 Clematis montana, one on the right, the other on the left hand; 
then 2 Japan Honeysuckle, 2 Crimson Boursault rose, 2 Clematis cirrhosa, 
to flower in February and March ; 2 old Double Musk rose, or some good ' 
old Noisette to flower in the autumn ; 2 Aristolochia sipho, for their 
broad, handsome leaves, and for the sake of variety ; then 2 Felicite Per¬ 
petual rose, 2 Sweet Clematis, 2 Laura Duooust rose, 2 Clematis Hen- 
dersonii, 2 Solanum jasminoides. The following Roses are also eligible 
for your purpose:—Queen of the Belgians, Rampant, Princess Marie, 
and Myrianthes, Rivers’s Queen, and VVells’s White, or Madame 
d’Arblay. Try also Tecoma, or Bignonia radicans major. We would 
plant ” annual and perennial creepers ” as auxilaries, but not till after 
the principals had one season’s growth. Then we would try Gloire de 
Rosamene rose at the bottom of the rose pillars ; Clematis Sieboldi and 
purpurea, with their kind ; Eccremocarpus, Passion-flower, Lophos- 
permum, Conoolvolus major, &c. 

Golden-chain Geraniums (Rosa)—This, and the Flower-of-the- 
day, are best propagated in the spring, and should not be kept in pots 
during summer. In winter both of them will require little water, and to 
be grown in good turfy peat. 

Erythrina Christa-galli (/6{d)—This is also best from spring 
cuttings, just like Dahlias, when the old plants make shoots three inches 
long. We do not usually recommend gardeners. 

Vines {Rhydy Gros),—“ Your vines have rooted from the very top of 
the stern under ground.” This is well; encourage such habit. For your 
insects, look to our back numbers for advice at the dressing used at 
pruning time. If they commence operations on the foliage in the ensuing 

spring, see to fumigations, and the use of sulphur, as repeatedly advised 
in these pages. You must be moderate in your crop nest year, suffering 
merely the strongest shoots to carry a bunch. The long-rod system is 
certainly manageable, but the close spur system for us, on the whole. 

Peaches (A. B. G.),—See an article on root-pruning in page 380 of 
last volume; this will meet your case. The large yellow (Enotheras, 
macrocarpa and missouriense, are hardy ; but the best way to propagate 
them is to pot a few old stools, and frame them, and propagate as 
Dahlias. Tliey may be raised from seed, also, sown early in February. 
Verbenas will doubtless keep in the way you describe, but beware of 
confined damp, and use stout cuttings. 

Pears Cracking {E- H F.).—Your Althorpe Crasanne cracks through 
a capricious soil—that is to say, one suddenly liable to drought. If you I 
cannot transplant, apply a top-dressing in the end of April, consisting of j 
three parts manure, and one part adhesive loam, nearly six inches in : 
thickness. I 

Peach and Nectarine Over-luxuriant (A Cheshire Rector).— 
Your main stem should have been pinched when it had grown nearly a 
foot; it is now established as a glutton, or robber. If the rest of the 
tree is disposed to grossness, root-prune immediately. Watch the shoots ; 
produced by your robbers next June, and pinch them as soon as six or 
eight inches long, repeating it in July in the next growth. ! 

Greenhouse {Rev, R. Blackburn).—Ytmr plan is good, and will 
succeed. This kind of house, with some trifling modifications, is much 
wanted by the amateur. We would have sashes at front, to slide hori- ' 

I zontally in a groove, in order to reach the pots with facility, as also for 
j ventilation purposes. Be sure you have capacious ventilators in back ' 
' wall, the roof of ourse fi.xed. We would have four in yours, which is i 
1 17 feet 6 inches long, each half-a-yard long, and six inches wide, placed 

close to the top. You will also do well to provide a canvass shade, with 
a penthouse at back to receive it. You had better have four or five vines ; 
when they are so far from the roof they have a tendency “ to draw,” or 
run upwards, and any attempt to oppose this will be well-nigh futile. 
If you have no piping in front, you may readily obtain another shelf. 

Plants for Australia {J. T. W.).—As for fancy things, like 
florists’ flowers, annuals, or any other kind of plant that you like or 
admire, you will find them just as useful in Australia as if you were only 
going with them from Inverness or Aberdeen to Exeter. All the bulbs 
of South Africa, and all the greenhouse bulbs from Washington, to the 

1 shores of Patagonia, do lietter in Australia than in Devonshire; so you 
may take out any bulb, root, plant, or seed you can lay your hands on ; 

I but we must not say where is the best place to buy anything. It is per¬ 
fectly useless to ask us, or any other authority, what are the best plants 
for Australia. Whatever plants you like best are sure to be the best for 
you, either h^re or ia Australia. 

Trees before a House {Subscriber from No. 1).—Your “good 
lady” evinces better taste than many whom we could name, that are 
satisfied with such common things as Lime-trees before their doors, near 
London ; and as you want them more for ornament than for screens, let 
her, by all means, have something handsome, and more aristocratic—say 
a couple of Scarlet or Dwarf Horse-chesnuts, the handsomest tree in 
England while in blossom. Ask for it by the name of JEsculus rubU 
cunda; and those Thorns which make an equal display with either their 
flowers or fruit, and you can cut them to anything, if need be : Crafwgus 
aronia, with splendid yellow-, large haws, that are good to eat; Cratargui 
orientalis, the Mespilus orientalis of Tournfort, also with eatable fruit of 
a coral colour; Cratcegas tanacefifolin, large yellow fruit. Then the 
phik and s'^artel-flowering Thorns, and also the double-flowering varie¬ 
ties, w'hite, pink, or scarlet. They are the sort of trees for “good ladies 
w-hile Lime-trees are very useful for screening shops and butchers’ stalls. 

Flower-garden Plan (G. il/.).— Your plan will be engraved, and 
will appear in our series, w-ith such remarks as will suit your inquiries. 
Your proposal of festooning the roses tow-ards the centre is a new and > 
distinct feature, of which we much approve. 

Preserving Grapes {Susan)e have kept grapes until after 
Christmas, by allowing them to remain on the vine, giving as much air 
as the w-eather permitted, to keep them dry. Plants may be grown well in 
the same house, for directly the leaves of the vine begin to turn yellow they 
may be stripped off. Grapes keep longer on the vine than anywhere else. 

Glazing Greenhouse {E. E.),—Do not let the glass lap over more 
than one-eighth of an inch. We prefer the laps not to be close. 

Taxodium sempervirens {D. P.) —There is some doubt about the 
identity of this tree, which is a native of North-West America, and that 
which is native of New Zealand. It i.s spoken of in the Horticultural 
Society’s Journal as Sequoia sempervirens. 

Cramp in Cochin-China Fowls {lbid).—\Vt are told that they are 
liable to this disease, but we have never witnessed it in our own yard, 
where they have dry, warm shelters, and are liberally fed. Your diet for 
them is good, and their roosting-place warm. Have they a covered dry 
place to shelter and busk themselves in when it is wet weather ? 

Various.—Novice will see he has been attended to. 

Short Notices {J. B. P., Dublin).—You will perceive we have not lost 
sight of your request. We try to meet the case of every reader, so far as 
we know his wants and wishes, and never look upon anything as a trouble. 

Rustic Seats and Gates {An Old Subscriber).—We shall be glad if 
any one will send us drawings of such as they think ornamental. We 
will not lose sight of this. Nettles can only be destroyed l)y being con¬ 
stantly cut down, and by sowing salt over them very thickly. 

Names of Plants {M. A. L.).—No. I, Nigella hispanica; No. 2, 
Ulmus campestris, variety alba; No. 3, Phlomis fructicosa; 
No. 4 too much shrivelled to be detected. The Weeping Willow {Snlix 
Babylonica) is a native of the Levant, and introduced to this country in 
J730. The Weeping Ash is a variety of the common ash, propagated by 
grafting upon it. * 

Insects {Margate).—The insects sent as infesting old papers, closets, 
&c., are the Ptinus holosericus, a species which has quite recently been 1 
imported from Russia in dried skins. It has spread with amazing 
rapidity. It feeds on dried animal remains.—J. O. W. 

London ; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—October 7th, 1852. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M w OCTOBER 14—20, 18.52. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

Sun Sun 
1 

Day of 
Year. D D Barometer. .Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Kises. Sets. R. & S. Age. Tcf. Sun. 

14 Tn Lady-bird hybernates. 
1 

29.928 — 29.841 62—44 W. 03 25 a. 6 7 a. 5 6 a 7 1 14 1 288 
15 F Gossamer abundant. 29.430—29.3361 56—32 W. 34 26 5 6 35 2 14 14 289 
16 S I\Iartin last seen. 29.606 — 29.502 57—28 S.W. — 28 3 7 7 3 14 26 290 
17 Sdm 18 Sdndayaftek Trinity. 29.894 — 29.802 57—36 W. — 30 1 7 49 4 14 33 291 
]8 M St. Luke. 29.941—29.742 59—52 S.W. 01 32 IV 8 43 5 14 50 292 
19 Tu Virginian Creeper leaves fall. 30.011 —29.930j 62—55 S.W. 01 33 67 9 44 

3 
15 0 293 

SOW Hen Chaffinches flock. 30.080 — 30.045' 64—55 w. 35 65 10 53 7 15 10 294 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations durin|r the last twenty-five years, the averape highest and lowest tempera- 
tures of these days are .'>8.7° and 41.8° respectively. The greatest heat, 76 , occurred on the 14th in 1845 j and the lowest cold 
in 1850. During the period 101 days were fine, and on 74 rain fell. 

24°, on the 15th 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

BEEBEEIDS.—BEEBEEIDACE.E. 

CuAEACTEES OF THE Oedee.—Sepals 3, 4, C, deciduous, 
in a double row, surrounded externally by petal-like scales. 
Petals below the seed-vessels, either equal to the sepals 
in number, and opposite to them, or twice as many, generally 
with an appendage at the base in the inside. Stamens equal 
in number to the petals, and opposite to them; anthers 
generally with two sejiarate cells, opening elastically with 
a valve from the bottom to the top. Ovarium solitary, one- 
celled ; stylo rather lateral; stiyma globular. Fruit berried or 
capsular. Seeds attached to the bottom of the cell on one 
side, 1, 2, or 3 ; albumen between fleshy and horny ; embryo 
straight in the axis. Shrubs or herbaceous pterennial plants, 
for the most part smooth. 

IBeebeeis : Berberry ; BarbeiTy. 
Geneeic Chaeactee.—Calyx below seed-vessel, of six 

spreading, reversed egg-shaped, concave, colom'ed, deciduous 
leaves; the three outer ones smallest. Petals six, opposite 
to the calyx, and not much longer, roundish-egg-shaped, 
concave, spreading, deciduous; the short claw of each 
bearing internally two oblong, more deeply coloured, pro¬ 
bably, honey-bearing glands. Filaments linear, flattened, 
blunt, opposite to the petals, but shorter, attached to the 
base of each. Anthers of two separate lobes, on the opposite 
edges of the summit of the filament, each opening by a valve, 
from the bottom upwards. Oermcn oblong-oval. Style none. 
Sliyma single, globular, broader than the germen, acutely 
bordered, permanent. Perry oblong, blunt, of one cell, pulpy, 
opening at the top. Seeds two or tliree, oblong, cylindrical, 
erect, attached by short stalks to the lower part of the cell. 

Beebeeis vulgaeis : Barberry;'Bipperidge Bush. 
Description.—It is a deciduous shrub attaining the height 

of eight or ten feet. Stems upright, branched, bark ash- 
coloured, slightly grooved, yellow inside, armed with sharp 
thorns, usually in threes. The first leaves are reversed egg- 
shaped, finely tooth-edged. Stipules terminating in a hair¬ 
like tooth. Stem-leaves alternate, the lowest slightly lobed, 
with spiny teeth. Secondary leaves in pairs, oblong, and saw- 
edged, and between the lower leaves and the thorns ai'c 

No. OCX!., VoL. IX. 

smaller leaves. Flowers towards the end of the branches, 
in drooping bunches, or racemes, with a bracte to each 
flower-stalk. Petals yellow, frequently saw-edged, with two 
orange-coloured nectaries at their base. Anthers roundish 
and yellow. Stiyma greenish. Berries at first green, but 
when ripe a brilUant scarlet, cylindric-egg-shaped, rather 
bent, with a brown perforated projection at the end, and 
very acid. Seeds usually two, rarely three, loose in the 
berry, except slightly fastened to it at the bottom, oblong, 
thicker at the top, smooth, reddish, and har’d. 

There are many varieties, some being without seeds ; 
others with white, yellow, purple, or black berries. 

Places where found.—In hedges, and on bushy, chalky- 
soiled hills. 

Time of flowering.—May and Juire. 
History.—Its British name is the I’ipridge, or Bipperidge ; 

the Botanical one, and its corruption. Barberry, being bor¬ 
rowed frfim the jlrabic. When the anthers are thoroughly 
ripe, if the base of the filament be irritated with a pin, 
or a bristle, the stanren rises with a sudden spring and 
strikes the anther against the summit of the pistil, affor¬ 
ding a remarkable irrstance of one of the means used to 
perform the important ofiice of impregnation. This sin¬ 
gular vitality of fibre, which we denominate irritability, and 
which is particularly apparent in srtch plants as are called 
sensitive, excited the attention of that very ingenious ex¬ 
perimentalist Kolreuter, who observes that the cells of the 
anthers do not split open lengthways, but that the outer 
coat detaches itself along the edges of the partition, which 
separates the two cells, and raising itself up with the 
greater portion of the pollen adhering to the inner sur¬ 
face, finally faces towards the stigma; having the inner 
surface that fronts the stigma covered with pollen. It is by 
this beautiful expedient that nature has so completely 
succeeded in her object of fecundation by the emission of 
pollen; for by this mode of opening of the anthers the 
stamens have gained so much in length, that they are enabled 
to reach with precision the stigma on which they are to dis¬ 
charge their contents ; had the cells opened in the usual way, 
the stamens would have been too short for their intended 
functions. And here wo may well exclaim with Cowley, 

“ If we could open and inbend our eye, 
We all, like Moses, sbould espy, 
Ev’n in a bush, the radiant lleity.” 

When a stamen has gone through this movement, it draws 
the petal to the base of which it is fixed a little toward itself, 
and this is the reason why, when we have suddenly stimu¬ 
lated all the stamens of a flower that was before nearly ex¬ 
panded, we see it half closed again. The anthers are 
insensible to stimulus ; the filaments evince most irritability 
nearest their base. The phenomenon may be fully induced 
by a burning lens; and when the flowers are electrified, and 
sparks are drawn from them by the approach of a metallic 
body, the stamens immediately spring-toward the pistil. If 
it could happen that during the season of bloom the flowers 
were to remain uninfluenced by adventitious stimulus, the 
stamens would continue extended at their wonted distance 
from the pistil, and no fecundation could take place. But 
let us see the means adopted by Divine Wisdom for insuring 
the fecundation of this useful vegetable. Each petal has 
near its base two oblong honey-bearing glands. Between 
every two of these glands a stamen is placed, so that when¬ 
ever an insect (of which abundance present themselves in 
the course of a day, beetles, flies, bees, and waspis, seeking 
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their own food), atlemiits to extract the honey exiuled hy 
the f^lands, it must touch, especially the lower and most 
irritable part of the fllament, upon which this organ iinme- 
iliatcdy springs up and ])roceeds to cover with its prolific 
dust tlio upxier jiart of the pistil. A process nearly analagous 
may he observed in AristolocJiin, Orchis hifoVta, and some 
few other indigenous instances : caprification has been long 
known to afford remarkable excmiilification among exotics. 

The leaves are gratefully acid. The flowers are offensive 
to the smell, when near, but at a proper distance their odour 
is extremely fine. Dislies for the table are often garnished 
with bunches of the ripe benics. They are so very acid 
that birds will not eat them, but boiled with sugar they form 
a most agreeable rob or jelly. They are used likewise as a 
dry sweetmeat, and in sugar plums. An infusion of the 
bark in white wine is purgative. The roots boiled in lye, dye 
wool yellow. In Poland leather is dyed of a most beautiful 
yellow with the bark of the root. The inner bark of the 
stem dyes linen a fine yellow, with the assistance of alum. 

An opinion is entertained by many who deserve attention. 

sustained as they are by some facts, that the Barbcny causes 
wheat growing near to it to be attacked by the mildew. On 
tlie other hand, there are many evidences that wheat may bo 
grown in its vicinity without being so affected. It is riuitc 
certain that the yellow parasitical fungus found on the 
leaves of the Barberry, is not the fungus that is the cause 
of the mildew. They are not only different species, but of 
different genera ; that on the Barbeiry being jiicidium licr- 
beridis, and that on the wheat is Piicchiia yimninis. 

The peculiar constituent of the bark of the Barberry, 
which renders it not only a powerful tonic in medicine, but 
useful as a dye, has been named IJerhcrilc. It was first ob 
tained pure by M. Buchner, in 18.15. He administered it 
to some of his patients, in doses of ten grains, and found it 
a powerfrd tonic. Bcrberite answers very well as a dye-stuff, 
giving a fixed yellow colour without any mordant. Chloride, 
of tin improves the colour. 'When the cloth is previously im¬ 
pregnated with sulphate of copper, a beautiful greenish-yellow 
colour is obtained. "With nut-galls the colour is yellowish- 
brown. {lAndtry. Smith. Marly ii. Withering. Thomson.) 

1 

The Editor of The Cottage Gardener, as one of the 

Honorary Sooretaries of The Winchester and Southern 

Counties Society for the Encouragement of Poultry, will 

be gi’catly obliged by subscriptions being forwarded to 

bim. Every subscriber of five shillings or upwards, 

thereby becomes a member, and every one wishing to 

become a member is requested to forward bis or her 

subscription immediately. This is desirable, because 

the amount of prizes at the Society's first Exhibition, to 

be held on or before the first of December next, will bo 

increased in proportion to the Society’s funds. 

The followmg excellent classification, first arranged 

by the Rirmingbam Society, is that also adopted by 

The Winchester and Southern Counties Society. 

Spanish. 
JJorkiny ; single-combed. 
JJorking; double or rose- 

combed. 
Dorking; white. 
Cochin-China; cinnamon and 

buff. 
Cochin- China; brown, and 

partridge-featb erod. 
Cochin-China; white. 
Malay. 
Game ; white and piles. 
Game; black - breasted, and 

other reds. 
Game; blacks, and brassy- 

winged, except greys. 
Game; duck-wings, and other 

greys and blues. 
Golden-jienciUed Hamhnrgh. 
Goldcn-sjiangtcd Hamburgh. 
Silver-pencilled Jlambnrgh. 
Silver-spangled Hamburgh. 

Polands; black with white 
crests. 

Polands; golden, with ruffs 
or beards. 

Polands; golden, without 
ruffs or beards. 

Polands ; silver, with ruffs or 
beards. 

Polands ; silver, without ruffs 
or beards. 

Any other distinct breed. 
Bantams ; gold-laced. 
Bantams; silver-laced. 
Bantams ; white. 
Bantams ; black. 
Bantams; any other variety. 
Pigeons. 
Geese. 
Ducks. 
Turkeys. 
Guinea Fowl. 

Sir,—Take them as a body, gardeners are vei’y droll dogs. 
They have the bump of obstinacy, and the bump of self- 
esteem. Gall and Spurzheim tell us tliat these bumps may 
bo exchanged for other and better bumps, provided the 
party owning them will read or listen to advice. In plain 
English, if a conceited man leaves off being conceited, the 
Inimp of conceit or self-esteem would subside, and give 
place to the bump of inquisitiveness. 

■What strides the gardeners in moderate establishments 
would niake, if they could once succeed in being desirous to 
learn, in place of having an idea that they know more than 
any body else. 

Since 1 first had a gardener, now some twenty-five years 
ago, every one who has lived with me has had this unfor¬ 
tunate “ bump of conceit," which has always been a groat 

hindrance to him in bis work, and abvays, in my experience, 
ended in a change. My present gardener is ns ohstinate a 
dog as you can well imagine. I read very regularly and 
very carefully, week by week. The Cottage Gardener, and 
mark every thing I think worth notice, for my man, and at 
the end of the week, when I go round the garden with him 
to see what has been done, and what will require to be done, 
I hand him over your invaluable little work, offering to him 
some remark upon the various items which have been noted 
for his perusal. I always get the same answer— 

“ It’s all very well for them gents to write, but I know a 
great deal more than they do. They only q)ut things in 
their paper to mislead, and then of course when our master 
reads them, he sucks it all in for truth, and that’s the way 
so many poor gardeners are turned adrift.” 

In vain I have told him, that Mr. Beaton, Mr. Errington, 
Mr. Appleby, Mr. Irish, and all the other parties who write 
in The Cottage Gardener, do so with a sincere desire not 
to mislead, but to instruct and encourage both the old and 
the young. 1 have even myself taken the trouble to follow 
out, under my own superintendence, some hints thrown out 
l>y your able contributors. Success lias always attended my 
efforts, but 

“ A man convinced against his will. 
Remains of the same opinion still.” 

And so it is with my man; and yet the man is industrious, 
but his industry is very often lost for want of that liump of 
inquisitiveness ; and nothing, I believe, but a new race of 
men, will ever correct the evils and hcart-biu'ning.s which 
must arise between master and man. 

The life of a common working gardener is, I am quite 
aware, against an increase of knowledge. Ho lahour.s from 
Monday morning to Saturday night, and has only Sunday 
to refresh and recruit his strength and ideas. I have tried 
a different system ; I give my man fom set holidays in the 
year. I send him on those days either to Kew, Chiswick, 
Regent’s I’ark, or Rosherrille Gardens, qiay all Iris ex 
penses, and tell him to pick up some new ideas, and come 
back as lively as a loi'k. 

Last year, I sent him and his wife to the Crystal Palace, 
and desired him, as a matter of course, to look at all the 
new garden things there, with a view to his improvement, 
and my benefit. When lie came home, I asked him how he 
liked the qilaoe, and what he saw, his answer W’as—“ Nothing 
new of note in the garden line.” And the only things he 
thought well of, were the wailike weapons ! The man is 
yoimg (only 3'4), but his ideas are fixed, and nothing seems 
to stir him up; and if I were to change him for another, I 
might, by trying to jump out of the frying-pan, just jump 
into the fire. 

Now, wdiat I w'ant you to do, Mr. Editor, is to write pretty 
regularly some paper on this sad subject, for I know nothing 
more disheartening to a gentleman, than continually seeing 
new faces, without getting even a change of ideas. 

If I were not engaged all day, and every day, in business, 
I w'ould only have a good, honest, willing, steady, and hard¬ 
working labourer, rather than a man calling himself a 
gardener. I’lain directions, and a little common sense, 
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would do much, for nature is alwa3’S read}’ to give plenty, 
if due diligence is used. 

Once more, therefore, good Mr. Editor, have the goodness 
to do your best to improve tliis obstinate race of beings, 
you would add to their happiness, and to our comfort as 
masters, and you would bo raising your journal high in the 
scale of usefulness, A City Eiuau. 

Such is the letter we have just received from a gentle- 
mau wlioin wo know to he a man of sterling sense, and 
an indulgent master, but we are glad in the conviction 
that there are not many cases similar to his own, for 
wo have little power to help the employers of such 
gardeners as our friend endures. We cannot under¬ 
take the office of censor of gardeners, any more than 
we can undertake to educate them. All that wo profess 
to do, is to prepare weekly information appropriate to 
the season, conformably to the best gardening know¬ 
ledge of our time, and to answer such questions as are 
addressed to us. 

That information, and the answers to such questions, 

are given by some of the best practical gardeners of the 

day; and we can state, without any possibility of con¬ 

tradiction, that whoever has adopted their recommen¬ 

dations carefully, never failed in obtaining his object. 

Now, if a gardener, who has had none of the advantages 

which are possessed by our departmental writers, thinks 

that he knows as much as they do, and spurns at the 

information they can give, we can only pity him as a 

man that of all otliers is most hopeless of being im¬ 

proved, for ho is not only ignorant, but is ignorant of 

his ignorance. Such a man, perhaps, will be surprised 

to hear, that there is a correspondence continually 

being carried on between the most skilful of Rritish 

gardeners, who seek from cacli other advice, and sugges¬ 

tions, and information, when they are carrying out new 

plans, and when they encounter diificulties. Such men 

come also to The Cottage Garheneu’s pages, and one 

of the most distinguished of them has said that he 

never took up one of our numbers without benefiting 

by some of its information. 

We claim no especial merit for tins, because from the 

worst of publications some instruction must be gleaned. 

Above all, we have not the presumption to attempt to 

instruct gardeners. We address ourselves to the 

amateur, and we advise him, as in the case before us, 

never to attempt to teach bis gardener. There are 

always modes of conveying our wishes, without making 

it conspicuous that a man does not know his business, 

and if he carried our wishes into efiect, we should never 

enquire whence he derived the ncccssai’y knowledge, or 

what means be adopted. He may have plans of his 

own, and whilst wo are quite alive to what results the 

master has a right to require, we are quite as sensible 

that as the responsibility of failure rests iqion tbo 

gardener, the means to be adojited should be left to him. 

Mrs. Ashton 8mythe, it is said, requires grapes in the 

desert every day of the year, and Mr. Sanders, the 

gardener at Tidworth, regularly supplies the demand, 

but bis employer never thinks of dictating how it shall 

be done. Jf however, Mr. Sanders did not know how 

to effect such a succession, and refused to be instructed 

how Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, accomplishes the same 

object, then we should say he failed in his duty, and 

was unworthy of his position. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

I MUST not forget that in my last paper I promised 

to refer more at length this week to several subjects 

that were only alluded to in the report of last. And of 

these, the first we shall notice arc those varieties of fruits 

which arc most likely to bo soonest over, and which are 

not likely to come under our observations again this 

season. The Ilessle Pear, which we referred to last 

week, and which wo observed is not “ Hazel,” as written 

by Lindley, nor “ Hessel,” as in the Horticultural So" 

ciety’s Catalogue, is a variety which was first discovered 

at the village of Hessle, near Hull, in Yorkshire. It 

does not rank as a first-rate pear, nor is it to be com¬ 

pared to many others of the same season ; but being an 

immense bearer, and a respectable-looking article for 

the popular eye, it is admirably adapted for market- 

gardeners and orchardists. The tree is of very gi’aceful 

liabit, liaving slender pendulous shoots, of a very dark- 

purplish-black colour, and may easily bo distinguislmd 

from every other variety by its characteristic appearance. 

TiOmse d'Avranches, and not “ Jjouise Donne do Jersey,” 

as it is now erroneously called, is one of the very host 

and most delicious of our autumn desert pears. There 

have been a few of them in tlie market during tlie 

week, but ere our next report is written tlieir season 

will bo over, ft is generally stated, by writers on pomo¬ 

logy, that the origin of this variety is unknown; and 

having been introduced to this country from Jersey 

under the name of “ liOuiso Donne,” it was, to distin¬ 

guish it from the old TiOuiso Donne of Dubamel, called 

“ I.ouise Donne of Jersey.” Dut its proper name is 

Louise d’Avranches; and all who value correctness of 

nomenclature, may take my authority, if they think it 

worth taking, for stating that it was raised by a M. f.on- 

gueval, of Avrauches, and the original tree is still in 

existence in the garden Rue St. Germain, and now in 

the possession of M. Le Clcrc. 

Of Apples there has been a good supply during .the 

week, and the demand has been very brisk, Sorts, 

which the week previously made 2s. Cd. and 3s. per 

bushel, have last week been sold for -Is. and 5s. And 

who do our readers imagine is the cause of this great 

and sudden rise? The ilichaclmas goose. “ I could a 

sold twice as many as 1 had, sir, if f could a got ’em,” 

said a salesman to me. “ I never sec things go off as 

they did, never, all nnj life.” The sorts which were in the 

market were—Emperor Alexander, Alfriston, Ilanwcll 

Souring, Golden and 117/iter Pearmains, Scarlet Pearniain, 

Nonsuch, and many lots of mixed varieties. 

The Dears which have been most j)lentiful, arc 

Bishop's Thumb, but they were generally very small, 

and inferior in quality, their ilavour being styptic. 

Swans Eggs have made their appearance, but only to 

a small extent; there being only a few bushels of them 

ofl'ered. Everybody knows tlie Old Swan's Egg, as one 
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of tlio most highly and peculiarly-flavoured of our old 

English varieties. The Brown Beurre is also among 

tho arrivals of the week, and is now just coming into 

perfection. Many of our readers may not know, and a 

great many have never heard of this line old pear. It 

is a French variety, which has been held in high estima¬ 

tion by the horticulturists, both of this country and the 

Continent for the last two centuries; but as it requires 

the protection of a wall to bring it to perfection, it is 

not so generally cultivated, nor so widely known as it 

would have been had it been better adapted to general 

cultivation in this country. The prices which pears 

have made last week are also considerably in advance 

of the former. Tho cold weather is now driving our 

Ijondon population from their summer to their winter 

quarters, and consequently the demand and consump¬ 

tion becomes every day greater. 

There is nothing new in the way of PLUvrs from what 

was recorded last week, except a few Heine Claude 

Violette or Purple Cage, a fruit, which some of our 

readers will perhaps be astonished to find mo say, I 

prefer to the green gage. Whether grown upon a wall, 

or as a standard in a suitable situation, and allowed to 

hang till it is “ dead-ripe,” that is, till it begins to 

shrivel, it is one of the most delicious sweetmeats 

which the most delicate palate could desire; but it must 

not be confounded with the “blue gage,” a very different 

and inferior variety. 

There have been some very fine Geapes exhibited 

during the week, and particularly a few bunches of 

large well-grown Canon Hall Muscats, which were sold 

at 5s. and Os. per pound. The Black TIamhurglis con¬ 

tinue at last week’s quotations. 

CucuMBEEs have been very plentiful, and some of 

them very good and cheap. I observed a lot varying in 

length from twelve to eighteen inches, from 2d. to Gd., 

and 9d. each. Filbeets plentiful, at 9d. per pound. 

Tomatoes, 4s. to 53. per half-sieve, or 8d. per punnet, 

containing eight or nine large ones. Capsicums, long 

red, 6d. per dozen. Musheooms are very plentiful and 

very large, and fetched from 3s. 6d. to 5s. per bushel. 

Cut Ilow'ees are, of course, not so plentiful now as 

they were earlier in the season; they consist of both in- 

and-out-door plants. As an illustration, I shall give the 

following constitution of alarge and handsome bouquet;— 

Double White Camellia, Double Chinese Primroses, Oera- 

niums. Scarlet Geraniums, Azalea indica alba. Migno¬ 

nette, Heliotrope, Gardenia, Verbenas, Pinks, Saffrano 

Rose, and fringed round the outside with leaves of the 

Oak-leaved Geranium. Of the common kiuds there are 

lots o( Dahlias, China Asters, French and African Mari¬ 
golds, Fuchsias, Sc. 

Again we must leave much of what we should like to 
have noticed till another week. TI 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and 

Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware We 

shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad¬ 

ditions to tho list, and giving tho address of tho Se¬ 

cretaries. 
HOETICUI.TUEAI, SHOWS. 

Buev St. Edmunds, Nov. 20 (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. 
G. P. Clay, Esq.) , 

Caledonian (Inverleith Kow), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
Hampsiiiee, Nov. 18 (Winchester). (Sec. Ecv. E. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London Eloeicultueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), Nov. 9t, 

23, Dec. 14+. 
Noeth London, Nov. 28, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Eoyal), Oct. 14+,Nov. 11+, Dec.Ot, 10. 

POULTEY shows. 

Biemingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, ICth, 
and 17th December. 

Beistol Ageicultueal, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 
(Sec. James Marmont.) 

CoENWALL (Penzance), about a week after the Bii-ming- 
ham. (Secs. Eev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, 
and E. H. Eodd, Esq.) 

Doechestee, Nov. 18tli. (Sec., G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor¬ 
chester.) 

fFor seedlings only. 

PINE-CULTURE — HAMILTONIAN MODE. 

(Continued from page 0.) 

In tho last paper the subject was brought up to the 
matter of glass; heating being merely pointed at. We 
here resume it; and having stated Mr. Hamilton’s 
amount of piping for a house to fruit one hundred 
plants, we may oifer a few observations. It will be 
remembered that Mr. Hamilton uses a flow and a 
return pipe all round the pit, with the exception of the 
end farthest from the boiler, and these exclusively to 
warm the atmosphere of the house. Each five-feet bed, 
too, has its flow and return pipe; and if we understand 
Mr. Hamilton’s observations correctly, the flow and 
return in each bed are totally unconnected with each 
other, or with the flow and return round the exterior. 
It may also be observed, that the latter is in two divi¬ 
sions,—tho one passing along the south side, and the 
other along the north, unconnected; a flow and return 
to each ; the only bond of connection being the boiler, 
or, rather, the iron pan before described, where it would 
appear all the pipes meet. The two delivery pipes for 
the atmosphere proceed out of the two sides of this ])an, 
near to and parallel with the end of the house, and the 
two delivery pipes for the bottom-heat proceed from ttio 
front of the pan, aud fall at once into a similar parallel, 
and thence turning right and left into the chambers, 
the return pipes being, of course, beneath them. It 
will be seen that by this arrangement there must, per¬ 
force, be a great preponderance of heat at the boiler 
end, which, indeed, is the casein most houses, and so 
far generally leaves in the mind an idea of incomplete¬ 
ness—something to be desired. We stay not here to 
offer suggestions as to the possibility of improvements; 
space will not permit; but merely point, as we proceed, 
to matters deserving farther consideration, aud leave it 
to the mind of the ingenious reader to examine such 
portions of the subject. 

Ventilation.—Mr. Hamilton, in his descriptive ac¬ 
count, has said nothing on this head; not, however, 
because it is unimportant. We must here offer our 
ideas. In all ventilation, as connected with horticultu¬ 
ral structures, it is a practice founded on well-known 
principles, to provide both outlet for the heated air— 
presumed to be of a depraved character—and inlet of 
fresh or cool air, of course, pure; these at distinct levels. 
We need scarcely point to the fact, that such practice is 
based upon the well-known rarefaction of air by heat, 
whereby warm particles have a constant tendency to 
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ascend, and the cooler as strict a tendency to rush in 
and supply tlicir place. These facts are so well known 
to our readers that we merely point to them. Of course, 
under such circumstauees, the highest level possible 
naturally seems the most eligible for the outlet, and the 
lowest for the inlet. The apex of a span-roof is, indeed, 
tlio very point where the greatest accumulation takes 
place, and here we at once suggest some ventilators. 
This position in such a house is tolerably fortunate in 
another respect; beneath it is the walk or passage, and 
here the operator can work such ventilators with facility, 
by a rope or otherwise. In all cases, we would have the 
escapes of liberal dimensions. It has been, and still is 
a practice with many, to have sliding roof-lights, but 
this is bad practice, involving much breakage of glass 
and inconvenience; a sufficient ventilation may always 
be accomplislied by the ventilators here alluded to. 
There are many ways of constructing, fixing, and work¬ 
ing these things, and we may merely observe, that any 
mode which will permit them to be worked with facility, 
and so fitted as to be capable of graduation and of ex¬ 
cluding the rain and wind, will suffice. In a house fifty 
feet long, and of the character before described, we 
should have apertures of this kind about every ten feet, 
presenting an area when wide-open of about half-a-yard 
in length, by a foot in width. It is seldom that they 
would be required wide-open; nevertheless, it is well to 
be provided for contingencies, especially if unprovided 
with a shade. It must here be luiderstood, that we 
consider this the minimum amount of escape. 

And now for the inlet, or admission of fresh air at as 
low a level as is consistent with other regulations. 
Modern practice recognises the propriety of heating 
fresh air on its entrance to the interior of the house, 
and there is little doubt that it is really expedient to do 
so. To this end, the heating apparatus in modern hot¬ 
houses is so arranged, that in general one or two pipes 
are so placed as to receive the cold air at its entrance; 
that is to say, the position of the piping is made to bear 
a relation to the front ventilators. In some cases, front 
sashes are used, and these are made to slide or to swing 
outward on hinges ; but, it must be remembered, that 
there is no absolute necessity for front sashes in pine- 
culture. Be that as it may, there is sure to arise a 
necessity for piping at the front of the house, and 
advantage should be taken of this, to have at least one 
pipe just above the floor level, and the ventilators for 
admitting fresh air just opposite that pipe. We think 
it a very good arrangement where two pipes, a flow and 
a return, are wanted in front, so to arrange them, and 
the boiler level, as that the lower or return pipe may 
rest on the floor line. This pipe we would have partly 
enclosed in a trench, say half its depth, and this trench 
made waterproof, and of some eight or ten inches in 
width, might have a tap at one end, communicating 
with a cistern or reservoir, so as to fill the trench with 
water as often as necessary, whilst, at the other end, 
should be another tap, or plug, entering a drain, so as 
tliat the water at any time could be run off speedily. 
This we consider a most excellent plan, and not a whit 
the worse from its extreme simplicity; it is what we 
have formerly termed “ a pipe in a ditch.” The apertures 
for the admission of fresh air should, as before observed, 
be opposite the surface of this trench, and the air would 
pass through the body of the house or pit duly attem¬ 
pered with heat and moisture. One thing is very desi¬ 
rable, to which we before alluded, viz., the propriety of 
being able to graduate the front air according to cir¬ 
cumstances. 

Thus much as to the ventilation; and before quitting 
the subject, we must beg to recommend a canvass shade 
to all houses with a southern slope, especially if large 
panes of sheet-glass be used. This should, by all means, 
bo fixed to work on a roller, after the manner of the 

oi’chid-houses about the Metropolis. Whatever people 
may say about the pine enjoying plenty of solar-light, 
whicli is, doubtless, the case when in a very healthy con¬ 
dition at the root; still, there are a few hours daily, in 
hot periods, when such shade is of immense benefit, if 
only in preventing a too rapid diminution of air-moisture. 
But a judicious shading accomplishes ranch more, and 
tho preservation of their beautiful green-colour, toge¬ 
ther with that milky-green tint, for which healthy pines 
are notorious, is an object connected not only with 
appearance, but with health itself. 

It will be seen that Mr. Hamilton advocates heating 
by hot-water; and, indeed, when properly fitted, we see 
nothing more to be desireff As to the old smoke-flue 
for pine-culture, nobody ever dreams of it in these days. 
We do not say that pines cannot bo grown by such a 
mode of heating; they assuredly can, and well too, if 
needs be; but what we must affirm is, that it involves 
more expense in the end, and more uncertainty; and is, 
of necessity, nearly as great a consumer, as producer of 
atmospheric moisture; without a liberal supply of 
which, it matters not what the mode of culture may be. 
Whether piping or flues be used, a due provision must 
be made for air-moisture. It is a very common practice 
to have flue-covers in the form of a sunken panel, 
such should be three inches in depth; for piping, me¬ 
tallic trays of a saddle-form, may be pflaced on the flow- 
pipe, or the pipes may be obtained with flanges, all of a 
piece; and these, too, must be made to hold a liberal 
amount of water. In all three cases, a permanent reser¬ 
voir should be established, however supplied. Those 
who have a fall of water, and require much for other 
purposes, would do well to use a “hydraulic ram,” which 
is, indeed, one of tho most valuable adjunct a garden 
establishment can possess. Wo have had one in work 
here for some thirty years, and this constantly supplies 
the mansion, laundry, stables, gardens, farm-buildings, 
and, indeed, the whole premises. 

Before quitting the heating portion of the subject, we 
must beg to advert to another point or two. In the 
first place, our advice is, be sure yon have a liberal 
amount of pitying; that is to say, secure heat enough 
and to spare. We would have an apparatus which 
would guarantee us 70° in winter, when the out doors 
thermometer indicated 12° or 15° of frost. Some per¬ 
sons may think this unnecessary, but they may be 
assured that under-heating is a false economy—a sad 
mistake. When the house is short of heating surface, 
and hard weather occurs, there is a continual tempta¬ 
tion to stir the fires, and the owner may rest assured 
that every stir costs money. We would so arrange 
matters, as that little stirring was requisite, and that 
two good fire-dressings in the twenty-four hours shoidd, 
if possible, suffice; all the rest should bo regulated by 
the ash-pit door. In these cases, care should be taken 
to secure a capacious grate that will hold abundance of 
fuel. Those who have to “ pay the piper,” need not be 
alarmed at these things; wo are not going to advocate a 
greater consumption of fuel than other folks. 

Wo know of a Rogers’s conical-boiler, one of tbe 
smaller size, that has been working for some half-dozen 
years, and we will engage that it has constantly con¬ 
sumed nearly twenty per cent, more fuel than a capa¬ 
cious one would have done. The hopper for fuel is so 
small, that it requires feeding every two to three hours, 
and if not waited on as late as eleven o’clock on a 
winter’s night, it is almost sure to go out. Here, then, 
is a case in point; the working such an apparatus ns 
this for half-a-dozen years, would go far to cure any one 
of a predilection for small furnaces. 

As to the boiler, wo care little about that; too much 
importance has been laid on these things. The best we 
have ever had to deal with is a “ Burbidge,” and from 
the firm of Burbidge and Healy, in Eleet-street. 'This 
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is really so complete, as to leave nothing to be desired. 
It is on tlio reverberating princiide; and the ash-pit 
doors, which slide on a roimtl bar oi' iron, give the most 
complete command over tlio apparatus. 

One thing, as connected with the heating, we had 
almost forgotten to name, and that is, the propriety of 
liaving sliders or openings in the walls of the chamber 
that contains the pipes for bottom-heat; these, when 
the bottom warmth proves too strong, may be opened 
for awhile, and the surplus heat discharged into the air 
of the house. By such means, the bottom-heat and air- 
heat may be made “ to play into each others hands.” 
Having now disposed of heating matters, structure, ifec., 
we sliall, in a future number, take up cultural details. 

R. Errinoton. 

BEDDING, HERBACEOUS, AND ROCK 

BLANl’S. 

The prettiest plant for a flower-garden, that I have 
seen this season, and one that is very little known out 
of London, is called Oatira Lindlieimeri, named after 
some German of the name of Lindheimer, and is pro¬ 
nounced as if written Lyndhy'mer, with the accent on 
the ei. I’or those who arc looking out for good her¬ 
baceous plants, here is one of the gayest, and although 
not yet proved, I am quite sure it will make as showy a 
bod as any j)lant wo now possess of a light colour. It 
is now (2nd October) beautifully in bloom in my own 
e.'C|)erimontal border, and I think we can always rely on 
it irom early in Juno to the end of Sejflember. It will 
seed as ireely as the ]>oppy, and it is perfectly hardy. 
Here, then, is a treasure, a novelty, and a gay flower to 
the bargain. \ received my plant of it from the Hor¬ 
ticultural Society. Fellows of the Society are entitled, 
by long usage, to any little thing that can be spared 
from their garden ; and many persons Join the Society, 
not for encouraging the growth of cabbages, but alto¬ 
gether lor what stray plants they can call for from the 
garden ; and some members do call for things most out¬ 
rageously, and say all sorts of things if their demands 
are not complied with by return of ]>ost or train ; but 
since 1830, I never heard of any complaints of one 
member being favoured more than another, in this 
respect. On the other hand, many of the members 
thiuk^ it below their dignity to ask for anything from 
the Society, and would rather sec part of their funds 
expended in keeping a collector or two, in distant parts, 
searching for new plants. At present, the Society has 
no one “out” on such a mission, excepting the ninth- 
])art-of-a-maii who went out some time since to Oregon. 
My plant ol Qaura Lindkeimcri is not likely to ripen 
seeds this year, having been removed at the wrong time. 
Whether it is in the nurseries or not 1 have not heard; 
but there are several large plants of it in the garden of 
the Society, in the American ground, in patches, and the 
idea of making it into beds occurred to me the moment 
1 saw it. J ho ))lants of it at Chiswick are two or three 
years old, and between two and three feet high; the 
upper hall being covered with flowers in the terminal- 
spike fashion, every branch ending in a si)ike of flowers 
J be plant grows in a dense mass ; the spike begins to 
ilower Irom the bottom, and before it has done flowering 
at the top, some of the seeds are ripe on the lower part, 
just as t\\Q Olarhiaa and Uodetias do. The ])lant forms 
a section of the same order ((tnngi'ads), as the Clarkias, 
Hmotheras, Fuchsias, and the like. The flowers are 
pure white, starry, and as large again as those of Jas- 
minum gmndijlorum, and the calyx is larger than usual, 
and of a deep pinkish-red colour, throwing a shade of 
nench-white on the flowers as they tremble in the air ; 

altogether very j.retty and pleasing. If wo go right 
with tins new bedder, wo need not have it above eighteen 

or twenty inches high, or about the same size as a good 
bed of Salvia cliamcedrioides, and this is the only plant 
with which 1 can compare its style of growth and 
flowering, only that this Oaum will produce three spikes, 
01- three times as many flowers as the Salvia. 

One may bo excused for erring in first experimenting 
on a plant for a new purpose. But the following is 
the way 1 would try our jiresent subject. Sow seeds of 
it the first week in March, and as soon as the seedlings 
were up, give them as much air as to Calceolaria 
seedlings. Rot them first into store pots, and afterwards 
into single pots of the smaller size, and by the end of 
-April tliey would bo fit to plant out in a nursery-bed, 
or border. Here I would let them remain till about 
Midsummer, then 1 would plant them out into the 
flower-garden, where a bed of annuals were beginning 
to fade. AVhen the white and red Clarldas are sown in 
the second week in A])ril, they generally begin to look 
seedy by the last week in July, and this Oaura TAnd- 
lieimeri would bo an excellent substitute for a bed of 
white Clarldas in a regular arrangement of colours. 
Seedlings of the Qaura would be coming into bloom by 
that time, or if they were in full bloom, they would 
remove from the nursery-bed with no harm. Some 
persons would prefer keeping them in ])ots all the 
while, but that is too extravagant for half the world, 
because of so much watering, and too slovenly for any 
good gardener, for unless a gardener can remove nine- 
tenths of all his annuals, withourt hurt, from a nursery 
to a flower-bed, anytime before they are in bloom, why, 
he may as well bundle up and bo off to “ the diggings.” 
The second year there wall be no difficulty in having the 
bed of Qaura, by treating the jdant as a biennial. Sow 
it towards the middle or end of May, in the ojien ground, 
in the reserve garden, and if it should throw up for 
flower in the autumn, let the flower-stalks he cut off ns 
fast as they appear. It will then be in good order to 
plant out next spring wbero it is to flower. After that, 
old plants of it may bo divided every autumn or spring, 
so that the jilants do not get too high for a bed, or, 
perhaps, seedling plants will be found preferable. 

Salvia coccinea.—I saw jihmts of this old and long- 
forgotten Salvia in the same collection, and it is well 
worth being saved and propagated for bedding-out. 
The only other one of the genus which will remind 
gardeners of the aspect of this Salvia, is one that was 
common twenty years ago, and called Pseudo coevinca. 
But this old one does not appear to be so strong, and is 
a more close and freer bloomer. | 

I also saw a variety of heddimj Qeranium, related to . 
the Qolden Chain, but a much stronger, and a larger- 
leafed kind, with the yellow on the leaves jialer. Wbero 
the Qolden Chain succeeds, as it does at Shrubland Park, 
this will never he a rival to it, but where the soil does 
not suit the Qolden Chain, this will ho a good, indeed 
the best, substitute for it. 'fhey had no particular name | 
to it. Putudt was the iiest scarlet in the flower-beds 
hero, and it stood the heavy rains better than I'om 
'Thumb. There was also a fine largo bed of the Salmon 
Qeranium, and Lady Middleton was a great favourite, 
and preferred before either Cherry Chech or Judy. 'I’here 
was a large bed of a neutral tint, made of i'erhena 
trijida, a close grower, and greyish flowers, which arc 
very sweet, and the kind is well worth growing, not for 
bedding, but for cut flowers for nosegays, to bo used as 
flowers of the Heliotrope. 'The best new I'erhena I 
have seen this year, for a distinct bed, was at Mr. 
Jackson’s nursery, next door to mo, it would make the 
best pink bed of all 1 have seen; the flower is a bright 
reddish-pink, with a large white eye; the jdant was in 
a ]int, but the habit appeared to be well suited for a bed, 
and the name is of foreign accent, Madame Comonissam, 
or some such word, for the tally was not very clearly 
written. 
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HEEBACEOUS BLANTS. 

The very best autumn-flowering plant of this descrip¬ 
tion that I saw in the Society’s garden, was Funkia 
grandijlora alba. In my younger days, Funkias went by 
tlie name of Hemerocallis, or Day Lily, and this white 
one, though not very new, is the very best of the family, 
and is, indeed, a conspicuous plant, well worth having; 
and flowering so late in the season, makes it still more 
desirable. 'There are two plants not altogether her¬ 
baceous, or shrubby, but something hetween the two as 
they stood in the borders; one is Clematis tuhulosa, and 

' the other my own groat favourite, Indujofera decora. 
I Both have received medals as green-house plants, but 

they are sufliciently hardy about London to stand out 
in the borders, and from what I know of them, both 
prefer a peat border. The Clematis stood as a thick 
bush, twenty inches or two feet high, and well covered 
with large light-blue flowers. I saw it in two or three 
other places this season, where it was not nearly so 
good, but the nature of the soil made all the difference. 
Oentiana pneumonantke was in fine bloom in the Ameri- 
can-garden, and there were several other species of the 
Gentian, all nice flowers for a mi.xcd border; and there 
are several little shrubs, or half shrubs, that are equally 
suitable for such a place, and foremost among tliem is 
the old-fashioned Comptonia asplenifolia, named after 
Bishop Compton, the greatest patron of gardening and 
botany in his day. It is a North American plant, doing 
better in peat than any other way, with leaves as pretty 
as those of a fern; and Clethra alnifolia, another little 
American plant, requiring a damp peat-border, and 
seldom seen out of nurseries. I saw them both in the 
mi.ved borders at Cliiswick, and I never saw them so 
much in character before. In the same borders were 
largo patches of the scarce Azalea procumhens, which 
one hardly ever sees in these days out of botanic gardens; 
this is a native of the Grampian range, in Scotland, and 
it is said that at one time its place of growth was only 
known to the Messrs. Brown, of the Kinoul Nursery, at 
Perth, who made a better market of it than of tlie Double 
Scotch Rose, which was first obtained by them in that 
nursery, and I never saw it more flourishing than on 
this occasion, and I recommend it and Epigeea repens, 
another scarce ])lant, as pet plants for tlie American 
borders. A plant of the Lilium giganteum, of India, one 
of the most stately of all the true lilies, has been jdanted 
out here in the new American garden, and it looks as if 
it woidd do out-of-doors with us; and if so, it will he a 
match some day for the Pampas grass (Ognerium argen- 
teum), which is not far from it in the same garden, and 
which I ho]ic the Messrs, Dickson, of Chester, will ho 
able to seed, and when Mr. Appleby calls there again, 
he would bring us up a large batch of the seedlings; 
indeed, it would be worth while to send out to Mr. 
Tweedie for a peck or two of the seeds of this royal 
grass. Mr. Tweedie was the collector who first sent 
it to the Glasnovin Botanic Garden, in Dublin; and 
as Mr. Appleby tells us (vol. viii., j). 414), that “ unfor¬ 
tunately the Alessrs. Dickson have not been able as 
yet to increase it,” writing to Mr. Tweedie seems 
now the only chance we have of getting a stock of it 
for supplying the universal demand that is sure to be 
made for it wherever The Cottwgtj GAunENER is read. 
Does our friend Mr. B., of Philadelphia, know a corre¬ 
spondent in the south, who could send him a supply of 
the seeds? Lot him and Mr. Low, of Clapton, who has 
dealt largely with Mr. Tweedie, run a race for this grass. 

ROCK PLANT. 

But grass or no grass, I must not run away from my 
little pet plants, till I make known the best rock gdant, 
in England or America either; it is called Polggonum 
vaccinifoliuvi. I saw it both at tlie Society’s Garden, 
and at l\cw, and there can be no mistake about it, 

although some of ns are disappointed at not seeing the 
flowers come out so gay and brilliant as they are given 
by Dr. Hoyle, in his “ Illustrations of the Plants of 
India,” where the colour of the flower and the spikes is 
a deep rose, but with us they put you more in mind of a 
red brick than of a rose; nevertheless, all the cottage 
gardeners in the kingdom must get hold of it. It grows 
as close as a carpet, and runs away “ like anything,” as 
Sam Slick would say. It only grows a few inches high, 
but it flowers all over, like a corn-field, in close spikes, 
three or four inches long, and that too all through the 
autumn, until the frost puts a stop to it. According to 
Dr. Boyle, it grows up as high above the level of the 
sea as 13,000 feet, on the peaks of the Himalayas, so 
that no frost can hurt it here. It would soon car[)et a 
bed for Ilhododendrons, like Musk miimdus, or it would 
cover over rock-work, or blocks, or make an edging for 
any block bank, or cover bare places about a Swiss- 
cottage, like the common Tutzan. D. Beaton. 

JOTTINGS ABOUT MATTEBS OF TASTE. 

Unity of Expression.—“And what about that crankey 
subject?” good-humouredly write and say many of our 
friends. “Just let us know the temperature and the 
soil, and the waterings, certain plants re(piirc, and leave 
us to give expression according to our fancy. Your 
greatest doctors disagree as to the veriest trifles in those 
matters; why should not I have a fancy of my own ? 
If it pleases me, who has a right to interfere ? And by 
what means can you demonstrate that your ideas, your 
tastes, your arrangements, are superior to mine?” 1 
own there is great force in statements such as these. 
We all will form opinions of our own, and it requires 
time, observation, and thought, to alter us a shade in 
their validity. A man could hardly get along if he did 
not consider his own plans best in the jtcculiar circum¬ 
stances. He must be orthodox. The mischief is that, 
going a stop farther, he is apt to imagine that his doxy 
is the only orthodoxy, while all other doxies are hetero¬ 
doxy. Would that these ideas were confined to gar¬ 
dening. They meet us in the most momentous affairs 
of life. In our little world of gardening they foster alike 
rude, independent action, ancl a servile, copying spirit. 
“ Oh ! such a design will be quite out of character with 
the rest of your grounds; it will neither contrast nor 
harmonise with anything.” “Indeed! why? I don’t 
see that a fine wheat stack even shoidd bo any disagree¬ 
able object on my lawn.” Another will have beds of 
his own quite original in their form, and they are twisted 
and turned into all conceivable quirks and fancies, in¬ 
volving vast labour in making and keeping, and yet 
never can be made to present an imposing effect. “ One 
arrangement is very striking at a certain place—I will 
have the same here.” It matters not that one position 
may bo on a hill, and the other in a valley—that shut¬ 
ting out may be required in one place, and opening up 
in another ! Water in every shape is a delightful acces¬ 
sory in gardens and pleasure grounds; its very sight 
cheers—the noise of its gurgle, ripple, or dropping, 
tranquilises the mind. A gentleman has come from 
Versailles, or witnessed the unequalled jet d'eau at 
Chatsworth, and forthwith he must have a spirting 
miniature fountain in his garden, though placed in the 
highest ground in the neighbourhood, leading every 
visitor to ask in astonishment where the water comes 
from. No douht, even in this respect, much may be 
done with water-rams and steam ])ower; but if the 
natural position of the valley is wanting, the magical 
influence of a fountain will ever be lessened, if not 
destroyed. 

Hence it is, notwithstanding all that has been said 
and written, that the expressions, “ good taste, and bad 
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taste—refined taste, ojkI vulgar taste,” arc a mere bowil- | 
dering enigma, being interpreted by ns many minds to 
mean as many dilferent tilings. Hence, too, our most 
learned and able writers on taste, gardenesque effect, 
&c., speak so astutely ahoiit" imitatini] nature—fuUowimj 

nature—taking nature for our guide,” this same nature 
being a very useful, somewhat nndefinablo “ looming”— 
something for adorning a sentence, or clenching an 
argument. And yet bow indefinite is the idea commu¬ 
nicated. Wo know that in all culture of plants we 
must take our first teachings from nature, ponder over 
and endeavour to supply the circumstances in which 
plants, unaided by man, flourish the most; but there, 
in an artistic point of view, the matter mostly ends. 
Surely it is not intended by the “imitators of nature,” 
that our park scenery is to be the beau ideid of a thick 
forest, that has received its planting from the winds and 
birds of heaven; that our jileasure grounds are to 
resemble untrodden prairie, or the thickets by the side 
of a tropical stream ; or that our flower-beds and plant- 
houses should have their exact counterpart in the cir¬ 
cumstances, as well as flowers that deck the mountain's 
brow, and peep through the tangled glade. All these 
have their charms, and will ever command admiration ; 
but artistic loveliness—the seen and felt presence of the 
tending, training hand of man, and yet not offensively 
obtruded—constitutes the delight of the garden. Make 
the position and the circumstances connected with every 
demesne, however humble, the first principle, the ground 
work of all ornamental gardening operations; and in¬ 
stead of unmeaning combinations, or servile imitations, 
we shall have little Edens, as interesting as they are 
diversified. Follow out in such arrangements the 
imitation-of-nature principle, and our Paradises would 
become monstrous wildernesses, eliciting, after all, but 
little of the kindred emotions we experience in beholding 
more natural scenery, that has cost man but little 
money or labour. 

True, the introduction of the wild and picturesque 
in garden-scenery is sometimes attended with the most 
delightful results. But several things are necessary to 
secure that result. First: The natural circumstances, 
as respects character and position, must be suitable. 
Secondly : The grounds must be so large, that the clearly 
artistic gardenesque, and the more concealed artistic 
])icturesque, should not be jumbled together. A knotty, 
wrinkled, hollow pollard, filled with flowers, looks beau¬ 
tiful on a lawn, at some distance from an elegant man¬ 
sion. An artistic vase looks best near such a house. 
The beauty of the one and the other eousists in their 
being so separated, that the mind and the eye alike 
have spaee for repose, before contemplating their sepa¬ 
rate beauties. Place them in juxtaposition, and you 

j destroy the peculiar interest of both. Contrasts of 
j opposite styles do not interfere with ; they even help, 

and are necessary to a higher style of beauty, to a moi'e 
! .perfect wholeness; but then these contrasts must be 
i gradual, not commingled or rudely clashed together ; for 

as we can only contemplate one set of ideas successfully 
at one and the same moment, for the sake of a bewilder¬ 
ing variety and contrast we lose all the benefits and 
beauties of a “ uniUj of expression.” 

I feel myself a very tyro in these matters, though 
eonvinced as to the general correctness of the inferences 
adduced. In proportion as civilization and refinement 
advance, it will be found that these trifling things will 
gain in importance. A good while ago, similar ideas 
were broached, when, in answer to inquiries, I endea¬ 
voured to define the meaning of the terms 6reenhouse 

and Conservatory, mentioning that the first was a house 
. for preserving plants in pots and boxes, while the latter 
j was a habitation for exotic-plants, planted out in the 

soil. I endeavoured to shew that a higher style of 
I beauty would be insured, by as much as possible 

I attending to these eharacteristics, and thus instead of ' 
eonfounding, promote “ unity of expression.” J do not ■ 
recollect if I instanced any facts in confirmation. J,ct , 
mo just mention what convinced me more fully then, j 

and what still further confirms me now. At one of the ! 
Regent’s Park Exhihitions, two years ago, the show of : 
American plants was in full magnificence. One jiecji j 
below tbe awning was a realization of tbe dreams of ! 
Fairy-land. Even the beauty of the ladies, dazzling as it j 

was, seemed I'or once to be shaded. Much, no doubt, ; 
dejiended upon the beautiful arrangement, and the j 

ground-plan so diversified, with bank and declivity, j 

miniature bill and dale, hut not a little also dcjicnded j 

upon the fact, that not a pot or box were to be seen. As 1 
you traversed the regular exhibition-tents, unity of idea 
was again so far prevalent, that every thing had its pot, 
or box, or block, or basket; but when, after this you : 
entered the beautiful conservatory, and felt delighted in I 
examining the fine healthy specimens of growth, there i 
was still a teeling of the heterogenous associated with the 
whole, and that mostly owing to the fact, that many of 
the best plants ivcre planted out, while others stood in j 
large pots, &c., while collections of small pots were so ' 
grouped in masses that the individual pots were easily ! 
seen. It does not become me to criticize the mode j 
adopted there, or at the rival garden at Chiswick. : 
Puhlic bodies must frequently attend to much besiilcs 
little matters in taste. Still, I think there arc few but 
wnll own that if in the conservatory at Cliiswick, while | 
the side-])latfonn, as now, is devoted to plants in pots, ; 
the plants in the centre bed were not j)a.rtiaUy, but 
wholly planted out, or so plunged with their ]iots as to 
seem to be so, that a higher style of beauty would be 
manifested, merely because a unity of expression was 
thus made apparent. The same facts struck me forcibly 
as respects the large conservatory at Kew, when I tra¬ 
versed it during the summer. I mention these, because 
the instances are well known, and because, from the 
great good that has been done by these Societies, and 
the influence they properly and deservedly exercise, 
whatever is done is noted down as an example by gar¬ 
deners and their employers. 

Now I have not seen many places where these simple 
ideas are rigidly carried out, but if I wanted any thing 
to convince me of their soundness, it would be my recent 
glance at the grounds, and the well-known large conser¬ 
vatory at Chatsworth. The very position of the build¬ 
ing is a master-stroke of policy, combining all the ad¬ 
vantages of unity of expression, with the pleasure de¬ 
rived from contrast, between the gardenesque, the pic¬ 
turesquely romantic, and the more purely artistic linea¬ 
ments of the noble building; situated in an amphithea¬ 
tre of wood (or seemingly so), peculiarly its own. Just 
fancy such a huge airy building, so attractive to the eye 
outside, by its stripes of blue and white painting. Crystal 
Palace fashion, set dowm near the Palace of the Peak, or in 
the middle, or even at the side of the highly-kept grounds, 
and imagine the bewilderment with which a stranger 
must contemplate the scene, purely from the want of 
rejmse between the different objects, the inability to grasp 
the whole atonce. You comenot, therefore, on the conser¬ 
vatory immediately on leaving the finer dressed greunds. 
Y^ou enter upon walks, which gradually become more j 

picturesque, through the wooded hill, that overhangs I 

alike the dressed grounds and the classic Derwent; i 
these walks, as you traverse them, become more wildly j 

romantic. Embosomed in one nook you see masses of ; 
fern—in others, and creeping over huge stones, some of : 
the finer and hardy American plants; now you pass a j 

huge boulder of rock—again, another that rocks at the { 
slightest touch ; and ever and anon you pass huge ; 
heights of these masses of rocks, piled securely and 
firmly, yet wildly upon each other, leading your thoughts ' 
back to the doings of the giant Titans of old, when they ] 
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rolled mountain upon mountain ; and just when in the 
height of your enjoyment, and wondering where all this 
will lead to, the large conservatory, with its open area 
for flower-garden plants, bursts upon your view. Now, 
in the whole of this wild scenery you never see any¬ 
thing directly opposed to nature; but you never lose 
sight of the fact, that, the natural circumstances secured, 
the mind and energy of a human designer had accom¬ 
plished tho rest. The plants in the conservatory looked 
vigorous and healthy; a platform round the side was 
appropriated to smaller plants in pots. The whole of 
the plants in the vast centre were planted out, or seemed 
to he so. No huge tub, or dirty red pot, interfered with 
the fine base of a stem of one plant, or the graceful, 
drooping foliage of another. Here, as well as in the 
rest of the grounds, the beauty was enhanced from tho 
felt “u7iiliiof eayrrmion” that prevailed. But I must 
stop. _ R. Eish. 

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1853. 

A FEW rambling notes by a friend, who signs himself 
Observer, has been sent to me, and I know the writer to 
bo not only a good and most successful grower, but also 
one of the best judges of the day of the Dahlia. 

He says, “ 1 have seen all tho following, and can 
speak confidently of their merits. I begin with Raw- 
ling’s Lilac King; this is one of the gems of the season; 
fine lilac; the centre is tho summit of perfection, very 
symmetrical. It is with me No. 1. 

“ Sir John FranTclin (Turner’s).—This is very much in 
form and substance like the preceding, with all the pro¬ 
perties of a first-rate Dahlia; colour, dark orange-buff. 

“ Queen Victoria (Wheeler’s).—Yellow, edged with pur¬ 
ple; form, first-rate, and very beautiful; the centre well 
filled up. 

"Brilliant (Rawling’s).—Bright scarlet of the finest 
form ; centre well up; easy to grow; decidedly the finest 
scarlet Dahlia ever produced; first-rate in every point. 

"LordByron (Pope’s).—Is a flower I noticed at several 
of the leading shows; the form is first-rate; colour, a 
clear bright salmon. 

“ Miss Caroline (Brettell’s).—White, tipt with purple; a 
flower resembling tho Marchioness of Cornwallis Dahlia, 
but without its faults; every flower appears to close well. 

“ These six flowers are the gems of the season, and have 
received the bulk of the certificates. No amateur can 
mistake, if be wishes to grow the best six varieties 

‘for 1853. 
“ I now go on to notice about six more, which will 

comprise all I intend speculating in this year among 
the show varieties. 

"Plantagenet (Turner’s).—Shaded purple, very con¬ 
stant, and a good colour. 

“ Boh (’rurner’s).—Scarlet, rather flat in the face, not 
equal to Rawling’s Brilliant; rather different in colour, 
hut useful, as good scarlets are rather scarce. 

“ Lady Dalrytnple (Turvill’s).—Light, edged with pink; 
a flower well up in the centre; of good form; rather 
small, but useful. 

“ Aimie.Necille (Keynes’s).—Light, edged with purple; 
well up in the centre, but rather deficient in outline, but 
useful from its colour. 

“ British Queen (Drummond’s).—Light, deeply edged 
with purple. I have only seen a flower or two, but 
what I have seen were good; rather thin, and I should 
say difficult to close. 

"Mrs. Stein (Stein’s).—Shaded purple, rather small, 
but well formed; one I should grow for its novel colour 
and shading. It is a very likely show-flower. 

“These are all the flowers I have noticed out of a great 
quantity exhibited at the shows, and I have attended 
many of them. The fancy varieties appear to have made 
very slow progress this season; in fact, there has been 

very few shown. The best I have seen this year is 
Mrs. James Rawlings, a sort of puce tipt with white. 
The flower took two prizes at the Surrey Gardens. I 
liked it there very much. 

“ Wonderful (Keynes’s) is a striped flower, one of the 
best striped varieties, and has taken several prizes. 
There should be a class for striped flowers, to encourage 
their production. 

“ Unanimity (Edwards’s). — Another distinctly-striped 
flower. If a new class is made for stripes these flowers 
will be in demand. 

“These comprise my observations on the now flowers. 
If these notes are of any use to your readers, I may be 
induced to give my opinion on the last year’s flowers, as 
I have gi’own most of them.—Observer.” 

I have very few to add to “ Observer’s” list; ho is 
truly a correct observer, and our amateur friends, 
growers of dahlias, cannot do better than follow his 
advice. I pledge myself to the correctness of his 
descriptions. 

Mr. Stein, of Highgate, has a promising seedling, a 
light scarlet, named Robinson, with great depth of petal, 
of good substance, and excellent form; the same raiser 
has also one named 3Ir. Loclcner, a pinkish-lilac, novel 
in colour, good in substance, and of first-rate form. 

Also, one named Mr. Diclcson, a blush-white, smooth 
edges, well up hi the centre, and of excellent form. 'The 
suggestion “ Observer” makes, that he is willing to give 
his experience and opinion of last year's Dahlias woidd, 
we are sure, be useful and acceptable to tho readers of 
The Cottage Gardener. T. Apdeeby. 

WORK FOR WET DAYS. 

Unlike the last and several previous seasons, the 
present one seems likely to visit us with all the arrears 
of rain which our weather prophets told us was duo 
from the dry winter and spring, which, if not followed 
by abundance of rains in June and subsequently, would 
have left our ponds, streams, and wells, lower than was 
ever known; as it was, they were very low, even in 
mid-winter, and still more so in May; however, there 
seems no reason to think that water will have to he 
carted at Christmas this season, as it was last, to places 
where it was only necessary to do so in the summer 
before. The abundant rains of the last month (to say 
nothing of the present one and what may follow) will 
certainly replenish all our fountains, and for some time 
to come the ground is not likely to lack moisture ; hut 
in the midst of all this wet weather, the question arises. 
What are we to do ; since out-door work is no longer a 
duty that can be performed? It then becomes us to 
see what can be done to advantage under cover in those 
successional wet days we have been of late so often 
visited with. 

Where there is ample shed-room, the dung for mush- 
room-beds may be prepared, and the heds made, spawned, 
and other work connected therewith done; not forgetting 
to look to those beds that are in bearing, or may bo 
expected to come into use soon. These latter, if they 
have been enduring the drying influence of fire-heat in 
any shape, must be supplied with water at those parts 
most exposed. It often happens that a mushroom-bed 
is formed in some back shed where the stoke-holes are 
placed. Now these fires, though heating the structures 
on the other side, very often diffuse an amount of heat 
backwards sufficient to maintain the temperature of tho 
shed several degrees above similar places where there is 
no fire. Now this is very useful, as, notwithstanding 
the healthy, fine mushrooms that are often gathered in 
the open air until very late in the season, sometimes to 
Christmas, still some little warmth is necessary to insure 

I a crop at that time, and still more so afterwards. Now 
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a mushroora-becl made in such a situation, is often more 
productive than those in “ the house” set apart expressly 
for them; so that tlie amateur, or lie of small means, 
who has no better place than a corner of half-a-dozen 
square yards, may, nevertheless, try his hand with a 
fair chance to succeed in the culture of this capricious 
production. This vacant space we suppose to he bounded 
on one or two sides by tbe wall of the building; on the 
other sides some temporary erection must also be put 
up, to keep the dung, &c., from breaking down when 
looking at the bed, gathering the crop, &c. Where 
dung is plentiful, and a bed of this sort is to make, I 
do not like the plan of throwing aside so Very much of 
the litter as is done in preparing dung for beds in a 
regular mushroom-house, where they are obliged to be 
made so thin; on the contrary, leave a considerable 
part with the dung, and in making the bed, let it be 
double the thickness of the othei’s, about two feet is not 
too thick, but bo sure the dung has been well prepared 
by frequent turnings, and until all the rank heat is 
driven oil'. Now this work may bo all very well done 
on wet days; in fact, if the materials be all inside, it 
is, perhaps, better done at that time than in dry weather. 
The spawning of beds that have been made a few days, 
and have been left to prove their heating powers, may 
also be performed, and earthing them over may also be 
done at once; this, in addition to preparing dung, &c., 
for future beds, may form a very prolitable employment 
for a wet day. 

It has been customary, from time out of mind, io rope 
Onions and hang them up; and though some of our 
younger brethren may dispute the doctrine of their 
keeping better in that position than when lying on a 
slielf or dry floor, yet we are not quite sure our grand¬ 
fathers wore at fault here. A string tied tight about 
the nock of the onion is likely to prevent the escape of 
its juices through that channel, while the position the 
rope is usually placed in is certainly more conducive to 
its preservation than when it is, in an indirect manner, 
in contact witli mother earth. We like an ordinary hay 
or straw band best for a centre; and care should be 
taken not to bruise the onions in the handling. And 
we have no doubt but those who compare notes will bo 
led to say in March, that tied-up onions have kept 
better than others. This job may advantageously be 
performed on wet days. 

Root crops may also be looked to. Carrots keep quite 
ns well in an ordinary cellar when not packed into that 
close mass so common to some; in fact, I object to pack 
them at all until December, or when the moisture, which 
more or less accompanies a heap of most productions, 
passes of; they may, however, be looked to trow, and 
any symptoms of decay, or decaying matter of other 
kinds, removed, so as to give no chance to ]mtrefaction 
spreading through neglect. Beet and Parsnq^s wo sup¬ 
pose to be in the ground still; but that most uncertain of 
all productions, the Potato, must be looked to, and that 
frequently, as report would seem to imply that tbe wliole 
crop of 1853 is, in many places, fast approaching a state 
of dissolution; and, if we regard the opinion of the worst 
of those evil propliets who pretend to foretel future 
events, both the stock of the ensuing winter, and the 
seed of another year, will be a dead letter. Without 
going the lengtii of fearing such a result, I must own 
that I have never seen the disease so bad as it is this 
season in this district; still 1 hope that a remnant will 
be left for us to try again, to see if this scourge cannot 
in some way bo counteracted. All that can now be 
done with those potatoes which show symptoms of de- 
caying, will be to pick out all the bad ones as they show 
themselves, and, alter drying the others as well as can 
be done, to dust them with quick lime. This powerful 
agent is an antidote to most of the fungus tribe, to which 
liiis disease is said to belong. 

O 

Another job for wet days is the making and sorting 
of Label Sticks for various purposes; some very small 
ones may be prepared, and tied up in bundles, to name | 
varieties of bedding-out ]flants, and others that may be 
potted olf when spring comes round; larger ones, but of 
the same material, may be made for labelling seed jians 
and other uses, when something more than the mere 
name may be added. Then, again, large strong ones of 
the best enduring wood may be made for marking out j 

the jiosition of bulbs, and other unseen plants, tliat ' 
may be scattered over mixed borders; these, when not j 

marked in some way, are apt to have the sjmde driven 
right into the centre of them when the border is dug; | 
but a mere mark is not sufficient, better smooth one i 
end of the stake, rub on a little white paint, and at once ' 
write the name with a pencil. If this he well-done, it 
generally lasts as long as the wmod endures. These j 

should be rather stubby than tall, as they are not ! 
wanted to show themselves conspicuously; but another ! 
kind may be made longer, to mark the varieties of kitchen ! 
vegetables sown and planted. These ought to bo of such ; 
a height as to stand to be seen when the plants have I 
grown considerably; for this latter pinqiose, rounded ; 
stakes, flattened and smoothed at one eird, are as good ; 
as any. j 

All these, and many more duties, may be performed ; 
on wet days, to say nothing of that “ ridding-u]) ” of the ! 
sheds and other places, which, in spite of regular good 
keeping, require now and then “ a thorough cleaning 
out.” J. Hobson. 

VINES AT BISHOP StORTFORD. 

Fine flowers, fine fruits, and fine vegetables, form subjects 
for poets and painters, are eagerly sought after by the rich, 
and looked at with longing eyes by the poor. 

A recent visit to Hampton Court, and to Bishop Stortford, 
has proved to me that there is no royal road to gardening. 
At Hampton Coiu't, all the appliances of the public purse 
do not enable our Queen to have at her desert such grapes 
as are to be seen in a private garden at Itishop Stortford. 
The Hampton Court vine has been celebrated for nearly 
300 years, as a rarn arbor, and so it was, till others and 
better were to be found. I have no desire to detract from 
the splendid growth and excellent training of the Hampton 
Court vine, but when I find a private gentleman, of 
moderate means, and with a moderate man for a gardener, 
can beat the royal vine, I think I am justified in saying, 
there is no royal road to horticulture or to knowledge. , 

I will endeavour to describe to such readers of 'I’liE Cot¬ 

tage Gaedenee ns cannot visit the royal and the plobian 
vines, what I saw, for tlieir benefit. The vinciies at Stortford 
consist of two w'ell-glazed, lean-to houses, each sixty feet 
long, eighteen wide, and sixteen liigh at the back. 

In one house there are fourteen vines of the Black ' 
Hambro’ kind, entering the house (by a very simple con- j 

trivance described below), not up the rafters, but half-way 
between the rafters, and so up the roof, consequently en- | 
joying all the light which can be had under a glazed roof. 
Each vine has on it about fifty bunches of grapes, of an i 
average weight of l^lb., and in size about a small pigeon’s | 
egg. Tile colour is perfect, and but for a little ru.st this I 
year, finer grapes never was produced. | 

In the other house there are the same number of lights, 
and about the same number of vines of the Muscat kind. 
These vines enter the house precisely as the others do; 
there are, as nearly as possible, fifty bunches of grapes on 
each vine, and each bunch will, when ripe, perhaps average | 
from 3ilbs. to 3 lbs. The grapes arc very large, very even . 
in size, and very clean in growth. I'he vines in both houses 
are in peifect liealtli, always feeding upon a rich dish, which ' 
does justice to them, and which they do justice to. T'he 
leaves are neither gross nor small, but clean, transpiireni, 
and full of health, each leaf seems the counteiqiart of its 
neighbour, and which set off the fruit quite as much as the ' 
fruit sets off them. 

The stem of these vines, only ten years growth, is bright 
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and clean, and as thick as a burly yeoman’s arm. There 
has been no raniiiant growth, and there is none now. They 
are pruned upon the short and close spur system, and 
growing, as if by order, an exact and moderate length. The 
houses in which the vines grow ami tlounsh face the south, 
at an angle of forty-five degrees; they stand upon a steeply- 
sloping hank, and are planted in a well-drained and well- 
made bed, in such a way that they can be looked after, and 
trained with nicety and ease. 

There is nothing royal in the houses, and nothing royal 
about the man who waits upon them. The houses arc 
clean and sweet, and the man is civil, without servility. 
There is an air of order and industry about the j)lace, that 
makes any thoughtful person believe that where there is a 
will there is a way. 

At Hampton Court the vine is large and fully grown, and 
managed froni its origin upon the long-rod system ; age, 
however, begins to tell upon it. The grapes this year are 
small, and many bunches will never colour, and never ripen. 
The house is good in size, and clean, but grand as it is, 
and as it was, it will not compete with the plebeian’s vine in 
Hertfordshire. 

There is something refreshing to my mind in the retro¬ 
spect; it makes one think how much a man may do who 
puts his shoulder to the wheel. To be up and doing is the 
way; never to be dashed, and never to be daunted; a no- 
surrender man is the man for me, and the British, when 
once fairly on the scent, succeed wonderfully, excel every¬ 
body, because they look far anti near for information on 
any subject they take up. I'he French invent, and we 
perfect. The foreigner is full of theory; we are full of 
practice. 

I am well aware there are many aristocratic vines which 
will compete with those which I have described, but the 
reader niust recollect these aristocratic vines cost an 
aristocratic outlay; wheretis these plebeian vines are tended 
by a solitary man, who must keep watch and ward over 
them from one end of the year to the other. 

1 ought to mention that tlie Stortford vines are not forced, 
but merely cared for. Each house is warmed by a flue, and 
these flues are only used in very chilly or very damp days. 

If the foregoing is thought woi’thy of a place in your 
journal, I may, perhaps, take the liberty of entering upon a 
further correspondence at some future time.*—Titos. Moxon. 

The above mode is adopted for admitting the stems of 
the vines into the vinery without holes in the brick-work. 

I A broad plate of thick wood projects about a foot from the 
wall, a semicircular piece is cut out of this for the vine- 
stem to sink into, and the front lights can then shut down 
close upon the plate. In the above di-awing, two windows 
are shown propped open, and one is closed. At Bishop 
Stortford vinery, a piece of w'ooden plate is fastened to each 
window, out of that the semicircular piece is cut, so that the 
plate shuts down upon the vine-stem, but causes all the 
front lights to project in a slanting direction, even when 
closed. 

* Tlie sooner tlie better.—Ed. C. G. 

THE CULTIVATION AND HARVESTING OF 

TOBACCO. 

In the United States.—Sow as soon as frost is fairly 
nut of the ground, or even in February, if you can get a 
warm spell of weather sufficiently dry to enable you properly 
to prepare the seed bed. Select a warm, sheltered spot of 
virgin land, free from grass and weeds, dig it up lightly, and 
put the surface in very line order. For a bed of twelve or 
fourteen yards square, mix a hu'ge wine glass full of seed 
with about a iieck of fine wood-ashes, so as to divide the 
seed equally through it, that it may he more evenly sown. 
Sow broadcast on the surface, rake with a fmo-toothed rake 
very lightly, and tread or roll the ground very firmly. 

In England.—Sow in a bed, with gentle heat, about the 
Kith Apiil, or, if only for a few plants, in a small box, or 
large garden pot, under a frame, with little heat, until the 
plants appear; but take care that the plants do not get long 
stalks, as that is fatal to a good plant. They should, when 
young, bo as flat to the ground as possible ; if they come up 
too thick, wait till some have got five or six leaves, wdien 
carefully prick tliem out, so as to give more room for the 
others to come on; when the largest leaves are about three 
inches long, plant out where they are to remain, not nearer 
than three feet apart—in light, warm, well-drained soil, not 
over rich; if artificially made, let well-rotted leaf-mould form 
a large portion. Keep the ground w'ell stirred and pricked 
aromid it during the period of its growth. The chief ingre¬ 
dients it seeks are potash and ammonia; the latter it ob¬ 
tains in a large amount from the atmosphere, through its 
immense leaves. As soon as any of its blossoms show j 

colour, break off the head of the yilant, including also the 
small top leaves ; this will soon increase the size of the 
leaves, but, at the same time, the plant will again make an 
effort to blossom, by throwing out side-shoots. As soon ns 
these become about two inches long, or as thick as your 
little finger, break them all off. If the season is not too 
wet, the plant will now begin to open; the ground leaves 
first, and so upwards. But sonietinies it will become neces¬ 
sary to let the plant stand till you have to break off a second 
set of side-shoots. In America, and in a large crop, you 
must judge by experience when the plant has the best 
average of matured leaves upon it, and then cut it down and 
hang it up in a large, open, and airy barn to cure ; but in 
England, on a small scale, you had better strip each leaf as 
it becomes ripe, and only cut down wdiat remains when you 
are afraid of a sliaiqi frost. The small ground leaves gene¬ 
rally turn yellow, and in wet weather get partially damaged; 
they ought then to be inilled; with a large needle and piece 
of twine, string them and hang them up to dry, leaving them 
so that air can freely pass between them, and in as airy a 
place as possible, but under cover from night air, dew, or 
rain. These leaves will cure light and thin, and make veiy 
mild smoking tobacco ; the next set of leaves may, or may 
not, turn yellow, but will look blotchy and rather trausijareut 
looking ; they may then be pulled and treated in the same 
way, and so on as they ripen ; but seldom, if ever, the whole 
of the leaves will ripen in this country; so when you antici¬ 
pate a sharp frost, cut the 2ilaiit down, and hang it up also 
to dry. Now, cured tobacco always rajiidly absorbs mois¬ 
ture from the atmosphere, and can only he handled when it ! 
has given a little, but it must now remain until every vein 
in the leaf has become thorou<jldy dry, and not a particle of 
sap remains in it; in this damp climate that may be a very 
long time. After it has once been thoroughly dry and crisj), 
watch the next change in the atmosphere, and as soon as it 
is soft enough to be safely handled, and the middle vein is 
not crisp enough to snap when bent, take it down and fie it 
in small bundles, or hands ; put these, if on a small scale, 
in a box, packed eveidy with the butts outside, press them 
moderately, when they wiU undergo a slight heat; but this 
is the most delicate and nice paid of managing a crop of 
tobacco; on it depends, most materially, its good flavour, 
and six or eight hours neglect may injiu-e the whole crop, 
indeed totally spoil it; on a small scale, however, it cannot 
suffer so much from the same cause; when fermentation 
once commences, it sets in with great rapidity; all that is 
requisite, is that a very slight warmth should be generated, 
then oiien it all, shake the hands in the air, so ns to let off 
the heat, and repack it again lightly, or, if it is in the right 
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condition, you may pack it down as tight as possible into 
any barrel or box, and it will not heat any more; and the 
tighter it is packed the better it will preserve its flavour. 
The sweating gets rid of the bitter gum that coats it, and, 
when properly conditioned, it should liave a fine fresh, fra¬ 
grant smell, somewhat similar to new hay. The principle of 
curing tobacco is precisely similar to the correct principle of 
making good hay, or clover hay, only a more delicate opera¬ 
tion. Clover, or grass, when partially cured, should always 
be put into heaps until fermentation takes place, give it then 
a good shaking out and airing, and it will never injure by 
heating in the stack; so with tobacco, only it must be 
managed with a little more nicety, as it changes its condi¬ 
tion so rapidly with each atmospheric change. Nitrate of 
potass is the chief ingredient in its ashes. The stalk or stem 
of the plant is of no use except for manure, for which it is 
valuable for any of the cereal crops. 

It is erroneously supposed by many to be a great ex¬ 
hauster of the soil, and to require very rich ground. The 
idea is a monstrous fallacy, based upon practical results, 
without tracing them to their proper cause. Rich ground 
will make a very heavy crop of inferior tobacco, but the 
finest tobacco that can be grown is upon a poor sandy virgin 
soil. The first and second season after clearing off the 
timber, when the plant can obtain a sufficient quantity of 
potash from the little vegetable leaf-mould that is on the 
surface, combining which with the large quantity of am¬ 
monia its extensive system of leaves enables it to absorb 
from the atmosphere, it forms the nitrate of potass which, 
with some silicates, forms the principal ingredient of its 
ashes. A wet season is the most fatal to tobacco, especially 
if water lies about the roots; for which reason a little side 
or very undulating ground will make the brightest crops. 

Leyton. 

[The correspondent who has obliged us with this, says it 
is furnished by a Maryland tobacco planter, now resident, 
and for the last two or three years, in England, and, there¬ 
fore, may be relied on.—Ed. C. G.] 

THE BEST FUCHSIAS. 

Allow me to say a few words on the six best Fuchsias 
that are out. For the three dark with puiqile corolla;—First, 
take Nil Desperandum, Clapton Hero, and Alpha. These are 
the best three darks, so far as quality is the object. If size, 
then take Orion, Don Giovant, and Smith’s Kossuth. For 
the light, take Banks’s Conspicua, Ariel (Banks), and 
Princess (Banks). These I have found to be the most 
useful light ones that are grown. Their quality I have 
tested, therefore, if j'our correspondent, “ Lac}',” has not 
them in his collection, I should advise him to secure them ; 
they are reasonable in price. He may obtain all the 
varieties mentioned above, at Mr. Smith's, Tollington 
Nursery, Islington. If “Lacy” wants something nearer 
perfection than the Fuchsias I have noticed, he must stop 
till the spring of 1853. Then he may procure Bank’s 
GAry—than wliich in dark Fuchsias there is nothing to 
equal it. The beautiful deep crimson of the tube and 
sepals, the corolla being a glossy violet pui^ple, forms a most 
gratifying contrast. It has had the honour of six first class 
certificates at the principal shows this season. Likewise a 
white Fuchsia, Lady Franklin, is considered the best light- 
coloured. The tube and sepals being so pure white, and 
the corolla pinky jmrple; it is quite entering into a new 
class of Fuchsias. If “Lacy” procures these in the spring, 
he need not fear competition. There are a few others that 
ouglit not to be omitted, if a first-rate collection is wanted. 
I Will name them at a future time.—R. Weathebill. 

COST OF KEEPING COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS. 

Undeb, the impression that I had sufficiently trespassed 
on tlie space of your paper, and the patience of your readers, 
J bad detemmed to trouble you no more; but Anster 
Honn s last letter calls for some remark. I do full justice 
to her zeal, her intelligence, and knowledge of the good 
quahlies ol Cochin-China poultry—I admire her candour; 
but whilst I read with pleasure her remarks, and readily 
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believe she is fully impressed with the reality of all she 
states, I must, with all courtesy, be permitted to add, that 
I am not the least convinced that Cochin-Chinas have any 
right to the great superiority she wishes to claim for them ; 
nor do I think that Anster Bonn, keeping only one sort of 
poultry, can enter into this comparative discussion with a 
mind as unprejudiced' as one who, like myself, keeps several 
sorts of what are supposed to be the best poultry, and who 
(only wishing to arrive at what is really the best breed) has 
no prejudice or partiality to gratify. 

When Anster Bonn did keep other poultry, by her own 
account they w'ere “indifferent Dorking, Spanish, a mixed 
lot, (fee.; ” but in my case I claim to have some of the best 
Cochin-Chinas in England, bred from Mr. Sturgeon’s and 
Mr. Andrews’s best birds—not (as Anster Bonn hints) 
“with length of leg, and upright gait,” likely to have any 
cross of Malay; but short-legged, good in colour and shape ; 
and as you, Mr. Editor, have seen my birds, you will give 
me credit for not decrying Cochins from envy. I agree 
perfectly in many of the good qualities advanced by Anster 
Bonn in favour of her feathered friends—I admire their 
laying powers, their docility and their early maturity; but 
even on this last point something may be said. I have 
heard (and am inclined to believe) that an opinion is 
gaining ground mth some of the oldest, most experienced 
Cochin-China fanciers, that if this poultry does come into 
use earlier than other fowls, so they go out of use propor- 
tionably earlier. If this proves-lO be so, one of the great 
merits claimed for them is much weakened. Time must 
prove this. I am inclined to attach great weight to this 
opinion, coming to me from the quarter it did. 

Anster Bonn, even, cannot defend the size of their eggs. 
I heard remarked at the breakfast-table the other morning, 
when some Cochin-China eggs appeared, “ Do you call these 
eggs? Why, I could eat a dozen of them ! ” As for myself, 
I can sympathise with others, I have detested eggs ever 
since having been let in for a “ horrid thing,” I was com¬ 
forted by hearing that I had only eaten for a “ breakfast 
egg ” what was called a “ dinner egg ” (an abomination of 
six weeks old). 

Two points must remain in dispute between Anster Bonn 
and myself;—The quality of Cochins as table fowls; and 
the quantity of food they consume. The first must bo 
always a matter of taste. I have now tried several, and 
still think they are not equal to any Dorking (Mr. Baily’s, 
or anybody’s). Of the dinner to which Anster Bonn alludes 
I had heard some rumour; and I do not doubt Anster 
Bonn’s kindness and candour will induce her to inform 
us, whether the general opinion in the dining-room was 
pronounced as decidedly in favour of the Cochin-China as 
she tells us it was “ out of the dining-room.” I have heard 
a whisper it was not so. 

Anster Bonn’s statement as to the expense of food of 
her fowls is to me perfectly astounding. “ One ]}cnny a 
week per head ! ” It strikes me, either that I (from being, I 
suppose, a friend to the farmer) have been paying too much 
for my corn, or that there is a “screw loose”in the domestic 
economy of my poultry-pard. I liave never kept any correct 
account of the weekly expense per head, but in a rough 
way I have supposed it to be from 3d. to 3Jd. per liead 
weekly (unless ■with the run of a fann-yard, when it would 
be much less), for common fowls, and more for Cochin- 
Chinas. 

I have heard several remarks of—“ A jjenny a-week, 
indeed ! Ridiculous! Much more like a penny a-day, Sea." 
I offered an old woman, who walks some of my fowls, a 
penny! twopence ! threepence 1 a-week. She refused them 
all. 

A poultry dealer of my acquaintance puts it at 2-Jd. a- 
week. “ But then. Sir (he added), I can get my stuff 
cheaper than you.” I am detei’mined, Jiow, to put this to 
the tost. I have confined two lots of fowls (each consists 
of one Cochin China cock, and two hens) in two sepoiatc 
yards. A quantity of food had been weighed previously, in 
separate boxes, for them. From these they will be fed, and 
as what is left at the end of the week will be weighed, I 
can ascertain to half-an-ounce what the consmnption of 
food has been, and your readers shall be acquainted with 
the consumption, the cost, the number of eggs laid in the 
time (and their joint weight), and they may then form their 
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' own opinion. These lots, having no grass in their yards, 
: will be furnished with green meat, fjratis. 

I am also tiding the same experiment with our Cochin- 
: China cockorells at a distance (the results of which you 

shall liear), and I intend to try the same also with some 
Spanish poultry. 

I I will take every care that the trial shall he conducted 
with the most perfect fairness, and I feel great interest in 

l the resiilt. 
I have no leaning one way or the other. I have no object 

to gain, or prejudice to gratify, I really wish to ascertain, 
which is the cheapest and most profitable fowl to the 

I cottager. And whilst gladly aclaiowledging the many merits 
, of my fiiends, the Cochins, I honestly believe, that as being 
I somewhat of a novelty, they have taken a higher perch in 
I the poultiy stage, than they are entitled to, or than they 
I vv’ill retain. In the words of the old farce—‘‘ I may he 
I wrong, but that’s my opinion.” But should further ex- 
I perience prove the error, no one will more cheerfully pro¬ 

claim it, or more humbly aclmowledge it than Gallus. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 
expense. All communications should be addressed “To the Editor of 
the Cottage Gardenerj 2, Amen Corneri Paternoster Rowt London.** 

i Hollyhocks.—Avery trustworthy correspondent at Durham writes 
i as follows:—“I received the following from Mr. Chater, of Saffron 

Walden, and they have undoubtedly thrown all the other varieties into the 
shade:—Comet (Chater), ruby-red, large ; Joan of Arc (Parsons), large, 
blush; Lady Braybrooke {Vo.vsons,)y crimson; Magnum Bonum, maroon; 
Meteor (Bircham), crimson ; Pulchella (Chater), pink; Safrano (Par¬ 
sons), pinkish salmon, a splendid flower; Triumphant (Parsons), pale 
primrose, flower very full; Spcctabilis (Chater), shaded salmon ; Walden 
Gem (Chater), ruby-crimson ; White Perfection (Chater), splendid white; 
]\[r. C. Barron (Chater), pinkish salmon. As the Hollyhock has only 
lately been introduced into the north as a show flower, I think your 
numerous readers here might be benefited by such lists from amateurs 
who have grown such flowers, besides being aware that the information is 
sent by individuals that have no pecuniary interest to promote by making 
false representations.” We shall most readily insert such lists, and any 
amateur sending us such a list of flowers which he has cultivated and 
approves, will greatly oblige us. We are obtaining similar lists from 
professional gardeners, and begin to-day with the Dahlia, 

Rooks.—In reply to P. P., who wdshes for information as to the most 
practical way of establishing a rookery, I beg to state, that the first 
settlement of rooks upon our property was effected by conveying a nest 
of these birds, when the young were hatched, and fixing it securely in a 
tree. My sister gave a daring boy a trifle to take the nest, and place it in its 
new position, from which small beginning a rookery has sprung. I 
believe the rookery from which the parent nest came was that upon a 
neighbouring estate, a very few fields from what is now our own ; so that 
the old birds could easily foV.ow the cries of their young. This took 
place so many years ago, that I do not remember exactly from whence 
the nest was brought; but if it did not come from the nearest rookery, 
it must have been from one seven or eight miles off, which I think 
scarcely possiblcf Beech and elm are the trees preferred by rooks ; our 
own never fix upon the oaks and limes that stand close to their settle¬ 
ment, but remain exclusively attached to the tall beeches.—R. F. I. 

Double and Single Flower-buds.—Senilis says, “At page 424 of 
the last volume, I read, ‘ We know of no test whereby to know a double 
from a single Hollyhock before the blossom opens, except that the 
flower-buds of the double are more globular, and larger.* This leads me 
back fourteen years, next January, when two of the best and most cele¬ 
brated Camellia growers in England (nurserymen) came to see my 
Camellias. Among other plants, I had a beautiful specimen of a seed¬ 
ling Camellia, then in full bud for the first time, but none of them were 
e.xpected to open before April. The plant had all the appearance of 
turning out one of the best seedlings of that period ; the leaves were as 
thick and round as those of the old double-striped, or variegated; tlie 
young wood was stout and short-jointed, and the buds were as large and 
round as any in the house at that stage of development. My visitors 
made an offer of ten guineas for this plant, and would “take all chances ; ** 
but no ! the offer rather turned me the other way. Still I regretted that 
I ‘ did not know of a test whereby to know a double from a single * 
Camellia thus early. A young German, who overheard our conversation, 
the offer, and my regret, grinned from ear to ear, but said nought until 
the visitors departed, when, after a little fishing, I got out of him the 
secret how any flower-bud could be proved as being that of a double or 
single flower. Cut the bud through the middle, and the secret is out to 
view—a single folding round the stamens ; the double all folds and no 
stamens. How very simple I but well worth knowing.” 

Tea-scented Roses {Q.).—In very severe weather it is a good plan 
to cover them with a mat, as you propose; and if you could get moss 
enough to cover the whole surface of the bed an inch or two, and then 
stick a lot of small, dry branches, such as the tops of pea sticks, in 

; among them, the frost will not harm them, even in so young a state, 
I Dry sticks, if they are placed thick enough, are much better for pro¬ 

tection than boughs of evergreens. 

i Fuchsia spectabilis (TK S.).—We are not aware that it has been 
j exhibited at any of the shows, and the less that is said about it the 
I better, Perhaps some of our correspondents could give directions for its 

culture. We have one blooming well in a warm border, the pot being 
plunged there all the summer. 

Gloxinias {Ibid).—As your plants have made no bulbs, you must not 
let them get quite dry this winter, else they will slip through your 
fingers. 

Cantua dependens (IK. S.).—A warm house was sure to play ven- 
gence with it. The very coldest part in the front of a cold pit, where the 
sun and frost could not reach it, is what it likes. 

Hickory Nuts {H. R. L. AT.).—You have brought some Hickory 
Nuts {Carya) with you from Canada, and wdsh to know the best mode of 
culture, and in what soil they should be grown. Preserve them in sand, 
in a cool cellar, and sow them in rows thinly, in the spring, about the 
end of March. The soil they like is a strong loam, deep and rich, and 
well drained. Allow them to remain in the seed-rows for two years, then 
transplant them in October, into nursery-rows, and after the second year 
transplant them finally where they are to grow to be trees. 

Planting Conifers {M. S-, Wigan),—You will see Mr. Appleby 
has answered your queries in several back numbers. If you noticed 
rightly, the season for planting is mentioned by him to he,Jirst, August 
and September, and then March. The grand object to aim at, should be 
to plant them at such season as will allow them time to force new roots 
before the early frosts of winter and the dry weather of spring. The 
state of the season, whether autumn or spring, will have influence upon 
the planting. If wet and cold, wait till it is moderately dry and warm. 
The small bit of a plant you sent we cannot make out. Send it again 
when in bloom. 

Bees.—B. B. says:—“ Since I sent you my statement (see pp. 15-16), 
I have observed in hive No. 2, that the drones are not all destroyed, three 
or four made their appearance on the 26th of Sept., and about the same 
time from eight to ten bees arrived with bee bread. I have always been 
led to consider the appearance of drones at this time is a bad sign. If it 
be really so, how w'ould you have me act? I have been feeding the bees 
in this hive for the last fourteen days.” 

Wintering Scarlet Geraniums {B. B,).—Your frame filled with 
coal-ashes wdll do excellently to plunge the pots in; and as you have them 
already cut back, you will have nothing to do but to admit air to them 
freely whenever the temperature permits, and to exclude frost by cover¬ 
ing the glass with hay and mats. The same treatment will exactly suit 
your Verbenas, 

Thousand-headed Cabbage (Doncasfer).—For late spring-feed for 
sheep, sow early in March, prick the seedlings out when three inches high, 
and plant out finally early in July. You may continue planting out 
throughout August and early September, as more ground becomes vacant. 
Plant in rows, three feet apart each way. 

Plants for Flower-beds (7gno/ws).—We hope to begin the pub¬ 
lication of plans next week. 

Pine-culture fS/Mpirf).—You will have all your queries answered in 
Mr. Errington’s papers. 

Apples (B).—Six Desert Apples for Espaliers, good bearers and 
good flavoured, are Lamb Abbey Pearmain, Kerry Pippin, Old Nonpareil, 
Scarlet Nonpareil, and Sturmer Pippin. Six Kitchen Apples for Espa^ 
tiers are Hawthornden, Alfriston, Wareham Russet, Blenheim Orange, 
Keswick Codling, and Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Laburnum now Blooming (4 Subscriber).—It is not at all uncom¬ 
mon for untimely blossoms to appear on this tree. 

White Cochin-China Fowls.—wishes to know where, and 
at what price per pair, he can purchase these. You will see two adver¬ 
tisements of them in our last number. 

Spanish Ciiesnut Seedlings (T, M, W,),—These are quite hardy, 
and will require no protection. 

Tobacco Culture {A Friar).See a very full and excellent paper on 
the subject in our present number# 

Autumn Planting Potatoes (J, R., Everton).—Dig all your light 
soil over, in November, and plant as it is dug; that is, as soon as space 
enough is dug for a row plant the sets with a dibble, six or seven inches 
deep, and do not let the ground be trod upon afterwards. Do not add 
manure of any kind, but in March sow over the surface Epsom Salt, at 
the rate of three pounds to every hundred square yards. Do not plant 
any but the earliest ripening kinds; the Kemps are too late. 

Back Numbers (Omega),—If you send as you propose, you can have 
the numbers and the volume bound. Send a note with them, stating 
what you wish, and your address. Other questions next week. 

Advertisements (A Watcher).—It is quite impossible for us to 
answer for the truth of statements in advertisements. We should have a 
nice time of it if we had to test the worth of everything advertised. If 
we are especially asked for an opinion upon any one article, wc can do no 
more than obtain relative information, if possible. 

Diseases of Poultry {Ibid).-'You will confer a great favour by 
communicating your observations upon this subject. 

Forget-me-not Seed (Ellen),—Perhaps Mr. Carter, Seedsman, High 
Holborn, London, can supply you. Have any of our readers some seed 
of this flower sacred to remembrance ? 

Purple-flowered Climber (A Subscriber).—This which you saw 
against the wall of a villa at Torquay, we have little doubt is Ceanothus 
azureus. It is highly ornamental, and the more to be prized because 
blooming in autumn. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-etrect, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London.—October 14th, 1852, 



THE COTTAGE GARDENER.—ADVERTISEMENTS. 

rjIHE LONDON MANURE COM- 
J- PAN Y beg to offer as under:— 

Corn Manure, most valuable for spring dress¬ 
ing, Concentrated Urate, Super-Phosphate of 
Uime, Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, 
Fishery and Agricultural Salt, Gypsum, Fossil 
Bones, Sulphuric Acid, and every other artificial 
manure ; also, a constant supply of English and 
Foreign Linseed Cake. 

Peruvian Guano, guaranteed the genuine im¬ 
portation of Messrs. A. Gibbs and Sons, ^'9 10s 
per ton, or ^9 Ss in quantities of five tons or 
upwards. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary, 
40, Bridge Street Blackfriars. 

rilHE ROYAL EXfllBITION— 
-L 39, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, observe, 
opposite the York Hotel.—Valuable newly-in¬ 
vented, very small, powerful. Waistcoat pocket 
Glass, the size of a Walnut, to discern minute 
objects at a distance of from four to five miles, 
which is found to be invaluable for yachting, 
and to ijportsmen. Gentlemen, and Game- 
keepers. Telescopes, possessing such extraor¬ 
dinary power, that some 3.J inches, with an 
extra eye-piece, will show distinctly Jupiter’s 
Moons, Saturn’s Ring, and the double Stars. 
They supersede every other kind, and are of all 
sizes for the Waistcoat pocket. Shooting, Mili¬ 
tary purposes, ^^c. Opera and Race-course 
Glasses with wonderful power; a minute object 
can be clearly seen, from ten to twelve miles 
distant. Invaluable newly-invented Spectacle. 

Deafness — New Discovery — The Organic 
Vibrator, an extraordinary powerful, small, 
newly - invented instrument, for deafness, 
entirely different from all others, to surpass 
anything of the kind that has been, or probably 
ever can be produced. Being of the same 
colour as the skin, is not perceptablc; it 
enables deaf persons to hear distinctly at church 
and at public assemblies ; the unpleasant sen¬ 
sation of singing noises in the ears arc entirely 
removed; and it affords all the assistance that 
possibly could be desired. 

S. & R. SOLOMONS, Aurists and Opticians, 
39, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly. Observe, 
opposite the York Hotel. 

Lately piibliehed, price 5s 6d, 

M RS. I.OUDON’S WORKS ON 
BOTANY AND GAKUKNING. 

New Editions, Revised and Improved. 

These Volumes contain beautifully Coloured 
Dra.wings of above seventeen hundred of the 
choicest species of Garden and Greenhouse 
Plants and Wild Flowers, with descriptions, 
and full directions for cultivation. 

In \to., cloth lettered, price £\ 15s; half-hound 
morocco, gilt edges, £2 2s, 

THK LADIES’ ELOWEE. GARDEN 
OF ORNAMENTAL ANNUALS. In Forty- 
eight Coloured Plates, containing upwards of 
Three Hundred Figures of the most showy and 
interesting Annual Flowers. 

In ito., cloth lettered, price £2 2s; half-bound 
morocco, gilt edges, £2 10s, 

'I'HE LADIES’ ELOWER GARDEN 
OF ORNAMENTAL BULBOUS PLANTS. 
In Fifty-eight Coloured Plates, containing 
above Three Hundred Figures of the most 
desirable Bulbous Flowers. 

In Ato., cloth lettered, pHce ; half-hound 
morocco, gilt edges, 85, 

THE LADIES’ FLOWER-GARDEN 
OF ORNAMENTAL PERENNIALS. In 
Ninety Coloured Plates, containing Five Hun¬ 
dred Figures of Hardy Perennial Flowers. 

In Ato., cloth lettered, price £\ 11s 

half-hound morocco, gilt edges, £2, 

THE LADIES’ FLOWER-GARDEN 
OF obnamental greenhouse 
PLAN is. In Forty-two Coloured Plates, and 
containing about Three Huiulred Figures of 
the most desirable Greenhouse Plants. 

In ito., cloth lettered, price £2 2s; half-bound 
morocco, gilt edges, £2 lOs, 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. In 
.containing Three Hundred and 

l-ifty Species, beautifully Coloured. 

London: Wm. S. Oer & Co., Amcn-Corner. 

Bass and brown's new autumn catalogue is now ready, 
and will be sent free on receipt of Three Postage Stamps. 

BEST NEW GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON. Strong Plants now ready. BASS AND 
BROWN have the pleasure to offer, as under, the following, all new varieties, of last 8ea.son, raised 
by JMessrs. Hoyle, Foster, and J^obson. The Collection may be had for jL '.\ 15s. Any 12 for 
50s, or left to our selection, for 41s. 

s. d. 
Magnet (Hoyle). 7 6 
Mochanna (iloyle). 3 6 
Monteilh (Foster). 3 6 
Painter Improved (Beck).. 3 6 
Purple Standard (Foster).. 5 0 
Rubens (Foster). 3 ('• 
Shylock (Foster). 5 0 

s. d. s. d. 
Enchantress (Foster) 6 0 
Exhibitor (Beck). 3 6 
Ganymede (Hoyle). 5 0 
Gem (Dobson). 3 6 
Herald (Hoyle)..... 3 0 
Incomparable (Dobson) ..3 6 
Laviiiia (Foster) . 3 6 

NEW FANCY GERANIUMS, raised by Ambrose, Ayres, and Henderson, 

the 12 varieties for £2 2s. 
Captivation (Ambrose) ..50 
Electra (Ayres). 2 6 
Formosissima (Ayres).... 60 
Gipscy Queen (Ayres).... 60 
Miranda (Ayres) . 5 0 

Ariadne (Foster). 5 0 
Ambassador (Dobson) .... 36 
Arethusa (Dobson) . 3 6 
Chieftain (Hoyle). 3 6 
Colonel of the Buffs (Hoyle) 5 0 
Commissioner (Beck) .... 3 6 
Elise (Hoyle)... 6 0 

Ambassador (Henderson).. 3 0 

Beauty of St. John’s Wood 

(Henderson) . 3 6 

Caliban (Ayres). 5 0 

Othello (Henderson). 3 6 
Princess Royal (Hcnder- 

BOii) . 3 6 

Richard Cobden (Ambrose) 5 o 
Superba (Ambrose) . 5 0 

NEW SCARLET AND PINK-FLOWERING HORSE-SHOE-LEAVEI) GERANIUMS. 
Amazon (Low). 2 6 
Defiance (A. Henderson) . 2 6 
Hendersonii (Henderson). 2 6 

Blountain of Light (Lee) . 3 6 
Odoratissima grandirtoruin (Henderson) ..2 6 
Shrubland Pet (Henderson). 3 6 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, fine bushy plant.s, well set, with flower-buds. 
6o Splendid New and Select Varieties, Large-flowering and Lilliputicnne, for.... 2 0 0 
40 ditto ditto ditto .... 1 10 0 
25 ditto ditto ditto .... 0 17 6 

Fine Selections, 5s, 7s 6, and Qs per dozen. 

For Varieties of Previous Introduction, see Catalogue. Our Annual Importation of Dutch 
Bulbs has arrived in rxcellont condition. We also beg to call attention to our very superb collec¬ 
tions of Ranunculi, Gladioli, Iris, and an extensive stock of other roots. 

Post-office Orders payable to STEPHEN BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, 
Sudbury, Suffolk. 

H orttcultural building and heating by hot water. 
Warranted best Materials and Workmanship, at the lowest possible prices. 

J. WEEKS & Co., King’s 
Road, Chelsea, Horticultural 
Architects, Hothouse Builders, 
and Hot-water Apparatus Ma¬ 
nufacturers. The Nobility and 
Gentry almut to erect Horticul¬ 
tural Buildings, or the Hot- 
water Apparatus, will find at 
our Hothouse Works, King’s 
Road, Chelsea, an extensive 

variety of Hothouses, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Pits, &c., erected, and in full operation, com¬ 
bining all modern improvements, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of House 
best adapted for every required purpose. The Hot-water Apparatuses (which are efficient and 
economical), are particularly worthy of attention, and are erected in all the Houses, Pits, &c., for 
both Top and Bottom Heat, and in constant operation in the Stoves. The splendid collection of 
Stove and Greenhouse Plants in the highest state of cultivation, and for sale at very low prices. 
Also, a fine collection of strong Grape Vines in pots from eyes, all the best sorts. Plans, Models, 
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also, Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c., for¬ 
warded on application. 

J. WEEKS & Co., King’s Road, Chelsea, London. 

•IIEAS ARE I.OWER IN PRICE.—The Stock of Tea in England being 
-L nearly ten million pounds more than at this time last year, prices have, in consequence, given 
way, and enables us to sell really good Teas at very low prices. 

The Congou Tea at 33 4d per pound, and the Hyson Gunpowder at 4s per pound, make an 
excellent Mixture for general use, while the fine, rich Souchong Tea at 4s, and the rare choice 
Gunpowder at 5s, are so really good and truly cheap, that we confidently recommend them to ail 
who desire very superior tea. 

Wc are also selling pure Jamaica Coffee at Is per pound, and the best Mocha Coffee at Is 4d, 
Tea or Coffee to the value of 40s sent carriage free to any part of England, by PHILLIPS AND 

COMPANY, Tea Merchants, 8, King William Street, City, London. 

A GENERAL PRICE CURRENT SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION. 

rilllE ONLY STOVE WITHOUT A FLUE, for 
JL which Her Majesty’s Royal Letters Patent have been granted. 

Prospectuses, with Drawings, forwarded free. 

Plain, 125 to 25s. Ornamental, 31s 6d to 6s. 
Stands for Stoves, 2s fid, 3s. and 5s, each. 

CAUTION.—An Injunction having been granted by the Vice Chan¬ 
cellor in the case of “ NASH u. CARMAN,” restraining the Defendant 
from making or selling any colourable imitations of the Plaintiff’s 
Stove or Fuel, the Public is respectfully informed that the “JOYCE’S 
PATENT STOVE,” “ WITHOUT A FLUE,” and the “ PATENT 
PREPARED FUEL,” can only be obtained from the Proprietor or 
his authorized Agents. Every genuine Stove has the Proprietor’s 

name and address on a brass-plate on the front:— 

“SWAN NASH. 253, Oxford Street. London.” 
JOYCE’S PATENT, for warming Halls, Passages, Harness-rooms, Greenhouses, Water-closets, 

&c., &c. The above Stoves do not emit smoke or unpleasant smell, and will burn without attention 
or replenishing from 12 to 48 hours. In use daily at the Sole Proprietor’s, SWAN NASH’S, 
Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, and at the Depot (City), liy, Newgate Street, London; and to be 
had from the princi|.al Ironmongers in Town and Country. 

PATENT PREPARED FUEL, 2s 6d per bushel, only genuine with the Proprietor’s name and 
seal on the sack. SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, and 1 IQ, NEWGATE STREET. 

N.B.—Sole Maker of the Portable Vapour-Bato, for Families and Travellers, tScc., &c., as 
recommended by the Faculty, complete with large Cloak, £\ IlsOd. Sypuon Aie-vent Beer 

AND Wine Taps, 3s 6d ; electro-silvered, 6s fid. 
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WEEKLY CALEPJDAR. 

1 
M W 
D D 

OCTOBER 21—27, 1S.52, 
We.vtuer near London 

Barometer. ,Thermo. Wind. 

N 1851. 

Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon’s Clock 
Age. bef. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. 

21 Tii Sun’s declination, 10° 52’ 8. 30.076—29.993; 62—52 E. _ 
37 a. 6 53 a. 4 morn. 8 15 20 295 

22 F Coddy-moddy Gull inland. 30.137 — 29.986’ 56—50 N. — 39 51 0 3 9 ! 15 29 296 
23 S Wood Pigeon cornea. 30.255 — 33.219 57—50 S.E. — 40 49 1 14 10 : 15 37 297 
24 Sun 20 Sunday AFTER Trinity, 30.361—30.272^ 57—37 N.E. — 42 47 2 24 11 15 44 298 
25 M Short-eared Owl comes. 30.386 — 30.348 55—49 N.E. — 44 45 3 32 12 15 51 299 
26 Tn Whitethorn leaves fall. 30.214 — 30.099: 67—42 E. — 46 43 4 39 13 15 57 300 
27 W Tortoise buries. 30.170 — 30.084 59—37 N.W. — 47 41 rises. @ 16 2 301 

I Meteoeology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera- 
I tures of these days are 56.3° and 40.1° respectively. The greatest heat, 73°, occurred on the 21st in 1830 ; and the lowest cold, 20°, on the 21st 
I in 1842. During the period 80 days were fine, and on 95 rain fell. 

ROUGH-LEAVED COMMELIN. 

(Commelina scahra.) 

This is one of an old genus of herbaceous plants, natives 

of different countries, some of them requiring the heat 

I of a stove, others the shelter of a greenhouse, while a third 
i section withstand the rigour of our winters. All of them 

have fleshy roots or rhizomes, and they belong to the 
j natural order, Spiderworts, the genus Tradescantia being the 
I next of the order which is best known to cultivators. They 
j fill up a transition point between the sedges and sedge-like 
1 plants, as Xyrids, on the one hand, and the Lilyworts on 
I the other. The genus was named in honour of J. and G. 
I Commelin, two Dutch botanists, by Dillenius, a celebrated 
I professor of botany at Oxford, after whom Linnscus named 

the genus Dillenia. The subject of this biography was in¬ 
troduced from Mexico by Mr. Allardt, of Berlin. It is a half- 
hardy perennial, and a good figure' of it is given in Paxton's 
Flower Garden, iii. 8. Stems in a tuft, milliy-green, tinged 
with red. Leaves stalldess, sheathing the stems, spear¬ 
head-shaped, stiff, horny at the edge, wavy, milky-green, 
covered with rough elevations. Floiver-sheath heart-shaped, 
downy, enclosing from five to ten flowers. Petals duU 
purplish-brown. The genus is included in Triandria Mono- 
gynia, class and order of Linnasus. B. J, 

Cidtnre and Propagation.—These Commelinas are not 
much in favour among gardeners of the present day, but I 
recollect the time when as much care was taken of them as 
is now given to the Dahlias. As soon as the frost cut down 
the stems, we housed the roots, which grow after the manner 
of Asparagus, along with those of the Marvel of Peru, 
Dahlias, Carrots, Parsnips, and Beet-root, in dry sand, away 
from the frost. In the spring, say in April, they were re¬ 
planted in light, rich earth in the mixed borders, and if we 
wanted to increase them, that was effected by dividing the 
roots as you would a Dahlia, talcing an eye or eyes along 
with each portion of roots. D. Beaton. 

A correspondent asks us whether we think “the Black 

Violets {Nigra viola.—Eclogue, x. 39), the Soft Violet 

{Viola rnolli.—Eclogue, v. 38), and the Pale Violets 

{Violas pallentes.—Eclogue, ii. 47), mentioned by Virgil, 

refer exclusively to our Common Violet ? ” Without 

entering into any classical disquisition, or quoting 

parallel passages from Pliny, Horace, Columella, &c., 

we reply generally that we believe the references are to 

one and the same flower, and that that flower is our 

Common Sweet-scented Violet {Viola odorata). “Dark’’ 

is quite as faithful a translation of niger as “ black; ” 

when the Violet is spoken of as “ soft,” it is in contrast 

to the thistle, and other armed plants; and the Pale 

Violets are quite in unison with our White variety. 

The same con-espondeut asks if “ our Double Violets 

are recent results of our floricultural skill ? ” and we will 

give a reply in the words of old Gerarde, who wrote in 

1597—“The Double Garden Violet bath leaves, creep¬ 

ing branches and roots, like the Garden Single Violet; 

differing in that this sort bringeth forth most beautiful 

sweet double flowers. — Violets called the Black or j 

Purple Violets, or March Violets of the garden, have a 1 

gi-eat prerogative above others, not only because the 

mind conceiveth a certain pleasure and recreation by 

smelling and handling of those most odoriferous flowers, 

but also for that very many by these Violets receive 

ornament and comely gi'ace; for there be made of them 

garlands for the head, nosegays, and poesies, which are 

delightful to look on and pleasant to smell to, speaking 

nothing of their appropriate virtues; yea, gardens them¬ 

selves receive by these the greatest ornament of all, 

chiefest beauty, and most gallant grace; and the recrea¬ 

tion of the mind which is taken thereby cannot but be 

very good and honest; for they admonish and stir uj) a 

man to that which is comely and honest; for flowers, 

through their beauty, variety of coloiu’, and exquisite 

form, do bring to a liberal and gentle manly mind the 

remembrance of honesty, comeliness, and all kinds of 

virtues. It would be an unseemly and filthy thing (as 

a certain wise man hath said) for him that doth look 

upon and handle fair and beautiful things, and who 

frequenteth in fair and beautiful places, to have his 

mind not fair, but filthy and deformed.” Gerarde was 

a sober and ancient herbalist when he thus wrote, and 

No, CCXIL, VoL, IX, 
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we might readily believe, even did we not know the 

flower, that the Violet must have extraordinary charms, 

when it could thus cxcito sedateness to ho eloquent. 

We shall have occasion to dwell more fully upon the 

admitted virtues of the Violet when we come to it in 

due course among the “ British Wild Flowers,” but we 

must extract hero one note from VVillsford’s “ Secrets of 

Nature,” which says, “When Violets flourish in autumn, 

it is an evil sign of an insuing plague the year following, 

or some pestiferous disease.” If this be so, then will 

1853 be a year memorable for its pestilence, for we have 

before us, October 12th, bouquets and growing plants 

of the most highly-scented and largest Violets we have 

ever looked upon. These are Shackell’s Russian Superb 

Violets; they are treble the size, and far more fragrant 

than the common Russian Violet similarly cultivated, 

and though their leaves are also very largo, yet the 

stalks of the flowers are so long and stout, as to render 

them very conspicuous. Mr. Shackell has a largo stock 

of every description of Violets, and intends to sell them 

at such low prices as to be within the command of all 

classes. He will, before long, publicly announce his 

charges. Even Tree Violets will be sold very cheap. 

FORSYTH MSS. 

At page 185 of our 5th volume we gave a biographical 

sketch of Sir James Edward Smith, the tirst President 

of the Linnasan Society, and author of The Enijlish 

Flora, and other standard works. The following letter 

is dated Norwich, September 25th, 1802. 

SIR J. E. SinTH TO MR. FORSYTH. 

No cause less powerful than the real one should have 
kept me so long without thanking you for your kind and 
valuable present of your work, which I now most heartily 
do. When I received it, I was just beginning to be ill with 
a fever of violent erysipelas, which detained me a fortnight 
at Hendon; and then, after my journey homo, I was for 
many weeks unable to look at anything, and in great pain. 
My complaint is not yet quite gone, but T begin to use my 
eyes moderately. Your book is in great request here, as it 
deserves. Mr. Crowe has one copy for his gardener, another 
for himself, as he makes it his constant study. I have no 
doubt the genoral practice of your directions about trees 
will ho of the greatest public use and benefit. 

iMr. Crowe and T have again this year been hard at work 
upon British Willows. Our certain species are about forty. 
AVould it he interesting to you to have cuttings sent yon in 
the winter of all our species, marked with my names? I 
should he very glad of this, or any other opportunity, of 
shewing you how much I am, dear Sir, your obliged and 
faithful friend, J. E. Smith. 

It may bo as well to explain to the iion-botanical 

reader, that the genus Snlix includes the British Wil¬ 

lows, and, in all, about two-hundred-aud-twenty-two 

species, varying in locality from the Salix aretica, the 

last wmody plant that lingers in existence as we approach 

the north pole, to the Salix Ba.htjlonica, which is found 

not only “ by the waters of Bahylon,” but in China, 

Japan, and Northern Africa. These numerous species 

have been, and still are, the opprobrium of botanists. 

No one laboured more successfully to arrange them 

than did Sir J. E. Smith, and his friend Mr. Crowe, 

until since his death, M. Koch, a German botanist, has 

bestowed upon them an amount of knowledge and deeji 

investigation which has loft little to be desired. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

How deep-seated evil practices become! It is upwai’ds 

of a hundred years since an old writer cautioned the 

public of that day against the sellers of Elder berries 

and Elder juice in Covent-Garden; and it is sad that 

we should have occasion to do the same now. For a 

week or two past these commodities have been exposed 

for sale in considerable quantities. Of the former we 

need make no remarks, as it is hardly possible that any 

one could be led astray in the choice of berries, provided 

they made use of common observation; but against 

what is sold as Elder juice we would have them bo 

especially careful. This article is generally exposed in 

tubs, and mixed with a large proportion of berries and 

stalks; but oven to a casual observer, the berries show j 

no proportion to the liquor, a great part of which is, . 

in fact, water. “ Thus,” says the writer above alluded ; 

to, “wines and syrups made from Elder berries may 

prove defective, and discourage persons from making a 

second attempt, by the measure of water with the Elder 

juice, or from blightening causes, or its being expressed 

from unripe berries.” We have thought it our duty ' 

to put our readers on their guard against such jiractices, 

and would recommend them in all cases, when Elder 

wine is the idtimatum, to provide themselves with 

sound and well-ripened berries only. 

In the fruit-market the supplies have been large i 

during the past week, and the demand little short of | 

what we reported in our last. Everything maintained 

fully as good prices, and there is every probability they' i 

will continue to do so. Apples, it is generally believed, 

are a short crop throughout those parts from which 

“The Garden” supply is generally derived, and I am 

aware of some cases where salesmen have advised their 

employers to hold, as there is every probability there 

will be a considerable rise as the season advances. Tlie 

varieties which have been most plentiful during the 

week, besides those which wo have noticed in former 

reports, are Beautii of Kent—a beauty, indeed, but tin's 

season they are very much deformed, having almost 

entirely lost their conical shape, and become somewhat 

flattened and angular ; they still, however, retain their 

beauty of colouring and russety base. This must not 

be confused with the Floiver of Kent, under which 

name it is often met with in the market. Though both 

are good apples, still the former is by far the better one 

of the two. It is one of the most magnificent apples we 

know, when grown to perfection, and is one of the best 

autumn baking varieties. Emperor Alexander, of which 

we made mention last week, is in still. It is like a 

great many more things in the world, more for show 

than for use ; and I would, therefore, never recommend 

any one who has only a limited extent of ground to 

think of growing it. Pears are plentiful, and of all 

qualities, many of them being, as the costermongers call 

them, " mellow pears.” However these may have 
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clone a liundred years ago, they will not do now by the 

side of Bntrre Bose, Duchesse d'Angouleme, and Jersey 

OrciKoli, all of which are now to he had in quantity. 

The latter is a most delicious, rich, and sprightly 

flavoured fruit. It possesses that peculiar briskness 

which is only to be found in a pine-apple, and which 

one is loathe to call acid; and at the same time is rich 

and sugary. This is a variety which can be “ highly 

I recommended,” and which ought certainly to find a 

place in every garden. Plums are going out, and we 

have nothing new to notice besides what we have 

treated of in former reports; there are still, however, 

some arrivals of foreign baking varieties, of what the 

' Germans call Quetsche family. Tlie Grapes continue 

] the same as last week, being chiefly Black llamJmrghs 

and Cannon Hall Museats. There Jias been a large 

' arrival during the week of foreign Black Hanrburghs in 

I baskets, in excellent condition, which fetched from Is. 

I to Is. 3d. per lb. There are still some late Peaches 

I to be met with in the first-class fruiterers’, but the few 
I 

I remaining Nectarines there are do not seem very 

’ tempting. Pines are plentiful for tho demand, and 

I make from 3s. Cd. to Gs. per lb. 

In the vegetable department there has been a plen¬ 

tiful supply. Cabbages make from Gs. to 7s. per dozen, 

according to the size and quality. The variety which 

is most extensively grown for the London markets is the 

Battersea, which is also known in the country by many 

names, such as “Fulham,” “Barnes,” “ Emperor,” and 

I “ London Market.” Cauliflowers are excellent, and 

vary in price from Is. to 23. Gd. per dozen. Brussels 

Sprouts have come in, and are to be had at from Is. Gd. 

to 2s. per half-sieve. French Beans arc less plentiful, 

and are, consequently, making more money. Some 

weeks ago they could not be sold at any price, but now 

they are making from 2s. to 2s. Gd. Celery is very 

fine ; the best can be bad at Is. 3d, per bundle. Tur¬ 

nips from 2s. to 2s. Gd. per dozen bunches; and Carrots 

2s, Gd. to 4s. per dozen bunches. Pot.atoes are on the 

rise, and likely to continue so; they make from i,'3 to 

TG per ton; the finest are tho Regents, which are in 

excellent condition, and make from 3s. Gd. to -Is. per 

bushel. Mushrooms still continue plentiful, at last 

j week’s quotations. H. 

GOSSIP. 

I Ajiong the very numerous charities at 'Winchester is 

I The Natives’ Society, for the apprenticing of the children 

I of poor citizens. It was founded in IGGO, but we only 

notice it for the purpose of quoting some of tho prices 

I paid for articles connected with the Society’s annual 

I festival in tho days of yore. 

' “1075.—Paid for 9 bushells of malt and grinding ,€1 G 0 
j Paid for hidfe a busliell of barley for the 
' powltry - - - - -010 

“ 107G.—For lemonds, 4d. For aples, 2s. For cabidge and 
cariot. Is. (id. For 4 bushells of wheat, 12s. Gd.” 

At the Yarmouth Poultry Shoiv, MissE. Watts took a 

I first prize for dark-coloured Cochin-China Chickens, and 

1 not a second prize, as stated in p. 418 of our last 

1 volume. 
I 

There is a brilliancy—a glory—around the fall of tho 

warrior on the field of victory that takes away much 

from the mournfulness of death. We think we are not 

wrong in saying that there are few so base as to shrink 

from facing that death with a firm onward foot, and an 

unquailing heart, amid the ranks of comrades, and all 

tlie excitement and panojily of war. This is courage; 

but it is courage which excitement would infuse into a 

poltroon. There is another courage which we consider 

more admirable, though less appreciated—we mean that 

of the dying student, who, suffering under the slow 

inroads of an incurable disease, still labours on in the 

quiet retirement of his library, intent to fulfil his allotted 

task, though well assured that death’s foot is far ad¬ 

vanced across his threshold. This is passive courage— 

this is genuine heroism—and never was it more forcibly 

displayed than by Dr. William Macgillivray, late 

Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of 

Aberdeen. The two concluding volumes of his History 

of British Birds have just been published, and these 

are the contents of their concluding page;— 

“ Commenced in hope, and carried on with zeal, though 
ended in sorrow and sickness, I can look upon my work 
without much regard to tlie opinions wliich contemporary 
writers may form of it, assured that what is useful in it will 
not be forgotten, and knowng that already it has had a 
beneficial effect on many of the present, and will more 
poweiffully influence the next generation of our home-orni¬ 
thologists. I had been led to think that I had occasionally 
been somewhat rude, or at least blunt, in my criticisms ; but 
I do not perceive wherein I have much erred in that respect, 
and I feel no inclination to apologise. I have been honest 
and sincere in my endeavours to promote the truth. With 
death, apparently not distant, before my eyes, I am pleased 
to think that I have not countenanced error, through fear of 
favour. Neither have I in any case modified my sentiments 
so a.s to endeavour thereby to conceal or palliate my faults. 
Though I might have accomplished more, I am thankful 
for having been permitted to add very considerably to the 
knowledge previously obtained of a very pleasant subject. 
If I have not very frequently indulged in reflections on the 
power, wisdom, and goodness of God, as suggested by even 
my imperfect understanding of His wonderful works, it is 
not because I have not ever been sensible of the relation 
between the Cre.ator and Ilis creatures, nor because my chief 
enjoyment when wandering among the hills and valleys, 
exploring the rugged shores of the ocean, or searching the 
cultivated fields, has not been in the sense of His presence. 
“ To Him who alone doeth great wonders,” be all gloiy and 
praise. Pteader, farewell.” 

Death, indeed, was “ not distant” when Doctor Mac¬ 

gillivray penned those thoughts on the last day of July, 

for in little more than six weeks he was within his gi-ave. 

The opinion he had of the work of his dying years, for it 

occupied twelve, was not too high. Wo have pentsed it 

thoroughly, and we rose from it with the conviction that 

it is the best work existing on British Ornithology. It 

is the best for all the reasons that render such a book 

valuable—for its descriptions are most full and most 

accurate—its anatomical demonstrations more perfect 

than any previously effected—and the habits, baunts, and 

associations of each bird are most pileasingly described, 

not only with all the freshness induced by personal 

examination, but with all the spirit of a genuine lover 

of nature. We have room only for this short description 

of tho hahits of the Bed-hreasted Goosander:— 

“ In the outer Hebrides, in March, April, and part of 
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May, and again in autumn, I have seen very large flocks in 
the small sandy hays, fishing day after day for sand-eels. 
They sit in the water much in the manner of the Cormo¬ 
rants, but without sinking so deep, unless when alanned, 
and advance with great speed. It is a pleasant occupation 
to an idle scholar or wandering ornithologist to watch one 
of these flocks as it sweeps along the shores. I have many 
times engaged in it, both with the desire of shooting some 
of them, and of studying their manners, which are very 
graceful. You may suppose us to be jammed into the crack 
of a rock, with our bats off, and we peeping cunningly at 
the advanced guard of the squadron, wdiich is rounding the 
point at no great distance. There they ghde along, and 
now, coming into shallow water, they poke their heads into 
it, raise them, and seem to look around, lest some masked 
battery should open upon them unawares. Now one has 
plunged with a jerk, another, one here, one there, at length 
the whole flock. Now start up, and if you wish a shot, run 
to the water’s edge, and get down among the sea-weed 
behind a stone, while I from this eminence survey the sub¬ 
mersed flock. How smartly they shoot along under the 
water, with partially outspread wings, some darting right 
forward, others wheeling or winding, most of them close to 
the sandy bottom, but a few near the surface. Some 
flounders, startled by the hurricane, shoot right out to sea, 
without being pursued. But there, one is up, another, and 
I must sink to repose in some hole. How prettily they rise 
to the sm-face, one here, another there, a whole covey at 
once emerging, and all without the least noise or splutter. 
But they are far beyond shot range. However, having 
come near the next rocky point, they now tmn, dive in suc¬ 
cession, and will scour the little bay until arising here at 
hand they will be liable to receive a salute that will astonish 
them. A whole minute has elapsed, half another ; but now 
one appeai's, two, many, the whole flock; and into the 
midst of them pours the duck-shot, while the noise of the 
explosion seems to roll along the hill-side. In a twinkling 
all are down, save six that float on the water, four dead, one 
spinning round, and the other striving in vain to dive. In 
less than two minutes they are seen emerging, more than a 
quarter of a mile out at sea, and presently again they are 
out of sight. On such occasions they seldom fly.” 

A correspondent writing to us from Inverness, says:— 
“ An immense breadth of Potatoes is planted here, (chiefly 

Irish cups); about one-half of the produce is destroyed by 
the disease, and it is astonishing to me with what cool indif¬ 
ference her Majesty’s subjects allow them to remain in the 
ground to rot! For the life of me I cannot understand this 
apathy for the potatoes. 

“ The harvest is completed in first-rate order, and the 
produce generally abundant. The Turnip crops are splendid, 
with very few exceptions, and some mildew. 

“ AVhat capital farming, generally speaking, we meet with 
in Scotland ; I admire the quiet method of their proceedings, 
but the women are worked too hard.” 

We bear that the first-class collection of Gocliin-Ghina 
fowls formed by Mr. Andrews, of Dorchester, have been 
sold by him to Mr. Cattlin, of London, for L250. We 
hope Mr. Andre ws will address himself to raising a fresh 
yard of them. 

The Gornwall Society’s Exhilntion of Poultry, as 
stated in our advertisement columns, is fi.xed for the 
10th and ilth of January, 1853. Its premiums, con¬ 
sidering that it must, from difficulty of access, be com¬ 
paratively local, are liberal, and its rules good—so good, 
that several of them have been adopted by the Win- 

1 Chester and Southern Counties Society for the improve¬ 
ment of Poultry. We have no doubt as to the show 
being good, for the published accounts of the poultry- 
yards near Penzance shew that they have first-rate birds 
in its vicinity. We hope soon to publish extracts from 
those accounts. 

! The following is a list of the Horticultural and \ 
Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We 

i shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad- ! 
ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se- | 
cretaries. | 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 

Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 20 (Chrysanthemums). {Sec, 
G. P. Clay, Esq.) i 

Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Edinburgh, Deo. 2. j 
Hampshire, Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Itev. E. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London Floricultdral (Exeter Hall, Strand), Nov. 9t, 

23, Dec. 1T+. 
North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum. j 
South London (Royal), Nov. lit, Dec. 9+, 16, 

POULTRY SHOWS. | 

BmnNGHAM AND Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, ICth, [ 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 
{Sec. James Marmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and 11th. {Secs. 
Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

Dorchester, Nov. 18th. (.Sec., G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor¬ 
chester.) 

t For seedlings only. 

FRUIT STORES. 

We must break in on the series of Pine papers for a 
week, in order to oft'er advice on this head. As to gather¬ 
ing, of course much of that will have been performed. 
The gathering, however, is pretty well understood; and 
the amount of care requisite tolerably well appreciated. 
Some of our late pears will be still out in places, such as 
the Winter Neilis, the Glout Morceau, Beurre d’Arem- 
berg, Beurre Ranee, Ne plus Dleuris, and some of Mr. 
Rivers’s new continental kinds, of which, as far as tried, 
w'e cannot speak very highly in the north; in the southern 
portions of the kingdom they may deserve a very high 
character. We are no advocates for letting the fruit 
remain long enough on the trees to endure several 
degrees of frost. A thermometer of 28° may, pierhaps, 
do no harm, but lower we would never go if we could 
avoid it. Indeed, after the first week of October, it is 
probable fruits receive but little benefit from the tree: 
that they may receive harm is certain. The juices of 
the tree become very sluggish after that period, and the 
elaborative functions of the foliage almost a nominal 
affair, as far as the fruit is concerned, and this more i 

especially with regard to fruits from warmer climates. 
And now a few words as to the keeping of our valuable 
winter apples and pears, about which some difference of 
opinion still exists. It is evident that the main princi¬ 
ples we have to consider in this question are as follows— 

The temperature. 
The hygrometric conditions. 
The action of the atmosphere. 

Beyond this, we think nothing of any weight pertains 
to the question; whether they lie on straw, fern, or 
paper, or on the mere boards, or on any other material, 
matters little, only as far as they contribute to the 
carrying-out the necessary conditions, or of saving the 
fruit from bruises. 

As to temperature, there is little doubt that coolness, 
or that amount of cold which would be unpleasant to 
endure sitting in a room, is absolutely essential to the 
long keeping of fruits. But whilst this is observed, let 
it not be supposed that a single degree of frost may be 
permitted. Whatever injury it may do the fruit whilst 
in a growing state on the tree, there is little doubt that 
much more injury accrues from such conditions when 
in a transition state from firmness to mellowness. 
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Some very peculiar changes of a chemical character are 
well-known to be requisite, and to take place, unless 
arrested during the ripening process; the chief arrest 
being, we imagine, occasioned by sudden and injurious 
dejiressions of temperature. Some of our best pears 
will become, under such circumstances, like petrifac¬ 
tions, and totally insipid. What has been termed “ blet- 
ting,” that is a sweet-tasted decay, as in the Medlar, 
is probably thus caused, and, indeed, other evils; 
this at once points to the propriety of being enabled to 
remove them, when necessary, to a room where a tem¬ 
perature of 50° to 60° can be sustained at any time. 
Now, we should scarcely think it necessary to fix a 
heating apparatus in the general store-room; there 
should be a special room for this purpose in all gardens 
of any consideration. The grudging little outlays for 
this purpose belongs, we would hope, to bygone days; 
for the apothegm “ what is worth doing, is worth 
doing well,” gathers strength every day, and has long 
since invaded the jirecincts of the garden. In planning 
new fruit-rooms, we would, from a door at one end of 
the store-room, enter a little snug box, having a heating 
appai’atus of hot water, the boiler outside, and the 
interior fitted with a few shelves on one side, and a few 
receptacles, or nests for shelves, on the othei’, with a 
small bench for operations. These shelves would be 
useful in containing those fruits which, at all periods 
require a higher temperature, as, indeed, all fruits for 
immediate consumption would do unless quite ripe. 
The nests, or receptacles, should be a counterpart of a 
similar set in the general store-room; and these two 
rooms would have to exchange fruits very frequently : 
those ripe and to be retarded moved from the warm 
room to the cold one, and vice versa. We are here, as 
in duty bound, setting forth a somewhat high course of 
practice; not high through complicated machinery or 
mighty expense, but involving a little trouble, atten¬ 
tion—perseverance, if you will. Those who can afford 
to do such things, and who turn back in dread, we must 
pass by for the present. It is no part of the duties of 
those who attempt to advise in these times to affect a very 
low standard, carrying a specious appearance of economy 
outside, but penny wise and pound foolish within. We 
are aware that not all small gardeners can do these 
things; still it is well to lead even these to a considera¬ 
tion of principles, and of the ultimatum to which every¬ 
thing in the present condition of society has a tendency. 

To resume, then, the course of the subject; having 
spoken of the warm or ripening room, let us think of the 
character of the general store-room. This, of course, 
should be much more capacious; whatever the size of 
the establishment, we should say as six to two. Here 
would be permanent shelves for those ordinary kitchen 
apples, common pears, &c., which, once housed, would 
not require to bo removed. On the other hand, there 
might be sets of dr.awers, or trays, of a moveable cha¬ 
racter, exactly fitting the set of nests or receptacles 
before described in the warm room, so that one or more 
might be moved at any time with facility. Thus, then, 
to put a case: we will say this October the 4th we want 
to retard some Delice d’Hardenpont pears, and to hasten 
some Marie Louise; we will then take No. 1 in the warm 
room, containing the Delice, to No. 1 in cool room, con¬ 
taining some Marie Louise, and “ ring the changes.” 
Again, No. 15 in warm room is a tray of greengages 
from a north wall, now perfectly mellow ; they must be 
“ cooled down.” Let us exchange them for No. 8 tray 
in the cool room, which contains Ribston Pippins, and 
which will be required in a mellow state for some large 
parties, who are pheasant shooting in the middle of the 
month. As before observed, these trays must be made 
to fit the respective uests with ease; this done, the 
transit is accomplished without the least detriment to 
the fruit. 

About the modes of heating, &c., we have not space 
for an observation; such may stand over to the long 
winter evenings, which approach with giant strides. 

We pass on to the hygi-ometric conditions, our second 
postulate, the amount of moisture permissible or de¬ 
sirable in the air of the fruit-room. This is a somewhat i 
puzzling part of the question, inasmuch as authorities ; 
of high standing, and too respectable to be totally set 
aside, may be found, who throw their bias sometimes 
into one scale, sometimes into the other. There can be 
little doubt, we think, that the epidermis (skin) in fruits 
acts by transpiration, and that such transpirations is, in 
a degree, aiTested by a somewhat damp condition of air; 
albeit, as we think, at the expense of flavour and mel¬ 
lowness in fruits. However, in this matter, we ought 
to distinguish carefully; to keep late apples from 
shrivelling, and to preserve such things as delicate¬ 
skinned pears, plums, melons, cherries, &c., are two 
vei'y different affairs. 

With regard to the varying conditions necessary, and 
the crisis which occurs from the gathering of the fruit 
to its consumption, much may be said. Mr. Knight, of 
Downton, made the following remarks :—“ Fruits which 
have been grown on standard trees in climates suffi¬ 
ciently warm and favourable to bring them to maturity, 
are generally more firm in their texture and more sac¬ 
charine, and, therefore, more capable of being long 
preserved sound than such as have been produced by 
wall trees; and a dry and warm atmosphere also ope- i 
rates very favourably to the preservation of fruits under 
certain circumstances, but, under other circumstances, 
very injuriously; for the action of those elective attrac¬ 
tions which occasion the decay and decomposition of 
fruits, is suspended by the operation of different causes 
in different fruits, and even in the same fruit in different 
states of maturity. When a gi-ape is growing upon the 
vine, and until it has attained perfect maturity, it is 
obviously a living body, and its preservation is depend¬ 
ent upon the powers of life; but when the same fruit is 
sometimes past its state of perfect maturity, and has 
begun to shrivel, the powers of life are no longer, or, 
at most, very feeble in action, and the fruit appears then 
to be preserved by the combined operation of its cellular 
texture, the antiseptic powers of the saccharine sub¬ 
stances it contains, and by the exclusion of air by the 
external skin, for if that be destroyed it immediately 
perishes. If longer retained in a dry and warm tempe¬ 
rature, the grape becomes gradually converted into a 
raisin, and its component parts are then only held in 
combination by the ordinary laws of chemistry.” Thus 
far Mr. Knight, whose observations went as far in these 
matters as any man, backed, at the same time, by the 
most extensive amount of physical knowledge. Now, 
we have capital illustrations of the soundness of at 
least one part of Mr. Knight’s theory, especially in the 
Marie Louise pear. This we have growing in all forms—■ 
on table trellises, the ordinary espalier, the pyramid, 
and on east and west aspects, and a noble crop we have. 
Those on a west aspect have a skin like wax-work; 
those on the pyramid or table trellis, and exposed to 
every blast, have a russet coating; and those on the 
east aspect, about intermediate. Now, this has been 
the case for several years; every year has produced the 
same results. And what as to flavour and keeping pro- i 
parties? Why, as might be fairly anticipated, just cor- ' 
responding with the character of the coating, or nearly j 
so. To he nice over such points, however, there is a > 
very peculiar difference between them on the palate, ! 
and, for our own part, we can scarcely tell which to 
covet; our worthy employer, however, who is as keen a j 
judge as most gentlemen, and has a most extensive 
knowledge of fruits, seems always to prefer those with 
waxy skin, from the western aspects; and, indeed, they 
are larger, perhaps more melting, finer in texture, but ; 
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assuredly a lighter flavour, though excellent; hut to be 
fair, those from the standards in our north latitude have 
a kind of snatch of the wildings in them, which, to 
some palates, is not disagreeable. 

It is to he feared that these observations will appear 
too digressive, and we must hasten back to the main 
features of our talc. There can he little doubt that 
apples, ORi)ecially the ordinary kitchen kinds, endure 
and enjoy a greater amount of danger than pears, or, 
indeed, any thin-skinned fruits. They have been well- 
preserved iu ordinary cellars, nay, in pits, or “ hogs,” 
and, indeed, much beyond their ordinary season by 
such means, but, as before observed, at the expense of 
flavour. This is, however, another argument for the 
necessity of two rooms. If we must be compelled to 
keep a general store of all kinds together, we should 
prefer a room on the north side of an existing Imilding, 
the floor about a foot above the ordinary ground level, 
and the exterior walls double, possessing a cavity of 
about six or eight inches all round the exterior. In 
the roof, we would have escapements for damp, to be 
opened at pleasure, and capable of graduation ; and wo 
would have similar openings in front, at two levels— 
one portion just above the floor, and the other near the 
top of the room. The admission of light need not be the 
means of ventilation ; windows must be, of course, pro¬ 
vided, in order to facilitate, when necessary, any arrange¬ 
ments connected with the fruit. This, however, is but 
a “lumping” of matters; whilst we write thus, we are 
perfectly assured that some fruits are the better for a 
moderate amount of moisture in the air; others the 
worse; and, as Mr. Knight observed, the same fruit at 
different periods requires varying conditions, in order 
to bring out its qualities in the highest perfection. 

Want of space prevents our pursuing this interesting 
disquisition as far as existing facts would warrant, and 
wc must pass on to consider 

The Action of the Atmosphere.—We are afraid that 
in discussing this portion of the question little heed 
will be paid by some to its importance. There can be 
little doubt, however, that it is a question worthy of 
much consideration. As for the first gathering of the 
fruit, within a couple of weeks after which the I'ruit 
undergoes what is termed sweating, a most liberal ven¬ 
tilation is necessary to ordinary fruit. Here, again, the 
propriety of having two rooms irresistibly forces itself 
on our notice. But those things accomjflished, a mode- 
]-atcd course becomes necessary; and, indeed, towards 
Christmas, rooms in general require to be hermetically 
sealed, as it were. That the more rapid the current of 
air that passes over them, the greater the detraction of 
juices from the skin of the fruit, there can be no doubt; 
but this would seem to be, in some cases, necessaiy 
to produce flavour. However, any stagnation arising 
from moisture in excess must be dissipated by such 
means, or by heat; and, as before observed, we would 
have the ordinary stores kept in a cool condition. 
Whilst, therefore, the warm room woifld seldom require 
much air, the cool or store-room would require at times 

I a liberal amount; all this determinable lu-incipally, if 
not entirely, by the character of the air within as to its 
amount of moisture. 

fAglit.—This, although not placed amongst the con¬ 
ditions for consideration, is a most important attair; in 
former days paid little attention to. Now, however, 
the importance of darkness to fruit is almost universally 
recognised; and most practical men keep their fruit- 
room shutters closed. This it was that made us suggest 
ventilation by other means than the windows, for cases 
frequently occur when a cii'culation of air without light 
is essential. Every body knows that fruit is liable 
to acquire a tendency to breed those obscure cryptogamic 
bodies commonly termed “moulds,” and that these, how¬ 
ever induced, are increased by a damp air, and by light. 

These are frequently induced by bruises; but some kinds 
of fruit show an evident predisposition to the pi'oduce ' 
of this pest. Wo have reason to believe that darkness j 
is unfavourable to its spreading, and, if so, is another ' 
reason for keeping closed shutters. Although the patience I 
of our readers may be exhausted by so much about fruit- ! 
keeping, yet we will, not confess to the subject itself 
being exhausted ; enough, however, has been said to set 
our readers thinking for themselves. ! 

R. Errixgton. i 

SENDING PLANTS TO AUSTRALIA AND 

ELSEWHERE. ; 

Tins subject occupied nearly as much of our attention j 

for the last two years, as that about bees and jioultry ; j 

and no doubt, when the flush of the diggings is over, 
and peojfle there return to their senses, their cottages, and | 
cottage gardens, we shall have an extended sale for our 
publication in those quartet's, and a new impulse will 
arise in the trade in plants between the two countries. 
Until the Isthmus of Panama is smoothed down for 
steam carriage, it is still the safest way to send plants 
round Pape Horn for the different ports in Chili and 
Peru, and the trade from I,ondon to those jiorts, as I 
shall presently show, is reported from the nurseries, 
and the last accounts from the Cape of Good H0110 

bring whisperings of gold stores, where the old Callir 
Chiefs will one day or other join issue with General 
Cathcart himself, and his “ burgher levies,” in a different 
game, after casting their swords and spears into the 
Fish River. Here, then, is another opening, in antici- i 
jiation, for our nurseries and emigration societies to pour ! 
in their accumulated stores, to say nothing of the Indi.an : 
and China market, upon all of which it is better to | 
keep our eye than to sleep with one eye open. I w'as at i 

Oxford the other day, where I made a whole budget of 
university, or rather universal, news about gardening; | 
and having, by mere chance, got into conversation with i 
patrons of The Cottage Gardener, who were dis- j 

cussing the merits of the different ways of transmitting I 
plants to distant parts, I learned that Mr. I>ow, of the 
Clapton Nursery, was in the constant habit of executing 
orders for Australia, New Zealand, and South America; 
but to make sure of the point, I returned to London the 
same evening, all in the dark, for the jieoplo of the 
“ Great Western” do not provide lights for their second- 
class ])assengers like the South Western Company, in 
whose carriages you could read the small print edition 
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin any night in the week. I was in 
Clapton just in time to see a large case of plants ]iacked 
for New Zealand, and another one in progress for Valpa¬ 
raiso. I also saw two more orders, one for Brazil and 
another for the West Indies. The latter is to be sent 
out on Ward’s plan, and the case is to be returned with 
bread-fruit trees and others that are scarce in the trade. 
Wliat was better than all, the packer is an old play¬ 
fellow of mine, Mr. IMcDonald, a well-known gardener 
of gi'eat experience and skill; and, as a matter of course, 
he made no secret of his way of packing, which is so 
sure and effectual, that large orders are sent to Mr. I,ow 
from the most distant parts, through no other interest 
than the celebrity of his packers. Indeed, a letter was 
pointed out to me iu proof of this, from the same British 
resident in Valparaiso to whom the present consign¬ 
ment is to be sent, in which he states tliat the last plants | 
he had from Clapton arrived in as good health as when ■ 
they left Clapton, and that some of the Rhododendrons ' 
and Camellias were in full blossom when he unpacked 
them. 

From the end of September to about Christmas, Air. 
Low thinks is the best time to pack plants for such long 
journeys; but he has packed in all seasons. The case 
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that J saw jiacked for New Zealand is going out with a 
reverend geutlcinan (Mr. Itaily), who is going on a visit 
to Taranaki. It was four feet six inches long, nearly 
two feet dec}), and as much in width, of strong ono-incir 
deal; one-half of the ])lauts were })ackcd with tlio roots 
in the packing materials, placed against one end of the 
case, the other half at the other end, and thus their 
heads met in the middle of tlio case free from any 
packing-stull'. 1 was told that a few holes were to he 
made on either side of the case in the middle, to let oil' 
any damp or va})our from the leaves or packing stutl', 
but not so large as to admit a mouse. The whole was 
nailed down firmly, the case then strongly corded, and 
the address was ])ainted on the lid; aitd, as an additional 
strength, strips of half-inch hoard were nailed all round 
the ciiso in the middle, and also at both ends, the cords 
I'unning close to these strips, so that they could hardly 
he “ chafied,'’ or worn hy the tossings of the vessel in 

1 had weatlier. The plants were of a mixed character, 
twenty-lbur of tliem being shrubs or trees, and a dozen 
Pinuses, and other things of which 1 did not think it 
worth while to take the names, as none of us know 
really what is most in demand either in New Zealand or 
Australia; hut I expect soon to got a sight of a very long 
and interesting letter, written from Australia, in which 
a great many things are cx])lained respecting the gar¬ 
dening want of t!ie dilihrent settlements, as well as tlio 
gardening gossip of tlie day in these parts. This is just 
what every one that is interested in the subject wants 
to know. 

1 co])ied the following digest from the invoice going 
out to Valparaiso;—450 Camellias, 100 of which to he 
the old double white ; 240 maiden plants of twelve kinds 
of Flams; 25 Fibes setiujuiiieum ; 12 of the White liihes, 
a variety of Sanguineum ; 100 newest Dahlias; 0 Sian- 
iriek Nectarines, and 50 Dajjhno indica rubra, together 
with a host of single ])lants, many of which, I could 
vouch for it, were culled from the pages of The Cott.\ge 

GAiinENEU. Our friends in South America thus seem 
to have as much confidence in our recommendations as 
their brethren in the United States, who, as Mr. Brint, 
of Philadel]ihia, told me last July, have the fullest con¬ 
fidence in whatever appears in our jjages about new 
})lauts. How lenient, therefore, ought our home cor¬ 
respondents to treat our hesitations about getting up 
lists of such-and-such plants on the spur of the moment, 
when wo have such a weight of responsibility, that 
ought to he most conscientiously discharged for the 
good of all ])arties. 

The principle of the mode of ])acking adopted in this 
nursery is that which 1 have all along recommended, 
but the ap})licHtion of it is different. Eirst of all, tl)e 
plants are well watered, so as to have every part of the 
halls wetted throug'h and through; they are then put 
aside to allow sufficient time for draining ofl’ the super¬ 
fluous moisture. Meantime, a quantity of moss from 
Eppiug Forest is thus prepared;—Take a large tub, and 
}}our a potful of water into it, then put in as much of 
good sandy loam as will form the whole into a thick 
puddle, or })aiut; now throw in a quantity of moss, and 
work it with the puddle, taking care to have every ])ar- 
ticle of the moss smeared with the compost; with this 
daubed moss cover each hidh half-an-inch thick, and 
fasten it round with strings of fresh matting, or small 
twine. When the whole are thus finished, begin to 
|)ack, hy }flacing an inch of perfectly dry moss on the 
bottom of the case, at one end; on this place a row of 
the halls on their sides, with the bottom of the halls 
facing the end of the case, with anotlier inch of dry 
moss intervening between the halls and that end The 
halls being round, tlierc will bo little empty spaces 
between them at to}) and bottom ; these spaces must he 
filled u}) with more daubed moss. We have now one 
layer of plants with their heads lying towards the 
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middle of the case, a bed of dry moss under and behind 
the halls, hut nothing yet in front of the halls, or what 
was the surface of the pots. Along this front a layer of 
the dry moss, two inches thick, is very closely packed, 
and a })ioco of stout deal, or board, the exact size of tlic 
widtli of the case, is })laced closely against this layer, 
and nailed at both ends from the outside of the case; 
the next layer of plants is then packed over the first, 
and pressed down so as to get bedded in the i)uddled 
moss, dry moss being })laced all round, as with the first 
layer, and the interstices filled up with the puddled 
moss; another bar across as before, and so on till that 
end is filled, finishing with a layer of dry moss, on 
which the lid rests. Then finish the otlier end of the 
box, or case, just in the same way, and when the lid is 
nailed on let us turn up the case on one end, and see 
how the whole stands with the mind's eye. The whole 
mass in the centre, within the dry moss, is in that state 
wo call neither wet nor dry, and so close throughout 
that no breath of air can get into it. This of itself, in 
a wooden box, w'ould remain a long time sufficiently 
dump to kee}) the plants alive in their dormant state; 
hut see how things would turn as soon as the vessel 
got within the tropics—even if there was no jolting of 
the vessel all the time to disturb the puddle, the w'ood 
would not he })roof altogether against the heat of a 
vertical sun, and tlie damp of the mefSs would, in time, 
rise in vapour, and smother the leaves, rot tlje young 
shoots, and probably destroy every })lant long hel'ore 
they reached the latitude of the Cape of Good Hope; 
hut the firm lining of dry moss—and it must he very 
firm indeed, and so must the whole mass—is found in 
})ractico to he quite proof against any dis})ersiou of 
damp or vapour v/hatever, as well as being one of the 
best non-conductors of heat; and, like the proof of the 
l)udding, all this has been proved in a hundred in¬ 
stances, over a great many years, and to all parts of the 
globe. 1 dare say Mr. ]>ow, iflr. Yeitch, and all the 
nurserymen wlio import plants largely from distant 
parts, could tell of the hundreds of ]iounds that have 
been utterly lost to them from had ])ackiug; and no 
doubt this system has been arrived at bit-by-bit, 
although they do not like now to rake up these un- 
])leasant recollections, to which 1 could myself add a 
mite or two as big as a locust, if it were to any good 
]iurpose; so that my hasty return from Oxford, all in 
the dark, to learn a better system, may bo the more 
easily accounted for, although 1 must go back, some day 
or other, to finish my notes on the interesting things 1 
left unnoticed this time. 

As far as I could make out from the ex])lauation of 
ilr. McDonald, the great packer, loam is better for 
puddle than clay, as if it should get too dry, it does not 
bind so hard as clay would do to injure the roots; 
mixing it with moss gives a double chance, or ratlier 
three chances to one in our favoin, for it keeps the whole 
open, as it were, for the roots to work into the puddle, 
should they be excited in running through the hot part 
of the journey, and all gardeners know that roots will 
run along vigorously on the least application of beat, 
although the branches be leafless, and encrusted in frost 
or snow;—make a hot-bed over the roots of any of our 
hardy trees next winter, and prove the I'act, if you doubt 
this. Indeed, although 1 cannot explain my meaning 
so as to make it as clear as.I should wish it to be, I am 
almost sure that the turning point in this safe way of 
packing, is in allowing the roots to extend freely under 
high })ressure, so to speak; — wo have all of us seen 
trees that have been felled in b'ebruary brought into full 
leaf by a few April showers, and that accounts for the 
effect of the small holes in the sides of the packing case, 
letting off tlie vapour that might endanger the heads of 
the confined plants on this voyage. But there is 
another turning point. As soon as the heat converts 
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the darupucss of this puddle into vapour, the moss in it 
sucks it up like a sponge, and on getting into cooler 
quarters, the loam sucks it back from the moss, and so 
by a system of “ give and take,” the moisture is retained 
in the moss for a very long time, much longer than 
could he expected from either the moss or the loam by 
itself; at any rate, the effects are now fully known and 
taken advantage of, whether we can explain them pro¬ 
perly or not. 

One remark which Mr. McDonald made to me I can¬ 
not withhold, as it may he of use in extreme cases. He 
said that, if this box was placed inside another box that 
was one inch larger all round, and that inch space filled 
with charcoal dust, the whole might go to Taranaki and 
back again with perfect safety to the plants. I also 
learned that a hundred plants, including fruit-trees, 
might thus be packed, and sent on board in London, at 
from Is. to Is. Cd. per head. D. Ef.aton. 

NOTES ON WINDOW-GAEDENING. 

With all the deficiencies that exist in this department, 
there are great and pleasing signs of progi-ess. Often 
have I witnessed results that would constitute no in¬ 
appropriate lesson to the best gardeners among us. 
These happy efl'ects are never the consequence of what 
the indolent too often term “ a lucky hit,” or “ a lucky 
chance.” I have no faith in such chances. I look upon 
the expression, “ lucky fellow,” as one which ignorance 
too often trippingly uses for shrouding from itself its 
own thriftlessness, idleness, and impudence. From the 
window of the lady’s buodoir, to that in the garret of 
the street apple woman ; from the balcony in a suburban 
retreat, to the smoky leads on the summits of houses in 
London, I have seen plants beautiful and flourishing; 
but never as a matter of “ luck,” but always the con¬ 
sequence of care, cleanliness, and good management, 
commingled with something of the enthusiastic for all 
that pertains to vegetation. Nor is this all. Whatever 
there may be in the strange principles of mesmerism, 
there can be no question, that the tending of plants 
from love to them, will always exert a softening and 
refining influence upon human character. Without that 
love, plants may be well grown as a matter of specu¬ 
lation and trade, but without it, and no pecuniary object 
in view, we shall see little of fine gardening in our 
cottage windows. This becomes a matter of no little 
moment, if it be true, as we contend it is, that the con¬ 
dition of a garden, and the state of the window plants, 
form no bad criterion of the tastes and aspirations of 
those who reside within. Would that Britain’s daughters 
would clearly see how easily youthful swains “ might 
thus take their notes,” and read their character. 

! Our Editor miglit well say it was difficult to please 
I every one. Some have complained that we devote too 
I little attention to this interesting subject; while others, 
j again, say “ You are always dabbling about the windows, 
] as if there were no other place in which to grow 

and keep plants; can’t you present the subject under 
i (suXixelY netv features ?” There is the difficulty. It is an 
j easy matter to fabricate, or borrow a new idea, and back 
' and ride it right valiantly, heedless of consequences; 

but, much as we like novelty, we like those things that 
I are practically demonstrated much better, and writing 

for the practicals, truth obliges us to say, that in this 
window-gardening concern we are really at a stand¬ 
still for the novel. Almost every plant most suitable for 
window-gardening has been mentioned; the mode of 
cultivation alluded to; everything connected with eco¬ 
nomy, taste, suitability to the circumstances, adverted to 
and elucidated; and I hesitate not to say, that the 
various papers scattered through the work, if collected 
and arranged, would constitute the best treatise on the 

subject that has ever appeared. Then why allude to the 
subject now? Many reasons might be given. Let three 
for the present suffice. Many are now trying their hand 
who have read but few of these papers. Many say that 
they have tried hard to work according to rule, and yet 
have not fully succeeded; and many, again, care less 
for winter display than making their windows repo¬ 
sitories for plants to bloom out-of-doors in summer. 
From what we have been told, and what I have seen, I 
can clearly see several causes of failure, and these ob¬ 
viated, as many means of success will be secured. We 
may so far avoid the one, and secure the other, by 
attending to the following propositions or directions. 

First, House the Plants, or get them under shelter early 
in October. In the northern counties temporary protec¬ 
tion should be secured by the end of September. Few 
window-gardeners will content themselves with one set 
of plants for the season. They best show their know¬ 
ledge who can have their windows always fresh and gay 
with successions of plants and bloom. For this purpose 
many things may be kept out-of-doors during the sum¬ 
mer, and in many cases, cuttings taken from flowering 
plants in spring will beat their sires in autumn. In 
a warm, dry autumn, the longer the plants stand shel¬ 
tered in the open air the better. Their stems thus get 
more thoroughly matured. Some, of course, want more 
hai-dening than others. I lately mentioned all the broad 
sectioned tribe of Cacti-Epip)hyllums as being well- 
suited for window-gardening. Their blooming well in 
spring and summer depends on the quantity of bright 
light that plays on their stems during the previous 
autumn. Clear sunshine, and comparative dryness at 
the roots, are the things to aim at. A soaking at the 
roots now, would give so much moisture to the stems, 
that the muggy atmosphere of a whole winter would 
scarcely evaporate it. A very little frost would also 
injure the embryo-buds, though as yet next to imper¬ 
ceptible. Geraniums and other things are also injured 
by both such means. A miserable sickly hue during 
the whole of the winter is often the result of a few hours 
frost or sleet in autumn. If circumstances compel you 
to keep your plants out late, provide a temporary cover¬ 
ing that you can throw over them in a moment of emer¬ 
gency. A light slied, an empty room, anywhere, where 
light and air can be given, will be a more secure place 
than out-of-doors, after the commencement of this month. 
Plants, however tender, will stand a great degree of cold, 
if they are dry. 

2udly. Shift and pot early, and, as a pre-requisite, 
strike cuttings early. Plants, whether old or young, if 
growing freely, and fresh roots reaching the sides of the 
pots, will stand rougher treatment, and require far less 
trouble in winter, than plants whose roots are beginning 
to move into fresh soil. Eveiy little oversight, such as 
too much wet or too much dryness, a moist atmosphere 
or a dry one, a cold air or a warm air, are apt to be 
injurious to the latter. 'The poor things resemble a 
man with several enemies, who has got no wall against 
which to plant his back,—no firm yet gently-yielding 
ground on which to rest his feet. The transplanting of 
a cutting, or the shifting of a plant pretty well esta¬ 
blished from one pot to another, always is accompanied 
by a check to the growing principle. Where conve¬ 
niences exist, we neutralize these as much as possible 
by close jiits and shading, to lesson evaporation, until 
the roots are again fairly at work, and thus we submit 
to a present inconvenience in hopes of obtaining a 
future advantage. But our window-gardeners are, gene¬ 
rally, not overburdened with conveniences; and their only | 
chance to have plants in a nice healthy state in winter, ' 
is to pot little after the first of September. It is true, 
many things may be potted now, but they must rather ; 
be viewed as reserves for the future than ornaments for | 
the present. j 
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3rdly. Bulbs, such as Narcissus, Tulips, Hyacinths, 
Crocus, &c., to bloom in winter, or, rather, in windows 
in spring, should be potted early likewise; and when 
placed in a cellar, or in a corner of the garden, covered 
over with ashes or dry earth. The pots may he brought 
in to the window when tlie pots are filled with roots, 
and the leaves and flower-buds appearing. A slight 
shading will be wanted at first; a paper funnel, the 
broad end over tlie pot, and the small end with a hole 
in it to admit a portion of light, is useful for this pur¬ 
pose, and also for drawing up the flower-stems of Hya¬ 
cinths, so as to give the florets room to expand. 

4thly. In potting in autumn, use uniformly light, sandy 
soil, in rather a rough state. That which may be ob¬ 
tained by the sides of highways, as the accumulations 
of road-drift and scrapings, old and well aired, will 
grow nineteen-twentieths of the plants usually cultivated 
in windows. A little rotten dry leaf-mould may be 
added if come-at-able, or even a little sandy peat, or a 
little broken charcoal; but rotten dung should never he 
used at such time as a component of a compost. If 
extra vigour in particular cases is required it can always 
be given by surface-dressings, or manure-waterings. 
Many render their plants sickly by placing crude matter 
about their roots, which, when water is applied, gets 
into a sour soapy mass. They treat, in the short days 
of autumn and winter, a pot plant in a window, just as 
they would treat a cauliflower plant in summer. The 
growing and the flowering principle are just at the anti¬ 
podes of each other. Robust, rather than luxuriant, 
vigour—the greatest quantity of bloom in the smallest 
possible space—ought to be the aim of the gardener. 
Need I say that the pots should be drained so that the 
water passes easily through them. 

5thly. Water carefully.—Easier said than done. 
Water thoroughly when you do water, so as to reach 
every fibre; wait patiently till the plant is dry, and then 
repeat the operation, is the whole prmciple involved. 
And yet, how few understand it; or, if comprehending it, 
practice it. I believe that nine-tenths of the deaths of 
plants in pots are owing to the water can. The reasons 
of this have been fully explained. The dribbling 
system, in course of time, leaves the mass of roots as 
dry as an unused whistle, while at the surface there is a 
continual struggle between roots being scorched up at 
one time, and making fresh efforts for existence at 
another. To the question so very often put, “ How often 
shall I water my plants?” no more definite answer can 
be given than, “Just when they need it: let them drink 
only when they are thirsty.” Heat and light, the per¬ 
spiring processes going on, the state of the plant— 
whether growing or resting, whether in bloom or matur¬ 
ing its growth, whether succulent-stemmed or hard- 
wooded—must all be taken into considei’ation, and then 
it will be seen }iot only that there is a little philosophy 
in the growing of a plant, but that the plant that may 
require a refresher twice a-day in July, may be amply 
suj)plied with twice a-week in October, and twice a-month 
in December. As a general rule, unless when flowering or 
showing bloom, succulents will require little water from 
this time until April. On the same principle, Scarlet 
Geraniums will suffer less from dryness than florists’ 
Pelargoniums ; and these, again, will not suffer so much 
as the harder-stemmed fancy varieties. From this time 
until May the water used should be soft, well-aired, and 
not lower in temperature than from 55° to 60°, unless 
in particular cases, such as when a plant has become 
very dry; little or no water should be allowed to stand 
in the saucer, never to rise higher than half the height 
of the drainage during the dark mouths. 

Gthly. Strive to keep the plants in small pots. You v/ill 
not only thus save room, command the greatest amount 
of bloom in the space, but have the means of arranging 
your plants in fresh combinations, in vases, boxes, or 

baskets, in moss, &c., at pleasure; and thus the watering 
be reduced to a minimum of labour and care. 

7thly. Never hesitate to sacrifice a small present plea¬ 
sure to realise a high future enjoyment. Here is a 
Fuchsia, beautiful in summer, has still a few flowers at 
the points of its shoots, and for the sake of a flower then 
and now, you are to keep it in during the winter, though 
its thin and sickly foliage already gives one the blues. 
If turned out in the sun a month ago, housed any where 
from frost in winter, pruned, and fresh shifted in spring, 
you would have bad something to look at next season. 
Here is a Pelargonium, lanky and bandy-legged, having 
a few stray flowers since August. What can you do with 
it noiv t If you cut it down, it will he mid-winter before 
it breaks, and how wretched-looking before. The cuttings 
will be useless, or involving more trouble than they are 
worth. If that plant had been cut in, pruned in July 
or August, the cuttings would have been nice little plants 
now if you wanted them. The old plant would have 
broken afresh; you could then, by removing the old 
soil, have shifted into a similar or a smaller sized pot, 
have had a pretty bush to survey all the winter, and the 
hopes of a fine sight in spring and summer 

8thly. Never, if possible, give a check to roots and 
branches at the same time. Our last example of the 
Geranium will shew this. We prune back the uumuti- 
lated roots and stem, cause fresh roots to be produced, 
and wlien these are several inches in length, we slightly 
prune and disentangle the roots; and the young shoots, 
by a reciprocal action, cause fresh roots to be formed. 
Now we might prune the top, and fresh pot at the same 
time, and yet succeed; but we should lose time by the 
process, and in delicate cases lose the plant too. See, 
some time ago, some most valuable suggestions on 
transplanting, by Mr. Beaton. 

flthly, and lastly for the present. Attend to cleanliness. 
Look on the leaves of plants as performing functions 
analogous to that of your own lungs; and a covering 
from dust will be secured for them at one time,' and a 
sponging with tepid water no stranger at another. And 
the best of it all is, that the more trouble you bestow 
on your pets, the better you will like them. R. Fisii. 

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY. 

(^Continued from vol. viii., page 415.) 

OsjiASTON Manor, three milks from Ashbourne, 

Derbyshire, the residence of F. Wright, Esq. IMr. 
Lamb is gardener there.—This is quite a new place. 
We have already noticed it when writing on Couiferie, 
showing how they have planted a considerable number 
of Gedrus Libani. We have now to add a few notes on 
the new gardens. The vineries are built on the same 
plan as tliose mentioned by Mr. Fish, at Kingston, in a 
late number—that is, a rather flat ridge-and-furrow-rool. 
The vines are progressing favourably. In the centre, 
across the house, is a strong shelf; on this shelf Mr. 
Lamb had jilaced vines in pots, which produced some 
fine fruit, of a good colour, and excellent flavour. The 
vinery, for there is one finished, is made use of as a 
plant-house as well, and had in it some well-grown 
specimens of stove plants, particularly Alarnanda cathar- 
tica, Echitis sjdendens, Stephanotis fioribunda, Sehubertia 
graveolens, Raphistemma pulchellum, and several species 
of lEschynanthus, all in flower. There is also a range 
of plant-houses, one half of which only is complete. 
In a stove house we noticed a very fine spike, with 
several branches, of that difficult orchid to bloom, 
the Renanthera coccinea. The plant was healthy, and 
of a dark green. The method of causing it to bloom 
was first to grow it freely, and then give it a severe 
rest. Oncidium papilio, tlie best variety, had seven 
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blooms expanded, and was a large, bealtliy plant. The 
collection of orchids, however, is but small as yet; but 
it is intended to increase them much as soon as the 
entire range of plant-houses is liuishcd. lu the green¬ 
house the Mundevilla suaveolens was finely in bloom, 
also a good specimen of Solanum jasmimides, and Ken- 
nahja Manjatiii. There was also several standards of 
that find old plant, the Glumthus puniceus, which is a 
novel but very striking mode of growing this plant, 
worthy of imitation, lu an old greenhouse near the 
mansion, there was a fine standard, in full bloom, of 
Biijnonia yiandijluni, with its large, trumpet-shaped 
ilowers. The stem was more than si.x feet high, and 
the branches droo])ed round it in the umbrella form. 
It was a striking and ornamental object. In the centre I 
of the garden is a very remarkable object—a lofty stone I 
tower, with a winding staircase, which leads to the top. ^ 
From this elevation splendid views of the surrounding 
country are seen. The use of this lofty tower is to 
convey away all the smoke, not only from every lire in 
the garden, but also from the dwelling-house, or man¬ 
sion ; so that there are no chimneys to be seen on the 
premises; yet, though cooking was going on in the 
kitchen, very little smoke a})pcared to issue from the 
tower. We had the privilege of seeing through the 
house, and were much ])leased therewith. Everything 
is on the largest scale to save labour. Ascending and 
descending iilatforins convey coals, and every other 
needful thing, to the level of each tier of rooms. Water, 
too, is conveyed by machinery, and every possible 
convenience is managed on the most approved modern 
practice that science and skill can bring into jday. 
Indeed, the description of this jdace, from the number 
of interesting and useful objects in it, would fill a rather 
formidable volume, especially when everything now in 
contemplation is linisbed. 

To return to the garden. The garden walls are hollow, 
and near the ground have hot-water pipe inside the 
hollow to heat them. These answ'er well. Though the 
peach-trees have only been jjlantcd throe or lour years, 
they were bearing some excellent fruit, and were very 
healthy and vigorous. The walls are covered at the top 
with a projecting iron coping, with contrivances for hang¬ 
ing protecting material; canvass, for instance, from them 
down to the ground. An excellent plan. The trees are 
trained to iron-wire-rails, stretched out against them, 
and about eight inches apart. There did not seem 
any difficulty about training them, and they are certainly 
neater than the old method of nails and shreds. 

The next ])lace we visited wms Rollcstun Park, the 
seat of Sir Oswald Mosely, Bart. Mr. Atkinson is the 
gardener. This jjlace we have often referred to, on 
account of a remarkably line Abies Douglassii, and 
Pinus Sahiniana. Both these line specimens continue 
healthy, and are progressing quickly. The Abies is 
now nearly forty feet high, and twenty feet through, very 
densely clothed with branches. The Pinus is quite as 
high, but is not so dense; the stem is full three feet 
round. There is also a good specimen of Abies Men- 
ziesii, lifteen feet high, and many others very interesting, 
which our space forbids us to dilate upon. We must, 
however, mention, that on the walls in the kitchen- 
garden was a largo crop of excellent peaches and nec¬ 
tarines, and a great crop of melons in the pits. 

On the front of the vineries is a large square of ground 
planted as a botanic garden, according to the natural 
system of Jussieu and Hecandolle. Sir Oswald Mosely 
is passionately devoted to his garden, and is a fine old 
English gentleman, even of the present day. The place 
is well worthy of a visit. The gardener, J\lr. Atkinson, 
has been there about twenty years, and is a man of 
science and unassuming manners, lie lias a very re¬ 
spectable collection ol stuffed birds, all cured and set 
up by himselt during his leisure hours. It would be 

most beneficial if every gardener was encouraged to do j 

so likewise. T. Ai'PLKuy. | 
(To he continued.) ' 

THE TALL LOBELIAS. 

'J’hat these are florists’ flowers, in the sense that term 
is used, there can be no doidit. Mr. Glenny’s rules, by 
which we may distinguish this class of plants, arc—1st, 
The jiower to be peiqietuiitcd and increased by slips, 
and other inodes, indcjiendont of its seed; 2ndiy. The 

1 Jiower to jiroduco new varieties from seed, capable, like 
their parent, of being perpetuated ; and .'Irdly, it must 
possess sufficient interest and variety to be grown in i 

collections. That these rules are just and correct, we | 
need only glance at such jilauts as Calceolarias, Cinera¬ 
rias, Carnations, Hahlias, and the like. ' ] 

Though the Tall Lobelias have never, that we know of, | 
been shown in collections, or bad prizes ofi'ered for them, j 

yet there is no reason why they should not. in respect i 

to brightness, and variety of colours, they are sui'iiassed 
by few, especially in that always-admired and far-off’-to- , 
be-secn colour, scarlet or crimson. That they may be i 
greatly improved is certain, from the progress already | 
made; witness the variety named Queen Ficturia, com- j 

jiared either with the original species when introduced 
from Me.xico, and named Lobelia fulgens, or with the old 
L. cardinalis. With regard to diversity of colours, we 
have already a goodly assortment, ranging from jmre 
white to pale blue, dark blue, purple, scarlet, and 
crimson. There is variety enough even at present; 
and if our indefatigable friend in such matters, Mr. 
Beaton, would try his jiractised hand at them, wo have 
not the shadow of a doubt but he would, in a few 
generations, produce all the colours of the rainbow. 
When I have got over the hurry-scurry of establishing 
myself in my new occupation, 1 shall try my unskilful 
hand at them, and trust many of our florist friends, ■ 
with their usual perseverance, wdll also work in the same 
hold, and I am sure then we shall have a very superior 
race of tall Lobelias. 

To forward so desirable an end, I shall write a few 
brief papers on this fine race of really showy plants, 
whether cultivated in ])ots to be exhibited in collections, 
or as ornaments for the flower-gardens, grown in masses 
in, as it is called, the bedding-out system ; and for this 

j latter purpose Mr. Beaton will wish every success. 
I There is no doubt that the hai’dy species from North 
1 America will hybridise with the more tender ones from 
! Mexico; and thus we shall attain, in a great degree, 
; another desirable object—the acquisition of a more 

hardy race. Botanists rejoice when their specific dis- 
! tinctions can be preserved intact, aird in the case of 
1 orchidaceous plants they are quite safe; but there is 

scarcely any other tribe of plants with which the hy- 
bridiser does not make sad havoc (as they think) with 
pre-conceived notions; so that at this day there arc thous¬ 
ands of so-called species that may be changed, and, 
as far as beauty of colour, form, and substance are con¬ 
cerned, be imjiroved, by cultivation and cross-breeding. 
Tliis improvement has been, and will continue to be, a 
source of never-failing, innocent, healthful, and amusing 
occupation to hundreds of human beings. Premising 
thus far, wo shall return to our object—the cultivation 
and improvement of the Lobelia. 

As there is nothing like order in every proceeding, I 
propose to arrange our subjects under the following 
heads:—1st, Propagation, by seed, by cuttings, and by 
division; 2ud, Soil; ord. Cultivation in pots for exhi¬ 
bition; 4tb, Hybridising; Oth, Preserving through the 
winter. 

Propngation by Seed.—As these Ijobelias flower late 
in the year (that is in August), by the time the seed 
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is ri])0 it will be too late to sow it, unless the raiser 
has the convenience of ii greenhouse. I will, in the 
first place, suppose he has not, then the seed must be 
gathered, cleansed from tlie seed vesisels, and carefully 
inescrvcd in paper in a dry, cool room, till March; then 
pre})are some light soil composed of sandy loam, vege- 
tahle mould, and sandy peat, in equal parts. Mi-s; these 
well together with the hand, and let the soil become 
partially dry; then shift a portion of it, for the surl'ace, 
through a fine sieve; reserving the parts that will not go 
through the sieve. I’roeure some wide, shallow pans, with 
a hole in the bottom to let out the supertluous water ; 
place over the hole a large piece of broken potsherd, or 
an oyster shell; then cover the bottom of the pan with 
a layer of smaller potsherds, and upon them put an 
inch or two of the rough siftings of the compost; press 
tliis down level and lirm, and then ])lace upon that a 
layer of the compost unsii’ted ; let this layer vei'y nearly 
fill the pan. Upon that, finally, put a thin layer of the 
sifted compost, level it down, and ])ress it getitly with a 
smaller pan, or a round, flat piece of wood made on 
purpose. Then water gently, but sufficient to wet the 
whole thoroughly through. Let it stand an hour, to 
allow the water to settle through, and the surface to 
become ]iartially dry. It is then ready to receive the 
seed. As this is almost the smallest of all seeds, it 
must be, as it were, dusted over the surface, and some 
vm-y fine powdery comjiost dusted as thin as possible 
upon it. J’rcss this very lightly ujion the seed, but give 
no water—the moisture in the soil below will ascend 
and moisten the seed and its light covering sufficiently 
lb'- the time. I’lace the pans in a cold frame, or, what 
is better, upon a very gentle hotbed, under glass. If 
the cultivator has a greenhouse, the seed may be sown 
as scon as it is ripe, in the same manner, and be placed 
upon a shelf near the glass. In either case, as soon 
as plants come up, and can bo handled, prick out the 
seedlings thinly in other pans j)roi)ared .similarly to the 
seed-pans. There will be this advantage in the autumn¬ 
sowing, that the plants will be forward enough to plant 
out in nursery beds earlier in the following season than 
the spring-sown ones. It is very likely some will liowo)’ 
that season, and the best only should of course bo kept, 
the I'est will do to plant out in the borders of the llower- 
garden, or bo thrown away at once. Huch as do not 
llowcr should ho taken up in the autumn, potted in 
small pots, singly, and placed either in a greenhouse 
near the glass, or upon a bed of coal a.shes iir a cold 
frame, well protected from frost till spriirg, when they 
should be ])lanted out again to prove them. 

T. AppLEBy. 
{To he coutinuett.') 

CONIFERrE. 

{Conlinued from page 10.) 

■ CuPKKssus LusiXANicA (Cedar of Goa, or Portuguese 
Cypress).—A very elegant drooping tree, fifty feet high, 

I grown extensively in Hpaiu aird Portugal, hence its 
specific name. It is not hardy enough to bear the 

, severe cold in the rrorthern parts of Britain, but would, 
; very likely, bo able to live in Hovonslriro and Cornwall 
j near the sea. 

Guj’ressus M.rcEocARPA, syn. Lambeetiana (Largo- 
' fruited Cypress).—This is a noble tree, growing upwards 

of seventy feet high, with a stem rrino feet iir circuur- 
foreirco. The leaves are rather broad compared with 
the rest of the species in this genus. They are of a 
bright green on the ui)per surface, and of a silvery, 
glaucous hue on the under. This peculiarity renders it 
a fine tree to ornament the landscape in this country, as 
well as a desirable species to introduce largely into the 
pinetum. The timber is hard and close-grained, which 

quality, when the plants arc cheaper, will make it 
valuable as a forest tree, especially as it has proved to 
be perfectly hardy. Mr. Hartweg found it in California, 
and says it forms one of the noblest trees in that 
country, and when fully grown bears a strong likeness 
to the majestic Cedar of Lebanon. We strongly recom¬ 
mend this beautiful sjtecies to the lovers of Conifera). 
The pj'ice is moderate ; good plants, two feet high, tnay 
be had for 2s 6d each. There is a variety named fasti- 
yiitta, a closer-growing and more upright tree, equally 
l)ardy, but more rare. 

CupRE.ssus MAjESTiCA (1)10,108110 Cypress). — A tree 

well-named, if we may judge from the growing ajijicar- 

ance ol the young trees wo have in this countiy. Very 
little is known .about it; even its native country and 

origin arc unknown. It is very rare. 

CuPREssus TiiLUUPERA (Erankincciiso - bearing Cy¬ 
press).—A jicrfectly hardy, fast-growing tree, native of 
Mexico; in that country it often reaches one hundred 
teet high. The habit is difteront to the generality of 
Cypresses, being thin of branches, and small-leaved, yet 
it forms a line tree. We have seen specimens of it 
about lifmen feet high, quite upright, and very hand¬ 
some. Though a native of Mexico, it bears our climate 
well, growing in any soil not actiially wet. 

CuPRESsus thy()Idp:s (White Cedar, or Thuja-like 
Cypress). This common tree has been separated from 
the Cypresses by Spacli, a writer in a Erench work on 
botany, as, we think, ([uite unnecessarily, and, therefore, 
wo have retained it under the genus where Linuteus 
placed it. It is, as is well known, a beautiful tree, 
growing upright, and thickly clothed with branches and 
foliage, so much so, that no object can be seen through 
it. This renders it useful to hide any unpleasant, low 
building, or other unsightly object. It delights in moist 
soil in America, its native country, but will thrive with 
us in deep loamy or sandy soil. The wood is fine in 
grain, solt, and light, and easy to work, and will bear 
without war])ing great extremes of drought and wet, 
hence it is iiiglily valued in the Avestern hemisphere, 
in this country it seldom reaches more than thirty feet; 
but in the swamps of America its altitude is often from 
seventy to eighty feet, in the grounds at Elvaston 
Castle, in Derbyshire, the variety named 0 tliyoides 
varieyata is ])lanted in a close row to form a hedge, and 
a beautiful object it is. This variety, intermixed among 
other low-growing green Conifer®, makes a jileasing 
variety. There are several more varieties named— 
glauca, nana, Kewensis, and atrovirens—which, in large 
collections, are desirable enough to cultivate as objects 
of curiosity. 

CuPREssus TOROi.osA (Twistcd Cyjircss).—This is an 
eastern species, growing in Nopaul, on the Bhoton Alps. 
Hr. W. Appleby, the son of the writer of this article. 
Curator of the Punjaub Horticultural Garden there, 
describes this tree as being one of the finest objects in 
that country. The garden-is situated about sixty miles 
from the Himalayan Mountains, the native habitat of 
the elegant Cedrus deodam. Like that handsome tree, 
the C. Uirolom is hardy enough to brave our winters, 
at least, in the south, and is a truly beautii'ul and orna¬ 
mental tree. Every collection ought to possess several 
specimens of it. It has been raised plentifully from 
foreign seed, and is cheaper than the Deodar. Plants 
well-rooted, throe feet high, may be had from 2s 6d, so 
that no one need be without it. As a single plant on a 
lawn, it rivals any other species of Conifer® in beauty. 
It loves a dry soil, and thrives in a high situation, if i 
protected slightly whilst young. Tho timber is excel- j 

lent, being close-grained, and capable of a high polish, 
rivalling in value the wood of the Deodar. As the 
plants are so reasonable in price, and the timber so 
valuable, it is worthy of tho attention of ])lanters on a 
large scale, especially on tho high waste lands of Jrc- 
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land and the southern counties of England. If our 
large landed proprietors were to plant largely this 
species, Cednis deodara, and other new and valuable 
cone-bearing trees, nurserymen would import seeds 
more largeiy, and sell them still cheaper, to meet the 
demand. Our grand-children would then see quite a 
new feature in the landseape of the country, as well as 
be in possession of greater variety of valuable and 
useful timber. 

CoPREssus Uhdeana (Mr. Uhde’s Cypress).—A native 
of Mexico, where it grows to sixty feet high. Very unlike 
the rest of the genus in appearance, growing very fast, 
but not quite hardy enough to bear the open air. It is, 
however, a desirable, handsome plant for a conserva¬ 
tory or a crystal palace, like the one now erecting at 
Sydenham. T. Appleby. 

{To be continued.) 

NOTES ON THE CABBAGE TRIBE. 

It would, no doubt, be somewhat interesting, were we 
able to trace the history of many of our most useful 
fruits and vegetables, from the period when they first 
afforded our fore elders that scanty meal which tlie 
backwood Indians are at the present day obtaining from 
natural productions, and which may hereafter assume 
a widely different appearance, when subjected to the 
skilful-directed cultivation of centuries yet to come. 
But whether the wild fruits of the unexplored forest, 
or that “ herbage on which so many of the human 
race have been accustomed to look for sustenance, be 
ever destined to become the parents of families that 
may compete in usefulness with our corn, rice, fruits, 
and vegetables,” as already known to us, is a problem 
to which the boldest of us cannot venture on a solution. 
Be that as it may, there is no doubt but many natural 
products might be so far improved by cultivation, as to 
increase their usefulness to the wretched inhabitants of 
those countries where civilization has not yet introduced 
anything better; but whether the restless enterprise of 
the “ white man,” will direct itself to the improvement 
of those native products, or be content with driving them 
before him (as he has been accustomed to do the “ natives” 
themselves), and supply their places with things he 
has been taught to look upon as forming all that is 
useful in life, is more than any one can now venture 
an o])inion upon, as it is a irotorious fact, that notwith¬ 
standing the spread of civilization, and the increased 
comforts, which, as a nation, have been gradually 
pouring in upon us during the last three centuries, the 
number of plants from which these necessaries or 
luxuries have been obtained has received very little 
addition the whole of that time. If vegetables be more 
plentiful in England in the nineteenth century than in 
the sixteenth, it is only, or nearly so, that the same kinds 
are more extensively cultivated now than formerly. 
Discovery has added but little to our stock, and culti¬ 
vation has been more directed to the improvement of 
what we have, than in searching for new objects of a 
useful kind to work upon. Now, though I do not 
disagree with those who so laudably endeavour to carry 
on improvement to the highest possible standard, yet I 
think we ought not entirely to forget new objects, and 
those who struggle, however ineffectually, to render 
them serviceable to our use, are entitled to our warmest 
thanks; as, notwithstanding the tardy progress they 
may make, if the object they have in view he a de¬ 
serving one, success will sooner or later crown their 
efforts. It may be true, that certain lawgivers will 
pretend to hem in the field of improvement, by pointing 
out how far it is possible to go, but even their lines of 
demarkation are so remote, so ideal, and so often over¬ 

come, that no real benefit can be had by attending to 
them. Amongst other “ fixed laws,” it is “ laid down,” 
that cultivation weakens the constitution of a plant:— 
renders it less able to endure the rigours of winter, and 
prevents its living to so great an age. To the former 
of these restrictions, might we ask, how does it happen 
that those valuable stone-fruits of ours ripen so well, 
and stand our winters, when they are natives of a [ 
warmer and more sunny clime ? The limited period at 
which a vaidety will continue to be profitable, is, how¬ 
ever, certainly a proof that cultivation has here extended 
its favours at the sacrifice of the producer’s existence; 
but this is more than compensated by tbeir increased 
usefulness, so that it has been laid down as a rarely 
deviating law, that whatever tends to an early develop¬ 
ment, has a like influence in hastening to an ultimate 
end. Eruit-trees that become fruitful at an early age 
are rarely long lived, and the same with other things. 
Now, this law, as well as its various ramifications, has 
been taken advantage of by those who have studied our 
garden politics, so that they have been able, every now 
and then, to “ report progress,” in the shape of a pro¬ 
duction difl’ering in some respects from the materials 
they had obtained it from. That this is daily accom¬ 
plished, is manifested from the many varieties of fruits 
and vegetables we now have offered to our use, though 
it cannot be said that all are improvements, neither 
are they always different from those which preceded 
them ; but that mighty judge, the public, soon discards 
what is spurious or indifferent, so that only the best is 
at all patronised, after a trial has been made. 

In taking this cursory view of what cultivation has 
done, and is doing, in the way of changing the consti¬ 
tution or habits of some of our most useful vegetables, I 
have done it for the purpose of calling attention to one 
of the most important in the class—the Cauliflower. 
This delicate member of the large Cabbagewort family 
would seem to have had a common origin with the 
cabbage, and other species, but by a series of patient 
“ breeding-in-and-in,” the old characters would seem to 
have been overcome, and while the Cabbage, as one 
branch of the family, has been coaxed to confoim to 
our wishes, by presenting us with a mass of its foliage 
folded in beautiful order into a globular or conical¬ 
shaped parcel, the Cauliflower has been directed to take 
another turn, and taught to form its embryo flower- 
buds into that close compact form, which we term “ a 
good head.” Other variations of the uses of this all- 
important family might be adduced, but the above is 
sufficient to prove the wide range which cultivation is 
capable of taking, and the consequent results. Now, 
though they may possibly both claim a common 
parentage, yet there is a considerable difi'erence in their 
hardihood—the cabbage standing unscathed where its 
kinsman would have perished. That this difference is 
brought about by the cultivation of the latter being 
directed to the most delicate part of the plant, is cer¬ 
tainly the cause of this want of hardihood ; but be that as 
it may, the difference in the two, amounts to something 
like three or four degrees of latitude, or more; other I 
conditions being the same. By this it will be seen that i 
Cauliflowers ought to exist or stand the winter in the ' 
south of England without any more protection than is j 
necessary for cabbage plants in the north of the king- ! 
doni; and though there is often a little more difi'erence ' 
still, yet the principle is coiTect. But the two productions ' 
are essential at the same place, consequently, the more ' 
tender one must be protected through the inclemency of ' 
our winters, while the more robust, being left to brave ' 
the storm, may, nevertheless, endure its rigours with ^ 
less injury than its sheltered kinsman. Cauliflowers 
are, however, ticklish things to deal with, and some i 
other conditions must be complied with, to ensure a | 
successful result; but the subject is one so fraught with i 
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iuipoi'tance, that I find the subject of wintering them 
must be postjioned for another week; in the mean time, 
let our less experienced friends take care not to nurse 
these plants into that tender state which makes them 
as susceptible of cold as if they had been deni/eus of 
tlie greenhouse. A sturdy, healthy growth can only be 
ensured by continued exposure, and det them be only 
covei’ed up when the weather threatens to become very 
severe. But more of this anon. J. Kobson. 

THE WIDOW INDEED ! 

By the Authoress of “ My Floioers," <tc. 

It is remarkable to observe how unwilling people are to 
trust in God. If our own hearts did not teach us this, we 
should be quite ready to say the whole world is beside itself, 
for hawng such large and full promises given to it, and yet 
refusing to receive them. And so it is; it is mad, and 
guilty too; but we are all in the same condemnation. There 
i.s scarcely one among us who would dare to rest upon one 
of God’s promises if it went against the promise of the 
world. 

I know, however, one old woman w'ho has dai-ed to do so. 
She has acted upon, as well as talked about, trust in God ; 
and though she “ was young, and now is old,” she has not 

I found the “ promise ” fail. 
Old Betty is a widow of above fourscore years : she is, in 

I fact, eighty-nine. She was quite a young woman when her 
I husband died, and left her with two daughters and a son ; 

but he left her with the *• promise,” also, and he could not 
have done better for her. A man who had had an affection 
for Betty in her youth came forward, in due time, and 
wished to make her his wife. She had no objection to him 
in himself, but she loved the “promise ” better ; and chose 
to abide “ under the shadow of the Almighty,” who had 
seen fit to take her earthly prop away. Two or three times 
Betty was urged by this old admirer to change her mind 
and marry him, but nothing could move her. She said she 
was not “ afeared but the Lord would provide her a bit of 
bread,” and take care of her children too—and a widow 
resolutely she remained. 

Her eldest daughter manied, and died young. The 
younger became a cripple, from rheumatic gout, and lay for 
years and years cramped and agonized on a little bed in the 
corner of the kitchen, with her hands and feet twisted almost 
into balls, and suffering the most acute pain. She died soon 
after we first knew the little household, but I can still hear 
tlie bitter cry of “ Moth-the-r, moth-the-r,” which the poor 
sufferer constantly uttered, as she lay in unspealiable tor¬ 
ture. Poor Betty waited upon her by night and by day ; she 
was a tender mother, and did all she could to soften the 
trial of this poor afflicted creature, but nothing could ease 
the pains, until the Lord stretched forth His hand and 
took her. 

Betty's son was a “ waif and stray.” He was wild and 
wortliless in every one’s opinion but hers. He was trans¬ 
ported after the Biots of 1830 ; and, excepting two letters 
that came soon after his going away, she has heard nothing 
of him. Whether he died, or forgot her, she cannot teU. 

I His term of transportation has long since ended, but he 
neither comes or writes ; and Betty weeps bitter teai’s over 
his loss, and her own uncertainty. 

The “ promise ” has never failed poor old Betty through 
all her trials. When Naomi was left desolate, a daughter- 
in-law clave to her, and cherished her; in Betty’s bereave¬ 
ment a son-itr-law became to her as her owir, and clave to 
her with the fond affection of a daughter. He never left 
Betty’s roof from the liour his wife died. He never dreamed 
of rrrarrying again; he had no child, and Betty was thence¬ 
forward his only care. Wherr all her childreir were swept 
away, George stood in the gap ; he laborrred for her, he com¬ 
forted her ; he was a man of few words, but of marry deeds, 
and he cheered and supported her desolate widowhood. 

Betty was enabled to turn a penny honestly, by selling a 
little gingerbread, aird a few apples and potatoes in their 
season. There is always something to be seen still in her 
window of that kind, although, in these days, she finds 

pennies are few among her humble customers. A daily 
walking carrier from the towrr has for many years spent his 
mid-day hours in her cottage, for which he pays a trifle, so 
that Betty has added her mite to her son-in-law’s labours to 
pay their rent and live. Cleaner or more honest creatures 
than the widow and her devoted son-in-law the parish never 
produced. George worked for years on a neighbouring 
nobleman’s estate, and not a word was ever spoken against 
him. Those who knew him could trast him, where none 
else coirld be trusted ; and he was so civil, so harmless, and 
so humble, that every one liked and respected him. 

But, alas ! this comfort has been disturbed in the good 
and wise providence of God. The aged widow now dwells 
alone in her little cottage. Her second prop has been taken i 
away, and she rests singly on Him who says “ Let thy 
widows trust in me. ” 

It was a hitter parting. Poor George had been a great 
sufferer at times for many years, but his last illness was very i 
severe, although he seemed better, and Betty had no idea of 
his end approaching. He called her up one night in a great 
hurry, but had nothing to say when she went to him. He 
was odd in his manner, but stUl she was not alarmed, and 
when he wished for a cup of tea, she went down stairs to 
make a fire, little supposing that on her return she should 
find him dead. But it was so. The kind eyes were closed, 
the active arms were still, the voice that was always welcome 
to her was sUent, and poor Betty found herself again a 
childless widow. 

The poor old woman still clings to the “ promise, ” and as 
she relates the short and simple story of her life, she blesses 
God for his goodness in never having left her to want. Her 
mouth has been filled, although with homely fare,bread has 
been the chief part of her diet, with the weakest liquid that 
could be called tea, and what causes her heart greatly to 
rejoice is, that she has never been in debt. She pays to the 
utteiTuost farthing every thing she owes, and while a shilling 
remains owing at the shop she is restless and uneasy. 

Her prospects on earth are now somewhat dark. Her rent 
is high ; the carrier’s health failing, which would cut off one 
little means of help, and the failure of potatoes in her little 
bit of allotment ground, depriving her of that principal 
support. But her friends, who love and respect her, take no 
rent for her ground, and she cheerfully says “ The Lord will 
keep meand has no excessive dread of the Union, should 
it please God to bring her to that end. But as yet she holds 
quietly on her way. She does all her little household work ; 
washes her own clothes; rises at five as usual; and“ muddles 
about ” as she says, all day long. It is affecting to see her 
sometimes looking over all poor George’s working tools, 
which she hopes to sell—a little story belongs to almost all 
of them; and she seems to see him again seated by the 
fireside as she spreads them out before her. She is now 
unable to reach the church, but a lady goes every Sunday 
morning to read a portion of Scriirture, and a simple ser¬ 
mon to her in her little dwelling; and she loves to listen 
to the Word of Life more and more, now that all other 
things ai-e passing away. She has a good hope through 
grace—she has tasted the Word, and found Him “ faithful 
that promised; ”—“ bread ” has been given to her—“ water ” 
has been “ sure ” to her—she has wanted “ no good thing.” 
Young and old have died around her—the changes and 
chances of this mortal life have happened to rich and poor, 
but old Betty stands like an aged oak, with a twig or two 
still green, just where she stood more than forty years ago; 
her head is strongly bent, but her eye is bright, her actions I 

vigorous, and her affections warm and strong. She is now 
asking anxiously after a young midshipman, who is on his 
homeward voyage, who has grown up before her eyes, eaten 
her gingerbread, and waved his sea-cap twice to his old 
friend, as she stood weeping at her door to see him depart to 
his ship. Her son is lost to her, but she loves the sons of 
other's ; and there are some whose first visit, on returning 
home, is paid to poor old Betty. 

There is no fear for those who are “ widows indeed, ” who 
trust in God, and continue in supplications and prayers 
night and day. They have a treasure-house, and a key tliat 
unlocks it; they have a God, and a way of access to him; 
they have a promise, and a faithful Promiser. No man can 
meddle with their promise “ or their peace. The Word of 
the Lord hath said “ Let thy widows trust in me.” “ Heaven 
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and eartli shall pass away," but God's “Word shall not pass 
away.” Let the example of poor old Betty encourage all 

' widows to trust in God. 

COTTAGE GARDEN, AND WHAT SHOULD RE 

THE NOVEMRER CROP, 

BREAllTH, 27^- YARDS ; LENGTH, 11 YARDS. 

Hast hedr/c. 

1 
.4Ucij and liaspberri/ border, Ci fect. 

1 Cabbage tribe succeeded by next spring and 
summer’s mixed crops. 

feet. 
Two rows of prickly sTiinach - I 
Alley - - - - 1 
Three rows of spring brocoli (Knight’s 

Protecting) - - - !) 
Alley - - - - 1 

Three rows [Apple tree] of early spring 
cabbage - - -0 

Alley - - - -1 

Four rows of Scotch kale - - 12 
Alley - - . -1 

Two rows of savoys - - I 
Alley - . . - 1 

Potato division (autumn-planted). 

a> 
1= 
s tC) 

1 

Sixteen rows of potatoes, at 30 niches 
apai't - . - 10 

Apple tree. 

C 

•0 
<0 0 

Succession winter division following the mixed 
crops, and to become occupied with the 
roots next season. 

•>5: 

A dying crop of lettuce succeeded the 
two rows of spring cabbage, and the 
row of ash-leaved kidneys, now in 
their turn succeeded by a trench of 
parsnips - - - 3 

A ridge of turnips (swedes) - - 4 
Alley - . . .1 

Two rows of transplanted swedes, or 
sown turnips - - - 3 

Alley - . .. .1 

One row of [Apple tree] savoys (strong 
and early planted) - - 2 

Alley - . . .1 

Two rows of autumn cabbage - 2 
Alley - . . ,1 

Two celery trenches (growing between 
tliem a row of cabbage, savoy, or 
stone turnips) - - . II 

Two rows of strawbcixies (growing be¬ 
tween them white and black Spanish 
radishes) - . .7 

Alley (or a row of potato onions) - 1 

Walk, 4 feet. 

I HONEY SEASON IN NORTHUMRERLAND. 

1 f^ season being over, and the last hives brought 

. 10 moors, in accordance with the wishes of some of 

I the correspondents of The Cottage Gaudeneb, I will 

communicate the result of the hai-vest in Northumberland. 
The season, though I must call it ciitical, has been an 
average good one. The months of .luly in the gardens, and 
August on the moors, were very productive, but then many 
hives had received so severe a check from the tniserably 
cold and rainy weather in June, that they were not in a 
condition to prolit by the succeeding fine weather. 

It may not be.^inac'ceptable to describe the plan I have 
pursued, in a locality where the honey season is short, and 
which has answered so well, that I always intend to adopt 
it. My hives are hlr. Golding’s “ Grecian,” which 1 am 
pleased to see ai'e pronounced by “ A Country Curate,” tlie 

lie phis ultra'' of hives. Preferring, as a matter of taste, 
“ the time-honoured straw hive," to those of other materials, 
it seems to me that the extreme lightness and simplicity of 
these, with the facility of working them, and having the 
whole contents of the hive at the disposal of the operator, 
entitles them to that distinction, while the price places them 
wlthm the reach of at least a rich cottager. Following the 
directions in the shilling Bee-book, when the hived swarmed 
I cut out all the royal cells, and returned the swarm, with 
its queen. No re-issue took place, and the whole strength 
of the hive being thus concentrated under a queen two years 
old, the bees stored 28 lbs. of honey in a super during 
July. I should add, that I have always found ventilation, 
and affording additional room, quite ineffectual in jirevent- 
ing swarming. 

I am almost inclined to dissent from the sentiment of 
“ A Country Curate,” “ that there is nothing new under the 
sun,” for the destruction of drones immediately after 
swarming is a featiue in the economy of the bees whicli I 
do not remember to have been noted by any author, and its 
singularity must plead an excuse for a recurrence to a 
subject which may seem tedious. The early destruction of 
drones and drone pupa, alluded to in Nutt’s book (an appeal 
to it as an authority would surely be a retrogade step in the 
path of apiarian science), is what all bee-keepers have ex¬ 
perienced in an ungenial season before swarnung. This 
year it was seen in many hives, in June, but have we any 
record not to render its ooouiTence immediately after 
swarming unparalleled ? It would almost tempt mo to de¬ 
populate a hive, in order to watch the effect on its future 
prospects. May I say, the idea of a reserve for younger 
queens is fanciful, those left by the old queen being hatched 
within at most ton or twelve days of each other, and to the 
last the succession to the sovereignty is doulitful, as I tins 
year ascertained, for in a hive which did not swarm a second 
time, the first hatched (pieen, having disposed of two 
others, was herself destroyed, when a week old, by one 
(the last) which had not been liberated from her cell more 
than twenty hours. Does it ever happen that a stock 1110011 
has swarmed will swarm again ivitli the young queen, of 
course after an interval of some weeks ? But even supposing 
such an extreme case, the queen would lay drone eggs 
before making a deposit in the royal cells. 

These observations occupy much valuable space in the 
pages of The Cottage Gardener, which, however, are lent 
to the extension and progress of science, as well as pi-actice, 
and as the latter must alivays be dependent on the former, 
it is hoped they may not be considered inappropriate.— 
Investigator. 

SITTING HEN’S NESTS. 

A iVAEH situation has advantages which may not always 
be foreseen, and the following instance is remarkable, 
showing how long eggs may be left uncovered without de¬ 
stroying their vitality. I had supplied the eggs (B!),and 
lent a sitting hen to a neighbour, and when she had sat in a 
granary ten days, was shut out, through the carelessness of 
a servant. Being a stranger in the farm-yai’d, the hen was 
not recognised, but supposed to have strayed in from an 
adjoining walk, and thirty hours elapsed before it was dis¬ 
covered that the hen had left her nest. The farmer’s wife 
despaired of her brood, but, to her surprise and pleasure, 
eight chickens were hatched. The tiled roof of the granary 
was fuUy exposed to the rays of the sun, and the tempera¬ 
ture very high, probably above 80° during the day, and not 
much lower at night.—Investigator, Lilburn Tower. 
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CONFINHSTG BEES. 

It is a very singular coincidonce, that the hive from which 
a number of drones were brought out dead, became queen¬ 
less, as well as Nos.2 and 10, of “B.B." Its history confirms 
the opinion of “ A Country Curate,” that the death of the 
drones was not the cause of the subsequent misfortune. 
The drones were brought out Jmie Kith, and the hive 
swarmed on the 10th, and it is very certain that the old 
queen would not have left the hive unless the royal larvaj 
had been in a satisfactory state of progress. 

Piping was listened for at the usual period, hut in vain. 
Neither was a young queen seen, and as the hive appeared 
weak and dispirited on the 0th July, the combs were taken 
up on the bars and examined. Neither queen nor brood 
being found, a young queen was introduced, and then the 
hive revived, and on the .’ith of August it contained a large 
quantity of brood, being then sent to the moors ; it is now 
(Sept. 11th) working vigorously in a super. This condition 
of these liivcs is not likely to have been caused by the wet 
and windy weather, as young queens do not leave their hive 
unless the weather is fine; how'ever, it is not uncommon for 
a swarming stock to become queenless, and this is not sur¬ 
prising, when w'e consider the risks to which queens are ex¬ 
posed during their frequent excursions. Some instances of 
this have fallen under my observation, and perhaps some of 
the readers of The Cottage Gabdeuee may be able, from 
their experience, to give some information on the subject, 
and also as to what is the immediate effect of a young 
queen’s absence and loss; if it resembles the wild disorder 
(which all bee-keepers must have witnessed) whicli takes 
place when a queen dies in the hive, or is removed after she 
has began to lay eggs. This is a subject of importance, to 
which I have given some attention, and to which I may 
revert, and should also be glad to le.arn any obseiwations 
that have been made on the longevity of queens, whetlier 
they have been traced more than four years, and at what 
season their death usually occiu’s. 

The enquiiy of “ C. It. R.,” .Inly 1st., has just met my 
eye, and I am happy to he .able to answer it. In a hive to 
which I had returned the first swarm, by taking away the . 
old queen, piping commenced on the Htli day, and, as is I 
usual, with the long note, for the earliest nymph being | 
liberated as soon as rflie arrives at maturity, is unable to fly 
for some hours, and the expectant swarm is compelled to 
w'ait. There is always piping as long as there is a plurality 
of nymphs and queens. 

May I suggest that the earthenware-pan described July 
both, will not prove a suitable habitation for bees in winter? 
The non-absorbing quality of the surface will cause great con¬ 
densation of moisture, and the combs will in conse(iucnce 
become mouldy, and the bees probably unhealthy. Could 
not these bees now be joined to No. 2, which is no doubt 
queenless. They might be removed by driring. If a hive 
of the circumference of the pan is not at hand, a bell-glass 
or other vessel might answ^er, by pasting paper over the 
inside, the bees would probably not refuse to ascend, and | 
then the required weight of food might be supplied from 
their owir honey, with a few pounds of sugar. Six pounds 
of sugar will yield 10 lbs. of syrup, and though ale may be 
best, water will answ^er to boil it in, with the addition of the 
rum.—Investigatok. 

THE COCHIN-CHINA FOWL’S REMON¬ 

STRANCE. 

Sir,—I and all our tribe havo bad our courage worked up 
to the crowing point by the boastful crow of tliose Spanish 
and Dorking cocks of yours, that they and their families are 
more prolific, eat less food, and are altogether more valuable 
than we, who have filled so many pockets with the produce 
of our numerous golden eggs. I am deputed by the rest to 
deny that wo are gourmands, and to say that we eat only in 
proportion to our size, and that if their wives produce larger 
eggs, they do not produce so many, nor such rich ones. One 
of our family was hatched in April, 1850, laid early in August, 
continued to lay nine out of eveiy ten days, till Christmas, was 
then broody ten days, laid again in the same ratio till April, 
1851, sat three weeks, was then released of her burden, laid 

in ten days, and so on. Let them produce one of their 
family that has done more. Then look at our little ones, 
how easily reared, while the Spanish tribe are notorious for 
moping when chickens, and for dying by the dozen. And 
compare us in size and beauty; some of my wives weigh 
Olbs., O^lbs., and lOlbs., and even lOJTbs., and several of 
my brethren weighed 13 lbs., and my father was the same 
weight. I am glad you will allow me to crow as well as 
them, and that you do not thrust pieces of wood into my 
nostrils, to prevent my crowing, as do some of the brutes, 
who caU themselves men, when we are on ship-board. 
Enjoying this privilege, as champion for our whole tribe, I 
cballenge “Gallus” to a fair and honourable trial of our 
individual merits, with an ecpial number of each, equal food 
in proportion to weiglit and eggs, .and equality in evi.u-y 
respect. Mind! I mean true Cochins, not mulattos, quad¬ 
roons, etc., for allow me to say, I have travelled much, and 
latterly have been invited to p.ay many visits to professed 
relations, but was sadly surprised and ihsappointed to find 
that tlie relationship was only this—that some gentlemen | 
from Dorking, and other places in SiuTey, had married 
some of my wives’ cousins, and these were their children. 
At other places I saw the descendants of families who only 
came from the snme place as we did. Only think of the. im¬ 
pudence of claiming relationship! As well might every 
ugly cm’ from the Isle of Skye claim to be a Skye terrier. 
Pray, Sir, do what you can to prevent this for the future, or 
I fear these base alliances .and assumptions will quite 
ilestroy our identity. While I am about it. I’ll just ask you 
another favour. Will you try to invent a poultiy exhibition 
man-trap, for I was once in Sturgeon’s prize pen, at Bii- 
mingham, and when half asleep, and half awake, at witching 
time, I think you call it, I was disturbed by the introduction 
of a sly hand into our pen, which withdrew the eggs my 
wives had laid, marked them, and then did the same with 
some other pens ; these I am told were hatched, and thus 
my good master’s breed was abstracted without pay. 

In self-defence, and conscious superiority, I crow defiant, 

C0CK-A-C00DLF,-D0-0-0-O. 

SENDING COCHIN-CHINA FOWLS TO THE 

SHOW. 

Choosing, catching, feeding, preparing baskets, and 
directing them, putting in the chickens, and tying down 
the lids, .all is bustle, and the little cart waiting at the gate. 
The gardener, at iwesent the guardian of the chickens, has 
just won a second prize for flowers. “ Wo must stand first 
this time. Ma’am ; good bye. Miss,” and .away rattles the 
little cart with its astonished burden. The dear little 
chickens, how modest, and how pretty they looked ! How 
bright the yellow ones ! How decided in their markings ; 
and how bright, too, the partridge! And so they started on 
their way, to show their beauty among hundreds of the 
most beautiful in all the eastern counties. Ho they started. 
But how did they come back ? Looking well and hand 
some, perhaps handsomer than ever, change of air seemed 

, to have agreed with them; but-—chickens no longer-—they 
must lord it now; they must have establishments of their 
own ; they can no longer rest contented, placed apart with 
pullets, and with cock birds respectively. WTien let out 
next morning, the pullets—I love the pullets, pretty con¬ 
fiding, tame little creatures—contented themselves with 
fluttering all legs and wings across the long grass, “Hock! 
hock ! hock I there he is,” to where the companions of their 
recent excursion were confined within a network of wii’e, 
and when they found joining company impracticable, re¬ 
turned to eat their breakfast. Not so, the yellow cock. 
'‘Young Giant” he had been called before ho went, when 
he was in the habit of being satisfied if be could get his 
share of the victuals, and avoid the beak of his great red 
brother ; but “ Young Tickle ” is the name he has gained for 
himself since he came back, for lie has heard of prizes 
(and done his jiart towards gaining them, too), he has become 
self-willed and conceited, he will no longer remain with the 
cocks. He can surmount, in his eagerness, the little fence 
which has scarcely ever been surmounted by Cochin-China 
before, and nothing remains but to give my lord an esta- 
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blisliment of liis oto. The great red brother, “ is 
not clever enough to get over the fence, but remains cross, 
moody, and discontented, on what lie evidently considers 
the wrong side of it. Truly, one of our west country ama¬ 
teurs had good reason for sending his beautifnl iien of 
six young pullets to Birmingham last year. 

The poultry exhibitions which now occur so often perform 
their mission well, occasioning great improvement in all 

I good breeds of fowls; but might they not be made con- 
' dusive to another?—to a more general, if less interesting, 
1 end, by improving the general stock of poultry in the 
’ country? Let a cottagers’ show be carried on conjointly 
1 with the local shows, for the encouragement of those who, at 

present, only want the means to compass the choice varieties. 
Let a prize of a cock, a cockerel and pullet, or a sitting of 
eggs of some first-rate breed be offered to the cottager who 
can show a pen of six common fowls in the best health and 

j order, giving at the same time a strong recommendation 
’ that for the future, in breeding, the good sort shall be 
I adhered to, and kept distinct. If the show should take 
I place in winter, the eggs might be claimable early the 
: following spring. Some persons, from not liaving tried the 
I experiment, are fearful of sitting travelled eggs, but they 
j need not be so. Some time back, Mr. Punohard sent me a 
I table of the result of his experience in this particular, by 
! wliich I find, that out of 001 eggs sent to 03 different places, 

after travelling distances by sea and land varying between 
14 and 305 miles, 505 chickens were hatched; about eleven- 
eighteenths—no bad result. My own experience has proved 
even more favourable than his, and I have found that eggs 
whicli have travelled immense distances, have often produced 
a larger proportion of chickens than those hatched at home; 
only showing, perhaps, that when we give a guinea for a few 
eggs, we bestow more care and attention on them, and the 
hen in charge of them, than when we merely fetch tliem 
from our own hen-house. I am sure there are some, I have 
little doubt there are many amateurs, who would assist an 
endeavom- like this, which I suggest above, by giving the 
prizes, if the poultry societies could manage the other 
arrangements, and it would surely conduce towards the 
result, for the accomplishment of wliich so many have 
written and laboured—general improvement in poultry 
throughout the country. In arranging the details of these 
and all other shows, the confidence of exhibitors especially, 
should be supported by the most exact precision respecting 
the prizes, which should be carefully noted according to 
precedence, and ties entered as such. 

All portions of the country boast their poultry shows now. 
When will London have hers also? Tlie exigence which 
still delays a tiling so desirable in the eyes of most amateurs, 
is, I believe, a difficulty in finding some gentleman, with 
leisure, to undertake the management. 

A show of Cochin-China fowls, and no mean one, we 
shall, however, shortly see in London ; but a show without 
contrast or competition, for on the second of November, 
Mr. Sturgeon will sell by auction, in Baker street, a large 
portion of his far-famed stock. Anster Bonn. 

(Acting up to the suggestion thus made, our liberal cor¬ 
respondent will offer a cockerel and a sitting of eggs, as a 
first and second prize, to be competed for by cottagers at 
the approaching Exhibition of The Winchester and Southern 
Counties Society for the Improvement of Poultry.—Ed. C. G.) 

THE SHELDRAKE AND ITS HAUNTS. 

The first sheldrake which I ever saw, and the scene in 
which it made its appearance, remain firmly daguerreotyped 
on my memory, after the lapse of many years. It was my 
good fortune to be spending the winter in Scotland; and 
those who have never seen Scotland cannot even dream 
what a beautiful country it is. I was staying on the banks 
of tliat noble river, the Ness, whose entrance into the sea is 
marked by the town of /Huer-ness. The Ness is remarkable 
for sev eral things : among others, for magnificent salmon. 
Man gets his share of these fish, but the slioals of seals 
which haunt the mouth of the river, appropriate the greater 
proportion of the finny prey. One salmon for breakfast, 
Qiie fqr dinner, and a third for supper, is a moderate allow- 
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ance for each individual of this tribe of seals ; because, the 
meal ended, and his appetite satisfied, Mr. Seal does not put 
his cold fish, the remains of his twenty-pound salmon, into 
his lai’der, but lets it float away for the benefit of the poorer 
inhabitants of the waters, and amuses himself by catching 
a fresh one, whenever his mouth begins to water for a little 
snack. Many readers will ask, lohy we allow this robbery of 
our salmon fisheries,' and why we do not send the seals 
about their business ? But it is of little use arguing, who 
are the rightful owners of the fish, andybr whom tlie salmon 
ought to be preserved—for men, or for seals. A month, on ; 
the coast of Invernesshire, wiU teach the stranger that it is 
easier to talk of dispossessing the seals, than to do it. , 

' Salmon fishing, by human creatures, begins there on the ! 
first of February. The more snowy and sleety the day, the i 
better luck is expected. That day it sneio beautifully, as we i 
say in Norfolk; and I think our host caught half a dozen ^ 
fine fish to his own rod, and could have captured more. I 
was kindly furnished with taclde, on that and many subse- ' 
quent occasions. But the Ness, below the falls, is a diffi- ! 
cult river to fish, even for adepts; and, till then, I had I 
never thrown an artificial fly, nor seen even a live trout, 
much less a furious salmon, with the strength almost of a j 
hippopotamus. To do anything in that part of the Ness, : 
it is necessary to throw cleverly thirty yards of line, upon 
occasion, and to wield steadily the rod which throws it. The 
consequence was, that the more severely I flogged the water, 
the less notice would the salmon take of my flies. I some¬ 
times fancied they put then- heads out of the river on pur¬ 
pose to laugh at me. Then came a little temper and excite¬ 
ment which made matters worse. At one time, crack went 
the beautiful fly, of gold and silver and peacock’s feathers, 
off the end of the line, sounding like the exjilosion from a 
French postilion’s whip-lash; by-and-by, wlien my energies 
were collected for a throw which must get a “ rise,” envious 
shrubs in the background would detain my hook ; or the rod 
would be smashed in two, by the violence of the misplaced 
eflbrt. I would have given it up, but was good-naturedly 
urged to continue. Other people caught their salmon; my 
fly never entered a fish’s mouth. 

The valley of the Ness is lovely at all seasons. Bocks, 
woods, mountains, a rushing stream, arable lands, meadows, 
flocks and herds, huts, wreaths of turf smoke, are a few 
details of the panorama. Fishing soon became, with me, a 
mere pretence for the admiration of nature. That winter 
was mild, and often furnished pictures of perfect Alpine 
beauty : the mountain-tops were covered with snow down to 
a certain altitude, and then everything was green, and bright, 
and cheerful, and sunshiny. One day, when I had broken 
my rod for the dozenth time, I cannot imagine how, and 
was resigned to the usual good-humoured encouragement to 
try again next day, I mounted a commanding shoulder of 
a hni, and sat down to gaze around me. Soon, a beautiful 
bird came sweeping up the valley from the sea, in mid air, 
but still beneath me, and followed the course of the river, 
till it disappeared in the distance. It was a sheldralie, bril¬ 
liant with orange, white, and some dark glancing colours, I 
could not tell what. I had read in Willugliby, that it was 
“ of a mean bigness, between a goose and a duck,” but it 
looked larger than I expected, from the bright contrast of 
its hues, which are as conspicuous as those of a magpie, 
with the addition of greater variety. Tame sheldrakes must 
be pinioned, or they will afford very pretty sport to your 
gunning neighbours; and, therefore, in all the aviaries and 
ornamental waters that I have since visited, no bird of the 
kind has ever delighted me with a performance resembling 
that gaudy sweeping flight up the glorious valley of the 
Ness. I afterwards found that the birds are not uncommon 
in that neighbourhood, and that they are little sought after 
by sportsmen. They are good-for-nothing to eat, and their 
feathers are not usually employed for artificial flies. More 
metallic tints are in greater request: the poor little king¬ 
fisher, not found so far north, yields its skin in England, to 
be imported into “ the land o’ cakes.” Sheldrakes breed, 
too, along the coast, in the peculiar spots that suit them, as 
well as further south. A lighthouse keeper, who had served 
his turn in the extra solitude of Fern Island, told me that 
one of his summer amusements was to lay hands on the 
little sheldrakes hatched there, and to rear them for sale to 
the dealers in tame waterfowl. 
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The sheldrake is hardly patronised, as it ought to be, for 
the decoration of the pond in the pleasure-ground. Orange 
or bright bay, black or metallic bottle green, and very pure 
white in the plumage ; with bright red bill, and feet, and 
legs, as Willughby says, “ of a pale red or flesh-colour, the 
skin being so pellucid that the tract of the veins mag easily be 
discerned through it” are not features to be seen in every 
ordinary farm-yard duckpoird. The slight upturning of the 
bill at the end, gives the same pretty, pert air, as is im ■ 
pressed on the human countenance by a not too snub nose. 
Both sexes are alike in colouring, though that of the female 
is less decided. This character, perhaps, also shows their 
intermediate place between the ducks and the geese : for in 
the true ducks, however gay the male, the lady is in general 
soberly brown or russet. I once bought half a dozen shel¬ 
drake's eggs in Norfolk (where they have bred regularly on 
the coast) for as many shillings. They are larger than 
common ducks’ eggs, but otherwise similar : that is, they 
are of the same shape, tinted with a light sea green, and 
having a smooth greasy substance. A ben incubated them, 
and brought off two sheldrakelings, informing us thereby 
that the little ones are quite destitute of the gay clothing 
which bedecks their parents. Their down is greyey-browny- 
greeu, like that which covers the go.slings of the brown 
China goose; but they have four lighter yellowish spots, one 
on each shoulder, undone on each hip, which would help you 
to pick them out from amongst hundreds of ducklings. 
After a few days, too, it was evident from their respective 
increase in size, that one was a little drake, and the other 
a duck, beginning the world. We reai'ed them to about a 
month old, when they pined and died. Why ? you ought to 
able to guess, if you have read Yarrell, and others, on the 
article Sheldrake. But let us do something better than 
read. Let us go and rdsit the breeding places of the shel¬ 
drake. We shall then see why Willughby calls them “ Bur¬ 
row-ducks.” I am rather in want of a little fresh air, and 
we shall study natural histoi’y after the hunter’s fashion. 

We are approaching the little fishing-town of Blakeneyj 
and you already perceive a change in the scene. It is a 
good great-coat colder than at home; and the air is more 
than transparent. It illuminates the landscape, as if there 
were some bright medium between it and our eyes, as there 
is, in truth. These hills are steeper in their declivity than 
those we are accustomed to : our gravelly crag would not 
lie at so great an angle to the horizon, but would have 
slipped down before it became covered with herbage. The 
material here is well-worn pebble-stones and coarse shingle. 
You may remember that hills composed of loose matters 
have a slope corresponding to the stulf they are made of. 
The ashy cone on the top of Vesuvius is an example which 
my legs have not even yet. forgotten. Different heaps of 
different rubbish inchne according to their own private 
methods of slope; as would different kinds of sand in dif¬ 
ferent hour-glasses. 

A way-side passenger has become a rarity. The few we 
do meet make a point of saluting us respectfully. Yonder, 
crouched in the hedge, with red hands and blue face, is a 
boy deputed to the office here called “ keeping ” crows. I 
wonder if he be the same, to whom his employer once 
shouted, “ Well, boy, where are you going to now ? ” “Why. 
master, I lia’ kept ’em in this piece till they ha’ eaten it up 
good tidily clean. They ha’ flown to the tother piece, and 
I’m now agoin’, like winking, to keep ’em there.” Obseiwe, 
too, the cottage gardens. Their contents mark the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the sea. You might suspect it from the extra- 
bright colours of the few remaining flowers, and from the 
extreme luxuriance of those rosemary shrubs ; but here 
you see, for the first time during our drive, that hand¬ 
some plant, the Tree Mallow {Lavatera arborea), displaying 
fiowrets not a few. Depend upon it, the “ Missis ” is finely 
])roud of that ten or twelve-foot specimen. I envy it myself. 
Those next door are of the same species, though their 
foliage is so different. Before flowering, the leaves are 
ample, but when the plant attains its reproductive stage, 
they are much smaller. In either state it is ornamental, as 
you see ; but though a British native, and even a member of 
the scanty Bass Rock flora, it is not generally known. Many 
an alien is more familiar to people who saunter in dressed 
grounds and trim parterres. In gardens it often remains 
some years without blooming, but dies in the winter after it 

has flowered; for it is, or ought to be, naturally biennial. 
Seeds fallen in the ground from the parent mallow will keep 
springing up every season for a number of years : but the 
young plants are impatient of cold, except in maritime 
situations, and few survive, which may be the reason why it 
is so rarely seen inland. But a tolerable gardener would get 
over that difficulty. 

At last we are arrived, and a queer-looking place it is ! 
The town seems a cul-de-sac, with no thoroughfare. There is 
one, discoverable by the enterpri.sing. The dull little two- 
storied liouses, in the nairow street, stand staring full- 
visaged at each other, like partners in a country-dance, in¬ 
stead of boldly facing the wide extent of marsh, creek, sea, 
and sands, as you and I should place them, were we to 
engage one for a three-months’ lodging. And, listen ! A 
watchman’s rattle ! if watchmen had not been swallowed up 
by the police. Ah ! look! it is a fish-cart from Sheringham. 
The “ old chap,” in Saxon (the “ senile vendor,” in Roman) 
English, distrusts his feeble voice to give due honour to his 
commodities, so, after a flourish on the rattle, “ Haddocks ! 
fresh haddocks !” is gasped forth in a faint and asthmatical 
cry. Oh ! we are not on vulgar ground ; though genteel 
people, dear souls ! very rarely trust their precious selves to 
stand on the pebbly pavement over which we are passing. 

“ What do 5’ou want for this haddock? No. I will not 
give you more than threepence ; if I stretch another penny, 
I’ll have that nice ’ But ’ into the bargain. Very weU: we’ll 
take these to B-’s, to be fried for breakfast. It will be 
a rehef to Mrs. B., who does not expect us. Tell me; dare 
truly genteel people carry a couple of fish into an inn-yard 
between finger and thumb ? ” 

But it is still too early to pay our respects to the Naids, 
“ and the nymphs who dance on the sands,” though our 
jaunt has taken place at the best possible age of the moon. 
At Blakeney it is high water at six in the morning, three or 
four days after full moon and change. So, we can drop 
down to the sea and the extraordinary “ meals,” four or five 
miles distant by water, with the ebb-tide, and return with 
the flood in a conveniently-timed day. Before we need take 
boat there is time for a good walk. Almost every other 
path is under water, thanks to this pressing north wind, so 
W'e will foUow the Marsh bank, itself a pleasing wonder. 

D. 
{To be continued.) 

WILD BEES. 

By H. W. Newman, Esq. l 

(Continued from vol. viii., page 422.) 

APIS L.4PIDAEIA (RED, OR ORANGE-TAILED BEE). 

This is another beautiful species of wild bee very 
common in England. It forms its nests sometimes in old 
walls, heaps of stones, Ac., or in the earth, generally a 
couple of inches only from the surface. The female, or 
queen bee, is large, very black, and hairy, with the three 
last segments of the abdomen red, or deep orange; the 
male is smaller, quite differently marked, being nearly all 
yellow, except the abdomen, which is red; the worker is a 
smaller bee, and marked tbe same as the queen. This is a 
very common bee in some parts of England, and on the 
continent, but I never saw one of this species in any part of 
Scotland, though there is a variety of it differently marked, 
with nearly the same habit in every respect, most frequently 
found there in old walls; they go by a very vulgar name 
among the lower orders in the north. 

Of these (Red-tailed) I have taken many nests. This is 
easily done, as they are mostly on or near the surface of the 
ground, but out of the reach of the tread of cattle. My 
method is to lay the nest bare in the course of the day, and i 
after sunset, when they are all quiet, to go with a small box, ! 
and lift the whole of the nest, combs, bees, &c., all at once, 
and cover them up for the night. It will amply repay any 
one curious in these trifles to watch the exit of the workers 
in the morning, when the aperture is opened, and they find 
themselves in a new situation; the care with which they 
survey the entrance one by one, the slow and cautious 
manner in which they take their first few flights, is most 
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admirable. Surely no one wlio observ^es this can for a 
moment suppose that the hee finds its way to its hive, or 
nest, mechanically, without fuh observation. 

Tlie males of tlie Apis Lftpidaria have precisely the same 
habits as the two last described species; these bees leave 
the nests a few days after they are hatched (guided much 
by weather), to become wanderers like their congeners. 
They voluntarily leave, and may be seen flying from thistle 
to thistle, in their lively liveries of yellow and red. 

Three years ago, wlien at Weymouth, I met a gentleman 
and his little boy, who were amusing themselves at a nest, 
killing the workers of this species with a shoe ; this was in 
September. 1 civilly asked him w'hy he killed them; his 
reply was, that they had some honey. The nest they had 
found was at the bottom of the clilf. I caught several of 
the workers with my naked hand, at which they were sur¬ 
prised. I assured them they were quite harmless, and 
convinced them th.at it was too late in the season to find the 
cells full; they became converts to my opinion, and desisted 
from destroying thei*. I have opened and examined 
hundreds of nests at the end of August, or beginning of 
September, and never found any honey. They appear to 
consume it always before the end of the summer; probably 
it is not wanted after the liatching is over, for as the wild 
bees are dormant through the winter they require none. 
We walked a few hundred yards together, and I caught 
several of the drones from the thistles, and he observed 
how dift’ereut they were in appearance, and wondered none 
had gone into the nest, nor come out while we were there. 
I told him the reason of this, and that they never returned. 

I w'as at Dieppe, in Normandy, in August, 184;5, where I 
remaineil a day-and-a-half, on purpose to e.xamine the wild 
bees in the country near. I found the same species exactly 
as in England. By far the majority were the Bed-tailed, 
and the A. Terreslris. I met a number of French school¬ 
boys amusing themselves in the cruel practice of killing 
the wild bees and extracting their honey-bags. They cer¬ 
tainly were adejits at catching them by the back ; but w’hen 
they saw me take several drones in my hand, and pull them 
by the legs and wings, they began to think I had some 
magical power, and it was with difliculty 1 could persuade 
them that the drones had no stings. 

There are several more species of the wild hee in Britain, 
varieties of those which I have described, but they have all 
the same habits as to the internal economy of the nest—the 
drones all leaving without the faculty of returning ; and 
each of the males of all the species make a round of visits, 
in fine weather, in the early part of the day, to particular 
spots ; and each species v.aries its flight in tliis respect on 
the ground in a manner that a little resembles the workers. 
I need scarcely add, that none of the honey cells of any of 
these bees are sealed like the hive bee. The AjAis Lupidaria 
is the handsomest of its congeners. 

(?'o be continued.) 

EOOKS AND PHEASANTS. 

Some correspondents have frequently asked for advice 
how to estalilish a rookery. The reply has been, to set 
rooks eggs under a magpie, wdio happens to have built in a 
favourable situation for a rookery. Assuming that you 

1 could get three or four pairs of mag]5ies to build in the 
I same spot near together, the plan would seem plausible, for 
! a pair of rooks will seldom stay; they join other neigh- 
I bouring flocks ; but three or four pairs (if thus hatched and 
; reared) would form a little community of their own, and 

probably might stay. But the difliculty is to get a magpie 
to feed a rook. I have known the experiment tried more 
than once, and the magpie has always deserted the rooks, 
and starved them, just as the black fine feathers appeared. 
A magpie is a most curious and sharp-sighted bird, and is 
not easily imposed on. Books, it is true, have a great 
attachment to the place of their nativity. Not farther back 
than twenty-five years ago, I remember that a pair of rooks 

; built annually, for several years, on a single tree, in the 
j Boyal Hotel yard, and another pair on a tree in I'imund- 

street, both places then being, as now, in the very centre of 
Birmingham, but they never staid after their young could 

fly. There are two rookeries near my present residence, 
and one is now altogether deserted in the wunter, and is 
used in the breeding season only, 1 presume for the sake of 
the old nests, and by those birds who were bred there. 

I have tried to rear young carrion-birds from their un¬ 
fledged state, and they generally have lost the use of their | 
legs when about fledged. I attiibute it to a mistake in 
feeding, or in the food itself. If I wished to try to raise a ' 
rookery, and liad a very suitable w'ood of trees, for they | 
must be high, and a good many of them together, I would 
get some rook’s-eggs, and set them under a bantam or light ; 
lien, and would try to rear the young by hand, in a place ' 
made amongst the trees, and I would turn them out as I 
would young pheasants or partridges, when they just began ; 
to peck; or the nests themselves might be robbed of their 
young when hatched, but you must recollect that you can j 
never tame any bird or animal half so well after it has once I 
opened its eyes upon, or been fed by its own parent, as you j 
can by never letting it know any fostering hand besides your j 
own; but the experiment of mailing a rookery is a very ! 
doubtful one. 

One word to sportsmen on rearing pheasants, the result , 
of experience. l>o not turn up your tame or caged hens in j 
your woods in the spring, to he eaten by foxes and vermin, I 
and avoid putting a tame or caged cock pheasant with your i 

hens to spoil their eggs through incompetency. Crop the | 
hens wings, and put them in a wired place, open at the top, | 
where the wild cock pheasants can have access to them. i 
Then sit off' the eggs under a hen, and rear in the usual way. 

A WORCESTEESUIKE MaN. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gaedenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Hon’, London." 

Peeseeving Balsams by Cuttings (.1. B.).—There is nothing new 
in this. The difficulty is to keep the cuttings healthy over the winter in a 
cool greenhouse. Place them at the warmest end, and if even then the cold 
should seem too much for them, put the glass over them, under which 
you struck them. Give little water, but keep them from flagging. A 
little labour, and you will be rewarded with compact bulbs, very full of 
flowers. 

Calceolaeia Seed (.4 Suliseriber).—Your greenhouse would have 
been quite sufficient for this. No stove heat is required. September is 
the best month in the year to sow, &c., but as October will be pro¬ 
gressing before you see this, we would almost advise you to wait until 
February, then proceed as follows :—Fill a pot or pots half full with 
drainage, then with sw-eet soil, somevvhat rough, to within three-quarters- 
of-an-inch of the top, then fill with half-an-inch more of fine-sifted soil— 
if a little peat in it all the better—press it down, and then set the pot 
over head, for ten minutes, in a pail of water; take it out and let it drain 
for at least twenty-four hours ; then place the smallest quantity of fine 
sandy soil on the surface, press it gently and evenly down, and on this 
sow the seeds very thinly; then scatter over them a film of dry fine sand, 
and press again. Put a square of glass over the pot; on this glass place a 
little damp moss, and set it in a shady part of the greenhouse ; remove 
the moss as soon as the plants appear, and give them a high position, 
allowing the glass to remain until the plants are some size. They are 
impatient of water until they are pricked off; and to avoid watering, you 
will succeed better by plunging the pot into a larger one, and filling the 
space between wdtli moss, which you can keep moist. 

Gesneea Zebeina (T. M. 1F.1.—This being in bud, and looking 
healthy, will no doubt bloom, if you give it a temperature from 60° to 
70°. \Ve frequently h<ave it in a glass case in summer, a greenhouse in 
autumn, and a plant stove the most of the winter. 

Fuchsias Grown in Pots on a .Single Stem (E. C. S.).—You 
have not told us your advantages. Keep them anywhere during the 
winter, free from frost, and just not dry, but moist rather than wet. Then 
cut down in spring, if you want a bush, or merely cut-in the side-shoots, 
and shorten the top one if you wish a Pyramid from a single stem, and 
repot when the shoots have broken a couple of inches, and grow slowly, 
if you want a robust h.abit. You may prune in a month, if you like, but 
we should prefer spring for getting some nice cuttings, if you wanted 
them. See some hints by Mr. Fish, to-day. 

Night-blowing Ceeeus (Lej/tonemis).—This is almost as hardy as 
the rest of the Cacti that w ill stand well in a greenhouse in winter, when 
kept dry, and in a state of rest. In such circumst.anccs, it would r’eiiuire 
the warmth of summer to open its blossom. As to whether Nmn- 
tanthus tongipes, jEschpnanthus javanirus, a.ml Bignonia insignis, are 
suitable stove plants for exhibition, we must reply that we do not know 
the last, and are not sure we know the second; but all the JEschn- 
nantlmses are good when well grown. The Nematanthns we have had 
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in bloom for long periods, but scarcely profuse enough to he fit for an 
exhibition-tabic, but wc did not give it much attention. The long flower- 
stalks give it a very singular appearance, when seen suspended from the 
branch. 

Twenty Stove Plants suitable for Exhibition (Ibid).—The 
following we think will suit you :—Allamnnda cathartica, Allam(mda 
Scbnttiiy ACachynanthus specio^tSy 7E. lonf^iflorusy JE. viiniatus, Aphe^ 
landra aurantiaca, Begonia rinnabarinUy B. fuchMoideHy CaRsia corym- 
liosuy Chirita Moonily Clerodendron fallnx, C. splendensy C. Kctmpferii, 
JHpladenia crassinnduy Fyanciscea confertifolia, F. Intifolia, Gardenia 
Stanleyanay G. Demmianay G, FortunianUy Glosrinia grandis, Hoya 
Bellay Ixora coccinea superbuy I. jamnicuy I. grandijioray Medinilla 
RpeciosUy Rondelletia speciosa major, Stephnnntis jloribunda. Take only 
one of a genus if it suits you, and add, Gesneras, GloxinUtSy AchimeneSy 
and BegoniuHy as many as you please. 

Pit for Forcing, Propagating, &c. (B. A.).—We might make an 
instructive article upon the subject of your pit, ten feet wide, twenty- 
five feet long, and divided into two divisions, but we cannot answer your 
(juestions at large, so as to be useful to others, without a drawing. Let 
the following for the present suflice. 1 and 2. If your roof at the apex 
is either a foot higher, or the walls a foot lower, the angle of inclination 
will be better. 3. Depth of earth two feet. 4. Size of ventilators in 
front and back walls opposite each light, twelve inches by six inches, but 
at the front and back sashes more. These, though useful, will not be 
absolutely necessary, but the one opening into the hot-air chamber, and 
the other over the pipes at back, air may be safely admitted, when it 
would not be proper to move the sashes. 5, d. Four-inch pipes will not 
be too large to heat the tank, though three-inch would do. These 
cemented troughs art useful, but w'e have no difficulty in getting moisture, 
by placing open rubble over pipes, and throwing in water when necessary. 
7. We would use three, instead of two-inch pipes, for top dry heat, as 
the water circulates languidly in two-inch pipes, and if we had them at 
all, W’e would rather have them in front, or round the house, instead of 
at the back, as this of itself would preclude your placing according to 
question p. Peach-trees against the back-wall, which, however, would 
not answer so well in such circumstances as vines and cucumbers. We do 
not see how you are to have additional dry heat from your tile drain 
8, in front, as that communicates with the open chamber over the gutter, 
as well as the opening in the side, 7> to admit moist air. Now, by sinking 
your floor, for supporting the bed, some twelve or eighteen inches 
nearer the gutter, and w-e suppose this floor to be of slate, or some ana¬ 
logous substance, you might still have slides in the side for moist air 
at will, and then shafts all round communicating with the flooring would 
give you dry heat at will, besides enabling you to have plenty of rough 
material, such as brickbats, charcoal, &c., below the bed of earth. With 
such contrivance, unless you wanted to force plants and melons very 
early, the two four-inch pipes would be sufficient, especially with a 
canvass covering in severe weather. 8. The boilers will be nothing too 
large. 10. Glass, l6-oz. will not be too strong for panes forty inches by 
twelve inches ; but why have them so long ; just think of having such 
a thing as a crash, and the expense and trouble of replacing them. 
On the whole, we do not approve of your arrangement. Your pit Over 
the gutter or tank is six feet wide, abutting on the front-wall, leaving 
four feet behind, you must open your front sashes to attend to the 
management of whatever you have. Why not place the pit in the centre, 
five feet wide, with two-and-a-half feet wide paths, back and front. You 
w’ould thus have the whole place at command, and find yourself quite at 
home in the worst day, as well as the finest. Before building, examine a 
most economical arrangement of a house, given by Mr. Fish, at page 
337. of our second volume. That house still answers admirably, the 
gardener does little wonders w'ith it. If, however, you are wedded to 
your present arrangement, you might have a pit eighteen inches wdde, 
and two feet deep, placed over your pipes at the back-wall, and there 

■ you may grow vines or cucumbers, to cover the wall, and hang from the 
1 hipped roof. 

' Hollyhocks.—A Constant Sluhscriher recommends Queen of Eng^ 
land (Chater and Son); delicate pink; very fine ; beautiful. Aurnniin 

'■ (Kivers); salmon and or.Tnge; beautiful, Obsnura Suberba {Chater [iwil 
I .Son) ; silvery-shaded puce; a decided improvement upon Obscura. 
j Beauty of Haverhill (Chater and Son); silvery-lilac; beautifully veined. 
I Napoleon (Powis); slate, edged with light; fine. Bella Donna (Woods); 
I white; one of the best out. Meteor (Bircham); crimson; fine. No- 

blissima (Chater and Son); rosy-red; mottled and veined ; fine. Rosy 
I Queen (Chater); rosy-blush. Lady Cullum (Chater and Son); rosy- 
I crimson, glowing as if shot with purple; fine. Susannah : creamy- 
1 white ; very fine. Abricote (Chater and Son); colour apricot; fine shape ; 
; large size; a noble flower. Surprise (Chater and Son); roay-crimson ; 

fine. Joan of Arc (Parsons); silvery-blush; very flne. Yellow Model, 
or, rather, Frimrose Model (Bircham); this is very fine. 

; Prolific Ducks.—Mr. Edwards, Station-Master at the Lyndhurst- 
Roiul Kailw.ay Station, Hants, has a couple of ducks of the pure white 

; Aylesbury breed, which have laid this season the prodigious number of 
2fil eggs. One of them laid in daily succession 14fi eggs; and she is now 

I running about with a brood of 12 young ones. The other laid llSalto- 
I gethcr; and she has now her A-ccowd brood, having brought up her first 
I brood of 13 early in the summer. 

New System of Swarm-managemf.nt.—A Country Curate, says, 
1 “ I have been all along puzzled to account for the rather peculiar failure 

of “ B. B.’s *’ trial of the new plan ; but at last he has furnished us with 
some clue to the discovery of the probable cause. He had not learnt his 
lesson with sajfieient care, wlien he applied himself to give my plan a 
trial. I have never myself stojiped up a hive *‘from twenty-four to 
thirty-six hours,” (from which a swarm had issued w'//wm////) ‘‘as soon 
as the swarms had left the hives;” nor do I remember anywhere to 
have recommended such a treatment! I have said, indeed, that it man 
be well to stop up such a hive for a few hours on removing it to a frcsli 
stand, hut I have generally left my old hives so treated (juite open from 
the first! To stop them up, h(»wcver, for such a length of time, so full 
too of bees as they still usually are, after the issue of a natural swarm, 
I should at once have deemed a most mistaken method of proceeding. 
It is far otherwise in the case of a stock from which an artifrial swarm 

has been taken. In this instance there are usually but a nery small 
number of bees left in the hive, the drones are mostly all in company 
with the swarm, and there is no royal brood to suffer. But in a stock 
from which a natural swarm has issued, many (perhaps most) of the 
drones remain. This, from the nature of the case, we might expect; not 
only so, there are usually many bees left, and above all, there are young 
royal queens, perhaps all in a state, and of an age reijuiring the most 
assiduous attention. Now what follows in both instances where the old 
stocks are shut up for so long a space ? In the one instance, where the , 
swarm was forced out, the temperature, owing to the paucity of bees, 
can seldom rise, from the nece.ssary agitation within, to any very incon¬ 
venient height; at all events there is no royal brood to suffer. In the 
other case, however, when the swarm issued naturalh/y the heat from the 
large population might be expected to rise to a very dangerous height, 
and it would be almost sure to follow that the royal bees still in the grub 
state would suffer from that, or from neglect. This, to me, appears to 
afford quite a sufficient explanation of “B. B.*s” failure. lt\9.ihe manage¬ 
ment, not the system, that is at fault here. But, moreover, I should very 
much question the policy of ” running honey” out of the old hives, 
unless in a very thriving condition. I have never advised it. No doubt, 
too, the failure of ” B.B.” must be put down in part to the very bad season 
W’e had almost everywhere in June. Few mid-June swarms or their 
parent stocks will be found to have done anything this year. I shall be 
obliged to ” B. B.” to give us his opinion of the value of the above remarks. 
I cannot make out ” H. S. N.*s ” observations. He is not particular 
enough in narrating his facts. For instance, is he speaking of the stock 
or the swarm when he says, “ I could not by any means induce them to ; 
work in the super ? ” ‘‘ No. 3 natural swarm ” could not possibly have | 
come out of the stock, in whose place it was put, else there would have 
been no such fighting as he speaks of. The “fighting,” which he says 
he has seen “more or less at all the swarms that have been put where the 
stock formerly stood,” must have been only in appearance^ I have 
never observed it. It is a had sign to see drones in September, but worse 
in October. If any are seen now, fumigate and plunder. 

Vegetable IMarrow, Sic. {RosasoliSs)—It is Vegetable Marrow, 
wad not Mallow, and is a kind of gourd. Jxias and Sparaxis arc pro¬ 
pagated both by seeds and by offset bulbs; and both ought now to be 
potted or sown in pots, in good turfy peat, with a little sand, and placed 
in a cold pit, or on a shelf in a greenhouse ; tlie soil to be kept mode¬ 
rately moist all through the winter, and free ventilation whenever the 
weather is mild. 

Bignonia rAdicans (Ibid).— It requires to be close pruned like a 
grape vine; and, after it comes to a flowering age and strength, it is 
generally a free bloomer on a south wall, or inside a cool greenhouse in 
less favourable sifuations Can any of our Irish readers tell him what is 
the right name of a plant there called Melidore ? 

Fuchsias and Geraniums (R. E. S.).—The Fuchsias will stand 
out with a clight protection from frost, and all your old Geraniums must 
be taken up, their green tops cut off, and the hard bottom parts and 
roots, after being partially dried, may be packed in a box or hamper with 
dry fern or hay, and put away from the frost like so many potatoes ; but 
look at them from time to time, to see that they do not turn mouldy, j 
Cuttings will do no good now. 

List of Bulbs (5. <S. S.).—We shall begin to analyse your bulb list 
immediately, and we hope between us to be of great service to m.any of 
our readers. Accept our best thanks for your share of the undertaking. 

Flower-Garden Plan {J. H. N.).—Your pl.an will be engraved as 
an example of a very useful and easy way of managing such a space. As 
to your Allamnnda, with seven upright shoots, two feet high, cut four of 
the weakest shoots down to within two joints of the old wood, and the 
other tliree cut to one-Iialf their length ; this pruning to be done in 
March, as soon as you perceive the least appearance (»f growth ; do not 
give the ])lant much water all the winter. A good gardener would ])rune , 
so weak a plant of AUnmunda at the end of this month ; keep it nearly ' 
dry all the winter, and “ set it to work” in a hot-bed by the end of 
February ; shake away the soil from tlie roots on the first move of growth, 
trim the roots, and put it in a smaller pot, force it vigorously for three 
months, and give it two, if not three, shifts before the end of June, and 
would have it in bloom nearly by that time; that way would be most 
dangerous to a less experienced person. 

Garden near Glasgow.—J. C. says : “ In our garden on a south wall 
we liavfi Clianthus punireus (the largest I have even seen, and a perfect 
picture in April and May), Acacia armata, Aloysia citriodnra, and a 
great variety of Teaand other Hoses, all of which stand the winter without 
any protection. Fuchsias grow with us to an immense size. As I have 
noticed several inquiries in The CottAgk Gardener regarding the 
Noisette Rose Soifnterre, I may mention that we have a plant covering 
a large part of the front of our house (I say our, for it is my father’s, but 
my brother and I are the gardeners !), which has been in constant 
flow’cr since the beginning of May last, and still showing buds ; it was 
not pruned at all this spring. We have also had some very fine flowers 
on (doth of Gold, budded on the Crimson Boursault. All the above are 
growing in a well-drained border, composed of peat, loam, and sea-sand, 
the former predominating, in the greenhouse, we intend growing Tea 
and other Roses for spring and late autumn flowering, and we purpose 
planting them in a border formed all round the house, instead of growing 
them in pots, as our time being limited would not admit of the constant 
attention necessary, as to waterings, tkc., were they grown in the 
latter way. Although Koscs arc principally what we intend growing, yet 
we piirpose having a selection of other suitable things, and I shall be 
glad if you would furnish me with a list of such things (including 
climbers), as you think would be likely to st.and the winter without fire- 
h<‘at; and here I fancy I hear you .sny—But why not have a flue or brick 
stove, in case of severe frosts? Well, because as wc are residents in 
town during the winter months, and leave no one who understands the 
matter to attend to the fire, we thought we should be less likely to have 
our hearts broken by trusting to Jack Frost, than by \e2iV\ng fire-heat in 
the hands of a bungler. Don’t you agree with us? ” [Yes; certainly.] 

Gr.\pr for a Cold Greenhouse (Ji C.).—The Royal Muscadine , 
is the best white, and the Hambro* the best black, for such a house as ) 
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5'ours, ort the coast of Loch Long, beyond Glasgow. If you plant these 
vines, you must give up all ideas of other climbers for this house, ex¬ 
cept, perhaps, Bignonia or Tecoma radicans gi'iindiflora, which requires 
the very same treatment in every respect as these hardy grape vines. 
We know Glasgow Green, and both sides of the Clyde below it; also 
some of the “ bunglers,** and best men in these parts ; and, as very little 
can be done on the coast until you go down next May, you will 
excuse us for not giving you a list of suitable plants for summer culture 
until w^e consider “a wee.** Some of our London readers, who know as 
much of Loch Long as of Timbuctoo, will be astonished to read your 
account of the gardening on that part of the west coast of Scotland. It 

■ will he no surprise here, however, to hear of the sons and daughters of 
wealthy fathers being so much in their garden. 

Koses on Turf {E. S, F.).—Standard roses will not do so well in 
groups when the roots are covered with grass as when they have an 
open circle or bed. A group of standard roses on grass, by the way, is 
one of the most frightful things that you could devise or think of for a 
flower-garden; something as if Her Majesty, while at Balmoral, had 
all the ladies of her household dressed in kilts of the royal tartan. 
Rather have them planted in this wise—three tall standards in the 
centre; five half-standards round them; and ten or a dozen strong 
dwarfs outside of all. These dwarfs should be worked plants on six-inch 
stems, and the grass might be laid quite close to the stems of the outside 
row; then, from May to November, who would know but your roses 
were “ on grass? ** All the plants or kinds of roses in a group of this 
kind, should be of equal strength, so as to keep up the uniformity of 
the whole. 

Flower-garden Plans {Ignohts and Others).—One will appear this 
month, and will be followed by others in a monthly series. 

Hardy Ferns (Tom Pouce).—As you intend transplanting native 
ferns from your own neighbourhood into your rock-work, which you are 
now constructing, you may begin at once, and go on with them, to the 
end of next March, as the weather allows. The smaller kinds you will 
easily remove, as their roots run near the surface; but the roots of the 
great, strong-growing ferns run very deep, and they must be trenched 
out to do much good; but if so treated, they want no balls with them. 
We have known scores and scores of pounds wasted in removing thick, 
square pieces of turf, or balls, from native fern brakes to “inoculate** 
parks and rough pieces in pleasure grounds, such balls carrying only the 
buds and leaving the roots behind. When a piece of fern land is broken- 
up for cultivation, the farmer will tell you that the roots of ferns are as 
bad to get rid of as the roots of docks, and this ought to teach us gar¬ 
deners that the large, common ferns come from pieces of the roots, and 
60 we ought to know better than plant only buds and balls. 

Moss Roses {An Old Raven).—You must take them all up early next 
month, trench the ground two spits deep, mixing a good quantity of 
rotten dung with it if the roots are long, black, and fibreless, as we expect 
they are, cut them back one-half, and cut in the branches quite close to 
the old wood, and if the old wood is long, cut one-half of the shoots to 
near the bottom; then replant them, and put some littery dung on the 
surface of the ground to mulch them, and next May, when you see the 
leaves coming out, begin to water them freely, and let them have some 
weekly to the end of July. If they come up strong, give liquid manure 
occasionally. 

Flower Garden Plan (W. T.).—The planting is unexceptionable, 
and as your Heliotropes agree with the Ageratums, there is no objection in 
the least against the mixture, and the centre bed is just the right place 
for them; but this is the only bed in your garden that is fit to be seen ; 
the four flanking it are dumpy, the rest quite frightful. We have not 
seen the work you allude to. 

Cochins v. Spanish.—Q. in a Corner says: “I like the spirit in 
which ‘ Gallus* writes; agree with him in general as to the excellence 
of Dorkings, but dissent from his conclusion in toto. Having kept 
almost every variety of fancy poultry during the last thirty years, and 
paid great attention to their consumption of food, always feeding them 
myself, I have arrived at the conclusion, that 2/ there is any difference 
in proportion to size, Malays are the greatest eaters; that Cochins do 
not eat more than Spanish or Dorkings, va proportion to size; that they 
are easily satisfied, and often leave part of their allotted food; and, in 
opposition to Mr. Bailey, no mean authority, I find they fatten rapidly, 
and that the short-legged variety lay on much flesh on breast and wings. 
As to their excellence as a table fowl, much, I think, remains to be 
proved, as the price has hitherto proved a bar to a fair trial on a large 
scale. Allow me to say, that to sit down to a poultry-dinner, knowing 
that they are Cochins, and having a preconceived notion that they are 
not very good, is 7iot a fair trial. Will ‘ Gallus * or Mr. Bailey, who so 
kindly comes to his rescue, allow themselves to be blindfolded, and in 
that state sit down to table, having slices of poultry set before them, and 
then say whether it is Spanish, Dorking, or Cochin, from flavour only ? 

I If so, I will confess myself satisfied, but not till then. Is there not in 
! the wnme of Dorking a charm that would give relish to any fowl sold 
i under that name ? The only difference I could ever discover, was a flavour 
I in some Cochins approaching that of game, which can hardly be an 

objection. I know of a case w’here a very knowing gent sat down to dine 
' off a large Shanghai cockerel, dressed as a Turkey poult, and yet could 

not discover the cheat. So much for flavour. This, however, would go 
j to prove that in this breed there is a little difference in flavour ; but I 
1 write for information, not victory. As to productiveness, there is cer¬ 

tainly no comparison iDetween them and Spanish, as far as my experience 
goes; none in the ease with which chicks are reared,—the Spanish being 
proverbially difficult to rear. The opinion of some of the oldest and best 
fanciers has been sought, and it fully coincides with the above. One, 
when reading the article about the excellence of Spanish fowls as layers, 
laughed outright, and said that they were anything but good, when 
compared with Cochins.** 

Red Spider (A Twelve-month Subscriber). — We take it that by 
“ Garden Spider,** you mean Red Spider, and if so, tobacco-smoke will 
not kill or drive him away; neither will your other remedy,—sulphuring 
the house,-affect the Vry White Scaly, or the Soft Mealy Bug, if they 

j ftremcluded myour " levcral other insecte." Neverthelcii, it ii every 

good plan to turn out all plants once or twice a-year from a greenhouse, 
or from pits, and burn sulphur in those structures, and to keep the doors 
and ventilators closed fora day or two afterwards. Then, after a few 
hour*s free admission of fresh air, the house or pit is safe enough for any 
plant. If you use grass as you propose, the expense of keeping it in 
order will be double what it is now, but your place would look much 
better. Circles, not more than four feet through, and ovals, eight or I 
nine feet long, are the only shapes suitable for such strips of ground. ; 

Edging Plant {Lover of Flowers).—We do not know “a hardy her¬ 
baceous perennial that will be in bloom from the 1st of June to the end 
of September, and not to have pink flowers.** 

China Iris {W. G. N.).—It is not at all a fit plant for pots, unless . 
you were an expert gardener. Place it under a west wall, in rich light 
soil, and it will take care of itself, and blossom there; it is hardy enough, 
and wants no protection. ^ 

Peat (Y. Z.).—How can we tell you what to put it to, unless we knew ! 
what plants you cultivate, and the nature of your soil? It is not used i 
for Geraniums; but is especially required for Heaths and American | 
plants. Keep it under cover. Crocuses do not require manure, unless ' 
the ground be poor, but to be grown in a moderately rich, well-drained, ^ 
light soil. ; 

Phlomis floccosa (Subscriber).—This is a half-hardy evergreen, j 

and is so described in The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, if you read ^ 
the description there given. To avoid numerous headings, all the half- 1 

hardy species are put together. You are there told its average height, j 
colour of flowers, time of their being open, native country, and date of | 
introduction. We have little more to add to such history. It is called 
floccosa on account of its woolly branches. It flowers usually from July 
to October. There is a drawing of it in the Botanical Register, t, 1300. 

EauATioN OF Time {Coche^'ham),—We believe it is right; we are 
indebted for it to the Gardeners' Almanack, and for that the Stationers’ 
Company employ an astronomical authority. 

Roses pegged down {A Recent Subscriber).—We have set our face 
against the plan of pegging down Roses altogether, for reasons long 
since explained; therefore, we said nothing about it in The Cottage 
Gardeners' Dictionary, Super-phosphate of lime is good for Roses, no 
doubt, but good old cow-dung, we think, is far better for them; but try 
the two, and let us hear the result. 

Potatoes in Cold, Wet Clay {M. R. P.),—Do not plant your 
potatoes in such a soil until February. Until then keep them buried in 
layers alternating with coal ashes, or sand, in a cool, dry shed. When 
you plant, do so in beds about four feet wide, with deep alleys between 
to drain them. Lime, bricklayers’ rubbish, coal ashes, and tan, would 
be good applications to such a soil. We should plant Ash-leaved 
Kidneys. 

Sail-cloth for Fruit-tree Sheltering (A. Z., W-n).—You 
may obtain this of Messrs. T. and D. Henry, 44, Mark Lane, London. 

Planting Potatoes {K. H., Dublin).—We regret that the gentle¬ 
man who instituted the experiments is dead, but we are promised a 
report of their results. 

Liver - COMPLAINT in Rabbits. — In number 205, Sept. 2nd., 
“ Amicus ** asks if any reader knows a cure for liver-complaint in 
rabbits? I believe it to be caused by damp, and want of fresh air, also 
by moist or unwholesome food. I have had rabbits killed by it, that 
have thriven well in an open grass-plot, till a wet week came on. I think 
it may be known by the rough and lean appearance of the animal, and I 
have cured it by keeping them clean and dry, and giving them salt in 
their dry food. Ido not think that the rabbits often grow out so fine 
afterwards if they have it bad.—B. P. B. 

Cochins not Fatting.—I must beg to differ from “Gallus,” and 
Mr. Bailey, respecting Cochin-Chinas not fatting. My young fowls have 
always been exceedingly fat and delicious eating, and have been pro¬ 
nounced excellent by all that partook of them. Mine, however, are not, 
I think, the largest sort, more like what “An Old Subscriber ’* calls the 
Lovell Cochin-Chinas. So the varieties may differ in their gastronomic 
qualities.—B. P. B. 

Pickled Samphire {E. S. D.).—Well sprinkle your fresh-gathered 
samphire with salt. Cover it with spring water, and let it stand twenty- 
four hours; then put it into a brass pan, with another handful of salt, 
and cover it well with vinegar. Cover the pan close, and set it over a 
slow fire until green and crisp, at which moment take it off, for if allowed 
to get soft it will be spoiled. When cold, tie over your jar both a bladder 
and a leather. Samphire may also, we believe, be kept all the year in a ' 
strong brine of salt and water, throwing it into vinegar just before you 
wish to use it. 

Names of Pears {Mr, Watson),—No. 1. Marie Louise. No. 2. 
Beurre d’Aremberg. No. 3. Marie Louise. No. 5. Easter Beurre, 
small, bad specimen. No. 8. Napoleon, ditto. No. 13. Nelis d’Hiver. 
No. 14. Glout Morceau. No. 20. Duchesse d’Angoulome. No. 21« 
Nelis d’Hiver. 

Potatoes {E. 0.).—We should grow no other Kidney Potato than 
the Ash-leaved} and no other round Whites, iha.u Rylott's Flour Ball, 
Fox's Early Delight, and Hopetoun Early. 

Names of Plants (Tyro),—Escallonia montevxdensis, or floribunda, 
for we believe the two species are identical. It grows without shelter in 
the Dean of Winchester’s garden, at Bishopstoke, Hants. {Rev. R. M. 
E.)i—The plant found by your botanical friend in a field near Cloyne, in 
Ireland, is not a Verbascum. but Celsia Cretica, a half-hardy biennial 
native of Crete, but growing like a weed in the garden of the Warden of 
Winchester College. It must have escaped from some garden. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Ma^ Kalendar; and Published by William 
Somerville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in tne Parish o 1 
Christ Church, City of London.—October Slit, 1953* 
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OCTOBER 28—NOV. 3, 1853. 
Weather near London in 1851, 

Sun Bfoon 
R. &S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bef. Sun. 

Day 0 

Year Barometer. iThermo. 
i 

Wind. llain in In. Rises. Sets. 

28 Th St. Simon and St. Jude. 30.100—29.576154—39 S.W. 33 49 a. 6 39 a. 4 5al8 15 16 7 302 
29 F Virginian Creeper leafless. 29-419 —29.305' 48—30 N.W. 03 51 37 5 39 16 16 11 303 
30 S Woodcock arrives. 29.599—29.424149—36 N.E. 01 53 35 6 4 17 16 14 304 
3} Sun 21 Sunday AFTEE Tkinity. 29.612 — 29.602 48—32 N.W. 02 54 33 6 35 18 16 16 305 

1 jj All Saints. 29.613—29.559' 52—28 N.W. 56 32 7 15 19 16 18 306 
2 To ftlichielmas Term begins. 29.550 — 29.336 50—31 N. 01 56 30 8 4 20 16 18 307 
3 W Lilac leafless. 29.920 — 29.759 45—26 W. 06 YU 28 9 4 21 16 18 308 

Meteohology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are .14'’ and 39.3° respectively. The greatest heat, 67°, occurred on the 39th in 1833 ; and the lowest cold, 20°, on the 3r(l 
in 1845. During the period 90 days were fine, and on 85 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

DEKBEBIDS.—BEEBEEIDACE®. 

{Continuedfrom 'page 22.) 

EPIMEDIUSI. BAEEENWOET. 

Geneeic Character.—Calyx below the fruit, of four small, 
egg-shaped, concave, spreading, deciduous leaves. Corolla 
of four egg-shaped, equal, concave, spreading petals, oppo¬ 
site to the calyx. Nectaries four, one lying upon each petal, 
and nearly as long, pouch-like, blunt, equal, attaolied under¬ 
neath to tlie receptacle, by one side of the oritiee. Stamens 
with filaments, awl-shaped, erect, close to the style. Anthers 
of two oblong-oval, parallel cells, attached longitudinally to 
the inner side of the filament, below its summit, each cell 
opening by a valve, which bursts from the bottom and rolls 
back. Oermen elliptic-oblong, with a furrow at the back. 
Style oblique, roundish, the length of the stamens. Stigma 
simple. Pod oblong, pointed, of one cell and two valves. 
Seeds numerous, unilateral, oblong. 

Epimedium atj'Inusi: Alpine Barrenwort. 

Description.—It is a perennial. Root, creeping, slender, 
and thread-shaped, by which it increases rapidly. Stems 
about ten inches high, solitary, stiff, smooth, cyhndric, semi¬ 
transparent, three-branched at top, near the root scaly. 
Leaves; there are no leaves springing direct from the roots, 
but each branch bears one most elegant and delicate leaf, 
on a longish stalk, either once or twice subdivided into 
three leaflets. Leaflets hanging down perpendicularly, heart- 
shaped, ending in a point, about an inch-and-a-half long, 
but enlarging after the flowering is over, very veiny, saw- 
edged, and each tooth ended with a hair, pale-green above 

and greyish beneath. From the point where the stalks of 
the subdivisions of the leaf join the footstalk common to 
them aU, springs the flower-stalk, which bears a cluster of 
flowers about four inches long, the flowers scattered upon it 
widely apart, on three or four branohlets, each branchlet 
usually two-flowered. Petals four, dark-red, and contrasting 
strongly with the four largo pale-lemon-coloured nectaries, 
which are full of honey, and very peculiar. Stamens short. 
Anthers with a taper point, and two lid-like valves. Stigma 
yellowish, encircled at the bottom by a red band. Seed-vessel 
a one-celled pod, with many seeds. 

Places where found.—In thickets in some parts of York¬ 
shire and Cumberland ; on Skiddaw; and near Glasgow and 
Edinburgh. Very rare. 

Time of flowering.—May. 
History.—This plant is included in the Tetrandria mono- 

gynia class and order of the Linnasan system. It is of such 
rare occurrence, and has only so comparatively recently 
been discovered in Britain, that many botanists doubt 
whether it is really a native of our islands. Gerarde, in his 
“ Herbal,” published i.i lui)7, says, “ This rare and strange 
plant was sent to me from the French king’s herbarist, 
llobinus, dwelling in Baris, at the sign of the Black Head, 
in the street called Du bout du Monde, in English, The end 
of the World. This herb I planted in my garden, and in 
the beginning of May it came forth of the ground. Its seed 
came not to ripeness in my garden, by reason that it was 
dried away with the extreme and unaccustomed heat of the 
sun, which happened in the year l.'iOO, since which time, 
from year to year, it bringeth seed to perfection.” .Johnson, 
in his edition of Gerarde’s Herbal, published in 1026, says, 
“ It groweth in the garden of my friend, Mr. John Milton, 
in Old Street, and some other gardens about town.” This 
“ Mr. John Milton ” was the author of “ Paradise Lost.” 
Parkinson, in 1010, gives a very accurate description of the 
plant, but only mentions the mountain districts of Italy as 
its native place, and Bay, in 1088, says no more than, “I 
observed it on the Alps, not far from the town of Ponteba.” 
Even as late as 1807, Dr. Martyn writes, that “ Mr. Miller 
affirms that he received some plants of it which were found 
growing naturally in a wood in the north of England, but he 
was probably misinformed.” Mr. Miller may, therefore, be 
considered its first reoogniser as a native plant. It was 
certainly found by the Eev. T. Gisborne, in 1787, “in a very 
wild p.art of Cumberland called Garrock Fell,” and by Mr. 
Piobson, on Skiddaw, in 1795. Johnson seems to have 
named it Barrenwort, “not because that Dioscorides says it 
is barren both of flowers and seeds, but because, as some 
authors affirm, being drunk, jt is an enemy to conception.”— 
{Smith. Lindley. Martyn. Withering.) 

A Correspondent (W. H. 0.) writes to us as follows :— 

“ The advantages of double-glazing are numerous, and 

among them are included the saving of mats, the saving 

of the time in covering and uncovering, the gradual 

return of light to the jdants in the morning, the 

gradual withdrawal of the light at night, and the longer 

time the plants would have the light, i.e., from earliest 

dawn to the latest daylight. Moreover, I think that the 

second glass may have the effect of correcting any fault 

in the refraction of the upper glass, and thus prevent 

burning. I have six small lights, three feet by four 

feet, double-glazed, and on Saturday last there occurred 

a rather sharp frost; all my glasses were covered with 

white frost, with tho exception of two places which 

exactly corresponded to panes which had been broken 

in the under glazing.” 

The two places on the outer glass were kept free from 

white frost by the rush of warm air against them 

No. CCXIII., VoL, IX. 
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through the broken panes beneath, and affords strong 

evidence of the check to tlie escape of heat which a 

second glass affords. Let it not bo supposed, however, 

that there ought to be any opening in tbe inner glass 

for the purpose of admitting warm, air from the bed 

between the two glazings. So far is this from being 

desirable, that the panes of glass, both in the lower and 

upper glazing, should be puttied oven between the laps, 

in order that they may be rendered as nearly as possible 

air-tight. 

The philosophy of double-glazing shows that its power 

to protect from frost depends upon that tightness, for it 

is only air confined, or kept quiet, that is a bad con¬ 

ductor of heat, and air in motion carries off heat very 

rapidly. The most intense cold in calm weather was 

not a cause of suffering to Captain Parry’s men when 

properly clothed at the North Pole, but the same 

degree of cold, when the wind was high, was not 

endurable, although the thermometer showed there was 

no lower degree of temperature—the air in motion carried 

olf the heat faster, '.fhe same principle is in operation 

when a wet finger is held up to detect which way a 

current of air is passing, by its rendering one side of the 

finger colder than the other. 

It is on the known fact that air is a non-conductor of 

heat, that double windows are employed in Russia to 

exclude the cold, and in the West Indies to exclude the 

heat. This is no anomaly, for to exclude cold is only 

another mode of expressing what is intended when wo 

speak of keeping in the heat. In Russia they have to 

keep the room’s heat from escaping into the air, and in 

the West Indies they have to keep the air’s heat from 

getting into the rooms. 

In double-glazing our garden frames, we have the 

same object in view as they have in Russia; and if the 

frames had double boards, or tbe pits double walls, as 

some ice-bouses have, the cold could be excluded, so as 

to protect many more plants than at present we are 

able to carry through the winter without the aid of 

artificial heat. 

Another advantage attendant upon double-glazing, 

besides those mentioned by our corrcspoirdent, is the 

j prevention of “ drip ” within the frame, pit, or house, 

j 'this is occasioned by the warm air, which contains 

j moisture in proportion to its warmth, coming in contact 

with the cold glass, and there letting drop all the 

moisture it is not capable of holding at the lower tem¬ 

perature to which it was cooled by the glass. When 

the difference between the temperature of the glass and 

that of the air is gr-cat, the moisture is deposited, or let 

drop, in such quantity on the glass, that the moisture 

trickles down and forms “ the drip.” Now, double- 

glazing would jn-cvent there ever being so great a 

difference between the temperature of the inner glass 

and tire temperature of the air in the house, as to cause 

such a sufficient dejrosition of moisture as to form 
“ the drip.” 

COVENT GARDEN. 

Some of our readers will be disposed to doubt the 

correctness of oirr observation, and the authority of these 

“city articles” of ours, when they see in Covent Garden 

fruits purporting to be varieties which we said two or 

three weeks ago were, over for the season. But this is 

no uncommon occurrence; such modes of imposition 

having been practised ever since we have known the 

market, and, for ought wo know, one which boasts of 

as great antiquity as that which we exposed last week 

in reference to the .Elder berries. It may be laid down 

as a general rule, that whatever kind of fruit you ask 

for, you can have it. Jargonelles at Christmas, or even 

at Easter; Brown Bourros all the year round; Ribston 

Pippins; and “fine Burgamys,” are among the 

leading articles with these very accommodating traders. 

Our readers must, therefore, be on their guard how 

they receive the assurances, and 2ffftce too much confi¬ 

dence in these indis'iduals. It would be wrong, how¬ 

ever, to say that there is no confidence to be 2>laccd in 

nny of the fruiterers, for we know that there are some of 

them who are of the highest respectability and integrity, 

and who woidd scorn to be concerned in such jrractices. 

Ekuit.—There is still a continued abundant supjily 

of Ai’ei.Es, and at a somewhat advanced juice; some 

sorts having made as much as 7s. (id. per bushel. The 

general belief is, that Apples are a very short crop, and 

will, before the season is much farther advanced, be 

less ifientiful than they now are. The sorts which have 

been most jjlentiful during the week arc — llihston 

Pippins, P/Ienhehn Oramje, a fine aj)2)le, but, gencrallj' 

speaking, not so large this season as we have observed 

it. The Nonesuch, Winter Strairherry, and Ileauty 

of Kent, are among the leading sorts, as well as a few 

parcels of Enperor Alexander. In our rejiort of the 

week before last, our printer’s devil, who, like all other 

devils, is always up to some mischief, made us say there 

were Golden and Winter I’earmain’s in that week’s 

supply, whereas, in “ the cojiy,” we only mentioned the 

Golden Winter Pearmaiu. 'The Winter Pcarmains, 

so far from being in the marlmt, are hardly gathered 

yet. This Golden Winter Pcnrniain is by some called 

“ King of the Pippins”—a title given to it by a London 

nurseryman, who, either for the purpose of deceiving 

his customers, or with the view of retaining the sale in 

his own hands, apjffied to it this high-sounding name. 

Of Pears there has been an abundance, particularly of 

Marie Louise, which has now become so common as to 

bo met with on almost every frnit-stall in the streets. 

The Bishop's Thnmh is also very jfientiful, and we ob¬ 

served one or two parcels of the very old-fashioned 

Messire Jeane, which is one of those obsolete French 

pears that have been disiJaccd by the now Flemish 

varieties. In the centre arcade wore some of tho linest 

Vuchesse d' Angoulernesv/e have ever seen ; moroliko large 

pear-shaped gourds than pears ; they were received from 

Guernsey. Tho GatiUac, which is a stewing pear, has 

also appeared during the week, but, fine as they looked, 

there are some others which wo would very much ju'efcr 

to it for that purpose. The great objection to the Catillac 
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is its grittiness, and, however well-grown they may he, 

this is a characteristic which they invariably possess. 

If any of our readers are desirous of possessing an ex¬ 

cellent stewing or baking pear, there are none which 

I will give them greater satisfaction than Bellissime 

! (I’lliver, FUminh Boti Ohretien, and Vicar of Wahefielcl; 

of the latter there have been some very fine specimens 

exliibited in the market. 

V'^EGETABLES.—These continue plentifiJ. Cabbages 

do not vary in price from last quotations, ranging from 

Cd. to Is. per dozen. Cauliflowers furnish a good 

supjdy, and some are of excellent quality, which make 

2s. (id. per dozen, but inferior examples are as low as 

Cd. Brussels Sprouts about Is. Gd. per half-sieve. 

CoLEWoRTs, Is. to 2s. iiei' dozen hunches. Carrots, of 

which tliere are some very fine samples of the Long 

Surrey and Altriiigham, make from 2s. Cd. to 5s. per 

dozen bunches. Turnips, Is. to Is. Cd. per dozen 

hunches. Onions are plentiful and fine, chiefly of the 

White Spanish, or, as it is sometimes called, Reading 

sort; tliey make from 2d. to 4d. per hunch. Scarlet 

Eunners are freely sold at 2s. per half-sieve. Endive 

is very fine, large, and well-hlanched, of the Green 

Curled variety, and was selling at from Is. to Is. Cd. ]ior 

score. Cucumbers continue plentiful, at from 2d. to 

Cd. and Cd. each. Potatoes are rising in price. Eine 

Regents cannot he had, well picked and free from 

disease, under .£7 per ton. 

Plants and Flowers.—The near approach of winter 

has banished flowers in pots, and their place is taken 

by grim, cemetrean-looking “ greens,” wherewith the 

Londoners may, for the next six months, adorn their 

halls and balconies. Of these we may enumerate nice 

bushy plants of Laurustinus, Aitcuha, Siberian and 

Chinese Arbor vita, Cotoneastcr microgrhjlla and buxi- 

folia, adorned with red berries, Exmouth magnolia, and 

Tree Box. The few Floivers there are consist of Erica 

hyemalis and gracilis, Trachelium cccruleum, Sedum Sie- 

boldii. Primula sinensis, fine, large, fringed varieties, 

both red and white; Yelloio Pompone Chrysanthemums, 

and Ivy-leaved Geraniums. Cut Flowers consist of 

Camellias, Ceanothus azureus, Cinerarias, China Roses, 

Bignonia venusta. Verbenas, Clone Carnations, Snow- 

berries, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, and Scarlet Geraniums.— 

11. 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and 

i Poultry Shotvs of which we are at present aware. We 

i shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us ad- 

i ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se- 

j cretaries. 

i nORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 

I Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 20 (Chrysanthemums). (See. 

G. r. Clay, Esq.) 
Cai.edonian (Inverleilh Eow), Edinburgh, Doc. 2. 
Hampshire, Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. llov. E. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London ELORicuLTUR.m (Exeter Hall, Strand), Nov. Ct, 

20, Dec. 11+. 
North London, Nov. 20, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Eoyal), Nov. lit, Dec. Uf, 10. 

t For seedlings only. 

poultry shows. 

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 11th, 15th, ICth, 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 

{Sec. James Marmont.) 
Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and 11th. {Secs. 

Eev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Kodd, Esq.) 

Dorchester, Nov. 18th. {Sec., G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor- 
Chester.) 

Honiton, January 12th. {Sec. H. K. Venn.) 
Winchester, December 1st. {Secs. G. W. Johnson and 

J. Colson.) 

PINES: THEIR CULTURE. 

{Continued from ‘page. 20.) 

Our readers will remember that in the preceding 
papers on this subject the matter was brought up to the 
point of structures, interior fittings, heating, ventilation, 
atmospheric moisture, shading, &c. Cultural matters 
come next, and we must begin with the sucker, which is 
the favourite mode of propagation. Space will not 
permit us to indulge in verbose details, neither are they 
needed ; we may merely observe, that the sucker makes 
a good plant iimre speedily than the crowns or gills, and 
that it takes less room. Those who have dined at public 
tables ill a crowded condition, and have thereby been 
well elbowed, will readily understand tbe difierence 
between them; the crown, in consequence of its highly 
recurved foliage, is much given to elbowing; and were 
our good friend Beaton’s Yuccas to produce crowns as 
well as suckers, ten to one he would prefer the latter, 
for their habits bear a great resemblance. For the in¬ 
formation of those who do not well understand the 
technology of horticulture, it may be observed, that the 
sucker is a reproduction from the root, or lower portion 
of tbe stem; the crown, of course, surmounts the fruit, 
and the gills are little excrescences, which nature, in her 
sportiveness, causes to assume the character, and, indeed, 
possess the functions of real plants. 

Now, as not every one who reads these observations 
can build a house at once, and plant these suckers'out 
in soil, we will show how these suckers are cultivated in 
ordinary practice. Of course, they come to hand at 
various periods under ordinary circumstances—the 
greatest bulk generally when the fruit is cut. If this 
happen any time between October and Febmary, many 
cultivators leave them on the mother plants, termed 
“ stools,” in this condition, until February. Many come 
to hand, however, through other periods, for some 
plants produce more suckers thau it is expedient to have, 
and as these come at diflerent periods, it is the practice 
with some to dibble them in the tan at the front of the 
pit or frame, just like a cabbage plant. Here they will 
speedily root, and may remain until there are enough 
to fill a frame, a pit, or a portion of such, or until some 
ro-arrangement of the stock takes place, when it becomes 
the cultivator to work them in with his system. On 
these occasions they are mostly potted, and if good 
plants, will require seven-inch pots, well drained. They 
are now, of course, plunged in a bottom warmth of 
from 80° to 85°, and henceforth the usual routine of 
culture is practised They are repotted or shifted, when 
full of roots, into pots a couple of sizes larger, and 
thence into their fruiting-pots, when under pot culture; 
the period of the last shift being partly regulated by the 
time the fruit is required. The latter may generally be 
expected about nine or ten months from the final shift. 

Now, if any one about to commence the Hamiltonian 
system could lay hands on a lot of strong - rooted 
suckers from these seven-inch pots, they would he just 
the thing ; they would be purchased at a moderate 
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price, compared with fruiting-plauts. Another excellent 
plan would he to purchase stools as soou alter the fruit 
is cut as possible, and to plant these out at once. 

And here it is necessary to interpose a few special 
remarks, for the guidance of those purchasers who are 
not experienced in Pine-culture. The first is, to heware 
of insects; not to receive plants at a gift, if at all in¬ 
fested. We are led to these remarks iu a more pointed 
way from the tenor of an enquiry or two recently 
addressed to The Cott.^ge Gardener ; the querist 
asking if the crowns of imported fruit w'ould not he a 
good beginning for one just embarking iu Pine-culture? 

Certainly, such must appear very feasible and eco¬ 
nomical in the eyes of the unknowing, but it is both a 
dangerous and uncalled-for procedure. These crowns 
are for the most part three-parts killed by the ordeal 
they have passed; but even this is not the worst; they 
may be infested with scale, bug, or other insects; at 
least, they are to be regarded with a suspicious eye; 
and, moreover, they may not be of the kinds best 
adapted for a British palate, a British sky, or a British 
market. Let anyone suggest to a good gardener the 
introducing a lot of these blistered-looking apologies 
for a plant amongst his healthy, glaucous - looking 
Queens or Jamaicas, which, like Cresar’s wife, are above 
suspicion, and they will speedily see his hah's stand-on- 
end “ like quills,” &c. No ; if any one feels desirous of 
trying an experiment in this way, lef him make the 
attempt in some pit or house which may never com¬ 
promise the general system of Pine-culture. And not 
only may the crowns or suckers from importations prove 
foul, but those frome home-grown fruit also, although 
the latter is of somewhat rare occurrence now-a-days. 
An exceedingly jealous eye, must, however, be kept on 
them, and the best way for those who do not understand 
Pine-culture, is to employ some experienced gardener to 
select them. 

In looking over Mr. Hamilton’s notes, in answmr to 
certain enquiries, we find that he strongly recommends 
old stools wherewith to commence his system. He 
says:—“ Let the beginner commence with old stools, 
with one or moi-e suckers on, and plant them out at 
once. If old stools cannot be had, let the suckers be 
stuck in at one end of the pit, in a comjiost two-thirds 
leaf mould, and one-third soil. After they have made 
one foot of growth let them be planted in fresh turf. 
A fourtli-part of the bed would hold tlie suckers; when 
well rooted, let them be taken up and laid aside, and 
their compost can be spread along the bottom of the 
bed, and the fresh turf can be laid on the top for per 
manent planting, and then there is no loss of time.” It 
will be seen here what stress Mr. H. lays on old stools, 
which, however, are not always attainable. It so 
happens, that they are the very thing that most 
gardeners on the old or pot-system throw away; the 
only misfortune being, that they are apt to strip away 
every sucker of any size previously, and in this case, 
several mouths may be lost—a most important affair. 

Those about to build should immediately commence 
a sharp look-out, and, perhaps, the best way would be to 
offer nurserymen, in Pine-growing districts, a certain 
value per head, specifying kind, and making thorough 
cleanliness a sine qua non condition. As to time of 
lilanting, that is almost a matter of indifference. To 

^ those determined to build, w'e say, do so directly, and 
get the stools all at once, or by instalments, as you can 
catch them, good and clean, and at as early a period as 
possible, only take care that everything is ready to 
receive them. 

It will be well here, for the sake of the tyro, to ex¬ 
plain a few technical terms pertaining to the Pine iu its 
various stages. Gardeners, in general, use the following 
to express the character of their plants;— 

Small suckers. 

Strong suckers. 
Successions. 
Strong successions. 
Fruiting plants. 
Fruiters. 

There may be some little modification of these terms, 
here and there, but such, in the main, express these 
gardening conventionalities. Theii- meaning is as fol¬ 
lows :— Small suckers are inferior suckers, or suckers 
from inferior plants, and are generally under a foot in 
length (this, however, is dependent on kind), and in di¬ 
ameter, at base, a little over an inch. Strong suckers may 
be characterised as of at least double that strength; the 
former, by our potting-men, would be put in a five-inch 
pot, the latter in a seven-inch. When established in 
their pots, and full of I'oots, they become successions; 
those in the five-inch pots, the ordinary successions; and 
those in the seven-inch, strong successions; proA'iding 
they have been flourishing. We come now to fruiting 
plants, and these, of course, mean plants prepared to 
show fruit, although such is not always the case imme¬ 
diately. There are certain marks whereby practical 
men can tell almost to a certainty whether the fruit has 
commenced rising, and when in sight it is called “ a show.” 
The general character of the plant, just previously, 
becomes considerably altered; it looks more compact, 
the outer leaves cease to elongate, or nearly so, whilst 
those of the interior advance, and also multiply as they 
advance. The whole plant, by this time, if robust, will, 
if pulled by the hand, appear firm in the soil as a stout 
shrub. Fruiters are those iu which the show is com- 
f)lete, and this title continues up to the time when they 
begin to change colour, when they become riqjeners— 
a term which needs no description. 

Having now brought uj) the subject to what may bo 
termed a fair beginning, as to cultural matters, we may 
just suppose a house of the kind built and ready for the 
soil; and here we may offer an extract from Mr. Flamil- 
ton’s notes on the subject of soil, and what may be 
termed subsoil. It was before stated that, according to 
Mr. Hamilton, “there must be no chamber;” this, it 
will be seen, saves considerable expense. Ho uses, 
however, a good depth of rubble, and thus remarks— 
“ Let the rubble cover the pipes three or four inches, 
and put three inches below, broken bricks, or boulder 
stones, &c.” And here we may name a matter connected 
with the height of the building, although somewhat out 
of place. Mr. H. is for a very flat pitch in the roof, as 
most good Pine-growers are; the fact being, that in very 
steep roofs the sunlight is apt to be too intense in ex¬ 
tremes of weather, and also that air moisture is much 
more speedily dissipated beneath such roofs—the steep 
roof being a more rapid transmitter of vapour in its 
ascent to the highest level than a flat roof; added to 
this, it is much more diflBcult to carry out the interior 
arrangements necessaiy for the Pines beneath a steep 
than a flat roof. Mr. H. wishes to have his Pines almost 
close to the roof — nearly in contact with it. He says, 
“ The roof ought to bo about three feet from the surface of 
the soil at front, and about four feet six inches at back.” 
Now, any one about to plan, may just draw two perpen¬ 
diculars at the desired distance, representing front and 
back walls, and, having adopted the proper slope for a 
roof, may just count Iris way downwards, allowing no 
moi’e depth of walling than is absolutely necessary, and 
finally throw down a ground line at what height he 
pleases, which will amount to this, tliat he can, after 
planning the necessary depth of walling, build as much, 
or as little, above the ground level as he chooses. These 
things, however, are familiar to most persons; and in 
speaking of soil, Mr. II. says “ twenty inches is deep 
enough.” As to the character of the soil, Mr. H. prefers, 
wliero attainable, turf from an old pasture ; and it will 
have been observed that he, in another place, speaks of 
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“fresh turf.” If the loam, or turf, is heavy—that is to 
say, too adhesive, or coutaining too much of the clayey 
principle—he recommends using “ a little decomposed 
manure, or leaf mould.” In another portion of his 
notes ho observes, “ If the old pasture turf is not too 
retentive, I would use no manure.” 

t Our readers must not imagine from this, that what is 
; commonly termed a strong loam is to bo held in abhor¬ 

rence; hut it is difficult to convey a just idea of what 
; constitutes a loam to persons unpractised in gardening 
I matters. The Cottage Gardener, although notorious 
I for substituting plain English for an ambiguous style, 

has had, perhaps, more difficulty in rendering the 
matter of loam familiar to its inexperienced readers, 
than any other affair, in so small a compass. One 
thing, however, is evident, that Mr. H. is coveting the 
organic matter which is so abundant in old pasture soils, 
and which no compost prepared by hand can possibly 
imitate. It is not the mere quality alone, it is tlie me¬ 
chanical texture that forms its chief feature; and whe¬ 
ther it be a matter of capillary attraction, its conducting 
powers as to heat, or its long-continued permeability 
to atmospheric action, or whether all these are com¬ 
bined,—certain it is, that for many horticultural purposes 
we cannot find a substitute for this precious material. 

For other remaining cultural matters we must refer 
the reader to subsequent papers, in the conclusion of 
which we shall doubtless have some discrepancies to 
i-econcile, some errors to 'correct; and those interested 
in this rising taste, fancy, demand—call it what you 
nice—will do well to watch the subject to its close. 

R. Errington. 

VISIT TO CLAREMONT. 

I INTENDED to visit the great Rose nurseries this 
autumn, to see the perpetual Roses in bloom, and to 
hear the gossip of the day about Roses in general, but 
the weather turning out so wet in September must have 
spoiled the bloom; therefore I gave them up for the 
present, and went to see some good public and private 
gardens, and a few nurseries instead. I have often 
seen Claremont for the last twenty years, but not so 
late as this—the end of September—and I never yet 
left it without a string of fresh ideas. On this occasion, 
I found them in the midst of great improvements and 
alterations in the forcing ground, and busily finishing 
up the housing of half-hardy plants, which they grow to 
very large sizes, and in the summer they arrange them 
in pairs, singly, or in groups, in different parts of the 
flower-garden, and in the pleasure-ground, with the 
pots plunged quite out of sight in most cases ; and this 
is a style of gardening which is carried out at Claremont 
bettor than at any other place that I am acquainted 

j with. Indeed, all the house plants here may be said to 
! be specimens, even to the plants from which they cut 
j sweet-scented leaves and twigs for the nosegays, and 
j the old and fancy Geraniums they force in the spring, 

for cut flowers, are all in great pots, and the plants look 
as if they were many years old, from their size, but in 
their aspect they appear as if their youth was renewed 
from year to year. By this system, the produce is often 
doubled from the same space of house or pit room, and 
with less risk to the plants, and less expense in looking 
after them. 

i Some of the specimens in the orchid-house are the 
largest in this country, and no part of Europe can 
boast of a pair of larger orchids than the two match 

: plants, Zygopetaluvi Maclcayi, here. I know of no place 
! where the Gactus, or Epigihyllum truncatus, has attained 
i such a size, as in one of the stoves or intermediate 
i stove, grafted here on the, I believe, Pereskia acideata. 

Here also the Beamnontia grandijioni flowers as abun- 
I dantly as at Shrubland Park, or with our correspondent 

“ Devoniensis.” The Euphorhia jacqiiiniJJora is also 
very large, some of the young shoots being from three 
to five feet long, and when in full bloom, what a splendid 
wreath the tops of two of the shoots would make, placed 
in this fashion—one from behind each ear, with the 
points or tops meeting in the centre of the forehead, 
and then passing each other about two inches or rather 
more; to these add four more tops, same size as the 
first two, and form the six into a star, and my word for 
it, you would conquer the French President himself, in 
one night, as sure as ever his uncle was overcome at 
Waterloo. 

But, instead of attending to ball-rooms, we are to see 
how they are going to provide more room for their 
greenhouse specimens at Claremont. The old, long 
house in the forcing ground, once called the “ the 
succulent house,” and afterwards the “ greenhouse,” is no 
more, and on its site is placed a specimen house, hard 
upon a hundred feet long, and fourteen feet wide; a 
broad walk down the middle, to enable them to pass up 
and down with huge bushes in pots, &c., and a stage on 
each side, much better than a slate stage, and quite as 
durable, and drained on the same principle as a garden- 
pot; thus, a succession of brick arches run along each 
side, with facings or kii'bs next the walk, and a little 
higher than the crown of the arches. Now, the spaces 
between the arches are filled up, first with brickbats, 
then with rough cinders, and a finishing coat of finely- 
sifted coal-ashes, the whole on both sides being quite 
flat and level. Provision is made for letting ofi’ the 
drainage from between the arches into a drain. With 
this kind of stage the house can bo kept very dry in 
winter, and as wet in summer as they choose to make it, 
without wetting the walk at all; and see what room 
there is for stowage under the arches. The house is to 
be heated with hot water, and the same boiler will heat 
it, and ranges of pine and other pits close by. When 
the whole is finished, and well proved, I shall ask for 
the drawings, and some of the specifications, for our 
pages. All the Pines are grown and fruited here in pits, 
and they fruit them very extensively every year; the 
plants look remarkably stout and healthy, with short, 
thick, and broad leaves—always a sure sign of well-to- 
do; yet Mr. Malleson says the French beat us out-and- 
out in the culture of the Pine, and that they get one- 
fourth more weight of fruit from a given space than we 
do. He was in France this summer, and saw fine Pines 
fruiting in No. 33 pots. He told me, also, that there is 
as great demand there for British gardeners now, as 
was in England once for Scotch gardeners, but for want 
of a knowledge of keeping accounts in the French 
way, and not knowing even the rudiments of the French 
tongue, our young men are not qualified for the Con¬ 
tinent. The Grapes have also been equally fine this 
season, chiefly Black Hamburghs, and Canon Hall 
Muscats. Some of the bunches were a foot long, and 
the berries particularly large and well flavoured. The 
vines are pruned on the spur-system, and as soon as the 
leaves drop off in the autumn. 

The Cornelian Cherry-tree (Gormis mascula variegata) 
was in ripe fruit, trained horizontally against a south 
wall. I never saw this plant so treated before, nor with 
ripe fruit on it; the fruit is very handsome, and good to 
eat; it is blunt at both ends, about the size of a small 
plum or sloe, and of a rich deep claret colour. This 
kind of Cornel is, therefore, a fit subject for a conser¬ 
vatory-wall, where no glass or artificial heat is used; 
and to get rid of the kitchen-garden idea, the plant 
should not bo trained horizontally like a pear, but in 
the fan manner. The flowers of Cornus mas, as some 
people call it, are of no account—yellow little starry 
things in clusters, but they come very early in the 
spring before the leaf. 

In another part of this garden there is an old plant 
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that is hardly Imown among gardeners, yet it is an 
' excellent one for a small garden; it is ten feet high, and 

looks just as if it was a cross seedling between an ash 
and a walnut, and the fruit is like a walnut, but is 
winged. Where the Ailanthus glandulosa would be too 
large this wmuld be a good substitute. The name is 
Pterocarpa Gaucasica. 

Most of the species and varieties of Conifers have 
been planted here, but the new ones are not yet of a 
size to attract much attention. Deodars twelve feet 

I high; Oryptomeria japonica ten feet, and as much in 
' diameter at tlie bottom; Pinus insignis about ton feet; 
! line plants of Cunninghamia lanceolata i'rom twelve to 
j fourteen feet; Gupressus macrocarpa eight to ten feet, 
I and, being seedlings, grow up as straight as the Loni- 
; bai'dy poplar; very fine examples of Gupressus torndosa 

from ten to fourteen feet. 
A large plant of Wistaria covers ICO feet of a wall 

ten feet higli, and one of Chinanthus grandijlorus 
eighteen feet of the same wall, and seeds freely every 

j year; and as this is one of the most difficult of our 
Jiardy plants to increase by layers, this seed ought to be 
looked after wherever they ripen, as every garden, how¬ 
ever small, ouglit to have one for supplying its deli¬ 
ciously scented flowers during the winter. 

The moment I entered the garden I noticed a new 
floiver-hed a good way oft’, but of what flowers it was 
made up, D. Beaton could not tell on the instant. It 
was a lucky hit by Mr. Malleson, and one that any 
planter can imitate, and much easier than the shot-silk 
bed, of which I have not seen a single instance this 
season that was not a complete failure. This now bed 
was made with the old rose-scented Geranium (Pelar- 
goniian graveolens), misied ■with the Verbena, Robinson's 
Defiance. It was a large circle, and the Geranium was 
quite thick all over the space; and very likely few other 
Verbenas could stand so much smothering, for I could 
hardly see a loaf of the Defiance, but the bloom was as 
regular and thick as if there was no Geranium in the 
bed, and well up above the leaves, making the deception 
complete a short way off. Mr. Malleson told me that 
the Beauty Supreme Verbena—a pinkish variety, as 
strong as Hefiance, or nearly so—planted in the same 
way with Mangles' Variegated Geranium, is equally 
effective; but these variegated Geraniums, and all the 
more delicate sorts, were potted and housed before I 
called. It happens very luckily, that every one who is 
fond of plants likes these two Geraniums—the one for 
the scented leaves, and the other as the best of all the 
old variegated Geraniums. Instead, therefore, of planting 
out the ilose-scentod Geraniums, as at present, in all 
sorts of out-of-the-way places, merely to keep it going, 
or about the doors, to be rubbed ami sniffed at on your 
going in or out; a bed may be made of it, or a large 
basket may be legally filled with it on the open lawn ; 
and the scarlet Verbena will look more showy over the 
dark green and jagged leaves of the Rose-scented than 
in the more natural way, without the help of the Gera¬ 
nium. Now, I would advise, at once, a diligent search 
to be made for all the Rose-scented Geraniums that were 
planted out this season, so as to come in for a bed next 
year; wo shall want plants, at any rate, for 20,000 or 
25,000 of it next May, and tlierofore wo cannot afford 
to lose the old plants; besides, it is ten to one if young 
plants struck next spring will answer so well as old 
ones, because the soil at Claremont is so favourable to 
the growth of this tribe, that they come to an enormous 
size by the autumn, and yet this last bed did not appear 
to be a leaf too strong at the very end of September. 
The plants, in another largo bed, of Diadematum rubes- 
ceiis, a very moderate grower, were, on an average, two 
feet high, and some of them double that in diameter. 
I never saw such a sight before. I never could get it 
to grow above a foot at Shrubland; and at Ivew, this 

season, it did not even cover tbe ground at the begin¬ 
ning of October, although it was planted as thick as 
usual. 

I saw another contrivance, a new move, which 
looked remarkably gay—a row of Black-eyed Susans, 
or Tliunbergia alata, seventy-two feet long, from four to 
five feet high, and a yard through at the bottom, right 
out in the ojoen air in front of some hothouses, but they 
were planted about four feet from tbe wall, and were 
staked just like so many Sweet Peas. They all looked 
as healtliy and as full of flowers and seeds as ever any 
Sweet Peas did. There were three kinds of them mixed; 
but tlie white one—the real Black-eyed Susan of our 
impy days—looked the best. The wonder is that they 
escaped the red spider at the beginning of July, for 
naturally they grow much in the shade; and in-doors 
they do better trained up a dark, damp, back wall than 
full in the sun. To try this experiment, get a shilling's 
worth of mixed seeds ; sow them in any light, rich soil, 
quite tliick, about the nniddle of March, or, at least, 
before the mouth is out; place the pots in a brisk 
cucumber bed; and when the seedlings are two inches 
high, top them by nipping off tbe very points; and as 
soon as fresh shoots come out they are fit for potting, 
when they ought to have very rich, light soil, and to bo 
put throe in a pot of three inches over, unless tlie crop 
is scanty, when one plant will be enough for a pot. 
Never allow them to get above six inches high wliile 
they are in beat; that is the grand secret; as, when the 
pots are quite full of roots, and are put into cold frames 
by tlie end of April, they will make a strong push all 
from the bottom, and the foundation is then laid without 
forcing them. By the third week in ilay, they will 
stand the open air all day, and the light to be drawn 
over them in cold nights. As soon as tbe weather is 
mild and settled in -fune, plant tliem out in tbe very 
richest compost you can make with very rotten dung, 
leaf mould, fresh turfy loam, and a kindly aspect, and 
allow them .abundance of water as soon as they take to 
the soil. Any one who can grow celery will find no 
difficulty with these, only they must not be planted in 
trenches; but if a space like a eelery trench was pre¬ 
pared for them, then filled in with good stuff, and the 
balls planted entire on the top, you would have them 
as good as they were at Claremont with half that 
trouble. 

In the centre of the garden were four beds of mixed 
Portulaccas, and each bed would need some hundreds 
ofjilants; they must have been most gorgeous earlier 
in the season, for even now, after a month’s rain, they 
were not amiss, apd there was not a blank in any of the 
beds. Mr. Malleson told mo that in some parts of 
France they grow them by the thousand, and they do 
so well, that one can hardly look at them in tbe middle 
of the day; and, in the same gardens, the Plumbago 
Larpentm is one mass of light blue all through tlie 
autumn, and tbe best mass plant they had from us 
for years. 

A double crop of flowers is got here from that beau¬ 
tiful, dark, purplish-blue/leZjii/iiwiaMi, or Larkspur, called 
Barlowii, by cutting the whole plant down to the ground 
as soon as the flowers begin to fade in June, and, after 
awhile, giving some good soakings of water to the bod. 
The second (doom was in its prime when I called. A 
very large bod in one part of tbe garden is every year 
full of Ilydrangeas in liloom, as regularly as a bed of 
tulips; the plants being treated as biennials struck 
from cuttings, and planted out to nurse tbe first year, 
and in this flower-bed the year following. 

I knew, for many years, that the Amaryllis belladona 
was better managed at Claremont than elsewhere, and 
I made a point of asking about it particularly on this 
occasion, and I found a whole row of it in front of a 
long row of hothouses in full bloom, and every root or 
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bull) ia tlio row ai)j)oarcd to be e.Kactly of tlio same 
strcngll), for, out of tlio wliole, tbero was not a single 
stem an ineb above or below the average height; they 
all stood as upright and regular as a regiment in single 
lile, wliieb 1 took to be a high eompliment to the royal 
owner—His Majosty the King of the Belgians, to whom 
Dr. Herbert dedicated bis large work on tlio Amaryllids. 
>Mr. Malleson takes up all the roots every sixth year, in 
the montli of dune, divides them, and, after renewing 
the border with fresh earth, rojilants them in single 
line, ]dacing the bulbs six inches below the surface, and 
nine inches apart, and about fourteen inches from the 
wall ; behind them, and within three inches of the wall, 
lie has a full row of mixed Jxias now in leaf, three 
iui'hes high, and none of them receive any protection 
whatev'er, save what the leaves of the Belladona afford. 
'These Ixias are also allowed to increase and multiply for 
si.x years, then are taken ii]), divided, and the strongest 
roots put in again three inches deep, and they do as 
well as Crocuses. There was not a single gap or failure 
in either of the rows. Patches of both kinds are left in 
another border to take their chance, without being ever 
disturbed, as a lesson for the young gardeners to see 
the necessity of a regular course of culture for bulbs 
that would seem to most people to do well enough 
without any care whatever. T’here were other evidences 
in this garden of a desire to “teach the young ideas 
how to shoot,” in cases where the re(|uircments of the 
oslablishment did not seem to want such things. 

1 also saw a new plan for getting nice young flower¬ 
ing plants of the now Jasminum nwUflnriini for winter- 
flowering in small pots. 'J'his fiowers in winter on the 
young wood made during the previous summer, and 
stools of it are planted out on a rich border, from 
wliicii long shoots rise every year, and when the 
growth is nearly finished they are layered in small 
pots, whore they soon root, and are then lit for the 
purpose required. D. J.fK,\TON. 

SHOWING OPF PLANTS IN ROOMS. 

GROWJNG TLANTS IN ZINC VKSSELS. 

Afteh the article on floral boudoirs, to which myself 
and readers are indebted to the inquiries of a corres¬ 
pondent, some complaints have reached me, that I and 
others would throw cold water over the attempt to grow 
plants in windows and rooms, and thus deprive many of 
one of the sweetest pleasures that it is possible to rea¬ 
lize. Sorry should I be that such an effect should be for j 
a moment felt. The conservatory boudoir attached to j 
the mansion would yield an amount of refined interest 
which iilants in living rooms can but rarely evolve; 
still, the advantages of a floral boudoir may, in some 
measure, be realized, even in living rooms, by concen¬ 
trating in one particular part all that is blooming and 
lovely—a measure which it is ol'teii needful and advis¬ 
able to adopt, when, owing to peculiar circumstances, 
the proprietors will have their showy jilants brought for 
short periods to the house to inspect them there, even 
though the idea shoifld be felt, that the plants and their 
accompaniments are not quite in character with the 
elegant furniture surrounding them. 'To counteract this 
impression, 1 have recommended ornamental artistic 
pots for such situations, showing, from experience, with 
iron, porcelain, and china, as well as with common 
earthenware, burnt hard, or painted on the outside, that 
the popular trade error in favour of soft gi’easy pots was 
rather more than a delusion, in addition to this, it was 
recommended that, instead of having numbers of orna¬ 
mental pots of a miniature character scattered about, it 
would bo better to use common small pots for growing, 
and then to concentre a number of these into orna¬ 

mental vases or boxes, covered over the surface with 
green moss, and with a contrivance below to receive all 
the extra waterings, which otherwise might find its way 
into the room, in the case of an elegant box or basket, 
lined with zinc inside, this receptacle for water may be 
sup|flied in the shape of a drawer, waterproof, near the 
base line of the box. In vases, the lower iiedestal should 
open for a similar jmrpose. It is an easy matter to make 
such a pedestal of wood, and with paint and sand it is 
as easy to make it resemble the vase, however orna¬ 
mental. 

Still, after all this was done, cither in our own case, 
or that of our friends, there seemed to be something 
wanting to makeup a sum total of agreeableness, if 
the flowers stood near the window, the want of a reflect¬ 
ing back-ground was at once felt. If they were placed 
farther in the room—at its centre, or near its side—not 
only was the want of a suitable natural back-ground 
felt, but the colour of the paint or pajicring of the room 
often made the plants look inferiorly different from what 
they did in their more appropriate homes. Now, the 
remedy for this would seem to bo almost intuitive; very 
simple, indeed, when once named; and some of our 
clever contemporaries may have adopted various modes 
for counteracting the deficiency; but I confess I have 
63cn or heard of no method so simple, and so likely to 
))rove effective, as that practiced by Mr. Fleming, at 
'i'leutham—a place which every one fond of, or engaged 
in gardening, should, if possible, visit, whether his 
biiperintendanco extends to a few yards or an expanse 
of acres ; whether his views are mostly bounded by his 
window plants, or bis mind rather delights to revel 
among the vexed questions of luulding, heating, glass¬ 
walling, &c., so characteristic of the day. 

Well, in going round, close to the mansion we came 
on some elegant boxes, seemingly of mahogany or 
stained wood, with a teellis formed of rods of similar 
wood, fixed to one side, say the hade of the box. 'Tbo 
bo.x itself was divided into three compartments—two 
small ones, one at each end, and a larger in the middle— 
each furnished with separate vessels, shaped like the 
box, and thus easily set in and removed at pleasure. 
In the two smaller compartments, at the ends. Ivy was 
planted, and trained over the trellis, thus furnishing a 
beautiful back-ground. The largest centre division was 
reserved for flow'ering-plants, turned out of pots, or 
grown as hereafter to bo mentioned. I forget the size 
of the boxes, say somewhere from three to four feet 
long, from one to one-and-a-(juarter wide, and from 
nine to twelve inches deep, and the trellis from three 
to four feet in height, to be tall enough just to reflect 
the beauty in rooms of such gorgeous plants in winter 
as Poinsettiapulchemma, Euphorbia Jacquinijiora, itc., 
of which there seemed to be great abundance of fine, 
young, healthy plants. The size of the boxes is of less 
importance, as our amateur friends, when once they take 
the matter up, will vary the size of the boxes, and the 
height of the trellis, according to the plants they wish 
to show off. One box might thus have several trellises 
ready to put off and on at pleasure ; and even the vege¬ 
tation on the trellis might be changed, to suit the size 
and colour of the flowers, by keeping plants growing 
and trained in pots, or, better still, in vessels suited to tbo 
destined compartment. If well managed and trained 
previously, there would be little difliculty in fixing them 
to the ornamental trellis. My mind instantly reverted 
to many plants as suitable for this purpose, such as the 
Vinea luajor (the Periwinkle) for large plants, and the 
Vinca minor, in its various forms of green, white-varie¬ 
gated, and silver-variegated, for low-flowering ])lants. 
So far as I recollect, Mr. Fleming seemed to have used ■ 
the Ivy exclusively, and that he bad found it to stand 
room-treatment well, with the advantage bo gave it of 
not exposing it too much when first bringing the boxes 
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out, and then giving them a good hrcathing-time out- 
of-doors. 

But, as bearing not merely on this subject, but on 
ornamental pot-gardening, however used, Mr. Fleming 
mentioned a fact which is well worthy of being more 
generally tested — namely, that he found plants to 
flourish better in zine vessels than in any other he had 
tried. He considered that, from the conjunction of the 
earth, water, and air, with the zinc, a galvanic action 
was promoted, in which the plants delighted. Now, I 
had frequently sown all manner of seeds, and inserted 
nearly all kinds of half-hardy cuttings into worn-out 
zinc evaporating pans, flat, and also with round bottoms, 
and though the things did well enough, I never noticed 
anything particular about them—in fact, I never made 

I any note on the subject at all. As “ seeing is believing,” 
j Mr. Fleming took us to see plants so growing; among 

others, he pointed out oblong boxes, with two or three 
Poinsettias growing in them, just of the size to fit into 
the ornamental boxes, with attached trellis above re¬ 
ferred to; and certainly, in contrasting them with their 
neighbours in pots—and those in pots enjoying indi¬ 
vidually rather more room and soil, and every other 
circumstance in common—if there was a shade of differ¬ 
ence where all were healthy, the zinc-potted plants had 
a deeper, blacker green in the foliage. Now, the above 
fact is one that many a man might have got gold by in 
the ancient days of exclusiveness. Whatever may be 
made of it by the trade, and we sober-sided, stand-still 
practicals, as our more theoretic.al-progressiou friends at 
times call us, it opens up a fine idea for the amateur of 
refined and artistic tastes. I cannot say how long zinc 
will last when used for such purposes, as certain waters 
are apt to corrode it; but, at any rate, it is not so liable 
to injury as either pots or china vases; it is light, tliin, 
easily moved therefore, and easily inserted inside of 
other vessels, and requires but little ingenuity in the 
workman to bend and twist it into all manner of classic 
and artistic shapes; and as it is clieap, and may be 
coloured at will, it may thus he instrumental, either as 
smaller or larger-sized vessels, for banishing the red 
earth pots from the windows of our cottage ornees. In 
opposition to the maxim, that “ prices rise with the 
demand,” I believe, in this and many other instances, 
that prices would be moderate in proportion to the 
numbers of the article wanted. A beginning here may 
soon lead to greater improvements in our utensils for 
plant culture. E. Fish. 

TALL LOBELIAS, 

{Concluded from page 45.) 

In my last paper on these plants I described the 
mode of raising them by seed. The next head is raising 
them hy slips or cuttings, and it is a fortunate circum¬ 
stance that they are easy to progagate that way, so that 
any one possessing two or three jilants may soon have 
quite a stock. 

The time for this operation is in autumn, just before 
the plants go out of flower. Frequently they will pro¬ 
duce on the flower-stems short leafy shoots—these make 
the very best cuttings. Also the flower-stem itself may 
be cut into short lengths, that is, with two buds or 
joints. The lower joint should have the leaf cut off, and 
the upper one should have the leaf belonging to it pre¬ 
served. The pots for these cuttings should be well 
drained, and filled with rich light soil, well pressed 
down, with a thin covering of fine silver-sand on the- 
surface. Whilst the cuttings are being gathered and 
made, give the pots so filled a gentle watering, which 
will settle the sand, and make it firm hy the time the 
cuttings are ready. With a smooth stick, about as thick 
as a good quill, plant the cuttings round the pots close to 

the edge, turning the leaves so that they may point in¬ 
wards ; they may then be set closer together without 
interfering with each other. Press the cuttings firmly 
to the pot side, and fill up the holes with a little more 
sand, then give a gentle watering, and place them in a 
gentle heat, or, where there is such a convenience, in 
a regular propagating house. They will root in a shady 
part of a greenhouse, but not so certainly or quickly. 
As soon as they form roots they should be potted oil' into 
three-inch pots, and be allowed to remain in heat for a 
fortnight or three weeks; then jilace them near the 
glass in the greenhouse, till they have filled the pots 
with roots, when they may be allowed to go to rest, but 
should be kept just moist enough to prevent them ! 
losing their roots through the winter. If well managed, 
about the month of March they will begin to grow again, ' 
and will form fine plants for flowering that year. | 

By Division.—Where room is scarce, and the kinds 
plentiful, this mode of increase is the least trouble. As 
soon as they have done flowering, cut down the flower- 
stems and take up out of the bed or border a number of 
plants; reduce the ball of eartli, and pot them into as 
small pots as the plants can be got into without crushing. 
Place them either in a greenhouse or a cold frame, well 
protected from frost; give water about once a month in 
case they should be vei-y dry, or if they have been grown 
in pots, as soon as the bloom is over, cut down the 
flower-stems, and place them in the same situation 
through winter. When the warm days of spring arrive, 
several shoots will be seen springing round the centre 
of the plants. As soon as that is perceived they may 
be divided at once. Take a pot in that condition, turn 
the plants out of it, and shake a large portion of the soil 
away; then with a sharp knife divide the shoots from 
each other, preserving some roots to each division, and 
one or two young shoots; pot them into as small pots 
as they can be got into without crowding the roots. 
Place them near the front glass of a good greenhouse, or 
in a frame kept close and warm till the plants begin to 
grow, tlien give plenty of air, and afresh potting as soon 
as they have filled the jiots with roots. 

This is the conclusion of my remarks on propagating 
these fine flowers. I find I have incidentally included 
under this head that of ivintering the plants, and in con¬ 
sequence need not repeat it, but commence now with 

The Soil.—To grow these plants well in pot is an 
important point in culture. When Lobelia fulgens was 
first introduced, a very clever gardener, now no more, a 
Mr. Hedges, gardener to the Earl of Mansfield, at Caen 
Wood, was very successful in growing and blooming 
them. The soil in which he cultivated them was a very 
rich one, consisting of loam, peat, and well-rotted cow 
dung. This grew the plants very strong with plenty of 
foliage, but not so much bloom as we require now-a- 
days. The soil that I have found to answer best is 
turfy-loam, peat, and leaf mould, in equal parts. This 
gives a sufficiently strong growth, and the plants flower 
more abundantly. To sustain and bring out the bloom, 
I give, as soon as the flower-stems have decidedly ap¬ 
peared, a weak solution of manure-water every third 
time they require moisture. 

General management and preparing for Exhibition.— 
The general management consists in re-potting several ; 
times during the earlier months of the year. This causes 
the plants to continue growing strong for the time, and ! 
enables them to throw up several strong flowering-stems I 

to each. ' 
Watering—The Lobelia is a water-loving plant, and j 

therefore, to grow it well water should be given liberally. 
When the plants have received their last shift into the j 

blooming-pots, nineinches in diameter, and these pots are ! 
filled with roots, it will be found advisable to place pans j 

under each pot, to catch the water that passes through j 

the pots, but it must be allowed to dry up sometimes. | 
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The place to grow tliem should either ho a deep pit or 
on the stage of a greenhouse. To prevent accidents, it 
is desirable to place a small stick, painted green, to each 
flower-stem, tying them rather slackly with soft matting. 
These sticks may remain till the plants arrive at the 
place of e.x.hibition, wdien they should all bo removed, 
e.Kcepting the centre one. The stems should be strong 
enough to keep their position. Each stem should bear 
a long spike of flowers, seven or eight of which should 
be in bloom at the time ; each bloom should consist of 
petals that are broad and highly-coloured, whether the 
colour is scarlet, purple, or blue. The best number, or 
at least a suflicient number for a stand, will he six. 
Tliat number will include all the best varieties at present 
known, but if a greater variety is raised, the number 
may be raised. 

Lastly, Hybridizing, in order to improve the varieties. 
This is done in the usual way, that is, by cutting aw’ay 
all the anthers from one flower before the pollen cases 
hurst, and applying the pollen from some other variety, 
possessing qualities desirable to add to those possessed 
by the one to bear seed. The flowers thus hybridized 
should be protected from bees and other insects by a 
covering of fine net muslin. T. Appleby. 

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY. 
{Continuedfrom page 44.) 

In the course of my journey I visited the ancient towm 
of Gow/ifn/, famous for the somewhat apocryphal history 
of the Lady Godiva and Peeping Tom. There happened 
to be an Exhibition of Plants, Fruits, ami Vegetables 
that day, and I was much gratified to see so many good 
things on the tables. The gardener at Lord Leigh’s, 
of Stoueleigh Abbey, had good well-bloomed plants of 
Allamania catliartica, Stephanotis Jiorabunda, Pleroma 
elegans, and others. The fruit was also I'espectable, and 
the vegetables excellent. It is delightful to observe, 
at country exhibitions, the very excellent vegetables 
produced by cottagers: it was especially so to myself, 
having been so long connected with a work partly devoted 
to their instruction; and I do not know a more accept¬ 
able and useful present to an industrious, hard-working 
cottager than the first tw'o volumes of The Cottage 
Gardenek. 

On the same day, I had a great treat in visiting the 
gardens at Kearslcg House, three miles from Coventry, 
belonging to the Rev. Mr. Thickens. Mr. Craddock is 
the gardener. There I saw a noble specimen of that 
beautiful fir the Picoa Wel.biana, a handsome tree with 
all the branches symmetrically arranged, and not one 
in the least injured by frost. 1 may venture to say this 
is the finest specimen in England. It was full sixteen feet 
high, and ten feet through. It is planted on the lawn in 
front of the house, which stands on a considerable eleva¬ 
tion. The garden is sheltered on the north and west 
sides. The subsoil is a kind of shaly rock, with a thick 
coating of good loam upon it. These circumstances, no 
doubt, were favourable to the growth of such Coniferfe as 
are rather tender, like the one I am describing. There 
w'as also a thriving specimen of that fine tree the Abies 
Douglassii, twenty feet high and twelve feet through. 
This specimen was also perfect;—not a branch was want¬ 
ing to destroy its symmetry. Abies Menziezii had reached 
twenty feet high and ten feet through. The lowest tier of 
branches reached to the ground, and were regularly 
disposed up to the last produced tier, forming a truly 
unique, handsome specimen. Gupressus macrocargni, or 
Lanibertiana, was twelve feet high, and a fine, well- 
clothed-with-branches specimen. There were also thriv¬ 
ing trees of Cryptonieria japonica, Gedrus Deodara, 
eighteen feet high; Araucaria imbricata, and a very 
green tree of Araucaria Gunninghamii, perfectly healthy; 

besides many others, more common and of less note, 
belonging to this tribe. In another part of the grounds 
I observed a good healtby tree of Benthamia fragifera. 
I was informed that this tree had not as yet fruited. On 
the rock-work, which is rather extensive, there w'as a 
good collection of British Ferns; and in the garden 
where the glass-houses are, I observed good plants of 
Heaths and New Holland plants. The place altogether 
is not very extensive, but is kept in excellent order 
througbout. I am sure any lover of rare and beautiful, 
healthy, Conifera3, as well as other plants, would be as 
much pleased as I was to view so many unique speci¬ 
mens in so small a place. It is a beautiful drive from 
Coventry, which is the nearest point by railway to it. 

The neighbourhood of Coventry abounds with gentle¬ 
men’s seats, which are well worthy of spending two or 
three days in seeing them, especially Stoneleiyh Abbey, 
about four miles from Coventry. This place, with respect 
to gardening, is undergoing considerable alteration. 
Mr. Nesfield has laid out, in his peculiar style, a new 
terrace garden, and a large new conservatory is just 
finished, but not filled with plants, at least it was not 
when I was there. ’.Che present owner seems to be a 
veiy kindly-hearted man. The day I visited the place 
he bad a large number of poor children at the hall, and 
was giving them a feast. Never did I see a happier or 
merrier group of children; the lord and lady were quite 
as happy, and as harmlessly merry as the young urchins 
they were entertaining. It was, we understood, the 
second birth-day of the young heir that occasioned the 
holiday. It is such kindness that endears our aristo¬ 
cracy to their dependants. May such kind-hearted 
nobles increase to render the poor happy and contented. 

The kitchen gardens are extensive, and also improving. 
In one new house I noted a large number of vines in 
])ots to be fruited therein; they were almost as strong 
as those on the rafters ; the wood was ripening beauti¬ 
fully, and they will, no doubt, bear a plentiful crop next 
j^ear. A span-roofed lofty vinery had been at one end 
replanted, and the vines were growing strongly. Tins 
kind of vinery is rather common, but I know none that 
shows off the vine so beautifully. 

On the road to Stoneleigh Abbey is Styvechale Hall, 
the seat of G. Gregory, Esq. Tlie gardens here are 
improving much under the fostering care of Mr. John 
Asbton; and a little distance off is Whitley Abbey, be¬ 
longing to the Hon. Mrs. Hood. 'This is a very ancient 
place. I W'as much pleased with the rock-work here, 
which is not artificial; the natural rock has been bared 
to a gi'eat extent, and planted with deep rock shrubs 
and herbaceous plants, and is the most unique thing of 
the kind 1 have seen. T. Appleby 

{To he continued.) 

WINTERING CAULIFLOWER PLANTS. 

It is generally admitted that the production of early 
Cauliflowers, in conjunction with that of Peas, forms the 
line of demarcation between the winter and the summer 
products, which in each the garden may be expected to 
furnish; and it seldom happens that the Cauliflower, 
under ordinary circumstances, can he brought into 
bearing immediately the last Brocoli of the season goes 
out, an interval of a few days (certainly not more than 
a week) occurs before this important vegetable takes its 
place. Now, though it is well known that Brocoli (or 
Cauliflower either) will keep a few days hung up in a 
cool place, if not too much stripped of leaves,'yet it is 
always advisable to arrange the planting and other con¬ 
ditions, so that the succession may he such as to dis¬ 
pense with the “ preservation system” as much as pos¬ 
sible, more especially so at a period when vegetation is 
so much on the alert as to act in an inverse ratio with 
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the keejiiiig qualities of the article in question ; now, 
in order to have Cauliflowers as early in the suininer 
as jiossihle, means must he taken to forward their 
growth in such a manner as to ensure their arriving at 
maturity in the shortest possible time, as in the case of 
many other things, the attemj)t to accomplish this 
sometimes leads to an opposite extreme. 'J’he rearing 
of plants too early in autumn causes tiiem to attain a 
sort of matured growtli sooner than they ought to do, 
and the consequence is, they present us with their jiro- 
mature heads long before they have attained that size 
which is re((uisite for their usefulness. This is what is 
called “buttoning,” and is just exactly what tlie skilful 
cultivator tries to avoid. Now, though we have occa¬ 
sionally had such mishaps, and every one who trios to 
have his produce early must exjtect some of the ])lants 
to run thus prematurely to head, yet the fewer of such 
useless productions the better, and the only way to pre¬ 
vent its lia))iicuing, is not to sow too soon, while to 
delay that duty too long is attended with risks from 
another quarter;—the young plants, unable to stand 
the rigour of winter, cither perish, or if they live, 
cannot ])0ssibly come in early ; but as all this has 
been explained, I will suppose that a seed-bed, well 
furnislied with robust plants, is just w'aiting to be 
planted out. 

A well sheltered border lacing the full south, but de¬ 
fended on all other sides, should be dug and manured, 
adding as much mortar-rubbish as can be had, to expel the 
slugs and other enemies that may be lurking there. This 
ground must then be measured off in such a way as to 
give s})ace for the tops of the hand-lights being taken olf, 
and still afford room to walk through and examine them 
as required. The common sized square hand-light will 
hold nine plants, which, after jdanting, may be covered 
up a few days to assist them in forming roots, and other¬ 
wise establishing themselves; after which they may be 
gradually uncovered, so as finally to inure them to the 
cold air, wiien the thermometer is not too much below 
the freezing point. A. mild, dull season, encouraging an 
unhealthy growth, is at variance with the plant’s preser¬ 
vation when severe W'eather docs set in: fortunately it 
often happens that very sharp frosts are preceded by 
more or less of cold chilly weather, which hardens the 
plant so that it endures the frost with less injury than if 
a severe frost suddenly followed an open mild season. 

Though there are various modes of obtaining early 
Cauliflowers, this old-fashioned one may still be regarded 
as the best; but another way is to have a quantity of 
plants potted, which being partly protected and partly 
forced, are planted out in March, on some wcll-j)repared 
situation, as under a south wall; yet it does not always 
happen that such are the earliest after all, and when the 
extra trouble is taken into account, the odds lie certainly 
on the side of planting under hand-lights; or, if they be 

! wanting, a common frame may be placed in such a 
situation, and filled with plants, which, being treated 
exactly the same as the above, may be thinned in spring, 
and the residue left to grow where standing. 

It very often happens that both frames and hand- 
lights are required to protect the necessary number of 
plants that are wanted in spring; and, in fact, if frames 
be not wanted for anything else, it is better to appro¬ 
priate them to this purpose than allow them to remain 
idle. Now, in addition to the above modes, many tem¬ 
porary ones are made use of with equal success. A bed 
is made and surrounded with rough slabs, sticks are 

j hoo])ed over it, and a few longitudinal ones being added, 
1 mats or-olher covering are thrown on in bard weather : 
j and with this purpose in view the size and shape of tlio 
j bed is made in aeordance with its covering. Jn a mild 
1 winter, and in the south of England, they will but 
j seldoin want covering up ; but, in more bleak districts, 
j this will be more wanted: in the latter case, a greater 

breadth ought to bo ]dautcd under glass, if possible; and, 
in very severe weather, that will bo the bettor for a little i 
covering iq), if snow docs not affect that purpose. ; 

in the general management of jilants in ])ositions j 
as above, it is to bo understood that a robust growtli ! 
is to be encouraged, rather than a delicate, tender 
one. A little frost,ought never to hurt them, which it 
assuredly would, wore they nursed in a temiieraturo 
more suited for geraniums; in the latter case, the elon¬ 
gated leaves, and the general dovelo2)ment of tlio jilant 
at a period at variance with the state of things out-of- 
doors, renders it very unflt to withstand any amount of 
hardship. Nothing is better to harden this, or any 
other doscri])tion of half-hardy plant, than the cold dry¬ 
ing winds we sometimes have in autumn and winter; 
the chilling effects of this suspends all growth that may 
bo active, and by contracting or sealing-iqi those pores, ! 
which, in a more e.xcitcd state, rendered the plant liable 
“ to catch cold,” by every cold draught, inures it to that 
condition in which its constitutional hardihood is ]nit 
to a fair, yet not severe, test. When hard weather 
really does set in, it is better to open tbe frames or hand- 
lights a little, to allow the damj) atmosphere to evapo¬ 
rate. Lotus supjiose a clear sunny afternoon in Decem¬ 
ber, or January, which we know often betokens a sharp 
frost; on such an occasion, let the jdauts bo very much 
exposed, and when shut in, both they and the ground 
they occupy will be less charged with moisture than 
]U'eviously ; and if even a little crisjiy stillness from 
frost has caught hold of them, they are no worse, jiro- 
viding they have been properly inured to cold ^Jreviously; 
with this care they may be covci'cd up for several days, 
if a succession of severe weather forbids their being 
opened; as by being partly chilled, or shall we say 
“ benumbed”? the active powers of vegetatiou, as well 
as of decay, arc very much checked: the latter being 
hardly less important than the former. Caro, of course, 
must be taken in re-opening them to the curi'ents of 
cold air, but the duU weather that usually follows the 
“breaking up of a storm” facilitates that; everything 
being done in the mean time to gradually accustom 
them again to full exposure. By attending to these 
simple rules, the amateur will bo able to carry his 
plants through the winter with that degree of robust 
health which is the only safeguard to a successful issue. 

J llonsoN. 

ALLOTMENT EARMING.—Novembeu. 

At last we are arri\ed at that part of the year wlien the 
vegetable kingdom, for the most pai-t, sinks into a state of 
repose—a not less wondrous provision of Almighty God 
than that cheering activity and exuberance exhibited in the 
garden and the held during the spring and summer. By 
this annual repose, the exhausted soil is enabled to lay in a 
store of the necessary gases, or qualities derived from the 

[ atmosphere; a great proportion of the insect tribes, which 
otherwise would accumulate in a most destructive degree, 
are destroyod; and, in addition, the earnest cultivator is 
enabled to can-y out improvements connected with the 

I staple of the soil without loss of time in regard of crop¬ 
ping. To the latter point we would dii-ect especial attention. 
Wo never saw a plot of ground yet but that something 
might be done for it still in the dormant season—sometliing 
to increase its value and efficiency; and as long as we have 
the pleasure of conducting outdoor operations of this kind, 
we siiall aim at no lower a standard than annually making 
the land worth more, than it was in the preceding year. 
This may seem a bold standard to assume, but wo are per¬ 
suaded that in the majority of cases it is attainable. 

.Vmongst the most solid and lasting improvements, drain¬ 
ing may be pointed to; without this, all other appliances 
aro but a waste of property. By it, where soils arc sour, 
botli organic and inorganic matters arc brought into play 
that would otherwise remain inactive ; the cultivator is 
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enabled to deepen bis soil—a most important matter at all 
times, as uHbrdiiig continuous nourishment to the roots ol' 
crops during lU'otracted droughts; and, in addition, t!ie 
labourer is enabled to work his soil with half the trouble. 

! I’lit one fit (he most important features connected with 
draining remains to bo pointed to—wo mean tin; increase 
(d' ground w'armth. Our labouring friends, who are more 
familiar with the spado than the. pen, may thiide this a trith;, 
and may stare when we tell them, (hat not only the gar¬ 
deners’ pine-apples and cucumbers require a bottom-heat, 
but that it is beneficial in a high degree to most of our 
ordinary crops. To say that a given xdot of ground, live 
degrees of warmth in advance of an adjoining jilot of e<|ual 
e.Ktent and quality, will produce earlier vegetables, is to 
alllrm what needs little consideration; but we go a steji 
fartlier, and afliriu that it will produce more abundantly. 
Providence has so ordained it, tliat the ground heal over 
most of tlie habitable parts of the globe is some two or 
three degrees higher than the air heat, taking the averagers ; 
so that means taken to increase the ground warmth arc not 
so artificial a proceeding as would at lirst sight appear. 

Next to draining, we regard the improvement of the 
staple the most important matter, and one, of necessity, 
facilitated by tlie former. However, wo w'oiild not rest 
content with that amelioration w'hich proceeds as a mere 
consequence, but cany matters farther. It only requires to 
api>roi)riate a little of the becu'-shop money and time to 
such matters; not that we suppose, by any means, that 
many of our readers in humble life are in the habit of thus 

: squandering their time, although wo do know that such 
characters are to be found in all countries; long may they 
form the exception. 

■ We have not space here to go into details of advice con¬ 
cerning “ staple improvements,” but may merely point to 
tlie fact, that lime-rubbish, and cinder-ashes, burnt moor 

, soil, and such like, are well-known improvers of tlie staple 
of clays ; and that marls, burnt clay, ditch or pond scoiir- 
ings, peaty soils, &c., are of much benefit to burning sands; 
and lime, strange to say, has been found to benefit both. 

We must now piroceed to examine the position of the 
a,llotment or cottage garden, and its crops, stores, &c. And 

, first, 

; I’oTATOES.—This has been a grievous year as to this in- 
I valuable root; great have been the complaints, and, we are 
' sorry to say, great the losses. Nevertheless, so great is the 
, breadth jdanted, that ivo are assured the country will be 
i pretty well siipiplied after all. It appears that the potato 

has, in these days, a double ordeal to undergo; the first, 
when the “plague spot” first overruns the whole system 

1 of the plant, quite perverting its juices; the other, when the 
! tubers are removed, and, as is too much the case, per- 
' mitted to ferment, by being placed in a considerable body. 
I These are crises in the character of the potato of latter 
1 days which deserve a little study. As to the former, all 
I seem alike at fault; a cure is out of the question; preven¬ 

tives are the cliief consideration. No man in his senses 
can doubt—however much or little it can be made to bear, 
on the disease question — that well-preserved seed must 
lead to better results, in some form, than neglected or 
abused seed. We will at once take this for granted, and then 
the question is: how to preserve seed well ? Common sense 

I teaches the veriest clown, that when a potato has sprouted, 
, part of the virtue or energy is exhausted; and that in a state 

of nature this pirocess takes place in the soil; the conditions 
almost diametrically opposite. The former, or artificial, con¬ 
dition of tlie tuber being one exposed, perhaps, to a high 
amount of perspiration or fermentation, and to a capricious 
modiiini; the latter to darkness, and a sort of quiescent state. 
Wo merely throw out these observations to set our allot¬ 
ment-men tliinking during tlie long winter evenings ; and we 
advise them to persevere, and not doubt but that the potato 

' will one day be restored to them in its original purity, how¬ 
ever long the ordeal may be through which it has to pass. 

Store-Hoots.—AVe come here to the general iirinciplcs 
of store-root preservation, which are few indeed, and cx- 

; ceediiigly simple. These are the points— 

Diyness. 
Exclusion of air. 

j Ab.sence of fermentation. 
I A low temperatore. 

As to the first, they can hardly he too dry, if the dryness 
is aocomjianied by a very low temperature; if vir. could 
select or lay down a pilch, we should say to 40°. Ex¬ 
clusion of air is but another tewm for darkness, which is, 
indeed, an esseutiid ; and, in general, what promotes the 
one accomplLshcs the other. Exclusion from the air jire- 
veuts loss by perspiration; and darkness prevents a tax 
on (he growing tendencies of the crowns of such roots as 
lAIaiigold, the Swede, I’otatoes, Carrots, Parsnips, Ac. Eer- i 
mentation, caused by placing roots in too great heaps, robs 
them of a consideralile amount of both their nutritious and ' 
keeping properties : this is the very bane of many proceed- ! 
iiigs. A low temperature is another important ali'air. Jtest 
is Ihc maxim with aU. these things; to this end northern 
aspects must be sought, and other local advantages, taking 
care that a high and dry situation be selected. No lodg¬ 
ment of w'aters must ever be thought of where roots are 
stored. Thus much about roots in the lump ; we have not 
space for detail. AVe may, however, observe, that it is well 
with all store-roots to cut tin' crown somewhat “into the 
(piick; ” the growing principle is thereby crippled for a 
longer period, and, indeed, weakened. Mangold should be 
imniediatoly got in, the roots scraped with a piece of stick 
cut to an edge, and housed dry, if piossible ; if there is no 
room in any outhouse, they may be piled, in a dry state, 
on a piiece of high and dry ground, and simply covered nine 
inches with soil, taking care to sharpen the exterior to a 
ridge, to throw off rains. Swedes may remain on the ground 
for another month, for they are vciy hardy; and, as the 
Mangold tops are now in use for the pig, Ac., the Sw'edo 
tops may thus be made to succeed them. 1‘arsiiips may 
remain where grown all the winter, unless needed off-hand. 
Our practice for many years has been to trim off the leaves 
in the early part of November, and immediately to manure 
the ground for the succeeding crop; then to open a trench 
a good depth at one end of the row', and thus provide for 
trenching them out as w’aiitcd, at the same time ridging the 
soil ready for the succeeding crop. Laud, thus treated, is 
in fine order the following Mai'ch for any crop of import¬ 
ance. Carrots will, of course, be stored, as they are tender; 
we cut their tops completely to the quick—a plan named 
twenty years since in Loudon’s Magazine, and which wo 
have practised ever since; it assiu'cdly keeps the roots fresh 
much longer, and no injury has ever arisen from the practice. 

CjVbbage-worts. ■—^AA^e long since explained that this 
broad term was intended to express all those greens, 
whether Cabbage or not, which are in these days worked 
into the general cropping economy—some preferring one 
kind, some another. If we were in a position to grant 
allotment land to the industrious, we should assuredly take 
all the lawful means in our jiower to xiersuade or to coax 
our tenantry to secure a sprinkling of these over all portions 
of the land occupied by summer crops. AVe are led to these 
remarks by observing, in a late northern trip), some of the 
finest soil “ that ever a crow flew over,” as our Cheshire 
picasants have it, lying totally idle for the winter, after a 
crop of rotten potatoes, and this, too, land bringing some 
three to five pounds per acre. This is really a pity; the 
time is not far distant when every pole of English land will 
require to be kept in high cultivation most of the year, in 
order to keep) pace with a stretching population, hungry as 
the famous Egyptian locusts. AVell, all Cabbage-worts will 
bring to hand half-decayed leaves, which are useful to the . 
swine, at least; and, as these are removed, advantage may 
be taken to cultivate between them, both for the sake of 
the existing crop and its successor. AA'hat is termed “ soil¬ 
ing-up,” although condemned by some, is, according to our 
experience, quite the thing; it prevents the plants wind- 
w'aving; it destroys a crop of weeds ; it admits air to the soil; 
and it does more, it causes the plants to root up the stem, ■ 
thereby rendering them more profitable. j 

Kidging.—This was pointed to before; but as a good talc 
is none the worse for being twice told, we beg again to refer 
to it. Our advice, then, is, let every yard of land, on which ; 
no crop is standing in the end of November, bo deep dug, ; 
and thrown into shai'p) ridges. 

Onions.—Keep your Onions dry; yea, warm if you will, 
sooner than permit any damp to lodge about them. Leeks, 
if growing, as they should be in drills, should be soiled up I 
like celery some dry day. 
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Rhubahe.—Those who want this early, with small ex¬ 
pense, should cover the crowns with any dry litter as soon 
as the leaves can be stripped away, which will generally be 
in the first week of November. “ An empty house is better 
than a bad tenant.” And so with such things. Jack Frost 
had better be kept at a respectful distance. 

Cabbage Plants.—Let all those in seed-beds, not re¬ 
quired this autumn, be immediately “pricked out” in store- 
beds, three inches apart. Ours are already done, the soil 
dressed well with tlie covering from charred heaps, in order 
to ensure a clean and liealthy plant, which it assuredly will. 

Obdee.—This is a strange title to finish with; but let 
everything be in its place, and walks and ditches cleared by 
the middle of the montli. As far as our expeiience goes, 
order is closely related to thrift. E. Ekkington. 

THE APIARIAN’S CALENDAR.—Novemeee. 

By J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of “ The Bee-Keeper’s Ouide." 

The requirements of the apiary are hut few diudng the 
present month, provided XXmtfeedimj has been well attended 
to in the last; should it, liowever, have been neglected, no 
time must be lost in setting about it before cold w'eather 
sets in, which may now reasonably be expected. 

Flooe-boaeds.—It will be well to clean the floor-boards, 
and (the season for robbing being pretty well over, and 
the wasps having now finished their maraudings), to have 
a final examination of all the stocks, securing them -well 
against wet, and making them uj), by feeding, to eighteen 
or twenty pounds each. 

Removing Subees.—All super as well as nadir hives 
should now he removed, reducing the room occupied by 
each stock as much as possible. 

Ventilation.—In hives of wood I have always found it 
necessEiry, during the winter montlis, to withdraw one of the 
slides at the top of the hive, and place over the opening a 
feeder, or small glass, for the purpose of carrying otf the 
condensed vapour, which would othenvise run down the 
sides of the hive, and cause dampness and mouldiness to 
the combs, and sometimes the entue desti’uction of the 
stock. j\Ir. Taylor gives a drawing of a condensor for this 
purpose in his Bee-Keeper’s Manual, page 142, fourtli 
edition, which I have found to be very useful, w’here a 
feeding-pan could not well be placed. 

North Aspect.—The accounts that I continue to receive 
from persons, who, at my suggestion, have thus placed their 
bees, are, hitherto, all in favour of it. The advantages 
arising from it during the late hot weather have certainly 
been very great, but we must watch it through another 
spring before it can be generally recommended. 

Dividing Hive for obtaining Aetifici.al Swaems.—I 
have just received tlie following letter from my friend, Mr. 
Taylor, author of The Bee-Keeper’s Manual, and as it con¬ 
tains much interesting matter on this and other subjects, I 
will give it at length, for I feel assui-ed the writer will excuse 

I my making use of it. 
I “ I hope you will he able to preserve the dividing hive* 
! through the winter, that we may see what becomes of it 
I next season; so far as w'e have gone, we know the principle 
I is right, and tliat the thing will work; though I am some- 
■ what in the same sceptical position as to artificial swarms 
, as are Dr. Bevan and Mr. Golding; of course, I mean as a 

general rule, for they are sometimes, doubtless, desirable, 
, and it is well to have the means of accomplishing the 
I business, which I think my hive does, without much risk, 

trouble, or disturbance. There are, however, other uses I 
have in store for it, as I mentioned to you, of equal, and, 

' porha))s, greater importance than swarm making. Both 
I Dr. Dunbar and Miner, speak of dividing hives, hut I 
‘ followed my own devices in making the one you liave. The 
I one alluded to by Dunbar-, is, doubtless, that of Feburier, 

whose work he translated, though it was not published. Dr. 
Bevan told me a Welchman once brought him one of these 

* I have had one of these hives, which was kindly sent me by hlr, 
Taylor, at work since June, and find that it acts perfectly, so far as taking 
to pieces goes, which may be done at any time, with very little trouble, 
and still less annoyance to the bees. This hive is so constructed, that I 

I have no hesitation in saying that an artificial swarm may be obtained from 
it at pleasure during the months of May and June. 

dividing hives to inspect, as an original invention, and, 
perhaps, it was even so, although it appeared nn exact 
copy from Febui-ier’s drawings. These I never saw, and am 
rather curious to Imow how far we agree. I should always 
be inclined to caution in accusing any one of plagiarism as 
to invention, or as to an original idea, particularly wliei’e 
bees are concerned, for hundreds and thousands of heads / 
and hands liave been rtt work on their behalf for centuries. 
I could name some instances in my own case. You will 
recollect when I told you, some years ago, I had been 
scheming to find out a mode and utensil suitable for feeding 
at the top instead of the bottom of a hive ; I had never 
heard of such a procedure previously ; but you had been in 
possession of a top-feeder for forty years: and, moreover, 
when Dr. Bevan’s second edition came out, there was the 
very same thing, or nearly so. And so it was as regards 
feeding with barley-sugar, which the good Doctor recollected 
to have seen used by a friend many years ago, without 
farther thinking of it. By-the-by, if you want to defend 
the passage into a hive against an invasion by wasps, you 
have but to put a bit of barley-sugar across the mouth, and 
out will come such a body of bees that no enemy will face 
them. Repeat the dose as fast as they eat up their fortifi¬ 
cation, and the wasps will sheer off in despair. The idea 
came to me from Dr. Bevan. I once read an account of a 
new invention, by some one, for obviating the evil of damp 
in hives, in winter, by condensation, precisely the same as 
had been published by me for years. And yet, afterwards, I 
discovered that a friend had used the similar- means two 
years before me, with success. So you see how often people 
hit upon the same ideas. I could mention other things ; such, 
for instance, as a method communicated to me lately (as 
a secret), for washing a hive with salt and water previously 
to hiving a swarm into it—a practice I recollect in a dis¬ 
trict in Norfolk half-a-century ago. I sav\- it tried in two 
cases fortv years since; in one instance with success, and 
failure in'the other. Can it be right to insure a damp hive 
always in wet weather ? Even The Cottage G.vedenee of 
the Kith of September furnishes something like an example 
of a similar nature, where fumigating a hive from the top 
is alluded to, as if it were something new. All my editions, 
I think, mention it; but at pages 104 and 124, third edition, 
and page 138, fourth edition, it is described. Whether I 
was the first to think of it, I do not know ; but I have often 
practised the thing (particularly down the ventilators in 
Nutt’s hives), though, in general, common hives do not 
offer the necessary facilities. The requisite tube is a bent 
one, which, if you were a smoker instead of a driver, I would 
send you. I am inclined to agree rather with Dr. Dunbar, 
who is a mighty champion for smoke, in many operations 
on bees. However, we all have our own fancies in such 
matters, and, perhaps, it is as well each to practice what he 
best understands and succeeds in. I ought to have said, 
that the instrument I always have used is what is called 
the Oxford tube, a moveable one, as opposed to the lamp 
form, which seems only adapted, as I conceive, to bottom- 
fuming. Even for that I like the other best, as more 

easily regulated. 

“And now you will like to hear how the Observatory 
hive goes on, in which, as I told you, the bees had from 
the first been working, exposed to the full glare of day-light. 
Of course, work is pretty well over; but there is a fair store 
of honey. I never lost sight of the queen during an in¬ 
spection of half-an-hour yesterday; she is become sluggish 
and inactive, and not an egg proceeded from her, though 
a while back she laid them incessantly, to mere waste. I 
think I told you she was a yonny lady; but I liave since 
found that the swarm w-as a prime one, and her appeai-ance 
confirms it. Her extreme fertility had almost made me a 
convert to the doctrine of young queens as the best breeders, 
which, you know, I had many doubts about. My own ob¬ 
servations would seem to lead me to the belief that a ipxeen 
bee does not arrive at her full powers at first. Dr. Bevan 
spoke decidedly on this point in a letter, which I think you 
saw. For myself, I have observed that an early second 
swarm, and a late first one, coming at about the same time, I 
and not much differing as to size, did not prosper as well 
relatively as might be expected, one queen being young and 
the other old; the latter, in short, increasing the population 
the soonest and the most. It might not be so always, 
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perhaps, though a second swarm rarely becomes very popu¬ 
lous. At all events, the question of advantage rests in so 
much equilibrium, that I had rather, in most cases, let 
nature alone, unless in some obviously exti'eme emergency. 
The oldest queen on record was one of Mr. Goldings, which, 
at four years of age, or nearly so. filled the hive so full of 
brood of all kinds before she died, that a large swarm 
issued soon after (in May), and four more subsequently. 
As regards the question of bees working in the light, I can 
only say, that so far as I have seen, they appear to care 
nothing about it, if used to it from the first. Alternations 
between light and darlmess does not do; and they are 
alarmed where one or the other is not continuous. I saw 
a hive thus working, exposed to the light, many years ago, 

j I think at Oxford; hut the experiment, I believe, is hardly 
likely to lead to any very useful practical result beyond 
ascertaining a fact. I mentioned the hive I am now work¬ 
ing (altogether of iglass at the sides) to a friend, who told 
me he once saw a number of wooden hives at work, and all 
without shutters to the windows, of which most of the hives 
had two. The owner, in answer to a question, replied, that 
he found the bees did not care about the light, and he left 

off making shutters to save trouble. In winter, I should 
say they would be needed; and, on the whole, I should 
prefer them. However, you shall judge for j'ourself next 
year, when I hope to send you a hV//i< hive. The good old 
Doctor is to have one; and he tells me he has already in 
his mind decided as to where it is to stand. We have just 
emerged from an argument as to the natiu'e of a drone eg;/, 
leaving off wdiere we began. You will be grieved to hear i 
that his eyes have failed him of late; his own admirable j 

hand-writing being of late exchanged for that of a secre- j 

tary. | 
“ I mentioned to Dr. Sevan that the Entomological Society | 

had offered a prize for the best essay on the duration of life j 
in bees, of which I thought he knew more than any one. 
Ho says he could do no more than repeat what he has 
already written. The question, indeed, appears to me to 
have been settled fifteen years ago by him. Dr. Dunbar, 
Mr. Golding, and, I think. Sir William Jardine, beyond 
farther dispute (see the “Honey See”), Sut, judging 
from what has recently appeared as to bees in the name of 
one of the magnates of the said Society, they do not seem 
a-ware that the world has kept moving of late years.” 

FLOWER-GARDEN PLANS.—No. 1. 

1 Blue. 5 Blue. 
2 Dark purple. 6 Yellow. 
3 Dwarf box, clipped. 7 Scarlet. 
4 Bright pink. 8 Blue. 

9 Bright pink. 
10 Brilliant orange. 
11 White. 

Tins, the first of our series of flower- 
garden plans, was sent to me before the 
subject was announced for publication. 
The author is a friend, and a clever 
gardener, and he had no idea at the time 
he sent it, that either his “ tracings,” or 
anything about them would ever be made 
public. Having fixed on this plan for 
oiu- first number, some delay was neces¬ 
sary, to obtain his consent to publish it. 
He made no obsen'atious on the plan the 
second time, and all that he said in the 
first letter, was this—“ I send you tracings 
of a flower-garden, which I have some 
thoughts of laying down here. What do 
think of it? The colours I merely put 
down for your good-natured criticism. But 
I always think a few well-defined and 
distinct colours better than a larger number. 
Don’t you ? ” I do think so, for that is the 
grand secret, after all, of planting a flower- 
garden for effect. Some plant more, to 
show the extent of their bedding-plants, 
their scarcity, and sa forth, and pride 
themselves on the greater number of 
species or varieties they can thus in¬ 
troduce, and when the space is large 
enough, and the sizes and position of the 
beds are such as to allow of all that being 
effected in “ a well-defined, and distinct 
manner,” that kind of pride is very ex¬ 
cusable. Some day or other, I shall give 
the best instance I know of that way of 
planting a large flower-garden. Mean¬ 
time, I shall give two reasons for fixing 
on this for the first plan; first, because the 

j colours are given without mentioning the 
j plants for producing them; thus leaving 
j the field open for young planters of both 
j sexes to exercise their taste a little, and send us the names of 

such plants as they would plant in this garden, and this I 
I earnestly invite young artists, as we may call them, to do. 
’ Then, after a few months, I shall criticise all that are sent to 
; me, and give the way I would plant myself. As the plans will 
; be numbered, there will be no difficulty in referring to any of 
j them at any future time, and there is a long time before us, 
1 between this and next May, without any occasion for 

pressing on our different styles of planting. All the time 
' that I served at Shrubland Park, the final arrangement of 
, tlie flower-gardens there was not settled before the middle 
^ of April, and those fine gardens have been allowed to bo 
; among the very best in the country; and in another year or 
I two, when the whole of the great improvements now going 

on there shall have been completed, I should not be far 

from the mark, if I were to say that would bo the finest 
place in England for flewer-gardens ; and then I venture to 
say that it will be late every spring before they will settle 
how the whole is to be planted. 

My second reason for this jdan is because my friend has 
introduced a new feature in it, for the first time since I 
began to plant flower-gardens. I mean his introducing Box 
as a relief or green colour in beds No. 3, between the dark 
pui-ple in beds No. 2, and the blue in beds No. 1. This style 
is all but quite new in this country. I only know of a few 
places where box-beds, or beds of some flowerless j)lants are 
used; but on the Continent, I hear the plan is common, and 
I know that some old foreign authors treat of this style as 
quite familiar. The different coloured gravels, pebbles, and 
sand they use in Italy, in their Itahan gai’dens, is part and 
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parcel of the same ; hut here, witli our moist climate, ami 
our superabuuflauco of half hanly aucl liue-lcaved plants, 
we need not resort to such extremes. Yet, white sand and 
yellow gravel formed gooil auxiliaries to many of Lady 
Middleton's compo.sitions, which w'O had to fill up; an<l 1 
know of several places in which some of the old Capo 
(ieraniums, with inconspicuous llowers, are used this way, 
with very good effect as rclUJ’s, a,s wo call them; anew 
naino that 1 shall have to use often in tlii.s series. Then 
W6 sluill have neutral beds, relief beds, mixed licds, or sub¬ 
dued colours, as well as the move common terms of liar 
■monions beds, and beds eontrasled. 1 am anxious to have 
box bods, and box scrolls introduced into geometric gardens, 
as well as Yuccas, Irish Yews, and a little dwtuf Spruce 
called Abies Chmhrasilensis. These last two for strong 
contrast; the Irish YTw as a slow-growing and fastigiate, or 
guile upright growth; and the Abies of much slow'cr growth, 
and ([uite Hat on the toj), with a round head. Also the Irish 
Turzo ((Ilex stricta), and Jnniperns proslruta and squumata, 
for the same pimpose—strong contrast. 

The Irish Eurze, or Gorse, is a highly architectural plant; 
iluifii as much so as the Irisli Yew and Yucca. It was first 
disc(jvered in the Marquis of Londonderry’s Park, in the 
county of Down. It is soft and silky in the leaves and 
branches, and bears the knife so well, that it maybe formed 
into almost any shape; s(iuare on the sides, round, and 
sharp.pointed, or Hat on the top. The prostrate Juniper 
makes a beautiful bluish-grey carpet to fill a round bed 
with, and it can be cut to any shape, and is also a fast 
grower in good soil. The same are the cliaracteristics of 
the Juniper called sqnamcUa, only that it is a stronger 
growing plant. It could bo made into little weeping 
standards a yard high in the stem, and then be allowed to 
weep down gracefully on all sides. The culture and pro¬ 
pagation of them, as novelties, for the geometric garden, I 
shall explain shortly; mean time, I have one or two ob¬ 
servations to make on the plan before us. 

1 object to the four entrances at the two ends and two 
sides, in a garden of moderate extent, unless you have a 
walk all round it, or a terrace on one or two of the sides ; it 
lessens the effect of the picture, if you allow your visitors, 
or “ company,” to walk on straight to the middle of the 
scene at once, as they will be sure to do, seeing a straight 
leading walk before them, and as sure as they do, one-half 
of your garden is, in a manner, lost to them. This is a 
prevailing fault all over the kingdom, and in compositions, 
otherwise most beautifully arranged, I would x'refer each 
pair of beds. No. (I, to be united ns they now stand, or to be 
circles or ovals, at the expense of having more gravel at 
each end. Then your visitors are put off’the “ follow-the 
rest-like-the-sheep ” way of looking over the garden, and 
still they have a choice of right and left, and tlien the 
chances are, that some of them will go this way, and some 
the contrary way ; always a lucky hit for the gardener, who 
prizes himself on his pet points. There may a trick in this, 
but depend upon it, the thing is as I say, for few gardeners 
have had more experience in leading companies through 
such scenes than your humble servant, to whom all this is 
as familiar as A. B. C. 

I highly approve of beds. No. 3, being planted with 
dwarf box, and that as thick ns pussilde, to bo clipped on 
the outsides like an edging of box, and either as fiat on the 
tox) as a dining-table, for the sake of uniformity, or as 
I’ound as a globe ; and if rounded on the top, the heighth 
to bo in xu'oportion to the diameter of the bed. In this 
instance 18 or 20 inches would be about the proper heighth. 

1 would prefer the circidar beds. No. !), to be green also, 
liirt not with box; then all the circles would bo green—that 
is, uniform; a cax^ital and practical explanation of the 
word, as we gardeners apply it; but how can we make a 
j>ar/c/y in a thing we call «a//bn« Nothing in this world 
so easy ; ]ilant No. !) all round with the Rose-scented Gera¬ 
nium, and keep the growth regular with the knife all the 
season, and the thing is done to a t; and how lucky that 
!) is so far from the centre, and from the middle walks, and, 

I therefore, requiring a higher xffant than No. 3, which is 
under the eye. Still my alteration for No. 9 is not a prin- 
ciido, and I have no right to insist on it, being only a matter 
ot taste or opinion. The disposition of tlie colours by the au- 

I thor of the plan has my umiiialilied approbation.—D. Beaton. 

EXPERIMENTS ON FEEDING COCHIN-CHINA 

AND SPANISH FOWl.S. 

I HASTEN to redeem the promise I made, of stating the 
results of my trifds as to what was the cost of the food of 
Cochin-China fowls, as compared with that of others. 

In the course of a few days, 1 hope to be able to say 
w'hat has been the consumption of food (under exactly 
.shiiilar circumstances) by Dorkings, Bolton Grays, and 
some more tlochin-Chinas. In the mean time, it will be 
seen that these experiments very nearly verify wluit Anster 
Bonn, some time ago, in Tun Cottage Gardener, assured 
us was the case opinion since then seems 
entirely to havo changed), viz,:—"■That when conmion 
poultry are fed twice a-day, it is ■necessary to feed Cochin- 
Chinas three or four times, and to yivc the food so abundantly 
that some may be left after the fowls have satisfied themselves.” 
For while Spanish fowls have eaten at the rate of 2d. a-week, 
the Cochins have cost 3-Id., HRl., and 4d. This has been, 
of course, where there is no farm-yard, which is, I think, 
Anster Bonn’s case. 

Before detailing how these trials have been carried on, 1 
may add, that I give you my word that they havo been 
tried in the fairest possible manner. Nos. 1, 2, and I, have 
been caiuied on under my own eye. The food weighed out, 
and the birds almost entirely fed by myself. 

Ill 1 and 2, the birds had the range of a wire cage, about 
10 I'eet by 9 feet, with a small house attached to each cage. 
I believe the cliildren were in the habit of feeding them 
with bread, &o., but the poultry never left the inclosure 
during the week. They were also supplied with green food. 

No. 3, besides being fed as by the list, had the run of a 
large plantation and a stubble field. 1 have published the 
weights, wliioh (varying as they do, some having increased, 
some diminished) may interest your readers. This lot was 
not under my own eye, but 1 have great I'aith in the acctmacy 
of the person wlto carried on the trial. 

No. 4 had the run of a large grass field and plantation. 
I am quite sure of the accuracy of the quantity of food 
consttmed, and you will see, that under similar cu'ctun- 
stances, a lot of thirteen Spanish poultry, of various ages, 
ate very little more than five Cochin-China cockerels. 

The Spanish hens in lot 4 were deep in the moult, and 
laid no eggs ; but, pray observe, that the Cochin-China eggs 
(few in number as they w'ere) did not avei'age two ounces 
each. I may add, that I have a Spanish pullet wdio now 
lays eggs weighing three-onnces-and-a-quarter. These are 
facts, wliich I leave to the consideration of the readers of 
The Cottage Gardener; but I ought to say, that I thought 
the fairest thing would be to buy my corn in small (quan¬ 
tities (by the bushel), as a cottager would be forced to do. 
The prices I actually paid, were for 

Barley, bushel of Cl) lbs.. 4s. Cd., Id. per lb. 
Wheat, „ 70 „ Os. 3d., Id. „ 
Indian corn „ CO „ 4s. Od., ^d. „ 
Meal „ CO „ (is. :id.. Lid. „ 
Bran . ... id. „ 

'These arc the weiglits and prices of this coitnty for 
yood food, and I believe it will not answer to a gentleman or 
a cottager to feed poultry on bad food. 

1 leave my cause to plead for itself, bclievingTthat truth 
will out. I fancy it is even now prevailing, as I have letters 
before me from three poultry fanciers, who do not know me 
as “ Gallus,” but who write—“ I am relintquishing a capital 
breed of Cochins. I wish to revert to the Spanish, which I 
once kept. The former are certainly good layers, and very 
hardy, but their eggs are very small, especially when com¬ 
pared with the Spanish, and they are enormous eaters.” 

“1 am giving up Cochins. 'They are good layers, hardy, 
and good ffavoured, but they are enomious caters, their eggs 
very small, and they are very awkward-looking birds when 
cooked, their thighs being so large, and their breasts bciny 
anything but plump.” 

“ I have been in the habit of keeping poultry for several 
years, and have calculated their cost per head, in the 
summer months (say from May to August) at about Id. 
for hens, and 2d. for cooks. From August to May, when 
they reipiirc better food, they cost me 2d. per head, besides 
which they had scraps from the house. 'The breeds I keep 
are Spanish, Gold and Silver Bheasant, and Game. T tried 
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the sort now so much in fashion (the Cochin-Chinas), and 
I considered they ate about double what thfe others did.” 

So much for the opinion of three unprejudiced people! 
I have only further to say, that if any of your readers still 
think that Id. a-week will keep a Cochin-China fowl, let 

i them (as 1 did) weigli out 1 lb. of barley (which is about 
that value), and see how soon a Cochin-China will eat it. 

\ I believe we deceive ourselves in saying “ our poultry only 
eat so much," for we forget the bread, the potatoes, and otiier 
scraps, wiiich would, if the cottager kept a pig (as I advise 
every one to do), go towards its food, instead of to the 

I poultrj', so that if the fowls cost less, the pig costs more. 
1 I am very glad, for my own sake, that [ made tlie ex- 
, ])eriment, and 1 am firmly convinced that the time is not far 
I distant, when many now opposed to me will be ready to 
1 own I am not very far wrong. Gali.us. 

Time of Experiment—Oct. i to Oct, 11. 
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2 

[Note by the Editor.—AYe readily declare our belief in 
the accuracy of the above report, because we know the 
writer to be an honourable man; and W'c have Imt two 
objections to make to his experiments, and they ai-e these : 
First, that he did not have his Spanish fowls separated into 
threes and five, the same as the Cochin-Chinas. This is 
not an objection for objection sake, but founded upon our 
own experience, and the experience of others, that two or 
three fowls by themselves will consume proportionately 
more food in a day than when a great number are fed 
together. Whether this is the result of the few being less 
intemipted, and having loss to diveit their attention from 
the food trough, we shall not attempt to explain; but this 
we know—flfteen fowls fed together eat less in twenty-four 

I hours than the same birds divided into threes, and fed each 
three in separate places, eat in the same space of time. 

! Our second objection is, that we have not the weights of 
the futl yrowii Spanish fowls, as well as the w'eights of the 

I full-yruu'ii Cochin-Chinas. AVo suspect that the weight of 
the latter must be nearly double the weight of the former, 
and, if so, it is not so groat a marvel tliat they eat nearly 
twice as much. 

AVe have tided one experiment ourselves upon this subject 
very recently, and it yields a very dilferent result, explicable 
upon no other grounds, as far as we can see, than that the 
birds were all fed together, and that ours in the south have 
not the keen appetites bestowed upon their brethren in the 
north, by its colder breezes. 

Our experiment extended from Oct. ITth to Oct. lOth, 
both inclusive. In one yard were fij'teen cockerels, and in 

the other twenty-seven hens and pullets, all pure-breds, from 
the stocks of Mr. Punchard, Mr. Moody, and Captain 
Hornby, with the exception of three hens imported from 
Shanghai, and two hens, crosses between Cochins and 
Dorkings. Their respective ages and average weights (in 
the morning, before being fed) were as follows :— 

lbs. 
!) cockerels, aged three months, average weight - 2 
4 cockerels, aged four months, average weight - 4 
2 cockerels, aged six months, average weight - (1^ 
8 jiullets, aged three months, average weight - lij 
(i pullets, aged four montlis, average weight - - oj 
!) pullets, aged six months, average weight - - T-J 
(i hens, average weight.- (i 
They were fed ujion the following articles, to which we 

append the weight and price ;— 
Parley-meal, 4(i lbs. per bushel, lls. Od. 
Barley, 42 lbs. per bushel, 3s. 9d. 
Oals, Sii lbs. per bushel, 2s. i)d. 
Eice and greaves, averaging Ifd. per lb. 

They were fed in troughs, barred across tho top, so that 
they could not trample in the food, nor waste it in any 
other way; the troughs were never allowed to be empty, 
and they had a roomy yard, with access to grass for an hour 
or so daily. The supply of water unlimited. They con- 
sullied during the time— 

251- ll's. harley-meal 
d. 

- 251 
4 „ bran - - 2 

14 „ oats - - - 14 
14 „ barley - - 14 

4 „ nno 1 
- 0 

2 „ greaves | 

(Ml lbs. 041 pence, 

So that the 42 fowls consumed food which cost C4^d. in 
seven days, being scarcely more than three-halfpence per 
week each. If this had been a cheap potato year, so that 
boiled potatoes could have been partly substituted for barley- 
meal, wo are certain that the expense would have been 
nearer five farthings a week. As in the experiments by 
“ Callus,” the corn was bought of a retailer; if bought by 
the quarter it would have been somewhat cheaper. During 
the week the six hens laid seventeen eggs, weighing from 
2^ to 2,j- ozs. each, and two double-yolked eggs, weighing 
3 ozs. each.] 

Aiistcr Bonn in a letter, from which the following is an 
extract, says—“I enter on the subject now, for this last 
time, from a desire to reply, with all willingness, to 
“Callus’s” question. At the dinner to which he refers, 
tho opinion of the fowls in the dininy room was not pro¬ 
nounced so decidedly as out of the dininy room, because it 
was, on both sides, somewhat repressed by politeness. 
Although, from keeping but one kind of fowl, I lack the 
opportunity to join in “ Callus’s ” experiments, T shall feel 
great interest in their result; in aid of them, I can only 
offer the knowledge which I possess. The cost of com and 
meal of various sorts to me, during the whole month of Sep¬ 
tember, was £3. 4s. (id, and tho number of fowls being 141). 
This (about five farthings a-week each) gives rather a 
greater increase on tho preceding months than I expected; 
but among these fowls are included fifty cocks near matu¬ 
rity : an extravagant disproportion, which would scarcely 
be tolerated by persons desirous of feeding with economy.” 

VISITS TO SOME OF THE CHIEF POULTRY- 

YARDS OF ENGLAND. i 
[Mr. Sturof.on’s.] i 

Time was, and that within the memory of those who do ; 
not wish to think themselves old men, that a trip down 
Father Thames to Cravesend was an uncertain, and there¬ 
fore somewhat serious undertaliing. If tho wind was 
favourable, and the tide suited, the liglit little river craft, 
then called “packets,” ran you down merrily enough ; but if 
the breeze failed, and the tide was against you, groat was 
the consumption of patience—and tobacco. Independent of 
the wind, and comparatively but little affected by the tides. 
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the introduction of steam-boats put a new face upon the 
matter, and ultimately the formation of tlie Blackwall Rail¬ 
way, and an arrangement between the Directors of it and 
the Steam Packet Companies, to run in connection with 
eacli other, have reduced it almost to a certainty. By these 
means the inhabitants of “ Cockneyshire ” exchange the 
smoke of the city for that of the steamers upon the Thames; 
enjoy a stroll over the new town of Gravesend, and drink 
their own porter in the gardens upon the hill, where, at the 
time we have first referred to, we used to shoot rabbits. Of 
these gardens we may again speak upon a futiu'e occasion, 
but it is of a spot at an intermediate stage of the journey 
that we propose to-day to discourse. 

AVe will suppese, then, that the reader has taken his 
ticket at the Blackwall Station. For Is. 2d. by the first, 
or lOd. by the second class, he may travel by rail to Black¬ 
wall, and thence by the steam packet to the village, once, 
we are told, the market town of Grays, which is situate on 
the Essex side of the Paver, three or four miles before 
you reach Gravesend. One of those useful wooden piers, so 
common upon the Thames, runs far enough into the river 
to enable the steamers to Land their passengers in any state 
of the tide, and for this accommodation sixpence additional 
is charged. 

Leaving the toll-house behind you, you will observe, at 
a distance of a hundred yards or so, an old square manor- 
house. This is the dwelling of Mr. Sturgeon and his 
family ; and let us whisper to you, kind reader, that if you 
are often in the habit of visiting a more hospitable mansion, 
you are, in our opinion, an exceedingly lucky fellow. AVe 
assume that such of our readers as are poultry-fanciers will 
have heard and read, more or less, of Mr. Sturgeon’s 
Cochin-China fowls; and having told those who were not 
before aware of it how to reach their abode, we are now 
about to communicate to such as are unable to avail them¬ 
selves of that infoi-mation and to see for themselves, the 
result of a recent visit to Grays. Let us say, first of all, 
that here is no pretension to a handsome or costly poultry- 
house. The Messrs. Sturgeon fann a large tract of land; 
their poidtry, consisting of Cochins exclusive!}', are kept as 
part of the stock of their farms ; and all that is aimed at in 
the buildings and idaces in which they are located, is just 
sufficient to insure their health, their comfort, and their 
safety. There is, moreover, none of the nonsensical ]nystery 
of concealment—learned, we suppose, from the tricks of 
the dealers—-which are seen in the yards of some of our 
fanciers; at Grays all is freely shown, and all as frankly 
told. The history of Mr. Sturgeon’s flock is a brief one. 
His first birds were a present from the captain of a vessel, 
who brought them direct from Shangai. The cock was 
killed by a fox, and the stock was reduced to the hen, which 
was sitting, and her embryo brood. From these, with the 
addition of such new blood as he has been enabled more 
recently to jirocure, the judgment and attention of Mr. 
Sturgeon have produced his present magnificent stock. Let 
our young fanciers derive hope and encouragement from 
these facts, for each of them has now better opportunities 
than, five years ago, Mr. Sturgeon possessed. 

AA''e have stated that there is no display at Grays. At the 
back of the house, at a corner of the kitchen-garden, is a 
plain shed, much such an one as we shall presently have 
occasion to describe ; in this Mr. Sturgeon’s breeding birds, 
or the best of them, abide during the spring months, and 
their “ walk” is a part of the kitchen-garden. It is fenced 
off from the rest by a length of wire, over which you can 
step, but which the birds never attempt to pass, so easily 
are they confined. They run about under some raspbeny 
bushes, and among the cabbages ; and we were surprised to 
see how little mischief they appeared to do. The floor of 
a small grapery, at the opposite corner of the garden, is 
given up in early spring to the young broods, who have here 
light, air, and warmth, and are allowed to run out a little in 
the middle of the day. 

At a distance of a few hundred yards from the house, and 
near to a little wood, sloping to the south, is the cottage of 
the intelligent man under whose care the birds are princi¬ 
pally placed. Adjoining this cottage, and at a little distance 
from each other, are two sheds, measuring perhaps (we 
speak from memory) fifteen feet by ten feet, buUt of wood, 
and thatched with reeds from the marshes. There are no 

perches, the floor being of open rails (perhaps three inches 
wide), and the rests are composed of wooden pai-titions 
at the end. ExceiJting those located, as we have said, 
in the garden adjoining the house, these are the d^velling- 
places of the best of Mr. Sturgeon’s stock, their run 
out being into the wood and field adjoining. At Ockenden, 
about five miles from Grays, is another farm occupied by 
Messrs. Sturgeon. Here are a mill and a lodge-gate, at 
each of which places a similar plain shed is erected; and in 
these, and one or two more such at convenient points on 
the farm, the rest of the birds are parcelled out in lots. 
Our readers will see, from this simple description, that, 
although they may, perhaps, not need so many, it is not diffi¬ 
cult for them to provide for their feathered favourites places 
of abode to the fuU as good as those whioli Mr. Sturgeon finds 
sufficient for his. AVe should ourselves suggest the addition 
of a perch about eighteen inches high, for which we have 
found nothing so good as a fir pole split down the centre, 
the round side being upwards, and the bark left on. 

It remains to say a few words of the birds themselves, for 
it is to them, in truth, and not to see the places in which 
they are kept, that a visit to any poultry-yard sliould princi- 
p.ally be paid. The prevailing colour of Mr. Sturgeon’s 
birds are the different shades of buff and yellow, with such 
an admixtm’e of other varieties as the most judicious cross¬ 
ing cannot prevent. The system of dividing them into lots, 
suitable to the amount of accommodation afforded by each 
“walk,” and of separating the sexes as soon as they are fit 
to leave the mother, which the number of Mr. Sturgeon’s 
separate “walks” enables him to carry out, promotes the 
growth, and improves the plumage of the young birds. 
Having bred, during the two last seasons, extensively, he has 
had abundant opportunity to select the most perfect in form 
and colour, and his judgment has made the most of his 
opportunities. Hence it is that Mr. Sturgeon’s birds have 
carried off the prizes at all the shows (save, we believe, one) 
at which they have been exhibited, and although others 
may, and probably have, bred some birds as good as his, w'e 
doubt if at this moment any poultry-yard in England can 
show so many good, with proportionately so few indifferent. 
Cochins. A reference to our advertising columns shows 
that our readers may have an early opportunity of testing 
for themselves the correctness of the opinion we have ex¬ 
pressed by looking in at the sale of Mr. Sturgeon’s surplus 
stock at the Baker Street Bazaar, on the 2d November, and 
perchance some of them may even become the purchasers of 
some of the fowls of which they are now reading an im¬ 
perfect account. 

AA^e should, perhaps, add, that there is nothing particular 
in Mr. Sturgeon’s mode of feeding his poulti-y; the different 
species of our own grain, some whole and some ground, and 
mixed with water (a little sweet milk, where it can be spared, 
is an improvement) with occasionally a few tallow-chandler’s 
greaves, being the staple of their food. 

AVe take leave of Mr. Sturgeon and his flock, sincerely 
wishing him a good sale, and thanking him and his family 
most sincerely for their courtesy and hospitality to those 
whose good fortune it has been, lilie our own, to visit them 
at Grays. B. 

THE SHELDRAKE AND ITS HAUNTS. 

(^Concluded from page 51). 

The stile at the foot of the wharf (nobody can call it a 
quay) is mounted, and here at once is a charming and novel 
promenade. On the left, just across the channel of Blake- 
ney harbour, are the salt-marshes, in the state they remain i 
from natural causes. AVe will have a stroll over them : 
another time. On the right are the valuable marshes of I 
Cley, reclaimed by the simple but costly erection on which we ! 
are treading. Several hundred acres have been inclosed by i 
a mound of clayey soil. The ditch formed by its excavation ' 
acts as the main drain; a sluice-gate lets off the super¬ 
abundant water at lowest ebb,—and that is nil. Here ai’e ' 
fat sheep and oxen grazing; there are gulls and all sorts of ' 
odd things. I like the odd things, and hope they will not ; 
be exterminated; but they will have a hard battle soon, i 
From this to AVeybourn all is to be brought into trim order; , 
and then the rest of this line, as well as the marshes round > 
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the other corner of the coast, will foUow. Were I only hom 
to a thousand acres of salt-marsh, half of it should be de¬ 
voted to the preservation of unpreserved game. But the 
local papers already display a long advertisement headed, 
Beclamation oe Land, and concluding with a signature, 
“ Solicitor to the Bill.” Farewell to the salt-marsh of olden 
time. Farewell to wild swans, ruffs, and reeves, and 
sheldrakes. 

The circumvallating ridge makes a bend, and we now have 
a tine view of what, were we out at sea, would be called the 
line of coast, for the sandy flats and marshes ai'e thence 
invisible. The parish church, standing on elevated ground, 
is the central object, with its curious supplemental beacon- 
tower, and the low sunlight gleaming through its windows. 
On the left are the pudding-shaped hills of Sheringham and 
Weyboui'n; behind that broad and lofty knoll on the right, 
dwell the cockle-gatherers of Stififkey. Yes; take care of 
your hat: till to-day you hardly knew what “an airy situa¬ 
tion ” meant. Other breezes may waft the luxurious odours 
of the spices of Arabia ; this bears something better on its 
wings,—a healthy, hungry appetite. This chestful of air, at 
least, has not passed through a thousand pair of lungs 
before entering mine. If one had but in one’s frame-work 
a reservoir for fresh air, as the camel has for holding a store 
of fre.sh water, it would be worth coming hero to breathe 
once or twice a week. Talk about plants and shrubs purify¬ 
ing the atmosphere, and throwing off oxygen ! give me this, 
fresh from the north sea, for the gale to blow in my vdnter- 
garden. How delighted the little wavelets are, jumping in 
the harbour, rminiug races to the shore, and friskly display¬ 
ing their white shirt-frills! Give them a little more room, 
and they would soon grow into sturdy full-sized breakers. 
'Tis a comfort to know that we could not lose our way wan¬ 
dering along this bank, even if we were caught in a fog, or 
had lingered after dark. 

« 

The tide is ebbing, and the boat awaits us. To get to it, 
we must pass—what were under water when w’e mounted the 
bank—the small pits, or depots, where shell fish are kept 
for daily use,—shallow hollows, dug out on the shore, ten 
or twelve feet, more or less, square; for the squareness is 
as uncertain as the size, Parcs aux huitres, or oyster-parks, 
the French would call them. Each pit seems to contain a 
small collection of mussels at one end, and of oysters at the 
other. See that rougli-looking fellow with his mussel-rake, 
of eight or nine flat iron teeth, through holes in which a 
coarse net is laced. In fact, the implement is at once a 
rake and a landing-net; with it, he first collects his treasures 
in a heap, and then ladles them out to the dry land, to be 
picked and cleansed, and packed in hampers. Mark tlie 
oysters, too, mostly lying with the hollow shell upwards, 
their natural position in the sea, instead of, as we have seen 
them packed in barrels, with the flat side uppermost. 
Oysters in the sea, laid wrong, will contrive to move till 
they get themselves right. People who doubt the vivacity of 
the oyster should visit these pits on a hot summer’s day; 
the spitting, and spurting, and rattling of the assembly, will 
astonish them. The wdiole bed of the channel, or “ cut ” 
whereon we are about to embark, is covered -with oysters 
and mussels, belonging to different proprietors. 'These 
chain cables, reaching across the bottom from shore to 
shore, mark the limits of each. Great part of our way down 
to the cockle-grounds will be over oyster and mussel pits or 
“ lays,” as they are called, stored with growing or fattening 
fish: oyster-parks, also, on a larger scale ; for the oysters are 
dredged along the coast, and brought hither; and the mus¬ 
sels, too, are fetched principally from Lynn Deeps and the 
Wash. Those musselmen who are not pressed for ready 
money, find that it pays to let these mussels remain livo 
years in Blakeney “lays ;” they grow and improve so much by 
the change of water. A mussel, when it comes to table, 
can hardly be less than four years old ; a periwinkle, five or 
six. Cockles attain an indefinite age; in proof whereof the 
best and finest samples are only to be had from newly- 
discovered beds. You will note in returning, when many of 
these pits will be left by the tide, that the mussels are laid 
in deeper water, and much less exposed to be deserted by 
the tide than oysters. The smaller mussels, that have not 
thus been put up to fatten, ai’e, in England, used rather for 
bait than for human food. The fisherman scoops out the 

mollusc with his knife, and attaches it to the hook, raw. 
Whelks, which are also used as bait for cod-fish, are cracked 
witli a hammer on a stone, and hooked alive. They are the 
best of bait; so tough that they never drop off, even if they 
are not taken by a fish for a weelc. Whelks are collected on 
several points of our coast, and are eaten largely by the 
children of the natives, althougli not by townspeople here¬ 
abouts. For the youngsters they are simply boiled; when 
adults partake of the mess, they are usually finished off in 
the frying-pan. Neither these, cockles, nor periwinkles, are 
Icept alive in vivaria, or pits, or pares, but are gathered, for 
the occasion, from their native. 

* * * » 

The boat is manned by our polite hosS, who takes the 
helm, and by a second hand—in appearance a round bale of 
blue flannel, standing on two posts, tliat are encased in blue 
worsted stockings, and terminated by a short leather casing, 
to represent shoes. The entire package shall be veiled 
under the assumed name of Mr. Blaekfaced Broadhack, 
if it is possible to conceal anything so bulky. The sail 
is available for this reach. Down we glide. Overhead 
flits a pair of emdews, whistling their measured cry. Tlie 
gun is on board: it would be pleasant to take home a few 
fat specimens of those. The culinary world is scarcely 
aware of their roasting merits. We turn to the left, and 
enter “ the Pit;” the sail must come down. A pair of oars 
with the tide will carry us fast enough. A little flock of 
Stints wheel round us, and alight on the muddy shore that 
has arisen from the waves not ten minutes ago. Paddle 
gently up to them; there they run. Make ready ! Present! 
Bang! There lie some of them; but how to get them'? 
We’ve no dog. The boat is run aground. In jumps Broad- 
back, up to the thickest part of his blue posts. He care for 
wet feet! Well, the game is not much, though some. Off 
quickly, or the tide will leave us stuck fast here. The 
cockle-iferous sands are yet too quick to venture on; what 
shall we do? Here’s the pilots’ house, standing on that 
wonderful tongue of sand and shingle, called “ The Meals,” 
before alluded to. Lot us get out and walk, for we have at 
last arrived at the laud of the Sheldrake. 'This is the iide- 
]}ole belonging to the pilots, reminding me of what I knew 
of Eobinson Crusoe’s almanac in younger days—a northern 
nilometer, measuring (upwards) the depth of the Gennau 
Ocean. “ AVhat water was it at the pole i ” is the twioe-a-day 
question at Blakeney. They ai’e not Trinity-men, but privi- 
ledged denizens. Eight is their number,—four at a watch. 
None are here at this state of the tide, so we must be content 
to peep in at the window. The glass is dull; but the little 
round hole, through which their telescope is thrust, has not 
that defect. See, they have bed and board ; that is to say, 
hammock and bench. In the middle is their stove, to heat 
the kettle and fire the frying-pan. It is placed there to 
economise warmth by its flue. Those square boxes contain 
each its owner’s signal lantern and apparatus. One speci¬ 
men lantern hangs on the hook there. 'The hut is but a dingy 
hole ; still we should think it a paradise, if we were dragged 
into it after having been shipwrecked on the s"rt-.side of the 
Meals. Yesterday I saw a woman (the wife of a master of a 
collier) who last week passed two days and a night lashed 
to the mast of a wreck. She was just beginning to recover 
the shock to body and mind. 

Walking around the hut, one says that the pilots might 
improve their fashions ; they are too Scotch in some matters. 
Proceeding, we find om'selves in a new world. How absurd 
to run over to the continent for novelty alone, till a man 
has ascertained what there is to see in his own country. 
Sand, shingle, and mud, are oiu’ three elements, or rather 
materials here. Wind and water are the two rival auto¬ 
cratic powers. The wind has a powerful ally in the 
Marram grass. Wind steals sand from the beach; Marram 
appropriates it, and keeps it. Mount tliis hillock, and the 
dodge is detected. You will also learn why sheldrakes are 
styled buiTow ducks. Sand-wreaths are formed on the same 
principle as snow-wreaths, and do not melt. In these the 
rabbits burrow, and prepare nesting-places for the shel¬ 
drakes. Our dry sandy shores produce another grass, the 
Poa bulbosa, peculiarly fitted to inhabit such ground. Its 
bulbs grow in clusters, resembling little shallots, and during 
most part of summer remain inactive, blown about at ran¬ 
dom. With the autumnal rains they vegetate, fix themselves 
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by long downy radicles, tlien produce thick tufts of leaves 
(a grateful spring food for cattle), and in April or May they 
flower, having in the meantime fonned young bulbs, which, 
as soon as tlie herbage withers, are dispersed like their 
predecessors. This summer dispersion is the cause why 
the ])lant remained so long unimown to botanists. Has any 
one been here witli a vast bread-grater, and grated brown- 
bread crumbs over that muddy hollow of four or five acres ? 
They are the casts of tlie marine worm, which here socially 
enjoys itself. The bottom of the ne.vt pool is dotted with 
an infinity of black spots, not the size of a peppercorn. 
Look at them: they are baby periwinkles, to make feasts 
for human babies that are as yet only “ on their way.” 
These are the food of the tender sheldrakes; with a daily 
supply of </tcse, I could have reared my pretty pair. 

Correspondents pester editorial gardeners to know what 
ornamental shrubs will grow within the influence of sea- 
hreezes. We are in the midst of patches of one that would 
ornament any lawn. The Salicornia fruticosa has the un¬ 
usual appendage of evergreen, succulent, hardy leaves. Are 
you gardeners enough to make it grow with you ? I have 
managed to keep it alive for a year or two. 

What a regiment of gulls !—young birds mixed with those 
in adult plumage,—with “ old Mows,” as Broadback calls 
them. “ Shute them? Might as well shute at a Grinlin 
(Greenland) hear! Them there things, and the Danish 
(hooded) crows too, know when anybody have a gun, as well 
as what w'e do! ” 

Time passes, we return to the boat, and find the channel 
of “ the pit ” and “ the harbour ” inclosed between high 
walls of shingley sand, the mass of which is found to extend 
daily. All that point, from the pilots’ house to its end, has 
been gathered by the waters within the last six-and-twenty 
years, and is still increasing. Before embarking, we will 
root up a few botanical specimens, and, for private reasons, 
I shall make free with this rusty piece of old iron hoop. 

We are again afloat; the cockle-ground over the way is in 
capital order; but, get as near as we can, there are many 
yards between irs and dry land. Broadback is overboard. 
A ride jack-back on that blue bale of flannel saves us wet 
ankles, though we will say nothing about wet feet. Wliat 
painter (Copley Fielding, perhaps) could put this scene 
within a gilt frame? Miles upon miles of trackless sands ! 
Wo wiU stick up this bit of driftTWood, as a laud-mark, in 
case,—who can tell ? Sudden fogs, or spring-tides, might 
jnizzle us to iind the boat. 

But is this the famous cockle-ground of Norfolk ? Wlicre 
are the cockles ? None are to be seen. They are here, 
nevertheless. Now for the use of our old iron hoop. We 
will give it a jn'climinary flourish, for lyck. Who wants 
shaving ? 

To business ! Half-a-mile off is a fellow stooping at work. 
Let us join him. In one hand he has a wooden cookle- 
ralce,—a short-handled thing, set with iron teeth ; with the 
other he picks up the cockles, and throws them into his 
basket. Ah I I see! The cockles lie heneath the sand, 
embedded in it, at a depth of from half-an-inch to an 
inch-and-a-half. This is a British Cahfornia, and these are 
the diggings. Neither gold, nor cookies, grow on hedges : 
both have to be worked for. We have brought our basket: 
the iron hoop shall be fairly divided. You take one half, 
and I the other. Now scrape away. Bravo ; this beats the 
rake ! That fellow loses many a nice one between his rake’s 
teeth. The old Indies from Stiffkey prefer iron hoops to 
rakes. Another handful of cockles; and here, another! 
We shall till the basket. This man only hajipens to be out 
cockleiny because he has nothing better to do. The regular 
female professionals arc not here to-day, because the car¬ 
riers’ carts (departing twice a week) have all left this morn¬ 
ing ; otherwise you W'ouhl have seen a numerous coterie, 
with succinct drapery, mahogany legs, and incessant clack; 
still they have a discipline, and a fair-is-Jmr sort of feeling 
among themselves. They think this sport, in all possible 
weather, no hardship; nor grumble at carrying a bushel of 
cookies two or three miles. Shut them in their cottages, 
and keep them incessantly to the loom, or the needle, and 
they would soon j^ine and die, if they did not go mad. 

There; we have tilled the basket, a good peck-and-a-half, 
and have earned a shilling, at eight-pence the peck. The 
good folks here make three ‘‘ culls” of their gathering, and 

sell the best at three-pence a quarter. Ours are a beautiful 
sample, clean, not gritty, large, well-flavoured. A man from 
the next parish discovered this particular “ digging ” about 
three weeks ago, and made a fine harvest, till the Stiffkey 
folks found out his secret. But the tide is flowing, and will 
carry us up-channel. Time to be ofi’: it is getting dusk, 
and coming on “ roky.” Those are not ships, as seen through 
the misty air, but ghosts of them. Darker and darker, and 
no moon. The keel of the boat scra])es against the oyster 
“ lays,” but does not stick, the tide bears us upwards and 
onwards so fast. There shines the light of a forge, to serve 
as a beacon. I wonder how Broadback can find the way, 
amidst those intricate creeks and mud-banks. “ And I,” 
says Broadback, “ wonder people are not afraid to travel by 
night through those lonesome roads, and lanes, and woods.” 
And here we are at last at Blakeney; the day’s excursion is 
ended. I feel a vacancy about the region of the stomach 
that will not he easily filled up. Afterwards, we will amuse 
ourselves by roasting cockles for dessert. 

South of the Wash, the sandy dunes of Norfolk, called 
“ Meals ” and “ Marram Banks,” are the only places on the 
east coast of England where there is any chance of catching 
the sheldrake in the act of nesting; and that chance is 
yearly becoming less and less, solely from the intrusive 
cm-iosity of man. For in front remains the sea, and behind, 
ni present, the salt-marshes; while the rabbits are as nume¬ 
rous as ever, to scoop out the required excavations. The 
sheldrake is no excavator, and yet it will have a cavern for 
its nursery. How it arranges matters with the rabbit, of 
Avhose house it takes jiossession, is not so easy to guess as 
in the case of the jmtfins, who are equally imjiertinent in 
other wan-ens. They have a bill that would furnish a shaiqi 
answer to any rabbit that undertook to remonstrate too 
obstinately at the mouth of his hole. The w'ant of this 
underground retreat is one reason why sheldrakes so rarely 
breed in confinement. They have been successfully temjited 
by artificial burrows near the water’s edge; and a hollow 
tree let into the bank, forming a sort of blind tunnel, or 
choked-uj5 drain, has proved irresistible. The darkness 
seems to be one of the conditions which pleases them ; for 
a tame pair, not being able to find any subteiranean hiding- 
place for their eggs, dejiosited them under the thickest 
obscurity of some clipped yews. By attending to these 
natural requirements ; by now and then giving the old birds 
a treat of small cockles, mussels, and periwinkles; and by 
letting their young have a daily ration of fresh sea-fish 
chopped fine; it may ho expected that this very striking 
bird mil be reared more frequently than it now is, in the 
tiny lakes which give so pleasing a chann to our lawns and 
our shrubberies. D. 

TO CORRESPONDEWTS, 
Vines {Omega).—We are not aware of any work which treats specially 

of Vines in pots. Before answering your questions safely, it will be 
necessary to know the age of your plants, the diameter of the shoots 
in their thickest part, and the size of the pot they are in. This obtained, 
we will give a satisfactory answer. 

Apricot and Quince {H. il/., Herts).—Your Breda Apricot is not 
an uncommon case. We had one as large as an apple-tree, wliich stood for 
fifteen years without producing a crop—indeed, it seldom set any ; but 
it was too far north (Cheshire). Hertfordshire should produce one. 
Your “not very free exposure” means partial shade, and this will not 
do. We would remove it to where it gets every hour’s sunshine, and 
plant it on the ground level, with only a foot of soil beneath it. and that 
plain loam; no manure. It must not grow strong; and succulent wood 
should 1)6 pinched in from ,Tune and July. You may prune away all the 
coarse young wood on removal. The only one we ever saw cultivated with 
high success as a tree, was, like yours, at Hampton Court, at the Royal 
gardens. Thirty-five years since, we have seen this tree laden with fine 
fruit, and once partook of a tart from the produce; this was excellent. 
Your Quince that is mildewed, and has ceased to bear, must have a thin¬ 
ning, and receive the sul|)hur mixture when at rest; also top-dress with 
old vegetable matter. The Quince is very liable to this mildew. Prune 
your nuts heavily, and root-prune them. 

Erratum.—Page 28, line 35, for monstrous read monotonous. 
Seven Hardy Climbers eok Greenhouse, and contrasting in 

Colour {N. S. K.),—Pussijiora racemosa^ purplish ; Bignonia capensiSy 
yellow ; Passifiorn cwmileUy blue ; Kennedya Marryatt^., scarlet; A/an- 
det'illa suaueolens, white ; Tac.sonia pinnatistipuUiy rose ; Bignonia 
chcrere. reddish-dull-orangc. These will do planted outside of the 
house, but the roots and stems (as much as is outside) must be protected, 
the former with Utter, the latter with square boxes set against the front 
wall, filled with sawdust, and capped from wet. They will succeed also 
in pots or boxes inside the house, but they will grow more rampant in 
the border. 

Tw'o Plants eor the Back. Wall or a Greenhouse {Ibid).—You 
have not said for what purpose. If merely to keep green, try 
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pentaphjlla, and C, elnngata; if light would roach the wall sufficiently, 
train Acacia armata in one division, and A.grandis in the other; or 
make half Cactus speciosissimiis, and the other speciostiSi but they must 
be dry in winter. 

Krica bicolor (M. a. B.).—This produces colourless flowers, and 
yet the plant is healthy, and well treated. We cannot say what is the 
cause; perhaps the plant is rather vigorous. Restrain water, just to 
keep it safe, and see what that will do. We have seen a similar effect 
produced by water from a pond, in which there was a considerable pro- 

I portion of decomposing vegetable and animal matter. Use rain water, 
if possible. 

Golding’s Improved Hive (C. W.).—I generally use a bung of cork 
(when I can procure any so large) for the top holes to ali my hives, 

I whether of wood or straw ; but there is no need to despise a bit of slate or 
j wood, or anything that may come first to hand suitable for the purpose of 

covering the holes effectually. I never ventilate my hives in winter, but 
I think it better to keep the bees as snug as possible. My large Golding’s 

hives (of one btishel, corn measure, for permanent stocks) are quite large 
enough to keep up a supply of as much pure air as the bees can require. 
—A Country Curate. 

Age or young Bee Brood (Jllar^).—If your correspondent can procure 
a copy of the second edition of “The Honey Bee,” by Dr. Bevan, she 
will, at page 398, find a plate exhibiting a piece of honey-comb, and 
giving very accurate representations of young worker bees of every age, 
from the first hatching of the eggs at three days old, to the ceiling up of 
the cell. The eggs are long, whitish, thread-like, or worm-like objects, 
and when once seen cannot be mistaken. It is not good to use old 
brood-comb, the bees find it difficult to work up into royal cells. The 
newer the comb the better. I always get pieces of fresh comb, con¬ 
taining both eggs and brood.—A Country Curate. 

Soil for Roses {Subscriber).—The nearest idea we can give you of 
the right soil for Roses of the Noisette, Bourbon, and Htfbrid perpe- 
tnelle classes, is this: The same soil that will grow the best onions is 
the best for these Roses ; that soil ought to be manured for Roses, as for 
onions, with the best rotten manure. Any garden “man,” or any 
“odd” man near you, could tell from this if your soil is suitable. 
Twenty inches or two feet would be better than less depth if the bottom 
is dry or drained. If it is not, and is sour and wet, a foot deep is quite 
enough. For the Tea-scented Roses, we would use as much fresh light 
loam as we could get, chopping up the turf with it, and to every four 
barrow-loads of it add one barrow-load of half-dry rotten dung. We 
would mix all this before filling the bed, which is a better way than 
digging in the dung. No one can tell the actual strength of liquid- 
manure. Use it weak and often is the only safe rule. It is weak when 
it will not kill grass or dock leaves, or any rough w'eeds, and after mixing 
a lot, one can always prove it that way. 

Flow’er-Garden 1’lan {Michel).—Some day or other we may engrave 
your plan, on account of the novelty of the design. The colours are put 
in beautifully and artistically, but the plan is all but impracticable. 
There are seven colours given in each of the end groups, four of which 
are collected together in one sharp point, a thing that can never be done 
in practice. The Marigold and Anagnllis will never associate for one side, 
nor be in proper character with the fine shades of Verbena on the 
opposite sides if they did. The gradations of heights in plants must 
be as much considered as the colours in a regular figure. A plan or 
garden that admits of all the plants being of the same height is less dig¬ 
nified than one in which different heights can he arranged with good 
effect; the latter is by far the most difficult to design. 

Geranium Cuttings {British Seaman),—From your log, we say 
positively that you will not be wrecked, but the cargo will not come all 
safe to port. You weighed anchor too late in the season for this. Keep 
cutting away all leaves that droop, and pick olf every black speck as soon 
as perceived; be sparing of the watering-pot, and raise the temperature 
just ten degrees. Geranium cuttings made very late in the autumn 

j (October) would be safer on a shelf, high up in the greenhouse, than in a 
hot-pit of .')0° an hour after breakfast. We put in nearly as many pots 

I of cuttings as you (100), late in October, and put them on a very dry 
shelf, under glass, up high above pots and kettles, with a free current of 
air, and we expect about seven or eight out of every ten of the cuttings 
to live ; and if they are rooted by the middle or end of February, it is all 
that we expect and wish for. Hotbeds arc awful places for unstruck 
cuttings in November. Wood lice do little or no harm to Geranium 
cuttings in winter. A selection of bedding Geraniums will be given 
before you can want them. 

Carnation and Picotee Soil (G. W. C.).—You say your soil in 
which you have hitherto grown Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks, is light, 
and rather inclined to be sandy, and that you have purchased them at 
times, but have nearly all died. Your soil is too light, and there should 
be no sand in it. Procure some virgin loam, make your l)cd of it, with 
the addition of about onc-eighth very well-deeoin])08ed hotbed manure, 

j Plant the Pinks now, and the Carnations and Picotees in spring, about 
tl»e end of March, and attend to the instruction in the Monthly Calendar. 

[ Are you quite sure you have no wire-worm.s in your soil ? They are very 
; destructive to these plants. We never recommend dealers. 
I Arnold’s Victory Geranium {An Amateur).—This was a mistake; 
I it should have lieen Ar7iold*s Virgin Queen. 
i Hoses {Zadkiel).—You, or a namesake, used to predict the w'cather, 
j an<l we predict, that if this should he a very hard winter you will lose 
I nine out of ten of jmur newly-budded roses that had grown an inch by 

the middle of October. You must not ask for our sympathy, for you 
have rushed aaainst a cross firing on the subject of budding roses this 

I very season ; but the loss will not be lost on you. When you bud next 
I year you will attend to our directions, and not cut back, or even stop, 
! any of the shoots at the time of budding. 

[ Cucumbers (Ibid).—Go on and prosper with your new house, the 
i symptoms could hardly be better: house at 80°, soil at 90°, with fine, 
1 damp atmosphere ; plants looking he.althy, and fruit twelve inches long, 
j and growing. What could Mr. Latter himself want more than that? 
I If you find the edges of a single leaf damping from this moist atmosphere, 
j give more air, and throw something on the glass at night, and that will 
I lessen the drips. • 

I Tom Thumb (/I. S., Ifi/A Oct.).—Out of all your letter we can only 
I read “ Tom Thumb,” and “ No, 1, 2, and 3.” Pray write to us plainly. 

Salvia patens {X. Z.)--^If you do not want the pots this winter, 
you had better leave the roots in them, and if you put them in an out¬ 
house they will dry slowly, without any more trouble. They will also 
stand exactly the same treatment as potatoes in winter. You might pit 
them, or house them, or keep them a little moist, or nearly dry. The 
surest way to get rid of the worms is to turn out the balls gently on the 
imlm of the left hand, and hand-pick them from the balls. Do not, 
on any account, resort to the common nostrums for poisoning them in 
the pots. 

Wintering Geraniums {Shplock).—If you will refer to page 53 of 
our last number you will find a mode exactly suitable to your case. 

Cineraria Sowing (B—le—B).—Sow the seed as soon after it is ripe 
as you can. 

Hollyhocks (T. J. C,).—We cannot put in such a proposition. 
Cow Diseased {G. T. H.).—The case is too critical for us to advise 

you. You had better consult some regularly educated veterinary surgeon. 
What your man says is nonsense. 

Funguses (//. L.).—We believe those you sent are poisonous. They 
are too dangerous to try experiments with. 

Vulcanised Indian-rubber.—J. M. wishes to be informed how he 
can make a cement that will fix Vulcanised Indian-rubber to wood, glass, 
or leather. 

Forget-me-not.—If Ellen, or any other of our subscribers, will 
forward their address, with two postage stamps, to F. Brett, Esq., 
PottcF.s Bur, near Barnet, he will send them a root of this free by post. 

Our Volumes (T. G., Dominica),—Onrfirst volume commenced with 
the first Thursday of the October of 1818, and concluded on the l.ist 
Thursday in the March of 1849. Our second volume commenced on the 
first Thursday of April 1849, and ended with the last Thursday in the 
September of that year. So have the volumes continued to divide the 
year ever since. You can have Indexes for each two volumes that so 
comprise twelvemonths. 

Poland Fowls at Dominica {Ibid).—Our correspondent says he 
thinks he is the first person to introduce these fowls into the West Indies. 
They were shortly attacked with what he considered a severe cold, 
affecting chiefly their eyes, and partially blinding some of them, but the 
birds have bred, and we hope to hear from him how the chickens prosper. 
The disease was not a cold, but the rouj), an inflammation of the head 
and eyes, caused by the confinement, filth, bad feeding, bad water, and 
exposure to weather on hoard ship. A daily pill the size of a pea, made 
of two parts powdered gentian and one part hydriodate of potash, is the 
best medicine. Good food and cleanliness are essential additions. 

Potato Planting (B. K,).—On the Cotswold Hills, and in a soil 
and exposure favourable to potato culture, we would still plant no later 
varieties than Hopetoun Knrlie.s, Ash-leaved Kidneys, ami RylotVs 
Flour-balls. Keep your sets as free from sprouting as possible, until 
you wish to plant them. 

Back Numbers {Alpha, Binningham).—None are now out of print. 
All have been reprinted. 

WiiAT IS A Pure Breed op Fowls? {Investigator).—This is a 
question not so difficult to answer as it may appear. Our correspondent 
asks, “ Whether a cross between pure-bred Dorkings and a Game cock 
would revert to the original type of Dorking in two generations? That 
is to say, would the cross between Dorking and Game, bred again with 
pure Dorking, produce fowls which could be called true Dorkings?” 
We think they would, othenvise one of the most efficient modes of im¬ 
proving our breeds of domesticated animals would be closed. How 
common is it to infuse courage and substance into our breed of Pointers 
by a cross with the Hound ; and how equally common to derive fineness 
of bone, depth of carcase, and other desirable points, by an intermixture 
of our breeds of oxen. Yet the calf of a Short-horn cow, if it retained 
all tlie characteristic points of its variety, would be classed as a Short¬ 
horn, without any reference to the bull that was its grand-sire. 

Names of Plants {Rev. R. M. K.),—Your annual is Coreopsis 
Drummondii, in The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, but also known as 
a CalUopsis. {Hester S.).—The Conifer is 7}ot Cedar of Lebanon, but 
the Hemlock Spruce Fir, Canadensis. Nothing certain is known 
about the Hcemony. We will say more about it, however, soon. 
(T. F. J'.).^Your annual is the Centaurea rynrnis, varie«l a little in 
colour ; the second is not a Lycopod, but Sa,vifraga elongella, or Long- 
stiilked Saxifrage. We do not recognise the orchid from the leaves, hut 
will enquire. (B. II.).—1. Cineraria amelloides, 2. Statice mneronata, 
3. Too small a specimen. 4. Sedum Sieboldii, 

cat,1':ndaii roii NovEMr.KR, 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Anemones, plant for succession bloom. Auriculas and Polyan¬ 
thuses, put under shelter (See October). Bulbous Hoots, finish 
planting in dry weather ; pot for latest forcing, and for plunging in 
flower-beds, Slc. Carnation layers, finish planting and potting; secure 
tlie pot at once from rains. Climbers of all sorts, plant, prune, and 
train. Compost, prepare and turn in dry weather. Crocus, pot large 
lumps from the borders for forcing. Chrysanthemums, against walls 
or fences, secure from frost. Half-hardy bulbs in borders, secure from 
frost and rain liy a boarded covering. Dahlias, cut down after frost, 
and let roots remain as long as it is safe ; when taken up, dry them in 
open sheds, &c., before storing, where frost and damp cannot reach them. 
Dress the beds and borders, and put mark-sticks to bulbs and other 
roots, to guide you when digging. Edgings, plant. Evergreens, 

finish planting, b. Fibrous-rooted Plants, finish dividing and 
planting,!). Fork over borders, &c. Gladiolus: all the old sorts 
may yet be planted ; most of the new do better planted in spring. 
Grass, cut very close the last time; keep clear of leaves; and roll. 
Gbavel, weed and roll. Hedges, plant, clip, and clear at bottom. 
Hoe and rake shruliberies, and bury the leaves, K'C. between the plants. 
Hollyhocks, finish planting. Layering, peiform at intervals, if fine 
weather, till March. Leaves, gather for compost, At. Marvel of 
Peru, take u]) and store like dahlias. Mulch round trees and shrubs 
lately planted. Plant perennials and biennials (See October). Plant¬ 

ing, deciduous shrubs and trees, perform generally, and finish as early as 
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practicable. Potted Plants, for forcing, plunge in the earth of a well- 
sheltered border facing the sun. Prune shrubs and trees generally. 
Ranunculuses, plant for earliest bloom. Seedlings of them, in boxes, 
&c., remove to a warm situation. Weak Roses, prune without delay; 
very strong ones, delay pruning till Blarch; tender ones, seeure from 
frost with moss, fern, ^c. Shrubs of all kinds, plant, stake, and mulch. 
Suckers, from roses and other shrubs, separate and plant. Tigridias, 

save from frost as long as possible; should not be dried till January or 
February. Tulips, finish planting, b. D. Beaton. 

GREENHOUSE. 
Air, admit rather freely! in dry weather. Azaleas, for blooming 

early, keep in the warmest end of the house, and they will not lose many 
of their leaves ; if the buds are well set and prominent, a few may receive 
the heat of a plant stove, to bring them in by Christmas; those once 
forced will come earlier of their own accord again. Those for flowering 
in spring and early summer keep as cool as possible, so that the tempera¬ 
ture is above 35®. Bulbs, such as hyacinths, tulips, narcissus, ike., pot 
for spring flowering, and so manage them that roots shall precede flower- 
stems. Calceolarias, keep growing slowly, in an airy, moist atmo¬ 
sphere ; seedlings, pot off, and prick into pans; cuttings of shrubby ones 
may now be potted, and cuttings may even be put in in the beginning of 
the month, in a cool, moist place. Camellias, finish setting in ; and 
the late ones may have their buds thinned, if necessary; the earliest will 
now be swelling, and a little cow-dung water, cleared, and not too strong, 
will do them good; these should he placed with the foiwvard azaleas. 
Cinerarias, encourage the forw'.ardest to grow in a moist, gentle heat; 
keep those for spring and summer just moving. Climbers, however 
beautiful, cut back to give light to the other plants. Chrysanthemums, 

remove incipient roots from the axils of the leaves on the main .shoots; 
thin the buds where too thick ; encourage with manure water ; and if not 
all in doors, have protection ready. Damp stagnant air, avoid. Fires, 

light in frosty and foggy weather, that .air may be given ; but give arti¬ 
ficial heat during the day, rather than at night, unless the frost is very 
severe. Choose a sunny day, if possible, to light your first fire, as your 
flue, See., will be more easily dried: it is no joke to be fixed in a stock- 
hole behind a fire that will not burn. Furnaces and Flues, clean out 
previously. Heaths and Kpacrises, keep in the airiest part, espe¬ 
cially the former. Genistas, Cytisuses, Coronillas, ^c., syringe in 
a sunny day, and aid with manure water, to cause the bloom’ to open 
strongly. Geraniums or Pelargoniums, encourage the old plants 
with a good position; train into the desired shape. Nip any luxuriant 
shoot, so as to equalise the strength ; keep fresh potted ones just moving. 
Gompuolobiums, Choi’ozemas, ike., place in double pots, 
that they may be more uniform in moisture, as extreme dryness and ex¬ 
treme wet will alike be their ruin. Plants, keep clear from dirt and 
insects, by washing and fumigation. Temperature, keep from 40® to 
45® at night. Water only when necessary in dull weather; little will 
be wanted, unless for plants swelling their flower-buds; for these use 
w’ater warmer than the air of the house. A slight dusting with the 
syringe over the foliage will be serviceable in a sunny morning. Clean 
pots, paths, stages ; tie, train, and fresh label in bad weather. 

- R. Fish. 

FRUIT-FORCING. 
Cherries in Tubs, &c., protect roots. Capsicums, dry off at root 

to ripen them. Cucumbers, afford necessary heat, not below 7o°, with 
air-moisture and all possible light. Early forcing prepare for. Figs 
for forcing, get to rest; protect pots or boxes, as also branches. Flues, 

clean all and repair. Insects, continue the warfare against, also pre¬ 
ventive measures. BIusiiroom-beds, provide succession; spawn when 
down to 75° ; sprinkle beds where the Blushrooms are coming through ; 
keep a moist air. BIelons, sustain 75° bottom-heat, 70° top-heat, with 
abundance of air; fumigate if infected. Nectarines and Peaches, 
prepare for early forcing, by using the wash so often named in this 
work, pruning them previously. Pines, in dung-pits, improve declining 
heats; 60° to 70°, with liberal ventilation. Pines, late fruiters, 5° more"; 
air in moderation. Repairs, carry out directly in all houses. Rest 

fruits for forcing, plunge and protect wood. Strawberries, in pots, 
plunge and protect. Ventilation, attend well to during dull periods, 
Vines, for early forcing, as Peaches; if roots outside, protect border 
directly. Vines, in fruit, fire occasionally; ventilate freely; keep very 
dry, aud use scissors weekly. R. Errington. 

ORCHARD. 
Borders, autumn-dress. Buds, cut bandages of. Chesnuts, 

gather. Dress to Kill Insects as soon as pruned. Fruit, gather 
all remaining. Fruit-trees of all kinds plant. Fruit-rooms, venti¬ 
late freely. Fruit-stores, pick over. Insects, wage war against, at 
every opportunity. BIedlars, preserve. BIulch, apply to newly- 
planted trees. Nuts, remove suckers from. Nailing, proceed with, 
in order to expedite spring business. Pruning, perform in the following 
order: 1st. Bush-fruit, then Cherries, Apples, Plums, Peaches, Vines, 
&c., and ordinary Pears, reserving choice ones. Apricots, Figs, &c., 

I until spring. Protection for blossom, lay by from shrubbery or wood 
prunings. Planting, proceed with, all but Figs and Vines. Rasp- 

I BERRIES, plant suckers from, and prune. Root-pruning, perform 
I immediately. Staking, see to. Strawberries, remove rubbish 

between rows, and manure, but cut not the foliage. Stations, prepare. 
Training, carry out betimes. Tomatoes, ripen before the fire. Top- 
dressings, apply. Walks, turn or clean for the winter. Weather, 

* provide in-door’s work for a bad season, such as labels, stakes, training 
, pegs, &c., and grind your bill-hooks, and file your hand-saws. 
! ■ R. Errington. 

I ^ ORCHID HOUSE. 
I Air will seldom be required during this month; keep the air inside 
I much cooler, because most of the plants ought now to be in a state of 
, rest. Baskets, plants in, should only be syringed; they ought to be so 
I placed that the drip from them may fall into the walk. Division : 
! such plants as Stanhopeas, Gong07’as, and Acropeiaf may be divided this 

month, with a view to increase them; give these no water till they start 
into growth again. Heat : the thermometer in the warmer house should 
be allowed to fall to 58® in the night, and never exceed 70° by day; 65° 

without sun will be sufficient. Potting will be required occasionally; 
even at this untoward season of the year some plants will grow, and, 
therefore, must be potted, because if delayed the young roots will begin 
to push, and then it is difficult to pot without breaking them. Rest : 

keep all the plants possible at rest for the next two months ; the means 
are a cooler and drier atmosphere, and no more water at the root than is 
absolutely necessary to prevent the pseudo-bulbs perishing. Syringing 
will be necessary to plants on blocks two or three times during the 
month. Water, apply sparingly, except to plants growing ; to these a 
larger quantity may be given. T. Appleby. 

PLANT STOVE. 
Air will still be necessary to this department; give it early in the 

forenoon, and close the opening by two o’clock. To sweeten the air, 
light the fires early in the morning, and give air accordingly ; this will 
allow a large body of fresh air to enter the house, which will displace as 
much foul air. Cuttings of stove plants should all be potted off early 
this month if rooted. Bulbs should now generally be at rest; keep 
them dry and moderately cool, to prevent a too early excitement. For.r- 
ing-flowers for this department should be commenced slowly, early in 
the month, such as Azaleas, Lilacs, Laburnums, Rhododendrons, Roses, 
8<.c. These will flower in December or January. Winter-flowering 

Plants will now be showing their flowers. They should have a moderate 
supply of water, and occasionally a watering with weak liquid-manure. 
Keep every part of the stove perfectly sweet and clean ; remove all decay¬ 
ing leaves as they occur; stir up the surface of the soil in the pots, to 
prevent moss and weeds from appearing. In this month, a supply of the 
diflerent soils^ manwes, and vegetable inould, should he procured. 

■ T. Appi.eby. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Anemones may yet he planted, excepting the finest double ones. 

Auriculas and Polyanthuses; no delay must take place in putting 
these into winter quarters, if not already done. Scatter occasionally 
amongst the pots a layer of very dry ashes, which will absorb the moisture. 
Carnations and Picotees, finish taking off the layers, and potting 
them; place them in cold frames, giving plenty of air every day. 
Dahlias, cut down when frost-bitten, and cover the roots with a small i 
hillock of coal-ashes, or take them up at once, and reverse the roots, to ' 
allow the moisture to run out of the hollow stem. Number every root, 
and put them by in a dry, cool place, ^^he^e no frost can reach them. 
Fuchsias, done blooming, prune in, and give no water to, for a month. 
Hyacinths, finish planting, both in pots and beds. Irises, boili 
Spanish and English, plant in a rich soil and open situation. Nar¬ 

cissus, pot and plant out in the beds. Pinks, plant out early; fasten 
firmly, to prevent the frosts from drawing them out. Ranunculus- 

beds prepare. Tttrban variety plant in beds and pots, the fine-named 
varieties do not plant till spring. Tulips, plant on or about the lOth of 
the month; choose a dry day fordoing this. Verbenas, take up and 
pot, dressing-off the straggling branches; their cuttings shelter from 
early frost. All Florists’ Flowers in Frames and Pits keep mode¬ 
rately dry, clear of weeds, and decaying leaves. Search for Slugs and 
other vermin daily. T. Aptleby. 

KITCHEN-GARDEN. 
Artichokes, winter dress. Asparagus-beds, dress; attend to that 

in forcing, and plant in succession. Beans, plant a good main crop 
toward the end of the month. Beet (Red), dig up for storing. Bro- 
coli, lay down or remove to other warmer situations with good balls of 
earth; take care not to injure their leaves. Cabbages, plant or prick 
out into nursery-beds. Cardoons, earth up, b. Carrots, dig up and 
store, b.; leave or plant out for seed. Cauliflow'ers, prick out in 
frames, &c., for winter protection, pay particular attention to airing in all 
fine weather, both hand-glass crops and otherwise. Celery, earth-up 
in dry afternoons, having the earth all forked up previously. Cole- 

worts, plant. Composts, prepare, and always have a supply in the 
dry for immediate use. Cucumbers, attend to in forcing. Draining, 

attend to where required. Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earthing-up, 
attend to. Endive, tie up for blanching or otherwise; pay particular 
attention to prelection. Garlic, plant. Herbary, clean, &c. Hoeing, 
attend to; on a fine afternoon never lose a favourable opportunity for this 
or any other kind of work. Horseradish, dig up, and lay in the prime 
for use, and replant. Hotbeds, make for salading, &c. Jerusalem 
Artichokes, dig up and store. Leaves, continually collect into some 
corner for future use. Lettuces, plant in frames; attend to those 
advancing. BIint, plant; force in hotbed. BIusiiroom-beds. make ; 
attend to those in production. Onions, in store, look over; (Potato), 
plant. Parsley, plant some in a frame for use in snowy weather. 
Parsnips, dig up and store, b.; leave or plant out for seed. Peas, of 
the best early kinds, may be sown toward the middle or end of the month. 
Potatoes, attend to those in store, or dig up, should any remain out. 
Rhubarb, clear away decayed leaves, and top dress ; also pot off any 
number of plants that may be required for early forcing, to bring into the 
forcing structure as wanted. Radishes, sow, in hotbed. Salsafy, 
dig up and store. Scorzonera, dig up and store. Sea-kale, pay 
particular attention to the removing of all the decayed leaves, &c.; top¬ 
dressing, covering up with fermenting materials, or other modes of 
forcing. Seeds, dress and store. Shallots, plant, b. Small Salad¬ 
ing, sow ; sow in hotbed. Spinach, thin, earth-stir, and keep clear of 
decayed and fallen leaves. Thinning, attend to. Trench, ridge, &c., | 
vacant ground. Turnips, attend to thinning-out, or hoeing the late , 
sown crops, and should the weather be inclined to set in very severe, any ' 
number of turnips that are full grown may be taken up, and stored for ' 
winter use. Spading-in is often better than the hoe. Always Cover- 
up a little earlier on the appearance of frosty nights. Also look over your ' 
Brocoli quarters of a frosty-looking evening. See if any are fit to'cut, 
or if their leaves need to be broken down over the heads as a protection. 

T. Weaver. 

London: Printed by Haebt Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 
SoMBEYiLLS Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, In the Parish of 
Cbriit Church, City of LondoOf-^October 28th, 1852, 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 
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4 Tii 
5 F 

6S 
7 Sun 

8 M 
9 Tv 

>10 W 

NOVEMBER 4-10, 18.^2, 

Laburnum leafless. 
Gunpowder Plot, i605. 

Cherry leafless. 
22 Sunday AFTER Trinity. 
Lombardy Poplar leafless. 
Prince of Wales born, 1841. 

, Weather 

\ Barometer. 

NEAR London in 1851. 

Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R. & S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
aft. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. 

30.002--29.782 40—22 1 N. 02 1 a. 7 26 a. 4 10 13 22 16 17 309 
30.084—29.884 45—37 1 W. 02 - 3 24 11 28 16 1.5 310 
29.870 — 29.846 47—38 N.W. — 5 22 morn. 24 I6 12 311 
29.835 —29.770 47—35 i N.E. — 7 21 0 48 25 16 9 312 
29.874 —29.835 48—38 ' N.E. 07 9 19 2 10 26 l6 4 313 
29.869 — 29.803 43-39 : S.E. 14 11 17 3 35 27 15 59 314 
29.757—29.626 49—28 N.E. 01 12 16 5 1 28 15 53 315 

Meteorology OF TBE Week. At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five rears, the average highest and lowest tempera- 
tures of these days are 51.8“ and 37.6“ respectively. The greatest heat, 63“, occurred on the 6th in 1834 ; and the lowest cold, 20“, on the 3r<; 
in 1845. During the period 91 days were fine, and on 84 rain fell. 

LONG TUBED-FLOWERED OXYANTH. 

{Oxyanthus tuhijloriis.) 

This is a liandsome stove evergreen shrub, about three 
feet high, from Sierra Leone, liaving white starry, fragrant 
flowers, ivith long tubes, as expressed by its names, Oxy- 
aiithiis being derived from oxys, shaiir, and antlais, a flower, 
referring to the sharp pointed or starry divisions of both 
the flower and flower-cup, alias calyx. It is figured in 
Andrews's Botanical Beporls as Gardenia inbijlora,* Tlie 
genus consists of plants having flow'ers more or less tubular, 
but there is a marked difference in the extraordinary lengtli 
of the tube in the present species, wliich justifies the a^i- 
plication of the specific name, tuhijlnrus. The genus was 
founded, some yeoi’S since, by l)e Candolle. Tlie present 
species was received by the Earl of Derby direct from Sierra 
Leone, and was sent by him to Kew, where it flowered for 
the first time in the July of 1851. It had previously been 
cultivated at Kew, but erroneously, as the O. spccinsns of De 
Candolle. Leaves unequal sided, opposite, about four 
inches long, pointed-reversed-egg-shaped, smooth, almost 
stalkless ; Jlowers in a single cluster, on very short stalks, 
from between a leaf and the branch; corolla greenish- 
white, six inches long; slamcns at the month of the tube; 
stif/ma projecting out of the tube. It belongs to Pentandria 
Monogynia of Linnceus. 

The genus belongs to a section of the Cinchonads, which 
is named in Latin after Gardenia, and may be translated 
Oardeniads, Its nearest relationship is with Bosoqueria, but 

• It is 0. tubiflorus in Botanical Magazine, t. 4636. 

is not far removed from Gardenia, and Bandia. Formerly, 
and even at the present day, tlie plants included in this 
extensive order are called Madderworts {Ruhiaceai), by 
some able botanists. The natural differences between the 
true Cinchonads and the real Madderworts are so obvious, 
however, that the young gardener can point them out at 
first sight. All the Madders have square stalks, and the 
leaves are in whorls round the stalk, without any stipules. 
The Cinchonads, on the other hand, have not a single plant 
among tliem with a square stalk, out of the 2,500 species 
enumerated as such, nor one having the leaves produced in 
whorls, and every one of them have stipifles; the stipules 
themselves being placed diflerently in Cinchonads from all 
other plants, that is not immediately under the foot-stalk of 
the leaf, but intennediate between one pair of leaves, and 
the next pair; or, as hotani.sts say, interpetiolary. Almost 
all the Madders are as mere weeds to gardeners, while the 
great majority of Cinchonads are among his best stove 
plants, as Ixora, Bonvardia, Gardenia, Rondeletia, Hindsia, 
Benias, Manetlia, and many more such. B. J. 

Bropayution and Culture.—All the best flowering plants in 
this largo order are natives of countries lying within the 
tropics, and, tlierefore, require stove heat in this country, 
and of them it may he said, more than of other tribes, that, 
as long as they are in the nursing state, tlie temperature of 
a close pit, with a brisk bottom-heat, derived from stable- 
dung, or the old hotbed system is more necessary for them, 
and more congenial to their nature ; and also, that while in 
this progressive state, they require more peat in the compost 
than most woody stove plants. 'With these general rules 
before the propagator, he takes cuttings of Oxyanthns tiihi- 
Jlorus, from the tops of the side-shoots, early in Jlarch; 
plants them close to the sides of a small pot filled with a 
compost of one-half peat and one-half sand, with an inch 
of silver sand on the top; and when the pot has had time 
to drain, after a liberal watering, he places it within another 
pot, one size larger, filling the space between the two pots 
with any light compost, finishing with a little sand on the 
top, to receive his bell glass, which must rest about half 
way between the two pots. If all goes on ns it should, he 
expects to see hi.s cuttings rooted in six weeks, hut a week 
or two, more or less, will not damp Ills ardour, if liis 
cuttings do not damp off meanwhile, and to save them from 
that, lie takes off' the glass occasionally, wipes it dry, and 
sees that the sand is neillier too wet, nor over dry about the 
cuttings. At otlier times, he merely w'aters the outside of 
the bell-glass, which will trickle down in the outside pot, 
and so keep the inner pot and the cuttings sufficiently 
damp to insure safety, and the emission of roots. IVheu 
the cuttings are well rooted, lie shakes them gently out of 
the pot, and using two-thirds peat, and one-third sand, he 
pots them singly into little pots, hut instead of placing his 
little plants in tlie middle of the pot, old-blue-apron like, 
lie puts each of them in quite close to the side of the pot, 
and this allows more space for the tender roots, and they 
will not he so likely to get broken. After a gentle watering 
with warm water, he plunges the pot again in the hotbed, and 
puts a small liand-glass over them to insure a speedy 
growtli. A few days after this, he tilts the hand-light on 
one side, to inure his nurslings to the air by degrees. In a 
few more days the hand-light is left off at night, and put 
on after breakfast time, and the first cloudy day he leaves 
the hand-glass off altogether. A son born to an Empire 

No. CCXIY., VoL, IX. 
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could not lie more tended to than they are all this time; 
hut it is not more than is necessary, for the nursery is the 
jiroper place to lay the foundation of future prosperity, both 
for jdarit and heir. As soon as the little pots are filled with 
roots, then conies another shift, and this is the right time 
to put the plant in the right place—the centre of the pot— 
which is a simple move, only to place the hall more to one 
side of tlie new pot. The compost is a little stronger, 
and more stiniiilatiiig this time; one-third peat, one-third 
sandy loam, and the otlier third made of sand and leaf 
mould. 

Tf all this has been got through by Midsummer, the 
jilants may Require another shift before the end of July, 
but it is alwai'S more safe for seedlings, and for young 

Howevek much some of our corresiionclents may object 

to our advocacy of the Potato as a main crop, we must 

still pursue our course; and we are firm in our resolve 

to persevere, for many reasons, of which one or two of 

the most prominent will, perhaps, he accepted as a 

sufficient justification. 

In the first place, the declaration of one gentleman, 

with whom we conversed the other day, hears testimony 

to a fact of far greater importance than the words, at 

first, may seem to convey:—“ I do not care for my 

dinner,” he said, “ unless potatoes are part of it.” It is 

not an exaggeration to say, that to three-fourths of the 

population of our islands this vegetable is similarly 

acceptahle. Nor is it a mere consideration as to 

whether this or that plant affords a food most agreeable 

to the palate, though even that is important; hut the 

fact is notorious, tliat, by the best of management, you 

canuot grow of any other crop so large an amount of 

nutriment upon an equal space of ground. 

The Potato being so generally acceptable to the palate, 

and being so very productive, it has become, as a matter 

of course, a crop of most extensive cultivation. The 

amount of this cultivation has been endeavoured to he 

ascertained in various ways, and the following are some 

of the facts ascertained; — 

In 1S17, Parliament obtained from three unions, 

selected as fair average examples, returns of the amount 

of acres devoted to the culture of the various usual 

crops. In Ewjland, out of the ai,75() acres in Hartley 

Witney and Basingstoke union, 23(i acres were occupied 

by Potatoes. In Scotland, in the county of Edinburgh, 

or Midlothian, of 17(i,871 acres, 6,025 were growing the 

same root; and in Ireland, in the Baliehorough union, 

comprising 80,324 acres, the Potato occupied 11,492. 

If these, added together, are a fair average of the United 

Kingdom, then more than one-fifteenth of its surface is 

occuj)ied by the Potato. 

In the same year. Parliament obtained from the 

constabulary oi Ireland a further return of the total of 

its acres then under Potatoes, and the returns showed 

a gross amount of 284,116 acres, producing 2,048,195 

tons of their tubers. In Scotland, Mr. M’Culloch cal¬ 

culates there are annually grown 200,000 acres of the 

same root; and he combines Potatoes, Turnips, and 

Rape, as occupying annually, in England, 2,000,000 

acres, and their produce as wortli, on an average, 

4:14,000,000 sterling. We might multiply the statistical 

details to a much greater extent, hut wo will only add. 

to show what is the consumption in London alone, that 

in the three months preceding the first week of Decem¬ 

ber, there are, on an average, delivered there, from ships 

only, somewhere about 300,000 sacks, each sack contain¬ 

ing one hundred-weight-and-a-half of Potatoes. 

Now this is the crop, and for which no adequate sub¬ 

stitute has been suggested, which we have been advised 

to abandon as hopelessly diseased. We deny this being 

its state, and a veiy few weeks ago we showed why we 

are of this opinion. We showed that the disease is not 

universal—that even one field hears a healthy crop, 

whilst another, with hut a hedge between, produces a 

crop diseased ; and that it is quite as frequent that one 

portion of the same field shall he exempt from the dis¬ 

ease infecting the other portion. This being so, and these 

exemptions showing, as clearly as evidence can show, 

that there is a coi'tain combination of circumstances 

which will secure a healthy crop, let us persevere hope¬ 

fully in our endeavours to ascertain those circumstances^ 

] n confirmation of the soundness of our view of the 

case, we have now before us two letters, wliich give 

practical proofs that there are varieties of the Potato not 

liable to the murrain that has scourged others; and that 

there are modes of culture which will ward otf this 

murrain from a variety which is destroyed by that mur¬ 

rain, when differently treated. 

Tlie first letter is from Kinthury, near Hungerford, 

in Berkshire, fit)nr a very trustworthy authority, and it 

says:—“ I want to draw public attention to a variety of 

the Potato called, hereabouts, the ‘ Kintlmrij Johns,’ and 

about Andover, the ‘ Foolhardys.’ It is a large, coarseish, 

prolific Potato, and does not boil floury ; but it wonder¬ 

fully avoids the blight, and has done so ever since the 

disease appeared. This year, which is considered the 

worst, it is remarkably free from the disease; and the 

gardener who has our garden says, that among his crops 

the Kinthury Johns have one gallon in a bushel tainted; 

while the Fortyfolds, and all other sorts, have three 

parts out of four had. All the poorer people say the 

same thing. They do not ])laut it extensively, because 

they pwefer other kinds for eating; hut where other kinds 

will not keep, it seems to me that an inferior Potato is 

worth having.” 

If reference he made to our seventh volume, p. 297, 

a communication, signed H. B., South Fetherton, will 

he found relative to Potato-planting, from which this is 

extracted:— 

“ It is possible that my plan may have been tried. The 

plants got from cuttings, to begin tlie autumn with them a 
month earlier, without a shift at the end of July, than to 
face the winter with them in pots not well filled with roots 
and wood in an unripe condition. Therefore, on the whole, 
let gardeners risk as they may—if they kill two to save one 
plant, who cares—but let the amateur take my advice, and 
be content with less growth the first season, and more 
security for the next. After the first year, our Oxynnthii.i j 
will r.ank with a general assortment of young promising [ 
stufl', requiring about one-third peat, and tw'o-thirds good ^ 
friable loam, a few charcoal bits, and a little sand, also j 
weak liquid-manure, now and then, and fnuuo-culture, with 
stopping of shoots, so as to bring up a sure foundation for | 
the future specimen. D. Beaton. ; 
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object is to save seed, and give more light and air to the 
jilants. I plant on ridges, tliree feet wide, one row down 
the centre, choosing the linest Potatoes, and placing them 
thirty inches apart. I liat-hoe early, and when the stalks 
are nine or ten inches long, they are spread from the centre, 
forming a circle, and the earth is pulled by hand over the 
middle of the plant; this process is repeated whenever the 
earth cracks. 

“ I succeeded this last year in my garden in producing from 
a ridge fifteen feet by tliree feet, lbs. of Potatoes, from 
six planted whole in March last. The several weights 
were l.bltis., 15 lbs., 12 lbs., ll^-lbs., bflbs., bibs. Each 
Potato a different sort. Of the first, the Old Guernsey, six. 
tubers weighed more than (libs., and of the second, a pink 
Icidney, there were not more than forty Potatoes to make up 
the ] 5 lbs. All the Potatoes were particularly fine." 

We liopeJ to have had tliis year the results of a still 

Larger experiment tried by the same esteemed corre- 

pondent. lie, however, is gone from this world of 

experiments to that of realities; and we have tliis letter 

in reply to our inquiries :—“ 1 have looked particularly 

to the experiments of the Potatoes planted by my late 

brother, and am sorry that I am not able to furnish you 

witli any proofs of success of his intended mode of 

cultivation. Owing to his illness and inability to attend 

personally to them his directions were not carried out. 

He had planted them, on a large scale, in tlie field on the 

jilain, in rows three feet wide and two feet apart, in drills; 

but instead of being laid after the first hoeing, and the 

earth brought up to the centre, they were hoed up in 

ridges in the ordinary way; consequently no fresh roots 

formed as last year, and the produce was deficient in 

consequence. Still the crop was equal in weight to those 

planted in drills of twenty-two inches in width, and much 

finer in sample, being all fit for general purposes, whilst 

at least one-third on the narrow drills were small; and 

although it would appear to be a great waste of ground, 

yet, from the above statement, it proves that the wide 

drills and deep earthing are most desirable. I strongly 

recommend to all small occupiers to adopt the mode of 

cultivation tried by my brother last year, as I am con¬ 

vinced, from what I see by the crop this year, although 

not carried out according to his plan, that it will suc¬ 

ceed. I would also notice that, in this same field of 

several acres in wliicli many of the labourers had their 

winter crop, there was not one exception in which they 

were not diseased and rotten to that extent as to be 

scarcely worth the expense of taking up. Whilst in the 

deep experimental drills I do not think there was one 

affected.” 

We will only observe upon this that the writer is a 

highly intelligent, practical fanner, and one of the most 

extensive holders in the county of Somerset. 

! EOESYTH MSS. 

j If Sir .John Sinclair had achieved nothing more 
I in the course of the fourscore-and-two years of his life 

than gathering together and publishing his Code of 

Agriculture, his Code of Health, and his Statistical 

Account of Scotland, ho would have left sufficient 
monuments of his untiring industry; an industry the 

I more praiseworthy, because unstimulated by necessity. 

He was the third son of G. Sinclair, Esq., heritable 

sheriff of Caithness, and was born in that county, at 

Thurso Castle, in the May of 1754. Embracing the 

legal profession, ho was admitted a member of the 

faculty of advocates in Scotland, immediately that he 

was out of his nonage, and was called to the bar in 

England, about seven years later, in 1782, having 

previously to this sat in Parliament for his native 

county and other places. Although thus enrolled 

among the makers and interpreters of our laws, neither 

of their occupations were his favoured employments; 

for his heart was given to the cultivation of the soil. 

Flemish Agriculture, Merino Sheep, Oil as a Manure, 

the culture and uses of the Potato, the origin of Cattle 

Shows and Agricultural Meetings, and Shell Marl as a 

manure for Turnips, by turns, were the subjects of his 

researches, and were descanted upon by his pen. Nor 

were other subjects, though not strictly agricultural, 

if connected with the industrial produce of his native 

country, without receiving their share of his attention. 

An instance of this is afforded by the following letter, 

dated from Whitehall, Eebruary 19th, 1793 :— 

Sm JOHN SINCI.ATR TO MR. FORSYTH. 

It has lately occiu’red to me, that some of the French 
emigrants, who are now in this country, might be employed 
in a manner that would not be disagreeable to them, and 
would be useful to this country, in the culture of silk; but, 
from all the enquiries I have been able to make, there is 
little prospect of any material progi-ess being made for 
some time. A French gentleman, however (one of the 
emigrants), the Viscount de llniges, being thoroughly con¬ 
versant in the cultiu-e of silk, it is a pity not to have some 
experiments tried in that branch even this year. I have 
sent for the eggs of the silk worm to different countries, and 
I beg you will be so obliging as to infonn me whether there 
are many mulberries in His Majesty’s gardens at Kensing¬ 
ton, or elsewhere, and how many trees of thirty years and 
upwards, either of the Red or White Mulberry, might be 
found in the neighbourhood of London, the leaves of which 
might be either purchased or obtained this season. I am 
told that they abound much in the neighbourhood of Ham¬ 
mersmith, &c. I have also heard that Her Majesty has 
tried some experiments in regard to the culture of silk, the 
success of which you may have heard of. I shall be glad to 
have the pleasure of hearing from you upon this subject. 

COVENT GAEDEN. 

Those whose field of observation does not extend 

beyond the smoke and din of London have very 

peculiar notions as to what is going on in the gi-eat 

world outside. They hear of frosts, and blights, and 

mildews, but comprehend them not; and when other 

men tell of this crop failed, a.nd that community suffer¬ 

ing, they regard the intelligence with a dim, hazy, and 

indistinct perception that there is something wrong 

somewhere, but they cannot realize it, simply because 

they do not see it, and have not felt it themselves. When 

you tell such people that apples are a short crop, 

and potatoes are diseased, they point to Covent 

Garden, and ask if there is evidence of such to be found 

there. “ Pooh, pooh ! nonsense," says one, “ I never 

saw liner potatoes in my life; the farmers always did 

gnimble, and always will; they 7nust have something 

to grumble about.” We confess there is some allowance 
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to be made for such remarks coming from such quarters, 

for there is certainly never any appearance of scarcity 

in our markets; and we know frequent instances where 

country produce is poured into Eondon, and sold to be 

transmitted to the country again. 
We have been led to make these remarks, that our 

readers may understand how it is we always speak of a 

“ plentiful supply.” It is an expression which we might 

as well discontinue; for whenever an article is in sea¬ 

son, here it is sure to be. It matters not how scarce it 

may be elsewhere, it is safe to find its way to this great 

whirlpool of consumption, and that, too, in such quan¬ 

tities as would at first appear almost incredible to 

those who are unacquainted with such matters. Walk¬ 

ing along Piccadilly one evening, a year or two ago, in 

company with a friend from the northern provinces, we 

met one of those immense four-wheeled waggons, drawn 

by three horses, and laden with lettuces, on its way to 

Covent Garden. My friend was attracted by w'hat was 

to him an unusual sight, and after wondering first at 

the quantity, and then at . the ingenious architect who 

could build a load of lettuces as high above the sides 

of the waggon, as the sides of the waggon were above 

the ground, he asked, “ Is that all one man’s growth ? ” 

We were, of course, a little amused at the question, 

which wo answered by pointing his attention a few 

hundred yards further, where there were two more 

such waggons of the same article, and “ all one man’s 

growth,” and such was this “one man’s” contribution 

in this one article every market-day during the lettuce 

season. But this was only one man’s. How many 

more such waggons passed along Piccadilly that same 

evening, on the same errand, we could not undertake to 

say ; and how many more passed along a dozen of the 

other great metropolitan approaches, we are afraid to 

say. And thus it is in proportion witli all other garden 

produce. 

Hui'ing the past week, then, the supply both of fruit 

and vegetables has been plentiful. Api’les continue 

to advance in price since last week’s quotations. Blen¬ 

heim Pipinns are very fine, handsome, and highly 

coloured; when fully matured by keeping, they will, 

after assuming their yellow hue, bo very beautilul. 

Some of them brought from 7s. (id. to 8s. per bushel. 

Ribston Pippins have also been very fine, and made 8s. 

We were rather surprised to see a parcel of Golden 

Knobs so early; the usual time for them to make their 

appearance being about Chilstmas. Kentish Broadend, 

a good kitchen apple for present use, was sold at 4s. 

and 5s. per bushel. In the centre arcade, we found 

the first e.xposition of imported Newtoivn Pippins, 

and the Ladij Apph—both from America. We shall 

have to remark upon these on a future occasion. 

Fearn’s Pippnn is abundant; and there are a few 

Golden Reinettes. Some small Fjviperor Alexanders 

tried to introduce themselves as Ribston Pippins; but 

notwithstanding their very elegant card and gay exte¬ 

rior the hoax was too apparent. Such stratagems 

won’t do; wo would ratlier have the genuine article from 

the apple-woman’s tray, with its “ Ribsone Pippings” 

on a piece of dirty whity-brown, than patronize such i 

dishonest attempts. In Pears wo have nothing new | 

to notice in addition to what has been stated in former ! 

reports. Beurre Gapiaumont continues plentiful, of fine ' 

quality, and some very beautiful, suggesting, by tlieir 

fine, glowing, clear orange-russet coat, the adoption of 

one of its other names—Aurore. Duchess d'Angoulcme is 

fine and tempting. Marie Louise good and handsome ; 

and Beurre Bose rich and melting. These constitute 

the principal of the choice varieties; there are, however, 

several other inferior orchard varieties, which it would 

be neither pleasant nor profitable to enumerate. There 

have been some very fine hothouse Grapes offered 

during the week, as Black Hamlntrghs, Muscats, and 

White Frontignacs, the prices varying from Is. Od. to 

Cs. per pound. 

Of Vegetables we have nothing to say beyond what 

we stated last week ; prices are the same, and there is 

nothing new in the supply. Potatoes have bad a bad 

sale during the week, in consequence of an unusually 

great supply brought by the Great Northern Railway, 

so that while last week Regents made from T7 to T8 per 

ton, this week they have with difficulty made ^5 to 

T5 1 Os. This is a common occurrence in our markets; 

a sudden rise invariably produces a great arrival, and 

tlie supply being greater than the demand, salesmen, 

to save demurrage on vessels, railway trucks, &c., must 

force a sale, and so the markets fall. 

Cut Flowers consist of Camellias, Scarlet Geraniums, 

Ileliotrogies, Fuehsias, Roses, Cbierarias, Violets, Ver¬ 

benas, and Ceanothus azureus. By way of giving our 

friends in the country the modes as regards the arrange¬ 

ment of bouquets, we shall, from time to time, furnish 

descriptions of any which strike us as being jmrticularly 

chaste or elegant. One, from its simplicity and beauty, 

attracted our notice during the past week. It was of 

the usual size, viz., about eight inches in diameter. The 

centre was a double White Camellia, round which were 

arranged a double Red Camellia, and a bunch of double 

Blue Violets alternately, to the number of six in all; 

the bunches of Violets being of the same size as the 

double Red Camellia; between the Violets and the 

Camellias on the outer margin, was a spike of Migne- 

nette, and the whole fringed round with leaves of the 

Rose-scented Geranium. Next week we shall give some 

more illustrations. H. 

GOSSIP 

The value of Orchids is still well-sustained, for at a 

sale of an old-established private collection of them on 

the 22nd of October, by Mr. Stevens, at his auction 

rooms in King Street, Covent Garden, tlie following 

prices were realised;—Aerides quinquevulnerum, T1414s.; 

Lclia superbiens, a fine specimen, £ L; Coelogyne cristata, a 

large and beautiful plant, TS 5s.; Dcndrohiuniformosurn, 

healthy and noble jilant, with eight flowering bulbs, j 

.=6 LI 10s.; Dendrohium albo-sanguineum, fine specimen, ' 

T7 15s.; PhaUenopsis grandijlora, a splendid plant, ; 

El 3 10s.; Vanda teres, & very large plant, E7; Saeco- j 
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labium gultatum, £0 5s., besides about oue-hundred-and- 

fifty other specimens, which realised prices varying 

between twenty shillings and five pounds. 

I On more than one occasion we have impressed upon 

our readers the importance of using manure in a liquid 

state, but the subject is far from exhausted, and we have 

been waiting for an opportunity to give a further notice 

of the liighly valuable “ Minutes of Information ” recently 

issued by the Board of Health “ On tlie Practical ajipli- 

cation of Sewer-water.” However, as many who read 

would be w'ell pleased to inspect the results of such 

application, wo call their attention to the following com¬ 

munication :— 

“ A sliort time since we inspected some works constructed 
by ]\Ir. Freeman Roe, liydraulic engineer, of Bridgetield 
House, Wandsworth, Surrey, for applying liquid manure to 
his garden and a small field, consisting together of about 
three acres. The following is a slight description of the 
works constructed to effect the object in view .—The refuse 
of the house and stables is conveyed to an iron tank in the 
stable-yard, situated about thirty yards from the house, and 
there diluted with water. There is another tank in the loft 
of the coach-house, to which the water is laid on, and con¬ 
nected therewith is a pump, by means of which the manure 
in the tank in the yard is pumped up. In tlie upper tank 
the manure is dihrted to the required strength for distribu¬ 
tion. From the last-mentioned tank there is a pipe con¬ 
necting it with an iron main of an inch-and-a-half diameter, 
which is laid under the gravel walk running along the entire 
length of the garden. To this main there are four hydrants 
attached at diflerent points, and by means of hose the whole 
or any part of the grounds can be irrigated at pleasure. 
Tlie hydrants are well worthy of attention, as combining not 
only very great sunplicity of construction, but also another 
vei-y important feature, that of economy. They entirely 
supersede the old mode of using posts and sluice-cocks, and 
tliere is very great improvement in the mode of attaching 
the stand-pipe to the hydrant, which is at once simple and 
etfectual. Mr. Roe favoured us with a fact, illustrating the 
superiority of liquid manure over the ordinaiy process. He 
has two beds of celery, planted about seven weeks since; to 
one he has applied liquid manure—the other has been 
treated in the usual way. A root was drawn from each bed. 
That treated with liquid manure measured about twenty 
inches in length, aud four inches in circumference; the 
other root measured only eight inches in length, and an 
inch-and-a-half in cu'cumference. We have since had 
another opportunity of inspecting the two beds, and the 
difference was still more surprising. Such a fact as this 
speaks for itself. 

“ We had nearly omitted to mention, that, by a very 
I simple arrangement, Mr. Roe can irrigate his grounds either 
[ with water or by liquid manure." 

I A correspondent writes to inquire whether the cele¬ 

brated rose-growers, Messrs. Paul, “ are relatives of the 

celebrated PumZ Jones " At first we thought that this 

was an attempt to have a sly thrust at these gentlemen; 

but as our correspondent referred us to a volume, 

showing that the celebrated pirate had been a gardener, 

and was really a Paul, we have procured the volume 

(Burke’s Anecdotes of the Aristocracy), and this is the 

narrative:— 

i “ Paul Jones was born and bred at St. Mary’s Isle, the 
' estate of Lord Selkirk, near Kirkcudbright; his father, by 
‘ name Paul, a steady methodical Scotchman, being head 

gardener to the Earl, and young Paul acting in a subordi¬ 
nate capacity in the same e.stablishment. In the gardens 

' were two summer-houses, corresponding to each other. One 
' day Lord Selkirk, during his walks, observed a man locked 
; up in one of them, and looking out of the window; in the 

otlier summer-house, looking out of tlie corresponding 
window, appeared young John Paul. ‘ Why are those lads 

confined ? ’ said Lord Selkirk to the gardener. ‘ My lord, I 
caught that rascal stealing your lordship’s fruit.’ ‘Bin 
there are two; what has your son done; is lie, too, guilty?’ 
‘ Oh! no, please your lordship, I only just put him in for 
symmetry.”’ 

At the North Staffordshire Agricultural Society's 

Show, held at Stoke-upon-Trent, on the 7th of October, 

“ The poultry stand was a new and highly interesting 
feature of the exhibition, and towards it all steps were bent 
immediately on entering the show-yard. Considering the 
short time within which this part of the show was got up, 
we may consider it an excellent beginning of a veiy useful 
department for the encouragement of one of the most 
pleasing of rural pursuits. The catalogue contained thirty- 
two enti’ies (and owing to the short intimation given of the 
society's intention of having a show in this department, 
many pens were exhibited whose entries w'ere received too 
late for insertion in the catalogue), comprising Cochin-China 
fowls, exhibited by Mr. William Green, of Longton; Captain 
Blackburne, of Light Oaks; Dr. Gwynne, of Sandbaeh ; Miss 
Wilson Patten, and Mr. Joseph Bull, jun., of Longton. 
Those of Mr. Green, in the first class, were valued at as 
much as .£30 the pair. Spanish fowls were exhibited by 
Captain Blackburne, and Mr. William Mason, of Hardwick; 
a pair belonging to the former gentleman were valued at £0. 
Blr. John Stubbs, of Weston Hall, was an exhibitor of several 
pens of silver-spangled Hamburgh fowls; Miss Wilson 
Patten, of Dorkings ; Captain Blackbmne, of American tur¬ 
keys, aud half-bred American and French fowls; and George 
Toilet, Esq., of Oriental fowls—varieties, Cochin-China and 
Shanghai. The stud of Mr. Toilet, which is exceedingly 
beautiful, has been entirely raised in the space of fifteen 
months from Mr. Simpson’s (of Sandbaeh) stock, collected 
from the best breeds. The Duke of Sutherland sent black 
Spanish, silver-pencilled Hamhurghs, Andalusian, frizzled 
and silky fowls (the two latter descriptions being both 
rare and curious), and Rouen and white-crested ducks. 
B. H. Allen, Esq., exhibited some white Cochin-China, 
white Dorkings, gray Dorkings, white turkeys, gold and 
silver-laced bantams, and cross-bred Cochin-China and Dork¬ 
ing fowls; and the Rev. John Sneyd, some fine Norfolk 
turkeys. There were likewise pens of Chinese golden 
pheasants, and of gold and silver-laced Poland chickens. 
Most of these were commended, as they deserved to be, for 
their beauty, purity, and rarity, and to some of them prizes 
were awarded. 

“ The first prize of XT Is., in Class 1, was awarded to 
klr. Wm. Green, of Longton, for a Cochin-China cock and 
hen, valued at i'30 the pair. The second prize of 10s. Od. 
to Dr. Givynne, of Sandbaeh, for a cock and hen, six months 
old, valued at X‘21 the pair. In Class 2, the prize of .£1 Is. 
was awarded to Dr. Gwynne, for a Cochin-China cock 
hatched in April, and three pullets hatched in IMarch last. 
The prize of 10s. (id. was awai’ded to Captain Blackburne, 
for a cock hatched in March, and two pullets hatched in 
April last. A cock and two pullets, belonging to Mr. Wm. 
Green, were commended. In Class 5, several pens of Silver- 
spangled Hamburgh fowls, the property of Mr. John Stubbs, 
of Weston Hall, were highly commended; also some 1 lorking 
drakes and ducks, belonging to Miss Wilson Patten, some 
American turkeys, belonging to Captain Blackburne, and 
the valuable stud of Oriental fowls exhibited by George 
Toilet, Esq., which comprised the grouse-feathered sub- 
variety, the black game variety, the Ptarmigan variety, the 
cinnamon variety, the purple variety, and tlie partridge- 
feathered variety, all raised, as already stated, within the 
last fifteen months, from Mr. Simpson’s stock, selected 
from the best breeds.’’ 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and 
Poultry Shows of which we are at present aware. We 
shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us ad¬ 
ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se¬ 
cretaries. 

HOETICULTUIUL SHOWS. 

Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 30 (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. 
G. P. Clay, Esq.) 
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Caledonian (Tnverloitli Row), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
IlAMPsnmE, Nov. 18 (Winchester). {Sec. Rev. E. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London Eloiucultural (Pixeter Hall, Strand), Nov. !)+, 

20, Dec. 14+. 
North London, Nov. 20, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Royal), Nov. 11+, Deo. !)+, ]0. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

BmunNC.HAM and Midland Counties, 14th, 15th, ICth, 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, Bth, and nth. 
{Sec. .Tames Marmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and lltli. {Scc.^. 
Rev. W. AV. AVingtield, Gulval A'icarage, and E. H. 

Rodd, Esq.) 
TIorchestf.r, Nov. 18th. {Sec., G. T. Andrew's, Esq., Dor- 

clmster.) 
IIoniton, January 12th. {Sec. II. K. A’enn.) 
AA'inchester, DeceJiiber 1st. {Secs. G. W. .fohnson and 

J. Colson.) 
I For seedlings only. 

OOMBINA'JTON OF FRUIT AND A^EGETABLE 

CULTURE. 

This may at first sight seem an easy affair, hut, 
judging from the many very had specimens of gardening 
in this way we have met with, the reverse would seem 
to be the fact. A demand seems to e.xist amongst one 
piortion of the subscribers to this W'ork to possess some 
sound information concerning it, and, as w'e must try to 
attend to all the interests eonlided to the advice of The 
Cottage Gardenep., the sooner it is proceeded with the 
better, on account of the planting season. 

One correspondent, who may he fairly taken as a 
sample, wishes to plant a first-rate Orchard on this 
system, and says, “ J mention the land being my own, to 
convey to you that I should siiare neither pains nor fair 
expense in having a first-rate Orchard." lie says, also, 
“ The soil is a clay marl, (!) eighteen inches deep, on a 
clay subsoil si.x inches, and under is marl an endless 
depth. I have had it drained; pipes are put below'the 
clay into the marl. I have been cultivating it with 
jiarsnips, carrots, potatoes, and cabbage, and 1 mean to 
continue this.” Now this is not only a possible, but a 
highly eligible course, csiiecially in these times, when 
recent political changes lead men to consider whether 
ev'en their garden policies may not be changed, or 
modified, to meet the times. 

Now, although this mode of mixing fruit with vege¬ 
table culture has been much decried by some public 
advisers, yet, with proper management, wo think it the 
very best plan, economically or for convenience. In the 
first place, many of our readers require the use of both 
daily, and have not space for a distinct Orchard. They 
may also desire so to cultivate it as to make it not only 
serve their family, but turn to some profit in the market 
by the sale of surplus stuff. Another matter ; a garden 
of this kind is exceedingly interesting the whole year, 
and this can scarcely he said of the Orchard alone, and 
it affords healthful exercise continuaUy for those who 
enjoy a little out-door employ ; the pleasure of which is 
continually enhanced by the sight or thought of Rib- 
ston’s, of the Maria Louise Rear, or luscious Plums, 
and the useful Damson, to say nothing of the hush-fruit. 

VVe rejoice to think that such are extending rapidly, 
and hope to be the medium of suggesting useful ideas, 
founded on much experience and constant practice, to 
those about to commence, and who, to excel, slrould 
measure their steps carefully. It is needless to discuss 
soils in the present ])a])er, any farther than to observe, 
that almost any soil is convertible into this double pur¬ 
pose by skill, labour, and material. Of course, those 

which require most, involve the largest outlay, together 
with reduced chances of that amount of success, without 
which it cannot prove satisfactory. A good sound loam, 
slightly adhesive, resting on a dry bottom, is best of all, 
and should be from a foot to thirty inches deep; the 
nearer the latter the better for growing good sized 
trees. AVhere the soil is only a foot or less, a dwarfing 
system had better be adopted. AYhatever soils are 
selected, it should be made a sine qua non that the 
subsoil be dry, or rendered so. Peaty soils are probably 
the worst; but, barring the extra expense of improving, 
give no cause for despair. Loose sands are the most 
unfortunate of all; but these might be made to carry 
damsons, some cherries, and gooseberries. AVe, lately, 
saw some good examples of culture of this kind about 
Hexham, in Northumberland, at least, such they ap¬ 
peared from the windows of our steamer; but the rate j 

at which we were whisked from Carlisle to Newcastle 
precluded the possibility of making any accurate obser¬ 
vation. One of the principal things in this system, is 
to see that a very liberal width is allowed let ween the | 
rows of trees, at the same time planting them what | 
might bo called pretty close in the rows. Tliere needssome I 
“breathing room” between the rows, besides cultural 
space ; but it will be observed, no cultural operations but i 
such as have a reference to the roots of the trees, may 
be permitted between them in the rows. Such, at least, 
should be our practice; and we dare not advise any other. 

Another principle must he pointed to ; there must be 
no irregularity in cropping ; everything must be in 
straight lines, and the rows of trees run, if possible, 
north and south. Any dodging irregularity, any break¬ 
ing in here and there because the trees in such places 
have not made equal progress with the rest, will assur¬ 
edly compromise the chief end and lead to confusion. 

Next in importance to good breathing room, is a re¬ 
cognition of a maxim which we long since suggested in 
these pages, viz., that every fruit tree should, under all 
circumstances, have a piece of ground peculiarly its 
own. It is, indeed, the want of a full appreciation of 
this which has caused three-fourths of the bungling in 
fruit-culture from time immemorial. Our pot-cultiva¬ 
tors of fruits recognise its importance; who ever hears 
tell of the great Mr. Potvine (not Poittovin) trowelling 
over the surface of liis Hambro’s in large pots, and full 
of swelling fruit, and trying to steal a crop of small 
salad or lettuce i'rom the surface, not merely at the ex¬ 
pense of the quality of the soil given to the vines, but 
at the cost of valuable fibres; every one of which is 
wanted constantly on duty; aye, and more too, if pro¬ 
curable ? This then, we urge, is the true policy in our 
present case. 

Having planned the Garden-Orchard, for we must 
endeavour to coin a name for this necessary evil, as to 
size, distance, &c., &c., let beds of soil be thrown up 
nearly a foot above the ordinary ground-level, in lines 
where the rows of trees are to be planted ; these beds to 
be four feet wide at first, and continuous, lengthwise. 
The trees being jdanted in these lines will, when fixed, 
have nearly half the depth of their roots above the 
ground-level, a necessary procedure both for distinct¬ 
ness and in order to keep them as much as possible 
from descending into the subsoil. This four-feet border 
will suffice during the first three years, and after this wo 
would make a point, of adding one foot on each side 
every second year. Thus, in the fourth year, it would 1 

be six feet; in the sixth, eight feet; and in the eighth 
year ten feet, which we should consider the final width, 
unless for very large orchard trees. At the first setting- 
out there should he an alley of two feet for operations ; 
and this, on making eacli two year’s addition to the 
border, would have, of course, to recede a foot farther 
from the trees on each side of the row. On thus re¬ 
moving the alley, occasion may be taken to add extra ; 
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nourishment to any delicate tree, by introducing it in 
tlio hollow before tilling it up. 

And now a few words of advice as to the disposal of 
the borders on which the trees are planted, for wo fancy 
we hear our friend Turn-to-account whisper, that a good 
deal of surface will he monopolised by these fruit trees : 
and that ho should wish these borders to assist in pay¬ 
ing his rental before the trees commence bearing. Cer¬ 
tainly : as no produce of any account may be counted on 
until a third summer after planting, we really must cast 
about and see if we can serve our I'riond; but in so 
doing, wo fear being laid open to the charge of incon¬ 
sistency. It is well known that we liave been preacliing 
up no-culture for years on fruit borders ; “ no surrender ” 
has been the word. And, as our good friend Beaton 
would perhaps say, in a like fi.x., “ the cat will get out of 
the bag.” It so happens, that all the time this doctrine 
has been broached, we have been slily stealing a few 
Dutch turnips from such borders ; have oven had straw¬ 
berry edgings, or edgings of curled parsley. 

ft verily became necessary, after so much digging and 
; cropping over the roots of fruit-trees since the “ good 
j old days of Adam and Eve,” to try and turn the current 

another way; and wo did, indeed, deem it j)rudent to 
take such dangerous weapons ns the spade from inex¬ 
perienced hands ; and not only the spado, hut the fork, 
and even hoe for awhile, in order to let the question 
assume its proper shape. Now that we think and hope 
that the great bulk of those interested in the garden 
orchard really begin to appreciate the non-interference 
policy, we arc quite willing to restore them their forks 
again, and by all means their hoes. Here, one thing 
must be observed : it is not so much the abstraction of 
the virtues of the soil that we dread, but the continual 
shaving away those finer surface fibres which seem 
disjiosed to woo the atmosphere, and by which, indeed, 
the whole system of the tree becomes more sensitive to 
the invigorating influences of the solar rays. As for the 
loss in the soil, that can bo replaced; and we must 
some day point to the ])ropricty of top-dressings every 
three years after the trees have attained a certain age, 
and well repaid former attentions by abundant crops. 
Now, there can be no great objection to taking any 
such crops as can be obtained by from two to throe 
incites’ deep culture, although much better avoided. 
Having practised such things for years, wo are in a 
position to say, that whore depth may not be attained by 
cultural processes, an equivalent must bo sought, and 
that in the shape of manurial matters. With regard to 
the Dutch turnii)s, which on account of their moderate 
tops, and early tendency to bulb, we do hold to be the 
best things in the main, they may bo obtained at easy 
cost, by merely hoeing the seeds in, killing a crop of 
weeds at the same time. This we have done scores of 
times, and the turnips are invariably bettor for home 
use than those from deeply dug or enriched soils, which, 
by throwing them more into top, depreciates their quali¬ 
ties as food for man. 

But these arc conveniences as matters of profit, not 
of particular account. Our plan has been to sow Dutch 
turnips on such borders in the last week of February, or 
first week of March, in order to get a strong plant before 
the fruit trees had much foliage, and the only dressing 
used has been some of the burnt or charred ashes, soil 
covering, &c., from the rubbish yard. We never sow 
them nearer than two feet. 

Our readers will now naturally desire to know what 
we think the best distance at which to plant their trees. 
As to the distance between the lines in a Garden-Orchard, 
we say, the wider the better; but, as our small garden 
men carmot carry out their objects with loo high a 
standard, we think that ten feet of open soil may be 
the minimum. By open soil is meant the available 
space for culture when the trees have come into full 

bearing; and, bo it understood, that although we adhere 
to strictly-defined lines or boundaries of ci’oj)s, wo ]>lace 
our main reliance on that portion beyond the damaging 
iniiuence of the branches of the fruit trees. In the rows, 
we would allow only twelve feet for dwarf standards; 
tall standards might require nearly double the dis¬ 
tance. Before concluding, we may point to the great 
propriety of those about to establish gardens of this 
character, of taking into consideration our platform 
mode of planting, full accounts of which will be found 
in by-gone numbers, the possession of which we con¬ 
sider absolutely necessary to a full appreciation of 
planting based on root-control and root-culture, the 
two leading points in a dwarfing system; which dwarf¬ 
ing system, being fairly translated, means early profit, 
little trouble, and no vegetable suftbeation. Allowing 
each tree, when full grown, to reach nine feet each way, 
this, with a couple of alleys of two feet each, and ten 
feet clear cropping ground, would demand, at least, 
thirty feet from row to row; if forty, all the better. 

It. Ebrengtox. 

MEETING OF THE HORTICUI/TURAL 

SOCIE'TY—October 1!), Ib.jg. 

This was the first gathering of the Society under the 
new regulations for the exhibition of special subjects, 
in addition to the usual run of garden produce. T’hc 
special subjects for this day’s exhibition were—Hardy 
Anniads, on their own roots, or as cut llowers; Dessert 
Pears now ready for the table ; and Green Peas in a 
fit state to “sauce” a Michaelmas goose. 'There arc 
certain other specials named for each monthly meeting, 
but all sorts of garden ^iroduce may be staged on eacli 
occasion, as formerly. Foreigners may also compete at 
these meetings; so that if we are obliged to take the 
best of their wheats and barleys, we may also get a 
share of their best cabbages. But we have the better 
of them this time, so far that they are not allowed to 
compete against us, only to fight it out amongst them¬ 
selves ; and if a Britisher tries his luck with foreign 
productions, as a salesman in Covent-Garden I\larket 
did on this the first starting day, ho will bo pitted 
against a foreigner; and if there is no foreigner to 
face against him, his things will be judged without 
reference to home growth. All this is useful, and a 
great improvement on the old doings of the Society. 
Of all the s])ecials wo had an overflowing abundance. 
Also an overflow of cut Roses, just as they put them 
up for the summer exhibitions, together with stove and 
greenhouse plants, and novelties, of which (it is but fair) 
1 shall first tell the jiarticulars. 

Two splendid examples of the lovely Vanda cceridea, 
and two or three plants of the finest and most useful 
hardy evergreen that has been introduced since tbe 
Rhododendron was discovered, the coral-fruited Shimmia 
jajionica. I would not have lost the sight for a dinner 
with the Lord Mayor. It seems but the other day that 
we first heard of such a thing as a blue Vanda; and 
when we did hear of it, through Mr. Grilliths, who sent 
over the dried specimens, we did not know exactly 
where to send for it, only that it grew on a long-wooded 
range as they go from Sylhet to Assam, the Kaisa 
or Goosya range ; but now Mr. Stevens hammers it 
away at his auction-room like an ordinary plant. As 
for the Shimmia, although it was named before I was 
born, there was hardly a botanist in Europe who 
believed in the existence of such a thing four years 
since, for there are two marks of doubt against the 
genus in the last edition of “'The Vegetable Kingdom.” 

'The Vanda ccc.rulea, when not in bloom, might pass 
for some species of the Aerides. 'The flower-stems rise 
upright first, and then bond gracefully over; the flowers 
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are not so thick and fleshy as those of the other species, 
but they are as large, or larger, than those of Zygopeta- 
luni MacJcayii; the sepals and petals are of equal size, 
and the lip is narrow, and in one of the plants it was 
of a deeper blue than the other. The flowers are set 
wide apart on the stalk, and they stand out well from it, 
on a tube-like pedicle, allowing a free expansion to them 
on all sides. The colour of the whole is a delicate 
light blue, something like the colour of the large blue 
Clematis (0. cccrulea grandiflora), or between that and 
the blue of the Agaj)anthus. Altogether it is a most 
beautiful thing. There were from ten to twelve full 
expanded blossoms on each spike, occrqiying a space of 
about a foot in length; but when the plant has more 
time, under good cultivation, we may expect all this to 
he much increased. 

The Skinmiia japonica was named by Thunberg, and 
described in his “ Flora Japonica,” in 1784, when he 
returned from his travels in the East to occupy the 
same chair from which he received tlie first lessons in 
botany from Linnseus himself. Ur. Siebold missed this 
plant, as also did Hensall. But Mr. Fortune, always 
lucky, got hold of it, and the Messrs. Standish and 
Noble, of Bagshot, have brought it out in first-rate 
style ; as all new plants ought first to be exhibited. It 
is a dwarf, bushy evergreen, which you might take for a 
Pontic Rhododendron at a little distance off, but the 
leaves are thicker, more fleshy, and not leathery, as in 
this Rhododendron. They are also of a darker green, 
quite smooth on both sides, and entire round the edges, ; 
and without stipules, like all Hollyworts, the order to 
which it belongs. It flowers in the spring in heads at 
the extremity of the branches, just like a Rhododendron. 
The flowers are quite small, individually; whitish, and 
as sweet as violets. The great beauty of the plant is in 
its berries. These are now of the same size and colour 
as those of a bright-berried Flawthorn or Holly, and 
stand out in irrominent clusters exactly as in the com 
mon ivy; but Mr. Fortime told me that when the berries 
are quite ripe, they are as bright and shine like corals. 
Here, then, is a new plant that will make a scarlet bed 
all through the winter, to succeed the Tom Thumbs, and 
is equally gay. I believe Thunberg said it grows a yard 
high, but Mr. Fortune did not see it more than half 
that height. It is very bushy, however, and all the 
better for being so dwarf. Wo have only to imagine a 
largo plot of ground quite covered with three-year-old 
seedling common Rhododendrons, and these studded all 
over the surface with Christmas holly berries, and that 
is just a picture of a bed of Skimmia japonica, as nearly 
as I can paint it. I shall go down to Bagshot some 
day to learn bow they increase it, what kind of soil it 
likes best, and all about it. There were berries enough 
on the plant that was exhibited on this occasion to 
produce some hundreds of plants; for all the berries in 
this small order yield from two to six seeds each, and 
the plant seems to flower as early from seeds as the new I 
Rhododendron ciliatum, that is, in two years at the 
farthest. 

The next best plant on the table for a gardener, ac¬ 
cording to my ideas, was one of those dwarf small¬ 
flowering Chrysajithemums, called Pompones. Some of 
us gardeners are really very stupid, and more stupid 
than the rest were those of us who railed against Mr. 
Fortune for sending home a still more stupid thing, as 
they called the pretty Chusan Daisy. But a gardener who 
had seen more than half round the world, and who could 
send a covey of daring pirates to another kingdom with 
an old blunderbuss, was not born to be stupid. The first 
moment he put his eye on this daisy, the image of a now 
race rose before him, and here am I recommending the 
very earliest of this race, called llendcrsonii, because it 
comes in full three weeks before the old Chrysanthemums, 
just at that period of the whole year when house flowers 

are scarcest. It is as pretty as any of them; brownish- 
yellow, and as double as a batchelor’s button. The 
plant was also the best grown in the room, and I think 
it was from our own garden, at Chiswick. I hope the 
judges will bear this in mind next show day, and not be 
led away by the size of the flowers of Chrysanthemum. 
We in the country, and all who have a grain of common 
sense, look for the greatest quantity of well-formed 
flowers which a given plant is capable of sustaining 
under a system of close specimen kind of growth. 

You may just as well give sweet cakes to a baby’s 1 
doll, as give away our money for cut flowers of the Chry¬ 
santhemum, for that will never raise gardening one 
inch on the scale of excellence; and if you urge that 
the ladies like to see them better that way, you must be 
met by the fact that far better samples of skill and 
ingenuity may be seen in the shop windows of the 
milliners. 

The most celebrated plant in the room was a cut 
specimen, in bloom, of the true Pemvian Bark tree 
(Cinchona calisaya). The first, as wo were told, that 
has flowered in Europe. It was from the Society’s 
garden. The flowers are produced, as in Ixora, of a 
pale whitish colour, but the plant is not worth growing 
for the flowers. Solandra lavis was there also, from the 
garden of the Society. A first-rate stove plant that 
blooms always at this season, and seems much easier to 
flower than the old S. grandiflora, but the flowers of 
both are much alike, large, white, and somewhat bell¬ 
shaped. No plants are more easy to grow and propa¬ 
gate, but the difficulty is to flower them well; and the 
way to do that is to give them a long season of rest in a 
perfectly dry hot atmosphere, without a drop of water 
till the young wood begins to shrivel. This lawis is 
rather new, having only flowered for the first time in 
England in 1847, at Mr. Pince’s nursery at Exeter. 
There was a nice-looking Oesnera from Mr. Glendinning, 
which looked as if it were a cross between qmrpurea and 
discolor. A fine dwarf jfiaut of Medinilla Sieholdii was 
there in fruit and flower. The flowers are pale pink, in 
bunches; and I believe they said the bemes were to be 
of a high colour when ripe ; it seemed the best of them 
for a small house, as this plant was quite bushy, and 
not higher than a fancy geranium. A fine tall plant 
of Diehorisandra coming into flower,—a very useful 
thing at this season, and easy enough to grow and 
flower in a stove, and then to stand in a flower-house 
for full two months in fine blue bloom. This is, also, 
one of those free-and-easy plants from the stove that will 
grow out-of-doors from the end of June, and look better 
than in the orchid-house. I had it so growing many 
years since. But speaking of house plants for out-door 
culture reminds me that we had here a new rival for the 
variegated and blotched-leaved section, which I wish so 
much to see tried in the open air in July, August, and 
September. It was from Mr. IjOW, of Clapton, where I 
saw lots of it when I went to learn about the packing 
for long voyages, and where I booked it, and a great 
many other things, for these pages. 'The name is 
Plectranthus concolor-picta, a plant looking somewhat 
like a Salvia splendens, but with leaves much paler, and 
of more varied outline; and in the centre of each leaf 
there is a large blotch of purple-brown, as if a painter 
had touched it with his brush accidentally. It is, cer¬ 
tainly, unique, and well worth adding to every collection 
of variegated plants in the kingdom. ’The less that is 
said about the flowers of any Plectranthus the better. 

There was a fine specimen, in the shape of a cut top, 
of the Aralia japonica in flower, from Mr. Snowq gar¬ 
dener to Earl de Grey. It was the finest of the kind I 
ever saw, and it was but one panicle out of a great many 
now adorning this very fine shrub, and as it is very 
seldom seen, I must give some idea of it, as I always 
attempt to do when I write about any new or uncommon | 
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plant. The flowei’s arc small, white, but very numer¬ 
ously produced along the side spikes of a large loose 
panicle, coming out at the end of the branches, exactly 
as they do in Kmlreuteria paniculata, another beautifid 
hardy tree that is not planted half so much as it deserves 
to be. As Mr. Fish lives not far from IMr. Snow, per¬ 
haps he could fish out how this beautiful Aralia was 
treated to get it out so fine; and, indeed, any of our cor¬ 
respondents who may happen to have old established 
plants of it, would confer a benefit by a sketch of the 
proper culture. A little Begonia-looking plant, with 
racemes of small, bright lilac flowers, called Puya zela- 
nica, was curious and well worth growing in a small 
collection of stove plants, as it requires but very little 
room. Giizmannia tricolor, an old member of the 
Bromeliads, looking like a stunted pine-apple plant, had 
a spike of bloom up from the centre, just in the shape of 
a pine-apple when it first shows. I never saw this 
plant in flower before, and it is certainly very pretty and 
very curious, after this fashion—on the top, where the 
crown of the pine-a.pple shows, there is a close bunch 
of leafy bracts, in crimson-scarlet; below that, and where 
the pips of a pine-apple would stand, the buds of the 
flowers were peeping out from between the bracts, just 
like the tops of so many white crocuses in bud, and the 
colour of the bracts round their white buds, so to speak, 
was green, or brown, or streaked, altogether forming the 
tricolor to perfection. None of these Bromeliads are 
difficult to grow, and they come from suckers as freely 
as the pine-apple, and they often seed. I am (piite sure 
that most of the store ones would grow and flower beau¬ 
tifully without a particle of soil, like air jjlauts, only 
having their scanty roots placed in balls of moss, and 
wound round with small copper wire; then to hang 
them up against walls, posts, or pillars, and to keep the 
hollow of the loaves always quite brim full of water, and 
also to dip the mossy balls continually in water, as ilr. 
Jackson, of Kingston, does with the lovely Vriesia stpe- 
ciosa, alias Tilandsia splendcns, of which I saw a large 
stock of seedlings with Mr. Low, at Clapton, the prettiest 
little things you ever saw, except a drove of speckled 
fawns or kids. There were two more plants of this 
order in the way of Pitenirnea, one of them very hand¬ 
some, and the other no-mattor-what. The right one put 
up a flower-stem from the middle, in the usual way, and 
on the top was a fine crimson head of flowers ; the 
second ])lant grew in the same way, but the flower-head 
was a greenish-white. Take a crimson Lovedies-bloediny 
or Goxcomh in one hand, and their white varieties in 
the other, and you have the contrast of these Pitcairns, 
or whatever they may be, to the very letter. An African 
traveller showed mo a little yellow Lachenalia, at one of 
the Eegent Park Exhibitions this last summer, and a 
dried specimen of a Yellow Geranium one day at Chis¬ 
wick. [ thought the man was daft for his pains. I 
think otherwise now, after seeing this very pretty species 
of Lachenalia at this meeting. 1 think it was from the 
garden of the Hocicty; at any rate, it was capitally grown, 
and when the bulbs are stronger this will become as a 
general favourite as Lnclienaliii tricolor, and is well 
worth having. With the exception of these two species, all 
the Lachenalias, and some of them are very pretty, ought 
to be set in pure silver-sand, and put in very shallow in 
the pot, with about half-an-inch of sandy peat on the 
toj), and rough turfy ])eat, with good drainage, below, and 
no water ever allowed to get in between the leaves, these 
hulbs being so touchy that the slightest mishap will rot 
them. There was a largo specimen ol' Plumbayo Lnr- 
pentm, which was in fine bloom when I was at Chiswick 
in fSeptember, but now was too late for it. Also a lino 
plant of Sedtiin Sicboldii, a plant that is admirably 
suited for a small neutral bed in an architectural or 
terrace garden, the effect being more from the sea-green of 
theleaves, than from thepruqilc blossoms in the autumn. ' 

There was a little plant of Campanula Vidallii, which did 
not show the full character of the species. I heard it run 
down in one or two places in Oxfordshire because it 
would not stand the rain ; but I have not seen it any¬ 
where so that I could pass a decided opinion of it as a 
bedding-plant, for which it was first given out. 

There was a very ]n'etty, imre white, new, Tricliopld- 
Hum from Mr. Bellenden Kerr; also a botanical Dendro- 
bium from some one; another botanical, or, rather, a 
Manchester plant in fruit, “ The Sea Island Cotton 
Plant;” with Abelia rupestris, and twenty-seven kinds 
of annuals, altogether making a good (Ictobcr meeting 
without yet coming to the sjmcials, of which these 
annuals are a part. Cosmos bipinnata and Coreopsis 
filifolia are the only two out of the lot that are less 
known to the readers of this work. The Cosmos is an 
excellent wilderness plant, looking as if flowers of the 
Beauty of Thetford Dahlia—the best of all the single 
ones—were placed on some loose-growing, fennel-like 
plant, rising from three to four feet. The fdifolia 
Coreopsis is so much like the Drumnumdi in flower, that 
it is not worth a place for its thready leaves. Liqnnus 
rivularis is also not so much known as it ought. It is 
a much deeper blue than Hartvegii, and it is less dense 
in the growth and leaves; but in every other respect, as 
to height, time of flowering, and treatment, it is the 
same as Hartwegii. 

A large bed of the best annual Lupins ought to stand 
thus—Mutabilis, four feet high, in the centre of the 
bed; a row of Lupinus Hartwegii, as being the 2iext in 
light blue shade ; the third row to be of rivularis, a darker 
blue; the fourth, also a row of rivularis, to bo cut into 
eighteen inches high, and not to allow it to rise higher 
all the season; and the outside row to bo of Lupinus 
nanus. Then there would bo a regular face of leaves 
from the ground level, and the best shading that can be 
made out of Lupinus. The whole would keep in flower 
till October; and the reason why I mention it, is to 
show that without the second row of rivularis, and that 
kept to a certain height, to suit the rows on each side of 
it, the arrangement would be a failure, because there 
would be too great a step between the flowers of nanus 
on the outside, and those of rivularis. This grant 
blemish is often coming in now in plans of flower- 
gardens, and notliiug looks worse. 

There was a largo pan of the gem of carpet plants; 
also an annual, Coclilearia acaulis, only two inches high, 
and all flower, and so easy to grow, that it only requires 
once to get a footing to keep itself from year to year, 
especially in a peat bed. The lecturer was very earnest 
in })ressing and explaining all this, and ho gave a new 
turn to tho subject this time, which set my teeth on 
edge. This Cochlearia, with its jjretty white and blue 
flowers, may bo had on the mantel-piece, or anywhere 
else in a room, everyday in the year; and not only that, 
but it will do as well in tho saucer of a tea-cup as in 
the best pot. The way to do it is this—to keep sowing 
it at different times, and to let it sow itself, so as to 
have some always in tho borders. Then to take your 
saucer, or little vase, to the border, fill it nearly with 
soil, and take up jmtehes of this plant in bloom, press 
them on the top of tho mould in your vessel, and next 
day they are in full bloom. They will last three weeks; 
then fill again, and so the whole season. If they got 
behind in flowering out-of-doors, take them up all tlie 
same, and the heat of a room will soon cause them to 
flower. All this was now to mo; and I shall never 
take tho sjioon out of another man’s mouth if I can 
help it. 

Oreen Peas in pod, and table Pears, with Crapes 
and Pine apples, wore in abundance, and some were 
remarkably good.-i^ There was one bunch of a black 

* The Veafi to Mliich were awarded the prize, were KnighVa Blarroivs^ 
young and excellent, from 3Ir. Burns, of Clicvening. Others, as the , 
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grape, \vliich .1 would call a iiioiistor Elack Prince ; the 
weight was '•) lbs. i) ozs., but the owner, Mr. Eutclier, a 
nurseryman at Stratford-on-Avon, told me tliat this 
grape would keep till late in tlio spring. 'J'hc name ol 
the grape is Ulach Jhirharosm. It had a medal, and it 
richly deserved one, still, as tiiis is a very little known 
kind, if the Society did not request to see a bunch or 
two of it in January and i'ebruary, or as late as it could 
bo kept fit for the table, they might just as well liavo 
thrown this medal over London-bridge. Scotland ex¬ 
celled in table Pears, and it was ])rovoking to bear the 
lecturer following up this triumph, by raking up the 
horrors of the winter of 1837-38, wdien many tender 
plants stood out “ over the borders,” that wore killed 
outright about Loudon ; and yet I often had a mind to 
tell Mr. Errington, that if he ever wanted to see pear 
and peach-trees in perfection, he would need to go into 
Fife, Perth, or Morayshire, for the sight. The island of 
Jersey never sent out finer pears than a pear at this 
meeting, called Grosse Calahasse, from Mr. Eobertson, 
gardener to Sir A. Hunibar, Bart., Dufus House, near 
Elgin, a day's journey beyond Balmoral, when I was 
last there. “ The Heart of Midlothian ” was also re¬ 
presented by splendid Pears from Jsxenford Castle, two 
hundred miles nearer Gretna Green than Flgin. After 
the Elgin Pears, the next largest wei-e Dncliesse d'An- 
goideme. Wo had also Apjjles, Plums, Morcllo Cherries, 
and Guavas.t: J). Beaton. 

GEEENHOUSE PLANTS SUn'ABl.E FOE 

POT-CULTUEE ON TEELLISES, &c. 

Plants iitted for this purpose should possess a climb¬ 
ing, twining, or trailing habit. "W^here conveniences 
exist, the last division would look most natural if the 
pot or basket was suspended, and the shoots allowed to 
fall gracefully over the sides. Alany of the others look 
admirably when twisting round an arch, or dangling 
from a rafter. But some are rather slow growing I'or 
tliis purpose ; and where a great love for such forms of 
beauty exists, only a small number could tlius be grown. 
When cultivated in ])ots, on trellises, a greater variety 
can bo obtained, more dense masses of bloom secured, 
and the plants can bo easily moved from place to place, 
and thus obtain the best position, as the varying cir¬ 
cumstances of the plants require. Of the many that 
might be selected, I shall to-day allude to the Kenncdya 
group, merely premising that all the strongest growing 
are also fitted for rafters, when planted out and grown 
in larger pots than would be requisite for trellises. The 
strongest growing will, therefore, be named first. 

The genus Kenncdya, consisting of pea-shaped flowers, 
is commemorative of Mr. ivennedy, of the late firm of I,oo 
and Kennedy. The plants are all natives of New Hol- 

I land, Australia, and the Swan Eiver settlement, hfuch 
i confusion exists in this group since botanists have 

divided it into other two allied generas—Ilardenheryia, 
commemorative of a sister of Baron Hugel, and Ziciiya, 
in honour of another German lady, a friend or relative 
of the same gentleman. Was this the projicr place, 
I do not think I could in every case draw a clear dis- 

' tinction between the three genera, as even in the most 
recent lists they seem very much commingled together, 
so much so, that beginners could not greatly err in 
calling the whole lot of them Kennedyas, at least, until 
one of our botanical friends will point out a clearly 
perceptible difference. In most cases, though not in 

Long Jonquil, but little known, from Mr. Everahed, market-gardener, 
of Godaiming, and Early Warwicks, grown by Mr. Smith, gardener to 
Mra. Reay, Wanated, were so good as to deserve an extra prize. Some 
foreign Peas were also e.\hibitcd, but these were in very bad condition. 

* The pears exhibited by Blr. Robertson, were Winter Ncilis, .Sinclair, 
. Marie Louise, Easter Beurre, Grosso Calabassc, Thompson’s, Euchesse 
I d’Angouleme, and Glout Morceau. 

all, the Kenncdya has trifoliate leaves, and the keel of 
the flowers longer than the wings; in Zivlrya, tlic keel 
is short, the leaves tril'oliate; in IJardcnheryui, the 
leaves are mostly simple and long. As a slight diller- 
euce will bo required in the management, i shall give 
a short list under the several genera. 

Kenncdya nigricans. — Flowers very deep purjile, 
green, and yellow.' This, a number of years ago, we 
had so strong as to threaten to monoi)olise the whole 
roof of a house, and when dangling down the flowers 
had a very singular ajijrearance in the si)ring months. 
Many of the Kennedyas are climbers, but this is such a 
twiner that it grasped an iron rod so tightly as xdti- 
mately to destroy itself. 

K. MarryatUe.-—I’ine scarlet flowers; blooms freely 
from February to June. 

K. ruhicunda.—Dark dull red ; blooming generally 
from May to July. These, when grown in pots, will 
require trellises from four to seven feet in heighth, 
and eighteen inches in diameter. If in a balloon sbu]:>e, 
the widest part may be a foot wider. The smallest trellis 
for the last-named. 

K. Comptoniana.—Blue lilac. 
Ilardenheryia nacropliylla (I.arge-lcavcd).—Scarlet 

flowers. 
H. nionopliylla (One-leaved).—Blush-purple. 
II. longirucemosa' (Long-clustered).— I’urpie-pinkish. 
II. ovala (Egg-shaped-leaved).—Burjdo. 
Many of these, if left to themselves, would have as 

much tendency to trail as to climb. The trellises should 
range from six i’cet to three. 

Ziclvya glahrala (Smooth-leaved).-—Orange flowers. 
/j. sericca (Silkly-leaved).—Scarlet; syu. Kendilatata. 
Z. inophhylla (Nerved-leaved).—Scarlet flowers. 
Z. heterojilvylla (Various-leaved).—Purple. 
Z. tricolor.—Yellow, red, and purple. 
These are pretty twining plants, requiring trellises 

from 3V to 2 feet in heighth, and from 30 inches to IK 
inches in diameter. 

1st, Propagation.—When seed can bo obtained, sow 
in February or March, in sandy peat, plunged in a 
sweet hotbed: steeping the seeds previously for a day 
in water at 90°; hardening-off the j)]ants gradually, as 
they get strong enough for pricking-out round the sides 
of a pot. By Guttings, choose firm, short, side-shoots \ 
from two to three inches long, early in s])ring, or after ; 
fresh growth in summer, when the base of the short { 
shoot is getting hard ; and insert them in silver sand, , 
over sandy peat, the })ot being three-pai’ts filled with j 
drainage, and kept close with a bell-glass; shade when ! 
necessary. Give a temperature rather higher than the 
plant enjoyed from whence the cuttings were taken; and ! 
in a month or six weeks plunge the pots, if necessary, * 
in a slight bottom-heat, 

2udly. Choosing young plants in a Nursery.—Fixujion 
the healthiest and bushiest at bottom. But, provided 
the plants are young and “vigorous, though they be ratber 
naked below, it will bo of less consequence thiin if you 
were purchasing bush plants, to which a good bottoming 
is everything. This will appear from 

3rdly. The mode of Training.—Wlien I used to grow 
such plants I practised two modes. First, I encouraged 
the plant to grow with a single stem until it w'as a little 
higher than the top of tlie contemplated trellis ; then it 
was stopped, and all side-shoots and buds on the stem 
were disbudded gradually, after the shortened top was 
beginniiig to push out fresh branches. These were 
allowed to dangle free of each other, or wore secured to 
any temporary jirop, so as to have a good beginning 
before the trellis was introduced. The main stem, by 
this means, became as clean as a whip-h,-indie, and, in 
fact, was never seen at all when once the trellis was 
covered ; besides, the sap was distributed more regu- 

1 larly than when the trellis was covered with rival 
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branches from the base. Tliis method I found a good 
one for causing frec-llowering among the stronger-grow¬ 
ing Kcnneclijas and Jlardenheryias, from the ciieck given 
by training the branches downwards. Jb.it, again, sup- 
jiose yon have got a jilant of tiie slower-growing Zichyas, 
that you wisely resolve to cover a trellis with, beginning 
at its base, and you have cither got a solitary shoot, or 
several shoots, bare for a foot or eighteen inches from 
the surface of the pot; then the best thing you can do 
is to give the jdaut the usual good treatment, until the 
month of April, or the beginning of May. Tlien prune 
it back, not to the surface of the pot, but so as, if 
possible, to retain a few leaves to keep up the circu¬ 
lation ; then tie the shoot, or shoots, to the side of the 
pot, in order to cause it to break more easily. Place 
the plant in an increase of temperature of ten degrees, 
and in a moist atmosphere; and if the stem was not 
very bard and old, yon will get plenty of young shoots 
to choose from. When these are from one to two 
inches in length, a fresh shift may bo given, if the roots 
reipnre it, and a vigour will be secured that the old 
stunted stem never would have yielded. Mind, if the 
stem is old, pruning back closish to the pot will bo 
likely to end in dcatli If the stem was quite young, 
it might be cut back close without danger. 

-Ithly. Potting—v;hen should it bo done ? When the 
plants are young, and small sliifts are given, attend to 
them as often as necessary. When they become large, 
once a year will be ample, and that is best done when 
the plants are commencing to grow freely after flowering, 
land receiving what slight pruning they require. Esta¬ 
blished j)lants on trellises will not want potting for 
several years, if the surface is freshened uji, and weak 
waterings from old cow-dung given when blooming and 
growing. 

5thly. Size of pots.—Eight inches in diameter will 
grow the smaller Zichyas, and those from twelve to six¬ 
teen inches will do for the stronger of the allied genera. 

Cthly. Trellises.—These are most convenient if made of 
wire, and coloured a dark brown or olive-green. Young 
Larch-trees, peeled so as to have all the twigs left, then 
thoroughly dried, and either painted or not, do very 
well, but require to be fixed in the pot—a groat disad¬ 
vantage—ami also demand more labour in training. 
Two things are necessary to bo attended to with wire 
trellises: First, that they should be fixed to the pot, 
instead of going into the soil; secondly, that they should 
be round in form, instead of square or semicircular; 
and, I may add, thirdly, that the training, when the 
lilant is established, ought to hide the trellis, and the 
twigs hung in massive, careless profusion, instead of 
each being stuck in its place with mechanical precision. 
Never forget that the trellis, however pretty, is merely 
a necessary supporting crutch, and tliat plants, as well 
as men, look none the worst when they seeni independent 
of such aids. 

Tthly. Soil. — Heath soil must constitute the chief 
material for all when young, mixed with a little char¬ 
coal and broken potsherds, both of the latter being 
clean and free from dust. As the plants increase in 
size, a little at first, and then more loam may be added, 
of a very fibi’y character, until, for Kennedyas and llar- 
denhergias, it may constitute one-quarter, j'eat one-half, 
and charcoal, broken pots, and sand, another quarter. 
When the trellis sliift is given, the compost should be 
pre-eminently libry and rough; but few of the individual 
pieces shoidd he larger than a walnut, and most of the 
small earthy matter bo excluded, using enough of silver 
sand, &c., to keep all in an open state wiieu firmly 
pressed. It would be advisable to use small successive 
shifts, until the plants filled five-inch pots or more, and 
then transfer them, by a largo shift, to the trellis pot. 

Hthly. Watering.—The roots must never be allowed 
to become dry, but comparatively little will be wanted 
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in winter, or in dull weather. If well drained, and the 
soil open, as advised, they are not easily injured witli 
water, provided its temperature is sufficiently high, and 
there is no want of light. Plants that have received ii, 
large shift must he watered very carefully for the first , 
twelve-months, more especially in winter, as if the un- 
appropriated-by-roots soil, close to the sides of the pots, 
were soaked and soured, the plant would be greatly ; 
injured. A little manure-water may he safely given ; 
when the plant is growing after liowering. 1 

htbly. Pruning.—This will be required according to j 

the strength of growth, performing the operation after j 

flowering. Prune so as to secure healthy, well-ri])eued | 
shoots for the next year. In some cases the bloom is j 
chiefly })roduccd near the points of such shoots, but ; 
mostly either in single blossoms, or racemes from the j 

a.xils of the leaves. 
lOtbly. Time of Floirering.—'J’his, with the kinds 

mentioned, may be expected to last from March to the 
middle of July; earlier or later, according as the plants 
have been accelerated or retarded, by being kept in a 
warm or cool greenhouse during the autumn and wdnter. 

11 tidy. Temperature.—They may be kept at from 4(1'^ j 

to 48^ in winter, but if often below 40^’, or in dull cold I 

weather kept long as low, the plants will feel it, and j 

more especially if the soil is wet. I have had fine i 

specimens rendered worthless from cold alone. The i 
leaves, especially of the simple-leaved kinds, seemed as j 

j if they had been burned, but the cold it was that ; 
j scorched them. Were I growing plants as specimens j 

i again, my previous experience would point to 45“ as the 
I lowest average temperature at night, but I should not 
I like to see them long under 48°, and in fine weather, a i 
I couple of degrees higher, with an allowance of 10° more 
I for sunshine. They who study the native climate of these : 
I plants, will see the necessity for this. The other seasons 

may bo mostly regulated bypositiow. Expose the plants 
j close to the glass in spring; keep them slightly shaded ' 

and cool when in bloom; more shaded, closer, and in a ! 
raoister atmosphere after pruning; freely exposed to the 
sun in the end of summer; and during the autumn, 
never putting them out-of-doors at all, unless in warm 
autumns, in a sheltered place, full in the sun, the ])ots 
protected from its rays, the plants housed before cold : 
nights come, and obtaining a light, open position all 
winter. If on cireular trellises, they should bo turned 1 
jiartly round every other day, that all parts may have , 
light alike. ' 

12thly. Insects.—Red Spider sometimes comes—but 
that, sidphur water, or sulphur fumes, will cause to flit, j 
A worse enemy is a white scale insect At first, and i 
when thin, washing off with soap water may aid you ; 
but when once colonies are formed, a young plant, or 
cutting down the old one and commencing anew, are i 
your best remedies; in the latter case scrubbing well j 

the old stems as the preliminary process. Against these j 

annoyances, cleanliness and high health are the best ] 
safeguards, and for this purpose the syringe and te]nd | 
clear water are good agents, applied sparingly in sunny | 
days in winter, and morning and evening in summer j 

and early autumn. 11. Iisu. j 

THE PETUNIA. j 

This is a florist’s flower that is advancing in public ; 
estimation, both as an ornament to the greenhouse- | 
stage, and to the flower-garden as a bedding-out-plant. 
Perhaps the best that was ever yet raised is the one 
known as the Shruhland Rose Petunia. It is equally- 
beautiful in the greenhouse, and in beds in the open air, 
yet I suspect there are several varieties something like 
it sold for it, and I draw this inference from the lact, 
that a gentlemen from Manchester writes to me for the 
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true ono. lie says lie has had several that have turned 
out counterfeits, which, like counterfeit sovereigns, are 
useless, except to the utterers, when they are not caught 
in the fact, 'there is nothing so grievous to the mind 
of a respectable dealer as that of sending to his customer 
a ])lant not true to its name, which he has had from 
some person in the trade, expecting it to be the genuine 
variety. If he is largely dealing in any popular plant, 
and has obtained the origin of his stock from some one 
that has deceived him, I leave a discerning public to 
judge how distressing his feelings must be, when he 
ilnds he unintentionally has been distributing, to per¬ 
haps numerous customers, a plant not true to its name; 
and what is worse, spreading the mistake, or evil, it 
may be designated, on account of his high and deserved 
(except in such a case) character, he has been supplying 
otlier men in the trade, equally as respectable as him¬ 
self, with plants from the false one. This is a great evil, 
and I think the sending out plants, in the first instance, 
of any kind not true, ought to be punisbable by an ex- 
jiressed law, for there is no knowing how far, through 
the innocent instrumentality of the honest well-known 
sterling dealers, the deceit may be spread. These re¬ 
marks have been drawn from me in consequence of the 
letter from my Manchester correspondent, and I trust If 
ever a dealer is found wilfully and knowingly sending 
out to nurserymen any kind of florist-flower not genuine, 
that, for the protection of innocent men, and the public 
in general, such a dealer may be publicly exposed in the 
gardening periodicals, such exposure to operate not only 
as a warning to would-be-cheats, but also as a punish¬ 
ment to the actual offender in the first onset. 

I have been drawn from my original purpose when 
commencing this essay on the Petunia, and if I have 
made myself clearly understood, I may hope my remarks 
may do good, by removing the onus of wrong dealing 
from the innocent, and placing it where it ought to be, 
upon the guilty man. 'The Petunia is advancing, not 
only in public favour, but also with the florist, because 
it is found capable of improvement by hybridization. I 
may suppose now that tlie Petunia phanicca is extinct; 
but I well remember, some twenty years ago, being highly 
delighted when I first saw the plant in flower. It had 
then a great degree of beauty, but was without a good 
form. ]\Iy young brethren would scarcely recognise it 
now, in tliese days of improvement, in form, colour, and 
substance—the three grand properties of every florist- 
flower. As I do not desire to omit any flower that can 
be placed under the class of florist-flowers, I shall devote 
a week’s essay or two to this showy plant—the Petunia, 
and after they are placed in the hands of our Editor, I 
will give a series of brief descriptive lists of every kind 
of Jlorist-Jiower that is worthy of cultivation in 1853, 
something similar to tho one I gave lately of the Dahlia. 
I am aware that this is an onerous task, but I do not 
shrink from it, being well awai’e such lists are extremely 
useful and desirable to the amateur florist, for whose 
instruction I chiefly write on this subject; and I should 
be much obliged to every grower of good varieties of any 
kind of those flowers, if he would send me a true descrip¬ 
tion of every first-rate variety, in order that the list 

I might be complete, and, consequently, more extensive 
i and useful; the descriptions to bo classed under the 
! heads—form, substance, colour, size, and habit. Such 
j lists, drawn from various quarters, would be far more 

complete and essentially useful than any single one that 
any one dealer might furnish in his catalogue. I hope 
my wish for these descriptions will be attended to at 
once, as the season is fast approaching when it will be 
desirable to put them into the hands of tho purchasers, 
in order that they may jn'oeure them in time for tho 
next year. 'They may either be sent to me, at Victoria 

, Nursery, Uxbridge, at once, or be sent to the Editor, 
! 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London. 

To return to tho Petunia. In the first place it is de¬ 
sirable to know what are the properties of a good Petunia. 
1. Form.—The flower should be round without notches 
on the edge, and it should be rather inclined to cup, tliat 
is, the outer edges should not bend back. 2- Substance.— 
Tlie petals should be stout, and able to keep tlie form 
nearly as long as the colour lasts perfect. 3. Colour.— 
When a self, it should be clear without fading at the 
edges; when striped, each stripe should he well defined, j 

and each colour distinct. 4. Size.—Each flower should 
be at least one-and a-lialf to two inches across ; if large 
they are liable to bend back. 5. Habit.—'The plant ' 
should be rather dwarf, and produce flowers abundantly; 
the foliage should he rather small, in order that every , 
flower may bo seen distinctly. 'T. Aiu'leby. 

(Z'o he continued.) 

CONIFERiE. 

{Continued from page 40.) 

Dacrydium.—'This name is derived from dacru, a tear, 
on account of the gummy tear-like exudations on the 
leaves and branches. 'The foliage of the plants in this 
genus are singular and ornamental. I had intended, 
when I first began these essays on Couiferae, to confine 
myself to the hardy species only ; but as The Cottage 
Gardener and Gentlesian’s Cojipanion is now found 
on the tables of those who have large conservatories, 
I think my list ought to include such Coniferae as are 
ornamental and suitable for such garden buildings. 
For this reason I include the genus at the head of this 
article, and shall also mcludo other genera of a similar 
character; and I do this for the simple, yet sufficient, 
reason, that of rendering the essays complete and useful 
to every class of readers. 'That the genus Dacrydium is 
too tender to bear the open air is, I fear, too certain a 
fact; but the species are admirably adapted to ornament 
a conservatory or winter garden, either planted out in 
the borders, or grown in pots. In either case, they 
should be grown in pure, strong loam, well drained. 

Dacrydium cupressinum (Cypress-like D.), from New 
Zealand, where it is called by Europeans the New Zealand 
Spruce Fir. Dr. Solander first discovered this tree when 
accompanying Captain Cook on his first voyage. 'I’hat 
attentive commander, in order to prevent the attacks 
of that scourge of sailors, the scurvy, made from this 
tree a kind of spruce-bcer, but found it so very astrin¬ 
gent, that be was obliged, in order to prevent the bad 
effects of tbis quality, to mix it with a tea made of the 
tea-plant of that country (the Lejytospermim scoparkim). [ 
'This species was found on the sides of tho hills, and ■ 
also on the sea-coast nearly down to the water. 'The . 
trees were tall and slender, reaching nearly one hun- ! 
dred feet in height, whilst the stems seldom exceeded ! 
three feet in diameter. 'This disproportion, however, 
was not seen, because the stems were hid by widc- 
spreadiug, drooping branches. 'The wood is hard, more 
so than any other resin-bearing trees in that country, 
and is beautifully variegated with white and red. ^ 

Dacrydium elatum (Tall D.).—'This is the Juniperns \ 
rigida of Dr. Wallich, and tho J. data of Roxburgh. ' 
It is a native of Pulo-Penang. 'J’he tree attains a great 
height, and is very ornamental. Introduced about 1830, ^ 
but is yet rather scarce. 

Dacrydium Franklandh syn. D. huonense (Iluon i 
Pine), found in a district of that name in Tasmania, i 
'This is a valuable tree in that country; the timber ' 
is used for ship-building and other purposes. Mr. James I 

Backhouse, tho nurseryman at York, travelled througli 
that part of tho world, and wrote a very interesting 
“Narrative of a Visit to tho Australian Colonies,” and 
describes this tree to be large, and of a pyramidal form, 
growing to the heighth of a hundred feet, with a trunk 
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twenty-fivo feet in circumference. The branches from 
the trunk are nearly horizontal, and are clothed with 
numerous, slender, pendant, scaly hrauchlets, of a lively 
green, serving the purpose of leaves, as is the case with 
the Cypress and Arbor Vitas. The wood is close-grained 
and more durable than the White American Pine, and 
has an ai'omatic smell. There are some specimens of 
this very handsome Pine in the greenhouse at Kew that 
have attained the height of five feet in pots. If they 
were planted out in a large, lofty conservatory, they 
would rival in beauty the beautiful Araucaria excelsa. 
The plant strikes easily from cuttings, and is now to bo 
found in most of the nurseries near London. 

Daceyiuuji Mai (Mai D.), so named by Mr. Cunning¬ 
ham, who discovered it in New Zealand. Very little 
is known about this species, though it is, I believe, in 
Messrs. Knight and Perry’s uuitiue collection of these 
interesting plants. 

Bajimara.—The Dammer, or Amboyna Pine, a very 
remarkable genus, but, like the preceding one, not quite 
hardy in this country. The genus difi'ors from other 
Coniferffi in its leaves, which are broad and long, like a 
more common deciduous tree. The name, Dammara, is 
derived from the Malay language, the word being ap¬ 
plied by the natives to the resin the plant {D. orientalisj 
produces. This resin is very curious ; it is transparent 
as crystal, and hangs from the trees like icicles, a foot 
long, and three or four inches broad. It is much prized 
by the natives, and used as incense. The trees attain 
the height of eighty feet. 

Dammara orientalis (Eastern Dammer Pine, or 
Amboyna Pitch-Tree). 

Dammara Australis (Southern Dammer, or Courie 
Pine).—This is a tree that strikes Europeans with sur¬ 
prise in its native woods, where it grows seventy feet 
without a branch. This peculiarity renders the timber 
valuable from the absence of knots ; and added to that 
is the fact, that the timber is excellent. It produces, 
also, resin as abundantly as the eastern species, and is, 
besides, much hardier. In the warmer parts of Europe, 
this tree, on account of its valuable properties, should 
be planted largely; but in this country we must be 
content to admire its beauty in our lofty conservatories. 

Fren'ela (ileaning unknown). — This genus was 
established by INIirbcl, and is used by Messrs. Knight 
and Perry in their excellent Synopsis of Coniferous 
Plants, to which I am largely indebted for many facts 
on this interesting tribe of trees. 

Erenela Australis, Cupressus Atistralis in The Cot¬ 
tage Gardeners’ Dictionary (The Southern, or Oyster 
Pay Pine).—This tree is found on the eastern coast of 
Tasmania, better known as Van Diemen’s Land. Mr. 
Jlackhouso says, that though the tree is small, seldom 
exceeding fifty feet high, yet it is useful for building 
purjioses, and has an aromatic smell. It is the Thuja 
Australis of Desfontaincs. 

Erenela cupressieormis (Cypress-like E.).—New 
1 lolland. 

Erenela Eotiiergillii (Eothergill’s E.).—Native of 
Now Holland. 

Erenela macrostachya (Long-spiked E.).—New 
Holland. 

Erenela triquetra (Three-sided E.).—New Holland. 
All these are greehhouse or conservatory plants, 

though some of them have lived for some years in the 
south of England and north of Ireland without protec¬ 
tion. They are singular, curious trees, having much the 
a])])earauce of the common Equisetum or Mare’s-tail of 
our swamps, magnified into trees. They are all easily 
grown in sandy-peat and loam, and propagated by 
cuttings. T. Appleby. 

{To be continued.) 

ON THE EORMATION OP SUBURBAN 

GARDENS. 

It very often happens that a space of moro or loss 
extent is found at the sides or back of many of our 
villa, or suburban houses, which the taste of the owner 
would bo glad to see converted into something useful. 
I do not here mean those “ front gardens,” about the 
laying-out of which so much dilference of opinion is 
abroad, but those slips or yards at the less exposed sides 
of the house; and which, though often hemmed in with 
buildings, are yet free from that incessant trafiic which 
marks tlie “ kitchen or stable yard: ” in fact, I mean 
those snug out-of-the-way corners, whore the ordinary 
business of the household brings but few trespassers. 
Many of these little spots arc highly cultivated, and 
aflbrd the occupant many a pleasant hour, when the 
stern business of city concerns arc over for tlie day ; 
while, on the other hand, we have been pained to see 
the evil effects of attempting too much on such little 
spots. It is in vain to think of making a park out of a 
pocket-handkerchief; and it is equally vain to think of 
growing many of the more cumbrous vegetables on a 
spot not much larger than a dining-room carpet. In 
vain does the anxious proprietor (in the afternoons 
when he returns from the scene of his city labours) 
look for the smaller vegetables and other crops, pro¬ 
gressing under a heavy load of scarlet runners, or 
“Somebody's” tall marrow peas, which he was induced 
to buy and jilant upon the authority of their raiser’s 
advertising claims. I say, in vain he may look for any 
thing in the shape of onions (except an elongated stem 
like bullrushes), where the better half of his bed is 
overwhelmed by the pondrous mass of scarlet runners, 
which his sticks have inefi'ectually struggled to main¬ 
tain in an upright position. A similar disaster will 
most likely befall any small produce that may have a 
tall growing potato for a neighbour; and, in fact, the 
anxiety to obtain so much from so limited a spot leads 
to disappointment quite as great as that of attempting 
to give the few rods of ground in the “ front garden ” a 
“ park-like appearance.” Objects of art may bo exhi¬ 
bited in miniature, but those of Nature can rarely be 
made so to conform with anything like a satisfactory 
result; therefore, the inexperienced suburban occupant, 
who has such a small plot to occupy with some of the 
useful productions of cultural science, must remember 
that the very excellent things he is accustomed to look 
upon in Covent Garden, and other markets, are the 
produce of many districts, wide apart, but which the 
experience of many years has proved to be the best for 
producing each of them in that perfection he sees so 
good. Though ho cannot reasonably expect to equal 
them, yet he may grow many things to a tolerable degree 
of excellence, provided his soil, situation, and other 
things be all favourable. 

Now it often happens that ground in the immediate 
contact with buildings has received an accession to its 
ordinary condition, in the shape of largo quantities of 
earth and other materials dug out of the foundations, 
&c., of the surrounding structures; yet it rarely happens j 

that those who have the care of depositing such matters ' 
have any regard at all for any future use the ground 
may be put to; unless, perchance, they think it a suit¬ 
able place on which to pile uj) some more of their 
bricks and mortar; therefore, it is not unlikely but the | 
amateur, when he first ])uts his spade in the “ back j 

yard,” finds its downward jirogress arrested by some j 

stone too ugly to work even into the foundation; or, it 
may be, the spade may bo drawn up with a material ' 
clinging to it which he in vain tries to disentangle, so 
often docs the stiff adhesive clay of the subsoil get brought | 
to the top when there is no ultimate object in preventing i 
its being spread there ; should the latter be the case, | 
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the amateur must, as carel'ully as he can, remove 
a great part of it, and after getting at the good soil, 

■ vvliicli for distinction I will call “natural,” ho must 
endeavour to bring that to tlio surface, burying a deal of 
the waste matter at least two feet below the surface, 
providing he cannot afford to take it away altogether. 
In this operation, bo it remembered, that all opening or 
porous substance might with advantage be retained, and 
tiicse being mixed with the clay, will produce an effect 
tending to its amelioration. This class of fertilizers 
includes all the waste mortar that can be had, chippings 
of stones, and bricks; and even wooden chips are not 
without their uses. Supposing the clay to be buried 
beyond the ordinary reach of cultivation, yet it is better 
tliat the subsoil should be to a certain extent ])orous, 
and the articles above-mentioned are the best of any for 
making it so. I have said nothing of draining, because 
1 apprehend that the welfare of adjoining buildings had 
rendered that important object necessary before garden¬ 
ing was thought of; if not, some little dilKculties may 
exist in the way of disposing of the water; but this can 
only be arrived at on the spot. 

'J'his preliminary operation being performed, it is better 
to wait awhile before advancing much further, if circum¬ 
stances will allow of delay. Ground that has been trod¬ 
den upon, and covered up beneath a mass of impenetrable 
matter, requires exposure to the atmosphere before it re¬ 
gains those fertilizing properties it held previous to its 
interment; and at whatever time of year the operation 
of raising it to the surface is performed, a more or less 
period of jtreparation is required before it be lit to sup- 
])ort vegetation, or to afford it those nutritious juices 
so necessary to its support. This process is more slow 
in autumn tlian at any other period of the year; and, 
perhaps, it may bo more active in the hottest 2)art of the 
summer. The cold drying winds of s^ning are not with¬ 
out their uses, neither are the winter frosts; the last, 
perhaps, being the best for extracting all jiernicious 
matter, and loosening those hands of adhesion, a loosen¬ 
ing so essential to soils becoming fertile. Now the 
same rule holds good here, which we have so often laid 
down for the trenching or tilling of ground — it must 
be often done; — the rough turned-up eartli, after being 
partially dried, or otherwise benefited by the atmo- 
sjihere, &c., may be further improved by having other 
jiortions of it e.xposed to the action of the elements. 
I let it, therefore, be digged over in dry weather; or, if in 
winter, when its surface is partially frozen, so as to 
bear the treading on; and at all times avoid treading 
upon the dry portion during this probationary process, 
and by-aud-by you will bo rewarded by the fine condi¬ 
tion the ground is left in; and, eventually, planting and 
other duties may be done; at the same time taking care 
that nothing be done until you have contemjdated in your 
mind’s eye the ulterior effects such jdairtiug will liave. 
In fact, before commencing planting at all, it is better to 
consider where the principal and subordinate walks are 
to bo, and any other arrangement that may be deemed 
advisable had better be done before any extensive 
cropping be gone into; and first of all, the wall-trees, if 
there be any intended, might be j)lanted, and the walk, 
edging, &c. formed, and other work done which may be 
))roperly called the foundation of the whole ])lan, and, 
like every other foundation, supports and maintains the 

I whole superstructure ;' it is, therefore, im[)erative that it 
be good, and that nothing bo introduced calculated to 
mar the affair; but as the subject is one deserving parti- 
cidar attention, 1 will a2)2icnd some more observations 
next week. J. Robson. 

WILLIAM AND ANN JONES. 

By the Jiillwrcss of '‘My Floircrs," dc. 

“ liEMEMBEE, rcmemher, that thou keep holy the Sabbath 
day.” "Who among us remembers this as we ouglit? Those 
who most diligently seek to Itonour the Sabbath will be the 
most ready to confess that they come short of this slrong 

i and remarkable command. They will feel most deeply the 
j requirements of God’s holy law, and theii' own forgetfulness ; 

how must it then really be with those who neither remember 
! the charge, nor mourn over their guilty disregard of it ? 
! It is wholesome and instructive to mark tlie dealings of 
! God wltli men, in judgment as well as in mercy—not in the 
I spirit of uncharitableness, but as warnings and calls to 
! our.selves, to take heed lest we fall into the same condernna- 
1 tion, and to glorify our merciful God because He hath 
i hiilierto spared us. 

William and Ann Jone.s liave lived, with a young family 
growing up around them, “ without God in tho world.” 
They have always been respectable, hard-working, well- 
behaved, honest pieoide, and, therefore, the world thought 
well of tliem; but still, when we live in quiet, res2)ectable 
defiance of God's commands, wo are living without Him in 
the world. William Jones did sometimes go to church, to 
be sure, but very seldom, and his wife never. She. lived for 
years at the churchyard gate, within fifty yards of the free 
sittings, but she never went in. She had a large family, a 
baby, little children to look after; she could go out to work 
in the fields veiy often indeed, but somehow, on Sundays, 
her cottage and her childi'en could not be left; she had a 
great deal to do. It was very strange, hut so it was; and 
she remained contentedly at home. 

A lady who had known Jones and his wife from their 
! being little children, and had a great regard for them, 
1 always employed Ann about her pretty cottage, and engaged 
j her as a kind of “unattached” servant, to come and be 

useful whenever she was wanted, and a very honest creature 
j she was; but this lady strove in vain to persuade her to 
: lieop holy the Sabbath day, and go to church. She warned, 

exhorted, and reasoned, but all in vain. The heart was not 
j in Ann Jones to honour the Sabbath, and she civilly listened, 

but did her own way after all. Her mistress would not turn 
I her away because of her guilty obstinacy, for she hojied in 
, time to prevail; and she knew that more was to he done 
j while she had influence over her than if she wholly gave 
I her ui); but she very often spoke very seriously to her, and 

pressed the subject home where a mother alway.s feels 
it most. 

“You will be i^unished in your childi’en, Ann; some 
j judgment will certainly come upon you for your determined 
■ refusal to go to church. Dejiend U2)on it the daj' will come 

when you will bitterly feel it; you have no excuse : your 
; eldest girl can mind the children when yon are out at work, 
' and therefore once on the Sunday she might mind them 
I while you are worshipping God.” 
: No; Ann Jones liked to earn money, and there was no 
: pay at the church door. She served her mistress well, 
' because she knew her, and felt her kindness in a thousand 
* ways: she saw and touched the money, the clothes, tho 
; broth, the gruel, &c., that she received from tho arm of 
j fiesh; but she “knew not God,” nor noticed the ble.ssings 
1 Ho showered down upon her, and therefore she did not 
’ care to servo Him, or to go into His presence. She made 
I Ilis day a day of business, that she might make her own 
j days days of gain, and went on very quietly and contentedly 
in her sin. One of the little boys was placed as cowboy to 

! a neighbouring farmer, who was a steady attendant at 
; church himself, with all his family, but who forgot, or did 
j not consider, th.at he wa.s bid to “remember” tiiat his 
' servants also should keep holy the Sabbath day; so little 

Willy spent one whole year, Sabbaths and week-days, in tho 
midst of his cows, and was never for that whole time sent 
once to church. 

One day, about a month ago, we suddenly heard that one 
of Jones’ little boys was dead. Scarlet fever had attacked 
the child, and in a very few days he was taken from them, 
llcfore the funeral took place, another sickened and died. 
The third who was struck with the disease was poor little 
AVilly, who had on that very Sunday, through the strong 
representations of a lady, been sent for the first time to 
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church ; hut he left his cows that flay for ever, ami his place 
knew him no more! He recovered, indeed, of the fever, 
and another child sickened and died while Willy was getting 
well; hut just as he began to creep again out-of-doors, and 
gain strength, liis body began to swell, and his mother igno¬ 
rantly and obstinately disregarded the doctor’s directions, 
until too late to save her child ; and 2’oor little Willy is now- 
laid beside the sister and Ijrothers who have gone before 
him. The poor mother is almost stunned with the force of 
these repeated visitations ; four times within the month has 
the bell tolled for her; four times has death entered her 
dwelling; four times has the voice of the Lord sounded in 
her ears. Of the five children that lived at home, the baby 
in arms only is left; and the stillness—the solemn, terrible 
silence of that once noisy cottage—must agonise the hearts 
of the bereaved iiarents ; it must cry louder than any earthly 

I warning, “ Hear the rod, and who hath a^fpointed it.” 
1 Little can be said to .Tones and his wife as yet. The 

house is iirfeoted, and unsafe; and it needs more than a 
hasty passing moment to say all that can bo said on such 
an occasion. But if this heavy chastening does not touch 
and teach the heart; if they “ pull away the shoulder,” and 
“ w ill none of God's reproof,” what can man’s feeble word 
do for them ? This is no light matter, easy to be mis- 
understood ; this is no trifling circumstance, that seems to 
need man’s hand to drive it home: it is a loud and terrible 
call from God’s own mouth—a sharp and terrible blow from 
God’s owm hand—can tliey refuse to hear and understand it? 

“Whether they will hear, or whether Ihey will forbear,” 
let my cottage readers, yea, readers of all degrees, harken. 
This is a call; a cry to vs. What are we doing on the 
Sabbath? We may not be minding our children, or clean¬ 
ing oiu’ houses, or secretly washing our clothes ; hut are we 
keeping it holy ! Are we “ doing our owm ways,” “ finding 
our own ideasure,” “ speaking our own words,” on that holy 
day ? Are we going to church in the morning, and doing 

j our owoi business the rest of the day, if we do go to church 
I at all ? Are we not “Jones’s” in our different \vays and 

different siiheres ? The letter written; the worldly book, 
the newspaper, read ; the journey or the excursion taken ; 
the light, thoughtless, worldly conversation indulged in; 
the visit paid or received, are “ our own w-ays,” “ pleasimcs,” 
and “ words,” quite as much as cleaning and washing our 
clothes and houses. W'ho among us are altogether guiltless 
in this matter? WTio among us remember that the Sabbath 
is declared by the Lord to be “ a sign between me and you, 
throughout your generations : that ye may know that I am 
the Lord that doth sanctify you.” Wlio among us hallows 
it as it ought to be hallowed? Who among us “remembers” 
w'liat the "Word of the Lord hath spoken. 

Let us all take home to our hearts the affliction that has 
fallen upon William and Ann Jones, the chastening they 
have received, and lay our hands upon our mouths. The 
rod may fall next, if it has not already done so, upon oiu’- 
selves. Let us walk so that our God may visit us m mercy, 
and not in judgment; for self-condemnation sharpiens and 
poisons the arrow that enters the heart. Let us remember 
the w'ords of Him, our Eedeemer, who came to seek and 
save that which was lost; “ Those eighteen upon whom the 
tower of Siloam fell and slew them, think ye they w'ere 
sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem ? I tell you 
nay ; but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish,” 

WILD BEES. 

Tg 11, W. Newman, Esq. 

I {Continuedfrom page 5‘i.) 

j APIS MtlSCORUM, OR MOSS CARDER. 

I The queen mother of this species is not so largo as that 
of the others I have described, and she is the latest of the 

I Bombinatrices in appearing in the sjjring. Her colour is 
pale yellow, very nearly the same as the moss in which she 
makes her nest, the body is hairy, the proboscis long, legs 
black; the abdomen of the male is longer than that of the 
female. The worker becomes cinereous as it gets older. 
Tins sirecies is very easily taken, as they make their nest on 
the surface of the moss, and in most cases removed from 
the tread of cattle, in some quiet bank, or retired spot with a 

southern aspect. One single queen commences a colony,! 
which, in general, is few in number, although in favourable! 
situations in Scotland, where the wild flowers of their seekingi 
abound, I have found two hundred in number, and fromi 
that down to twenty, or even ten. This is a good sp)ecies'' 
for watching the operations of the queen bee. I have easily i 
taken many of their nests, the same way as the last de- j 
scribed. The more cultivated and rich the counLy, the 1 
fewer bees of this species are found, and they vary in ! 
colour. In Scotland they are of a much darker yellow, and 
are called the foggg-hee, from moss being called fog, in that 
part of the kingdom. 

When shooting on the IMoors, in August, I have found the ^ 
nest of this species verj- weak in numbers ; sometimes only } 
three or four workers besides the queen ; one wonders how 
they exist in such a miserable locality; however, there they 
may be seen, booming along, and in a very calm day their 
hum is the only sound heard except the whirr of the Moor¬ 
cock. When a boy, I had many colonies of these insect.s in 
my garden, and have w-atcbed their habits, which I can 
inform my readers are precisely the same as those already 
described, at least as to the males adopting a voluntary 
banishment and never rctiu-ning to their nest. Excepting 
to an habitual obseiwer, this is the most difficult species to 
watch, as the difference in colour and aiipearance is less than 
in any others between the workers and drones; the antenna! 
of the latter are lai’ge, and a little curved, like a cow’s-horn. 

In an old orchard overgrown with moss, in Northampton¬ 
shire, I fouird at least twenty of their nests in the space of 
twenty yards square ; no cattle had been in it, as it adjoined 
a kitchen garden, nor had there been any carts or waggons 
there. I had some difficulty myself to walk without treading 
on their nests, which may be known by being a little raiseil 
above the surface, and the moss a lighter colour. These 
bees are fond of the wildest of all wild flow-ers ; they fly very 
near the earth, but have a verj- straight flight; they may be 
seen on the wild flowers in the deepest vallies and woods, 
as well as on the highest hills, and they are by far the 
hardiest and strongest of all their congeners. I have seen 
them, in moat stormy weather, winging their way from flower 
to flower, at a time when no other hee could be seen to 
brave the wind and rain. 

The male of this species is the latest of all in appearance, 
at least in our climate, seldom appearing before the end of 
Augtist or beginning of September, and may be distin¬ 
guished by his low flight along hedgerows, and his stopping 
frequently as if intending to go into the ground; this he will 
continue for a mile together, and, if watched, he wall be seen 
to retm-n to the same places more than ten times in an houi'! 
There are two or three varieties of the Apis Museomm, one 
of which the workers ai'e good sized bees, with scarcely any 
small ones in the nest; these inhabit the West of England. 
I found that it does not answer the end to examine the nest 
of the Carders often. I fomid a strong nest in North ampton- 

i shire, a few years since, and examined it repeatedly by 
brealdng the moss; at last, a young friend of mine, wishing 
to have it in his garden, we went one night to take it, and 
discovered about one thousand ants in possession of the 
combs, and all the bees gone. The ants had got through 
the moss where it was broken and unguarded, and had 
overpowered the bees. 

Should any of ray readers wish to make experiments on 
any species of these insects, they should choose the end of 
July or beginning of August, or, if a dry, hot summer, a fort¬ 
night earlier. By far the most interesting of the .species I 
have described ai-e the Apis Lucorum and Lapidariw. The 
males of each of these are beautiful in their colours, and 
easily distinguished from the workers. The love of then' 
offspring is strongly developed in all these insects. AVhen 
first I took their nests, the only combs I robbed them of 
were those containing honey, being, like a time boy, fond of 
sweets; the bees that I brought with these combs generally 
emptied the cells and deserted them. I afterwards found 
that whenever I took the combs containing young brood in 
embryo, this was never the case. 

{To be continued.) 
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COCHINS, DORKINGS, AND SPANISH. 

I HAVE read tlie correspondence wliioli lias appeared in 
your paper, on the relative merits of the Cochin-China, 
Dorking, and Spanish fowls, with interest and amusement, 
not unmingled with instruction. "While this discussion 
show's, beyond doubt, how' much the interest felt upon this 
subject is increasing, its appeai’ance in the columns of 
your little publication equally proves that we are to look, 
for the fntm'e, upon The Cottage Gardener as the 
medium of inter-communication between poultiy-fanciers. 

Tlie important question is, as it seems to me, which of 
the varieties named is the most useful and the most profit¬ 
able—audits solution depends upon several considerations. 
The man, for instance, who should declare, ex calhedra, that 
the race-horse is superior to the cart-horse, merely because 
he can gallop round him; and he who, on the other hand, 
should decide that the cart-horse is more useful than the 
racer, merely because he can draw a greater weight, are 
equally wrong in their judgment, or equally unfit to form an 
opinion. They are of difterent varieties, and the questioir 
being, which is the best, its true answer is, that which com¬ 
bines in itself the greatest number of good points with the 
fewest bad ones. 

Taking this to be the real question in controversy among 
your correspondents, I request permission to state the result 
of my experience; for it is only by such friendly discussions 
as these that facts are elicited, opinions compared, and 
moot points satisfactorily cleared up. And, first, it is right 
that I should state that I am an old fancier, and have acted 
ns judge at different Exhibitions ; that I have kept Spanish 
fowds for many years; that an intimate friend of mine keeps 
nothing but Dorkings, and I have access to his poultry- 
yard as freely as to my own ; and that I have kept Cochins, 
besides my Spanish, for about four years. These, and what 
I have had the opportunity of ohseiwing of all the breeds 
in the yards of many fanciers of my acquaintance, are my 
means of forming a judgment of the relative merits of the 
varieties in question. 

In the next place, I apprehend that the useful and the 
profitable are made up of the following points :—Which 
are the most prolific ; which the best mothers and nurses ; 
which are the most easily reared, and attain maturity the 
earliest; and which are the most valuable when that ma¬ 
turity is reached. I propose to touch, shortly, upon each of 
these points seriatim. First, then, which of the three 
varieties is the most prolific ? This question divides itself 
into two. If we look at eggs alone, the Spanish, though 
the smallest hen of the three, lays, undoubtedly, the largest 
egg. In my opinion, she laj's as many of them as the 
Cochin, and consequently a greater weight in the whole, but 
she never sits. The Cochin is, undoubtedly, as “ Gallus ” 
candidly admits, far superior to the Dorking as a layer, 
and lays during a much longer period of the year, and she 
has this superiority over even the Spanish, that she lays 
better dming the winter months, when fresh eggs are most 
valuable. 

As regards the hatching of the eggs, the Cochins, in my 
opinion, heat both their competitors hollow. There are 
fewer bad eggs in proportion to the number sat, and the 
chickens come out stronger than those of either of the 
other varieties. As mothers and nurses, the Spanish, as I 
have said, do not enter into the competition. The Dorkings 
are good in both respects; hut I am inclined to award the 
palm to the Cochins, on account of their soft and fluffy 
down, and the extreme quietness and gentleness of their 
disposition; and they begin to lay again sooner than any 
other fowl. I am also most decidedly of opinion, that of all 
the chickens I know, none are so easily reared as the 
Cochins. The qualities of the mother, to which I have just 
alluded, contribute, no doubt, to this result; but even under 
mothers of other breeds (of which, however, 1 by no means 
recommend the use, where Cochin mothers are to be had) 
I have found them easier to rear than either Spanish or 
Dorkings. Between the two last-mentioned varieties, I am 
somewhat at a loss to decide this point, but on the whole, I 
think the Spanish perhaps less delicate in constitution than 
the Dorkings. Out of 120 Cochin chickens hatched this 
year, by Cochin mothers (of which I kept some inferior 
ones for the purpose), I did not lose more than half-a-dozem 

I have never been anything like so fortunate with my 
Spanish, nor has my neighbour with his Dorkings. 

As regards early maturity, the Cochins and Dorkings are 
both superior to the Spanish, and I believe the Cochins beat 
the Dorkings too. On the 8rd of June, some chickens, 
weighing above five pounds each, were shown at Cheltenham, 
if I recollect right, by Mr. Lawton, of York; and I myself 
killed, in July, a cockerel hatched in March, w’hich weighed 
(dead) nearly six pounds. I have never seen or heard of 
any Dorkings which attained those weights in the same 
length of time, and certainly Spanish will not do so. As 
table fowl, for roasting, I think there is very little difference 
between the three varieties, in point of quality. Fed alike, 
their flesh is equally good in flavour, and, no doubt, equally 
nutritious. But for boiling, I agi’ee with the poulterers, 
that the Dorkings are the best, because they are the whitest 
in the skin, and in the leg ; and this delicate white appear¬ 
ance is, no doubt, one reason for their selling best in the 
market, as Mr. Bailey says they do. 

On the whole, my deliberate conviction is, that the Cochins 
will be found tlie most useful, and (for all purposes) the 
most profitable of any variety of domestic poultry yet known 
in this country. I have no prejudice in this matter, having 
good Spanish, as well as good Cochins, of my own, and the 
means of obtaining good Dorkings by the asldng for ; and, 
indeed, I was so far prepossessed in favour of the Spaniards, 
from having keiit them so long, and taken so much pains to 
procure the best of them, that I have not yet given them 
up, nor do I intend doing so; and 1 have only given my 
verdict in favoim of their rivals because my judgment com- 
pells me to do so. I must, however, he understood to refer 
to the short-legged, compact breeds of Cochins, and not to 
the coarser varieties; in fact, to compare the best of the 
one with the best of the other breeds. 

There are some minor points which it may be well to 
notice, lest I should he thought to have overlooked them. 

The Cochins are, of all fowls, the most “domestic,” and 
the easiest to keep at home. A fence of the height of three 
feet will confine them; they are tractable and quiet to a 
degree, and are neat and pretty in their appearance. I Jo not 
at all agree with some of your correspondents, that they are 
greater eaters than other fowls in proportion to their weight. 
The farmer does not expect to feed a large Short-horn with 
the same quantity of provender that will suffice for a little 
Scot. And I am of opinion, after repeated trials, near 
enough to convince both my servant and myself, although 
not so nicely made as to justify me in giving exact weights, 
that, allo'iving for the extra size, neither old nor young 
Cochins consume more food than Spanish (and ducks, by 
the way, beat both hollow). 

With regard to present estimation and value, there cannot 
be two opinions. To say nothing of some few extra speci¬ 
mens, scores of Cochins were sold this year, to my know¬ 
ledge, at £!i each, and hundreds at i£2 and .£3 ; and I shall 
not be simprised if some of Mr. Sturgeon’s birds bring, at 
his sale next week, greater prices than these. There were, 
undoubtedly, poultry shows, and good ones, before Cochins 
were introduced into this country ; but what would our 
shows now be without them ? Eveiy one, I think, will 
admit that, in these days, the principal classes—those which 
attract most attention, and excite the keenest competition 
amongst amateurs—are the Cochins. This may, to some 
extent, wear off, as they get more common (although I 
cannot say I expect it); but, depend upon it, good birds 
will always command remunerative ludces, and greatei' ones 
than either Spanish or Dorkings ever fetched, although a 
first rate Spanish or Dorking fowl will still bring a good 
price ; and I repeat that I by no means wish to he under¬ 
stood as intending to depreciate them when I say I prefer 
the Cochins. The latter have, undoubtedly, taken a position 
which, in my humble opinion, their merits will sustain for 
them; and this is the test of tlieir value. 

That I am not singular in the estimate I have formed, 
the correspondence already published by you sufficiently 
shows. In further coiToboration of it, I refer yorr to the 
following extract from a Cairadian paper (published at 
Toronto) :— 

“ On looking over the list of premiums offered by the 
‘ Agricultural Society ’ for the next month, I was much sur¬ 
prised by finding so little attention paid to a ‘ class ’ which 
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needs improvement here perhaps more than in any other 
I conuU-y. I allude to poultry. 
j “ The committee place at the head of this class, ‘ Dor- 
j kings’ (without saying whether ‘white’ or ‘spangled’)— 
I then follow ‘ Polands,’ and lastly ‘ Large Breed ’—what the 
j ‘ Large Breed ’ may be, it is impossible to say. Surely the 
j managers are sadly behind the age in knowledge of poultry, 
I if they are not aware, that there are many varieties of fowls 

superior to the ‘ Dorking ’ and ‘ Poland.’ The Dorking is 
no doubt a fine bird, as compared with the common, little, 
miserable objects usually sold in our markets, called 
‘ chickens,’ and possesses many good qualities—and the 
Poland has beauty of appearance, as well as fertility of 
eggs to recommend it, but into what insignificance they 
creep w'hen placed near any of the Cochin-China, or 
Shanghai varieties. There are two families from Cochin- 
China,—the ‘ Royal,’ and ‘ Imperial; ’ four, from Shanghai, 
the Black, White, Buff, and Brown, all of which are superior 
to the Dorking and Poland, in the following qualities:— 
First, size; second, quaUly of flesh ; third, number of eggs ; 
fourth, fertility of egg ; fifth, hardihood of chickens ; sixth, 
better nurses; and seventhly, value of feathers (nearly as 
valuable a,s those of geese). Add to all this, they have 
borne our winters, even better than our common fowls have 
done, and surely any person who has ever seen one of these 
magnificent birds could scarcely pass them over without 
notice. 

“I have mentioned ‘Shanghai’s’ and Cochin-China’s 
because I am more familiar with them, than other foreign 
varieties, but there are other birds which have their 
cliampions ; say ‘Brahma Pootra’ (20 lbs. tlie pair), ‘Great 
•lava,’ ‘ Pl3Tnouth Rock ’ (18 lbs. the pair), ‘ Black Spanish ’ 
(superior to Poland in weiglit, and lay quite as well), and 
many others which we ought to know more about, a know¬ 
ledge which can easily be obtained by a perusal of an ex¬ 
cellent work lately published at Boston, called ‘ Dixon and 
Kerr’s Omament.al and Domestic Poultiy Book’—a work as 
superior to our old-fashioned poultry books as an ‘ Imperial 
Cochin cock ’ is to a half-bred Bantam.” 

This statement is especially valuable as beainng testimony 
that the Cochins will bear even a Canadian winter “ better 
than our common fowls,” and before I quit it, I will add, 
that I shall be much obliged to any of yom’ correspondents 
wiio can give any information resxiecting the other large 
varieties of poultry mentioned in it, or who can tell me 
whether “ Dixon and Kerr’s Poultry Book ” can be had in 
this country. 

You will have observed that I have said nothing respecting 
the dift'erent varieties of Cochins; this, as you are aware, 
will appear in another form. In conclusion, I would add 
my caution to that of Mr. 'Wingfield (to whom, and to 
“ Gallus,” I feel much indebted for their contributions to 
your paper)—“ to avoid all crossing.” AJirsf. cross wiU do 
for the spit, but after that they soon degenerate into down¬ 
right mongrels.—Cochin. 

EXPENSE OF FEEDING COCHIN-CHINA 

FOWLS. 

Just as I am sending off to you the result of another 
weelv’s trial of the relative quantities of food consumed by 

! Cochin-Chinas and Spanish, I read (in The Cottaue Gar¬ 

dener of October 21st) 

“ 'fhe strain of strutting chanticleer 
Cry Cock-a-doodle-doo ! ” 

And I m.ay as well answer it with the words preceding 
these lines. Bow! wow! of which there is a good deal 
m Mr. Cock-a-doodle-doo’s paper. Let me remind him, 

I and “ Q-in-the-corner ” too, whose answer, by-the-by, is 
: raucli more (to my mind) to the purpose than poor 
j dear Cocky’s, that I have never brought into my m’gu- 

ments the words, which they both use — “in proportion 
to their size.” I have nothing to do “ with proportion to 
size.” I have been discussing Cochins, as to whether they 
are the best fowls to keep altogether, or not, taking into 
consideration their merits (to which I have never been 
blind), and their fault of “ heiny such large consumers of 

food,” which fact I can neither be written nor persuaded 
out of, for I have proved it, not only to my own satisfaction, 
but to that of every unprejudiced or uninterested person. 

As an eating fowl, a Dorking must always be its superior. 
It can be got up to the same weight (even saying nothing 
as to flavour, and “ white meat,” when cooked) at a less 
expense than the Cocliin. Surely, then, where chickens are 
in demand, it is a more paying fowl to the cottager. 

As a layer, if a Spanish fowl, at a cost of twopence a 
week, can produce, say (by way of argument) five eggs, 
weighing lUoz., against six eggs from the Cochin-China, 
weighing 12 oz., but at a cost of fourpence a week,—I leave 
it to the cottager to say which (if he wants eggs) will suit 
his pocket best. 

I have been told by Anster Bonn, and others, that Cochin- 
Chinas “did not eat more than other fowls.” Now, how¬ 
ever, the ground is changed, and “ proportion to size ” 
comes into play. I therefore presume it is beginning to be 
allowed that “ they do eat more than others and common 
sense may well (like the Iiish echo) answer, “ they do.” 
The Cochin-China supporters have injured their own cause, 
in their over eagerness, by asserting too much. It is not to 
be supposed that large fowls, coming early into maturity, 
attaining great size, and laying a great many eggs, can 
consume as little as smaller hens, who do not equal them 
in some of these respects. 

An old man, a great lover of poultry, asked leave, a few 
days ago, to see what he called “ my new-fashioned poultry.” 
His remark—“'Well, Sir, if you do gets many eggs from 
them chaps’ bodies, you mtxn put a lot of grub in their 
bellies”—is, I believe, quite true. 

Your Cochin-China correspondents seem to be ignorant 
that I am a Cochin-China fancier myself, as well as they; 
and I may assert that I am very fond of them, but I cannot 
go all their lengths, and declare there is nothing like them. 

This is the last letter I shall write to you on the suliject. 
I shall retire to my perch, satisfied that time and trial will 
prove me not very wrong; and when I hear of Cochin- 
Cliinas changing hand.s, as they are now doing—and when 
I am told, as I have been by an eminent Cochin-China 
fancier, that “ It’s time to get out of it,” and see many such 
letters as some I published in my last paper to you—I begin 
to tliink I see a “ something looming in the future,” and 
that the “old uns,” like rats (I do not mean this simile 
disrespectfully), are leaving a falling house.* 

Now, sir, for the trials, which were conducted under 
exactly the same circumstances as the others, except that 
only the cock and one hen were left in No. 1, and tliat, 
though the cock in No. 2 was the same, the hens were 
different, but about the same age. As to the accuracy of the 
account, I pledge you my word. It may be said, my feeding 
is extravagant. I can only say, I went into a farm-house 
to-day, where they pride themselves on their poultry, and 
found them mixing a large tub of meal and steamed pota¬ 
toes for some fine Minorca hens. 

You see that similar results are again obtained—the 
Cochins eating double what the Spanish (and other fowls, 
which I wiU name) have done. 

I have been told—*• Oh ! yom’ climate certainly sharpens 
yom’ fowls’ appetites; ” hut what is food for the goose is 
food for the gander, and the climate that tells on the Cochin 
will tell on the Spanish; and the fact remains the same-— 
“ That the quantity and cost of food consumed by one is 
about double that of the other.” 

A friend of mine, who keeps only Bolton Greys, who has 
been trying the experiment for me of their eating, reports 
the result to me as “ not quite twopence a week,” but he 
does not send me the quantities. A similar report of a 
Golden-spangled Hamburgh fancier is “ about twopence a 
week.” My own impression had been, that, as consumers, 
fowls might thus be classed:— 

Cochins. 
Dorkings. 
Spanish. 

And I fancied that Bolton Greys, &c., ate less than Spanish. 
This does not appear to be the case ; and a man wlio keeps 

* If “ GalluS ” alludes to the sales of part of Mr. Sturgeon’s and 
of Mr. Andrews’ stocks, we think it may prevent misunderstanding to 
state, that both those gentlemen are pursuing the exclusive breeding of 
Cochins as ardently as ever,—En. C. G. 
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Spanish, and Bantams, told me he thought the latter ate as 
much as the former. I am inclined to differ from him. I 
enclose you an extract from an amateur, who, perhaps, 
knows more of Dorkings than anybody in England. 

I shall not be able to send you yet an exact account of 
what my Dorkings eat. My opinion is threepence a week, 
and I am almost sure you cannot do them for less. They 
mcni be kept alive for less, but not in conchtion. I find, on 
comparing my account for January, February, March, and 
April, that my twenty-one fowls (having tlie advantage of a 
good run, so far as herbage and casual food are concerned) 
cost me regularly Jll for four weelcs all this time." So 
much for a penny a week 1 I have liberated my fowls now, 
as I consider my experiments conclusive; but if your readers 
are not of this opinion, only let them follow my advice of 
weighing out a pound of wlieat or barley, and seeing how 
long a Cochin-China hen will be in gobbling it up. But if 
1 can be taught how to feed my fowls tvell (for I am sure, 
not to feed them realty well is no economy), I am poor 
enough to gladly save some money, and young enough to 
bo willing to learn. 

In taking leave, as an author, of the pages of The Cot- 
TA(jn Gardener, I can conscientiously atflrm tliat (having 
no object to gain) I have only stated what I believe to be 
strictly true, the result of my own experience, and that of 
others ; and in thanking you for the coiutesy and attention 
I have received from you.—Gaij.us. 

Time of Experiment—Oct. 11 to Oct. 18. 
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the pots on one side. This prevents the worms from in¬ 
truding, and hkewise keeps the pots from getting too wet, 
which would start them into unnatural growth, and so 
weaken the system of the plant. To do them justice, you 
should have two sets of plants, one for early-liowering, and 
the other for late-flowering, so by that means you may 
secure their blooming from May till November. In the 
spring, I usually take cuttings at the time I start my plants 
into growth; taking care to strike these in a nice, moist, 
dung-bed. By taking cuttings early, and keeping them 
potted, they will rejiny the cultivator for all the labour 
bestowed on them. The compost that I generally use is 
composed of one-and-a-half maiden loam, one-quai’ter leaf 
mould, and one-and a-quarter what is termed yellow loam, 
from Waustead. In this they not only grow vigorously, but 
retain that glossy foliage which imparts to them that con¬ 
trast of flower and leaf which is so characteristic. When the 
idants are in a fast-growing condition, it is a great assist¬ 
ance to water them, say twice in the week, with a liquid- 
manure of sheep’s dung. This makes a great addition to 
the size of the flowers. 

In my rambles to-day I came across that much-noised- 
about Fuchsia, Batten's Pagoda. There is something novel 
in the colour of the flower, but as for showing puiqmses it 
is quite worthless ; the tube is something in the shape of 
Goliah ; the sepals not reflexing, and the corolla something 
in the shape of a soda-water bottle, never expanding at all; 
still, for its colour, it might have a place in collection ; but 
I should adnse the amateur, before he buys, to see it in 
flower, and judge for himself. If ho goes to the show¬ 
rooms, on the show days, he will be able to pick for himself. 
We are getting three distinct classes of Fuchsias. First 
is crimson with violet. Second, white with scarlet. Third, 
white with violet purple. The latter we have been wanting 
much. The following is a list of specimens of the three 
classes that I think w'ould not discourage the buyer, nor 
disgrace the seller. 
1. —Alpha; tube and vessels red, reflexes well, corolla rosy- 

purple. 
Clapton Hero ; tube and vessels glossy crimson, corolla 

pui-ple. 
Dr. Smith ; bright crimson, with violet corolla. 
Kossuth ; bright crimson, violet corolla. 
Resplcndcns; crimson-red. 
Nil Desperandum; waxy bright scarlet, corolla violet- 

purple. 
Don Giovanni; crimson tube, and sepals rosy, puiqile 

corolla. 
2. —Princess ; white, vith scarlet corolla. 

Bride ; white, with Vermillion corolla. 
Elizaheth ; blush tube, corolla rosy-purple. 
Expansion ; white, corolla bright rose. 
Joan o f Arc; white, corolla rosy-scarlet. 
Conspicna ; white, with veiTiiilhon corolla. 
Pearl of England; blush-white, corolla scarlet. 

3. —Sidonia ; blush-white, with violet-purple corolla. 
Sidonia superha ; white, violet-purple corolla. 
Delicata ; white, with bright purple corolla. 

E. W^EATIIERUX. 

! 

I 

I 

CEANOTHUS AZUREUS. 

FUCHSIAS. 

I FEEL disgusted at Fachsia spectahilis being classed with its 
more handsome neighbours, for there is no beauty in it or of 
it. A friend of mine has had one for this three years, and 
it has got to the heighth of nine feet, without gratifying the 
cultivator with one of its flowers. Fulgens mulliflora is far 
in advance of it. Many advise that the jvlants which 
flowered in autumn should be allowed to grow all winter; 
but that would not do for the cottager, or even for our prac¬ 
tical men, for all the nursing that you can give them, the 
season of rest will not pass over without some defect on the 
plant’s system, for nature will not be robbed of the rest. 
My plants, which have done flowering, and which I mean to 
flower next May and June, I have placed in their winter 
quarters, under the greenhouse shelves, taking care to lay 

Seeing this beautiful climbing shrub mentioned in your 
notice to correspondents this week, and not remembering i 

to have seen the culture of it in The Cottage Gardener, | 
I am induced to send you a few lines upon it. First, as to j 
soil. I find it likes a light garden soil, not too rich, with i 
a little peat to start it. Secondly, as to .situation. A wall ; 
facing the south ; and, thirdly, as to its propagation. It can 
be raised from seeds, which it produces very freely. Sow j 
them in shallow pans, in three parts peat, one part loam, 
and one part of well-rottened turf, with a little silver sand 
to keep it open. Let the pans be well drained, and placed 
in a cold frame or pit. Sow at the end of Februarj', or the 
beginning of March. It may also be struck from cuttings 
in the same frame or pit, using the same soil. To effect 
this, take off some nice short cuttings about Midsummer, 
with a little of the old bark at the base of the cuttings. 
Use the same sod, with a little sand on the top, and place a j 
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bell-glass ovei’ them. (T forgot to say that the seedlings 
must he potted off when about three inches high.) There 
is also another mode to obtain plants, and which I think the 
best and quickest way to get a tine plant, and that is to 
select some of the finest shoots when the wood is mo¬ 
derately firm, with a good leader, and of these shoots, about 
from nine to twelve inches from the tip, out a nitch or slit 
upwards about an inch, beginning from below a joint; place 
in this nitch a small wedge, to keep it open, and chop some 
moss fine, and mix with it a very small (juantity of peat, not 
too fine; place tliis fine moss and peat in some longer moss, 
so as to keep it together, then place it round the nitch, and 
bind it up rather tightly, biit not too much so; bind it up 
with hirge worsted, or what is called wool-spun, and leave a 
long piece from the tie, and place over this layer, as 1 shall 
call it, a common glass bottle, by driving a large nail or 
hook into the wall, tieing a wire or strong whip-cord round 
the nock of the bottle, and hanging it on the nail, filled with 
water, and put the end of the wool-spun into the water; 
this will keepi the moss always moist, and when you find it 
has made tolerably good roots, cut it half way through from 
the old plant, and in a fortnight you may cut it off, and pot 
it, and next spring plant it out where it is to remain ; 
piroteet it a little for a year or tw'o in winter, with a mat or 
stra^v; prune it as you would a rose, that is, to about two 
or three eyes, but above all, do not prune it until the 
middle of Apndl, or you may lose your plant.—Charles 
Levett. 

I 

BEE-HARVEST.—1852. 

I 

Seeing that you ask for returns from bee-keepers of their 
experience of this year’s results, I beg to forward you the 
annexed tabular account of my apiary. It consisted, in the 
s])ring, of thirteen stocks in various hives, wood and straw, 
nearly all upon the depriving system, by means of glasses, 
small atr.aw caps, and small boxes. They w'ere numbered 
from 1 to Id. 1 consider it a veiy bad year, both as to 
swarms and tho amount of honey gathered. To make a 
comparison, I may state tliat last year, from nine hives 1 
had seventeen swarms, all of which did fairly. This year 
I had- 

June 1. A swarm from No. 4. 
„ 4. Ditto „ No. 0. 
„ 4. Ditto „ No. 10. 
„ 15. A second swarm from No. 4. 
„ 10. A swarm, not known whence. This deserted 

the hive a few days afterwards. 
„ 20. A double swarm, viz., a first swarm from No. 7, 

and a second swarm from No. (i, joined 
together, of their own accord, on a tree at 
the time of swarming. 

„ 2d. A swarm from No. 8. 
So that I have seven stocks which have not thrown off a 

swarm. And have only added six new stocks to my apiary. 
Aiy honey-harvest lias been— 
June 10. A small wooden box, taken from the topi of 

No. 4. llemoved because it contained brood, 
chielly drones. The honey in it weighed 
2,j- lbs. 

July 24. A straw cap, taken from No. 2, very rich, and 
thick comb. Weight Id lbs.; of which the 
cap weighed 14 lbs., honey 11 J lbs. 

,, 24. straw cap taken from No. 11, equally good 
with the above, but the cap somewhat 
smaller. Weight 12 lbs.; capi liardly 1^ lbs., 
honey, 10^ lbs. 

N.13. These caps, when well filled, are supiposed to hold 
10 lbs. of honey. T never before had one of the kind that 
exceeded that weight, so that the above two are very good 
specimens. 

July 21. A straw hive. No. 10. An old hive. Gross 
weight 2d,I lbs. Hive about 5 lbs. Good 
honey, cut from it free from brood and 
pollen, about lOllis. 

„ 24. A straw hive. No. 0. An old hive. Gross weight 
22 lbs. Hive about 7 lbs. Honey strained 
from it about 8 lbs. 

,, do. One of this year’s swarms. Yielded of pure 
honey, strained, 10 lbs. I. 11. 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

*♦* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “To Me Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener^2, Amen Cornel'^ Paternoster Row, LondonA^ 

Re-arranging Walks in a Villa Garden {Suburban).—We do 
not approve of either of your plans, Rigs. 1 and 3 of the walk 
diverging and surrounding a triangle at top ; much better let it proceed 
up the centre, as in Fig. 2, and terminate in some ornamental oliject, as 
an arbour, summer-house, piece of sculpture, or sun-dial \ but a summer- 
house or arbour would be most appropriate. Your space is too limited 
to grow many vegetables, under any circumstances; therefore, appearances 
ought to guide you as to its disposal. Avoid all tali things, as Asparagus, ' 
Feas, Jerusalem Artichokes, and Scarlet-runners, all of which you will 
buy cheaper than you can grow, and devote what space you have to 
lower-growing crops. A walk by the side of a wall is not necessarily 
injurious to the fruit-trees trained thereon, provided a suitable description ! 
of soil be afforded the roots underneath the walk, the substance of which ' 
ought to be thin, Trees often do better so treated than when a heavy ^ 
vegetable crop contends with them for the uses of the border. See an i 
article by Mr. Robson, on Suburban Gardens, in to-day’s paper, which 
will be followed by others bearing on the same subject. 

PiiYTOLAccAS (T. W.),—Many thanks for the seeds of Phytolacca 
decandra, which are quite true. The ])lant, however, will grow full live 
feet high, if you can preserve it through the winter. Damp is worse for 
it than frost, and it is always a safe plan to grow a few from seeds every 
year or two. The seeds will keep better in the berries, and also on the 
stalks, all the winter; and about the end of February is the best time to 
sow them, and then to sow the berries just as they are. They want the 
same treatment as ridged Cucumbers, or Capsicums, or Tomatoes, and 
no soil can be too rich for them to llower in, and no soil can be too poor 
for them to stand well against the frost. Hence, to grow them to per¬ 
fection, we ought to treat them as biennials. Sow them at the ena of 
April, in a close, cold pit; nurse them in pots till July; then plant them 
out for six weeks; then take them up and pot them, and keep them over 
the winter with the Hwwens, and next May plant an avenue, or long 
border, with Humeas and Pocans alternately. Ry so doing you will 
make a stir in that part of the country. Three, five, or seven plants of 
this Phytolacca, planted in a group in front of a tall mass of evergreens, 
in very rich soil, and at some distance from the walk, w'ould have a 
splendid efi'ect. 

Flower-garden {T. F.).“You have distributed the colours w-ell, but 
the plants do not match as they ought to do for this style; 3 and 4, for 
instance, purple Pehmia and blue Lobelia, when in their prime, will 
look like a carriage-horse and a Shetland poney yoked together; both in 
high condition, but not a match, as all pairs ought to be, whether carriage- 
horses, fiower-beds, or liower-pots. To a practised eye, a man going 
down the road with a hobnailed shoe on one foot, and a tight Wellington 
on the other, would not look more strange than a Petunia and a little 
Lobelia, side-by-side, “ to match!” Salma chamcedryoides is the nearest 
to suit No. 3 bed; 13 and 15 ought to change places with 11 and 12, 
being lower, and of better habit, next the house; 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 
14, could not be done better, and there is not a plant in the catalogue to 
suit No. 6, except Cineraria amelloides, to carry out your own way of 
matching in blue and purple. To exemplify all this, and as a good 
example of covering such a space, we shall engrave your plan some day. 
The Vine will do very well as you propose to train it, but beware of the 
shoots being crowded. 

Flower-Garden (J. //.).—The best-shaped beds arc circles; next 
best, ovals ; third best, long, narrow beds, with some graceful curves in 
the outline; and the fourtli best is, for you, what you think the best 
yourself; and so with all the world besides. In nine coses out of ten the 
shapes of flower-beds are determined by the size, situation, and laying- 
out of the piece of ground. You marked a line from the circle in front 
of the olfices to the oval at the farthest end, a single bed placed on that 
line would spoil the clfect of your garden, on paper, whatever the shape 
might be. If you could place two other circles opposite the present two, 
and a half-moon-shaped bed in the middle, between them, that would 
be right. 

Scarlet-flowering Peach (R. AT.).—We never say where such and 
such plants can be bought. We said once or twice that Mr. Appleby 
could get any plant that was on sale in Europe or America for anybody 
who offered to pay for it. The best ivay is to give your commission, in 
all such cases, to the nearest nurseryman, and he can, if he chooses, suppVy 
you with plants free of all carriage, &C., as cheap as you could buy them in 
Jmndon. Your bookseller does the same thing every week in the year 
with this Cottage Gardener. Doing things in a business way, in a 
business country like England, is always the surest and cheapest way in 
thelongrun. We are intending to have excellent lists of all the best 
shrubs and trees this winter; for we can now afford space for them. 

“Orchard” will see much of his question answered to-day, in a 
paper on Fruit and Vegetable Culture. The most noted counties for the 
Duntson are Shropshire and Cheshire. In tlie part where we write 
(Cheshire) every cottage gardener has them blended with the thorn 
hedges; and many, in good seasons, pay their rent with these alone. 
They delight in sandy soil, although we find them occasionally growing 
in still* soils. Any nurseryman, living by the rail in those counties, w'ould 
supply you. Plant directly, above the ground level; use in your stilf 
soil some road scrapings, or loose material. To your Apple list add 
Beauty of Kent, Chapel Apple (to be had in any Lancashire nursery), 
Dumelow’s Seedling, or Normanfon Wonder, To your Pears add Jersey 
Gratioli, Dumnore, Beurre de Capianmunt, and iSeurre Diel. You may 
put the rubble lietween the roots, in stations formed hard, with a convex 
surface. 

“ Stupid.”—Your paper will be noticed in due course. 

Large Plants of Pelargonium dying off.—B. F. had some 
splendid plants of the fancy kinds last summer; dense bushes, the 
heads fully four feet in diameter, and a mass of bloom for four months. 
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They have been mannpied exactly as detailed in this work, and by which 
they have previously given great satisfaction. They were allowed to get 
rather dry, were pruned back as usual, broke fresh shoots moderately 
strong; were fresh potted, and stood still; and now several of the best of 
them arc gone, the main stem decaying just before the skeleton of the 
top branched ofl'. Now, will any of the learned say what this is owing 
to ? We sometimes think offe, the mass of flowers they produced, the 
length of time they bloomed, See.; but then some of their neighbours 
underwent all these conditions exactly, and yet seem right enough. 
When we look on the beautiful skeletons of these defunct plants, and 
think what they might have been next season, when clothed with flowers 
and foliage, we cannot help wishing that a plant doctor, of universal 
curing abilities, had seen and prescribed for them. The plants were 
more than three years old. 

Climbing Plants fob Greenhouse (J. R.).—We are almost 
afraid to enter into detail about Passion Flowers, M/mdemlla sunyeolens, 
Tacsonia pinnntistipnla, Tccoma jasrninoides, Sec., as considerable 
attention has lately been bestowed upon them. The pruning of most of 
them was also given. In respect to your inquiries on that subject, as the 
plants have not yet reached the top of the house, you may shorten tlie 
ends a little now of all, and prune in any side-shoots of the Passion 
Flowers. The Glyvine will bloom on ripe young wood,^ and also on 
spurs, just like a currant. Tropceohims, of most kinds, will die down in 
winter; at least, if the house is not warm they will not succeed. T. Lob.. 
bianum will do well in a temperature of 50°, and bloom all the winter. 
As to pots, you must proportion the size according to the space you wish 
the plants to occupy—say from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter. 
Do not shift them now, however, if these plants are in small pots; wait 
until the end of March. See what Mr. Fish says to-day. 

Desirable Hardy Shrubs (Ibid),—We could serve you better if 
you told U3 your purpose. The following are useful:—Deciduous^ 
l^sculus carnea and pavia; Azalea, Ghent varieties, &c.; Amelanchier 
florida; Andromeda buxifolia, speciosa requires heat; Chimonanthes 
fragrans ; Calycauthus floridus ; Cotoneaster of kinds ; Cratiegus hetero- 
phylla, pyrifolia, coccinca ; Deutzia scabra ; Daphne mezereon Gaul- 
theria shallon; Hibiscus syriacus variegatus; Indigofera yiolacea; 
Halesia tetraptcra ; Philadelphus grandiflorus ; Pyrus spectabilis ; Kibes 
sanguincum speciosum; Spirea grandiflora Lindleyanea; Symphori- 
carpus racemosus ; Syringa .Tosikaia. Everfp’eens.—Adesmia viscosa; 
Kerberis aquifolium,* Darwinii, Sec.; Benthamia fragifera; Buplcurum 
fruticosuiu; Cotoneaster rotundifolia; Daphne cneorum ; Helianthemum 
of kinds; Kalmia angustifolia, Sec. ; Ligustrum lucidum sempervirens; 
Yucca filamentosa superba, &c.; Vaccinium flore coccinca; Vibur¬ 
num tinus, hirtiim, &c., with llhododendrons, common and hybrid; 
I\Iagnolias, if the station is warm and sheltered, and for beautiful ever¬ 
green ellect, have such Jvmipers, Cupressus, and Arbor Vittes, as Mr. 
Appleby has, and will recommend. 

One-thousand-and-one Questions (John).—Put them one at a 
time, and we will answer them, although, if you refer to the indexes of 
past volumes, you M-ill find all the information you seek. To reply to the 
whole at once would till a column. 

CiDER-MAKiNG.—Somevsetensis will be much obliged by an account 
of the method of making Cider in Gloucestershire or Herefordshire. 
Will some of our readers favour us with a reply ? 

Celery Blight (A Subscriber).—The blight, or parasitical fungus, 
which covers both the upper and under sides of the leaves of your Celery 
plants, is probably one of the numerous species of either JEcidium or 
Uredo. Dust the leaves with a mixture of (juick-lime and sulphur—two 
])art8 of the first to one part of the latter—and oblige us with a statement 
of the result. 

Name of Orchid (T. F. G,).—This, which we did not recognise 
from so small a piece, we find is Tillandsia stricta, a beautiful species 
from the West Indies and Brazil. You will find an account of it in our 
sixth volume, page 386. 

Fowls for Egg-produce (W. E. J.),—If you wish for fowls that 
seldom or never desire to sit, so that you may avoid the trouble of chicken 
rearing, keep the Spanish. They lay larger eggs than the Shanghae, but 
the latter lay quite as many in the course of the year, and will lay 
throughout the winter, if carefully managed. By Shanghae we mean 
what are erroneously, though usually, called Cochin-Chinas. 

White Shanghae Fowls (N. J.).—They are sometimes pure white, 
but usually with a considerable admixture of grey feathers in their 
plumage. We have seen specimens of them larger than of any other 
colour. They arc feathered on the legs. Fashion is too like a butterfly ! 
for us to say where she is likely to settle. If any one near Leeds, or 
York, has any of the White Shangaes to sell, they will oblige by writing j 
to Mr. John Noble, Boston Spa, York. j 

Peat (Y. Z,).—You may apply it with advantage to your Hydrangeas, I 
the flowers of which it may render blue ; but to none of your other 
plants or crops will it be of any benefit. It is invaluable to all American 
plants, and we should think some florist will gladly give you manure in 
exchange for it. 

Regulation of Time.—E.rpertns and the Rer. F. H. S. have kindly 
pointed out, tliat in our weekly Calendar for October the clock is erro¬ 
neously put as “ Ae/ore the sun,” instead of ^‘behind,"** 

Camellia Buds Falling (Emma).—The fact of your Camellias 
being in the dry air of your sitting-room is quite sutficient to account for 
this catastrophe. If the soil is wet, and the air dry, or the reverse, buds 
are always liable to be shed, on account of the disproportionate action of 
the leaves and roots. 

CovENT Garden (TV. H. H.).—When H, spoke of Cabbages and 
as at so much “per dozen,” he used the market phrase, 

which is there understood as “per dozen bunches,^* The Potato you 
mention. Martinis Seedling, is a good Potato, but smaller and later than 
we like to recommend. 

Ducks not Laying (A, S.).—They do not usually lay except in the 
spring. 

Double-glazed Lights (A, J, F,)»—As you did not have the inner 

glass lapped, and consequently the moisture gets in between the glasses, 
and condenses so as to cause a serious drip, we recommend you to have 
the joinings of the inner panes closed, by painting them, by means of a 
very small brush, with liquid putty. We say “a very small brush,” 
because the paint should not exteud over the glass so as to obstruct 
the light. 

Sloping Bank (Co. Cork).—Unless you have this faced w'ith a mix¬ 
ture of coal tar and dry powdered lime, so as to have a face impervious 
to ascending damp and weeds, you must fail in training fruit trees upon j 
it. If you have such a fadng, then upon it must be a wooden trellis, on | 
w’hich to train the trees. 

Vine Border (A. B. Y.).—When you made this four feet deep, you ■ 
made it full two feet too deep. If you had referred to what has been 
repeatedly said in these pages upon the subject, you would not have thus 
dangerously erred. The turf and sand, with some bricklayers’ rubbish, 
w’ould have been best without any stable manure. We cannot tell you 
how far to cut back your Vines without knowing how strong they are, 
and whether you purpose to cultivate on the spur or single-rod system. 

Dark Rose (S, S. S.).—Hither Elegans or General Changarnier will 
suit your purpose. Icy will grow very well on the north side of your 
house. It entirely covers a similar frontage in a house we see daily. 
Plant the Irish Icy. Keep the roots moist in spring and summer, by 
covering them with mulch, as the soil is so shallow. 

Choice of Shanghae Fowls (Brixton).—As we arc convinced there 
is no such variety as the Cochin-China, we shall always in future, except 
inadvertently, speak of them as Shanghae. Of Mr. Sturgeon’s breed 
there can be no doubt, of the other we know nothing. Never mind, 
however, how excellent the original stock may have been, for they may 
be spoiled by bad intermixtures and bad keep. Never buy the cock and 
hens from the same yard. This breeding-in will of a certainty give you 
chickens inferior to their parents. 

Bee Flowers (Bromley).—Write to J, H. Payne, Esq., Bury St* 
Edmunds. Your other queries next week. 

Lovell Shanghae Fowls (Iota).—No other description of these 
can be given than that they are smaller-framed birds, and altogether 
more delicate-looking than the usual large Shanghaes. They are feathered¬ 
legged, and ought to be butf-colourcd. 

Kitchen Garden (A Constant Sub8m'iber).~^Yon will see what Mr. 
Robson says in his notes to-day, and in some future numbers. If he 
does not touch upon any subject on which you require information, write 
to us again. 

Weekly Calendar (Cymro).—The first column states, from various 
works on Natural History, the occurrences usual at the time in animal 
or vegetable nature. The two instances you quote refer to the arrival of 
the Wood-pigeon, and to the Gull leaving the seashore for inland feeding 
ground. 

Shanghae Fowls (Ovum),—February is the earlist month in which 
to commence placing their eggs under a sitting hen; and it is of little 
use to continue doing so after the beginning of June. Fggs have 
travelled more than 300 miles, without injury, but their safety depends 
on the packing. 

Ferns Fogging or Damping-off (M. D.).—To prevent this, give 
less water and more air; and sprinkle about a quarter-of-an-inch in 
depth of silver sand, over the top of the soil. 

Feeding Cochin-Chinas.—J. II. P. says—“ I wish to bear my tes¬ 
timony in corroboration both of ‘B. P. B’s’ statement, in last week’s 
number of The Cottage Gardener, and that of ‘ Q-in-a-Corner.’ I 
can say with the former, that my young fowls have always been exceed¬ 
ingly fat, many of the cocks now weighing nine pounds each; and, as 
regards their productiveness, it is extraordinary, for one of my Marcli 
pullets has already laid upwards of fifty eggs. Neither can 1 discover 
that they are such enormous eaters as has been represented. IMy number 
is two or three above fifty, consisting of five old fowls, and the remainder 
chickens, chiefly hatched in March and early in April; their consumption 
now is one bushel of barley and one bushel ot middlings, per week, 
which I purchase for five shillings, making their cost sevenpence over a 
penny per week each. I should also say, that they arc always kept con¬ 
fined to a space of 180 square yards, green food from the garden is 
thrown to them occasionally, and their porridge is mixed with water in 
which meat has been cooked.” 

Celsia Cretica.—A clergyman at Cloyne, in Ireland, says—“Many 
thanks for your information relative to the Celsia Cretica; it agrees with 
what my friend says, who is a most enthusiastic botanist, and is at 
present collecting the different species of fungi about this, and has found 
some beautiful ones. Shall I ask him to send you sometimes a paper on 
the botany of this part of Ireland, if you thought it would be useful for 
The Cottage Gardener? [Yes, if popularly written.] The ('clsia 
Cretica is common in difierent fields about this, growing in great luxu¬ 
riance. 1 always fancied it was a Verbascura. I see an inquiry in last 
number what Melidores are ?—Mnladores must be meant. They are a 
species of Persian Ranunculus, and make a very handsome bed of mixed | 
colours. I send you some seed, in case you may not know them. If you j 
sow them now in a pot, in greenhouse or hotbed, they may be sufficiently 
advanced to plant out and blossom in spring. I do not think they are 
much known, even by seedsmen. I enclose you a flower of one remaining 
in liloom; it is, however, an ugly one, and rather single ; some are beau¬ 
tiful. They hybridise so freely among themselves, you can judge the 
character of the flower by that.” 

Names op Plants (Rev* R. M. Evans).—Your Salvia is 5. Grn- 
hamii. (Quidem).—Yours is Cennothus azureus. (A. M. L.),—Yours 
is Leonotis leonurus, by some called Phlomis leonurus* 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No* 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London.—November 4tb, 1862. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W NOVEMBER 11 — 17, 18.'i2. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

Sun ^ Sun Moon Moon’s Clock Day of 
Year. D D 

1 Barometer. Thermo.^Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. R.&S. Age. aft. Sun. 

11 Th Bunting mute. 30.120—30.005 49—30 N. _ 14 a. 7 15 a. 4 sets. @ 15 46 316 

12 F Wood Pigeons flock. 30.347 — 30.2.10 4(5—29 N. 02 16 13 5 a 0 I 15 38 317 
13 S Green Whistling Plover seen. 30.434 — 30.345 47—3(5 S.W. — 17 12 .5 38 2 15 29 318 
l4 Sdn 2:i Sunday AFTER Trinity. 30.289—30.100 44—25 N. — 10 10 6 28 3 15 19 319 
15 M Beech leafless. 30.022 — 29,946 41 — 19 W. — 21 9 7 28 4 15 9 320 i 
16 Tn Teal arrive. 29.845 — 29.815 42—26 N. — 23 7 8 37 5 14 58 321 
1/w Titmice near houses. 29.821 — 29.701 35—27 w. — 24 6 9 49 6 14 46 322 1 

Meteorology of tbe Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years the average highest and lowest tempera- 
tures of these days are SO.1° and 35.6° respectively. The greatest heat, 63°, occurred on the l*2th in 1841 j and the lowest cold, 15°, 
in 1841. During the period 88 days were fine, and on 87 rain fell. 

on the 16th 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

WATER LILIES.—NYMl’IIEACE-E. 

Characters oe the Order.—andprfrtA? numerous, 
overlapping each other like tiles, passing gradually into each 
other, the former not falling off, the latter inserted upon the 
disk which surrounds the pistil. Stamens numerous, in¬ 
serted above the petals into the disk ; jUamenls potal-like ; 
anthers joined their whole length to tlie filament, bursting 
inwards by a double longitudinal cleft. Disk large, fleshy, 
surrounding the pisfil either wholly or in part. Ovarium 
many-seeded, many-celled, with the stigmata radiating from 
a common centre upon a sort of flat pitcher-shaped cup. 
Fruit a many-celled capsule. Seeds very numerous, attached 
to spongy partitions of the seed-vessel, and enveloped in a 
jelly-lik-e covoi-ing. Albumen floury. Embryo small on the 
outside of the base of the albumen, enclosed in a mem¬ 
branous b.ag; cotyledons leaf-like. Herbs, with shield or 
heart-shaped fleshy leaves, growing in quiet waters. 

NV3IPH.EA.—WHITE WATER-LILY. 

Generic Cilaracter.—Calyx below seed-ve.ssels, of four j 
largo, leatliery, oblong, perm.anent leaves, coloured on tho i 

upper side. Petals numerous, oblong, placed in several 
rows upon the base of the germen. Nectary globose, in the ' 
centre of the stigma. Stamens very numerous, flat, placed 
on the germen above the petals ; the outermost gradually 
broadened. Anthers line like, of two parallel cells, closely 
attached, in their whole length, to the inner surface of tlic 
upper part of each filament. Germen stalkless, globose. 
Style none. Stiyma globe-like, stalkless, of numerous rays, 
pointed and separate at the extremity, permanent. Bei'-ry 
leathery, scarred, of as many cells as there are rays ; at 
length internally jelly-like and pulpy. Seeds numerous in 
each cell, roundish. Large, smooth, aquatic, perennial herbs. 

Stem none. Leaves floating, on long footstalks, heart- 
shaped or shield-shaped, entire or toothed. Flowers on 
long simple stalks, large, white, red, or blue, closing, and 
sinking more or less below the smTace of the water, at 
night. 

Nymph.ea alba: Great White Water-lily; AVater Rose; 
AVater Can ; Can Dock ; AVatersocks. 

Description.—It is a perennial. Moot tuberous, often as 
large as the human arm, putting forth numerous, widely- 
extending rootlets, with fibrous ends. Leaves floating on 
the surface of the water, about nine inches wide, oval- 
heart-shaped, the notch at the base deep, edge of tbe leaf 
umiotched, and raised above the water, smooth, veins on 
the under.side not prominent. Leaf-stalks and flower- 
stalks cylindrical, full of cells within. Flowers large, from 
four to six inches across. Petals white, from sixteen to 
twenty-four in number, iii two or three rows, wider than the 
sepals, or leaves of the calj'x, egg-shaped, outer ones with a 
green streak down the back, approaching in their structure 
more to that of the calyx, as the inner petals do to the 
structure of the stamens, becoming gradually smaller. 
Sepals smaller than the outer petals, being about two inches 
long, and one inch -wide, egg-shaped, blunt, spreading, 
streaked, but shining and smooth, yellowish-green on the 
outside, with a white edge, within-side white, sometimes 
tinged with red. Stamens usually about seventy in number, 
but sometimes more than eighty; filaments short, thick, 
broad-spear-head shaped, fast to the side of the germ, 
white, but inner ones yellow and bent inwards ; the outer re¬ 
sembling the inner petals. Germ roundish. Pistil without 
style, stigma divided into about sixteen rays, about ten lines 
in diameter, which bend back, each ray corresponding to a 
cell in the germ. Berry globe-shaped, warted with the 
remains of the filaments, about sixteen-celled, with a very 
large concave, grooved, scolloped-edged stigma like tbe 
Poppy; rind thin and leathery, jelly-like pulp in the cells, 
which dries up to a spongy substance. Seeds very numerous, 
flattened globe-shaped, with a blunt angle on one side, 
yellowish-green, smooth, and shining, buried irregularly in 
the pulp. 

Places where found.—In slowly-flowing rivers, and ponds 
never without water. 

Time of floweriny.—.Tuly. 
History.—The name of Nympluea is aptly applied to this 

beautiful genus of water-inhabiting flowers, as realizing the 
idea of the heathen poets, that the waters are tenanted by 
nymphs or spirits. The flowers aiise and open as tho sun 
attains power in the morning, but they close tow.ards the 
ev'ening, and either recline upon the surface, or sink within 
the water. 

Those virgin Lilies, all the night 
Bathing their beauties in the lake, 
That they may rise more fresh and bright, 
W'hen their beloved Sun’s awake. 

There is no doubt but that the flower rises out of the 
water during sunshine that the pollen may perform its fer¬ 
tilizing office; and the same providential wisdom has so 
arranged that the seed-vessel, as it ripens, becomes heavier 
than the water, and sinks to the bottom to deposit its seeds 
in the mud. Tho tuberous roots are employed to dye a 
ilai'k brown by the Irish and the inhabitants of the Isle of 
Jura. Swine eat it. Goats are not fond of it, and oxen as 
well as horses reject it. Aphis aquatiUs, and Leptura 
aqnatiea live upon it. Its use in medicine is now abandoned. 
{Smith. Marlyn. Lindley. Witheriny.) 

No. COXA"., A^ol. IX. 
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We first saw the nohle Pampas Grass {Qynerium arymi- 

temn) in the garden of the Ilorticnltiirnl Society, last 

September, coming into flower, and in the first week of 

October we called at Kew, and found it there in full bloom, 

planted out on the grass near the plant houses. T'here 

were twenty-si.x or twenty-seven flower spikes on this 

fine plant, and notwithstanding the general opinion 

that more species are to bo seen at Kew than in any 

other collection in this country, after seeing most of 

them, we came to the conclusion that the Pampas Grass 

was the best plant they had in this national garden, con¬ 

sidering that every cottage gardener in the kingdom 

could grow and flower it as well us they do at Kew. 

Prom that day we made up our mind to put all re¬ 

sources into active play, in order to provide plants of it 

to try the experiment. With the exception of the 

electric telegraph, these means were put in force, and 

the “returns” we shall show presently; hut first ol all 

let us say, that the tops of the flower-stems of this grass 

stood full nine feet high, that the panicles or flowering 

parts were from eighteen to twenty and twenty-four 

inches long, the plumes, or feathery parts, falling grace¬ 

fully on one side, and as the wind moved them about, 

two distinct shades were produced in undulating waves, 

a silvery hue passing over a warm cream-coloured 

ground. It was late in the afternoon, after a shower, 

and the sun was strong upon them, and never were we 

more delighted with the sight of a flower. Sir W. 

Hooker, Dr. Wallich, and two other foreigners were 

there, and seemed to admire it as much as we did. It 

was only a few days before this that Sir W. I looker 

wrote as follows, “Who does not, among the many 

friends of Dr. Wallich, rejoice to learn that this distin¬ 

guished and most liberal botanist lias been recently 

honoured by his Danish Majesty in being made a 

Knight Commander of tho Order of Danehrog,” Who, 

indeed ! And who does not, among the many friends 

and admirers of these two distinguished and most liberal 

botanists, “ rejoico to learn” that they are both of them 

looking hale and hearty, and in as high spirits as if 

their healths had never been impaired, the one in 

easternnlimes, the other by harassing duties inseparable 

from his calling during tho vast changes and improve¬ 

ments which were effected in this garden during the last 

few years. 

'Phere are several plants of the ram])as Grass round 

Edinburgh and London, but none on sale. It comes 

into flower in Scotland earlier tlian in England, but no 

one has yet succeeded in getting seeds from it in either 

country. 'Tlie only place where seedlings of it are 

likely to be ripened, is tho Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 

in Dublin, and if they are there ripened, the curator, 

Mr. Moore, ought to make a good harvest of them, as 

every one on this side of the waUr is on the look out for 

the platit. 

Of all tho plans that wo can hear of for increasing it 

in other ways, that by Mr. Pince, of Exeter, this season, 

is the most likely to succeed. Instead of allowing his 

l)hiuts to run to flower, he cuts out the flower-stalks as 

soon as they appear, and thus causes the strength that 

would be expended in producing so many flower-stalks, 

up to nine or ten feet high, to be reserved for the crown 

or body of tho plant for the inci’ease of side-shoots, as 

one may say; then, by stripping oft' some of the lower 

leaves, as they do with suckers of tho Yucca or Pine¬ 

apple, and by “earthing up” the soil against these side- 

shoots, he expects thcTii to root before he removes tliem 

from the stool, and the idea is very feasible indeed, and 

no one will be more pleased to hear of a successful issue 

than The Cottage Gardener. 

We have suggested tliat Mr. Tweedio should he I 

written to for another su))ply of the seed of this most | 

desirable grass, but now it apjtears that no one in this 

country knows where he is, or whether he is dead or 

alive, or is ofl' to “the diggings.” We see no other 

course, therefore, but to get some parties to club together 

and secure the services of Mr. Fortune to go out to 

Paraguay to establish another new plantation of tea in 

the far west. No man knows better how to humour the j 

natives of a tea country than Mr. Fortune, and here is a [ 

country that has been tabooed for the last forty years as ' 

much as ever China was—larger than Great Britain, and 

as productive in its own peculiar tea or Mate (Jlex 

jtaraguayensis) as the far-famed tea districts in China, 

where he gained his well-earned laurels. Let Mr. For¬ 

tune be once introduced to his excellency General 

Urquisa to spin a yarn about tea and cotton planta¬ 

tions,—how the Celestials and Yankee-doodles might be 

outwitted in colouring tea and teasing cotton along the 

tributaries of the Parana and Uraguay—and we pledge 

our best gold pen that the bravo old soldier will have ' 

more cause to rejoice at his own “ decree,” by which 

this, the finest country in the western world, is now , 

opened “ to the sails of all nations,” than by all that Sir | 

Charles Ilotham and tho French Chevalier, or the like 

of them, could say till Cliristmas. ^ 

All this settled, and the ])lains ol' Beiiuos Ayres I 

rumaged for a large supply of our Pampas Grass, see 

tho thousand chances there would he for now plants in i 

Paraguay itself, where no plant collector has ever yet j 
set a foot. I.et us have a joint-stock enterprise into 

this new country, and not rest satislied till we have 

GaveniUsliia nohilis, and such Rhododendron-like jdants 

as common in the trade as conifers. Let our India 

experiments in raising cotton be repeated on the banks 

of the sluggish Parana and Uraguay, and if we do not 

like their holly tea, Mr. Fortune knows where and how 

to get tho real thing for them, and for tliose who know 

best how to go about the working of both concerns with¬ 

out recourse to “ Uncle 'Tom's” fraternity. B. 

Tuesday, November the 2d, was a great day for Slmng- 

hae Fowls and their keepers, for never were a more 

beautiful lot exposed for sale than on that day, and 

never before did they realise such prices. We refer to 

the sale by auction at the Bakci'-street Bazaar, and by 

the effective hammer of i\Ir. Htratt'ord, of the superfluous 

stock, and the chickens of ll:<52, of Mr. Sturgeon’s cele¬ 

brated fowls. There were 150 lots, and these realised 
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.t'OOO. Sucli a result is quite an ejiocli in poultry- 

keeping, and refutes beyond all dispute the opinion 

entertained by Galhis and others, that the taste for 

Hlianghae fowls is on the decline.It is such an event 

that we shall reprint the catalogue entire, affixing the 

ju’ice given for each lot, with a few comments upon 

some of them. It is a record and a standard for jioultry 

keepers worth presowing. 

Great judgment was shown in the whole of the 

arrangement. The birds, for the most part, were sold 

singly; none hut good birds, though necessarily varying 

in excellence, were included in the lots; there was every i 

facility given for examming them, and every information : 

relative to each lot that a breeder might desire to know. 

There was no puffing attempted, the auctioneer knew ; 

that the birds spolte for themselves—they were from one ' 

oi' the best yards in England, and from that only. The 

result is well told by the exclamation of a foreign gen¬ 

tleman who came in just as the hammer fell on lot I'l— ; 

“ Seven pounds ! Can that he for von hen !" i 

That our readers who were not present at the sale ' 

may extract from the catalogue as much instruction as 

we can aid them to, we will observe that nearly every 

pullet, unless we have otherwise stated, was in colour 

hull—huff of medium depth—and the feathers were not 

glossy, hut of a soft surface, very much like that of rice 

paper. Those of our readers who are sufficiently onto- ' 

mological to know the Drinker Moth, a moth very i 

common of an evening late in the summer, will at once ' 

he able to realise the colour of some of the best pullets ’ 

at this sale. ^Ye were glad to observe that the necklace, 

which was strong and dark on many of the pullets, did 

not depreciate their value. Thus, lot 7S fetched eleven 

pounds, although it had a necklace, and so far from 

thinking it objectionable, we think it adds to the bird’s I 
beauty. Surely, nothing hut the difficulty of getting rid i 

of it ever suggested its removal being desirable. 1 

All the chickens, it will he observed, were the progeny I 
of one or other of three cocks, and as poultry sffid hooks j 
are sure to he kept, we give their names and per- j 

formances. 
“ ‘ The Patriarch ’ took the second prize at Birmingham in IS.SO, 

when his chickens took the first prize and medal for unusual merit; first 
prize at Bradford and Huddersfield, in 1851; and the Cheltenham Cup, 
at Cheltenham, in 1852. 

‘•‘Sam* took first prize and medal for unusual merit, at Birming¬ 
ham, in 1851. 

“ ‘Jerry* took the Gloucestershire Cup (value 5 gs.), at Chelten¬ 
ham, in 1852. 

“The chickens are bred from hens which shared the honours with the 
above cocks, aud others of equal merit. No inferior hen was bred from. 

“ The ages are given as near as the keeper can tell; but it is impossible 
in such a number to be exact as to the age of the chickens, or the hens 
from which they are bred.*’ 

liOT 1. Pullet by Sam, hatclicd thii'd week in March; 21. in. 2. Pallet 
by Jerry, hatched third week in March; 2/. I Oar 3. Coc/i-'^c/by Sam, 
hatched first week in April; 2i. 15s. 4. Pullet by Jerry, hatched first 
week in March; 4/. 10s. 5. Cockerel by Sam, hatched first week in 
March; weighed 10 lbs. on the 13th of October; 3/. 12s. 6. Pullet from. 
Mr. Moody’s stock; 1/. 5s. /. Pullet by Jerry, hatched first week in 

• No one will rejoice more than Gullus at this refutation, for he has 
Shanghae fowls ijuite as good as any sold on the 2nd. \Ve take this 
opportunity to add that some parties have, without any just grounds, 
thought that Cock-a^doodly’do-o-o intended to insinuate that G«///Gsrwas 
the party who had the eggs out of the pens at the Birmingham Show. 
Now we happen to know that Gallus was not there, and that be is a man 
of honour, far above such knavery. But let us also add our conviction 
that Cocky-doodlp-do-o-o aimed only at the olTence, without intending 
to point out any culprit. We should like to ask, also, of what use for 
sitting purposes are eggs laid in Decemlier, the month of the Birming¬ 
ham Show ? 

March ; 3/. ss. 8. Conkei'el by Patriarch, hatched second week in 
March; //. (). Pullet by Sam, hatched third week in March; weight 
ribs.; 3/. 10s. 10. by Sam, hatched third week in RIarch ; 4/. 10s. 

OLD LIKDS. 

11. /few from Mr. Moody’s stock, and has weighed over lOlbs.; 4/. 
12. lien ; took first prize and medal at Birmingham, in 1851 ; 13. 
Gock; took first prize and medal at Birmingham as a chicken, in 1851 • 
0/. Cs. 14. Hen; weighed on the 1.3th of October, in fuU moult, lOlbs.; 
6/. 15. Hen, bred in 1851; \l. I5s. l6. Hen, imported in 1852 ; 
2L /s. bd. 17. Hen, bred in 1851; 21. 2s. 18. lien, bred in 1851; 
highly commended, as extra stock, at Halifax; 6/. 6.9. 19. Hen, bred in 
1851 ; 2/. 15s. 20. Hen, bred in 1851; highly commended, as extra 
stock, at Halifax; 41. 15s. 21. /few, bred in 1851; highly commended, 
as extra stock, at Halifax; 8lbs.; 41. 4s. 22. Hen, bred in 1850; 2L J5s. 

WHITE COCHIN-CHINAS. 

23. Cock, purchased, with a hen, of Mrs. Herbert, at Birmingbam, in 
1851, and selected by Mr. Sturgeon for the best pair of white birds 
shown, be having the first choice of her prize and medal birds; 2/. 13s. Qd. 
24. Cockei'el, bred from Lot 23, and hen referred to as purchased with 
aim; IL 15s. 25. Cockerel, ditto, ditto ; 1/. 14s. 26. Cockerel, ditto, 
ditto; 3/. 27* Cockerel, ditto, ditto I 3/. 

CHICKENS OK 18^0, 

28. Cockerel by Sam, hatched first week in April; weighed 94 lbs. 13th 
of October; 3/. 10s, 29. Cockered by Jerrv, hatched first week in March • 
weighed 9 lbs. 13th of October; 6/. 1.5.9. 30. Pullet by Sam, hatched third 
week in March ; 3/. 3s. 31. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched first week in 
March; weighed ll^- pounds. 13th October; 10/. 10s. 32. Cockerelhy 
Sam, hatched second week in April; 1/. I5s. 33. Pullet hy Patriarch, 
hatched first week in March; 5/. 5s. 34. by Sam, hatched third 
w’eek in March; II. Is. 35. Cockerel by Jerry, hatched third week in 
April; 21. 5s. .36. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; 
2/. 2s. 37. Cockerel by Sam, hatched second week in April; 41. ills. 
38. Pw//e/by Jerry, hatched second w'eek in March ; 7 lbs.; 6/. 6s. 39. 
Pullet by Sum, hatched third week in March; 6/. 40. Cockerel by Sam, 
hatched second week in March; weighed 9^lbs. 13th of October; 
21. 15s, 41. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in March; 
4/. lOs, 42. Pw//e^ by Jerry, hatched second week in March; Pullet by 
Sam, hatched third week in March; 3/. 15s. 43. Cockerel by Patriarch, 
hatched third week in April; 21. 2s, 44. Cockerel liy Jerry, hatched 
third week in May ; 21. 5s. 4.5. Pallet by Jerry, hatched secorid week in 
April; 3/. 5s. 46. Pullet by Sam, hatched first week in April; II. 1.5s. 
47. Pallet by Patriarch, hatched third week in March ; 6/. 6s. 48. 
Cockerel by Sam, hatched third week in March ; 4/. 49. Cockerel by 
Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 3/. 6s. 50. Cockerel by Sam, 
hatched first week in March ; 21. 10s. 51. Pullet bv Sam, hatched third 
W'eek in March; weighed 8 lbs. 13th of October; 6/. fis. 52. Pullet by 
Sam, hatched third week in March ; II. Is. 53. Pullet by Sam, hatched 
first week in April; Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first week in April; 
5/. 15.9. 54. Cockerel by Jerry, hatched third w’eek in April; 4/. 4s. 
55. Cot'/vsre/by Jerry, hatched third W'eek in March; 2/. 2.9. hd. Cockerel 
by Jerry, hatched first week in April; 41. lOs. 57. Cockerel by Jerry, 
hatched third week in April; 8lbs.; 4/. 58. Cockerelhy Sam, hatched 
second week in March ; 9 lbs.; 5/. 59* Pullet by Jerry, hatched second 
week in April; 8lbs.; 4/. 60. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third 
week in March; 4/. 4s. Gl. Pullet by Jerry, hatched third week in 
Jlarch; .5/. 12s. 6^/. 62. P«//e/by Patriarch, hatched first week in April; 
Cockerel by Sam, hatched second week in April; 6/. 10s. 63. Pullet by 
Sam, hatched third week in March; Cockerel by Jerry, hatched third 
week in April; 5/. 64. Pullet by Sam, hatched third week in March; 
21. 15s. Go. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in March ; 3/. lOs. 
66. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; Cockerel by Sam, 
hatched second week in April; 5/. 15s. G7. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched 
third week in April; 3/. Is. bd. 68. Cockerel by Jerry, hatched first week 
in May; 1/. 15s. 69. Pw/Ze/by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 5/. 
70. Cockerel by Sam, hatched second w’eek in April; 1/. 10s. I\, Pullet 
by Jerry, hatched first week in April; 8/. 72. Cockerel by Sam, hatched 
second week in April; 21. 5s. 73. Pullet by Sam, hatched second week 
in April; 3/. 5.9. 14. Pullet by Sam, hatched third w’eek in March ; 
Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched first week in April; 3/. 5s. Ib. Pullet 
bv Patriarch, hatched second week in April; Pullet, ditto; 4/. 10s. 
76. Pullet by Sam, hatched second week in April; 3/. 5s. II. Pullet by 
Jerry, hatched first week in April; II. 10.9. 78. Pullet hy Sam, hatched 
third week in April; 11/. 79. Pullet by Sam, hatched second week in 
April; 4/. 6s. 80. CoeA'ere/hy Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 
1/. 16s. 81. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched second week in April, IO5 lbs.; 
5/. 10.9. 82. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; 21.12s. 6rf. 
83. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched first week in May; 2l.Is.Qd. 84. 
Cockerel by Jerry, hatched first week in March, 9a lbs.; 3/. 15s. 85. 
Pullet by Sam, hatched third week in April; 3/. 86. Pullet by Sam, 
hatched second week in April; II. 10.9. 87. Cockerel by Sam, hatched 
third week in March; 6/. 10s. 88. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third 
week in April; 5/. 15s. 89. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third week in 
April; 21. 12s. Of/. 90. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched first week in 
May; Pullet by Jerry, hatched third week in April; 5/. 5s. 91. Cockerel 
by Jerry, hatched third week in May; 1/. fis. 92. Pullet by Sam, batched 
third week in April; 3/. 12s. 6f/. 93. Pullet by Sam, hatched second 
week in April; hi. )5s. 94. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third week in 
April; 2l.Is.dd. 95. rof'Arcre/by Sam, hatched second week in April; 
1/. 7s. 6f/. 96. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched first week in May; 
21. 12s. bd, 97. Pullet by Jerry, hatched third week in April; 3/. 98. 
Pallet by Jerry, hatched third week in April; 3/. 5.9. 98. Cockerel by 
Sam, hatched third week in March; 6/. 100. CorAere/by Jerry, hatched 
third week in April; 3/. 10s. 101. CocAere/by Jerry, hatched first week 
in April; 12/. 10s. 102. Pallet by Jerry, hatched third week in April; 
'M.Is.dd. 103. /’w/Zc^jy Sam, hatched second week in April; 3/. 104. 
P«//e/by Jerry, hatched second week in April; 2/. 7s. 6f/. 105. Cockerel 
by Jerry, hatched second week in March ; Pullet by Patriarch, hatched 
third w’cek in April; 7/. 106. Pullet by Sam, hatched third week in 
April; 6/. 15s. 107. Cockerel by Sam, hatched second week in March; 
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2?. 2s. 108. Cockerel by Sam, batched second week in April; 4^ lOQ. 
by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 5/. 5s. 110. PuUet 

by Sam, hatched third week in April; Al. 10s. 111. Cockerel by Patri¬ 
arch, hatched second week in April; W. 6s, 112. Cockerel by Jerry, 
hatched first week in I\Iay; Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third week in 
April; 5/. 15s. 113. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in March ; 
Pullet by Sam, hatched second week in April; 4/. 2s. 6d. 114. Cockerel 
by Sam, hatched second week in April; PuUet by Jerry, hatched third 
week in April; 3^ 15.9. 115. Cockerel by Sam, hatched third week in 
March; Pullet by Patrianoh, hatched third week in April; 6^. 116. 
Cockerel by Jerry, hatched first week in May ; PuUet by Sam, hatched 
second week in April; Al. 10s. 117» Cockerel'hY Sam, hatched second 
week in March; 21. 15s. 118. Pullet by Sara, hatched second week in 
April; 21. 15s. IIQ. Pullet by Jerry, hatched first week in April; 
21.1.5s, 6d. 120. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; 3^ 15s. 
121. CocArerW by Jerry, hatched third week in April; Al. 122. Cockerel 
by Sam, hatched second week in April; 1/. 10s. 123. Pullet by Patriarch, 
hatched third week in April; 4/. /s. 6d. 124. Pullet by Jerry, hatched third 
week in April; hi. 10s, 125. CocArere/by Jerry, hatched second week in May; 
PuUet by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; hi. 7s. 6rf. 126. Cockerel 
by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; 3/. 127. Cockerel hy itxvjy 
hatched third week in April; \l. 14s. 128. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched 
second week in April; 3/. 7s* ^d. 129. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first 
week in April; 3^ 5s. 130. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first week in 
April; Al. 4s. 131. Cockerel by Sam, hatched third week in April; 1/. 3s. 
132. Cockerel by Jerry, hatched first week in April; 1/. 7s. 6c?. 133. 
Pullet by Jerry, hatched second week in April; 4?. 12s. 6rf. 134. Cockerel 
by Jerry, hatched third week in March; 3?. 3s. 135. Pullet by Jerry, 
hatched second week in April; 3/. 12s. 6^?. 136. Pullet by Sam, hatched 
first week in March; 3/. 5s. 137* Cockei'el by Patriarch, hatched first 
week in April; PuUet by Sara, hatched first week in April; 5?. 138. 
Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; Pullet by Jerry, 
hatched first week in April; 21. 15s. 139. Cockerel by Jerry, hatched 
third week in April; Pullet by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 
Al. 4s. 140. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched third week in April; Pullet 
by Sam, hatched first week in April; 3/. 15s. 141. Cockerel by Jerry, 
hatched third week in April; Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first week in 
April; 21. 4s. 142. Cockerel by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 
PuUet by Sam, hatched second week in April; 4/. 7s. 6d. 143. Pullet 
by Patriarch, hatched second week in April; 21. 17s. 6d. 144. PuUet by 
Patriarch, hatched second week in March; 3/. 15s. 145. PK??e^ by Sam, 
hatched first week in March; 3?. 15s. 146. PuUet by Sam, hatched 
second week in March; 3?. 13s. 147* Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first 
week in April; 3?. 15s. 148. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched second week 
in March; 3?. 5s. 149* Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first week in April; 
3/. 10s. 150. Pullet by Patriarch, hatched first week in April; hi. 10s. 
151. White Cockerel} I?. 17s. 

We intended to have offered comments upon some of 

the lots, but we liave only space to add, that lot 101, 

the seven months old cockerel that realised i'12 10s., 

was a huff-coloured bird, very square iramed, and stout, 

hut that we think the pullets, as a whole, sold better 

than the cockerels. This probably arose from the fact 

that they had all reached the age when their greatest 

beauty is attained; whilst the beauty of the cockerel is 

not fully developed until he is about two months older. 

EORSYTH MSS. 

When we stated that Sir John Sincl.iir was the third 

son of his father, we omitted to observe that he was the 

only survivor of the three, and we deem this explanation 

needful, because, without it, our other statement that 

necessity did not stimulate him to exertion is not suf¬ 

ficiently apparent. I’he foundation of his classical 

attainments was laid at the High School of Edinburgh, 

but he subsequently received the title of LL.D. from 

three Universities—Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Oxford. 

In addition to the places in his native country which 

we have mentioned as returning him to Parliament, we 

may add Lostwithiel, and Petersliold, in England. 

It deserves to be recorded as one of the bright spots 

in the too usually black treatment of our countrymen by 

Napoleon lluonaparte, that when he heard of the capture 

of a son of Sir John Sinclair, who was travelling in 1SOO 

with his tutor, he immediately ordered passports to be 

given to them, and treated them with the greatest 

politeness. 

One of the successful efforts of Sir J. Sinclair was the 

foundation of the Board of Agriculture, in 1793, of 

which he was elected the first President. He was not 

so successful, however, in its management. It unfortu¬ 

nately acted as if it had taken for its motto “ Prices, 

Politics, and Practice,” and was dissolved somewhere 

about the year 1812, in consequence of the Parliamentary 

grant of ^SSUOO a year being withdrawn. Its successor, 

“ The Royal Agricultural Society,” acts up to its more 

legitimate motto, “ Practice with Science.” 

Whilst the Board of Agriculture existed. Sir J. Sinclair 

was very active in sustaining the publication of its 

transactions, and Mr. Forsyth contributed to them on 

the subjects suggested by the following letter, dated 

Whitehall, June 12,1797 :— 

sm JOHN SINCLAIR TO MR. FORSYTH. 

You will herewith receive a copy of the plan, according to 
which it is proposed to have, not only the corrected Pieports 
drawm up, but also the General Report from the Board of 
Agriculture, respecting the state of the kingdom at large, 
by which you will perceive tliat it is intended to have a 
distinct chapter on gardens and orchards. 

It is extremely difficult to find persons fit for drawing up 
the different chapters, who unite a talent and capacity for 
writing witli a practical knowledge of the different subjects 
which it is necessary to have explained, and that is par¬ 
ticularly the case in regard to gardens, and even orchards, 
though we have already collected a great deal of infonn- 
ation respecting that branch of our inquiry. 

I will sliortiy endeavour to explain the nature of the 
paper that it would be desirable to have di-awn up on those 
subjects. 

Hints for chapter 9, of the General Report, on the sub¬ 
ject of gardens and orchards. 

Introduction—On the various modes of raising food for 
man, by cultivating the earth, and the superior quantity of 
food produced by gardening. 

Sect. 1.—On the production of the garden, in an agricul¬ 
tural point of view. 

2.—On the most productive articles to he cultivated. 
0.—Of the best mode of cultivating them, the fittest 

manures, (fee. 
4. —On the best rotation of crops, so as to produce 

tlie greatest quantity of human food. 
5. —On the value of an acre of garden land properly 

cultivated as food for man, and the number of 
persons it would maintain. 

0.—On cultivating food for cattle, (fee. (as Lucerne), 
in gardens, or in a similar system. 

7. —On the quantity of land which one man can 
properly cultivate in a year with the spade. 

8. —On cottage gardens, their jjroper size, fittest 
articles of produce. 

9. —Of the fruit-garden, and the quantity of food that 
may be produced in fruit-gardens, per acre. 

10. —On orcliards. 
Conclusion—On hot-liouses. 

It is certain, that fruits may ho considered rather as a 
luxury, or, in hot seasons of the year, as a kind of medicine, 
and as calculated rather for producing drink than food. At 
the same time, it is a subject too important to he entirely 
omitted in an agrienltnyal report on the general state of the 
kingdom and its productions. The paper need not he long, 
giving merely a general view of the subject, without entering 
too much into detail. 

If you have leisure to undertake such a paper, I am per- i 
suaded that, coming from your hands, it would give great | 
satisfaction to the Board and to the public, which I need I 

not add, would he doing a material service to the country. j 

N.B.—Sir Jolm Sinclair is particularly anxious that Mr. I 

Forsytli should draw up such a paper for the Boai-d. as he i 
has such access to obtain authentic information on tlie sub- j 

ject of kitchen-gardening in particular, from the numerous | 
body of gardeners in tlie neighbourhood of Loudon. 
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COYENT GAEDEN. 

Those only who live, and those who have lived, in 

London, know the effect a wet day has on the trade of 

^ this great mart; but, when such a state of matters con¬ 

tinues, not for ono day, but for six, the effect is great 

indeed. Such has been the case for the last week or ten 

I days, and the consequence is, that business of every 

kind has been at its lowest ebb. It would be sti’ange if, 

in the midst of all this depression, Covent-Garden should 

escape; and still there are some who wonder why it 

should not, for, say they, people must have potatoes, and 

cabbages, and fruit; these don’t spoil with a wet day, 

and consumers do not go to market themselves. But, 

when it is considered that a great amount of the market 

produce is supplied to costermongei's, and that during 

[ such weather as we have had lately these persons cannot 

follow their calling in the streets, it will be at once 

understood how it is the market has been heavy. 

Fruit.—The supply of fruit continues abundant. In 

Apples, the winter varieties begin to come up, and 

among them we observed our old friend the Gatshead. 

This is a fine old English baking apple, not so much 

cultivated in these days as it once was, but still a 

favourite in all markets. Wherever there is an orchard 

planted for the supply of large towns, this is one 

variety which should always be introduced, as it 

measures well, and is always in demand. The Yorkshire 

Greening has also appeared during the week, and this, 

too, is one of those which meet with a ready sale; it is 

I well adapted for sauce, and generally commands a good 

1 price. The Hanwell Souring is another of the same 

description, and of it there have been several parcels. 

The prices which these cooking apples make is from 

3s. M. to 4s., and 5s. per bushel when very fine. Golden 

Winter Pearmains still continue abundant, and realised 

from 3s. OtZ. to 5s., according to the quality. We have also 

observed a few Dumeloivs Seedling, but it is rather early 

for them. Ribston Pippins are still plentiful, and make 

from 5s. to Ts. V,d. per bushel. Doivnton Pipgnns are to 

be met with at the same prices, but not so plentifully. 

We stated last week that Newtown Pippins had arrived 

from America. This, and the Lady Ap>pde, is, we believe, 

the only apples which are imported to this country as 

rarities, and the reason is, because they cannot be pro¬ 

duced in this climate in the same degree of perfection 

! as in America. Even against a wall the fruit of the 

Newtoirn Pijjpin never possesses the same fine flavour 

as is to be met with in the imported specimens. The 

Lady Apple is the variety which is known in the collec¬ 

tions of this country and the continent as Ponime d’Api. 

It was first introduced here in the reign of Charles the 

Second ; but the only attraction it seemed to have was, 

that it “ served the ladies, at their toilets, as a pattern 

to paint by!" We do not know to what use they are 

j applied now, but we may charitably suppose that 

j the lady who bought half-a-dozen the other day in 

the Covent-Garden arcade had no intention of applying 

them to such a purpose as the belles of Charles’s time 

did. PE.4.RS are also plentiful. Beurre Gapiaumont 

continues to take the lead. A few Bishop's Thumbs 

may still be met with, and several bushels of Messire 

Jean have also been offered. This was, at one time, 

grown to some considerable extent, but its cultivation 

has now been discontinued; and we question if there 

is a nursery where it is now propagated. The orchards 

from which the supplies have come must, therefore, be 

of an early date, for since the beginning of this century, 

at least, it has not been met with in the nurseries in 

any quantity. It is one of those old French varieties, 

which were, in all probability, introduced by London 

and Wise, of the Bromptou Park Nursery. We observed 

also, in the centre arcade, a few Olout Morccau and 

Passe Golmar; of these we shall remark on a future 

occasion. They are both first-rate varieties, and should 

be in all choice collections. 

Vegetables.—There is no variation either in the 

supply or the prices of vegetables. Cabbages are plen¬ 

tiful, at from Cd. to Is. fid. per dozen bunches. Cauli- 

^ flowers are also plentiful, at 2s. fid.; and, indeed, every 

other description of this department continues much 

the same as last week. We need not, therefore, repeat 

what we said in our fonner reports. 

Plants and Flowers.—The supply of Et^EROREENs 

IN POTS continues to increase. They are generally hand¬ 

some, well-grown, bushy plants, and consist of Aucuba 

japonica, Red Cedars, Siberian and Chinese Arbor vita. 

Tree Box, Spruce Firs, and Laurustinus. Cut Flowers 

are becoming more choice, the recent cold, wet weather 

having played sad havoc among the border flowers. 

They consist chiefly of Camellias, Scarlet Geraniums, 

Double and large-fringed Single Chinese Primroses, 

Verbenas, Double Blue Violets, and Azalea Indica. 

Some of the Bouquets are very beautiful. We promised 

last week we should, from time to time, furnish descrip¬ 

tions of any which attracted our notice. We noticed 

one this week which had a fine, large, double white 

Camellia for a centre, round which was a thick belt of 

double blue Violets; these, again, were bounded with 

another belt of Scarlet Geraniums, and the whole 

fringed round with leaves of the Eose-scented Geranium. 

H. 

GOSSIP. 

He who has written ono of the best books upon 

British Ferns, Mr. Moore, Curator of the Chelsea 

Botanic Garden, is the most fit person to prepare other 

assistance for those whom he has induced and aided by 

his little volume to collect specimens of this beautiful 

order of plants. One of the first wants felt by such 

collectors is that of a neat and correct set of labels for 

his collection. To supply this want, Mr. Moore has 

published a complete set of Fern labels. The names of 

the sections of the Order are in large capitals; the names 

of the genera in smaller capitals ; and the names of the 

species in letters still smaller, but all very legible. The 

names of the botanists who bestowed each title, and 

some synonyms are added to the specific names. 

The following is an epitome of the results of the 

cultivation of Kitchen Vegetables and Fruits, alleged to 
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be new and superior, tliat have been published in the 

" Journal of the Loudon Horticultural Society.” The 

e.vperiinents were conducted, and are reported, by IMr. 

R. Thompson. 

Hartli/’s ShuUul Onion.—Strong flavoured; probably good 
keeper; ii'regular in size and form ; “ by a judicious selection 
of bulbs for seed, a useful .sound-keeping viuiety may very 
pi'obably be obtained.” 

Florcnliner Vjiuckcrhse Pea, from Germany, proved to be 
our Earhj Frame. 

Paradise Pea.—Sown ilay i Tth, fit for use .July 2flrd ; four 
feet high ; good quality; abundant bearer; allied to the 
Early Charlton. 

Fore de Filz-.Tamcs Pea.—Sown Blay 17th, fit for use July 
20th ; four feet higli; A’ery good, but a curious degeneration, 
probably, from the Cliarlton, the jtods and peas being yellow. 

SuHon's Early Goliath Pea.—Sown Blay 17th, lit for use 
July 18th; four feet high; “a very good, early, productive 
pea.” 

Snllon’.s Snperh Marrou'fat.—Same as Woodford Green 
Blarrow. 

Early Prince of IVales Pea.—Sown February Kith, fit for 
use June 25th. “ A well-selected Early Frame.” 

Ppyai Alfred Pea.—Sown Februaiy 1 Oth, fit for use July 
14th; three to four feet high; large and good; “a sort of 
Blarrow, but ]int so sugary as Knight’s.” 

Trial of Plarly Pea.s.—The following are the residts of 
sowing of ditferent kinds of Early Peas, made with the view 
of ascertaining their comparative merits in point of earli¬ 
ness ;— 

1. Early Frame sown November 15; fit June 4. 
2. Early Kent do. do. 15; do. 4. 

Early Emperor . do. do. 15; do. 4. 
4. Sanyster's No. 1. do. do. 15; do. 4. 
.5. Early Charlton do. do. 15; do. 24. 
(i. Early Long-podded 

Bishop’s Dwarf 
1 do. do. 15; do. 24. 

7. Early Surprise do. do. 15; do. 24. 

The first four of tlie above may be considered identical. 
Sangster’s No. 1 was admitted to have been sent out in 
mistake. Slight differences will take place in the Early 
Frame, and other sorts, in cojisequence of the mode of 
saving, lienee the Early Kent <and Early Emperor; but 
they are certainly not decidedly different permanently. They 
were exactly alike in the above trial. 

llaricol de Prayue jaspl.—A tall running Kidney Bean ; 
not good in its green state ; dried seeds said to be excellent. 

ITaricot de Belyic.—A running Kidney Bean ; pods five 
inches long, and still tender; tolerable bearer, Imt not very 
early ; very good, but must have support. 

Bash Haricot {Haricot solitaire).—Fifteen inches high, 
and branchy close to the ground like a bush ; pods abundant, 
five inches long, crisp, tr.ansparent, and excellent; commence 
forming early, and continue long in be.aring; dry seeds, 
speckled rod and white ; must be grown two feet apart each 
way. “ Foi-ms a valuable succession to the earlier sorts, 
especially during hot dry weather.” 

Sniatl IVliitc-seeded Haricot.—A variety of the Haricot riz., 
but earlier, more productive and hardier. •* Not so good us 
various others.” 

Neu'inyton fTo?ider French Bean.—Excellent; one foot 
high; early and productive; i)ods very fleshy, and seeds 
form slowly ; grown in rows eighteen inches apart. 

Black Belyian Kidney Bean.—Best both for early and 
late sowing. Dwarf; sown in pots and planted out when 
earth warm enough; and late in summer will produce a crop 
until cut dQwn by frost. “ This and the Heicinglon Wonder 
are considered the best varieties of Dwarf Kidney Beans.” 

Tarkische Bohne.—This Kidney Bean is the same as the 
Sahre. 

“ Dachessc de Treuise Strairhcrry-^Vvo^onioA to the Society 
by BI. Jamin, Bourg la-Reiire, near Paris, September (1, 
1851.—Fruit middle-sized, ovate, deep red; seeds small, 
rather deeply embedded ; flesh pale red, juicy, w ith a brisk 
rich flavour. Leaves lai’ge, roundish, widely and rather 
obtusely serrated. Leaf-stalks moderately tall, very hairy, 
tho hairs on these spreading horizontally, but those on the 
scapes and runners are adpressed. Appears to be a good 

bearer, ripening quite as early as Keens’ Seedling. It w ill ' 
require to be planted as widely apart as the sort just men- ; 
tioned. As far as can be judged of it in the present season 
it seems deserving of cultivation, or, at all events, certainly 
of further trial. j 

“Balter’s VersaiUaise Strawberry—Presented to the Society j 
by Blr. John Salter, Nurseryman. Hammersmith, Oct. 24, ' 
18.52.-—-Fruit lai'ge ovate, sometimes flattened or cockscomb- 
shaped; dark red; seeds rather deeply embedded; flesh | 
pale, juicy and lich. Leaves middle-sized, roundish oval, 
widely serrated. Lc,af-stalks, scapes and runners hairy, the 
hairs spreading almost horizontally. A good bearer, ripen¬ 
ing abmit tho same time as Keens’ Seedling, to which it will 
doubtless be prefciTed by those who like a brisker flavour 
than is possessed by Keens’ Seedling. On the whole, it is 
worthy of recommendation, being large and a good bearer; 
many of the new sorts have these i)rop)erties only, but this I 

has also good flavour. i 
“ BeadneU's Seedling Pear—This wms raised by .Tolm Bead- i 

nell. Esq., BVest Green Boad, Tottenham, and cuttings of | 
it wore presented by him to the Society.—The fruit is nemly | 
middle-sized, turbinate, stalk short; eye a little open ; skin 
pale yellowish-green on the shaded side, red next the sun, 
much speckled with whitish-grey dots. Flesh melting, ex¬ 
ceedingly juicy, and rich. It is not buttery, but so melting, 
when used in its full perfection, that one can scarcely say 
whether he is not rather drinking than eating. Its period 
of ri])ening varies between tho middle of Septenrber and 
that of October. It does not keep lorig after being ripe. 
The tree is vigorous, and bears very abundantly. Shoots 
long, bright chesnut coloured where well exposed, much 
spotted with wdiitish spots. Loaves moderately large, 
cordate on the young shoots, somewhat conc.avo and acumi¬ 
nate, serrated; those on the spurs are elliptic. Stipidcs 
linear, rather more than half the length of the pefioles. 
This variety cannot fail to be very acceptable on account of 
its rich, abundant, and highly refreshing juice. 

“ Shanghae This variety was sent to the Society 
Blr. Fortune, who found it growing to a very large size in 
the North of China.—Along with a plant of it in a pot, he 
sent some of the peach stones. These were sown and came 
up abundantly ; but they had a very unpromising appear¬ 
ance for fruit, then’ foliage being narrow, and altogether un¬ 
like that of a cultivated sort. They were, however, potted, 
and when fit, used as stocks for the original. Sev(u-al trees 
on these stocks were planted against a south w'all, where 
they grew rapidly. The trees have produced better fruit this 
year than formerly, probably owing to unusually high tem¬ 
perature in July. The flowers aio large ; the leaves of the 
pet.als deeply coloured. Leaves crenated, with reniform 
glands. Fruit very large, ten inches or more in circum¬ 
ference, roundish, and very handsome; pale yellow where 
shaded, and delicate crimson red next the sun. The flesh 
is jialo yellow next the skin, but veiy deep red at the stone, 
to w'bich it is attached by strong fibres, yet it is not every¬ 
where adherent like the flesh of the cling-stone peaches. It 
is juicy and rich, but it requires to be gathered a day or two 
before it is used. In this state some gentlemen ])referred 
it to old esteemed sorts. It ripens about tlie same time as 
the Bellcgarde. The tree is a good bearer. Buds of this 
sort have been distributed to the various nursery-men or 
other ]*>llows of the Society who applied for them. It 
must, how'evei’, be observed, tiiat it requires a good aspect, 
and warm situation. It would probably answer for forcing, 
with plenty of he.at. Some buds of it were sent to I’aris, 
and there its fruit is said to be splendid. Like all large 
fruited varieties it ought to be well thinned.” 

Tho follow'ing is a list of the liorticulturnl (tml 

Poultry Shows of which we are at jn-csent aware. BVe 

shall he obliged by any of our readers sending us ad¬ 

ditions to the list, and giving the address of the Se¬ 

cretaries. 
nORTICUr.TURAI, SHOWS. 

Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 2ti (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. 
G. B. Clay, Esq.) 
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Caledonian (Inverleith Row), Etlinburgh, Dec. 'i. 
Hampshire, Nov. 1H (Winchester). (Ncc. Rev. F. Wick¬ 

ham, Winchester.) 
London Flomcultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), Nov. 20, 

Dec. lit. 
North L(jndon, Nov. 22, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Royal), Nov. lit, Dec. !tt, 10. 

poultry shows. 

Birminoham and Midland Counties, IRh, 10th, l(!lh, 
and 17 til Decemher. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7tli, Hth, and 0th. 
{Sec. James IMarmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance ), .Tanuary lOlli, and 11th. (AVe.s-. 

Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. 11. 
Rodil, Esq.) 

Douchesteu, Nov. ISih. (SVc. 0. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor¬ 
chester.) 

Hdniton, January 12th. {Sec. 11. K. Venn.) 
Winchester, December ist. (Sees. G. W. Johnson and 

.1. Colson.} 
t For seedlings only. 

rRKPARATIONS FOR EARLY FORCING. 
The shortest day is not I’ar distant, and tlio adding 

one more year to the world’s history is the signal with 
many to jn-efiare lor garden luxuries during the ensuing 
spring. Hundreds, liowcver, are not thus jiatient, 
but require things mucli earlier still—and to such the 
shortest day forms no rule. To obtain Strawberries 
in ilarch. Grapes and Figs in April, and reaches in 
i\lay, requires that the early Ibrccr put bis house in 
order immediately. 

First, then, the Jiarhj Vinery. Wliat must be done— 
and in what order ? If the roots aro inside the house, 
little will be required. If the Vines have been done 
justice to at the close of their former labours, their roots 
will have become somewhat dry—a very wholesome con¬ 
dition to remain in during the rest period. In conse- 
scquence, the border will have become husky on the 
surface, and, as much of this as has lost its texture, may 
be removed, and a little fresh compost, if necessary, be 
substituted; but it will bo well to case the whole over 
with three inches of half-rotten manure—that from old 
hotbeds, where half the voluino has been tree leaves is 
excellent. And now, the border being dryish, let us 
advise a liberal watering with tepid li(juid-manure ; but, 
as it is not proper to risk any lodgment of this powerful 
fertilizer, it may bo applied, in a moderate quantity, 
three days successively, and will thus ([uietly penetrate 
the mass. Of course, the Vines for such early forcing 

j liavc been pruned, and the wood dressed ; if not, we 
|iity the forcer, if the Vinos have been forced early in 
former years. The dressing should bo applied at twice, 
but, holbro doing so, every portion of loose outer bark 
must be peeled off, for there is no safety if any lie loft 
on. Then let tho dressing be apjdied, and a good prac¬ 
tice is, to add jilenty of lime to the first coat; this, 
when dry, will prove a tell-tale, and show the operator, 

i at tho second dressing, any jiortinii which may have 
been missed. If tho roots of the Vines are partially or 
wholly outside, the first thing should bo the covering of 
the border with litter, in order to at least exclude frost; 
and if the material be in a fermenting state, all the 
better. Wo think that a temperature of 00° to 70° will 
be amj)ly sulficient until tho buds swell, when it may 
bo increased 5°. And hero wo would recommend the 
use of a good tavi)aulin to cover the litter, in order to 
keep out rain and snow : perhaps this article will be 
as good and economical a thing as can be devised. It 
is quite obvious, that borders which have been exposed 
to all the autumnal rains contain sulficient moisture to 
last tliem until the now year, at least. If any loose 
material, the remains of former top dressings, remain on 

the surface of tlio border before covering, we would rake 
it clear off—or, at least, as far as surface fibres would 
permit, so os to enable tho fermenting warmth to 
penetrate the border. When the warmth of the fer¬ 
menting material needs increase, it will be well to 
introduce muck of the drojipiugs from the stable door, in 
order to impart richness to tlie border, when rains or 
waterings ore iiennitted. Thus far the roots; now for 
the structure itself. Again we may point to the thorougii 
cleansing requisite in all forcing houses before com¬ 
mencement. This, of course, will consist in washing 
down, or painting, all wood work, using strong lime- 
washes to walls or brick-work, iind in ivashing the 
roof and other lights as clea,u in the glass as a drinking 
vessel. All this complete, let us again advise, in all 
cases, a good stoving with sulphur, continued for several 
hours-—say from daylight to dusk ; and if tho operator 
can cover his roof with mats, canvass, or anything, all the 
better : closing tho frames in as much as possible. 

It will be hero observed, that nothing with foliage on 
can remain in during this process. 'I'hc operator will 
find this a good chance for stoving his Figs, Vines, 
Peaches, Cherries, &c., in pots or tubs, for they might 
be removed here jircvious to tho oiioration. And now 
let us impure if tho flues have been thoroughly cleaned; 
if not, it must bo done immediately, and hot-water 
machinery examined and reported on ; for a break-down 
in midwinter will not obtain tho gold medals of Regent- 
street. 

All these things duly carried out, the first steps of 
forcing may be taken, such consisting, in a groat degree, 
in a reversal of tho rest jiolicy. A dry atmosphere must 
gradually, bo oxebanged for a moist one, and the terapor- 
aturo may be allowed a slight advance. In all these 
things let nature be. imitated; generally sjicaking, what 
is termed a mild and soft March day may be tho model. 
Thus, suppose a vinery closed in the last week of Oc¬ 
tober, the temperaturo might run about thus— 

First two weeks in November about 50° 
'Third week ditto 55° 
Fourth week ditto 00° 
First fortnight in December 05° 
Last ditto ditto 10° 

However, these things depend on other circumstances 
as well; for as soon as the buds are expanding, the 
night and day thermometer must dill'cr considerably, 
for thus nature manages her affairs. If the buds are 
found to break shyly, or irregularly, more time must be 
given, or the trees will produce an unsightly crop. The 
syringe may be plied night and morning, using a fine 
rose, in order not to batter tho dressing-off; and sprink¬ 
ling must be a constant inactice, morning and evening, 
on tho floors, walls, &c. If the operator can introduce 
fermenting materials, it will be of great service to the 
Vines; such, turned and sprinkled twice a-week, will 
})roduco a most genial kind of humidity in the air of 
the house. Ventilation during the first month will be 
resorted to, simply to get rid of surplus heat; and thus 
matters may proceed until the Vines aro in leaf. Having 
other matters pressing for some future papers, we must 
here just take a passing glance at other candidates for 
))recocity, and, first, 

Peacii-iorcino. Hero the same preliminaries aro 
requisite ns in tho vinery; thorough cleanliness, the use 
of lime, &c. And hero may be named the propriety of 
adding much sulphur to tho lime, which, indeed, should 
be constantly done in all plant structures; the benefits 
are more considerable than people commonly imagine. 
Tho same wash will answer here as with the vines : this 
having been so often described in those pages, it may 
sullice to observe, that it is composed of a clay paint, 
to which much sulphur and lime are added; and soap 
liquid added at the rate of four ounces of soft soap to a 
gallon of water. Every crevice in the branches must 
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be searched with this dressing: and it should he repeated 
at an interval of a couple of days or so. In addition to 

; all this, the storing suggested for the vine will so purify 
the walls, shoots, &c., that it is pi-ohable not even the 
eggs of the insects will escape. It was the neglect of 
such extreme precautions in former days which caused 
such a hubhuh about red spider, &c. In tliose times it 
was counted nothing extraordinary to see houses under 
good gardeners of the day overrun with this terrible 
liest; hut now, woe to the credit of a man of any 

! standing in his profession who looks coolly on whilst 
these insect tribes are committing their devastations. 

1 It happens very fortunately that sulphur, which is 
antagonistic to the red spider, is so likewise to that 
terrible scourge of the vine, the Oidium Tuckerii, or 
vine mildew: this is, indeed, a fortunate thing. If the 

' Peaches have not been pruned it must he done instantly 
' if for eai’ly forcing, of course before dressing, and 
I great care must be taken in this operation. We may 
1 hero take occasion to dissipate a serious error, a garden¬ 

ing mesmerism, which is totally unworthy of the day we 
live in; and that is, the impression that every shoot of 
the Peach mmt be shortened back. This is consummate 
nonsense; and the error has arisen 'from the want of a 
due consideration of the different degrees of ripeiiess 
attained by in-doors and out doors Peaches as we com¬ 
monly find them. With regard to the latter, it is very 
generally necessary to shorten them on account of the 
immaturity of their points; hut with the house Peaches 
the same reason is not, or ought not, to be jiresent; and 
the chief reason for shortening in-doors, consists in its 
tendency to keep the lower portions of the tree well 
furnished. 

Peaches and Nectarines, of some age, and which have 
been tolerably hard-worked, are very apt to he minus 
wood buds except at the terminal point. We have 
frequently seen shoots, which were studded with blossom 
buds from the base to the extremity, preserving but one 
wood hud at the very point. Now, it is obvious to any 
one, that to prune this shoot at any point is to destroy 
it; and this is not all. Trees of this character rejoice 
in having their leading buds unmolested: they sustain 
more lively action in the tree than mere secondary 
shoots; trees of this habit being below the medium 
point of luxuriance, and requiring in general some 
stimulus to keep them going. Let, therefore, common 
sense prevail in this matter; do not shorten any shoot 
of a doubtful character; rather leave it to nature. The 
best wood of all is that which is studded with triple 
buds, from the base to within a few inches of the apex. 
These triple buds are almost invariably a wood hud in 
the centre, and a blossom bud on each side; and are 
indicative of that happy medium of strength which at 
once points to well-balanced habit and to a high degree 
of fruitfulness. 

Vines and Peaches, in pots or tubs, must undergo a 
similar ordeal to those planted out, before forcing; and 
greater caution still must be exercised over the pruning 
of pot Peaches. If fermenting materials are at work in 
the houses, we woidd make up one portion milder in 
character, by introducing a good body of tree leaves 
amongst the warm material, and securing a steady 
bottom-heat of about 00° to 65°; in suoh the Vines, 
Peaches, Pigs, &c., in pots or tubs, might be plunged 
for awhile. 

Strawberries.—Although some persons must needs 
introduce these in November, or even earlier, in order 
to have them ripe by the end of February, or beginning 

I of March, yet not one of these ever dreams of success, 
that is to say, of Strawberries not only red, but 
actually fit to eat. However, we will not step out of 
our way to check the progress of science and the refine¬ 
ments of luxury, inasmuch as such recreations have, at 
least, a wholesome tendency. For, although the gar¬ 

dener may be occasionally troubled with the nightmare 
whilst his Strawberry blossoms are setting, or, rather, 
making an etfort to do so, bis conscience may all the 
time have a mere sinecure oifice of it. Nevertheless, it 
is a pretty-well recognized fact, that few gardeners 
attach any mighty importance to Strawberries intro¬ 
duced whilst the days are shortening. To those wlio 
choose to do so, we beg to suggest the use of a frame 
or pit for awhile; not that there is any magic about such 
structures, but that in them the two great desiderata 
as to Strawberry commencement are most generally to 
be met with, viz., ])roximity to the glass, and a little 
warmth without the smell of fire, and, in addition, those 
genial gaseous emanations which mere fire and water 
can never supply equally to sweet fermenting materials. 
In such a structure, plunged in a body of fermenting 
materials, which is merely suspected of containing a 
little warmth—say 60°—the Strawberry plants may take 
first lessons in tbe art of forcing. Here, with an atmo¬ 
spheric temperature of 50° to 55°, they may remain 
three weeks, or, indeed, until the blossom-bud first 
becomes manifest, wlien they will do with more wmrmth, 
always keeping them near the light and ventilating 
points. Like Hutch bulbs, bowever, about which our 
good friend Fish could tell a pretty tale, it is of no use 
talking of schemes and appliances if the bud has not 
been well organized in the preceding summer. As our 
sage ancestors used to say to hot-headed young folks 
who were o’er hasty to get married, “ as you make your 
bed so you must lie,” so may be said of the Straw¬ 
berries; if tbe bed is not well-formed, it matters not 
whether pit or house. 

In putting by our “ Gillott ” for a few days, we may 
just observe, that all forcing stores, such as Vines, 
Peaches, Apricots, Figs, Cherries, Strawberries, &c., 
whether in pots or tubs, must have protection imme¬ 
diately at their roots, if not hitherto afforded them. 
Plunged above tbe ground level, on dry ground, and 
their branches covered in very severe weather with a 
little clean straw, they will be in a position to introduce 
to a forcing process at any time. Trees in pots, thus 
situated, cannot afford to lose what few roots they 
possess; and, it must be remembered, that in pots 
above the ground level they are in a most defenceless 
state: they love not the every-day fluctuations of a 
changeable November and December. 

R. Erringtox. 

SCARLET GERANIUMS. 

Some time since, I made a promise to our correspon¬ 
dent, “Devonian,” that I would find out for him all that 
was necessary to know about the new Scarlet Geranium, 
The Amazon, of which ho himself spoke highly. He 
wanted a good selection of them for planting against a 
high wall, where they live out the winter witli him in 
Devonshire, with a slight protection. When I was at 
Clapton, the other day, about the packing for long 
voyages, the first plant I inquired about was The 
Amazon, and I find it is a horse-shoe variety, and tbe 
very best of all scarlets, for a wall, or for tbe centre of 
a very large bed of them, or for making Sfiecimen 
plants ten or twelve feet high, as Mr. Macintosli has 
them at the Duke of Buccleuch's gardens at Dalkeith, 
near Edinburgh. If “ Devonian’s ” border is good. The 
Amazon will reach the top of his wall in four years, or 
five at the farthest. All this I can vouch for, from my 
own experience, for I have grown The Amazon for 
eight years, and I have described it in The Cottage 

Gardener long since. Mr. Cole, now gardener at 
Oldford, near Birmingham, was the first man in England 
who saw this Geranium. In 18i:!, he pointed it out to 
me among a lot of seedlings, from the Shnibland Scarlet 
alias Smith’s Emperor. I'roni that day to this it has 
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been my own peculiar favourite of all tbe Scarlet Gera- 
' niums, so mucli so, that no one ever had a cutting of it. 

All tins I told Mr. Low, and pointed out the variety to 
him, out of many hundreds of plants he had in a long 
range of pets, before he told me which was The Amazon. 
It has the largest flower-truss of all the race, and if I 
had anything to do with the Gardens at the New Crystal 
Palace, I would buy up every plant Mr. T.ow could 
spare of it, in addition to the 50,000 scarlets already 
bespoken for that establishment. I would plant it in 
masses, in the centres of the largest beds, placing 
broad hands of Punch next to it, and a double row of 
Tom Thumb next the outside. For a match, and as a 
contrast to this, I woifld plant equal numbers of the 
oldest and strongest Salmon Geranium I could find, 
then the Pink Nosegay to balance Punch, finish¬ 
ing with Lady Middleton on the outside. I would 
either so arrange them, or I would put the scarlets in 
pairs or match beds, and the shaded pinks the same. 
This last would be the most complete arrangement, but 
either way would be more grand and imposing than any 
other that all the gardeners in England could make out 
of all the scarlet breed put together. If Cherry Cheek 
could be depended on, it would be better than the 
Nosegay to make the shading more perfect. It would 
be dangerous, however, to trust to it, where all the beds 
will be made with fresh soil, and where we all expect to 
find flower-gardening, like the rest of the designs, in the 
highest style of art. Meantime, Mr. I.ow’s plants of 
The Amazon are from a foot to thirty inches high, and 
the price is about 3s. fid. a plant. Next April we shall 
have it for Is. or Is. (id., but then it will hardly be so 
cheap as it is rfow, because the plants will not he nearly 
so largo and strong. 

Here I met with a good stock of the Shruhland Pet, 
the very opposite to The Amazon, being the smallest 
flower of its class, and, like The A7nazon, it has been 
raised by more than one growei’. I traced it to two 
difl'erent hands this summer; and Mr. Ayres told me of 
three others who lay claim to its origin, and very 
likely they are all right; but what is better for our 
present purpose, I found, down near Oxford, an entire 
new bedding Geranium, that is, new to me and The 

Cottage Gardener. I only made mention of it once, 
and that as a desirable one to cross from, if it was a 
breeder, which I now find it is not. We must have a bed 
of it to match Lady Mary Fox, if the London trade 
can supply so many of it. It is the only one in existence 
that will match Lady Mary Fox exactly, and it is just 
as good as her ladyship, which we all know is the best 
of that race. The name is Touchstone, and, like Lady 
Mary Fox, it should never he propagated, except early 
in the spring, and old plants of it should be cut down 
quite close to the hard wood every autumn, when the 
plants are taken iqi for the winter. Forcing either of 
them in the spring is much against them, but when the 
old plants are cut and potted in the autumn, a slight 
bottom-heat in an airy pit for five or six weeks would 
do them real good; and the next best place for them 
would be high on a shelf near the glass, in a dry stove, 
as all stoves ought to ho from the middle of October to 
the end of November, the time when this assistance 
would he so beneficial to Touchstone, fjady Mary Fox, 
and the Golden Chain, and also to all other Geraniums 
under similar circumstances, if we could hut afford space 
for them. 

For my knowledge of Touchstone, as a first-i-ate bed- 
der, I am indebted to the Rev. J. Lys Chilwortb, 
Wheatley, near Oxford, whoso garden was as clean as a 
drawing-room, and as tastefully planted ns any I have 
seen since I left Suffolk. His beds are also as full of 
bloom as we ever had them at this time (Oct. fOth) 
at Shruhland Park. Touchslorie here being as good as 
ever I saw Lady Mary Fox in August; and I was told 

that “you could not see a leaf in it” earlier in the 
season, for the mass of crimson flowers. 

(Fnotheraprostrala was here all bloom: the only place 
where I have seen it this season. The secret of its doing 
so well is, that old plants only were used, and divided 
late in the spring, allowing them room enough to spread 
well before they were too crowded, Linum Jiavum 
makes a hardy bedder here, and is never taken up; it 
was then in bloom. Unique was very fine, and so was 
Calceolaria Kayii, and another dwarf yellow Calceolaria 
called Compactum, which is very common about Oxford. 
The old White China Rose, which I have so often men¬ 
tioned, will be in bloom here to Christmas if we do not 
have much frost. There are several beds of this Rose at 
Kew this season, where it is tallied Rosa alba, proving 
what I have always said of it—that it was fortunate 
enough to get about before they began to name the sorts 
from the breed of the old odorata. There was a large 
plant of Helenberg Rose against the house in fine bloom : 
this is a climber of the Noisette family, and, as it would 
seem from this example, among the best of them; the 
flowers are—or were this time—of a deep crimson 
colour, with the foliage and growth looking very healthy. 
A fine plant of Chionanthus- fragrans. or Grandijiora, 
ripened seeds the same as at Claremont (p. 00). The 
seeds v^egetate freely, and it is a thousand pities that a 
seed of this kind should bo lost anywhere until the 
plants can bo sold for five or six shillings the dozen. 
I saw many plants here that are very scarce round 
London. Among them are some of the best Cistuses, or 
Rock Rose, Bomareas, a section of the Alstromerias, 
Pentstemons and herbaceous plants. In the greenhouse, 
Gesnera zebrina was in full bloom, just a mouth 
earlier than most gardeners in largo places, who aim 
at large specimens, can bring it into the rooms or con¬ 
servatory. I saw it also in bloom in a conservatory at 
the end of last August, in the next parish to me, and 
the mode of culture I found to be exactly the same in 
both places ; and, as October is the worst month in the 
year for keeping a greenhouse, or any house gay with 
flowers, I would recommend the same plan to be adopted 
with part of the stock wherever this Gesnera zebrina is 
grown, or, indeed, wherever a cucumber bed is made in 
Alai'ch. Early in IMarch they pot, in tbe same pot in 
which they flower, large tubers whole; three tubers in a 
No. 32-pot. From 75° to ‘.)0° is the general heat for the 
bed at that time, and the pots are kept in such heat to the 
middle or end of May, wlien they are removed to adorn 
the greenhouse, and help to fill it along with other nice 
things after the “ greenhouse plants” are turned out for 
the season. The Gesnera zebrina is so soft and fleshy in 
all its parts, that this violent change does not show any 
bad eliects, but the shock puts a dead stop to the rapid 
growth of the plant for a while—a sudden check, as vz-e 
gardeners says. A disposition to flower is then induced, 
and when the plant moves on again, a flower spike 
appears, which takes a long time to come to perfection 
under a greenhouse treatment, but still they do 
come to perfection a month or two sooner than by 
stove and sbift culture, although the plants be only 
a quarter of tbe usual size. I think tbe following appli¬ 
cation of this principle would succeed; and if it would, 
I know many a good gardener who would reap the 
benefit of it. Take single, whole tubers, and pot them 
in No. (iO, or three-inch pots, placing the bottom of the 
tuber on the drainage crock, and filling up, quite firm, 
with half peat and half leaf-mould compost; any time in 
February or early in IMurcb, plunge them into a brisk 
bottom-heat of K0° to H5°, and a danip, growing atmo¬ 
sphere. After the first watering, no more will be needed 
till you see the leaves appear; then keep them constantly 
moist at the roots and over head, and get as much growth 
out of them as your means can furnisli before the end of 
May; then turn them into a cold pit, with a very dry 
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atmosphere, and kec)i tlie suti from them till they harden 

a little. It is now Midsummer, and time for them to 

he in an airy and light part of a greenhouse, or late 

vinery; and to guard against the scorching of the roots 

in these little pots, have all double potted, that is, to put 

the No. liil-pots inside 4S-pots. Ifelbro the middle of 

.1 uly the llowcr-spikes ought to appear ; at auy rate, keep 

them on short commons till they do “ showthen sort 

I them into fives, keeping each five, as near as possible, 

I of the same forwarduess ; water them all ihorougly, and 

I pint each five into a No. Iti-pot, one in the middle, the 

I rest equally apart near the sides. No matter how rich 

j the compost is for this move so that it is light and Inmjty, 

to let otf the large doses of very weak liquid-manure, with 

which the future waterings arc to ho made, until the 

! first dowers open; and during this interval, let them he 

I in a close, strong-growing heat, so as to e.xpand all their 

! parts, .as much as possible, before they arc fit for show¬ 

ing off. After all, this is only a new application of a 

very old rule by which little Coxcombs not much bigger 

than your thumb at the time of “ showing ” the llower, 

or crest-bud, have been made to oxpiand enormously— 

and why not Gesnera zehrina? Even with a moderate ^ 

growth, five of them in a pot will make a handsome j 
specimen ; the dowers will be just as numerous, and the 

flower-spike nearly as long as if the plants were grown 

to their last in single jiots, besides being six weeks 

earlier. The other half of the stock of roots will bo used 

to make the splendid specimens now so much admired. 

D. Eeatox. 

TENDER PLANTS THAT MAY RE KEPT 

DORMANT IN WINTER. 

A Piiii.osoi’Hic moralist would bo apt to say, that 

modern iipwanlwn was one of the plague spots of 

society. True, we may realise the blessing of content¬ 

ment, and not be backward in using legitimate means 

for improving our condition. Ambition only becomes 

an evil, when, in aspirations after the future and the un- 

attaiuahle, wo forget our present advantages and their 

attendant responsibilities. How many destroy their 

happiness, keep themselves in a perpetual worry, and 

render themselves incapable of all useful, generous 

eflbrt, merely booause they will aspire to dangle within 

the extreme bounds of a higher grade, when they might 

otherwise have been hapi)y, prosperous, and useful, as 

standing in the foremost ranks of the hardy sons of 

honourable labour. “ Then why is it that you, in your 

Cottage Gaeuener, talk so frequently of plants which 

none but the rich can possess and attain ; conjuring iqi 

envy in some, discontent in others, an aping refine¬ 

ment in more, and a straining to have plants like their 

hellers in all?” Just because, 1 believe that etivij 
belongs to no particular condition in life, and can only 

be associated with the diminutive in mind; because, I 

believe that a man may have something of philosophy 

in his head, and a great deal of the real gentleman in 

1 his manners, and be all the happier, and more faithful 

to his duties in consequence; because, I know that the 

sight of, and the acquaintance with, without the ]ios- 

session of, the beauties of vegetable nature, ever exert 

a cheering, humanising, bettcring-of-heart tendency; 

and because I am more than convinced, that the love of 
gardening, however ju’omoted, and however directed, is 

a most powerful auxiliary for securing happy homes, 

and promoting self-respect, and manly independence of 

feeling. “ Aye, that is it, they get so iqqnsh, and so 

independent; since they have had these flno cottages, 

large gardens, and allotments, they think nothing of 

charily now.” So s])akc, not long ago, a querulous old 

gentleman. I hope it is true. Gharity, rightly adminis¬ 

tered, is one of those virtues that breathes peculiarly of 

the atmosi)hcre of heaven. But I trust that the day is 

dawning, when an addition to Ihe reward of labour 

shall be no longer given in the name of charity, as an 

opiate to the conscience, which ouyht to have been given 

at once as a matter of sim])lo jai-tica. Self-respect can 

stoop to charity only as the last alternative. < iardening 

fosters that self-respect, because, in the country espe¬ 

cially, it is a safeguard against vice and idleness. Mind 
uill think; and the good must be presented as the 

opponent of the bad. Glad are we to know, that there 

are those high in rank who glance over these pages. ' 

I’leased arc wo to see Tun Cottage Gaepf.ner on the ' 

tallies of gardeners, of Dukes and Earls; but more de¬ 

lighted, more salistied would our ambition be, to know 

that this little manual circulated more among the trades¬ 

men, artisans, and lahourers of our land. Some, in their 

enthusiasm, might spend more on plants than their 

circumstances would justify, and thus develop vp- 
wardism. In all cases not very extreme, 1 am so con¬ 

vinced of the good that would follow, that 1 should be 

inclined to shut one eye at least. To suit a few with 

aspirations above their general conveniences, 1 will pen 

a few notes on the subject that heads this chapter, even 

though they bo chiefly remembrances. 

1. Scarlel Geraniums. — These have been discussed 

under almost every conceivable circumstance. iStill, i 

must not ])ass them by, as they generally constitute 1 

the first step from the democratic to the aristocratic > 

\ in gardening. 1st. There tu'e those that have been 

. growing and blooming in pots and boxes. If you have 

I not given them much water lately, they will be rather 

, Arm in their stems; and kcjvt So dry as that they do 

; not shrivel, they wilt be preserved easily in any hay-loft 

; or shod, where just a little light can be given in fine 

weather. All fading leaves should be removed, and the 

; points of the shoots, if at all succulent. In March and 

April, you must bring them more to the light, and 

moisten their stems in a sunny day. Hy-and-by, when 

the weather becomes warmer, you must water them at 

the roots; aird, if set out-of-doors, you must protect from 

wet and frost; and when the plants have broke nicely, 

you may pick olf some of the old soil, and top-dress 

with what is fresh and rich. Y'ou will thus have abund¬ 

ance of bloom. 2nd. Rut you wish to preserve those 

, growing in beds and baskets; and as the roots have 

been cut in autumn, you would like to keep the ])lauts 

green all the winter, after taking up and ]iolliiig them. 

\ Then, though the plants may be somewhat dormant, 

I you will be obliged to give them a fair portion of light, 

as vvell as keep them from frost. Any building, or an 

odd room where these conditions arc obtainable, will do. 

;ird. “ Here are a lot more that are still in tlie ground, 

and have received no preparatory process, and 1 have 

nothing but a close shed, with a window and largish 

door to preserve them, or a small bed covered with 

lights, and I should like them to do well next year. 

Will either place do?” Take up the plants carefully 

from the beds, and, as your room is scarce, cut away all 

1 the softest part of the ]ilant, and the whole, or, at least, 

all the larger leaves. Then have a pot of quick-lime, if 

there is some powdered chai'coal in it, all the better; 
di]) the top of the plant in it so as to smear all the cut 

parts ; and then pack the roots as closely as you can in 

dryish earth, leaving the tops exposed. You may place 

them in moveable boxes if you like. 1 make many out 

of any old boards, but il', in your jiit or shed, there is no 

danger of damp from helow, they will do as well, and . 

occasion less trouble by being jiacked on the floor. ' 

Light and air must bo given them at all suitable oppor- ; 
tunities. If they see neither for a week or more, in 

severe weather, they will take no harm. Erost must be i 

excluded, and any decaying part must be removed. Ry 

the end ol' Ivlarch they will have become such a thicket, i 

that you must move them to give them room, to en- 
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courage tlie growing and then the hardening ju'oeess. 
4th. “ 1 liave no plants, hut Neighbour Lose-not.hing has 
olfercd me plenty of cuttings. 1 have a nice, open, 

I light lumber-room, from which frost can easily be cx- 
{ eluded.’’ Well, “ better late than never,” though it is 
: never good to be late. Get some some shallow boxes, say 
: three to four inches dee)i, six to twelve inches wide, and 
I from two to three feet in length ; put a little rough stuif 
i in their bottom, and then lill rather firmly with dryish 
' sandy earth. Make the cuttings rather large, leave 
i only a leaf or two at their points, let the base dry for a 
1 day or two, and then insert them tirmly and thickly in 
^ the dryish soil. Now, here is the ])art; in a 
I sunny day you may dew the foliage with water, but }Wl 
. a drop must go into the soil until roots are freely 

forming. In all those cases the succulent juice stored 
up in the plant and cutting is that upon which you 
must depend. Every position indicated is, therefore, 
better than your own sitting-room would be, whatever 
bustling care you might give them, just because your 
tires would dry the atmosphere, and rob the plants, (fee., 
of their self-contained moisture. 

II. Fuchsias. — These, if not the first, arc second 
favourites with all our artisans of taste. Nothing beats 
them for windows, baskets, and small gardens. As 
successions arc easily obtained, the plants should never 
remain in-doors whenever some of the leaves begin to 
fade. Ripening of their wood in the open air, and a 
good rest, are essential to their future success. A shed 
or room, where they can be protected from frost, will 
suit them better than a window or greenhouse. If the 
pots are plunged, or covered over with a damp material, 
such as moss, the plants will want no water until fresh 
growth commences in spring. The damper the plants, 
the more liable to injury from cold. A lady, very fond 
of these and other plants, kept them nicely in a light 
lumber-room in the garden. Her good husband, though 
equally fond of flowers, knew nothing of their manage¬ 
ment, and wisely never interfered. One day, however, 
he took pity on the woe-begone aspect of the plants: 
he would give them a refresher; and tops and bottoms 
got the water until the place was sailing. He intended 
to surprise his lady on the following day, and he did. 
To give them every chance, he left the window open, 
and forgot to shut it. That night a severe frost left 
wreck and desolation. His mistaken kindness did the 
mischief. A little dry hay is useful for throwing over 
the tops in severe weather. 

III. Begonia Evansiana.—This is a great favourite 
with our window gardeners, and deservedly so. 1 have 
already written its praises in these jtages. 1 had pots 
this summer, with four and five stems in each, that were 
so truly fine, that some of our acute nurserymen did not 
know what it was. Wlicncver the llowers drop, and the 
leaves begin to fade, the plants shoidd bo set out-of- 
doors, where they can have plenty of sun and little 
water. By this time, tlic stems will have fallen oil', or 
may be broken otf close to tlio surface of tlio pot—and 
the pots themselves be stowed away in any dry cellar, 
room, or shed, and will take no harm in the dark, 
until the young shoots liave risen a couple of inches in 
the spring. Then they should have light, and shortly 
have the roots divided, so as to have one, or several, 
shoots to a ])ot. If a little more heat than can be com¬ 
manded in a greenhouse window can be given, such as 
the corner of a moderate hotbed, for a month, the plants 
will thank you for it in future. 

IV. Ganna.—Many of the Ganna Indica Gnoois may bo 
preserved in a manner similar to the last, provided dryness 
is attended to. When raising from seed a hotbed must 
be secured. Most of them have rhizome roots, or under¬ 
ground stems, resembling the common ginger. Most of 
them would bo too large for windows, but they would 
look very striking in the centre of baskets and vases. 1 

liave saved the roots of Tndica 'm tliis manner ; and also 
Q. giganteu, a denizen of the south of Europe. I have 
heard of others, such as aurantiaca, coccinea, lanceolata, 
and patens, &c., being so created. But to do them well, 
and get them forward, all would require a help from a 
liotbed for six weeks or more in the spring. 

V. 'Fall growing herbaceous Lobelias.—Om good friend, 
Mr. Ajipleby, has alluded to these lately, and you cannot 
do better than follow his directions. Gardinalis,/ulgcns 
ignea and splcndens, are fine scarlets; I’gramidalis and 
jSgphilitiea are fair blues, all of which may bo easily 
kept. All of them, treated generously with rich compost, 
and plenty of water, do well, either in pots or beds, if 
they got the help of a little extra heat in spring At 
this season, lused to cut over the stems and take up the 
roots, in balls, and pack them in earth in a potting shed, 
or such place, where frost could bo kept from them. 1 
have also built them one above another like bricks 
against a wall, never disturbing tlicm until the heat of 
spring caused the suckers or young plants to move, 
when they were taken out, divided, and potted. Two or 
three old plants now, will give you a hundred then. 

VL Salvia fulgens, patens, coccinea, Ghamicdrifolia, 
&c., may be taken up and kept safely in soil, in sheds, 

during winter. Many will stand in the open grotuid, with 

a slight protection of moss, or coal ashes, similar to the 

hardiest fuchsias. But, with the extra laboTir involved, 

the plants will not bloom so early,nor so freely, as those 

that have been moved and kept dormant in winter. 

Even the last will not heat young plants kept slowdy 

growing in winter; but then the trouble will bo greater, 

and you must find means for giving light, as well as 

keeping out severe frost. 

\TI. Gommelina tuberosa, Mirabilis (Marvel of 
Peru), and Dahlias, may all be treated similarly. The 
first is worthy of more general cultivation, on account 
of its blue colours. The second has nothing of the 
wonderful and marvellous about it now, but still a few 
plants in a small garden are always interesting; and 
the third everybody thinks he can keep, though 1 have 
known many amateurs who have lost their collection 
year al’tcr year. In all, three things, if not essential, 
arc great hel])S to success. 1st. Growth must be checked 
artificially, or by frost, before the plants are cut down. 
2nd. The I'oots should remain in the ground some days 
afterwards; tlio centre top part, however, protected from 
wet and frost. 3rd. When the roots are taken up they ' 
should bo slightly dried, and then packed in dry earth, 
leaving just the tops exposed, and over which you can 
throw piutccting material in frosty weather. The roots 
or tubers will tlius ho kept sound and fresh, and you 
will escape rotting on one hand, and mummy-drying on 
the other. When growing in spring, the shoots may 
be thinned, and the plants potted or planted out at 
once, to receive a little protection; but in all cases, 
growth and llowering would be expedited if the plants 
received a little assistance under glass, in a slight hotbed. 

I stop hero for the jiresent. It will be seen, that a 
small room, or shed, with several bins or platforms, one 
above the another, may thus be made the repository for 
many useful plants. The more light such places have 
the better, as it is easy to block up with coverings in 
severe weather. R. Eisu. 

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY. 

{Continued from page (id.) 

Aeter leaving Coventry I visited Northampton, a 
town almost as ancient as the former. I’lio neighbour¬ 
hood is thickly strewed with the seats of the nobility and 
gentry. The day I arrived I was fortunate enough again 
to witness an Horticultural and I’loricultural exhibition. 
It was held in the new T’own-hall, a splendid, well- 
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lighted room, and well adapted for the purpose. The 
plants were well gi-own and beautifully flowered, espe¬ 
cially Dipladenia crassinoda, Aphelandra cristata, Aila- 
manda cathartica, Russelia juncca and grandiflora, 
Crinum amahile, Jmticia carnea, Pleroina elegans, and 
varieties oi Liliuin lancifolium, which were exceedingly 
well grown and bloomed. These plants would not have 
disgraced Chiswick or tlie Botanic Regent’s-park shows. 
There was also a fine collection of excellent vegetables, 
especially Potatoes. One, named King of Beauties, was 
as beautiful as a peach—white skin, size medium, eyes 
shallow. This was a seedling, exhibited by j\Ir. Watts, 
a market gardener. Mr. Watts said that it had never 
been diseased. He was kind enough to give me one, 
which I shall propagate as fast as I can, and, if it prove 
one that will withstand the attack of that fatal disease, 
the potato-rot, it will be a treasure indeed. There was 
also a variety known in that locality by the cognomen, 
Holland Red. This also, I was assured by several 
gardeners, was a hardy variety, not one in twenty being 
diseased; among ten varieties grown in one garden 
this was the least diseased of all; it is round, medium 
size, and reddish skinned. This was exhibited by Mr. 
Mackie, gardener to E. Bouverie, Esq. I obtained two 
sets of this variety. Jackson’s Improved Ash-leaved 
Kidneij is also a fine variety, and was free from disease. 
These facts are useful; and if every potato-grower 
throughout the country would notice the varieties that 
are the least subject to the disease, and publish his 
notes, a number of valuable varieties would become 
better known, and might be distributed more throughout 
the kingdom. Here, as at Coventry, the cottagers’ 
vegetables and hardy fruits were quite equal in quality 
to the gentlemens’ gardeners. And when we recollect 
that such products must have had great pains, and 
regular, almost daily, attention bestowed upon them, it 
is a proof that the encouragement given to cottagers, by 
giving prizes for their productions, is a great induce¬ 
ment to them to strive to deserve such distinction. By 
such notice and encouragement, habits of industry are, 
as it were, incidentally adduced amongst a class of 
persons who would, probably, without such a stimulus, 
have spent their hours in idleness, if not in pursuits 
more demoralizing and injurious to their comfort and 
that of their families here and hereafter. It is a matter 
of regret to me, and, no doubt, to many others, that 
there are so few cottager’s prizes given near the metro- 
]3olis. The London Horticultural Society has begun 
to give prizes, at their rooms, in Regent Street, for vege¬ 
tables, and there is no reason why they sliould not open 
a class for cottagers especially. I am quite sure the 
subscribers would not grudge a few pounds a-year for 
such a praiseworthy purpose. And in large hamlets 
round London, such as Hammersmith, Highgate, 
Hampstead, Clapton, Clajrham, and others, there are 
plenty of benevolent clergy and gentry that would be 
glad to subscribe to have exhibitions purposely to 
encourage their poor cottage neighbours. If 1 live, I 
shall certainly try to establish one at Uxbridge. There 
is no neighbourhood where cottage gardens are better 
kept, and they would be still more so if due encourage¬ 
ment were given to the owners. At this (Northampton) 
show, I had the pleasure to meet my esteemed friend 
and able coadjutor, Mr. Fish, which was an agreeable 
surprise indeed. He was there in the capacity of J udge, 
and our readers will agree with me, a better could not 
have been chosen. I understand he fills that office here 
frequently, and I am sure we should be glad if he would 
give a few jottings by the way when he attends such 
pleasing meetings. The reports of country exhibitions 
shows the progress of gardening in various parts, and is 
always interesting to the garden-loving-reader. 

'The next day I visited Einedon Park, the residence of 
M. Dolben, Esq. The lawn in front of the house is 

large, eight or ten acres, I should think. It rvas planted i 
thinly with all the choice Coniferm. I was particularly ^ 
pleased with a healthy specimen of Finns patnla, fifteen 
feet high, and twelve feet through, foliage light green, ' 
and elegantly drooping. This species is said to bo ! 
rather tender, but here it was perfectly hardy, and did 
not appear to have sufl'ered from frost in the least, every 
branch being perfect. Finns insignis was thirty feet 
high, and twenty feet diameter; a perfect pyramid of 
hranches, clothed with healthy foliage of the richest 
green imaginable. Cupressus torulosa, twenty feet high; 
0. lusitanim, a rare species in this country, twelve feet; 
G. thurifera, fifteen feet high; C. macrocarpa, fifteen 
feet; and C. expansa, twelve feet. Finns nohilis, a 
handsome, healthy plant, with a strong leader, and short 
stem, six feet. The great rarity, however, of this place 
is the Ahies Douglassii-pendula, a tree unique, and only 
in this garden; no other place, I believe, possesses a 
plant of it. In one part of the grounds is a fine dense 
avenue of old Limes, nearly half a mile long. In walk¬ 
ing through this, the spectator might easily imagine he 
was in some religious edifice, the cloisters of an old 
abbey, so imposing and solemn is the effect it has upon 
the senses. Mr. Dolhen is justly proud of his choice col¬ 
lection, and spares no pains or expense to add to it every 
new species of Conifer®. 

Close to the town is an ancient place named De la 
Pre, the residence of E. Bouverie, Esq. The gardener, 
Mr. Mackie, two years ago, had occasion to rebuild or 
improve an old vinery. 'The vines were about five years 
old. He took them carefully up, preserving every living 
root, made a new border, considerably elevated it, re¬ 
planted the vines, and they were, when I saw them, in 
most excellent health, with a fine crop of grapes, 
without a single shanked berry; and, what was more 
reraarkahle, they were all of that somewhat tender vine, 
the I'rontignan variety. This was an experiment, and 
shows what care and judicious management will effect. 
In the pleasure grounds were some noble Cedars of 
I.ebanon, a gigantic Tulip tree, sixty feet high, wbich 
flowers every year; a long yellow-flowered Horse Ches- 
nut; and a fine succession of that rare tree, the Pinas 
LUaveana, eighteen feet high. 

On the back wall of a forcing house, Mr. Mackie planted, 
five or six years ago, a number of Roses, chiefly the 
Provence varieties. These, he said, furnish him with 
an abundant crop of Roses from February to June. I 
was much pleased with this wall of roses, and think it 
worthy of adoption in every garden where cut roses are 
in request. T. Appleby. 

{To he concluded in our next). 

THE PETUNIA. 

{Continued from page 86.) 

In my last paper on these showy plants I described 
the properties of a good variety; I now proceed to give 
its culture, and trust my remarks and iustructioiis will 
be useful to)such readers of The Cottage Gardener as 
may either cultivate Petunias, or desire to do so. 'The 
subject may be divided into, 1st, Propagation by cuttings 
and by seed, 2nd, Soil; 3rd, Summer treatment; 4th, 
Winter treatment; 5th, General management, so as to 
render the plants fit for exhibition. 

1st, Fropagation by Guttings. Petunias arc easily 
pi'opagated by cuttings during nine months in the year; 
that is, from February to October. The best cuttings 
are the young tops of rather weakly growing plants. 1 ! 
have always found that cuttings of most kinds of soft I 
wooded plants, such as Galceolarias, Heliotroj>es, Ayer- \ 
atums, and such-like, when growing very strong with 
thick succulent stems, soon damp off, especially in early 
spring, or late in the autumn, and more especially if put 
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into heat with a view to strike them quickly; whereas, 
if the cuttings are rather weak, their leaves do not 
transpire so much, and the cuttings, consequently, live 
longer without roots, and have time to send them forth 
hefore they perish for want of support from the roots. 
In spring, the cuttings require a gentle hotbed; but in 
summer and autumn they strike root readily enough in 
a cold pit or frame. The cutting pots should be prepared 
in the usual way ; that is, drain the 2)0ts well by filling 
them halffull with broken potsherds; upon these place 
a layer of the rough siftings of the compost, and upon 

, that place a layer of rich, light, very sandy compost, 
nearly up to the rim of the pot; and lastly, fill up the 
pot to the level with fine silver sand; then give a gentle 
watering to settle it and make it firm; and while that is 
taking place, look out for and make the cuttings; choose, 
as 1 said hefore, young weak shoots, and cut them off 
close to a joint, dress off the lower leaves so as to allow 
about an inch to be planted in the sand, and not more 
than three or four leaves at the top. Plant them with a 
short stick, pressing the sand closely to each. The pot 
may be filled with cuttings in rows across it, or, if space 
is plentiful, place them out round the edge; I prefer the 
latter method, if circumstances will allow it, hut it is not 
absolutely necessary ; for I have now a pot of cuttings, 

. well-rooted, of the true Shruhlaud Rose, planted and 
growing all over the surface of the pot—these were put 
in last August. As soon as the required nmnber of pots 
are filled with cuttings, observe that the holes made by 
the planting-stick are filled up with dry sand. Dry sand 
is mentioned, because it runs more readily into the holes 

I than moist sand would do; then give a gentle watering 
again, which firmly fastens the sand round each cutting; 
leave them on the bench for an hour to dry off the surface 
moisture and any that may be standing on the leaves. 
After that time, or thereabouts, place them, if in spring, 
in the gentle hotbed, or, if in summer or autumn, in the 
pit or frame; shade from bright sunshine, and water 
when the surface becomes quite dry. In spring and 
autumn this will seldom be required, but it must not 
be neglected. A celebrated propagator has often told 
me, that the proper and judicious watering of cuttings 
was the grand secret of success in propagation of all 
kinds of plants, whether hard-wooded or soft-wooded, 
from the most delicate Heath down to the easily-struck 
Tom Thumb Scarlet Geranium; and he was quite right. 
There are more cuttings destroyed by untimely and 
injudicious watering, than by any other (excepting 
scalding by too much heat) point of propagation. 
Therefore, mind the watering-pot, and do not use it too 
freely upon cuttings until they are fairly rooted, and 
show evident signs of having made roots and growth. 
As soon as these appear, give plenty of air, and expose 
them fully. The spring and summer cuttings should 
he potted-off immediately when rooted: hut those struck 
late in the year may remain in the cutting pots through 
the winter, if room is scarce. When they are potted, 
let the season he when it may, they should be placed 

i in a frame or pit, where they can be shaded and kept 
close for a few days, until fresh roots are produced ; let 
them then he gradually inured to hear the full light 
and air. 

Propagation hy Seed.—The grand object of propa¬ 
gating by seed is to obtain improved varieties; and in 

, order to increase the probability of success, it is ad¬ 
visable to hybridize. Rees and other insects do this 
for us to some extent, and many cultivators are content 
with this natural hybridizing; not so the more scientific 
operator. He observes the deficiency in some property 
that an otherwise desirable variety possesses, and endea¬ 
vours to supply or obtain that wanting property from 

; some other variety that has it. This is done by cutting 
of!' the pollen cases from one flower, and supplying pollen 

j from the one whoso qualities are desirable to infuse into 

the one operated upon; and to prevent the insects from 
bringing any other pollen, the impregnated flower 
should be covered with fine net muslin. Seed thus 
obtained is truly valuable, and is almost certain to 
produce superior flowers. The seed sljould be gathered 
as soon as it is ripe, and be carefully cleaned from the , 
seed-vessels, and kept dry and cool through the winter. 
Sow it in the spring in shallow pans, placed in a gentle 
hotbed, or on a shelf close to the glass, in a warm 
greenhouse or propagating-house. When they come 
up, ])rick them out in similar pans, rather thinly. This 
can scarcely be done too early, for if allowed to remain 
too long in the seed-pan there is great danger of their 
damping-off. When they have made three or four 
leaves, then pot them singly into thumb-pots; and as 
soon as there is no fear of frosts injuring, then plant : 
them out in a nursery-bed till they flower, and choosing j 

such as are really good, throw the rest away. 
T. Aiu'lery. 

(7'o he continued.) 

WALKS AND EDGINGS FOR SUBURBAN 

GARDENS. 

{Continued from page 88.) 

In continuation of the subject of Suburban Gardens, 
which last week we left in a simple, roughly-trenched- 
over manner, it becomes novz a duty to study the direc¬ 
tion of walks, the disposal of trees, and other things. 

Walks, in a general way, run in lines parallel to the 
outside boundary, if the latter be straight, if not, tlie 
walk must not be forced to take every abrupt turning 
which circumstances may have given to the fence, but 
may be carried a considerable distance away from it, 
rather than give those intricate “ ins” and “ outs” which 
descend into “ the frivolous;” and the direction being fixed 
on, the formation is ne.xt. This subject has attracted 
much attention of late, some great authorities asserting, 
that a foundation of more or less depths of rough stones, 
&c., was not only unnecessary, but absolutely hurtful, 
and insisting on the w'alk being composed of a few 
inches of concrete, asphalte, or some other mixture 
aualagous to them; the advantages of this description 
of walk, they say, is a smooth, hard surface, and tlie 
prevention of weeds. Now this latter qualification is 
really of less importance to the suburban gardener 
than to that of the country gentleman; the former, 
having but little ground to operate upon, i-arely grudges 
the labour it costs, if ho takes a delight in it; while the 
latter may, in other respects, be so taxed, as to be 
anxious, by all legal means, to get rid of this impost. 
On the other hand, the materials for an asphalte or con¬ 
crete walk are more generally at the command of the 
townsman than of the country horticulturist; the former, 
surrounded by all the substances required, can readily 
obtain some one to lay them down in a mechanical 
manner, which, if done well In other respects, may 
serve many years; but I never saw any yet that per¬ 
fectly jileased me: the unyielding hardness is such as 
to be painful to walk upon, when slightly covered with 
fine gravel, as is usually the case, and the small stones, 
about the size of beans, are unpleasant (to say nothing 
else) for tender feet, while, in wet weather, the imper¬ 
vious nature of the walk renders the fine ])ortion of I 

loose stratum at top, a sort of puddle, which remains j 

so until the superabundant moisture is carried oil by i 
evaporation. Now these evils are not easily overcome { 
in tliose mechanically-formed walks, even wherr they are i 

done in the best manner; while it too often happens, ^ 
that tlie absence of something in the affair, or the undue 
presence of something else mars the whole matter, and the ! 
walk breaks up in flakes. If, therefore, good gravel is to j 
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be had at anything like a reasonahle rate,l would advise 
the ainatear to have recourse to the old, hut time- 
honoured way of making walks, as practiced in years 
gone by. The site being fixed, and the edging, if of 
box, )ilantcd, some little excavation will he necessary. 
Six inches will do, unless there are other reasons for 
making it deeper—as the obtaining the soil from its 
foundation, or the burying of rough stones and other 
materials otherwise dillicult to get rid of. In that case, 
any depth yon like maybe gone into, taking oare, as you 
advance to the top, that smaller and closer fitting ones 
ho used, and, what is equally important, those to which 
worms ha.vo an antipathy may then he more freely used, ' 
and brickbats, or small stones, with mortar adhering, 
or mortar, in soine shape, may ho thrown in amongst ! 
the stones. Clinkers, or rough cinder-ashes, are equally j 

obnoxious to this class of underground enemies; hut \ 
whatever is used, ho sure that a fair share ho added, as 
nothing disfigures a walk more than unsightly worm casts, 
and nothing is more likely to prevent this disfigurement, 
than the abundance of such ollensivc substances as noted ^ 

i above. Rough gravel will follow next, and then that 
• which is firm. Now, though gravel may he said to be ' 

requisite, yeti have formed very good walks without it; 
1 two or three inches of roTigli stones, like road metal, i 
i being covered with coarse black (or any other coloured) I 
I sand, so as anqdy to hide all the stones, and the surface ' 
! being rolled and made smooth, about an inch or so of | 
! white shells was laid on: this makes, perhaps, the most \ 
I pliant walk of any, the shells soon getting broken, and | 

! every shower washing them to the top, making the best 
i appearance of anything for walks, and after rain, or oven ' 
j when it is raining, they are in hotter order than at any j 

. other time; and woods are more easily removed than | 
j when on a hard, firm-setting gravel. I would strongly 
I advocate the use of shells to all who arc within reach 

of them, and they are conveyed very cheaply to all ])arts 
I accessible by water communication. 
I Contemporarily with the formation of walks is that 
i of edgings, which, in a suburban kitchen garden, cannot 
j be better than of box, which thrives in most situations; 
1 a brick, or other fancy kerb-edging, is sometimes used, 
i but the abundance of other objects of a mechanical 
i nature renders something green a relief to the monotonous 
! linos of brick and mortar. Rox-edgings will not, how¬ 

ever, thrive in every situation; I have seen it planted 
with its roots laid into the border, instead of the walk, ' 

' as is usual, and it still refused to grow well, dying off in 
I frequent large patches. In some soils the conditions i 

necessary to insure the welfare of this and other things ! 
may be absent, hence the failure. Now these peculiari- : 
ties cannot properly he expressed by the terns light, I 

: heavy, or medium soils, because I have seen box-edgings j 

thrive in all these, and when the two opposite arc at tlie j 

greatest extreme too; the cause of failure then lies in ; 
I something else than is commonly understood. Neither j 

! lias barreTiness anything to do with it, because 1 have 
seen box-edging languish and die where the ordinary | 
garden vegetables were nourishing and thriving as well 
as could ho wished; however, I advise the amateur to 
try box, which, though occasionally refusing to grow as 
above, yet is, in a usual way, as much to he depended on 
as any thing that is planted. It may ho planted at all 
seasons, but dry hot weather is the worst. 1 am against 
cutting any of its tops when planted, unless it ho very 
jagged indeed, in which case a little may bo cut away ; 
tlio roots may, however, be pruned into order, and if dry 
weather follows its planting, watering may he resorted 
to with advantage; and in following up this subject I 
may remark, that I rarely clip box-edging more than 
once in the season, which is about the end of !May or 
early in dune, or it may he the latter end of that montli, 

, if showery weather does not intervene before that time, 
‘ as that is of more real importance than the state of the 

plant. This period, as will be seen, is just about the 
middle of the summer growth, and consC(iuently an un¬ 
favourable time to cut it with regard to the plant's wel¬ 
fare; but if the weather be dull and showery for a few 
days it soon overcomes that, and recovers so as to make a 
few short fresh shoots during the season, just sullicient to 
break the raw clipped appearance a new cut edging has, 
as well as to give it that healthy green look whicli con¬ 
trasts so strongly with the rusty brown one it often has 
when cut at an unfavourable season. Next to box, 
thrift forms a cheerful looking lino of edge, only it must 
he replanted every two years. Gcntianella will do in 
some places, hut it does not do in every case; double 
Daisies are also used with advantage; hut 1 dislike 
Strawberries, London Pride, Thyme, and other large 
growing j^hints, as unless the walk be very wide and 
long too (which suburban gardens rarely are) these are 
certainly out of place. If the above smaller growing 
plants cannot he made to grow, then a kerb or other 
mechanical edging must he adopted, of course, w'hich 
over one be used, it is imperative that it should be laid 
down the same time as the walk is made, in order that 
the latter he no more disturbed afterwards. I have not 
mentioned turf edgings, which rarely find their way into 
a kitchen garden, unless where the walks arc of that 
material, which, however, is unsuitable to the small 
spots designated suburban gardens. The preparing 
of ground, and planting permanent vegetable crojts will 
he given next week. J Robson. 

VISITS TO SOME OE THE CHIEF POULTRY- 

YARDS OF ENGLAND. 

(CAI’T.UN HOENBY’S.) 

llow many and how various are the thoughts which crowd 
upon the memory at the bare mention of the name of 
Knowsley, the baronial residence of him who sways, as his 
ancestors have often before contributed to sway, the desti¬ 
nies of liritain. Rut it is of themes other and humbler than 
tliosc which these historical n'collections conjure up tlmt we, 
who write for the naturalist, the amateur, and the fancier, 
are destined hero to speak. It was at Knowsley that the 
late Earl of Derby formed, by the labour of a life, that 
magnificent collection of birds and animals to which science 
owed so mucli; which was unequalled as a private managerie, 
and surpassed by few, if by any, public establishments of the 
kind; and which, for the pure love of science, his lordship 
kept up for a series of years on a scale almost regal. Alas! 
that we should, with a passing tribute of regret, have to 
record that his unrivalled collection is numbered “ among 
the things that were,” having been, by the unrelenting 
hammer of the auctioneer, distributed over the world. 

Subjects for our humble pen have, however, as it were, 
arisen from its ashes, for a beautiful and varied assemblage 
of domestic poultry now occupy some of the enclosures 
where all that was rare and gorgeous in the featliereil 
creation were once, as we liave said, collected together. ; 

Who, of those who have attended the poultry shows which ■ 
have long existed in the north of England, and wliich, on 1 
account of the increasing interest taken in the objects of i 

them, are extending themselves rapidly throughout the land, 
has not heard of the name of Captain Hornby, and admired 
the specunens which he has exhibited? It is to these, then, 
and to a description of their dwelling-iilaces, that we propose 
to devote the present paper. 

The hospitable cottfigo of the gallant captain is situate 
about equidistant from the mansion of Knowsley and the 
Iluyton-gatc station of tlio Liverjtool and IManchester railway. 
Here is a C('nvenient, hut rather coniined, poultry-yard, of 
W'hich as much as possible is m.ado, after this fashion w'hich 
we describe fully for the benefit of those whose space may 
also be limited. A plain brick building, fronting to the 
south, and having a roof leaning northwards, is (we speak 
from recollection) from twenty to thirty feet long, by six or 
eight wide. Of tlie height of a door behind, it rises towards 
the front sulficiently for the lean of the roof. This is di- 
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vicleJ into three compartments, each ventilated hy a kind of 
wooden chimney, whicli admits air, hut excludes the rain, and 
the inside is furnished with nests and low jjerches. Ou the 
soutli side, a small slide, closed at night, allows ingress and 
egress to the fowls, and on this side ai’c three enclosures, 
corresponding to tlie three compartments of the huilding. 
'I’liese are formed of light, hut strong wire, well painted, and 
may he twelve or fourt(!en feet long, hy eight or nine wide, 
an alley, or passage, of two feet in width, or thereabouts, 
]>ermitting visitors to look at the birds, while it prevents 
them from fighting through the interstices of the net-work. 
A daily supply of sand, whicli is obtained close by, keeps all 
healthy and sweet, and the cleanly apiiearanco of the whole 
does much creilit to tlio handy little girl wlio has the care 
of the poultry located hero. Three lots of Cochin-China 
fowls at present occupy the enclosures wo have described. 
They are lired, we believe entirely, from the stocks of 
Mr. Sturgeon and Mr. Andrews, and do credit to the races 
from which tiny are sprung. They are let out, alternately, 
for a few hours each day, to roam over the yard and a field 
adjoining; and thus, while intermixture is prevented, have 
tlie full benefit of au extensive walk. To those wdiose 
space is small -we strongly recommend such an aiTangemcnt 
as that which for tliese reasons we have described; for it is 
obvious that three or more varieties of poultry may, by these 
nu'ans, bo kept iierfeetly distinct in a locality somewhat 
confined. T'he building is by no means an expensive one, 
and we anticipate that many young fanciers -will bo indebte(l 
to tl)e Captain for enabling them, by building ujion his plan, 
to extend the varieties of their feathered favourites. 

Accompanying our friendly host in a short walk across 
the beautiful park, wdiich aflbrds, by the way, a view of the 
noble mansion of Knowsley, we reacli some of the enclosures 
of the quondam nianagerie. Here is the splendid col¬ 
lection of Spanish fowls which Captain Hornby, almost 
regardless of exigence, has formed; and we do not hesitate 
to say that, good as are the specimens of his other varieties, 
these are, beyond doubt, young and old, the flower of his 
flock. Whoever beats him at Birmingham must have first- 
rate bu’ds, and shown in lii-st-rate form too. At another 
place, in that which was once the pheasantry, are his young 
Cochins, a promising lot, inhabiting splendid quarters. 
Another walk, equally pleasant and diversified, brings us to 
a farm-house where one of the game-keepers resides. Here 
are the Dorkings, turkeys, geese, and Aylesbury ducks, and 
it is difficult to award the palm where all are of great merit. 
The speckled Dorkings would do credit to any exhibition, 
and udll be difficult to beat wherever they may' he shown. 
Some other enclosures, at convenient distances, are appro¬ 
priated to other varieties, all of which must, with the care 
devoted to them, flourish in walks so healthy and extensive. 

Few amateurs can hope, as this imperfect description will 
show, to iiossess the facihties wliich Captain Hornby enjoys 
for the keeping, each in its purity, of so many varieties of 
poultry. The arrangements made at his own residence 
show', however, how easy it is, in a space comparatively con¬ 
fined, to keep two or three distinct breeds. With these, 
the jirudent fancier w ill be content, preferring excellence in 
one or two to mere variety of mediocre races, and thank¬ 
ing those few wdio possess extended means for enriching 
our exhibitions with the greater number. 

Th.at the taste for the pure breeds of domestic poidtry is 
extending itself, we have had repeated occasion to state, 
and our assertions are more than proved by the increasing 
numbers of exhibitions and of the varieties shown, as well 
as by the large prices which first-rate speounens, oven of the 
oldest varieties, still command. Many of our most enthu¬ 
siastic amatem-s are compelled, by space and circura.stances, 
to confine themselves to one variety; and in proportion as 
their judgment and care are concentrateil on a single point, 
is oftentimes to their success in the production of excellence 
in that particular breed. To .such be all honour, for they 
do all that thei)' means admit, and even more than, at first 
sight, such means w'ould appear capable of etfecting. But 
while w'e give full credit to him who, with slender means, 
does all that his limited opportunities are capable of ])er- 
forming, it is but fair to accord a larger meed of praise to 
the fancier who, more fortunate, it may be, i]i the possession 
of extended means, yet with increased trouble, anxiety, and 
toil, effects proportionably greater results. We know' of no 
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one who, on the whole, is better entitled to the credit of 
having done his utmost, with much judgment, and regard- ' 
less of trouble or expense, to promote the excellence, and 
extenil the benefits of our best breeds of domestic poultry 
than Captain Hornby. Thanking him for the urbanity and 
kindness experienced by ourselves, w'e anticipate an agree¬ 
able and instructive visit tor any one who is equally for- 
tun.ate in obtaining an inspection of the poultry yards 
at Knowsley, “ and so wo say most hcoi’tily farewell.” B. , 

EATABLE FUNGI. 

{Conlinued Jrrmi iiage IT.) 

PROEAr.T.Y as an article of diet none of the fungi have j 

been so generally and higbly esteemed on the Continent as 
the MotcUk, There ai'e several species of them, and the 
w'hole genus is considered free from poisonous properties ; 
some, however, ai’O insipid, and barely eatable ; wbilc others, 
to which our attrition will be more especially drawn, as 
Morchellii esculenla, M. palula, :md M. (Idiciosti, are truly 
excellent. 

In Germany they are largely used, and are considered 
the most delicate and valuable of the fungi; they are 
seldom eaten alone, or cooked when fresh, but are dried, 
and in this w'ay may be kept for months or ynai'S, and are 
largely employed in soups, sauces, or gravies, to which they 
gi\e a high and rich flavour. There are a ^•nriety of ways 
of dressing these most delicious fungi. I’aulet gives 
directions for stuffing Morells witli savoury meats, such us 
pickled pilchards, cray-fisli, the flesh of fowls, A'c., and 
says, after they are boiled they ai’e to be served up with 
chomjjaigu, lemon-juice, and bread-crumbs ! Bersoon, also, 
gives the follow'ing receipts:— 

Stuffep Morells.—1. Choose the whitest MoreUs, wash 
and wipe them w'oll; when quite, fresh-gathered, open the 
stalk at the bottom and fill it with veal stuffing, anchovy, or 
any rich sauce you please, securing the ends, and dressing 
between thin slices of bacon. They may bo served with a | 
sauce of rich gravy, Ac., according to the palate. j 

2. Having washed and wiped the Morells as directed in 
the last receipt, stew them for an hour with a piece of ham, 
and a little parsly, pepper, and s.alt, adding occasionally a' 
little broth to prevent burning, and w'hen sutficiently done, 
bind with the yolks of two or three eggs, and serve on 
buttered toast. 

The Lycoperdons (ITiff Balls) form another genus, 
affording abundance of delicious food in many countries, 
where they abound and spring up after showers with in¬ 
credible rapidity, some of them attaining enormous 
dimensions. In Italy and India they are esteemed as 
great luxuries. The smaller ones may be stewed in a rich 
l)eef gi’uvy, either by themselves, or with other esculent 
fungi, where they are scarce, and may be flavoured with 
lemon-juice, Ac., according to taste. The best method of 
dressing the large sorts, as Lycoperdon bovista, is to cut it 
in slices, and fry it in fresh butter, with eggs and bread¬ 
crumbs. So prepared, it has the flavour of a rich, light 
omelette; or, as others consider, the flavour of sweetliread. 
No fungus, says Dr. Badham, requires cooking so speedily 
as the L. bovista, which grows to an immense size, and as it 
has the power of quickly repairing injuries (being one of 
the most rapid of the fungi in its growth). Dr. Badham has 
recommended, where it is found near our domestic dwellings, 
that a fresh slice should be taken, from time to time, from 
each fungus, as we require it foi' the table; for if allowed f.o 
remain undressed it soon decomposes, and becomes in¬ 
sipid and unwholesome. When perfectly fresh it is one of 
the lightest and easiest of digestion. 

The TjtuFEi.ES form another genus equally sought after 
•and esteemed. They vary much in size and colour, being 
found from nearly white to a dark blown or black. They 
have a peculiar odour when fresh from the gi’ouud, soon 
making a room, to most pi'ople, unbearable, and they will 
even scent a house for weeks, if allowed to remain exposed 
in their fresh state, as 1 experienced when collecting the 
(Uitable fungi for the table, while residing at Basingstoke. 
They are found abundant on the Continent, especially in 
the south of France and Italy, from whence it is supposed 
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tliey are imj^ovted into England in large quantities, 
are also found in the East Indies and .Japan. They are 
principally used to flavour soups and sauces—(and, in my 
opinion, may be dried and kept for months or years, and 

I used for the above purpose grated like nutmegs). If 
I dressed in their fresh state, they should be simply washed 
, and boiled in j>labi u-atcr, and served up on dry-toast, 

peeled at the table as potatoes, and eaten with bread and 
butter, and pepper and salt, in which way they make a good 
wholesome supper. I have eaten them raw, cut in thin 
slices and laid between bread and butter. 

Thu Helvellas form another genus free from poisonous 
species, although some are much more highly estimated 
than others—some being insipid and tasteless. Ilclvdla 
crispa, H. laciinosa, and H. esc.iilenUi, are the species most 
esteemed on the Continent. Their flavour is very similar to 
that of the Morells, and, by some, the H. esculenta has 
been taken for the true Morell; and, in many instances, 
they are passed for it. They arc, undoubtedly, inferior to 
the Morells, and, unfortunately, are of a tough, leathery, 
consistence, which, however, is somewhat remedied by 
soaking them for a night in milk, and afterwards stewing 
them for some hom’s. The best way to dress them appears 
to be—to stew them for four or flve hours in a good supply 
of rich gravy. IMy method of dressing them was first to 
chop them as fine as minced veal, then to cover them with 
plain water in a saucepan, and stew them for about three 
hoirrs, adding occasionally, for the last hour, ilour from 
the dredger, and fresh butter, pepper, salt, and lemon- 
juice, to flavour them. They were then served up with dry 
toast. They are very excellent stewed and served up with 
hashed mutton. 

The Ci,aVjUSIas form another genus producing no poison- 
I ous species, and many that are esteemed luxuries. They 
^ are a very liandsome genus, varying much in colour, which 

renders tliem attractive to the collector, and, when pr-eserved 
in brine, for sale. They are abundantly introduced into 
the Italian markets, and in many parts on the Continent 

I are highly esteemed as an article of diet. The following 
receipt for dressing them is given in Dr. Badham’s treatise 
of the Esculent Fiinniises of England. They are first to be 

I stewed with a little butter over a slow fire, afterwards to 
be strained, then (throwing away the hquorj to be re¬ 
placed to stew for an hour with salt, pepper, chopped 
chives and parsley, moistening with plain stock, and dredg¬ 
ing with flour occasiomdly. When sufficiently cooked, the 
whole to be thickened with yolks of eggs and cream. 

Tlie following Clavarias arc most esteemed—Clavaria 
riic/osa, C. pyxidala, C. cinercii, O.Jlava, and O. coralloides.— 
E. Yokke Brocas. 

(To be continued.) 

HONEY-HARVEST ON THE MOORS. 

I HOPE it is not too late in the season to invite our 
apiarian friends to accompany me, in imagination, on a visit 
which I had an opportunity of paying early in October, to 
(I believe I am correct in saying) the largest bee-keeper 
and honey-dealer on the Northumberland Moors, and I 
thiirk there are few among them who will not learn some¬ 
thing from a description of his autumnal management. 
Being an old acquaintance, I was soon ushered into the 
sanctum sanctorum of the establishment, the upper apart¬ 
ments or lofts of the house. Around the first room were 
ranged a number of empty hives, home-made, aird all 
cottage hives, of variou.s sizes, heaps of refuse combs, and, 
in a recess, piles of the imrest heather honey, sealed up in 
paper equally pm'e, ready to be dispatched to customers 
in all parts of the kingdom.* But the point of attraction 
to the eye of the apiarian was a row of hives, reversed, 
and full of combs, containing a large quantity of honey. A 
glance, however, showed these had not been arranged by 
their neat artificers; the edges were uneven, many of the 
centre combs filled with honey, and the side combs empty. 
In fact, they had been made up from fragments, from such 
coml)s as, having contained brood, were unfit for sale. These 
combs were fixed in empty hives by two small round rods, 

* The price of this honey has this season hcen Is. 3ci. per pound. 

They | thrust from one side of the hive, through the combs, to the 
other, and thin narrow laths were placed perpendicularly 
between the combs, to retain them in tlieir proper position ; 
in the evening these were to be tenanted by driven bees. 
Thence we proceeded to the driving apartment, wliich was 
lighted by a small closed window at one end. Here were 
four men engaged in the operation of driving. Our readers 
are aware that this is attended witli some difficulty when 
the air has become chilly, and, before this time, the ther¬ 
mometer had fallen at niglits to 3J°, whilst the Cheviots the 
following morning were capped with snow! The bees had 
been brouglit from the moor about a fortnight previously and 
placed in the gai'den, that the brood might be hatched out, 
and drones were still found in many of the hives. The 
driving was commenced in the usual manner, an empty 
hive being placed over the full one, and a cloth bound 
round the junction. In about ten minutes, when a portion 
of the bees had ascended, there was a departure from the 
ordinary mode of driving. The hives were then divided, 
the upper end being held in a slanting position, and at one 
point forming a junction with the stock, while the bees, 
now intimidated and in confusion, were guided and brushed 
forward with a feather from among the combs. At this stage 
of the proceedings, the queen not having always ascended, 
the bees in some hives went streaming Tjriskly up, while in 
others, their connection between the two hives was, at times, 
entirely broken; but, in answer to my inquiry whether they 
did not sometimes entirely fail in dislodging the bees, I 
was told, that though sometimes it was tedious, and required 
patience, the hive was never left till it was clear of bees. A 

j few flew to the window, and to the owner of only four or five 
hives they appeared a considerable mtmber, amounting, when 

I several hives had been taken up, to about half-a-pint; hut 
these were gradually grouping in clusters, and in the evening 
were to he joined to others, for not a life was willingly sacri¬ 
ficed. These hives had only stood the summer; and the object 
being to obtain as much pure honey as possible from the 
side-combs, they were mostly of a very large size; the largest 
eighteen inches in diameter, by thirteen deep, had received 
a large swarm, which, having been joined by part of another 
swarm, weighed seven pounds, and, on its return from the 
moor, the contents weighed flve stone, exclusive of the bees. 
In driving such a hive, the support of the cross-sticks would 
be almost indispensable. Those intended for winter stocks 
were much smaller. Families which were not very nume¬ 
rous were to be limited, one queen being removed, and the 
other retained, according to their merits, for a brief history 
of the time of swarming, &o., was labelled on each hive. 

We next visited the garden, about a quarter-of-an-acre of 
ground, divided by fruit-trees into four compartments, 
around which were ranged the hives, and of which the 
winter stock would be above fifty. While some were inactive 
and still, others were all bustle and excitement; these were 
the manufactured colonies, still reversed, with the empty 
hive tied over them. In about ten days, the combs would 
be securely fixed to the sides and top by the bees, when the 
upright props would be removed, and the hive be placed 
on its winter stand. 

Such is the autumnal management which the experience 
of a long series of years recommends as the most projitahle. 
This consideration will demand no advocacy; but surely i 
there are others which should be as potent. If any of our 
readers still pursue the old and cruel system, will they not 
pause and reflect before they again apply the brimstone match ? 
Is there not enjoyment in existence to the least in creation? 
Are there no feelings of gratitude and affection towards our 
little garden companions, whose active industiy has afibrded 
us so much pleasure and amusement, and whose toils may, 
probably, have contribirted to our luxuries? For myself, 
I re-echo the words of De Gelien, “Je ne les aime pas 
mediocrement, je me passionne pour dies.” 

Before laying down my pen, I will make one or two 
remarks on the accounts furnished by correspondents of 
The Cottage G.vrdener, and for which we owe our thanks, 
for there are lessons to lie learnt from failure as well as 
success. In the apiaries of “B. B.” and “H. T. N.,” drones 
in September are sure signs of mischief of some kind. | 
Liberal feeding might stimulate the bees of a queenless 
stock to carry pollen, but the problem may have another 
solution. Are the drones full-sized or dwarfs ? If the 
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latter, there is a queen, but she lays the eggs of drones 
o]ihj. Should “ E. B.” now join bees with their queen to 
No. (and I have visions of a palace in ruins, next spring, 
under the earthen pan), this queen must be dislodged a 
lew days previous to the union. But it appears that “B. B.” 
has liad several dislodged families at command, and I would 
ask, if he has never presented a spai'e queen to this auspi¬ 
cious hive ? Had it not possessed a sovereign, a stranger 
would have been welcomed witli an enthusiasm which might 
have awakened feelings of envy in the breast of the French 
I’rosident! Does not “ H. T. N’s” hive No. 1, which is 
Jlr. Taylor’s bar-hive, afford facilities for a thorough ex¬ 
amination of the combs and bees, by taking out the former 
on the bars, and so ascertaining its state as regards the 
queen ? In reading the account of the “ deadly warfare," 
my first impression was, that there had been a mistake as 
to the hive that had swarmed, but to this difficulty, I think, 
another explanation may be given. It is observed, then, that 
in summers when honey is very plentiful, bees assimilate 
readily, swarms unite, and even enter other hives; but in 
times of scarcity, all their feelings of jealousy, as weU as the 
desire of plunder, are awakened; and, judging from the 
returns in this apiary, the secretion of honey in the flowers 
this season had been very small.—Investigator. 

THE POTATO ^iIURRAIN. 

You perhaps will excuse a casual reader, hut a close ob- 
seiwer, although only an humble individual, addressing you 
upon the disease of that root which, to the poorer classes 
of society in Great Britain, may be very justly denominated 
the STAFF OF I,IFF. I See, in a recent number of your x'ub- 
lication, a very pious letter on the histoiy and culture 
of the Potato in tins country, but ascribing its disease to 
the introduction of guano. It will be well remembered by 
many in different parts of England, including Ireland and 
Scotland, that long before guano was introduced, or even 
known or thought about, a disease infected the Potato, but 
more particularly at the plantmg season, or just after plant¬ 
ing, among the sets, which disease was then commonly known 
as tlie dry rot. It was no uncommon or isolated thing to see 
only xiarts of a field or furrows come up. Upon examining 
the sets that did not vegetate, most of them had entirely 
decayed, and only the outer sliin was left. Various 
reasons were advanced, and plans suggested, to cure this 
disease, or prevent a recurrence, such as planting as soon 
as cut, or substituting a whole potato for a set in lieu of a 
cut one, in order to prevent the lymph, or wedr.r, escaping— i 
a system which is now very much followed. You will ! 
excuse my simple language, as I wish to make clear what | 
I write to the simplest capacity. I trust to be enabled to 
show that the disease I write of, dated some eighteen years 
back, when we had no guano, bears an analogy to the 
present murrain. Even prior to the above period, I have 

j known the potato slightly diseased at taking-uj) time 
I thrown aside as not being good and no further notice taken 

of it. 
It seems something singular that the whole science of 

Europe, practice and theory, philosophy and chemistry, 
have not yet discovered the cause of this plague, even with 
the assistance of Moore’s and other almanacks to help 
them. It appears this year, in this island (Thanet), to be 
nearly as had as in 1HI5. Seven years’ experience, with 
the whole of the knowledge of the “Eoyal Agricultural 
Society,’’ and prize essays to boot, and no eft'ectual cure or 

i remedy; nay, not even the cause discovered! Eminent 
practical gardeners and amateurs, down to the veriest clown, 
all baffled. Surely this is a wonderful mystery; but so it is. 
Doctors differ, and so do diseases ; yet doctors, to cure this, 
have not been wanting by thousands, with innumerable 
remedies : but all have failed. If the blind lead the blind, both 
must fall into the ditch; so must all prescribed nostrums, 

j unless the cause of the disease is first discovered; it appears 
* to be making a beginning where it ought to end. You wiU 
I excuse my using the plain word jiotato instead of tuber. 

Honest John Hodge’s conceptions are sometimes curious, 
! and his ideas not exactly clear upon all things; he might 
I take it for a new-fashioned drain tile, or, mayhap, he may 
I think it is to grow long Kidnies in, hke them gardener chaps 

do cucumbers, to exhibit at the flower shows. I am rather 
surprised to see, in No. 21:}, Oct. 28, that you are content 
to let time correct the eril of this plague. You say, “ No 
doubt but that the Potato will one clay he restored to them 
in its original purity, however long the ordeal through 
which it has to pass : a cure is out of the question.” IViili 
this I beg to differ; it looks so like despair. I would have 
shown the original cause of the disease long ago, and 
without which time has proved there if no care, but those 
to whom I wrote about it gave me no encouragement; it 
was left to that ordeal througli which it has already passed, 
and which is yet in store for it. Nevertheless, I will write 
you another letter (if this finds room in your little publica¬ 
tion), and showing the analogy to which I have adverted.— 
A Casual Reader. 

[Mr. Errington was quite right when he said “ a cure is 
out of the question; ” for when the disease attacks a tuber, 
who will undertake to restore that tuber to health ? Preven¬ 
tion is what we must strive for. We shall be very glad to 
receive our correspondent’s promised letter.—Ed. C. G.] 

NORMANDY. 

I TAKE up my pen—as housemaid’s say when they write to 
their sweetliearts—for the pm’pose of sending you a few me¬ 
moranda on the poultry of this ancient province ; but so 
little new or interesting in that hue have I seen during a 
complete jorn-ney through it from east to west, that, 
althougli the said pen is a magnificent Canada goose quill 
from Hudson’s Bay, worthy to write an epic in twenty-four | 
books, I shall have to lay it down again before we get to the 
bottom of the column, unless you permit me to introduce a 
few other matters which have reference to country life. 

As in the Calaisis, all the fowls are a medley of breeds, 
with hero and there some one race x)redominating in its own 
locality. In the Pays de Caux, the district extending along 
the sea on the north of the Seine, the Spanish type has 
the mastery, though nothing like a well-bred Spanish fowl is 
to be seen. Around Caen, on the other side of the estuary, 
the Polish are in the majority'. There is a veiy large expor¬ 
tation of poultry from the department of Calvados rid Havre - 
de-Grace (as I hke to see it written) ; and an inspection of 
the fowl-baskets, as they are landed from the numerous 
little steamers, which arrive from Honfleur, from Trouville, 
from Dives, from Caen, and from Isigny, wiU treat you to 
the sight of a great variety of Polish fowls, some with better 
top-knots than I have seen exhibited at Poultry Shows. 
You will find bearded, beardless, whiskered, and muffed 
specimens, black, white, brown, and speckled ; so that those 
origin.al virtuosi whose passions are excited about the beards 
of Polisli fowls, may each select his own particular idol, and 
fall down and worship it. The yioultry of Normandy is 
famous for its excellence on the table, and after having 
partaken of an admirable pullet, with watercresses, a philo- 
soirher will not spoil his digestion by insisting too positively 
that she -would have been infinitely better with, or without 
her beard, as the case may be, and as his choice may lie. 

The Tnrlieys are still the pure black Norfolk breed, which 
is so generally cultivated, and varies so little that the race 
acquires from the circumstance an additional importance in j 
natural history. Was it the domestic variety originally im¬ 
ported into Eiu’ope ? In one respect we perceive the in¬ 
fluence of climate; the poults are earher for the table than 
in England. Fine birds may be had in August at a mode¬ 
rate rate, and in September they are abundant. 

The Piyeons also are very large, mostly of a Runtish cha¬ 
racter, with a dash of the Trumpeter. They are also nume¬ 
rous, and exceedingly domesticated. Blue Rocks and 
Dovecote Pigeons are less common, and, indeed, are seldom 
seen. The Cotentin, the rich luxuriant peninsula which 
extends from Carentan to Gax) de la Hague, produces more 
Geese than I had before observed in tlie north of France, 
and also makes the most of them; for many of the poor 
things wandered about half-naked, having lost their featliers 
by a less easy process than that of moulting. 

The most imlikely spot in which I ever saw poultry located, 
was the Digue, or Breakwater at Cherbmirg, a gigantic 
work, of which that at Plymouth is only a reduced copy, so 
to speak; the one being 4111, and the other 17(10 yards in 
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length. IVhon finishecl it vill have cost seventy millions of 
francs, or nearly three millions sterling, ami is not dear at 
the price, if we consider the labour it has cost, and the ser¬ 
vices it renders. It forms a harbonr, and protects a bay 
which would hold almost all the shipping of Europe. It is 
perfectly insulated, and is built entirely of granite. In the 
centre is a lightliouse, with suitable habitations for the 
ofiicers and workmen, five hundred of whom reside upon 
the Digue. Erom this centre two vast granite arms stretch 
light and left, each terminating in a large circular fort about 
half built, but on each of which forts the workmen wlio 
laboiu’ there live and sleep in temporary wooden buildings; 
for when the sea is rough, driven by a strong north wind, the 
arms are impassible ; the waves dash over them, and sweep 
with such violence, that large blocks of gi’anite many tons 
in weight, which happen to be lying there to complete the 
edilice, are born away mto the bay like pebbles, or ^dashed 
together and broken. 

On approaching the Digue in our boat, as the lighthouse 
and centi’al buildings liecame gradually more distinctly 
visilde, I was prepai'ed for their human occupants, but did 
not expect to find any of the brute or the feathered creation 
colonising a more hard bare ivall of granite, without soil 
•and without vegetation. However, let man go where he 
will, he is sure to bo followed by certain companions, atten¬ 
dants, and pm'asites. The natural liistory of tlie Cherbourg 
Digue would bo a curious little anemoir to draw up: it 
would remind one of the Fauna: of those desert islands 
wliich I’rofessor Ilenslow named “ Refuges for the Desti¬ 
tute,” in resj^ect to them zoology and their botany. Even 
before we landed, some cocks and hens came forward to 
disjtlay themselves, and strutted along the sharp, straight 
Ijrink of the Digue. IIow they contrive to amuse themselves 
all day long it is impossible to guess, with no earth to scratch 
in, no dusting holes to bask in, no lawn to ramble over, no 
thicket or hedge in which to steal a nest; nothing but 
granite, at which they may scratch and peck to tlieir hearts’ 
content in vain. Next, a couple of dogs made their appear¬ 
ance, and then a cat stole quietly by; for the Digue abounds 
in rats and mice. The insect world there comprises fleas, 
of course, whatever else; houseflies I saw while eating an 
omelette that was kindly cooked for us. In the summer 
many butterflies make their appearance, and now and then a 
bee. may travel there by mistake. The list of birds is long ; 
I saw swallows, wheatears, and (would yon credit it?) 
a wren. 

The fowls might be luxuries of the gr(^at folks in the centre, 
and would not be looked for among the labourers at either 
end ; but after walking something like two miles on one 
arm of the Digue, and inspecting the immense eirculai' fort, 
which was rising block by block, and battery above battery, 
out of the waves of the sea, I was startled by a familiar 
crow; aird there, down amongst the shivers of stone, and 
the tools, and the heaps of cement, and the wooden sheds, 
pranced a cock and throe or four hens. The men like to 
be waked in the morning by the voice of their old counti'y 
companion; and though the view of the ojiposite coast is 
exceedingly beautiful, it is too distant to permit them to 
enjoy the noises which belong to such a rich extent of hill 
and dale. 

Poultry keeping at the Digue is to bo criticised in one 
respect. Fowls in the centre would no more think of visit¬ 
ing those at either fort, than they would of flying to the 
moon ; so that a better place of keeping breeds distinct, 
than these three localities, canirot be found by industrious 
searching. Birt the fowls here are of no breed, or any 
breed. No one cock resembled any otlier cock, rror any orre 
Iren. It is a eoirrplete set of experiments in mongrelism. 

The forts being at either end, are specially exposed to 
tenrpests. Like the rest of the strarcture, tliey are founded 
on rocks that have been cast into the opeir sea, arrd piled 
up till they rise above the surface. In violent stonrrs, the 
whole Digrro can bo felt to oscillate arrd tremble, thorrgh it 
is lielieved to be perfectly safe now. Every squall orrly 
set ties the .stones nrore turnly in their places, and additional 
blocks of grairite are contiirrrally being thrown iirto the sea, 
jirst before aird orrtside the Digue, weather permitting. 
'I'lie forts are similarly protected arrd supported by large 
oblong rrrasses of artilicial rock, nr concrete, made of bricks, 
stone, cement, and mortar, tossed into the waves when 

sufficiently consolidated. F.ach block costs 1500 francs, 
or €(i0, on arriving at its place, which will give some idea 
of their magnitrrde. As the sea is beautifully clear, these 
gigarrtic heaps of stone can be seen at high-water, and in- 
speotrxl, when the tide is orrt. 

The granite of whicli the Digue is built is of a cold-look¬ 
ing, light grey, and comes frorrr the Isles Cbanscy, iir the 
Grtlf of St. Malo ; the' blocks throwrr in, to support the 
fouirdatiorr, are red, inferior arrd coar’ser, and are brought 
from Fermanville, a few leagues to the east of Cherbourg. 
I saw two vessels arrive thrrs laden, and cotrld rrot think 
what made thenr roll and pitch with srrch a very peerdiar 
heaviness, till they were moored in their reqrrired station, 
rrnder the direction of the commissary. And then the men 
began heaving the great Inmps of stone, each encircled with 
a necklace of chains, oirt of the hold, by meairs of a xmlley 
aird ropes fixed to the toj) of the mast; each heavy mass 
was srvung as near to the outside edge of the deck as jios- 
sible, freed from its iron ornaments, and then hoisted over 
the edge with levers, till it overbalanced itself, and fell into 
the sea uporr the spot intended. It rvas curious to watch 
the boiling of the waters, and the hissing of the air-bubbles 
whicli foamed up afterwards. The whole process was most 
laborious, and not without danger; it was anything but 
child’s play. Nor would it be any joke for the lobster who 
happened to be sporting under water on the exact spot 
where the Titanic lump of granite was about to fall. 

A local egg-story must not be forgotten. A Lieutenant in 
the French Navy told me, that while he was at Cherbourg, 
a conjuror, or cscamoteur, who was jiaying a yirofessional visit 
to the town, went into the Market-xilaee, and while loitering 
there, asked an old woman the price of her eggs. She told 
liim she sold them at six sous a dozen. He said that was a 
great deal too little, and that she did not know the value of 
the eggs which she had in her basket. He then took one of 
them and broke it before her eyes, and showed her that it 
containeil, besides the yolk and the white, a forty franc 
piece—a large gold coin, sometimes called a double Napo¬ 
leon. He then brolce some more of her eggs, and every one 
of them contamed, or seemed to contain, a x>iece of gold. 
AYhile this was gomg on, he offered to buy all her eggs at 
twelve sous a dozen ; if she would sell them, he would take 
every one of them off her hands. Rut !Madame x)urse- 
proudly replied that she was not so foolish as to xm-t with 
such precious eggs as those, with her eyes open, for a mere 
Xialtry otter like that, only double what common eggs were 
worth. Not she, indeed! She should keexi them herself. So 
he went away, affecting great disappointment at her refusal. 
As soon as his back was turned, the silly old woman 
began breaking her eggs, one by one, to make sure of the 
treasures hidden in them. As she went on, she was greatly- 
astonished that she smashed egg after egg withmrt coming 
to one with a forty friuic xhece in it, and so she continued, 
in the ti’ue spirit of gambling, expecting that the next 
venture would draw the piize, till she had not another egg 
loft. She was sitting, beggared and forlorn, in the midst 
of a mess of crushed egg-shells, and syioilt custm'd-meat. 
Of course she then began to ciy, and take on. The other 
market-womeai crowded about her, and only laughed at her 
when she told them of the xu’ice she had refused for her 
eggs, and the reason why she refused it. But the conjuror, 
who had watched the workings of her despair, took pity on 
her sutfei'ings, and soon returned; and after having had 
Ins laugh too, he paid her market-xarice for the eggs which 
he had beguiled her into breaking. And as he gave a 
performance at the theatre that very evening, the trick he 
jdayed the old woman seiwed him as a capital advertisement, 
as he doubtless intended ; and he had a crow'ded house, lots 
of ax)plause, and sacks-full of money. D. 

(To he continued). 

WILD BEES. 

Hi] W. H. Nemnian, Fsi/. 

( Concluded from paeje Hi).) 

ENEMIES 01' THE WII.D BEE. 

I CONSIDER the common field mouse by far the most de¬ 

structive enemy of all wild bees;—wherever it ttnds their 

nests it destroys them. I had a nest of the Apis Terrestris 
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ill my lee gavcleu two year;^ ago, when suddenly, in .Tuly, T 
missed my Mends; they were not at work;—on watching tor 

I a tew moments, a field mouse came out of the hole, and 
; returned; on examination, every heo was killed, and the 

comhs destroyed. But this is not the worst, for these viv- 
min also catch one-half of the queens in the winter, while 

I they are dorm.ant in the earth, and eat them. The forests 
of England would he well-stocked with wild hoes hut for the 
mice. They say that stoats and weasels aro also enemies of 

j the wild hee ; it may he. so, hut I never caught them at their 
nests; and there is one thing quite certain, that tho tw'o 
last-named creatures kill immense numhers of mice. It is 
most difiicult to kill these mice in the fields; for they are far 
too numerous and too extensively dispersed to he caught 
with trails. I think the weasel and tlie stoat are the hee’s 
hest friends in tho woods, and the mis near villages. The 
last, and almost w'orst, enemy of the wild hee is tlio school- 
hoy ! who is constantly, ami hnsheen from time immemorial, 
fond of killing them for the sake of their honey-hag, and as 
often for pure mischief, and when this is done, in April or 
May, a whole nest is ilestroyed. 

1 think I am entitled to give my readers these words of 
instruction when 1 tell them my ac(iuaintance with the 
“ Uuiiihle Dores” is ai Ji/ly years’ standing. I commenced 
cateliing them myself when a child; the first nest I took, 
and hrought home, was in IT'.W ! the la.il in 1S48 ! 

T hope my readers are not tired of those matter-of-fact de¬ 
tails of my earliest friends the wild hees. While acknowledg¬ 
ing that 1 have spent many happy leisure hours in studying 
their history and economy, I trust those of my readers who 
are not naturalists will not think the pursuit trilling or un¬ 
satisfactory, as many do, who are no lovers of these things. 
I'or myself T may truly say, that, to this day, I feel thankful 
that the first fifteen years of my life were spent in the 
country, and in these pursuits. The old adage, “ Cod made 
t he country, and man made the town,” is to me a true saying , 
for the agency of a Groat First Cause is much more .apparent 
in every ohject around u.s in the country than in the town;—■ 
even in tho history of these little insects, how wonderful their 
preservation during tho winter, their frail bodies being, five 

! months in the year, in tho cold, wet earth, and other holes 
j and corners ! (I once found one in a small fissure of wooden 
I fence; it was dormant until tho beginning of February, 
1 when it recovered, and flew aw.ay). They rise from their 

long slumbers, refreshed by their rest, as soon as tho sun 
begins to warm tlio earth. 

Tlie study of the wild bee li.as this advantage over 
the hive bee, that young people can follow it without 
duiif/er; they aro not vindictive, and. if pi’operly handled, do 
not sting, even when defending their young; it can also be 

1 followed without cost, except that of time; and who is there 
I that has not a leisure hour each day in tho summer ? I, 
! therefore, strongly recommend this study to my young friends 
I in the country as an intellectual amusement. Natural 

history has, of late years, become more./i(s7(./(on(/;/e, and this 
is no mean part of it; besides, it is accessible to neai'ly all 

; who reside in rural districts; and in the hope it may become 
i so, 1 take, leave of my readers, only adding, that in all the 
i species of wild bees, nn.arly an uniform system prevails as 

to tiie order in the neat: all useless and disabled bees are 
; turned out. Their pr.actioe is, “He that does not work, 

neither shall he eat.” Many bees are hatched with defects 
in their win.gs, and even without wings, from some disease; 
these are all turned out to perisli. Tlie discrimination of 
the hive bee in this respect is .astonishing. 1 have often 
placed a bee, which had defects, on tho alighting-bo,ard, the 
guards instantly came up to tho intruder, and having held a 
sold of consultation for two or three seconds, they imme¬ 
diately begin to expel it. But mark the dislinelion; in 
showery, cold weather, hive bees aro often knocked down 
and benumbed near the hive, and remain in a state of torjior, 
from which, if not I’ocovei-ed, they will die of o.xhaustion. 
1 have a thousand times placed Ihesr bees on the board near 
the entrance, tho guards rush out as before, but, on exami¬ 
nation, altiiough the bee is unable to walk, they do every¬ 
thing to assi.it the benumbed insect. By some imniistakeable 
instinct, they directly discover that he has no bodily defecls ! 
and admit it into the hive after it has recovered by the heat 
at the entrance ! 

In conclusion, wa may certainly consider bees as among 

tho wonders of the natural world. “ Wo know in part,” yet 
how little does each one of us know, not probably a thou¬ 
sandth part of the great volume of tlie stores of natural 
history ! 'The whole suh.ject leaves us lost in contemplation 
at the stupendous nature of that Being who is the. jirojector 
of them all! 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Oeciiard House {J. S., Newcastle-nn-Tyne).—Yours is a bolt! set- 

out for au orchard house; hut why leave tlie ends and front open ? We 
would close it all hut about a yard of superficies at the angle at each 
end. \Vc would also board the front, leaving a space open in the centre 
of each light, half-a-yard long by she indies wide ; and these might have 
flaps, with a wooden button, to close in bad weather. Have you no 
escape for heat at the apex? Your fruit arrangement is not flrst-rate. 
('licrries and plums may stand the shade of the hack wail, but not 
peaches. We would do thus;—No. I, Fondante d’Automne; 2, Marie 

i liouise ; 3, Beurre Diel; 4, Winter Neilis ; 5, Beurre d’Aremberg; 6, 
Basse (-olmar; 7» Hoyal George Peach ; 8, Bellegarde Peach; p, Klriige 
Nectarine; 10 and 11, Moorpark Apricots; 12, Shipley’s Apricot. On 
back, insidf*., six trees, thus—I Precose de Tours Plum, 1 Greengage. 
1 Uoyal Hative Plum, I Early Duke Cherry, 1 Late Duke Cherry. 1 KIton 

[ Ghcrry. Outside^ at back, IMorellos and Currants alternating. The 
, wood must be trained thinly over the roof, at nearly a foot from the 
I glass. The back trellis should have double distance in the wood. Such • 
j is our opinion. We are glad to see these things progressing. Pray ' 

consult our articles on “ Stations,” before planting—to lie fouml in i 
back numbers. i 

Pruning Budded Roses {Belle).—October and November is the 
best time to cut back wild shoots that were, or were not, liuddcd the - 
previous summer—then to be cut within six inches of the inserted bud. | 
“The best time for cutting them again,” meaning these six-inch stumps, ia 

1 the beginning of next July. The reason for leaving the stumps is to 
fasten the young shoots to them which would otherwise snap off with 
the first gale. It is of no great consequence whether you disbud tho 
stumps or not, but you must stop all slioots from eyes of the wilding, 

’ above and below the inserted buds, at the first or second joint, the next 
season after budding. November or February is the best time to manure, 
them, but manure never comes amiss to them. Cow-dung, so decayed 

I that it will cut like soft putty, ami mixed with one-third chopped fresh 
turf from a good pasture, is the best manure for them. 

! UNiauE Geranium {S. S.).— February and March are the best 
, months for striking this geranium in heat. In July it strikes freely, full 
: in the sun, or behind a wall; we prefer the sunny side, and a little 

shading at first. “ In a small way,” a one-light l)0x facing the south, 
and having six inches or a foot of light sandy compost, is the safest wuy 
to get July cuttings of this and several of the dwarf and delicate sorts. 

; This could he shaded for awhile till the cuttings could stand the sun. 
' The objection to a north aspect is, that if the autumn happens to lie 

cold and wet, cuttings will not strike so well. 
WiiAT IS Poor Soil? (.S. S.).—All kinds of light, sandy, and gravelly 

' soil, with little or no dead vegetable or organic remains in them; but 
; “ soapy clay ” may he very poor soil indeed, although not in the sense 

we use it fur flowers. Sand will make (my soil poor enough for flowers, 
and leaf-mould will make any soil rich enough for them, if suflicieut 
quantities arc used. The quantities can only be known by inspection. 

I Campanula carpaticas {S. S.).—They never flower in May at all, 
. but from June to September. The Roses Microjikylla and Maria Leonide 

arc not pegged on the principle we object to ; they are climbers, and all 
\ climbing roses may be on the face of the earth, just as well as 
j on the face of a wall, and pegs will then do for nails. Many thanks for 
I the news that these two Roses make beds that flower from Rlay to Octo- 
; l)er in Hants. 
! Fast-growing Trees (A Subscriber, Bromley). — On your light 
I gravelly soil the White Poplar, and the Turin or Lombardy Poplar, arc 
I the best to get up {[uickly to hiile the “ugly cottages.” For covering 

wire-work round windows facing the north, no jilant is so good as the i 
('otoneaster microphylhiy but being a slow grower at first few peo])le i 

' use it. Others object to ; and then the next best are the evergreen 
climbing Roses, such as MyriantheSy Princess MariUy and Felieite 
perpetiudle. ] 

Bulbs (5. S. S.).—Many thanks for the remainder of the list; we ' 
, shall go thrciugh the whole of them this winter. 

Datura {Shyli^ck).—A Datura that is only a foot high by the middle 
i of October will not do to be left out this winter, nor next winter either ; 
; and it is of no use to dry it and try to save it that way, as it is too young 

for that experiment. Therefore, as you have no greenhouse, nor pit, nor 
any space in the house, you have only two events to choose from. Either 
get a friend to keep it for you in his greenhouse, or let the first smart 

, frost destroy it. and buy a better, or, at least, an older plant, next May. 
I Flower-garden Plan (IK. P. //.).—We recognised your plan the 
‘ moment we opened tlie letter. Were it not for the excrescence caused by 
I 8—8, .and by 9—9, this plan would be quite faultless in design. There 
■ never was a plan more easy to plant and manage than this, and the 
j wonder is how you could possibly contrive to go wrong with it. You 
! were ])robahly misled, trying to imitate the planting of the designer. 

Committing a fault to escape the consequences of a misfortune put you 
wrong the whole season. The autumn-sown annuals ^lerished, and to 
make good their loss you sowed more annuals in the spring, in the very 
beds wlicrc the summer plants were to go. Did any mortal body ever 
hear of such a daft trick before ! And what is the use of asking for our 
advice now, when you positively do just the contrary of all that you have 
read in these pages already ? In the first place, what was to hinder the 
removal of the bulbs when the time came for the other planting? No 
re.ason whatever. In the second place, try again, and keep to tlie advice of 
one book only, and then you will he right. Every book is right according 
to some notion or other, and every amateur is wrong in trying to work out 
more than one system at the same time and in the same space. Look to the 
index for all you want for the fresli start, and after that let us hear 
from you again, and we engage you shall be right this time. 
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Flower-garden Plans (A, P.).—We are ol)lig:cd to keep the en¬ 
gravings to the smallest compass, and to lay down our series to a uniform 
scale would be worse than useless. No. 1 is applicable to a space of onc- 
quarter-of-an-acre, and not too small for four acres, with suitable accom¬ 
paniments. You had better not be in too great a hurry, however, till 
you see a few more of these designs, which will be as various as our 
stock will afford. 

FucnsiA sTECTABiLis (.“I Suhscrilcr),—This is a strong two-year-old 
plant, and has not yet bloomed. Let it have fair greenhouse treatment, 
and you will prob.ably have bloom in two or three months or sooner. If 
you do not succeed, you may then in summer plunge the plant under a 
south wall as you propose; though we have known it fine set against a 
north wall in summer, and brought into the house in autumn. 

Torenia Asiatica Sickly {Mont Blanc).—The house dry, tem¬ 
perature rising from 65° to 70° in the hottest part of the day. The dry 
atmosphere may be partly the cause. Your frequent ammonia and liquid 
manure waterings at this seasori, another cause. A little peat would also 
bo an advantage in the soil in winter, and for winter-blooming the plants 
should not be more than twelve or eighteen months from the cutting. 
Your temperature at night should not be below 48°; .5° higher will be 
better. Jlr. Fish detailed how he kept old plants in winter, some time 
ago, but such rough treatment left the plants like skeletons. A present 
sacrifice w’as submitted to to produce a future fine effect. From what you 
state, if you have not young plants, we would lose no time in fresh 
potting the plant, getting rid of the [sour soddened soil, saving all the 
roots you can, and making rough sandy peat and charcoal a component 
of your compost. 

Aciiimenes (I6*d).—The leaves sent are just as we should expect to 
find them. They will always be so at this season, unless, indeed, you 
have started them late for winter blooming. The appearance indicates 
either tli.at the season of growth has approached its termination, or that 
you have scalded them with the sun while the foliage was wet. In either 
case, your best plan now is to keep the ])lants in an open, airy place, 
withhold water gradually, and then turn the pot on its broadside, any¬ 
where, 80 that the temperature does not fall below 45°. When you want 
to set the plant growing again, in the new year, turn out the pot, break 
the soil, and separate and plant the tubers afresli. 

(fREEMiousK AND ViNEKY (Carrifr CathoL).—We do not say any¬ 
thing about the “third time breaking the charm,” but beg to assure 
you that no previous two separate in([uiries have come in our way, as, 
sooner or later, every corrcs|)ondent and inquiry receives attention. W'e 
think that, in the present case, your own judgment and views of economy 
must decide. You have already got your 7i'feet-long sashes ; two of 
which, joined together, is to form your fixed sloping-roof of fifteen feet. 
But, as this will not enclose enough of width to suit you, you propose 
having a glass-roof at the back, so as to widen the house some three 
feet more, and ask us how long wc'would recommend such sashes to be. 
Now, if we possessed the nurse-strings, we should have both sides alike 
—in other words—a span-roof; and then we would have an opaque part 
in the centre, where all the airing at top would be given. But, waiving 
the span, and fixing on the short hip, we would recommend the sashes 
to be about four feet in length, more if you liked it; and now come 
the other difficulties. You are told that this hipped-roof would make the 
house colder. Undoubtedly so, every inch of glass will radiate so much 
heat. You are recommended, therefore, not to discard these short 
sashes, hut to place them at the top of the others, movable, so as to give 
air thereby, making thus a sloping-roof of 19 or 20 feet; but we do not 
see how this would greatly economise your heat, further than having 
more wall as a retaining power. Were vines, however, your chief object, 
tins, in the circumstances and the size of your sashes, would be the 
recommendation we would, without hesitation, give. If plants are your 
chief object, then, if you cannot have a span, then have the hipped, 
and have it movable, so as you can have abundance of air, unless, 
indeed, you have other means of giving air in the back wall. This 
will also be essential in the front wall or front sashes. As econo¬ 
mising heat is an object, your house will thus be less exposed to the 
wind than if the glass had all been of one slope. It is quite true, 
that you will economise heat and gain width by having a hipped-roof 
of slate or other opaque substance; but if you put plants iu your 
house, then this, under the opaque-roof, would be of little use, unless 
as a pathway. If plants are your chief object, would it not be best 
to compromise the whole matter, by having a hipped-roof, and covers 
made of wood, asphalte, or tarpaulin, to go over them in all cold weather, 
and even over part of the roof in front likewise. If laths are placed fir 
such covers to run upon, neither paint nor wood would be injured; and 
in all places at a distance from the coal-pit, the saving would soon pay 
for the covers, while the plants within would flourish more. 

Diseased Bullfinch.—“Your correspondent’s (F. L.’s) bullfinch I 
fear is past a remedy. If it he asthma, linseed is recommended to be 
given with its food, and soft bread and milk. The linseed is supposed 
tube demulcent; liquorice-root steeped in water for its drink. But I 
believe nothing will relieve it. I suspect it is infested with a small 
parisitic worm, which attaches itself to the wind-pipe or tubes of the 
lungs by means of its suckcr-like mouth, leaving its body hanging 
loosely or undulating, as it were, in the tubes; this produces excessive 
irritation, ulceration, wasting of tlie body, atrophy, and death. The 
only remedy for this, is shutting the bird in a close box, and subjecting 
it to tobacco smoke, when, it is said, the worm will be detached from 
its hold and thrown off’; hut I must tell you most of the patients die 
from the treatment, so that it is questionable whether the remedy is not 
as bad as the disease, as they die from both.” William IIavner. 

White Cineraria {\V. H. L.).—If it does not produce better blooms 
in its natural season it is worthless. The petals were thin, notched, and 
starry, in the bloom you sent. 

Rabbits {PhilO’-Leporida).—We do not know of any separate work 
relating to them. We should be very much obliged by any of our 
readers sending us the results of their experience in the breeding and 
rearing of these beautiful animals. 

House Sewage for Dahlias (A New Subscriber).—This, mixed 
1 with earth, and applied to the soil iu moderate quantities, will be 
I beneficial. 

Poultry House {N. R.).—We shall have a drawing of one published 
I before the year closes, and will give the dimensions, &c. 

What is ILe:\iony? (Hester S.).—Ulilton in his Comus has these 
lines 

“ Amongst the rest, a small unsightly root. 
But of divine effect, he cull’d me out. 
The leaf was darkish, and had prickles on it, 
But in another country, as he said, 
Bore a bright golden ffower, but not jn this soil: 
■ -More medicinal is it than that Moly, 
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave : 
Unknown and light esteemed, and the dull swain 
Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon: 
He called it Hw.mony^ and gave it me, 
And bade me keep it as of sovereign use 
’Gainst all enchantments.” 

Some think that Milton merely adopted the name from Ovid’s I\Ie- 
tamorpboses, lib. viii., lines 264-5, where the poet speaks of a plant 
Hwmunia, its roots, and other parts. Others think with Coleridge in 
his Stateman^s Manual^ that Milton intended to allegorise the sacra¬ 
mental wine ; deriving the name from aimUy blood, and omos, wine. 

Cuo.ss-bred Fowls (A Rooster).—It is possible, but not probable, 
that superior birds may be produced by crossing the varieties, but the 
pullets so raised must be coupled, we think, with a cock of the same 
variety as their hen-parent. Your failure in producing superior specimens 

i of a pure breed arose, probably, from your breeding in-and-in—that is, 
1 the cock and hens were from the same brood ; and then again, to insure 

further degeneracy, the old cock was coiqiled with the pullets, his own 
i progeny. The first rule in all stock-breeding is—Never couple relatives 

together, 
I Removing Smell of House Sew’age (.4 House Agent).—Mixing 
\ gypsum (sulphate of lime), with it as you propose, will partially effect 
; your purpose, which is called “deodorizing;” but a more effective 

addition would be peat-charcoal. We should recommend you to add some 
gypsum also. 

Advice (Grumbler).—We believe that almost every one of 5'our sug- 
i gestions have been attended to, which is the best evidence that \vc should 
I not have quarrelled with you, even if we had not anticipated your wishes. 
1 Spanish and other Poultry.—Semper Vigilans —“ Let me 
I just speak as to my own experience, this being my first year of the above 

breed. From nine eggs in April, I got seven chicks ; nine in May, eight 
chicks; cut of botli, fourteen now live, and one was killed by the motljer 
of the other hatcli; being a game hen, the cock setting up his feathers 
]).aid the piper. Wantnig chielly eggs, yet combining good fowls for 
table use, I w’as led to choose this breed from reading Richardson’s work, 
and also seeing them so highly s)>okcn of at the Birmingham and othe r 

j shows. My step was at once to get eggs of the best breed then knoun ; 
as such, half came from Mr. Hornby's stock, half Jlr. Peck’s, which I 
intend to cross, and at stated intervals ]irocuring a good cock of fresh 
blood. It is my intention to sec the show at Birmingham, to judge, from 
observation and opinions gathered, how iny birds contrast. Now, in the 
first place, they are confined to a sjjace eight yards by three yards, wired 
off, taking in the stable dunghill. My ))ullets h.ive regularly began to 
lay in November, if not October, and arc still laying; but my Spanish do 
not promise to lay before December. The cocks of May 3rd weigh 44ll)s. 
toS^lbs.; pullets, S^lbs. Although never a day’s sickness, they strike 
me as far short of what “Richardson” gives you to expect in size. 
Next: I have anxiously been looking for proof how to breed for table use ; 
as yet, my own plan strikes me as best for such result. Along with the 
Spanish hen and cock for layers, I think of putting one Cochin and one 
Dorking hen, of the best breeds, and so allow’ing them to sit their own 
eggs for killing. All three being pronounced best, must surely result 
well. [Quite the contrary; the mixtures will be generally odious]. If, 
when parties write of weight, they would also give age, and w'hen most 
suitable for table, the result might he more correctly attained. Should 
this opinion of quality not be settled before next autumn, the price of 
my birds shall not prevent me and my friends giving you our candid 
opinion.” 

Advertisements (Rector),—We are as anxious as you are to avoid 
having these bound up in the volume, but we are at the mercy of the 
advertisers in this respect. 

Mistletoe (R. i2.).—To raise this on the tree you wish it to grow 
upon, cut underneath a branch, quite down to the wood, a tongue of bark 
in this form, \; raise up the point of the tongue, and squeeze into it the 

I seeds from a ripe Mistletoe berry, and then let the tongue close down, 
i but do not press it. The best time for this sowing is February. 

Grafting Crab Stocks (Crab Stork).—It is not good practice to 
remove the stocks now which you propose grafting upon in the spring. 
Why not let them remain where they are, and remove them after they 
have been grafted ? You may graft upon them any varieties you may 
prefer. 

Rhubarb Forcing (A. B.).—Any of the varieties will do for this 
purpose, but the Victoria being the largest is preferable. Put a chimney¬ 
pot, with a piece of board upon its top, over an old-established jilant, 
and whelm over the pot fermenting stable-dung, or leaves, two or three 
feet thick; or you may make a frame of laths three feet high over a 
whole row of Rhubarb, and heap the fermenting materials upon that. 
The time to commence forcing is December. There is no permanent mode 
of driving away ivonns from a lawn. Occasional watering with lime- 
water. and sprinkling with common salt, w’ill keep them from coming 
near the surface. 

Pears (Verax).—There are three Louise Bonnes, viz., Louise Bonne, 
Louise Bonne d’Angers, and Louise Bonne of Jersey, all different. 
Yellow Calceolarias shall be attented to. 

Grey-speckled Dorkings.—The Rev. R. K. Morres, Ashcott, 
Glastonbury, Somerset, will be glad to know where he can obtain these 
true, and at what price ? 

Greenhouse with West Aspect (S. R. W.).—You may grow' both 
vines and plants in this. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christchurch, City of London.—November 11th, 1852. 
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NOVEMBER 18—24, m.-iS. 
Weatiibr near London in 1851. 

Barometer. jThermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun Sun 
Rises. Sets. 

Moon 
R. h S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
aft. Sun. 

Day of 
Year, 

ll8 Tn Widgeon arrives. 29.8/1 —29.839 41—16 N. 26 a. 7 5 a. 4 11 2 ) 14 33 323 

19 F Helvella mitra seen. 29.849 — 29.644 37—25 S.W. — 28 ' 4 morn. 8 14 19 324 
l‘J0 s Waxen Chatterer seen. 30.062 — 29.861 4.3—24 N. — 29 2 0 13 9 14 5 325 
21 Son 24 Sun. aft. Trinity. Prs. R. born. 29.930 —2().830 46—34 W. — 31 1 1 21 10 13 49 326 
|22 M Sun’s declination, 20° 15' s. 30.149 —29.9981 45—25 N. 33 0 2 29 11 13 33 327 
23 Tu 30.133—29.855 45—32 w. 18 34 III 3 35 12 13 17 328 
24 \V Gray Wagtail comes. 29.493 — 29.452 46—23 N.W. — 36 58 4 42 13 13 59 329 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 49.2“ and 36.°2 respectively. The greatest heat, 59“, occurred on the 18th in 1844 j and the lowest cold, 18“, on the IQth 
in 1841. During the period 83 days were fine, and on 92 rain fell. 

LARGE-FLOWERED GRINDELIA. 

(Grindelia yrandijlora.) 

This is a good addition to Grindelia, a well-known Mexi¬ 
can genus of Composite plants (Asteraoeie), with showy 
yellow iiower.s. It was discovered in Texas by Dr. Wriglit, 
whence he sent seeds of it to the Botanic Garden at Kew, 
wliere it was reared, and proved to he no more than a hardy 
biennial in our climate, reacliing from three to five feet 
high, and blooming till very late in the autumn. There is 
another plant in this country, erroneously called Cineraria 
tussihiginoides, with large yellow flowers, the counterpart of 
those of this species. The genus was named by Wildenow, 
after a German botanist called Grindel. The species is 
well represented in the Botanical Magazine, t. 40’-i8, where 
it is named and described by Sir W. Hooker. 

It belongs to Syngenesia Superflua Class and Order of 
the Liniinsan system. Each stem branches into three or 
four; each branch leafy, and bearing at its top an orange- 
coloured flower. Leaves alternate, stalldess, spear-head 
shaped, toothed at the base only ; flowers very large ; ray 
florets strap-shaped, with a tubular base ; disc florets yellow, 
tubular, five-toothed. B. J. 

Propagation and Culture.—This is another addition to the 
long list of Mexican Composites which have appeared from 
time to time under cultivation, but which were no sooner 
on the stage than they disappeared again, for which three 
distinct causes may be assigned. The first is, that these 
yellow' flowers, like a single yellow Chrysanthemum, are 
considered too common-looking since the rage for herba¬ 
ceous plants has subsided. Secondly, that seeds are not 
ripened with us when these bull-eyed plants flower late in 

! the season, as is the case with this Grindelia yrandiflora, 
I which was in bloom at Kew till the frost of November, 1851, 
, put a stop to them; and, thirdly, that their roots ai'e not 

sufficiently hai'dy for our winters. 

There are none of the Grindelias more deserving of 
cultivation than this, because it flowers so late in the season. 
By far the easiest and surest way to increase and keep it 
would be to make cuttings of it every season in July, under 
a hand-glass, out-of-doors; and to give the after-culture 
exactly as for cuttings and young stock of Penstemon yen- 
tianoides. In the spring, planting six or seven plants in a 
patch at the back of the mixed border. Any good garden 
soil will suit it very well, if it is well worked, and is not 
robbed by the roots of stronger plants. 

We are not yet half alive to the benefit that we might derive 
from hardy subjects in this extensive order, by turning them 
into double varieties, of which they are, by nature, more 
capable than any other race. Some one will yet make a 
fortune and a name out of the Michaelmas Daisy, wliich we 
almost despise. The Cineraria itself will not be of more 
varied or gay tints in-doors in the spring than the common 
Asters will be then right out in the open air. This Grindelia 
would be an excellent plant to begin experiments upon. The 

1 fact that we must keep it in stock from cuttings is as likely 
as not to change the nature of it, so far as to cause it to 
throw oft’ a double-flowering seedling some day or other, for 
this very reason, that we always make a better bed for a 
plant that requires so much care than for another, even with 
a better flower that will take care of itself. Another reason is | 
that a plant from a cutting has not so strong a constitution ■ 
for the fir.st year or two as a seedling plant of the same sort ; ; 
and we have great reason to believe, that by reducing the j 
constitutional vigour of a plant, and at the same time giving 1 
it a higher degree of culture, is as likely to cause its flowers 
to turn double. That is, if we can sow seeds from it, if i 
ever so few. No one is now so ignorant as to believe that j 
the art of man can ever turn a plant double otherwise than 

I by seedlings. D. Beaton. 

At page 264 of our last volume, we brought down our 
tracing of Poultry literature to the time of Gervas 
Markham, in 1631, and we may pass from thence over 
the whole of the eighteenth century without finding one 
author whose works deserve quoting upon the subject. 
We have referred to Mortimer’s “ Whole Art of Hus¬ 

bandry,” published in 1708, and to many others, and 
find that whore they are proli.x, they borrow from the 
ancients, and w'here they write from their own experi¬ 
ence they are brief and unsatisfactory. Thus, Mortimer ‘ 

says, “ As for cocks and hens, I shall not enter into a ^ 
description of the several sorts of them, only advising I 

No. CCXVI., VoL. IX. 
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you to cliooso those that ave the best hveeclevs and the 

best layers;” and similar off-hand, half-contemptuous 

sentences might be quoted frojn other writers of tliat 

century, showing how little was tlic yalno placed upon 

this hind of stock, and that no attention was bestowed 

upon its improvement. 

The first work that wo know of shewing the dawn 

of better attention to tliis description of farming stock, 

is Mr. Bonington Mowbray’s Practical Treatise on 

Breeding, Rearing, and Fattening, all kinds of Domestic 

Poidtrg. Tliis first appeared in 18l(i. Between which 

date and the present, we believe it has passed through 

nine editions; at all events, the eighth, dated 1843, is 

now hefore us. Tlio author understood his subject, 

wrote from experience, and gives us this first evidence 

of care and system that wo have met with in relation 

to this branch of rural affairs. He says— 

“ T have, throughout my life, been a breeder and keeper, 
and also an amateur of domestic poultry, pigeons, and 
rabbits; at some peiiods, upon rather a considerable scale ; 
and have, for many years together, kept a register of the 
results. I have further done that which, T believe, no other 
man has taken the pains to do—kejit a regular stud book 
for those breeders, scarcely one of which was so poor as to 
bo without a name; and Regulus, Samson, Flea-cateber, 
Selima, Moreau, Isaac, and Tom I’aine, shino with jieculiar 
lustre on my poultry aud jiigoon list; whilst Corney Butter¬ 
cup, Adam, Beelzebub, Lucifer, t!ai’olina, Hecuba, make a 
figure equally splendid and equally useful, among the 
rabbits. I think Moiilaifiiic says somewhere, that if a man 
would sit aud describi' that which bo has known practically, 
upon almost any subject, he coidd scarcely fail of being 
useful. Just so far my ambition extends. Nor is the woi-ld 
entirely without need of advice, on this subject, notwith 
standing its antiquity, and the multitude of counsellors.” 

Every page of his volume testifies that he wrote down 

only the results of experience, and from these, as from 

other authors, we shall place bcfoi’e our readers a spe¬ 

cimen. In speaking of raising early broods, he says:— 

“The number of hens to ono cock, four to six, the latter 
being tho extreme number, witli a view of making the 
utmost advantage. Ten and even twelve hens have been 
formerly allowed to one cock, but tho jn-oduco of eggs and 
chickens under such an arrangement will seldom equal that 
to be obtained from the smaller number of hens. Every 
ono is aware that the spring is the host season to cominenoo 
breeding with poultiy, and, in truth, it scarcely matters how 
early, itresupposing the best food, .accommodation, and 
.attendance, under wlii(!b, hens may bo permitted to sit in 
January; but the attempt to rear winter chickens in this 
climate, even in a carpeted room and with a constant firo, 
would, in all probability, bo found abortive. I have re¬ 
peatedly jiiade, tho experimeBit with some scores, without 
being able to jire.serve an individual through the winter, and 
nearly the same has resulted with respect to pigs, on a 
danq) clayey or marshy soil. This f request should be 
understooil with some grains of allowance in respect to the 
soils on which my stock of both kinds was reared, in three 
counties. They were clayey, wet, and bonumbing, and my 
neighbours were in a similar predicament with myself. It 
is a mere statement of facts. I have referred in the seqBiel 
to those (h’y soils, better adajdcd to breeding of poultry, as 
they are also to breeding and keeping of sheep. I give 
merely my own actual ex])erience, without doubting that 
many breeders more fortunately situated have succeeded 
with winter stock, though, in the best situations, winter may 

I bring with it considerable risk. A record, however, of the 
I experimented fact may remain, as a caution to breeders 

upon unfavourable, soils. The following is a remarkable 
I instance of attention and success in winter breeding. 

“The late Mrs. Adams, of Ditchford Farm, near Shipton- 
■ on-Stour, in Worcestershire, for many years devoted her 

time .and attention to tho breeding and rearing of winter j 
chickens and spring ducklings, with which she constantly 
attended Campden and Shipton markets, whore her poultry 
was sought by the neighbouring gentry with avidity, .and ‘ 
generally fetched good prices : the superiority of tliis good 
woman’s poultiy was proverbial; as a breeder and fancier ! 
she stood pre-eminent; her chickens were always re.aily for 
the table by New Year’s day, and her ducks were earlier in 
the market than those of any other person in that neigh¬ 
bourhood. This is given, not as a novelty, but as an 
example of merit and successful perseverance. In the 
vicinity of most cities and large towns, chicks and ducklings 
are reared in tho autumn for tho Christmas market. 'J’lie 
business is done by the aid of artificial heat, by stoving, 
aud with covered floors.” 

Next appeared, in 1815, Poultry; their hreeding, 

rearing, diseases, and general management, by Walter 

B. Dickson. This is far superior, ns a compilation, to 

any other work wo know on the subject. There are 

gathered together, and arranged in its pages, all the 

information that is scattered through our county Agri¬ 

cultural Surveys, the French works ofiM. M. Reaumur 

and Parmenticr, &c.; and he includes in his extracts 

many from Markham, and, indeed, .all his English 

predecessors who wroto of the same subject. Tho fol¬ 

lowing is a favourable sjiocimcn of his writing— 

“ The Colours of Fowls.—The varieties in the sizes, 
foms, and colours of fowls, are sufficiently striking to 
attract the notice of the. most indifferent observer; while, 
to those who can find subject of reflection in every iiroduc- 
tion of nature, they may be made an amjde source of in¬ 
teresting remark, as well as of .amusing experiment. ‘If 
people,’ says M. Reaumur, ‘aro afl’e.cted with the kind of 
jileasuro so transitory to the most enthusiastic florists, who 
procure it but for a few days by a world of care and toil 
continued through a whole ycai’—if they are affected by the 
variety and fine combination of colours in their favourite 
flowers, the poultry-yard, when well managed, may be made 
to offer them endless ple.asures of the same description.' 

“The greater number of cocks, even those of the com¬ 
monest breeds, when exposed to the pl.ay of the sun’s r.rys, 
exhibit tho brightest colours, in oxtraordinaiy bi'aiity, and 
v.aried mixtm'o; and even the liens, if the breeds have been 
select, are often no less worthy of admiration. Some, for 
instance, have spots distributed with great regularity, and so 
brightly white as to look silvery; others .are termed gtdden, 
because they aro spotted or speckled with a line golden 
or.ange colour; while the more common colours are varied 
in a manner almost endless; and, upon the whole, domestic 
fowls offer a multitude of colours, the several shades of 
which would bo found with difficulty, if they were sought 
for amongst the birds of the woods or the waters. 

“Another peculiarity in tho colour of fowls is, that, they 
frequently change in a very smprising manner, fi'orn the 
time when the chicks cast their down to tho annual moult 
of the full-grown fowls. It is, no doubt, the regular process, 
at least after the second and third moults, for tho colours to 
continue much the same. I liave, at present, a ben of the 
Spanish breed, which has been of a uniform black for two 
successive moults, but has now her neck, wings, and tail 
feathers tipped with pure, white. T have another which was 
all over of a silver grey, but has now' her lu'ad and neck 
coal black, with a ring of fine white at the base of the neck, 
w’hile the. I'est of the body is finely speckled w'itb black and 
snow white. It is remarkable also, tb.at this change took 
place in a few weeks, without any obvious mouH, so as to 
cause her to ajipear anywhere bare of fe.athers. 

“We are told by lil. Reaumur, tliat ono of bis bens 
wbicli his poultry-woman distinguished from the rest liy a 
crooki'd claw, when her coat began to be taken notice, of, had 
feathers of a ruddy colour mixed with the lirown so common 1 
among dunghill fowls. A year afterwards, this hen was 
observed to liecome almost black, with here and there some 
largo wliito spots. After the second moulting, black was the 
predominant coloiu' on every part of the body; but strange 
to tell, upon tho succeeding moult, white was tho pre- 
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dominant colour, and only a few Idack patches about the 
; size of a crown-piece could 1)0 observed. Upon the sxio- 
, oeeding moult, all tlie black spots disappeared, and the hen 

liecame uniformly of a pure white like that of a swan. As 
she was at this time old for a fowl, that is, not less than ten 
yciirs, it might be thought that old ago, which whitens the 
human hair, likewise whit(ms the feathers of certain birds ; 
but, in that case, JI. Eeaumur says, the transition from the 
ruddy to tlie white ought not to have been made, as it really 
was, through the black; and he was of opinion, as the hen 
was still vigorous and healthy, that she might again change 
her colour, if slie lived, to brown or black. 

“ M. Eeaumur makes some interesting remarks oji a cock 
which ho obseiwed with more attention than the hen, so as 
to establish proofs, that the white colours of the feathers 
were not, at least in that instance, cairsed by age. The 
owner of tlio cock was struck-, the first time ho moulted, 
with the singuliu- change in liis colour; and for five succes¬ 
sive motilts, there was always a considerable change of 
colour. In his first year, he had some of the ruddy brown, 
mixed with white, so common in dunghill cocks; in the 
second, he was all over ruddy brown, or rather red, 
without any white; in the third, ho becamo unifonnly 
black; in the fourth, uniformly white; and in the fifth, 
when he was presented by the prior of Einy to M. 
Itcaumur as a curiosity, he had white feathers mixed with 
a good deal of ruddy colour and brown, bordering upon 
chestnut, his neck, back, wings, and bellj', being ruddy ; and 
ev(m whore there were white feathers, they were mingled 
with ruddy ones. During the summer vacation at I’aris, 
M. Eeaumur was two months without seeing the cock ; but 
in this period he became so changed as not to be recognisa¬ 
ble, his featliers having become all over of the finest wlute. 
The following year ho had partly white feathers, but the 
greater portion was ruddy, or rather of a fair red. Hero, 
then, was a transition from white to a light brown, indi¬ 
cating that the whiteness of his featliers was not owing to 
the number of his years. 

“ It has been remarked by several scientific observers, that 
hen birds of various species, but more pai-ticulai'ly hen 

i pheasimts, put on, under certain circumstances,the plumage 
' of the male. The cclelirated physiologist, Mr. .lohn Hunter, 
; in his work on the “ Animal Economy,” is of opinion that 
! ‘ this change of ch.aracter takes place at an advanced age of 

the animal’s life, and does not grow up with it from the 
beginning.’ Mr. Eutler expresses a similar opinion still 
more strongly, namely, that ‘ all hen pheasants, as well as 
common fowls, would assume the j)lumago of the cock, to a 
certain degree, if they were kept to a certain age.’—(Mem. 
jrenier. Soc. vol. iii.) Though this, however, to some extent 
may be true, the reasons, or rather the accompanying cir¬ 
cumstances and changes of constitution, were first pointed 
out, it is believed, by Mr. Yarrell, who sooms to h.ave deter¬ 
mined that the change of coloiu’ depends on disease, or 
removal of the ovarium of the fowl. Among seven hen 

I pheasants, whose plumage more or less resembled that of 
' the male, he formd the organ in qirestion diseased, with 
; some variation as to extent, and the progress of change 

observable in the plumage boro a corresponding .analogy. 
, At the commencement of this internal disease, the plumage 
; does not seem to bo affected, for ‘ hen pheasants in con¬ 

finement, and female of Eie common fowl in the poultry- 
yard, had been known to have ceased producing eggs two 
years before any change was observed in their plumage.’ ” 

We have yet three or four modern works to notice, 

and must, tlierefore, defer our concluding rem.arks to 

a future week. 

COVENT GAllHEN. 

It is astonishing how many subjects arc suggested to 

the mind during our observations on the produce offered 

for sale in Covent Garden Market, and in the prepa¬ 

ration of these reports; subjects both of historical and 

economic, as well as financial interest. There are many 

articles produced here which recall the names and 

experience of names honoured in some department of 

horticulture, and others which suggest systems by wliich 

wo may improve and increase our internal resources. 

Among these last, we have often thought that a great 

deal might be done by an extensive and judicious 

planting of the best varieties of fruits. The importation 

of Ajiples, Pears, and Plums is every year becoming 

greater ; and, surely, fruit of our ow-n growth, produced 

in market with all the freshness of recent gathering, 

must be far more acceptable than that which has been 

stowed, and heated, and mouldy, and, in many instances, 

gathered before it is nearly ripe. 'There was a great 

outcry, some years ago, when the duty was taken off 

foreign fruit. Gur growers, like a boy flinching under 

a threatened blow, hung down their hands, at what they 

thought was an approaching calamity; and, instead 

of planting more extensively, and withstanding the 

ajiproach of the foreigner, they cried out for help, and 

in the midst of their despair quite forgot to help them¬ 

selves. Within the last few years a re-action has taken 

place. When the foreign fruit was admitted, prices fell, 

and the mechanic who had an apple-dumpling only 

once a week before, had it three times then ; the demand 

and consumption increased; the home-grower had not 

enough to supply it, and the foreigner, of course, reaped 

as gi’eat an advantage as he did. Our growers began to 

find this out, and they set-to planting more extensively. 

Still, however, the demand increases; the prosperity of 

the country, and the increasing comforts and luxuries of 

the working classes cry, “ give, give." Railways bring 

town to cotintiy and country to town, and year alter 

year we find consumption on the increase. Now, tlie 

first ohject to be kept in view in planting new planta¬ 

tions is the varieties of the fruits. 'J’he sorts in general 

cultivation twenty or thirty ycai-s ago will not do now; 

and it is our intention, next week, to allude more 

particularly to the varieties which we consider best 

adapted for this purpose, and which w'ill bo most re¬ 

munerative to the grower. Meanwhile, wm shall proceed 

as usual to record the state of the market for the past 

week. 

Fruit.—The supply of Appi.es during the week has 

been rather short. Many of the growers are holding 

back in expectation that the supply will bo short. 'There 

is no doubt that the crop this year is much shorter 

than last, and prices will be higher, but we question if 

it will be judicious on the part of holders to overstand 

the market while they can realise a fair price. The 

consequence of holding back will be, a considerable 

rise, and also a large importation, and then comes the 

usual reaction—a fall. And it ought, also, to be borne 

in mind, that there are many feeders to London now; 

fruit is brought from districts in England in the present 

day which either consumed or destroyed the crop in the 

olden time for want of an outlet; and a higli price will 

jiay to send from great distances. The prices which 

have been made during the week are, for cooking 

Apples, .‘Is. (id. to (is. per bushel, consisting of Yorkshire 

Oreenings, Kentish Broadeiuh, Gatshcads, Beauty of 

Kent, and Flower of Kent. Dessert Apples are making 

4s. to 8s., and are liibstons, Blenheim fwiiins, Fearn's 
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Pippins, Oolden Pippins, and BraddicVs Nonpareils. 

Pears of the common kinds ai'e not so plentiful; the 

early orchard varieties are getting over, and what come 

now are chiefly the finer varieties, such as have been 

jdauted of late years. The most choice are Duchesse 

dlAngoidnne, Passe Colmar, Oloiit Morceau, and we 

have observed a few parcels of Beurre de Ranee. These 

are making as much as 3s. and 4s. per dozen. Some 

very fine Duchesse d’Angoulemes* make as much as 

6s. per dozen. What few there are of the more common 

kinds make 5s. to 7s. the half-sieve. Grapes are plentiful; 

Blach Hamhurglis realise from Is. (id. to 5s. per pound, 

and Muscat of Alexandria, Cs. Melons are plentiful, 

at iis. 6d. and Os. per pound. Eilberts, 00s. to 65s. 

per cwt., or retail at lOd. and Is. per pound. Oranges 

are now beginning to come more plentifully; they are, 

however, rather of a greenish tinge, and make from 

Os. to 12s. per hundred. 

Vegetables.—There is no alteration in the supply of 

vegetables, and the prices in consequence continue 

much the same. Cabbages, 6d. to Is. per dozen. 

Brussels Sprouts, Is. Gd. to 2s. per half-sieve. Cauli- 

I'LowERs, Is. Od. to 2s. Od. per dozen. Greens, Is. to 

2s. per dozen bunches. Turnips, Is. to Is. 9d. per 

dozen. Carrots, 2s. Gd. to 4s. per dozen. Onions, 

2d. to 4d. per bunch. Leeks, Id. to 2d. per bunch. 

Celery, 9d. to Is. 3d. per bundle. Scarlet Runners, 

2s. to 2s. Gd. per half-sieve. Endive, Is. to Is. Gd. per 

score. Mushrooms, 9d. to Is. 3d. per pottle. 

Plants and Flowers.—The usual sorts of Ever¬ 

greens in pots are offered, and seem to meet with a 

ready demand. Plants in pots consist of Chrysanthe¬ 

mums of all kinds. Heaths, Cinerarias, Chinese Prim¬ 

roses, double and single. Mignonette, and Ficus elastica, 

or Indian-ruhher Tree. The Cut Flowers are abundant, 

and consist of Scarlet Anemones, Roses, TracheKum 

cceruleum. Pinks, Heliotropes, Scarlet Geraniums, Stocks, 

Camellias, Cereus speciosus. Double Chinese Primroses, 

Jasminum gremdijlorum. Gardenia radicans, and last, 

tliough not least. Orange Flowers '. H. 

GOSSIP. 

No fact is more certain—and this certainty gives us 

great pleasure—than that even farmers are becoming 

more awaliened to the importance of Poultry as a 

portion of their stock. Lord Ducie was a considerable 

buyer of Shanghae fowls at Mr. Sturgeon’s sale; other 

practical agriculturists are following the example of 

Mr. Moody, Mr. Sturgeon, and Mr. Punchard; and we 

have no doubt but that within flve years the breed of 

Poultry will be so improved, as to make both farmers 

and poulterers smile over the remembrance of the weedy 

mongrels prevalent at the present time. The desire to 

obtain first-rate birds is not confined to one variety; 

and, as a proof of this, wo may state, that a corres¬ 

pondent informs us, that he knows Captain Hornby 

rclused to take thirty-live guineas for three Spanish 

fowls whicli he exhibited at Cheltenham. The same 

correspondent, writing from near Liverpool, adds this 

account of another convulsion— 

“ It may interest you to know, that after a very hot day 
and evening (very oppressive) we were all roused by a 
sharpish earthquake at twenty-five minutes past four this 
morning (Nov. 9th). From the shaking of tlie windows 
wlien I awoke, my impression was that thieves W'ere breaking 
througli the windows. I jumped up, and struck a light, 
when my wife showed me the bed and curtains heaving and 
shaking, and the things on the washing-stand were clat¬ 
tering. I think it lasted near two minutes, with a disagree¬ 
able rumbling noise. It was felt at Eoby, Seaforth, &c.; 
but a party of keepers, who w'ore out about four miles from 
here, did not feel it. It was sliar-pcr than most I have felt 
abroad.” 

Privation and want bring with them so much of 

suffering, not merely personal but relative, that the 

heart softens, and the hand is stretched forth to save 

from them those accustomed even in their infancy to 

hardships and dejuivations. Still more impressive, 

still more exciting of every benevolent feeling, comes 

ujion us the information that the great in learning and 

in virtue are similarly pressed down and benumbed by 

poverty, and such information has just come to us con¬ 

cerning the celebrated German naturalist M. Nees Von 

Essenbeek. Our contemporary, the Gardener's Journal, 

says that the professor, 

“ On account of his liberal opinions incautiously expressed 
during the revolutions of 1848 and 1849, was deprived of 
his professorship, and is now hving in a low subiub of 
Breslau, in a place called a room, over a cow-shed, and 
without companion or attendant. He is said to be in liis 
7Gth year, and literally starving from want. It is further 
stated that, some time ago, his librai-y was sold to pay some 
debts; and his dried plants, which are now his only pro¬ 
perty, and which, although in some branches they are un¬ 
equalled, he has nevertheless been unable to dispose of. 

“ It is a melancholy fact, which we would look past and 
beyond if we durst, but the fact is patent to all, that science 
does, with rare exceptions, exact this severe penalty from 
her true and genuine disciples, as a test of thou- ti-ue devo- 
votion. Poverty, indeed, often deep and distressing, would 
seem to be all but an unalterable condition imposed upon 
those who unreservedly follow the leadings of science. 

“ It may, perhaps, be luged that Yon Essenbeek suflers 
not for his devotion to science, but for his meddling with 
politics. Let us even grant that it was quite competent for 
the government of his country to supersede him in tlie 
Chair of Botany, which he had so long and so ably filled, 
surely his grey hairs and the invaluable labours of his life 
ought to have secured him, if not a reasonable competence 
in his retirement, at least .sufficient to make the remainder 
of his life bearable. Instead of this, however, the man who 

had so long occupied a leading position among the .TOvaa/s 
of the continent—if we are to believe our authority—‘ is 
literally starving from leant ! ’ " 

The fate of William Gardiner, whose death we noticed 

some months since, leaving one oi-jihan boy, is a painful 

testimony that poverty and science are too often mated. 

We mention tliis, however, more especially for the 

purpose of making known that Mr. G. Lawson, Curator 

to the Botanical Society, and Lecturer on Botany at 

Edinburgh, having undertaken to prepare a Biogra¬ 

phical Sketch of Whlliam Gardiner, with selections from 

his unpublished papers and letters, and notices of those 

other self-taught naturalists in humblo life, wlio wore 

his local contemporaries, will be obliged by piu-ties in 

possession of original MSS. and letters bearing upon 

the subject, favouring him with the use of the same. 

It is iutended to add, in an Appendix (from unpublished 
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MSS.), Contributions to the Fauna of Forfarshire; also, 

additions to the Flora of the County, embracing those 

Plants not recorded in Mr. Gardiner’s “Flora” (now 

out of print), as well as additional localities, &c., for 

the rarer species. In this department assistance is 

invited from local naturalists, whose contributions of 

facts will be duly acknowledged in the work. Commu¬ 

nications may be addressed to Mr. Lawson, 7, Hill 

Square, Edinburgh. 

It is too usual to turn from Bahhits as profitless 

animals, and to associate them with the remembrance 

of various unsavoury smells. Both these arise from mis¬ 

management, for we know of instances where they were 

most profitably kept; the yard in which they were was 

perfectly unoffending, and their manure was the best 

fertiliser of the adjoining garden. That the breeding 

of rabbits might be made still more remunerative we 

have no doubt, for the consumption of them is very 

large, and the importation from Ostend so extensive, 

that a deputation from the poultry trade recently stated 

to our government, that the traffic in rabbits from that 

port finds employment for from 180,000 to 200,000 

persons. 

Very recently has been published two very unpre¬ 

tending volumes by Andrew Hamilton, Esq., entitled 

^'Sixteen Months in the Danish Isles." We shall only 

give from them two short quotations, adding the assur¬ 

ance to our readers, that they will find the work one of 

the most amusing that has been published this year;— 

“ From the cemetery, the road goes at once into the 
country. ’Tis a pleasing change, partly, perhaps, because 
not a sudden one, to come from tlie burying-ground to the 
fields where they are sowing the grain for autumn’s harvest. 
There are plenty of nice land-like farms in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the metropolis; large comfortable esta¬ 
blishments, with apparatus fit for laying in provision of all 
kinds for the longest winter at a hundred leagues from any 
town, yet they have the chief town at the very door. And 
now liusbandmen marched o’er the furrows, and scattered 
their precious seed, in the dull bleak afternoon of a cold 
spring day, when it needed some faith to believe that the 
season of budding and blossoming was at hand. But in the 
trees and about the grass there was now a tendency to burst 
forth and shoot, that gave notice the time of earth’s verdure 
was about to return. Spring is the time when the sower 
soweth his seed; it happens also to be the time when most 
human bodies are laid in earth. The fates of the two are 
wonderfully similar. As I leaned over tho paling and 
looked at the husbandman’s field, I knew that, in a few 
months, the seeds he planted there would have burst forth, 
rencw'ed and multiplied, and that tho scene, by the blessing 
of Heaven, would be one of redundant life and lieauty. 
And when I turned my head towards the dead wall I had 
lately passed, and thought of the more dead enclosure 
within, I knew that there also, one day, would lie a similar 
scene of revivification, even ‘ there,’ as Bishop Taylor saith, 
‘ where the field of God is sown with the seeds of the re- 
suirection.’ ” 

“ Harvest was all past save the fruit harvest. This year 
there happened to be an unusual abundance of apples and 
pears, but the quality was inferior. The season had, on the 
whole, not been genial enough to ripen the fruit; but tho 
spring had been peculiarly favourable to its formation, and 
the quantity \vas quite prodigious. Owing to these two cir¬ 
cumstances, many people did not think it worth while to 
gather theh fruit at all; they took as much as they might 
be likely to want, and allowed the rest to rot. In many of 
the gardens and orchards of our neighbours, we trod on 
walks covered with fallen apples,—a not very desirable or 
dry kind of gravel. The plenty was so enormous, I did not 

wonder at people becoming hopeless of ever housing it, or j 
using it if they did. And it appeared that there \Yas no i 
market for so much fruit in Copenhagen. j 

“ There was no such scene in the garden-walks of my j 
host, who considered it as a despising of God’s gifts to take 1 
no pains to reap the kindly fruits of the earth. Whatever 
might eventually be their fate, they were meantime to be 
husbanded. 

“ For many days, nay, for weeks, there was no cessation 
in the plucking, bearing in-doors, and stowing away of 
apples. The trees in the garden were, many of them, in¬ 
habited by one or tw'O human beings, busy from morning to 
night, filhng large baskets. Two men did nothing but carry 
the fruit to the house. Many times did I marvel at that 
constant caiTying. Come down stairs when one would, and 
look through the window whatever time it chanced to occur 
to one, it was impossible to fail seeing the same two men 
marching from the garden-gate across the court-yard to a 
door on the other side, and bearing between them the same 
large hamper piled high with apples. It was as if the men, 
on reaching their destination, were transported back to go 
over the same ground again. I used to think it must be a 
pastime the mansion owners got up for their guest’s amuse¬ 
ment, or that it took place by enchantment. I remembered 
the American superstition of Jumbieback,—the evil spirit 
who assumed the form of a vast plain or prauie. When 
travellers essayed to cross the seeming muirland, he allowed 
them to get on very well during the day, but at night, when 
they stuck up their tents, he would give a quiet hitch, and 
transport them back to the self-same spot they had left in 
tho morning, so that they might traverse the treacherous 
prairie till the day of their death, and never advance one 
step. I was ready to think my two apple-bearers had got 
upon Jimibieback. 

“ Up, above the highest floor of the mansion, it seemed 
there was a series of attics which were used as store-rooms. 
There, one of the ladies presided for many days over the 
disposition of the fruit, until she announced that she 
abhorred even the smell of apples. 

“ Tliere was proportionally a like plenty of pears which 
wei’e the only fruit we thought worthy of being eaten. In 
the forenoon ^d in the evening, we used to consume them 
as heartily as we could ; but we made little progress. Each 
day saw large loads afresh brought in; so we fell upon a 
clever plan. In tho morning, when we took our walks, it 
was resolved to bear a moderate-sized basket filled with ripe 
pears for distribution amojig such of our humbler neigh¬ 
bours as we might meet, or whose cottages we might pass. 
I carried the basket, but when a cottager hove in sight, I 
delivered it to one of the ladies, knowing that she could 
dispense its contents more wisely than I, and that they 
would be more welcome from her hand. In the com'se of 
our round, of whatever length it might be, we always con¬ 
trived to empty our basket. 'The attention on the part of 
the gracious Misses was evidently very well received by their 
dependents. 'The first morning of this arrangement, we 
met, not far from the gates, a large-built pieasant girl. 
“ AVill you have some pears ? ” quoth one of the ladies, 
taking the basket from me, and emptying a good share of 
its contents into the apron that was at once held out to 
receive them. The gul spake not a word; but when she 
had bundled up her apron again about the fruit, witli a 
somewhat theatrical air, as if her gratitude was too great for 
language, she seized the lady by the ana with her large fist, 
so that I thought she was going to put Miss’s hand into her 
mouth ; but it tmaied out she was only going to imprint a 
kiss on it, after which she went on her way. 

“ One Sunday, when we drove across to afternoon seiwice 
at the parish church, owing to some error of the clocks, it 
turned out we had come neiuly an hour too early. Tho 
clergyman had not yet arrived from his annexed chm’ch, at 
which he had been performing nronring service. Coachman 
was bid to put up the horses, while the Majoress asked me 
whether I would accomparry her and her famUy to call upon 

the pastor’s wife; I acceded. 
“ In stepping through the garden, I was made aware of 

the peculiarity in the good lady we were going to see, that, 
in spite of apparent perfect prosperity, and the absence of 
all outward calamity, she nevertheless found the world go 
evermore grievoirsly against her, arrd her lot full of crooks. 
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of wliieli she was apt to complain hittorlj to nil who came 
within ear-siiot. Sometimes sho was in such a sea of 
trouhles, that she would hardly admit a visitor. 

“ We were, however, admitted. 
“ ‘ How do you do, IMadamc-? ’ 
“‘Oh! very middling! Will you sit down, Mayoress ?’ 

(Hero the foreigner was introduced, .and made sadly 
; welcome.) ‘ J have just heen in Copenliagcn ; returned on 
! Frid.ay. I. ought to 'have staid longer for my health, for I 

have been sullering dreadfully from rheumatism; hut the 
' weather became so cold after I liad been away two days. 
1 anil as 1 had left no word here for lighting the stoves, I 
I knew—’ (here she mentioned her husband), ‘must be 
j sitting in the cold, for they could not get the stoves heated 
; without me, and 1 was obliged to come hack to see it done. 
I I was-so vexed when I thought of his sitting without tiro; 
' I assure you when 1 thought of him sitting in a cold room, 
I I grew so angry—I was so enraged—1 could have—I don’t 

know what I could have done.’ 
“ Here the good woman wrought herself into a frenzy, 

and rolled about on Iter chair, while wo thought she might 
have spared herself much of the .sulfering by allowing the 
servant (or her husband) control enough over domestic 
matters even to light :i stove on por.soual responsibility. 
Rut the pastoress did not suiter any one, to rule or even 
advise in the liousc,—certainly not her goodman. 

“We tried to load her from the painful theme of tlie 
stove, and talked, of course, of the weather, as a gentle 
change, and other cognate things. 

“ ‘ It lias been .an oxcellont harvest,’ said some one; 
‘ tliei’o i.s a remarkable plenty of fruit.’ 

“‘Fruit!’ ciied Mailamo--‘oh, such an un- 
he,ard-of (luantity of fruit! Did you ever know such a 
plague ? I never saw anything like it. I am sure, before I 
went to Copenhagen, I did nothing for days together but 

I get the apples and pears taken into the house and put up in 
I tlie attics ; I was so sick of them ! And while I was away 
I the peai-s all rotted, and wlu'U I c.ame hack the juice had 
I run down through the scams of the iloor, and stained all 

the roof of the room Ixdow, and raised such a smell! AVo 
have three great pear-trees in the garilen, and they bore i 

such a quantity this year. I wish they were cut down;—I ; 
wish they were intlled up by the roots. Those wretched i 
pears have spoiled all the ceiling of my room ; I wisli I had ; 
never seen one of them! And .all when I was away from 

] home !’ ” 

The following is a list of tho Ilortieultural and 

PouUrij Shows of which we are at present aware. We 

sliall he obliged by any pf our readers sending us ad¬ 

ditions to the list, and giving the address of tho Se¬ 

cretaries. 
HORTICTU.TURAT. SHOWS. 

Bury St. F-mtunds, Nov. 20 (Chrysanthemums). (Sec. 

G. r. Clay, Esq.) 
C.VLnnoNi.vN (Inverlcith Row), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
HAMrsHiRE, Nov. 20 (AAbnehester). (Nec. Rev. E. AA’ick- 

ham, AVinchestor.) 
London Eboriculturat. (Exeter Hall, Strand), Nov. 23, 

Deo. lit. 
North London, Nov. 23, Chrysanthemum. 
South London (Royai.), Dec. O-i-, 16. 

POULTRY snows. 

Birahnuhah and Midland Counties, 11th, LAth, lOth, 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Aoricultur.al, December 7th, 8th, and flth. 
(Sec. .Tames Marmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance), Tanuary 10th, and 11th. (Secs. 

Rev. AV. AY. AA'ingfleld, Gulval A'icarage, and E. 11. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

Dorchester, Nov. 24th. (Ncc. G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dor¬ 
chester.) 

Hitcuin, Nov. 2nth, 22nd, and 23rd. (See. S. Gooilwin.) 
Honiton, January 12th. (Sec. H. K. A''enn.) 
WiNeiiRSTER, December 1st. (,S'cc.s. G. AV. Johnson and 

.1. Colson.) 
t For seedlings only. 

PINE-CTTRTURE. 

(Continvcd from pnije a!).) 

It will now ho necessary to pursue tho subject of 
after-culture: w'o will then, if time and space ])ermit, 
rec.ajhtulate tho chief features. Before offering any com¬ 
ment of our own, it will be well to take a leaf out of , 
Mr. Hamilton’s book, and wo may at once turn to ]mge | 
31 of bis truly practical work. He says, as to planting- j 

out Pines; “On Eebinary 2(i, 1828,1 planted forty-eight | 
pine plants in tho tan-bed, all of which, except one, 
fruited the same year. The process which 1 adopted 
was as follows :—Tlie pit in which they were grown was 
twenty-seven feet long by ten feet wide inside ; two feet 
of which were occupied by the flues and cavities, which 
left a width of eight feet for the tan-bed. After all the 
plants were taken ont of the bed, the old tan was levelled, 
well trodden down, and smoothed with the rake; the 
whole bed was then covered with fresh tan to the depth 
of ten inches, the plants were immediatclj' turned out of 
their pots, with their l/tlls as entire as jmsihle, and 
planted in the bed ; they wore then heaten tii/hlJi/ about 
tho ball, and covered to tho depth of one inch only, it 
will be necessary here to observe, that if tho ball, with 
the roots, be covered too deep, they will he in danger of 
being hnrned. The tan used for this mode of culture 
must be from British bark, as it undergoes a slower fer¬ 
mentation than foreign tan; and I have always i'ound 
that as it decays it is rendered less fit for supjdying the 
plants with food. I have tried planting in old decayed 
tan, but the plants made vciy little progress; the fruit, 
also, was of inferior size. Foreign tan is objectionable, 
as it soon decays. I have been informed that it is mixed 
with the bark of some of the pine trees; if so, the 
resinous matter contained in such trees may be injurious 
to the roots of jilants. 1 am of that opinion; for 1 have 
never found foreign tan answer for the above system. 
Plants tui’iied out into fresh British tan, as described, 
will grow more in four months than in six by any other 
treatment. The jilants, when turned out of their pots 
into the tan, were about eleven months old. The sorts 
were principally Montserrats, Black Jaraaicas, and a 
few old Queens; tho progress they made during the first 
throe months was really astonishing, and all, exee])t one, 
ripened their fruit from September to the 1st Janu.ary. 
The year following, January (5, 182!), I tried tho follow¬ 
ing experiment. The tan-bed was managed, as I have 
stated, for those planted out in February, 1828; the 
sorts were Montserrats, Black Jamaicas, and three or 
four Queens ; and stronger than those of the preceding 
year, being about thirteen months old when planted in 
tho tan. The same care was taken when turned out of 
their jiots to preserve the ball of earth with its roots nn- 
disturbed. They were also planted the same depth, and 
the tan beat tightly about their roots with tho hand 
when planted. In this state they were allowed to remain 
until the last week in March, at which time every jdant 
was carefully lifted out of the tan with a long pronged 
fork, by which means the primitive ball was jireservcd. 
The roots of some had extended nearly two feet along 
the surface of tho fresh tan, from which they were care¬ 
fully disentangled, and immediately planted in pots one 
size larger than those they were turned out of in the 
January preceding. After the tan was watered and 
forked over to the depth of two feet, they were again 
plunged up to tho rims of the pots. The check tho plants 
received by being disturbed whilst growing so vigorously 
may be easily conceived; and they, consequently, ail 
showed fruit in the three following months, and ripened I 

in July, August, and September. Not at all satisfied, j 

on account of the fruit being smaller than that of tho j 

former year, I tried a third experiment, which indeed i 

varied very little from the first. In tho latter end of i 
October, 182!), tho same pit was again prepared, by I 
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levelling tlie old tan, &c., and fresh hark to the depth of 
eleven inches was spread all over the bed; in this I 
turned out lifty jilants, out of their juits, with their halls 
entire, (ind all j/erfevted their fruit from the beginning 
of August to the end of October. Thinking, however, a 
great improvement might be made in this method of 
planting out in the tan, 1 tried the following experi¬ 
ment, which fullii (itisirered my ex|)cctations. At the 
time these plants were showing fruit, i added two or 
three inches if fresh tun all over the roots of twenty, 
beating it down witli the s|iado; and the bcuelicial 
r(;sult was shown in the swelling of their fruit. When 
these wore cut, the suckers growing on all the plants 
were of a [irodigious size; and liad 1 then Jenown the 
ciUue of iJu'ir jiroduue, hy lelliug tlicm remain attached 
to the old stoids, their second fruits might have been 
ripened by the following October.” 

Tiiis is a long extract, luit we do not feel called upon 
to oiler an apology, seeing that it is Mr. Hamilton wo 
would fain represent, and it is, i)Grhaps, well that he 
should speak for himsc'lf: our comments thereon will he 
at least harmless, and the public will bo in a jtosition 
to .judge freely for themselves. JJefore proceeding far¬ 
ther, we would beg attention to the italics, which we 
have superadded to the original text, in order to direct 
the eyes of the uninitiated to the chief features of the 
Hamiltonian plan. And now a few words to illustrate 
some of thoso matters before farther details. It will bo 
seen, that the experiments here related were undertaken 
for a double jmrpose, viz., to tost tlio productive powers 
of the pine grown in tan, and to ascertain if pines could 
be compelled to “show” througli the medium of a check, 
without loss of size in the fruit. The tan matter appears 
to bo established beyond disjudo, although, of course, 
the (piestion still remains whether it is the most desir¬ 
able medium. 'J'his, it apjioars is, in a great degree, ne¬ 
gatived by Mr. Hamilton's subsequent practice. Mr. 
H., however, says in a note, “I used tan at Thoru- 
lield, but none in the now house here; but they like 
the smell of tan.” 

As to the check producing fruit, this is what, indeed, 
might be cx|)0ct6d; in most fruits with whicli we are 
acquainted, a chock on a healtliy subject, after a fair 
amount of liberal growth, generally produces this result, 
light being in due proportion. The tyro may hero learn, 
tliat in the case of the pine such was not accomjjlishcd 
witiiout deterioration of size; this, indeed, agrees with 
the experience of all our most celebrated pine growers : 
the breaking up of the disrooting system some years 
since wiis the signal for an abandonment of the “ check 
system.” 

Again; Mr. Hamilton gives this caution—“ 1 wish also 
to observe, that when ])ine plants are turned out in the ' 
winter season, tlicir growth is so rapid, that except they \ 
have plenty of air and light, the young leaves are aj)t to i 

blanch, h’or several weeks after planting, tlio surface of ! 
the tan ought to bo frequently stirred with a rake or i 
long stick, to prevent any fungi breeding, to effect the 
escape of superabundant bottom-heat, to allow the atmo¬ 
sphere to have free access to the roots, and to keep the 
tan in a clean, ])urc state.” 

It may be here asked, why so much about the tan, if 
Mr. Hamilton has ceased to use it? This is a fair 
question, and wo answer, because we think tan-culluro 
stilt an open question; and also, because localities dillbr 
so much. Thoso who live next door to a coal-pit will 
hardly care for tan ; but we can imagine cases in which 
parties would be justified in making a liberal use of it; 
moreover, Mr. Hamilton himself has never, as far as we 
arc aware, totally repudiated its use, whether as a heat¬ 
ing medium or for planting in. 

VVe have been speaking all along of “notes” received 
from Mr. Hamilton, but we lind it expedient to have 
recourse to his most useful little book; which, indeed. 
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should bo well road by all about to embark in Pine- 
culture without any previous practical knowledge. 
Candid readers will readily allow for any little “ slii)s of 
tlio pen ” for the sake of tiie breadth of Mr. H.’s views; 
I'or no sooner is ho studied carefully, than those hard 
fetters imposed by a time-honoured routine, seem to fall 
olf one by one ; and the would-be )iinc grower speedily 
acquires an amount of freedom before unknown. This, 
arising from a perception of its simplicity, makes us 
fancy that pots, crocks, shifts, composts, &C., are passing 
away like a dissolving view. 

Pages 40 to 48 in Mr. Hamilton’s second edition, 
now on the table, are occupied witli experiments 
strongly corroborative of the planting-out system; in 
which, of course, pots, jiotting niceties, with other 
time-consuming matters, arc dispensed with; and it 
is evident that if even Pine-culture were for the 
million, either this or some other high amount of 
simplification must be put in requisition. Of course, 
space will not permit many more quotations from the 
book, and wo will proceed to finish our ohservations 
about cultural matters on the jilanting-out plan; and in 
a succeeding paper will just skim over the great essen¬ 
tials; or rather skim the very cream from Hamilton’s 
dish, in order to leave the main features strong on the 
mind of the reader. After this, we do hope to hear of 
Pine-culture becoming a necessary jiortion of every 
gardening system with the middle classes. This, witli 
the Orchard-house, are, perhaps, the two most prominent 
features in modern fruit-gardening; and surely The 

Cottage GAanEXEit may fairly lay claim to having 
“ |)crformed its mission well ” in these things. 

Wo last week thought it necessary, in order fairly to 
elucidate the subject, to pop a few questions to Air. 
Hamilton chielly on the subject of after-culture on the 
]ilanting-out system. We will give the enquiries and 
answers verbatim. 

“ 1st. How long after planting before they require 
culture’? 

Ans. All kinds would be better by a little soil on the 
suri’aco once a year. 

,2nd. Do you advocate the use of tan u]) the stems ? 
Ans. I used tan at Thornhcld, but not now; they, 

however, like the smell of tan. 
3rd. How about leaf-stripping? 
Ans. He very careful of cutting your leaves. 
4lh. How about choice of suckers? 
Ans. Hliould never destroy a ground-sucker unless 

the jilant was already too low in the bed. 
5th. What number retained when jilenty ? 
Ans. 1 never leave more than three. 
(1th. Are they chosen by succession or quality ? 
Ans. By quality. 
7th. When are they removed or thinned out? 
ylfis. 1 tear all superfluous suckers out when six or 

eight inches high. 
8th. How many to a stool, on tho average? 
Ans. Three; two stem-suckers and one ground. 
i)th. Ho you over water at root ? 
Ans. I have watered at root twice this summer. 
10th. Any plan for checking size in tho -crown ? 
Ans. They want none.” 
Our readers will see how much 1 have to thank Mr. 

Hamilton; indeed, had he not been a very old and well- 
known friend such liberties could not have been taken. 
As it is, tho only thing to regret is that we could not 
have the benefit of a regular chit-chat over tho affair; 
distance, &c., precluded the possibility. Still, it is to be 
hoped that enough will have been stated to prove a 
pretty good guide to those seeking information, in our 
next pajier on the subject, which may be deferred for a 
week or two, wo shall work up some useful facts, which 
will throw farther light on tho system; in the meantime, 
wo invite young beginners to put what questions they 
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deem necessary on neglected points: they best know 
their own wants. E. Errington. 

MEETING OE THE HOETICULTUEAL 

SOCIETY.—November 2, 18.52. 

Were it not for the novelty of seeing a grand struggle 
for the prizes offered by the Society for tlie growth and 
improvement of the Chrysanthemum, no one, round 
London, would be tempted to go out-of-doors on such a 
day as this was—dull and dreary, with rain pouring 
down in torrents the w'holo day. The spirit of the 
^radicals, however, was up to the boiling point, and, 
rain or no rain, they must see and enjoy the battle like 
true Britons as they are. So they mustered in great 
numbers; but, alas! tbe council of our Society are not 
of practicals, and of course they can hardly be blamed 
for not knowing the right time of the year for the 
Chrysanthemums to be in a lit state for competition. 
They knew that Chrysanthemums usually bloom in 
November, and that was all; and a show on the 2nd or 
22nd of the month was the same in their unpractical 
brains. The editors of Moore’s Almanack managed 
much better than this, by keeping snow out in tbe dog 
days ! This blundering could not have happened at a 
worse time in our progress. The Chrysanthemum has 
lately become a fit subject for tlie gamblers in flowers, 
who, if they could but cook one prize flower up to the 
mark, would not hesitate to sacrifice twelve of their 
best plants; and, what is worse than all, their evil 
practices, to my own personal knowledge, go a long way 
to sacrifice the credit of the best gardeners in the 
country. We have had, lately, excellent treatises on 
the proper cultivation of this useful flower, in defence 
of practical gardening, and the Horticultural Society 
steps in, just at the nick-of-time, to second these 
attempts, and to stamp their value, and the character of 
our best gardeners; and, as if to prove their zeal, one of 
the best-grown collections of Chrysanthemums in Eng¬ 
land may now be seen in their own garden, but all to 
no purpose; and now it is of no use to try to back out 
of the scrape by saying that gardeners did not under¬ 
stand the rules. Gardeners did understand the rules, 
and blame me very much for tempting the Society to 
offer prizes for things out of season. Well, as I have 
taken a great deal of interest in the shows and meetings 
of the Society, enjoyed them myself, and endeavoured 
to make them useful to others, I must pocket this 
rebuke, and explain how we may get on better in future. 
Upon the average of seasons. Chrysanthemums are in 
their prime about the 20th of November, or say from 
tbe 15th to the 25th, and one week sooner, or one week 
later, affects them more severely than any other flower 
that has ever been e.xhibited; -aW practical men know 
this. It is true, that in large establishments in the 
country, flowers are very much in request late in the 
autumn, when ladies cannot go much in the open air, 
and that October is the worst month in tlie wliole year 
for house flowers. As a kind of compromise, therefore, 
gardeners in such places sacrifice some of their earliest 
Chrysanthemums by a slight forcing, and then all that 
they will bear is only a cold bouse, sucli as a peach- 
house, or vinery at rest, and the doors open at both 
ends, day and night, and also the top lights a little open 
at night and on dull days. On very sunny days the 
top lights and one of the doors may be shut close, but 
not during the long dark nights. There is no way that 
a man could think of but I have tried to get in some 
Chrysanthemums by tbe first of November, and this is 
the only way in which I ever succeeded; just the reverse 
of what one would do late in the spring. I have had 
the Queen, Bicolor, and three other old varieties, not now 
well-known, in bloom by the 25th of October by these 
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means, but none of the others before the end of the 
first week in November; therefore, I ti'embled when I 
first heard of the Society’s resolve to open a competition 
for them in the first week of the mouth, but concluded, 
that, as my practice lay at a distance from London, I 
might be mistaken, and that the flowers come earlier up 
here than with us far in the country. To make sure of 
how this stood was my first aim as soon as I saw the 
failure of this meeting, and there was no lack of 
London growers on the spot to consult. After ex¬ 
changing notes with Mr. Chandler, of Vauxhall Nursery, 
the best authority in London for this flower, and other- 
growers and exhibitors, it turns out that none of them 
would expect so early a bloom as myself, and some of 
them maintain that if even very slight forcing were 
attempted here, nrildew would be the consequence and 
reward in many places round I..ondon. This settled, 
and knowing that “we must all live and learn,” the 
next Chrysanthemum exhibition or eompetition in 
Regent-street must bo beld somewhere between the 
15th and 20th of November. Now, I think I need not 
blush for saying that we had only one solitary plant of 
the common Chrysanthemum at this meeting, and that 
ought to be noted down as a very early one, and I can 
say it is a very good one—the name is Madame Verreux, 
a fine-shaped flower, flat and imbricated on the face, 
and of a huffish-yellow colour. 

The value of the pretty Pompones, the grand, and great- 
grand-children of Mr. Fortune’s Chusan Daisy Chry¬ 
santhemum, was never better exemplified than on this 
oceasion. All kinds of Chrysanthemums are ten days 
later this season round London than usual; and we have 
seen already that we ean now depend on these Pompones 
from the middle of October, beginning with Hendersonii, 
which was a brownish-yellow on the last occasion (P.fth 
October). The same plant was in fine bloom to-day, and 
age turned the blossoms to a clear yellow. Hendersonii 
slioidd, therefore, be held in great demand for a mother 
breeder till we get seedlings that will flower from the 
first of October. Another peculiarity, and a valuable 
one, appeai-ed in this race, for the first time, on this 
occasion—sweet-scented flowers. A beaiitiful little, light 
lilac flower, called Le Maine Bite, has a delicious 
scent, something between that of orris root, and violets. 
It was in a collection exhibited, but not for com¬ 
petition, by Mr. Chandler, of Vauxhall Nursery. He 
had another one called Ninon, which will be a great 
favourite with the ladies in their nosegays and wreaths, 
for evening head-dresses. It is as flat as a looking-glass, 
the first essential for a wreath Chrysanthemum. The 
size is half-way between HtcoZor, the only one of the old 
sorts that did not look vulgar in a wreath, and a 
Bachelor’s-button. The colour is a delicate French- 
wl'iite. No flowers are more suitable for making regular 
nosegays than these button Chrysanthemums, par¬ 
ticularly the pure white, as Argentine; French-whites, 
like Le Maine Bite, the sweet one; and the mottled 
rose, as Bouton de Venus; but the great bulk of tbem are 
yet of different shades of yellow and buff. We expect a 
lai-ge muster of tbem at the next meeting on the 7th 
December, and then I shall take the names of the best 
varieties, and mention the most distinct colours. 

Tlie great lion at this meeting was a Hybrid HJschy- 
nanth, from Mr. Pince of Exeter, called Splendidus, a 
well-bestowed name. It is by far the best of tbe 
family, and shows what can be done with judicious 
crossing, for which the genus seems to offer great hopes. 
I did not hear the parentage of this beautiful cross 
stated, but it ought to have been told. A jiractised eye 
could see that Grandifiorus was one of the parents; and 
when not in flower, tiie cross might easily be mistaken 
for that species; and that will sufficiently explain the 
aspect of the ])lant. The flowers stand more upright 
than in Grandijiorus; they are also much larger, a 
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greater uumber of them in a head, and they all open at 
tlie same time in each head. The top part of the 
flower is a rich, soft, crimson-scarlet, lower down, fading 
into orange-scarlet; and the bottom of the tube ending 
in a shaded orange colour; altogether making the 
richest cross that has ajopeared since the purplish-crim¬ 
son water-lily at Chatsworth, called Nymplicca Devoniensis. 
There were twelve plants of it in bloom, all from cut¬ 
tings this summer; and all in 60's, or three-inch pots, 
sliowing what a free bloomer it is. Their heights might 
be from six to eighteen inches; and the largest heads 
had from ten to twelve open blooms each. Now, as it 
is lawful, by common consent, to make large specimens 
of Adliimenes from a collection of plants, individually 
small, by planting so many of them in one pot just as 
they show for bloom; and knowing that some of our 

i best gardeners cannot flower the stronger jEschynantlis 
but indilfei-ently after they come of age; being also 
quite familiar with the fact, of which Mr. Pince seems 
to be well aware, that all iEschynanths, whether strong 
growers or otherwise, flower much better and with 
greater freedom on single shoots and in the smallest 
pots; why might not the law be extended to these 
beautiful ..Eschynanths as well as to.tbe Achimedes? 
I mean for compkiton plants. I recollect very well 
when the parent of this cross, Grandiflorus, first 
appeared, that I made a large number of cuttings of it 
about the middle of May, and before they were out of 
their first shift. They all flowered exactly as did the 
plants now exhibited by Mr. Pince; but before they 
were allowed to be seen I made two fine specimens with 
them, in No. 12-pots, and they were much admired that 
autumn in the conservatory. The two pots were more 
than half-filled with drainage, so as not to ovenvhelm 
the roots with too much soil; about two inches of very 
rough peat were put over this; then the little plants 
with very firm balls were turned out of the small pots. 
No. OO’s; the balls were placed on the rough peat, and the 
spaces between them filled in with equal quantities of 
peat, sand, and leaf-mould, without any lumps, the surface 
of the balls being covered half-an-inch. The tallest plants 
were put in the middle. When the whole were staked, 
and had a week or two’s growth, they were fit for the 
Queen; but the upshot of the thing w'as, that in after- 
years, my worthy employer. Sir W. IMiddleton, pretty 
nigh pulled my ears because I did not, or could not, 
make him such fine specimens with old plants. The 

' like had happened before that time with JEschi/nanthus 
■ ramosissimus, for which I paid five guineas to Mr. Tate, 

of Sloaue-street, or at the rate of one guinea an inch. 
All this I had forgotten till I saw how cleverly Mr. 
Pince got up his beautiful cross to surprise the 
Londonei-s. But I am perfectly sure that this is the 
grand secret for amateurs and for many gardeners to 
make the best of all the species of the genus. It is 
also by far the easiest, as there is no risk, provided that 
the jilants arc not turned out of the little pots until the 
flowers are near their full size. This will not do, how¬ 
ever, for competition, as it is against the law to have 
more than one plant in a pot. 

Erom Mr. Veitch wo had a fine plant of the Vanda 
ccnrulca in beautiful bloom ; and, as is usual with this 

I liberal firm, they always tell the easiest and best way to 
i manage their new jdants. They sent to say that tho 

degree of richness in the flowers of this new orchid is 
I according to the heat applied—the more heat the fainter 
! the colour, and the reverse. This may account for 

what wo saw at the last meeting, two growers having 
each a different variety of V. cwrulea, one with a deeper 

; blue lip than the other. If this can be traced to tem- 
j)eraturc, this orchid should be treated as a IMexican. 

j At any rate, it always gives pleasure to hear how such 
I things have been managed. 
I We had also a large plant of Calantlie vestita, from 

tho Messrs. Veitch, having largo spreading white flowers , 
on long shoots trained on sticks, each flower having a 
scarlet eye, so to speak. Also a new stove plant, be- | 
longing to tho order of Cinchonads, and putting ono 
somewhat in mind of Pavetta caffra. iMr. Weeks, the j 

celebrated hothouse builder of Chelsea, and whose name [ 
has reached the ends of the earth for his success in 
flowering the Victoria water-lily in an open pond, sent 
Zygopetalum crinitum, a closer growing orchid, and with 
smaller flowers than those of Z. Mackayi, but otherwise 
not unlike them. Also Maxillaria picta, with flowers 
as strongly scented as those of M. aromatica, and, there¬ 
fore, very desirable; and Oncidium ornithorhyncuiu with 
small purplish flowers of no great account. 

There was a nice Hybrid Beyonia from the Society's 
garden, with a wrong parentage given. No one who has 
the smallest idea of how the pollen tells in this genus, 
could go so far wrong as to call this a cross between 
Manicata and Ginnaharina. There is not a drop of the 
juice of Manicata, or of any species belonging to that 
section of the genus, in this cross. Nevertheless, the 
cross itself is a very desirable Begonia flowering at this 
late season, and it looks as if it were much easier to 
manage than Ginnaharina. I saw some splended crosses 
from this genus this autumn, in the west of England, ’ 
and I know of no plants more easy to cross, or from 
which better results may be expected. 

There were two good specimens of late Achmenes, 
from the Society’s garden; the old Goeemea and 
Liepmanni, and some good plants of the perpetual Tree 
Garnation in three or four varieties. Every body ought 
to grow these Tree Carnations, as they are called, as 
they flower late and early, and almost all the year 
round. They were from the continent a few years back, 
and very little heard of in country places. Veronica 
Andersonii, with five racemes of lilac and blue flowers, 
after tlie manner of Speciosa, was also from the Society’s 
garden, and samples of the little carpet-plant, Gochlearia 
acaidis. Everybody is now asking where seeds of this 
little wonder can be had, but I cannot tell. jVfost of 
the Fellows of the Society ought to have it by this time, 
as well as all the London seedsmen. Bilhergia Morel- 
liana, a late acquisition from the continent, is as good 
as any in this genus, the beauty being more in the 
broad scarlet bracts which accompany the flower. And, 
lastly, Gactus truncatns, a fine plant in good bloom, 
telling how close we are on the winter. 

Of Fruit, we had Pine Apples, Grapes, Pears, Sweet 
Limes, [Mandarin Oranges, Citrons, and wdiite Alpine 
Strawbenies, with a Clingstone Peach, which was sent 
as a Hybrid between a peach and an apricot! 

No wonder that gardeners, after a cliange, or confusion 
of tallies, should make mistakes about crossed Begonias, 
when people of education will entertain such absurd 

' notions as that a peach could bo crossed with an apricot 
—or that any plant on the face of the earth can ever bo 
crossed with any other plant not of the same genus. 
'Those who simper out extravagances about “ hi-generic 
crosses” merely use hard words as a veil for ignorance. 

'There wore three beautiful Quee7i Pines, from Mr. 
Fleming, gardener to tbe Duke of Sutherland, at Trent- 
ham, two of which were exactly of tho same weight, 
41b. Goz., the third one was heavier by 8oz. Every 
pine-grower in tho kingdom ought to have seen these, 
if only to puzzle them to know how he can grow such 
pines, with crowns not bigger than the head of a 
starling. Mr. Fleming has some grand secret for 
throwing the whole strength of his plants into the fruit. 
Mr. Dodds, gardener to Sir J. Calhcart, Bart., sent two 
(Rieen’s Pines of the very same weiglit as those sent by 
Mr. Fleming, and more ripe, with crowns rather less 
than usual; but a smooth-leaved Gayennc Pine, from 
another grower, put tliese beautiful Queens to the blush 
—in looks, in size, and in weight. It was (lib. loz., and 
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as liandsome a fruit as over went to tabic. iMany 
gardeners cannot grow this pine at all. If it gets the 
least too wet or too damp in winter it turns sulky, and 

: they cannot bring it round again. There was a basket 
of tlio true fVesl'ii iSl.l'eier’s Gnij/e, and one of il/a.vtv/.te, 
neither of which would bo (juite rijio before no-vt 
Christmas. This rainy, cloudy, and muggy autumn, 
must have taught a severe lesson to all those gardeners 

j who maintain that late grapes should not be forced. 
There never was a greater mistake. Keep them I'rom 
“breaking” as late in the spring as you j>lcase, but 
when they do come into leaf, they ought to have as 
niucli heat and moisture as air ])lants, until the fruit 
begins to turn colour. Even greenhouse gra2)es, as the 
Hamhrough, are im])rovcd by a ])usli from tlie first 
coming of the bunch to six weeks after the setting of 
the berries. 

The Citron tribe were from Mr. Piper, gardener to 
E. V. Digby, Esg., of Mintcrn, Dorsetshire, 1 hapi)cn 
to know them both, but 1 cannot tell who is the best 
gardener—the master or the man. They are both bests, 
and their large Citrons and Mandarine Oranges were 
very much admired at this meeting. A gentleman in 
the room told mo that they grow the Mandarine Orange, 
at Mintcrn, in the greenhouse as freely as gooseberries, 
and that lie had a basketful of them last August. 
Citrons, after they lay twelve months in preserve, make 
a beautiful dish at table, eithci’ whole or quartered; if 
whole, they will keep I know not how long. Ordinary 
Limes are better than Lemons in the kitchen, and, 
bettor still in whisky-punch, or anything good and hot 
with a spoon in it; but sweet Limes, like those from 
Mr. Digby, arc scarce articles, and arc as good as the 
best oranges. 

There was a line-looking Yellow Turnip, called the 
“ Orange Jelly,” of which they spoke very highly. It 
was raised by Mr. Chivas, of Chester. Celery, tSpinach, 
Kohl Rahi, Peas, and some other vegetables were shown, 
with a Ling or (2ueon of the Veyetnhle Marrow tribe, 
weighing lOis jibs.—it looked like Duru’s “ Great chieftain 
o’ the puddiu’-race’’—a Scotch haggis. D. Deaton. 

OXALIS DOWEIl, AND OTHEE SPECIES. 

Enouiuies as to these not blooming; and complaints 
as to their not growing, not forcing, and jirodncing 
fine foliage but indill'erent ilowers, 1 hope will be met 
by the following short outline of culture. 

For this beautiful s{>ccies, as well as for others the 
most charming of the family, we are indebted to that 
land ol bulbs and heaths, the Capo of Good llo])e. The 
whole have more or less ol a peculiar acid taste, which, 
when not in excess, is very agreeable. 1*1 ven the most un¬ 
initiated may form some idea of the form of the leaves 
and Ilowers ol the grouj) by examining those of the little 
Oxalis Acelosella, lound often so plentifully in woods, but 
no idea could thus be formed of the maguiliccnce of the 
])resent species, with its largo crimson flowers. It is 
generally described as a plant only a few inches in 
height, but, though it has no stem, it is no uncommon 
thing to see the flowers rising on strong stalks to 
from twelve to seventeen inches in height. Eow things 
will beat it, either in a greenhouse or v/indow, on a fine 
bright day in autumn. It is generally considered an 
autumn flower, but, like many other Cajio bulbs, the 
time ot hloomimj depends upon the time of rcstiny 
and starting into growth. Dy successions, 1 have 
had it in bloom lor seven or eight months out of 
the twelve; a clashimj of the bulbs carelessly together 
destroyed the arrangement. Tiiey can only bo brought 
into this succession mode gradually, as each bulb 
re([uires the greater part of a twelvemonth to start, 
grow, bloom, mature, and rest itself. Forced they may 

be, but they do not like it; an anxious amateur would, 
however, soon get over the little dilficulty. Even 
should his bulbs start much about the same time, yet 
the keeping of a juirt as cool as to bo safe, and giving 
tlie others extra heat, will make in the first season a 
considerable dillbrcnco in the time of blooming; this 
first lot may be then kept separate, and treated in the 
same manner another sefison. Thus wo have seen it 
bloom from May to December; the medium between 
these two extremes is the period when it will bloom 
best with little trouble, in sheltered situations it might 
then do out-of-doors. I will confine myself to tlie 
growing it in ]K)ts. 

Istly. Choosiny Plants.—Proler growing plants, or even 
jihints finished flowering, but with the foliage green; 
the reason is, that thus you may be sure of well-ripened 
bulbs by such treatment ns will luoseutly be recom¬ 
mended. Failuig such plants in pots, choose the largest, 
firmest, and hrownest looking bulbs yon can find. If 
soft, or bagged with watery juices, the consequence of 
cutting away the foliage too early, you may get foliage, 
but your flowers will be weak and scanty. 

2ndly. Starting into groteth.—Unless particularly 
wanted, I would not advise this being done during the 
dark months of winter. If growtli commences in 
March, bloom may be cxjiectcd in dune and July. It 
is best to place the tuberous bulbs, with their small ends 
upiiermost, in pans or saucers covered over with earth, 
rather dry than otherwise, and just kejit in that state. 
A moist, warm place will cause them to shoot sooner; 
but in the early part of the season 1 would not advise 
an average temperature produced by lire heat above 50'-'. 
it is better to hurry growth by closeness, warmth, and 
yet plenty of light afterwards. As soon, however, as the 
bidbs begin to shoot, before roots commenco to form to 
any extent, they should be placed 

Jrdly. In their Jloweringpots.—These should range 
from six-inch pots for windows, to those from eight 
inches to twelve inclios for greenhouses Drainage of 
course must be attended to. Over the drainage a layer of 
old dried cow'-dung, in small hard bits, mixed with 
charcoal, will be an advantage. The soil should consist 
of equal parts of sandy fibry loam, and fibry ))eat, with a 
little charcoal; but fine plants may bo produced from 
sandy well-aired loam and a little rotten leaf mould, or 
old cow-dung, 'i’ho soil should be neither wet nor dry. 
1 must try and c.\]ilain what I mean. “ Oh, something 
about minding pennies, and ))ounds will take care of 
themselves.” Well, just so; 1 am no advocate for the 
contracted and miserly; but, somehow, without these 
h'tt/f'i'wo cannot get on in gardening. Dut to the soil; 
take half-a-handfid and close your fingers over it firmly ; 
if on opening your hand the soil remains call in apiece, 
shewing the maiks of your fingers, but falls to pieces 
when you lay it gently down on the potting bench, it is 
just in the right slate; if it will not remain in one mass 
in your hand, it is too dry; if, when you jdaco it on 
the bench, it remains without falling to jiieces, it is too 
wet. In the one case, you must damji with a line rose; 
in the other, you must dry; and either oj>eration will 
save you future labour ami uncertainty. I*’ill the -[lots 
with this soil to within about two inches of the surface, 
firming it a little; then jilace the bulbs, small ends 
upwards, equally over it; about eight bulbs will fill the 
largest ])ot well, and yield a large mass of Ilowers ; but 
if the bulbs are small, add a few more. Sprinkle in the 
earth amongst them, and over them so that their points 
arc covered. Dy-and-by, when the llowcr-stalks arc 
showing, and the leaves are getting the size of a half¬ 
penny, the soil will have sunk a little so as to allbrd 
room for a top-dressing of old cow-dung, and over that 
the fastidious may throw a sprinkling of fine soil just 
to hide it. 

■Ithly. IVatering.—Of course you will water none 
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when the bulbs are not growing; but as they are 
started and potted moisture will be requisite. Here now 
will appear the importance of what was just now said 
about soil. If dri/, with eomnion watering when would 
you get it cquciUy moist? If wet, it would dry and 
crack on the surface; and ten to one but the first wieldcr 
of a water-pail that passed that way would render bulbs 
and soil alike as comfurtalile as if they had been sunk a 
foot beneath the surface of a plashy morass. Rut use 
the soil indicated; take the ])recaution, in addition, to 
place your pots in a pit or frame whore thorough air is 
admitted, the atmosphere is somewhat close and moist, 
and if tlie pot is plunged in ashes, &c., all the better. 
Then the soil will just bo in the ])osition for roots to 
ramify in; and you may safely lock up the water-can 
until the leaves, getting to the size of a shilling, begin 
to show that they need a refresher, and by that time 
roots and everything will have gone also well, that it 
would require a peculiar clumsy knack indeed to be able 
to sour or sodden the soil. As the leaves increase in 
size, and tlio llower-stalks shew themselves, more air 
and water will be needed. Pouring it over the ilrcssing 
of cow-dung will give strength to the llower-stalks after 
they have fairly started; and after the first blooms 
ap[)ear, manure-watering may be given twice a week in 
addition. When the lioworing is over and the first 
withered leaves appear, water must be gradually lessened; 
but some should be given so long as the leaves are 
green, giving them during this period a good open 
position, and allowing the plants to remain in the pots 
several weeks, if not altogether after the foliage has 
decayed. 

5thly. Position and Temperature.—As now indicated, 
when in a dormant state, they cannot bo better than in 
the pots in which they grow, and turned on their broad¬ 
sides to keep the soil dry. Rut, if for economy, the pots 
should bo otherwise wanted, after the bulbs are tho¬ 
roughly ripened and partly rested, they may bo carefully 
removed, and packed in dryish earth, and kept anywhere 
whore neither wet nor frost can reach them. The earth, 
in either case, will prevent the juices of the bulbs being 
evaporated, which, though it might not oppose the pro¬ 
duction of flowers, would be apt to deprive them of 
strength, and the foliage of healthy luxuriance. 

The jilants gi’ow freely where the average night tempe¬ 
rature docs not fall much below .50°, with a good rise for 
sunshine ; but when lioworing, or advancing towards it, 
enjoys the clearest sunshine and the highest temperature 
of our summers. A cold ])it may, therefore, be said to 
be its chief delight from May to tlie middle of Septem¬ 
ber, where it may have full light and air when blooming, 
and a slight shade and a closer atmosphere when gi’ow- 
ing. In October the plant will do best in an open 
warmish greenhouse. 1 have never seen it better than 
in sunny days in November and the beginning of Decem¬ 
ber ; but then it stood in a rather dry house,—a combi¬ 
nation of a plant-stove and a greenhouse, where the tem¬ 
perature at night was seldom below 50^’. Even then, at 
that season of the year, though the bloom opened in 
clear days, they never became fully expanded, unless 
during sunshine. These facts will show our greenhouse 
and window friends the importance of blooming this 
plant in summer and autumn. 

(ithly. Traininy,—1 have allowed the llowcrs and 
leaves to droop; but, unless the plant was elevated 
above the eye, nothing was gained by the mode, if even 
tlicn. The simplest, and perhaps the best jdaii is to 
place a number of small slender sticks round the inside 
of the pot, and also several in the centre ; connect these 
together with line thread ; the leaves and flower-stalks 
will grow through and among them, and will thus be 
held fast, while the supporting medium will soon be 
entirely encircled. 

it would have been out of place to have said so much 

about O. lioweii, at this season, in this department, 
were it not that a similar mode of management is a]q)li- 
cablo to the whole bulbous groiq) of Oxalis, with, per¬ 
haps, the exception of using more i)cat for the tenderer 
kinds. They are mostly all such beautiful things, both 
for greenhouse and window, that 1 should be glad botli 
to see and have a collection of them; and most of thorn 
can bo well grown in six-inch pots, and take up but little 
room in comparison with lioweii. What, for instance, 
at this season, in a warmish greenhouse or window, can 
bo more beautiful than O. lobata, witli its lobed leaves, 
and large yellow flowers; or O. sericea, in spring, with 
its glittering silky foliage and pretty yellow flowers; or 
O. tricolor during the winter and spring, especially iir 
clear sunny weather? As 1 have already mentioned, many 
in time may bo made to bloom at any period, according to 
the time they are rested, but it is not advisable to have 
many in the dead of winter, as it requires a fair tem¬ 
perature and good light to cause the blooms of the best 
to expand freely. How interesting might many become 
in autumn and spring to those friends who have but 
little space at their command. 1 will, therefore, conclude 
with a short list of dwarf kinds that bloom freely in 
autumn and the first mouths of winter, in spring, and 
in summer. 

In Autumn.—Lobata, mentioned above ; Asinina, ass- 
car-leaved, yellow ; Garnosa, llesh-colourcd ; Fidyida, 
crimson ; Jlirta, yellow; Rosacea, rose-coloured; 
Variabilis, white and rod. 

In Spring.—Sericea, already mentioned ; Canescens, 
hoary-lcavecl, purple llowcrs; t'lava, yellow; Incarnata, 
flesh; Multijlora, lilac. 

In Summer.—Fuscata, brown; Miniata, vermilion ; 
Temila, lilac; Rubra Jlava, red and yellow ; Dar- 
tvalliana, crimson. 

Without adding more, I might recommend Frulicosa, 
a yellow semi-shrubby one, to those having the heat of 
a cool stove at command in winter, and a greenhouse 
herbaceous one named Floribunda, which is easily 
increased by suckers and division of the roots; the 
flowers are simple and pink in colour; but the singularity 
about it is twofold ; first, as the plant grows it produces 
its llowcrs and leaves in a bundle at the jtoint of the 
shoots; and secondly, as years roll on this habit gives 
to the stem of the plant more of the character of a 
miniature Palm than an herbaceous j)lant. 1 have had 
these stems from a foot to eighteen inches in length, 
and as smooth as a mop-handle; in fact, altogether the 
plant was too like the moj), handle and all; but still, in 
a common greenhouse, with rough treatment, it was 
scarcely ever destitute of flowers. 

Oxalis Grenata, once lauded for its edible tubei’s, and 

which seemed driven out of the field by O.calis Deppei, 
hut of which little has been seen or heard lately; so 

dillicult is it to get artistes of the kitchen, or gentlefolks 

either, to patronise new-fangled things, ir of iiomk 

liRirisii oKowTii; though certainly the flowers and 

j)oints of shoots were nice and pretty too in a salad; the 

stems made no bad tart; and the tubers, well dressed, 

being destitute of acid, were immeasurably better to 

simple tastes, than many of those unpronouncablo kiek- 
shaws which epicures make so much of, because they 

j)ay so nicely for them. These, no doubt, at tho right 

time will be introduced to tho notice of those desiring 

it, by our able fellow-labourer, Mr. Robsoji. R. i'rsn. 

CONIEERA^. 

( Conlin ued from paje 87). 

•luNii'Eus.— A largo genus of handsome, mostly 
hardy shrubs; tlie commoner kinds are grown in almost 
every garden, and are well suited for that purpose, both 
on account of their beauty, and being perfectly hardy; 

1 

1 

i 
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but they grow be-st about midway between the mountain- 
top and a low boggy valley. As might be e.\pected, 

' they were well-known to the ancients, and are men¬ 
tioned in the Bible in the history of Elijah, wlio hid 

[ himself under a ti’ee of this genus when persecuted by 
the King of Israel. It is mentioned, also, by Pliny, 
wlio says that it grew in Spain to a large size. Large 
quantities grow in the north of Europe. Some species 

i are found in the same locality as the Gujtressiis torulosa 
in Asia, on the Bhotan Hills, and some are found in 
North America, so that few plants of any genus are 
more widely distributed. Many of the species produce 
timber, which, though small, is remarkable for its dura¬ 
bility. The wood has a strong aromatic smell, and 
when burnt in rooms is said to be fatal to noxious 
insects. It is used, also, to give hams and bacon that 
peculiarly smoky llavour so much esteemed by epicures. 
It is well-known that Juniper berries are used to flavour 
the spirits called giii and Hollands. To all these uses 
the plants of this genus can be applied, hence they are 
interesting, both on account of classical associations, as 
well as tire various uses to which they are applied. 
I well recollect one use to which the young branches of 
Juniperus sauina, the Common Savin, was applied, 
namely, to destroy worms in the intestines. I had to 
swallow a tea-cupful three mornings in succession for 
that purpose, and it was a good remedy, though a dan¬ 
gerous one, at least, I have been informed so since I 
grew irp to manhood, I, how^ever, never felt any ill 
effects in taking it, the worst was its (to me) very 
nauseous taste. 

The family of Junipers are well adapted to plant in 
front of taller-growing Coniferar in the pinetum. They 
thrive best in a saudy loam, moderately dry, but will 
grow in almost any soil not absolutely wet. In the 
beautiful valley near to Alton Towers, there is, or was, a 
beautiful avenue of tlie Juniperus communis, var. Seucica, 
or Swedish Juniper, on each side of the walk leading to 
the Chinese Temple. Few plants to form an avenue could ' 
have a finer effect. This valley was originally a rabbit- 
warren, but the late Earl of Shrewsbury had it enclosed, I 

broken up, and formed into pleasure-grounds witlr | 
the finest effect. On the south side, he built a range I 
of ornamental plant houses, with a terrace-walk in front, ] 
overlooking the lower part of the valley; and on the ! 
the north side he built a Swiss cottage, of considerable \ 
size, in which there is, or was, rooms for visitors to sit 
down and refresh themselves. From the platform, in 
front of the cottage, the visitor had a fine view of the 
valley—its walk, avenues, conifers, plant-houses, and a 
lofty Chinese pagoda in the bottom. .When I was there, 
a real, hona-Jide, aged Welsh harper lived in the cottage, 
and favoured us with several ancient airs on his harp. 

1 This part of the grounds has always most deservedly 
! been greatly admired. At the head of the valley is a 

fine marble bust of the earl, with this inscription, “ Fie 
made the wilderness to smile.” It is now nearly fifteen 

I years since I had the pleasure of visiting Alton Towers, 
and I enjoyed such a gardening treat, that the scene is 
as vivid in my “ mind’s-eye” as if I had been there only a 
few weeks ago. I hear the present earl has improved (?) 
the place much, and, if all be well next summer, I will 
go and see, and take some “jottings by the way.” Two 
things I should be glad to see there—a good collection 
of orchids, and an extensive pinetum. The sides of the 
valley would just bo the site for the latter. This digres¬ 
sion was brought about by the Swedish Junipers, so 
let them bear the blame, wliilst I escape by turning to 
describe the species, individually, of this interesting and 
beautiful tribe. 

Juniperus alba (Whitish Juniper). There is, or was, 
a plant of this name in the Gardens at Chiswick, and 
that is all I know about it. It is not mentioned in any 

j catalogue ; at least, I have not seen it. 
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Juniperus Bermudiana (Bermuda Cedar).—One of 
the few species of this genus that is not quite hardy in 
this country, introduced so long ago as 1686. It has 
lived in the open air, in Devonshire, and probably 
would exist in Ireland. It is the tree that produces the 
wood from which the cases for black-lead pencils are 
made. It is also used largely as partitions for rooms in 
the West Indies, because insects will not attack it. 

Juniperus Canadensis (Canadian J.).—A hardy, very 
low shrub, seldom exceeding three feet. 

Juniperus Cernua (Drooping J.).—This is the J. 
jiagelliformis of gardens, and is a drooping, curious tree 
from China. 

Juniperus Chinensis (Chinese J.).—A native of 
China and Japan, perfectly hardy and very handsome, 
growing, in its native country, to the height of thirty 
feet; but the tallest I have ever seen here was ten feet. 
It forms a pyramidal tree, densely clothed with branches 
and foliage, and ought to be in every collection. It 
should be planted in a conspicuous situation by itself, 
so that the eye could see it on every side, because there 
is no coniferous plaut that grows so symmetrical, even, 
and compact. 

There are two varieties, both handsome trees, named 
respectively Junijjerus feemina and J. Smithii, but they 
are rare. T. Appleby. 

{To be continued.) 

THE PETUNIA. 

{Continued from page XO’i.) 

Soil.—In cultivating plants, the most important point 
is to procure the proper soil. Formerly, the directions 
given for most plants in this particular was '‘good 
garden mould,” but in these days the enterprising and 
zealous grower of plants requires something more ex¬ 
plicit and precise; for most growers are aware that 
soils suitable and health-inspiring for one plant would 
be death if given to another. Thus, rich com2iost, used 
to pot Heaths in, would soon destroy them, whilst, on 
the other hand, the soil jii'oper for Heaths, and similar 
fine-rooted plants, would starve, and very likely kill such 
plants as Carnations, Auriculas, Polyanthuses, and, 
lastly. Petunias. But then, in order to give a suitable 
soil for such jilants, several kinds of soil must, according 
to the rule of experience, be mixed together; and this 
mixture is very jii'operly designated by the word com- 
piost, the constituent jiarts of which are many, to suit 
the various and numerous plants called florists’ flowers. 

I think, however, the various composts might be 
much simplified. Some of the older florists, Emerson 
particularly, recommend such things as seem absolutely 
monstrous to pot such delicate ^’Mnts in,—such, lor 
instance, as sugarbaker’s scum, blood, night soil, and 
other strong stimulants, all of which, he says, should 
be exposed for such a long time to the atmos^ihere that 
I opine very little would remain any way different or 
more nutritive than well-rotted simple hotbed dung, 
or, what is still better for more delicate ptlants—such as 
Auriculas, for instance—well-decomposed tree leaves, 
usually called leaf mould. With these few remarks on 
soils, combined under the name compost, I shall proceed 
to describe what I have found suits the Petunia as well 
as need bo desired. Loam procured from the surlacc of 
a pasture, the grass to be taken with it, and the upjier 
layer two or three inches thick only ; to be procured in 
the earlier part of the autumn. 'This should be laid up 
in the compost yard for twelve mouths, and be turned 
over three or four times during the year. And here I 
feel it is my duty to digress briefly to state, that the 
turning over loam, or any other ingrcdient in a compost, 
should never be done in wet weather, and for this 
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reason—tlio upper surface licing full of moisture, and 
buried at the bottom of the heap in that state, hai’deTis 
or runs together into a close, lumpy state, into 'which 
the beneficial gases of the atmosphere cannot enter, 
and, therefore, the turning over the heap is positively 
injurious, and that to an extent that few amateurs are 
aware of. Turn over these composts, or tlie more simple 
soils, loam, peat movdd, vegetable juould, or even dung 
itself (unless it be stable litter in a very dry state), when 
the surface is moderately dry. A very good time or 
season to turn the various compost heaps is in a dry 
Irost, without snow. If during such a time tlie heaps 
can be turned over till every part has been frozen in its 
turn, the soils will then be, when a thaw takes place, in 
beautiful order, and the work of decomposition will 
have progressed wonderfully. By having this done 
properly, and at tlie right times, 1 have had tenacious 
loams mellowed and pulverised, and made fit and in 
good condition to mix with other lighter ingredients in 
one winter’s exposure. And I have also had tree leaves 
mellowed and decomposed by such attention, in one 
year, quite as much so as without such care during frost 
the same material would have taken two years to bring 
into a state fit for use. The old proverb. Procrastination 
is the tide/ of time, applies, perhaps, more to gardening 
operations than any other business. 

The loam for the Petunia should be rather light, and 
should be used whilst the roots of the grasses are visible, 
that is, about one year after it has arrived into the 
compost-yard. Of this, as a gardener would say, beau¬ 
tiful loam, take one-half, add to it one-quarter leaf 
rnould, one-eighth well-decomposed hotbed dung, one- 
eighth sandy peat, and as much sand (river would do) 
as would give the compost a sandy character. These 
component parts may either be mixed two or three 
months previously to the time of potting, or be mixed 
the very day it is wanted. In both cases, let the mixing 
or compounding take place when the materials are mo¬ 
derately dry. If there should be a continuance of wet 
weather, let a sufficient quantity of each be brought 
into the potting room, or some other place sheltered 
from wet, a mouth previously to the potting season, 
nr order that it may dry gradually, and so become fit 
tor use. T. Appleby. 

A CHAPTEK ON PEAS. 

Next in importance to the potato, and certainly not 
less thought of when they first make their appearance, 
“ a dish of green peas ” forms a sort of epoch whereby 
we date the advent of summer, and the introduction of 
the various products common at that time. Besides, 
the first dish of green peas is a no less remarkable 
addition to the table fare than the first game of the 
season; and though the appearance of the latter may 
bo counted on with a certainty as being forthcoming on 
a particular day, defined by statute, the introduction of 
green peas is not in any way secured by such pi-otective 
laws. Acting, therefore, in the spirit of such liheral 
enactments, the skilful cultivator of late years has en¬ 
deavoured to hasten on this crop by all the means he 
can command, and one of the most important things he 
looks to is the possession of a good, useful, early kind 
of pea, to sow at the fitting time. Now, though in this 
case, as in all others, when anything like a demand 
exists, there is no lack of variety of names, pandering 
to the capricious taste of an unsteady public, seedsmen 
have met their views (or attempted to do so) by mul¬ 
tiplying varieties to an entMess extent. Of course 
each succeeding new one is said to be so many days 
earlier than any that preceded it, which, if they had all 
})roved true, we ought by this time to have had green 
peas before the usual time of sowing, if we were allowed 

to reckon these respective days backwards! It would 
be as absurd to expect these accumulations of utility j 
realised as it would bo to look for railway speed in- i 

creasing so as to land a passenger safely at the end ' 
of a long journey some time before he started from the | 
other, although we have been told of an American who 
maintained the probability of such a thing happening, 
from calculations he had made of the rapid increase of 
speed of late years, yet I do not deny that some advance 
has been made in the right direction in the matter of 
green peas, and probably further ju’Ogress may be made 
that way, so as to induce them to hasten their period of 
usefulness. At all events, enterprise must be directed 
that way in some shape, otherwise a retrograde move- i 

meut will be the consequence. I cannot report any 
very material change in the earliness of the best 
variety of pea of the present day, with those in use 
some twenty years ago, yet they may be a trifle; besides 
which, unless some new varieties be introduced, the 
extreme old ones degenerate, the same as fruits and 
other vegetables ; but this anxiety to produce new kinds 
has gone too far; sorts have been puffed upon us dif¬ 
fering in no respects from those preceding them. While 
this has been done by the careful and conscientious 
trader, less scrupulous parties have been coining high- 
sounding names, and issuing half-a-dozen kinds out of 
one bag, with an avidity which none but John Bull 
would tolerate. However, there ai'e numerous honour¬ 
able exceptions to this rule, as well as careful and i 
enthusiastic cultivators who spare no pains to increase * 
the utility of this and other vegetables. To this party 
we are mainly indebted for the position we stand in as 
regards quality, earliness, and the other improve¬ 
ments imparted to the objects of their attention, still ' 
it must be admitted that peas have not benefited 
much. 

The Early Frame of a quarter-of-a-centiny ago was ■ 
often found in pod, and fit to gather, about as caily 
as the most fashionable-named kind of the present j 

day ; and why not ?—the seasons have not changed so i 

much for the better yet, and they are of much more 
importance to the well-being of a crop than all the ! 
horticultural skill of the world, however well directed ; 
and applied. Tho season, by which term I mean the 
state of the atmosphere, has not undergone any material 
change ; and though we now live in days of steam and 
galvanism, yet Nature’s operations develop themselves 
in a way which alike baflles our skill to hasten or retard, 
when the ordinary agents by which she works remain 
unaided and unchecked. 

In the case of peas for the first crop, our object is to 
promote their earliness; and, in doing so, one of our 
first duties is to supply them with a piece of ground 
containing as much warmth as the means we have at 
command will allow. Now, it unfortunately happens, 
wo cannot do much that way; we cannot impart heat 
to any great amount, but we can, to a certain extent, 
prevent its being absorbed or withdrawn. An undue 
amount of cold stagnant water is at variance with the 
early production of any crop whatever, therefore, when¬ 
ever that threatens to prevail, means must be taken to 
remove it. Ground for early peas must be well drained, 
either naturally or artificially; if by the former means, 
so much the better. Shelter, again, tends to warmth. A 
wall reflects back a considerable number of the sun’s rays 
thrown upon it, therefore, what is called a south border 
is preferable to an open squai’o, these requisites being 
at command, and the ground having, by previous 
digging, &c., been rendered as fine and open as possible. 

No time must bo now lost in sowing the seed, as, by 
a number of experiments, I have found tho middle of 
November the best time to sow peas to stand tho winter. 
In doing this, observe to sow them thicker than the 
usual spring or summer crop, tho many mishaps they are j 
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liable to rciulei'ing a few more necessary to meet emer¬ 
gencies. This, however, must not ho carried into excess, 
1 have seen tlio fatal results of this—sickly seedlings, 
rising ig) as thick as small salading, become an easy 
]iroy to the various enemies they have to encounter in 
their untoward growth. In sowing in wet weather, or 
when the ground is very wet, it is very good practice to 
sow the rcpcctivc rows as the ground is being dug; and 
if they are sown a little deeper than usual it is all the 
better, and the seed being covered with coal ashes is 
some protection from the onemios they will hereafter meet 
with, a little soil being added likewise, which, moreover, 
is often covered with a mixture of soot and ashes when 
the plants make their appearance—this is to make them 
more distasteful to the enemies preying upon them. Rows 
al)Out thrce-feet-and-half apart are at a distance sufficient 
for the first crop, which ought not to consist of any tall- 
growing kind, unless strongly recommended by some one 
who has had experience in its growth. Eor my part, I 
prefer those having the habit, &c., of the old J^arlif 
Fnivie, as being the best for winter; this useful old sort 
is evidently the parent of the inany kinds now before the 
world. The last few years 1 have found Warner's Earhj 
J'Jrnjieror the earliest of any that 1 have sown, and 1 
generally sow some three or four sorts at a time, to test 
their qualities that way. Ishcricood's Railway 1 have 
heard spoken favourably of, but have not tried it; but 
the Racehorse, Warwick, and Prince Albert, arc all 
behind the Emyeror. One thing is to have the seed 
genuine to its kind; if one-half the kinds we have arc 
taken out of a bag of “ Charltons,” which, it is feared, 
is too often the case, we may look in vain for that dill'er- 
enco in growth, &c., which constitutes a separate variety. 

Observe, that in my attacking the dealer in seeds,! am 
dealing a blow likewise at those whoso rage for novelty 
or variety prompt them to such a course. What occasion 
has any one for a do/.cu kinds of peas? A good early 
sort, followed by one or two good bearing ones, which 
had better be of the blue or green varieties, as they are 
more esteemed at table in a general way, is quite suffi¬ 
cient. Now, in making the above remarks on peas to 
stand the winter, 1 am ))crfcctly sensible that in some 
very cold and exposed situations, the injuries they are 
liable to, from the elements and other sources, render 
it a more safe course to sow some in pots, boxes, or ] 
other contrivances, in heat, in Eebruary, to plant out | 
when the weather admits it. Rut in ,all cases where a ' 
well-sheltered dry border is at liberty, in a latitude any- ' 
where south of the Humber, it is advisable to sow a ! 
good breadtb at once. In dry situations, in Kent and | 
other counties bordering London, whole lields are sown 
at this period to j)ick for the market of that great 
metropolis. 

In conclusion, I may add, that a few Beans may also 
bo sown at the same time, and under circumstances 
similar to the above. The Lonyywd or Ilanydown is 
more esteemed than the Mazayan—though, perhaps, 
scarcely so hardy or early. ’ J. Robson. 

“I WANT EOR NOTHING.” 

By llu! J tUhorcss of “ My Flowers," dc. 

Onk of the most interesting cases of cheerful and happy 
altliction that I ever winiessed became known to mo a veiy 
short lime ago, and J wish 1 could Inin,sport some of my 
readers to the “ cottage of content,” that they might learn 
a lesson of thankfulness for tlic lighter trials tlioy may liavo 
to bear, and, at the same time, see what may be done under 
very adverse circumstances when the heart is right with 
O (id. 

I was walking a few days ago through part of another 
parish, when I mot a respectablydressed young ■woman, 
with a walking-stick in her hand. 1 was jiassing on without 
taking any lailher notice, when she stopped me by saying, 

“If you please, can you tell me whether 1 have passed 
Mr. Wallis’s gate?” 1 replied, that 1 did not know wlm 
lived in the cottage we were standing near, but that she had 
passed the gate some little distance; “but,” I added, struck 
by a sudden idea, “are you blind?” “Yes, ma’am,” she 
said, “ quite blind.” 

There is something that touches the hardest, stoniest 
heart on seeing a person who is blind. Helpless ; cut olF 
from so many enjoyments of life; dependant on others for 
everything; defenceless, and exposed to a thousand perils, 
the blind are endowed with an interest in the eyes of man 
that is their strong protection. Ho who dimned their sight, 
gave them another boon in place of it; and when Ho wills, 
who can resist the power? On (picstioning this poor blind 
woman, 1 found she lived but a little way from v. liere 1 met 
her. She said she knew the roads just about her homo so 
well, tliat she could venture short distances alone, “ and 1 
alway.s lind one or another, ma'am, to help me along when 
I want to go farther ; every body is very kind to me.” She 
had, oil this occasion, met “ One ” to help her, for, liad she 
gone a little farther, she would have come to a jilank thrown 
across a stream, which might have caused a fall. But it 
was ordered otherwise, and I took her safely home. On ■ 
entering the cottage, a boy about six years old, or, perhaps, . 
more, was seated on a low bench in the corner of an old- : 
fashioned, wide chimney. The poor child was swelled in a 
most distressing manner with dropsy; and his mother told ; 
me the “doctors” had done all they could, but he was no 
better; he had been so for years, and she believed he would ■ 
never get well. Ho sat all day long just as I saw him, his | 
eyes lixed on the ground, seldom moving, never complain- [ 
ing, and not often siieaking at all. "While 1 was jnlying ; 
this poor alilicted child, another bright-eyed creature, 
younger still, came in with an elder girl. This animated 
child was deaf and dumb! It was scarcely possible to 
conceive anything more affecting than this cottage scene! 
The mother blind; the child almost helidess from bad I 
health; another deaf and dumh ! But the mother was so ' 
cheerful and contented! so rich in faith ! so full id' peace 
and joy, and spiritual consolations, that she seemed, indeed, | 
to bo dwelling in a “house not made with hands,” and to be I 

fed with meat which the world knows not of. She gave me ; 
a sketch of her little history, blessing God contiuuallj', as | 
she proceeded, for His abundant mercy to her and hers, j 
Slie is the mother of eight children, five of whom are living j 
at liomc. Of those, one boy “keeps himsidf;” another ! 
earns eighteenpeuco a-week; and the elder girl receives a j 
loaf and a shilling from the parish, to wait iqwn her lielpless I 
mother and little brotlier and sister. The father is a steady, i 
sober man, who has worked twenty-seven years for I lie | 
same farmer, and earns seven shillings a-week, one of which j 
is kept back for rent. 'J'hey all live upon bread, with a I 

scrape of lard upon it, and sometimes, but very seldom, a | 
morsel of butter. Now and then they can buy a “bit of | 

tea,” or colFeo, which is the cheapest, and an ounce of coffee | 
lasts them, she said, “a great man}'times!” 'With quiet, 
beautiful thankfulness, the blind w'oman said they wanted I 
for nothing ; sometimes they went without a meal; but she 
had never hem in debt! What they could not pay for they 
never got; her children never asked for anything more 
than their motlier gave, not even the sick one, “ and, bless : 
the Lord,” she added, “ wliat a mercy that is to me!” The 
most affecting circumstance of all, is the fact, that the little ] 
dumb girl generally leads her mother about! “But,” 1 i 
said, “you ai’O blind, and she is deaf and dumb, liow do i 

you ever understand each other ?” “When 1 want to go to 
the shop, ma’am, I talio down the basket, and she knows 
the meaning, and then brings me safe homo again.” (tan 
any one of my readers imagine a more touching sight than 
a blind mother led by a little deaf and dumb child? If 
they can even read this poor description of it without a 

throbbing of the heart, they must bo less than buman 
beings! 

This poor blind creature has lost her sight about two 
years; but such is her deep, unaffected piety, that she 
appears as accustomed to lier iiainful aflliction as if she had 
never known what it was to see. It is wonderful what 
religion does for us; I mean religion of the heart, not that 
wdiich the world understands. It is one thing to talk; 
another thing to act; and another thing still to suffer joy- 

I 
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fully wliat the will of the Lord appoints. I called one day, 
and found her sull’erhig from illnes.s. She was sitting 
without a fire, in a clo.ak and bonnet, and looking vei^ ill; 
but her heai't-ha]ipiness was the same. “ I want for 
nothing, ma'am, bless the Lord. I am not drowthy, and 
1 am not hungry; I want for nothing.” Oh ! how fully 
did this show forth the faithfulne.ss of tho promise, “ he 
that cometh to mo shall never hunger, and he that believeth 
on me shall never thu’st.” It i.s impossible to look in her 
face, siglitloss as she is, and not see the evidence of a 
“peace which passeth alt understanding;” and the quiet, 

j sim])le expression of her feelings is exquisite to hoar. Hero 
! is no excessive “talk of tho lips;” no disjday to catch the 
I eye and deceive; you feed it is real, and it goes to the 
' heart at once. 
I Tho cottage is not one to gratify a tasteful imagin.ation; 

it is situated in rather a wild Init pretty spot,—a sort of 
green, through which p.asses a cartw.ay ; but tho scenery on 
all sides is lovely, .and the neighbouring hills always give 
a sort of grandeur to the valley at their feet. The inside 
of the dwellhig is not attractive either; tho air of tho little 
kitchen is not clean or comfortable, as one would wish to 
S(>e; but a cliild of tmi or twelve cannot bo expected to do 
exactly as she ought, unless innatidy clc.an, which few 
cliildren are; aud tho poor blind mother can do little. Still 
they are better than very many others, and their clothes 
are neat and mended. 

Let us .all Lay to our hearts tho lesson taught us by this 
cottage scene. Let us look round xipou our mercies, our 
food, our raiment, our posse.ssions. I.et us consider our 
health, our eyesight, the sense of hearing, the j)owcr of 
speech ; let us dwell a few moments upon all these things, 
and then ask ourselves whether we can say as the blind 
mother does, “ 1 want for nothing.” 

IVhat is the secret of her abundance ? IVliat fills her 
basket and her store ? She quietly m.akes answer, “ The 
Lord is my shepherd ; I shall not want;” “ Thou preparest 
a table before me in the ])resence of mine enemies: thou 
anointed my head with oil: my cup runneth over.” This 
is the secret, ever-flowing spring of her peace and plenty. 
She has noihhuj, and yet she “ possesseth all things.” This 
is the secret of all peace. AVe may have, plenty in tho 
world ; but we cannot have peace out of Christ. AVe may 
turn and twist the m.atter a thousand ways, but we shall 
never get at it, never obtain real peace, until we are “ one 
with Christ,” until we can experience, in all its truth and 
richness, that glorious prerogative, “ The Lord is my shep¬ 
herd." Then wo shall bo sweetly led to say with the poor 
blind w'oman, “I w.ant for nothing.” 

VISITS 'TO SOAIE OE THE CHIEF POULTRY 

YARDS OF ENGLAND.—No. :l. 

(Penzance). 

[Tho following has appeared in tho Cornish 7'c/cyrap/t, but 
was obligingly communicated to us by tho author.] 

Penzance coutains several collections of poultry, which 
would do credit to places where their several merits have 
long been subjects of emulation. 

Among those whose ardour has been specially kindled in 
this pursuit is Mr. A. Blee ; and the result of his observa- 

I tion at Birmingham leads him to regard the Cochin- China 
j race as those most deserving of his car e. It would be difli- 
' cult, indeed, to point out any better lot of pullets than those 

he now possesses, excellent both as to colour as w'ell as 
figure. As regards the former, they arc mostly fawn and 
light buff; tho neck-hackles in some cases being slightly 
pencilled, and tho legs of all fo.athered throughout mth the 
same tint. In shape they are robust and compact, with a 
line head, and well-proportioned legs. A pullet hatched 
February 27th in the present ye.ar weighed 71bs. 2oz., and 
m.any others were above Clbs. 

Mr. Bleo’s enclosure is divided only by slight wire net 
three feet high, which proves that the Cochin-Chinas have 
one great merit, viz., that of being retained within bounds 
by fences which would be altogetlier disregarded by other 
fowls. Opposite to this goodly bevy, and in full view, appear 
the cockerels and their sires, tho two latter being admir.able 

•specimens, the one bred by Mr. Sturgeon, and the other by 
Dr. Gwynn ; of blood, therefore, as pure as any fancier can 
desire. The birds of the year w'ould warrant exqiectations 
of their attaining even greater size than their parents ; for 
while the cocks, wliich are about l(i months old, weigh each 
lOj-lbs., a young cockerel hatched in Februuiy last had 
already reached 8|lbs. 

Some prettily marked golden spangled Polands, with 
capital tufts, and fortunately, as we think, vnhearded, iindvc 
an agreeable contrast to the lighter colours of tiie Cochin 
Cliinas. 

Mr. Blee has given great attention to the original .selec¬ 
tion and subsequent management of his stock, which pro¬ 
mises, however, .amply to repay all his care. The following 
list of tho respective weights of some of his Cochin-Chinas, 
cockerels and pullets, hatched on February 27th, in the 
present year, and otliers in Alarch, speaks favourably for 
their early maturity. 

COCKEUP.I.S. lbs. oz. 
. 8 :i 
. 8 0 
. 8 1 
. 8 8 
PUU.ETS. 
. 12 
. .0 8 
. 0 4 
. 7 2 
. (! 4 
. 7 12 
.. 7 0 
. 0 12 

A hen of last year was now taken off her nest, and put 
into the scales, which gave 711)s. as her weight. At Christ¬ 
mas last she was well up to bibs., and this would probably 
bo about an average loss after laying any considerable 
number of eggs and then sitting. 

A singular instance of the good qualities of the Cochin- 
Chinas as layers occurred in the. case of a Puuchard hen, 
sold by Mr. Blee. to a gentleman at Illoggan. Having 
reached her new home, she laid the next day, and continued 
to do so, till in ninety-six days she h.ad laid ninety-five eggs; 
in twenty more days she laid ten more eggs, making in all 
lO.A eggs in 120 days. She then took her nest, sat well, 
and reai’cd a large and healthy brood. 

About 100 head of poultry at present form Mr. Blee’s 
collection, aud this is in course of almost daily reduction, 
from a general de.sire of amateurs and others to avail them¬ 
selves of so good a stock. They are certainly well caiaA for, 
a four-roomed cottage, mth commodious lofts attached, being 
devoted to their accommodation, with a large exercising 
area railed off for them in an adjoining field. 

Mr. Blee gives it as his decided opinion that, in proportion 
to their weight, the Cochm-Chi)ias are not larger consumers 
of food than other fowls. 

Mr. Lawrence was another of the early members of the 
Penzance Society, and resolving to decide for himself on the 
competing claims to excellence of different varieties, he is 
now enabled to decide on their several merits from personal 
experience. His Cochin-Chinas came from the stock of Mr. 
Andrews, of Dorchester, a most successful exhibitor. Tho 
parent birds are certainly worthy of their origin, but their 
])rogcny wo think bid fair to surpass them. 

WEIGHTS AND 3IEASUEEMENTS.—COCHIN-CHINAS. 

lbs. oz. 
No. 1. Cockerel, hatched March 2Sth .... 8 0 

„ 2. Ditto, hatched April 8lh. 7 8 
„ .2. Light Cockerel, h.atched M.arch 28th !) 8 
,, 4. I’ullet, hatched April 8th. (i 8 
„ A Hen. 8 2 

Somewhat more compact in fonn than the larger varieties, 
Mr. Lawrence’s older birds are distinguished by great sym¬ 
metry, and a more prevailing tint of cinnamon in their 
irlumago; but the chickens from them have given colours 
as light as could be desired. It is a curious circumstance 
respecting Cochin-Chinas, that the offspring of a dark cock 
and light hen, or vice versa, constantly produce colours as 
light, or even liglUcr, than when tho parents are both of 
them light-coloured birds. 

No. 1 

;{ 

■1 
.b 
(i 
7 
8 
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Mr. LawTence is fortunate in tlie possession of a run for 
his birds in a walled garden near the Roman Catholic 
Chapel, in addition to his poultry-yard at home. Eut other 
claimants now demand our attention, and with good cause. 
Some Spaninh are before us with the perfect white cheek, 
so characteristic of tlieh- breed, and the graceful carriage 
so pecuUarly their own. Their character, in an economical 
point of view, standing so high, no wonder they come into 
competition with Cochin-Chinas and other favoured races. 
Eut, meritorious as are the specimens it now contains, Mr. 
Lawrence’s poultry-yard, we are given to understand, is 
about to receive a valuable addition in this class from the 
hitherto unrivalled stock of Capt. Hornby, ll.N. We wisli 
liim success with them, such as his past efforts have un¬ 
deniably merited. 

But our catalogitc of Mr. Lawrence’s poultry-yard is yet 
far from completed. Here are speckled Dorkimjs, as good 
as we need desire; and the Malays, which although first- 
class birds, must, we fear, share the fate of their race by 
gradually yielding to the greater merits of tiieir oriental 
neighbours, the Cochin-Chinas. Here also are specimens 
of the birds that excited our admiration at 'Truro—the 
White Indian Game fowls, the beauty of whose form we 
cannot but admire, tliough altogetlier iguorant as to their 
possession of the courage of their English relatives. 

'The meaning of the word “ pencillinij," so often used in 
describing poultry, cannot be better illustrated than by re¬ 
ferring to a pair of silver pheasants belonging to Mr. Law¬ 
rence. With a touch more delicate tliau the finest camel’s 
hair brush is equal to, is each single plume of its feathers 
marked—clear and distinct as the choicest specimen of the 
florist’s most cherished bloom. Thus gloriously clothed, its 
crest of crimson velvet, confirms our hehef that of all the 
feathered race none can boast of greater symmetry of form, 
or a more stiiliiug combination of colours in its apparel. 
In courage, also, it takes no second place to the game fowl 
itself, and thus strict seclusion becomes necessary where 
more than one male of these birds are kept in aviaries 
howe\'er extensive. 

Mr. Lawrence’s stock, like some of his neighbours, has 
of late rapidly decreased, so many, both of this neigh- 
hourhood and elsewhere, being desirous of possessing stock 
selected with so much judgment. To those who think 
favourably of Cochin-Chinas, it is satisfactory to hear that 
the experienced owner of so many varieties of fowls has 
it in contemplation henceforward to limit his attention to 
Cochin-Chinas and Spanish ; and wherever facilities exist 
for keeping them distinct, his example is, doubtless, worthy 
of imitation. 

Mr. W. C. Pennington also has a portion of this garden, 
where we saw some good Spanish and grey Dorkings, prin¬ 
cipally, we believe, from the stock of Mr. Lawrence. 'These, 
tliough as yet young, may still do much before Christmas 
next, and heartily do we wish success to hlr. Pennington, who, \ 
from the first formation of the I’enzance Society, lias given j 

it his best assistance in every way. His pen of golden phea- i 
sanls at our last exhibition will long be remembered, and most 
deservedly were they tlieu distinguished by a medal. Mr. 
Pennington had also purchased some of the best specimens 
of Malays that were shown at Birmingham, but an unfor¬ 
tunate catastrophe occurred, and they are no longer in ex¬ 
istence. An aviary of bright-plumaged canaries shows that 
Mr. Pennington’s partiality for the objects of natural histoi’y 
is not limited to poulti7 alone. 

We are all aware of the indefatigable zeal and industry 
by which so perfect a collection of British birds has been 
formed by Mr. Rodd. The peculiar character of our 
district has probably afforded greater facilities for such a 
work than any other part of England would have given, and 
the Scilly Islands have also contributed many rare speci¬ 
mens. Eut, however interesting a task to enumerate the 
vai’ious treasures that have been here accumulated, our 
present task is with the living, for Mr. Rodd’s patronage has 
been shared by them as well as by the fortunate occupants 
of his glass cases. Some white Dorkings, which, passing 
into other hands, won a first piizo at the Penzance Exhi¬ 
bition, were the first inhabitants of his poultry-yard, but 
their plumage was better suited to a rural than a town 
abode; they were therefore succeeded by grey 1 lorkings, 
birds that fully bore out the reputation of hlr. Daily, the 

dealer from whom they were obtained. Mr. Rodd is also in 
possession of some very handsome game fowls, whose 
martial carriage is, probably, a true criterion of the courage 
they would manifest were the barbarisms of other days 
ever likely to be renewed. The Penzance Poultry Society 
has been greatly indebted to this gentleman for the con¬ 
tinued assistance which, as Secretary, he has always be¬ 
stowed upon it. W. 

{To he continued.) 

SUEEOLK HEATHS. 

I CAN scarcely conceive a greater treat for the lover of 
nature than a ride or walk over one of our Suffolk Heaths 

I in the month of .Tune, when the Furze or Whin is in full 
I blossom. These heaths extend .along the coast, with slight 

interruptions, from near my residence for upwards of thirty 
miles. In some places, as far as the eye can reach, scarcely 
is anything to be seen but AVhins with their yellow llowers 
waving like a sea of gold. 'They vaiy in height from two to 
eight feet; and a person no sooner enters amongst them, than 
he is struck with the beauty and variety of their fantastic 

i forms. There is hardly any ornament or order in architecture 
which cannot be recognized; domes, columns, pyramids, 
broken arches, &c., all gilded, appear to be scattered ai-ound, 
like the ruins of some ancient city. There is one nan-ow 
gorge in particular, about a-mile-and-a-half in length, and 
where no two persons can well pass, up which I often ride, 

I literally buried in flowers, the sprays being above my head. 
I Their perfume is that of the cocoa-nut. These wild and beau- 
I tiful places were much resorted to formerly by smugglers, who 
I there secreted tlieir booty. If a run of spirits or tobacco 

was landed and found its way into these heaths all chance 
of discovery vanished. “ 'There were three gangs of 
smugglers here,” said an old shepherd to me tlie other 
day; “ I knew all the fellows well; and often have I driven 
my flock of sheep to and fro in the early morning over the 
wheel-marks of the previous night to obhterate their traces, 
and my rewai-d for this service was a bottle of brandy.” 
Smuggling is not so much carried on now. 

AVhins are largely used for fuel, fencing, and draining. 
'The parishioners in our parish have a right to cut Whins at 
pleasure ; and the farmers who reside near the heaths have 
the liberty of using them by virtue of their occupations. 
'The latter employ a labourer, to whom they give Is. per load 
of forty faggots for cutting and binding; the load sells for 
ds. on the spot to the cai’ters, who retail them round the 
neighbourhood at 4s. a load. Fires sometimes occur on 
the lieaths, and then the church-bell is rung, and all who 
can repair to the spot prorided witli various missiles to 
extinguish it; when this is accomplished, men are left to 
watch, for the smothered flame will often break out afresh 
and run in different directions. Acres of AVhins are by this 
means sometimes consumed, and a bright greensward 
springs up in their place. Notwithstanding their great 
annual consumption. Whins are still on the increase. 

There are two sorts [with us, the Ulex Europteus, which 
blossoms in the months of May, June, and July; and the 
Ulex nana, or Dwarf Furze, which blossoms in September, 
October, and November. Between these periods, the purple 
Ericas, or Heaths, come into flower, and form, with the 
Hawkweeds and Harebells, an interesting link in the floral 
chain. 'Thus Nature, on the wild heaths, crowms barrenness 
with beauty. Among the Ericas grow the Ferns, and both 
together cover large tracts ; they arc principally used as 
litter for faiTU-yards and cattle-sheds, and tread down into j 

excellent manure. P.artridges nestle in the Ferns, hatching 
there their young broods; and for this reason they are 
mostly preserved. Lichens and Mosses furnish a varied and 
elastic carpet. Crabbe, of whom Byron has said that he 
was “Nature’s sternest painter, but the best,” has given us 
in his Poems many faithful pictures of our Suffolk coast; 
he writes:— 

“ I loved to walk where none had walked before. 
About the rocks that ran along the shore ; 
Or far beyond the sight of men to stray, 
And take my pleasure when I lost my way ; 
For then t’was mine to trace the hilly heath, 
And all the mossy moor that lies beneath : 
Here had I favourite stations, where I stood 
And heard the murmurs of the ocean-llood, , 
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with not a sound beside, except when flew 
Aloft the Lai)wing, or the pray curlew, 
Who with wild notes my fancied power defied. 
And mocked the dreams of solitary pride.” 

The farms on the outskirts of the heaths have mostly a 
light of pasturage attached to them, and their occupiers are 
generally dock-masters, and keep from dve to twenty and 
more score of sheep. It is a beautiful sight to see these 
docks approach their feeding-grounds from dilierent points, 
and separate into lines among the furze bushes, looking at a 
distance like so many net-works of silver. A shepherd and 
dog attends each. The latter is shaggy, large, and docile, 
very useful in keeping the dock apart, very expert in singling 
out intruders, and he will collect the sheep together, and 
follow his master wherever he may incline to lead them. 

Shepherds themselves are generally morose and taciturn, 
they are also long-sighted, as is the case with sailors, and 
most persons accustomed to view distant objects. I re¬ 
member, a few years since, when some North American 
Indians were on a visit at Plashet House, the residence of 
the late Elizabeth Fry, of Lyiton, they descried minutely 
objects in the rigging of the vessels passing up and down 
the Thames, when no other persons present could discern 
them, and it was not till a telescope had been procured that 
the facts could be verided. 

Hares are not numerous, but rabbits abound, and do 
much damage to the crops of the farmer; indeed, so rapid 
is tlieir increase, that it is necessary to have occasional 
battues to destroy them. They usually sell from Is. to l.s. 2d. 
per couple. A pair of these in “a ship-pie ” is a welcome 
treat after a walk on a frosty morning. By virtue of the 
game laws, game is preserved on our heaths, greatly to the 
annoyance of the public, to the injury of the agriculturist, 
and to the demoralisation of the labouring classes. Hawks 
are often shot or entrapped by the game keepers. Rooks 
and stai-lings frequent in flocks the more open tracts, to feed 
on woiTus, insects, and larvfe; they mix with the sheep, 
probably because the tread of the latter disturbs what they 
are searching for; but should a crow make his appearance, 
the shepherd becomes alarmed, as he thinks that this bird 
portends death or disease among liis flock; certain it is that 
during the lambing season, he is sure to be hovering about. 
Lapwings congregate in numbers, but a single pair will 
often separate from the rest to hatch their young at a dis¬ 
tance, and should a stranger approach their haunt they will 
sail around him, and greet him with their wUd cries. ITovers, 
redwings, and fieldfares, are to be met \vith. The fern-owl 
or goat-sucker, frequents the hedge-rows; cuckoos, in the 
spring, are calling to each other throughout the day, and 
lai'ks are abundant, often damaging the young com by 
drawing up the blades aud feeding on tlie sprouted kernels. 
There is no lack of the smaller birds, as stonechats, whin- 
chats, yellowhammers, greater aud lesser redpoles, green¬ 
finches, goldfinches, ifcc. Our village boys capture these by 
means of a bird-lime which they make by chewing the bai'k 
of the holly-tree. 

The configuration of our heaths is undulating; the soil, 
sand and gravel; and there are abundant evidences of their 
having once formed the bed of the ocean. The history of 
the gravel is a desideratum. Its colour, for the most part, 
is red, and aboimding wth flints, which are small and 
rounded, showing them to have been waterworn. Where in 
the world so many flints could have come from, is a puzzle 
yet to be solved; certainly not from the beds of chalk in 
our neighbourhood, for these ai'e free from them. The 
belief that they were originally marine vegetables seems 
probable, not only from their exterior form, but also from 
their interior structure—numbers, if broken, display the 
stem, branches, and organised parts of plants in great per¬ 
fection, and sometimes the plant itself will separate entme 
from its matrix. A ddigent and scientific investigator might 
soon collect a senes of these fossil plants, and perhaps be 
able to name and classify them. Aud if to the study of 
these he would add that of the various rounded fragments 
of rocks, and could decide on their original habitat, he 
would go far to establish the laws of tides and currents. 
The veins and markings in many of the red Hints, prove 
that the colouring-matter must have entered them when they 
were in a pulpy state ; these Hints, if polished, often vie in 
beauty with more costly gems. The sifting of stones from 

the gravel is the work of our unemployed poor; aud the 
materials thus raised are used for the repair of the public 
roads. Gryphites, echinites, belemnites, madrepores, coals, 
Ac., are found in the gravel. The sands vary in colour and 
texture. Bog-earth is found in the water-com’ses and round 
the margins of ponds; and the most interesting, if not the 
most useful strata of all, is the crag, which lies under the 
gravels, at various depths, being of different thiclmesses, 
and often cropping out on the surface. This is a shell 
deposit, fonned, apparently, at two distinct periods, and con¬ 
sists of the upper, or red crag, and the lower, or coralline' 
crag. On entering a crag-pit (which is generally formed by 
cutting down a foot of a hill) you have before you a perpen¬ 
dicular wall from ten to fifteen feet high, bristling all over 
with the projecting points of shells ; and here an Owen, or 
an Agassiz, might dive and delve to his heart’s content. It 
furnishes amusement for the visitor, specimens for the 
collector, and matter for tlie scientific inquirer. About four 
hundred species and varieties of these fossil shells have 
been already discovered. My own collection consists of 
about that number, besides a great variety of other organic 
remains, as corals, zoophites, foraminifera, teeth, Ac., all of 
marine origin. The shells vary in size from a pin’s-head to 
that of a pony’s hoof; and the teeth, from a barleycorn to 
that of a man’s hand. In addition to these, there are occa¬ 
sionally to be met with the teeth of the elephant, rhinoceros, 
and bear; and it is a curious fact, that out of every hun¬ 
dred of the marine fossils, sixty of them are now extinct, or 
tlieir representatives are to be found only in tropical seas. 
The corals must have been produced under a like tempera¬ 
ture ; thus proving that, at the time of their formation, a 
totally different order of things prevailed. What secrets, 
then, does this single drawer in the geological cabinet unfold 
to us? It is a page in nature, written in physical characters 
on the earth’s changes, itself not being obliterated by time. 
A careful investigation of these phenomena, and a comp.ari- 
son of extinct with living species, would serve to coirect 
theory, and enlarge the bounds of om- scientific knowledge. 

S. I’., Hiis/imere, 

SPANISH V. SHANGHAE EOAYLS AND 

GOLDEN PHEASANTS. 

Though my experience did not lead me to the conclusion 
to which you had arrived, viz., “ That two or three fowls by 
themselves will consume proportionately more food in a 
day than when a great number are fed together;” yet, “ as 
fair play is a jewel,” and as you considered this an objection 
to the fairness of my trial, I have lost no time Iti putting 
the things to the test, and the results which I now enclose 
you, prove that your’s is theory and nothing more. You 
will see, that in confinement the fowls eat rather less than 
when with a free range; and I think this is natural enough, 
as in confinement they are not as healthy as when they are 
able to find insects, and grasses, which they know assist 
digestion, and promote health. The Gold Pheasants were 
in the moult, and did not lay. 

As for your second objection, I certainly did not weigh 
all mine, nor can I send you the weights of the “full 
grown ” fowls, but I know that the weiglit of the Spanish ( 
Cockerels I quoted, varied from 51t). lloz. to CH). 3oz.; with j 

the Pidlets just under Olbs., which even, with the argument i 
lately adopted “in proportion to size,” will give a greater 
weight than that of the fowls on which your trials were 
made, the average weight of which, I find to have been 
31bs. Ooz. Many of your's must, therefore, be mere chickens, 
at least according to the weight of my Spanish chickens. 

I cannot end this discussion better than by quoting a 
letter from a friend of mine (a man of strict veracity), 
written from Devonshire, where the fowls do not probably 
enjoy the over “keen appetites bestowed upon their brethren 
in the north,” relative to a Cochin-China Cockerel, hatched 
iMarch 3rd; and mind, this is the opinion of a former 
C. China fancier. 

“Fine fellow as he is, however, Re certainly does eat 
enormously. One day I weighed his food, which was 
chiefiy barley-meal mixed wdth milk and water, of which lie 
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nte in one clay about Iflb., or to about tlie value of Hd., 
which 1 tiiink quite enough ‘in projwlion to size.’" 

I give you these facts; 1 think they require no conunents. 
Gaijais. 

TRIAL OF COST OF KPANISU AND (iOLD PHEASANT FOWLS. 

tc fcr, ;3 “ 

?• o 

oz. 

m 

fWe are glad tliat “Callus” has settled the question, 
that a few poultry do not oat more in proportion than when 
many are fed together,- bec.ruse, though our limited ex¬ 
perience on this point seemed to indicate the contrary, yet 
we have never Incd the experiment so accurately as has 
bc‘en done by our correspondent. Ho has proved also, by 
his expeiimcnts, that a Spani.sh Cockerel, weighing on an 
.average (ilbs, and two Spanish Pullets, weighing rather less 
than .bibs. a-]iiece, can bo ke]>t for seven or eight hu-things 
per week each; whilst a Slianghae Cock, weighing lOlbs., 
and two lien.s, weighing 71bs. (we speak within their actual 
weight), cost each from fourteen to tifteen farthings. AVe 
should not he far out, we believe, if we stated that the ex¬ 
periments of “Gallus” demonstrate that Spanish fowls, 
weighing half as much as Shanghae fowls, only eat half as 
much food, whilst they lay as many eggs, and one-thii'd 
lai'ger. Those, therefore, who look to eggs only, will do well 
to keep Spanish fowls. Those who are limited in the space 
they can devote to Poultry; those who must have birds that 
cannot lly over a low fimoe ; those who wish for eggs during 
the winter, and for chickens for the table when only twelve 
weeks old, and for full-grown fowls that will fill a dish like a 
turkey; those who admire gentleness of habit, eleg.ance of 
form, and beauty of colour; and who would have no ob¬ 
jection, as did Mr. Sturgeon, to sell 172 bh-ds for TliOH, will 
keep Shanghaes. The result of that sale gives the verdict of 
tlie public without requiring a jiuy to be nn]3anelled.— 
Kd. C. G.] 

Tone uf Experiment—Oct. 2S to Aon. 4. 
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THE BRST FUCHSIAS. 

At.t.ow me to recommend a few of the best Fuchsias to 
the notice of your readers, and in doing so I W'ould state 
what I consider the properties of a good Fuchsia. 

First, the luhc should be stout, and in due jiroportion to 
the breadth and length of the sepals, which should be broad, 
retaining then- breadth for at least half the length, well 
reflexed, but not turning round like a ram’s-horn, but stand¬ 
ing boldly out, and the tip turning uj) with a gentle curve ; 
the corolla should expand well, so as to form a bell-shape, 
and bo quite even on the edge. 

The following varieties, taking all points, come nearer 
that standard than any others I know. For dark varieties 
take Nil Desperandum, Champion of Enyland, IMayles’ Game 
Bop, and Turner’s Standard; these, if well managed, are 
not to be beaten by anything yet out. I’or H/jhl varieties, 
Hank's Fl.rpa)i.sio» and Princess, and Kendal’s Beauty Supreme. 
1 know of no Fuchsia, light or dark, having a tube or corolla 
to equal this. It is rather bad to manage, it requires a light 
soil, not much manure, and a little heat to bring the sepals 
up. Mayle’s Bride also recpiires a light soil. Mayle’s Dia¬ 
dem of Flora is a fine greenhouse Hower, but rather too 
coarse for exhibition piu’poses; every cottage gardener 
should grow it. Mr. Harrison, of Darlington, has a first- 
rate light one called Enyland's Glory, if cut blooms form any 
criterion, and I think they arc, any one may purchase this 
without fear of being disappointed. 

Any one who may pui’chase the above-named, and grow 
them well, will not regret the advice given by 

A Lancashire Fuchsia Grower. 

BIHTISH SONG BIRDS. 

THE TITLARK, OR TREE PIPIT. 

Tnsessores Df.ntirostres. Anthidje. 

Ahntda trivialis. Pipit Lark; Ahmda mincer. Tree Pipit; 
Anthiis minor, Field Titling; Anlhns arhorens, 'I’ree Pipit; 

the Titl.'U'k. 

The Tree Pipit appears to be not so generally known as 
to be readily distinguished by unpractised eyes from its 
congener, the Meadow Pipit, while the two are often con¬ 
founded with each other, each being called the 'Titlark. The 
'Tree I’ipit, how'ever, which is the true Titlark (that is, if 
you were to request a bird-catcher to send you a 'Titlark, he 
would, on receiving such order, send the 'Tree Pipit), is a 
summer visitor, one of our migratory birds, arriving here 
about the first fortnight in April, and is instantly known by 
its constant, never vaiying, but cheerful song, which it com¬ 
mences immediately on its arrival. It is usual to observe it 
perched on the topmost branch of the highest trees, when 
every few minutes it uprises into the air some distance, 
uttcaing a’pretty twittering note till it anives at a certain 
height, then, with outspread wings and tail, it gradually 
descends singing its strain, as much like those of a canary 
as it is ])ossible for one bird to sing like that of another; 
this in a few minutes is repeated, in like manner ascending 
and descending, and by a careful observer may be noticed 
evei'y five minutes, or even more frequently. Now', the lord 
with which it is often confounded seldom oi' never perches 
on trees, and as for its song, I can say very little in its 
favour. It may be distinguished from the Meadow Pipit, 
also, first from its being of a lighter colour in its plumage, 
not so green a cast; next, in being a larger bird; and, 
lastly, from its hind claw being shorter, and for that reason 
better enabled to grasp the branch on which it perches. Its 
gait, too, is more stately than the Meadow Pipit, it walks 
along the grass more slowly, and moves its t.ail in a similar 
manner to the IVagtails, while it differs from the Larks in 
being a washer, and not a duster; though in washing itself, 
it does not perform this operation so vigorously as other 
birds, but cautiously sprinkles itself with the water. In its 
habits it is solitaiy, only to be seen in pairs. 

In its natm’al or wild state, the food of the Titlai'k mainly 
consists of insects, such as beetles, grasshoppers. Hies, and 
their lai-va, and worms. It may be readily and easily kept in 
confinement. I have, however, never attempted to keep a 
wild caught bird, as I so much prefer to bring them up from 
the nest, Uiey then become exceedingly tame and familial', 
feeding from the hand most readily and pleasingly. 'The 
food upon which I bring them up is bread and milk boiled 
together, and formed into a stitf paste, with which some 
coarsely pow'dered hempseed has been well mixed ; chopped 
egg, wliite and yoUi together, and crumb of bread mixed 
together or separate, and when able to feed themselves, they 
usually partook of the food common to all. If placed in an 
open aviary their habits are well developed, and they may 
be seen singing on the topmost branch of a treo or porch, 
and occasionally from thence catching insects on the wing. 
Its nest may generally be found on the ground, always well 
concealed, and formetl of such materials as best corresponds 
with the spot selected, but is usually composed of dried 
grasses and fibrous roots, lined with similar matenals of a 
finer quality, and mixed with hah-. The female is a close 
sitter, and is not readily frightened from her liome; but if 
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slio oneo oalclips sight of 3'onr cj’o watcliing lior, she 
stoaltliily and qniolly creeps olf her nest, and running along 
th(! ground some distance, at length takes to flight. The 
male bird is usually singing on a tree very close to the nest, 
which J have often discovered by observing the ni.alc bird, 
after singing, descend to visit his mate. They will breed in 
confinement, which has been the case with me; this I 
attribute to my having brought the birds up by hand.— 
Wir.r.i.vM Rayneu. 

DISEASES OF POULTRY.—T,ayino Soft Eons. 

SoAiF, time since I noticed in your p,a]ier a request for .any 
information respecting the Diseases of I'oultry, and their 
treatment. For some j'ears I have relinquished the use of 
the lancet for that of the pen, but when opjiortunity ofl’ers 
I emjdoy my medical experience (now getting somewdiat 
rusty for want of use) in allovi.ating the disorders of my 
domestic pets. I need sc.arc.ely say, that all oinpii’ical 
remedies, such as llue-pills, ite., d'c., meet with no cn- 
coui'agement fro)n me; but that 1 endeavour to treat any 
disease on ordinary general principles. IMy medical ex- 

' ])erience with regard to Poultry is rather limited, my stock 
consisting of the progeny of two hens, and a cock of 
Daily’s grey Dorkings, which I have, found to he as hardy 
and lie.althy as it is possilde for fowls to be; I h.avo not 
lost this year a single chicken, altliougli some of the 
breeders of Cochins in the immediato neighbourhood lost 
scores of their birds. The only disorder that I had to treat 
was till' laying of soft and p.artly-formed eggs, which 
occurred in one Dorking hen, and in a h.alf-bred Fochin. 
It appears to me that the laying of soft eggs must arise 
from one of two causes ; cither a deficiency of lime rubliish, 
or old mortar, for the fowls to peck at., which was not my 
case; or from an excited nr inflamed state of the oviduct. 
'I'hns a hen (.^scaping into the street, and being driven, will 
often fay a sofi egg or two. 'J’be Dorking hen above allndecl 
to began to lay exactly one montli after hatching, and laid 
very barge eggs, some weighing more than 3§07..; slie then 
laid several soft eggs when at roost, and others of which 
the skins wore not closed; the feathers over the back were 
raised ; there was great effort made to get rid of the 
imjierfeet eggs and general fevenshness; all the symptoms 
betokened inflammation of the eggqiassagos, and the treat¬ 
ment was evident. I emidoyed the same remedies that 
would be used to subdue inflammation of the raucous 
membranes in the human subject,—ono grain of Calomel, 
and one-twelfth of a grain of 'Tartar emetic, were made into 
a pill with bread-crumb, and readily t.aken. The next day 
no egg was laid; but on the following day a well-forimd 
hard-shelled egg. Some week's or months after the com¬ 
plaint recurred, w.as mot by the same treatment, .and a hard 

• egg was again laid on the second day. The half-bi-ed 
i Cochin hen was treated in the same way, ami with jirecisely 
i the same result. 
I There ends my poultry medical experience. Should I at 

any time have any extension of ])raclieo, or any po.s/ minicms, 
I will, if you think my notes worth inserting, send j-ou the 

! result. 
I As 1 have thn pen in hand, T may perhaps ho allowed to 

give _you mij opinion respecting the Cochin controversy. As 
fancy birds T admire them ; those sold at Daker-street from 
Mr. Sturgeon’s stock were truly magnificent. As table 
birds, it ajipe.ars to bo very doubtful whether (notwithstand¬ 
ing their groat size when full grown) they can be fatted to 

; eight or nine pounds at four or five months, like the 
Itorkings. Again, their fat and flesh come in the wrong 
place ; their wings are so imperfectly developed that they do 

; not tly; and the muscles which move tho wings, and form 
: tho mass of flesh on the breast, are slightly develo])ed also. 
I 'Then, although ‘‘ dc yuslihas non cst (lispiil.HiulKni," 1 doubt 
I very much the delic.acy of that palate that jirefers a Cochin 
I to a Dorking. As to eggs; tho fact that the hens become 

broody several times during the season must lessen their 
\ i)rnductivenGSs below that of tho Dutch ot'ory-day-hayers, 
i who never sit; .and it appears to me, that if an equal 
I number and weight of eggs can be obtained from a Cochin 
I and a naniburgh, the latter must be tho most profitable; 
j for the larger bird must require a larger amount of food, to 

supply tho function of nutrition and tho production of 
animal warmth. 

Another point, and I will finish this rambling, desultory 
letter. Will jou lend j'our aid to securing uniformity in the 
n.ames of the Polish and llamlmrgh. Daily, in the new 
edition of his book on Fowls (which, hy-tho-hj', is ono of 

I the very best really praotic.al books 1 have seo'n), 'Trotter, 
I Dixon, and llichardson, all agree in terming all tho top- 
j knots, “ Polands,” whether they have small combs or not, 
j and they confiuo the term “ Hamburghs ” to tho Dutch 

ovory-day layers and its varieties, which are all without a 
I top knot. If this ex.amplo is followed, there will ho a unifor- 
j mity of nomenclature, which I was sorry to see ono of your 
recent ooiTOspondents ondeavoured to overset. It aiipears 

I to me, that it would add much to j'our usefulness, if those 
j desirous of exchanging cocks, to prevent breeding in-and-in, 
; were to communicate to yon; and, if you permit such a 
I notice, I would say that 1 should ho glad to exchange one or 
1 two very iironiising grey Dorking cockerels for equally 
j good birds, or for cither gold nr silver-spangled Ifam- 
! burghs.—W. D. 'Teoetmeieb, ToUcnhmn, Middlesex. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

TriE Cottage OARnENEB. It gives them unjustifiahle trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener Amen Corner ^ Vaternoster London.'^ 

To ALL Correspondents.—In self-defence wc are reluctantly com¬ 
pelled to announce that wc must decline inserting any announcements 
of articles to be sold, or rcfpiircd, except as advertisements. We are 
compelled to adopt this resolution, because wc find that a contrary 
course is misinterpreted, lays us open to the cliargc of giving preferences, 
ami has led to impositions, not only upon ourselves, but upon our 
readers. Our resolution is sustained by the following letter, hy which 
we arc much obliged ;—“ Kudosed you h.avc payment for inserting the 
advertisement herein. Should this not be correct, please let me iiear 
from you. You will, I have no doubt (when I tell you that myself and 
other gentlemen, your constant readers and well-wishers coincide with 
me), understand me when I tell you, with the very l>cst intentions and 
most friendly feeling, that you do not get the support to nearly the extent 
you would do from gentlemen having a few “spare Cochin-Chinas,** 
K'C., to dispose of—{a numerous hodif now)—in consequence of allowing 
any one who writes to you to append to his communications an advertise- 
inent of this or that sort of /om7, or a few ‘ Spanish * to be disposed of, 
ifit;. In one case an advertisement appeared in the regular character, and 
on the same page, three or four communications of this very nature, and 
each appearing in tlie very article before put before the public. It lias 
been thought that this favour was only allowed to correspondents who 
were also subscribers, or well known to the editor. But this is not so ; in 
one ease, at least, when fowls were purchased from one of these favoured 
ones, and the purchaser was most shamefully cheated and imposed 
upon ; whereas, not unlikely, the honest advertiser came off without a 
sale, and minus the money sent for his more expensive, Imt less favoured, 
advertisement. It strikes everyone so clearly that this is not the kind of 
way an honest advertiser should lie treatetl, that I am sure I have only to 
name this to secure better treatment in future. In conclusion, I 
wish you every success, and hope, in future, I shall sec ‘ The Country 
Gentleman’s Companion* increases in circulation, and made a medium 
for advertising to the extent its editor’s most sanguine desires can wish.” 
We now state most distinctly and unreservedly, that when we liave 
allowed such notices to appear, it has only been on some plea which we 
thought called upon us to sacrifice our own pecuniary interest. In 
future we must be more firm—for the sake of others as well as of our¬ 
selves. 

Silk Fowls (//. S. B.).—There may be a variety of these in Cochin 
China; but they have no relationship to the Shanghac fowl. The Silk 
fowl is a native of the warmer parts of the East Indies. We never heard 
of a cross between them and the Shanghae fowls. 

PiNETUM.—Ignofvs has the following—Cupressus strietny C. Gove- 
ninna, C. maerocarpa, C. funebris, Araucaria imbricatay Juniperus 
commwiis, J. Chinensis, J. excelsn, a deciduous Oppress, Cedar of Leba¬ 
non, Pimts c.rce.lsa, P. insignis, Crpptomeria Japonica, Taxodiuni sem- 
peridrens, Abies Canadensis, A. jioufrlasii, A. Menzesii, and wants a 
few more of the Abies tribe, or other fnstigiate evergreens. A few more 
desirable additions to your list arc—Abies niortnda, alias or 
Khutroiv, for the three arc the same. Then the Silver-fir tribe, or Piven, 
as P, Cephulonica, P. Fraseri, P. Webbiana, and P. Pinsapo. Tlie old 
Sih'cr-fir is as handsome as any; and, where the soil suits it, the Balm- 
of-Gilead-fir, or P. bnlsanira, the same. Phiuspinea, or Stone-pine, P. 
Sabininna, and P. LamberCama; Cupressus torulosa unA C. Uhdeanu; 
and of the very newest, if you can spare a guinea for it, Fitzroi/a Pata- 
gonica—a fast-growing and beautiful tree, after the manner of the Cy¬ 
press. Of Junipers, plant o.ryeedrus and thurifera. The Virginian 
Cedar (Juniperus Vii'giniann), and Chinese Arbor vit^p, are not in your 
list; neither are the Deodar and Moujit Atlas Cedars, all of which should 
he in every selectioii of the order. 

Hints and Annuals (S. S.).—We quite agree with you that it 
would be desirable to have monthly lists of Annuals and other things 
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that might he sown in heat or cohl, and now that we liave more room we 
shall keep your “hints” in mind. Notliing of this sort, however, will 
he in season before the middle of next February. Bleantime we should 
like to hear of any other “hints” which our subscribers think would 
improve our pages. One of our chief recommendations has been to fill 
all the spare places between bedders as soon as the beds are planted ; but 
whether “one sort, or colour, should be planted in each bed” is a matter 
of taste with which we never interfere. We prefer three colours in some 
of the beds, two in others, and one only in the greatest number. At 
other times, the stock of Annuals governs our choice; the truth is, we 
can hardly do amiss if the soil is all covered as soon as possible. It 
is out of our power to say at what distance bedding-plants should be 
])Ianted, for each kind cannot be persuaded to be of the same size all 
over the kingdom at the time of planting. We have planted Verbenas 
at six inches apart; Calceolarias and Petunias the same; Geraniums 
from nine inches to a foot from plant to plant, and so on ; but all these 
we have put in at twice or three times such distances. The Kilkenny 
Anemones are the same as the common border ones all over the kingdom. 

Back Gaudens {Grumbler.).—Mr. Robson will tell you how to make 
the best of the back garden, 200 feet long and from 35 to 40 feet wide. 
We shall also give a plan or two to convert such enclosures into flower- 
gardens ; still we have no sympathy with “ grumblers.” 

Caterpillars on Hamburgh Grapes (C. W.).—“ The Caterpillar 
which feeds on the outer skins of the berries of Grapes is that of the 
little moth Cochylis Amphaciella of Andouin’s ‘ Memoir on the Insects 
of the Vine.* Fumigation and a sharp look out seem to be the only 
serviceable remedies.”—J. O. W. 

OxALis Bow’EIi (il/. D. P.).—We suspect the dull weather has lately 
been against the flowers expanding. Give it the openest and lighest 
position you can command, and a temperature little below 50° at night. 
Sec an article to-day by Mr. Fish. 

Poultry-keeping.—A Poor Man’s Well-wisher writes thus:—“When 
will this question be set at rest concerning which is the most profitable 
breed of poultry for a poor man? I cannot wait any longer, for have a 
pair of some sort I must; for what I have read about them in The 
Cottage Gardener has put me so much agog for some of these fine 
birds, that I can hardly sleep in my bed for thinking about them. What 
j)rofitable things they must be to live upon little more than a penny per 
week, and to lay six eggs in a week that are worth one shilling each! 
O dear me I but I must have some of them, you may depend upon it. 
If I was not a poor man, there would be Cochin-Chinas, Dorkings, 
Spanish, and Malays, to be seen at my house in less than a month ; but, 
as it is, I am hardly able to purchase one pair, and this makes me so 
desirous of knowing which would be the best; but I think I may make 
myself quite satisfied that there is no one going to tell me, so I must 
purchase one pair at a time, and prove for myself. I think I shall com¬ 
mence with the Cochin-Chinas, for I have a friend that has reared five 
this summer, two cockerels and three pullets. They were hatched the 
hist week in May, and he tells me that the five have not cost him two¬ 
pence per week ; and I am sure they have not been within half-a-mile of 
a stack-yard, or a barn-door, neither have they seen a field of grain of 
any sort. What will Mr. “ Gallus ” say to this? They have a good 
walk on grass, and they are now living, and have been for this last 
month, upon acorns, which they pick themselves ; and when they come 
home at night they would not thank you for a bit of barley, although 
Mr. “ Gallus ” says they are never satisfied. Now all this I know ; but 
about Dorkings, Spanish, and Malays I know nothing; but I don’t care 
how soon I do, for I long to be in possession of some of these profitable 
birds. But my wife is quite angry to think about me giving a guinea for 
a pair of fowls, when I have to work hard all the week for the one-half 
of it; for I must inform you that I am nothing but a poor day labourer, 
and gold is a thing that I see but once a fortnight; and besides, I shall 
liave to pay for every grain that they eat, for I have nowhere to turn 
them out, neither on grass nor gravel; but it is no use, for this whim 
has got hold of me so fast that I must have some of them. But woe- 
betide you, Mr. Editor, and Mrs, Anster Bonn, if I do not find some 
little truth in your writing, for I know my wife will comb my hair for 
me if I do not get some little profit, after spending so much money. So 
now I hope, instead of telling me which is the best sort to keep, you will 
tell me which is the best and cheapest way of feeding them, and tell 
your readers to follow my plan, and get a pair of each sort, keep them 
separate, and judge for themselves which they think are the most profit¬ 
able ; or, if they do not like to venture into quite so deep a water that I 
am venturing into, why all that I can say is, there is a good time a 
coining, so they must wait a little longer till I am got safe ashore, and 
tlien I will tell them exactly the way that I got over, if ever I do get over 
at all, and if I sink I will hold up my hand ; but the worst of it will be 
to them, if there is sound land on the other side, I shall be a mile-ancl-a- 
half ahead of them, for you may depend upon it if they waited to see me 
safe over I shall not wait for them afterwards, for I shall be boldly on the 
road, for I know very well that there will be poultry shows in our country 
shortly, where prizes will be given for the best breeds of poultry, and 

i then how I shall laugh at them if, the whilst they are dabbling in the 
I matter, I am in the field gaining the prize. But I must stop, for I dare 
I say you will not think this lot of stulf worth a place in The Cottage 

Gardener ; but, Sir, I hope you will encourage your cottage readers to 
i press forward. I will tell them anything that I know with the greatest 

of pleasure, if they would like to hear it, and you have no objections 
against printing it; there is always something to be learned of the igno¬ 
rant.”—A Poor Man’s Well-wisher. [We shall readily insert more 
of your “ignorance.”—Ed. C. G.] 

Masters and their Gardeners.—We well knew when we inserted 
City Friar’s” letter, that he had run his pen into a hornet’s nest. We 

have received many replies, but can find space but for one, and with this 
tlic discussion must cease:—“ I hope you will pardon the liberty I have 
taken in writing a few lines to you on the subject of a gentleman’s letter, 
who styles himself ^A City Friar,’ in your number of October 14. He 
considers gardeners as ‘ droll dogs,* and as having the bump of conceit. 
Now, it is all very well for the masters, such as ‘ The City Friar,* to be 

talking like that; but what would be the consequence if they were to 
listen to all that is told them? They would be led astray and blamed 
for carelessness, or for want of a little more of ‘ the bump of conceit.’ 
If a master wishes to be as master, let him be one, and let the gardener 
be a gardener; or, else let the master have a common labourer, and him¬ 
self may be the head-gardener. There arc a class of people who are very 
conceited—masters as w-ell as servants ; but you will not find there gar¬ 
deners who understand their business. They know what wants doing as 
well (in my opinion, better) than their masters. There arc many tilings 
a gardener can see want'doing that a master does not see, and it grieves 
liim because he cannot do it; why is this but because there are other 
things that w'ant doing at the same time? This I know by experience ; 
and my opinion is, that if such masters as these were to allow more 
strength, and leave the managing to the gardener, their gardens would 
be kept in better order, and things that the master sees undone would 
be done, and it would be more to ihe master’s interest as well as the 
gardener's credit. It makes a man careless when a master comes order¬ 
ing a thing one way, and, perhaps, that thing ought to be done diame¬ 
trically another w'ay. They would find it quite a different thing if they 
could but exchange situations.”—A Constant Reader. 

Celery (J. R. A’.).—Nutt’s Champion and Cole’s Solid-Stalked are 
the best varieties we have growm; but we see that at the last meeting of 
the Horticultural Society, in Regent-street, Whittingto7i’s Red carried off 
the prize. Let us add, however, that Celery is so much influenced by 
cultivation, that almost every variety can be grown to a very large size 
and to a high degree of excellence; rapid unchecked growth secures both 
tliose good qualities. We cannot name dealers. 

Our Volumes (Clericus).—You can have the two half-yearly volumes 
ready bound together in one volume, with the fitting Indexes, by 
applying at our office. We are enquiring about the seed, and will send 
it if we succeed; we have none left. 

Sewage from House and Stable (A. C. S., Beccles.).—Probably 
about four buckets of water to one of the Ii(juor will make it sufficiently 
weak for both fruit-trees and flowers ; but this is not the time to apply 
it to them. Why not give it to gi'owing kitchen-garden crops, such as 
cabbages, celery, &c. 

Drain from Stable (B.J.).—To convey the drainage from this, the 
piggery. Sec., to a tank, nothing will answer better than the sewer pipes 
now made of coarse stoneware. If they are not less than six inches 
diameter they will not be liable to choke, if laid with a moderate slope 
to the tank. A common cast-iron pump is the best for emptying the 
tank. 

Heating Small Conservatory (E. C.).—As your conservatory 
does not contain more than twenty-five cubic yards of air, and you only 
wish to exclude the frost, we should have two four-gallon stone bottles, 
and if one of these was kept with hot water in it during the day, and 
both w’ere kept so filled at night in the conservatory, you would effect 
your purpose. To prevent their appearing unsightly during the day, it is 
very easy to have a wooden case perforated with holes to put over 
them. 

Shangiiae Fowls (A Poultry Fancier.).—If you cook the cockerels 
when three or four months old, accordingly as they have thriven, their 
legs do not appear awkwardly long when roasted. Nor do they at any 
time appear too long, in proportion to their size, if true and well-bred 
specimens are kept. It is a libel to call the gangling, half-Malay 
creatures, which are so common, by the aristocratic title of “ Shanghae.” 

Training Pots.—Mr. J. H. Horsley justly observes: “I have often 
thought what an assistance it would be if we could get some pots made 
with small holes round the rim to pass the matting through, instead of 
crooks and all other contrivances. I have written to Mr. Phillips, 
potter, of Weston-super-Mare, who informs me he will get some pots 
made immediately for the trade; and I am sure Geranium growers, who 
are desirous of making good specimens, will find those pots very useful.” 

Louise Bonne Pear.—Mr. Hogg says:—“It is a very old French 
variety, and originated about the middle of the 17th century, in Poitu, 
on the property of a lady whose Christian name was Louise, but whose 
surname I have never lieen able to discover. There is, I believe, no good 
ground for calling any other variety by the distinctive name of “Bonne 
but the old Louise Bonne, being for upwards of a century and a half a I 
popular variety in France, other varieties received similar appellations, 
either from fancied resemblance to the old variety, or as recommend.ation I 
of excellence, merely distinguishing them with the name of the places 
where they were raised, or whence they came. The Louise Bonne of 
Jersey is a misnomer, and has no claim to the ‘Bonne.’ ” 

Names op Plants {Ret). R. M. E.).—You send us such small spe¬ 
cimens, that you give us much needless trouble; why not send larger 
ones ? We cannot say, from such a specimen, which of the Geraniums 
your’s is. The variegated leaf is of Phlox suaveolens, var. vaHegata, 
The other small leaf is, probably, of Swainsonia galegifolia. We really 
have not time to ponder over such specimens. (IK. X. IK.).—Yours is 
not a Helichrysum, but Helianthus altissimus. 

Names of Fruits {A. B., an Old Subscriber,),^T'he apple is 
Dumelow’s Seedling, and the pear is Easter Beurre. 

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Obr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London.*»November IStb, 1852. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W NOV. 25—DEC. 1, 1852. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

Sun Sun Moon Moon's Clock Day of 
U ! D 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. R. &S. Age. aft. Sun. Year. 

25 Th Micliaelmas Term ends. 29.492;—29.469' 46—23 S.W. ' — 38 a. 7 57 a. 3 5 49 11 1 12 41 330 
26 F Oak leafless. 29.738 — 29.599 36—28 N.W. — .39 56 rises. © ' 12 22 331 

2" S Greenfinches flock. 29.899 — 29.7881 42—26 N W. — 41 55 4 a 37 16 ; 12 2 332 
28 Son Advent Sunday. 30.07.3 — 29.990 44—21 N.W. — 42 55 5 13 17 . 11 41 333 
29 M Song Thrush again sings. 30.1/0 -30.1531 39—22 S.W. , — 44 54 5 59 13 11 20 334 
30 Tu St. Andrew, 30.247 — 30.162 39-20 N.E. — 45 63 6 56 19 10 58 335 

1 W Gray Plover goes. 30.257—30.245 39—32 w. — 46 53 3 1 20 10 36 330 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations durinir the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 47.1“ and 35.“5 respectively. The greatest heat, 60“, occurred on the 38th in 1828 ; and the lowest cold, 16°, on the 29th 
in 1846, During the period 85 days were fine, and on 90 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

WATEB-LILIES.-r-NYMPHiEACE-E. 

{Continued from page 95.) 

NUPHAE. YELI.OW tVATER-LIIA'. 

Generic Character.—Calyx below the seed-vessel, of 
five or six large, leathery, concave, coloured, permanent 
leaves. Petals numerous, oblong, much smaller than the 
calyx; fui'rowed and honey-bearing at the back; proceeding, 
like the stamens, from the receptacle. Stamens very 
numerous, unconnected with the germen, line-shaped, bent 
back. Anthers line-shaped, of two parallel cells, closely 
attached to the inner surface of the upper part of each fila¬ 
ment. Germen nearly stalkless, egg-shaped, with an elon¬ 
gation at the summit. Style none. Stigma stalkless, 
orbicular, convex, entire or notched, with many central 
radiating clefts. Berry leathery, .smooth, iiointed-egg- 
shaped, of as many cells as there are rays, finally pulpy 
within. Seeds numerous, smooth, egg-shaped, in several 
rows in each cell. 

Nuphar lutea: Common Yellow Water-lily; Water-can; 
Brandy-bottle. 

Description.—It is a perennial. Leaves slightly egg- 
shaped, but nearly round, ten or twelve inches in diameter, 
tloating nearly flat upon the water's surface, the edge only 
being slightly raised as if to keep the water from the upper 
surface, and the lobes at the stalk lapping over each other, 
tough, pliant, nerves or veins much raised beneath, upper 
surface bright green, but under surface paler; leaf-stalks 
smooth, three-sided, and then’ length depending on the 
depth of the water. Dr. Martyn had them 5J feet long. 
Flowers an inch and-half in diameter, smelling like wine or 

brandy, which, connected with the shape of the seed-vessel, 
has given occasion for one of its popular names. Calyx 
larger than the corolla, its sepals being almost an inch in 
diameter, roundish, erect, (piite entire, slightly waved, 
smooth, tough, yellow, except at the base outside, where 
they are green. Petals fleshy, golden yellow, half-an-inch 
long, notched and grooved, from ten to twenty in number. 
Stamens very numerous, amounting from 100 to 105, press¬ 
ing closely on the germ when the flower first opens, but 
falling back after shedding their pollen ; filaments yellowish, 
thicker than the antliers, which are yellow, and two lines in 
length. Germen egg-shaped, blunt, smooth, terminated by 
a small roundish hollow. Style scarcely any, with a stigma 
yellow, unequally and sliglitly notched, rather convex, but 
depressed in the centre, and with eleven or twelve rays. 
Seed-vessel bottle-shaped, smooth, divided into twelve or 
more cells, and irregularly subdivided, so that each seed 
seems in its own cell. Seeds pointed egg-shaped, smooth, 
shining, and angularly-keeled. Flower-stalks nearly cylin¬ 
drical, long in proportion to the depth of the water, always 
elevating the. flower above its surface, but after impreg¬ 
nation bending down and ripening the seeds under water. 

Nuphar differs from Nympluca in having its petals and 
stamens inserted into a disk at the base of the germen. In 
Nympluea the disk adheres to the side of the germen. 

Sir J. E. Smith considers there is another species, which he 
describes as Nuphar pumiln, or Least Yellow Water-lily, but 
we think with WiUdenow and others, that it is sufficient to 
consider it only as a variety of N. lutea. Tliere is no other 
distinctive character that we know of, than that the flowers 
are smaller, the petals paler, and the lobes of the leaves do 
not over-lap each other. 

Places where found.—In slowly-flowing streams and pools; 
not uncommon. 

Time of /lowering.—July. 
Jlistnry.Sir J. E. Smith retained for this genus the 

name Nuphar, given it by Dioscorides, and which name the 
modern Greeks, who make a cordial of its brandy-perfumed 
flowers, after the example of their forefathers, have but 
little corrupted, though the Turks have perverted it into 
Pufar. Withering says that the roots bruised in milk 
destroy the crickets and cockroaches which partake of it. 
An infusion of a pound of the fresh root in a gallon of 
water, and a pint of it taken night' and morning, is said by 
the same autliority to have cured a leprous eruption on the 
arm. The root, leaves, and flowers, are also employed in 
tanning, so that it must contain much astringent matter, or 
tannin. Swine eat it; goats are not fond of it; and cows, 
sheep, and horses, according to Linnaius, refuse it. He 
also states that it drives away crickets from a house by its 
smoke when bm’nt. {Smith. Martyn. Withering. Baxter.) 

Tx has been lately prominently and repeatedly stated in 

the columns of one of our older contemporaries, that 

“ plants will, under certain circumstances, grow in the 

absence of leares.” If our contemporary merely in¬ 

tended that plants will emit fibrous roots, or that 

deciduous species will put forth leaves and even flowers 

whilst divested of foliage, he would not have given such 

prominence to his remarks, for these are phenomena 

which we see every year among our newly-moved plants 

and upon our fruit walls. 

It is, therefore, intended to be announced as an im¬ 

portant discovery that plants which usually perform 

their growing processes and increase their solid matters 

by the aid of their leaves, may, “ under certain circum¬ 

stances,” be made to increase that solid matter without 

leaves. One inference intended to be drawn from this 

No. CCXVIL, VoL. IX. 
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is, that farmers and gardeners may cut oft’ the leaves of 

j their Turnips, Carrots, and Mangold Wurtzel, or Beet, 

' and whilst using those leaves for fodder, that the roots 

; will go on increasing in size. 

Now, we warn our readers, without any reservation, 

against any such practice. It is quite true that yon may 

cut off the tops or leaves of those root-crops, and they 

will continue to put forth fresh leaves, and to increase 

in hulk, though more slowly than if the tops were left 

uninjured; but there will be no increase of solid matter. 

The roots will be more spongy, and contain a greater 

amount of water, but they will not increase in nutritive 

constituents. If only a portion of the leaves, and those 

only which age had rendered inactive, are removed; and 

if a sufticiency of young leaves are left to continue the 

elaborative functions, we all know that such treatment 

improves the vigour of the plant; brrt such judicious 

culture, for the better admission of air and light to the 

crop, is no modern discovery, brrt is to be forrnd in every 

gardening book published during the last century. On 

the other hand, so far is the removal of all, or even 

nearly all, of the leaves of our root-crops from being of 

any benefit to them, that you may, by repeating the pro¬ 

cess, gradually render the roots worthless, and even kill 

them. 

A similar delusion once existed, and perhaps still 

exists, relative to the Potato. It is well known that old 

tubers of this buried in sand, and kept in a warm dark 

place, will often produce a cluster of young tubers, 

without making any attempt to produce leaves. This 

fact we have seen quoted in justification of the practice 

which has been recommended of pulling otf the stems 

of the Potato as soon as they showed symptoms of the 

murrain; the inference being, that the tubers of the crop 

would continue to grow without the leaves and stems, 

as in the other case. Such inference is most erroneous. 

A tuber buried in sand will produce young tubers, but 

it is entirely at the expense of its own substance ; and 

so far from increasing in solid constituents, we believe 

that the old and young tubers actually contain more i 

water and less solid matters than the old tuber before 

producing the young ones. This is easily tested, and 

we are of opinion that the results of our experitnents 

will in every case be verified. We have w'eighed six 

Potatoes, and then had them sliced, and all the water 

evaporated from them by long exposure to a heat just 

below 212°. We have weighed three dozen other Pota¬ 

toes, of similar size, and buried them in sand until some 

of them produced young tubers. We sliced six of these, 

and the young tubers they produced, and. having dried 

them in a similar manner, found in every instance that 

they yielded less solid matter, in proportion to their 

original weight, than the six which had not been allowed 

to produce young tubers. 

We, therefore, repeat the warning to our readers, not 

to be induced to remove an excessive amount of leaves 

from their root-crops ; and we take the oppoilunity to 

extend the warning against any extravagant recommen- 

dation which at any time goes the length of proving, 

j if correct, that He who created jfiants was mistaken in 

His plans. If experiments are stated which seem to 

sustain such a recommendation, be assured, beyond all . 

doubt, that either the experiments or the deductions 

from them are erroneous. Never mind, though the 

authority which says that plants will increase in solid 

matter, “in the absence of leaves,” tells you that the 

contrary opinion is “a dee])ly-rooted prejudice;” it 

is a prejudice sustained not only by science but by 

practice. 

EORSYTH MSS. 

The projects of Sir John Sincl.vir for turning the soil 

of Great Britain to advantage were not confined to 

farming and gardening, but embraced many other arts, 

foremost among which was extensive planting. These 

projects he continued after he lost the Presidentship of 

the Board of Agriculture, and down to the time of his 

death. | 

There is no doubt that his Whig politics were the cause ' 

of his being deprived of the Presidentship, yet notwith¬ 

standing the castigation he received from Mr. Pitt, and 

notwithstanding all the government influence, he only 

lost the office by a single vote, thirteen voting for I.ord 

Somerville, and twelve for Sir John Sinclair. This was 

in 1798, and in the year following we find a note from 

him to Mr. Forsyth, containing the following queries. 

It is dated from .35, Craven Street, Strand, 10th of 

December, 1799. 

QUESTIONS REG.VRDING rUANTATIONS. 

]. If plantations of .500 .acres of waste lands were to bo 
made in different parts of England, what do yon imagine 
would be the average price of the land? 

2. What wonhl be the expense of fencing the land 
against sheep and cattle, if 5Un acres were included in one 
plantation ? 

3. What would be the expense of planting .700 acres with 
larch ; and for how much per acre could they bo planted, 
and upheld for seven years ? 

4. What would probably lie the value of a plantation of 
larch of thirty years growth, per tree, and per acre? 

W^e must now conclude our notice of this in¬ 

defatigable, useful, and benevolent man. No man, 

; says one of his biographers, could devote himself 

with more ardour and perseverance for the benefit of 

his country, the support of all public institutions, and 

the reward of merit wherever found ;—for the well-being 

of mankind was the object nearest his heart. How 

much his sovereign appreciated his merit is testified by 

his being created a Baronet in 1786, and by his being 

made a Privy Councillor in 1810. He died on the 21st 

of December, 1835, at his house in George Street, 

Edinburgh, aged 82 years. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

When we entered upon the preparation of these ; 

reports, the only object we had in contemplation wms i 

to furnish an account of the st.ate of the London fruit 

and vegetable markets, and of the different descriptions i 

of produce there ofiered for sale. But, as we stated last I 

week, various ideas force themselves on our mind as 

we proceed, and it may not be considered out of place 

to record them here. One of these, as we remarked in 
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' our former notice, is the extended cultivation of fruit ns 

: an article of commerce. It is not, liowever, our in¬ 

tention to enter fully into a treatise on this subject, in 

what may be called the usual acceptation of the term, 

but simj^ly to make a few remarks on opportunities 

I which are afforded on almost every property, however 

'] small, for introducing some of the best and most prolit- 

1 able varieties, and employing the space which would 

I otherwise be neglected. As regards the systematic 

■ planting of orchards, our able coadjutor in the fruit 

' department has done, and will still continue to do, 

ample justice to this subject. 

It has often occun-ed to us, in our journeyings through 

j the different counties of England, that the hedge-rows 

j and hedge-row-bauks, with which the country is so pro- 

j fusely intersected, instead of being allowed to remain 

I as they are, a mass of tangled brambles and bryony> 

i relieved here and there with a stunted old pollard, 

' might be planted with finit-trees of such sorts and 

j varieties as would not only be useful for home cousump- 

! tion, but which might produce a considerable revenue to 

the owner. We do not mean that there should be an 

universal and indiscriminate system of planting, but 

that it might be carried out to a certain extent, at least 

in such situations as the proprietors deem best adapted 

for the purpose. We have ourselves done so, and find, 

from experience, that it is a system which may be 

followed out even to a greater extent than we have prac¬ 

tised it. We have even done more, for the approach 

to the dwelling-house is planted on either side with 

an avenue of Apples and Pears. The varieties we have 

chosen for this purpose are, of course, all choice as 

regards the (piality of the fruit; but we have also 

selected them in reference to the habit of growth of the 

trees. All the Apjjles are of a round-headed habit, and 

the Pears of a pyramidal habit of growth, and in each 

row there is an apple and pear alternately. This has 

: now been done some few years, and the trees are all 

^ well established. We leave our readers to imagine 
I ” 
I what effect this has produced : how it looks in spring, 

i the Pears dangling with tassels of the purest white, 

i the Apples decked with clusters of red and white, and 

! pink blossoms, with the “ little busy bee ” humming 

‘ from flower to flower; how in autumn, “ the pulpous 

' fruit with gold irradiate ” delights the eye and pleases 

I the taste ; and how in whiter they look as well as other 

trees do. If we are to have trees in our shrubberies, ' 

and approaches, and hedge-rows, why should they not ! 

1 be of such a kind as will be of some other use than 

merely to fill up a blank, form a blind, or afford slielter ? 

If there should be a bad fruit year the loss could not 

' be anything, for if the trees had been Ash, Oak, Elm, 

or Ijime, they would have produced as little, and 

even less. The expense, then, of such a plantation 

1 of fruit trees is nothing except the first outlay. It 

! occupies no space which could be appropriated to 

I any other crop, and it answers all the purposes tliat 

I would be expected from a plantation of timber-trees. 

And, by-the-by, speaking of timber-trees, we have in 

fruit-trees timber also; for the wood of both the apple 

127 i’ 
j 

and the pear is constantly in demand, by turners for the j 

manufacture of toys, and by cabinet-makers for inlaying. [ 

It may not be generally known that the blocks used j 
by the floor-cloth manufacturers forprintiug the designs ! 

on the floor-cloth are all made of the wood of the pear- | 

tree, so that even when the trees become old, they may 

be cut down and appropriated to some useful purpose. 

We find our space will be hardly sufficient to enable 

us to enter upon a consideration of the varieties we 

would recommend for this description of planting this , 

week; but in our next report we shall furnish lists, with 

observations. Meanwhile, our readers can be “ turning 

the matter over in their minds,” as this is now the best 

season for planting all sorts of fraiit-trees, particularly on 

light soils, and even on those of medium texture, pro¬ 

vided they are w^ell drained, which all soils for fruit-trees 

should be. Wo shall now proceed to our more legiti¬ 

mate subject, namely, a notice of wdiat has been doing 

in Covent Garden during the week. As regards prices 

we have nothing new to commrmicate. Both fruits and 

vegetables continue the same as last week, wuthout any 

alteration. We must, therefore, refer our readers to our 

last number. 

In Apples we have observed an arrival of the Royal 

Russet, a fine old English variety, and a great favourite 

in many districts. There is one objection, however, to 

the russets; they are so liable to shrivel. We have also 

noticed a considerable supply of the Summer Pearmain, 

also a fine old autumn apple, and from its fine striped 

skin a great favourite in all markets. It is this variety 

which is generally, indeed we may almost say always, 

in nurseries under the name of Royal Pearmain, a name 

w’hich by right belongs to what the Horticultural Society 

in their Catalogue call the Herefordshire Pearmain. 

The Summer Pearmain has also had its name changed, 

and we must allow with some considerable degree of 

justice too, to Autumn Pearmain, for certainly it is 

much more of an autumn than a summer variety. 

Newtown Pippins, and Lady Apples, are much more 

plentiful than they were last week; the latter particu¬ 

larly make the fruiterers’ windows very gay. We find, 

however, there is an attempt to delude those who do not 

know better, by substituting a small flat red apjfle, 

similar in size and shape to the Lady Apple, for that 

variety. Any body, however, who has carefully observed 

the true variety once will be sure to know it again. Its 

shaded side is of a fine clear lemon-colour; and that next 

the sun is of the purest and deepest crimson, the whole 

shining as if varnished. The light and dark colours do 

not blend so gradually as in most other sorts, for the 

skin of this variety is so sensitive that even a twig or 

the slightest shade of a leaf is indicated. It is, in fact, 

as sensitive as the silvei’ized plate of the dauguerreo- 

typist; and on the rod cheek of the little Lady Apple 

any device may be made by simply fastening the device 

on the fruit before it has received its full depth of colour. 

Rihstones continue plentiful, and there is generally a 

good supply of baking varieties. 

In Pears wo have had some new arrivals, such as ' 

Nelis d’Hirer and the old Crasanne, both very fine des- 
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I sert varieties. The otliers are Olont Morcetm, Duehesse 

iTAngoidane, and Passe Colmar. Beurre Biel lias also 
appeared during the veelc. 01' most of these we shall 

speak on future occasions. 
The Cot Elowers consist of Heliotropes, Roses, Chrg- 

santhemums. Scarlet Geraniums, Cinerarias, Camellias, 
Boulde Blue Violets, Chinese Primroses, single and 
double; there were also some rare specimens in this 
way, consisting of Eup)liorhium jacquiniflora, Oncidium 
lanceanum, Passiflora ccerulea racemosa, Dendrohium 
spectabile, and some other rare stove plants. H. 

GOSSIP. 

The exhibition days at the Chiswick Gardens of the 
Horticultural Society will be, in 185!!, on the 14th of 
May, llth of June, and 0th of July. 

At page 144 of our fifth volume, when giving an 
account of the Stanwick Nectarine, we thus expressed 
ourselves:—“ The Duke of Northumberland having 
munificently given buds from this Nectarine to raise 
trees for sale, the proceeds to be given to the Gardeners’ 
Benevolent Institution; and Mr. Piivers, in a similar 
good spirit, having raised these trees without charge 
for their propagation, we have thought it right to place 
these particulars before our readers; but we do no 
more. Without expressing our opinion upon the merits 
of the Nectarine, we sincerely hope that both the Insti¬ 
tution and the purchasers of the trees may be one and 
all benefited.” Eor expressing ourselves so guardedly 
we wore blamed at the time, but we were immoveable in 
our resolution not to recommend the Nectarine imtil 
its value in our climate was proved by successful cul¬ 
tivation ; and those who blamed us must now “ eat 
humble pie.” We are sorry to read the following, 
whilst we congratulate ourselves that w’e did not aid 
in ministering to the disappointment. Mr. Ingram, 
the Queen’s gardener, says, “ The Stanwick Nectarine 
is unfit for planting on the open walls of the kitchen- 
garden ; ” and another authority says that, even when 
under glass, it requires fire-heat, and that in flavour 
it is not superior to the Elruge. 

It is very well known that as long since as the time 
of the Roman emperors, some transparent stone (Specu- 
laris laqns) was split into thin panes, and used as a 
shelter for Cucumbers, &c. There can be no doubt, 
from the description given of it by Pliny in his Natural 
History (Book JO, Chapter 2J), that this stone was the 
same as our T(dc. It has been customary to think that 
this has been quite superseded for gardening purposes. 
Such, however, is not the case; and since rough glass 
has been found superior for plants to that which is 

perfectly transparent, there is reason to believe that 
talc for similar purposes may be employed. At all 

I events, it is worthy of a trial, for our contemporary, 
I 'The Builder, says, that it may bo supplied considerably 

clieaper than glass, it is much less liable to breakage, 
and that being lighter, the frames of houses and pits 
may be less stout. It is added, “ Talc has been tried in 
several places, and found to answer.” If any of our 
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j readers have tried it, they will much oblige us by stating 
the results of their experience. 1 

We have been asked by a correspondent (NortrieJi) - 
whether “ soil and temperature ” have any influence in ; 
rendering one English county less capable of producing : 
Cheese than another county more celebrated? and we 
have no hesitation in saying, that in such cases we ' 
believe that soil and temperature have nothing to do 
with the result. We are quite aware of the old satirical \ 
story of the rats eating the millstones and leaving the I 

Suffolk cheeses, yet we are quite of opinion that, with | 
equal dairy skill, and equal richness of pasture, as good I 

cheeses could be made in tbe east as in the west of 
England. In confirmation of our opinion, we quote 
the following from the Preston Guardian :— 

“ So many exaggerated statements have appeared in the 
papers, respecting the Oift-Hall Cheese Dairy, that we have 
been induced to procure a true statement of the facts, 
which Ave have obtained from J. AVilson Patten, Esq., M.P., 
himself the owner. Gift-hall is a farm in AVinmarleigh, 
North Lancashire, Avhich the proprietor has in his own 
hand. Cheese-making is a prominent part of farming 
upon his estate in that district; the dairies of some of his 
tenants are celebrated, and obtain good prices, wdiile others 
are sold at inferior rates. Mr. Patten, residing near the 
borders of Cheshire, and hearing of certain Cheshire 
farmers getting high prices for the London market, felt 
desirous to solve the problem, whether the quality of cheese 
depended on the land or on the maker, and if on the latter, 
whether as good cheese might not he made in Lancashire 
as Cheshire. He iiroceeded rvith the experiment in every 
way so as to give a fair and unbiassed result. He pur¬ 
chased fifty-three cows; and having to buy them off hand, 
of various breeds, they cannot be considered so select a 
stock as if he had been farming two or three years. Some 
calved in Januai'y, some in February, some in March, and 
others later. The first cheese Avas made on the 18th of 
April, and up to the 20th of October there Avere J20 cheeses 
made. These have not been Aveighed ; but Mr. Patten has 
no doubt but they Avill fully average .lOlb. each. There are 
some that Aveigh as much as 701bs.; but Avhen they are 
Aveighed Ave wiU give the exact weight. Of course, in esti¬ 
mating the weiglit of the wdiole dairy, Ave shall have the 
‘ later makes ’ to add to them. At the estimate of -AO lbs. i 
each, the quantity up to the above date will be 0 tons, IJ 
CAvt., 1 quarter and lOlbs., calculating 120 lbs. to the CAvt. 
No cream Avas taken off to make butter; but the ‘Avhey but¬ 
ter ’ has all been kept, and of this there are either six or 
seven mugs, supposed to average about (iOlb. each. AVe Avill 
hereafter give the exact Aveight of this, and the lArice it sells 
for. This celebrated dairy was sold this week to a respectable 
factor residing at AVarrington, and who has a connexion with 
the London market, and the dahy is intended to be forwarded 
to London. The price is (iJs., taking aU together, including 
the spring cheese, which are never so good as the others, 
but not including the ‘back ends,’ which, of course, are also 
inferior and not ready. The celebrity of this dairy is OAving 
entirely to the dairymaid, Mrs. Hutton, who formerly lived 
with Mr. Hixle.y, of Cheshire. Being always noted for 
making a choice dairy, Mr. I’atten engaged her to come to 
Gift-hall, on i)uiq)ose to conduct the experiment. The 
cheese-factor at AA'arrington had formerly bought IMr. Hix- 
ley’s dairy when Airs. Hutton made it, which probably led 
to the lu’csent purchase at Gift-hall. The above ai-e the ! 
facts of the case; and Ave shall be glad to hear of the other I 
farmers on Mr. Patten’s estate, or in other parts of Lan- ^ 
cashire, being able to equal this cxperiiAient. But to prevent ; 
disappointment, and to present the matter in a true light, I 
Ave think a I'cav Avords of explanation may be useful. And, 
first, there are certain dairies both in Cheshire and Lan¬ 
cashire that acquire a value by mere fame, Avhilst many 
others, equally good, cannot command near the same price. 
Second, the London market, for Avhat is considered a first- 
rate ai'ticle, reijuires a pecidiar make, which is not easy to 
secure; hut Avhen a dairy happens to be exactly the thing. 
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^ unusually large prices are generally olitained. We do not 
think that the best Cheshire cheese are at all superior to 

I the best Lancashire; but still fashion or fancy has given 
I them superiority in the London market. And it is this 
: fashion or fancy that has added so large an artificial value 

to double Grloucester and Stilton above their real merit, 
i To show that it is not the mere fact of a dairy being of the 

Cheshire make that will command a large price, we may 
name, that while here and there a dairy in Cheshire was 
fetching as much as the Gift-hall dairy, and some con¬ 
siderably more, the general run of prices at the last Chester 
fair was from 42s. to fids., and not a single dairy commanded 
the prices above named. It is proper that farmers should 
know that it is not by maldng Cheshire cheese merely that 
they will get higher prices, but by making that peculiar 
quality that suits the London market.” 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and 

Poultry Slioivs of which we are at present aware. We 

shall bo obliged by any of our readers sending us 

; additions to the list, and giving the address of the 

I Secretaries. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 

Bury St. Edmunds, Nov. 26 (Chrysanthemums). {Sec. 
G. P. Clay, Esq.) 

Caledonian (Inverleith Eow), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
London Eloricultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), Dec. 14t. 
South London (Royal), Dec. 0+, 16. 

POULTRY shows. 

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14th, 16th, 16th, 
and 17th December. 

Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 
{Sec. James Marmont.) 

Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and 11th. {Secs. 
Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. II. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

IIONITON, January 12th. {See. H. K. Venn.) 
Winchester, December 1st. {Secs. G. W. Johnson and 

J. Colson.) 

NURSERYMEN AND THEIR FRUITS. 

Amongst the many disappointments which flesh is 
heir to, few are more annoying than those connected 

j with choice fruits. It is, indeed, exceedingly so for a 
I person to find, after building expensive structures, or 
! garden walls, and having his patience taxed by waiting 

some three or four years for produce, to find tliat his 
supposed Hambro’s are Frontignans, or his desired 
Galande Peach is the Early Anne; yet these are things 

, that happen every day somewhere, and the writer of 
I this has undergone several severe disappointments of 
j the kind in his time. Our nurserymen certainly are 

not the most negligent tradesmen of the day, by any 
means; but this grievance happens so frequently as to 
call on them for increased vigilance in the propagation 
of their fruits, and in the execution of their orders. 
Some years since we had determined to have a Galande 
Peach-tree in a favourite position: this was desirable, 
in order to furnish a link wanting in the chain of sue- i 
cession. One was obtained from a first-rate nursery- [ 
man, and in three years, on fruiting, behold it was a 
Royal George. Again, soon afterwards it became de¬ 
sirable to plant a very late peach, and a Late Admirable 
was chosen; and behold, on fruiting, we had another 
Royal George. Now, this was really infamous, and the 
annoyance was by no means lessened by a good ground 

; for suspicion that the Royal George had been hioivingly 
'■ substituted. 
; It so happens that nurserymen have not at all times 
i good trees of our more tender peaches; and the Royal 

George, being a free grower, might, by a not over-par¬ 
ticular foreman, be substituted. Wo do hope our 
esteemed friend, Mr. vVjipleby, will keep a watchful eye 
on such matters, and this we cannot doubt,—having 
been a gardener himself, he is keenly alive to the im¬ 
portance of accuracy in such things, and, by thus taking 
a stand from the first, will be in a position to render 
the gardening public a service. 

Much is expected of all classes in these days, and the 
nurseryman must use whip and sjnir in order to keep 
up with the foremost rank. One of the chief features 
of our day is the division of labour in our various 
trades, and this practice has reached the nurseryman I 

in common with the rest. Hence we have rose florists, 
fruit gi'owers, cultivators of exotics for exhibition pur¬ 
poses, &c.; and we do apprehend that, as the tide flows, 
this division of labour is destined still farther to extend 
in the gardening world. 

This is as it should be; for the business of a nursery¬ 
man was fast becoming of too multifarious a character 
to be well carried out by one firm in all its branches. 
We all know, by experience, that much less error takes 
place with such things as Roses by our rose-growers in 
these days than by the old mixed nursery system. We 
do not wish it to be inferred, however, that these rose- 
growers cannot supply a general order—by no means; 
but the fact is, they throw their chief strength into the 
roses, the rest being more of a subsidiary character. 

The confusion in the nomenclature of our fruits, hither¬ 
to existing, has, indeed, been an enormous grievance, 
and seems to call either for fresh arrangements, or a 
far better administration of those existing. We are 
quite aware that what is called “ the trade” is a very 
sensitive hydra-beaded creature; and, doubtless, justly 
so ; for, indeed, its well-being depends, in the main, on 
its integrity. And it is because we would fain increase 
even its high character, that we have the temerity to 
charge it with the jiossibility of not being entirely 
immaculate. Moreover, we owe a duty to the public, 
whose precedency in this case is indisputable. 

Under such circumstances, we rejoice to see a weekly 
report of that great emporium of fruits and vegetables, 
Covent Garden market, added to the pages of The 

Cottage Gardener, and to which the initial “ H.” is 
a))pended; and which letter seems to point to a first- 
rate pomoiogist, whose very style and fulness of infor¬ 
mation seems to betray him. These reports will be 
invaluable, but country folks would fain have the retail 
prices distinguished from the wholesale prices. This is, 
we are aware, a nice task to perform ; but who shall say 
what is impossible in these days ? 

And here another word to our nurserymen, who cer¬ 
tainly in their kind are nowhere excelled; no, not in 
any country. Since the million will have gardens, and 
possess the desire, without the practical knowledge, to 
avail themselves of superior fruits, some means should 
be placed within their reach of knowing at a glimpse 
what will suit their purpose. Catalogues they under¬ 
stand not; neither have they time or inclination to 
collect facts by a slow and tiresome detail, which would 
put them in a position with the really practical man in 
adapting kinds to their necessities, or as subordinate to 
their schemes. Here we must point to the importance 
of a growing art, the modelling fruits, as well as flowers, 
in wax. Why not have a cabinet of wax models of fruits 
as a very proper and necessary appendage to a nurseiy- 
man’s counter, or shop-window? We are led to suggest 
this course in consequence of showing the very superior 
manner in which some of our rising artistes manage 
these things. Most of our readers have seen the Ivew 
Garden’s Museum, or if not this interesting cabinet of 
models of fruits, they have seen such things in the great 
metropolis. But we can assure them, that not in the 
metropolis alone are tbpse matters well carried out, the 
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tasfp lias tairly beset our provit'cials. At the last 
Liverpool exhibition, for instance, Miss Newton, the j 

wax-Hower lady, bad a case which would not have dis- | 
graced the counter of the first seed shops in Britain. This 
was mostly composed of ])ears and apples, and the 
merest novice would have traced the actual fruits by the 
lineaments therein portrayed. Incorrectness in colour¬ 
ing seems to be the only charge against these wax 
modellers; and, doubtless, it is a nice point to hit off 
the peculi.arities of our fruits in this respect; but such 
difficulties will vanish before that extra perseverance 
engendered by the increasing demands. 

Now, as it appears to us, there are at least two strong j 
reasons why nurserymen might be expected to adopt 

1 such a plan; first, its utility to their customers; and 
! secondly, for the information of their staff. As it is, 

but few of these persons can become familiar with the 
character of the majority of the fruits they sell; their 
young trees bear not whilst in their hands; in offering 
information, therefore, to ignorant purchasers, it is not I 

expected, under such circumstances, to be very complete. 
But in these days we do hold it essential that every 
tradesman should bo able correctly to describe the cha¬ 
racter of the wares he deals in. Advertisements are all 
very proper; catalogues very proper ; but none of these 
will produce that impression on the mind of the anxious 
purchaser that well-executed wax models woidd do. For 
instance, we will here give an extract (descriptive) from 
the fruit catalogue of one of our most respectable nur¬ 
seryman— 

“Grapes—St. Peter’>i; black; round; ripens late, &c. 
Pears—Beurre Base; large; good; melting, &c. 

Ai'pi.es—Kerry Pippin; small; first quality; table, 
&c.” 

Now, these taken at random, may servo to illustrate 
the matter; and we may ask how any novice could 
form a just idea of the true form, general character, and 
})eculiarly fine bloom of the West's St. Peter's Grape 
from so narrow a description'.’ Then the Beurre Bose, 
which carries such an extraordinary impress on the 
table when in full size, so peculiar in character; the 
description would apply equally to a Beurre IHel. And 
to finish: the Kerry Pippin Apple; to say nothing of 
the very superior flavour and peculiarly high-colouring 
of the flesh, almost an orange colour, no one could 
picture to himself the handsome appearance on the 
table of a dish of high-coloured Kerry’s in the middle 
of Sejitember. And now we will take it for granted 
that anything which will greatly serve and please cus¬ 
tomers it is the nurseryman’s interest to carry out. 

We remember, some years since, when the late Mr. 
Loudon—who was always aiming at luogress—used all 
the influence his pen could command in trying to im¬ 
prove the character of our nurseryman’s catalogues, 
which had previously been very dry affairs. This, 

1 although a somewhat up-hill work at first, at last pro¬ 
gressed almost beyond his expectations; and now we 
have them in the plant way of as higli a botanical cha¬ 
racter as could be desired; and, moreover, through a 
well-conceived grouping, most useful guides to the 
purchaser. 

Such trays, or cabinets, then, we do urge would pro¬ 
mote the culture of fruits, as well as a well-studied and 
correct nomenclature; and they would be a sort of 
guarantee that the tradesman was quite in earnest 
about his collection. They would also lead to increased 
inquiries on the part of the public; to an enlarged 
study of fruits, their characters, qualities, ibc.; their 
origin; and, lastly, habits of growth. The last is an 
important matter, as on a knowledge of such facts must, 
in a degree, all successful culture be based. To this 

j end we would beg to push the question a little farther, 
and to suggest that a leaf, a modelled blossom, and a 

I twig of the kind in question, should accompany every 

specimen. These, with a tabular card sheet, setting 
forth, in distinct columns, something like the following; 
Uses; qualities; when in tise and their keepiny ; hearing 
chi trader; eligihililics as to site, d-c.; peculiarities as to 
soil, or othervise; and, indeed, any other information 
likely to be needed on the spot. Now, this well carried 
out would, we feel assured, speedily raise the cliaracter 
of any fruit grown. The public would feel assured that 
the mere canying out the idea would necessarily impose 
so much real attention to fruits on the part of the 
vendor, as would of itself lead to that fulness of infor¬ 
mation re(]uisite to guide the public. 

it remains, whilst on this subject, to offer another 
suggestion, for which we have not the assurance to 
claim novelty, but we possess a desire to see it made an 
indispensable qualification of one who aims at being a 
2mblic purveyor in the matter of I'ruits. It is this; that 
every grower jilant out a tree, under favourable circum¬ 
stances, of every kind he receives into his catalogue, in 
order to let it attain maturity, and fruit if it will; its 
products tending, of course, to establish or destroy the 
identity of the wax model. This is surely a wholesome 
practice, both as to the salesman and his customers ; in 
the former leading to careful selection and a facility of 
obtaining genuine grafts and buds—and in the latter, 
engendering that confidence whicli is the life and soul 
of all such transactions. 

Had we a nursery we should cause these specimen- 
fruits to accompany all the prineijial lines or prome¬ 
nades, and every one should have a descriptive label, 
bearing reference to the model in the seed-shop; as also 
to the tabular account. R. Errixgion. 

HARDY AND HALF-HARDY BULBS. 

On the first appearance of The Cottage Gardener, 

1 promised the Editor, in my haste, that if I could not 
serve him in any other way, I could “ do " the bulbs for 
him. Fiver since, 1 have found that tn-omises to Editors 
are like marriage vows—if you once break them, you 
will probably be out at elbows to the end of the chapter. 
As if to inove all this, I have now on the table seven 
folio pages full of the names of hardy and lialf-hardy 
bulbs, alphabetically arranged, with their natural orders 
indicated, all culled, industriously, from the pages of 
our useful Cottage Gardeners’ Dictionarv by a cor¬ 
respondent (S. S. S.); and I am to give, from the 
epitome condensed by my friend, IMr. F'ish, in the pages 
of the Dictionary aforesaid, an extended view of their 
propagation and cultivation, in conformity with my 
hasty promise. 

If 1 were to do this in a consecutive order, from week 
to week, and from Agaguinthus to Zepliy rant lies, I should 
be called to account; therefore I shall only give a 
chapter on them now and then, when nothing else is 
more pressing. 

To save repetitions, I shall observe at once, that the 
diflerent soils for hulhs ought to be well exposed for 
some time before using, so as that all vegetable remains 
in the compost may be quite decayed, and well incor- 
liorated with the mass by frequent turnings; that most 
bulbs are much inq^roved by beds far deeper than many 
good gardeners are aware of; that jilanting with a 
dibber is injurious to many delicate bulbs, unless good 
clean sand is used at the same time, and if it is, idanting 
with a dibber is the best jiraeticc. 'J’he reason of this 
is, that the aides of a bole made by a dibber will fall 
heavy on the bulb after the first frost or heavy rain, or, 
if they stand, will be a])t to hold water too long, or 
make more of it pass down over the bulb than would 
do so if all the soil over the bulb were free and 
loose. By making a comparatively large hole for the 
size of the bulb with a sharp-pointed stick, or dibber. 
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and then putting in an inch or two inches of sand, 
then the bulb, after that by filling over tlie bulb, and 
all up the bole to the surface of the bed or border, with 
more sand, all the bad conseipiences of dibber-planting 
arc got rid of, and a freer })assage for the leaves througli 
the column of sand is provided, and the sand, besides 
lying less heavily over the bulb, is not so aj)t to injure it 
as the soil is; besides, the wire-worms, and otliergrubs, 
which delight in the mischief they do to bulbs, do not 
like to work among sand. 1 suppose sharp silver or 
river sand tickles them too much to bo pleasant. Add to 
this, that if the mark-stick or tally over the bulb is lost, 
you luivc only to scrape a little on the surface till you 
come to the top of the sand column, and then you are 
sure of the place. 

Almost all greenhouse bulbs, particularly those of 
them which do not grow actively during our winter, 
may bo grown in a border by the side of a wall, or other 
building, if they are planted six inches deep, and a 
slight protection is given from heavy rains and frost. 
A very small bulb will be able to push u]> its leaves six 
inches through a column of sand; and I have seen a 
Crocus, that was accidentally buried two feet decj) in 
trcuching a border, come up as vigorously in the leaf as 
if it were only four inches tlecp ; and 1 have often seen 
the Crocus llower when the tube of the flower must have 
been a foot long, owing to the dei)th of the covering 
over tlie bulbs. On the whole, therefore, 1 shall lay it 
down as a rule, that, all bidlis, whether hardy or other¬ 
wise, that grow to the si/e of an ordinary Crocus, may 
he ]>Jaiitcd six inches deep, if sand is ])laced all round 
tliem, and straight over tlieiri to the surface; and tliat 
four inches deep is the safest for such bulbs as do not 
grow to the size of a common Crocus ; and that without 
sand, or very sandy soil, these dci)ths are too much, 
although they may not show the bad effects for the first 
few years after planting. 

i am rather ambitious that these papers on Bulbs 
should be us complete and useful as our jirescnt know¬ 
ledge would warrant us to expect; therefore, if 1 omit 
anything, or say things that a reader does not compre¬ 
hend—or if he knows, from actual experience, a better 
way than I shall point out—pray let him write directly, 
as soon as he reads each paper, and put what he means 
in as few words as possible. 

Agapantkus unihellatns, alhhlus, and variegatiis, are 
three forms of the same beautiful plant—the blue African 
Lily. Some people believe that there are two more 
forms of it under cultivation, one much taller, and 
another considerably loss tlian the common one. 1 
cannot decide the point; but I believe the supposed 
ditlbrence arose from different modes of treatment—at 
least, 1 never saw any form of the blue one which could 
not bo referred to the common sort. Alhklus is not 
such a strong grower as umhellatus, and the flowers ai’e 
of a bluish-white colour. It is a desirable variety, and 
so is the variegated one. There arc no other bulbs that 
1 am acquainted with, except some of the Asiatic great 
Ciinums, which delight so much in our very strongest 
loams, fertilised by the richest manures, as the blue 
African Idly; and it will bloom and look green in a 
pot with soil that would stint an Aloe, provided abun¬ 
dance of water is given. I have known it to look well 
with the roots immersed in w'ater for four months during 
the summer. It seeds freely with some gardeners, but 
is seldom increased that way, as it stoles, or makes side 
suckers so freely. 

The most singular thing that I know of in the whole 
order of bulbs is, that this, a true evergreen, will flower 
yearly, for many years in succession, out in the open 
ground, after the leaves are destroyed every winter by 
frost; but of the fact itself, I am quite sure, 1 never 
knew a frost mider 7° injure the leaves, while 10° or 
12° of frost will kill them outright. It makes a bold, 

fine-looking bed, and it is the most useful pot-plant we 
have to stand out in summer about the doors, or accom¬ 
panying architectural works, or in terrace-gardens, as the 
leaves take no hurt with any wind, and the flower-stems 
are so stiff that a gale lias no effect on them. It can be 
kept over the winter in pots, witli less light and with 
liarder treatment than any other bulb, and very little 
water will do for it from November to March. March 
or April is the best time to divide it for increase; but it 
may he divided any day from that time to October, if not 
all the year round. It is necessary to use a sharji spade 
for dividing it, for the roots are strong and much inter¬ 
laced among each other. A small portion of roots will 
do with each division, and, in potting them, use strong, 
stiff loam and very rotten dung, leaving more room for 
watering than is usual with other plants, as it requires 
large supplies of water during the summer. 

Agapantkus edbijtorus is only a variety of tlie former, 
and of much less strength. It requires lighter soil, and 
more care in winter, but is not cultivated nearly so much 
as it deserves. There can be no question about getting 
new and useful varieties if the jiollen of the blue one 
were apjilied to the flowers of this; but 1 never exjieri- 
mented on this family, and cannot say if this will ever 
seed. 

Agapantkus variegatiis also is scarce; but now that a 
taste for variegated plants is on the rise it will be more 
run after. Neither of the varieties make such free 
growth, or produce suckers like the old species; and 
both of them require lighter soil, and more careful 
treatment than the old species. 1 never heard if either 
could be trusted out-of doors in w-inter; jirobahly not. 
They belong to a section of the order Idly worts, named 
after llemerocallis, the day lily. The others best known 
of this section are the sweet tube rose, the beautiful 
Blund/ordias, the splendid Tritomas, and the rigid New 
Zealand Flax Phoniiiiiiu tenax. 

At.BucA.—This is a genus of South African Lily worts, 
belonging to the section of Squills (Scillacem), a section 
which abounds in beautiful bulbs, all of which cast 
their leaves when going to rest. The species of 
Alhuca arc numerous, and very ill defined; many of 
them come here with assortments of “ Cape bulbs,” but 
they are soon lost. The bulbs are generally small, 
light-coloured, and very tender-skinned; and the least 
mishap causes them to rot, as it does the Lackcnalias, I 
from the same country. Some of them are the very 
smallest bulbs at the Cape, and almost defy our attempts 
at growing them for any length of time; and others 
throw up stout flower-stalks, two or more feet high, with 
a crowd of little white flowers on the top. The most of 
them have white, or creamy-yellow flowers; but the 
whole family, like the Alliums, are more for botanic j 
gardens than for general culture, and, what is singular, ! 
I believe they all dislike peat. Very sandy loam seems 
more favourable to them. I lost nine kinds of them in 

' two years, by putting them in a peat bed, inside a cold | 
frame. They came direct from the Cape in May, and j 

! that may have caused the failure, as all of them begin I 
to grow late in the autumn. I 

\ We mentioned seventeen species of them in the Die- i 
tionary, but 1 much doubt if half that number could be 

I bought in the trade. Alhuca major, fragrans, aurea, 
and viridijiora, would give a good representation of the 
genus; but fragrans is very ticklish to keep. Pot-culture 
would suit them best; and the moment the leaves 
turn yellow, the bulbs should be turned out of the 
pots, and put on a shelf to dry in the sun for a few j 

days, and then to be laid by in silver sand till the end | 
of October. At potting-time, place sand round the : 
bulbs, and do not water them till the leaves appear. ' 

Alstromeria, not Alstromaria, as some spell it.—As ! 

far as we know, all the species of this genus of fine 
plants have tuberous or fascicled roots. All of them in I 
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our gardens live out the winter with little or no pro¬ 
tection; or, if they are grown in pots, they require 
abundance of air, and large supplies of water while in 
a growing state. They delight in deep, rich, light soil, 
well drained, except A. aurea, which will do in stiff, 
damp clay, as well as in common, rich, kitchen-garden 
soil. The species are exceedingly difficult to distinguish 
fi'om varieties, as much so as Calceolarias; and from 
one peculiarity common to them all, they are liable to 
cross each other in a state of nature: hence the great 
confusion in the names. This peculiarity is in the style, 
or female organ, which never ripens for the pollen till 
all the pollen is dead and gone in the same flower; but 
as the flowers do not all open at the same time, the 
stigma of the foremost flower gets fertilized by the 
pollen of the next that opens; meantime, it is as likely 
as not that strange pollen may find access when more 
than one kind grow together. 

Another genus, called Bomaria, is often confounded 
with. Alstriinieria; but the distinction between them is 
evident, without any knowledge of botanical points. All 
the Bomarias twine like hops, but none of the Alstrii- 
merias do. Some of my friends assert that they crossed 
Bomaria acutifolia with a species of Alstriimeria; but, I 
am so acquainted with the ways of both, that I would as 
soon believe in the union of the inan-in-the-moon with 
Diana of the Ephesians. Oollania and Spharine, two 
genera of which we have no species in cultivation, inter¬ 
vene between Alstriimeria and Bomaria) and, if any 
reliance can be placed on their characters, none of them 
would or could be crossed wdth either an Alstriimeria or 
Bomaria. I am thus particular, because, sooner or 
later, both of them will be great favourites with the 
cross-breeder. 

A. aurea, alias Aurantiaca (golden).—"Native of the 
Island of Chiloe; flowers orange, streaked with red, on 
stalks three to four feet high; quite hardy in England; 
seeds freely, and increases by the roots as fast as Spear- 
grass. It ought to be as common as Poppies. I have 
had it four feet high in clay so stiff that it could not be 
dug without dipping the spade in water every other 
thrust; and I believe it would grow in a marsh, or at 
the edges of ponds or lakes. None of the family like 
dry chalky soil. 

A. Gummingiaim.—Named after !Mr. Gumming, who 
first discovered it “on mountains near Valparaiso.” 
It comes nearest to Uooheriana; flowers all the 
summer and down to November, in the open air, and 
is as hardy, apparently, as a Crocus, if planted six 
inches deep in ricli loamy soil. The stalks are from 
ten to fifteen inches high, and the flowers of various 
colours—yellow, brown, and green, chiefly. 

A. caryopliyllaa (Clove-scented).—This is the proper 
name for the old A. liyiu, a stove plant, which requires 
light soil, and rest from October till March. It flowers 
soon after it begins to grow; and as soon as the stems 
cease growing the plants should be removed into a 
greenhouse for the rest of the season; without this 

I change it seldom flowers at all, and now it is very 
scarce. The flowers, crimson and white, are very 
handsome. 

A. limmantha (Blood-coloured). — Notwithstanding 
the name, the colour of the flowers is not much different 
from that of aurea; but in the meadows near Antuco, 
in South Chili, it sports naturally into white, vermillion, 
yellow, orange, and lemon colours. It is also the 
mother of thirty or forty varieties, called Turn Houi’s 
Alstromerias; and all of them rest three or four months, 
from July, and they ought to be taken up every second 
year, as they bury themselves deeper and deeper at every 
growth. A tulip bed, or one for hyacinths, made after 
the old florist school, suits them best, and they should 
be abundantly watered after they throw up for flower, 
and they grow slowly from November through the 

winter, and, if they appear above ground early in the 
spring, they ought to have a slight protection. 

A. Neillii.-—Named after the late Dr. Neil, of Edin¬ 
burgh, the best friend Scotch gardeners ever had. I am 
afraid this plant is lost; it was very difficult to manage. 
The flowers are of a very pink colour, with yellow 
blotches. I only saw one plant of this. It had all the 
appearance of being a genuine species, and wanted the 
twist in the leaf so common in the genus. Some of the 
species have been seen growing out of the clefts of the 
rocks, and this appears to me to be one of them. 

D. Beaton. 

{To he continued.) 

AZALEA JAPONICA.—WEEST PAEK. 

The comparing of notes some time ago, if report 
spoke true, seemed to be much enjoyed by our readers. 
None require to be more reminded that there may be 
unity amid the greatest apparent diversity, than those 
who make gardening a jfleasant recreation, or a pro¬ 
fessional pursuit. Often differences are more seeming 
than real; and the hair’s-breadth of advantage that one 
system possesses over another, can only be demonstrated 
when, with all their details, they are brought closely in 
contact. Without this we are too apt, from our imita¬ 
tive faculties, to chime in practically with the dogma, 
that “what is best administered is best,” while all the 
time there may be some little error in the very thing 
administered. A striking result so arrests the attention, 
that to equal the same, most people imagine that they 
must attend to every iota in a similar manner; while 
others, more experienced, and generally intelligent, can 
at once see, that in similar circumstances they can 
secure the same result with less trouble and expense. 
It would not be safe for the inexperienced to generalise, 
as their very ignorance might lead them to regard some 
apparently trifling matters as of no importance, though 
these, to the more conversant, would be regarded as the 
main cardinal points of the system. Hence, I find that 
the trifles of processes are the things about which young 
beginners chiefly concern themselves; by-and by they 
will find that comparatively a few principles will sus¬ 
tain them, instead of a long calendar of routines. In the 
meantime, discrepancies in practice sadly puzzle them ; 
they follow our advice this week, the opinion of another 
the week following, and the counsel of a third after¬ 
wards, and then how generally annoyed they are when 
result-time comes! Had they persisted in any one 
system all might have been satisfactory. They are told 
there are many ways to one end; and so there may 
be, and perhaps not one preferable to the others; but 
how or when is the end to bo gained, when, instead of 
following out one way to its termination, you keep 
scrambling from one way across to another? I would 
meet every doubt if I knew them, and could solve them, 
and reconcile discrepancies if not beyond my ability. 
"VVe are too constantly needing instruction to imagine 
we really know very much. Truth has been said to lie 
deep in a well; hence, few can see her, few find her, 
and many, with their cumbrous machinery, sink her 
deeper, and cover her out of sight. I believe she 
mirrors herself from the smooth surface of the unruffled 
pool at our feet, and when once wo fairly get a glance 
of her, the only wonder is, not anything about the ex¬ 
ceeding difficulty of finding )ier,but that we had been so 
blinded by pride and self-conceit as not to see her clearly 
before. We have all our pet systems, yet nothing would 
please us more than to be able to improve our favourite 
plans, or even put an extinguisher on them, and to adopt 
that which was decidedly superior. What better for this 
than the statement of difficulties and discrepancies, and 
the calm, friendly discussion of any difi'erences. Thus, 
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though living comparatively in retirement, as many 
gardeners do, and perhaps not free from self-opinion- 
atcdness, the usual concomitant of such circumstances, 
we should, through the pages of our Cottage Gar¬ 

dener, possess many of the advantages alike of the 
class-room and of congenial society, where thought is 
met by thought, opinion is tested hy opinion, and mind 
is directly brought into contact with mind. 

Azalea Japonica (see p. 82).—Our friend, Mr. Beaton, 
hoped I might fish out something about this interesting 
plant. I am at times half-inclined to envy him his 
present privileges, of being able to see everything that 
is wonderful, beautiful, and new. In the present case I 
am fairly upsides with him. I saw the plant before the 
branch was cut in the evening pre])aratory to its being 
taken to London the following morning. I can fully 
confirm the fact, that the huge panicle was only one of 
many; and so generally fine were they, that the select¬ 
ing of the one to be sent was almost a matter of hap¬ 
hazard. Even Mr. Snow could not fix upon one that 
was markedly superior. The plant seemed about seven 
feet high, and the top nearly as much in diameter. Now 
for the position, as that is the most important matter 
as to the plant flourishing so well. Imagine you are 
standing on the east side of a high ornamental wall 
that runs from north to south. At the south end, a 
dwarfer wall goes at right angles to the west, for the 
length of somewhere about twenty feet, and then it 
takes off, at right angles, to the south again for a good 
distance, constituting, in fact, the eastern boundary of 
the fruit and kitchen garden. In front of this wall 
there is a border for shrubs—the exact width of the 
short wall above referred to—so that the front of the 
border ranges in a line with the ornamental wall. At 
the extreme north end of this border, and hence on tlie 
south side of the short wall, protected, therefore, from 
the north and the west, rather freely exposed to the east, 
but a little shaded by higher things from the south, 
stands this beautiful plant. The border consists of ^ 
deep sandy loam; but it is very likely that Mr. Snow 1 
gave his favourites a little assistance from leaf mould 

■ and peat when young. There are many fine specimens 1 
on this border besides, such as Spiraea Lindleijana, I 
Cupressus torulosa, C. thurifera, &c. Whether the ' 
plant will thrive equally well in exposed situations, I j 

am unable to say. It was the first time I had seen it I 
in bloom; and I was rather surprised at the colour j 

being whitish, as most descriptions had spoken of it 
being green. Even though it should be proved hardy j 

eTiough for exposed places, yet the conservative wall (of 
which more anon) would be its proper position, as, } 
unless it bloomed earlier, it would be apt to be destroyed i 
by frost before the bloom expanded. No doubt we shall 1 
hear more about it. | 

I have mentioned all this the more, because, though i 
ITrest Park Gardens lie rather low, they are protected 
in every direction. A description of the place would at 
once show this; but this would require considerable | 
space, and I have not got one note on the subject. To i 

give our friends such a slight idea as might incite them 
to a pilgrim’s survey for themselves, I will present them 
with a few pencil-marks from memory—sucli as I fre¬ 
quently give, in lieu of a chart, by a few strokes of the 
pen, to strangers who are going farther, and who com¬ 
plain of a double diificulty: first, that when at a stand¬ 
still they can find no one to exercise the inquisitive 
hump on ; and, secondly, that when they do find a 
rustic, they have to stare at each other, like the respec¬ 
tive parties in the last recorded miracle ; and from the 
same cause, their respective pialois being Greek to each 
other. 

The nearest approach to Wrest Park, by rail, is 
Ilitchon, on the Great Northern ; and from thence it is 
distant somewhere about eight miles. Erom Luton it is 

nine miles; and I forget how far from Ampthill and 
Bedford. The road between these respective places 
passes the village of Tilsoe, where tho main entrance is. 
Here, however, you enter,—I would advise you to go; 
and this shall be our first pencil dot. The gates are 
beautifully artistic ; but what an avenue, or rather triple 
avenue within—formed of Elms and Sweet Cbesnuts! 
'J’he central, or carriage one is very unique. Had the 
Gothic style “ loomed in the future" the first architect 
of taste that had a glance at that avenue would have 
made it a matter of the present. The huge arms of the 
large trees, mostly naturally, but perhaps a little assisted, 
span and meet far above your heads, resembling a splen¬ 
did Gothic cathedral. Ere long, as you go eastward, 
you soon descry tho walls of the garden; Mr. Snow’s 
house at the west corner of the north wall, house and 
wall being of an ornamental character; and tho latter 
passing eastward until it joins the mansion and offices. 
The mansion offices, kitchen, fruit, and flower-gardens, 
are new: tho ijark and main features of the pleasure- 
ground are I do not know or recollect how old, though 
constantly being improved. T’he mansion is in the 
Louis Quatorze style ; and as everything connected with 
it was made from the designs of Earl cle Grey himself, 
some conception may be formed of the chaste beauty 
everywhere apparent, and all impressed with one uniform 
character, within and without. The wliole place may be 
said to be “self-contained,” that is, though it forms a 
fine feature in the landscape, when seen from high 
grounds, to the south-east, south, and south-west, you 
can, when there, see nothing beyond its boundaries. 
There is only one exception. Standing on or near the 
noble stone terrace, on the south side of the mansion, 
ornamented with statues and vases, you glance along a 
beautiful glade. First, there is a noble walk, thirty feet in 
width, proceeding right on, near to a large long parallelo¬ 
gram of water, where the walk parts right and left, and 
passes along both banks of the water, backed on cither 
side with woods and pleasure-grounds. A pretty temple 
in the centre terminates the home view; hut over its top 
you see bare and rugged and barren heights in the 
distance, which some might consider an agreeable relief, 
but which many more would feel to bo a Paul Pry in¬ 
trusion upon the soft, mellow beauty and rich luxuri¬ 
ance everywhere around. If such bare heights could be 
covered with wood, with a tower or cottage peeping 
through it, the effect would be harmonious and enchant¬ 
ing. In the woods and ])leasure-grounds, on either side 
of the piece of water, are many walks, in which hours 
may be agreeably sjieiE, more especially if accompanied 
by one versed in local traditionary, and legendary lore. 
Turning again your back upon the water, and approach¬ 
ing the mansion, you are struck now, if not before, with 
the vast extent of lawn. A considerable distance to the 
westward, you will notice a beautiful building, at one 
time used as a pavilion, or banquet hall. Anon, right 
and left, you stand o^jposito another avenue, terminated 
at either end by commemorative obelisks. Presently, 
another walk branches off right and left; that to the 
west leading you to the centre of a beautiful buildiug, 
standing on the highest of a series of grass terraces. 
This building is filled with splendid orange trees, im¬ 
ported from the Continent last season, and now encased 
in Beck’s beautiful slate tubs. As an architectural fabric, 
this house presents a line eft'ect; but as a habitation lor 
plants, the back wall being opaque, tho front is decidedly 
too massive and heavy. This is more apparent when, 
on entering, you perceive tho roof is cliielly opaque, 
relieved only by upright S(juare lanthorn-liko bo.xes, 
glazed with glass all round, but from which the rays of 
light are too diffused before they reach tlie plants. Tlie 
whole of the roof might easily, and more economically, 
have been of glass, without interfering in the least with 
the architectural effect. This is only one instance added 
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to the uiatiy, that the most aeeoinplishcd architects arc 
I Init inditteront gardeners. That such buildings would 
I answer on the Continent, wo believe ; hut have we the 
j sky and the climate of Erance and Italy ? 

itetracing our steps, or taking a short cut across tlie 
lawn, we again get on the broad walk and approacli the 
mansion. On tlio cast side of the broad walk, and just 
below the terrace, is a scroll-like Italian garden, orna¬ 
mented with marble figures, and having some beautiful | 
young standards of Portugal laurels; but we must j 

mount the terrace to see it well. The design seems | 
somewhat intricate; but then every turn and bend arc | 
so graceful. Getting to the west end of the terrace, you 
see the mansion is there terminated by a conservatory. 
I'Tom this, as well as the rooms with which it com¬ 
municates, a pretty vista is formed, through the opened 
doors in the divisions of the kitchen-garden. Between 
them and the conservatory is a wide grass drive, and a 
beautiful flower-garden, the beds having stone edgings, 
and the walks of gravel. The south wall, which hounds 
it to the north, is covered with interesting plants, such 
as the Ceanotliiis azureus, and the finer Tea Hoses. 
The east wall already alluded to, in connection with the 
Azalea, along with other things, has one of the finest 
plants of the old yellow Rose in the country. I men¬ 
tioned more than a twelvemonth ago, how fine the 
Geranium beds, &c., were in this garden. 

Of the kitchen-garden 1 must not speak. I cannot 
think where I should begin and stop my pencil-marks. 
If not the best, it is one of the very best kitchen-gardens 
in England. Its extent is somewhere about five acres, 
and nicely divided by intersecting walls. The soil is for 
the most part artificial; Mr. Snow having received 
something like carle blanche to take soil wherever he I 

could find it. The staple, therefore, varies according to j 

the purpose wanted, but chiefly consists of a deep, rich, i 
sandy loam, resting upon gravel. This, and being so | 
fully protected, makes the garden a very early one. All j 

sorts of fruits and vegetables thrive well. In the middle 
of one of the divisions is the chief range of houses : a | 
plant-stove in the centre, with vineries and peach-house [ 
on the sides. In this stove, in addition to many good 
things, there is a fine collection of the Amaryllis group, 
most of them hybrids of Mr. Snow’s raising. The 
Vines are very luxuriant. The Peaches have been seen 
at the Metropolitan exhibitions. 

The division of the garden next Mr. Snow’s dwelling 
is none the least interesting. In some particular bor¬ 
ders near the house are beautiful old, but rare, lierba- 
ceous and bulbous plants. The centre part is chiefly 
occupied as the pit and frame ground, and here such 
crops as Sea-kale, P^hubarb, &c., are grown. Gn the 
south side, overshadowed by trees, is the fruit-room, a 
long building, perfectly dry, with double or hollow 
walls, double roof, means of giving air and letting off 
vapour at pleasure, a pattern that would please oven 
our friend Mr. Errington, and the excellency of which 
has been proved in the fine fruit that Mr. Snow has 
shown for years at the early Metropolitan exhibitions. 
But in this division, besides some small Eig and Peach- 
houses, there is a range of small lean-to houses, near 
]Mr. Snow’s dwelling, on the east side of the west 
boundary wall. Here there is always something nice 
to be seen; and among other things, a line collection 
of the Gladioli group; but what I mention them par¬ 
ticularly for, is to remind amateurs that these are the 
houses I have some time ago chronicled for being 
heated so economically by small narrow flues under¬ 
neath the paved floor. 

1 had no thought of making these dottings until I 
had finished the few words on the Azalea. If I had 
possessed notes, or told Mr. Snow of my intention, they 
might have been more interesting. But that may yet 
be mended. I forgot to say that the walks in the 
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kitchen-garden are mostly, and all will be, edged with 
slate; the gravel is firm and clean. One characteristic 
of the place is the neatness ever ajqatrent, owing partly, 
no doubt, to tbc necessary supply of labour ; but partly, 
also, to the innate sense of the neat and the beautiful, 
and a thorough enthusiasm for his jirofession, which 
must be accorded to the respected superintendent. 

R. Etsri. 

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY. i 

(Conehided fruni page 100.) 

Noiitua.mi’Ton. — Close to the town there are two I 
j somewhat extensive nurseries, both well keid, and full ! 
! of excellent stock, especially of hardy Coniferaj, hardy j 
! ornamental shrubs and fruit-trees. The oldest one is i 

j now occupied by Messrs. Jeyes aiul Co. In front of one 
’ of the hothouses I observed a very lino Junijierus \ 
j excelsa, fully fifteen feet high, and a very unique speci- 
f men. In the flower department, 1 saw several ]>lants in 
i bloom of a tall Lobelia, named Queen Victoria, one of 

the best of its tribe. The petals are so broad that they 
almost touch each other, and the colour a rich scarlet- 
crimson. I was so much pleased with it, that 1 pur¬ 
chased some for the 2’in’pose of hybridizing. It is a 
variety that every grower of such things should procure. 

The owner of the other nursery is Mr. John Perkins. 
In it 1 observed a flne stock of trained Peaches, Nec¬ 
tarines, and other wall-fruit. In both nurseries there 
were some fine specimens of the best of the Arbor 
vit/B; the one commonly called the Siberian variety 
{'Thuja Siberica). This is hardier than the Chinese 
{Thuja orientalis), and more comi)act than the American 
{'Thuja occidetUalis), forming bcautil'ul pyramidal-shaped 
bushes of a bright green colour all the year. In that 
])leasing jn-operty it far surpasses any other species of 
'Thuja. 

Gourteen Hall, the residence of Sir Charles Wake, 
Bart.; Mr Gardiner is the gardener at this jflace. It 
was the last 1 called at, and I saw several things that 
pleased mo much. The place is about three miles from 
the Blisworth Station, on the Great Northern Railway, 
and is situated in a well-wooded park, very much 
secluded from. the rest of the world. It may be 
characterised by the term “ quiet,” in the most ex¬ 
clusive sense. The flower-garden is rather extensive, 
and well attended to. I was much gratified with what 
was to me quite a novelty. The flower-beds were 
circularly disposed, and in the centre of each bed W'ere 
several standard Scarlet Geraniums in full flower. Just 
at that season, the end of August, the standard Boses 
were out of flower, the summer-bloomers being ])ast 
their season, and the autumnals or perpetuals had not 
come into bloom, but the standai'd Scarlet Geraniums 
were lino objects, and made a bright display of rich 
scarlet, causing no regret for the absence of Roses in 
bloom. Mr. Gardiner inibrmed me that he first raises 
young jflants, trains them uji in 2)ots, dressing ofl’ all 
the side-shoots till they attain the requisite height (four 
feet) before ho allows them to make a head, lie then 
l)]ants them out in June, and they bloom till frost stops 
them. He then takes them up, jjots them, and keejjs 
them through the winter in some dry room till spring, 
then gently starts them into growth, and when the 
season returns replants them in the flower-garden. By 
this management they last several years. To prevent 
the winds from breaking off the side branches of the 
heads, he fixes a kind of ring or hoop to the stake that 
supports them, and fastens every shoot to this ring. 1 j 

recommended the adoption of this method of growing 
Scarlet Geraniums, the effect is excellent.’.'^ Amongst 

The variety used for forming: standards, is that known as Mrs. ; 
Maylor, What a fine one for that purpose Henderson’s Defiance Scarlet 
Geranium would be! 
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the standard Geraniums T noticed a line plant or two 
of Cassia cori/nibosa grown also as standards. This 
species is neither so well known, nor so much cultivated 
as an ornament to the llowcr-garden, as it deserves. Its 
bright green handsome foliage, and fine golden-coloured 
flowers, w'hich are produced for a long season, render it 
very attractive. My able coadjutor, Mr. Beaton, rc- 

I commends it, and from what 1 saw at Courteen Hall, 1 
can confidently recommend it also, and in addition to its 
good properties as a low bedding-out plant, it forms a 
very ornamental standard, the colour of its flowers 
being very striking in contrast witli tlie Scarlet Gera¬ 
niums. Here, also, 1 noted some beds of the Zelinda 
Dahlia, not more than a foot high, and covered with its 
purple blossoms. Mr. Beaton would have been in 
raptures with them. Surely every cultivator of flowers 
in masses rvill try a bed or two of this showy, useful 
]ilant next year. Sir -foseph Paxton, amongst his 
50,000 Scarlet Geraniums in the grounds of the Park 
at Sydenham, should have some thousands of this 
showy Dhalia, as an agreeable relief to the glowing 
colours of Tom Thumb, or his master either'. No doubt 
he will, and thus bring this fine pur])le-bedder into 
public notice. 

In the pleasure ground at Courteen Hall there are a 
few thriving Coniferar, especially a fast-grown I’inus 
insignis, planted only in 1S40, six years ago. It had 

! attained, in that short time, the height of eighteen feet, 
with a stem as straight as an arrow, and regularly 
furnished with branches down to the ground. A more 
unique specimen of its kind does not exist in the 
kingdom. 

This concludes irry “ Jottings by the Way.” I trust, 
the few cultural hints, scattered, perhaps, too thinly, 
through them, will bo found useful to many. 1 have 
yet in reserve a few notes oir the Bagshot Nurseries, 
which I took on a recent visit to these celebrated 
stores of Conifer® and American plants, on which I may 
scribble a paper by-and-by. T. Appleby. 

THE PETUNIA. 

{Continued from page 127.) 

Summer Treatment.—The season for this work com¬ 
mences in early spring. I shall suppose a plant to bo 
in a 60-pot, and has passed through winter unscathed. 
It should bo a low, bushy plant, well furnished with 
branches and healthy leaves. The soil, as directed in 
my last, should bo duly prepared sometime previous, 
and a sufficient portion placed under cover to become 
partially dry. A good method to know when the soil 

! or compost is in right condition, is to take np a handful, 
i press it gently, and let it fall upon the bench; if it 

break into pieces it is fit for use, but if it clings toge¬ 
ther, it is a sign that it roijuires more time to dry. 1 do 
not approve of guide drying, by laying upon flues, for 
tliat method drives off the nutritious gases contained in 
the compost. Let it dry gradually, and, as it were, na¬ 
turally, and then these gases are preserved. 'J.'he soil 
being in suitable condition, let the plants be brought 
out of the greenhouse to the bench, and prepare the 
pots to receive them. If old and dirty, let them he 
clean-washed, and do not use them till they are per¬ 
fectly dry; then drain them well in the usual way; 
])lace some rough siftings over the drainage and upon 

I them place as mucli soil as will raise the ball of earth 
the plants arc growing in to the level of the rim of the 

I new j)ots; then turn the plants in succession out of tlie 
I pots; remove carefully the drainage that may be attached 
I to each ball without injuring the roots ; place the plant 
I in the fresh pot, and fill round the ball the new compost 
[ till the pot is full; then give a gentle stroke upon the 

bench to settle the plants and new earth, and fill up 
the deficiency; the old ball should then bo covered 
about half-an-inch, and a small space left below the 
level of the rim to contain water. Proceed thus till all 
the plants are finished, and then give a gentle watering, 
and the operation is complete. Return them to the 
greenhouse, and, if possible, place them close to the 
glass. As they grow, take care to stop each shoot, to 
cause more shoots to be produced, and thereby induce 
a bushy habit. The tops, if required, may be made use 
of as cuttings. In this stage the plants will require con¬ 
stant attention to keep them duly supplied with water, 
and plenty of air whenever the weather is mild; and 
this treatment suits most of the inhabitants of the green¬ 
house which is so far fortunate for the I’etunia. About the 
middle of April, if all has gone on favourably, they will 
re(pnrc a second shift into larger pots, into the same 
compost, using the same precautions as to drying the soil, 

: draining the pots, and so forth. Most probably the green 
fly will now make its appearance, and must bo instantly 
checked and destroyed by frequent fumigations of to¬ 
bacco. It would be an advantage, when the weather 
becomes warmer, to place the plants in a cold frame or 

i pit, iq)on a layer of coal ashes. There they will grow 
much stronger and more bushy than on the greenhouse 
stage or platform, and thus, as it were, lay in a stock of 
strength to produce a fine bloom. There is one disad- 

! vantage in placing these soft-leaved plants in such a 
i situation, and that is, the mildew sometimes makes its 
j appearance on the leaves, The best remedy 1 have 
found for this disease is a dusting of sulphur upon the 
leaves affected, and a large admission of fresh air on 
mild dry days. If a weak solution of liipiid manure 
be given to all otherwise healthy plants, more vigour 
will be given to the system of each, and they will, 
with the addition of the sidphur, soon grow out of the 
disease. A third and last shift will be necessary in 
June; the plants should then be put into pots nine 
inches in diameter, and in these they are to flower. 
As soon as the usual inhabitants of the greenhouse are 
removed into their summer quarters, the Petunias will 
be in a fit state to take their ))lace. Plenty of air must 
be given and the roof should be shaded with canvass 
bunting whenever the sun shines brightly. There, along 
with Fuchsias, and other summer-flowering plants, they 
will produce a splendid bloom of fine flowers for two or 
three months. 

Winter Treatment.—As the Petunia is little more 
than an annual, old plants that have flowered freely 
through tlie summer will he so exhausted that it is 
hardly worth while to keep them through winter; but 
for scarce kinds or seedlings a winter treatment is re¬ 
quisite. Let such be cut down early in August, leaving 

j all the young shoots that are near the soil; take them 
\ to tho potting bench, turn them out of their blooming 
I jiots, reduce the ball pretty freely, so as to enable the 
' operator to repot them into five-inch pots, give no water, 
i and place them cither in a close pit or in a shady part 
j of the greenhouse, where no air can blow upon or over 
I them. Shade closely for a week or two till fresh growth 
I is induced, then inure them gradually; stop tlie top 
; shoots, ami give a small watering. Keep them through 

tho winter as close to the glass as possible, and rather 
dry than otherwise through that trying dreary season. 
If these plants can bo preserved, they will make fine, 
strong, early-blooming plants the season following. 

T. Appleby. 

(2b be concluded in, our next.) 

EARLY SEA-KAJ.E AND EARLY RHUBARB. 

Difeering from almost every thing else. Sea-kale is 
in higher estimation when in a forced state than when 
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produced under natural conditions. This difference, no 
doubt, arises from tlie more complete exclusion of the 
light and air in the former than is often done in the 
latter case, as well as in the more timely service it 

i renders at Christmas tlian it could in iff ay. Leaving, 
I however, a part to furnish fine strong lieads in the 

natural way when spring sets in, let us see what can be 
! done to have some at Christmas, or before, as well as 

the remainder of the winter and early spring months. 
Now, to accomplish this no time must be lost; in fact, 
when this paper reaches the mass of south country 
readers who have large quantities of this to supply, 

I some progress in the way of hastening it will have been 
j made. Leaving these parties to follow out the practice 
■ which their experience has taught them to be most 

successful, the less-experienced would do well to look 
over his beds, and after noting down their capabilities 
and general qualifications, he will see at once which is 
best to force on the ground it occupies, and which ought 
to be taken up and hurried into use in some other 
medium. If the instructions given last year have been 
carried out there will be a certain breadth of roots pre¬ 
pared expressly for the latter purpose, which ought to 
be carefully looked to now, as they present the readiest, 
quickest, and most economical mode of obtaining early 
Kale. Supposing, therefore, that a quantity of seed had 
been sown early in spring on some well-prepared piece 
of ground, had been afterwards thinned, ground-stirred, 
and every other attention paid to it calculated to en¬ 
courage its growth, it will by this time have attained 
a root equal in size with that of most ordinary carrots, 
and, of course, have formed its buds (which are, in the 
first year, only one to a plant,) with a degree of strength 
and plumpness without which it is useless to think of 
a successful issue, or, ratlier, it is impossible to obtain 
fine, strong heads, except from plants which-have accu¬ 
mulated a lai'ge amount of vital energy in their embryo 
buds. There may be cases in which the latter produces 
only a weak, sickly after-growth; and in all cases the 
forced is below the natural strength in that i-espect, and, 
in some instances, goes so far as to present us with a 
sickly, weak growth from a bud apparently set with consi¬ 
derable vigour; but this anomaly is easily accounted for; 
the sacrifice it has been called on to make is such as some 
plants would not live under—let alone flourish. The 
period of rest so necessary to all vegetation is denied 
this altogether; and an amount of stimulating heat 
applied to this with a view to forward its utility—nay, 
oven to drive or hurry it on to the utmost of its speed ; 
it is, therefore, no wonder that it sometimes becomes 
sickly, and not unfrequently refuses to grow altogether ; 
it is, therefore, imperative on all those who wish to have 
this production as early as possible, and in good condi¬ 
tion, to give it all the advantages that can tend to that 
result, and, of course, avoid all those evils having a 
contrai'y tendency. 

Now it is well known that a considerable sacrifice 
has to be made in all produce hastened to a prema- 

I turo ripeness ; and this sacrifice, like many others, 
dift'ers in the degree of forcible means used; a short 
pei'iod of rest, followed by a gentle heat, gradually 
applied, is more likely to result in a successful issue, 
than an application of a moist heat applied to jflants 
whose summer growth has hardly yet ripened. The 
weary traveller does not like to be roused again into 
action ere he has retired to rest at all; neither does 
vegetation, even of the most robust kind, of which Sea- 
kale is a very good example, as a less hardy plant would 

' be killed outright with onc-half of the ill-treatment this 
is often subjected to. Yet this one has its point of 
endurance, beyond which it is impossible to go with¬ 
out endangering its existence. Now these dangers are 
more numerous in the early part of the season than later 

1 on; the same amount of trial and hardship that would 

produce excellent Kale in February, would either kill 
plants in December, or only produce a sickly growth at 
that untoward season. Yet Sea-kale is wanted at both 
these seasons. Greater care must, therefore, be exer¬ 
cised in the earlier crops, and the plants may bo coaxed 
into producing fair, good, average-sized heads, when j 

everything is supplied them necessary to their wants, ^ 
and stimulation applied no further than is consistent j 

with their well-doing. In this respect much judgment 
is required ; the plant which, if left until March, could 
and would endure almost any amount of heat, lan¬ 
guishes and dies now, when subjected to only mode¬ 
rate changes of temperature; it must, therefore, be 
reduced so low, as only to forward vegetation by those 
gradual means to which alone it is susceptible at 
this season. The best way to accomplish this, is to 
have the jjlants in a medium, over which a perfect com¬ 
mand of heat may be attained. When forcing by fire- 
beat is going on in another department, there is often 

i some odd corner contiguous to the fire-place where a deep 
I box or two might be placed, to be filled with the roots 

of this plant, then to be afterwards covered with another 
box inverted over them, and some means taken to keep 
the atmosphere they are growing in as moist as possible. 

A mushroom-house is also a very appropriate place 
for early Kale, where a shelf or bin may be filled with 
the roots, placed a few inches apart, and flne soil run in 
amongst them, with an inch or so of sand or coal-ashes 
at top. One or two waterings with tepid manure-water 
will be of service after they have started growth, or even 
before, if the plant be at all subjected to the drying 
efl’ects of fire-heat; but either in this case or any other 
where the plants are so treated, a certain amount of 
moisture must surround the young shoots, or they will 
be tough, and not good. Now, if this he difficult to 
command at all times, it would be bettor to cover the 
plants slightly with a something to which moisture may 
be applied when necessary; moss or litter dipped in 
hot-water, to which a little salt has been added to kill 
all insects, will do very well; or it may be that a cover¬ 
ing of coal-ashes may be applied, which may be put on 
so gradually as only to keep the shoots covered as they 
advance into growth ; this, of course, will be best known 
by occasional examinations, and, with ordinary care, 
this way Sea-kale of good quality has been produced 

i under circumstances of a very homely and makeshift 
kind, which every one is obliged to adopt in something . 

1 or other. And if the amateur, whose means arc only 
limited, be anxious to have Sea-kale at his Christmas 
dinner, he may certainly accomplish this yet by the 
means noted above, or he may even produce it by the 
oi’dinary method of covering it up on the ground where 
growing with gentle heating material, of which leaves are 
the best, and the result in the latter case will he eqirally 
good as the former, only not so quick ; and when any 
other heating material than leaves is used, much un¬ 
certainty exists as to its overheating, and other contin¬ 
gencies which it is difficult to guard against. The 
only counter-benefits of the plan is, the little injury its 
roots derive, comjiared with those that are taken iqi and 
unavoidably mutilated; but the latter should be done 
as carefully as jmssible, in order to give the plant every 
encouragement compatible with the circumstances of 
its case. Plants, or, rather roots, carelessly taken up, 
half-broken and otherwise mutilated or deprived of one- 
half their supplying feeders to the crown of the ]tlaut, 
can hardly be expected to produce heads of any conse¬ 
quence. Wo, therefore, strongly urge on the amateur 
to take especial care of this; and in putting them into 
their forcing quarters not to crowd and injure them to 
an unreasonable extent, otherwise the produce cannot 
be expected to be satisfactory. 

Although I have not mentioned Bhuharh in this 
article, yet it may bo subjected to a similar mode of j 
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treatment to that given for Sea-kale. A few old plants, 
taken up and planted out in some heated situation, will 
produce fine useful stalks some time before that growing 
in the open ground can he urged into action. The deep 
roots of this plant extending beyond the depth of the heat 
applied, render its progress more slow than Sea-kale ; 
thus, in most cases, a few roots taken up in November, 
and put into some warm corner, will produce stalks long 
before that in open ground, although covered up. So 
that for ajl purposes, where an early supply is wanted, the 
quantity put in as above is attended with better results. 
It is almost needless to observe, that a well-prepared 
hot-bed, or one that can be heated by linings, &c., will 
answer the purpose for Sea-kale, Asparagus, and Ilhu- 
barb; but as frames may be all otherwise engaged, a 
less troublesome mode may serve the first and last of 
them. Asparagus must be accommodated with a frame 
and hot-bed, as it is important to allow it light prior to 
its being cut for use. But more of this anon. 

J. Eobson. 

IT.OWEE-GAEDEN PLANS. No. II. 

a. 

This plan was only sent to us this week; but it is so 
appropriate for what a large class of our readers, in the 
vicinity of large towns, have been asking for, that I made 
choice of it in preference to another plan I had ready, hut 
for a different class of subscribers. 

I had a veiy sensible letter the other day from “Grum¬ 
bler"—the last word in our language tliat I would use for a 
signature—in which he urged the great demand that is now 
made for such plans as are suitable for “block buildings,” 
of whicli there are three hundred now in his own neighbour¬ 
hood, not far from London, ready to be laid out. Block 
buildings, it may be necessary to tell our coimtry cousins, 
are merely the ordinary villas, or suburban retreats; or, if 
you like it better, the “ country houses ” of nine-tenths of 

j our great city chieftains, as they would say in the Highlands; 
every trade and calling having its own chief or chieftains, 
and among the rest of them om’ own correspondent, the 
“ Grumbler.” Why such villas, &c., are called “ block 

buildings," is best known to the speculative builder himself. 
He buys a field one hundred feet wide along a main road, 
and two hundred feet the other way; he runs a fence down 
the middle of it, and each division he calls a “block” of 
fifty feet. In the centre of each block, and twenty feet from 
the road, he builds a handsome villa, and sells the two to 
get some money to enable him to buy or lease a larger 
“ field ” next time. 

Here, then, we have two chieftains and four gardens—two 
back and two front ones. The front garden is twenty feet 
one way, and fifty feet the contrary way. The back garden 
may be about one hundred feet; so that each block needs 
two plans; a iilan for the front garden next the road, and 
another for the back, for flowers and vegetables, and “ all 
manner of things.” The all manner of things are already 
on the place, standing bolt upright and as green as leeks; 
the block builder took care of all that to make the best of 
his bargain; and here we are in a great bustle to put all 
things straight. 

To make anything of a country life we must have flowers, 
and to show them off to the best advantage we must have 
“plans;” and while Mr. Eobson is working in the back 
ground, preparing for getting vegetables “ fresh and fresh 
like,” here is our No. 2 plan for the front flower-garden, or 
for the front part of the back garden; and it is the very 
thing for such places. 

Our worthy friend who kindly took the trouble, for the 
use of our new settlers, remarked, “ notwithstanding its 
simplicity, I venture to send the inclosed plan, as I have a 
small flower-garden so laid out which looks exceedingly 
well. The beds are confined by box edgings, and being 
near the sea-side the walks are covered with shell-gravel.” 
These are the “ white shells ” which Mr. Eobson recom¬ 
mends for the surface-coat of liis new walks (page 108), and 
capital tilings they are. They are as brittle as egg-shells, 
and crumble under the tread like “ short cake ” under the 
double teeth of a school-boy coming home from a coimtry 
fair. The best use I ever saw made of these shells was one 
day last summer, on the spur of the moment. It was at 
one of the flower-shows at the Eegent’s Park. Her Majesty 
was expected, and the ground was soapy under the tents 
with so much rain, so, instead of laying crimson cloth all I 

over the paths, as they usually do at the entrance when they i 
expect the Queen, what did Mr. Marnock do but set a whole 
lot of able fellows with large bags of these shells, to strew 
them along the paths riglit round the tents, and they 
scattered them with their hands, just as Anster Bonn would 
deal out so much barley to a covey of the true Shanghae 
breed. In less than ten minutes the royal suite passed 
along, as dry and comfortable as any of you could wish. 
After seeing all this, and knoAring my relish for comfortable 
walks, you will not be surprised to hear me chime in with 
Mr. Eobson, “ I would strongly advocate the use of shells 
to all who are within reach of them.” 

After plans for villa gardens, the next greatest demand 
has been for howto get the best contrivance for disposing 
of a coUeclioit of herbaceous jilants, and how herbaceous 
plants might be made to do the work of bedding plants, for 
which sufficient accommodation could not be jirocured; and, 
last of all, the best shape for a flower-bed has been asked 
for. Now, it is certain that all these points depend entirely 
on taste ; yea, what we call the principle of planting, whether 
it be flower-beds, cabbage-plots, iilantations, or park scenery, 
is no principle at all, if we except the proper distances and 
soils for the different things we plant; all the rest is, as it 
ought to be, governed by taste. Therefore, how is it pos¬ 
sible that one generation can lay doAvn rules of taste for the 
next generation, or be itself governed by that of the past ? j 
It is just the same with individuals ; and an individual who | 
aspires to lead the public in any branches of taste, or 
branches governed by taste, ought to show no pnrlkiilnr 
taste of his own, farther tliau that certain means are better 
for certain ends than others ; anything beyond this narrows 
the channel through which taste flows, according to the 
influence of the leader. If The Cottage Gaedener were 
to take up a certain notion, and say that such-and-such ivas 
the most tasteful way of arranging a garden, it has influence 
enough to do a vast extent of injui-y, by thus contracting 
the means of improvement. Let individual taste, therefore, 
have fuU play only in private, and it will soon improve on 
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itself. Let it send the results of its experiments, from time 
I to time, to tlie full glare of light in these pages, and all will 

strive to follow, and some will endeavour to improve still 
further, and thus improvements would go on uninter 
ruptedly, were it not for the misfortune that a book or an 
essay appears now and tlien, in which the author strongly 
advises the subject of his tale to be carried on according to 
some imi)rovements which he has elfected, or thought upon, 
to the cxclKsioii of oil others ! Instead of being leaders, such 
authors ought to be pilloried, as a warning to the public 
against trirsting to such dealers in universal medicines. 

. This is my second and last preface on the suliject. 1 laid 
the substance of the two before the Editor, at first starting, 
in ipiite another form, but he would not hear of my plan. 
He told me, in effect, you must tell your tale yourself, in 
the best way you can, and that is all about it. blow, I hope 
I have done so sulliciently to be understood. In future, J 
shall be like Bailie Nicol .Jarvie, iu Hob Rny—“A Bailie,” *• a 
magistrate,” and “ a free-born citizen,” sitting, not in judg¬ 
ment on the different styles of tastes in laying out flower- 
gardens, hut to give a fair hearing and a suitable introduc¬ 
tion to all styles and plans that are sent to me; so that we 
may all learn and improve as wc go on. 

The plan before us is very accommodating; it may stand 
either in the front of a villa, next the road, or nearest the 
country. The front-door, or the centre of the house, may 
he opposite 1-1, or opposite 2-d ; or it may bo a distinct 
feature in a part away from the house. 1-1 and 2-2 woidd 
be one of the best arrangements for “ licrbaceous plants,” 
and the middle figures for gay bedders. Or if the house 
stood behind 1, the opposite 1 might be of Dahlias, or with 
Dahlias and a row of the best Hollyhocks behind them. 
The same with the 2.2. No one can go up straight to the 
middle of this garden; and this is always a wise arrange¬ 
ment, particularly iu jdans of limited extent. Again, 
1-1 and 2-2 might be made the “Rosary,” surrounding the 
flower-garden, wdth rose-arches thrown over the four corners; 
and if so, pillar-roses, or high standards, ought to run along 
the centres of each long bed. Those who object to tall 
standards, and I am one of them, would have pillar-roses 
about seven feet high, or height of the. rose-arches, and 
festoons from pillar to pillar, and joining the arches. I’or 
any of these suggestions, the long beds would need to be at 
least six feet wide, and eight feet would ho better, par¬ 
ticularly for the roses, as w'e must suppose a good pillar- 
rose to be at least two feet through at the bottom, and the 
festoons will need as much room as the bottom of the 

I pillars, to allow tliem to swing about with the wind. Then 
j with an eight-feet bed wo have only room for three rows of 

dwarf-roses on each side, of these bods, and hardly that. 
Once more, if these long beds were only three or four feet 
wide, and raised six inches above the general level, filled as 
Mr. Appleby says for florists’ flowers; the best late Tulijis 
would clo in the one farthest from the house; the best Aur/y 
Tulips, being dwaiTer and earlier, next the house; and the 
side ones wdth Hyacinths, bordered with Turban or some 
common Ranunculus. In the summer, all the long beds, 
being planted with Roses, might bo edged with the white 
Compouiilo pumilo at six inches from the siiles, or the 
white C. corpotico at nine inches. 'J'he plants standing 
nearly close to each other in the row. Last of all, the two 

I No. 1 beds might be planted with Mayles’s T'oriei/oted 
' Geronium, and Bcout;/ supreme Verbena, plant for plant; 

or the one next the house this way, and the opposite a shot- 
j silk bed, wdth T'vrhcno veiioso, and the old variei/atcd Scorlct 
] Geranium. For the middle beds 3-0 ought to have plants a 

little taller than 1-4 and 5-5, and the dwarfest plants to 
I occupy the four centre beds. If the front door, or the 

drawing-room window stood opposite 2, then 4 and 5 ought 
‘ to be of one colour, and if a different plant is used for each, 

tlieir heights and way of growth ought to be as much alike 
, as possible. The same colours should be repeated in the 

opposite 4 and 0; the plants either straight across or corner- 
wise—that is, the plant iu 4 to bo repeated in the 5 at the 

: opposite corner, or just across in the other 4. On the other 
' hand, if the door or wdndow is opposite 1, then 4-4 should 

he of the same height and colour, and 5-5 may be of (piite 
I a different colour, and the jjlants a little higher than in 4-4, 
I as they are fai’ther from the eye. For the same reason, the 
I colour in 5-5 should be brighter, or more telling. If 1 is 

of the variegated Geranium and Pink Verbena, we have a 
strong pink on a white ground ; and no blue, lilac, purple, 
or white should stand in 3 in front of it. I would put the 
Kentish Hero Calceolaria iu this 3, and a bright-yellow 
Calceolaria in the opposite 3. I would idant 5-5 with two 
good purples, or light rose-coloured Verbenas or Petunias, 
and 4-4 with pink or dark-bluish flowers ; or, say the right- 
hand 5 w'as full of Shrublond-rose Petunias, and the left- 
hand 4 with /diipuiiorio calohrico, then the right-hand 4 
with pink Ivy-leaved Geranium, and the left hand 5 with 
Petunia Devoniensis. But any other plants coming near to 
these sizes and colours would do just as well. It is the 
firm opinion of the best jilanters, how'ever, that mahdiiug 
the height of plants is as essential as the disposition of the 
colours, if not more so. Also, to suit the height to the 
size of abed is of first importance: thus, a circle ten feet, 
in diameter, tpiite flat, and planted with Tom-Thumh 
Geraniums, all of one size and age, though brilliant in 
the extreme, would still be “ bald, like a cat’s face,” in the 
eyes of an artist, as I once heard Sir Charles Barry remark 
ing to another great artist, speaking of a great building. 
Tlie same Tom-TVonafo, planted in a circle not more than 
four or five feet through, would make a gem, and a person 
who did not know on what part of the body gems are 
worn, would bo just as likely to wear one across the bridge 
of the nose as anywhere else; and it is as essential in 
placing heiglits and colours in flower-gardens. 

Wo liave still four beds in tlie centre of our plan, and if 
you keep iu mind what is said of fitting the height of a 
plant to the size of the bed, if you never planted a bed 
before, you can plant these four just as well as any of us. 
We have got the plants and colours so disposed of in the 
rest of the plan that you cannot possibly mar the effect 
or add much to it. I would plant the four beds with 
scarlet and white — either Verbenas or Geraniums — 
or with fotir shades, as Lodij Mary Fox, Diadematurn ru- 
hesccus, Querrifotium coceinea, and old Jdiademotum. Or, 1 
woidd keep them for any of whatever were my pet plants, as 
no colour will much affect that part of the garden. The 
little blue Lohclias and yellow (Knothera prostrala w'ould do 
there. All the beds might be large enough to allow those 
centre ones, in jiroportion, to be three feet on the sides; in 
that case, two of tliem with Soponarin catahrica, Ihc other 
two of SunviUdia procawiicaji, would look very well indeed; 
but then there should be none of the Soponaria in the plan. 
After all this, there are ten other ditl'crcnt ways to manage 
this plan ccpially well. D. Beaton. 

AI>L()TMMNT EARM ING.—Dei emi!ER. 

Frosty, dark December! the very sound of this month is 
but loo apt to engender in the sous of the soil apathetic 
feelings. The iron rule of the Ice king, the investment of 
the earth's surface with a mantle of snow, or, what is 
generally the alternative, sleety, drizzling rains, turning 
midday into a kind of twilight, apipear to furnish a solid 
excuse for a total neglect of the soil. And, indeed, either 
of these conditions, whilst it lasts, is a serious impediment 
to garden operations. Still, let not. any man fancy that 
the smell, by anticipation, of the Christmas pudding, can 
alone furnish a thorough excuse for hanging up the spade 
and mattock to rest for a month or two. Of course, the 
ordinary labourer has no overplus time to spare from his 
regular employ, which, after all, is the main thing, and to 
which all other things must give place. Ho may be, which 
wo hope ho is, in full employ, his services regularly re¬ 
quired by his master. But most employers will grant a 
day by chance for a special matter, the thing properly ex¬ 
plained. If wo were to seek for a fault in the allotment 
system, as connected with our agrarian population, it would j 
be where too much temptation exists to absent themselves i 
from their regular employ; in consequence of which a host 
of ill-feelings sometimes arise. The winter has been, 
perhaps, an unusually protracted one, or the early spring 
months excessively wet; at last a favourable period arrives 
for working the soil; the employer is all on tip-toe, of course, 
for he has a rent to pay, and a living to make. Well, the 
very approach of fine weather and long days is the signal 
for the labourer to begin a spring career on his plot, and if 
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that plot is nearly a statute acre—as is frequently the case 
in some districts—there is too often an end of all comfort 
between the employer and employed. We do not say that 
sucli cases are the rule ; the exception they are and need 
1)6 ; hut when they do occur they are not a whit less a griev¬ 
ance. Tlie only cure for all this is with those who grant 
allotment plots, to tahe care that they are not sufficiently 
large to draw the holder away from his ordinary duties. By 
experience, we are assured that half-an-acre is too much, 
and we should suggest a quarter, as well meeting the average 

I of cases. But, perhaps, these remarks apply more to the 
j holders of cottages, to which land has long been attached ; 

with these wo liave had iinirh to tin during the last twenty j 
ye.ars as lahonrei's under our su])erintendence, and can 
hear ample testimony to the asperity ))f feelings induced by j 

having labourers who would be ever at their post in the \ 
short or bad days, and olf without notice on the first fine | 
day, when real business might be advantageously carried ' 
out. But now for the business of the allotment or cottage j 

' gardener, for om' duties lie with both. 
First of all, we will ask. Is the land rhlged from which 

crops have been totally removed, and which is liable to be 
soured by rain or snow? That is fo say, is it iriled up to 
mellow by the winter’s frosts, and to drain from the winter’s 
snow'? If not, 3'ou have omitted a most necessary pro¬ 
ceeding, which we assuredly hale not omitted to advise in 
former papers. 

In order to save repetition, we beg to refer the attentive 
reader to page (15, on the improvement of the staple, and 
pass on to think about rotations for the ensuing year; for 
we will try and persuade every one of our allotment friends, 
yea, and cottage gardeners too, to spend the dull evenings, 
which are not only approaching, but at our threshold, in 
conning over the various modes or schemes of cropping, by 

I which a profit may be realised, and the domestic comforts 
of the family increased. Those who may feel thus inclined, 
may refer to many back allotment papers for suggestions, 

I and wo will here again offer the results of many con- 
, siderations of this question, carried on for some years, in 

which, according to one of our fine writers, we have en- 
I deavoured to “ make each day a critic on the last.” 

, We do take it for granted that the production of kcephif/ 
roots is the chief basis on which allotment cropping ought 

I to rest, and that all mixed cropping ought to be held sub¬ 
ordinate to this principle. Of course, if no pig is kept, it 
materially alters the (piestion; and if hoth cow and pigs, 

; more so still. The latter being quite the excejjtion, wo 
, have, in general, paid less attention to it; but as to a pig 
j alone, that constitutes, doubtless, the majority of cases. 

I In connection with this view of the case, wo hold another 
maxim—viz., that deep digging or trenching ought to be 
had recourse to every third year. Such being admitted, it 
becomes a consideration what class of crops to trench for. 
.4s to the benefits derivable from trenching, it is to be hoped 

; that to the minds of many of our readers they .are quite 
familiar; to others we say, that all crops with which we are 
acquainted, unless of a very stubborn character, enjoy a 
tiiste of the subsoil, ■which appears to contain certain in¬ 
organic matters of importance to most crops. This, how¬ 
ever, is not all—depth of root to crops that have to undergo 
culture a whole summer and autumn is of immense im¬ 
portance. Two plots of the Swede Turnip shall stand side 
by side, the soil equal in quality, anil in the same condition 
as to previous cropping. No. 1 slnill be trenched two feet 
deep, losing the manure between the spits ; No. 2 shall be 
dug the depth of a half-worn spade, which we will call seven 
inches, and the same amount of manure dug in. And now 
we will suppose a hot and dry time in August. The almost 
certain result would be, that No. 2 will grow with more 
rapidity, if showery weather, for the first month: but as 
soon as overtaken liy drought it will become stationary, and 
not only that, but mildewed. The greater expanse of 
foliage will only subject them to a higher amount of elabo¬ 
ration when the drought comes, and if they cannot extend 
their fibres in a degree commensurate with the drought in 
their foliage, they Ijegin to flag, and this flagging indicates 
the condition of sap requisite to encourage the mildew, 

i By this time. No. 1 shall be striking downwards, and shall 
j have fibres more than a foot in depth, where there is a per¬ 

manency of moisture, whilst No. 2 has four-fifths of its 

fibres in mere dust. Thus stands tlie case with most crops 
that we have experimented on; and we hohUy affirm that 
the case is in no way overcharged. The desti'uction of 
weeds, insects, ifec., although we hold it to be a subordinate 
consideration, is by no means unimportant; and thus, alto¬ 
gether, surely a case is made out for a periodical trenching. 

For general purposes, we do think that the crops for 
an allotment may be placed in three equal divisions, under 
the heads — Roots, Miscellaneous Crops, Potatoes. Now, 
although it is not intended rifuUy to enforce so very dis¬ 
tinct a separation of objects, yet, on the whole, we would 
adhere to it as a maxim, and, above all, take it as a guid¬ 
ing principle annually, as the. allotment planning came 
round. This will keep the cultivator from confusion, and 
by it, if tolerably well adhered to, he will always be in a 
position to know the pastliistory of his plots and prospective 
luipes. These things being settled, mixed or“ stolen crops” 
may be so woven in with the system, as not to derange the 
mainpilan; and this must be from a full consideration of 
the habits and periods of the principal crops. 

Although Potatoes may be fairly classed among the root- 
crops, yet in this we would keej) them seiiarate ; they require 
se])arate culture in these days, and, moreover, by separating 
them the chief of the remaining root-crops will be the deep- 
rooted or fusiform class, for which depth is particularly 
essential. This brings us to our point: the ground in three 
divisions, one divi.sion trenched annually, and that for the 
root-crops. 

Now these root - crops, under such circumstances, we 
would term renewal - crojis, or renovators—not that they 
detract less from the soil than others, but th.at extra dejith 
and extra culture leaves the land in first-rate order for 
other successions. They will prove excellent preparers 
for either Potatoes or the Miscellaneous section ; but where 
many of the Cabbageworts are grown, we should prefer 
following them -ndth Potatoes, without a particle of manure, 
presuming the ground to have been liberally treated for the 
Cabbageworts. We have no more space for rotation afl’airs, 
and now beg of om- little gardeners to study tins matter 
during these long evenings, and to lay on the fire an extra 
log, for the wind begins to whistle tlirough every cranny. 
AVhen they have once decided, let them get a stick or two, 
sliave one end flat' for wiiting on, get a little thick white 
paint, which rub thinly on the writing part, and immediately 
write the name of the crop ; if succeeded by anything, or to 
receive a “ stolen cx’op,” with the circumstances of manuring, 
digging, Ac. 

Thus—Broad Beans sown early in February, rows three 
feet; Kale planted between, sown March. Beans succeeded 
by Cahhayeivorts, or Coleworts, sown middle of Jxme ; 
lightly manured, and dug in end of November into ridges; 
ridges levelled clown in beginning of l.^ebmary.” We have 
written in full, but an ingenious nund will soon make short 
work of this by a system of abbreviations, or substituting 
signs or marks for words. Thus, sown may be represented 
thus, .... ; jilanting thus, X representing a dibble, com¬ 
monly called a “ dibber; ” the months by first and last 
letter—thus. My. May, Jy. .luly, and so on. Even the dig¬ 
ging and trenching may stand thus, 1, 2, the one single, the 
other double digging ; and tbe period of the month by 
b., m., e., signifying beginning, middle, and end. AVe now 
take leave of this portion, having “ broken the ice ” fairly. 

Priming for Spring Crops.—Let not our friends despise 
the soot of their chimneys, but hoard it up for mixtures to 
(h'ill with ; this we call priming. Such, mixed in spring 
with bm’ut or charred rubbish, and the residue of old 
manure heaps, old leaf or vegetable soil, and a little of 
Messrs. Gibbs’ Peruvian Guano, all well blended, will soon 
set j’our 3’oung jilants on their logs. 

Bitches and Fences.—If your allotment or garden has 
anything of this kind, pray do not delay till the spring, if 
you can possibly carry anything out. Experience tells us, 
that spring, if fairly personified by the painter, might come 
in the shape of a young, strong, and raw, broad-shouldered 
follow; but of what use is it haring broad shoulders, if they 
are compelled to do double duty. If his sage old pai’ent, 
winter, has been a fai’-seeing old gentleman, and has eun- 
ningl}' had a portion of the burdens destined for the young 
squires shouldering got rid of before hand, why all we can 
say is—a wise sire, and a lucky youth. But joking will not 
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Jo; anJ we say, at least clear out water courses, mouths of 
drains, or anything else that tells of a stagnation; in fact, 
any houndai-y matter also ; and if scourings, dubbings, 
ditchings, or any bulky vegetable matter comes to hand, 
pray secure it; try to mellow, and to decompose it. 

in conclusion, we advise, make up your rolutions betimes ; 
proceed with not only improvements where possible, but 

j necessary business, ridging and digging, if feasible, for early 
I spring cropping. And, above all, look to your manure- 
! heaps ; if not yet wanted, throw them U25 into steep conical 
I heaps, in order to keep the rain out. If any one doubts the 
j effects of much rain on a heap of muck, let him look at 
I the colour of the water in the nearest ditch below the muck 

heap, or watch his wife’s te.apot. 1!. Ekeington. 

THE APIARIAN’S CALENDAR.—December. 

By J. II. Payne,Esq., Author of‘^ The Bee-Keeper's Guide," Ac. 

Answers to Many Questions.—Numerous have been the 
questions to me of late : “ What am I to do with my weak 
stocks ; how can I keep them through the winter ?" To all 
I would say, as I have already repeatedly done, feed them 
well, in the manner already directed in the pages of The 

Cottage Gardener, and you may keep them through the 
winter. 

Enemies.—Guard w'ell against birds and mice ; except a 
vigilant eye is kept upon these, sad inroads may be made 
amongst your stocks, especially in exposed situations, and 
at this season they are most to be feared. 

Ventilation.—Look well to this matter for the next two 
months, where the bees are in boxes or straw hives with 
wood tops ; hives entirely of straw will not require it. A 
small opening at the top of each box, with an inverted 

, tumbler placed over it, will be sufficient. 
' Floor-Boards.—Give the floor-boards a cleaning, and, at 

the same time, see that the hives have not suffered from 
the late unusually heavy rains. Freeness from damp is 
essential to their prosperity, for with it the richest stocks 
are sometimes destroyed. 

Snow.—Be particularly careful to shut up during Die 
j time that snow lies upon the ground, for when the sun 

shines upon the hives at that time the bees are induced to 
I come out, when numbers xierish, by which the hives are 

much depopulated. 
Driving Bees.—Thanks are due to “ Investigator ” for 

his paper in The Cottage Gardener of the 11th instant. I 
willingly tender him mine; many practical hints maybe 
gathered from it, even by those who are far away from the 
“ Moors.” 

Erratum.—In my last Calendar, in Mr, Taylor’s letter, 
for workiiiy read making. 

COST OF KEEPING SHANGHAE FOWLS. 

Although, Sir, I am, with yourself, very willing to credit 
the accuracy of “ Gallus’s ” report of his experiments on 
feeding, and feel, as must all interested in the subject, much 
indebted to him for the trouble he has taken in the matter, 
I must, for one, confess that I am very far from thinking 
those experiments conclusive on the points attempted to be 
definitively settled by them—namely, as either showing that 
the Cochin-China breed are larger consumers of food than 
either the Spanish or the Dorking; or, supjiosing this to be 
so, as proving that, therefore, the former is a less jirofitable 
breed for the cottager than either of the latter. I think, 
indeed, that very few of your unprejudiced or disinterested 
readers will be inclined to admit that those trials, opposed 
as they are in their results to the experience of so many 
equally reliable authorities, are of so satisfactory a nature 
as to justify “ Gallus’s ” opinion of them—that they will of 
themselves suffice to plead the cause he has undertaken; 
and, with your permission, I will endeavour to point out 
in what ^larticulars they appear to me wholly unsaDsfactory. 
First, then, and in addition to the exceptions taken by you, 
I altogether object to chickens, or any but full-grown birds, 
forming part of experiments made to ascertain the points 
in question. It will hardly be mamtained by Anster Bonn, 

or any other champion of the large breed, that birds which, 
when full-grown, weigh as much as twelve pounds, will re¬ 
quire no more food to bring them to maturity tlian others 
wliich, wlien full-grown, only attain half that weight, which 
is not far from the relative difference in the weights of 
Cochins, on the one hand, and Spanish and Dorkings on 
the other; consequently, if the rapidity of growth is in at 
all proportionate rates in the large and smaller breeds, it 
cannot but follow that chickens of the larger breed will 
consume most food. But it does not necessarily follow, as 
I will presently attempt to show, that the largest consumers I 

of food, when chickens, are therefore the least remunerative i 
breed to keeii. j 

A less obvious, but not on that account a less valid ob¬ 
jection to admitting any but full-grown birds into these 
experiments, is the fact, sufficiently notorious to observant 
amateurs, that at different and uncertain periods of their 
growth, chickens, particularly of the Shanghae breeds, in¬ 
crease in weight very much faster than at others (this is 
partly seen by a comparison of the weights in tables •’! of 
“ Gallus’s ” experiments) ; and not unfrequently, after con¬ 
tinuing for a time in a slowly-growing state, they will, with 
a sudden impetus as it were, “ go ahead,” and develop so 
rapidly in shape and size as in a few days almost to outgrow 
the recollection of the feeder. At such times their appe¬ 
tites are most voracious, and the amount of food consumed 
is in no jiroportion to what might have been a fair estimate 
of it before this impetus in growth set in. Hence, results 
derived from experiments with birds subject to such adven¬ 
titious influences must be of questionable authority. These 
objections are, I think, insuperable to the conclusiveness of 
“ Gallus’s ” experiments; but there are others which, though 
they may appear to some captious and tri\ial, to those who 
are aware of the difficulty of obtaining reliable results in all 
experiments on the feeding of animals, will of themselves 
be thought sufficient to preclude safe deductions being 
drawn from a consideration of the abstract results of these 
trials. Such are—the want of sameness in the condition 
of the old birds, some being in moult, some laying, and 
others not; the unequal advantages to which the different 
lots were subjected—one lot having the run of a large 
plantation and stubble field, and another access to a large 
grass field and plantation, while two more lots were confined 
to a wire cage, and occasionally fed with bread by children ; 
apparently, too, some litDe difference in the description of 
food given to one or two lots, and a few days variation in 
the date of commencing the trial in lots 4,—none of them, 
perhaps, very important circumstances individually, but in 
the aggregate, and whether regarded as in favour or against 
any particular view of the subject, must, from the want of 
uniformity and precision in the details, militate against the 
accuracy of the results. 

I suspect that the objectors to the Shanghae and Cochin- 
China breeds, on the score of their being such large con¬ 
sumers of food, have come to this conclusion from their 
experience of what the young birds of these breeds are 
capable of in this way, when contrasted with those of the 
smaller breeds; but surely this is an unfair comparison, 
unless the much greater weight of animal food obtained as 
an equivalent, and the rapidity with which that food is j 
produced in the one case over the other, is also taken into | 
account and compared. It is a well-known law in the \ 
economy of healthy-growing animals, that Die great bulk of 
the nutriment of the food consumed, or all but a minute 
portion of it, is applied to build up the various textures of 
which the body is composed; and as in edil)le vegetables, 
so in the case of animals used as food—the more rapid 
the growth and formation of these textures the better 
will be the quality, the more delicate the consistence and 
rtavour of the food so jiroduced. Looking, therefore, at 
the “ chicken” merely as a machine for the conversion of 
cheap materials into a costly article of animal food, the 
point to be considered by those who have tliis object in 
view, and would be guided by motives of economy in their 
selection is, not which machine will consume least of the 
raw material (for, in any case, the equivalent in the manu¬ 
factured article will be in a fixed proportion to the amount 
of materials employed), but which will manufacture the 
article most expeditiously, and give the quickest return of 
serviceable food. Here, I think, it will not be questioned. 
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that the Cochin-Cliiiia breed possesses this property in a 
pre-eminent degree — seeing that their chickens at four 
months old will outweigh those of Spanish or Dorking at 
six. And with regard to the quality of their flesh, the 
general opinion expressed by your correspondents is, T 
think, decisive that, although there exists as yet some little 
prejudice against the long legs and colour of the skin, 
tiiey come behind no breed in the essentials which render 
this description of food so valuable an adjunct to the table. 
And, certainly, my own opinion, founded on pretty exten¬ 
sive trials in this agreeable particular, is not opposed to 
that conclusion. 

Take, now, the other commodity, to the remunerative pro¬ 
duction of which the attention of the cottager would be more 
especially directed in forming his estimate of the most 
suitable breed, namely, “ Eggs.” In the full-grown laying 
hen, as in the growing chicken, only a veiy inconsideiable 
part of the nutriment, as compared with tiie whole extracted 
from the food eaten, is required to replace the loss occa¬ 
sioned by the waste which, to a certain extent, is continually 
going on in the bodies of all animals. By far the larger 
portion of it is diverted to supxhy the specific drain which is 
necessary to, and results in, the formation of the egg; and 
it will be found, with here and there perhaps an exception, 
that in proportion to the food consumed will be the fertility 
of the hen in her yield of eggs. So that here, again, if we 
regard the hen as an “ egg-producing machine,” the ques¬ 
tion of preference with the cottager ought to be—not which 
breed of hens are the smallest eaters (for the number of 
eggs laid being in the ratio of the food consumed, he will 
assuredly with small eaters also have but indifferent layers) 
—but, which breed will manufacture their food most expe¬ 
ditiously; which, in short, possesses the greatest egg-pro¬ 
ducing power, irrespective of the food consumed, which, 
however, will bo a true reflex of that power. Now, my own 
opinion is, that nothing can excel tlie Cochin-China breeds 
in the number of eggs they produce. Spanish, I believe, 
may equal them in this respect, and even surpass them in 
w-eight of eggs, and though, the quality of the eggs being 
the same, I should esteem this an important point, it would 
be of little benefit to the cottager so long as eggs are sold 
by number and not weight. But the superior richness and 
flavour of the smaller egg will, I think, in the long run, 
prove more than a set-off against any deficiency in its size, 
for I am quite of opinion that when the breed becomes 
more general, this supeinority will be so notorious as to 
enable them to command a better price than the eggs of 
any other breed, particularly in our large towns, where 
quality, in all that conduces to the gratification of the palate 
at least, is so well appreciated. Allowing, however, the 
merits of the two breeds as layers to be equal (I do not here 
include Dorkings, as from my experience of them they do 
not, as layers, merit a comparison, and this defect will, I 
think, partly account for their being, which they indisputably 
are, so excellent a fowl for the table), there remains one 
Xioint, and to my thinking only one, on the question of the 
alleged greater cost of keeping Cochins over Spanish, and 
that is in the supposed case of a cottager who may have 
no market for his chickens, and whose sole object, there¬ 
fore, in rearing poultry, would be for the profit of their eggs. 

I Being told that both breeds are equally prolific layers, but 
that Cochi)is, from their quicker growth and greater size, 
were the most expensive to keep as c/u'cAcvis, unless he could 
dispose of them as such, he might not unreasonably ask 
whether there were any advantages in the large breed, over 
the small, which would compensate for this difference in the 
cost of keeping, prior to the period of laying. On this xmint 
your readers liave had such ample means of forming an 
opinion, both from the excellent ai'ticles of Anster Bonn, 
and the interesting communications of so many able corres¬ 
pondents, tliat I am unwilling to say anything on the 
subject, further than that in my own opinion, more than an 
equivalent, for this small additional cost, will be found in the 
fact of the Cochins excelling, not only Spanish, but all 
other fowls, as far as I am conversant with them, as winter 
layers. A consideration of all others xierhaps the most im- 
Xiortant to the cottager.—Siianghae Mandarin. 

HARDY HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS. 
I 

Lobei.ia Syphilitica.—How rarely is this beautiful plant 
to be seen, in either a choice selection, or even in botanical 
collections, where anything and everjlbing should be kept 
for the lovers of plants. Notwithstanding the fine high | 
colours of the Lobelia splendois and fnlyens, and their > 

varieties, we think this much prettier, and very desirable | 
to mix with them in a bed or border. Indeed, we think I 

this the hardiest and handsomest of all of the upright- j 
growing “ Cardinal flowers.” It rises from two to three ' 
feet high ; tlie whole plant is of a pale green colour, and ! 
leafy from the root to the very tip of its flower-stems, and a [ 
profuse bloomer; its flowers are of a light-blue colour; 
indeed, the whole plant makes a very striking appearance in 
the flower-border at all seasons, for even its leafy crowns 
are always visible, forming evergreen bunches in the I 
borders during winter. It is a native of Virginia, and was j 

introduced to this country in l(iC5. 
In order to keep it growing to perfection it should be ' 

taken up, divided, and replanted every year in the spring j 
months. The soil cannot be too rich for it, and it should ■ 
be planted in rather a cool situation. We always choose i 
new spots for these plants every year in our borders, and I 
take care to keep a number of plants, in paiticular of 
any choice kinds, well working up the natural soil, and 
adding to it a spade or two of turfy-loam and leaf mould in 
equal parts; then planting a comxiact bunch of the plant, 
and with the hand pressing the soil about it snug and 
film. Its time of flowering is from August to October. 
Being anxious to have enough of it, we have often put 
a bit of it in the kitchen-garden, at the foot of some of the 
vegetable quarters, where rich enough is the soil, and 
which is a new place too to the plant. These make fine 
specimens to lift into pots, in September, to take to a 
Horticultural Exhibition. Sometimes w'e have turned 
this xilant out again to take its course like others in the 
borders until spring; and at other times we have in¬ 
dulged it with a place in the cold-frame, with others, for 
winter protection : and certainly this is a safe method to 
deal with it in localities where there is any fear about 

i losing it; but with us, self-sown plants come up annually, 
somewhere or other about the borders, without any care. 
Two-years’-old plants, however, we have always found to 
tire of their places, and to dwindle or die off. There is a 
white variety of this xilant which I have never seen : x^ro- 
bably it is not so hardy as the above and rarer. 

Lobelia Caedixaijs.—This is a native of Virginia too, 
and perhaps a rarer plant than the preceding. I have not 
seen it for many years. “Hardy as this plant is,” says Mr. 
Curtis, in the “ Botanical Magazine,” “ and long as it has I 
been introduced to this country, we do not find it generally | 
in gardens.” We attribute this to its having, in a greater | 
degree than many other idants, a partiality for a particular 
soil. In certain districts, where the soil is stiff and moist, 
it grows as freely as a iveed, and in others is continually 
going off Now, in most localities there is a place to be 
found to suit almost any plant, if due labour is given and 
attention to replanting in a soil prepared to receive the 
plants. Watchful attention, and love for the plants, will 
do wonders in securing the growth of any plant, — 
T, Weaver. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
*«* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gaedkneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, % Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.” j 

Achimenes (L. S.).—The following will best suit you for a green¬ 
house—Coccinea and its varieties, Longijtora major, Grandijlora Liep- 
mannii, patens, Candida, and splendeits. These we find stand the best. 
The propagation and management have been several times given, but we j 

will repeat the main points in good time, if not shortly. You may yet 
try tubers any time during the winter, and keep them dry without 
shrivelling, and away from frost, until the end of March, and then they 
will want a little assistance in a hotbed, or under a hand-bght, in a 
warm corner of the greenhouse in April. 

Pigeons {.igricola).—V!nte to Mr. Adkins, Edgbaston, near Bir¬ 
mingham. 

Geraniums turning Yellow (A Constant Subscriler).~'We are 
much obliged for your clearly-written statement; but, judging from our 
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I own practice, we should say that the moderate use of charcoal in the 
I soil and drainage has quite a different effect. An ounce, or two, to a 
i fair-sized pot we should consider moderate., which is the quantity you 
j say YOU used. We should be led to conclude that alternate dryness and 
' soakings had something to do with the yellowness of your Geraniums. 

We are too apt to think there is cause and effect when there is really 
p only coincidence. 

j Various Queries {Early Riser).—Erica Banksia dropping its buds. 
; Has it been lately shifted ?—this would cause it—or has it been allowed 

to get dry in the interior of the ball ? or does it stand in a dull place in 
j this dull weather ? In either case the remedy is obvious. The general 
' health seems good. To prevent Cinerarias blooming now^ cut out the 
! flower-stalks, and repot and grow freely. If you can have successions 

we would not do so, but rather let them flower on, as they are cheering 
i in the dead of winter. Shrubland Rose Petunia.—We think the flower 
' sent is right from its petal, but the bright pink was changed to a purple. 
1 It seems, however, to have the bright white eye. If the colour is bright 
I pink it is right. Medinilla Sieboldii not flowering.—llo not encourage 
I it to do so now in these dark days. Keep it drj'ish, but not over dry, 

and just vegetating, during the winter, in a medium temperature about 
56®, and in a light position. As the days lengthen, and light increases, 
give it more generous treatment, and you will probably be rewarded with 
flowers. Ericas Jiou'ermg twice a year.—Many of these do so at times, 
especially after such a hot summer as the last, as their growth was early 
made and matured. It is not, however, often desirable. 

Oranges and Lemons {South IVales).—These, on the back wall of 
a small lean-to greenhouse, will do admirably. In a space eighteen feet 
long by eleven in height you may plant three plants, your favourite one 
in the centre. The more light and heat you can give them in such cir¬ 
cumstances in summer, the more the plants will thank you. Some time 
back ]\Ir. Fish gave a full detail of the subject. 

Various Questions (Greenho7'n).—Verbe7ias damping off.—These 
were struck in pans in August, have been watered lately only when dry, 
but still the plants next the outside of the pans keep damping off. Arc 
you sure the plants had not been too dry before you watered them ? We 
ask this, because we should have expected the plants to damp in the 
centre. Young Verbenas will not stand drought in the winter, and yet 
the atmosphere about them must be moving and dryish. If your plants 
are very thick in the pans, pot off the whole, or a portion, and place tljem 
at first in a close place. If not very thick, let them remain as they are, 
see that they do not want moisture below, scrape off a little of the 
surface soil, and scatter over it a layer of equal parts heath soil, powdered 
charcoal, and sand. If even that, in continued dull weather, should 
absorb much moisture, shake it off, and replace it with fresh. In another 
season, if you strike as early as August, you should pot off in September. 
Fuchsias sh'agglmg in their growth.—You may cut back either now or 
in spring. Cut down close to the surface of the soil, if you want a 
strong, fresh shoot, or shoots, next season; but only cut the side 
liranches to the buds nearest the main stem, or merely shorten them 
considerably, if you want early bloom. See the modes of keeping men¬ 
tioned lately. Your Cape Jasmine, straggling, and that has not fiowered— 
take the chance of what flowers it will give you in spring, after placing 
it in a hothouse or hotbed; then prune it veil back, and let it remain 
in the hotbed until it has made fresh shoots an inch or two in length ; 
then shake it out of its pots, clear away all the old soil, or nearly so, and 
repot in sandy peat, with a little fibry loam, and replungc in the bed, 
after giving it a rather small pot. After the pot is filled with roots, shift 
again into similar material, only adding more loam, place it in the bed 
again, and harden it off by degrees. A temperature about 40° to 45° will 
suit in winter; and if you can place it in a hothouse the following spring, 
or in a sweet dung hotbed, which is better still, you will get rewarded for 
all your care, and find that the very attentions you bestow will insensibly 
change the greenness of your tree into a rich russet mature bronze. 

Cuttings {One Thousand and One).—Your own practice seems 
rational enough, but whoever told you that “ steam generated” in your 
“cold pit,” was certainly in error. Lamp was the cause of fogging.” 
Cold ])its will always be too damp for late autumn cuttings ; yet, to get 
the cuttings rooted they must be kept close so late in the season, that it 
follows that such cuttings should be either made earlier, or be encou¬ 
raged with a gentle hotbed. In either case they should be kept close 
till they form roots. Surely there is no “contradiction” in all this. A 
good propagator could root buds of roses, and of many other plants, 
with a leaf and a splice of the wood to them, in a brisk hotbed in the 
spring ; but you had better not waste your time on such nice experiments 
for aw’hile, or till you learn the more common and easier ways. We saw 
some hundreds of Datura gracilis struck from single eyes this season. 

Flower-garden Plan {B.).—We perfectly understand how your 
garden “ looks exceedingly well, notwithstanding its simplicity.” "it is 
the best of that class we have seen this season, and you will see that w'e 
have engraved it. We are also very mucli obliged to you for sending it. 
We want as great a variety as we can get for the scries; we require more 
particularly those which suit such places as are confined, and from 150 

-to 200 feet in depth, and from 30 to 40 or 50 feet in width, for our sub¬ 
urban villas, &c. 

Cutting-down Laurels, See. (Ibid.)—It is by no means necessary 
to delay this work till July. That is the best time for the general prun¬ 
ing of evergreens; but cutting them back a little, or down close to the 
ground, may be done any time from November to May, if the weather is 
mild. 

Use of December Eggs.—“In afoot-note to your article on the 
sale of Mr. Sturgeon’s Shanghae fowls, you ask, ‘ Of what use for sitting 
purposes are eggs laid in December?’ Last year, two of my Silver- 
spangled Hamburgh pullets began to layabout the 1st of December; 
six of the eggs were put under alien, and were hatched on the 1st of 
January, and were reared, and are now healthy fowls. The circum¬ 
stances under which they were hatched were not particularly favourable ; 
and the only precaution afterwards taken, was to keep the hen and 
chickens in a common garden frame.”—John Harlow, Moseley, near 
Birmingham. 

Shallow Hotbed {Verax).—You must remember that “A Corres¬ 

pondent’s ” hotbed was probably made during summer, or before the I 

“ dark days” had arrived, and that it was enclosed with a brick wall; 
see page 1*7. Now, although a foot-deep bed is not the sort of thing to 
place mucii reliance on, we have known such a bed serve a temporary 
purpose—the season being favourable. You have put your question’s 
irrespective of seasons; but we will try our hand on the averages. Such 
a shallow bed made of dung alo7}e, in July, would last a month ; in No¬ 
vember, a week ; of tan alone, in July, a w^eek or two; mixed tan and 
leaves, in July, a week or two. To your second query, hou' best to 
convey a inild bottom-heat, we say we know of nothing equal to hot 
water. With plenty of manure and labour, you may,however, do much. 
If your pit is inside a house, a mixture of dung and leaves nearly three 1 
feet deep, with the flue, will provide a nice warmth. Doubtless your 
Hambro^s will ripen. 

Vine Border {A New Begm7ipr).’—We have heard and read of many 
vine borders, but your’s for complication exceeds most of them. Wc 
have studied your case for nearly half-an-hour, and cannot confess to an 
a])preciation of the plan. We are no users of composts. We prefer a 
porous turfy loam, with some coarse manurial matters, and plenty of old 
mortar rubbish, and a border of half-a-yard deep of soil, one-half above 
the ground level, and you may take all your horse bones, &c. Your plan 
7na{/ be a good one, but we dare not commend it. If you cun warm 
your vine roots, do. Pray favour us with your mode of growing the 
Strawberry. 

Unfruitful Apricot (7. T. 5.).—Root-prune your Apricot rather 
severely directly, ami top-dress the border to induce surface-roots; thin 
the wood W'Cll. 

Pine-apples {II. Hoi’ton).—You do not state the kinds of Pine. The 
probability is, that they will yet make a spring growth, and show fruit 
about June or July. This, how-ever, depends much on your atmosphere. 
A plant disposed to show fruit generally indicates it by a peculiar stur¬ 
diness, irrespective of age. If on pulling at a leaf half-way up the stem, 
and shaking the plant, it appears immoveable in the stem, you may soon 
look for a show. We should say not less than twenty inches of soil will 
do for them. A plant in a pot will meet with relief within a couple of 
years, but not so, if planted out. Pines require depth and durability of 
soil. 

Yellow Calceolarias {Verax),—You wish for a list of Yellow CaU 
ceolarias, distinguishing the shade. Will the one below be useful to 
you:—A7nplexicaule, fine lemon yellow. Augustifolia, pale-lemon. Flo- 
r\hu7ida, free-flowering; pale-yellow. Kayii, orange-yellow. Ke7itish 
Hero, brown-yellow. Shankleya7ia, bronzy-yellow. Sulphurea splen- 
dens, dwarf; rich, clear yellow. We know a person that has several new 
varieties of yellow, shrubby Calceolarias, which will be ready to send out 
in the spring; probably some of them might suit you. 

Tall Lobelias {A Subsc7'iber fro7n the commencement).—Your re¬ 
marks on the tall Lobelias are perfectly just. There are great numbers 
that are not worthy a place in a border. You wish for a list of “really 
distinct and bright-coloured varieties.” The following is one sent by 
Mr. Appleby, who says they answer to your requirements:—Aurora, 
large; light, bright purple; broad petals. Buckii, deep blue, white eye. 
Elfrida, violet-blue. Fulge7is insignis. Fulgens rtnnosu, bright scarlet. 
Fulge7is splendida, bright, deep scarlet. Queen Victoria, extra fine; 
deep crimson-scarlet; very brown petals. Modcsta, lilac and white. 
Purpurea, purple, white eye. Violacea, violet, white eye. 

Apples and Pears on Wall (J. N. Omagh).—These ought not to 
be nearer than thirty feet to each other. Tlie Che7ndes not nearer than 
twenty feet. Your Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and Plums, you may 
leave as planted, at fifteen feet. 

Salvia patens.—The same correspondent says—“ I have grown 
Salvia pate7is in the open ground here (north of Ireland), without the 
slightest protection during winter.” 

Fruit-trees for North Wall {J. 77.).—We should devote this 
aspect to Morelia Cherries, Gooseberries, and Currants, because on it 
the two last-named can be easily protected and preserved to a late 
period. Plums, such as the hnperatrice and Coe’s Golden Drop, will 
ripen on a north aspect, but not earlier nor better than as standards. 

Removing Vine Bark {A Vine Grower).—You misquote Mr. Er- 
rington. He does not say “ scrape off,” but “ peel off every portion of 
loose outer bark.” In this, we think, he is quite right, for thereby all 
needless shelter for insects and fungi are removed, which might protect 
them from the full effects of sulphur applications. 

Auricula Frame {W. P. B.).—The bottom of Dr. Horner’s Auricula 
frame is closely boarded. 

Shanghae Fowls’ Eggs (7??y7«sjYor).—The best mode of packing 
these for travelling is with their small ends downwards, in a strong box, 
and with plenty of bran or oats between them. Pullets of this breed 
usually begin to lay when about six months old ; if very highly fed, and 
hatched early in the spring, they will sometimes lay when only five 
months old. No eggs should be used for hatching if more than a fort¬ 
night old ; the fresher they are for this purpose the better. We do not 
know the breed you speak of; we believe it is chiefly from Mr. Pun- I 

chard’s stock. 1 
Poultry Feeding (Maybush),—In our experiment with the forty- ! 

two fowls, the different kinds of food were given at different times. The 
rice was boiled, and the greaves softened by soaking in hot water pre- i 
viously to being given. We shall give, some day, a drawing and descrip- ; 
tion of our feeding-box. i 

The Country* Gentleman’s Companion.—Martha Thrifty writes < 
thus:—“I, as an injured party, beg to call your attention to the fact, 
that your new title to ‘The Cottage Gardener ’ has been the source 
of much annoyance to the ladies. It used to be considered that a wife 
was the country gentlem.an’s best companion. Now-a-days, when their 
long absence from home is complained of, they hold up The Cottage 

Gardener, and provokingly tell us they have another companion, which 
requires increased attention. And our sons, when pressed by us con¬ 
siderate mothers, to make a prudent choice, and take a companion for 
life, reply—‘ Mother, we have done so,* and exultingly hold to our view 
* The Cottage Gardf.ner.’ Now, for instance, there is Master John, 
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who, I thinh, has for some time been far too fond of horses, dogs, 
hunting, shooting, fishing, racing, &c., and whom I, with all anxiety 
natural to a good mother, wish to see settled down in the world, and have 
accordingly looked pretty sharply out among the daughters of my friends, 
knowing too, that Master John had a great liking for the Misses Sensible, 
charming girls, one of whom I should be proud to call my daughter, and 
when I pressed the subject upon Master John—Oh! Mr. Editor, I 
thought I should hardly have got over it, he said—‘ Mother, I don’t re¬ 
ceive any encouragement from these ladies.’ ‘ Because you do not pay 
them sufficient attention. I will renew my invitations, and then you will 
have an opportunity of declaring yourself.’ ‘ Mother,* said he, with a 
deep sigh, ‘the one I love is going to be married to Mr. Foresight, so I 
have determined not to be again disappointed, but to settle down and 
take the Country Gentleman's Companitm for life.’ Oh ! Mr. Editor, 
what will become of our ancient house, if Master John, our oldest son, does 
not marry. Dear Sir, do add somethina: to the title, that will make him 
wish to have a companion.” We consider ourselves the injured 
party, in having our title so misconstrued. Eet our friend Martha tell 
jNfastcr John, that we do not call ourselves The Country Gentleman’s 
best Companion, but we ask to rank among the next to her, 

SiiEEP (A'.).—Buy them at the nearest fair, and get some farmer to 
help you with his judgment. They will thrive on pastures which have 
a clayey soil, though lighter soils are better. Ewes in lamb may ))e 
purchased. 

I Irrigating with Sew'age (A Learner),—As you have a tank at each 
I end of your plot, buy a moveable pump, and with this and some open 

troughs you may convey the sewage to trenches cut in any part, so as to 
irrigate each crop or bed effectually. 

Unfrrmented Sewage (H. Sandford),—There can be no doubt, 
I either in theory or practice, as to its being best used fresh. None of the 

ammonia is then lost. The objections, and very valid ones, to using 
farm-yard manure in a fresh state are, that when in such state it prevents 
a tidy tillage, keeps the soil too hollow, and conveys the seeds of weeds 
into the soil. Our correspondent w’ould like to have some of the 
Potatoes mentioned by Leightoyi in 1850. 

Dahlias {A Subscriber),—We cannot name dealers. Any first-rate 
Florist could supply you. 

Bees.—il/ar/y says—“ Vour correspondent, ‘ Investigator,’ inquires 
whether it ever happens that a stock which has swarmed will swarm again 
with its young queen, after an interval of some weeks? In answer to 
this, I beg to refer him to The Shilling Jiee Book, where Mr. Golding 
says, ‘ I once had a swarm in August from a stock which had swarmed 
early in June.’ I have known other instances of this unusual circum¬ 
stance. I shall feel much obliged if ‘ Investigator ’ will kindly inform 
me whether, in cutting out the queen cells, he found it necessary to take 
out the combs, or whether merely turning up the hive was sufficient for 
that purpose ? My bees are in a barred box hive.” 

SiiANGiiAE Fowls.—K, residing in Lancashire, says “ The merits and 
demerits of Cochin-China fowls have of late been frequently treated of in 
your columns. But there is one point respecting which, I conclude the 
experience of the various writers in your pages and my own must differ 
considerably, and that is their great propensity to sitting. I hatched twelve 
(diickens of this breed on the 30th of I\Iarch last, three cocks and nine 
liens. Seven of the hens began to lay between the age of five and six 
months, and an eighth after it was six months old ; the ninth has not yet 
commenced laying. Most of them laid daily for a month, and at the end 
of that time ail have wanted to sit. Two of them have been allowed to 
do so; one on Aylesbury ducks* eggs, from which she has brought out a 
line brood of six, now ten days old ; and the other on her own eggs, and 
blie recently hatched four young ones. But nothing that can be thought 
of will overcome the propensity to sitting in the others. For the last 
month two of them have been in this state. Can any of your nume¬ 
rous readers tell me how to manage, for if every hen of this breed 
after laying twenty-eight or thirty eggs must be indulged in sitting it will 
liC a great drawback upon their value. All my friends in this neighbour¬ 
hood (North Lancashire) who have these fowls make the same complaint, 
itespecting their eating, my servant says that they are not large eaters 
for tlieir size. A friend of I’nine, in the adjoining town (Preston), says, 
that his fowls do not cost him on the average Ijd. per week, and he has 

j not any beside the purest Cochin-China.” We do not find our Shanghac 
I lowls more prone to sit than others. If they should require to ait at this 
! time of the year, we should let them remain on their nests without eggs 

l«>r three weeks, and then put them into a coop. The liroody furor will 
fiien have had its natural course, and they would begin to lay again just 
at the time it is desirable to have eggs for sitting. 

Work on Botany {P. 6’.).—A cheap and good elementary work is 
Henfrey’s Uudiments of Botany. 

Rose Drvoniensis (T-U).—This is quite a modern variety. Any 
of the great rose-growers will supply it for about two or three shillings, 
according to the size. 

Bees (J. N. Willinyi).—Feed your bees immediately with a thick syrup 
of sugar, honey, and water, until they weigh full twenty pounds. If 
their food is all gone we fear you have little chance of saving them. 

Errata.—Page 105, col. 1, line 7 from the bottom, change “ Canna 
Indica shoots,” into “ Indian shots." Second column, fourth line from 
top, change "created" to "saved." 

Names ok Plants {Mr. U.).—We cannot yet make out your plant 
from the seed sent, but we will notice it again. {Killmallockensis)oxxrf^ 
is Physalis alkekengi. It is a hardy herbaceous plant. It is easily pro¬ 
pagated by parting the roots. We should not like to eat the berries, 
though it is said to be eaten by the Germans and Swiss. It is commonly 
called the Winter Cherry. 

CAT^ENDAR FOR DECEINIBER. 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Anemones, defend in bad weather; plant, if mild, for the last time 
till February. Auriculas, defend in inclement weather. Bulbs 

omitted, may he planted if the weather be mild. (See November). 

Carnations, defend in inclement weather. Composts, prepare. Cro¬ 
cuses, take up and pot in lumps, to force in pots. Dig over borders, 
and dress all quarters generally. Edgings, trim. Fibrous-rooted 
perennials and biennials, divide and plant. Flowers (choice), defend 
generally from inclement weather. Grass, roll occasionally, if winter be 
mild. Gravel, roll and keep orderly. Hawthorn, gather berries and 
bury in sand, to sow next October. Hedges, plant, and clip deciduous 
ones. Hyacinths, defend in inclement weather. Leaves, collect for 
compost. Mulch round the roots and stems of shrubs newly planted. 
Plant shrubs of all kinds. Potted Plants, protect in deep frames, 
ike.; place in hothouse for forcing. Privet, gather seeds of, and make 
young shoots into cuttings in bad weather, lay them in damp sand or 
soil, and set next February. Prune all shrubs requiring regulation. 
Pruned Hoses, scrape bark, and wash with lime and soot. Ranun¬ 

culuses, defend in bad weather; plimt, if mild; seedlings of them 
require protection. Stake shrubs newly planted, anil any others re¬ 
quiring support. Suckers may be planted as removed during the 
winter dressing. Tulips, defend in bad weather. Turf may be laid 
in open weather. Uncover protected plants, and if not dry, place dry 
materials next them. Water in glasses, change weekly; add a few 
grains of salt, or five drops of spirit of hartshorn. Buy all your Trees 

and Shrubs forthwith, and put them in ground, preparatory for final 
planting in February. Think on the Ice-heap, and let leaves be ga¬ 
thered to cover it. See, also, that the ponds of water from which 5'ou 
get ice are freed from leaves and sticks, &c. D. Beaton. 

GREENHOUSE. 

Air, admit freely when the external temperature is above 35®, espe¬ 
cially among hard-wooded plants not desired to have early in bloom. 
'Phose growing freely, or in bloom, should have an average temperature 
at night of 45®. A warm greenhouse should be seldom lower. Azaleas 
for late blooming, keep cool. Those swelling their buds not below 45®. 
Bulbs, well-rooted in pots, place in gentle heat for early blooming ; put 
funnels of paper over the Hyacinths, to cause the stems of the early ones 
to rise freely; keep mice from the successions ; few tilings are better 
for this than cliopped furze. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Camel¬ 
lias, &c., attend to with heat and moisture, according to the time you 
desire them to be in bloom ; the two first will require frequent fumi¬ 
gating. Chrysanthemums, waterfreely with manure water. Climbers, 
]irune generally, to give light to the plants beneath them. Passion- 
Jlowers may be pruned back to within a bud of the main shoots. Tecorna 
jasminoides will bloom best on longish, strongish shoots, the smaller, 
therefore, should be cut out; after the strength is thus moderated, by 
these flowering profusely, it may be spurred back, like Passion-flowers. 
Train and clean winter-flowering climbers, such as Kennedya Maryattcc, 
and various Tropceohims, such as tuberosum and pentaphyllum ; the 
latter, started in summer, will bloom all the winter, but the best for this 
purpose in a warm greenhouse, is Lubhiunum. Earth in pots and 
borders keep fresh by stirring. Geraniums, encourage the forwardest, 
when early blooming is desirable, with plenty of air, and a medium tem¬ 
perature of 45°, giving them plenty of air, and tying them out. Scarlets, 
taken up from flower-beds, and kept in boxes and sheds, keep dry. Keep 
old Calceolarias, so raised, moister. Heaths, keep cool, and give 
abundance of air in mild clear w'eather. Heat, by fires, apply when 
necessary; use a little covering in severe weather in preference to making 
the fires strong. Ixias, Gladioli, and the hardier Lilies, pot and 
set in a cold pit, to be protected from frost. Insects, keep under, by 
fumigating and scrubbing. Leaves, dirty, wash ; decayed, remove. 
Mignonette, take in a few pots now and then. Oxalis, give winter¬ 
blooming ones, such as lobata, plenty of light and water. Poinsettia 
PULCiiERHiMA will make a warm greenhouse gay now for several weeks. 
Primula (Chinese), introduce ; water with liquid-manure when it shows 
the flower-bud ; the double-white give a favourable and warm position ; as 
the flower stands well when out it is valuable for nosegays. Roses, anil 
other Shrubs, introduce for forcing ; commence at first with a top tem¬ 
perature of from 45® to 50®; if the bottom-heat is from .5® to 10° higher, 
all the better. Salvia Splrndens. supply liberally with water, and 
give it a warm corner. Gesnera zebrina will still be a good accom¬ 
paniment, where the average night temperature is 45®. Salvia gesnene- 
fiora will succeed Splende^is in the spring. Succulents, keep dry, and 
Cactus especially, except the Tnuicatus, which will now be in bloom ; 
give it a warm position, or the blooms will not open freely. The same 
may be said as respects position, in the case of Oranges opening their 
liloom. Water seldom; he regulated by temperature, evaporation, and 
tlie wants of the plants ; when the flower-buds are swelling and opened, 
give it oftener, and after breakfast, and with the lii^uid rather higher than 
the temperature of the house. Temperature, 45° during the day, 40® 
at night, with 5® to 10® more, at a warm end, or a conservatory, for 
placing tenderer and forced flowers when first introduced, allowing in each 
case a rise of 10® or 15® for sun heat. In severe weather, prefer covering, 
even during the day, to large fires ; comparative darkness in a low tem¬ 
perature, for a short time, is preferable to light, and a parched atmos¬ 
phere. Young plants just potted-otF, or in their cutting-pots, sutler 
often at this season from two opposite causes. First, in the windows of 
sitting-rooms—the dry air exhausts them, and here, instead of soaking 
the roots, sponging and sprinkling its foliage, is tlie preventive. In pits 
and frames without fire-heat, with all the air you can give, some will 
damp-olF. Avoid everything of a wet or fermenting material against 
the walls or boarding. Two or three inches thick of wheat straw tied 
firmly against them will help to keep the inside both warm and dry. 

R, Fish. 

ORCHID HOUSE. 

Aebides, Saccolahiums, and similar plants, keep moderately dry. 
Air: excepting on very fine, bright, sunny mornings, when the heat 

of the aun and the fire combined raise the temperature too high, no air 

will be required this month. Blocks, plants on, syringe when the sun 
is likely to shine, Baskets with plants in, that are growing, dip in 

tepid water two or three times; those not growing dip only once. 
Baskets (new), make to be ready when wanted. Cockroaches, 

search for diligently, and destroy; lay poison for them; the best is 
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candle ends crushed and mixed with arsenic—this is a sure destructive 
ajrent. Heat, moderate, to induce rest; day, with sun, 70°; without, 
65°; night, 55° to 60°. Insects, destroy diligently ; one pair destroyed 
this month will prevent a numerous brood next year. Moisture in 

THE Air, supply to plants growing. Pot groiving plants : several 
will start this month ; do this before new roots are formed. Peat, 
procure ; choose the most fibrous ; the best is found in dry woods, where 
the Common Brake (Pteris aquilina) abounds; the roots of this fern 
form the best fibrous peat. sStanuopeas, in baskets, beginning to 
grow, put into fresh baskets with fresh peat; four inches deep is quite 
sufficient. Water at the roots, apply only to growing plants, and that 
round the edges of the pots. Young Shoots, look to, and keep the 
centre dry, or they will rot. T. Atpledy. 

PLANT STOVE. 

Air, give on all favourable occasions. Aciiimenes, pot a batch to 
flower early. Amaryllis, pot a portion, and plunge in a moderate 
tan-pit to flower early. Begonias, to bloom early, repot. Clero- 
DENDRUMS beginning to grow, repot towards the end of the month, 
place in heat, and water moderately. Eranthemums, winter-flowering, 
water freely, and occasionally with liquid-manure. Ferns, repot small 
plants; reduce the w’ater to old ones; cut down decaying fronds. 
Franciscea, pot a few, and place in heat, to flower early. Gardenias, 
pot a batch, wash every leaf, and place in dung heat, to start them to 
grow, and kill insects on them, especially the red spider, the great enemy 
of Gardenias. Gesneras showing signs of growth, shake out of old 
soil, and pot in fresh compost, give little water and moderate heat till 
next month. Gloxinias, treat a few similarly. Hoya Bella, a new 
and beautiful species, put in baskets, and train downwards. Ixoras, 

keep cool, and moderately dry, through the month. I.uculia gra- 
TissiMA, in flower, remove into a greenhouse, to prolong the bloom. 
Lycopods, divide and repot. Passiflora, and other climbers, prune, 
and tie neatly in. Plants to Force, such as Persian Lilacs, 
Rhododendrons, Roses, &c., place in a forcing-house, to bring them 
on to flower early. Uogieras, a genus of winter-blooming plants, 
should he now showing flowers. Sericographis Giieisbregiitiana, 

another addition to our winter-flowerers, repot, and water freely after the 
blooms are visible. Tan beds, renew, to keep up a good heat through 
the winter. In every department of the stove, let cleanliness prevail; 
clear the surface of the pots of moss and lichen; stir up the soil care¬ 
fully, without injuring the roots ; search diligently for insects; keep the 
walls and floors as dry and clean as possible; remove decaying leaves as 
soon as they occur; wash pots with plants in that have become green; 
and let neatness bo the general order of the day throughout the month. 

T. Appleby. 

FLORISTS, FLOWERS. 

Auriculas and Polyanthuses, protectfrom severe frost; give air on 
every fine day; keep as dry as possible without flagging, remove decaying 
leaves, and stir the surface of the soil occasionally. Calceolarias : 

seedlings transplant; seed may yet be sown. Carnations and Pico- 
TEES, shelter from frost, snow, and heavy rains; give air to on fine days, 
even to pulling off the glass; in wet weather give air by propping up the 
light behind; water, if very dry; w’atcli for slugs, and destroy them. 
Cinerarias, protect from frost; repot seedlings. Chrysanthemums, 
give occasional supplies of liquid-manure to, to bring out the later blos¬ 
soms. Dahlias, examine, cut off any decaying part to the quick; 
protect from frost. Fuchsias, cut off young wood, and keep the plant 
dry. Hollyhocks may be planted in open weather; mulch with 
short Utter; cuttings pot off, and seedlings transplant. Hyacinths in 
beds, shelter from frost, by mulching. Hyacinths in pots, place a few 
in heat, to bloom early; in glasses, wash the roots in pure water, to 
cleanse off the green slime ; give them fresh water in the glasses. Tall 
Lobelias, take up, pot, and pack away in a shed, till they make fresh 
shoots in March. Pinks, look to after frost, and press the earth to the 
plants. Ranunculus beds, prepare. Tulip beds, shelter from frost, 
heavy rains, and snow; finish planting, b. Verbenas in frames, give 
abundance of air to; if mildew prevails, dust with sulphur ; protect from 
hard frost; water seldom, and only then when absolutely necessary; 
pick off decaying leaves. In this month fresh soils may be procured; 
LEAVES collected; heaps of manures, loam, and peat, frequently turn 
over to sweeten and pulverize. T. Appleby. 

ORCHARD. 

Almonds, plant. Apples (Espalier), prune, &c.; plant, &c. Apri¬ 

cots, plant. Brine, apply with a scrubbing-brush to stems and 
branches of fruit-trees, to destroy insects, eggs, and moss. Compost, 
provide. Cherries (Wall and Espalier), prune and train; plant. 
Chesnuts, plant. Currants, prune ; plant. Cuttings of Gooseber¬ 
ries and Currants may be planted. Espaliers, prune and regulate. 
Figs, protect from frost. Filberts, plant. Fork the surface around 
fruit-trees. Fruit-room, ventilate occasionally, and keep dark. Goose¬ 
berries, plant; prune. Layers, plant. Loam and Compost, obtain. 
Medlars, plant. Mulberries, plant. Mulch, put around newly- 
planted trees, Nails and Shreds, draw and prepare in bad weather. 
Nectarines, plant; prune and train in frosty weather. Nailing, 
proceed with in cold aspects. Peaches (See Nectarines), Pears, 
plant. Planting, in general, proceed with. Plums, plant; (Wall and 
Espalier), prune. Pruning, attend to generally. Quinces, plant. 
Root-prune where necessary, Raspberries, plant; prune. Services, 
plant. Snails, destroy in their torpid state. Stake and support trees 
newly planted. Standards, remove dead and irregular branches from. 
Stations, make. Suckers, plant; remove from all fruits. Training, 
proceed with. Trench and prepare borders, &c., for planting. Thin 
orchard-trees. Vines, plant, prune, and train. Weather (bad), 
provide work for. Walnuts, plant. Wall-trees generally, prune 
and regulate. Walls, it is a ver^ beneficial plan to paint these by 
means of a white-washer's brush, with a liquid mixture of 8 lbs. lime, 

4 lbs. soot, and 6 lbs. sulphur. It destroys and banishes insects, as well 
as, by its dark colour, promoting warmth of the wall. The liquid em¬ 
ployed, in which to mix the above, should be urine and soap-suds in equal 
proportions. 

Any trees proposed to be regrafted in the spring, may be headed down 
now, but the stumps of the branches should be left sufficiently long to 
permit a few inches more to he cut off at the time of grafting. 

R. Kerington. 

FORCING HOUSE. 

Air, see Ventilation, Asparagus, promote succession crops; bottom- 

heat 70°; plenty of air when up. Apricots, see Peach. Bottom- 
heat, sustain generally about 72° to 76°. Cucumbers, top dress, apply 

liquid-manure and stop, and keep glass clean over head ; air heat, 6u° to 
70°. Cherries, (see Peach). Coverings, apply assiduously, so as to be 

able to give air frequently. Fires, use discreetly, to repel frost, to sus¬ 
tain the proper temperature, and to be able to give air rather liberally. 

Figs, (see Peach). Glass ; wash all roofs. Grapes, late fruit, fire freely 
in the day with much air; avoid spilling water in house, and use the 

scissors once a-week thoroughly. Insects, extirpate, now is the time; 
do not forget the soft-soap, the sulphur, the sponge, and fumigation. 

Kidney-beans, pot in five-inch pots, four in a pot; the Dun*s and 
Newington Wonder; light secure by all means; keep glass clean washed. 

Mushrooms, temperature 50° to 55°; plenty of air moisture. Nec¬ 
tarine and Peach in blossom, keep at about 55° by day, at night 

about 40°; water very sparingly; shake branches gently, to distribute 
the pollen ; stir earth around often. Pines, secure 60° to 70° to fruiters, 

with plenty of air ; bottom-heat, 77° in dung-pits, keep hardy by plenty 

of air, and good linings; no water until the end of January. Roots, 
protect in all tubs, boxes, pots, &c. Sea-kale, provide successions; 

bottom-heat 70°. Strawberries, introduce about the middle of 
December, earlier is not safe; begin at 50° in heat, and a bottom- 

heat 60°. Tarragon, I^Iint, Sorrel, Marjoram, &c., introduce 
to bottom-heat. Let Heat follow in a ratio to the light, at any 

period. Ventilate as freely as you dare at all times. Vines to force, 

begin at 50°; in blossom, maximum, 70°; keep air moist, and get a 
warmth in border of 75°; sulphur freely ; remember the dreaded mildew. 

Water, apply always in a tepid state. R. Errington. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Artichokes, dress. Asparagus-beds, dress, b.; plant to force; 
attend that in forcing. Beans, plant a good main crop the first week in 
the month, if not done the last week in November. Beets (Red), dig 
up and store, b. Borecoles, full grown, may be taken up with good 
balls of earth, and planted in any nook or corner, or plot of ground of less 
value, in open weather. Brocolis, treat the same, but lay in deeper, so 
as to earth up the stems well; lay them in carefully, with their heads 
towards the north. Thus moving these vegetables gives an opportunity 
to prepare the quarters they occupied for other important crops; they are 
thus better enabled to stand the severe weather that may be expected, 
and, being closer together, they are much more convenient for protection. 
Cabbages, plant; earth up. Cardoons, earth up. Carrots, store 
the main crops if not done, and attend to those growing in frames, &c. 
Cauliflowers, attend to airing in all favourable weather those in 
frames or under hand-glasses; remove all decayed leaves, and look after 
slugs. Celery, earth up, and protect when necessary. Colew'Orts, 

plant. Composts, prepare and turn over. Cucumbers, attend to those 
bearing ; sow seed towards the end of the month for plants to plant out 
in the middle of January. Dung, prepare for hot-beds. Earthing-up, 
attend to. Endive, take up full grown on a dry day, and plant deep 
and close together at the foot of walls, or other w'arm dry corners conve¬ 
nient for protection in severe weather. Horse-radish may be dealt 
within the same way as directed for the Jerusalem Artichoke. Hot-beds, 
attend to. Jerusalem Artichokes, give a good top-covering of any 
rough mulching or garden-refuse, so as to keep out frost, and to enable 
them to be taken up when required ; yet it is well to have a few of the 
roots stored for fear of snow, or other rough W'eather, at the very time 
they are wanted. Kidney Beans, force, e. Leaves, fallen, collect 
together. Lettuces, attend to those advancing in frames on a gentle 
beat; see that no drip falls into the hearts of the plants, and give all 
the air the weather w’ill permit to such as are planted in frames for 
winter protection only. Liguorice, dig up. Mint, force. Mush- 

room-beds, make; attend to those in production. Parsnips, dig 
up and store, b. Peas, sow in the open ground of the best early kinds, 
protecting them from frost, mice, slugs, and birds. Plants, to produce 
seed, attend to, b. Potatoes may be planted in light soils in open 
weather, and in hot-beds towards the end of the month ; examine often 
the in-door stores. Radishes and Small Salading, sow in frames, 
&c. Rhubarb, take up and pot off for forcing, or cover up with pots or 
tubs and fermenting materials. Sea-kale, cover up with fermenting 
materials; fallen leaves are the best materials both for covering up the 
Sea-kale and Rhubarb. Spinach, keep clear of weeds, and fallen and 
decayed leaves. Tansy, force. Tarragon, force. Trench, drain, 
&c., vacant ground. Weeding, attend to. Be on the alert of a frosty- 
looking evening, and Cover up a little earlier. Turnips, any quan¬ 
tity, according to the demand, may be taken up and stored, or packed up 
tidy in a corner, to be buried in coal-ashes, so as to be come-at-able when 
required. We always make it a rule, at this season of the year, to store 
in little or much, according to the appearance of the weather, a dozen 
or two of Celery, and Endive, Brocoli, or anything else that is likely to 
be required. T. Weaver. 

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Obr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish cf 

Christ Church, City of London.^November 2Sth, 1852. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W DECEMBEH 2-8, 18.52. 
We.athee near Eondon in 1851. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon^s 
Age. 

Clock 
aft. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. lUi D Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

1 2Tu Pipistrelle Bat last seen. 
1 

30.267—30.237 41—27 N.W. 48 a. 7 52 a. 3 9 13 21 10 13 337 

i 3 F Pin-tailed Duck comes. 30.285 — 30.187 39—24 S.W. — 49 51 10 80 22 9 49 338 
; 4 S Furze flowers. 30.245 — 30.234 43—35 S.W. — 51 51 11 49 9 24 339 

5 Son 2 Sunday in Advent. 30.211 —30.229, 47—39 S W. 02 52 50 morn. 24 8 69 340 
1 6M Black-throated Diver comes* 30.221 —30,204 49—44 S.W. 63 50 1 9 25 8 34 341 

1 7Tu Polyanthus flowers again. 30.202 — 30.069. 61—40 s. — 54 50 2 32 26 8 8 342 
1 8\V Skylarks flock. 30.214 — 29.919 54—25 w. 55 49 3 53 27 7 41 343 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera- | 
tures of these days are 47.1° and 36° respectively. The greatest heat, 57°, occurred on the 2nd in 1835 j and the lowest cold, 14°, on the 6th I 
in 1844. During the period 85 days were fine, and on 90 VRio foli* I 

TANSEY-LEAVED MACH.ERANTH. 

(Machceranlhera tanacetifoUa.) 

This is a genus of Composite plants, anil belonging to 
the Syngenesia SupeiTlua of Linmcus. Little is known of it 
in our gardens. It belongs to the section of the true 
Asters, and was named by Nees Von Esenberg, from ma- 
clinira, a sabre, and anthem, the male organs or anthers. 
The present species was discovered by Dr. Wright, in New 
Mexico, and from seeds sent by him to the Kew Gardens, it 
has been ascertained to be a handsome dwai’f biennial, with 

We have now arrived at the most modern section of 

our Poultry literature; and we regret that we cannot 

say that it has kept pace with the improvement which is 

so decisive in the objects on which it descants. 

If any one wishes for a delightful book about fowls, 

let him buy Ornamental and Domestic Poultry, by the 

Rev. E. S. Dixon. It is not only readable, but most 

amusing; full of information relative to tbe history, 

jiast and present, of all kinds of poultry, whether useful 

or only ornamental ; sparkling with bright sketches, 

and even the fragments of practical detail are all touched 

off artistically. Take this as a specimen :— 

“ Shortly before the time of hatching arrives, the chickens 
may be heard to chirp and tap against the walls of their 
shell. Soon a slight fracture is perceived towards the upper 

flowers as large as those of a single China Aster, and much 
like one; the centre of the flower is yellow, and the ray 
outside a purplish-blue, but in the bud, the tips of the 
ray resemble some red thistle just bursting. The leaves 
look as much like those of the Chamomile as the Tansey. 
It is a half-trailing, slightly shrubby plant, and will bear ex¬ 
posure in our open borders in summer. Leaves alternate, 
stalkless, slightly downy, cut into numerous, spreading, 
narrow, toothed segments ; these segments become finer on 
the upper leaves. Flowers solitary, and terminating the 
branches with hemispheiical scaly involucre. Florets in 
the centre, tube-like, and five-toothed. It is figured in the 
Botanical Magazine, t. 4024. B. J. 

Propagation and Culture.—It has been stated by Mr. 
Smith, the curator of the Botanic Garden, Kew, that this 
novelty is difficult to propagate by cuttings, and that seeds 
are very sparingly produced. Tlierefore, the only chance 
we have of succeeding with it, is to begin very early in the 
spring, and to give a slight heat to the plant, and as soon as 
an inch or tw’o of young growth is made, to make cuttings 
of the shoots directly. There is hardly a plant in this, the 
very largest order in the vegetable kingdom, that can escape 
such timely mode of propagation, although there are many 
of them that defy the art of man to root from cuttings, 
from the moment the first genn of a flower-bud is formed 
in the system. 

As soon as the young plants are hardened-off; they will 
grow in any light, rich soil out-of-doors, but in case the 
seeds should not ripen, a couple of plants should be re¬ 
served in pots, and the flowers pinched-off in the bud as 
fast as they appear. These two plants will furnish a stock 
of cuttings the following season. Neither the old Cineraria 
cruenta, nor the first China Aster, promised so good a chance 
for garden varieties as this plant. If I were a young 
gardener, I would not rest until I drove this plant to the 
verge of a florist’s flower. Its very aspect seems to tell as 
much at first sight. The habit and the leaves seem to 
speak of carpeting a bed, and the undecided tints of colour 
speak at once of a wilding got by a chance sport of nature 
in tbe wilds of Mexico. Humboldt, however, saw it cul¬ 
tivated there in gardens, although Dr. Wright found it in a 
state of nature. D. Beaton. 

end, caused by force from within. The fracture is continued 
around the top of the egg, which then opens hke a lid, and ' 
the little bird struggles into daylight. The tapping which is | 
heard, and which opens the prison doors, is caused by the 
bill of the included chick : the mother has nothing to do 
with its liberation, beyond casting the empty shells out of 
the nest. At the tip of the bill of every new-hatched chick, 
on the upper sui’face, a whitish scale will be observed, about 
the size of a pin’s head, but much harder than the bill 
itself. Had the beak been tipped with iron to force the shell ; 
open, it would not have been a stronger proof of creative ! 
design than is this minute speck, which acts as so necessary ^ 
an instrument. In a few days after birth, when it is no ; 
longer wanted, it has disappeared; not by falling off, I | 
believe, which would be a waste of valuable material, but ' 
by being absorbed and becoming serviceable in strengthening [ 
the bony structure, minute as the portion of earthy sub- I 
stance is. And yet some people direct, that as soon as the ' 
chick is hatched, this scale should be forced off with the ■ 
linger nail, because it is injurious ! i 

No. CCXVIII,, VoL. IX. 
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“ All oliieks do not get out so easily, but many reqriiro a 
little assistance. The difllculty is, to know when to give it. 
They often succeed in making the first breach, but appear 
unable to batter down their dungeon walls any further. A 
rash attempt to help them by breaking the shell, particularly 
in a downward direction towards the smaller end, is often 
followed by a loss of blood, which can ill be spai'ed. It is 
better to wait awhile and not interfere with any of them, till 
it is apparent that a part of the brood have been hatched 
some time, say twelve hours, and that the rest cannot 
succeed in making their appearance. After sirch wise delay, 
it will generally be found that the whole fluid contents of 
the egg, yolk and all, are taken up into the body of the 
chick, and that weakness alone has prevented^ its forcing 
itself out. The causes of such wealmess are various ; some¬ 
times insufficient warmth, from the hen having sat on too 
many eggs ; sometimes tlie original feebleness of the vital 
spark included in the egg, but most frequently staleness of 
the eggs employed for incubation. The chances of rearing 
such chicks are small, but if they get over the first twenty- 
four hours they may be considered as safe. Hut all the 
old wives’ nostrums to recover them are to be discarded: 
the merest drop of ale may be a useful stimulant, but an 
intoxicated chick is as liable to sprawl about and have the 

breath trodden out of its body as a fainting one. Pepper¬ 
corns, gin, rue, and fifty other ways of doctoring, are to be 
banished afar, together with their subjects, namely— 

* All the unaocompUshed works of Nature’s hand, 
Abortive, monstrous, or unkindly mixed, 
Kiubryos, and idiots, eremites, and friars. 
Into a Limbo larpe and broad, since called 
The Paradise of Fools, to few tiriknown.' 

“ The only thing to be done, is to take them from the hen 
till she is settled at night, keeping them in the meanwhile as 
snug and warm as possible. If a clever, kind, gentle-handed 
little girl could get a crumb of bread down their throats, it 
would do no harm; but all rough, violent, clumsy mani¬ 
pulation IS as bad as the throat-tickling of the hard fingered 
hangman. Animal heat will he their greatest restorative. 
At night let them be quietly slipped under their mother; 
the next morning thej' will be either as brisk as the rest, or 

as flat as pancakes and dried biffins.” 

Next comes before us Ornamental, Aquatic, and 

Domestic I’ou'l, and Game Birds, by Mr. J. Nolan, of 

Dublin, long an amateur breeder, and now a merchant 

of the birds concerning which be writes. It is a volume 

containing mncli information, but ill-digested, and con¬ 

taining more information relative to game than to 

domestic fowls. 

Domestic Fowl, their Natural Histori/, Breeding, 

Bearing, Feeding, and General Management, by Mr. 

H. D. Richardson, we have before noticed as a very 

excellent compendium of previously published informa¬ 

tion ; and in its last edition it has been revised by a 

practical farmer. 

Lastly, we have—Fowls: a plain and familiar Treatise 

\ on the principal Breeds—by Mr. John Daily, the well and 

j favourably known pordterer of Mount Street, Grosvenor 

I Stpiare. This little work is a third edition of bis 

j pamphlet on his great pet, “ The Dorking Fowl,” with 

\ the addition of some excellent and useful infoi'mation 

relative to other varieties. IVe have room only for one 

short extract, and no room to enter into a detail of the 

reasons why we differ from some of his opinions. 

“ The real Hambro’ fowl is a beautiful bird. There are 
two sorts, the golden and the silver; they differ in one 

I respect only, the foundation colour of one is white, the 
other yellow; one description will serve for both. They 
have bright red doul)le combs ; clear hackles, either white 
or yellow; bodies spotted or pencilled all over with black; 
taper blue legs, and ample tails. Their carriage is gay and 
proud ; their shape, symmetry, and their appearance is alto¬ 

gether indicative of great cheerfulness, and carrying an air 
of enjoyment, which always prepossesses in their favour. 

“ 'The plumage of the cocks ditl'ers somewhat from the 
hens : they are very little sperdried, if at all, except while 
chickens, when the wings and hinder parts are marked, l)nt 
tliis seldom lasts after the first moult. In the silver variety, 
the cock is almost white, having sometimes a chesnut patch 
on the wing, and towards the tail some black spots, hut 
these disappear as he gets older. The tail is invariably 
black, hut the sickle feathers arc tinged with a redish- 
white, and in the golden cock they are shaded with a rich 
bronze or copper. The cock of the golden is red all over, 
and both have well-defined white deaf ears. 

“ The great virtue and merit of these fowls are, they are 
prodigious layers, and this is not Vjrought about hj any 
undue feeding, but it is their nature. They are said never 
to set, and, as a rule, it is true of them ; not one in a thou¬ 
sand deviates from it; but when I lived in Davies-street, I 
had one at liberty, she stole a nest in a lumber-room, and 
brought out a brood of chickens. _ ■ 

“ They are excellent guards in the country, for when dis- i 
turbed in their roosting-place, they are the noisiest of the j 

noisv, and nothing but death or liberty will induce them tft 
hold" their peace. I think I may say with trutli, they lay 

twice as many eggs as any others. 
“ In these, as in other breeds, erroneous ideas and names 

have crept in, some being correct descriptions of the same 
fowl under another name, hut others being imaginative, so 

far as real Hambro’ fowls are concerned. 
“ The Bolton Bays and Greys, and Chitteprats, are iden¬ 

tical with the Hambro’. I have also seen so-called I'urkisli 

and Creoles, which were the same. 
“ As a general rule, it may he observed, no true-bred 

Hambro’ fowl has top-knot, single comb, white legs, any 
approach to feather on their legs, white tail, or spotted 

hackle. 
“ I know no bird that gains so much by change of climate 

as this does; the British bred are infinitely better than 

the imported." 

In conclusion, we have to observe, that one great 

deficiency more or less detracts from the value of all the 

publications we have passed over rapidly in. review 

they are not original works. They do not place before 

us facts stored up by the authors, or by their friends ; 

but they retail, again and again, what their predecessors 

had borrowed before, and that without sullicient know¬ 

ledge to select ancient truths—always valuable—hut 

republishing them with equally ancient errors. Mr. 

Daily’s volume claims exemption from this condemna¬ 

tion ; hut this very exemption proves the correctness of 

our judgment. Mr. Daily has confined himself chiefly 

to a statement of his personal experience and observa¬ 

tion, and the result is a thin duodecimo of 58 pages. 

We might proceed to remark further upon the great i 
deficiency of knowledge, often mixed up with the 

practice of gross ignorance, relative to the diseases 

of fowls, which are markedly apparent in all the , 

volumes we have enumerated; and added to these 

deficiencies are most imperfect arrangement, and the | 

absence of good facilitators to reference. These defects i 

are very extensively felt, and, combined with the wide, | 

and more widely-growing, attention now paid to poultry, ^ 

they have induced several of the best breeders ot 

poultry to contribute the results of their experience, so 

as to form what we believe will prove to he the most 

trustworthy work on poultry that has hitherto appeared. 

It will be published in five or six cheap and highly- 

illustr.ated numbers, and the first of those numbers will 

appear in January next. 
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COVENT GARDEN. 

We sliall now proceed, as we promised last week, to 

furnish our readers with a list of the fruits which we 

would recommend for planting, in the manner we spoke 

of in our last report, and to make such observations on 

each as may be necessary, and as our limits will admit 

of. In making the selections we speak of, the main 

object we have kept in view, is the applicability of the 

varieties to the generality of soils and situations, there 

being none of them, so far as our experience goes, which 

are remarkable, either for delicacy of constitution, or as 

capricious in their character. It will be observed, that 

we have avoided many of the popular varieties, such 

as—Ribston Pippin, and Golden Pippin, and have even 

introduced some, the very names of which many of our 

readers have never heard; yet, nevertheless, we feel 

confidence in what we are doing, because we are writing 

from experience; and although we are deviating from 

the beaten track, and not recommending those only, 

which everybody else recommends, our readers must 

not be the less relying. We may as well state, that the 

reason why we do not recommend the sorts we have 

mentioned, and some others which are w’ell known, is 

because they are not suited for general cultivation, on 

account of either requiring peculiar soils, or being 

naturally of delicate constitution. We shall begin first, 

with twelve of the best dessert varieties, and then 

twelve of the best adapted for culinary purposes. In 

both cases we shall take them as to their season of ma¬ 

turity, beginning with those that are earliest ripe. 

1. Early Harvest.—This is originally from America, 

and one of the few which succeed in this country. It 

is a most delicious early dessert apple, of medium size, 

and possessing a flavour almost equal to an imported 

Newtown Pippin. It ripens at the end of July, and be¬ 

ginning of August. The earliest native apples we have, 

are the loauneting and Margaret^but in point of size 

and flavour, they are not to be compared with the Early 

Harvest. 

2. Devonshire Quarrenden.—Who is there, who, in 

early autumn, has enjoyed the rich, refreshing, vinous 

juice of the Quan-endeir, and would not give it a place 

in his orchard? It is a strong, free-growing tree, an 

abundant bearer, and will grow almost anywhere. Tlie 

fruit is ripe in the first week of August, and continues 

in use during the whole of that month, and tire greater 

part of September. About the same season, but its first 

I ripening is considerably later, we have the 

3. Summer Golden Pippin.—^A very delicious, early 

Apple, which ripens in the end of August and be¬ 

ginning of September, but does not keep much over a 

fortnight. This is a very first-rate variety, and prepares 

the way for those yellow and firm-fleshed, rich and 

sugary sorts, which show themselves later in the 

season, such as 

4. Kerry Pippin.—This variety is now in pretty 

general cultivation, and, if we may judge from the 

quantities which are brought to market, and the prices 

they fetch, we may safely say it is one which has passed 

the ordeal. It is certainly one of the richest-flavoured ! 

dessert apples we have. It ripens about the second j 

or third week in September, and lasts till about the j 

middle of October. All we need say in commendation j 

of the Kerry Pippin is, that every one who has not got 

it should get it. 

5. Scarlet Grofton.—We are coming now to what 

may be properly called autumn and winter apples, 

and we do not know of one better suited to succeed 

the Keny than the Scarlet Grofton. It is a medium¬ 

sized, flattened fruit, of a peculiarly rich and sugaiy 

flavour. It ripens in October, and continues in use 

till December, with a very valuable property of not 

becoming mealy. 

0. Court of Wick.—Although this is now generally 

grown in all well-assorted gardens, it has not received 

that attention from the orchardist which it ought. It 

is one of the best, as well as one of the most beautiful 

apples in cultivation; and while, by some, it is con¬ 

sidered equal in flavour to the Golden Pippin, the tree 

is both more hardy and healthy than that variety, and 

will even succeed in soils where some sorts would not 

grow. It is in use from October to March. 

7. Doumton Pipprin—This is one of the Golden Pip¬ 

pin family, raised by T. A. Knight, Esq., and a most 

excellent dessert apple. The tree is a healthy, rather 

robust grower, and an abundant beai’er. The fruit is 

ripe in November, and continues till January. 

8. Golden Eeinette.—Almost everybody knows the 

Golden Reinette, or ought to know it. It is an old 

English apple, and one of very fine quality. It is well 

adapted for orchard planting, as the tree is a vigorous 

grower and a very abundant bearer, but does not attain 

the largest size. The fruit is in use from November till 

April. 

9. Pitmaston Nonpiareil. — A richly flavoured and 

highly aromatic apple, which was raised by ilr. 

Williams of Pitmaston. It is in use from December to 

February. 

10. Wyken Piptpin.—A very fine, tender-fleshed, juicy, 

and richly flavoured dessert apple, which is in use from 

December to April. This should be in every collection. 

11. Boston Russet.—This is another of tlie few Ameri¬ 

can apples which succeed in this country to any degree 

of perfection; and it is certainly one of the best of our 

winter dessert apples. It possesses all the flavour of 

the Ribston Pippin, and the tree, though not large, is 

very hardy, and an abundant bearer. It is in use from 

January to April. 

12. Stunner Pippin.—Of all we have as yet enume¬ 

rated this is, perhaps, the most valuable; not because it 

is superior in quality to any of the others of its season, 

but because it keeps longer than any other variety. It 

is of the richest flavour, being that of the Ribston 

Pippin and Nonpareil combined; and its season is 

from February till June. 

We have thus completed the circle, and brought our 

readers round again to the season of the early harvest 

with which we started. By such judicious modes of 

planting. Apples of the greatest excellence may be bad 
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tlirougliout the year. It must be borne in mind that 

some of the varieties we have mentioned are not, from 

their habits, adapted for the purpose of which we have 

been treating. It will bo necessary, therefore, to have 

them grafted standard high on strong growing varieties, 

which make strong straight stems. 

We find our space too limited this week for the 

culinary varieties, but shall continue the subject in our 

next. We shall now proceed to note our observations 

in the market during the week. Eruits still continue 

plentiful. That fine cooking apple the Dumelow's Seed¬ 

ling, or as it is sometimes called Wellington, begins to 

come in and meet with a ready sale at 4s. 6d. to 5s. per 

bushel. Winter Pearmains have also made their ap¬ 

pearance. This is one of the oldest apples on record, 

and can be traced back to the reign of King John, at 

which period it was in large cultivation in Norfolk. 

What would Mr. Knight say to this in support of his 

theory ? We shall speak of this variety next week when 

noticing the culinary varieties. We have not observed 

anything new in the way of apples during the week, 

besides what we noticed in our last. In Pears there 

are some very fine Glout Morceau and Passe Colmar, 

together with a few Nelis d'Hiver, but we shall have 

occasion to speak of these when giving our list of select 

varieties for orchard planting. The jirices which these 

ai'e making are from 3s. to 4s. per dozen. 

In Vegetables there is no scarcity, notwithstanding 

the great damage which was done by the recent high 

tides in the garden-grounds about Fulham. One of the 

largest cultivators informed us a cheque for £'500 would 

not cover his loss. His men were actually navigating 

the grounds in boats. 

Plants and Flowers are much of the same descrip¬ 

tion as have been in the market for some two or three 

weeks past, consequently we need not enumerate them. 

But, for the information and gratification of our lady 

readers, we must record the construction of a very beau¬ 

tiful Bouquet. The centre was formed of a very fine 

Double White Camellia, round which were set, in a con¬ 

centric circle, a Double White Camellia and a cluster of 

Scarlet Geraniums alternately, five of each; between 

I each Vv bite Camellia there were three flowers in a cluster 

! of a very beautifid azure blue Cineraria, of a peculiarly 

I rich and lustrous hue; the whole w'as fringed round 

i with fronds of some small-growing fern, and encircling 

I tliese a margin of lace paper. It was the most beautiful 

j bouquet in the market.—H. 

GOSSIP. 

East, West, North, and South, we are right glad to 

find that Poultry Exldhitmis are being established. 

We have before us prospectuses for one in Wales, at 

Hay, on the Kith of December; for one at Salisbury, on 

the 13th of the same month; for one at Ilytlie, in 

Kent, but the day not fixed; and for one at Dublin, on 

the 8th and 9th. We repeat, we are right glad of this, 

for it is for the encouragement of a species of stock that 

may, and ought to be found around every cottage, even 

in greater perfection, than around the farm-house and the 

mansion. But, whilst we rejoice over this extension of 

Poultry Shows, we would strongly protest against the 

abuse of them. We have no idea of their being held for 

mere gain to the parties establishing them, and it is only 

a still worse feature, if that gain is intended to he obtained 

by the sale of eatables and drinkables by some neigh¬ 

bouring innkeeper. We yield to no one in the desire to 

have a metropolitan show, but we do not recognise, as 

worthy of such a character, either that at Hitchin, or 

the proposed one at Kennington Oval. We are led to 

suspect that the latter has the gain we deprecate for its 

object, and at all events, the originators of both the 

shows in question, took not into consideration, before 

they issued their Prospectuses, either the welfare of the 

poultry, or the interests of the exhibitors. Who that 

has a just regard for his fowls, will send them from 

home for a week, five days of which they are to be 

penned up at the Exhibition ? We know of more than 

one of the best breeders, who would not, on this account, 

send them to Hitchin, and we know of a still greater 

number who will withhold their specimens from the 

Kennington Oval, on the same account. They have 

acted wisely for their own interests, and humanely for 

their fowls, by so doing, and we hope that no future 

exhibition of them will be kept open for more than two 

days. 

We are informed that Lord Calthorjje's Small Garden | 

Tenants, near Birmingham, about 150 in number, have 

formed themselves into a Horticultural Society, and 

intend to have a show of flowers and vegetables, and 

we hope fruit is to be included, twice a-year. We shall 

be glad to aid this and all such societies. 

A subscription for Professor Von Eisenbech, whose 

penury and distress we mentioned in our last number, 

has been opened, and a remittance already forwarded to 

him to rescue him from immediate want. Any dona¬ 

tion, however small, may be sent to Mr. Edward 

Newman, Devonshire Street, Bishopsgate. 

As long since as 1811 a plant was introduced from 

North America, that had been still earlier known to the 

Canadian boatmen as the Pomme de Prairie (the Apple 

of the Prairies, or Plains). They eat its roots, either- 

boiled or raw, these roots being nutritious and insipid, 

but of a solid texture, and not airrong the most easily 

digested foods. To botanists the plant is known as I 

Psoralea esculenta. Another recent attempt has been j 

made to introduce it into cultivation as a substitute for i 

the Potato, but we fear that it will not succeed in any ' 

available mode. We speak of it as another attempt, 

because a very few years since its culture was tried in 

England; and the present attempt is being made in 

France by M. L. Picquot, No. 11, Rue Guy-Labrosse, 

Paris, who has called the plant Picquotiane. 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and \ 

Poultry Shoivs of which we are at present aware. We 

shall be obliged by any of our readers sending us 
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additions to the list, and giving the address of the 

I Secretaries. 

! HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 

■ Caledonian (Inverleith Eow), Edinburgh, Dec. 2. 
London Floeicultural (Exeter Hall, Strand), Dec. 14+. 
South London (Koyal), Dec. 9+, 16. 

I POULTRY SHOWS. 

Birmingham and Midland Counties, 14tli, 15th, 10th,- 

I and 17th December. 
! Bristol Agricultural, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. 

{Sec. James Marmont.) 
Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, aud 11th. {Secs. 

Eev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 

Rodd, Esq.) 
Honiton, January 12th. {Sec. H. K. Venn.) 
Salisbury and Western Counties, December 13. {Sec. 

T. Pain, Esq.) 
Winchester, December 1st. {Secs. G. W. Johnson and 

J. Colson.) 
t For seedlings only. 

: PINE-CULTURE: THE HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM, 

j ^ {Continued from page 122.) 

! W^E will now look over Mr. Hamilton’s notes, his 
j book, &c., to see if anything has been omitted, or if any- 
' thing material can be added. Our remarks must, of 

necessity, assume a desultory character; but they will 
not be without their use. We will discuss the following 
heads, alphabetically arranged to facilitate reference: 
anylliing which may occur afterwards may form an 
appendix:—Atmospherio moisture, Bottom-heat, Corn- 
posts, Disrooting, Errors, Foliage, Kinds, Longevity, 
Main principles. Moisture, Old stools. Planting out. Pipes, 
Root-culture, Recipes, Ripening, Soil, Structures, Suckers, 
Syringing, Temperature, Ventilation, Watering. It will, 
as we think, be far better thus to examine principles, 
than to give a mere detail of practice, however sound. 
The essentials once fixed in the mind, a sound practice 
must necessarily follow. 

Atmospheric moisture.—Here we have one of the 
most important of all the headings. No plan of Pine- 
culture can succeed which does not provide a liberal 
amount. Exceptions there may be at such periods as 
that of the ripening, but they can be only in degree, and 
through the successive character of the fruit, not readily 
practicable. But it is worthy of remark, that some 
respectable pine-growers think that Mr. Hamilton, in 
his ardour to produce a vast amount of fruit from a 
narrow compass of glass, has ridden his hobby a little 
too hard as to air-moisture in his winter management. 
We do hope for pardon from Mr. H. whilst we, as a 
duty, observe, that as a close, warm, aud damp atmos¬ 
phere doubtless favours the enlargement of the Pine, it 
in like measure favours the enlargement of the crown; 
and a large crown is neither admired by the table-decker, 
nor by the pine-purchaser. We would here beg to inter¬ 
pose a hint, and that is, that with no class of plants with 
which we are acquainted, can the relation of light, heat, 
and moisture, be a matter of indifference. Winter in 

I Britain is dull, if not dark; therefore, the high-forcing 
i 2M'inciple is not Nature’s way of Pine-culture. Doubtless, 
: we may take some liberties; but caution is requisite; and 
! common sense, though not very romantic, is sometimes 
j exceedingly useful as a guide in difficulties. We say, 

therefore, so manage your system as that you can at any 
1 time supply any amount of atmospheric moisture, and 

as speedily remove it if needs be; but we must pass 
I briefly to other main points. 
i Bottom-heat.—-What fearful reminiscences may this 
j very heading bring to the memory of every King of 

Spades whose hair has become bleached in the service! 
How many root burnings, as well as heart burnings, 
may be called to remembrance? Mr. H. says (p. 55), 
“ Newly potted plants will be benefited by a heat of 
about 90° for two or three weeks; after which time it 
may fall to 85° max. aud 80° min.; but in the winter 
75° will be sufficient for successions. The bottom-heat 
required for those plants which are to produce several 
fruits from the same jilants ought to be as equable as j 

possible, at a medium of about 80°, and not to fluctuate | 
more than 3° above or below. However, I have known ' 
a plant to swell well in the summer in a bottom-heat I 
of 70°; but in winter, when the superincumbent air is | 
kept cooler, the plants that are swelling their fruits will 
make but little progress except the bottom-heat bo 
about 80°.” We may here caution young beginners 
against the erroneous idea of going a-head by means of 
extreme bottom-heats: we advise them not to exceed 
85° on any account, until they quite understand the 
habits of the Pine. We saw some of the finest grown 
Pines in England, this summer, at Alnwick Castle 
gardens, the seat of his Grace of Northumberland; 
gardens kept in capital order by Mr. Pillans, the head 
gardener. The bottom-heat to these Pines could not 
have been above 75°, and the jiots only half jilunged, 
Mr. P. preferring to depend on a pot full of robust roots, 
to any extra attempts at stimulating the vital action of 
the plants. 

Composts.—At p. 7, Mr. H. says, “ With regard to 
rich composts, 1 mean not to dispute their efficiency; 
I can assure the public, however, that the Pine will 
flourish well without them if the system of root and 
atmosiiheric moisture here recommended be adhered to: 
water and air, there can be little doubt, constitute the 
principal food of the Pine-apple.” These are strong 
views, and no doubt, in the main, correct; but it is well 
known that some of our best pine-growers use liquid- 
manure, and this we think by far the best form of 
manuring; for the admixture of manurial matters in 
the soil has a tendency to hasten the decomposition of 
the organic matter; and we do think that on the long 
preservation of this depends, in a great degree, that 
longevity in the roots which Mr. H. takes as the basis 
of his system. See heading “ Longevity.” Mr. H. has, 
since writing his very useful little book, stated to me 
by letter, that he considers a good loam, rich in vegetable 
fibre, complete in itself for the culture of the Pine; and 
we recommend the opinion to our readers. 

Disrooting.—This, about which so much fuss was 
made in our laddish days, is now entirely repudiated by 
all good gardeners, and is only justifiable when plants 
have received abuses, injuring or destroying their roots; 
or in case the soil in their pots has become what is 
technically termed “ soured.” For further notice, see 
“ Longevity." \ 

Errors.—We merely take this in its course to direct I 

attention to one or two which have somehow crept into . 
our remarks ; they will be corrected in the conclusion. j 

Foliage.—Those who watch the evidence in this Pine i 
case will remember Mr. H.’s dry way of defending the 
poor unoffending foliage. “ Be as careful,” he says, “ of 
cutting the foliage as you would of cutting your corns.” ' 
This language, although not remarkable for dignity, is I 
highly emphatic. At p. 03 of his unmistakable little 
book he says, “No destroying nor shortening healthy 
leaves,” &c. Would not the late Mr. Knight, of Downton, 
have rejoiced to find that his deep diving into Nature’s 
secrets had not been in vain; that the very class of men 
who were best able to appreciate high principles (and, 
perhaps, least fitted to seize them at one period through 
the giant-like tyranny of that hard slave-driver, pre¬ 
scription) had entered into his labours. Let then, we 
say, no man cut away a leaf of a Pine until he can 
show a sound reason (not fancy) for so doing. Mr. H. 
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very valiantly contends for tlie astonnding longevity of 
the Pine roots: why did he not say that the foliage v/as 
barely second to them in that capacity ? Those who 
desire to look further into this matter may just refer to 
pages 37, 04, and “ Address,” p. 0, of Mr. H.’s edition 

i of 1845. 
' Kinds.—There are, perhaps, some sixty varieties or 

more in this country, but the principal kinds grown are 
the Providence, Queen, Enville, Jamaica, and Cayenne, 
ilr. Hamilton’s planting-out system has been principally 
confined to the Jamaicas, Queens, and Provideuces; 
though, we think, he has not cultivated the last to the 
extent of the two former. He says, “• All the Queens, 
except the old variety, are well adapted to my system. 
The old Queen is apt to breed too many suckers.” In 
another place he says, “ 1 like the Queens best for 
quantity of fruit.” What the Cayennes may prove 
under this system is not well decided; but it must be 
kept in mind that the Jamaica is the most valuable as 
winter fruit; the Queens then become insipid. 

ImNGEviTY.—It was formerly considered that the roots 
of the Pine possessed no vitality worth consideration 
beyond a year or two; but the i'act was, gardeners gene¬ 
rally contrived to shorten the days of the roots by bad 
culture. Mr. H. says (p. C, 2nd edit.), “ It has, however, 
been established, by the results of many years practice at ; 
'Thornfield, that one Pine plant is capable of jiroducing j 

one or more fruit annually for any period of time.” Again, 
p. 49, “ I had remarked that all the largest fruit, but more 
particularly the Enville and Queens, were produced 
from those plants which had been the longest potted 
previous to fruiting.” Mr. G. Jennings, of Knowsley, 
the seat of Earl Derby, and Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, 
have, he says, adopted his ideas; Mr. J. has produced j 
splendid results, and Mr. F., it seems, has, in a public 
print, pronounced Hamilton’s system to be the best; | 
this mode of culture, as before observed, being based 
principally on the longevity of the roots. There can be 1 

no question, it appears, that those minute fibres, scarcely , 
visible, and which ramify with age in all directions, T 
penetrating drainage materials, and every lump of turf ; 
or soil, possess vast absorbing powers, and that of a j 

Continuous character, if totally undisturbed. These were ' 
despised in former times; our old cultivators could only 
recognise those lusty white roots which the Pine makes 
up the stem, and to obtain which, disrooting and other 
tricks were liad recourse to. Those who understand 
the culture of Orchids will very well understand the 
position of this question. We do not expect to find our 
friend Appleby disrooting and leaf-stripping his huge 
specimen Cattleyas every year, unless it be to make a 
five jiound plant into a ten-pounder, by cutting ten slices 
at a pound each. 

Main principles.—These, in the abstract, may be 
thus summed up:—1st. A secured air-heat adapted to 
the season: summer, 75° to 85°; winter, 00° to 70°; 
other periods about intermediate, principally ruled by 
the amount of light. 2nd. A certain and little fluctuating 
bottom-heat, bearing a close relation to the air-heat, in 
summer about 84°, winter about 75°; other periods 
principally graduated according to the demand on the 
foliage through light and heat. 3rd. Atmospheric 
moisture at gll times in proportion to the amount of 
heat. 4th. A liberal ventilation without sudden checks, 
on principle for the purification of the air, and as an 
expedient to reduce extreme heats. Lastly, undisturbed 
root action, in a proper and long-enduring medium. 
Now this is simply an epitome of all the rest, and to 
knowing pine-gi’owers may seem superfluous; but as these 
papers profess to set the matter on a plain footing to a 
rising generation of pine-men, we feel that the matter 
cannot be set in too strong a light. 

AIoistcue.—Here we have air moisture, and root 
moisture; two very different affairs. The former can 

hardly be supplied in a too liberal way by any of the ordi¬ 
nary means, provided heat and a free ventilation be 
concomitants. As to root moisture, little is needed by the 
Hamiltonian mode. ]\Ir. II. writes thus as to an inquiry 
about watering—“ I have watered at the root twice this 
summer.” It must be observed here that the plants are i 

out of pots; their' immoveable fibres seizing on and in¬ 
vesting all kinds of material in the bed, soil, turfy | 
matters, and even, no doubt, the very stones, debris, I 
&c., &()., attached to which they have a proper feeding I 
ground, an exemption from dangerous extremes, and, I 
doubtless, collect food continually from the gaseous 
matters by which they arc surrounded ; the latter 
brought into play by heat and moisture. 

Old stools.—Mr. H. is all for planting clean stools, 
if to be had, in preference to young plants, unless 
the latter are exceedingly strong. He, however, shows 
that, although Mr. Knight, of Downton, used old 
stools, that they were in error in totally disrooting 
or shaking the soil from the roots; “ by which jirac- 
tice,” ho says, “ I have discovered the plants will fre¬ 
quently make a long growth before they iruit.” Our 
readers will here see the importance of jdanting such 
stools out without disturbance. If, be adds, they cannot 
be had with roots and balls, there need be no hesitation in 
planting them without at once into the compost, where, 
if handled according to the directions in his«book, he 
will guarantee them to produce first-rate fruit the first 
year. He adds, “ They may be planted at any time.” 

Planting out.—This heading is almost a repetition of 
the former. We will, nevertheless, take this opportunity 
to suggest attention to the modes described in an earlier 
paper, viz., that twenty inches of soil is enough, and that 
the pipes be covered with broken bricks three inches, also 
three inches between; the pipes will, con.sequently, he 
fairly imbedded in bricks or rubble of some kind. And 
here, one remark. Any one about to commence might 
fancy the soil would get too dry without some provision 
for water; but such is not the case it appears; Mr. H. 
solidly affirms this. Indeed, the following extract from 
a recent letter will show how this stands : “ Ton seem 
surprised about the ‘ Chamber’ affair. I have dispensed 
with them everywhere, or nearly so. I have proved the 
beneficial effects of covering the pipes with rubble (in¬ 
stead of chambering) for twenty years, and never found 
any inconvenience from the soil getting caked or dry. 
I should be cautious of laying anything that is a non¬ 
conductor between the rubble and the soil. The rubble 
at the top may be covered with rough gravel, the fine 
sifted out.” 

In another paper we shall probably finish the Flamil- 
tonian system. R, Erringion. 

BULBS. 

(Continued from page 142.) 

Alstriimeria Hookeriana, alias rosea.—This is a beau¬ 
tiful dwarf species, and one of the hardiest of them, 
keeps its leaves the whole winter in the open border, 
unless the winter is very hard; and if the tojis get 
killed it is the first of them which is above ground in 
the spring. It will grow in the very richest kitchen- 
garden soil; but the front of a vinery, where the liorder 
is well drained, is the place it likes best. It is also a 
good pot-plant, as the leaves and flowei’-stems are more 
rigid than any of the rest—besides being dwarf, like 
pidohra. The colour is difficult to describe : ro,sea was 1 
a bad name for it, as one-half of the flower is not rose ! 
colour; the jioints of the petals are greenish, then rosy, 
the bottom of the upper or back petals are light and 
full of streaks and speckles, with a shade of yellow 
between the white and rosy parts. It will not cross 
with, peregrina, jisittacina, or aurea. 

A. peregrina (the Foreigner). — This is the oldest of 
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I tho genus under cultivation. It was gathered along 
with a few more of them by a Frenchman named 
Feuillet, who first introduced them. Linneeus named 
tliem for the Frenchman, and founded tho genus on 

j 2^ereijriiia, but, by a misprint, it is called 
' in Feuillet's book; and in tho Cottage Gardeners' 

Dictionary; also in every list of them, but one, that 
has appeared in the old or new world from that day 

j to tills. Hr. Herbert corrected the error, however, 
I in 18-17. Peregrina means “ a foreign huly,” and it 
j is evident that Ijinnseus, wlio was fond of joking, 

gave a feminine termination to llaron Alstrbmer’s 
name, purposely to suit peregrina. It is one of tho 
best pot-plants among them, and is hardy enough to 
live in a border or cold pit, if tlie border is slightly 
covered during frost. There is a garden variety of it 
with wliite flowers, which does better in a pot, and 
Gumming found a greenish-white variety of it near 

I Valparaiso; still it is not easy to get it to cross with 
I others, and the white one does not always come true 
j from seeds. 
I A. psittacina (Parrot-like).—T'his is the next tallest 

and hardiest after aurea, and will grow and flower in the 
open border in any good garden soil. The flowers are 
dull red, with green tips and black spots. This came 
out in 1826. 

A. pidchella^PvBitg).—Orange and red, approaching 
to scarlet. For many years this was considered a 
distinct species, and, as such, it was figured in all the 
Magazines: but now it must fall into Van Houtte's 
Ghent varieties along with another called Shnsii 
or Simsiana. They are all from a common type— 
lucninntha, and any one may run them into endless 

I varieties. Since 1 wrote about/m/W'/nt/tu (page 112), 1 
, have learned that i\[. Van Floutte denies a hybrid migin 

to his seedlings, but that he had them from wild seeds 
—which only jiroves that tho seeds were gathered in 

I South Chili, where Poeppig states that he found 
hannanlha in meadows near Antuco, running into all 
shades of red, orange, lemon and white. Another, 
called pilosei in the “ llotanical Register,” is one of 
them. All these varieties make a gorgeous bed planted 
together, and are as easily managed as so many common 

I tulips or hyacinths, only that the roots ought to be 
j taken up every other year to prevmnt their going too 

deep iu the bed. 
A.pulchra (Fair).—This is the last in our enumera¬ 

tion of them ; it was first figured in the Botanical 
Magazine. Jt is called tricolor, in Hooker’s Exotic 
Flora, and Flos Martini, in the Botanical Register. 
Gumming found it near Valparaiso, and it appears to 
have a great range in Chili, according to the other 
travellers. When 1 was collecting the species, many 
years ago, I found two or three seedlings of this at Mr. 
Loddige’s Nursery, at Hackney; they were a dirty white, 

I with green tips, and not worth much, but proving how 
_ much they are given to sport. Tricolor is a better 
' name than the true one, but it has four distinct colours, 
' if not five—a white or light ground, streaked with 

purple, red and green tij)s, with a dash of yellow across 
the petals. Jt is quite as hardy as the rest of them, 
and is well adapted for pot-culture. I once had a beau¬ 
tiful bed of them, a circle, planted thus—a large mass 
of aurea in the centre, then a row of p)sittavina, round 

ha>Aiuintha, and some oi pulchra, wad peregr'ina, in 
one row, for want of a good stock of them, with a 

I border of Hookeriana; this bed i afterwards turned 
into a basket-form, by planting a row of Bomarea 
acuti/olia, and hirtclla, or ovata, as some call it, quite 

I round the sides; the bed was three feet deep, and nearly 
one-half of (juite rotten leaf-mould, with a soft yellow 
loam. The two Boinareas grew ten to twelve i'eet in 

i this, and were trained round and round, and at a height 
I of eighteen inches, on sticks with a handle of hazel rod 

across, on which acutifolia was trained from both ends. 
This bed was much admired, but now, by using the best 
of the Ghent seedlings, along with aurea and psittacina 
in the middle, a splendid bed, of any shai)e, might be 
made much easier, and I can vouch for it, that if it was 
hedged with these twining llomareas, planted also 
eighteen or thirty inches, so as to get a thick mass of 
them, they would much improve the bed, and be in 
character too, besides the novelty of the thing; for I am 

, not aware of any one else having ever used them so. 
I may remark, that almost all the Alstrdmerias are 

I natives of Chili, and that out of forty Boinareas de¬ 
scribed, none wore found in the whole of Chili, hut two 
species. The rest are natives of Peru, and northwards 
into Guatemala and Mexico. 

Amaryllis.—Since this genus was printed for the 
Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, strange relations re¬ 
specting it have apjiearcd, which overthrow both I)r. 
Herhert’s arrangements, and that by l)r. Lindloy, iu 
the Vegetable Kingdom. 'J'he greatest amount of prac¬ 
tical knowledge on one side, and consummate philosophy 
on both sides, wore not sulficiciit to bear the natural 
test of a true arrangement. In the Avuiryllidaccic, the 
greatest point of diti'erence by which Amaryllis, and 
other allied genera are kept asunder, is a solid flower- 
stalk, or a hollow one. So many genera have the 
flower-stalk hollow, or pipy, and so m,auy tho reverse. 
According to l)r. Herbert's ideas, a bidb with a solid 
flower-stalk or scape, could no more bo crossed with one 
having the scape hollow, than with “ an oak-tree.” 

In the Vegetable Kingdom, the true Amaryllids arc 
also divided into two sections, tho point of difference 
being the cup or coronet, peculiar to many of them, 
as tho cup inside the flower of a Narcissus. All 
Amaryllids having this cup in tho flower are in one 
division, and those of them wanting tho cup in the 
other. Two very simple and convenient arrangements, 
but they are not natui'al, neither are the genera iu them 
placed according to their natural ailiuity. In both, 
Amaryllis is })laccd far from Vallota, and in both, 
Vallota is kept much asunder from Brunsvigia, yet the 
three ought to stand side-by-side, and be followed by 
Cyrtanthus. Hr. Herbert could not cross one s])ecies of 
Brunsvigia (multijiora) with Amaryllis, therefore, he 
thought Brunsvigia might “yet be u])held.” Rut in 
New South Wales, where all the Brunsvigias and 
Amaryllises cross freely, the cross seedlings from Bruns- 
vig'ia multijiora are the most showy of all, as wo might 
expect. The gentleman who effected this cross with 
whom the plants first flowered iu 1847, tells us (Gar¬ 
deners' Chronicle, 1850, 470), that as many as from 
twenty to forty flowers were on a single scape, and that 
the “ colour is generally like that of Passiflora her- 
mesina." And at home I have put the union of Vallota, 
Cyrtanthus, and Brunsvigia Josephina-, beyond a doubt. 
If Dr. Herbert was alive, he would be the first to 
acknowledge the necessity for re-arranging of the genera 
afresh, and this explanation was necessary at the outset, 
iu order to remove doubts that might naturally be 
entertained against such and such cros.ses as I shall 
suggest here and there iu these jiapcrs on bulbs. I 
have no wish to change a single name; it is more con¬ 
venient to hold on as wo are, as we do with Azalea, 
Rhodora, and Rhododendron. All that I claim is, a 
fair hearing, because I have now no means of pushing 
such experiments myself. 

Amaryllis Belladonna.—This is the best known of all 
tho family; and whatever we may think of the soil in 
which it is found grownug at the Cape, there is no doubt 
but it likes a good rich soil and an open air treatment 
in this country. 1 never saw it growing in a pot half so 
finely and so vigorously as it does in tho open air. 
Miller’s compost for it is as good as any that has been 
tried since; at two feet deep, after draining the border. 
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he mixed a quantity of rotten dung; after that he jout a 
foot of rich garden loam, planted his bulbs, and used a 
lighter soil on the top, the bulbs standing six inches 
deep. We have seen lately how beautifully they get it 
to flower at Claremont under similar treatment, and 
a change every sixth year. I have also seen it flowering 
well with the bulbs nearly out of the ground, in a very 
rich border. It increases fast from off-set bulbs, but 
does not seed freely, or but very seldom in this country. 
In Australia it seeds freely enough, and the cross seed¬ 
lings from it there would be a great acquisition in this 
country, particularly the crosses from the pollen of 
Brunsvigia inultiflora; and there is no reason why it 
should not sport there as H^ipeastrum does here. Bella¬ 
donnas, and all other bulbs which grow in winter and 
rest in summer should not be planted in mixed borders, 
nor where the roots of large trees or bushes can reach ; 
the latter will suck away the goodness from the soil; and 
growing plants require water in summer; and these 
Amaryllises are better in the dry while they are at rest. 
There are two varieties, one of them paler; and the 
third species mentioned in the Dictionary, Blanda, is 
not in any public collection in this country, as far as I 
can learn. When I come to the other sections of the 
genus, I shall speak of the best mode of treating a whole 
collection of them; but, as they are now pushing out 
of the ground, I may remark generally, that they require 
air constantly, and large doses of water from the time 
the leaf is two inches long; and if they are in pots it 
is better to water them from below by a saucer full of 
water, now and then, but not constantly; say as much as 
the soil can take up in a couple of days; then take away 
the saucer for ten days or a fortnight. 

There is a scarce little bulb, called Cyrtanthus vni- 
florus, Gastrenama clavatum, and other names. It is a 
true Amaryllis, and so are all the Cyrtanthus Bruns- 
vigias; and there is little doubt but Strumaria and 
Hessea are also true Amaryllises—at any rate they 
require the above treatment at this season, as well as all 
other half-hardy bulbs that grow in winter. 

Andkocymbidm.—There are three species of this little- 
known genus in our Dictionary, but they are not worth 
while for their beauty, only as botanical sections, or 
curiosities; that they require sometimes to illustrate 
lectures and so forth. Their flowers are small, and dull, 
greenish white. 

Anisanthus (see Antholyza) from which Sweet divided 
them upon grounds not now recognised by botanists. 

Anthericum is on any list, but there are no bulbs in 

it, and therefore I shall pass it, although botanists make 

it a section of the lilies; at best they ai'O only Asphodels. 
D. Beaton. 

{To be continued.^ 

VIOLETS. 

In this ago of glitter, it is something to find that 
worth, however retiring, is not always passed by and 
forgotten. The brilliant rivets the attention, and 
affords full play to a buoyant imagination. The good 
is more securely enshrined in the recesses of our 
warmest affections. Insensible though the world be to 
merit, I believe it is hardly so black a transgressor as 
many aspirants for distinction would have us believe. 
But to win the approbation of the world the merit 
must be real—no plated, gilded thing will long pass 
muster. And, again, the merit must be free from 
alloy, not associated with the impure or the revolting. 
Then we will freely own that the greatest worth is not 
always conjoined with the greatest show, and that 
there are many bright deeds, and many bright things 
in this world of ours, which are but little noticed by a 
dreamy philosophy. 

Would any reader enjoy a quiet insight into men 

and things, let him, in an hour’s leisure, glance over 
the advertising columns of a daily newspaper, or 
even of those connected with our own humble serial. 
What a satire at times upon vanity and upwardism! 
What an unfolding, in general, of prevailing wants, 
tastes, and aspirations; and, above all, what joyous 
hopes infused, frequently, for the future. Advertise¬ 
ments will appear just as long as they suit a purpose. 
Between the line of the beautiful in nature, and 
the appreciation of the lovely in morals, there is a 

! close connection. Every advertisement, therefore, 
I respecting the gorgeous in flowers, speaks of a refining 

influence healthily spreading. Every statement an- 
j nounciug where superb violets are to be procured, 
I declares not only that the same bettering influence is 

being felt by the humblest in society, but also, that if 
i not the already and the note, the period is nearing, 
\ when true worth, however retiring, whether among 
I plants or men, shall receive its due meed of appro- 
j bation. Who can forget emotions of the past, asso- 
j ciated with a single bloom of the lowly violet? Who 
, has traversed the brakes and hedge-banks of society 
! without discovering there, again and again, many of the 
1 noblest virtues that adorn humanity ? 

Several inquiries having lately been made on the 
j general management of these much-prized plants, our 
I Captain Editor has wished me to have “my say” on the 

subject of violets, although I have, in one of our earlier 
volumes, already noted the main points of manage¬ 
ment. Eeferring back might not, however, suit some 
subscribers, and, as at present I cannot lay hands 

I upon the paper myself, readers will have the advantage 
of any changes of practice that have been suggested 
since then. 'The kinds or varieties will be mentioned 

I in rotation, according to the estimate formed of them, 
j and their early autumn, winter, and spring blooming. 

1. Neapolitan Violet.—This I still consider to bo 
worthy of a first place, both on account of the size and 
sweetness of its lilac flowers. There is one disadvantage 
connected with it, namely, that it seldom does any good 
out-of-doors, unless in a very dry and sheltered situa¬ 
tion, and even there they will be late. A conservatory, 
or a glass-covered pit or frame is the place for it in 
winter. Eor this purpose young plants are best. 

Propagation. This is effected by runners and divisions. 
First. By Runners.—These, if wanted, may be allowed 
to grow in spring, but at no other time. They may be 
cut off when three inches in length, and inserted in 
sandy soil, under handlights, on a slight hotbed in 
March and April. When well rooted they should be 
planted out in a nice mellow border, about eight inches 
apart. Second. By Division.—This mode involves least 
trouble, and I think it is the better of the two. Take 
the plants that have done flowering in April or May, 
and tear them to pieces with the hand ; one plant 
may thus be made into a good number, each sup¬ 
plied with a nice crown of leaves and roots. Plant 
these out as mentioned above for the cuttings, giving 
them from six to eight inches from plant to plant. 

Summer treatment.—Almost all the success depends 
upon this. The soil should be mellow, open, and well 
drained, enriched with a fail- proportion of rotten dung, 
or leaf mould, and if the soil is very adhesive, a good 
proportion of i-oad or drift sand. The soil should also 

I be frequently stirred after planting. Waterings must be 
duly attended to, and, if a vestige of red spider appear, 
the plants must be well drenched with soot and sulphur. 
Shadings will be required at first, but as soon as the 
plants are taking free hold of the soil they must 
gradually be exposed to every ray of sunshine. Every 
roeed, will tell against success, because it will prove that 
neither cleanliness nor stirring the soil has been attended 
to. Every runner mitst bo removed as soon as it ap- 
l)ears. Unless produced very early in the season, not one 
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of tliem will produce anything hut leaves during the 
following winter and spring. Tins is a fii'st and most 
essential point of management. Culture must be directed 
to obtaining strong well-matured heads or crowns; 
every runner, after a certain size, will bo alike a shader 
and a robber. When first planted out, and root action 
is desirable, they need not be nipped too closely at first, 
but, after free growth is proceeding, every weed should 
be looked upon as an intruder. 

Winter management.—In October they should be 
taken up and potted, or placed in a bed to be covered 
by glass. But why not cover them where they are, and 
thus save labour—if tho bed was well prepared at first 
I do not see why the plants should be moved? The 
first essential for such saving mode wotild be tlie 
securing of the glass not further than six or eight inches 
from the plants. But even then, when I tried this mode, ] 
I found it was no saving in the end. For instance, the 
ground was apt to be too wet, and thus the flowers were 
likely to damp in winter. Both slugs and worms were 
prone to have their colonies, and then woe betide the 
beauty of the flowers; and besides, leaves were likely to 
be more abundant than blooms. When transplanted, 
on the other hand, though raised carefully in balls, a 
check was given to the growing principle, just enough 
and no more tlian to give a hint to the flower-buds to 
show themselves; and by tho time the buds swelled, the 
roots were spreading in the fresh soil, and thus catering 
for strength of flower-stalk and size of blossom. In jdant- 
ing in the flowering beds, one of two modes may be 
adopted according to circumstances. First, where the 
situation is damp and cold : hero it is advisable to raise 
the bottom of the bed one foot above the surface-soil, 
either by faggots, old wood, clinkers, stones, or even 
common soil—above this, if the bloom is wanted early, 
it will be advisable to have a slight hotbed, one foot 
in thickness, at least, and over that three inches of rotten 
dung, or leaf mould, made firm, and over all, eight or 
nine inches of sandy loam, rather rich and rather dry. 
When the situation is warm and dry, the soil being 
sandy, resting on gravel, chalk, or porous rock, then any 
position in the garden facing the south, or south-west, 
will answer admirably. A little leaf mould may be 
added, the soil be well stirred and aerated before 
planting, and if at all wet or exhausted, a few barrows- 
ful of good, fresh soil may be added. In planting, 
beginners should attend to one little matter: take out 
a trench across the bed, set the plants so near as to 
leave a couple of inches round them, pack them firmly 
with tho soil, and then water thoroughly, and when 
that has drained away, cover the surface with the dry, 
unwatered soil. It is scarcely possible to have the sur¬ 
face too dry in winter if there is moisture enough below. 
In addition to this, I often cover the surface between the 
plants, when fairly growing, with a slight layer of dry 
road-drift and charcoal, which, besides helping to pro¬ 
mote a dry atmosphere, slugs can wriggle along, butvery 
slowly, amongst such material when dry. In addition, 
I may add, that air may be given freely when the ex¬ 
ternal temperature is about 40°, especially when the sun 
has raised it higher; and frost must he excluded by 
covering tho glass, and protecting the sides of the box 
or pit. Pots for the window, or greenhouse, may be 
managed in a similar manner; one large, or three small 
plants for a six-inc)i pot. This sort involves a little 
trouble ; but that given, and these little matters looked 
to, there will bo no disappointment. All the rest arc 
easier managed, and will require less to be said about 
them. 

2. Perpetual or Tree Violet.—This is a useful 
variety. It well deserves the name Perpetual, as I have 
seen it bloom from September to June. The title Tree, may 
not bo a misnomer, as this violet may suit that mode better 
than others ; and I rather think it does: though each and 

every one of them may bo grown in that moppish manner 
whore desirable. A number of complaints reached me | 
last winter and spring that it would not bloom early. 
In every case that came under my inspection tho parties 
had received a counterfeit—namely, the common double 
blue, a lino thing in its way, producing, when well 
grown, finer flowers than the Perpetual, or Tree, but 
then it will rarely or never bloom in winter—it may 
also be known by its flowers being flat and broad, 
whilst those of the Perpetual are orbicular. Unlike tbe 
Neapolitan, tbe common blue will not agree with tho 
slightest forcing : tho Perpjetual never requires it. In 
pots, it will bloom splendidly in windows and green¬ 
houses ; it will also do admirably in a sheltered raised 

! place out-of-doors, where it can have temporary pro- 
I tection in bad weather. Of course it would do better 

still in a frame or pit. The flowers are not, in general, 
very large, but they arc produced very abundantly, and 
are very sweet. All Violets dislike stagnant moisture. 
Where other conveniences are wanting, they flourish at 
the foot of a wall, or fence, facing the south, south-east, 
and south-west, provided you have either a wide board, 
or a narrow straw-thatched hurdle, from fifteen to 
eighteen inches in depth, to place against them in wet 
and frosty weather. For propagation and culture in 
frames and pots, see Neapolitan—only, if bulk is de¬ 
sired, the first-formed runners may remain, as in a fine 
summer they will be sufficiently matured to bloom along 
with the mother or principal head. The soil should 
also have more loam in its composition. Mr. Tiley 
advertises a Perpetual Tree white ; the common double 
white is a poor thing in winter. If this Perpetual white 
is at all equal to the blue in this respect, it will be 
invaluable where there are ladies. I have not yet 
tried it. 

Forming Tree Violets.—This is best done by dividing 
plants two or three years old. A nice little head, with 
a fair supply of roots, and a clean stem between them 
a number of inches in length, are thus obtained. 
Whether these are planted oiit-of-cloors, or potted, tlie 
stems must at first be supported by little sticks. The 
head soon takes an upright direction. Ere long, the 
stem increases in strength, and also in length little by 
little every year. When once potted, and valued for 
their singularity, care must be given to supply them 
with plenty of water, and an open airy place in summer, 
and to avoid all stagnant moisture in winter. Sour 
earth about the stems will make them miffg and short¬ 
lived. Even when not shifted every year into larger 
pots, the drainage should be examined, a little old soil 
picked away, and fresh surfacings applied; and round 
the base of tho stem a little cone of bruised charcoal 
will be a safeguard. I had them thus grown of all 
varieties, one of the best was a Neapolitan; but I got 
tired of them: I saw little beauty in the bare stems, and, 
from a pot similar in size, I coidd get many more flowers 
from a plant grown in tbe usual way. Allowing the 
runners to festoon from the top for several generations, 
like an Aaron's-beard Saxifrage, seemed an improve¬ 
ment, where all was so stilted; but to carry out that 
idea in a moderate-sized pot pre-supposes considerable 
attention to rich surface-dressings and manure-waterings. 

3. Russian Violet and Surerr Violet.—These are 
extremely useful single Violets; the latter larger than tho 
common. They are easily propagated by seeds, runners, 
slips, and divisions, and should never stand long in one 
place, as young plants generally bloom most freely. 
'J’hey are seldom potted, but they are worthy a place in 
the cottage window, where they could stand outside in 
fine weather, and he brought inside in sleet and frost. 
They will bloom very freely, where sashes and other 
covering can he given them in winter. In common 
seasons, they thrive and bloom tolerably well on raised 
banks, by tho side of fences, &c., wliere a few branches. 
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or other coveriug, may be given them in severe weather. 
From October and onwards, a lew rows of them perfume 
a garden. I understand something grand in this way 
is looming in the near. A deep, loamy, well-drained 
soil is that in which all the varieties I liave met with in 
this section delight. If the soil is light and sandy, and 
tolerably rich withal, the number and size of the leaves 
will keep the flowers in the shade. 

4. The Double Blue and Double White.—The last 
is the most tender. Unless in very mild winters, neither 
of them flower much until spring. For fine effect, pro¬ 
pagate and cultivate the same as the Neapolitan, by 
runners, slips, and divisions. As flowers are produced 
on the first-formed runners, as well as the crown, they 
may remain several years in the same ground, but the 
flowers are likely to get less and less in size. A rich, 
deep, dry loam is their delight. In such circumstances, 
the bloom from strong young plants is truly fine. In 
sandy and clialky soils the iflants run too much to leaf. 
Need I mention again, that the blooms of all, when 
dried, long retain their scent. E. Fish. 

CONIFEEflE. 

{Conliniied from page 120). 

Juniperus communis (The Common Juniper).—This 
species is a native of Britain, and the colder parts of i 
Asia and North America, growing, under favourable i 
circumstances, to the height of ten or twelve feet, form¬ 
ing then a thickly-branched and not inelegant low tree. 
Its perfect hardihood recommends it for aU open and 
exposed situations, where few other plants woidd exist. 
There are several varieties, some of which far surpass 
the original species in beauty—namely, Juniperus com¬ 
munis Canadensis (The Canadian J.), a dwarf bush from 
three to five feet high; Juniperus communis Cracovia, 
found near Cracow, a handsome, upright-growing variety; 
J. communis Hibernica, and Hihernica compressa, the : 
Irish Junipers; these are also upright-growing varieties; ] 
the latter, as its name imjiorts, being very much com- j 
pressed in its habit; J. communis ohlonga, and ohlonga ' 
pendula. The latter is a very elegant drooping variety, i 
Both attain the height of ten feet, and are natives of 
China and Japan. And, lastly, J. communis Suecica, 
the Swedish Juniper, a well-known favourite variety. 
It is said that in the forest of Fontainbleau tliis 
variety has attained the height of fifty feet, and various 
articles of furniture are made of its timber. I men¬ 
tioned this fine variety in my notice of Alton Towers ; 
and as it is fifteen years since I saw them, and they 
were then eight feet high, I suppose they will be now 
nearly double that height. Why do not we plant this 
tree for timber, as its wood is so excellent for cabinet 
work? It is cheap enough—twenty-live shillings wifi i 
buy a hundred of them a foot high at the wholesale | 
nurseries. | 

J. DKUPACEA (The Drupe-fruited J.).—Native of the [ 
plains of Syria, where, in almost all sand, it thrives | 
and attains the height of ten feet. 1 

J. EXCELSA (The Tall J.).—This handsome species is 
a native of Siberia, the higher parts of the Himalayas, j 
and North America. There it often rises to the height | 
of forty feet, but the highest I have seen in this country | 
was fifteen feet (see page 14-t). The timber of this I 
species is excellent. There is a dwarf variety called i 
nana, and in gardens reliyiosa, being used in some piarts j 
in sacrifices, on account of its aromatic qualities when | 
burning. i 

J. ELACCiDA (The Weak J.). — This is a curious | 
species, with a slender, elegant habit. Being a native 
of Mexico, it requires a greenhouse or conservatory 
to grow it in. The loaves are lance-shaped, and the 
branches are drooping; it grows to a great height. 1 

J. FRAGRANs (The Swcet-smelling J.).—From Nepaul; | 
also rather tender. Very little is known of this rare * 
species. , 

J. GossAiNTHANEA.—This IS a rare species. I saw ! 
several fine plants of it lately in Mr. G. -Jackman’s ] 
niu'sery, near Woking, in Surrey ; and, from the habit 
and colour, I should say it will be, when better known 
and more full grown, a most elegant tree. It is per¬ 
fectly hardy. 

J. Lycia (The Lycian J.).—A native of Greece, the 
Levant, and Siberia; a handsome species, growing 
fifteen feet high. 

-J. MACROCABPA (The I-arge-fruited J.).—I have seen 
some fine specimens of this silvery-leaved Juniper, and 
can confidently recommend it as a very ornamental 
species. The cones are of a pale blue when young. 
It is a native of Greece, where it is highly esteemed, 
and planted freely. 

J. Mexicana ('The Mexican-].).—The branches of this 
Juniper are unlike all the rest; they spread out at the 
base, regularly shortening-in upwards, and thus form a 
handsome pyramidal tree, some 40 feet high. Unfor¬ 
tunately it is too tender to bear the open air in winter in 
this counti'y, but it is well worthy of a place in a lofty 
conservatory. 

J. NANA (The Dwarf J.).—This small bush is found 
in Europe, Asia, and North America. It has more 
synonymes than perhaps any other species. It is the 
J. alpina of Eay; the J. montana of Aiton ; the J. 
communis nana of Loudon; the J. communis alpina of 
Wohlenberg; the J. communis saxatile of Pallas; and 
the J. minor montana of Bauhin. It is Willdenow 
that has named it simply J. nana, the name I have ' 
adopted; and a more expressive one need not be; it is 
truly a dwarf, seldom reaching, even when old, more 
than a foot high. It is useful to plant at a corner where 
two walks separate, or close to the walk of the Pinetum; 
arranging well with such plants as Abies clanbrassiliana, 
J. sabina gjrostrata, and such-like alpine, low-growing 
ConiferiE. 

J. occiDENTALis (The Western J.).—This species, in 
its native wilds, is a giant among its kindred, rising to the 
altitude of eighty feet, forming a noble tree. It is found 
in groat quantity on the higher part of Columbia, where 
it is greatly esteemed as a timber-tree. No doubt, when 
more plentiful, it will be grown extensively in this 
country, both for its beauty and usefulness. 

J. OxYCEDRUs (The Thorny Cedar, or Brown-berried 
J.).—The species is confined to Europe. It is grown 
largely in Spain, Portugal, the south of France, and in ' 
Italy, and has been grown in Britain for more than a 
century. It is a very low tree, seldom exceeding twelve 
feet. There are three varieties, namely taurica, echini- 
formis, and Witmanniana. They are all handsome, and 
should be in every collection of any note ; but in the 
northern parts of this country they are rather tender. 

J. Phocnicea (The Phoenician J.).—Native, as its ’ 
name imports, of the south of Europe. It is also found 
in Eussia! and grows from fifteen to twenty feet high. 
A beautiful, light-green-leaved tree. 

-I. PSEUDO Sabini (The False Savin).—Native of the 
Altai mountains; growing much in the style of our 
common Savin, but more upright, and rather lighter | 
green. I 

J. PYRAMiDALis (The PyramidiJ -J.).—Not much is 
known of tliis species; there is a plant so named in the 
I-ondon Horticultural Society’s garden at Chiswick. 

-J. RECURVA (The recurved Nepaul -1).—A very dis¬ 
tinct species, with both leaves and branches turned | 
back, or recurved; the foliage is light green. It requires i 
a dry soil, is perfectly hardy, and very ornamental in I 
sheltered places. .Exposed to the north winds it is apt 
to turn rusty in winter, much in the same style as the i 
Crgptomeriu japjoniea. The variety named densa is a 
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distinct one, and of more dwarf, compact habit. Both 
I are very desirable. 

J. Sabina (The Common or True Savin).— Grown in 
masses, this species has a fine eftect. In favoured situ¬ 
ations it will form almost a tree. Clothed with a rich 
brown bark, the dwarf variety, prostrata, is well adapted 
for rockwork, or to place on a lawn to form a sort of 
fringe to the shrubbery. The one with variegated 
foliage is pretty, and worthy of a place in a collection 
on that account. T. Appleby. 

{To be continued). 

THE PETUNIA. 

(Concluded from page 145.) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF PLANTS INTENDED FOR 

EXHIBITION. 

It is well known to those cultivators who grow plants 
with an especial eye to show them for competition, that 
extra care and attention is required in order to beat 
their opponents, or, even if no opposition is oftered, to 
win the approbation of the censors, and, consequently, a 
prize. Most societies give directions in their schedules 
to the judges not to give first-class prizes to inferior 
specimens, merely because they are the best exhibited, 
or, perhaps, the only ones present on the tables. This 
is quite right, and relieves the censors from a most un¬ 
pleasant part of their adjudication. It is true, there are 
exhibitors selfish enough to argue, that as their pro¬ 
ductions are the best present they ought to have the 
prize offered for the best; but if such confessedly poor 
things were to have first prizes, the subscribers and 
visitors would be disgusted; there would be an end put 
to that spirit of emulation and desire to excel which 
ought to be the aim of all exhibitions to encourage and 
bring into play. Then again, such a law will prevent 
any competitors from bringing to the exhibition any 
fruits, plants, or vegetables, that are not, at least, respect¬ 
able, and show that some extra care has been taken to 
bring those exhibited, at least, superior to the com¬ 
monly-seen specimens in every garden. 

These remarks will, I trust, be taken with candour, as 
I do not see how any one at all conversant with exhibit¬ 
ing matters can deny their truth; and I would advise 
every one showing garden productions never to exhibit 
any article but what is in good, fair condition. To do 
otherwise ought only to bring disgrace, and not honour 
or credit to the exhibitor. 

The Petunia is no exception, hut must he well 
grown, and freely and finely bloomed, in order to be con¬ 
sidered worthy of a prize. The way to manage so as to 
attain so desirable an end is my business, on this occa¬ 
sion, to describe. The time to exhibit them to jierfection 
is about the last week in June (which is early) to the 
last week in July, which may be considered, in the 
generality of seasons, to be late. 

Plants intended for this purpose should be well 
established the preceding autumn, and should not be 
allowed to flower till within a month of the time of 
exhibition. They may be kept in pots from three to 
four inches diameter through the winter. From the 
first moment of potting, up to the month of May, they 
should be frequentlj^ topped; that is, the. two upper 
leaves, with the buds attached, should be carefully and 
neatly cut off with a sharp knife. Nipping off with the 
finger and thumb I cannot approve; it is, to say the 
least of it, a careless method, and crushes and mutilates 
a ])lant in the tendercst part, often causing many of the 
shoots to mould and jierish in wet, damp weather; 
whereas, a clean cut with a keeii-cdged knife heals up 
quickly, and the plant is little worse by the operation. 

As the plants grow they must be repotted as soon as 

the roots reach the sides of the pots. They should never 
be allowed to become matted till placed in their bloom- 1 
ing-pots. In March, it will be necessary to provide a I 
number of short sticks; if they are painted a light green 
so much the better. At one of the spring pottings, 
before the roots have pushed into the new earth, thrust 
a circle of these sticks round the pot at some distance 
from the shoots; tie a short piece of nice small bass- 
mat to one of these sticks, so that the two ends of the 
mat are equal in length from the stick, then bring each 
end round a branch nearest to the stick, and, with the 
mat, draw it gently down to the stick, and tie it to it ! 
rather loosely. This is a nice operation, and requires a ' 
steady hand and attentive eye, or the shoot will break 
off from the main stem. When one branch is securely 
and safely tied, proceed to the next, and so on round 
the plant till every side-shoot is brought down, and the 
centre left thinly furnished. Cut off the ends of all the 
strong shoots, and the plants will soon begin to show 
they have had a careful hand at work to form them into 
bushy, round-headed specimens. This is the ground¬ 
work to commence with, and as the shoots advance in 
number and length must be repeated, and longer sticks 
made use of. If the shoots are too numerous, let them 
be judiciously thinned, so as not to allow them to crowd 
each other. The short sticks may be removed when 
the shoots do not require their directing support. As 
they advance towards blooming, they may require a few 
sticks in the centre of each plant to train each shoot 
into a position so as not to interfere with its neighbour. | 

The management as to potting, j)lacing in a pit, j 

smoking with tobacco to destroy the green fly, dusting j 

with sulphur to destroy mildew, watering with liquid- 
manure, giving air, and other ])oint8 of culture, I have j 

already described under the head “ Summer treatment.” 
To these directions I have nothing to add now. If the 
cultivator has been successful in his operations, the 
plants for exhibition will, in May, bo strong, bushy 
plants, eighteen inches high, and twelve inches through, 
and he showing plenty of flowers, which may then, if 
the show is in June, be allowed to come into bloom; 
but if in July, the buds must be taken off again, and 
not allowed to remain till the middle of June. All the 
energies of the plant must be reserved, in order to have a 
blaze of fresh, high-coloured blooms on the day they are 
required for the exhibition table. T. Appleby. 

INFLUENCES OF THE W^ET SEASON ON 

CROPS OF VARIOUS KINDS. 

The near approach of winter renders it necessary 
to take such precautionary measures as will protect the 
various products which hard weather is likely to injure. 
This is the more advisable, in consequence of the un¬ 
usually wet autumn having rendered everything out-of- 
doors a perfect receptacle for water, the tissues or cells 
of plants being charged with water almost to the burst¬ 
ing point. It is easy, therefore, to perceive the effects 
that frost is likely to have on plants so gorged with 
superfluous moisture, which has scarcely ever been 
relieved by a dry day, nor yet (what is equally useful) a 
cold one. The atmosphere has been, in most cases, mild 
and warm for November, while the ground has been so : 
repeatedly soaked with drenching rains, that, in spite of ; 
the absence of cold and frost, the autumn growth of : 
many things has been much below the average of j 

years. This is apparent to every one in the after-harvest- ' 
sown Turnips, many of which scarcely present anything 
more than the same mass of green leaves that they did 
two months ago, and that this tardy progress is owing 
to the cold, drenching rain is evident to every one; 
since the average atmospheric warmtli, if fully equal to 
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former years, wlien tlie various members of the nume¬ 
rous Cabbage family continued their growth with more 
steadiness, it' not with more vigour, than they sometimes 
do in tlie summer months. Now these perishiugly 
cold rains have been more hurtful to the late-planted 
Celery than most crops, some of it will not arrive at the 
size and condition fit for blanching'; while in former 
years, and under precisely the same treatment, the late- 
planted has carried on tlie supply in the spring, when 
the larger and earlier was no longer fit for use. This 
season it will only be fit for the commonest purposes to 
which green Celery is put. This state of things is 
the result of the long-continued wet weather we have 
liad, in which the herbage has rarely ever been dry, 
and the ground soddened to the utmost with rain. 
Even grass, which is supposed to resist, nay, even 
benefit by the usual autumn rain, has, this season, 
made less growth since the end of September than is 
usual with it. Under such a state of things it cannot 
excite surprise if the more delicate portion of garden 
produce should have made but a tardy autumn growth. 
Young seedlings of the Lettuce or Cauliflower tribe, even 
where protected by glass, have scarcely been able to 
resist the decaying infiueuce of such a protracted season, 
while a considerable portion have absolutely perished 
under it. The obvious tendency of so early and wet an 
autumn is to prolong the winter by lengthening its 
advent. In a usual way, we have more or less of 
moisture before severe cold sets in, and hardy plants 
are but seldom perfectly dry during November; but in 
the past season October has been substituted for that 
mouth, so that the horticultural autumn may be truly 
said to have •* set in ” a month sooner than usual. 

It will be difficult to find a remedy for such a state of 
things, but many palliatives will suggest themselves. 
It will now be discovered to what good purposes efficient 
drainage may be applied; and if such do not already 
exist in our gardens, the present time must point out 
the necessity of making it so. The utility of tanks, 
channels, and all watercourses will also have been put 
to a severe test, and their purposes proved. Coupled 
with these is the (quality of walks, roads, and paths, 
which a series of wet weather, if accompanied with 
traffic, soon finds out their defects. All these, and 
many more evils resulting from such drenching rains, 
have so far retarded the usual autumn work, that we 
must urge on our brethren to be on the alert when a 
change does take place; and all house-work being, as 
we expect, advanced as far as possible a-head of the 
season, and others, to which the inclemency of the 
weather offers but few impediments, must be pushed 
on as far as possible, in order that the general out¬ 
door work may receive the united energies of the whole 
stafl', when the period does arrive to bring it into 
action. A thoughtful business habit of contriving 
work will suggest many things which can as well be 
done in wet weather as in dry. We therefore advise 
our young friends to cultivate this useful part of their 
studies, as much may be gained by it. 

Among the plants suffering from the absence of sun¬ 
shine are the winter Cucumber jdants, which, though in 
an atmosphere purely artificial, are not yet exempt from 
the causes which prove fatal to more robust productions 
out of doors; as, apart from the want of that all-im¬ 
portant element of their existence, “ sunshine,” the 
atmosphere of hothouses is, or must be, more or less 
charged with that moisture which reigns everywhere. 
It may be true that a dry heat applied removes or 
drives off part of the water, hut then it substitutes a 
temperature in its place ungenial to vegetation. That 
this is the cause of many disasters is too well known; 
nevertheless, there is no other way. and those who have 
young Cucumber plants struggling against the elements 
must act very carefully with them. Avoid, by all 
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means, “ drip,” and if the house or pit where they ! 
are growing be flat-roofed, or of low pitch, drip will | 
invariably bo the consequence. A homely, but useful ! 
protection to small plants is to suspend (from the roof) ! 
a large sized bell glass over them; observe, this must 
be some height above the plant, so as to leave it in 
possession of the whole atmosphere of the house to 
breathe in, or a few large squares of clear glass placed 
in a steep slanting direction over them, and on their 
north sides is also useful, as it catches the drip from 
the roof on its outer surface; while its inner one, we 
expect, is too steep a pitch and too smooth to allow 
what moisture collects there to drip on the plants. 
Nevertheless, with all the care that can be taken, the 
j)rogress at this untoward season is but tardy; still 
they may be carried through, and we advise our young 
friends to keep a vigilant look out for mildew in some 
of its forms. This is more especially necessary, as this 
plant cannot endure those forcible means made use of 
to eradicate it. From more robust subjects, the first 
approach of it must be instantly checked by rubbing 
over the spots with a soft brush dipped in lime-water, 
and a little quick-lime may be brought into the pit. 
Tlie gas emitted by sulphur is too much for this plant. 
We need hardly observe, that all plants likely to intro¬ 
duce insects of any kinds must be kept carefully out 
of the way, as the means necessary to destroy these 
intruders is an ordeal too severe for this delicate sub¬ 
ject, which, at this untoward season, requires more 
than the usual amount of nursing to ensure anything 
like a successful issue. Heat must be steady, and 
means taken so to balance its humidity as to be 
congenial; from 05“ to 70° is about the proper tem¬ 
perature. But I will return to this subject at the first 
early ojrportunity. J. Robson. 

GREASING THE WHEEL. 

By the Authoress of “ My Floivers,” <tc. 

It was a word of advice from the wisest of men, “ Boast 
not thyself of to-morrow; for thou knowest not what a day 
may bring forth.” Who among us lays this advice to heart? 
lYho among us has holy boldness enough to say, as St. 
.Tames directs us, “ If the Lord will, we shall live, and do 
this and that?” AVho among us but looks forwai'd, and 
expects, at least, not only length of days, but continuance of 
all the blessings we possess ? We may not boast, perhaps, 
but we presume. AVe do not consider what a day may bring 
forth ; we do not think about it; we have had good health, 
good luck, no accidents ; and we forget whose hands 
fashioned us, and from whom we receive and hold the 
breath of life. AAiiichev'er of my readers can feel a humble, 
blessed consciousness, that such is not their case, happy and 
highly favoured is their state! Many there are, many more 
may there be, of that blessed baud! They alone dwell in 
peace; they alone are watching and ready, when the hour 
of trial cemes. Those who think little or nothing of the 
uncertainties of this world are careless and daring in their 
conduct. One would think that a man who rests upon good 
luck, or upon the fact of never having met with danger and 
accident, or who never troubles his head at all about how or 
why he is alive and well, would, at any rate, take common 
coi'e of himself, and not run foolish risks to put himself in 
the way of mischief. But this is seldom the case; and such 
fool-hardiness is seen among men as malres us almost 
suppose they are without reason, as well as without God in 
the world. * 

A few weeks ago, an instance of this fool-hardiness took 
place in a neighbouring parish; and I hope it may be a 
warning to some of my careless readers to avoid such dan¬ 
gerous acts; for in one little moment an affliction may be 
brought on that will cause us distress and suffering for the 
rest of life. 

A farmer was engaged in thrashing out corn with a thrash¬ 
ing-machine. It was a singular circumstance, that one morn¬ 
ing, one of the men employed on the farm went to his master. 
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I and said, “ Sir, I liad a veiy strange dream last night. I 
I dreamed that one of us had oiir hand smashed in the ’uhine.” 
I Uf course no notice was taken of this, except, perhaps, a 
1 smile; hut the man himself thought a good deal about it, 
i and kept as much at a distance from the machine as he 
! possibly could. In the course of the day the wheel wanted 
j greasing, and the farmer’s head-man, or bailiff, prepared to 
I do it. The horses were going on; and on being spoken to 

of the danger, the bailiff' said, “ Oh, I can’t spare the time; 
1 can do it while they go on; I can’t waste time while I’m 
greasing the wheel.” So on went the horses, and the bailiff 
crept between them to the axle of the machine, where the 
grease was to be applied. The man was very careful of his 
hand as he put the grease in ; but while thinking of the one, 
he totally forgot the other. His left hand was thoughtlessly 
placed on a part of the machine, which caught it, and cruslied 
it in an instant! Bleeding, and in agonies, the poor man 
was taken up, as soon as the horses could be stopped, and 
carried to bed. The surgeon was summoned, and gave it 
as his decided opinion that the hand must be taken off and 
part of the arm also. The poor fellow was so distressed at 
the idea of losing a hand, which supplied him with bread, 
that he begged for further advice, which was cheerfully 
granted; and he chose the surgeon whose opinion he should 
like to have. He came; but alas ! there was no liope; the 
hand must be taken off just below the elbow ; nothing else 
could possibly save his life. The operation accordingly took 
place; and the man, who rose up in the morning in health 
and strength, and began his daily work v,’ith all his usual 
vigour and light-heartedness, when evening closed in lay on 
the bed of suffering, deprived of a limb, and disabled for ever 
from gaining his bread in the way in which alone he was fitted 
to do it. One moment’s heedless folly has brought the 
bitter repentance of a whole life. The five or six minutes, 
which could not be spared to take a wise and rational 
precaution, have caused days and weeks of suffering, of 
loss of time, and of heavy self-reproach—hardest of all to 
bear. What must be the thoughts of a poor man, lying 
helpless and crippled for life, when he thinks that his own 
mad stupidity has laid him there? When he thinks that 
he needed not to have done so foolishly—that the very boy 
who was driving the horses must have known his danger, 
and would not have done the same? Oh, how he must 
mom’n and lament, and wish he had not been a fool, when 
it is too late ; when his poor crushed band is off and buried, 
and nothing can be done but to bear the loss, and pray for 
grace to profit by the lesson, and that the trial may be 
sanctified to him! 

I hope and trust that this poor man’s accident may be a 
warning to those of my readers who are headstrong and 
daring. Every day of oiu- lives we see instances of 
thoughtless, reckless risk; and, perhaps, few of us have 
not been guilty of some one or more ourselves. It is not 
weak or wicked to be cautious ; it is so, when we persist 
in doing a dangerous thing which need not be done. It 
was not duty that obliged this poor fellow to grease the 
wheel while the horses were going on; nor is it duty that 
leads us often into mischief. We are very well aware that 
wo are ready enough to get away from duty when it leads 
us into pciilous places; we can often find a good excuse for 
escaping Iheu—for being prudent and cautious then. It is 
our own self-wiU and hot-headedness that runs away with 
us, and gives us reason to repent, often to the end of our 
lives. 

I must say a word more upon this occurrence, before I 
address a startling question to my readers. The dream— 
it was a striking and remarkable one. Such things have 
been before. We know that under the Old Testament 
dispensation God appeared unto men in dreams, and 
many wonderful events were revealed in visions during 
sleep. But those days have passed away; and we have no 
Scriptural warrant for expecting revelations by means of 
dreams. Still, the Lord works in whatever way He pleases ; 
and without ignorantly and blindly attending to our 
dreams, as many do, we wouhl not totally set them aside, 
or laugh contemptuously at them; for what tlie Lord has 
used as an instrument to work His will should be no 

j matter of scorn to tis. In this case, the fact occurred, and 
I I do not ever remember to have heard of so striking a 
j coincidence before. 

And now, one question before I close my paper. How 
are we greasing ear wheels ? We are all pressing forwards 
to somethinij; but are we greasing our wheels for time, or 
for eternity! If we cannot spare time from our eai'thly 
business to seek “ the kingdom of God and his righteous¬ 
ness,”—to take “ oil in the vessels with oiu" lamps,"—we shall 
lose that wliich is tj’orth more than a right hand—we shall 
‘Gostf our own souls.” We shall find ourselves caught and 
entangled in a snare that will crush us to all eternity, from 
which there is no deliverance and no hope. We shall look 
back from the bottomless pit with weeping and wailing and 
gnashing of teeth, upon the senseless folly, the raving mad¬ 
ness, that chose “ the iileasures of sin for a season,” instead 
of the lasting glories at “ the right hand of God.” 

Headers! we are all of us thrashing; thrashing for time, 
or for eternity; and One speaks to us in plainer words than 
those of a dream, “ Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.” Let the poor bailiff, on his sick-bed, teach us a 
mighty truth. We may be “in the morning like grass that 
groweth up;” in the evening “we may be cut down and 
withered.” Let each of us ask our our own heart this great 
and startling question—How are we greasing our wheels ? 

A FEW OF THE BEST DAPHNES. 

In order to give an account of these, I must include the 
Daphne odora and its varieties, for these are beautiful, and 
deserve for winter nosegays a place wherever room can be 
spared for them. They are excellent to plant out in large 
conservatories, where they are just at home, although almost 
hardy enough to stand out under a warm wall or corner, 
with a little protection during severe weather in winter. 
They do well, also, wintered in a pit or frame, where the 
Ijlauts are not too largo for such places. 

This species generally begins flowering in January, and 
continues more or less in flower until May. No plant is 
more] desirable for nosegays; it is so very sweet, and con¬ 
tinues so long in perfect beauty after being cut for this pur¬ 
pose. I have no doubt it would be rooted very w'ell from 
cuttings by those who have proper places for this work, but 
they are more commonly grafted upon the common spurge 
laurel, D. laureola. Several years ago, when I first saw the 
variety, D. odora rubra, I was so much struck with it, that of 
course I wanted it in some way or other, and my friend who 
possessed it said, I have young plants of the D. laureola in 
pots, and I will put you on one graft; he did so; he took off 
a scion with two crowns or a forked top, and inserted it into 
the pot by the side the stock it was to be worked upon, and 
inarched it to the stock just below the fork, and placed it in 
one of his heated pits, where it soon united; and the plant 
came to my hands with its forked top, and standing upon 
two legs as it were. It so stands now, and a fine specimen 
it is, too, but the stock on which the scion was inarched is 
but a very little larger now than when the scion was put on, 
whilst the scion is nearly three times the size of the stock 
at the present time. I am not inferring from this circum¬ 
stance that many of the Daphnes might not be raised from 
cuttings, for I have known the D. pontica, and others, to be 
raised from cuttings, thu-ty years ago, under a north wall, 
under hand-glasses. 

There is another Yraiotj caliled D. odora varici/nla; but I 
consider D. odora. rubra the best. 

The Hardy Kinds arc as follows :—Daphne hybrida, or, as 
it is most generally known by the name of D. dauphinii, 
Dauphin’s Daphne. This is one of the most desirable plants 
that any garden, great or small, can possess. It is a beau¬ 
tiful plant to grow against a south wall or warm corner. It 
does well as a shrub in the open border, and from the 
goodness of the plant, it is worth a place, planted out in a 
conservatory, where it would be seen in bloom nearly the 
whole year, more or less. 

Wo have a large plant of this upon a conservative wall 
covering a space of about five feet by five to six feet. It is 
not nailed in like a Reach-tree, but just fastened up, suffi¬ 
cient to secure it firmly to the wall, with a fine thicket of 
breastwood over the face of the whole tree, protruding about 
from six to nine inches from the wall. It seldom re(juiros 
any pruning more than it gets by being so much cut for 
nosegays, as its llower.s are very sweet-scented. Nearly 
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every shoot over the whole ti'ee terminates in a bunch of 
bloom of a purplish-red colour, and the whole foliage is of a 
dark shining-green colour. It commences flowering in Sep¬ 
tember, and continues in bloom, more or less, until the end 
of April. Ours is a perfect gem at this moment (Nov. 20th). 
I was, with a friend, a few evenings since admiring the beauty 
of this plant, and to see the moths flying from flower to 
flower (mostly of the Phahena gamma, or the Greek G. moth- 
kind) proved that they admired its sweetness too. 

This shrub was planted out here the spring following 
the severe winter of 1837-8, and has never been protected. 
I believe it is nearly as hardy as the D. laureula, on which it 
is grafted. When the weather is very severe, it causes 
some of the blossoms to fall off; yet, after a change again to 
a south-westerly wind and a few showers, the tree looks as 
gay as ever. 

Daphne cneorum.— This is well named “the Garland 
flower,” and a prettier little hardy plant does not exist. It 
should always be a front border plant when planted out, and 
have as nice, open, sunny spot as can be given it. It is 
often grafted, like others, iipon the D. laureula, and small 
l^lants of it look very pretty in this way, either in pot or 
planted out. It may be planted out in almost any good 
garden soil when grafted on the laureula, but when the plant 
stands upon its own roots it should be planted out in peat, 
in a dry, warm, sunny situation, which makes the finest 
specimens to stand the test of years. I do not know how 
many legs of D. laureula it would require to bear up a speci¬ 
men we have of this beautiful plant on its own roots, and 
many rooted plants might be taken from it if required, for 
the outer stems, as they come in contact with the earth, put 
out roots readily, consequently it is increased easily by 

I layers. There are two varieties of this plant, namely Vnric- 
\ gala and Grandijiora. Both the species and its varieties are 
j equally beautiful. It commences flowering in April, and 

continues oftentimes more or less during the summer 
months, of a beautiful reddish-pink colom’, and very sweet- 
scented. The flowers keep perfect a long time after being 

j cut for nosegays, for which it is so very desirable. 
Daphne ponlica is a very desirable kind as a front shrub 

in the plantation, or as a bunch or group by itself. Low 
ground, or a cool situation, suits it best. Indeed, it does 
very well under the drip of other trees, and also best upon 
its own roots iu such places. It grows too straggling and 
rampant to be grafted upon the D. laureula—though grafted 
plants are all very well for a few years’ growth of any of the 
kinds. The stems of this species, as they come in contact 
with the eai'th, put out roots freely enough, so that, of 
course, it is readily increased by layers. The whole plant 
is of a pale-green colour, rising from two to three feet in 
height. Its flowers are numerous, and of a yellowish- 
green colour, and very sweet scented. It flowers in April 
and May. 

Daphne Mezercum, commonly called Mezereon, has two 
varieties, the white and dark red. Though a native of our 
own woods it is none the worse for that. These are plants 
of very pretty growth, suitable as front plants to the planta¬ 
tion, and, as a poet says, 

“ Though leafless, well attired, and thick beset 
, With blushing wreaths investing every spray.” 

I These plants are increased by seed, and require a good 
I sandy loam. The ripe berries look very tempting upon the 

plants, but they are poisonous. The Mezereon is one of the 
first shrubs to be seen in bloom in the plantation. February 
and March is its time of flowering, and, if not the only 
shrub then in bloom, it will for certain be the most showy 
and the sweetest. 

Daphne Oullina, NeapolUana, and Gnidium, and several 
others are grafted upon the D. laureula, and, as shrubs, are 
very well where the number of kinds is the consideration. 

The Daphne laureula is itself a particularly useful plant 
; to live, flourish, ^nd flower under the drip of trees, and in 

the shade where few other things will live.—T. Weavee. 

CROSS BREEDING OF FOWl.S, AND CURE 

FOR THE ROUT. 

I have read attentively nearly all papers that have 
appeared in The Cottage Gaudenee relative to that now 

“ fashionable subject, the Cochin-China fowl and its rival ] 
the Spanish ; ” and throughout the whole I find each advo- | 
eating the cause of his favourite bird too frequently by | 
vague assertion or “ mere fancy.” The table by “ Gallus ” is ! 
not at all satisfactory ; it would require that the same i 
number of fowls of each kind and sex be kept together for 
a considerable length, of time—say twelve months—the food 
they consume weighed, and the retm’n they give in eggs 
also weighed; we could then come to something like a 
correct estimate of the relative value of the different kinds. 
But at i)resent one asserts “ the Spanish lay larger eggs, 
and are more profitable to keep in consequence of constiming 
much less food;” another affirms “that Cochins do not eat 
more than Spanish or Dorking,” and that “their frequent 
and pertinacious desire to sit is their only drawback.” 

The Cochins, on all hands, are allowed to be very pro¬ 
ductive, but their very great desire to hatch is a failing in 
the breed. The Spanish, on the other hand, are seldom or 
never inclined to sit, and lay eggs of a much larger size. 
Now, it appears to me that a cross between the Spanish and 
Cochin would be the very perfection of fowls; and a breed 
of fowls may be raised between them combining the good 
qualifications of both, just as you, Mr. Editor, would take 
the pollen from one flower, and j)ut it in another. Take an 
instance : If I had a fine farmed flower of a colour which I 
was desirous of altering in its progeny, what would I do ‘I 
I w'ould look about me for the best-formed flower of the 
colour I wished, and impregnate with this pollen my 
favourite-formed flower, and the probability would be that 
I should obtain some of the desired colour, and equal in 
form to its female parent; and, reasoning from the world of 
flowers to the world of animal life, I would find the same 
general law to hold good in both. “ But, ah ' ” says the 
amateur, “ I’ll have no mongrel race ; I’ll have nothing but 
pure breed.” Now, I do believe this to be a groat mistake. 
How, I would ask, have we improved our breed of cattle ? 
Is it not by breeding with those animals who have what we 
want in greatest perfection, and by following it out that 
we find them iu the improved state they are now in ; and 
1 cannot see why the breeding of poultry should be an 
exception. 

I have been led to make these remarks in consequence of 
having last year a chicken from a cross between a I’oland 
hen and a Cochin-China cock. It turned out a hen, and 
began laying in the beginning of January last (being only 
hatched in July), and laid, on an average, five and six eggs 
a-week until the end of March following, when she mani¬ 
fested a desire to sit, and was then set on a dozen Cochin 
eggs, eleven of which were hatched by her ; and hefure the 
chideens were three weeks old she had began laying again, and 
has continued doing so, I may say, almost without inter¬ 
mission ever since; for when she showed an inclination to 
hatch again, a single day, or two, at the most (very ditferent 
from Cochins), in a crib, put the fever otf, and in eight or 
ten days she was laying again. She moulted about a month 
ago, and was scarcely finished moulting when she began 
again to lay; and although she may not lay so many days 
running as Cochins, still I have no doubt she lays within 
the year a greater number, and the eggs are considerably 
larger. I have two pullets this year from the same hen 
and a Cochin cock, which seem to promise equally well; 
and in the spring of next year I mean to try a cross between 
a Spanish cock and a Cochin hen, and I have no doubt that 
the progeny will be larger and stronger than the Spanish ; 
and the number of eggs will be increased from tho pro¬ 
ductiveness of the Cochin, and “ the pertinaceous desire to 
set” will be lessened by the Spanish, and altogether a better 
fowl will be produced for profitable purposes (and that is 
what is really wanted) than what either will produce sepa¬ 
rately, and all my observations on the breeding of fowls 
confirms it. 

I have kept fowls for several years, but have never known 
what disease was, until this season. A disease (I am at a 
loss to give it a name) has seized on neitrly all my young 
broods when about half or three-parts grown, and several of 
them have died in consequence—wasting and pining away. 
Tho trouble, to all outward appearance, being in the head. 
The first thing that strikes one is the ruftled slate of their 
feathers, afterwards a discharge from tho nostrils, and as 
the disease advances, the head, between the eyes and the 
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bill, swell up in small pimples nearly the size ef a small pea, 
and very frequently a kind of froth is seen working about 
over the eyes. After being from home for two or three days, 
I found one with the disease in a very advanced stage, and 
on taking it up in my hand it appeared little header than 
the bones and feathers should have been. I took the little 
sufferer and washed all its head about the nostrils with 
soap and milk-w'arm water, and dried it with a cloth, gave 
it a little toasted bread steeped in tea, part of which I had 
to put down its throat, being so blind it could hardly see. 
Having before tried everything recommended in book, and 
many things beside, without effect, I again tried as a change 
(thinking it very probable the bird would die at any rate) 
some iodide of potassium. I dissolved ten grains in an 

[ ounce of water, and having taken a small piece of loaf- 
1 bread an inch square, and half that in thickness, I dropped 

some of the iodide on the bread, say about sixty drops, and 
gave it. Next morning I again washed it with soap and 
water, and dried it, gave it a few grains of corn, which it 
either could not see to eat, or did not feel inclined to do so. 
I then gave it a little toast steeped in tea, as before, and 

' concluded with giving it the same quantity, ns before, of 
’ iodide, and in the evening I repeated exactly the same, 
I toast and iodide. The following day it was decidedly better, 

and ate the little corn I gave it evidently with a relish, after 
which I gave it the toast and iodide, and continued that 
ti’eatment for about a week, when I put it out with the other 
fowls, and only occasionally afterwards giving it a little of 
the same medicine; in about a fortnight to three weeks it was 
as well as any fowl in my walk. Since then, I have treated 
many of them in the same way, for the same disease, and 
since having done so, I have not lost a single fowl, and I 

' shall be glad if it be found to be as useful to others as it 
has been to me. I have found cream-of-tartar the best 
laxitive medicine for fowls, and have almost always ended 
my cure hy giving them a little ; as much as will lie on a 
sixpence, for a full-grown fowl, is a sufficient dose. 

If you think the above remarks of use to any of your 
numerous readers they are at your disposal, and you may 
hear again how my other cross-breeds succeed.—A. S. W., 
Gldsyow. 

EATABLE FUNGI. 

{Continued from jinge 110.) 

The Hi/dnums form another genus, most of which are 
eatable, and several highly esteemed as food. Hydnum 
erinaceum, wliich is found growing upon old oaks, forms a , 
common article of diet in the Vosges, a range of mountains [ 
separating Lorraine from Alsace. Hydnum coralloides is 
eaten in Piedmont and Tuscany. H. aiiriscalpium, which is I 
indigenous to this country, and found growing on fir canes ; I 

and H. leuninimnm, a native of Sweden, are also eatable, j 
H. (dbnm, has somewhat the flavour of the Cantarille. | 
H. repandiim, however, is the one most generally esteemed, I 

and is reckoned amongst the most delicate fungi of Italy, j 

In preparing it for the table, being a very dry fungus, it j 

requires to be cooked for a long time, or it is tough ; but j 

when well stewed in rich gravy, it forms an excellent dish, ' 
and has a slight flavour of oysters. 

The Boletuses form another genus, which, although in¬ 
cluding poisonous species, contains also many that are 
valued as an article of diet, as much, if not more, than any 
previously mentioned. So highly. Dr. Badham says, is the 
B. ediilis esteemed, that gold, and silver, and dresses, may 
he trusted to a messenger, but not this Boletus, because 
he would eat it on the road! Perhaps no genus of the 
fungi supplies such abundance of food to so large a jjro- 
portion of the population of the globe. The species are 
generally of large dimensions, and are found in immense 
profusion. B. eduUs is the easiest cultivated of all fungi, j 

and is found growing naturally almost in every locality 
where an oak-tree or trees exist, and B. scaher is almost 
as abundant. According to Drummond, many species 
of Boletus are used as food in AVestern Australia; and I 
have no doubt that those fungi seen by travellers, the di¬ 
mensions of which equalled crouching lions, belonged to 
this genus. Tlie B. scaber is a favourite amongst the 
Piussians and Poles, who have many ways of cooking it. 

In Hungary, a soup is made of B. cdulis, and considered 
a great delicacy. In other parts of the Continent, many 
species, as B. suhtomeutosus, B. yranulus, B. eduUs, B. 
scaber, &c., are brought into the markets, but, undoubtedly, 
B. ediilis is considered by all as the best, and in my 
opinion, when fresh, is good eaten in any way. I have 
eaten it raw with bread and butter and enjoyed it. My ex¬ 
perience, however, has taught me that it is best to remove 
the tubes of this genus before using them as an article of 
diet, as independent of their being watery, they have a hot 
peppery taste, and are very liable to be loaded with insects 
or their eggs. 

AA'ith respect to dressing the Boletuses, more especially 
ediilis, I quite agree with Dr. Badham, when he says it will 
improve any dish. I will give, however, the following 
recipes:— 

Boletus eduUs soup, as made in Hungary (Paulet). 
Having dried some Boletuses in an oven, soak them in 
tepid water, thickening vvith toasted bread, till the whole be 
of the consistence of a puree, then nib through a sieve, 
throw in some stewed Boletuses, boil together, and serve 
with the usual condiments. 

Boletus ediilis is also fine fried in fresh hutter, served up 
on dry toast, and eaten with or without beef steaks, the 
seasoning with salt, pepper, (fee., left to the cook. 

Agarics form the largest genus of the fungi, and produce 
many, both poisonous and eatable. I regret that space will 
not allow me to enumerate all its sjtecies, which, as is well 
known, have from time to lime been used in different parts 
of the globe as food. The British I sliall briefly notice 
here, as my next paper will be confined to the British fungi 
exclusively. The Agarics ai'e dispersed in almost every 
region of the globe, affording to both savage and civilised 
natives an abundant supply of wholesome and nutritious 
food. On the Continent, and more especially in Poland and 
Russia, several Agarics are used and highly esteemed as an 
ai’ticle of diet. Agaricus transliicens has been reported to be 
eaten by the people of Montpelier, but it is a very watery 
mushroom, and must fomi a very indifferent food. A. 
nivalis is said to be eaten by the Tuscans, but I cannot re¬ 
commend it as an article of diet in this country. 

A. vaginutiis is eaten largely by the poor of Muscovy, 
but cases are on record in which it has proved poisonous. 
A. procerus, which is known by many other names, is 
largely used throughout France and Italy. The receipts for 
dressing Agarics are numerous. I shall, therefore, only 
give a few which may be also found most useful for dressing 
fungi generally. 

Fried Fungi.—The usual method of frying fungi is 
either in oil or fresh butter. The latter I consider far pre¬ 
ferable, and served up in the following way:—AVhen the 
fungi are nearly done, have ready some dry toast, place it in 
the frying-pan, and in a few minutes turn it, place the fungi 
on the toast, sprinkle them with a little pepper and salt, 
and when the toast is wann through, convey them to the 
table, and eat while hot. 

Grilled Fungi.—Many fungi are far preferable grilled, but 
will require a little butter to prevent their burning, and may 
be seasoned as in the last, with pepper and salt; as, however, 
the essence of the fungus is often deposited in the fire 
in a liquid state, my experience has taught me, if the cook 
possesses good patience, and time is not an object, that 
toasting on a fork, or in a Dutch-oven, with many fungi, is 
far preferable, as in this way they do not get burnt, and the 
liquid is preserved. 

Stuffed Mushrooms.—Take large mushrooms, full-grown, 
but remove the gills, and place in lieu of them the fol- 
lowuig stuffing :—Bacon shredded, crumbs of bread, chopped 
herbs, and a little garlic or eschalot (as for omelettes), salt, 
pepper, and a taste of spice. Broil in paper as a maintenon 
cutlet, moistening with butter when necessai-y. 

Mushroom Dumplings.—An agreeable dish may be made 
from the common mushroom, by simply cutting up the 
small (or button) mushrooms, and fonning them into a 
dumpling, with pieces of bacon the size of a dice, and a 
sprinlde of salt and pepper. F. Yoeke Brocas. 

{To be continued.) 
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SHANGHAE OR CHINA EOWLS. 

This fine sort of fowl has been often described, but I con¬ 
sider that amateurs have been rather too limited in theii- 
descriptions, and that their rules for the fancy birds of this 
breed are too narrow and restricted; so that many families 
of fine and pure-bed Shangliae fowls cannot be brought to 
submit to them; a short explanation of which I will en¬ 
deavour to give. 

First, then, “ The beak should he short.” Now, I do not 
notice that it is shorter in these than other fowls; but I 

I think the front part of the head is longer. 
Next, “ The comb should be medium-sized, single, and 

I straight,” but I often see it bent from side to side, and occa¬ 
sionally slightly inclined to be double at the upper extremity, 
and often it is over the medium, and as I do not know of 
any other breed of fowls having this peculiar’ bent comb, so 
I see no reason why it should be objected to. 

Then, “ They should not be tufted.” But were not some 
tufted, there would not have been any necessity for this 
rule, and it is very constant in some families. Some persons 
think these fowls descended from the great St. Jago fowl, 
which is described as often tufted, in which case I do not 
consider it right that the tufts should be objected to. Others 
seem to fancy they were obtained by the Chinese from some 
of the South Pacific Islands. Could any one throw light 
on this subject it would be interesting. They are described 
as having “ double gills or wattles,” but this I consider a 
mistake, as all I have seen have rather short, broad, single 
gills; the ear plates are, however, large, folded, and some¬ 
what pendant, which may have given rise to the error. 
These are all points of the head, and I believe a fowl may 
differ in them, and still be a pure-bred bird ; not that I should 
consider all of the imported fowls to be of the true stock. 
Again, I think fanciers have dwelt too much on colour, the 
dark birds being least prized; but I think them generally 
the heaviest fowls ; and the buff’s they endeavour to breed 
■without black, not because it is the natural colour, but 
because it is difficult to be obtained; for the same reason 
the white are esteemed, though I think they will often be 
found to be somewhat the smallest. In the other points I 
heartily concur, and I think the most important consider¬ 
ation is weight; next shape, wide shoulders, full well-covered 
thighs, resembling a Dutchman’s breeches; short, thick 
legs, and feather-footed. Long, lank, and narrow-made 
birds will occasionally bo produced, but I should not keep 
them for stock. Others, which are admired by some, have 
no feathers on their feet, but I think the feather-footed 
birds approach nearest to the original type. 

The tail is the best criterion by which to judge of the 
purity of the breed that I know of—this is always small, and 
though comj>osed of the same number of feathers as those 
of other fowls, they are very short, scarcely reaching above 
the bunch of curled rump feathers, and the chickens attain 
to a large size before any tail makes its appearance, though 
the pullets sometimes get tails earlier, and a half-bred chick 
will sometimes he a long time before it has a tail. 

A five toed fowl I should look on -with suspicion, although 
it might be perfect in all other respects. The produc¬ 
tiveness of the Shanghae fowls is very great, the hens being 
good layers, close sitters, and laying again soon after hatch¬ 
ing ; the chickens seem hardy, and grow fast, though they 
feather slowly. The eggs, the shells of which are often 
dark-coloured, are good eating, and the young fowls are 
excellent for the table, being fine-fiavorrred and juicy. 
To thi.s I can bear testimony, for having reared many 
more than I want for stock, and not having been able to 
part with them, I have killed several, and always found 
them delicious, much better in fl.avour than any fowl I have 
ever eaten, and though never cooped or fatted, th.ey were in 
the highest condition. 

The way to raise large fowls is to hatch them early, feed 
them well, and not to breed from relations. The gait of the 
male bird is peculiar, rather crouching, resembling that of a 
cook turkey. 

They are a quiet fowl, not straying far from home, are 
easily kept within bounds, and seem to bear confinement 
well. I do not know why they should be called Cochin- 
China fowls, as they are brought from the more northern 
part of China, principally from the town of Shanghai and its 
neighbourhood.—B.B. Brent, Bessel’s Green, near Seven Oaks. 

NORMANDY. 

(^Continuedfrom page 112.) 

TnEOUGHOUT France generally, and especially in the 
Departments of Calvados and La Manohe, female accom¬ 
plishments assume quite new and unexpected forms. Near 
Bayeux, I saw a woman on her knees by the roadside 
breaking stones; another, near Periers, was mowing some 
clover in a field, to take home to her quadruped, probably 
a horse, who was too tired to carry it himself; and in the 
town of Periers, I noticed a female postman—a fucteuse, 
instead of a facte nr—going her rounds to deliver the letters 
and newspapers. She had the usual tin box slung before 
her, but had dispensed with the glazed hat and the livery 
coat. At Sartilly, a lady was painting the wheels of a cart, 
while her husband was employed about finishing the body; 
and between Sartilly and Avranches, many women were to 
be seen lustily at work with the flail, threshing away with 
right good will and thorough good humour. One party, 
consisting of half-a-dozen threshers, was composed of five 
w'omen and one man; and, as the diligence passed, they 
laughed, as if our appearance amused them quite as much 
as their’s did us. It maybe expected, that if women thresh, 
they also winnow ; and female hands were flirting fans of a 
different description to those usually seen in ball-rooms, 
for they tossed and shook no ti-ifling measure of wheat. 

The harvest here is variously reported. The Jonrnul 
d'Avranches for September 5, quoting the Moniteur, states, 
that “ certain journals have published estimates as to the 
harvest of 1852, which would tend to make it supposed to 
be insufficient. These journals have been wrongly informed. 
The result of the information received by government is, 
that the harvest of 18.52 will be, on the average, equivalent 
to that of ordinary years, and even superior, by nearly one- 
fom'th, in certain departments, which furnish a great pro¬ 
portion of the cereals consumed in France.” But the 
Oonseil d’Arrondissement of Avranches, in reply to the ques¬ 
tions put in the letter of 31. le Prifet, dated August 12, 
1852, is of opinion 

1st. That the harvest of 1852 is inferior to the harvest of 
an ordinary year, for wheat and rye. 

2ndly. That the amount of deficiency is about one-fifth 
for those two species of cereals. ] 

.'Irdly. That the produce would be sufficient for the wants 
of the arrondissement if the harvest of barley and of buck¬ 
wheat is not compromised; with this observation, that the 
barley is already injured. 

Ithly. That the influence of the temperature must be 
considered as the cause of the diminution and the inferiority 
of the produce. 

Stilly. That the atmospheric accidents have been the 
unusual cold in spring, the heavy and continual rains in 
May and June, and the excessive heats which succeeded 
during the month of July; that all these accidents were 
necessarily injurious, in the first place, to the blossoming, and 
afterwards to the formation and the development of the 
grain, whose yield will, consequently, be lighter. 

Meanwhile, the French press is calling general attention 
to the subject. It fears, if not a scarcity of bread by the 
middle or end of the winter, at least a dearness of that 
article; and it is especially apprehensive of the conseipiences 
of such a fear acting upon the popular mind. "When we 
remember the past history of France, the amount of a 
harvest becomes a matter of vital importance to the 
country. 

Before taking leave of the Conseil d’Avranches, I will 
mention, that “ In consideration of the lateness of the cereal 
harvest this year, of buckwheat particularly, it expresses the 
wish that the opening of the sporting season may not he 
fixed before the 20th of September. It petitions 31. le Prefet 
to take this expressed wish into consideration.” 

Englishmen would not like a similar interference, and 
would be jealous of trusting any single individual, whether 
Prefet, or Lord-Lieutenant of the county, with the power of 
shifting the 1st of September, and of sparing the partridges 
till the end of the month. But there can be no doubt that 
it w'ould be a good thing if some constitutional authority— 
for instance, the county magistrates assembled in quarter 
sessions—could exercise a like discretion. In France, the 
overture de la chnsse, or opening of the shooting-season, takes 
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place at a different date, in different arroiuliscments and 
communes, according to circumstances. Liberty, in the ab¬ 
stract, is a verj' good thing; but, if we are to to have aui/ 
legislation on the subject of game, the liberty of killing half- 
grown birds, and of wading amidst standing, or outlying 

: crops, is a great piece of folly. 
! Fishing is also locally regulated. An Ordonnunce pub- 
I lished not long since, sets forth, that the taking of fresh- 
j water fish is forbidden in all navigable and floatable rivers 
I and streams, in all canals, brooks, and water-courses what- 
] ever throughout the Department of the Seine-lnferieur, at 
' all hoiu's of the day and night, during the tune of spawning, 
! under certain penalties. The spawning season is fixed 
I from the 1st of January to the :31st of March inclusive, 
! for trout; from the 1st of March to the 1st of May, for 

eels ; from the 1st of April to the 31st of May, for barbel, 
bream, chub, pike, roach, perch, carp, gudgeon, and bleak. 
The taking of sea-fish which ascend the rivers and 
streams, such as salmon, sturgeon, lamprey, flounder, 
and mullet, may be practised at all seasons, attending 
to the regulated size of the flounders and mullets taken; 
but the fishers must throw back into the river any fresh¬ 
water-fish which they may catch along with the sea-fish 
during the close time. Smelts may be taken only from the 1st 

! of October to the 15th of April. Fishing may be practised an 
I hour before sunrise, and an hour after sunset. It is pro- 
I hibited during the rest of the night, except at the arches 
i of bridges, at dykes, locks, and sluices, where it may go on 
! l)y night as well as by day. The fishing for salmon, 
I flounders, mullets, &c., is also excepted from this prohibi- 
! tion, for they may be taken at any hour of the day and 
; night. The shrimp and prawn fishery (by nets) is also 

restricted, for the sake of sparing the fry of turbot, cod, 
soles, ifcc., which are usually taken with them. But, it 
should be remembered, that a single fish of prey—and all 
are fishes of prey—a middle-sized cod, or skate, or turbot, 
will malte more havoc among the rising generation of their 
own nearest relations, than half-a-dozen human shrimp- 
catchers. 

Normandy cider has so well-established a reputation as to be 
desei-vedly world-famous. But the Normandy of the oUregime 
has, since the First Revolution, been divided into the five 
dejiartments of Seine, Inferieure, Eure, Calvados, Orne, 
and Manche. Though cider is abundant in all these, 
Calvados is pre-eminent, both for quantity and quality, 
and is the main source of that enormous supply of terres¬ 
trial nectar which annually Hows from the earth, through 
the stems of innumerable apple-trees, to assuage the thirst 
and cheer the liearts of hundreds of thousands of hard¬ 
working mortals. The beverage itself derives a name from 
the department, exactly as Moselle, Champagne, and St. 
Jiilien are wines that are designated by the title of their 
place of growth and vintage. CALVADOS, printed in large 
letters on the sign-board or shutters of any house of enter¬ 
tainment in Normandy, means to say that there a draught of 
Calvados cider is to be had. 

A distinction is made in Normandy, which is hardly 
known out of it, between the different qualities of, cider. 
The strongest and the best only is honoured with the name 
of cidre; the weaker and inferior—anytliing in the shape of 
a second-chop brewing—is styled hoisson, or drink. Of both 
immense qirantities are consumed, of the latter especially, 
which, when well-flavoured, as it most frequently is, and 
from a cool cellar, is even more deliciously refreshing, on a 
hot summer’s day, than the more potent liquor. Cidre only 
is thought worthy of being bottled ; boisson never, except in 
large stone ware receptacles for the day’s convenience and 
consumption. Boisson is always very cheap ; it flows every- 
w'here, almost like water. Cider varies in price, according 
to its real or fancied merit, and the pains and taste bestowed 
on the mode of bottling it. The dearest I have ever tasted 
was at an inn at Montevilliers, where this special bin was 
called Siller;/ de Normandie, and leaded dow'n at the cork, 
and smartly labelled, like Champagne. We were charged a 
franc, or tenpence, the bottle ; and it certainly was excellent. 
But we are now using some very nearly as good, at six sons, or 
threepence, for a large stone bottle holding four good tum¬ 
bler glasses. The most luxurious of tliese drinks is first- 

; rate draught cider out of one of their large buriques, or 
barrels, that is just fresh tapped. 

A sentence or two from a Havre paper will illustrate both 
the great drought of April 1852, and the plentifulness of cider 
in Normandy:—“ The want of water in those localities where 
there are wells and reservoirs only, and no streams, has 
come to such a state, that in some houses they make use of ^ 
boisson for domestic purposes. There are many parishes 
where it is absolutely necessary to fetch water eight kilo¬ 
metres (about four miles English), and where, consequently, 
there is real economy in employing boisson to take its place. 
We are assured that many (religiou.s) processions have 
already been undertaken, in order to obtain the cessation 
of this so injmious drought.” 

Immediately after entering within the boundary of Nor¬ 
mandy, the abundance of this popular beverage is perceptible, 
from the manner in which it is, in Norfolk phrase, slumped 
upon the table at every meal, at every inn. Large wide¬ 
mouthed decanters full of the pale yellow fluid, slightly 
bubbling and sparkling from the cask, and without stoppers, 
which are never dreamt of, drop hither and thither on the j 
well-covered board, and utterly push the water-bottles aside. 
It is an effectual, tliough not altogetheracompletee-xpulsionof ; 
the weaker by the stronger. Empty the decanter of boisson, 
which stands at your elbow, and, presto! behold another 
filled to the very neck; but you sometimes have to ask two 
or three times for a glass of water fresh from the well. At 
a table d’hote breakfast, all the cider you can swallow is 
included in the charge; I have sometimes thought, that 
the more you drink of it, the better they hke you; but if 
you take coffee at your morning meal, that is considered an 
extravagance, and is made an extra item in the bill. For 
the almost universal fashion at the Norman inns, is to eat 
only two meals a day, and those right good ones, breakfast 
at ten, and dinner at five o’clock. I have long tried to find 
the difference between the dejeuner, and the dinner, but 
cannot discover it. At first, a false clue to the secret was 
given by the occasional absence of soup; but we went 
further, and fared better. A genuine Norman breakfast 
begins with soup, with oysters, and prawns, perhaps, as a 
preliminary skirmish to the coming onslaught; then it 
proceeds legitimately through boiled beef, salad, ragout, 
cutlets, fish, roast meat, and so on, and concludes with a 
dignified dessert of fruit, cheese, and sugar biscuits. Every¬ 
body drinks boisson, cider, and wine ; 'water may be had with 
a little pains-taking. Tea and coffee are no more alluded 
to than if the company were at one of Lucullus’s suppers 
in the hall of Apollo. It is absurd to apply the terms of 
“breakfasting and dining,” to such a course of regimen. 
Areal Norman never “breakfasts,” at least in public; he 
only eats two dinners a day. And there is little distinction 
of sex in this matter. If a lady sits down to table, and eats a 
plate of soup, a slice of beef, a mutton chop, a couple of rolls, a 
a quantity of salad or green haricots, a slice of gruyere, a 
pear, and a peach, with a tumbler or two of Bourdeaux 
wine slighly diluted with water,—Will any Englishman call 
that a “ breakfast,” at whatever hour of the day the deed 
may be done? And if the same feats are performed at any 
subsequent hour, what is that? Dining again. But every i 

country has its own customs; and it must be allowed that | 
the appearance of the Normans generally does full credit to j 
the liberality of their diet. IMany of the women are perfect ■ 
models of the Michael Angelo style of figure; and men six 
feet high and upwards, bony and muscular, with broad 
shoulders, large good-humoured features, and tlie limbs of 
giants, which do not quite answer to our usual notion of 
Frenchmen, any ten of whom can be thrashed by any one 
Englishman. I got considerable credit for observing that 
the Normans could not be an ordinaiy people ; otherwise they 
would not have effected the conquest of England; and, on 
reflection, I cannot confess the remark to be either false or 
too flattering. At Valogues, particularly, I was struck with 
several faces which bore a remarkable resemblance to the 
portraits of the notables of our early history. Fancy might 
be something, but not everything in the matter. D. 

(To be continued.) 

DORCHESTER POULTRY SHOWL 

This Show, on the 24th of November, taken altogether, 
was a very good one for the first; there were 200 pens of 
bh'ds, including several pens of extra stock. “ The Town 
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I Hall was mucli too confineil a place, and the coops much 
too small for Cochins; and some of the wire fronts had 
much too small a mesh, some not big enough to put yom- 

' finger through ; but next year no doubt they will improve. 
Neither was the arrangement of the pens well managed— 
some being very low, and other.s up too high. The judges 
were Mr. Baily, of London, and Henry Hinxman, Esq., of 
Durnford, near Salisbury. 

The Spanish were very indifferent; Dorkings good; Cochins 
vei’y good, especially Mr. Steggall’s and Mr. Devenish’s. 
The first prize Cochin cliickens were the best match ever 
seen, both in size and colour. They were small, but good¬ 
shaped, and looked older than specified. Tlie Malays were 
middling ; but some very nice specimens of Game fowls 
were tliere ; and the Spangled Hamburgh, very few entries, 
were fair. Polands, only two competitors, were very nice, 
but all had dark feathers, more or less, in their breasts. 
There were some very beautiful Bantams, especially those 
which gained the first prize, belonging to A. C. Sayers, Esq. 
Geese, good. Ducks, a lai’ge entry, and some very fine 
specimens, both Rouen and Aylesbury white. Turkeys, very 
few and middhng. Considering the weather, the attendance 

I was very good, and a great many sales took place. Parties 
' were very eager to buy ; and to those who are not initiated 

in the TIOOO prohibitory clause, as at Birmingham, could 
not understand the enomous difference in price of birds 

i of nearly the same apparent value. The attendance before 
two o'clock, price 2s., was very good; and after that, at Is., 
there was quite a crowd, and it was very difficult to get about, 

SPANISH. 
Cock and two hejis.—No first prize. 2nd. Mr. C. Clark, Street. 
Cockerel and three No award. 

DORKING. 
Cock and two hens.^\%i. Mr. E. Pope, Great Toller, 2nd. Mr. W. 

Pope, Symondsbury. 3rd. Mr. F. Noyes, Laverstock. 
Cockerel and threepullets.—1st. and 2nd. Mr. E. Pope. 3rd. Mr. W. 

Pope. 
SHANGHAE. 

Cock and two hens.—\%t. Mr. C. D. Saunders, Tarrant Hinton. 2nd. 
Mr. F. C. Steggall, Weymouth. 3rd. Mr. A. C. Sayers, Ramridge, 
near Andover. 

Cockerel and three pullets.^l^t. Mr. W. Symonds, Milborne. 2nd. Mr. 
J. Crane, jun., Tolpuddle. 3rd. Mr. H. Fookes, Whitechurch. 

! MALAY. 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. Mr. C. Clark, Street. 2nd. Mr. H. Williams, 

Stinsford. 3rd. Mr. A. C. Sayers, Ramridge, 
Cockerel and three pullets,—No first prize. 2nd. Mr. W. Manfield, 

Dorchester. 
GAME. 

Cock and two hens.-^Xst. Mr. J. T. Ensor, Dorchester, 2nd and 3rd. 
Mr. J. Crane, jun., Tolpuddle. 

Cockerel and three pullets.—Ist. Mr. J. T. Ensor, Dorchester. 2nd. 
Mr. J, Crane, jun., Tolpuddle. 

GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 
(No award), 

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two hens.—No 1st prize. 2nd. Mr. C. Clark, Street. 
Cockerel and three pullets.—1st. Mr. C. Clark. 

GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. Mr. C. Clark, Street. 
Cockerel and three pullets.—Ist. Mr. C. Clark. 

' SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH, 
i Cock and two hens,—No Ist or 2nd. 3rd. Mr. R. Fookes, Milton 

Abbas. 
I POLAND. 

Cock and two Aens.—1st and 2nd. Mr. T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst Rail¬ 
way Station. 

Cockerel and three pullets.—Ut. Mr. T. P. Edwards. 

BANTAMS.—Gold or Silver Laced. 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. Mr. J. Goodenough, Godmanstone. 2nd. 

Mr. J. Crane, jun., Tolpuddle. 

BANTAMS.—Black, White, &c. 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. Mr. A, C. Sayers, Ramridge. 2nd. Mr. R. 

Fookes, Milton Abbas. 
GEESE. 

Gander and one Goose.—1st. Mr. W. H. Drummond, Troytowm. 2nd. 
Mr. W. Manfield, Dorchester. 

DUCKS. 
Drake and two Ducks.—Ist Prize to Mr.R. Genge, Waterson; Mr. E. 

Pope, Great Toller; and Mr. T. D. Chard, Tarrant Hinton. 2nd. Mr. W. 
H. Dunman, Troytown. 3rd. Mr. T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst Railway 
Station. 

TURKEYS. 
Cock and one Hen.—1st and 2nd. Mr. W. H. Manfield, Dorchester. 

HITCHIN POULTRY SHOW. 

The Hitchin and Home Counties first exliibition of domes¬ 
tic poultry took place on the 20th, 22nd, and 23rd instant; 

and a first attempt has seldom achieved better success than 
crowned the efforts of the spirited projectors. jMr. Goodwin, 
and the gentlemen of the committee, were aided in the 
an’angement of the details by one of our spirited Birming¬ 
ham amateurs, and all were, and had reason to be, gratified 
by the result. 

As usual on these occasions, the Shanghaes formed the ] 
chief attraction, and numbered nearly one-third of the fowls ! 
exhibited; nor did they fail to do their part toward the I 

support of this popularity, for in half-a-bucketful of eggs 
which were removed from the pens during tlie exhibition, ' 
for the purpose of being destroyed^ there Avere five only Avhich | 
were not laid by Shaiighae hens. | 

I\Ir. Taylor, of Shepherd’s Bush, showed a pen of his , 
pretty Andalusian fowls., whose compact, domestic look, and ' 
bright slate-coloured plumage, form a. decided improvement, 
in appearance at any rate, on their first cousins, the Spanish, 
of funereal hue. 

Judges. — Ed^vard Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage, Spark 
Brook, Birmingham; and Mr. Baily, Mount Street, Gros- 
venor Square, London. 

COCHIN-CHINA. (WHITE.) ! 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park, New- j 

market. 2nd. Mr. William Lort, Ward End, Birmingham. 3rd. Mr. 
G. C. Peters, Moseley, Birmingham. I 

Cock and three pullets.—Ist. Mr. G. C. Peters, Moseley, Birmingham. | 
2nd. Mr. William Lort, Ward End, Birmingham. 

COCHIN-CHINA. (COLOURED.) i 
Cock and two hens.— 1st. Mr. H. Gilbert, 17, Upper Philimore Place, ! 

Kensington. 2nd. John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 
3rd. C. Punchard, Esq., BlunVs Hall, Haverhill; 

Cock and three pullets.—1st prizes to Mr. H. Gilbert, 17» Upper Phili- 
niore Place, Kensington; Mr. G. C. Peters, Moseley, Birmingham; 
Mr. W. Lort, Ward End, Birmingham; and Mr. R. Steward, South 
Town, Yarmouth. 2nd. W, T. Squire, Esq., Barton Place, Milden- 
hall. 3rd. C. Punchard, Esq., Blunt*s Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk. 

DORKING. (WHITE.) 
Cock and two hens.—2nd. Mr. J. Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham. 
Cock and three pullets.—1st. Mr. H. Forster, Markyate-street, Herts. 

2nd. Miss Mary Lane, Maidencroft, Hitchin. 

DORKING. (COLOURED.) 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Mr. Oliver Steed, Baldock. 2nd prizes to Mr. 

F. Thursby, Abingdon, Northamptonshire; Mr. H. Forster, Markyate- 
street, Herts; and Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 3rd. Mr. Joseph 
Lucas, Hitchin. 

Cock and three pullets.—1st. Mr. T. Nice, Great Bradley Hall, Suffolk. 
2nd. Rev. J. Boys, Biddenden, Kent. 3rd. Mr. W. Harrison, Bag- 
worth Park, Leicestershire. 

SPANISH. 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Hon. Mrs. Astley, Swanton House, Thetford. 

2nd. Mr. John Taylor, jun., Cresey House, Shepherd’s Bush, London. 
3rd. Mr. James Barber, Great Yarmouth. 

Cock and three pullets.—Prizes withheld. 

GAME FOWLS. (WHITE). 
Cock and two hens.—Ist. H. Thurnall, Esq., Royston, Hertfordshire. 

2nd. Mrs. Hoggett, Norton, near Baldock. 
Cock and three pullets.—\st. Mr. W. Groom, Holt, Norfolk. 

GAME. (COLOURED). 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Henry Thurnall, Esq., Royston. 2nd. Mr. 

W. Groom, Holt, Norfolk. Two 3rd prizes. Henry Thurnall, Esq., 
Royston. 

GAME. (COLOURED). 
Cock and three pulletSf chickens of 1852.—Two 1st prizes. Henry Thur¬ 

nall, Esq., Royston. 2nd. Mr. A. Cannell, Cringleford, Norfolk. 

GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two hens.—2nd. Mr. T. Church, Acle, Norfolk. 
Cock and three pullets,—Jst. Mr. T. Barber, Acle, Norfolk. 

GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two hens.— \si. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 

3rd. Mr. T. Cane, Baldock. 
Cock and three pullets.—"Ho entry. 

SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two hens.—1st. The Hon. Mrs. Astley, Swanton House, Thet¬ 

ford. 2nd. Mr. J. Dutton, Bury St. Edmunds. 
Cock and three pullets,—1st prizes to Mr. Charles Thurnall, "Whittles- 

ford, near Cambridge; and Francis L’Estrangc Astley, Esq., Burgh 
Hall, Thetford. 2nd. Rev. Justice Chapman, Clareborough Vicarage, 
East Retford. 3rd. Mr. James Monsey, St. Miles, Thome Lane, i 
Norwich. | 

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 
Cock and two 1st. Mr. Joseph Jennens, Moseley, Birmingham, i 

3rd. W. J. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorganshire. I 
Cock and three pullets,—No entry. 

MALAY. i 
Cock and two hem.—3rd prizes to Mr. M. Ridgway, Dewsbury, York- ! 

shire; and Mr. W. Harrison, Bagworth Park, Leicestershire* * 
Class not Meritorious. ' 

Cock and three pullets.—Prizes withheld. 

POLAND FOWL. (GOLDEN). j 
Cock and two hens,—Ist. W. J. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorgr.n- j 

shire. 2nd. Mr. C. Stephenson, 2, Loudoun Place, Brixton, Surrey. 
Cock and three pullets,—2,xid, Mr. C. Stephenson, 2, Loudoun Place, 

Brixton, Surrey. 
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POLAND FOWL. (SILVER.) 
Cocli and itvo hens,—1st. W. J. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorgan¬ 

shire. 
('nek and three pullets,—2nd. IMr. C. Stephenson, 2 Loudoun-place, 

Brixton, Surrey. 3rd. Mr. Youell, Yarmouth. 

POLAND FOWL. (OF ANY OTHER COLOUR OR VARIETY.) 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 

2nd. W. J. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorganshire. 
Cock and three pullets,—No entry. 

MIXED BREED. 
3rd, Mr. Hainworth, Hitchen, and Mr. Bennell, Kitchen. 

(The Judges disapprove of this class.) 

FOWLS. (DISTINCT VARIETY, NOT NAMED IN THE 
ABOVE CLASSES.) 

Ist. Mr. John Taylor, jun., Cresey House, Shepherd’s Bush, London. 
2nd. Mr. E. Hughes, Yarmouth. 3rd. W. J. Vivian, Esq., 
Singleton, Glamorganshire. 

BANTAMS. (GOLD LACED.) 
Cock and two hens.— 1st. Mrs. Elizabeth Roper, Croxton, Thetford, 

Norfolk. 2nd. Mr. U. Span,% Markyate-street, Herts. 

BANTAMS. (SILVER.) 
Cock and two hens.— Ist. Mr. H. J. Jones, Bedford. 2nd. John Fairlic, 

Esq., Cheveley Park, Newmarket. 

BANTAMS. (WHITE). 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Mr. M. Leno, jun., Hemel Hempstead. 

BANTAMS. (ANY OTHER COLOUR OR VARIETY). 
Cock and two hens.—1st. Mr. James Monsey, St. Miles, Thorne Lane, 

Norwich. 2nd. Mr. Wheeler, Hexton House, Herts. 3rd, Mr. M. 
Ridgway, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. 

GUINEA FOWL. 
Cock and two hens.—Mr. Joseph Whiting, Hitchin, 

TURKEYS. 
Cock and two hens.—1st. John Fairlie, Esq., Chevely Park, Newmarket. 

2n<l. Mr. W. Harrison, Bagworth Park, Leicestershire; Mr. A. Cannel, 
Cringleford, Norfolk; and Mr. G. Roberts, Kingswalden, Herts. 
3rd. Mr. Charles Thurnall, Whittlesford, near Cambridge; and Mr. 
John Steed, Baldock. 

GEESE. 
Gander and two geese,— 1st. Mr. J. Taylor, jun., Cresey House, Shep¬ 

herd’s Bush, London. 

DUCKS. (WHITE AYLESBURY). 
Drake and two ducks.—1st. Mr. Arch, Clifton, Beds. 2nd. Mr. C. 

Thurnall, Whittlesford, near Cambridge. 3rd. Mr. Robert Tingey, 
Henlow Beds. 

DUCKS. (COLOURED VARIETIES). 
Drake and two ducks.—\%t. Mr. Youell, Yarmouth. 2nd. C. Punchard, 

Esq., Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk. 

MUSCOVY. 
Drake and two ducks.—1st. Mr. John Steed, Baldock, Herts. 
Pigeons.—Twelve prizes were awarded to Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, 

Birmingham; and Mr. Beazor, Yarmouth; Mr. O. Steed, Baldock; 
and Mr. J. Playford, Yarmouth, had each a prize, 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Bee-keeping. — “The three questions asked me by your corres¬ 

pondent, B. B., at page 210,1 will answer in this communication. First, 
I must ask B. B. to remember that the word * enormous* w.is not 

I applied by me to swarms, but to one swarm; and B. B. must also under- 
! stand that both that term, as well as the expression ‘ amazing quantity,* 
I See., were only incidentally used in acquainting you, at your request, with 
I my experience of the ‘Country Curate’s ’ system, and not with a view to 
I publication. Before alluding to the subject of H. B.’s questions. I have to 
' inform you that five hives w’ere tried by me on that plan, though I said j 
I nothing of the fifth in ray last to you, and for this reason ; —It was my in- 
j tention greatly to alter this hive (though not destroy it), which would, of i 
I course, prevent it being a fair subject for experiment. When I did alter ' 
I it I found it very full of bees, and containing nineteen pounds of honey— ! 
I in fact, full; but the plan of the hive (a wood and glass toy affair) is i 
! miserable, as you may well imagine when that is all it will contain. 1 

Three of the four others I consider the best I have in all respects, but | 
regret now to report badly of the remaining one, This failure was a 
swarm of June 2Ith. and an earlier one than one of the last three 

I alluded to. The hive that threw off two sivarms in one swarmed June 
! 20th, and is as strong as any I have, weighing now 21 lbs. contents, and 
I full of x^ery savage bees, which I like, On looking over my apiary on 

Wednesday last, for a good hive, to give a friend in exchange for a Cochin- 
: China cock, I pitched on the failure, w-eighed it, found it contained at 
i 21 lbs. of honey, and thought all ‘ couleur de rose.’ My gardener 

(a great hand at bees) remarked, ‘They seem very quiet, Sir; ’ and so 
they might, for on turning it up there appeared a very very few in it. 
To-day I smoked it down with Racodium cellare, and it did contain a 
queen, though her majesty was small and poor looking; and the bees, 
about 311>*» filled a dinner tumbler of the ordinary size. I have just most 
carefully weighed the honey, and find it 224lbs.; so my Wednesday’s 

, calculation was 14 lbs. under. Of these five hives the wood and glass 
toy hive was not shut up at all; the rest only until the evening of their 
swarming days. Three were moved to new stands, one hundred yards 
from the old place; and two to new stands, forty yards from the old 
place. The failure (?) was moved one hundred yards, so was that w'hich 
threw off the two swarms in one; the good old hive forty yards. While 
I was a month at Scarborough, my heaviest straw hive went xvrong, 
and was of course emptied by the other bees; and whether the uproar 
injured the ‘failure,’ which stood next it, you must judge—that is the 
opinion of my gardener. Question 1.—I use ^/iree-sized hives of straw ; 
one weighs, empty, 3lhs., another 7ll5S., the third 9 lbs. All three have 
straw tops, with 34-inch holes in them. The first has a perfectly flat 
top, and measures (inside measure) 124 in. 94 in. The second is 

shaped like the old bell-hive, but a portion of the top flat, and measures 
114 in. by 10in. deep. The third, which I alluded to as “a very large 
hive,” measures 144 in. 134 in. deep. The shape of this last is, I 
know, against all rule; but they do very well with us. Question 2nd.—I 
never did weigh a swarm, though I have seen and hived a great many, 
and know a large one, when I see it, even on a hot day. Question 3rd.— 
I broke up, August ist, three hives, each weighing (contents of course— 
honey and comh) as follows :—First, 36 lbs.; second, 32 lbs. ; third, 30 lbs. 
Same day I broke up two old hives of wood, to convert into Taylor’s— 
first, 34 lbs.; second, 27 lbs. You will be interested in knowing that the 
bees driven out of two of the first three mentioned were joined and put 
into an empty hive, and sent the same day to the moors, with the cap in 
its top full of honey, which the good old hive made, to start them with. 1 

This hive returned containing 18 lbs. of moor honey, and the cap as full \ 
as it went. At the same time I sent to the moors two late swarms ; one j 

returned containing33 lbs., the other 35 lbs. The above is the ‘amazing | 
quantity,’ with the addition of 224 lbs. from the failure (?) an hour ' 

j ago. My plan of dealing with Taylor’s hives is exactly similar to 
Investigator’s plan of dealing with Golding’s; and our success seems 

I pretty much the same, excejit that, perhaps, his top would not hold more j 
; than 28lbs., whereas mine hold about 33lbs./w//. We all here think ! 
I that if I had had twelve Taylor’s, instead of three, this season, exwry top 
\ would have been full. 12 times 33=396, supposing each hive, of course, 

to be reasonably strong to start with. If I live to another season my 
plan will be, seven ‘Taylor’s,* five * Country Curate’s.’ ‘Investigator* 
says July {all July) was very productive; so I found it. I cannot account 1 

I for the wonderful quantity of honey gathered so late this last season ; I 
I never before found it so. We had no rain during the month of July in 
' the day-time, and fearful heat, but splendid showers at night. Pray 

excuse the length of this, and believe me yours truly. P. S. October 27. 
—This should have been posted a fortnight ago. My bee-keeping, / 
admit, is neither for pecuniary profit nor scientific enquiry. I am 
tempted to add, that if they shut up their old hives for such long periods, 
it is not to be wondered at that when they are let out, and fly back to 
their old stands, they are not recognised, if scent has anything to do 
with it.—C. R. R.” I 

Cyclamen Leaves Rotting-off (F/om).—This has probably received | 
rather too much wet, out-of-doors, but do not despair; take away every I 

leaf carefully, that shows the least trace of decay. Put the plant in any 
window where you can give it air in this mild weather. Do not give j 

much water until the weather changes, or the plant seems to want it, by | 
the first symptoms of drooping.; prevent frost from hurting it; top-dress | 
with a little rich, light soil; strew some powdered charcoal over the top 
of the tuber, whence you remove the fading leaves, and unless there is 
something radically wrong, such as having been shaded when the leaves 
were growing, we think you will yet be rewarded with bloom. 

Gloxinia (P.).— You ask how to shade in a light forcing-house, glass j 
allround. We do not think shading will be required nouj. When the | 
sun gets strong it will. Any usual mode will do. We generally place 
them in the front of such a house, and paint the glass a little higher than ; 
their tops, with hot, double size, and we find this effectually saves the t 

bloom. I 

Viola arborea {Subscribers).—See an article to-day by Mr. Fish. ! 

Climbers {An Old Subscribex').—In addition to those you have for ] 
stove, Passiflora princeps, Passiflora kermensina, Allamanda cathartica, 1 

Hoya carnosa. We presume there is plenty of light. For the middle house, ' 
Mandevilla suaveolens, Kennedya Marryattffi, Tacsonia pinnatistipula, ' 

I Tecoma jasminoides, or Cherere ; for greenhouse, Dolichos lignosus, 
j Jasminum gracile, Hardenbergia''raacrophylla, Lists of climbers for 

different purpo.ses have been given lately. 

Flower-garden {Turquoise).—Your planting is perfect, on the prin¬ 
ciple of contrasts; we cannot alter a leaf, unless it were 15 (Unique 
Geranium) to Saponaria calabrica, for this reason, that young plants of 
Unique do not flower freely, and that old ones will make the bed too 
high for 16 and 17> without constant attendance to pegging and training. 
Again, 15 is your match for 20, and it will get higlier than 20; if you 
change 15 for 20, perhaps it will suit better than in Saponaria. Then, 
20, 21, and 22, would be higher than their opposites, 15, l6, and I7, and 
that is, no doubt, what you intended. You are certainly not “ A 
Novice.” There is not one out of ten, of old practicals, who could do it 
half so well. The shapes of 10, 11, 12, and 13, are very unusual, but we 
shall engrave the whole some day or other. 

Indian Seeds {W. C.).—One-hundred-and-forty-five Indian seeds, 
correctly named, 120 of them are the very pick of the Indian Flora, and 

I the rest not at all so common as we often see from India, and great 
I judgment exercised in the selection, but without a particle of practical 

knowledge of what we want, and what we can manage in England. We 
uestion if there is a nurseryman, or botanic gardener in the three king- I 
oms, who would give the value of the paper in which they are packed, 1 

for all the seeds. If you imagine a line drawn across our Indian territories, ' 
from Bombay to Sylhet, you may lay it down as an axiom, that there are 
not ten kinds of seeds on the south side of that line that are worth the 
carriage from India; and not twenty seeds from the first fifty or sixty 
miles to the north of that line. ' 

^ I 
Noisette LAMARaoE (Some One).—You did wrong by treating this 

Rose like a Banksian Rose, and so kept it from flowering in the autumn ; 
you cut in the small wood, and cut out the strong shoots. Do exactly 
the contrary, and you will be rewarded with autumn flowers; but if it 
comes too strong after the first fiow’ering, you had better give a slight 
root-pruning, say early in June. 

Bulbs and Beds {An old Subscriber).—In the first place, are you 
willing to lay out j6''20 or iC25 on bulbs for your seventeen beds, if that 
would plant them, which we much doubt ? Be content with about 500 
mixed Hyacinths, 600 mixed Early Txilips, 1000 mixed Narcissus. 5000 
mixed Crocus, uio double Tulips, 500 SpaxiUh Iris, 500 English Iris, in 
mixtures, 600 or 700 double, single, and star-flowered Anemoxies, about 
300 Turbaxi Ranunculus in three colouis, 60 Fritillarias, 100 Crown 
Imperials in four colours, 50 Martaeon Lilies in four colours, 600 Co/- 

' chicum autumnalis, 50 Dogstooth Violets in two colours, 60 Feathex'ed 
I Hyacinths, 60 Grape Hyacinths, 60 Musk Hyacinths, 1000 Winter Aco^ 
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Elites, 1000 double and single Snowdrops, with as many florist’s bulbs as 
your own fancy tells you. We would not plant a quarter of vour space 
with bulbs. Your garden will look more like a nursery in Holland than 
anything else j too much of a good thing is as bad as too little, and yet 
the above will only make a scanty clothing for your space. 

Gladioli {Regular Subscriber).—'r\\c heights are relative, but what 
the proportions are on your soil we cannot say. The highest is 1, Uun- 
danensis, orange-scarlet; 2, Uamnsus, white and red; the rest are 
about the same height, or, say on an average, a yard high, and the colour 
various shades of red and orange. Psittacinus, Oandauensis, and E7o?-i- 
bundus, may be planted any time between this and April. The right 
name of Floribimdus is Oppositiflorus; and if you have it true, it is all but 
white. The rest of them should be planted now. The time of flowering 
will be governed by your locality, and the time of planting ; for instance, 
if you plant Psittacinus now, it will come in flower next June; plant 
again in the beginning of February to bloom in July; plant in March 
for August bloom, and in April for September and October bloom. 

Tropceolum tuberosum.—Warcham says—“ I dug up my Tropceo- 
lum tuberosum a day or two ago, the result was—Twenty-one tubers, 
tei'i'cr than the original, for which I gave Is.; twenty-two about the 
same size ; twenty-four somewhat smaller; and something like sixty very 
smalt. I cooked a few, and they ivere very nice, resembling Asparagus 
somewhat in flavour. The small I have pickled. They are not amiss 
raw, as a salad. A paper in Chambers’ Edinburgh Journal mentions 
that they produce fifteen to eighteen tubers; if that is the average, I 
must consider mine as a good crop ; and I think I should have had more 
had I earthed it up, as there were many immature tubers outside the 
ground. It was manured with wood ashes and burnt sticks, half-charred. 
Though it cannot be expected to supply the place of the Potato, yet I 
see no reason why it should not be cultivated as an esculent. The tubers 
keep well, and, as an occasional dish, would, I think, be found useful. 
Can you suggest a way to make it flower well ? ” Your crop was very 
good, a little above the average on good land. Tastes differ so much in 
these things, that we do not like to say much either way. We have tasted 
them, and all the Oxalises that have been recommended, and we still 
prefer the worst potato to the best of them. 

Roses {Ibid).—They will do perfectly w'ell where you say, and they i 
require little or no sun in winter; same with Pinks and Carnations. I 

Name of Hardy Shrub {C. G.).—Yours is the Sea-Buckthorn, or i 
Sallowthorn {Hippophae rhamnoides); one of those few bushes that will ! 
grow well in sea-sand, to the edge of the tide. 

FucnsiA-BED (il/. Fermanagh).—Your compost is very good for a 
Fuchsia-bed; indeed, too good to be passed—One-part garden mould; 
one-part turf, ashes, and a little sand ; and two-parts turf. Fuchsias 
will grow away like willows in such a soil. Make it full two feet deep 
for them. But do not think of planting climbers in the centre of such 
a beautiful bed; nor a Corymbifiora Fuchsia either, which, instead of 
being “ too delicate,” is so ravenous, that it would eat up all the others 
before the end of the season. For a row in the centre, lliecartonii or 
Gracilis are the cheapest, and as good as any if you transplant them 
every other spring, so that they do' not encroach on the new sorts all 
round. Look at the list we gave last July, before you decide on what 
kinds to plant. Your Cleopatra Fuchsia will grow too strong for Ur. 
Jephson, so you must keep them well apart, with others between. 

Bees in Taylor’s Hive (4 Subscriber).—Our correspondent says :—• 
“ I have a stock of bees in Taylor’s Boxes, as described in his ‘ Bee- 
Keeper’s Manual,’ third edition, page 17. The stock-box they have 
been in three years, the combs are getting very black, so that I should be 
very glad to change them into another, and I think there is now a chance 
of so doing, if I knew how to proceed ; they being very strong the 
summer before last, I put a cap on, fast, so that I cannot now take it off. 
I have been following the side-box system, as described in the above 
work, page 29, but have not succeeded very well, as they swarm most 
seasons, and scarcely ever fill the side-box; last summer they threw off a 
strong swarm in June, and were very full afterwards. I put aside-box 
too, they worked very well into it, but did not above half fill it, and by 
what I could see through the glass, I thought there was little or no honey 
in it, so 1 thought I would let it remain till the bees left it, and were in 
the stock-hive, and then take it away, and put the stock-hive in its 
place. I have tried several times, but always found a great many bees 
in it, so I thought I would let it remain till the weather became cold. 
Last night being very cold, the thermometer out down to thirty-two, 
with cold wind, and the Staffordshire hills covered with snow, but as 
soon as I stirred the box they were all on the move, as usual. I tilted 
the box up two inches on one side, hojiing they would go into the other 
at six o’clock ; I then let it remain till ten o’clock, but then found them 
all, as usual, in the side-box, and very irascible; in fact, one flew out and 
stung me, whilst lowering the box down on to the floor-board. This morn¬ 
ing I find them there as usual, and on examining the stock-box, found 
but three or four bees in it, but very heavy indeed with honey, full quite 
three-parts down. I have put it in its place again, but should be very 
glad if I could take it away, so that the bees may have the box with new 
combs ; but how will they succeed, the box being but half-full of combs ? 
There is plenty of honey in the stock-box, and I should be glad to know 
how to give it to them in the best way. I always feed at the top, with 
tins, as described in the above work, page 65. Would it be better to put 
the honey in the comb in the tins, and feed them in that way ; and would 
they increase the combs at this season of the year ? or would it be better 
to put the box the bees are in, on the top of the stock-box, and let them 
help themselves ? but I fear in that way they would again take possession 
of the stock-box, with the old combs, which I do not want them to do.” 
You may safely take the stock-box away, but cut seven or eight pounds 
of honey-comb out of it, and place it under a cap or bell-glass, upon the 
top of the box the bees are in, and when they have emptied the combs of 
honey, give them another supply. 

SiiANGHAE OR CocHiN-CniNA FoWLS {Brixfon),—These are one and 
the same, and we have abided by our determination to call them Shan- 
ghae only. We cannot make our correspondents always do so. The 
variety is not known in Cochin, and they are found only about Shanghae, 
and other norf/iem districts of Chin.a. “China fowls,” as you suggest, 
would be a correct name, but we think Shanghae is accepted generally* 

’rhe following, from a correspondent in Gloucestershire, quite agrees with 
what we have ascertained from a traveller recently from China, and which 
we shall soon publish in another form. “ You would oblige by informing 
me, if you can, why the ‘ Poultry World,’ in speaking of China fowls, use 
indiscriminately, as they do, or, in fact, why they use at all, the prefix 
‘ Cochin,’and do not call them simjily ‘ China fowls?’ I have endea¬ 
voured, but in vain, to ascertain the origin of the name ‘ Cochin-China,’ 
as applied to fowls, and cannot learn that there is, but, on the contrary, 
I believe, from all 1 have learned, there is not, any breed peculiar to and 
to be found in that particular part of China, or bearing its name. I have 
kept China fowls for nearly four years, and possess birds bred from the 
largest sort, and some of the earliest (if not the first, except the Queen’s, 
presented to Her Majesty by the Emperor of China) introduced into 1 
Engiand; those birds, however, came from a far more northerly province, 1 

viz., that of Peang-nan, in China Proper, to which place, also, I know 
that the best birds in this country, that is, those that have taken prizes 
during the past and current year, are indebted in part, if not wholly, for 
their parentage. The synonyme of Shanghae, which has now become 
generally current, was given to the race to which mine belong merely 
Because they were shipped from the Port of that name, and as a distinc¬ 
tion from the smaller class of birds which at the earliest English Exhi¬ 
bitions w'ere described and acknowledged by the Judges as Cochin-Chinas 
between which and mine there is a great difference, as there is also 
between those originally and those now received as Cochins. In one of 
your recent numbers, an article appeared stating as a necessary charac¬ 
teristic of pure Cochin-China fowls that they must have no tail feathers, I 
should be glad to know upon what authority it is so stated. I maintain that 
pure bred China birds (cocks), of the finest sorts, come from what part 
of that country they may, have, or ought to have, perfect tail feathers, 
but of a dwarfish description; they should, I am told, be fourteen in 
number ; and if any of these are wanting, the attention of the judges at 
exhibitions should be directed to ascertain whether such feathers have 
been lost accidentally or plucked intentionally to meet the erroneous 
and absurd/nsZu'oii of the day, which appears to be ‘ that the best China 
fowls must be a buff colour and tail-less.’—2'. A.” We do not remember 
anywhere its being stated in these pages that Shanghae fowls should be 
without tails altogether, but we are quite sure that cocks of the pure 
breed have no sickle feathers in their tails. 

Potato-Onion {F. Withers).—Plant offsets in early spring, about 
the beginning of March, in rows eight inches apart, and the point of 
each offset just above the surface. The soil as for other onions. They 
have completed their growth by September, and may then be taken up 
to plant again at the end of October, cv to be kept until the following 
spring. 1)0 not earth them up, nor give any cultivation except an 
occasional earth-stirring. 

Parlour Aquarium.—Clericus would be glad to know where he 
can purchase one of these. He also requires some seed of Polygonum 
vaccinifolium. 

Exchange of Ducks, &c. {Vicar).—We have given notice that we 
cannot insert such notices in future. We are not merely liable to 
advertisement duty, but give offence to advertisers. 

Wheat Dierling Machine.—/. R. N. wishes to know which is 
the best for making the holes and delivering the seed at the same time. 

Bees (H. Edwards).—Leave the comb in the hive, tie a covering over 
the mouth, hang it in a dry place, and put a swarm into it next year. 

Diseased Grapes (.1 Subscriber, Guernsey).—'The berries of vour 
Muscats were affected with what is technically called “the spot.” The 
following is extracted from The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary “ It is 
a gangrene, probably occasioned by an irregularity in the supply of mois¬ 
ture and vicissitudes of temperature, but especially if one of the extremes 
is much below the degree of heat most favourable to the healthy growth 
of the plant. Muscats are particularly liable to this disease.” Muscats 
require a higher temperature than most other grapes, and that of your 
greenhouse was probably much too low during our recent ungenial 
weather. The large Haricot Bean you enclosed, and which you state 
is commonly cultivated in the south of France, would be advantageously 
grown by our cottagers if hardy enough for our climate ; its green pods 
and dried seeds being equally excellent for boiling. It is probably the 
Lima variety, and if so, requires the plants to be forwarded in a hotbed. 

Worm-casts on Lawns (Henrica.s).—These cannot be entirely pre¬ 
vented. Frequent waterings with lime water keep the worms from 
coming near the surface. 

Shanghae Cockerel {A new Suhscriber).—Seni!i your address, and 
state what aged bird do you require. The other information you seek will 
appear in due time. 

Pumice Stone {Pteris, Dublin).—This wiil do very well for a small 
fernery. 

dROPQEOLUM TRicoLORUM (G. P. WUland).—We cannot give you the 
name of your plant by the two small leaves sent. The Tropaiolum tri- 
colorum that has put up four inches, and now died down again, we 
should say has been kept too wet, and most likely its roots have decayed 
too ; whether or not, stop watering until you see if it will put out again, 
whicli probably it will not do for several months. September is about 
the time this plant begins to shoot out, at which time it should be potted. 
Until growth reappears the pot and tuber may be placed upon a dry .shelf. 

Names of Plants {Troublesome).—The leaf you enclosed is of the 
Calla JEthiopica, mentioned at page 113 of our sixth volume. (.). R.)._ 
The crimson flower is Siphocampylos Surinamensis, var. rubra. The 
orchid bud was crushed. {Rev. M. E.).—Yours is Veronica speciosaj 
even in Ireland we think it v ill not do under a warm wall without pro¬ 
tection. {H. 25).—No. 1. Rusctis racemosus, or Alexandrian Laurel. 
No. 2. Gazania uniflora, a greenhouse undershrub. No. 3 is a Phlox 
but we cannot determine which. ’ 

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by Willias; 

Somerville Ore, at the Oflice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish cf 
Christ Church, City of London.—December 2nd, 1862. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

I 

M W 
1) U 

DECEMBER 9-15, 1852. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

llaromcter. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. I 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
U. &S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

, Clock 
aft. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. 

q Th Red-throated Diver comes. 30.189 — 30.091 54—52 s.w. — 56 a. 7 49 a. 3 5 25 28 7 14 344 
lU F Wild Sw an conies. ,30.057 — 29.981 53—33 s. — 68 49 6 52 29 0 46 345 
11 s Grosbeak seen. 30.521 —30.366 51—27 w. — 59 49 sets. @ 6 18 346 

12 ShN 3 Sunday in Advent. 30.516 — 30.442. 38—30 N.W. — VlII 49 .5 a 8 1 5 50 347 
K) M Lucy. 30.404 —30.389 44—37 E. — 0 49 6 15 2 5 22 346 , 
14 To Stinking Hellebore flowers. 30.472—30.416 41 — 36 E. — 1 49 7 27 3 4 53 349 1 
15 \V Ember Week. 30.437—30.387 40—36 S. 01 2 49 8 42 4 i 4 23 350 1 

Meteorology or the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during; the last twenty-five years, the averaffe hiarhest and lowest tempera- 
i turesof these days are 46.2° and 34.1 ° respectively. Ihe greatest heat, Ul°, occurred on the 13th in 1842 ; and the lowest col< , IP , on the 13th ! 
1 in 1846, During the period 106 days were fine, and on 09 rain fell. 1 

WINGED TOBACCO PLANT. 

{Nicornina alula.') 

This is a tondor annual, and a native of South Brazil. 
It belongs to the Natural Order of Nightshades (Sola- 
nacfiffi), anol to Pentandria Monogynia of the Linna'an 
system. Like other tender annuals of the same family, 
the seeds require to be sown early in spring, on a gentle 
hotbed, and the seedlings, when they have three leaves, to 
be pricked out into small pots, and kept under the same 
frame, and to be moved to their blooming place after re¬ 
potting in May. We extract the following from Paxton’s 
Flower Garden :— 

“ We translate literally the account given of this plant by 
Link and Otto. ‘ The stem is from four to live feet in 
height, branching, with distant, glandular hairs. The leaves 
are from three to four or more inches long, and from one to 
two inches broad; the upper ones are smaller; they are all 
decurrent and form narrow wings on the stem, obtuse, and 
with a small callous point, hut a little repand at the edges, 
and toothed, the teeth having also little callous points, on 
both sides rough with small somewhat closely pressed hairs, 
and at the edges fimiished with distant and glandular hairs. 

The flowers are placed rather far apart from each other on 
a raceme ; the lovver pechcels are one inch long, the upper 
ones are shorter. The rough calyx is not quite an inch in 
length, tubular; its teeth are long and very narrow. The 
flowers are white, and sweet-scented; the tube from two to 
three inches long, a little expanding at the toil; the teeth 
of the limb, eight lines in length, are oval, somewhat ex¬ 
panded, obtuse. Stamens as long as the tube. Style some¬ 
what longer. Capsules oblong. The seeds of this plant 
wore sent by M. Sello, in 1827, from Brazil. They should 
bo sown in the spring in pots, and the seedlings should be 
planted out in the open ground wdien the frosts are gone. 
The plant is hardy, and may be kept in winter in a tem¬ 
perature of from d8° to 4d° Fahr., and as such plants as are 
strongest flower best and jiroduco most seeds, they should 
be so treated. The soil should be light, but rich, and mixed 
with sand. The large, white, odoriferous flowers, forming 
nice-looking tufts, render the plant suitable for bedding-out. 
The flowers close in the day-time and hang down, but open 
at night. If the weather is cloudy they open ns early as 
flve, P.M., but if clear, not before six-and-a-half, p.m. ; in 
like tnanner they shut in the morning at six if the weather 
be clear, but not before seven if it be overcast.’ 

“ Such is the account given by Link and Otto, of a plant 
which we think is beyond all doubt what Sir Henry "Willock 
found cultivated in I’ersia, and sent to England as the 
source of Shiraz Tobacco ; in consequence of which it was 
called N. persica by one of us, and, according to M. Walpers, 
y. decurrens, by Bishop Agardh. We must, however, observe 
that the Persian plant was not observed to he a perenni.al; 
nor do tiie leaves appear to have been so distinctly decurrent 
as is represented in the accompanying figure : but the 
specimens which have been preserved show that the leaves 
were somewhat decurrent, even near the summit of the 
flowering-stem. This identification of plants supposed to be 
distinct, leads to the inquiry of how a South Brazilian iflant 
came to be cultivated in Persia as Tobacco ? and also 
whether any Brazilian Tobacco is manufactured from it ? 
We trust that some one will be able to answer these 
questions, as well as many others connected with the history 
of commercial Tobacco; as, for instance, is any Havannah 
Tobacco prepared from N. ainplexicauUs, as George Don 
reported ? Is the white-flowered Guatemala Tobacco a 
species distinct from the Bed Virginian, N. Tahacnni !■ Are 
the red-flowered Tobaccos all varieties of N. Tnhacum 1 or 
do they belong to difi’erent species, as some pretend? AVhat 
yields the pitchy Tobacco of Latakia; or the mild Tobacco 
of Syria? The Djebele seems to belong to N. Tahacmn. Is 
it true that Ah is cultivated in the East? How 
came N. rnstica to be grown in Egypt and Tunis, where it 
produces the fragrant but strong Tombaki Tobacco, which 
was shown at the Great Exhibition of all Nations ? Of what 
country i.s N. ruslica certainly a native? All these are in¬ 
teresting questions, to not one of which we believe can a 
satisfactory answer be found in hooks. N. alula is lost in 
English gardens, hut might perhaps be recovered from 
Berlin.” 

It is a paradoxical but explicable Kentish proverb, that 

“ Tenterden church steeple was the origin of the Good¬ 

win Sands; ” and we have heard of a shipwreck being 

shewn satisfactorily to have been caused by the vessel 

having sailed ou a Friday; but out of five letters, all 

accusing Guano of being the cause of the Potato 

murrain, we cannot trace even the pretence of a reason, 

much less of evidence, on which our five correspondents 
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nmd tlieir opinion. One of them, indeed, ventnres to \ 

say, that “ it was never intended tliat such a mass of 

excremcntitioiis jiiatter slioidd he brought into this 

country; ’’ and the inl'crence intended thence to he 

drawn is that the Potato murrain is a judgment upon 

us for having done so! Wo must he excused for 

characterising such an observation as so absurd, that 

we think the writer, when he remembers that the disease 

is in a hundred countries where the use of Guano 

is unknown, will laugh at his own hasty illogical 

conclusion. 

Wo have no intention to re-enter, at present, upon 

the subject of the Potato disease, but we have mentioned 

the subject of these letters that it may indicate why we 

think it necessary to explain the cause of Guano being 

so powerful a fertiliser. 

ft is a fact, wdiich we pointed out in the “ Gardener’s 

Magazine” (vol iv. 81), about twenty-five years since, 

that manures are powerful in proportion to the quantity 

of ammonia which they contain. Night soil, we then 

observed, one of the most beneficial of manures, 

surpasses all others in the abundance of its ammoniacal 

constituents in the proportion of three to one ; and 

the nearer any animal approaches to man in the nature 

of its food, the more fertilizing is the manure which 

it affords. We added our htdief that such power oi' 

promoting the vigour of plants arises from the stimu¬ 

lating qualities of the ammonia those manures contain, 

adding, that we had no doubt that a languishing plant, 

such as orange-trees, as they usually arrive here from 

Italy, might be aided in recovering by having their 

stem and branches steeped in a tepid weak solution |Of 

carbonate of ammonia, and by suspending an un¬ 

corked phial, containing some of the same solution, 

among its branches when jdanted. These opinions 

are strongly confirmed by the recent experiments of M. 

Ville, published in the “ Comptes Pendus.” 

When we wrote as above, the use of Ouano as a manure 

was unknown among our cultivators of the soil; and it 

affords another powerful testimony to the truth of our 

opinion, that manures are jtowerful in proportion to 

their richness in ammonia. Professor Way has analysed 

the Guano brought from various localities, and it is 

certain that in the following list the specimens are 

superior as manures, exactly in the jn-oportion they 

excel each other in ammonia. 

Peruvian . 17.41 per cent. 
Icahoe . 7.30 
Patagonian . 2.5i „ 

Haldanha Bay . 1.02 

! Ho powerful are the effects of the ammonia, that 

j abont four hundred weight of Peruvian is a quantity 

j quite sufficient for mauTiring an acre, and of the others, 

, quantities just pro])ortioned to their ammoniacal con- 

, stituent. This indicates, unmistakably, the importance 

I to the cultivator of obtaining genuine Guano, and he 

j cannot feel confidence that ho will obtain such security, 

unless he purchases from long-established dealers, who 

have a business to lose if it is proved that they have 

deceived their customers. 

December 9. 

The increasing demand shows that the value of Guano 

is confirmed by every year’s experience; and we hail 

the fact as a proof that British cultivators, true to our 

national character, meet increased difficulties by in¬ 

creased efforts to rise superior over them. The quan¬ 

tities imported in the last live years are as follows 

{Farmers’ Almanac for 1853, yj. 21):— 

1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 

82,392 71,414 83,430 1 10,925 243,010 

In Guano the allotment-gardener and the small market- 

gardener have a powerful friend. Want of capital, and 

of the means of keeping much animal stock, renders a 

deficiency of manure their chief difficulty, and Guano 

releases them from it. Wo have now seen it em])loyed 

almost for every important garden croj) ; and we 

can testify that it helps them to as excellent a 

growth as would be obtained by applying twenty times 

their weight of any farm-yard dung. All the Cabbage- 

worts, Hpinach, Celery, Asparagus, Strawberries, Poses, 

and many other garden jilants, we have seen grown 

without any other manure being added, and we can 

testify that never was a finer produce obtained, oven 

with a lavish expenditure of the gardener’s usual com¬ 

post. liCt Jill gardeners bear this in mind, and when 

ever inconvenienced by a deficiency of manure, let them 

remember that they can purchase the best Peruvian 

Guano for ten shillings per hundred weight. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

Ere this, our readers will have had time to consider 

the proposition we made as to the economical planta¬ 

tions of fruit-trees; and taking it for granted that, with 

some of them at least, it has met with some degree ol’ 

favour, we continue the subject. 

W^e have already given a list of those varieties of \ 

Apples which we would recommend for dessert use, and ! 

which are likely to be most remunerative wben taken to 

market. This week we shall devote our attention to ' 

those adu])ted for culinary purposes; and, carrying out 

the same plan as that on which we set out, by taking 

them in their order of maturity, we shall now com- [ 

mence with— ! 

1. Monies Codlin. — One of the earliest, best, and 

most abundant-bearing culinary Apples wo have. We j 

have chosen this variety in preference to some of the ! 

other early Codlins, because the tree is of a very hardy 

constitution, succeeds well in exposed situations, and is 

not very nice as regards soil. This being ol' a small 

habit of growth, it would be well to graft it standard 

high on some other variety of vigorous growtli, and 

wliich would make a stronger stem than the blanks 

Codlin would if trained up of itself. 

2 Early JuUeii.—To many the name of this Apple 

will be new, for it is not so well-known as it ought to 

be, and consequently not so extensively cultivated. It 

is, nevertheless, a variety of some standing. In the 

appearance of the fruit it has some resemblance to the 

Ilawthornden, but is as superior to that variety as the 
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[ llawthornden is to a turnip. Its flesh is firm and crisp, 

very juicy and brisk, with a very strong and rich bal¬ 

samic flavour. The tree is a very early and abundant 

bearer, almost, if not quite, as much so as the Ilnw- 

thornden. It is ripe in the middle of August, and lasts 

during the greater part of September. It may even be 

I used in the dessert. 

•I. Nonesuch.—This is a very old and very beautiful 

English apple, and well suited for orchard planting for 

the supply of markets, as the tree is an early and great 

bearer, and the high colour of ttio fruit is very attrac¬ 

tive. It is one of the best for preserving, and makes 

the finest apple jelly. It is ripe in about the second 

week in September, and lasts during October. 

4. Wonnsley Pipjtin.-—Among all the varieties Mr. 

Knight raised, we question if he got a better and more 

generally valuable apple than this. Besides being of a 

very large size, and first-rate in every respect for culinai’y 

use, it is even a good dessert apple, being crisp, brisk, 

sugary, and aromatic. But perhaps its greatest qualifi¬ 

cation is the wide range of country for which it is 

adapted ; it being as easily cultivated in Scotland as in 

the south of England. It comes in use in September, 

and lasts during October. 

.5. Cellini.—This is a sort, too, which is deserving of 

greater popularity. It is handsome and beautifully 

coloured, and of a good size. It is particularly brisk, 

I juicy, and crisp, with that strong balsamic flavour 

which is peculiar only to some apples. It is in use 

during October and November. The tree is a strong 

and capital grower, and a most abundant bearer. We 

have only just to look out of the window where we are 

now writing to see a Cellini tree, about five feet high, 

which this season was as full of apples as it coidd hold. 

(). Qolden Winter Vearmain.—This is what is known 

to most people by the name of Kinri of the Pippins, 

which is, in fact, a decoy name given to this variety by 

a London nurseryman, that he might for a time secure 

the sale of it to himself. This variety is now pretty 

well known, and is quite an established favourite, 

especially in Covent Garden and the other London 

markets. It is a pretty and handsome apple, and is in 

use from October till January. 

7. Beauty of Kent.—One of the most magnificent- 

looking, and one of the best culinary apples which this 

country has ever produced. It grows to a gi'eat size, 

and is a fine sauce apple. The tree, however, requires 

a warm and rather light soil. The fruit is in use from 

I October till February. 

;i. Dumelow's Seedling.—There arc few growers uow- 

a-days who do not know the Wellington Apple. Tliis 

is it. It is also sometimes called Normanton Wonder. 

It is a very pretty apple, of good size, and exceedingly 

firm and weighty. It is one of the very best sauce 

apples, and well known now in almost all markets. 

The tree is a strong and vigorous grower, and a good 

bearer. 

9. Winter Pearmain.—This, for a cottager's gai’den, 

is one of the best we know. It will grow almost any¬ 

where and everywhere, is a most beautiful apple, and 

the tree is a very abundant bearer. It is an excellent 

variety for apple-pies, and is one of those which do 

not fall away to pulp, but which, though ever so well 

cooked, still retains the form of slices the same as 

when first put into the pie. It is in use from Novem¬ 

ber till April, and is a good keeper. 

10. Striped Beefing.—Very few of our readers know, 

or ever heard of this variety. The sooner they make its 

acquaintance the better. We have already exhausted 

our superlatives on the Beauty of Kent, otherwise we 

would have concentrated all on this. It is an immensely 

large apple, being generally never less than four inches 

diameter, beautifully coloured, and the most excellent 

of the best culmary apples. When baked by itself in 

a tin, or on a plate, which you will, it falls, and gives 

out a perfect syrup of rich, sugary juice. It is in use 

from December till May. 

11. Winter Majetin.—In appearance this very much 

resembles the London Pippin; but the latter, in ripen¬ 

ing, attains a yellow colour, while the former may be 

kept till May or June, aud will always preserve its green 

colour. It is a very hardy variety, and bears very 

abundantly. 

12. Gooseberry Apple.—This is a very valuable apple, 

not only for its long keeping, but its very fine and pecu¬ 

liar flavour, winch, when cooked, very much resembles 

that of the Gooseberry. It is now coming much into 

cultivation about London for the siqqfly of the markets, 

and is a most profitable variety to gi’ow. 11 comes into 

use in December or January, and keeps as late as June 

or -Tidy. 

We have now completed our list of Apples, and here 

we leave the subject for the present. Next week we 

shall, on the same plan, furnish a list of Pears. 

Wo auiioiurced, some weeks ago, that Apples must 

rise in price before long; and now that time has arrived. 

During the past week, even although the weather has 

been so bad, and trade generally dull, the rise has been 

very considerable. Anything like good samples of 

kitchen sorts made as much as 7s. aud 8s. per bushel, 

and good dessert 10s. We did not observe anything 

new among them besides what we have already noticed 

ill former reports. There arc still, however, plenty of 

Blenheim Pippins, Alfristons, Newtown Pippins, Lady 

Apples, and a few Ribstons. Wo observed, also, a 

small parcel of the old Calville Blanche, now very 

seldom seen in this country, but a great favourite on 

the eontinoiit. These were imported specimens. Among 

Peaes there is not much new, except a few Ne Plus 

Meuris, a very rich and highly-flavoured pear of the 

very first rank. It was raised by Van Mons, and named 

after his gardener Meuris. There are also some Nelis 

d'hiver, Beurre de Ranee, Olout Morceau, and very large 

specimeus of imported Ghaumontel; all of them make 

from Ss. to 4s. per dozen. 

Potatoes are rising very much in price, even common 

French kinds of inferior quality are making as high as 

L5 per ton. of home growth, are L'7 10s., and 

every day they are expected to rise considerably higher, j 
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It is the opinion of good judges tliat there will not he 

enough to last out the season. 

Cut Feowkus consist of ChrysanthemimK, Camellias, 

Chinese Primroses, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Heaths, Roses, 

Yellou' Calceolarias, Mignonette, and Blue Violets.—H. 

GOSSIP. 

In a recent number, p. 91, of the present volume, an 

inquiry is made after Dixon anil Kerfs Ornamental and 

Domestic Poultry Book. We have reason for suspecting 

that Mr. Kerr is an American, who wrote some time 

since to the Rev. Mr. Dixon, and that the work referred 

to is merely a reprint of Mr. Dixon’s well-known work 

which we noticed last week, and we warn our readers 

from it accordingly; for it would be unjust to the 

original author to purchase what is pirated, if our 

suspicion be correct. 

Even the little island of Mauritius has its Royal 

Society of Arts and Sciences, and we are glad to see that 

gardening receives no small portion of its attention. 

At a recent meeting, over which the Governor presided, 

it w'as there stated that grafting had been successfully 

introduced by the society’s means, and that two hun¬ 

dred scions had succeeded admirably. Twelve new 

vai’ietics of the Pine-apjtle were introduced. Sugar, 

however, as might be expected, w-as tbe principal 

object, and we must quote on this subject from the 

Hon. Mr. Rawson, Treasurer-General of the island. 

He said:— 

“ A specimen of that which makes the wealth of the 
colony (^pointin.o; to a magnificent cane on tbe table sent by 
Mr. Couvois of black Hiver), of a size such as no gentleman 
here ever before witnessed, lies before you. It measures 
eighteen French feet, and contains fifty-two knots.—There 
is (said the speaker proudly) the material of our wealth 
and prosperity. Here is, your Excellency, an evidence of 
the height to which we have attained, a height to which I 
hope all planters in this colony are aspiring, and which, if 
most of them are successful in reachi)ig, will certainly place 
Its at the head of the sugar-growing colonies. Sir, and 
gentlemen, the medal which I hold in my hand was given 
to Messrs. AVebb and Co. for a sample of the best sugar 
presented at the Great I'l.xhibition in London. I think I 
am correct in saying that they are very, very near getting 
tbe Council medal for their production, which, had tljey 
obtained, would have been evidence of our sugar being the 
finest that was exhibited on that celebrated occasion. How¬ 
ever, they were second, if not entitled to he the first. Here, 
your Excellency, is the beautiful medal (handing it to the 
Governor) which was awarded to them, a medal which ought 
to he an object of pride not only to Messrs. AVebb and Co., 
but to all the planters, and to every man in the community 
who takes an interest in the welfare and prosperity of the 
colony. (Applause).” 

But the Mauritians, we observe, also have their 

Poultry Shows, and here is an extract from a report of 

what was exhibited, and with this extract we will 

conclude:— 

“ In Poultry, also, there was great competition, and very 
superior specimens of Oreole-brcd were exhibited; we par¬ 
ticularly noticed those of Mr. Douglas (prize), Mr. Pdehard- 
Kon, and INIr. IMarie. There %vere also some fancy fowls of 
great beauty, and some magnificent capons, which, howorer, 
were unrewarded by any prize. AVe must not pass over Mr. 
Eohinson’s superior breed of Ruhbits, which well deserved 
the prize awarded; nor Mr. Oliver’s Capo (rcesc; nor the 

monster Turkey, weighing, we learnt, twenty-five pounds! 
AVhat a mine of truffles it would- but we abstain from 
depicting ‘ a siglit to dream of not to see,’ and adjourn the 
subject till the December show, which, we hope, will abrur- 
dantly surpass utl its predecessors.” 

The following is a list of the Horticultural and Poultry 

Shows of which we are at present aware. We shall be 

obliged by any of our readers sending us additions to the 

list, and giving the address of the Secretaries. 

HORTICULTDEAL SHOWS. 

London Eloricultueal (Exeter Hall, Strand), Dec. 14+. 
South London (PvOyal), Dec. 10. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

BlEjnNGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES, 14th, l.^tll, Ifitll, 
and 17th December. 

Cornwall (Penzance), January lOth, and 11th. {Secs. 
Eev. AA''. AV. AATngfield, Gulval ATcarage, and E. H. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

Honiton, January 12th. {Sec. H. K. Venn.) 
Salisbury and AVesteen Counties, December 19. {Sec. 

T. Pain, Esq.) 
t For seedlings only. 

RENOVATION OF FRUIT-TREES. 

AA'’'hen we cast our eyes around, and when we call to 
mind what a vast number of fruit-trees we have met 
with, or heard of, which disease or unfruitfulness ren¬ 
der unworthy of preservation if incurable, it seems 
astonishing that, after all the books that have been 
written, all the tales told, and all the fruitist’s lore made 
public, as well as the practical observations of a very 
many years brought to bear on the subject, such should 
still be the case. But so it is; and we think some ser¬ 
vice may be done by dealing out another blow or two at 
prevailing errors, and jDointing to great facts committed 
with the root itself; to the due culture of which all 
pruning and training must ever hold a secondary 
position. 

Let no one suppose that we wish to decry in sweeping 
terms the genuine primer’s labours; this time-honoured 
craft must still bold a place in the annals of horticulture; 
and we look back with a sort of instinctive veneration 
on some genuine “ early Yorks ” whom we knew in our 
’prentice days, and who used to sally in the “ rest- 
season,” knife in band, with an expression of counte¬ 
nance fully exhibiting an inward consciousness of tlieir 
dexterity, and of the great importance of their mission. 
These were amongst tlie most patient of men. Y'ears 
rolled past, and still they pruned on with the utmost 
precision; “ spurring back” with all the exactitude of a 
walking-stick manufacturer. Indeed, w'e knew of two of 
these worthies who were first-raters at walking-sticks, and 
no marvel either. And fruit might occasionally be seen on 
such trees, which was strange enough; the Fears would 
occasionally take their stand in bunches at the extremi¬ 
ties like tassels; and it was noted, as an odd phenomenon, 
that the Fears generally commenced where the pruner 
left off! But our present business is not with wall-trees 
or Fears alone, but to point to root-culture, for the im¬ 
provement of unsatisfactory fruit-trees in general; and 
in order to know what we are about, we must attempt a 
classification of the evils proposed to be remedied. 

As this subject will not be disposed of in one paper, 
we are in duty bound to prepare the interested reader 
for it; and the following classification of evils will at 
once show tbe breadth of the subject:— 

1st. Aged trees. 
2ud. Trees weakened by bearing. 
3rd. Diseased trees. 
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I 4th. Ramblers. 
.0th. Shy kinds. 

i (ith. Gross, or plethoric young trees. 
! Before proceeding farther, let us point to the causes of 
! these evils; let ns give them names,in order to facilitate 
i a due study of the various causes. The principal will 
j stand as follows:— 

1st. Soils of improper texture. I 
2nd. Soils too rich. | 
3rd. Too much depth of soil. j 

4th. I'ngenial subsoils. I 

.5th. Atmospheric considerations. 
In the consideration of faults in texture, we have at 

once the too light, and the too stiff, or adhesive; the 
] first leading to a kind of leanness in the tree, much 
j averse to the production of first-rate fruit, or to a per- | 

manency of habit. On the other hand, there ait; the j 
clayey loams of extreme tenacity; these, by holding . 
water too long, bring on a debility of constitution, 
equally averse to profitable results. 

Soils too rich.—ilost of our readers know by this j 
time that much manure is prejudicial to fruit-trees in j 
general, as inducing an overgross habit averse to the 
jiroductiou of blossom-buds; and in addition, in the 
case of trained or dwarfed trees, causing a most unwar- 

, rantable amount of labour to the pruiier. There are 
some exceptions: the Gooseberry and the Black Currant 
will bear high manuring on most soils; and, indeed, a 
few exceptions exist in tlie varieties of some of our fruits. 
Thus the Manks Codling, one of our very best kitchen 
apples, will succeed in a rich soil, which would drive a 
Dumelow’s seedling or Normanton Wonder wild. But, 
he it remembered, that this Manks Apple has the pe¬ 
culiar property of producing bloom-buds freely on the 
annual shoots; which, of course, creates a greater de¬ 
mand on the root. 

Too great a dejyth is the next in our brief review of the 
evils; tlie tendency of this is to place the tree beyond 
that wholesome control which has proved of so much , 
service in later years. We are quite prepared to admit, j 
that in the ordinary orchard, where the object is to pro- I 
duce huge and long-enduring trees, which may pass on j 
to our heirs, without either manuring or pruning, that 
the soil can scarcely bo too deep, if sound ; or in other j 
words, if waters can pass freely away at that low level, j 
This is altogether another affair from the dwarfed and 
early-bearing tree of the garden. And as to the merits 
of the dwarfing system, when duly carried out, what are 
the results as compared with the former position of 
affairs? Then the possessor of a little suburban garden , 
might have a huge Bergamot Pear or a .Jargonelle, per- | 
haps a Swan’s-Egg ; and then there would be the great, j 

old Russet Apple-tree, a gnarled old Codlin, &c., &c.; 
and these being in bearing, he was therewith tolerably 
content; for on being advised to plant others, it was ten 
to one some over-zealous gentleman set him at “com- j 
posts,” and give the ill-fated tree fifty per cent, more 
manure than the objects warranted. But now, in such j 

a garden, it is becoming no uncommon thing to see an , 
extensive collection, and that, too, in a small compass; j 

in fact, as many kinds as the proprietor can desire. | 
Ungenial subsoils are not the least of the evils con- j 

nected with fruit-culture; we speak of those which have 1 
received no assistance from the cultivator. Wet and 
sour bottoms bring on betimes all the effects of age on 
trees, decayed points, boughs smothered with moss, and 

I a generally lean and debilitated condition. No fine and 
high flavoured or good-keeping fruit can be expected 
under such circumstances. 

Atmospherio considerations.—Of course an artificial 
atmosphere is not to be expected out-doors; but if we 
cannot fit the atmosphere to fruits, we can adapt the 
selection to peculiar conditions. This is a portion of 
our subject which has never yet received a fair consider- ■ 

ation, even by practical men; it is, however, of much 
importance, and for tlio last tliirty years—during which 
period this question, as one of note, has constantly ac¬ 
quired strength—we have seen quite sufficient to con¬ 
firm the opinion, that it will be well for all parties to 
give it a consideration. If any reader doubts this, let 
him try to account for the singular and notorious fact, 
that a given apple, say A. B., which is a staple com¬ 
modity in one district, should be lightly esteemed in 
another. It is of no use saying the soil differs. Soils, 
after all, are not more material as affecting fruits than 
the very character of the air itself; and tiiat, it would 
a])pear, chiefly based on the degree of moisture where¬ 
with it is charged. What makes Cheshire so ’noted 
for the production of cheese—its soil ? By no means. 
It is produced in this county from all classes of soils; 
reclaimed bogs, sandy uplands, and the downhill clays. 
We do not affirm that an equality exists as to its 
virtues; but this will not weaken the force of our 
argument. And then the Damson, almost peculiar to 
Shropshire and Cheshire, where every hedge-row of the 
cottager, whether on the clays or the sands, has its 
thriving Damson-trees. 

In many gardens in Lancashire, and other maritime 
counties, it is no unusual thing to see Peach-trees, in 
the autumn, with most of their young shoots black and 
perishing with a kind of gangrene. About twenty years 
since, when Mr. Taylor was gardener to Earl Wilton, at 
Heaton Park, near Manchester, he made some new 
borders for Peach and Nectarine-trees, at a considerable 
expense, and planted them with capital trees of choice 
kinds. These trees made the most splendid growth 
imaginable; in fact, too splendid to be safe. I saw them 
in the month of October, and poor Taylor was quite 
puzzled about them; for, having lived previously gar¬ 
dener to the Marquis of Ailesbury, at Sheen, near 
Richmond, ho had not been accustomed to the damp 
and murky skies of our tail-chimney gentlemen, 'fhese 
borders were twenty per cent, too deep, and sixty per 
cent, too rich, for the circumstances they had to battle 
with; and had they been planted above the ground level 
(instead of making holes for them), and the soil a simple 
upland loam from an old pasture, without a particle of 
manure on it, the probability is they would not have 
made half the length of shoot. Here, within thirty 
miles of Manchester, we never lose a shoot this way; 
the wood ripens as perfectly as though the trees were in 
a peach-house ; but to be sure, our “stopping” practice 
has much to do with this; we do not produce wood as 
sport for the primer’s knife. Now it is not a matter of 
temperature, let people fancy or affirm what they will; 
of tins we are perfectly satisfied. In order to oppose 
our argument, some might say, How can we alter the 
conditions of our atmosphere ? We answer, you cannot; 
but you can alter the conditions under which your ti'ces 
are situated. It is tolerably evident, that in such climes 
the trees both absorb more from the atmosphere, and 
perspire much less; indeed, the latter is the most im¬ 
portant fact; for witliout a liberal perspiration how shall 
those elaborations freely proceed, which are doubly 
essential to trees from brighter and warmer climes? 
Thus we find these men insisting on the necessity for 
fined walls, by which, it need scarcely be urged, the fruit 
must become much more costly in its production. 

It being tolerably evident, then, that the absorption of 
too much sap from rich and deep soils is the cause of the 
failure of such trees, the question is, how to avoid this 
gluttony ? We at once answer, Give them less and poorer 
diet; put them, as our medical gentlemen would say, 
under a lowering course, if they become gross, by root- 
pruning or transplanting; for our readers may rest 
assured that the primer’s knife can never conquer such 
radical evils. Planting high is of the utmost import¬ 
ance in such cases ; and if folks will have what is termed 
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a border, let it bo above tbe grouiul level instead of 
below it. 

Look at tbe north of Ireland, and, indeed, other 
parts of that fertile country, and examine the reasons 
wliy tliey cannot produce Peaches, Nectarines, Apri¬ 
cots, L^c., like some parts of England. We were in the 
habit of corresponding on such subjects, some years 

i since, with Air. Young, then gardener to the Earl of 
Enniskillen, at Elorcnce Court, where our singular Irish 
Yew iirst showed its lace; a mere spoi’t from the com¬ 
mon Yew. In such correspondence, Mr.'Y. used to give 

! extraordinary accounts of the wild and rami)ant cha- 
j raeter of such fruit-trees through extreme humidity of air; 
I not I'or want of warmth. Broad Beans have been quoted 

as six feet higli, and many other things in proportion. 
To be sure, the want of more sun-light is a great draw- 

; back; but here we are met with another reason for the 
avoidance of a plethoric habit. Air. Young has, since 
those days, gone to Natal, on the African coast; and if 
ever those pages should obtaiir a footing amongst the 
descendants of flam, we should be right glad to hear 
from him. He will have a very dill'erent account to give 
of that climate. 

In a subsequent paper we will give a detail of cases, 
with their treatment; and such will surely be fitting 
matter for the dormant season. 11. Erri.noton. 

A VISIT TO THE BOTANIC GABDEN, 

OXFORD. 

Tins is the oldest botanic garden in the kingdom, 
having been fouuded in Itl.’W. The first catalogue of 
plants in it was published in 1(118, enumeiating two 
thousand s]jecies, of which six hundred were English. 
Dr. Ilobert Alorison, a native of Aberdeen, was the first 
Professor of Botany: he was appointed in 1(1(19. Of 
his three next successors little is known. In 1728, 
Dillenius, a German botanist, was appointed Professor, 
and the garden was much improved through the in¬ 
ti ueuce and liberality of Dr. William Sherard, who 
bequeathed ThOU to jirovide a salary for the .Professor¬ 
ship. On the death ol' Dillenius, in 1747, Dr. Humphrey 
Sibthorj) was appointed his successor, and he, in his 
turn, was succeeded, in 1784, by his youngest son. Dr. 
dohn Sibthorp, the celebrated author of “ Flora Grieca.” 
He died of consumption, in 1700, at the early age of 
thirty-eight, and in his will bequeathed his books and 
collections to the botanic gai’deus. The number of 
species collected from his manuscriiits and specimens 
amount to three thousand. He also devised a free¬ 
hold estate of i,'200 a-year to his own University, for 
the purpose, first, of publishing bis “ Flora Grmca,” 
and afterwards of endowing a Professorship of llural 
Economy. The author of the “ Flora Grmca ” was 
succeeded by Dr. George Williams, who held the Pro¬ 
fessor’s chair till bis death, in ltS;54, when the present 
occupier. Professor Daubney, took the reins. 

I had a longiugdesire to visit Oxford, for two reasons; 
first, to make the personal acquaintance of the worthy 
curator. Air. Baxter; and then to see, for the first time, 
the very garden from which the first ideas of the sexual 
system in plants was given to the world, from experi¬ 
ments and observations made there two liundred years 
ago, and before Ray or anybody else bad given a 
thought on the subject. The cross-breeder was received 
at Oxford very difi'erently from the reception given by 
Dillenius to Liniimus, whose name is immortalized 
through the sexuality of plants. Within the last few 
years. Professor Daubney, assisted by Air. Baxter, 
the curator, has made great alterations and inptrove- 
ments in the arrangements of this garden, and their 
plans are not yet finished. 1 had some notion that the 

Professor had a taste for flower gardening, from bis 
remarks when I once conducted him over a fine scene 
in that style, but 1 little expected to find a better taste 
in tbe disposition of the flower beds here, along two of 
tlie principal walks, than is to be seen in a similar way 
at Kew. The bods in the angles of walks, at Oxford, 
and along both sides of the walks, in pairs, are in the 
best style of the art. They are so at Kew, likewise; 
but there are no beds in the angles of any of the leading 
walks at Kew, and there is an outlandish taste in 
]dacing live or six feet circles immediately behind each 
pair of oblong beds, which may be from twenty to 
twenty-four feet long, writing from memory. 'The 
botanic herbaceous plants are planted, chicHy, in 
circles of dill'erent diameters, cut out of the grass 
behind the llower-beds which skirt the walks, and the 
trees and shrubs are jilantcd in long borders in such 
a way as to diversify the surface as much as possible, 
the situation being low, and without any natural un¬ 
dulations. 

'The grass garden is also in circles cut out of grass, 
every species having a eircle for itself, and the whole 
bordered with medicinal jAants, and the odds and ends 
are in borders or strips hero and there over the garden. 
All the walls are covered with half-hardy or nearly 
hardy jilants, and some of them are the very finest 
specimens in that style I ever saw, particularly a very 
large full-grown jilaut of SpircEa Liiulleiidna, on a south¬ 
east aspect. It w'as then in seed at the ends of all the 
branches, and on an average, the flow'er branches or 
clusters were from twenty to thirty inches long, and of 
immense thickness. It must have been the next thing 
to the Pampas Grass while it was in flower. The plant 
is a very fast grower, and last year 1 recommended 
to have it made into standards, to rival the Stag-horn 
Sumach; but, for a cold wall, where jdenty of roonr can 
be given to it, I would jilant it next after Whtann 
sinensis, and before any other deciduous jdant that I 
can now think of. After that 1 would ])lant a strong 
young plant of Aralia jiiponioa, about which Air. Fish 
}uit us on the right scent the other day. The Spircea 
I would train just like a peach-tree, and the Arnlia I 
would allow to grow out from the wall, ns you see figs 
sometimes lefc untrained. 1 now see clearly enough that 
this Ar<(lia ought to be treated in all resjiects like a fig, 
except the close nailing. Meliantlms major is here, and 
at Kew, against walls without beat, and is one of the 
best of the very old pdants that one coidd plant for 
the beauty and sea-green of the leaves. The flowers 
are didl, but so full of honey, that at the Cape of Good 
Hope tliey use them for tea and coil'ee instead of sugar. 
In very hard winters this needs protection, but if the 
roots are saved they will soon throw iqi strong young 
wood. Smilax Sarsaparilla is of the same class, and 
is convenient for training here and there between 
specimens of larger growth. 

'The Olive, Christ's Thorn, {Zizyplius Paliurns), the ; 
Osage Orange [Madura aurantuwa), the oak-leaf JIijil- | 
ranyea, Aeacia juliltrissin, a fine thing. New Zealand 
Flax Convolvulus scanioniim, Solanim crispum, a fast 
grower but coarser and more common-looking than 
S. j((sminoules, are all against cold walls here, with 
Passion flowers, Bauksian Roses, aud many other less 
hardy plants, of which they have a large stock. Also 
two species of a very scarce ]>hint called Ppiliedra [mono- 
siacluja and distaehya). One seldom sees these two 
dwarf evergreen shrubs excejit in botanic gardens; 
but they are highly curious, aud well worth having, as 
w'e have no other plants like them except the Cusuarinas 
of Australia, or our own British Equisetims, or A1 are’s- 
tail. 

I )nust .also notice the AW (7»'ny;e of North America, 
from among this class, if only to second a suggestion 
that was lately made by an able writer, to the etlbct 
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that these hardy vines tVoiii North America would make 
oxcolleiit stocks to work our hothouse grapes on, in pro- 
I'erence to growing thorn on their own tet)der roots as at 
present,—a very c.Kcellcnt idea as it appears to me. 

j Alter the above, 1 noted a low out-of-tlio-way plants 
which are suitable lor a wilderness or for rough banks. 
Urlicd nivea—a kind of notlle—a largo, bushy shrub, 
witli rough, broad leaves, having the underside quite 
white, and when they arc moved about by the wind, 
they look singular and very interesting. Another one, 
of tlic Currant family, called Ribes ferux, looks as liercc 
and wild as a porcupine. Out of all their herbaceous 
plants, the two which ajipearcd to me to bo most suited 
lor a wilderness part of a garden, were I’hylobtvcK de- 

crindi'd, the American I’oko, lately described, and Pyre- 

thruni tfcrot'mum, a very scarce herbaceous ]»huit, reaching 
nine or ten feet liigb, with stems and leaves not mucli 
stouter tlian those of a Michaelmas Daisy, and bearing 
large clusters of white composite llowers on the top, the 
individual flowers being also largo, and easy to be seen 
a long v/ay oil'. Whoever grows the old Astdmamn.tiina, 

will lind a good match for it in this Pyrethnim. Among 
these trees I shall notice particularly the Maiden-hair 
'I'roe, Sididntria ndian!ij'olia, one of the finest specimens 
of it I ever saw; it is a tree that will grow as easily as 
a 'I’horn-trcc, and every one who ])lants otight to liavo 
this one among the first. Knelreulci'id iidnicuhUa, 

from China, is another of those fancy trees which every 
one who wishes to excel in gardening ought to plant. 

In all the universities hero they teach, among other 
things, an old Roman doctrine, which says, that “ it 

I becomes all men who asjiire to excel (in gardening, let 
us say), to labour with their utmost might, not to [lass 
their life” so-and-so, like so-and-so, but to let the rest of 
the world understand that they, at any rate, shall not 
bo left behind in the race of garilcn improvements. 
Instead of jdanting ton or twenty trees of one sort, 
peoiile of this casto would rather plant ten or twenty 
dill'erent sorts of trees, if they only knew the names of 
the best sorts. The Koclrculerin is as pretty going to 
rest, with its deep, yellow, pinnated leaves, as when 
tho cud of every branch is in full bloom, on large, loose 
panuicles, bearing first, small yellow llowers, and after¬ 
wards, large, bladdery secd-])ods or capsules. 'I'hc first 

' tree that attracted my notice, on passing the garden-gate, 
was a full-grown specimen of the true Service-tree {Pyrus 

dotnest.im) loaded with fruit; here is another tree one 
hardly sees in a day’s march. The Manna-troe, {Oniun 

Enrojtceux), a very, very slow-growing tree at first, is a 
beautiful specimen hero, and so with many others, for 
which I have no room to-day for mentioning them. 

'J’here is a wide ditcli on tho south side of the garden, 
and a large pond near the bottom of the garden, in the 
same direction, and it was astonishing to mo to see how 
many water-plants, I'rom tho stoves, they contrived to 
grow in them all tho summer, without any more care 
than at first to fix them in their places. Those who 
doubt that most of our stove plants cannot be trusted 
out-of-doors in tho height of summer, and through the 
autumn, ought to visit Oxford to sec these aquatics 
smothering each other with their luxuriant growth. 

' Of an op)iosite family of plants, the Succulents, they 
have the best and cleanest-growing specimens in Eng¬ 
land, and a vast number of species of the difl’ercnt forms 
of Aloes, Mesemhryiuithemums, Oacalins, Crassulas, and 
so forth, but not many of tlie Cactus family. Many of 
these curious, gouty plants are enough to make one 
laugh to look at them. A whole row, on an upper shelf, 
of little, tiny Mesembryanthemums, their leaves fringed 
all round with rows of teeth, and standing in pairs 
facing each other, like the jaws of so many jnqqiies of 
all the dog tribes, and all the cats, and other grinning 
creatures at full jday, such as caninum, aynimun, vidpi- 

num, liqnniim, tiyrinum, feliiiuin, murinum, mustelliniim, 

erminum ; while ohonrdoUiim, testicidarc, rnuricalum, bl/i- 

dum, spinosum, rostratum, tuberosum, mnniliforme, tauri- 

num, and a dozen more of such like, put you in mind 
of all the drolleries in a toy-shoji; and the best of it is, 
that you could put a score of full-grown plants of most 
of these into a night-cap ; that a little thnmh-pot is 
large enough to grow any one of them ; that a little 
water once or twice a-week in summer, and once in 
three weeks or a month in winter, will do for them; 
also that silver sand will do to grow them in ; but they 
will grow in anything : then tell me if it is not worth 
while to go all the way to Oxford to learn this; and 
yet the best part about succulent plants is not told, and 
cannot be told to-day. Among these succulents arc two 
which we might call silver plants, they are so white; they 
are Echeveria farinosa and jndvendenta, that is, mealy 
and j)owdery-looking. There is one plant of tho Soco- 

torine Aloe, tho finest specimen of the kind, perhaps, in 
c.xistenco, it is so perfect all over, so bushy, so healthy, 
and so heavy, that four men would find it a good ]mll to 
raise it into a barrow, and yet tbe s]iecimon is not bigger 
than a full-grown geranium at the London shows. 
Whether it is the air, tho chalky soil, or tho great 
attention they receive, 1 cannot tell; but there is 
nothing about London which will come near to tho 
succulents at Oxford for vigour, symmetry of growth, 
and cleanliness. I’erhaps Crassula per/ossa is as sin¬ 
gular as any of the tribe : tho leaves of this species 
might almost bo called versatile, that is, they are so 
slightly “attached to the stem that tlu^y may be turned 
round at ])leasuro.’’ When (Mr. Eisb has a week to 
spare, he ought to look round f.ondon, and sec where 
the best succulents are to bo had, and, between us, wo 
could make up a fine selection for amateurs who cannot 
grow any other kind of plants. \Vc could [tick up a 
dozen sorts that would answer for balconies, terraces, 
and terrace-gardens, better than the more fashionable 
plants now in use, because of the novelty of the thing, 
and the little care needed to look after them, i’erhaps 
.Mr Appleby—now that he has a shoj) of his own—• 
would hunt out for us the best of the pan Aloes, tree 
Aloes, and other suitable ones from the other sections. 

[ shall close this section with a wonder-—a real tree- 
pink—■ Dianthus frulicosus. I never saw it, or tbe 
like of it before : it bas a stem as rougb and rugged, 
and as woody as any plant in tbe garden, and if the 
shoots and loaves were cut oil', no one could make out 
the trunk from that of an elm tree dwarfed by a China¬ 
man. Even as it was, had it not been in flower, 1 
could hardly bring myself to believe that it was a pink 
at all! D. Beaton. 

{To be couliiiiiat.) 

TRIFJ.ES TO BE THOUGHT ABOl.TT WITH 

REGAlll) 'J’O ri.ANTS IN PITS, fee. 

It is (]uitc [tossiblo to have too much of a good thing. 
'I’lie lady, so admirably ]iourtrayed in a late number, 
found this to be tho case in regard to the abundance of 
fruit her garden yielded. Overllowiug beniticcnce was 
no blessing to her! Many, who nobly bullet with the 
storms of adversity, lose all balance and self-control 
when the gale of prosperity conres. Nothing but real 
evils would ever cure the Mrs. St. Clairs ot society oi 
their imaginary woes. Necessity is tho chief spur to 
energy and existence. Without it, there may bo striv¬ 
ings and splendid realizations among the few, but there 
would be sloth and sluggishness, mentally and physi¬ 
cally, among tho many. What holds true of matters in 
general, holds e([ually true in gardening. Pine weather 
is not unfrcqucntly permitted to do more mischief than 
the stoi'in. A dull, mild autumn and winter will leave 
more empty j)ots behind them than an tinusual amount 
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of frost Rud snow. In the one ease, we are lulled into 
carelessness; in the other, we are aroused into action. 

Already complaints are reaching us about having “too 
much of the good” of a warm, dull, driirping autumn. 
Cuttings fairly struck, and secured in pits and frames, 
are already damping off; and where will they be when 
April arrives ? One person has acted so much on the 
defensive, that the glasses wei’e kept close, to keep out 
the dull, foggy, moist air; and when he expected to be 
able to congratulate himself on his wisdom, the moving 
of a sash showed ]\tr. Damp in quiet undisturbed pos¬ 
session. A second has kept them exposed night and 
day, though many have been rotted off by the surface of 
the pot; and the soil, in addition to losing its nourishing 
properties, has been lashed as hard as a brick. A third, 
knowing that growing plants must not be thoroughly 
dry even in this weather, has wisely told young blue 

ajyron to examine all; to take out those that are dry, and 
water and replace again when drained; and, on his 
futui'e inspection, he has the pleasure to perceive that 
the bottom of his pit, so dry erstwlrile, is now as 
thoroughly soused as if a canal from the Nile had been ! 
introduced for irrigation. And here, fourthly, is our | 
friend. Present Time, chuckling with glee over what i 
he calls, “ the stunted rusted things of neighbour 
Loolc-hefore-him,” who beat him, it is true, last season, 
but lot him look out for the next! “ Why, his plants 
have not budged since October; while mine, from the 
attention and heat I have given them, have grown 
several inches, and the leaves are as green as leeks.” 
Hint that there may be sncli a thing as extension, 
without much addition, and you will be met with a , 
stare, that is designed to tell you, that surely, if great ! 
men have found out that i')lants are increased greatly in 

hulk when the leaves are gone, he cannot be wrong in 
coming to a similar conclusion when his leaves get 
fresher every day, and a measuring rule tells him how 
his shoots lengthen by inches. These, and many more 
cases, I will endeavour to meet in a few directions. 

1st. At all times, hut es2wcially in lointer, let all stimu¬ 

lants to growth he in proportion to the presence or absence ; 
of light.—It is somewhere about eighteen years since 
I sent an article to “ Loudon’s Magazine,” disap¬ 
proving of a high temperature in hothouses at night. 
Opinions held then have been more than confirmed 
since—though then I had plenty of reasons, theo¬ 
retical and practical. The mentioning of these in 
detail would occupy a number. Let me glance at 
one or two. In circumstances, as respects heat and 
moisture favourable to growth, I kept an account of 
measurements, taken several times a-day, of quick-grow¬ 
ing plants. I found that when the night temperature 
was at all high, increase in length chiefly took place 
during the darkness of night. The next greatest growth, 
as respects length of shoot, took place in dull, shady 
days. In bright days there was always a difference, as 
respects mere progression, in the case of one plant kept 
shaded and another fully exposed to sunlight. I per¬ 
ceived, however, that the plant with most light soonest 
arrived at maturity, bloomed best, and was less subject 
to casualties. I also found that in the case of such 
plants grown fully exposed to light, and with as low a tem¬ 
perature at night as to be safe; and, again, of those with 
a rather high temperature at night, or somewhat shaded 
during the day—when equal weights of similar-looking 
shoots were talten from 2)lants thus differently treated, 
and exposed, first, to the evaporating influence of a dry, 
heated air; secondly, to being burned in an open vessel; 
and, thirdly, charred in a somewhat close one—that in 
every case the hardy light-treated plants lu'oduced the 
heaviest weight of residuum. Then I cauiO to the con¬ 
clusion, that tlicrc might bo mere elongation and expan¬ 
sion without much addition, on the same priuci])lo that out 
of a small piece of brass the clever worker will manage 

to spin out many yards of wire. Exceptions there are, 
arising from the peculiar nature of jiarlicular plants; 
but, as a general rule, our young friends will do well to 
bear in mind, that the shining of the sun on the leaves 
is necessary to solid additions. 

What care, then, is necessary Hotr for jflants in frames 
and jiits, after such a season of warm, dull, muggy 
weather. Do what could be done, there was too much 
of the wire-drawing as respects growth. Every thing 
should have been done, and must continue to be done, 
to prevent mere elongation, by keeping the plants as dry 

and in as Zow’ a temperature as to be safe. In general 
cases, there has been enough of moisture in the air to 
supply plants in such places without watering the roots; 
and if, during a week’s gloom, an hour’s sunshine should 
flag the foliage, it would be advisable then to dew the 
foliage with a little water, instead of drenching the 
roots. The very flagging, in such circumstances, speaks 
of an enervated state of growth; and frequently, when 
the sun breaks out on a sudden, plants, rendered tender 
and watery by dull weather, will be most benefited by 
a slight shading, removing it, however, as soon as it can 
be done without. On dry days the sashes should be 
wholly off, when the outside temperature is 40° and 
above. No rain, however, should fall on the plants, as 
the moisture, when close, would increase the elongation. 
In misty weather keep the sashes on, but let air 2)er- 

I meate freely beneath them, back and front; taking it 
away only at night, when there is danger from frost. 

2. Prevent damp from attacking and spreading. No 
better weather could have been chosen for the attacks of 
this insidious enemy. Wherever the plants, in addition, 
have been ke^it close and warm, the slender shoots 
jjresent another favourable circumstance. A low tem¬ 
perature, and abundance of air, as detailed above, are the 
chief preventives. But even these will not be sufficient. 
A few decaying and damping leaves left alone will soon 
spread their contagion. Cleanliness must, therefore, bo 
duly attended to. Not a decaying leaf should stand a 
day. All the fungous damps delight in garbage. Then 
the moving of the plants will be a great advantage. 
You can then roughly rub the outside of your pots; 
place fresh dry ashes, saw-dust, or boards, for your plants 
to stand on. Remove a little of the old surface-soil, and 
fresh dress with dry sandy soil well mixed with powdered 
charcoal. In delicate cases, a little of this powdered 
charcoal, mixed with dry sand, and a little, very little, 

powdered lime, and sulphur, may be scattered or puffed 
among the shoots and leaves. If the frame or j)it is 
deep enough, a raised stage will be a great advantage, ; 
more especially if there are means for letting in air, i 
front and back, beneath the stage, as well as over it by 
tilting the sashes. In extreme cases, lumps of unslacked 
quicklime will help to dry and purify the atmosphere. 
In foggy weather, and there is no artificial means of 
heating, a few bottles of hot-water, corked, will tend to 
set the air in motion. 

Are all plants usually preserved in such places equally 

exposed to injury No. The whole group of Geraniums 
will suffer little, unless unduly elongated by close heat, 
and dull weather. Verbenas, Anagallis, Petunias, 
Senecios, and all of that soft tribe, are easily ruined, 
and hard-wooded plants are easily mildewed. All the 
Calceolaria group will sufl'er little from damp. Half of 
young beginners ruin them by kindness, and a dry 
atmosphere. If nicely rooted, or commencing to root, 
they want nothing more during the winter, than to bo 
kept from frost, have plenty of air, and a dusting froTU 
the syringe in fine sunny weather. 

Suppose we want these qdants chiefly for baskets and 

balconies next season, should we pot them singly in 

autumn in small pots, put several in a. larger qiot, or 

allow the young plants to remain in the cutting pots 1 

Any way, according to your conveniences, the size you 
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wish youv plants to be, and the state of forwardness in 
which the cuttings are. Plants in small pots are liable 
to all extremes, and involve additional labour in 
routine attention, and any moving they require. When 
left in cutting-pots, the young plants should be chietly 
round the outside, and thus the surface soil can easily 
be stirred and renovated. When struck moderately 
early, I prefer placing a number in largish pots, as they 
are less liable to extremes, and more quickly moved. 
But for all such stock purposes in winter I approve of 
wooden boxes—say from two to three feet in length, 
from nine to twelve inches in width, and from four to 
seven inches in depth. Any spare boards may soon be 
converted roughly into such a purpose, and if they 
have a good painting with quicklime, and be allowed to 
dry before using tliem, damps and funguses will 
trouble them little that season. The chief advantages 
are—that from the non-conducting properties of the 
wood, the plants are not exposed to the extremes of 
heat and cold, dryness and moisture, which they are 
liable to in small pots, and thus necessary attentions are 
minimised, while all labour in moving from place to place 
is abridged,—a matter of no little consequence where a 
limited portion of glass is made subservient to many 
purposes during the season. When economy in labour 
becomes a still more serious affair, I shall expect to see, 
for all out-door ornamenting purposes, with tender- 
plants, pots, and boxes, too, entirely dispensed with, 
and the reqrrisite number of small plants pricked-orrt 
into beds in autumn, there to remain until wanted in 
the following May. 

3rdly. Watering.—This has been already alluded to. 
So few will require anything of the sort, that they had 
better be removed, watered, and replaced when the 
extra moisture has drained away. 

4thly. Protecting from frost.—We have had a few 
touches of this, and must expect more. Plants in gene¬ 
ral are in the worst position for resisting its eiiects. 
Even under the hardiest treatment, the last si.x weeks 
has filled them with crude juices, along with adeliciency 
of solid matter. It is good, therefore, to be prepared. 
Those who have acted according to the advices of this 
week would have the plants near the glass. Unless 
these were on a stage, so as to have several feet of air 
beneath them, the nearness to the glass, though bene¬ 
ficial in fine weather, would be equally prejudicial in a 
sudden frost. When there is the smallest likelihood of 
the iog king, it is best to cover the glass at night, even 
though it would be advisable to leave half-an-inch of air 
beliiiid. In such circumstances, several degrees of frost 
would not do much injury, as radiation would chiefly 
jtrocecd from the glass, or its covering. But near tlie 
glass, and not covered, tender, spongy shoots v^ould suffer 
much from a few degrees of frost. I have hitherto made 
as simple as I could the whole theory of protection. 
I could add nothing were I ever so willing. I was told 
by a j)erson lately, who had read these remarks, that 
he had built a six-light pit, sunk it two feet in 
the ground, and left two rows of out-jutting bricks on 
the back and front wall, so that bo could i)lace jdants in 
the bottom, or on transverse ]ilatforms of boards, near 
to, or nearer the glass; and that he meant to have a 
regular tarpaulin to keep all his glass dry at night in 
winter, with a softer cloth to lie u])ou the glass, and to 
have hay, &c., on it, and beneath the tarpaulin in rough 
frosty weather. And how canid I do other than approve. 
He rates me, however, that his plants are damping, even 
though lie has dang linings round the walls; and that 
the water stands in the bottom of his pit like a canal. 
Reader! have you any desire to have suchajiit; and, 
for the sake of noaUiess, and great ultimate economy, 
do not grudge a little ]irimary outlay? Thou build as 
our friend has done; only have hollow walls if possible, 
and thou they will need no protection; and if not, tic 

on them neatly for the winter months, a two-inch layer 
of wheat-straw. Concrete the bottom of your pit to ])rc- 
vent damp rising; for you have no business to put water 
there now, and a little in summer will be rather an ad¬ 
vantage. Raise the earth round the outside of the walls of 
your pit, so that when beat or rolled firmly there will be a 
slope outwards of at least one inch to the foot; cover this 
to the width of six feet with one-eightli-of-an-iuch in 
tliickness of coal tar; over that place a layer of gravel 
firmly rolled, and you may defy outside moisture 
finding its way within ; and then, for protection, tack 
a lath to the side of every sash—to l)e removed in 
summer — and have light half-inch deal wooden 
shutters, well painted, made to slide up on every sash : 
and though for such covers for six ordinary lights you 
pay the best part of two pounds, with ordinary care 
they will be little the worse for twenty years’ wear, 
while they will enable you to dispense with all other 
protecting material, except a little litter thrown over 
them in venj severe weather. The laths round the sash 
are both to prevent the covers wearing off the paint, 
and to enclose a body of air between the glass and the 
cover. AVbo, that prides himself on being an amateur, 
would not prefer examining his pets in cleanliness and 
comfort, instead of wading among rotting filth and 
littery, dripping mats? 

The same principles will apply to pits and houses 
heated and used as Preservatories. The labour and atten¬ 
tion is, however, considerably abridged, as in the dullest, 
closest weather a sharp fire in the morning, with plenty 
of air, will promote a free circulation, and thus so far 
put a dam])er on damps. Keep in view, however, our 
first directions. R. Ejsii. 

CONSERVATIVE AND HEATED FRUIT WALLS. 

A CORRESPONDENT (F. H.) writes thus :—“ Observing 
in The Cottage Gardener that Mr. Appleby remarks 
upon the Osmastou IManor Garden, and mentions that 
the garden-walls there are heated with hot water, and 
answer well, I should feel obliged to him if he would 
answer the following queries:— 

“ How large is the boiler? What length of pipe to one 
boiler? What is the diameter of the pipes? What 
height is the wall? And are there any gratings in 
the wall?” Our Flditor very naturally sent me these 
queries to answer; and in order to bo quite correct, 
1 sent them to my friend Mr. Lamb, the gardener at 
Osmastou, and with his usual prompt kindness 1 had, 
by return of post, the following answer :— 

1st. “ The boiler is composed of a series of pipes three 
inches diameter, connected together at each end; thus 

' forming a boiler seven feet long, which is placed over 
the lire. 2nd. We have upwards of 3090 feet of pipes 
to one boiler, but intend to connect another powerful 
boiler, to be used if found necessary, as there is more 

' pipe to bo added. 3rd. The pipes arc principally four 
! inches diameter, except the flow and return near the 

boiler; there they are five inches diameter, in conse- 
([uenco of there being many connections, oth. There are 
no gratings in the wall. Tlie walls arc about twelve feet 
high.” Mr. L. adds in a postcript, that if any further 
description is necessary he will ho happy to give it. So 
I would advise F. H. to write to him personally. This 
cori'esi}ondenco is just the thing that is really useful 
to such parties as may be about to build garden-walls, 
eitber for fruit, like those of our correspondent and the 
Osmastou gardens, or for growing ornamental plants 
against, usually called conservative-walls, though, I 
think, 77r(?6'6'rru<it'e would bo a better teim. 

Heated walls have, as is well known, been used for 
a long jieriod. I well remember, when I was under- 
gardener at a place in Yorkshire (Wheatley Hall, near 
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Doncaster), whiit a toil and turmoil the atteudiuf^ tho 
(ires was to a yonng man. Tlie licad-gardencr would 
come round with his lantcra some cold night in Marcli 
or April, i'eel at tlio wall, and it' it was too hot or too 
cold, would ho not storm away at iny carelessness! 1 
was young then (it was my tirst plaoe), not more than 
seventeen, and could not understand tho conse(]uenco 
of too much heat or too much cold to such, as 1 con¬ 
sidered, hardy tilings as Peaches and Apricots. Ho 
was a gardener of tho old school, and grow some as lino 
Reaches as a Snow, or a Collinson, or any other good 
gardener of tho ]»rcsent day. He was a strict dis¬ 
ciplinarian, and 1 never forgot his lessons. His name 
was Mr. 15. Maun, and is worthy of being recorded, for he 
was a worthy man, and tilled the situation for more 
than thirty years with credit. 'J'he walls, 1 need not say, 
w'ere then nothing but smoke Hues, winding upwards in 
length of about lifty feet to each lire; so that it w'as no 
trivial afl'air to attend to ten or a do/eu tires during the 
season. Science has done much to ease tho labour of 
the under-gardener. Hot water has not only lessened 
the extreme labour, hut has rendered the necessary 
attention more certain in its results. One lire, as in 
the case of the hot walls at Osmaston ^larior, is more I 
easily attended to, and the heat is far more C(|ually 
diH'uscd throughout the entire length of the walls, to 
say nothing of the great saving in fuel. In my younger 
days, the idea of devoting a wall to tlie growth of half- 
hardy plants would have been thought a most extra¬ 
vagant idea, something like a steam railroad ; but now ! 
no garden of any celebrity but must have its conserva¬ 
tive-wall. Perhaps the finest example in Great Rritain 
is the one at Chatsworth. I have observed the progress 
of that wall with great interest. When the idea of 
growing half-hardy jilants against a wall was tirst acted 
upon by Sir Joseph Paxton, perhaps nothing more was [ 
aimed at than a trial of tho cold which certain plants [ 
would bear if sheltered by a wall in about the same degree 
as gardeners shelter the more tender fruits; and the suc¬ 
cess of the first attempt led to the present splendid 
example. The wall now extends to tho length of several 
hundred feet, is covered with glass, which extends a suffi¬ 
cient distance to allow walking under it. The plants 
thrive beautifully and Hower magnificently. There may 
be seen Orangea and Camellias in the greatest possible 
luxuriance, the former blooming and fruiting freely, ami 
the latter flowering profusely; also great numbers of New 
Holland plants, such as Acacias, Eimcris, lloveas, &c., 
&c., growing so well, and blooming so gaudily as almost 
to bo unrecognisable. I had the jileasuro of seeing this 
famous wall this last August, and a more interesting 
and beautiful sight in gardening I scarcely ever wit¬ 
nessed. One plant, the liibes siuxiosa, was particularly 
gorgeous. This plant is undeservedly neglected, very 
few gardens possess it at all; yet there arc not many 
plants that arc grown against a warm wall that surpass 
it in beauty when in bloom. 

There is, also, a tolerably good wall of this description 
which was planned and planted by the same able garden 
architect (Sir J. Paxton), at Tatton Park, near Knutsford, 
in Cheshire, one of the linest seats in that line county. 
It belongs to W. Egerton, Esip Another wall of this 
description was mentioned incidentally by my good 
friend Mr. Pish. He saw it at Wrest Park, and pro¬ 
mised to describe it. 1 trust he will not forget, as 
the subject of conservative-walls, I assure him, is be¬ 
coming one of tho forward moves in gardening. 1 saw, 
on my late journey, many instances on a small scale 
indeed; but still the idea, and desire to carry out the 
idea, is progressing; so that any information any of us 
can give on the subject will bo acceptable. 1 shall try 
to do my share, and jiroposc to myself to ask and try to 
answer the following ([uestions. Wliat is the use of a 
conservative-wall‘f What is tho best asjiect'.' How 

should it bo built or formed? Should it bo heated? 
Should it be covered with glass ? And lastly. What kind 
of plants should be planted against it? and then give 
a list of such plants as would be suitable for tho 
purpose. T. Ari’LEBV. 

{To he coHlinucd.) 

THE PANSEY. 

Amoxust the various tribes of llorists’ flowers, there 
are few that attract more admiration than the I’ansey. 
It jiossesses many points of beauty, both in form, ' 
colour, and length of blooming season. We find it at 
all the spring and summer exhibitions, both as cut 
blooms, and flowering in pots. It is a favourite through¬ 
out the length and breadth of the land, and is cultivated 
lai-gely by almost every florist. As one proof of its 
general cultivation, I have received a list of kinds or 
varieties grown by a gentlemen so far north as Berwick- 
upon-Tweed. 

Tiio readers of 'J’iie Cottage Gardener, and Gen- 
tt.ewan’s Companion (and a very good companion, too, 
in his garden), will recollect that 1 invited florists to send 
me a list of such varieties as they considered lirst-rate 
in quality. IMy Berwick friend was the lirst to respond 
to the call, and, in consequence, 1 send a copy of tho 
list to the Piditor. 1 have no doubt it will be received 
gladly by our readers, and will be useful to many ama¬ 
teurs, and even dealers. I can vouch for tho accuracy 
of the list, and for tlie ipialities the writer describes. 

WHITE OR STRAW-COLOURED GROUNDS, WITH MARGINS OE 

m.UE, LILAC, PURPLE, PUCE, &C. 

Almanzor (C. jMcLaurin); white and purple; a good 
old flower. 

British Queen (Dickson and Co., Edinburgh); white, 
and fine bluish-pur])le ; beautiful eye ; new. 

Boadicea ; white, upper petals dark jiui'ido, belt same 
colour; very distinctly marked; new and fine. 

Countess of Ruslin (Downie and liaird); beautiful; 
straw and rich purple belting; new, and extra fine form. 

Duchess of Rutland (Thomson); whi,te, wdth lilac belt 
on the top petals ; fine. 

France Cycle (Grieve); white, and rich deep purple; 
fine form. 

Lady Mackenzie (Stirling); ujiiier and lower petals 
dark blue, centre very pure white. 

Lord Ilardinye (Gossett); straw, and bright puce. 
Lord Jeffrey (Lighbody); white, deep puride belt, 

and top petals the same colour; good velvety substance. 
Hunt's Helen (Hunt); white and light purple-; aline 

flower, but sometimes comes indistinct in hot weather. 
Mrs. Beck; white centre, rich purple belting; line 

eye; extra fine form. 
Miriam (Dickson and Co.); white, broad belt, and top 

petals of tbe richest dark purple; good substance; fine 
form ; eye large and very dense ; new, and extra fine. 

Miss Talhot (Dickson and Co.); white, belt and top 
petals deep purjile; new and fine. j 

Minstrel (Dickson and Co.); white, belt and toji ' 
petals blue-purple ; new and fine. I 

Royal Standard (Dickson and Co.); white, belt and j 
top petals of a beautiful light purple; now, and extra - 
fine. ' 

Royal Visit (Dickson and Co.); light jirimrose, and j 
rich deep moreen toji petals and belt; good. j 

YELLOW GROUNDS, WITH JIARGINS OL-' BLUE, LILAC, , 

PURPLE, MAROON, &(L 

Cajitivation (ilnjoij ; yellow, belted witli rich, dark 
maroon ; fine. 

Corninandcr-in-Ckief (Youcll); yellow-bronze, purple i 
margin. 
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Constance (Tliomson); yellow and purple ; very con¬ 
stant. 

Duke of Norfolk; yellow, and deep maroon; apt to 
run in summer, but a noble blower when in perl'eelion. 

Elegant (Thomson); yellow, and deep bronzy-juirple; 
tine. 

OUf' (Dickson and Co.) ; yellow, top petals and belt 
fine bronze; largo size (lias been three inches across); 
good substance ; new and extra fine. 

Jubilee (Dickson and (lo.); yellow, fine bronzc-jnico 
belt and top petals ; tbrni and texture very fine; new. 

Ladg Emilg (Hlieare’s) ; yellow and bright claret; 
large and constant; new. 

j1/r. i>ec7i.-('rurner); yellow and maroon; good old 
variety. 

Post Captain (Maisluneut); yellow and bronzy-puiplc. 
Sunbeam (Dickson and Co.); rich,dceii, orange-chrome 

margin, and top petals bright bronze-crimson; blotch 
large and dense ; constant and beautil’ul. 

SELES. 

Adela (I’urner’s); golden-yellow ; large and fine. 
Blanche ('J'urner's); large, white, fine, bold eye. 
Duke of Perth (Handyside); vei-y dark; fine and large. 
D'Israeli (Hunt); very deep purple, with a shade of 

blue. 
Flower of the Day (Downie and Laird); rich dark 

plum; bright golden eye, with a fine, white crown; 
round and good; new. 

Lucy Nerd (Scotoher’s); dark purple; fine. 
Maynijkent (Neilson); shaded puce. 
Satirist ('I’homson); bronze ; quite a distinct flower. 
St. Andreto (Downie and Laird); rich, dark mulberry; 

of perfect form ; new ; and a first-rate show flower. 
Sovereign (Dickson and Co.); a golden-yellow self; 

blotch large and dense; new; large and fine form; one 
of the very best yellows. 

Uranus (Dickson and Co.); yellow; lai-ge and fine. 
Jly correspondent says, “ 1 consider tlio above the 

very best Pansies grown in this neighbourhood; the 
greater part 1 have myself, and therefore can speak from 
experience; the remainder I have had opportunity of 
seeing in flower, so they may bo dejieuded upon as being 
first class. 1 do not hesitate to say, that a well-grown 
bloom of any of them would bo an acquisition to any 
stand.” 

Such lists as the above, from distant parts of the 
kingdom, are exceedingly interesting. Many of the 
varieties, I think, would be desirable to the florists of 
the south ; and the florists of the north will ho pleased 
with a list of the best flowers grown in the south. This 
list it shall be my business to furnish in my next paper; 
the space allotted to me now being full.—T. Ai>i'le3Y. 

(To be continued.) 

COAI. ASHES AS A PRESERVA'ITVK TO 

CELERY, &c. 

The dark days before Christmas being proverbial for 
their decaying influences, means must be taken to coun¬ 
teract their destructive tendency. It usually happens 
that the protracted dull and damp weather has the effect 
of injuring all herbaceous growth, in which the vital 
powers arc not in full and vigorous action: for instance, 
celery that is full grown begins sooner to decay than 
the younger or later-planted section—the former having 
attained a degree of ripeness, which, like maturity in all 
other cases, is sooner or later followed by decay. To 
maintain the one and arrest the other is an important 
duty of the horticulturist. The enthusiastic florist acts 
in accordance with this principle when he shades his 
beds of tulips, or other pets—he thereby retards nature’s 
operations in the various functions necessary to the 

production of seeds, as well as the ripening of the bulb, ' 
or other jiortion of the plant. Th(?shutting out of sun- ‘ 
shine is the means of his retaining in perfection that 
part of a plant’s formation to which he has attached the } 
name “ beautiful.” Now, though the principle is the ^ 
same, wherein a plant is preserved entire against decay ; 
arising from another source, yet the means to be adopted 
arc so different, tliat it is only in a literal sense that : 
they agree. The tendency of summer sunshine being 
to hasten plants on, to accomplish that juirpose destined 
them by nature (namely, to ripen and 2)erfect their • 
seeds, in order to jierpetuate their species), is another 
thing from the hardshiji of winter actitig on a plant of 
mature growth londcred delicate by artificial cultivation, 
by which term Celery and Endive may justly be known ' 
wlien they have undergone the process of blanching, ! 
which process, by-thc-by, is accomjilishcd at the expense | 
of the plants' constitutional hardihood ; and though I 
they may occasionally live and prosper after undergoing 
this debilitating operation, yet, in many cases, they die I 

before the return of that stimulating season which 
recalls their dormant energies to activity again. That 
a great number should perish under the ordeal they 
have been subjected to, need not be suiqirising, when we 
consider that the process is all but total destruction at 
once to the plant. 'This may appear strange, but it is 
true ; it is only those jiarts of the plant left to enjoy 
the action of the atmosphere that kcejr the others alive ; 
to totally cover all would bo a more s^ieedy death than 
the protracted one, wherein wo make the jilant part with 
some of its juices, which we reject as unpalatable ; and 
having done so, we need not be surprised at the loss of 
health which the plant has sustained in the trial. Pro¬ 
ductions less robust would have perished under it, but 
Celery resists decay more than most things, though its 
endurance has limits; and the earliest “ full blanched” of 
the season will be the first to decay, while the later grown 
will keep better, and do to succeed it. Rut then the 
question is, how is the scasorr of the first-named to be 
jirolonged ? how is its decay to bo arrested ? The ques¬ 
tion is an important one, but its solution lies in a nut¬ 
shell. Celery, as well as everything else, is preserved a 
longer or shorter time in exact accordance with the 
medium by which it is surrounded; should the medium 
consist of putrid matter, wet and sour, its contagious 
qualities may easily be guessed at; if, on the other 
hand, a good, dry, anti-decaying material bo tised, a 
contrary residt will bo the consequence. Now, 1 do not 
use tho word dry in the sense it is acceiited as a fireside 
term, because it is folly to think of anytliing keeping 
dry that is in contact with the ground, shoidd there 
oven bo a waterproof covering over it, loaded as the 
ground is, as well as tho atmosphere, with moisture at 
this season. It is, therefore, useless to suppose that tho 
term “dry” has any further meaning than as a sub¬ 
stance absorbing loss water than most other things by 
which it is surrounded. Ground of a certain deserqition 
is called “ dry,” although exposed to every shower that i 
falls The fact is that by conventional usage we have 
accustomed ourselves to call it so, because this same | 
rain is, by the component parts of such ground being so 
ojicn, so speedily carried ofl', that it is, comjiarativcly 
speaking, drier than soil of a contrary kind; conse¬ 
quently, we will take it for granted that this (lorous 
sandy soil is better adapted to blanch and jircscrvo 
Celery than the deep loamy kind, strongly impregnated, 
as it often is, with humous, and other putrid or absorbing 
matter; but then, many gardens consist entirely of this 
latter description, which though not tho best for blanch¬ 
ing this vegetable, is certainly the most suitable for 
growing it. 

Now, it is no dillicult matter to grow Celery in one 
substance and blanch it in another, and many have been 
the means used to comply with this latter suggestion. 
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Eartlicnware tiles or pipes, whole and in halves, have 
been recommended, and used with more or less success : 

; straw and other bandages have also been tried by some, 
! but the result here has not been satisfactory, affording 

as it does such an harbour for slugs and similar enemies, 
it has another had property also, that of beginning to rot 
just at the precise time when it ought to preserve itself 
unimpaired ; and by its decaying when the plant is less 

; able to resist its contagious inlluence, the evil produced 
is badly compensated by its former utility. Straw, moss, 
and other litter, is, therefore, to he avoided, and some- 

i thing else substituted. I have myself, after many trials, 
’ found nothing so useful as plain coal-ashes; their 
' porosity is such as allows but a small quantity of water 
j to loiter amongst them, compared with other things, 
I while they have a sort of anti-decaying influence in 
I their having so recently passed through the fire, and 
j the way I use them is this—when the celery requires 
j earthing-up, a quantity of ashes is thrown against it by 
! a person on each side of the row or trench, whilst a 

third one holds the leaves of the plant together; the 
ashes are then backed-up with earth, and the process 
repeated when necessary; by this means, no more ashes 
are used than requisite to enclose the stalk a few inches 
on all sides with this keeping substance, observing that 
it is essential that the ashes last of all should be at the 
summit:—beating the sides of the embankment so as to 
throw off the wet, is also advisable; but except in very 
severe, hard frosts, I do not recommend the use of 
straw, or any other loose covering at top:—it would, 
doubtless, be better, if the plants could he entirely pro¬ 
tected from rain; but since that cannot be, I have little 
faith in loose straw, or other litter, doing much good 
that way. Certainly it will exclude frost, and for 
that purpose it is valuable; but remove it in rainy wea¬ 
ther, or the covering up of that part of the plant which 
has maintained vitality in the wet, will be its utter 
destruction sooner than it would otherwise be. Another 

I property that coal-ashes have, is the repulsive medium 
i they present to worms and other depredators that prey 
[ on the celery when it becomes fit for use; the sharp, 

giitty feel that it has, together, no doubt, with some 
obnoxious quality imparted to it in its combustion, 
makes coal-ashes but little desired by tlie tribe of ene¬ 
mies the Celery suffers from. These qualifications, 
united together with their cheapness, and, not the least, 
their utility in stiff, heavy lands afterwards, enable me 
to recommend them to the amateur with more confi- 

i deuce than anything else in that way that I have tried. 
I J. Robson. 

DAHLIAS OF 1851. 

My remarks on the new Dahlia seem to have given plea¬ 
sure to some of your readers. I proceed, therefore, to fulfil 
my promise respecting the Dahlias wliich came under my 
notice last season. 1 shall begin alphabetically, so as not 
to appear invidious, though I dare say I shall offend some 
of the vendors. If I do, the only revenge I recommend 
to tliem, is more care in sending out, and I believe many 
of them really are desirous of doing right. Let me begin 
with noticing another fact I have proved, which is, that 
owing to ,so many plants being propagated from the roots, 
and that after being sent out by the advertizing party, the 
jdauts have again to undergo decapitation ; and after losing 
the side-shoot, so as to make three plants out of one, the 
poor amateur gets a chance of blooming his half-guinea 
plant about the ’IDth of September! To avoid all this, let 
every amateur send to a respectable grower in April, with 
orders to have his plants the first week in May, or not at all. 
That is my plan. 

-Another important matter, is to know how to grow your 
plant when you have it. 1 will give you my experience. 
Repot yoim plant as soon as you receive it, and keep it 
growing, not in much heat, but with plenty of air. A ncarhj- 

spciif, dung frame, giving only a Utile hoUom-hcat, is best, | 
just to swell the plant, and not let it spindle up. Riant out, | 
the 1st of June, six feet apart. Never cut off any branches, I 

but tie out the shoots ; and if they are many, remove them i 
when very young, but never cut off branches. I saw some [ 
plants this year which appeared like stalks of cabbages, ' 
with a few blooms on the top. My plan is to top the young 
plant, and then the shoots will bloom well by being thinned J 
out, and the centre bloom is generally semi-double. Jly i 
plants, this year, almost met together, and none above four t 
feet in height, except John Edward and Fearless, which arc ! 
very tall growers. This I consider was derived from water- ■ 
ing every night over-head, not round the root. Just try this, | 
and see the effects. 

I begin my remarks with 
Alice (Drummond’s); fine colour; in almost every case 

semi-double, and did not have a good bloom all the season.— 
Discarded. 

Alert (Barnes’); long petal; very thin; dull colour; 
good eye.—Discarded. 

Ariel (Turner’s); white; not one good bloom all the 
season ; good colour.—Discarded. 

Aurora (Keyne’s); dull colour; sometimes very fine; 
hard eye; requires much water. I think I shall try it again. 

Annie Salter (Salter’s); peach, like wax; one of the 
best flowers I ever saw ; requires no cutting out; very free 
bloomer, and eveiy bloom on the plant I grew fit for show; 
first-class show, flower; rather late ; and a good large plant. 
Should be put out. 

Absalom (Spary’s) ; amber; pretty colour; rather thin; 
and Tate in the season. I had a bloom or tw'o pretty good ; 
shall try it again. 

Cloth of Gold (Hooper’s); dull colour; very bad.— 
Discarded. 

CoMi’ACTA (Gaines’); buff-scarlet; very small; dull 
colour.—Discarded. 

Dr. Framtton (Rawlings’) ; very pretty, and fine form; 
I never had a bloom large enough to show, but I had some 
very perfect flowers. It must be very much thinned. Shall 
grow it again, and try hard to get it large enough. Small¬ 
ness is its only fault. 

Duchess of Sutheeiand (Turner’s); fancy purple and 
white; too thin and uncertain.—Discarded. 

Douglas Jeeeold (Keyne’s); this I have seen very fine. 
I fear it is uncertain; but when caught, it is quite a gem. 
Gwing to its tip, the form is not good and not bearable, 
except when it has the tip. I shall try it again. Colour 
buff, with scarlet tip. I remember seeing some blooms good 
at Surrey Gardens. Cut out the plants by thinning. 

Kdhund Foster (’Tinner’s); crimson; very full; coarse. 
I do not like it. Flower round, but not symmetrical.— 
Discarded. 

Evening Star (Salter’s); goodcoloin; thin; poor.—Dis¬ 
carded. 

Flora Me Ivor (Keyne’s); purple, tipped with white. 
'This flower was a gift, and pu’oved a good one. It is very 
fine, and first-class; fancy flower; not cut out; grows strong. 

Gloeie De Kaine ; lilac, black and white striped; a very 
beautiful flower; good form, and first-class; very certain; 
grows well. 

Globe (’Turner’s) ; bronzy-brown; new colour; good 
form; uncertain, but sometimes good. I shall grow it again. 
Requires cutting out, and good growth. 

(iRAiN D’Or ; orange; dull colour; not symmetrical.— 
Discarded. 

George Vir,liars (Union) ; rather thin; good smooth 
petal. I shall try it again. Aly plant was very poor, and 
had no chance of seeing it vmtil late. 

.Iaun De Rassy ; pale yellow; beautiful colour; very full, 
but not ([uite right at the finish ; a good flower for the 
garden, but not for show.—Discarded. 

John Davies (Cook’s) ; not so good as Cobden; too rough, 
and not shaded.—'Discarded. 

Kossuth (Drummond’s); fancy; not good enough.— 
Discarded. 

Louisa Glenny (Rawlings’); yellow; one of the finest 
for form and colour. I grew two plants, one of which gave 
me all show flowers, the other not one. Requires cutting 
out. Shall try it again, for, when right, I have seen no 
yellow e(iual to it for form. 
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LAurwV Lam:ngtok ('Keyne’s) ; fami, tipped with white; 
I very tine-formed flower, but came many sell's, and not tipped. 
I ]’(;rhaps tlie season was against it; at all events, it must be 
I grown ; we have few such good forms among the fancies yet. 
I ^ l/iLr.ipuT (Barnes’); red, tipped with white; very fine, 
I fancy ilower; requires cutting out; was very late with me, 
! but first-rate when grown well.—Obsehvek. 

{To he conlinued.) 

CUCUMBEE BIT. 

j 

a, the soil; b, trellis; c, stage for ferns ; d, stage for ferns, with 
water-tank under; e, hot-water pipes ; /, brick pillars, to support the 
slate box ; g', pipe for admitting fresh air; h, pipe for the escape of foul 
air; i, ground-level; j, steps by which you enter the pit; k, passage j 
1. the wall is built hollow liere. 

The above is a plan of our Cucumber pit, which we have 
now had at work for fifteen months ; and as it answers the 
purpose so well, I thought it worth a corner in The Cottage 

Gardener. The pit is forty feet long, four lights of which 
' are devoted to Cucumbers, and the other six for Kidney 
[ Beans, both of which I send to table all the year. The soil 
I which I use for Cucumbers, is one part of loam, dug from 
I the pasture, not more than three inches deep ; one part 

leaf mould, and one part old hotbed dung, to which is added 
a small portion of soot, mixing these well together. "When 
sutficiently drjq it is put into the pit, first draining with bones, 
over which I put the roughest of the compost. In a day or 
two the soil is warm enough to receive the plants, wliich have 
previously formed three or four rough leaves. I always jilant 
them two inches deeper than they were before, and fill in 
round the stem wth charcoal, as that prevents canker. I 
find it best to have only one plant to a light, as the Cucum¬ 
ber thrives best with plenty of room. Tlie leading shoot I 
train up the centre of the light; never stop it till it reaches 

i within six inches from the top of the light, but the laterals 
which are sent out are stopped at the second joint, and 

. trained out at right angles, exactly the same as a vine 
managed on the spur system. They very soon break from 

' the second joint, at which time, and always afterwards, they 
are never let go more than one joint at a time, taking 
care in stopping not to injure the fruit, which is as yet 
almost imperceptible. All the male blossoms I take ofl’, as 
they are of no use, except seed is required, and I never 
allow any fruit to be qiroduccd till the leader has readied 
the top. I always use water at the same temperature as the 
soil, which is 75“ to 80“; and when I water, I give a 

^ thorougli soaking, but not again till it is really required, 
using liquid-manure every alternate time—poultry dung is 
the best for that piupose, taking care not to make it too 
strong. The air pipes y and h are always open day and 

' night, except in very sharp weather, ivhen h is closed. I 
! ought to mention that there is one of tliese pipes under 

each light. Of course, in very hot weather, the lights are 

tilted up at the back; but it i.s better, in the winter months, 
to allow tlu! temperature to rise a few degrees than to open 
them too much for a “blink o’ sun,” as that, in all proba¬ 
bility, would make the plants flag, which is sadly against 
their well-being. The night temperature I prefer is 00°, 
and in the day 70°, and H0° if from sun heat, with plenty of 
moisture often charged with sulphur, as that keejis mildew 
at arms-length. If this meets your approval, I will trouble 
you very soon again with a plan of a flower-garden, and 
also an American ground, accompanied with a few sug¬ 
gestions.—J. Eust, Gardener, Chase-Side-House, Enfield, 

WINCHESTEE AND SOUTHEEN COUNTIES’ 

SOCIETY’S EXHIBITION OF BOULTEY. 

Closely following on Dorchester and Hitchin, IVinchestcr 
has now added another name to the list of those towns and 
districts which have this year initiated themselves in the 
establishment of societies for the improvement of the various 
breeds of domestic poultry. Thi.s exhibition, for which 
active preparations had been some time in progress, took 
place on Wednesday, December the 1st; and, whatever the 
previous anxiety of those who had been most interested in 
tlie success of the undertaking, the subsequent comments 
of all whom it brought together are sufficient evidence that 
they did not overrate the interest and attention that it was 
likely to awaken in the district assigned to its operations. 
It was, indeed, natural that many would doubt the proba¬ 
bility of such general support as more sanguine individuals 
ventured to anticipate, but it cannot be otherwise than 
satisfactory to feel that such doubts have been thus over¬ 
come, and that some of those who thought least favourably 
of the project have given the most decided marks of appro¬ 
bation at a triumph so little expected. Everything, indeed, 
concurred to stamp success on this first meeting of the Win¬ 
chester and Southern Counties’ Poultry Show; the con¬ 
tinuous rain of the last six weeks had at length ceased, and 
a bright sunny day both favoured the travels of the feathered 
competitors, and aided the necessaiy preparations for their 
reception, which took place on Tuesday, and on the evenmg 
of that day all were ready for the inspection of the next 
morning. 

The llotunda of the Market-House, and two large rooms, 
contained 17'2 pens, on which we purpose to make some few 
remarks, in the order they occupied in the Catalogue and 
the Judge’s Award. 'The latter individual appears to have 
thought but lightly of Hampshire Bantams as there repre¬ 
sented, for although a first prize was awarded to the Gold- 
laced birds, that was assigned to the pen belonging to Capt. 
Hornby, K.N., of Knowsley, in Lancaslure, and certainly, in 
colour, figure, and condition, we yield a ready assent to the 
verdict. A second prize was assigned to this class ; and the 
I’artridge Bantams of IMr. Sayers were deservedly admired. 
'The Silver-laced and White Bantams were but indifferent, 
and the Black ones had no representatives. It may not bo 
amiss to remind our readers, that however desirable size and 
an upright comb may be in a Shanghae, they are all equally 
so in the present instance. 

Near neighboius were the tiny winners in this class to 
Mr. Sturgeon’s magnificent pen of Shanghaes, which bore 
off no less than three different q)rizes, viz., that for the best 
cock and two hens, with the separate awards for the best 
single cock, and the same for one of the hens. Weiglit, 
colour, comUtion, and figure, were here displayed in full 
perfection, and were there room to add another laurel to 
their owner’s wreath, every voice would have at once 
acccjrded it; they were pire-eminent, and fortunate would it 
have been for the Judge if no greater difficulties had come 
before him than could have arisen from any comparison of 
those with their competitors. Mr. Sayers’ birds, and those 
belonging to Mr. Gilbert, were good specimens, and could 
have no discredit reflected on them by suffering defeat from 
such antagonists. 

In Class y, for a Cockerel and three Bullets of 185q, Mr. 
Sturgeon’s name again appears with all the honours. 'This 
class contained twenty-seven entries, of which No. 41 bo 
longed to Blr. I’unchard, of Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk; 
the Cockerel was a bird of remarkable beauty in point of 
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make and colour, the latter a rich bnfl', powdered, as it were, 
with orange, gold hackle, and singularly free from any dark 
feathering ; Iho pallets were equally meritorious as regarded 
plumage, no less tlian distinctness of form. 

I Another year we shall, doubtless, have to chronicle a 
more even class than were exhibited on this present occasion; 
birds will then bo better matched, and sent in higher con- 

I dition; but while we venture on this anticipation, let us at 
I the same time aeknowleilge sincere thanks to all those who 
I were willing to send birds to giwo t'chil to this first exhibition, 

and to encounter criticism rather than run the hazard of 
i empty pens. 
! In Class (i, a cock and two hens of Mr. I’unchard’s had 
! a first piriz.e; and, though alone in their class, it would 
j assuredly liavo been very dillicult to have seen adjoining 

pens equally well-lllled. >¥11110 prevailing taste, as we 
admit, induces us to regard with longing eyes the lighter- 
coloured varieties, wo frankly ailmit that the robust character, 
wellqiroportioiied figure, and delicate markings of such 
birds as occupied pen oh, will always have great attractions 
in our eyes. 

The class for Chickens of the Brown and Partridge was 
indifferent; and scvei'iil points, both as to figure and colour, 
should have due consideration before another year again 
sees the Market-house similarly occupied. The possession 
of five toes will not enable I,hem to perch more readily, or 
facilitate their movements on the ground. A good pair of 
white Shanghaes were shown, as single specimens, by Mr. 
Sayers; and a pen of Chickens of the race came from Mr. 
Chase, of Turwiek. Many of the Shangliaes, competing as 
single fowls, were exhibited in the Botunda; while the 
majority of this class occupied the large room on the left 
of the entrance; a position, during the wdiole day, so densely 
crowded, as clearly to indicate the greatest point of attrac¬ 
tion. The siiigle-comhcd Speckled Dorkings were present 
in great force and excellence. We concur, however, with the 
award that gave the first prize to Mr. .Tames Lewry; in 
whoso pen, colour, figure, ami substance, were also ad¬ 
mirably represented. Ijady M. Macdonald had good Idrds 
exhibited in this Class; and her Lailyship was also success¬ 
ful in Class I i), where rose-combed birds of tlie same race 
competed. Captain Hornby's Cockerels and Pullets in this 
class stood alone. Mrs. Mills’ White Dorkings w'ore shown 
in excellent condition; and, in shape and substance, loft 
little to bo desired; we could have wished, however, that the 
bill should have lieen quite free from any dark markings. 
'Their competitors were without blame in this respect, but 
yielded the palm in respect of figure and condition, in which 
the winners were pre-eminenlly distinguished. Game fowds 
occupied but two pens; of wdiich No. !)8 contained w'cll 
shaped birds; but we could not but regret the absence of 
other specimens of one of the most beautifid varieties of 
our domestic poultry. 

Golden Hamburghs, both Pencilled and Spangled, were 
absent from the list. Another year wo trust to see this 
omission supplied; for few members of the gallinaceous 
tribe will better reward our labours, where external appear¬ 
ance is mainly regarded. But brilliantly were the fortunes 
of the family retrieved by their first-cousins the Silvers, 
which, in both the Spangled and Pencilled varieties, were 
evidently anxious to atone for their relations’ absence. Mrs. 
Mills’ I’encilled and Mr. Chambers’ Spangled birds were 
almost safe from criticism, if such an assertion can ever be 
safely made. The second prize for the Spangled birds was 
assigned to the pen that took the first prize at Lewes in 
the present year. 

The Malays were but few in number, and, although good 
specimens were shown by Mr. Sayers, we cannot but hold to 
our opinion, that in all points they are at least equalled, if 
not exceeded, by their Oriental neighbom's, the Shanghae. 

Class (i'd presented throe very good pens of White Crested 
Polands—birds that deserved commendation no less for 
their general figure than for the great beauty of their tufts, 
which, especially in the winners, were perfectly globular and 
even. The prize for the best cock fell to the bird in the 
pen that took the second prize in Class (iii. The extreme 
regularity of his crest, and points of excellence in figure 
generally, justly gave him precedence, although the fair sox 
were better represented in the younger liirds. 

Were it not that we hope to see all classes satisfactorily 

represented when another year has passed over us, the 
Polish family should no longer occupy one pen ; but since 
the Winchester, in common with all other Societies, seeks 
lo inifrai’i', we may express our hope that the Golden and 
Silver-spangled I’oland, whether rufl'ed or otherwise, will 
then come before us in a more favourable light than that in 
which we can now venture to regard them. 

In Spanish, Captain Hornby met with his usual, but widl i 
deserved success; and many a claimant was at hand for the 
puridiase of these much-coveted favourites. 

Pigeons were few in number; but a pair of Capuchins and ' 
another of Carriers, belonging to Dr. Wesley, of Winclie.ster, j 
were justly distinguished. The Tumblei's were fine birds. j 

In Ducks, Lady M. Macdonald had a pen of Bast Indian i 
(the Labrador is as entirely a misnomer for these birds, as i 
the term Cochin-China is for Shanghae’s). A first pnze ; 
was awarded for this jien, there being no other competitors ; ; 
but we should wish to see a fuller disjday of tlie golden- i 
green metallic lustre on botli ducks and drake. 1 

The Aylesbury Ducks of Mr. Edwards, Captain Hornby, ! 
and Mr. Page, fully merited the Judge’s award. IMr, \ 
Eldwards’ other pen of older birds were probably passe<l over i 
on account of their stained bills, a change we were informed ' 
that was first perceived at their last moulting. Of Mr. 
Punchard’s Bouen Ducks, our commendation must be 1 
strongly expressed—they were excellent in every respect. i 

We cannot think that Hamiishire, or any of the southern 
counties were at all fitly represented by the Geese that came ' 
into competition on this occasion; and its farmers will do 
well to look to the Toulouse Goose, either jmre or crossed ; 
with our own breed, to give both size and ([uality. : 

Lady M. Macdonald was successful with her 'J’urkeys, of 
which some bronze-tinted birds carried off the first pirize; ' 
but this class also will admit of improvement. 

No. 1(18 contained a pair of Guinea Eowls in good 
plumage. , 

This ends the Catalogue of the First Winchester Show; ' 
and if in its subsequent jirogress it retains its claim to that 
public Bupqiort which has been so liberally, yet so justly ' 
awarded to its infancy, tho expectations of those who first 
suggested its establishment will be fully realized, and ampily 
rewarded. I 

The verdict of Birmingham Judges was at one time the 
sole authority to which English poultry-keepers had to 
direct their attention, but now, from Penzance to Yarmouth, 
and the most northern counties, an eagerness for informa¬ 
tion is being manifested in these matters, which can only bo 
accounted for on tho ground of such details being at length 
recognized as a pirotitalde branch of farm economy'. If 
jioultry exhibitions should pirovo the means of directing 
general public attention to this branch of the farmer’s 
revenue, while others are represented in so unsatisfactory a ; 
state, tho object of their promoters will be fully attained, j 
These Societies have directed their labom’s, in the first place, ' 
to what may prove protitablo to the farmer and cottager ; 
and, if in so doing, they can render service to any other i 
class, by gratifying individual taste or inclinations, they will i 
thus gain an additional motive for increased exertions. 'J'he ' 
multipdication of these Institutions will certainly have one 
beneficial effect, which we hopic, indeed, is already recog- ' 
nized; we allude to the comparison which the exhibitions of 
adjoining districts must inevitably suggest, and the consc- ; 
quent more definite classifications of those principles on 
which awards are to bo assigned. If the former fact may | 
possibly instigate more minute inquiries into the reasons 
and authority for such decisions, and thus add to official 
responsibility, the latter will fully atone for such judicious 
hazards, by the gradual substitution of a more generally 
recognized standard of e.xcellencc and merit. ' 

The Judge on the pirescnt occasion was the Bev. lY. Wing¬ 
field; and we never knew decisions more generally approved. 
We will conclude with a List of the Prizes ho awarded. 

Class 1.—BANTAMS. 

5 First Prize—Cock and two Hens, golden-faced, .Ip months old, ^£'12 12s. 
Captain Hornby, U.N., Knowsley Cottage, Present, Lancashire. 

9. Cock and two Hens (partridge), one year old, —A. C. .Sayers, Esq., 
Clanville House, Andover. 

3. Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, gold-laccd, three years old—H. 
Holloway, Esep, Marchwood. 

12. Highly commended—Cock and two Hens, gold-laccd, 18 months, 
.£’2—Mrs. Mills, Bisterne, Kingwood, Hants. 
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Class 2.-COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Ruff). 

18. First Prize—Cock and two Hens—Thos. Sturgeon, Esq., l^Ianor 
House, Grays, Essex ; and prize for best Cock and liest lien. 

IG. Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, hatched 3rd of March—A. C. 
Sayers, Ksq., Clanville House, Andover. 

17. Highly commended—Cock and two Hens, eight months old—A. Gil¬ 
bert, Esq., 17, Upper Phillimore-street, Kensington. 

21. Cock and two Hens, Cock 18 months—Mr. H. Higgs, Southampton. 

Class 3.—COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff). 

2p, First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, hatched in IMarch—Thomas 
Sturgeon, Esq., Manor House, Grays, Essex. 

41. Highly commended—Cockerel and three Pullets, eight months— 
C. Punchard, Esq., Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, Suffolk. 

32. Commended — Cockerel and three Pullets, hatched last week in 
March—IMr. Wheeler, Commercial Road, Southampton. 

Class 4.-COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff). 

47. Commended—Single Cock, 10th March—Mr. R. Griggs, Marchvvood. 

Class 6.—COCHIN*CHINA (Brown and Partridge). 

55. Fir.st Prize—Cock and two Hens, chickens of 1851—C. Punchard, 
Ksq., and prize for best Cock and Hen. 

Class 11.—COCHIN-CHINA (Uniite). 

72. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, hatched 29th of May, ^’35— 
G. Chase, Esq., Turwick, Petersfield. 

Class 12.—COCHIN-CHINA (Wadte). 

73. Prize—Single Cock, one year—A. C. Sayers, Esq., Andover. 

Class 13.—COCHIN-CHINA (White). 

74. Prize—Single Hen, hatched 23rd of April—A. C. Sayers, Esq. 

Class 14.—DORKING (Single-combed). 

77. First Prize—Cock and two Hens, 14 months, jt'5—Mr. James Lewry, 
llandcross, Crawley, Sussex; and prize for best (’ock and Hen. 

76. Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, old — Lady I\I. Macdonald, 
Woolmer, Liphook, Hants. 

Class 15.—DORKING (Single-combed). 

83. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, five months one week, ^4 4s. 
—Capt. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, Prescot, Lancashire. 

81. Highly commended—Cockerel and three Pullets, live months and one 
week, j64—Mr. James Lewry. 

Class 16.—DORKING (Single-combed). 

84. Commended—Single Cock, two years old—IT. Holloway, Ksq , 
Marchwood. 

Class 18.—DORKING (Double or Rose-combed). 

86, Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, old, j6'10 lOs.—Lady M. Mac¬ 
donald, Woolmer, Liphook, Hants. 

Class 19.—DORKING (Double or Rose-combed). 

89* First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, five months two w'ceks, 
^■■4.—Mr. James Lewry, Handcross, Crawley, Sussex. 

Class 22.—DORKING (White). 

91. First Prize—Cock and two Hens, fifteen months, ^3.—Mrs. Mills, 
Bisterne, Ringwood, Hants; and prize for best Cock and best Hen. 

Class 23.—DORKING (White). 

94. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, six months, j£‘2 10s.—Mrs* 
Mills, Bisterne, Ringwood. 

Class 25.—DORKING (White). 

95. Commended—Single Hen—N. Antill, Esq., Portaea. 

Class 38.—GAME (Duck-wing and other Greys and Blues). 

98. First Prize—Cock and two Hens, 20 months, .s6’2—G. E. Lowman, 
Esq., Lyndhurst; and prize for Cock and best Hen. 

97. Second Prize—Ditto, 20 months, ^2 10s.—Same. 

Class 50.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGHS, 

100. First Prize—Cock and tw'o Hens, 18 months—Mrs. Mills, Bisterne; 
and prize for best Cock and best Hen. 

101. Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, three years, ^'1 Is.—W. G. 
Chambers, Esq., Portsmouth. 

Class 51.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGHS. 

102. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets—W. G. Chambers, Esq. 

Class 54.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGHS. 

103. First Prize—Cock and two Hens, Cock and one Hen three years, 
and one Hen 1852—W. G. Chambers, Esq.; and prize for best Cock 
and best Heti. 

105. Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, 15 months—Mrs. Mills. 

Class 58.—MALAY. 

109. First Prize—Cock and two Hens, two years—A. C. Sayers, Esq., 
Clanville House, Andover; and prize for best Cock and best Hen. 

Class 59.—MALAY. 

110. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, hatched in May—C. Raw- 
son, Ksq., the Hurst, Walton-on-Thames. 

Class 62.—POLAND (Black with White Crests), 

112, Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, two years, .£^10—Mr. T. P. 
Edwards, Lyndhurst Railway Station; and prize for best Cock. 

113. Cock and two Hens, seven months, jfe’lO—Same; and prize for best 
Hen. 

111. Higblv commended—Cock and two Hens, 16 months, ^’3 lOs.— 
Mrs. Mills. 

Class 63.—POLAND (Black with M’’hite Crests). 

114. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, five months, 3^5—l\Ir.T. P, 
Edwards. 

Class 82.-SPANISII. 

First Prize—Cock and two Hens, 18 months, ^6*4 4s.—Captain W. Hornby, 
R.N., Prescott, Lancashire ; and prize for best Cock and Hen. 

Second Prize—Cock and two Hens, 18 months—Mrs. Mills. 

Class 83.—SPANISH. 

125. First Prize—Cockerel and three Pullets, five months and eight days. 
8s.—Captain Hornby. 

Class 87.—PIGEONS. 

First Prize—For Capuchins, Tumblers, and Carriers-Dr. Wesley, Win¬ 
chester. 

Class 88.—DUCKS, 

First Prize—Drake and two Ducks (Aylesbury), two years—Mr. T, P. 
Edwards, J.yndhurst Railway Station. 

157. First Prize—Drake and two Ducks (Rouen), eight months, ^'3.— 
C. Punchard, Esq., Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, Suflbik ; and highly com¬ 
mended (Rouen), full age, ^"3. 

Second Prize—Drake and two Ducks (Aylesbury)—Captain W. Hornby, 
R.N., Prescot, Lancashire, 5^ months, .^’1 128. 

154. Commended—Aylesbury—Mr. W. B. Page, Hill, Southampton. 

Class 89.—GEESE. 

1G2. First Prize—Gander and two Geese, 1851—G. Bridgor, Esq., Chil- 
combe. 

Class 90.—GUINEA FOWL. 

16s. First Prize—Pair of Guinea Fowls, 16 weeks—IT. Hollow’ay, Esq. 

Class 91.—turkeys. 

170. First Prize—Turkey Cock and two Hens, light-coloured, 6s.— 
Lady M. Macdonald, Liphook, Petersfield. 

169. Second Prize—'furkey Cock and two Hens, Black Norfolk, 6s.— 
Lady M. Macdonald. 

RAPID GROWTH OP SHANGIIAE POWLS. 

In paleulating the cost of feeding fowls, “ Gallus ” should 
certainly make a distinction between fidl-grown birds and 
chickens. While it is generally admitted that C'ochiu-(Jhina 
chickens eat more than others, that full grown Cochins 
should eat less than others, will, perhaps, not be disputed, 
when it is remembered how large a portion of their time 
is passed in the brooding fit. Prom the comparative small¬ 
ness of their eggs, they must eat much less than their 
rivals the Spanish ; and from their natural inactivity, com¬ 
pared with the Jloi'kings and Spanish, they must require 
less nourishment. 

With regard to those fearful eaters, Cochin-China chickens, 
it would he well to match them with others of exactly the 
same age, and to note the increase in weight of each bird. 
A friend of mine has a cockerel that has increased an ounce 
each day for some time, and now weighs 1‘2 ths. Pullets at 
a certain age increase an ounce each day until after they 
begin to lay ; as they get to the end of the batch, they begin 
to deci’ease in weight; but below a certain age, the daily 
increase is less, on which account the chicks that are 
matched should he of the same age. I give a list of the 
increase in weight of seven of my Cochin-Cliina pullets for 
ten days— 

Hatched. 
Weight Increase. Weighed 
Nov. 3. Nov. 13, 
lbs. ozs. ozs. lbs. OZS. 

1. May 1.') .... f) 2i .... 10*- (i u 
0 or, 'T. J, '■' .... ■5 r) .... HI 5 131 
•’t. „ ^.'l .... r> 2.i .... 71 T) 10 
4.. .Tunc P! .... 4 1.5 .... 01 5i 
r>. „ i;i .... 4 10 .... t) ^ T) 2J 
C. ,, I'l .... 4 lU .... 0 5 H 
7. .Inly 27 .... 3 12i .... 4i 4 1 

1 inring the above ten days my liens had become broody 
and had lost each nearly one ounce per day. I have 
not been able to prove tins time what they lose during a 
sitting.—W. P. IjEEBY, Chiddoii, near Cuuhdon, Surrey. 

BRITISH EATABLE EUNGI. 

{Conlimted from j^age ICO.) 

Why should we despise what our continental neighbours 
not only use as a common food, but also consider a luxury ? 
Is it because i)re.judice is one of the prevailing fasliions of 
our land, which wo feel in duty hound to follow; or is it 
because we have so long been ignorant of tlie British 
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eatable fungi, that we consider we are now too old to he 
taught? No markets might ho hetter supplied with such 
fungi than tiie English, in spring and autumn, and yet with 
the exception of tlie common mushroom, they are I'arely 
exposed for public sale. 

Out of at least thii’ty esculent species (including most of 
those eaten on the Continent) indigenous to our British 
isles, only two or three are commonly eaten, and this with 
agricultural distress and the poverty of the poor, wliile 
abundance of nutritious and wholesome food surrounds 
them on all sides and rots beneath their feet; food which on 
the. Continent not only supplies the eatable diet of thousands 
of the poorer classes, hut also luxuries to the rich, which in 
this land both classes of society are deprived of, and Great 
Britain continues to he the only country in Europe in which 
tills valuable food is wasted and despised. 

I’erhaps the undisturbed peace and iirosperity of our land, 
wdiieli enables us to cultivate and obtain abundant supplies of 
the productions of other countries, induces us to believe that 
our own natural productions are almost unworthy of notice. 
The Chinese present a strildng contrast to ourselves, in 
the attention paid to their esculent vegetation, having 
printed annually some thousand copies of a work describing 
those plants which are suitable for food, and distributing 
them gratuitously to the poor in those localities which are 
most exposed to natural calamities. Such an instance of 
provident solicitude on the part of the Chinese, for the 
lower classes, may be suggestive in our own land, and a 
more general knowledge of native plants useful in medicine, 
domestic economy, and the arts, would be an important and 
interesting branch of education. 

AVitb the exception of the common Mushroom and the 
Truilel, scarcely a single species is generally known ; the 
Morell is so local and scarce that it seldom axipears at table, 
and tbe greater portion sold are probably imported. The 
much esteemed Cnutharelliis cUiarius is but little know'll, 
except to the Freemasons wdio keep the secret. I quite 
agree with Dr. Badliam, when he states, that we should be 
rendering a better service if we applied ourselves to the 
task of discriminating the esculent from the poisonous fungi, 
rather than condemn thenr universally, because we cannot 
at a glance select the good from the bad, and will not pay 
that attention to them they so justly deserve, nor does it 
speak favonraljly of the superiority of the hrrman race, and 
the proper employment of their faculties, when they allow 
the bnrte creation to surpass them in their diagnosis of food. 

I shall now errrrmerate, separately, the esculent species of 
most importance, as mentioned by Dr. Badham, comnrencing 
with the Ayarks; in doing this, I shall not pretend to give 
the discriminating characters, as I consider no one ought to 
commence collecting thenr for the table, withorrt some 
previous botanical knowledge, or the assistance of some 
botanical friend, in which case, of course, they would 
possess themselves of some scientific work itpon the subject. 
But should they not investigate the subject themselves, I 
should advise them rrot to check the jirogress of others 
laboirring in the field, while their want of knowledge will 
rrot justify them in giving an opiniorr, as by so doing tliey 
may irrjure others, without themselves deriving any benefit. 

; Ayaricus priintiliis.—This fungirs is highly esteemed, arrd 
1 much sought after, particrrlarly as it occurs in spring only, 
I wherr fungi generally are of rare occurrerree; the borders 

of woods and pastures is the proper jrlace to seek it. I have 
, rrot found this fungus. 

A. procerus. — This is a very handsonre and delicate 
frrngits, and by no means rare, growirrg plerrtifully late iir 
the sirmirrer and autumn, on downs, itc. I have found it 
abrrndairt iir Hackwood Park, rrear Basingstoke ; orr the 
commoir near Odihanr ; at Hornsey, Middlesex; and on the 
banks of Loch-, Ireland. This is a very agreeable, 

; wlrolesome, and nutritiorrs fungus in its raw state. 

A. campeslris. — Although most persons would feel in- 
, dignarrt were they accused of not being able to select, 

without doirbt, the common mushroom fronr its thousands 
of companions, it may be well to remark, that there are 
several varieties of the common mu.shroom, arrd that many 

I of their despised, though equally valuable neighbours, might 
be recognised with eqrral facility, if the veil of prejudice 
which dims the vision was for a short tiirre discarded. 

A. cxqmsitus (Horse Mrrshroom).—This fungus is rrrrrch 

larger and coarser than tbe common mushroom, aird 
when stewed 1 found it hard, and iirferior iir flavour ; it i.s 
by many considered superior to the common mushroom for 
making ketchup, for which pirrpose it is brought into the 
markets for sale this autumn. I saw a basket in the TVin- 
chester market, and upon questioning the seller, she denied 
that they were horse-mushrooms, stating that she con¬ 
sidered the latter poisonous; from her description, I con- 

I clrrded that she considered A. procerus to be the horse 
j mushroom, which is known to be the most wholesome iir its 
i raw state, of any ftrngi. A. exquhitus grows abundant under 
I trees, arrd in a yorrng state is of a brilliant white, having a i 
pleasing effect in the gloominess caused by orrr harrging 
trees. I have found it firre and abundant at Archer Lodge, ' 
near- Basingstoke, and on the bairks of Lough Neagh, 
Ireland. Abundant in autumn. 

A. oreadcs.—This fungus, of course, is well known as the 
Chanipignow, but caution must be taken in collecting, as 
two poisonous species nearly allied are occasionally found 
iir company with it, namely—A. dryoqihiUus, and A. semi- 
ylohatus; it is of so common occurrence in autumn, forTuing 
the fairy-rings, that I consider it rrnnecessary to quote 
localities. 

A. nehularis.-—This Agaric, wdiich is considered rare, I 
have found sparingly at Archer Lodge, beneath fir-trees, 
has a very agreeable flavorrr when toasted and seasoned 
with pepper, salt, and butter. 

A, deiiciosus.—This I have heard spoken very highly of 
by several who have used it as an article of diet, stating 
that it really is as its name implies, delicious ; unfortunately 
I irever found but three of this species at the locality last 
named, and, therefore, cannot speak from experience of its 
good qualities. 

A. atrameniarius and A. comatus.—These ai’e so similar in 
appearance, occur so frequently in the same localities, and 
require the same treatment for the tatile, that I shall con¬ 
sider them together. I have found them both near Archer 
Lodge, and on the banks of Lough Neagh, Ireland. I have 
also found A. conialus in a lane near Winchester, and A. 
alramentarlus beneath the willow-trees on the banks of the 
Basingstoke Canal. 

A. orcelhis.—This, which I consider the sweetest of all the 
Agarics, I found abundant in Hackwood Park, and Archer 
Lodge, growing beneath the shade of trees in considerable 
abundance. 

The following esculent Agarics I have not yet found 
A. lieteroqdiyU.us, oslreaius, ruhescens, melleus, ulmarius,/usipes, 
vagiuntus,violaceus, castaneus, piperatus, viryiiicus. 

Lycoqierdou plumbcum. — This fungus I have found in 
Hackwood Park; also, L. hovisUi, in Tangier Park, near 
Basingstoke. The Tuber ciberium (Truffel) is also abun¬ 
dant in the beach plantations about Hackwood ; also, the 
Helvella crispa I have found in great abundance in the same 
locality. I have also forrnd it in the plantations at Avington 
Park, near Winchester. 

Boletus edulis and scaber I have found abundant and fine 
in the oak woods at Pamber, Hants ; the B. edulis also in 
oak woods at Otterboume, Hants, and Hornsey, Middlesex ; 
and B. scaber very abundant under fir-trees at Archer Lodge. 

Morchella esculeuta. — I found one iflant of this some 
years back, I regret to say before I knew its good qualities ; | 
it was looked upon as an object of considerable ciu-iosity, ' 
and then cast away. | 

In conclusion, I will give a list of esculent fungi on 
which, as I have not found them, I cannot jiass my opinion. 
Amanita Casarea, Cantharcllus cibarius, Clavariu coralloides, 
Fistulia hepatica, Hyduum repandum, Morchella semilibera, 
Peziza acetabiila, Polyporus coruphiuus, and frundosus. 

F. Yoeke Brocas. 

THE DECOY-POND AND ITS W'ATEE-FOWL. 
A WALK of about two miles from my residence, over billy 

heaths, brings me to a wild and solitary spot—a sort of deep 
valley, or glen. It appears as if a whole -wood had been 
sunk into it until the tops of its loftiest trees were brought 
upon a level with the summits of the surrounding hills. 
Access can only be bad to this sylvan retreat by applying to 
the keeper, an old Ilobinson Crusoe Idnd-of'man, who has 
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liacl oliargo of the place for the last twenty-two years, and 
who lives in a cottage close by. Furnished with an ignited 
piece of peat, that the birds may not, by scent, be made 
aware of any human approach, you enter through a rustic 
gate, overhung with foliage, and after winding your way for 
a short distance, amid gloom and underwood, emerge upon 
the edge of a beautiful expanse of water—a miniatm'e lake, 
in which the shadows of the surrounding trees are retlected, 
and their branches dipping. A more lovely and sequestered 
scene can scarcely be conceived. Upon the water are wild¬ 
fowl, dixing, sporting, or preening their feathers; these are 
the decoy-ducks, and this is the decoy-pond. A rivulet 
enters the glen at one end, and has been stopped up 
at the other; this occasions the water to overflow its 
banks and form into a basin; and the water can be 
raised or lowered at pleasure by means of the sluice-gate. 
But to render the pond complete for the purpose of taking 
wild or water-fowl (the terms are indifierently used), it is 
necessai’y to have an outlet at each of the four points of the 
compass, for the birds to pass up, as they will only enter 
that one down which the wind is blowing. The outlet or 
pipe, as it is called, is formed by making a cutting about 
eight or ten feet wide leading from the pond, and gradually 
diminishing in size as it curves to a point. It is crescent 
shaped, or resembles in form the blade of a common scythe. 
Over this arches are fixed, by means of hoops and upright 
stakes, leaving within the pipe, on each side, a bank of about 
two feet wide. The arches, or arch, for it is a continued 
series, tapering to the end, is covered with netting, and when 
finished exhibits a tube or tunnel. The earth which is dug 
out of the cutting is placed on tlie outer or convex side of 
the pipe, and forms a bank, behind which the decoy-man 
can pass without being noticed by the birds inside. Along 
the inner or concave side of the pipe, screens made of reeds 
are placed at an angle of about forty-five, inclining towards 
the pond, so that a person standing where these screens 
converge towards a point can see between them, and com¬ 
mand a view of the whole length of the tunnel. There are 
five of these pipes in this decoy, and these, with a few minor 
appliances, and a rustic shed or two for holding baskets, 
tools, &c., complete the establishment. 

Water-fowls are winter visitors, and usually begin to arrive 
in the first or second week of October, and leave at the end 
of March. Unlike other birds, they feed at night, and 
resort to the Ifecoy-pond for rest and security during the 
day. They are very timid and watchful; nevertheless, their 
vigilance is overmatched by human stratagem; and their 
place of safety becomes a trap. The birds principally 
caught in this pond are. Wild Ducks, Teal, and Widgeon. 
The Teal and Widgeon prefer deeper water, and frequent a 
pond near by. 5911 Wild Ducks, beside other fowl, was the 
number which the decoy-man informed me that he had taken 
in the last of what he called the good seasons, seven years 
ago; since which the birds have greatly decreased, and he 
seldom captures now more than one-third or one-fourth of 
that number. He attributes this falling off to the mildness 
of our winters, and the eggs, feathers, and flesh of the birds 
being more sought after in their native haunts. 

Birds rise at dusk, that is, they leave the pond for their 
feeding places; and it is a beautiful sight to stand at a 
distance, at sun-set, and see hundreds of them emerge from 
the centre of the wood like steam of a cauldron ; they 
return again at break of day in small flocks. For the first 
month after their arrival, the birds are allowed to pass to 

I and fro, and remain in the pond undisturbed: during this 
I time and a little before, the half-domesticated decoy-ducks, 
I which have catered for themselves in the pond during the 
1 summer, are fed in and about the pipes, to induce them 

the more readily to enter them. In the morning, after 
noticing the direction of the wind, and lighting his piece of 
ireat, the decoy-man proceeds cautiously to reconnoitre the 
pond, and, if all is favourable for his pm-pose, he com¬ 
mences the work of capturing: this is usually effected 
by tempting one of the decoy-ducks up one of the pipes 
by means of hemp-seed, small portions of which are 
thrown, from time to time, before them as they advance; 
the decoy-man, the meanwhile, being concealed behind the 
outer-bank, or inner-screens. The wild fowl accompany 
the decoy ducks, and when a sufficient number have 
entered the pipe, and passed far enough up it, the decoy- 

man suddenly shews himself behind them, and the birds 
rush pell-mell to the smaller end, where they are taken 
off in a hoop-net, and killed upon the land. Sliould, how¬ 
ever, the birds appear dull and inclined to sleep, recourse 
is had to the dog, not to drive, but to allure them, lie is 
sent to the edge of the pond nearest to where the greatest 
number of birds are situated, suitable for working; he 
there snuffs about, and being regarded by the birds as an 
intruder, they rush towards him to drive him awa}’—he 
knows his business, and leads on to the mouth of the pipe, 
which he enters, continuing along one of its banks, and, 
by a series of mameuvres, entices them onwards until they 
are secured and taken as before. Easy as it may seem to 
write about these birds, it is not so easy to catch them. 
Much skill, patience, and perseverance are needed; many 
disappointments are undergone, and exposure to wet, cold, 
and fatigue, and that for hours together, in the severest 
weather, have often to be endured by the decoy-man before 
ho nccomphshes his object. 

The man, his dog, his cottage, and his haunts, have a 
wild look aljoirt them, and particularly the former when 
seen stealthily moving amid the dark shadows of the wood, 
with his fur cap on, and which is made to resemble an 
animal when he is peering over the top of a bank, or fence. 
In winter, the man is paid by the dozen for all the fowl he 
takes; and in summer, by the week, for repairing the nets 
and keeping the place in order. 

Wild ducks are fond of f'reqixenting creeks, bays, harbours, 
and tidal rivers ; they hunt along the margins of them for 
eels, small fish, and crustacere; pick up the offal from 
vessels, and such as is brought down by the ebb-tide from 
towns. IVhen the weather is mild and open they return to 
the decoy-ponds, well-fed, dull, and inactive, and are not so 
easily captured; but in severe weather, ancl during frosts, 
their supplies are diminished ; fish lie deeper in the water, 
and crustacese deeper in the mud; shallow places are frozen, 
and the scarcity is often aggravated by an increase of birds. ■ 
In this state of things they may often be seen upon the : 
decoy pond, sitting on the ice by hundreds, and they are ' 
then more active, and are easier taken. The severer the i 
season, the richer is the decoy-man’s harvest. It is not 
cold, but hunger which drives wild-fowl from their northern ! 
homes. Cold stops their supply of food, and sends it, at the ! 

■ same time, along our shores, whither the birds come in quest 
of it. In political economy supply follows demand : in the 
animal economy demand follows the supply; and it will pro¬ 
bably be found that tlie migration of birds and fish are simul- 
t.aneous, hunger being the motive power, .and instinct the 
governing one. Water-fowl are an index to our fisheries; 
each species of birds has a prediliction for a particular kind 
of fish; a knowledge of this, coupled with their presence 
in greater or lesser numbers, may enable us to form a com¬ 
parative estimate of the state of our supply. What a wide ’ 
and interesting field for study do the habits of these birds 
offer to the careful observer of nature who resides upon the 
sea-coast! They are living barometers, and prognosticate 
wind and rain, calm and tempest; in short, they are a ' 
beautiful link in the great chain of animal creation ; tliey * 
have a mission to execute, and they fulfil it with fidelity , 
and precision; and does man, it may lie asked, aided by the 
superior lights of reason and revelation, perform his part ^ 
better? S. B.—liiislimcrf. \ 

THE DOEKING FOWL. 

WH.4T IT WAS, IS, AND SHOULD BE. 

I VERY much doubt if our Dorking fowls were ever a dis¬ 
tinct breed. It is certain that very few birds bearing this 
name have much claim to purity. The Greeks and Romans 
tell of a famed five-toed breed; and so our Dorkings may 
have been originally derived from that source. 

Some years ago, a breed of fowls thus named, bred at 
Dorking and in that neighbourhood, to supply the London 
markets, were much esteemed, as are now the large Surrey 
fowls, which still seem to command the best prices in those 
markets, as table fowls. Our old Dorkings were a rather 
small breed of fowls, colour white, sometimes with a few 
grey or cuckoo-dun feathers sparingly interspersed; they 
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had a full rose comb, short neck, wide shoulders, full chest, 
were wide across the hips, had short white logs, five toes, a 
broad tail, and though not remarkable for laying, were fre- 
(luent and steady sitters; the chicken came early to maturity, 
and fattened easily; and w'ere considered the best of ah 
fowls for eating. In some few the hind toes were even 
triple. 

Larger fowls being required for the markets, they were 
crossed with large sorts, and consequently lost many of their 
jiroperties; suoli are the Sm'rey and Sussex fowls of the 
present day: of which a great assortment is to be found. 
These are known by various names, but are generally called 
1 )orkings; of wdiich lireed some have one ])ropierty, some 
anotlier; some of them are double combed, and others 
single; short or long legged, four or live toed, being of no 
particular stamp or breed, and little hotter than a set of 
mongrels: their only recommendation is, that they ai'e 
easily obtained, and, being good eating, are readily disposed 
of (at a price). Fowls of tliis nondescript variety of Dork¬ 
ings are very plentiful in Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, and are 
considered good by some. 

'To these some persons are adihng a dash of China 
blood; but they will still bear the name of Dorking fowls. 

The improved Dorking should possess all the points of 
the old bird, with increased weight. SuclTfowls are very 
scarce: they ajjpear very square-made birds, and in looking 
down on them seem almost as broad as long. 'They' should 
have a large rose comb, short thick neck, short white legs, 
with five toes ; altogether a rather lumpish-looking fowl. 

In colour, the cocks ai’e generally of a whitisli-brown 
above, with a black or mottled breast, and black tail; some¬ 
what approaching to tlie colour of a game cock called a 
1 hickwing. 'The hens are gi’oy, with light hackle, and some¬ 
times slightly spccliled with white. I do not, however, con¬ 
sider the colour of the feathers of much importance if tlie 
other Jiroperties are strictly adhered to; in whicli case, I 
thinlc a good Dorking fowl will be found to have less oifal 
than any other in proportion to its weight. 'Tlie cocks often 
weigh 71bs., andthe hens from bibs, to 0 lbs., and some even 
more. 

I fancy tbe Dorkings are more subject to Roup than are 
other varieties; as also to diseases of the feet; and that 
tliey lose their productiveness eaiiier than many varieties. 
Rut 1 am of the ojiinion, that if breeders would jiay more 
attention to the jirojierties of those birds they koeji for 
stock, always selecting the best shaped and healthiest fowls, 
and never allowing them to breed in-and-in (that is, not to 
let too near relations brood together), but continually intro¬ 
duce fresh blood, being careful to select line birds of the 
same ^'ariety for that juirpose, they will soon find theh stock 
imjirove, as well in health and beauty as in jirofitableuess. 

Bessel’s Green, near Sevenoaks. R. 1>. Rrent. 

I THE MUSK DUCK. 

I At a time when we meet with so many well-written articles 
in your cohnuns upon the relative qualities of the ditl'erent 
breeds of fowls, it may not be out of jilace to notice those of 
any other species of poultry'. It is the Musk Duck that I 
would draw attention to. I have kept them four years, 
having purchased a fresh-imported jrair direct from South 
Amei-ica. I find them great layers, good breeders, pro¬ 
ducing two, and often three broods hi the season. 'The 

■ eggs are mild and well-llavoured; the flesh delicious. 'The 
■ drakes will, if well fed, obtain the weight of seven pounds 

and upwards at three months old. As a proof how prolific 
they .are, I have had, the last two seasons, broods from ducks 
hatched early in the spring. I have now a brood of six, 
five weeks old, by a duck hatched in February last, doing 
well. Due most desirable projierty is (like the Cochin- 
Uhina fowls), nothing seems to hurt or jiut them out of the 

\ way, they .are so very docile. A Constant SuuscrviBER. 

IMEEITS OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES 
: OF FOWLS. 
] We have received so many letters upon this subject, that 
j we can do no more than select from the facts they contain, re¬ 

jecting, without any favour, the mere exjiressions of ojunion ; 
for these coming from anonymous con’esjiondents are not 
weighty authorities. 

Endubing quality op Sn.VNUuAES.—GaWiaa says, “I can 
find a hen, imjiorted some six or seven years ago, and not 
very young then apparently, that has produced this season 
chicks from her own eggs. As for food, good barley being 
at 3s. (id. per bushel, it costs me far less than 3d. per week- 
each, and they eat until satisfied.” 

Expense op Siianghaes, Vc.—GaUiis seciindti.s, M. D., 
declares, “ So chiarly have I been convinced of the positive 
exlravnijance of these birds, that I have been reduced to the 
miserable expedient of a pun, by asserting it to be as ex- 
jiensive to keeji a Cochin-China as to keej) a coach in China ! 
'They are, indeed, veritable cormorants, and 1 may exclaim, 
with the judicious “ Thomas,” that two will eat as much as a 
pig. My experience is most unquestionably to the effect, that 
the Spanish are the best layers. 'They lay more frequently, 
and their eggs are larger, but they are not so good for the 
table as the Dorkings. The Cochin-Chinas are decidedly 
good layers, and their eggs are vtu’y rich, though small in 
comparison with the Spanish.” 

Management op Shanghae Fowls.—“ It may be inter¬ 
esting to you to know that, with the exception of a few 
ducks, my stock consists entirely of Cochin-Chinas. I keep 
five hens and a cock, as breeding stock, having had them 
ju’esented to me by a friend, who imjiorted them last spring. 
I have bred several pullets this year, wliich promise to be 
better than the old birds; and my idea is, to keej) them as 
stock for next year, and to jirocure a very good cock. I hojie 
by doing so, to improve my brood; and, by selecting my 
best pullets annually, and changing my cock, to bring 
my stock, in the course of time, to something like jierfec- 
tion. Is this the course adojited by successful breeders ? 
[Certaiidy.] In feethug my poultry, I adopt the jdan of 
always having food in the troughs, which sometimes con¬ 
sists of brewer’s grains mixed with meal, and sometimes of 
boiled potatoes and meal. In addition to this they are fed 
(by hand) three times a day, with as much wheat or oats as 
will satisfy them ; and, since last spring, I have ascertained 
that the cost of keeping old and young has not averaged Id. 
per week each : in fact, up to the 1st of September, the cost 
was only about Jd- fler week each. This, of course, is ex¬ 
clusive of scraps from the kitchen ; and I may add, that 
they have the run of half-an-acre of grass land. In select¬ 
ing pullets as stoclv birds for next year, I have chosen all of 
a light bulf colour, being convinced that they are not only 
the most handsome, but quite as hardy as the dai'k variety.” 
—T. ,1. 0. 

Cost of Keeping Fowls.—S. states, “ For the last fort¬ 
night my stock has consisted of fifteen Spanish Fowls, viz., 
a cock aud two cockerels, three hens and nine pullets, the. 
youngest hatched in the beginning of last April, and 
although they have had free access to bailey at all tunes 
durmg the fortnight, they have not quite consumed two-and- 
three-quarter pecks, which, at present prices, cost in this 
part of the counti'y about tis. 3d. My fowls have the run of 
about twenty perches of land, part grass and the remainder 
gravel, and in addition to the barley there has been given 
them daily, pai't (another yard of fowls takhig then shai-e) 
of the refuse of the kitchen, which I should thhik was over¬ 
valued at one penny a day, but say 2s. lOd. for the cost of 
the food of fifteen fowls for two weeks, or a trifle over Id. a 
week jier heail. I have kept jioultry for some years, and 
have found, after repeated trials, that a quarter-of-a-pint of 
barley per day, for every full grown fowl, with a grass walk 
not exceeding a quarter-of-an-acre, is rather more than will 
be consumed.” 

NOTES ON BEES. 

I HAD contemplated that the subject of my next offering 
of Notes on Rees to the jiages of The Cottage Gabdener 
should have been entitled “ Sprhig management on the 
moors,” as a sequel to my last. Rut the year is ghding on 
so rapidly, that perhaps a review of the last season, in 
reference especially to the bees themselves, is more in place 
at present, and soon we shall look jierspectively to the work 
of the coming sjiring. From the accounts received from all 
jiarts of the kingdom, it is evident that the apiaries in the 
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] Dortli liave bei'ii mnro liiglily favoni’oJ tlian tlie sontliern 
sist/'7'ho()(ls. Tliougli tlu' spring had boon itnnsiiall}' <lry, 

! many liivos in oavly situations wore ready for swarming tlm 
beginning of .fune, alamt the usiial time in ordinary seasons; 
tlien came throe weeks of chilling rains, when those beo- 
keopei’S (T .am sorry to say they are still numerous), who 
maintain that hoes which cannot supi)ort themselves are 
not worth assisting, lost many of their stocks. Tn some 
hives the imrnl nymphs wei’o destroyed (in common liives 
this symptom of distress cannot well bo ascertained) ; drones 
and larval (a certain sign of starvation) were brought out; 
while in others, without any of these precursors, families 
d0,0l)0 strong ceased to exist. At last, when fine weather 
came, in some apiaries those hives which had received 
timely assistance swarmed with a determination which it 
was impossible to check, and in otlu'rs the design of 
swarming was entirely abandoned. It is often dilllctdt 
to understand tho operations of the bees, from the very 
numerous comliinations and circumstances which afiect 
lb(‘m; in these opposite results T am inclined to think 
that in those families which hail been prejiared to swarm 
two or Ibri'o weeks ]u'eviously, tho queen had at that time 
linished the//nv(//nyhq/, constituting the sw.arms ; in fact, 
a ipiantity (d’ eggs had been probably wasted, and thus, on 
till! return of fine weather, (here was suflioient vacant space 
for llie storing of honey, as well as the deposition of eggs, 
in which, as I )r. 1 Sevan observes, there is usually a relaxa¬ 
tion in .Inly. On this point, I only speak as compared to 
the lu'ior laying, the queen still jiroduoes them in consider¬ 
able quantities, as may be seen by examining tho combs a 
few d.iys after tho swarm has been established, when many 
sipiare inches will be found occupied with brood. Accord¬ 
ing to the statement of Huber, in which Dr. Dunbar co¬ 
incides, the diameter of a worker's cell is two and two-fifth 
line.s, thus one .square inch comprises fifty cells, including 
both sides of the comb. Dr. Devan gives the dimension as 
two and three-fifth lines, which I think will be found the 
most correct measurement, and still affording a wonderful 
jiroof of the economizing of space. 

The letter of Mr. IT. Taylor, for the perusal of which 
tlio readers of The Cottagi'. (I.vrdener are much 
indebted to Mr. P.ayne, suggests suiijects of deep 
thought to the apiarian. On tho conqiarative merits 
of old and yotmg queens, 1 will beg to offer a few 
remarks. As far as 1 am able to judge, moi’e from attentive 
obsi'i'vation than lengthened experience, I am led to tlie 
opinion that a young ipiueti will be, eqitallj’ prolitic from the 
day she begins to lay eggs, pnwiiled all contingencies are 
alike. However, it must be borne in mind, that a young 
queen, est.ablished at the same time, and with as strong a 
colony as an oldnr queen, commences her sway under mttch 
less favottrable circumstances. A week, a fortnight, or even 
longer, elapses before she commences to lay eggs ; and those 
apiarians whose hives enable them to view the whole body 
of bees at once, cannot fail to have been struck with the 
rajiid diminution of their numbers during the working 
season, when there are no young bees to replace those that 
are lost. Then, as in spring, poverty in numbers is the 
parent of poverty. I have seen a queen of two months old, 
IVom Ihis cause, laying her eggs “to mere waste," and have 
counted as many as three .and four in one cell, while others 
were. drii|iped and devoured by the workers. With profound 
res]iect for royalty, I admit having detected a queen con¬ 
descending to deception. 1 found one of my young queens, 
this yeai’, going through tho routine of deyiositing eggs, 
examining the cells first, as is their wont; having reason to 
doubt this fact, I took out the window, and, making a 
minute inspection of the colls, found tliero was not a 
single egg. Next day she began to lay in earnest, but in 
another comb, and within a fortnight honey was stored in 
the cells where she had been slidiiiiiiiiii/. Hut this is a 
digression, and I I'ehirn to lind further proof in favour 
of young queens. We have it on such good authority 
as that of Mr. tlolding, that she has been known to lead 

I otf a swarm a few wiioks after her birth. The second 
siaison in one summer enjoyed by bees near the moors, 

j otfers a full test of her powei'.s. There we find stocks dejio- 
; l)ulated liy swarming, and second swarms labouring under 
I the disadvantages above - mentioned, returning to their 

owners with as largo a population as their elders possess. 

Eor instance, this season a second swann filled a Grecian 
hive, and stored six or eight pounds of honey in a glass; 
while of four hives sent together to the moors, three of 
which were swarms, and one a stock which had swarmed 
twice, the stock came homo decidedly strongest, so full, 
indeed, of bees, that had the season been JMay instead of 
the end of October, 1 shonld have looked for a swarm in a 
few days. Yet I do not imagine a queen deteriorates before 
her third year at soonest; and I am glad to see so ex])eri- 
enceil an apiarian as iMr. Taylor, is of this opinion, as well 
•as Yir. Golding, whose “old lady,” at four years of age, 
sw.armed when slie was dead 1 

This letter is already so long, that tho consideration of 
queenless stocks and drone-laying bees must be deferred tn 
another opportunity, if my pen should be again employed 
in transcribing from notes on bees.—Investigator. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
WnicKLA Rosea (N. It. E,),—Surely you must know that the rose 

and tlie vine flower on wood made the si.nie season ; or, in gardener’s 
language, on the current year’s growth, 'J'he difliculty lies in this, 
that both the vine and the rose have been, or may be, pruned as close 
as to the last eye of the young wood, and to any other eye from the 
la.st to the one at the end of ten, twelve, or fourteen feet; therefore, 
they are not very good examples to teach the pruning of other plants 
from. It is a rule that ought not to be slightly broken, that all plants, 
when removed from one jilacc to another, or transplanted, should be 
jiruned in some way or other. Roses, low plants, and shrubs, like 
your beautiful W'eigela, should be cut down to within a few eyes of the 
young wood; and stronger things, as large trees, only to be thinned 
of shoots, or cut according to the extent, the vigour, or the mutilation of 
the roots in the removal. Rut cases do occur, ami yours is one of them, 
where it goes against the grain to fuHil the laws of pruning to the 
letter. For fear of misleading others, we must state your ease before 
we advise you, however. Vou planted your Weigela this autumn, and 
it has from fifteen to twenty shoots rhsing directly from the crown or 
collar of the plant, their average height being three feet. This tells a 
tale. This plant was too large for the space for it, or else it was too 
straggling, and they cut it down to the ground to renew it. The 
shoots are now too numerous for a plant not transplanted ; and one 
that has been lately removed must have about one-half of these shoots 
—the weakest ones—cut in from three to six inches in length ; then take 
three of the strongest shoot.s, not cut, in your left hand, and cut otf five 
or six inches from the jioints—then let them go; now, with your eye, 
measure the he^t dista7ices between the top cuts and the bottom cuts, 
for cutting back the remainder of the slioots at ditferent distances, 
(live the plant a good watering in April, three in May, and four in .lune 
—three or four gallons each time—and let us hear next August how it 
looks, &c., &c. In another year you will cut out all the very weak 
shoots and as much of the older wood as will keep the head regular, and 
the young shoots you will cut back, some to one-half their length, and 
some to one-third. 

SiiAUEn Rokuer {U. A.).—What will grow on a flve-fect-wide-border 
sloping a little to the north-west, and shaded with high laurels that may 
be cut down considerably ? This question admits of many answers, yet 
none of them might he to your liking. Tel! us what you would like there. 

Pruning Standard China Roses (.1. J. F.)-—It is not easy to 
answer about the ])runing of monthly China Roses that are now strag¬ 
gling. The smallest Roses known are among the monthly Roses, and 
the very strongest also, as Indira major, .and every degree of strength 
between these extreme points are also found in monthlies. Now, we all 
know that these, and every other Rose, will get straggling in time, 
unless they are attended to; but about the pruning of monthlies, without 
knowing what kind of monthly they are, is more than is safe to under¬ 
take honestly, without writing an essay to include all the possible shades 
of jiruning. In a general way, very strong Roses must not be iiruned at 
all on standards ; that is to say, not much shortened ; whole shoots cut 
out entirely, to leave more room for others, is the rule ; standards, not 
very strong, may be jiruned according to the degree of strength, without 
reference to what section they may belong to ; and weak-growing standards 
must be pruned close, under any circumstances, 

Trop.eolum tricolouum {Michel).—There is nothing unusual in 
your plant starting vigorously and making as yet /eie le.aves. Vou will 
have plenty by-and-by; the'symptoms arc i/hiVc /iromi.sin/'.^ Do not 
give too much water in this dull w^eather. I.et the pots be tilled with 
roots before you soak the soil freely. 

Pleroma ei.egans (/Aid).—How and when to propagate ? In early 
sjiring, take otf the points of half-ripened shoots ; or, better still, select 
some shrubby side-slioots from two to three inches long ; cut them across 
at a joint, and remove one or two tiers of the low'er leaves ; then plant 
them firmly in silver-sand, over sandy-])cat, well-drained; water; allow' 
to drain, and the tops to dry; then place over them a bell-glass, and 
plunge the pot in a sweet, mild, hottom-lieat. After a few days, lilt the 
corner of the glass at night, to prevent damping and to ailmit fresh air, 
and re|dace the glass firmly again in the morning, shading as much during 
the day as will iirevent the'shoots flagging, and no more. 

Watsonia I'Ui.GinA (TroKAic.vunie).—This growing in the border, 
may be left there with the jirotection of a hand-light; but we thinif 
you would he better pleased with the blooms if you lilted it carefully, 
potted it, and kept it in a cold pit during winter. 

liiGNONiA RAIIICANS MAJOR {Ihid).—The pot of this has been 
cracked, and then inserted in a deep, rich border, but the plant has not 
grown more than twelve inches since May. Examine the roots ; remove 
at least part, if not most of the pot; and trace out the roots with the 
hand, and give them a little sandy-loam and peat, or leaf mould, 
to ramify in at first, and you will, most likely, have growth etiimgh 
next year. 
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T. B.’s Mode op Propacvtinc and Preserving Verbenas 

This mode is at page 3/4 of our last volume. We cannot sav 
whether T. 13. possesses a mild climate or not. In any climate in this 
country his mode would answer well for propagating; and with care in 
protecting, especially with waterproofed material as overalls, we should 
see no great dirticulty. We are, however, no advocates for hand-lights 
for such purposes. You might liuve a glazed frame, and each light would 
cost you little more than a glazed hand-light, while there would be no 
comparison of the available surface-soil. In a frame or pit they would 
keep nicely under such treatment, and involve less labour than under 
hand-lights. See what Mr. Fish says to-day. 

Ai.lamanda in Pots (.4. Dartlnnnn).—You speak of having large 
old ])lants, and ask when to start them 7 As soon as you like. Cut back 
the long shoots of this year’s growth to from six to twelve inches of the 
previous year’s wood, allowing the leaves to remain on the wood left. 
After th.at, just see that the soil is not dry, as it is desirable to swell the 
buds left. An average temperature, from 55° to 6o° at night, will do. 
When the days lighten and lengthen, in February, or before, add 10° or 
15° to the temperature, and syringe the stems as well as water the roots. 
When the young shoots are several inches in length, give what shifting 
the plant requires, using rich rough loam and a little peat, and a pot not 
less than twelve inches in diameter, and a trellis at least threc-and-a- 
half feet in height by two-aud-a-half in diameter. When freely growing, 
give manure-water liberally. Success depends upon the vigour of the 
young shoots, and their being well exposed to light- Allaviandu nsrii- 
fotia may be grown in a pot as a shrub ; the others require a considerable 
amount of room, whether on a trellis or a rafter. 

Various.—Margaret, living in North Wales, kept 260 plants last 
winter in five windows, including Verbenas, Petunias, &c.; but has no 
greenhouse. 1. is rather a bad thing to keep; you did 
right not to pot it. You should not have given it a very rich compost at 
this season as a top-dressing. Prune away all the decaying and withered 
parts, and give uo more water than will just keep it from flagging ; and 
if you preserve life it will thank you for all the labour next summer. 
2. Lily-like plants.—We can hardly make out whether your plant is a 
Lily, a Calla, or an Arum ; but in its present symptoms you had batter 
let it die down, but not to be quite dry. Any darkish place free from 
frost will do. 3. Your Fern-lvoking plant keep rather dry for a few 
months, and then water it freely. It is hardly worth growing. 4. Miinosus 
that have lost their leaves.—Do not repot now; just keep them a little 
moist at the root, but they will want little water until the leaves break 
afresh in the spring. We fear they will be rather strong-growing for the 
window. Before they break they will not require much light. 5. Alstro- 
merins nearly dying down.—Give them no water. They may be kept 
anywhere, where shelter from frost and wet can be afforded them. If 
you intend to grow them in pots, fresh pdt before growth commences. 
6. Tropoeolum on a trellis.—Do not interfere with the tuber until the 
foliage has withered, nor for a short time afterwards. You may then , 
take it up, place the tubers in a small pot surrounded with earth, and give j 

no water; but when the young shoots begin to move, pot in a similar pot 
to that the plant is now growing in. Any place in the room will do now ; 
it must have all the light possible when growing. See another answer to 
a correspondent. 7- Cactuses.—Do not think of moving them to a dark 
place ; give them what light you can. Give no water unless they shrivel 
much, hut avoid the least frost. Your success is very creditable to you ; 
your mode of giving air in winter by the top of the window is admirable, 
and knowing such results lightens labours that otherwise would not be 
easily borne. 

Names of Pears (G.).—Passe Colmar. (W. B. N.).—So far as we 
can judge from the sketches sent, and taking it for granted that the fruit 1 
is at maturity now, we should say No. 1 is Passe Colmar, and No. 2 

I cither Calebasse, or Beurre Bose; but this, of course, is mere guess-work 
in absence of the fruit itself. 

Orchids (A. M. S.).—Such delicate flowers as you sent should always 
be put into a tin-box, and be packed amongst soft, damp moss; put 
between thick paper as yours were, they are sure to be crushed coming 
through the post-office. They were flattened, and the colour squeezed 
out completely. As far as we could judge, they are—No. 1. 'Aygupetalurn 
Mackayi. No. 2. Xygopetahnn crinitum. No. 3. Maxiltaria picta. 

Gladiolus Gandavensis {Cato).—This should have been planted 
last month, but as the weather has been so dreadfully wet they may be 
planted now, or as soon as we have three consecutive fair days. Mr. 
Appleby is preparing lists of all the best florists’ flowers, and will give 
the Chrysanthemum very soon. For its culture see the back numbers of 
The Cottage Gardener, or The Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary. 

Zero.—We have written to the gardener, and as soon as we receive 
his answer you shall know. 

Layering Carnations (A Real Cottager).—You do not say whether 
you grow your Carnations in pots, or in the open border. We suppose the 
latter. You may thin out the shoots, if numerous, and peg the re¬ 
mainder down the same as if you had layered them, only do not cut otT 
the ends of the leaves. Lay a little good, rich earth over the bare 
shoots, and do not neglect to layer them next August, or they will most 

\ probably run their colours. It is a great pity you have not layered them, 
I for even with the above care you will find them much injured in respect 
1 to the properties they would have had had they been layered at the right 
I time. 
' Various (C. C.).—Combretum Rurpureum. Plant this as you propose 
1 doing in the back border near the furnace. Allamanda Schottii^ keeji 
I in a pot at the warmest end of the house ; but we give you little hope of 

doing good with either, if your house is merely kept from being lower 
! than 40° at night. Let it range from 50° to 55°, and you will find all 

will do well; but those heats would be too high for common greenhouse 
plants. The Ipomtva best next to Learii for a greenhouse, and not 

i liable to spider, w'e think, is Sellowii. It will contrast with Learii, being 
' a reddish-pink. But you must keep your eyes about you, as every 

Ipomcea is liable to spider if not duly watered and syringed. 
Jasmmum Sainbac. This you can only grow successfully in the tempe¬ 
rature recommended above for Allamanda, though 5° less would do if 
not of long continuance ; then give it a warm position. But if 40° to 45° 

j l)e your average range at night, I would advise you to substitute 
Jasminum gracile, or J. grandiftomyn, in its stead. The Gracile is a 

] very short thing, that will do well either in a pot or against a pillar. 

These two hints we would give you as a young beginner. 1st. Do not | 
make a bugbear of inser/.v. Every plant is subject to them if neglected, j 

Care and attention will always keep them at a distance. Wc have seen I 
people in a pretended agony about an insect-covered plant in a window ; ; 
and yet five minutes use of their own fingers, and a drench from the | 
rose of a water-pail, would not have left the vestige of a living tiling i 
upon leaves or stem. 2nd. Never go to the expense of getting large 
]dants ill pots like the Comhretum sent to you, until you liave jire- j 

viously ascertained if such a plant will suit your circumstances. As you j 
have got it, try it in the place indicated. Your warm ])osition and full ; 
exposure to sun may do much. ( 

Poland versus Hamkurghs or Dutch.—“ In The Cottage Gar- ' 
DENEK for November 18th, I observe a corresjiondent complains, that I 
have endeavoured to overset a uniformity of nomenclature respecting ' 
the Dutch Every-day-layers. I beg to state that such i.s not my desire; 
I only opjiose the application of the name of Hamburghs to them, as it 
is the only one by which the mongrel Poles are known ; whereas, the ; 
Dutch Kvery-day-layers have many, and ought to lie satisfied. A ‘ Fowl , 
Fancier,’ at page 134, of the same number, while speaking of the | 
Shanghaes, says:—‘It is a libel to call the gangling, half-Malay ' 
creatures, which are so common, by the aristocratic title of Shanghae.’ 
Now, this is exactly my opinion about calling the Hamburghs Poles. 
And, however unpleasant it may he to those keeping them to be told, 
that the least appeanance of comb shows impurity, it is nevertheless true, 
My wish is to have things called by their right names, and to save, if 
possible, the true Poles, ere they become extinct. It is no new scheme 
of mine ; for if your correspondent will refer to Mr. Trotter’s Prize Essay, 
as it stands in The Royal Agricultural Journal, he will find them 
noticed separately there, although he has altered it in the separate 
edition of the same. I\Ir. Dixon’s description of the Poland fowl I do 
not consider taken from good birds; but Mr. Richardson’s description of 
them is excellent; but in the later enlarged edition of his work, some 
friend has tried to make him fashionable too, by mixing together what 
he had separated. I have not read Mr. Bailey’s book, but will do to. It 
lias become too much the fashion to call all tufted fowls, Polands, and all 
five-clawed fowls Dorkings, which I consider greatly injures the purity of 
those varieties.”—B. P. Brent. 

Sutton in Surrey (IK. E. J.).—The soil of which you require in¬ 
formation in Surrey, is a fair, thin, sandy-loam, resting on the chalk 
formation. It is well adapted to the cultivation of common fruits, vege¬ 
tables, and flowers. In that county, not very far from the place you 
name, there are large fields devoted to the cultivation of Lavender, 
Peppermint, Chamomille, and other flowering plants—we allude to the 
adjoining parishes of Mitcham, Carshalton, 8:c. W.ater is there obtain¬ 
able from either wells, springs, or rain. Let ‘‘ W. E. J.” remember 
that it is found that sufficient rainfalls on every house in England to 
supply its inmates with water. As to the rest, consult any Croydon 
land-agent or auctioneer, such as Blake, or Fuller, or Stedall. 

Errata.—At page 143, for Azalea read Araliai at page 143, for Tllsoe 
read Silsoe. 

BIr. Sturgeon’s Sale {A Fancier of Cochins).—Lot lOl, the cockerel 
by .Terry for which .£’’12 10s. were given, was bought by IMr. Hodgkinson, 
of Birmingham. 

Working Gardeners’ Society {A few Working Garde7iers).~'Let 
us know what funds you have or can command. 

Books (/-/or^e^7n7/-iY«me).—Buy Loudon’s Self Instructor for Young 
Gardeners. You do not want any instructions for preserv'ing botanical 
specimens. Put each between several sheets of blotting-paper, and press 
it moderately till dry. 

Damp (1001).—” Steam ” is not generated in a cold pit, the damp I 
condensed on its glass arises from the exterior cold causing the air within 
to deposit its moisture. You understand our directions quite correctly 
as to the application of the peat, &c. 

Removing Vine Bark (R. S. i?.).—What savs “ F. ?” “Nature 
never gave Vines bark that should be taken off by the hand of man ; it 
was given them for a wise purpose, and, therefore, should not be 
removed again,” Now this is neither so philosophical, nor even so 
reverential, as appears at first blush. Suppose we can admit, with “ F.” 
that it ^yas given for a wise purpose, and removed for one equally wise— 
where is ‘‘ F.’s” philosophy ? It so happens, that our gracious 
Creator has not tied our hands in the use of material things very tight, 
or we had not been permitted even to prune away branches 1 But “ F.” 
should distinguish between a live bark and a dead bark. In our plan 
vve take no living organs from the tree : only one crime we commit— 
we take away a very good non-conductor of heat, one which even 
in its decay doubtless subserves a very useful end. A tree with 1 
coarse dead bark on will neither become so rapidly heateil 
nor cooled as a bare and polished one. So far so good. But 
we “give a sprat to catch a herring.” We can, in-doors, manage all 
about these conducting powers easier than we can manage mealy bugs, ; 
the concealed spores of destructive fungi, &c. And this, as wc conceive, | 
is a justification of the practice, which, however, is establisheil beyond all l 
cavil, by the best gardeners in the kingdom. Prune yoxxr peach-trees any | 
time from now to the end of January ; get them nailed also, providing j 

you can hang canvass or boughs over them directly. Like the bees, they 
do not require to be awakened in mid-winter. 

Pruning Peaches and Apricots {H. M. S.).—Prune your Peaches, 
but rather leave your Apricots till the first week of February. You 
cannot well distinguish the blossom-eyes on the young wood, or even 
the spurs. Look at an answer to “ R. S. E.” 

Vine Borders (A Country Gentleman).—If your Vines have been un¬ 
luckily concreted on the surface of the border—a notion unworthy of tlie 
age—we say, pull it all off, and apply a compost, in a slight fermenting 
state, composed thus—fibrous, free loam, one-part; lime-rubbish, one- 
part, leaf-soil, one-part; and manure one-part; well-blended. If you 
are “well-drained below,” and your texture of soil right, prav do not 
take them up. 

London.' Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish cf 

Christ Church, City of London.—December 9th, 1852. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W DKCEMBEIl IG—22, 1852. 
j Weather near London N1851. 1 

Sun Sun Moon Moon’s Clock Day of 
D i D 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. K, & S. Age. aft. Sun. Year. 

16 Th Cambridge Term ends. 30.365 —30.336 43—39 s.w. __ ! 3 a. 8 49 a. 3 9 56 5 .3 54 351 
17 F Oxford Term ends. 30.301 —30.232 44—33 s. — 1 4 49 11 8 () 3 2t) 352 
la s Kriogaater Populi found. 30. 185—30.136 45—34 S. — 5 50 morn. 3 2 55 353 
19 Sun 4 Sunday in Advent. 30.118 — 29.995 52—43 s. 01 5 50 0 16 8 2 25 354 
20 Af Sun*s declination 23® 27's 30.087 —29.963 5.3—46 s.w. 02 6 50 1 23 9 1 55 355 
21 Tu St. Thomas. 29.760 — 29.564 49-38 s. 15 6 51 2 30 10 25 356 
22 W Black Duck comes. 29.832— 29.543 46—35 E. 31 7 51 3 37 11 0 53 357 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 45.2° and 35.2° respectively. The greatest heat, 58°, occurred on the l6th in 1849 ; and the lowest cold, 14°, on the l6th 
in 1848, During the period 92 days were fine, and on 8.8 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 
POPPy-WOllTS.—PAPAVEEACE.E. 

(''hap.acteps or the Op.dee. — Sepnh, two, deciduotts. 
Petals below tlie ovary, either four, or some multiiile of that 
number, inserted in a cross form. Stamens below the ovary, 
either eight, or some multiple of four, generally very 
numerous, inserted in four parcels, one of which adheres 
to the ba.se of each petal; anthers two-celled, innate. 
Ovarium solitary; style short or none; slif/mata alternate 
with the placentas, two or many; in the latter case star- 
sliaped upon the fiat top of the ovarium. Fruit one-celled, 
either a long pod with two placentie attached to its sides, or 
capsular with several p]acenta3. Seeds numerous. Albumen 
between tlesh and oily. Embryo minute, straight, at the base 
of the albumen, with plano-convex cotyledons. 

papavep.. poppy. 

Geneeic Character.—Calyx below the ovary, of two egg- 
shaped, concave, blunt, equal, deciduous leaves. Pelals four, 
roundish, crumpled, spreading, large; narrowest at the base ; 
two opposite ones smallest. -S'/nmeas very numerous, filaments 
hair-shaped, much shorterthan the corolla. Anthers terminal, 
erect, somewhat stalked, oblong, blunt, compressed. Ger- 
meu roundish or oblong, large. Style none. Sligma round- 
shield - like, radiated, downy, permanent. Capsule egg- 
shaped or oblong-reversed egg-shaped, leathery, large, of 
one cell, incompletely separated into a greater or less 
number of marginal cells, answering to the number of rays 
in the stigma, between which the capsule bursts by as many 
valvular openings, under the stigma, which is more or less 
elevated by the incomplete partitions. Seeds kidney-shaped, 
numerous, minute, dotted, attached to the partitions. 

Section 1.—Poppies with bristly capsules. 

Papaver aegemone ; Long-prickly-headed Poppy; Wind- 
rose ; Long-headed bastard Wild Poppy. 

Desci'ipiion.—It is an annual. Leaves, pinnate, and the 
pinnrei opposite to each other, and deeply pinnatifid, the j 
end pinna l)eing three-cleft; upper side nearly smooth, ] 
nerves beneath, and tlie leaf-stalks rough with spreading ! 
hairs. leafy, about a foot high; this and the flower- j 

stalk clothed with hairs pointing upwards. Calyx hairy, j 
Petals wedge-shaped, narrow, often jagged, pale coppery- | 
scarlet, with a black spot at the base, a little distant from 
each other, and falling in a few hours after opening. Germen 
reversed-cone-sbaped, with a stigma from four to six rayed. 
The germen becomes a capsule having as many cells as 
the stigma has rays. The capsule is purplish, ribbed, and 
covered, but most thickly at its upper part, with white 
bristles, which point upwards. Stamens about twenty, with 
purple filaments ; tlie anthers suspended by a fine thread 
from the top of the filaments; jmllen bluish. Seeds 
blackish. 

It is sometimes found with double flowers, but Papaver 
maritimum of Withering is only a stan ed specimen of this 
species. 

Places where found. — Corn-fields, especially where the 
soil is sandy or gravelly. 

Time of Jluweriny.—June and July. 
History.—This plant is found not only in all parts of 

Europe but in the Levant; but though so common is fre- . 
queutly unnoticed, owing to the speedy di’oppiug off of its I 
petals. Aryemone is the old Greek name for this plant, and 
so called because its juice was found to allay the inflam¬ 
mation of the eyes, known by the name of Aryema. The 

i bruised plant was also recommended to be put upon the 
I black or blue marks caused by any violent blow. 

I’ap.aver HYBRiDUjr: Bound prickly-headed Poppy. Bas¬ 
tard Wild Poppy. I 

Description.—It is an annual. Root small and tapering. ! 
Leaves doubly pinnatifid, the segments being numerous, | 
narrow, nearly equal, slightly bending back, and each ! 
tipped with a bristle ; the irinna at the end of the leaf three- j 

' cleft; upper side nearly smooth, but the nerves beneath 
covered with bristles pointing upwards. Stem from twelve : 
to eighteen inches high, this, as well as the branches and i 

footstalks, which are channeled, covered with similar 
bristles. Calyx oval, and slightly hairy. Petals small, ‘ 
dingy-scarlet, often violet at the base. Stamens with purple 
filaments, and blight blue anthers. Sliyma from five to : 
eight rayed, and rather raised above the capsule. Capsule 
furrowed lengthwise, and thickly clothed with tawny bristles, 
pointing upwards. 

Places where found.—In sandy and chaUiy fields; rare. 
Time of flowering.—July. 
History.—Never was a specific name more misleading 

than hyhridum applied to this Poppy, for it is a true and 
permanent species. Gerarde says, speaking of both the 

, species—“ These plants do grow in the corn-fields in 
■ Somersetshire, and by the hedges and highways as ye travel 

from London to Bath. Lobel found it growing in the next 
field unto a village in Kent, called Soutlitleet, myself being 
in his company, of purpose to discover some strange plants 
not hitherto written of.” Its medicinal powers w'ere con- 

I sidered by the old herbalists to be the same as those of the 
I preceding. (Lindley. Smith. Martyn. Gerarde.) 

No. CCXX., VoL. IX. 
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Mana' of onv rcailers have heard or read of the diffei-ence 

of opinion which exists respecting the true origin of 

that anomalotis production — tlie purple Ijahurninn, 

Cyt'mis Adami. Some hclieve it to be a cross-bred 

plant between the common Lahurnnm and the purple 

Ciitisus, while others as firmly assert that it must he the 

result of artificial treatment, although the facts respect¬ 

ing the process have escaped notice. 'J'ho question is, 

therefore, still at issue, no clue having hitherto been 

discovered to decide it cither way. Mr. Adam, in whoso 

nursery, near Vitry, in ]'’rance, it was originated about 

the year ]82.'i, lielievcd it to liave issued from a blind 

bud of the purple Cytisus inserted in the T.ahnrnum as 

a stock in the common way, as related in the Annals of 

tho Horticultural Society of Paris in 1830 by M. 

Poitean. A deputation from the Society was sent, after 

Mr. Adam’s death, to ascertain if the original plant was 

really a seedling or a budded plant. But the evidence 

of this deputation was contrary to that of Mr. Adam’s, 

and in favour of the cross-seedling side of the question. 

This gave currency to many wild and extravagant 

ideas on the continent as to tho effect of hybridisation. 

'J'he old notion, that mules can revert to one of their 

parents, was strongly urged by some, and this anoma¬ 

lous plant adduced as a strong evidence that mules 

could change in time to either of their parents. Even 

the exploded doctrine of superfoetation was revived lo 

account for the origin of such a plant; and to the 

present time no satisfactory answer can he given as to 

how, or by what means, the plant first originated, and 

it is altogether different from those variations called 

“ sports.” Our own belief inclines strongly to the arti¬ 

ficial mode through the blind bud, because, among other 

reasons, if it is really a cross-bred plant, it stands alone 

in its habits among the thousands that have been 

so produced. Both i^arents, very nearly in their ori¬ 

ginal characters, are produced sinudtaneously with the 

mixture between them ; and the sf^eds of the two 

parents, tluis produced, wilt come true in their gene¬ 

ration without any variation whatever. 

These facts of themselves amount almost to a proof 

that the purple Lahurnum is not a cross-bred plant, but 

bad its origin in some way which we have not yet dis¬ 

covered. For these peculiarities are widely different 

from the effects of hybridising on plants, as far as W'O 

have yet discovered them. We have not yet arrived at 

any conclusion which woidd indicate a law or rule by 

which the reversion of a true cross-bred plant to one or 

either of its parents is provided for; and, after experi¬ 

menting on tliis point for very many years, we cannot say 

that we ever forced a true cross to assume or re-produce 

either of its parents; and we believe the thing is an 

actual impossibility in the vegetable kingdom. It is true 

that many writers on this subject assert, that what they 

call a mule plant will in time revert to one of its 

parents; but no one wdio bas dived much into tho 

mysteries of hybridisation can countenance such a 

doctrine. All that our experiments on the subject have 

hitherto brought to liglit is our own total ignorance of 

any such law'. We cannot even, with any degree of 

confidence, foretell whether the offspring of any two 1 

jilants will be fertile or sterile. The most dissimilar , 

species in any genus, if they will cross at all, will be as 

likely to produce a fertile offspring as not, while two j 

others, to all appearance the nearest in aspect and ! 

affinity, will be equally likely to have a sterile offspring, i 

We make use of tho words fertile and sterile to get rid 

of the confusion caused by the different meanings 

given to the term mule by different w'riters. Professor 

I.indley, in his “Theory of Horticulture,” limits the use 

of the word mule to the oOspring of two distinct 

species, whether fertile or not; while he makes “ cross¬ 

breeding” to cover all the ju’oductions between distinct 

varieties; and if all writers had kept to these defini¬ 

tions we sliould be at no loss to comprehend their 

meaning; but Dr. Herbert, late Dean of Manchester, 

applied the terms hybrid, cross-bred, and mule, indis¬ 

criminately, and scouted the idea of jilacing any limits 

between species and permanent varieties; while other 

writers apjdy tho word mule to any cross that is sterile, 

and writers on cross-breeding in the animal kingdom 

are jnst as far at sea in their o])inions and terms. An ' 

actual impediment to a ])ro]ier understanding of the 

language of hybridisation is thus placed in our path, 

w'hich it would bo useful to remove by discarding the 

word mule altogether, or at least from our popular 

literature. 

On poor, light soil the colour of tho flowers of the 

purple Laburnum is much affected by the nature of the ' 

previous season. After a hot, dry summer the flowers 

are almost all of that dingy colour peculiar to the first 

variation, for a “sport” it can hardly he called; and 

after a wet, cold summer the j’ellow flowers of the 

Laburnum are in excess. Those variations are not so 

manifest when tho tree is growing in rich moist soil 

till it attains its full si/.e. If we could fathom tlie law ^ 

which governs these variations, it might form a step . 

towards the clearing of tho mystery which hangs over 

the real origin of the plant. 

Dr. Herbert suggested a very ingenious and probable 

hypothesis to account for the possible origin of this tree, 

which can easily be reconciled with the statement given 

by Mr. Adam, already referred to. Dr. Herbert believed 

that the shield of the ])urple Cytisus hud might be still 

alive after the bud' itself was destroyed, and that this 

live portion might unite with the Laburnum stock in 

tho absence of a bud, and that tho new wood, or cellular 

matter, which formed over the wound, between the 

shield and tho stock, might produce an incipient hud, in 

tho absence of a leading bud ; and if the new bud was 

from an intermixed matter formed by the two plants, it 

could hardly fail of partaking of the two natures—that 

is, of the I.aburnum stock and tho purple Cytisus bud, 

which, in reality, it does; and the question is, how ai-o 

we to proceed in order to obtain similar productions 

between other allied plants, for we must still adhere to 

the fact that species can oidy mix by pollen, or by this 

kind of union, wlieii they are nearly related to each 

other. If it is possible to force a hud from two wounds 

in nnion with each other, and partaking of the natures i 
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of two different species thus brought together, there 

can he no doubt about our being able to push this 

process farther than can be done by means of strange 

pollen in the usual way ; and we think it can be done, 

for we perfectly concur in Dr. Herbert’s view of the 

(question. The well-known fact, that the two natures in 

the purple Tiaburnum aspire to separate themselves 

from the union, and assume their original character, 

cannot be accounted for on any other principle. 

The means which Dr. Herbert suggested for effecting 

intermediate forms were to bud in tire usual way, and, 

wherr the rrnioir took place to kill the brrd, and to 

prevent the edges from uniting by lacerating the bark 

till a quairtity of cellular matter was formed, froirr 

which a bud might be expected to issue, if the growth 

of the tree was checked in other parts. It is impossible, 

however, to succeed simply by this process. U.’he 

(prestioir iirvolves the tiare origiir of latent or iucipieirt 

buds—a question that has rrever been satisfactorily 

answered by arry orre. 

'We asserted, rrrarry years sirrce, in “ The Gardeners’ 

Magazine,” that if you crrt out the buds frorrr a yearling 

shoot, leaving only the top brrd to carry on the 

branch, the part of the branch thus disbudded was 

iircapable of producirrg a latent bud afterwards by any 

Idird of manipulation. This assertion was rrnrch dis¬ 

puted by soirre irr private correspondence, when Dr. 

Herbert operred the question in refererrce to the origin 

of the pirrple Laburnum. A new set of experimerrts 

were, therefore, set otr foot, to prove if Dr. Herbert's 

suggestion could or corrld irot be effected; these experi- 

rrrerrts were begun irr 1841, and carried on till the end 

of TS47. The most conclusive of the.se expernnerrts wo 

shall briefly relate, as the result is, probably, the only 

stumbling-block in the way of clearing up the mystery 

which hairgs over the origiir of the prrrple Laburnum. 

Truncheons of the comrnoir Willow are proverbial 

for the ease with which they root and produce shoots 

fi'onr all parts of their surface when planted or stuck 

into the ground. The Willow was, therefore, fixed oir 

as the rrrost likely plant to produce incipient buds. In 

the spring of 1841, cuttings were made from the 

strongest Willow shoots that corrld be procured of the 

former year's growth. They were two feet long, and all 

the eyes or buds were carefully cut out, except the 

three top orres, and they were planted in the usual way 

in rich kitchen-garden soil. In 18-43, when these had 

made two year’s growth, some of them were cut below 

the growing branches, leavirrg only a bare stump. 

Now, we should naturally suppose that a Willow shoot 

of fitll three year’s growth, aird with abundarrce of roots^ 

irr good soil, would not refuse to shoot forth buds and 

twigs from all parts of the bark. Not so, however; for 

they died away inch by itrch, roots and all, without 

ever oft'ering to produce a single leaf. In 1844, another 

lot of the same batch were cut, and they died in tlio 

sanre way. After tliis, the bark of others was lacerated 

in all directions, to see if buds would issue from the 

rrew-forrrred wood over these wouirds, brrt all to no 

purpose; and the last two were cut irr the spring of 

1847, when they were much stouter than a walking- 

stick, and they died also. Now, these Willow-shoots, 

althorrglr rrrrited to other Willows by iirarching or 

budding, could hardly be capable of producing an 

uniorr-brrd—as we suppose the purple Cytisirs arrd 

Laburnum to have done—seeing that they corrld not 

do so on their owir roots; at any rate, the irrfererrce is 

rational enough, and can hardly be corrtroverted. How 

then, it may be asked, can you suppose the shield of 

a bud of the purple Cytisus corrld bo capable of taking 

a part with the liaburnum stock to produce the prrrple 

Laburnrrrn? We answer—simply, by srrrrnising that 

the said hud was taken from a two or three-year-old 

shoot of the purple Cytisus, which is not at all unlikely, 

seeing bow thin the bark of a younger Cytisus shoot is. 

Another inference in favour of this view of the question 

is, that in Frarrce they have always been irr the habit 

of leaving rrrore of the young wood attached to the buds 

in their mrrsery operations than is gerrerally dorre irr 

England ; and all of rrs know, that if a bud on a two or 

three-year-old slroot is destroyed, a quantity of incipient 

buds will immediately issrre frorrr the surrorrndiug parts. 

The close-spurrirrg of the Grape Vine is founded orr a 

knowledge of this fact or principle. Therefore, we can 

see no reason why two shoots of matirro age, to form 

incipient buds, may not be made to produce an uirion- 

bud, if the parts are at first properly arranged; and ! 

we think we can see why rrnion-buds are not produced 

in our mrrseries when the more natrual bud fails, 

leaving the shield alive and in union with the stock. 

Our invariable practice is to take the buds frorrr one- 

year-old shoots; and we have seerr, by the expsririrent 

with the Willow, that if buds on one-year-old shoots are 

once destroyed, the shoots are not able to furnish others; 

besides, it may require more tharr a season or two to 

ripen the young wood over wourrds sufficiently to 

produce buds; arrd leaving a portion of the yorrng wood 

attached to the bud, may have sorrrething to do with 

the time required. 

After wx-ighing these coirsiderations, we think the 

safest way to treat Dr. Herbert’s hypothesis will be 

to inarch two shoots of closely-allied species, not less 

than three year-s old; to bring an eye of each shoot 

directly opposite irr the iuarclred part, to prevent the 

worrnd healing over in the vicirrity of the brrds for tire 

first seasoir; arrd when the jurrction of the edges took 

the followirrg year, to destroy the buds, or the shoots, 

which rrray have sprung from them, and to cut away 

some of the surface-bark frorrr behind the buds, so that 

if incipient brrds were forirred at all, they must coirre 

frorrr the sides next to the wounded parts; and if the ! 

irritation caused by keeping the wound frorrr healing ' 

over has forced the yorrng nratter from the two shoots j 

to rtru into each other, arrd finally to have formed one | 

solid body, there can hardly be any doubt as to the 

issue of this experinrerrt. Let it first be clearly ascer¬ 

tained that it is possible to produce an rnriorr-bud, arrd 

then there need be rro linrits to the application of the 

process.—D. 
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COVENT GARDEN. 
Foi.t.owieu up oiu* remarks on the subject which has 

occupied our attention for the last two or three weeks, 

wo come now to the consideration of the Pear. And 

here we would observe, that there is even greater room 

for improvement in the selection of its varieties than is 

necessary in the Apple. Even in the oldest orchards 

composed of Apples we find many first-rate established 

varieties; but it is not so as regards the Pear; and the 

reason is because it is only of late years that we have 

been made acipainted with that new race of varieties, 

for which the world is indebted to the genius of Dr. 

Van Mons. However much our ancestor's may have 

been disposed to e.Ktend the cultivation of this as a 

winter fruit, they could not, for it had not been brought 

to the same degree of perfection as the Apple, and thus 

it is that our markets are so badly supplied during the 

winter months with such a succession of first-rate Pears 

as they are with Apjtles. All the Pears which are 

brought to market in any quantity are of the earlier 

kinds, and it would amount to an impossibility for any 

one to go to Covent-garden market during this and the 

following months and procure this fruit in the same 

quantity as they could two or three months ago. But 

still they can do so with the Apple, and what we want, 

is that they should do so with the same facility with the 

Pear. While Apples are now being sold, and will con¬ 

tinue for the next four or five months to be sold at per 

bushel, we have Pears offered at per dozen, and per half 

sieve. Surely, then, this is a subject worth engaging 

the attention of those who have even a small portion of 

ground which may be occupied by such a crop. 

In the following selection, w'e have chosen those 

which may be regarded as peculiarly rich in flavour, 

and such as would always command the best price in 

the markets. The late varieties, particularly, would 

amply remunerate the grower for any outlay he may 

incur. As before, we shall take them in the order of 

their ripening, and as the great object with cultivators 

is to have their produce either very early, or very late, 

we have studied the two extremes. 

1. Doyenne cTete.—The earliest Pear which is worth 

cultivating, but it is very little known in this country. 

It is not of a large size, being considerably smaller 

than the White Doyenne, but for a Pear which is ripe 

in July, it is of good size and excellent flavour, being 

in this latter respect not unlike the old Jargonelle. 

2. Citron des Garmes.—This is an old-fashioned but 

excellent early summer Pear, and admirably adapted 

for orchard planting, the tree being a strong and 

vigorous grower, an early and abundant bearer, and 

succeeding well even in exposed situations. It ripens 

in the early part of August. 

3. Williams's Bon Chretien.—We have been doubtful 

whether or not we are doing right in recommending this, 

the most delightfid of Pears, to the notice of our friends. 

It is a very uncertain bearer, and those who depend 

upon it for a crop will bo subjected to very frequent 

disappointments. Still, however, as we have before re¬ 

marked, we are only treating now on what may be 

called economical planting, and, therefore, we venture 

to include this excellent variety, ilost people, now-a- 

days, know Williams's Bon Chretien, but if there arc 

any who do not, let them by all means procure a tree. 

The fruit ripens in August, and continues in use during 

the greater part of September. 

4. Beurre d'Amalis.—This is a variety which for a 

few years past has been rather largely imported from 

the Continent, and has become so great a favourite in 

Covent-garden, that many of our largest growers have 

made considerable plantations of it. None know better 

than the London market-gardeners what to plant, and 

we can seldom be far wrong in treading closely at their 

heels. This is a splendid early autumn Pear, of very 

large size, handsome shape, and delicious flavoui'. It 

ripens in September. 

5. Dunmore.—T’his is one of those delightful varieties 

raised by Mr. T. A. Knight. It is of large size, and of 

a particularly rich flavour. Every orchard and garden 

should have it. It ripens in September. 

6. Seclsel.-—Of all the Pears we know at this season, 

we know of none to surpass or even to equal the little 

Seckel. It is originally from America, but it succeeds 

to perfection in this climate, it is remarkably rich in 

flavour, and when fully ripe seems as if charged with a 

powerfully aromatic sirupy juice. It ripens in October. 

7. Beurre de Cafiauniont.—This of late years has 

been very abundant in our markets, and lias become 

deservedly popular. It is w'ell adapted for orchard 

planting, being a most abundant bearer, and a beautiful, 

handsome, and excellent fruit. It ripens in October. 

8. Jersey Oratioli.—This is a particularly fine Pear, 

and, if we are not mistaken, we spoke in very high 

terms of it in some of our early reports. By w'ay of 

climax, we can only say, wherever there is a garden, 

there should this Pear be. It ripens in October. 

!). Marie Louise.—There are none of the Belgian 

Pears which seem to have had such an extended cul¬ 

tivation as the Marie Louise. It is now as common in 

the markets, and on the fruit-stalls, as the old Swan’s 

Egg used to be. It is a most delightful and valuable 

Pear. The tree is extremely hardy, and bears well. It 

ripens in October, and lasts till the end of November. 

10. Figuede Naples.—This is a Pear of good size and 

of the finest quality. It is comparatively little known, 

but should always find a place in every collection. The 

flesh is very buttery, fine-grained, and melting, w’ith a 

particularly rich, sugary, and aromatic flavour. The 

tree is a most abundant bearer. The fruit ripens in 

November. 

U. Passe Colmar.—A most delicious Pear, and cer¬ 

tainly one of the richest-flavoured we know when it is 

met with in iierfection. Its flesh is very fine-grained, 

very juicy, buttery, melting, sugary and vinous, with 

a rich aromatic flavour. It ripens in November, and 

continues over December. 

12. Napoleon.—Dx. Diel said of this Pear, that one 

may be said to drink, rather than eat it. Its flesh is 

tender, melting, and juiey, and very richly-flavoured. It 
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ripens in November, and continues in nse during De¬ 

cember. 

We must now draw our observations to a close for 

this week, seeing our space for the market report is 

rapidly diminisbing. But as we bavo not a groat deal 

to communicate, there being few novelties presenting 

themselves, we must be content with merely making a 

general statement. 

The prices of fruit continue firm, and rather on the 

rise. Api’les, for kitchen uses, are making as much as 

from os. to 7s. (id., and 8s. per bushel. They consist 

chiefly of Hannell Souring, Winter Pearmain, AlJ'ris- 

ton, and a gi’eat quantity of nondescript varieties. 

Among the choice varieties, we observed Newtown 

Pilifins, Rihstons, Golden Pearninins, Court of Wick, 

and Downton Pipjnns. We do not observe many of the 

common kinds of Pe.\es ; but there are plenty of the 

finer sorts, such as Ne Phis Meuris, Nelis d’Hiver, Passe \ 

Colmar, Qlout Morceau, and Beuree de Ranee. Gr.vpes 

are plentiful, the supply fi’om abroad being rather large. 1 
These make from Is. to 2s. per lb. Home-grown Grapes | 

are also pretty plentiful, and make from 2s. (id. to 53., j 

and Os. per lb. | 

j In Vegetables there is the usual abundant supply, and, j 

j generally speaking, a good demand. Cabbages make 

I from (id. to Is. per dozen. Coleworts, Is. to 2s. per 

I dozen bunches. Cauliflowers of good quality, Is. (id. 

to 2s. Cd. per dozen. Brussels Sprouts, Is. Gd. per 

half sieve. Carrots, 2s. 6d. to 5s. per dozen bunches. 

Turnips, Is. to Is. Gd. per dozen bunches. Endive, Is. 

to Is. (id. per score. Potatoes maintain last week’s i 

prices, and are rather inclining upwards. j 

Plants and Flowers.—The supply of Evergreens j 

increases, and consists of Lauristinus full of bloom. 

Chinese and Siberian Arbor Vita:, Aucuba japoniea. Tree 

Box, Red Cedars, and Common Laurels. Cur Flowers 

are very plentiful, consisting of Chrgsantliemums, Scarlet 

Geraniums, Roses, Heliotropes, Chinese Primroses, Ca¬ 

mellias, Cinerarias, and Fuchsias.—H. ; 

than two days. We have received a very temperate 

letter on this subject, from “ One of the Hitchin Com¬ 

mittee,” which we will reply to next week. 

Tlie continued u-et weather throughout November, 

and down to the time wdien we are writing (Dec. Gth), 

has been too seriously felt to require in this column any 

general comment; but we refer to it for the purpose of 

stating facts demonstrative that the usual exclamations 

about never remembering such w'eather are more than 

usually well founded. At Chiswick, in the twenty-six 

years extending from 182(5 to 1851, both inclusive, the 

average fall of rain during November has been 2.182 

inches, whereas in the November just concluded 0.20 

inches of rain fell, or but little less than treble tlie 

usual amount! The excess is very great, even if we 

take the November when most rain occurred in those 

twenty-six years—namely, that of 1842, for in that 

mouth no more than 4.47 inches fell. 

Last month we ought to have expressed the genuine 

regret we felt at the loss science has sustained by the 

death of Dr. Gideon Algernon Mantell; and wo take the 

more blame to ourselves for the omission, because with 

him has always been associated the memory of his 

brother, Mr. Joshua Mantell, our friend of early days, 

who cultivated his Dahlias with no small success, 

attended to the physical needs of his neighbours, and 

indulged his literary tastes by writing his Essay on 

Floriculture, and editing Baxter’s Agricultural Library, 

whilst resident at Newick, near Lewes. He died in 

1839, and now, on the 10th of November of the present 

year, his more distinguished brother has followed him. 

“ Dr. jMantell was a striking instance of a rise in life 
amidst great difficulties. He was born in the parish of St. 
.lolm’s sub Easter, at Lewes, where his father was a shoe¬ 
maker in a small line of business, but of quick parts, and 
with a readiness of perception, and a strictness of integrity, 
which rendered liim extremely useful to Mr. AV. Cooper, the 
leader of the political iiarty supporting the AVhigs. 

“ Dr. Mantell has well described his father's virtues in 
some lines on a tablet erected to his memory in St. Michael’s 
cluu'ch in that town, reverently ending with the wish— 

GOSSIP. 

We are informed, and we think upon good authority, 

that our observations relative to the Great Metropolitan 

Poultry Show are not justified by the facts. We lose 

no time, therefore, in stating what has just reached us, 

namely, that the Exhibition has been instituted by a 

few gentlemen, and that no gain is to be made of the 

refreshments. We have also heard that Mr. Gilbert, 

who was one of the prize takers at Great Yarmouth, is a 

chief promoter of this Exhibition, and his experience 

will insure that it is well managed. These explanations, 

however, do not touch the general principle we ad¬ 

vocated, and still advocate, viz., that Poultry Shows 

should not be established for private gain, and, we 

think, Mr. Gilbert’s own experience will induce him to 

join us in recommending, the principal exhibitors to 

unite in signing a declaration, and publishing it in the 

public papers, that they will not exhibit at any place 

where their birds are required to be exhibited for more 

** Oh fain would he, who in these humble lays 
Attempts a father’s and a good man’s praise, 
Follow the bright example thou hast given, 
And humbly trace thy footsteps up to heaven. 

“The family consisted of four sons and two daughters, and 
it was with great frugality that the sons acquired their 
education. Dr. Mantell received his first instruction at a 
dame school in the same lane as his father’s house, and 
liere he was so great a favourite that on the old lady’s death 
she left him her little all. From her he went to the school 
of IMr. Button, in the Clitfe, where a sound and practical 
commercial education was given by a gentleman whose 
political sentiments were so accordant with those of Mr. 
Mantell the father, that he was known to be on the Govern- ' 
ment black list. 'The grammar-school at which Evelyn had ; 
been educated ivas not at that time available for a child of j 
Mr. Mantell’s political opinions, the twelve boys on the 
foundation being nominated entirely by tbe feoffees. Gn 
leaving Air. Button’s school, the kindness of Air. Gooper 
came to the aid of the young man, who had attracted the 
notice of his father’s friends by the diligence with which 
he devoted himself to his studies, and by his quickness and 
general desire to advance himself in knowledge; and the : 
consequence was that he was apprenticed to Air. .Tames I 
Aloore, a surgeon and apothecary of tbe old school, an I 
amiable and accomplished man, and a bon vivant. Here, j 
again, Gideon Alantell so far conciliated the good opinion 
of his master, that, after he had “ walked the hospitals,” , 
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I and, wliat was then a novelty in country practice, become a 
I licentiate of Apothecaries’ Hall, he was taken into partner- 
I ship with his former master, and commenced a practice, in 
‘ his native, town, which he carried on until the year 1835. 
1 In the course of that practice lie was eminently successful, 
' especially in ca.ses of midwifery, on which branch, and 

especially on the use of the ergot of rye, he. contributed 
several articles to The Lancet, in addition to many articles 
on other branches of medicine. His professional rival was 
Hr. Thomas Hodson, who was the great friend of Sir Astley 
Cooper and ,Mr. Abernethy, whose skill as an operating 

I surgi'on was eipialled by few, even among the London ])rac- 
j titionei's, and whose, practice in midwifery was as successful 
j as tli.at of 1 )r. Mantell. Indeed, so great was the skill of 
I both, that it is recorded in Smith’s I’hilosophy of Health 
! (p. Ll'l), that in fifteen years, out of 2,410 cases of par¬ 

turition- in the Lewes district at this time, there were only 
two deaths; and so flxi'd upon the attention of the poor 
was this success, that when Dr. Mantell was elected a 
member of the Linnaian Society, the. po|mlar belief w.as 
that b'.L.S. meant that he had been elected a fellow of the 
lying-in society, and, as an old lady emphatically added, 
‘ the society nev<;r had a better fellow.’ It was in the exer¬ 
cise of his profession, also, and with the assistance of his 
accomplished brother, the late .Toshua Mantell, then in his 
dispensary, tluit Mr. .Mantell saved the life of a woman 
condemned to death for the murder of her husband by 
arsenic; Dr. .Mantell having distinctly proved that the tests 
used, and which were said to have shown the presence of 
this mineral poison, h.ad entirely and chemically failed. 
This led to his publication, in 1(S2/, of his ‘ Observations on 
the Medical I'lvidence necessary to prove the presence of 
Arsenic in the Human Body in cases of supposed poisoning 
by that mineral. Illustrated with cases.’ By the exertion 
of great interest, and solicitation, in addition to these scien¬ 
tific efforts, the woman’s pardon was procured, and she still 
lives in Burwash. 

“ At Mr. Button’s school Dr. Mantell evinced a strong ; 
love for the study of natural history, and, upon commencing 
his practice at Lewes, he stole—for it could be called nothing 
else—some hours from the very arduous labours of a country 

! ]irofession to the investigation of the ‘ Organic remains of 
a Bonner World,’ firstly in the chalk, and ne.xt in the Til- 
gate formations, which were comparatively new ground. He 
was greatly encouraged in this work by Mr. Davies (iilbert, 
and he was largely assisted by the zeal and knowledge of 
Mr. Ste-wart Warren Lee, who was Ids most intimate friend 
and companion in all his early discoveries. He was also a 
keen follower of antiquity, and he opened many of the 
tumuli near the town. In this pursuit he was encouraged 
by tbe Rev. Mr. Itouglas, the author of Nrenia Britimnica, 
who was Vicar of Preston, near Brighton. 'Their results 
were puldished in the first volume of Horstield’s History of 
Sussex. 

“ For nine yo.ars he devoted himself to the jirosecution 
\ of his researches into the chalk formation, and in the 

foundation of the collection now in the British Museitm. 
j In May, 1S22, he published, by subscription, the result of 
; bis labours in tbe quarto volume, ‘ The Fossils of the South 

Downs, or illustrations of the (ieology of Sussex,’the en¬ 
gravings being executed by bis wife, to whom he had been 

; married after an attachment formed during bis unremitting 
professional attention to her father, and whose artistic skill 

[ would have done credit to a professional engraver. 'The 
' work was dedicated to a Mr. Davies Gilbert, through whose 
I recommendation Mr. Mantell was elected a F.Il.S. in the 
' year 1825. 

“ In 1824 he contributed to Horsfield’s History of Lewes 
‘'J'he Natural History of the District; ’ and in December, 
1820, be published his ‘ Illustrations of the Geology of 
Sussex,’ with figures and descriptions of the fossils of 
Tilgate Forest, among which he had found the iguanodon, 
the megalosaurus, the plesiosaurus, Ac., and had made 
discoveries which will never be dissociated from his name. 
Inileed it is as a working geologist, as a discoverer, and as 
a collector, as a man who, in the infancy of tbe science of 
geology, placed before the world the means by which others 
could write a thesis or found a system, that Dr. Mantell’s 
merits were best displayed, and will be honestly acknow- 

] ledged. 

“He received from the Geological Society in 183,5 the 
Wollaston medal and fund, in consideration of his dis¬ 
coveries in fossil comparative anatomy; and in 18411 the 
Royal Society conferred upon him the royal medal for his 
memoir on the Iguanodon which was printed in the Philo¬ 
sophical Transactions. 

“ Dr. Mantell quitted Lewes in 1835. Among the jiatrons 
of merit which Sussex then possessed was the F.arl of 
Fgremont. He was a frequent visitor at Dr. MunteU's 
museum at Lewes, and mainly by his advice, and with a 
handsome don.ation of .TIOOO, the residence of Dr. Mantell, 
together with his museum, was removed in 1835 to Brighton. 
'I’he same amount of professional success, however, did not 
follow him from his native town, and, the Earl having died 
in 1S:18, and an attempt to keep the treasures in Sussex 
having Ruled, Dr. M.sntell disposed of his collection to the 
British Museum for the sum of ,T5(IOf), .and himself removed 
in 1839 to practise at Clapham ; whence he came to Cbestcr- 
square. 

“ His professional practice was not increased by these 
removals, and latterly be bad devoted himself more than 
ever to literature. We append the titles of some of bis 
]>rincipal works, referrimg for others to the Bibliograydiia i 
/oologia; et Geologia' of the Ray Society, where the names 
of sixty-seven books and essays are given. 

“Tbe Wonders of Geology. 18.38. In two volumes 8vo. 
This work consists of a series of lectures on the principles 
and facts of the science. It ims gone through six editions, ; 
and lias been translated into German. j 

“ The Geology of the South-east of England. 1838, 8vo. 

“ 'Tlie IMedals of Creation; or, Irirst Lessons in the Study 
of Organic Remains. 1844. Two volumes 8vo. 'Phis also 
has been translated into German. 

“'riioughts on a Pebble ; or, a First Le.sson in Geology. 
Seven editions. 

“Thoughts on Animalcules; or, a Glimpse of the Invi¬ 
sible IVorld revealed by a Microscoyie. 184(i. 

“ -V Day’s Ramble in and about the ancient Town of 
Lewes. 1840. 12mo. 

“A Geological Excursion round the Isle of Wight, and 
along tile adjacent Coast of Dorsetshire. 8vo. 

“Petinfactions and their Teaching. 8vo. 'This was one 
of the last of tbe author’s works, .and was intended as an 
introduction to the organic remains in tlie British Museum. 

“ Dr. Mantell received a pension from the Crown during 
the last year, and h.ad scarcely lived to derive any benefit 
from it. His doctor’s degree was acquired i'rom an American 
university. For the last few years he had sufi'ered from a 
spinal affection, caused by .accident, wliich prevented him 
from following his yiursuits with his former activity. 

“ As a lecturer, as well as author. Dr. Mantell was emi¬ 
nently successful. His style was fluent, and he possessed | 
the art of attracting his audience by .an exhaustless catalogue : 
of wonders. It has even been said that he yielded with ! 
reluctance to the revelation of a truth when it dispossessed i 
him of a pretty illustration. It is certain that ho depended [ 
much upon the arts of popularity, and he usually obtained 
all the applause for which he aimed. 

“ 'I'lie Council of the Clapham Athen.'V'um have publicly 
recorded their testimony of Dr. iMantell's last scientific, 
efforts in that locality. 'I'hey remark that ‘ For a long 
series of years the lectures delivered by Dr. Mantell in this 
place have formed one of the chief ornaments and attractions 
of successive sessions. Njo one who has enjoyed the ad¬ 
vantage of hearing him can over forget the singul.ar ability, 
the felicitous illustrations, and the energetic eloquence which 
characterised all his discourses. He was one of the earliest 
and most zealous members of this Institution, and the 
originator of that series of gratuitous lectures on scientific 
subjects which have been so advantageous .and creditable to 
the parish of Clapham. 'The members of the Clapham 
Athenaaum will not be unmindful that Dr. Mantell’s services 
were alway.s prompted by an earnest desire to promote 
intellectual enjoyment and good-will throughout the neigh¬ 
bourhood; nor will they forget that these admirable lectures 
were generally delivered by liim at the cost of much self- 
denial, under the jiressure of severe bodily pain, and that 
the last public efl'ort of this gifted man was made in the 
presence of the Society only a few hours before his lamented 
decease.’ ”—(Joilhman's Magazine. 
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The following is a list of the Horticultural and Poultry 

Shows of which we arc at present aware. We shall be 

obliged by any of oiir readers sending ns additions to the 

list, and giving the address of the Secretaries. 

HORTICUI.TUBAI, SHOWS. 

South London (Royal), Dec. IG. 

roui.TEY shows. 

Birmingham and Midi,and Counties, 14th, 15th, IGth, 
and 17th Decoinbor. 

Cornwall (Penzance), Jainiary 10th, and 11th. (Sees. 
Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

Honiton, January 12th. (See. H. K. Venn.) 

PlNIhCtlLTURE : THE HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM. 

( Concluded from pnyc 100). 

We have now the remaining heads—“ Piping, Root- 

culture, Recipes, Rijicnirig, Soil, Structures, Stickers, 

Syringing, Temperature, Watering, Ventilation,” and 

; then a few wind-ii}) remarks; and wo cry mercy of one 

portion of onr readers, to whom this apparent repetition, 

or rather “ summing-up ” may be tedious. 

^ Pii’iNG.—Eor disposition of this in Hamilton’s house, 

; we may refer the reader to page 4 of The Cottaok 

(iAiiDENEii; and as a “Querist” has desired to know 

the calibre of pipes in that house, wo beg to say that 

they are of five-inch bore, altliougli Mr. H. observes 

they might he of four-inch. It will be seen, that there 

I are two five-inch jiipes in each bod for bottom-heat, 

I viz., a How and return; and that tlioy are made to 

proceed to, and return from, an iron reservoir or tank 

I at the farthest end; this saves the cxjicnse of elbow 

I joints, we suppose, and is more simple. Two five-inch 

pipes also proceed along the soutli, and two along the 

north, turning round the end opposite the boilei'; there 

also are a How and return on each side, so that the 

hou.so is fairly surrounded by piping to w'arm the air. 

Now, as in hot weather the air-piping is not required 

on duty, Mr. H. says, on this head—“ The pipes wliich 

heat the air of the house can bo plugged up at any 

time, when only bottom-heat is wanted ; this is a mode 

oi' my own, and simpler and better than valves.” Our 

advice is, wlierc you have any doubts about amount of 

jiiping, either call in an old practitioner, a man who is 

e.xperienced in Rines as well as jiipes, or else employ 

Ids fee in laying down a little of wdiat you conceive to 

be liipiug which might bo dispensed with ; anything, 

in i'act, but under-heating. 

Root-culture —But little is requisite—still some is 

desirable. Mr. H. says in his book, page Go—“ In con¬ 

clusion I may state, that only when tlie roots are to be 

seen in the a.xils of Ibe leaves, the operation of oarthing- 

; iqi is rcijuircd; and it is bettor to oarth-iqi among the 

loaves, than to destroy them before they have performed 

their destined ollicos for the plant.” It will bo seen, 

I also, that in pot-culture, when an attempt is made to 

! cultivate the old stool without planting it out, ho 

prefers stem-culture, the old roots perfectly undistinbed, 

■ to repotting. He says—“ I then commence earthing-up 

I with the prepared compost, jircssing it a little round the 

: trunk of the jdant, and allowing it to slope down to the 

edge of the jiot. 1 am quite convinced of the supe¬ 

riority of earthing-up over that of transplanting into 

larger ])ots after the fruit has been cut. 1 have in¬ 

variably found the plants to bo from two to four months 

longer in fruiting, and the fruit also to be much inferior 

in size.” We have here, as in a few other places, 

1 slightly parajdirased our author, but feel assured of 

j pardon, the principles not being perverted, and, iiiore- 

j over, time gained. To conclude this heading, we may 

repeat Mr. H.’s answer to our query, No. I'd. Question. 
—How long after planting before they require culture, 
and what kind? Answer.—“All kinds would be better 
by a little soil on the top once a-year.” By this our 
readers may see that a little np-stem culture, if not ab¬ 
solutely necessary, is particularly desirable; MS soon as 
our beginners perceive, by observation, the natural 
habits of the Bine, they will bo able to modify their 
practice to meet, not oppose, its own native bent. ^ 

Recipes.—Mr. H., at page 58, very properly remarks, - 
on insects—“ f have known many persons, and have 
frequently heard of others, who, after having tried every i 
method tliey have known, have at last been obliged to I 
destroy their whole stock of plants in order to get rid of 
them ; ” that is to say, the insects which infest the Pine. 
Happily for beginners in these days, the rule has be- I 

come the exception, and foul plants arc so little known ' 
or expected, that even the wary may occasionally be | 
caught napping in making purchases. No man in his 
senses woiihl think of buying a stock infested with 
insects of any kind. If, however, such a case should 
occur, Mr. 11. oilers a well-tested roeijie, which may be 
found at page 5'.) of his interesting work. This is for 
the cotton bug and white scale, two of the Pines’ greatest 
enemies, and Mr. H. atlirms, that “with one appli¬ 
cation every insect was destroyed without doing the 
slightest injury to the plants.” Many recipes are to be 
heard of for destroying such jiests, but wc would fain 
for the present have the Hamiltonian system fairly re¬ 
presented; and, moreover, we have not space, and 
perhaps our readers have not patience, for digression. 

Ritening.—Little to bo observed here. .Mr. IL, like 
all other good cultivators, jirefers a somewhat drier air, 
and a previous abstraction of root-moisture, in order to 
obtain a high degree of Havour. 

Soil.—Lot the reader refer to “ Conqiosts ” in the 
present papers ; this will save repetition. 

Structures.—More will be urged another day as to 
what modilicatious of hlr. H.’s plan might be adopted; 
for the present, wc will just observe, that Mr. 11. has so 
far fallen in with views we have pointed out to him as 
to the S2)an-roof system, as to admit the following;—“ 1 
am of yonr opinion, that span-roofed houses would be 
better north and south.” Now, this has long been with 
us a favourite opinion; but as misleading an anxious 
public is not a light matter, wc have, during the last 
three or four years, sought out opportunities of ob¬ 
taining the ojiinions of those wo deem first-rate ]u actical 
men on this subject, believing that wo were all held in 
a sort of thrall in the matter. Wo may here just [loint 
to our old and esteemed friend, Mr. Appleby, who has 
more than once (during iiractical chat) expressed himself 
as decidedly of this opinion; and, verily, the ridge and 
furrow houses all over the country would seem to bear 
testimony to a desire to sock some relief from the Ican-to 
method; and not only that, but a sort of desire lor a 
morning and evening slope to houses, in ’ireference to a 
burning mid-day sun, with all the extras of shading, &c. 

Suckers. — Wo have before given a detail of the 
culture of these, with the technical names by which 
they are known through subsequent culture. It may 
here be observed, that Mr. H., in strong terms, points to 
the immense progress they make attached to the old 
stool, as compared with those deprived of the assistance 
of tlio (larent jilarit, by being entirely detached. 

Syringing.—Gn this Mr. H. lays much stress. He 
says, page 42—“ 3ily motive for siqijdying the plant 
with a sulficieucy of water, by syringing over the leaves, 
is twofold. Eirst. I believe the leaves of the Pine to bo 
very porous, and, therefore, capable of absorbing a great 
quantity of its food by that process. Thus, 1 syringe 
with tepid water. Secondly. Ry frequently syringing 
the jdants, the surrounding atmosphere is kcjd in a 
humid slate, the soil is constantly moist on the surface 
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of the pot, which causes a constant supply of food to 
descend to the roots from the fresh compost, and 
although limited, it will prove sufScient for their supply 
till the fruit is perfected; whereas, by this usual practice 
of supplying the roots copiously with water, the nu¬ 
tritious fluids are entirely washed out of the pot, &c.” 
Thus it will be seen how it is that Mr. H. so very seldom 
waters at the root. The frequency of the syringings 
must in part depend on the weather, and the time of 
year; in summer, morning and evening; but in winter 
some caution is necessary—perhaps about three or four 
times a week. One thing must here be observed. Most 
good cultivators judge by the axils of the leaves, and 
make a point not to repeat the syringing until the axils 
of the leaves are nearly dry. This points at once to 
the necessity for a lively temperature, as well as motion 
in the air by ventilation. 

Temi’er.\ture.—Although we have briefly observed 
on air-heat before, we must add a little more imder this 
head. Mr. H. says—“ The temperature required for 
succession plants in the winter, is from 55° to 00'^ at 
night, and 05° to 75" during the day. In autumn, 
winter, and spring, if fruit are to be swelled, they will 
require ()0° to 70° at night, and 70° to 80° during the 
day. In the summer, the maximum, under the effect of 
strong sunshine, may rise to 00°, and may be allowed to 
drop as low as 70° by the morning. In very bright 
sunny weather, the plants in fruit had better be shaded 
than admit too much air at any time of the day. In 
order to swell this fruit to a large size no air ought to 
be given until the thermometer reaches 80° to 85°, 
which will generally be by Jiine or half-past in the 
morning. To keep it down to this, give it the benefit 
of air until half-past ten, then close the house,— 
shade the plants, and water them over the leaves; then 
let them remain until half-past two or three in the 
afternoon ; then unshade, and let them have all the 
benefit of light and sun, giving a little air, which must 
remain until half-past four, then close the house, and 
syringe again over the leaves of the plants, which will 
keep them moist during the whole of the night.” 

Watering.—This is so seldom requisite under the 
Hamiltonian system that we merely refer to it in its 
order to keep the eye fixed on the fact. Of course, we 
mean watering at root by the ordinary water-pot. 

Ventilation.—Although Mr. H. seems to care less 
about this than most cultivators, it is his diurnal 
practice, more or less. Nevertheless, we do think 
that although for profit his plan is superior to any, yet 
those who aim at the very highest amount of flavour, 
and a small crown, would do well to go much beyond 
him in ventilating points. Of the close treatment, it 
may bo safely affirmed, that it has a tendency to produce 
big crowns, and these certainly detract from the appear¬ 
ance of the fruit on the table. Mr. H. advocates 
shading occasionally. Now, the question is, whether 
cast and west roofs would not obviate the necessity of 
this, and thereby save expense and trouble? Wo recom¬ 
mend those about to enter on Pine-culturc to give this 
a thought, and, in doing so, to bear in mind Sir. -I. 
Paxton's ridge-and-furrow roofs. 'We beg again to 
quote our good friend Hamilton in support of this— 
“ I am of your opinion, that span-roofed houses ought 
to be built with the ends north and south ; if they arc 
not, there must be a good deal of shading, otherwise 
their leaves will be completely drained of their moisture. 
I speak from experience; they will have holes burned 
in them occasionally.” It has been generally under¬ 
stood that the Pine requires a winter's rest, or, in other 
words, should be compelled to cease growing I'or some 
eight or ten weeks by a low temperature and a dry 
atmosphere. Mr. H., like most of the good people in 
the tail-chimney districts, is all for (piick return for 
capital; and although he does not deny that the elabo¬ 

rations at that period are less complete, yet he will 
not hear of loss of time, believing it—yea, knowing 
it—possible, by good management, to still push on 
(although by more tardy steps) the plants to the desired 
end. We here think, with all deference, that he carries 
the idea a little too far; but our readers will judge 
for themselves. 

And now for a correction of errors into which we may 
have fallen. At page 24, an inadvertency occurs which 
will surely be pardoned, when it is considered that we 
have had to wade our way through, at least, half-a-score 
letters, and, in addition, to watch every idea set forth 
in Mr. H.’s book. One misleading point, which is a 
kind of ambiguity, stands thus—“ The flow and return 
in each bed are totally unconnected with each other, or 
with the flow and return round the exterior, &c., &c.” 
Now, what we really meant to express was this—that 
each bed had a flow and return of its own to provide 
the bottom or root w'armth; and that each side of 
the house, north and south, was also, in like manner, 
fitted up for atmospheric heat. It was also stated, at the 
same page, that ‘‘ there must be a great preponderance 
of heat at the boiler end;” this, however, it appears is 
not the case. We wrote to Mr. H. once more, after his 
repeated kindnesses, to invite criticisms as to mistakes, 
and he has at once set the matter right; for it would 
appear by his description, that his house is entirely 
surrounded by piping for the atmosphere, and to use 
his own words, “ there is not half a-degree difi'erence 
between the ends.” Thus: the boiler, we will say a, 

has a flow and return into the iron pan (which Mr. H. 
calls his cesspool), b. Erom this “cesspool,” or, rather, 
iron-pan (which forms the medium of communication 
between the boiler and the pipes), proceeds along the 
south cavity, or alley, a flow, and, of course, return-pipe 
to and from a similar iron-pan, g, in the south-west 
corner; be it understood, that in this case the boiler is 
at the east end of the house. In like manner, a flow 
and return proceeds along the north cavity, or alley, to 
the same iron-pan; but this piping has to traverse the 
west end, of course, before it can reach the iron-pan, b. 

This will, we hope, render all plain; if not, we will 
try again. 

To conclude, let us, on our own part, and also 
that of our readers, heartily thank Mr. H. for his very 
great civility in furnishing information. We owe it to a 
long acquaintance, doubtless; but, knowing the man 
well, there was a secret assurance that we might pre¬ 
sume on his help. To be sure, it would have been 
much easier to have skimmed his book, and to have 
sketched an “article” out of it, which, indeed, could not 
have erred much; it appeared better, however, to have, 
if not new matter, at least a confirmation of the old, 
from the fountain head, and this a good feeling of long 
standing enabled us to obtain. But those who would 
fain know the minutiie of Pine-growing by his system, 
must lay by a few pence and buy his little book. An 
expositor, after all, is not an author; the public lie at 
the mercy of his views. In that original work, though 
small, though dressed in rude attire, and, we may add, 
not enriched by a high style of composition, may be 
found by the considerate a host of ideas, or the germs of 
them, carrying every mark of originality, and of a mind 
determined to test every previous practice by nature's 
own standard. We need scarcely observe, that in dissi¬ 
pating the idea of a chamber being a necessary adjunct 
to Pine-culture, he has done the gardening world no 
small service, for these chambers are exiicnsivc things. 
Wo do not say that he has been the first to get rid of 
this superfluity ; he may, or may not be so ; but if ho is 
not, who is the man? 

Wo have to acknowledge assistance from IMr. 1). 
Davis, also, of Heaton-Lane Foundry, Stockport, who 
has been in tlic habit of fitting up Pineries on Hamil- 
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ton’s plan. He has, it appears, a foundry of his own, 
and casts all his own pipes, guaranteeing any desirable 
amount of heat during the most severe weather, ilr. 
H. tells us, that he is higlily qualified to give practical 
instructions in tlie way of erecting stoves, having had 
much experience tliis way. We have no personal 
knowledge of IMr. Davis, hut Mr. H. points to him as one 
peculiarly eligible to tliose within his reach. Another 
hint; —Tliorason, Esq., Greenmount Hall, Harpurhuy, 
near ^Manchester, has some true .Jamaica Pine plants to 
dispose of; or those that are by some called IMont- 
serrats ; which are, at all events, the best kind for 
winter, and by no means the worst in summer; added 
to wliicli they are not, by any means, second as to culti¬ 
vation on the Hamiltonian system. E. Eriungxon. 

BULBS. 

{Continued from page 102.) 

Antiiolyza.—The species of Anizanthus are now re¬ 
ferred to Antholyza by common consent, but there is no 
feature by which they can be distinguished from Gladi¬ 
olus, except the fore-shortening of the front or lower 
petals, that part being, as the botanist says, abbreviated. 
Antholyza being almost united to Gladiolus, through 
this section having the lip abbreviated, it is immaterial 
whether we join Sweet’s Anizanths to Gladiolus—their 
true position—or to Antholyza, whose flowers are more 
Anizanthus-like than like Gladiolus flowers. I never 
heard if these two forms of Antholyza, or even the 
Anizanths, could be crossed with some of the nearest 
Gladioli, such as Watsonias tristis, and concolor. 

The whole order of Irids, to which these plants 
belong, stands much in want of a thorough revision. 
Meantime, gardeners and amateurs might greatly assist 
in this reformation by instituting e.xperiments, perhaps 
not so much for the purpose of increasing popular 
varieties, as to determine how far they will stand the 
test with the pollen. Try if Antholyza JEthiopica, 
ennonia, or splcndens, will cross with any wild Gladiolus, 
or with any cross Gladiolus, that may have the flowers 
less regular than usual. Is it possible to cross An- 
tholyza with Watsonia ? Should these experiments fail, 
try them differently; let the species of Antholyza be 
first crossed with each other; Watsonia the same ; and 
then see whether the crosses, or any of them, will unite 
the two genera, or fall hack to Gladiolus through some 
one of its numerous crosses. 

Antholyza JEthiopica, cunonia, and splendens, are the 
best three in this genus for the flower border, and they 
hardly ever refuse to grow in any kind of soil that is 
not too stiff. In pure, fresh peat they will luxuriate and 
produce abundance of fresh offset bulbs; the same in a 
deep, light, rich border of sandy loam and very rotten 
leaf mould; and they are more accommodating than the 
Ixias, for they may be planted any time from the end of 
Sej)tember to the end of April. At the Ca])e, they would 
seem to be stifled in the hard brown coats and remains 
of the old bulbs, but that is the best condition for them 
to drain and throw off the wet from them, and with 
such natural guards they may remain for many years in 
a border without being disturbed. 1 have seen splendid 
examples of them in pots, in very rich, light soil, but 
not so good as 1 have seen them in an oi>en boi'der, 
being planted si.x inches deep, and supplied largely with 
water from the time the flower-stalks appeared. 

Antholyza prrealta.—This is the next best after the 
three scarlet ones, and, like them, it grows from two to 
three feet high. The flowers arc orange with a tinge 
of red. 

Antholyza niontana.—This is comparatively a small 
plant for an Antholyza, and is much more like one of 
those curious species of Gladiolus one often secs from 

the Cape; and when we remember that it was through i 

1 Gladiolus tristis-, the oddest thing you ever saw, that Dr. 
; Herbert laid the foundation of the beautiful races of | 

them which we now so much admire, dare we assert 
what is “ looming in the future ” of this montana ? '• 

Antholyza quadranjularis is another anomaly in its ' 
; way—indeed, it would take a clever botanist to say , 
i what it is; and after that a few touches of the pollen I 

i might prove that it was no such thing. The flowers 
i are narrower and less shortened in front than those of 

cunonia or splendens, and the colour is that faintish 
yellow which few admire; but the plant is as strong 
and as easily managed as cunonia, or any of the more 
fashionable Gladioli. 

I Babi.vxa.—A common observer could not tell aBabiana 
I from a Sparaxis, nor some of the latter from Ixias, and 
, some species of Ixia run so close to Tritonia that, with¬ 

out knowing the “private mark,” no man could know 
I the one from the other. The colour, size, or texture of 
the seeds is no criterion of generic difl’erences among 
these Ixia-like plants. The insertion of the stamens, 
here or there, in the flower would carry the same w’eight 

I with a pollen master. Versatile anthers, smooth or 
jagged spathes, and other marks of distinction, have 
been useful enough hitherto as “ private marks ” for 

■ telling present arrangement ; but sooner or later the 
whole must be laid aside, and a reconstruction of Ixias 
bo made ; therefore, cross all the species as if they were 

\ in one genus already,—if they do not mix, that is no 
sign of a natural difference, and if they do, it will prove 
useful in two ways—an improvement in the garden 
varieties, and a check on the labours of the systematist. 
All the Babkinas arc quite dwarf plants, and more fitted 

' for pot-culture than out-of-doors. 'They prefer sandy 
I peat when confined in pots, but out in a border they 
1 will do without a particle of peat, if the soil is very 
I light. Four inches is deep enough for the bulbs, and if 
i a handful of clean sand is put round half-a-dozen of the 
‘ little bulbs in a patch, they may remain undisturbed for 
i several years. Whether in pots or in a border, they 
i ought to be planted early in October, and not to receive 
I more than the first watering at potting time until the 
! leaves are well up above the ground; and there is not a 

plant in the whole order (Irids) that likes to be without 
a free admission of air during every period of its growth. 
There is about a score of species in this genus, but 
tbeir culture being so uniform, I shall not waste space 
with separate accounts.of them. Under Sparaxis I 
shall show a good way of growing a collection of such 
bulbs in the open air. 

Barnardea scilloides.—'riiis is a small, half-hardy 
bulb from China, with purplish small flowers. I think 
it was introduced by the Horticultural Society ; at any 

! rate, I recollect it as among the earliest plants that 
I Dr. Lindley named on his own account. A figure of 
i it first appeared in the Botanical Eegister in December, 
just twenty-six years ago, when I was at Altyre, and 
the late Lady Gordon Gumming sent for it at once. It } 
did not seem to like pot-culture, and I have not seen or 
heard much about it these twenty years ; but if it is in 

' cultivation it is well worth having, as few bulbs of its ' 
small size flower at the same time—the height of i 

: summer. A light, sandy soil will suit it best; and if i 
' grown in a pot, the bulb ought to be freed from the j 
, soil as soon as it rests, and be kept in sand in a dry | 
place; it might bo so kept all the winter, and planted ; 

’ early in Eebruary. | 
I Beatonja A'ruATA, curvala, and purqnirea.—These are I 

small Mexican brdbs, that are very nearly hardy. Pur- \ 
purca, on which the genus was founded by Dr. Herbert, j 
was discovered in Mexico, by Galeoti, growing along 
with the -lacobtca Lily, Sprekelia formosissima. All 
throe refuse to grow in peat, and prefer a good, loamy j 
soil, made light with sand; they grow and bloom during j 
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tlie summer, and require to be kept dry from October till 
March. 1 believe the whole stock of them in the country 
were in Dr. Herbert’s collection when it was dispersed, 
and that they arc now very scarce. Naturally they are 
intermediate between Tiijridid and Cijjjella, among the 
Irids. There is another fine Tigridia-looking bulb, 
growing on the top of the mountain San Eelipo, in 
Oaxaca, in Mexico, which is not yet introduced, 1 
Ireliove; but it would repay a diligent search, and the 
range is not far out of the route from Vera Cruz to the 
city of Mexico. 

Besser.v elegans, Jiitulosa, and Jlerbortii.—These 
are also small Mexican bulbs, very pretty, and all but 
hardy. Fintulosuin was figured in the Botanical Ec- j 
gister, some twenty years since, from a plant flowered , 
by Dr. Herbert, who called tlio genus Pharium; but it 
was pre-occupied by Schultes, and Pharium is now 
cancelled. Ilerbertii is among the newest of our Mexi¬ 
can bulbs. Eleyaus is the best of the tliree; the 
flowers are drooping from the to]) of the stalk, of a 
rich orange-crimson, and red stamens. They re(2uiro 
exactly the same treatment as the Beatonias; but their 
affinity is with the Earnardia mentioned above, being 
Lilyworts, of the Squill section. 

13landfor])IA.—Antheriemns were as gay and varied 
■as Alstrbmerias, Blandfordias, and Bvmareat), they 
would be equally entitled to a place in our series, for, 
properly speaking, none of them are bulbs, or conns 
either; but strangers and all who care little about | 
looking under the surface of things, need not mind the 
roots when the flowers are gay, and look as if they were 1 
produced from real bulbs. Blandfordias, with all the j 
aspect of bulbs, are, in reality, only herbaceous plants; 
their constitution is much stronger and hardier than | 
their outward looks would indicate; indeed, no one who 
can flower a good Hyacinth three seasons running, need 
fear trying any of the Blandfordias without having 
more convenience for pot-bulbs than would serve to 
grow Hyacinths well. Blandfordias are from Australia; 
they belong to the order of Lilies, and to the section of 
Day Lilies in that order; and the nearest plants to 
them in that section are the Trilomas, from the Cajje 
of Good Ho]ie. 

Almost all who like to grow the most showy herba¬ 
ceous ]flauts know Trilonia uvaria and media. A young 
plant of Tritoma media would look much like an old- 
established plant oi Blandfordias. orange, crimson, and 
scarlet, mix in the flowers of both; both are increased 
from side suckers taken off in the spring, and some of 
the Blandfordias seed freely, but Trilomas do not seed. 

1 am not aware of any family of plants that have been 
yet tried by the cross-breeder, from which better plants 
for the mixed choice border could be expected than this 
and Tritoma; and, notwithstanding the difference in 
their flowers, I can see nothing in them to debar tlicir 
union ; get a cross between tlic old Blandfordia nobilis 
and Tritoma uvaria, and if it comes intermediate be¬ 
tween the two parents, raising nobilis higher in the 
world, and reducing uvaria to the dimensions of an or¬ 
dinary border-flower, where, among all the herbaceous 
plants, can such another gem be looked for? There is 
one thing, and one only, which is proved by cross¬ 
breeding, and that is, that if the i)ollen of a hardy 
plant, like Tritoma uvaria, is dusted on a less hardy 
one, as Blandfordia, the offspring would take after the 
hardier parent in constitution, therefore Tritoma should 
he the pollen parent. I shall never believe that these 
may not be crossed together, till all we know of the 
moans of effecting a difficult cross are exhausted. 

Blandfordia nobilis.—li was on this species that the 
genus was founded in IBO.'h A strong plant of it will 
throw up a central flower-scape two feet high, bearing 
a cluster of drooping flowers on the top, the colour 

I being a rich orange-red. It seeds freely, and the seeds 

ought to be sown the same day they arc gathered; but ' 
they will keep for months. Good yellow loam, two- 
parts, and one-part of turfy-peat, with a little leaf mould 
and sand, is the right compost for full-grown plants; i 
for younger stages, reverse the proportions of loam and j 

peat, and leave out the loaf mould. But to see this ■ 
jilant in perfection, it ought to be grown out in tiio ! 
open air, in a deep rich border, three summers running, | 
and to be taken xqi in October, and kept half-dry ! 
through tlie winter, or, what would be far better, to i 

be loft in the border, keeping frost and heavy rains 
from it in winter. All the other species have much of 
the family appearance; and after you know one of them, | 
you would find little ditticulty in j'ceognising any of : 
the genus—orange, crimson, and flame-colour, being the j 
prevailing colours. There is a new and tall species , 
that was little known at the time the genus was printed j 
for The Cottage Gardeners’ Dictionary. It was ; 
introduced by Mr. Low, of Clapton, with whom I saw [ 
it last October, and others of the same genus; the name j 
is Flamca, or flame-colour, and they say it grows from i 
thii3e to four feet high, and is easily kept and increased. ' 
1 linger for opportunity to try a crossing in this beau¬ 
tiful genus. D. Be:aton. 

{To he cunlinucd.) 

Ai,LOTMENTS. 

When duly attending to the higlicr matters con¬ 
nected with gardening and rural affairs, the interest of 
the labouring cottager should not be lost sight of 
His condition and prospects have secured no little 
attention from the philanthropist. If scbeines failed, 
the result was not the consequence of a lack of kind 
wishes. To improve any part of the masses of society 
there must be, combined with willingness, a thorough 
acquaintance with the condition, the intelligence, the 
modes of acting and thinking, of the parlies to bo 
benefited ; without this the kindest wishes may not 
unfrequcutly enhance the very ills they are intended 
to lessen. Charity itself may bo, and often has been, so 
administered as to militate against self-respect and in¬ 
dependence of character. Without a trace of presump¬ 
tion, I have often thought that a committee of mode¬ 
rately intelligent gardeners, with their hearts in the 
right place, would be able to point out a better redress 
for many social ills than a more learned conclave of 
parlour-bred philanthropists, and just because most of 
us, though at times we take a j)en between our horny 
lingers, have companioned and roughed it with the 
Iniinblest classes of society in various parts of the 
country. 

With the double flux that is now going on—the fjiflux 
of gold, and the oatflux of emigration—the question of 
allotments is not likely to occujiy the prominent position 
it did several years ago, when, from several causes, there 
was a superabundance of labour. Still, as in rural 
districts good gardens exercise a great influence upon 
social comfort and moral worth, and as in suburban 
districts there will be joined, generally, to these advan¬ 
tages, the pleasures of change of scene and of occu¬ 
pation; while in both cases, as many a happy wife could 
tell, the patch of ground became one of the chief anta¬ 
gonists to the charms of the drink shop—our earnest 
ho]ie is that those allotments may be vastly increased. 
Still, when a thing is so good in itself, wo ought the 
more carefully to prevent its being turned into an evil; 
and having thought and observed much on the working 
of the system, years ago, 1 have taken the liberty of 
alluding to the matter here, to express how tlioroughly 
[ agree in the ideas expressed by Mr. Errington in the 
commencement of his article, page 1-19, and to hope 
that those opulent and benevolent individuals who nobly 
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coilteiiiplate extending the allotment system will pre- j 
vionsly think these matters over. Wishing, however, , 
humbly to support Mr. E.'s opinion, I hope 1 shall be 
cxciised I'or stating the following deductions :— 1 

1. It is always an advantage that the ground bo con- i 

tiguous to the cottage ; next, that it bo in a field as near 
as possible; and if at some distance, that it bo ap- 
proHcbed by a good road. 

' 2. The rent charged, after making allowance for any 
, extras, sliould be similar to what the i'armer pays for the 
: adjoining land. 

■'3. Whatever terms bo agreed upon; whatever the 
conditions as respects regularity of payment; proper 

I and industrious cultivation, and propriety of conduct, 
' necessary to the holding of the allotment; no consider- 
! ations of previous character, unless there was something 
I very flagrant, should operate as a barrier to obtaining 
; one : for to allow of such a barrier would be tantamount 
' to denying our faith in gardening as an improving 

inlluonce. 
! -1. It is to the advantage of every labourer to be in 
' regular, constant employment. The allotment or garden I 
I should be no decoy from his regular occupation. The 
1 extent of his holding should he regulated by what he 
j and his family can accomplish during their own time. 
I Eew employers would refuse a man a day at any par- i 
: ticular emergency, but this must not bo calculated upon 

as a matter of course. 1 have met with few who will 
I jiay a man regularly and cheerfully in bad weather, who 
i holts off to his own ground without leave or warning 
I when it is line. 
! 5. When a surplus of labour abounds in a district, 
I the dividing the land into largish allotments, sullicieut 
I to give work for several weeks or mouths, has been con- 
I sidered a remedy. I am convinced it is merely a tem- 
j porary palliative. It is based on the supposition, that 
j when not working for the farmer the allotment holder 

can labour for himself; but unfortunately the farmer 
and the allotment want that holder’s chief services at 
the same time. Need I speak of the tendency to 
grumbling, idleness, squatting, and the mutual heart¬ 
burnings thus produced ? 

(i. If in rural districts such a superabundance of 
I labour should again exist—as wo have painfully wit- 
I nessed in times gone by—two views as respects allot- 
I ments present themselves. 1st. If it be conceded that 
j the labourer is remunerated i’or his work on the allot- 
I meut—and this, I believe, is generally granted—would 
[ not the same labour be worth somewhere about as much 
j to the tenant or the landlord ? and if so, might not the 
' labourer be freed from a nondescript position, always an 
; unpleasant one to be in? But, 2ndly. If capital is de- 

licient to pay the labour seeking employment; and yet 
the superior cidtivation of the laud would remunerate 
the labour so employed, why should those able to support 
tliemselvcs for a short time from previous savings, and 
are willing to labour, not have an allotment that would 
give them work, not for a few weeks, but during the 
greater part of the year; a system which in such cir¬ 
cumstances would ease the labour market, and prove 
a barrier to idleness and pauperism? I am aware that 

j such an allottee would imperceptibly become a market- 
I gardener, or a small farmer, thus opening up a great 

social question. I am, however, merely treating of 
I allotments of land; and my object in addressing these 
1 words, not to the enemies of allotments, but to their 
I advocates, and as such, the friends of the working 
I classes, is to incite them calmly to investigate, whether 
i between such a small farming allotment, and one that 
j can be cultivated in the over - time of the family, there 
' be, except in special and i>articular exceptions, any 

middle course, which, if continuously followed, will 
benefit, ultimately, cither the individual or the com¬ 
munity. 

7. Some of these special exceptions may consist of i 

jobbers, mechanics, and artisans, who do not expect ! 
constant employment at their avocations. The more i 

change of employment is to them a great advantage, i 

Even hero, however, some judgment must be exercised. 
I have seen men in such circumstances, attending 
tlioroughly to their business, and yet jiroducing speci¬ 
mens of cultivation that few blue aprons could equal. 
1 have seen others trilling on their allotment, neglecting 
alike tlieir business, and tbo interests of their family. 
A smaller or a much larger allotment would to them 
have been an advantage, just because many men, when 
much employed on the ground, lose all relish for other 
work. I have witnessed scores of cases of industrious 
tradesmen and mechanics, in villages, not more than 
half employed, their work having gradually lessened 
through no fault of their own, and yet, from a strong 
development of the bump of locality, they cannot think 
of going beyond the sound of the church bell to which 
they listened in better days. A large allotment to such 
men would be alike a source of pleasure, comfort, and 
prosperity. II. Eish. 

GESNEIU ZEBllINA. 

The roots of this, after the tops decay, must bo kept 
dry and free from frost. I have often kept them in 
the pots in which they bloomed, turned over on 
their sides in the warm end of a common airy green- [ 
house. A great lover of these plants has directed j 

my attention to a passing notice of their culture ! 
lately, for greenhouse decoration in early autumn, | 
by my fi’iend Mr. Beaton, and has put a couple of 
queries respecting them, which may be generally inter¬ 
esting. 1st, Have you yourself found a similar system 
to answer? Yes, perfectly so. To obtain large masses 
of bloom early, either for vases or large pots, it is best to 
grow single tubers in small pots. Whether checked by 
being moved to a more cool, airy position, or not, they 
will show bloom much earlier than when supplied with 
more feeding room, and may then be turned out of their 
pots and be packed in the larger vessel. 1 have thus 
had tine masses in the beginning of August in a glass- 
covered veranda. 2nd, Is there not a discrepancy 
between Mr. Beaton’s very easy method, and the great 
care detailed by you as necessary, some two years ago? 
I do not tbink there is. Mr. B. glanced at a system, 
without going into the minutiie. These little matters, I 
consider as important as ever, just because line foliage, 
with a deep shade of purple, is more admired than even 
the flower spikes. Hence, care will be saved, when 
these plants can bo started and grown in a hot-house, or 
forcing-house, whore they can either have a slight shade, 
or be placed from two to three feet I'rom tlie glass. A 
frame or pit will enable admirers to have these plants 
early, though assisted only with fermenting material; 
but my experience would direct attention to tlic follow¬ 
ing points: First, The heating material must be sweet. 
Second, Even then no steam or vapour should collect 
around the foliage previously to the sun shining on 
them. Third, Air should therefore bo given night and 
day. Fourth, 'The plants should stand at a distance 
from the glass, or be slightly shaded from bright sun¬ 
shine. Fifth, The drier the leaves are kept the better. 
Neglect in these matters will cause you to run the risk j 

of pale, bleached, curled, and blotched foliage; and thus j 

expose you to the loss of at least half the beauty of the 
plant. If- Fish. 

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS. 

Some of these were exhibited lately at Regent Street. 
I have understood they were first introduced from 
the continent by Messrs. Knight and Perry. I do not 
know how many varieties there are, nor am I certain 
of the right name of one of them. A friend pre- | 
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sentecl me with cuttings duly labelled, but the man 
who planted them out managed to confound them as 
ctt'ectually as if he had shaken the tallies in a lotteiy 
bag. These matters some of our friends may give 
us information upon. Eew that I have seen would 
suit a florist; but they are line things for the lovers 
of dowers and sweet scents. They are well named 
Perpetmil; but their great charm is that they bloom 
most adundantly, in autumn, out-of-doors, and in windows 
and greenhouses in winter, without wanting any forcing. 
I have seen them grown continuously in pots, with 
various degrees of success. I wish here merely to detail 
an outline of the system I adopted, with the results of 
which I am for the present satisfied. The cuttings were 
struck in a mild heat in the end of summer; when 
rooted they were doeked to furnish more cuttings, which 
were struck by the end of autumn. Some of the first- 
struck were planted out in a border in autumn, and 
defended with evergreen boughs in winter. The rest, 
and the second-struck ])lants, had rough treatment in 
the pots in winter. All of them, the younger ones 
being previously stopped, were planted out, about 
si.K inches from each other, at the end of March, jiro- 
tected a little by evergreen branches. In May, as 1 
wanted something to fill up a row of Cloves, I took the 
first-struck ones to do so. In August, September, and 
October they w'ere noticed by every visitor, as many 
plants had a dozen of open blooms, with scores of buds 
to open. In August, the second-struck ones W'ere care¬ 
fully raised with balls, and potted, some singly in six 
and eight-inch pots, and others three in a twelve-inch 
pot. Many of these have been in bloom for some time, 
and others are in bud. Those in the line of the border, 
notwithstanding the wet, were still so full of bud and 
bloom, that I raised and placed a number singly in 
twelve-inch pots, a fortnight ago, and set them in a cold 
pit. They seem to feel the change but little. The 
obtaining such quantities of bloom from young plants, 
I atti-ibute, first, to the stopping of the growth wheh 
young; secondly, to the planting out early in ricn 
mellow soil; and, thirdly, to repeated manure w'aterings. 

R. Ersii. 

CONIFER.E. 

{Conliniied Irom page IGo.) 

duNiPERUs spHCERicA (Round-headed J.).—A species 
from the north of China and the Altai Mountains. Dr. 
Lindley has named it, and describes it as very beautiful. 
1 have never seen it. 

duNiPERus SQUAMATA (Scaly d., or Creeping Cedar).— 
A low growing, trailing shrub, seldom exceeding three 
leet high; a native of Nepaul and the Bhotau Alps. 
Hardy only in the southern parts of Britain and Ireland. 

JuNiPKRDS TETRAGONA (Four-angled d.).—f)f this 
species very little is known. It is a native of IMexico, 
growing on the road-side from Real del Monte to Chico. 

JoNiPERUs THURiPER.E (Franlducense bearing J.).— 
A native of Spain; a handsome, upright species, thirty 
to forty feet high. 

doNiPERus ViRGiNiANA (Aurginiaii duniper, or Red 
Cedar).—Native of America, in the States of Alaine and 
Georgia, where it grows to a considerable size, rising to 
the altitude of from forty to fifty feet. It is very com¬ 
mon in the nurseries in this country; and there are 
some noble specimens at Dropmore, the scat of Ijady 
Grenville, and indeed in most gardens fine plants may 
be seen of it. The name Red Cedar is given to it 
because of the beautiful red colour of the inner wood. 
It is used as a case for black lead, but is not so much 
esteemed as the Bermuda Cedar for that purpose. The 
habit is pyramidal, the branches spreading partially 
horizontally when the tree is old, but in its young state 
they arc upright, but even then not so close as the 

J. communis sueica. As it is so plentiful in the nurseries 
the price is very moderate, even more so than any other 
duniper, except the common one. The cause of its 
abundance arises from the fact that it ripens its seed in 
this country. The wood being of such a beautiful 
colour, and so valuable in other respects, combined with 
the cheapness of young plants, renders it a tree desir¬ 
able to plant in quantities for the timber. It requires 
a deep, dry, sandy soil, such as prevails in Sherwood 
Forest, in Nottinghamshire. It is perfectly hardy. 

There are several handsome varieties, though none of 
them surpass the species in beauty. They are J. V. 
humilis, J. V. gluuca, J. V. pendula, J. V. aurea varie- 
gnta, J. V. BeeJ/ordiana, w'hich is beautiful, and J. V. 
Chamberlainii. All these are desirable, and are orna¬ 
mental objects for tlie lawn and the Pinetum. 

i Larix (The Larch). — To the greater part of our 
readers tliis tree is well known, both on account of its 
good qualities as a timber-tree, and its having been 
planted in immense quantities in almost every part of 
England, Ireland, and especially Scotland. Though a 

I native of the Alps of the south of Europe it was almost 
: unknown to our ancestors. The country is indebted to 
I a Duke of Athol for bringing it first into notice. He 
I received tw'o plants, cultivated them in pots, and kept 
I them in a greenhouse till they were too large for the 
place; they were then planted out in two beds in front 

[ of the building, where they grew till they attained the 
j height of seventy or eighty feet. Their pefect hardihood 
being thus established, seed was saved, and the produce 
planted out as forest-trees, and this led to their general 
cultivation as timbei’-trees. Millions of plants were put 
in on the Highlands of Scotland, which, on account of 
their quick growth, soon turned to profit;—this encou¬ 
raged our landed proprietors to extend its cultivation 
still further; and it was soon found that the ground on 
which the Larch grew was greatly improved by the fall¬ 
ing off and decomposition of its foliage, the Larch being 
a deciduous tree, that is, it sheds its leaves annually, 
which very few of the Pine tribe do. 

A drawback has come upon the culture of the Larch, 
arising from the fact that a disease has attacked them 
w'ithin the last twelve or fourteen years. The tops 
begin to wither and die, then the side branches, and in 
four or five years the trees die. This has been par¬ 
ticularly observed to have occurred to young trees of 
four or five years standing, but it is spreading to trees of 
older and larger growth. How far it will spread is of 
course unknown, but some measures should be taken to 
arrest its progress. I should advise every tree the least 
diseased to be instantly removed, root and branch, and 
burnt. 1 would also propose a query to all foresters 
and owners of Larch plantations, to this effect. What 
is the cause and probable cure of this serious disease 
of the Larch in Britain? It would not be amiss to 
procure seed from the Alps, as it is more than probable 
that seeds from diseased trees would produce a diseased 
progeny, or even the same effect would happen if the 
seeds were gathered from healthy trees growing amongst 
sickly ones. Then, again, the situation in which to 
plant this handsome tree should be attended to. If 
the land does not suit it, it will grow too fust, and 
become hollow in the centre. This is the case in low, 
rich land. The proper situation is on the sides of lofty 
hills, in thin gravelly soils. Though for the first three 
or four years its progress may bo slow, yet it will 
make rapid progress after that time, and by the annual 
fall of its foliage enrich the soil under it; thus, feeding 
itself, as it were, by that means. Another important 
point is close attention to thinning in time, selecting 
the most healthy and promising trees to remain. These 
thinnings make excellent stalks for such flowers as 
Dahlias and Hollyhocks. The wood of this tree is very 
durable, hence those stalks will last longer than an; 
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I other kind, not even excepting the oak. The genus 
: Larix is a small one; the following are the species;—■ 
I Larix Europaa (European, or Common Larch), L. 
\ Sihirica (Siberian L.), L. Dahuricaii (Dahuriau L.), 
I /y. Americana, and L. Americana jJendida (Weeping 

r.arch), L. leptolepis (Slender Scaled L.), from Japan; 
I not quite hardy in the north of Britain. Amongst these 
I the Weeping Larch is a great curiosity, and worthy of a 
! conspicuous situation in the Piuetum, but none of tlie 

rest are handsomer in growth, habit, and foliage, than 
the common Larch. T. Appleby. 

(To he coiitimtetl.) 

I PANSIES EAISED AND GEOWN IN ENGLAND, j 

This list, in addition to tlie one sent me from Berwick, j 

by the Secretary of the Eastern Border Horticultural ' 
Society, will form as complete a list as any amateur or 
dealer need desire. 

I am sorry to have to report, that this autumn this 
favourite flower is suffering much from a disease, some¬ 
thing in the same way as the potato. Many collections 
have almost entirely perished. In particular, I saw that 
both Mr. Turner and Mr. Bragg, of Slough, had nearly 
lost all theirs, not one in ten had escaped in the open 
beds ; and that veteran in Pansey culture, Mr. Thomson, 
of Iver, in Buckinghamshire, informed me, a few days 
ago, that his stock out-of-doors were quite as bad. If 
these eminent growers fail, who can expect to escape ? 
The cause and cure of this disease are almost as mys¬ 
terious as the formidable potato murrain. I would 
advise every amateur that has a collection to preserve 
duplicates of his stock in pots, under cold frames, in 
order to ensure keeping them alive till spring. No doubt 
this very wet season has aggravated, if not caused this 
disease, and we may hope, if the anticipated dry frosty 
weather sets in this month, the complaint may bo 
checked in its progress. 

SELFS.—FLOWERS WIXH THE PETALS OF ONE COLOUR, 

WlTJl THE EYE HARK IN LIGHT FLOWERS, AND LIGHT 

IN DARK FLOWERS. 

Adela (Turner); gold-yellow; fine form, and sub¬ 
stance extra. 

I Couper (Hunt’s); canary-yellow, with a dense eye; 
a late variety. It was shown in fine condition at the 
Slough Pansey Show last year. 

Crystal Palace (Thomson); a clear white, dark centre; 
fine form. 

! Commodore (Turner); a large, dark, mulberry-coloured 
! flower, with a rich golden eye; large, fine, and constant. 

Pair Maid (Byne’s); the best white out; extra size 
and constant. 

Flora Superb (Hooper). Another fine yellow variety, 
with a dark eye; fine form, and constant. 

GoUah (Bragg); very largo; dark maroon, yellow eye ; 
fine form. 

Hercules (Treacher’s); rich mulberry; fine form and 
substance; size immense. 

Ibrahim Pacha (Edmond); extra fine; dark mul¬ 
berry. 

Indian Queen (Thomson) ; fine dark purple. 
King (Jennings) ; very dark; large and good. 
Negro (Schofield); dark maroon ; firm substance, fine ! 

form. j 
Nox (Hooper); dark crimson, almost black; good ! 

form. I 
Ondine (Oswald); fine white, with golden eye; a good I 

old variety. ; 
Ophir (Widnall) ; rich yellow, with dark centre; j 

fine and large; if well grown, very few surpass this. 
Pompeg (Hale’s): very dark maroon; rich texture; 

fine form and substance, and very smooth on the edges. | 

Pride of Iver (Thomson); extra fine form ; very dark. 
Polyphemus (Thomson); fine yellow, dark eye. 
Pluto (Thomson); very dark, nearly black; good 

form. 
Royal Purple ('J’homson); extra large ; fine form. 
Royal IP/tita (Thomson) ; medium size; good shape 

and substance. 
Swansdown (Turner); pure white; fine form; eye 

dark. 
Sultan (Lorton); rich dark purple; substance ex- 

celleut. 
Smut (Hooper); shaded bronze, like Satirist, but 

larger; very distinct. 
Viola (Thomson); violet-blue, black eye; very attrac¬ 

tive, and a quite new colour; very distinct. 

YELLOW GROUNDS, WITH MARGINS OF MAROON, CHOCO¬ 

LATE, RED, BRONZE, PUCE, &C. 

Addison (Turner); yellow, with red margin ; novel; 
constant and fine. 

Antler (Hooper); yellow, with a broad margin of 
jiurple. 

Alexis (Gossett); yellow, with bronzy-purple margin; 
curious and fine ; very distinct. 

Amelia (Bragg); cream margin, with pale blue; very 
distinct and beautiful. 

Ariel (Youell) ; yellow, with bronze-red margin. 
Brilliant (By ne); yellow, with broad ptU’ple belt; fine. 
Ccesar (Marsh); yellow, with dark rich maroon 

i margin ; fine and constant. 
; 6'omct (Thomson); fine show flower; golden-yellow, 
' with crimson-maroon belting. 

Croivn-all (Thomson); yellow, with purple mai’gin ; 
the finest eye of all Pansies ; form good. 

Candidate (Thomson); cream, with broad purple 
margin ; a good old variety. 

Canopsis (Hooper); gold-yellow, with rich maroon 
edging. 

Clio (Bragg); yellow, witli narrow purple edging; 
very pretty. 

Chieftain (Turner); yellow, with bronzy-red margin; 
very fine shape and substance. 

{ Commander-in-Chief (Hooper); yellow, with red 
I margin. 
I Diadem (Fellows); golden-yellow, dark maroon top 
i petals, lower petals margined with the same; rich, and 
J fine form. 

Dr. Marsh (Marsh); golden-yellow top petals, and 
I belting rich red; unique, and extra fine. 

Eleyaniissima (Thomson) ; yellow, and bronze-red 
I belting ; much superior to Elegant. 
i Euphemia (Turner); straw ground, purple top petals 
I and belting; very fine in early season. 
I Favourite (Hooper); yellow, and dark maroon belt¬ 
ing; extra. 

Fearless (Schofield); yellow, and dark maroon margin; 
fine form, smooth, and great substance; eye very dense. 

Great Britain (Parker); yellow, margined with purple; 
extra fine shape and substance. i 

Great Western (Hooper); yellow and maroon; large | 
and fine. i 

Hengist (Tunier); yellow and bright red; novel. | 
Hero (Turner); yellow, and bronzo-red; very stout 

substance. • 
Joe Miller; yellow top petals, and belting bronze-red ; , 

new and line ; very distinct. I 

Laertes (Hunt); rich yellow, margined with dark [ 
maroon. 

Lucidum (Parker); yellow and purple; fine form and 
substance. 

Lord Walsingham (Thomson); yellow and purple 
margin. 

Lord Derby (Thomson); yellow and dark maroon; 
tine, largo, show flower. , 
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Mrs. Brarjcj (Bragg); golden-yellow, rich mulberry- 
piirplo margin; a good old variety. 

Mouaroli (Hale); yellow, with purple margin ; c.Ktra 
lino. 

Pandora (Hunt); yellow, margined broadly with 
ricli. glossy purple; fine form and texture; and very 
constant. 

Kenown (’I’lioinson) ; fine and large; extra shape and 
sulistancc ; iirst-rato ; yellow and purple. 

UisuKj Sun (Turner); bright yellow top petals, bright 
broiizo-rcd lower ditto, margined with the same; fine, 

j Sir John Oathcart (Turner); deep gold-yellow top 
[Kilals, liery-bronzo lower petals, margined with the 

I same ; c.xtra fine substance and form. 
Sir Joseph Paxton (Betteredge); yellow top petals, 

and belting rich dark maroon ; fine shape. 
: Thisbe (Hooper); yellow and novel, bronze margin. 

Tirnour (Bragg); bronze-yollow ground, with pnirplc 
margin; distinct. 

WHITE GllOUXDS, W'lTH MARGINS OF VARIOUS COLOURS. 

Albion (Thomson); white, margined with (uirplo ; 
dark eye; large and lino. 

Bine Border (Boyd); wliitc, belted with fine blue. 

Blue Brinye ; white, deep blue edge; rayed; 
vei-y beautiful. 

Beauty (Thomson) ; white and pnirplo; very fine and 
unique. 

Climax (Bell); white, with broad purple margin; a 
good old variety. 

Criterion (Hooper) ; white, with deep blue margin. 
Eva (Thomson); straw, and rich dark purple margin; 

surpasse.s France Cijcole. 
Lady Carrington (Hunt); white, margined with light 

blue; novel and beautiful. 
Lady Fair (Boyd); white, margined with puce. 
Miss Caroline (Bouverie, Archer); white, with light 

blue margin: good. 
Marchioness of Bath (Wheeler); white, belted wdth 

blue; bold, dense eye; fine form and substance; a good 
show flower. 

National (Turner); wliitc, with a broad, light puiqile 
margin; well defined; very smooth, constant, and lino 
form. 

Queen of England (Bellows); white, with blue-pmrjdc 
bcl t; c.xtra. 

Rotunda (Hunt) ; white, margined with purple; fine 
form, and constant. 

Royal White (Thomson); wdiitc, with dark margin ; 
extra fine form and substance. 

Sir Robert Peel (Hale); white, with line purple 
margin. 

Sylvia (Griffin); white, with a delicate, light blue 
edge ; elegantly beautiful. 

Fenus (Byue); white, with lino blue margin. 
T. Appleby. 

BOROING PflTATOES. 

Whatever be the peculiar fancy of the epicure (and 
have we not all our fancies?), a dish of young potatoes 
is sure to find admirers at a season when the old ones 
(however good) have been sent to table until the appe¬ 
tite seems to long for a change. Wo all know how' 
delightful it is to see the dish-cover unfold a progeny 
ot young potatoes, instead of the old ones “ served-up ” 
in every variety of way that the ingenuity of the kitchen- 
department could suggest. Young jiotatoes create a 
sort of a furor for tlio moment; and the young, aged, 
and infirm, must all have a taste of tlie first produce of 
the season; but it belongs to a higher genius than mine 
to describe the feelings which tliis and other jnoductions 
create on their first introduction; my duties are more 

in the back ground, where the operations are at work 
which furnishes the article at the time wanted. Now, 
whatever may be the wants or peculiar fancies of certain 
individuals, we may take it for granted that every one is 
glad of young potatoes at the earliest possible time; and 
to accomplisli this no time must be lost. The amateur 
whoso means are limited, must look round and see if 
any vacant space in any of the heated structures is so 
far at liberty as to allow a few 2)Otatocs to bo spread 
thinly over its surface. To exemplify this matter more, 
wo will suppose that plenty of the earliest kinds of 
jiotatoes exist in the root-cellar, or other store. Now, 
in order to accelerate those intended for forcing as an ; 
early crop, a few must be jnit in heat as soon as pos¬ 
sible, and afterwards they must be planted out into 
the hotbed, or other heated apparatus, where they are 
expected to produce their crop. Now, this preliminary 
progress on the part of the potato may be of a more 
homely or economical kind than that which furnishes 
them the means of sujiporting a progeny. We all 
know that a potato placed in a warm situation soon 
begins to shoot and grow, and we also know, tliat 
if these shoots are broken off, others succeed them in, 
perhaps, greater numbers, but much weaker. This 
second crop is not always sufficient to exhaust a strong 
vigorous tuber; but the successive efforts of the parent 
show too plainly that it must at last yield to such an I 
exhausting jirocess. A potato placed in a warm atmo¬ 
sphere will quickly show signs of life; the vital iiowers 
which Nature had intended to remain torpid until she 
called them forth in spring, are now put in motion by 
an agent, certainly not equally genial, but quite as 
warm. 

Now a tuber or a bulb differs in many res]iccts 
from a seed; the latter has stored away in itself the 
germ of a new plant, which it has likewise the power of 
(iroserving for a considerable period, or until it be placed 
in such a situation as to call its vital powers into action. 
On the other hand, a tuber, or bulb, is only the accumu¬ 
lated energies of a plant stored away for a limited period, 
which cannot be prolonged to any great extent, while it 
may be shortened by the forcing process very consider¬ 
ably ; at the same time, some sacrifice, cither more or 
less, must be made in securing this early produce. Now, 
though there are few things committed to the ground in 
the shape of seed, or roots, that present a more robust 
bulky appearance than a good sound (lotato, yet many 
eminent horticulturists affirm that it is not always 
sufficiently strong and well set to be able to support its 
offspring against the attacks of that disease of which 
wo have seen so much, and know so little: whether 
this be the case or not, it is not necessary here to 
inquire; suffice it to say, that the stronger and more 
vigorous the set, the more likely it is to })roduco a 
healthy, good crop, other things being also favourable; 
it is, therefore, important that those required for forcing 
jmrposes bo plump, heavy, sound tubers, and not by 
any means too small; the thoughtful economy which 
reserves those for seed which are too small for table 
must be suspended here, and sound, good, useful tubers 
of a tolerable size employed instead. 'This is the more 
necessary in the instance of forcing, because the 
nourishment and support which the parent sot affords 
to its offspring is more required when in this artificial j 
condition than when the young plant is luxuriating in i 
all the advantages of the spring and early summer ! 
atmosjihero; this latter differs considerably from any¬ 
thing which we attempt to imitate it in, consequently, a ' 
more liberal course must bo adopted when anything 
like success is expected. 

To the enthusiastic amateur, we therefore say, select 
at once a few good useful tubers of fair average size, ' 
which place in heat,—if in the light, so much the 
better; if not, it is not absolutely necessary; lay them 
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some four or five indies apart each way, on leafy 
mould, not too much decayed, and cover them up with 
the same. This covering is required only to prevent 
that loss the jiotato is subjected to if the surrounding 
almosjihere bo dry; if moist, it is of less moment. 
Other substances might do as well as leaf mould, but 
none lift so well, or ratlier, nothing adheres so firmly 
to the roots of plants when it becomes necessary to 
remove them to another place; and this is important 
for this preliminary part of the process. Occasional 
waterings may bo necessary, but this will depend on 
the state ol' the medium they are placed in, and other 
things. While this is going on, preparations must bo 
made for their linal transplanting into some con¬ 
genial hotbed or other structure; in a usual way, a 
bed of leaves, tan, or dung, is appropriated to this crop ; , 
and though the early part of the process might as well j 
he performed there as the after part, yet, as it would bo ! 
dillieult to ensure the bed retaining its heat so long as i 

would be wanted for both, I have advised the prepara¬ 
tion of the seed tubers to be carried on elsewhere, in 
order to husband the resources of the principal bed, or 
rather to delay the making of it until the jiotatoes are | 
advanced as far as they can, witli safety to their removal, j 

Wo will, therefore, suppose that the potatoes spoken 
of have sprouted and emitted roots in all directions, | 
through the body of leaf mould in which they arc I 

placed; it is then necessary to prepare the future bed, ; 
which, if of fermenting matters, must be tested before j 

the roots are trusted upon it. This is easily done by I 

the means advised so often in the formation of hotbeds; 
and if the heat seems all right, and the frame and lights 
put on, a certain amount of good, light, and rather dry 
mould should be put on. 'J’his may remain a day or two 
until it gets properly warmed, when the potatoes may be 
removed from their nursery-bed, with as much of the 
leafy mould adhering to them as will do. These may 
be planted in rows, about fifteen inches apart for Ash¬ 
leaved, and similar short-topped kinds, and proportion- 
ably more for the larger-growing kinds; about a foot, j 

or it may be less, between set and set in the rows. 
There is usually a tendency to crowd plants in a frame. 
The object of a litter for seed seems not of much con¬ 
sequence ; but it is questionable whether this over¬ 
crowding be attended with the required benefit or not. 
'I'he soil in the frame being warm, and the lumps of 
leafy matter adhering to each tuber, tlie check cannot 
be much if due care be taken in the planting, and other i 
things favourable to their growth be attended to. .It is 
almost needless to observe, that a full south e.Kposuro 
must be had for the frame, which must not in any way [ 
bo shaded hy trees or buildings on the sides on which I 

the sun shines; the reverse sides may be as much 
sheltered as can be, always bearing in mind that the 
shelter of over-banging trees is shelter with a vengeance, 
even should it be on the north side of the object pro¬ 
tected by it; but more of this anon. d. Robson. 

THE VILLAGE FEAST. 

By the Authoress of “■My Flowers,” d'c. 

The Word of the Lord declares that Ins is “ blessed” who 
“ standetli not in the way of sinners.” Every day we see 
the truth of tliis inspired assurance, either in the quiet and 
prosperous condition of those wlio keep out of the way of 
the wicked, or in tlio punishments and troubles that come 
down upon those who set at nought the righteous com¬ 
mandments of God. Many a man has kept company with 
tho.se wlmse ways were crooked and evil, while his own were 
docent and respectable; hut he has either been obliged to 
break with them at last, or he has suffered in his own body, 
nr his precious soul, for “ walking in the way of sinners,” 
and seen, when it was too late, that the only way of peace 
and safety is in obeying tlie commands of the Lord. 

The young .are especially incUned to be careless about 
tlie character of their companions. They are quite content 
to know and he seen with idle, worthless, young people, if 
they ai'e not themselves guilty of the follies and vices they 
walk heside ; hut, alas ! evil, hitter, eternal, are the conse¬ 
quences of such careless indilferencc to sin and sinners ; 
and it behoves all, high and low, old and young, to “ stand 
not in the way of sinners,” for a worrse end than “ sitting in 
the seat of the scornful” may be their portion—an end that 
admits of no repentance, and no hope of eternal life. Let 
my yoimger readers read, pondin’, and lay to heart, the true 
and terriide story of George Griffiths. 

He W'as a young man of very quiet, inoffensive habits, hy 
no means one of the idle, profligate youths that infest the 
village, and the persons who employed him spoke w'ell of 
him. His mother had not been what a mother ought to he | 
in some respects, hut she -was fomlly attached to him. She | 
W'as the wife of a second husband ; hut the son of her youth j 

was good to her, and a comfort in the declining years'of her 
life. She had been struck with paralysis also, and had been 
for some months confined to her cottage in consequence. 

'There is, in some parishes of England, an annual abomi¬ 
nation, called a “ Ee.ist.” V'hat it takes its rise from I do 
not know ; hut it w'ould he a pai’ochial and social blessing if 
such seasons of riot and drunkenness were discountenanced, 
and w'holly put down; for the only effect of them that is 
visible is the drinking, disorder, and confusion of the village, i 
and the intei-ruption of work, and squandering of money ! 
that invariably takes place at that time. 'There is generally 
dancing, penny shows, and sircli snares laid for the young 
and giddy; the beer-houses are all as busy as bee-hives; 
and drinking, finery, and idleness, is the order of the day. 
Fathers and husbands will spend in one day the week’s food 
of their wretched families, and give up work for that day, 
and often the next to it, to revel and drink away their senses. 

At the last Feast of the parish in which George Griffiths 
lived, the awful scene took place which 1 am going to relate. 
George had been amusing himself with the rest of the com 
munity, hut in a far more harmless way than many. The 
beer-houses were full of intoxication, hut he was not a 
drinking character; and although he was amongst the 
ungodly throng, his head was clear; he had had beer, hut 
was quite sober, and only excited hy his high spirits, and 
the scenes of vain and shocking mirth around him. 

One of his companions became so totally intoxicated, that 
George undertook to see him safely home, as their way was, 
for some distance, the same. It was late, hut the brother 
of the young drunkard rose and let them in. Instead of 
going immediately and steadily home, Griffiths was induced 
to take a glass of spirits at this house, and, in spite of Ids 
prerious caution, he swalloived a large draught of gin. Then 
he quitted the house on his way to his mother’s cottage. 

The next morning, when these two young men got up to 
go to their work, they found the body of a man lying not 
far from their door, with his head resting upon some brick¬ 
work. It was the almost lifeless body of George Gritfiths. 
Stupified with the gin, he had slipped or stumbled, and his 
head had come violently down upon a row of briclis or 
stones, which had caused concussion of the brain, in wliich 
helpless state he w’as found by the very youth whom ho had 
taken home, the evening before, in a state of frightful in¬ 
toxication. Tlie poor mother’s anguish may be imagined, 
but can scarcely he described, when her son was brought 
home to her. He lingered through the day and night, and 
then his soul “ returned to God wlio gave it.” 

'Thus ended the short life of a quiet young man, who 
stood “ in the way of sinners.” It is a solemn warning— 
more solemn than the death of an open sinner, because all 
see and confess the guilt of open and undisguised sin, and 
thank God in their hearts that they are not as open sinners 
are ; hut they do not see the guilt and peril of quiet lives, 
w'hen there is no work of grace in the heai't. This awful 
death has set before a whole parish, and all who hear 
and read it, the startling truth, that they who “ stand in the 
way of sinners ” are in peril of everlasting destruction. 
No man is quiet in the sight of God, but he tlnathas sought 
and found tho “kingdom of God and his righteousness;” 
for “ the work of righteousness ” only “ shall be peace; and 
the effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance for 
ever.” CJuiet lives before men are only hollowmess and 
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deceit; the}’ deceive oiirsolves as well as others; wo say to 
ourselves “ peace, and there is no peace.” We are on the 

road to ruin. 
Did George tiriffiths suspect, when he undertook to lead 

his reeling companion safely home, that he was himself to 
die in a state of intoxication within an hour? Had any 
one whispered such a thing to him, he would have said, with 
Hazael, “Is thy servant a dog, that he should do this?” 
He would have turned away in anger and unbelief. But he 
was “ standing in the way of sinners he was in the com¬ 
pany of ungodly men ; he had no friend hy his side to lead 
him safely on. Satan was at his right hand. The bottom¬ 
less-pit was open before his feet! Bast finding out are the 
ways of a wise and righteous God ! The open sinner still 
lives, to fill up the measure of wrath, or to “turn from his 
wickedness and livewhile the quiet sinner was cut off and 
struck down in a moment; a loud and solemn lesson to all 
who are leading quiet lives, hut have, in their hearts, 
departed from the Lord. 

A season of great and gloiious rejoicing is at hand. It 
is a time set apart for spiritual thankfulness and praise ; 
but it is made a time of feasting and vanity, of revelling 
and drunicenness, of idle and worldly memment. Let tlie i 
young he warned to flee from the e\-il to come ! I.et them | 
remember the quiet life and di-eadful death of poor George 1 
Griffiths. Let them not seek amusement in places where 
God is not acknowledged, and among persons who regard 
Him not. Let them remember, that though Jesus Christ 
died for om’ sins. He lived as our example, that we might 
walk in His steps ; and, that they who lead quiet lives, and 
say at stated times “ Lord, Lord,” are not entered into the 
kingdom of heaven. Oh, let them beware of those false 
hopes and bitter delusions ! Let them rest in nothing short 
of conversion of the heart to God, and acceptance of the 
righteousness of Christ, as our only justification. I.et 
them flee from the company and ways of sinners, as they 
would from pestilence and roaring lions, and let them keep 
the commaudmeuts of God. 

Had George Griffiths lived a holy as well as a quiet life, 
had he known Jesus Christ and Him crucified, he would 
not have dared or wished to company uith those who defied 
God’s law. Then it would have been well with him. But 
he stood in the way of sinners, and rushed with a brain on 
fire into the presence of his Maker I Let the young man 
lay this lesson to his heart; let him serve and worship God, 
and take warning by the death of poor George Griffiths ! 
There is no repentance in the grave. 

VISITS TO SOME OF THE CHIEF TOULTEY 

YARDS OF ENGLAND.—No. I. 

(Penzance.) 

{Continued from page BIO.) 

We did injustice to Mr. Blee’s poultry, at page I'tO, in not 
explaining that the weights there referred to were taken on 
the 32nd of September. The cockerel No. 1, in the table 
we published, weighed, at the beginning of November, 
nibs. Ooz. 

At Rosevale, in the immediate vicinity of the town, Mr. 
Bowman, who, with some few others, laid the foundation 
stone of the “Cornwall Poultry Society,” by exhibiting, in 
the field of the Penzance Agricultural Sliow, in 1851, certain 
pens of poultry, which, even then, attracted great attention, 
has brought together a most valuable collection. But before 
we enumerate the many beautiful specimens of which he is 
the owner, it woitld neither do him justice to pass over the 
admirable design and arrangement of his fowl-houses; nor 
would it be fair to tliose who may be anxioits to avail them¬ 
selves of the practical knowledge which he is at all times 
ready to communicate. Built of brick, slated, with floors of 
the same material, they defy the incursions of rats and mice, 
formidable foes when once they effect a lodgement in such 
places. Each division has a separate yard, with curiously 
devised little latticed passages, by which, in some cases, the 
sleeping-rooms are reached when a direct communication is 
not attainable. The roosting-places for Cochin-Chinas should 
always be low, say 20 inches; but many of these birds prefer a 
board to a perch. But let us now go carefully through his list. 

I Two Punchard liens, which, with the cock, won a prize at 
i Binningham, in 1850, first meet our view; the scales being , 

at hand, the weight of one proved nearly 81bs., heavy for 
the time of year (September), wlien the laying season ends, 
and the moulting draws so heavily on the constitution. 
Exceeded as this race now often is in point botli of colour 
and size, they will always be valuable for crossing with 
other Cochin-Chinas, where substance and short legs are 
desired. 

In an adjoining court are the elder white Cochin-Chinas, 
bred from the stock of the Dean of IVorcester; the cock 
now weighs DJlbs., and his symmetry and breadth of limb 
are so striking as induced us to ask Mr. Bowman for his 
measurements. Below will be found the weight of a son.of ; 
his, of glossy plumage, and, we think, most perfect form. 
He is here measured and weighed side by side with his 
parent. 

Cockerel Hatched 

Cock of 1851. Feb. 12th.1852. 
iDch. inch. 

Length of bill . f . f 
Length of neck. 7 . 8 
Length from neck to rump.... 1-lJ . 12 
Length of thigh . 8 . fij 
Length of sliank. 4 . Tj 
Girth over wing, before legs .. 2-t . 22.] 
Girth over wing, behind legs .. 21 . 20 
Girth of neck, lowest part .... 12 . B! 
Girth of neck, by head . 7 . 7 
Girth, the back part of thigh.. 7^ . 7 
Girth of shank. 2| . 21 
Breadth across wings. !) . 7J 

lbs. lbs. 

IVeight . i)f . 

Such weights speak for tliemselves. Mr. Bowman informs 
ns that he has already disposed of a considerable number of 
the white chickens of this year, and as several of the pullets 
were in proportion equal to their brother, no wonder the 
demand should be great. Two that were weighed before us, 
though much younger than the cock, weighed respectively 
5Jlbs. and 5)lbs. An extensive range of ground under 
some young trees, and surrounded by net, attbrds a capital 
run for liis pullets. A few evenings since Mr. Bowman was 
somewhat later than usual in shutting them up for the night, 
and the passage leading from this enclosure to their home 
being narrow, they had crowded one on another at its 
extremity, where the door was shut against them, till they 
were tier upon tier—three of the lowest were insensible, and 
one dead ; whether any fright, or mere desire of retiring to 
their nights repose caused the “black hole” catastrophe 
does not, however, appeal'. Mr. Bowman possesses a remark¬ 
ably fine, light-coloured cock of last year, which formed one 
of the pen. No. 212, at Birmingham, in 1851, purchased by 
himself and Mr. Blee, and which carried off the 2nd prize 
for chickens. His carriage is exceedingly upiight, the back 
hackles like golden spangles, drooping richly over the wing, 
also the arched neck, in our opinion, distinguishes this breed 
in a remarkable degree. 

We also saw some golden Polands—birds, if we mistake 
not, from the stock of Mr. ATvian, of Swansea, a Birmingham 
winner. The full globular tuft of the pullets, while that of 
the cockerel falls backwards on the neck, like the crest of 
an old helmet, with the clear ground colour of their bodies 
will, we think, ensure their registration as, A.I. 

Nor must we forget among all these treasures some coal 
black Cochin-China chickens, hardly old enough as yet to 
display the rich tints assumedjby these birds in a mature 
state, but indicating even at this early age so many good 
points in figure and proportion, that we doubt not, but that 
in due time they will realize most fully all that is now hoped 
of them. Tills colour, we should remind our readers, is 
infinitely more rare than either white, buff or partridge. 
Some of the birds showed a little gold on the hackle but 
several were coal black. 

Many of our I'eaders will be surprised, we imagine, when 
they are informed of the extent to which the amateur in 
poultry often extends his transactions. Mr. Bowman, who 
for four years has devoted so much time to this his favourite 
pursuit, has most kindly permitted us to mention the 
following facts, which illustrate very fully the observation I 
just made. j 
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lliiring 11 le present year the amount stands thus:— 

Number of eggs sold. 071 
Ditto hatched at home. 31!) 
Chickens sold to this time. 138 
Pre.sent stock . 117 

The eggs were sold at prices varying from 21s. to 30s. per 
dozen. The chickens at from 21s. to 12s. each, excepting 
some few objectionable birds which realized from 10s. to 
lOs. each. 

But let it not be supposed that such returns are attainable 
by every one, who, seeing the prices here realized, rushes 
into poultry-keeping without that practical knowledge of its 
various details which has occupied Mr. Bowman’s attention 
for so long a period. If, however, in defiance of our 
warnings, he is rash enough to do so, the chances of failure 
and disappointment are indeed great. 

Many are of opinion that eggs are greatly injured for ^ 
sitting by having to travel any considerable distance, and | 
doubtless it would be better to set them without incurring 
the least risk from being shaken; but the result of the 
chickens pi-oduced from 371 eggs sent away this year by 
Mr. Bowman, has been highly satisfactory to those who 
obtained them from liim. One curious instance, bearing on 
this point, was mentioned by him. “ Six eggs, of buff 
Cochin-Chinas, were sent by omnibus to Hayle, thence by 
steamer to Bristol, on by rail to Oxford, and there forwarded 
about 20 miles by coach; after so long and so varied a 
journey as this, six chickens were, nevertheless, produced 
from the six eggs.” 

No less than 11 English counties, as well as various places 
in Scotland and Wales, have received eggs and chickens , 
from Mr. Bowman during the present season. While ! 
speaking of eggs, he remarked, that much had been said 
about their not hatching well this year, but that, in his own 
case, he considered himself to have been very fortunate 
with his very early broods—eight nests, of 11 eggs each, : 
haring produced 80 chickens, aU of which, but two, which ' 
were crushed by the hen when a day or two old, lived ' 
and did well; but, he added, “ 1 did not do so well later in ; 
the season.” Besides what has gone into other pails of ' 
England from ]Mi'. Bowman’.s stock, iMr. Blee has also sent | 
away as far nortli as Halifax, and beyond London in an 
eastward direction, more than 1.'30 worth of Cochin-China 
eggs, beside many young birds averaging from 21s. to 30s. 
each. His correspondents having given him in most 
instances an account of the chickens hatched from their 
eggs—he places the average at 8 eggs out of 11.—i\'. 

{To he continued.) 

POTATO GROWING. 

Permit us to offer, for the puhlic (jood, the extract I'rom 
our Treatise on I'otato Culture, liereafter described, which 
we trust needs but the thirteenth word, early, to be strength¬ 
ened by an additional syllable, est, to make it complete. On 
the former, much stress should be laid, and a still greater 
emphasis on the latter, on which all success depends, | 

j whether they are cultivated, or planted by our method i 
therein explained, or not. By a strict adherence to this 
part of our treatise, and especially the identical word above ' 
alluded to, no one need fear diseased Potatoes, and we ’ 
vouch for good results, beliering that Potato disease, by the i 

Divine interposition of Almighty God, will yet prove a 
blessing rather than a curse, inasmuch as the main crops of 

1 wheat or baidey in double rows, at wide distances, live feet 
apart, may be combined wth Potatoes with perfect success, 
and after-crops of many descriptions may also be introduced 
amongst them with equal profit, such as mangold wurtzel, 
turnips, and most other garden productions, or, where neces- 

I sary, whole clean fallows may be made ; whereas, formerly 
I it was often with difficulty that land, after potatoes, could 

be got ready, except in a bad condition, and late in the 
season, for sowing wheat upon. 

We cultivate several varieties of tlio curliEST dwarf se¬ 
lected kinds, and have none diseased, simply for two reasons, 
namely, phtniing early, and planting the e«r/jEST varieties, 
which ripen their tubers about the time of the summer 
equinox, or at the end of June, before wliich time but few 
fears need be entertained of disease in Ihe Potato, as it has 

not hitlierto manifested itself before this time, except in a 
small degree. We have no objection to other kinds of manure 
being applied besides what is recommended in our pamphlet, 
nor do wo see any reason why early Potatoes should not be 
highly manured, in order to forward their growth before 
and after they appear above ground, and when devoid of 
moisture, so often experienced in the month of .Tune, as well 
as in providing for after-crops. The evil of using manure is 
confined to late planting, which practice (without arrogance 
to ourselves) it is found necessary, under present circum¬ 
stances, to denounce altogether, for, whatever the kinds 
may be, all are thus attended with bad results. 

Some part of our treatise, not hereafter inserted, not 
being adapted to the present seasons, as we find from 
experience, requires revising, and is under our immediate 
attention and correction. 

The use of small Potatoes for planting is only recom- 
mendable in cases of emergency like the present time, and 
for those who cannot afford to buy larger ones, and the 
guidance of the puhlic good, we freely subjoin the following 
communication:—To plant one acre of land with large 
earlmsT Potatoes, 4 ozs. each, at one yard apart, requires 
21 i bushels of per DO lbs.; present value about A'D. To 
plant it with sets half the size, at the same distance, of 
cour.se requires lOJ bushels ; value about £'.i. And to plant 
it with sets 1 oz. each, of the common size, now in use, at 
half the distance, viz., half-a-yard apart (ample space), takes 
about 10 bushels per acre, equal to a quarter-of-a-peck per 
rod; present value, say AT lOs., of early selected varieties. 
Experience has taught us, repeatedly, that large sets pro¬ 
duce the most lucrative crops; but it is to be regretted that 
so few persons can now avail themselves of this oppor- 
ttmity.—Abraham Hardy and Son, Seedgrowers and Seeds¬ 
men, Maldon, Essex. 

An Extract from “ Culture of the Potato." 

“ Tlie first point of importance is the selecting or procur¬ 
ing the best early dwarf kinds, and such as have escaped 
disease ; and, secondly, the time and manner of planting, so 
as to improve their early habits. 

“ .:Vny time from September to the end of April may be 
chosen for planting any kind of Potatoes, provided the 
weather is mild and dry, the latter being most essential. 

I The land, too, should be in a dry and pulverized state 
previous to planting, which object should be effected and 

I persisted in, by forking it over and over, as may appear 
necessary, in diy weather. 

I “ If it is desired to plant previous to March (which we 
I highly recommend), the land being brought into proper 

tilth, as above prescribed, should be marked into drills four or 
; five inches deep, and twenty-seven inches apart, and the sets 
; or whole potatoes of a middling size, say as large as walnuts, 
I should be planted nine inches distant, with about a teacupful 
I of coal-ashes and soot heaped over each set, to prevent the 
I attacks of intruding insects and frost. Then, with a hoe, 
I cover them with the light dry mould, forming a slight ridge; 
I and lastly,let the whole be completed with the spade or plough, 
raising the said ridge as high as possible, so that the drill 
forms exactly the centre. The sets thus secured from wet, 
frost, and insects, no further care is necessary till the end 
of ilarcli, when the whole may be forked down level, and 
treated in the ordinary way.” 

GROWTH OE SHANGHAE FOWLS. 

.4s you have considered the facts contained in my last 
worthy of insertion in your journal, I beg to continue to 
report progress. The increase in weight during the fourteen 
days has been from iljoz. to 22 oz. each bird; a greater 
average than on the previous occasion; but it will be per¬ 
ceived, by the annexed table, that some of the pullets have 
increased far more than others. None had laid before last 
week; three then commenced, and laid twelve eggs ; which 
were the three, I am not sure, but think them to have been 
Nos. 2, 4, and D. I should add, that three of them were, 
during six days out of the fourteen, either travelling or shut 
up and in a pen at the Hitchin poultry show ; and I have no 
doubt they lost weight during those six days, otherwise the 
total average would have been greater. We will suppose 
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thesis pullets to have cost in food t!d. each per veelc, the 
total would he for the fortnight, 4s. 'i’he total increase, in 
weight is / 4 Ihs., whicli at say fid. per Ih., is ds. 1 .Jd.; and 
Id eggs, at I’d. each, Is. (id.; makes a total of 4s. 7^d. 

1 do not consider the cost of the food should be set down 
at more than dd. per week, hut supposing it to ho dd., does 
not the ahovi' account speak in favour of the Cochin-China 
breed 

I think (he result of the present controversy will show that 
(kichin-t.'hina eiiicki’iin cost to rear more than other breeds, 
just in proportion to their superior value on account of 
weight; and that Cochin-China Joirls cost less to keep in 
the proporlion of the lesser weight of their eggs. We have, 
then, in favour of the Cochin-China breed, the size for table 
use, the beauty and docility of the birds, the richness of the 
eggs (.and if kept on a large scale, the superior v.alue of the 
feather). In time, 1 think, a general preference will be 
shown for (he tlavonr of the flesh of the Cochin-(diina, and 
then the slight objection to the colour will vanish. In 
breeding, it will be desirable to keep the legs as short as 
possible; and on this score, in a short time, we shall no 
doubt be perfect. 

In my above calculations, I have, of course, not considered 
the present liigh prices of good birds, on account of their 
scarcity; first-rate birds will, no doubt, be always of much 
value. But our aim should be to show that, for general pur¬ 
poses, tho Cochin-China breed decidedly deserves to be the 
favourite; to show that the cost of their keep is certainly 
not proporlioiiately greater than that of other breeds ; and 
that in every other respect they excel all other kinds of 
domestic poultry. I beg to annex the list referred to at the 
commencement. 

Pullets Weight Nov. 1.3. Weight Nov. 27. Increase. 
IIiiLched. Ills. ozs. lbs. ozs. ozs. 

. Bfay 15 6 13 7 Gi P2 

. May 25 5 13i () 134 16 

. May 25 .I 10 (> 12i isi 

. June 13 .1 5i 6 11 21i 

. June 13 5 ai 6 SA 22 

. June 13 6 H 5 14 I'H 

. July 2/ 4 1 4 11^ HI.) 

. Aug. 20 3 2i 3 12 9i 
—Wm. .1x0. FjEEuy, ChttUlnn, iieia Conhilen, Surrey. 

T.ONDON FLOWER MARKETS. 

How are we to account for the very remarkalile fact, that 
whilst Paris has fire markets, exclusively devoted to the sale 
of llowers, London has riot one ? It is true that flowers are 
sold at Covent Garden, but then thej' are of secondary con¬ 
sideration, and are so mixed up with fruit and vegetables, 
that a proper display of them, or suitable accommodation 
for purchasers, is out of the question. Those who cultivate 
llowers for sale may justly complain of the want of a proper 
site for the e.xhibition of then- productions ; and the citizens 
of London may fairly urge their need of a better supply. 
The love of flowers may be said to be universal; it is an 
inherent part of our nature, and it is not too much to expect 
th.at if a suitable market was established, and placed on a 
right footing, the sale of flowers would be increased ten-fold. 
When in London, a short time since, I noticed upon the 
paidour table of tho boarding-house at which I ivas staying, 
a vase of flowers, looking very withered and pitiful. On my 
remarking their appearance to the landlady, “ Ah,” said 
she, “ we cannot get flowers in London as you do in the 
country ; that nosegay cost me one shilling, and then I had 
to pay sixpence more by omnibus for going and returning 
from Covent-Garden to buy it, but it shall be replaced with 
another to-morrow. I love flowers, and would have a nose¬ 
gay every other day if I could afford it; as it is, I am 
obliged to be content with one in a week.” Now this good 
lady represents a numerous class who experience the same 
w.ant; and there is still a larger, with whom this difficulty 
of obtaining flowers amounts to a prohibition of their enjoy¬ 
ment ; even the opulent would like a better supply. Tlien 
we shall soon have the Crystal Palace, with its extensive 
tlower-gardens, which cannot fail to give an additional 
stimulus to the love of tlow'ers, and an increased desire to 
jiossess them. Why should not liondon, then, have a good 
flower-market, seeing that there is a demaml on the one 

1 hand, and an ability to supply it on the other'.’—S. P., 
Jtushmerc. 1 

DORKINGS versus STTANGHAES. 

I Ajr certain no man can give fowls a fairer trial than 1 
have done for the last ten months with the Itorkings, 
1 having reared nearly one hundred of each sort, and have 
no other motive in view than to find out which is the best 
sort to keep. Now,tho re.sult of my trial is quite different 
to the account of “ Shanghae Mandarin,” as 1 am able 
to point out. My Dorkings were an old breed I have had 
for years ; my Cochin-Chinas were from the very best breeds, 
winch 1 purchased for a very long price, wishing to begin 
with the best. My tirst hatch was on the I'-ith of March, 
having seven Cochin-China eggs and six Dorking eggs 
under one hen; the yiroduce was live Cochins and lour 
Dorkings, which were all reared under the same hen. At 
ten weeks tlie Dorkings were very nice fowls for tho mai'ket, 
but the Cochins had not a feather on them. At fourteen 
weeks I killed a cockerel of each sort, and weighed them 
very carefully, the Cochin-China was four ounces the 
heaviest, hut I am certain one Cochin I'ats quite as much as 
two Dorkings ; then they were both cooked together, and 
served up on one dish ; the Dorking was a fine plump fowl 
as could be, but the Cochin was ugly, and looked ns if 
the cook had given him a coat of yellow paint before she 
sent him in—tho Dorking was of rich white flesh, and 
the Cochin very little but bone, and although the Cochin 
was four ounces more weight, tho Dorking -was worth two of 
him as a table fowl. Tho only point where the Cochin- 
China can have any preference is their laying; they certainly 
are better layers, but in no other point can they equal the 
Dorking; and I am convinced, from my trial of the Cochin- 
Chinas, that they are not the fowls for a cottager, who 
must have something that will come sooner to profit than 
the Cochin-Chinas, if he has no other way to dispose of 
them but in the market. I am certain he can rear Dorldngs 
for very little more than half the cost he can Cochin-Chinas, 
and he can take his Dorkings to market at three months 
old, when he must keep his Cocliius live moutlis, unless he 
takes them without feathers on, whe)i they would look more 
like young owls than poultry going to a market, for they do 
certainly look curious things in that downy state in wliich 
they remain so long; and any cottager eoramencing with 
Cochin-Chinas will very’ soon find out his mistalce.for they' are 
not like other fowls, straying off and finding food for them¬ 
selves, but standing moping together all day, entirely depend¬ 
ing upon what you give them, and that never comes too often, 
nor in too large a quantity. Now I am not writing what my 
man has told me, nor what my poultry-woman has told me, 
but from practice, as no other person has given my fowls 
one handful of food but myself, and after ton months fair 
and impartial trial, 1 have perfectly satisfied myself that 
the Dorking beats the Cochin-Chinas ten to one. 

I would ask “ Shanghae Mandarin” what will become 
of his Cochin-Chinas two years hence, when there is no 
other way to ilispose of them but in the market. IVhat 
sort of a figure will they cut in a mai'ket beside a lot of 
nice Dorkings at three months old each ? they wiU be 
laughed at, whilst the Dorkings will find a quick sale, and 
then will be the time when the cottager will find out which 
is the best to keep. I am certain my Dorkings are in 
better condition with what they can find in a farm-yard 
and a grass-field to stray in, than the Cochin-Chinas are 
w^ith as good a walk and a very great deal of artificial feed¬ 
ing, and will surpass them in weight; to be certain of which I 
have just weighed them before I write, making choice of the 
best of each, and of these I give you the list:—Dorking 
cockerel, hatched April 1st, hlbs. Hozs.; pullet, sister to him, 
bibs. I'-lozs.; hen, eighteen months old, 8lbs.; Cochin- 
China cockerel, hatched March ff.'itb, 81bs.; pullet, sister to 
him, 71bs.; hen, twenty months old, Tibs. Iffozs. The 
Dorkings are of my own breed, and the Cochins from a 
Sturgeon’s hen. What will “ Shanghae Mandarin” say to 
this ? 1 have no doubt but some of the Cochin-China 
breeders will say that they can beat this in weight, and so 
they may; but not without a very great deal of artificial 
feeding. Perhaps, too, they may say it is agreat weight for the 
Dorking, and so it is ; but they must be of a pure breed, not 
like some that a well-known exhibitor brouglit out last year 
at Ijirmingham, crossed with the grey game fowl to get the 

I rich colour. He got the coloiu', but lost the size, which did 

I 

I 

i 

I 
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not escapo tlie judges’ eyes, and satisfied tliem that they 
were mongrels. 

I think I have said enough to show that the Cochin-Chinas 
cannot have inuoli preference over the Doi’kings, whatever 
they may have over other fowls; liut I hope some of my 
black Spanish friends will let us hear something of their 
merits, and not let the Cochin-Chinas carry the laurels 
which they really do not deserve; and I am certain the time 
is not far hence when the good old Dorking will again 
assume the same place as she has done for so many years, 
viz., second to no fowl as yet known.—Faihpi.ay. 

[Our correspondent certainly had not pure short-legged 
Shanghae’s, and he forgets all their good (qualities so fri^- 
cpiently pointed out in our columns.—En. C. 0.] 

HONEY HARVEST IN SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE. 
T T.VKE much interest in reading the remarks in The 

Cottage Gakdener by Bee-keepers, and if you think well, 
T will add my share to the information that has alreaily 
appeared in your columns, on the past season. 

Tlic year has been a very peculiar one with us, in the 
south of Lincolnshire, and tlie adjoining county of Rutland ; 
.and from thirty apiaries with which I am acquainted, tliere 
has been, with one or two exceptions, but little produce. In 
some of tlie villages in Rutland the swaming began early. 
I lieard of several swarms on the 9th of Jlay. In one 
village, which is well wooded, and where the clover was very 
good, the harvest was considered an average one. 'I'he 
coU.ager who commenced the year with eight stocks, had 
nineteen swarms and casts, and obtained 18(ilbs. of clear 
honey, after leaving the same number of hives that ho 
began witli, well provided for the winter. I liave, however, 
heard of no success equal to this. 

illy tirst swarm was on tlie hlh of .Tune, and this T was 
obliged to feed considerably. It had IHlbs. fioz. of contents 
on the 1st of October. Tlie others did not issue till a 
fortnight after this ; and one, a large one, was hived on the 
(Itli of July, which collected (piite as much as that which 
came ofi' a month earlier. In many instances, I have 
understood, that the late swarms did better than the early 
ones; and this, no doubt, was owing to the unfavourable 
weather in .luiie, at the end of which month many hives 
were lighter than at the beginning. My hives gained in 
weight about the middle of M.ay; fori find that the hive 
that swarmed first collected lib. loz. on the 17th of that 
month. There was no real working weather after this 
till the fil’d of July, when they began to gain immensely. 
A hive, belonging to a friend of mine, collected (ilbs. !)oz. 
on that day. 

f put one swarm in the place of the parent stock, accord¬ 
ing to the “ Gouiitry Curate’s” directions. This weighed 
.filbs. 7oz. in the evening. I was, however, surprised to 
find, that scarcely a bee left the parent-hive until the third 
day after removal; and I should be glad if he would inform 
me, and one or two others, who take in The Cottage Gar¬ 
dener, and have tried the experiment with a similar result, 
if this is .always the case; as, if so, the swarm is not likely 
to be much strengthened when it issues late in the day. 
In one of my hives which did not swarm, 1 found, at the 
end of the season, two (|neens, and a large quantity of 
brood. 1 knew the (jueen to be three years old ; and this, 
therefore, is a proof that they renew their queens when 
necessary; in which ease the natural animosity that exists 
is suppressed. I saw a more striking instance of this in an 
observatory hive, where two queens lived amicably together 
for three or four months, both being fruitful during part 
of the time ; and the old (pieen expired early in the year. 

I should be glad to know if the “Country Curate” has 
an observatory hive; and, if so, how ho contrives to keep 
it during the winter. I have one in my sitting-room 
(where I have a fii-e. daily), which is now in a very healthy 
condition, and well-populated. I helped to swell the popu¬ 
lation by placing a quantity of brood on the top of the hive 
in September, which the bees gladly nursed, and as they 
removed honey which I gave, them into the box and added 
fresh comb, I have allowed it to remain, and it will, no 
no doubt, greatly .add to their comfort and prosperity'.— 
Observer. 

DISEASES OE POULTRY. 
TNFLAJIJIATION OF TIIF. EGG PASSAGE. 

[Although the following case terminated fatally, yet, if the 
judicious treatment had been adopted earlier, the result, i 
probably, would have been ditferent. At all events, even | 
failures act as warnings.] ; 

_ Having at the present time a favourite Cochin hen affected ' 
with inflammation of the egg passage (at least as far as T i 
can judge from the symptoms), and being desirous of ' 
restoring her, I shall be pleased to know if any better mode 
of treatment could be reeomnionded than the following. 

In the first place I will state, perceiving the hen unusually 
j dull on Saturday morning, led me to examine her with a 
I view of ascertaining the cause, when I found the egg bag 
i much distended; so much so, that I was led to suppose at 
; first she could not pass the egg. I at once put her into a 
' warm bath, immersing her for alioiit ten minutes up to the 
I under part of the wings ; after which 1 made another exami 
nation, and finding that instead of the bag containing the 
egg as I at first supposed, it had become distended and very 

i hard. I then gave her a dose of castor oil, which cleared 
' the bowels freely. At night I administered one grain of 
' calomel, and one-eighth grain of tartar emetic, made into 

a pill with linseed powder, which, with the warm bath, has 
been repeated every night. 'This evening I iind the par! 
much softer, and the hen appears rather more cheei tiil. 1 
intend repeating the pill and w.arm bath. In your next, ( 
will report again as to my success, or otherwise; in the mean 
time, I sh.all be pleased to have some person's opinion who 
has had more experience in such matters; should the treat 
raent mentioned prove serviceable to others, I shall not 
regret having communicated it.—.4 SmscRiBEU. 

[I do not think that any much better mode of treatment 
could bo adopted than that above indicated ; it would, louv I 
ever, have been more in accordance with ordinary treatmenl, i 
if the dose of castor oil had been given after, instead oi' 
before the calomel and antimony, as in that, case the 
increased secretions caused by these medicines would have ‘ 
been carried off by the aperient. I should think the warm i 
b.ath adv.antageous if given without exciting the hen, and 
care afterwards taken to keep her very warm.—AY. 
’Tegetineir.] 

As the Cochin hen died this afternoon, I considered it 
would be as well to furnish you with a few more particulai’s 
for the guidance of your friend. On 'Thursday I omitted 
the bath, and as the bowels were irritated, and secretions 
less healthy, gave, calomel one grain, .antim. tart, one- 
twelfth grain, confection of opium sufficient to form a pill. 
Yesterday the bowels were less irritated; gave hydr. cum i 
crota three grains, rhubarb three grains, compound powder 
of cinnamon two grains, formed into a pill with crumbs of 
bread. This morning perceived that the hen was sinkin;’;, 
and a few more hours would close the scene. .4 few hour:; 
after the hen died. I made a careful examination of her ; 
found the oviduct much inflamed and thickencil, and of 
cartilaginous appearance; the whole of the viscera with that 
exception was quite healthy. 1 will add, there was plenty i 
of gravel and a manure heap in the yai’d, to which the fowl ! 
have free access.—A Subscriber. 

[I do not think that anything could have been better than 
the treatment adopted throughout tliis case; and had the i 
disease been one of acute recent inflammation, there would 
have been every pi’obability of a successful termination. 
The cartilaginous thickening of the oviduct appears to have , 
arisen from long-continued chronic inflammation, which, in 
an advanced state, I should regard as incurable. It would 
be interesting to know how long the hen bad ceaseil to lay, ; 
as that might afford some clue to the pei-iod at wliich the I 
disease commenced, and also w'hetlier she was a great layer, j 
As a hen had been lost jireviously trom the same cause, one 
might almost imagine that there must be peculiar reason 
for the disease. Alay it have been over-stimulating food ? 
or the over production of eggs? or want of rest for the 
oviduct, from the hen's not being allowed to sit'.’— 
W. R. T.l 
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PROFIT FROM WILD FT.OWERS. 

A I’niKND of mine, wliilst staying for the heiiefit of liis 
liealtli in tlie Isle of Wight, rael witii a ])nor anil lliriftless 
family, eonsisting of a man, lii.s wife, ami llivee chihlreii. 
Jmlging that tlie best way of helping thinn was to teacli 
them to lielp themselves, he selected one. of the little girls, 
and instructed her hy means of two or three lessons in a 
Bnperior mode of preparing and exhibiting sea-weeds. 'J’he 
project took; sales of them were easily made, and this new 
employment soon raised the family from a state of indigence 
to one of comparative comfort. Now, what can be etiected 
with sea-weeds may be accomplisluG with wild llowers. 
There are many poor families who, if they cottld be pnt into 
a method of selecting and arranging hompiets tastefully, 
might find a ready sale for them. "Whether as botanical 

; specimens, or for simple nosegays, wild llowers are not 
! turned to the account they might he ; they' merit greater 
i notice, and a more e.x.tended appropriation.—S. 1’., Jitishnwre 

TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
I 
' *** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

! The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

I expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor 0/ 

I fhe Cottage Gardener, 2^ Amen Corner, Pateimoater Roiv, LontZon.” 

To Prevent a Hen Sitting.—J. N. says—“In reply to * K.* No. 
217, the plan I have adopted lately, has been to confine the fowls 
wanting to sit under a rip for six or seven days, and feeding them solely 
with the commonest boiled rice (lid. per pound I give), with plenty of 
clean water. This I have invariably found to purge the fowls, and 
prevent wanting to sit. I named this plan, several months ago, to J. H. 
Payne, Esq. ; perhaps he would tell you how it has answered with his 
fowls, if he has tried it.” 

Ice {J. W.).—Thank you; the promise was overlooked altogether. 
“All the details of the same (ice), up to placing iced things on the 
table,” was volunteered; and when people make hasty promises, they 
must either fulfil them, or repent at their leisure. If you get up a strong 
opposition to the introduction of foreign ice, by collecting all our home 
stock into stacks or icebergs, and thatch them well, we shall tell how the 
“things” are to be iced and sent to table when the weather turns 
warmer. The ice keeps well in the Lowestoft and Yarmouths depots; 
but no plan is so economical as the icestacks, alias icebergs. 

North Greeniioue (A Daljljler).—The recess between the buildings 
will do capitally to keep flower-'rardeii plants in during the winter, if 
you can enclose it with glass, and provide against damp and frost. The 
north-east aspect is as good as any other for plants at rest, if they have 
sufficient light, dry atmosphere, and exemption from frost. Many of the 
showy summer plants would do very well in such a place, all the time 
they would be in bloom ; but it could not be made a house for prowmg 
plants in. A work is preparing relative to “the points” of which you 
enquire. 

Flower Baskets (il/. Femnana^h).—We are not sure that we under¬ 
stand your meaning. You say—“ I want information about makinir, 

and flowers in baskets.” But we shall keep your 
letter, and think the matter over We have hardly any right to call our 
neighbour’s attempt at flower-basketing stupid. If he is satisfied, that 
is quite enough. We shall give a few examples of how the things are 
generally done. The seeds of Gaura Lyndheimera \vo\i\A, indeed, be most 
desirable; but we fear, now that notice has been taken of the plant, it 
will be too valuable in the trade to let it out by seeds. Nurserymen 
tell us that they never find stock enough of any new plant we recommend 
on our own responsibility. 

Edw'ardsia grandiflora. — N. S. H. says:—“A fine specimen, 
growing on the south wall of the Botanic Garden, Bury St, Edmunds, 
has produced a number of perfect seeds for the first time, although the 
tree has been planted upwards of fifteen years. Is this an unusual or 
rare occurrence in other localities?” It is, indeed, very rare for the 
Edivardsia grandifiora to ripen seeds in England, unless it be on the 
south coast. We never recollect seeing either it, or E. microphylla 
bearing seeds out-of-doors; but this notice will be sure to cause an 
inquiry as to how far we are right. 

Bulbs {S. S. S.).—Yes; oblige us by sending the hardy ones, and the 
stove bulbs also, and we shall treat of them all as they occur. We shall 
continue to point out those best adapted for pot-culturc, and also 
selections from those genera having many species. Although these bulbs 
are called half-hardy, some of them are much more hardy than many of 
the hardy bulbs. Amaryllis, Brunsvigia, and Alstromeria, furnish 
examples of kinds much liardier than many of the Narciss^is, and even 
Crocus genera, as you shall see when we come to them. Pray make 
every suggestion you think of; you are entitled to have them attended to^ 

Clianthos PUNICEUS (.I Constant Reader).—“Should the almost 
bursting buds of one on a n.e. wall be picked off, or any protection given, 
and how ? It is large, and has survived two winters.”—It would be safe 
practice to cut off all the young recent growth, as well as the “bursting 
buds,” and to cover with a double mat, or some equivalent, after the first 
frost of six or seven degrees. We have seen a nine-year old plant of it, 
and as large as a moderate peach-tree, killed outright with 20° of frost, 
although covered with two folds of mat, and against a south wall. 

Mixture of Lilies {TwelvemontEs Subscriber).—We very much 

approve of your planting two circular beds wilb a mixture of Lilium /«??- 
cifolium fred and white) and scarlet Martagon, with L.longifolium round 
the outside. See that the bottom of the bed is dry by good draining ; 
and let L. lougl/olium have a little tan, coal ashes, or leaf mould over ii 
in winter. 'I'hese Inilbs flowering at different seasons is not very ob¬ 
jectionable, as their growth and leaves are so similar. 

Rabbits (Bob).—We ilo not know of any separate work on Uabliits. 

Oat-straw for (bjw.*? (J. B. II.).—We can st.ate positively that oat- 
straw does not “ riiminisli the milk of cows more than does ilie straw of 
either barley or wlieat.” Cut into chafl*, and mixed with sliced mangold, 
sliced cabbage, or steamed potatoes, it makes an excellent fodder for them. 

I\r. Nees VON Kssenbeck (Queen Mnb).—You will have seen a no¬ 
tice of the party to whom you may forw.ard your benevolent contribution. 

Books (F. B.).—Loudon’s Encyclopiedia o'" Gardening, and The ' 
Cottage Gardeners’ Dictionary, are quite sufficient for you. 

Potato Murrain (.'1 Casual Reader).—You invited our request; 
your postponement is discreet. 

Turnips for Cows (Amateni’).—It is difficult to say how many you 
should buy for the food of your two cows from this time until the 1st of 
May : wc do not know their size, breed, nor appetite ! However, it is a 
general rule that a cow requires daily in food three per cent, of her 
weight, so you can calculate how much to give each in addition to the 
grains and chaff you allow them. We should thinic 20 lbs. of clnuT and 
grains, mixed in equal proportions, and 15 lbs. of sliced turnips, an 
ample allowance for a cow. 

Pears on Quince Stocks (A Cn7ista7it Reader).—With us the Pears 
: bloom profusel}^ but so early, that for the most part they are destroyed 
I by the early frosts. By due protection this might be prevented. \ 

1 To Prevent a Hen Sitting.—A Constant Reader says—“ I have , 
lieen recommended, and have tried the plan, with success, of keeping the 
hen in a separate house, without food, for three days. This, 1 believe, ' 
will always have the desired effect.” | 

Vegetable Oyster (Reo. C. A. UOste).^\Ve. do not know a plant I 
so called. The roots of Salsafy, properly dressed, by boiling, mashing, ' 
forming into cakes, and frying in butter, have the flavour of Ovi-ter | 
)>attie8. The Pulmo7iuria 7na7’itima is called “ the Oyster Plant,” its | 

I flavour being unpleasantly resembling that of the Oyster. j 

Under Tenant (J. S. IF.b—You must consult some respectable I 
attorney ; no one could give an opinion without a personal interview and 
e.xplanations. 

Fencing for Poultry Yard (Qncercus).—Galvanised iron wire is 
the best, and three feet high enough to keep within it your Sihanghaes. 
Speckled Hamburghs and Bantams will require it to be twice that height. 

, Vour poultry-house is good, but we have our roof thatched inside, by a 
' thick layer of straw confined by laths close to the slates. V'armtli is 

most needed—j'ou can always ventilate enough. 

Points in Siianghak Fowls.—T. .<1. says—“ Having just read Mr. 
B. P. Brent’s observations on Shanghae or Cochin-China fowls with 

' much interest, I inu.st beg to mention that the most striking features in 
‘ Shanghaes ’ are their great depth of breast, and length and size of thigh 
(not drumstick); in fact, that they more resemble turkeys than any other 
fowl yet known in this country. Good breasts and thighs are undoubtedly 
qualifications of the first importance, as there the meats (brown anil 
white) are to be found both excellent aiid abundant in this breed when 
properly fatted. Colour is no criterion as to the purity of the breed, 
except that there arc no black or pure white thorough-bred ‘ Shanghaes* 
in England. I quite agree that the dark birds are the finest, and have 
almost invariably found that the light-coloured birds are the smallest.” 

Bees : Destroying Royal Cells.—Investigator says—“ I am much 
obliged to ‘Mary’ for the reference to the ‘ Shilling Bee-book.” I re¬ 
membered the passage soon after I had written the letter, and wondered 
I had forgotten it, as I nearly know the little book by memory, and there 

' can scarcely be a practical difficulty which it does not meet. To insure 
the destruction of all the royal cells, it is necessary to take out each 
comb on its separate bar, for, though usually on the edges of the combs, 
I fouinl one or two suspended within those narrow passages, near 

; the centre of the combs, which serve as communications through the 
hive. I followed the directions at pages 17 and 38 of the ‘Shilling Bee- 
book ;’ and will add a few hints, which may be useful to a novice. In the 
first place, do not be discouraged by an imaginary difficulty; I know 
more than one lady who has successfully performed the operation, l^lace 
the swarm on the stock’s stand, and carry the stock some distance into 
the shade. Your assistant must blow a puff of smoke between each 
comb before you detach it from the sides of the hive. Commence at one 
side, and take up bar after bar; before replacing one, take up the next, 
till you reach the centre, and then commence from the other side. I cut 
out ten royal cells, three of which were ceiled over, and the others con¬ 
tained larvie in various stages. The bees were indignant at the frustra¬ 
tion of their design, and immediately commenced the reconstruction of 
royal cells; but the queen obeyed my wishes, and so the cells did not 
advance.” 

I Errors.—C. R R. says—“ There are three very sad mistakes in your 
notice in The Cottage Gardener of Dec. 2, in my report of the 
Country Curate’s bee system, no doubt attributable to my horrid writing. 
In lines 28 and 29 you have it, ‘ and the bees, about 'ilb., filled a dinner 
tumbler of the ordinary size ; ’ this should be, ‘ and the bees about three 

a dinner tumbler of the ordinary size.’ In line you have ' 
it, ‘one weighs, empty, 3lbs., another 7lbs., the third ylbs ; * this should 
be, ‘ one weighs, empty, 6/6s., another 711)3., the third 9 lbs.’ Inline 
,55 you have it, ‘ with the cap in; ’ this should be, ‘ with the cap ow.’ ” 

Errors.—At page 187, col. 2, line 22 from the bottom, for “ all,” read 
“not;” page 188, col. 2, line 2 from the top, for “one,” read “our;” 
line 15 from the bottom, for “judicious,” read “judicial.” 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—December l6th, 1862. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

J1 w 
1, n 

Weather near London in 1851. 
DECEMflEK 23-29, 1852. , - - 

1 Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

l\Ioon'8 
Age. 

Clock 
aft. Sun. 

l 

Day of 
Year. 

23 Th Orange-breasted Goosander. 30-22G — 30.0(33 4(3—30 N.R. — 7 a. 8 .52 a. 3 4 45 12 0 25 358 

24 F White Nun comes. 30.288 — 30.261 42—43 S.K. ; — 8 52 5 53 13 Ob. 5 .359 
25 S Christmas Day. 30.3.57 — 30.318 41—2.5 S.W. — H 53 6 59 14 0 34 360 

1 Sunday AFTER Che. St. Stephen. 30.532 — 30.439 43—17 E. , 01 8 54 rises. © 1 4 361 

27 M St. John F.vangelist. .30.488 — 30.349, 40—29 S.W. , 02 8 55 4 a 49 16 1 34 362 

28 Tu Innocents. .30.427 — 30.313 42-31 E. ; 08 9 55 5 52 17 2 3 363 

29 vv Velvet Duck comes. ,30.493 — 30.486 40—36 N.E. — 9 56 7 4 18 ' 2 32 364 

Metkohology OF THE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 42.6"’ and 31° respeetively. The greatest heat, 58°, occurred on the 25th in 1827 i and the lowest cold, 10°, on the 24th 
in 1830. During the period 113 days were fine, and on C2 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS, 

rorry-WORTS.—papaveeace-t;. 

PAPAVEE. POPPY. 

Section I.—Poppies with hrislbj cnpsutes. 

{Continued from ptujc ]!)5.) 

Papayee NUDicAPT.F.: Naked - stallcPil pi ickly - headed 
Poppy. 

Description.—This is <a pcrenni.al. Boots fibrous, slender, 
and whitish. Stem none. Boot-leaves numerous, on long 

stalks, bristly, the lowest being the broadest and shortest, ^ 
least deeply divided, and into the fewest and broadest seg¬ 
ments ; milky-green, especially on the under-side. From 
among these leaves arises usually a single, naked, cylin¬ 
drical flower-stalk, but sometimes two such stalks, less than 
a foot high, rather milky-green, clothed with horizontal 
bristles, and crowned with a single pale yellow flower. 
Cali/x of two oval, concave sepals, clothed with brown hairs ; 
of the four petals, which are roundish, the twif inner are 
rather the smaller. /S'fameasvery numerous, having yellowish 
filaments, and broadish, flattened and channeled anthers. 
Crermen roundish, greenisli, crowned with an eight rayed 
stigma. Capsule, or seed-vessel, roundish, oblong, and 
bristly. Seeds black when ripe. | 

Place where found.—Gathered by Professor Giesecke, of | 
Dublin, among rocky glens in the hills at Achilhead, on the 
north-west coast of Ireland. 

Time of floweriny.—June. 
History.—Being hitherto found upon only one spot in the 

British Isles, it must be considered as among the many 
plants of which it may be questioned whether they are 
really natives. At all events, it was cultivated here as long 
ago as 1730, for seeds of it were sent to the F.ltham Garden 
in that year, by .1. H. de Sprekelsen, who had it from the 
province of Argunsky, in Siberia. Its flowers are as sweet¬ 
smelling as the Jonquil, emitting their fragrance especially 
during the cool of the morning and evening. Sir W. 
Hooker, and Dr. Bindley, have enrolled it in their catalogues 
of our native plants. Linnfcus doubted whether it is not a 
variety of Pupaver alpinum, or Alpine prickly-headed Poppy. 
Being a native in great abundance of the shores and islands 
of the colder regions of North America, a seed may have 
floated to the coast of Ireland. {Martyn. Wilheriny. 
Hooker.) 

The most wonderful and most gratifying botanical dis¬ 

covery since the demonstration of the sexuality and cir¬ 

culation of the sap in plants, is the fact that Wheat, at 

present known to botanists as Trilicuin, is only the 

miserable grass, fTfyilop)s ovata, improved by cultivation. 

We noticed this discovery very briefly at page 2(i7 of our 

last volume, and we recur to it now, in consequence of 

the lecture and exhibition of specimens of the plant in 

the course of its transformation, at the Meeting of the 

I.ondon Horticultural Society on the 7tli instant. 

dlhe Society having announced that something would 

be seen and said on the subject at this Meeting, a 

larger number of the members were attracted to the 

meeting than is usual at this season. The cultivators 

of the science of botany, and of practical gardening, 

were there also in greater numbers than usual; and no 

wonder, seeing that this discovery relates, to a circum¬ 

stance most remarkably connected with either of their 

departments. 

No one has ever discovered the native country of 

Wheat, Bailey, Rye, or Oats; yet, if a year ago we bad 

suggested that these at the beginning of the world were 

not created as we have them; or even if we had said 

that these improvements of wild produce are merciful 

sweeteners and aids to that toil by which man is or¬ 

dained to eat bread by the sweat of his brow, we should 

have been suspected of being disciples of the author of 

“Vestiges of the Creation.” Nevertheless, the opinion 

has been gaining ground for years, that in the vegetable, 

and even animal life, the types originally created were 

very much fewer than the forms now existing seemingly 

in a state of nature. 

It was in order to exemplify part of this question, 

that the Society were this day prepared with proofs to 

show the successive stages of development of that wiry, 

small grass, fifyilops ovata, a native of the South of 

Europe, from the wild state, to the full-eared Wheat of 

the Pharaohs of Egypt, or of the farmers of old Eng¬ 

land; and, as if on purpose to overthrow the idle theory 

of the return of improved races to the original types if | 

left to nature, we have the discovery by Col. Chesney, I 

of Wheat and Barley on the banks of the Euphrates, j 
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^ the remains of cultivation from the days of Jonah, 

while tlie whole circle of the history of plants does not 

furnish a single well-authenticated instance of an im¬ 

proved variety or species, either by chance or design, 

turning back to the original variety or species from 

which it sprang. Yet the doctrine of reversion, or dis- 

improvement, is an axiom in the creed of some who 

bear the weightiest names among living physiologists. 

Our double Daisies, Chrysanthemums, and China Asters, 

our double Ranunculuses, Larkspurs, Pinks, Cloves, and 

Carnations; nay, all our cultivated Flowers, Fruits, and 

culinary Vegetables, have been improved by exactly the 

same process as that by which M. Fabre converted an 

insignificant grass, by seeds, in twelve successive gene¬ 

rations, into a true Wheat plant, the most important of 

all the cereals, and that, too, in the face of, and against, 

the mature evidence of botanical science; for, by common 

consent, the Wheat was placed in a widely difi'erent 

genus from that of ^gilo2)s. 11 now appears that the 

two are not, even specifically, distinct, but only in dif¬ 

ferent degrees of development. 

One of the forms of this species {.Egilops) was ob¬ 

served by M. Fabre to have a tendency to assume a 

different form and character under particular circum¬ 

stances, and this tendency, in a more or less degree, is 

seen in a vast variety of plants under cultivation, but 

the cause of it is an entire mystery. It is a quality, 

a power, given to those plants by God—we see and we 

benefit by the effects—we can discover the means of 

setting that power in motion which will produce those 

effects—but we can lift the veil no higher. We can go 

on, however, tracing those effects, and we can find that 

when improvement once appears in a form of the 

species that is barren, we have no farther means of en¬ 

couraging it to greater development, but we can retain 

it just as it is, by extension from cuttings, and we call 

it “ a sport.” On the other hand, if the new form is 

capable of bearing seeds, we know that in the first two 

or three generations of seedlings, provided they are not 

affected by foreign pollen, many of them will turn back 

to the original species, some of them will be only re¬ 

petitions of the first departure, and a small number will 

often show a still greater departure from the first species, 

or type. Here is the point, then, wliere we want skilful 

observers, like M. Fabre, to step in and follow out the 

tendency, by patient industry, to its ultimate limit, or to 

any stage of it which we think the most deserving. 

This is just what M. Fabre has effected with the 

JEgilops; and although the result of his experiments 

will surprise everyone, there is nothing new in the 

whole process, nor anything at all which is not familiar 

to every gardener. The last improvement in the flower 

of the Dahlia was obtained by the very means which 

M. Fabre used in producing the Wheat plant from a 

worthless grass. This, so far from being a disparage¬ 

ment, renders tlie discovery of universal importance, for 

it cannot fail to stimulate other's, in difi’erent countries 

and climes, to trace out, still further and fully, a law 

which the Creator of all lias stamped on the vegetable 

kingdom, for the use and gratification of His creatures. 

Here let us pause to raise a warning against two 

errors, one of which is prevalent already. In the first 

place, let it be remembered that the wild grass has not j 

been changed into wheat by a process like changing 

wheat into flour, or flour into bread. To entertain such 

an opinion would be a dangerous and fatal error. So 

far from such being the case, the end was obtained by 

merely following out that which is well understood as ^ 

a law of all organised creatures. Secondly—let it be ! 

remembered, that seedlings from a natural sport will 

revert to the first parent before the nature of the sport 

is indelibly fixed by successive generations, is a fact 

which has never been denied. Every grower of seedlings 

knows this; but it does not support the doctrine of the 

reversion of seedlings obtained by cross impregnation; 

the assertion of such reversion is altogether false and ! 

groundless. Lot a true cross be obtained from pai'ents 

distinct in species, and then, if their jn-ogeny produces 

seeds even to endless generations, no one of the seed- | 

lings will ever appear the exact image of either of the 

two first parents. 

The lecture on the discovery of M. Fabre, before the 

Horticultural Society, was listened to with intense in¬ 

terest, and it was delivered by the lecturer whilst holding 

up a beautiful drawing, representing an ear of the plant 

from every stage of the experiment. Beginning on the 

left-hand-side of the drawing, an ear of the original 

grass, JEgilops ovata, was represented; the next ear was 

the sport, which is called triticoides, that is, wheat-like— 

but the likeness to wheat is very faint indeed. The 

first seedling from triticoides, was the third ear in the 

drawing ; and the fourth ear was from the second gene¬ 

ration. Ears two, three, and four, looked very much 

alike, at the distance where we sat; all we could see 

was that three was somewhat longer than two, and 

four longer than three; the fifth ear shewed tlie attain¬ 

ment of a wide difference. It was said to he like a 

species which grows wild in Egypt, and round tlie 

eastern borders of the Mediterranean, and is called 

squarrosa, or rough - spiked—rough and bristly it cer 

tainly was—and so on they went, in a row, ear after 

ear, up to the true wheat-ear itself 

From the lecture we learned that il. Fabre is a 

gentleman skilful in many things; that his truthfulness 

is undoubted; and that his word would be readily ^ 

accepted by all who know him; that his experiments | 

were not carried on in a corner, but out in the open 

fields, after the manner of a large farmer; that his own 

men and his neighbours saw all he did, and helped 

him to do it; that he began in 1840, and that in the 

twelfth generation, this last summer, the “ Wheat itself 

stood revealed.”—B. J. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

If any evidence were required confirmatory of our 

opinion as to the possibility of an extensive cultivation 

of the more choice varieties of fruits for the supply of 

our markets than at present exists, it might have been 

found on Tuesday last, at the meeting of the Horticul- 
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tural Society. From various parts of tbc country there 

were some very fine specimens of the best late Pears 

exhibited, and among these some from our excellent 

coadjutor, IMr. Errington, who, if we mistake not, resides 

in a district which is not remarkable either for the 

superiority of its soil or climate; but still he was 

enabled to compete with those who are more highly 

favoured. We hope we shall live to see the day when 

such varieties as Olout Moroeau, Passe Colmar, Ne Plus 

Meuris, and Beurre de Ranee, will be oflered in Covent 

Garden Market during the winter and spring months, 

i in quantities as great as the Lammas, Williams' Bon 

Chretien, and Bergamots are during the early autumn. 

There is no reason why it should not ho so, if com¬ 

mercial growers coiild only be brought to see what their 

own interest is. The gi-eatest London market-gardeners 

have long found out tlie value of such crops, and it is 

by them that the market and fruiterers are mainly sup- 

^ plied; but the country oi-chardists are wholly ignorant 

of, or perfectly easy on the subject. We do hope they 

will bestir themselves in this matter, and thereby benefit 

themselves and the public also. 

We had not space last week to finish our remarks on 

the selection of Pears, and consequently resume the 

subject. 

13. llacon’s Incomparable.—A very excellent and 

hardy Pear, which is in use during December and 

January. It is of good size, and the flesh is buttery 

and melting, with a rich, sugary, and vinous flavour, 

and liigbly perfumed. 

11. Broomparle.—This is one of the finest varieties 

raised by Mr. Knight. It is particularly rich and highly- 

flavoured, and the tree is very hardy. It is not as yet 

in general cultivation, but we can strongly recommend 

it as one of the very best winter Pears. It ripens in 

January. 
15. Nelis d'lliver.—If we grew only six Pears, this 

would be one of them. It is certainly one of the richest 

of all our winter varieties. The tree is not, from its 

natural habit, adapted for orchard planting, and must, 

therefore, be grafted standard high on some strong 

growing sort. The fruit, although of larger size from 

an espalier than from a standard, is, nevertheless, 

equally as rich in flavour, and attains as high a degree 

of perfection when grown on the latter. It ripens in 

December, and continues in use till February. 

10. Shohden Court.—This is but very little known; 

but being very hardy, and succeeding well as a standard, 

it ought to receive a greater extent of cultivation than 

it at present has. It is a very first-rate variety, of an 

exceedingly rich flavour, and is at maturity during tlie 

months of January and February, 

17. Ne Plus Meuris.—This would, in our estimation, 

be another of six. It is one of the very best late Pears, 

and is at this season, along with Nelis d’Hiver, the most 

highly esteemed of any in the market. It is very richly 

flavoured, and is in use from December till March. 

18. Easter Beurre.—This is a fine, large, and band- 

some fruit, w'hich was introduced, not very many years 

ago, by the Horticultural Society, from Belgium. It is 

of first-rate quality, fine-grained, buttery, and richly- 

flavoured. It is in use from January till March. 

10. March Bergamot.—This is another of tliose hardy 

and richly-flavoured varieties, for which we are indebted 

to the industry of Mr. Knight, the late President of the 

Horticultural Society, and one which ought to be in all 

collections. We all know how difficult it is to obtain 

very late Pears of the best quality, and how few there 

are which keep till the spring months; it is, therefore, 

with much gratitude that we hear of anything which 

will fill the void which is too apt to be felt at this season. 

We know of none better adapted for this end than the 

March Bergamot and the following variety. This Ber¬ 

gamot is a medium sized fruit, of an exceedingly rich 

flavour, and as it is very hardy, it will be found an 

excellent variety for general planting. It is in use during 

March and April. 

20. Beurre de Ranee.—We do not exaggerate when 

we say that this is, perhaps, the most valuable Pear we 

have, for it is in use at a season when all others are 

gone. There are, it is true, some new varieties lately in¬ 

troduced, which purport to be as late, and even later; 

but before we have given these a fair trial, and have 

had as much experience of them as we have of Beurre 

de Ranee, we must, in the meantime, give this the palm. 

It is a very rich, melting, and deliciously-flavoured 

Pear, and is in use from March till May. 

We have thus given a list of twenty of the best dessert 

Pears we consider suitable for the purpose we have been 

treating of; we shall now, by way of variety, furnish the 

remaining four, as the best adapted for culinary use. 

21. Vicar of Winhfield.—A very large and handsome 

fruit, which, when grown against a wall with a south or 

west exposure, is melting, and well-flavoured; but when 

grown as a standard forms one of the finest stewing 

Pears w'e know. Its great size and fine-grained flesh 

are great recommendations to it. It is in use from 

November till January. 

22. Bellissime d'Hiver.—Another lai’ge, handsome, 

fine-grained fruit, far superior to the Catellar, or any of 

the old varieties. It is in use from November till April. 

23. Bon Chretien d'Hiver.—One of the most highly 

esteemed of the old French dessert Pears among the old 

gardeners both of this country and the continent. To 

have it at maturity it requires a wall, even in a good 

situation; but if grown as a standard, the fruit is ad¬ 

mirably adapted for compotes. In cooking it becomes | 

very tender and fine-grained, and its juice becomes a 1 
syrup, which contains a perfume and natural sugar, | 

which cannot be communicated artificially. It is in use 

from December till March. 

21. Franc Real d'Hiver. — Another very excellent 

stewing Pear, which before cooking is coarse and 

husky, but very juicy and aromatic; but when stewed 

becomes tender and of a fine bright light purple colour. 

It is in use from January till March. 

We shall conclude our remarks on this subject by 

just calling the attention of our readers to one or two 

other fruits, which may he advantageously and profitably 

planted in such situations; we mean i\iQ Damson and 
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Medlar. Of the former, the two varieties which arc 

generally cultivated are the Common Small Blade, and 

the Shro2')ddre or Pru7te Damnon; the latter is the 

larger 01 Medlars, there are also several varieties, hut 

those generally grown are the Dutdi and Nottingham; 

the former is the larger, but we prefer the latter for 

flavour. 

I’he Market during the week has begun to assume 

much of a Christmas aspect; and the traveller might 

imagine himself traversing some forest on the Norwegian 

Alps, from the immense quantity of Spruce I’irs which 

arc standing about in all directions. These, to form 

“ Christmas-trees” for the amusement of Juveniles during 

the coming holidays, will be in great requisition. There 

is, generally, an air of gaiety pervading the whole; but as 

this will be considerably developed during the week that 

is to come, we shall reserve our review of this part of it 

for our next report. As our notice of fruits has this 

week extended considerably longer than we anticipated, 

we shall leave till next week any observations we would 

have made on this occasion, particularly as all that 

would have been worthy of comment will be displayed 

in tenfold importance during that which is to come. 

H. 

GOSSIP. 

A CORRESPONDENT at Birmingham writes to us as 

follows, concerning Garden Scrapers:— 

“ You have given drawings and descriptions of garden 
scrapers, which are in some respects desirable, but expensive. 
Tliey are expensive, because the making involves employing 
tlie blacksmith. I enclose a drawing of a scraper made in 
one piece of cast uron, which in my opinion lias many advan¬ 
tages. In the first place, it is cheaper tlian any wrought 
iron article can possibly be ; it is very light; is ornamental; 
fixes witli the greatest ease, and remains firm in the same 
place in my garden (a light soil) as long as I please. I 
obtained mine (and I have a good number) from Messrs. 
Thomas Jones and Sons, Ironfounders, Bradford-street, 
Birmingham. They are two shillings each, or eighteen 
shillings a dozen," 

Breadth of scraper to admit the foot, 7‘i inches ; breadth of the 
fang penetrating the ground, at the top, 3^ inches ; length of the 
fang 15 inches ; entire length from the top of the ornamental knob 
to the point of the fang, 22 inches. 

The following suggestion from the Secretary of a 

distant Horticultural Society is well worthy of atten¬ 

tion ; though wo must decline the honour of the judge- 

ship— 

“ Your useful publication being woekly spread over the 
whole of Britain, amongst hundreds of fioral amateurs, 
could it not be made the means of bringing them into direct 
competition, no matter from what part of the eountry, 
now that postage is so cheap? 

“ The way I w'ould propose is this : Fix upon some flower 
which could be packed into a small compass, and whicli 
could pass cheaply throiigh the post-office. Take, for 
instance, that popular flower the J’ansey. Name a day on 
which the competition is to take place. Supposing that you 
were to be the judge, then give notice, through means of 
your Journal, that aU flowers must he posted so as to be ; 
delivered to you at a certain time ; and throiigh the medium 
of yom’ Journal you could publish the result, together with 
any remark on new or remarkable flowers which might be 
submitted for competition. Thus might he brought into 
direct competition the amateur of all parts of the countiy. | 
I, myself, who live on the borders of Scotland, nearly 3.50 
miles north of you, might compete with the amateur of 
Kent or Bevonshire. Yorkshire, Cumberland, Norfolk, 
Essex, and the counties of Males, might send forth com¬ 
petitors. As for prizes, I think they would not be required, 
the honottr of ranldng high would be sufficient.” 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 

we are at i^resent aware. We shall be obliged by any 

of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 

giving the address of the Secretaries. 

Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and llth. (Secs. 
Eev. W. W. “Wingtield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Kodd, Esq.) 

IIoNiTON, January 12th. (Sec. H. K. Venn.) 
Great Metropolitan, January 1st, 3rd, -Ith, and Tith. 

RENOVATION OF FRUIT-TREES. 

(ContinuedJrom jmge 180) 

We will now conclude tliis subject by taking the six 
classes consecutively— 

1st. Aged Trees.—The treatment of trees which are 
simply wearing-out is simple indeed ; they want “ more 
corn and less whip,” to use a groom-like jihrase. Such 
trees as we find them, under ordinary treatment, whether 
in orchards or kitchen-gardens, have been neglected for 
a length of time as to root-culture, manurings, &c., 
whilst surrounded, perhaps, by young, gross, and ram¬ 
pant neighbours, which have battened at the expense 
of these “ good old has-beens.” But it often fares with 
fruit-trees as with men: no longer pipe, no longer 
dance. However, folks are sometimes wrong about the 
“piping;” we have seen thousands of hardish-worn 
fruit-trees, in our day, which would have returned a 
much greater per centage of profit (had they received 
timely assistance,) than young and rampant trees, 
which, in the splendid exuberance of their shoots, only 
flatter to betray. People get impatient too speedily 
about these wearing trees; still they do well to think 
of jiroviding successors, for sucli is the established order 
of things. 

To come to tlie point: the soil throughout the roots 
and fibres of old-bcaring and wearing-out trees becomes | 
completely exhausted; no man can give it the texture > 
it originally possessed, or add more quality, unless j 
through the medium of surface-dressings, liquid- 
manure, or a compost of a most coaxing character 
applied to the extremities of the roots. The two most 
steady and enduring plans are—surface-dressing, and 
culture at the extremities, accompanied by a heavier 
pruning in the branches. I.iquid-manure, although 
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very useful, is more fitting, perhaps, as a summer appli¬ 
cation, especially at what is termed stoning-time, when 
fruit are apt to be cast with temporary droughts. Ifor 
general purposes, use a 'compost composed of equal 
parts sound loam and. rotten manure, well blended, 
whether for the extremities or the surface. In laying 
it on—and it may he six inches in thickness—let every 
portion of loose soil he scraped away from the surface, 
even working down a few inches occasionally between 
the roots. This is dono in the rest-season, say No¬ 
vember or December; and befoi’e appdying the dressing, 
use a few buckets of rich dunghill-drainings over the 
surface ; such cannot be too strong at this season, and 
when tiiis has settled, apply the casing of soil, and 
avoid treading over it until settled and dry: the 
pruning should have been done previously. In adding 
to the extreme points, of course the operator must 
throw out a trench at the extremities and fill it up with 
fresh compost. In pruning aged trees, let most of the 
small, inferior spray, closed in the interior, be pruned 
away, maintaining the prime leaders to the last, unless 
diseased; for from these channels will the most fruitful 
wood be produced, especially after inferior or choked 
spray has been removed. In addition to pruning, we 
would scrub the bark all over w-ith a coarse brush, 
using some stable-drainings, with plenty of quick-lime 
blended—thick as mud; indeed, it will be well to 
thicken it with clay. Now, it is but fair to observe, 
that we have never used the latter mixture precisely, 
but we have much faith in it. Wo were informed, a 
while ago, by a Cheshire rector, who is “ well-up ” in 
everything relating to gardening affairs, that Dr. Dar¬ 
win, of Shrewsbury, had found the stable sewage the 
best cleanser of the bark of trees, and that they wonder¬ 
fully improved in health on its application. 

2nd. Trees Worn with Bearing.—It might seem 
at first sight that this, and the former case, are nearly 
identical; there is, however, sufficient difference to 
require pointing out. A tree may be worn with bear¬ 
ing before it is seven years old, but it cannot bo aged. 
It may be exhausted in a temporary way, and perfectly 
capable of rallying in a year or so; but the aged tree 
can scarcely be said to rally, although it may prove of 

I immense service for many years by generous treatment. 
There is not occasion, in this case, to have recourse to 
the trench system at the extreme points; something of 
speedy action is best, and liquid-manure may be had 
recourse to, with a rich top-dressing; to this may be 
added a somewhat sharp amount of pruning, in order 
to limit the bearing powers of the tree for a season. 

3rd. Diseased Trees.—Another distinct class occa¬ 
sionally ; for a tree may be diseased, and yet in neither 
of the other classes, and may form a complicated case 
by a union with one or more of them. Now, as a 
knowledge of the disease is necessary, it becomes 
emminently essential to ascertain what it is, and its 
cause. Nearly all our fruit-tree diseases may be thrown 
into two broad classes, for which we beg to offer the 

i following titles, viz.. Constitutional and Adventitious; 
' each of which may certainly com])rise many cases. As 

instances of the constitutional, may be oft'ered such as 
canlier, gum, decaying points, corroded hark, &c.; and, as 
adventitious matters, wounds and injuries of any kind, 
blights, or corruptions of the system through insects, 
frost injuries, or those arising from a too low temperature 
during the growing season, &c. These may not be 
all, but they comprise the principal; and it is pretty 
evident, that the first class are by far the most difficult 
to overcome; as instance, the canker in apples, which 
no nostrum or recipe has yet been able to conquer, but 
which mere preventive methods may keep tolerably 

^ well at bay. One of the most important proceedings 
with trees not too old nor too large, is to take care that 

the roots are furnished with a pure soil; a loam neither 
clayey nor sandy. 

As this matter of loam appears so puzzling to many 
of our readers, we advise them in all cases of doubt to 
apiily to a first-rate gardener, who, although he may not | 
betake himself to chemical analysis, will yet tell cor- | 
rectly, in a few minutes, whether it be what is known 
as a general fruit-tree loam. People talk very learnedly 
about deleterious qualities supposed to exist in this 
soil or that; but this is, in the main, a mere bugbear. 
It is, for the most part, principally a matter of texture. 
Look at our nurserymen, the most knowing of them in 
such points, how often do they err in their choice of a 
loam? or, who hears them complaining about its 
chemical characters? Now, mere garden soil can 
never equal this loam; it is neither so rich in organic 
matter, nor so fresh, and it is this freshness, combined 
with excellency of texture, which renders a pure loam 
the fittest medium to recover or assist a diseased tree. 
In all difficult cases, we would plant or suiTound tho 
tree roots with this loam in its simple state, and if it 
becomes necessary to impart extra vigour to the tree, 
let it be by rich surface dressings; and by an occasional 
application of liquid manure. Of course, in cases of 
canker, something may be done by scraping the parts 
clean, and binding in a dressing; we have found a 
mixture of cow dung, fine loam, and a little lime a 
good application. Tlie adventitious diseases are too 
varied to be fully dealt with in a single chapter; and 
we may just point to the pruning-knife and patience 
as adjuncts in the case of defects consequent on the 
attack of insects, which sometimes cause distortions and 
perversions of the character of the tree. Wounds and 
injuries maybe treated similarly to canker; and those 
arising from low temperature, by trying to enhance the 
warmth of the atmosphere by which they are immediately 
surrounded; to etiect this, thin training, the removal of 
objects which impede the light, and on walls the use of 
liberal copings, &c. 

Rambi.ers—Here is a case for the root-pruner, or 
tho transplanter, we care little which. This much may 
be said—where any desire exists to renew the volume 
of the soil, transplanting is best, the tree not being too 
old or too large; and where there is no fault in the soil, 
root-pruning will he perfectly eligible. In addition, a 
liberal branch-pruning, thinning out, and shortening 
back freely. 

Shy Kinds.—There are some lands of fruits that are 
by nature shy, or, in other words, which do not grow 
freely ; these, of course, must be treated in a more 
liberal way. Stimulants may be had recourse to, and 
surface-dressings every two years will be very useful, 
and the occasional application of liquid-manure during 
the growing season. A compost composed of one-part 
free loam, one-part rich manure, and one-part leaf 
mould, the two latter three-parts decomposed, and the 
whole thoroughly mixed, will be found an excellent 
application in this case. In general, this coating of 
some three to four inches will become filled with fine 
fibrous roots, which will infuse an amount of vigour in 
the tree hitherto unknown. 

Gross Young Trees.—These are to be distinguished 
from the class “ Ramblers,” notwithstanding they may 
be rambling young rogues. It was doubtless inferred 
by the reader, that the former class signified established 
trees which show an apparently invincible coarseness. 
We now speak of that gross fitfulness which is so 
frequently met with in young trees, not alone through a 
particular habit inherent, but more commonly through 
a too generous patron, who perhaps may be a “ border 
maker”—a man of composts; and such men have fre- ' 
quently reminded us of those ati'ectionate animals termed i 
apes, which have been said to hug their young ones to I 
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death in the most affectionate manner. “ Save me from 
! my friends; I can manage my enemies.” 
; Well, then, to remove the midden is to get rid of the 
; mushrooms, but it is not always convenient to remove 
I this midden, or, in other words, to change the whole 
' character of a costly border. What then? Why, trans- 
j plant by all means, adopting instantly our platform 

mode, or station-making. Those who have not back 
numbers of 'The Cott.\ge Gardener to refer to will do 
well to get our e.Kcellent little Cottage Oardeners Dic¬ 
tionary, which should be in the hands of every one who, 
not being complete in gardening matters, and with 

I whom time is precious, wants merely five minutes 
; advice, such as he can rely upon; there he will find 

these and other matters so highly simplified that “ he 
who runs may read.” - 

And thus we take leave of a subject about which 
much obscurity bas existed in by-gone days; but winch 
the advancing spirit of the age has scattered to the 
winds, or soon will do. Gardeners, however, must not 
only have reasons “ plentiful as blackberries,” but be 
prejiared to offer them in a cheerful way, not as a mere 
accommodation, but as a duty. 

Is it necessary to add, tha.t this time of year is most 
propitious for laying down plans of renovation, and 
also for carrying them out in at least their first stages ? 

Tt. Errington. 

MEETING OF THE HOETICELTUEAL 

SOCIETY.—December 7, 1802. 

After the lecture on the discovery of the origin of 
Wheat, the next object which seemed to command 
most attention was that about cutting-off the leaves of 
root-crops before tbe roots arrived at maturity, without 
prejudice to the weight of the crop, or to the quality of 
the root, as far as it has been yet practicable to ascer¬ 
tain ; but this subject will be discussed more fully next 
week. 

Among orchids e.xhibited there was, first, a splendid 
specimen of the true Vanda siiaris, from the Messrs. 
Veitch, of Exeter, bearing about fifty full-blown flowers, 
showing how different and much better the true species 
is than the variety of it called tricolor, which has usurped 
its place in some of the best collections round London. 
Then Limatodes rosea, a beautiful new terrestrial species, 
exhibited in public for the first time. This genus is the 
nearest in affinity with Calantlie: the species exhibited is 
deciduous, and flowers, after resting, from the bottom 
of the pseudo-bulbs before the new leaves appear; the 
flower-stalks are from six to nine or ten inches high, 
covered with a short soft down, which extends along the 
footstalks of the individual flowers; the flowers are 
numerous, in terminal spikes, and opening first from 
below, as in the Calantlie; they are much about the 
size, or hardly so long, as the flowers oi Calantlie vera- 
trifolia, and are of the most delicate light rose-colour; 
altogether a charming plant. The pseudo-bidbs are 
clustered round and round, from two to three inches 
long, and closely furrowed with sbarj) angles like an 
Echinocactus without the spines, so that yon could pick 
it out of a thousand species, at first sight, without 
seeing a flower or leaf; the leaves I did not see, but 
they are curiously set on the top of tbe bulbs by a joint, 
so that they all fall off at once when they are ripe, 
leaving a flat top to the bulb. The best way to manage 
it w'as read to us from a letter sent up with it. That 
letter recommends a generous, open comjrost, as for 
Pliaius, Calantlie, and other ground orchids, encouraging 
a vigorous growth after the leaves are fully expanded; 
to cease watering as soon as they turn yellow; and to 
rest it like a stove bulb in a hot, dry place—or say, by 
turning the pot on one side on a high shelf in the orchid 

house, there to remain until you see it move of its own 
accord, like an Amaryllis, it was sent from Moulmein, 
by Mr. Thomas Lohb. The genus was named by 
Blume, and the price is C3s. to .bO.bs. according to size. 

Cut flowers of Zygopetalum Mackayi, in varieties, 
and of a fine spike of Cattleya guttata, which made my 
heart ache to see it go without a handsome prize ; but 
such is not awarded to cut flowers, and very properly 
too. Nothing of the gaudiness of the Cattleyas is in¬ 
herited by this species; the lip is like that in C. For- 
hesii, and the rest greenish, with brown spots thickly 
dispersed all over the inside. Yet the specimen had a 
noble appearance, from the large number of flowers, 
twenty to thirty, set close on tbe top, exactly like the 
flower-head of a horse-chesnut. Tlie next ]ilant was Ihe 
newest and the oldest plant in the room, Malva nmhel- 
lata, a native of New Grenada, and growing there so 
high up in the mountains as to enable it to live out- 
of-doors with us through the summer. It was here 
once before, and lost; the last we heard of it was in 
1822, when the lecturer had a beautiful specimen of 
it from the late Mr. Lambert, from the open air at 
Boyton, near Salisbury, where it flowered “ all over ” for 
a long time in the summer ; it makes a dense spreading 
bush, and throw's out its be.autiful purplish flowers 
from the top of the branches like a Geranium. Very 
likely it cannot he bought before this time twelve- 
months; but it is well worth while making a memo¬ 
randum of it When it will come out, it will not run 
the circle of a new Geranium—be sold to-day at five 
titnes its worth, and the next at not one-third of its 
real value—as it is in the bands of the Horticultural 
Society, who w'ill give it to all tbe nurserymen who are 
Fellows, when tlicre is a stock of it. 

Skimmia Japonica.—The same plant as I mentioned 
before, and, as I then said, it will be a standing dish 
with us till late in tbe spring; or, perhaps, I ought to 
say Standish’s dish, for I think he will not be able to 
treat us to a better this winter. There is another 
Skimmia in the country, from the north of India, which 
is very like Japonica indeed; it is named laureola 
(laurel-like), because the leaves smell very strong, and 
like the sweet bay (Laurus nobilis). They have been 
raising a dust about these two beautiful plants, so to 
be certain, I went to Mr. Jackson’s nursery, the evening 
before this meeting, to see Skimmia laureola, for 1 can 
almost always see anything new there at ray leisure, 
and I find it is as strongly scented as possible, the leaf 
is also thinner than in Japonica. When i got to Regent- 
street, I tried Japonica, and there is no smell in the leaf, 
for I spoiled one of them by squeezing to make sure; 
and now Mr. Standish rvill know his plant was not hurt 
by carelessness, and I shall make up the damage. 

Tropceolum LohUanum.—There were three beautiful 
nosegays, of three forms, of this useful winter-flowering 
]flant, guarded with leaves of the rose-scented Geranium, 
sent by Mr. Ayres, of Blackheath. Two of the forms 
are quite new, and far sujierior to the species; one of 
them, called Triomphe de Gand, is three times larger 
than Loblnanum, and of a much better and brighter 
colour (crimson); the other is called Hockerianum, is 
as large as the last, a bi'ight orange with a large 
crimson dash at tbe bottom of each of the five petals. 
He asks 2s. (id. a plant for it, and it is well worth the 
money; every one who bas a nice warm gi-eenhouse 
should grow the three—no plants can be easier grown, 
and they flower profusely all through the winter, and 
run about like a hop all up the rafters, or trained against 
the back wall. Cuttings, rooted in the spring, and grown 
kindly through the summer, will come into bloom in 
November, and that is the best way to keep on with 
them; they hold on a long time as cut flowers in a 
room, and show as bright by candle-light as in the 
daytime. 
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Daphne indica rubra.—By far ttie largest spcciiiien of 
this 1 ever saw was liere in full hloom, in a square 
wooden box. I should think it was live feet through, 
and it looketl like a second-sized specimen of the Azalea 
iiulica at a May show. It was sent by Mi’. Edmunds, 
gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick House. 

Anianjllis reticulata.—A fine-grown plant, with two 
scapes, bearing four large reddish flowers each. I 
notice this to show how little some of the best gar¬ 
deners in this country know about the names of bul¬ 
bous plants, for it is really a hybrid llippeastmm. 
worked from II. aulicuni. It is quite excusable to call 
them Amaryllis, because the species were published 
as such before our knowledge of them was complete ; 
but to confound any of the breed of aulicum, to the 
third or fourth generation, with reticulatum, or any of 
its crosses, as far as we know them, shows how little 
the affinity of bulbs is understood among us. 1 have 
not seen the true reticulatum these eighteen years, but 
1 can give a sign by which a schoolboy could tell it at 
once from any of the 400 or fiOO species belonging 
to the order, and also from the more than 4000 varie- 

1 ties into which they have branched out, and that sign 
is the large white eye at the bottom of the ymrianth, or 
flower leaves : there is not a single plant in the whole 
order with this conspicuous mark but itself The 
hybrid bulb before us is from aulicum, or an early 
cross from it, by the pollen of equestre, or some of its 
early crosses; and here are the signs—aulicum has a 
large gi’een eye and a smooth eyelid, or margin ; equestre 
has the green eye in the form of a star, with a fringed 
eyelid. Now, the plant in question has a large green 
eye, not exactly as in aulicum, nor quite a star like 
equestre; it has a fringed eyelid, or partly fringed and 
partly notched; the sepals in aulicum are as stiff’ as 
wax, and upright; equestre has them wavy, and so has 
this hybrid, but in a less degree; the colour is just 
intermediate between the two. 

There is a distinct class of dwarf Melastomads on the 
secondary ranges of hills in the East Indies, which are 
more herbaceous-like than the rest of the order; and 
they are easily known, from wanting the ribs on the 
leaves, which is one of the most characteristic features 
of Melastomads. Roxburgh is the best authority for 
them. We hardly know any of them in England; we 
have just got one of them in our Dictionary, an annual, 
and a second appeared at this meeting from the garden 
of the Society, and a charming little thing it is; you 
would take it to be a cross between some dwarf small¬ 
leaved Begonia and a rose-leaved Melastoma. They 
call it Sonerila orhiculare; it is just the sort of thing for 
an amateur; and although the very leaf of a Melastomad 
reminds us of a stove and damp atmosphere, the Sone- 
rilas will do with the same treatment that suits Begonias, 
and they are just as easily increased. Make a memo¬ 
randum of this also. 

Brugmansia, or rather Datura sanguinea. When 1 
first wrote about keeping all the Daturas out in the 
open ground, from year to year, 1 was met in more than 
one quarter with, “Don’t you wish you may get it?” 
Well, wo had beautiful blossoms up from Dorsetshire 
of the red Datura, that has been growing out-of-doors 
there ever since it was introduced, with hardly any 
protection at all; and if it is cut down, or any of them 
injured by frost, up they come next year like Fuchsias, 
and flower as abundantly. This 4 was told by the 
gentleman who sent them, the Hon. W. F. Strangways, 
who has always helped the Society to a knowledge of 
his halt-hardy gardening. We had a whole tray full 
of cut flowers from the open gi’ound at this meeting, 
some of which 1 told of last February, such as Azara 
integrifolia, Litliosqmrmum rosemarinifolia, Edwardsia 
macrocarpa and grandijiora; this last ripened seed this 
autumn, at the Bury St. Fldmund’s botanic garden, on 

the open wall. In addition, we had to-day the Spanish 
Convolvulus cneorum, with large white flowers; Veronica 
Andersonii, with lilacy-bluc flowers in long rouna 
spikes; and ono of the honey shrubs from the Cape, 
Frotaa melifera, with a beautiful flower-bud, shaped 
like a sharp-pointed cone, all from the open ground. 
Mr. Bince, of Exeter, sent two new conifers, one a 
young plant, looking like some glaucous African cypress, 
the other a sport from the Chinese arbor-vita, as it 
appeared to me, with a bluish shade, which, if it keeps 
true, will make a very distinct thing. From Plymouth, 
there were Lemons, from an open wall, in the garden 
of .1. Lockyer, Esq., of South Wembury House, as fine- 
looking as any from abroad. From the garden of the 
Society we had a large collection of ifiants, besides 
the Bush Mallow, and Sonerila, such as winter- 
flowering Heaths, a large collection of Chrysanthemums, 
Manettia bicolor, Triomph de gand Tropreolum, and 
others, with one of the best winter-flowering plants 
belonging to the Justicias or Justicia-looking plants, 
with crimson-scarlet flowers, and the name of it made 
every face in the room smile. Those who hear them¬ 
selves, night after night, abused, and called everything 
but senators, without moving a muscle, and even the 
lecturer himself, whose jaws seem as if made of cast- 
iron, could not resist the general twitter on his pro¬ 
nouncing the words, “ Sericographis Ohiesbreghtiana." 
There was also a good specimen of Camellia Donkelaeri, 
and lots upon lots of the Pomjwne Chrysanthemums, 
and a few of the old ones, but that class was lost 
“ betw’een two stools ” this season. 

1 forget if 1 ever told that her Majesty Queen 
Victoria, and her Grace the Duchess of Sutherland, are 
two of the most keen competitors at these shows. 
There is no mistake about them; it is like diamond 
cut diamond to see her Grace beating her Majesty, and 
her Ma.jesty beating the Duchess. The Queen was 
victorious this time by heavy odds, or full twelve 
ounces in a 7 lb. H oz. Pine Apple, of the smooth-leaved 
Cayenne, against a (ilb. 12 oz. Providence. The gallant 
Colonel Baker, of Salisbury, entered the lists with a 
beautiful Cayenne Pine, 0 lb. 11 oz. There were several 
more fine-looking Pines, and the Grapes were excellent 
—the best Muscats from Mrs. Maubert, of Norwood, 
and the finest St. Peter’s Grapes from Mr. Davis, of 
Oak Hill, near Barnet. Nothing could exceed the 
colour and bloom. But, of all the fruit, a splendid dish 
of the trae old Golden Pippin, from Mr. Snow, attracted 
most notice. They wore from an east wall, and the trees 
are as healthy as the Downton Pippin. D. Beaton. 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE BEAUTIFUL. 

“ I KNOW that there are many of the poor who possess 
fine feelings, and have a keen sense of the beautiful, 
but such feelings are sufi'ered to rust out and die, 
because their ])ossessors arc too hard pressed to procure 
themselves any gratification. Else, why is it that we 
so often see the Geranium or Rose tree carefully nursed 
in an old, cracked tea-pot in the poorest room, or the 
Morning Glory planted in a box, and twined about the 
window? Do not these shew that the luiman heart 
yearns for the beautiful in all ranks of life?” Such 
ideas are not new to the readers of this work. If they 
do not always mirror themselves from the surface of its 
pages, it is because every one feels that the strong 
under-current is ever flowing in that direction. Next 
to the pleasure of expressing strong-felt convictions, is 
the delight of finding that these are in unison with the 
opinions of the gifted and the good. The above extract 
is culled from a beautiful short sketch of the “Tea 
Rose,” from the pen of the able, right-hearted American 
writer, Mrs. Stowe. I have long felt, and said, that the 
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beauty and variety of dowers was one of the strongest 
material proofs of the beneficence of the Deity. Had 
it been intended, we should be satisfied merely with the 
useful—had it been designed, we should prize and 
aspire after nothing but what was essential to the 
supply of our necessities—as some are yet hardy enough 
to contend ought to be the extent of the ambition of 
the working classes—then is it not likely “ we should 
have only coarse, shapeless piles of provisions lying 
about the world, instead of all this beautiful variety of 
trees, and fruits, and flowers ? 

One of the features of the times is the enlisting of 
this feeling of the beautiful as a successful agent in 
effecting mental refinement and social elevation. Who 
has not thus seen and felt its power? The cheap but 
pretty dress; an elegant piece of furniture; a hand¬ 
some chimney ornament; an artistic-moulded tea-pot; 
a healthy, clean plant; a cottage, whose very outside 
says it must be kept in order; each and all of these 
have, at times, done more to promote cleanliness and 
thrift than the reiterated arguments of moral suasion. 
Every such object is a standing, ever-present rebuke to 
filth and sloth. I know there is many a complaint, 
because in dress, &c., working-people will imitate their 
betters; but unless carried to an imprudent extreme, I 
should be a lenient judge in such matters. I confess, on 
the other hand, that 1 begin to see traces of manly self- 
respect, when the young villager dons a coat that fits 
his body, and doffs the over-all and cover-all of a sack, 
called a smock-frock. But, waving such matters, 1 may 
bo allowed to state, that very many proofs have come 
under my own observation, in which access to, and love 
for, the beautiful, has completely changed for the better 
the habits of those subjected to its influence. Nay, 
more; my own experience justifies me in saying, that 
so far as floral beauty is concerned, in the closeness of 
the investigation, in the admiration and pleasure per¬ 
ceptible, and in the j)erfect order, integrity, and pro¬ 
priety of conduct manifested when admitted to range 
at will within the precincts of a garden, the hard-work¬ 
ing men and women of our villages and towns will 
hardly rank second to any class of the community. 
Where there is the will, much good may be done 
without involving either great public show or much 

j self-sacrifice. The Crystal Palace wiped off the unme- 
j rited stigma that we were such Goths and Vandals, 
i that our admission amid works and scenes of beauty 

would just be synonymous with their destruction. We 
had proved the allegation to be unfounded years before, 
so far as this neighbourhood is concerned, though f 
have been given to understand that the county of Herts 
has not been superlatively distinguished for refinement. 

I consider it, then, as a fact proved, not only that 
floral beauty exerts an elevating power, but that the 
opening of private gardens, at certain times, to the com¬ 
munity, would be considered alike a boon and a source 
of pleasure. Of course, I make no allusion to such 
princely places as Trentham and Chatsworth, whose 
noble proprietors, with large-souled liberality, open 
their demesnes to visitors every day. Many who could 
not afford this might yet appropriate several days 
during the season. 1 have been urged by many, whose 
opinion I respect, to mention tlie method adopted here 
lately. I retorted, that if it pleased them they had 
better do it themselves; but then they were so awfully 
afraid of printer’s ink ! 'This was the standing excuse 
of a friend, who has held some of the highest gardening 
appointments in the country, and who has repeatedly 
urged me to make it more public, because it might do 
groat good. If tlie practice becomes somewhat common, 
I shall certainly consider this paper one of the most 
useful I over wrote. 

If I use the plural we, it is to avoid confusion, as, 
properly speaking, as a servant, 1 could not use the 

singular I, the modes successfully adopted being either 
suggested or sanctioned by my worthy employer. When 
first we began to make a show in the flower-garden in 
summer, there were a great many visitors, for the 
largest gardens in the vicinity were far from presenting 
that high culture and great interest which they now do. 
No gardener of his own accord can well be uncivil to 
visitors, though I often found they came at most unpro- 

I pitious periods, when the whole attention and force 
were retpiired for a definite object. Many, to avoid 
this, especially if one of the party had ever crossed 
words with me, used to come after the men had left in 
an evening, and thus broke in upon the little time I 
looked upon as peculiarly my own. It is no use deny¬ 
ing, therefore, that there was a spice of the seljish that led 
me to agree to the proposal to open the garden to tlie 
public one day in the week, during two or three months 
in the season, and, unless in special exceptions, then 
only. In doing so, for some time I adopted the usual 
custom of sending an attendant round with each party ; 
but frequently these were so numerous, especially when 

, several villages would turn out the same day, that 
many would be kept waiting; and then individuals 
would come and ask “ if they might not go round a 

! second time ?” These, and other considerations, led us 
to dispense with the attendant system altogether. We 
think we make some little improvement every year. 
Last summer, the gardens were open ten days in as 
many consecutive weeks, and instead of the whole day, 
the period was from one, p. m., to six, i>. m. Previously 
to that period, the garden-men had been told of the 
place they were to occupy at work during the afternoon; 
so posted, they could see the principal parts, and so as 
to answer any inquiry that might be put. At the named 
time, the doors were opened, and people were free to 
come and free to go; some staying an hour; others 
several; and others, again, the whole time ; there being 
no porter to admit, and no toll-gate man to let them out. 

Has it answered? Last summer, on one of these 
days, I stood by the side of a great gardener from a 
large establishment. “ I am glad I have come to-day; 
what a company you have got—the majority are working 
classes, aint they ? How happy they seem ! how clean 
and nicely dressed they are! They seem to go where 
they please ; have you no attendants?” “No.” “ J)on’t 
you find great mischief done ? ” “ None at all.” “ Well, 
even with attendants, we found ornaments missing from 
temples and grottoes, &c.; how is it? You don’t seem 
to have even such a thing as an admonitory ticket.” 
“ Can’t say; only there is something in treating people 
so as to show you trusted in their honesty and honour.” 

Has it given universal satisfaction? No! it would 
be a wonder if it did. IMany, who used to come often 
when they could have the place to themselves, now 
seldom appear. They are the hetterer ranks of people— 
the would-bc-aristocracy of the middle classes—the very 
first to notice, if not to rail at, every other exclusiveness 
except their own. Some have told me it was wpity the 
privilege was made so common. Others have sent nice 
little notes, hoping that they, their friends, or families, 
might come at some other hours and times dill'erent 
from that set apart for the use of the jjublic. Ah ! 
many will talk nicely, and even do a little towards 
improving the public, ])rovided they are not brought 
into close personal contact with it. If, however, the 
test of numbers when the novelty was gone, and laces 
th.at spoke of pleasure, be any sure guide, then 1 may 
safely say the satisfaction was general; and surely the 
diftusion of rational happiness, even for a few hours, 
with the after-thoughts and resolves linked and blended 
with it, is a something worth aiming and trying for. 

Keeping in view the ideas with which J commenced, 
I shoidd like to have something i)ractical, however 
simple, for a conclusion. Ideas broached on cottage 
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and window-gardening have brought me statements 
trom various parts of the country. The other day, I liad 
a most interesting letter from the north of Scotland, a 
lew e.vtracts of which I will now give, as bearing rrpon 
the “ beautiful,” leaving others to another time. 

“ J. —, came quite out in window-gardening. Eine 
plants of scarlet Geraniums, Kentish Hero Calceo¬ 
larias, and Enchsias, graced the window-cell, with Nas¬ 
turtiums, and Canary plants trained up the side, a little 
amongst the ivju People stood and looked as they 
jMssed; it seemed quite a new dodge to the natives. 
Altogetlier, it gave the house a very gay and cheerful 
appearance. Some liyacinth-glasses, tilled with beau¬ 
tiful grasses, wliich stand on the chinmey-piece, look 
very nice at this season of the year. Could you not 
launch into The Cottaue Gardener an article on 
Grasses, if so be dead flowers were not foreign to your 
proscribed bounds. I am sure a very interesting gra¬ 
minaceous group might be formed for a few pence. The 
pots or receptacles, ornamental, if come-at-able, could be 
lilled with moss, with some of the best on the top, and 
the grasses stuck into it; tufted-growing sorts could bo 
imt in so as to appear as tufts ; and the looser growing 
ones could be ranged according to their habits. A few 
branches of Everlastings might be put in amongst 
them, by way of variety and embellishment. To 
cottagers of limited means, a group of this sort, even on 
the window-sill, might be a great source of enjoyment, 
at once cheap, pleasing, and interesting.” 

I can confirm the above statement. Knotted grass, 
E’eathery grass, and Shaking grass, &c., have been coming 
into vogue in this neighbourhood for two years, and that 
solely owing to the example of a yoimg lady, a trades¬ 
man’s wife, who ranged the hedge-sides for tliein about 
the time they were in bloom. She lived in a })retty 
cottage by the highway-side. In ordinary cases, it 
would have presented nothing ea;hv«ordtrtan/; under her 
tending care it became a miniature Paradise for neat¬ 
ness and beauty. At a pinch, she has frequently been 
known to clip and clean her grass-plot in a morning; 
but her next to ubiquitous movements were not con¬ 
fined to garden and house. The love of the beautiful 
was no dreamy inoperative principle with her. It acted 
itself out in kindness and sympathy. Hear of an 
accident, a heavy misfortune, a severe case of affliction, 
and you hear of that woman having been there, to 
cheer, to console, to help by word and deed. She has 
removed to another part of the country, amid the regrets 
and the warm sympathies of a neighbourhood. But 
the influence of her little garden and her large heart 
have not gone. Every bunch of feathery grass keeps 
her in remembrance. 

A few btmehes of Everlasting Elowcrs between 
the bunches of grass arc a great improvement in 
stich groups. The other day I saw a bunch of the 
flowers of Aplielcxis so used. Tlic whole of that 
genus, and also Fhccnocoma, Hclkhrijsum, <Inaphdiuni, 
and Xerantheniuni, may be so employed. Gnaphaliuin 

j areiiarium, gvaveolens, and candidissimuni, are low-grow- 
1 ing, hardy, herbaceous plants that any cottager may 

grow by the side of a pathway. They are tiovv gene¬ 
rally grouped under Helichrysuni. The first-named has 
beautiful yellow flowers, which will retain their beauty 
for years, though 1 cannot say where it is to be bad, as 
this bedding-system is making sad havoc with fine old 
plants. Thou, there are the Keranthemums, free-growing 
annuals, which require to bo sown in April, in common 
soil, and though they grow generally three feet in height, 
yet the flowers, when well dried, will keep their colour 
for years. Such low-growing, hardy annual Gnapha- 
liunis, as ohtusifoliiini, sanyuineum, and undulatuni, may 
bo so used, and all present a very pretty cll'oct. 

it. Eisu. 

THE CHRYSANTHEiMUM. 

A CORRESPONDENT {Cato) lias written requesting in¬ 
formation respecting the cultivation of this very lino 
autumnal flower, so as to produce such blooms as Mr. 
Taylor exhibited at the Stoke Newington Show on the 
2.'!rd of last month, and also a list of the best varieties, 
to enable him to select a collection from. I did write a 
short paper or two on the culture of the Ehrysanthomum 
some two years back, and the heads of tliose papers arc 
in the Dictionary also. Since those ])apers were written 
there has been a great improvement botii in culture and 
in the varieties, so that I think a few additional in¬ 
structions, and a list of the best varieties, will be accept¬ 
able not only to “ Cato, ” but also to our readers 
generally, especially such as do not possess the entire 
Cottage Gardener, or The Cottage Gardeners Dic¬ 
tionary, tliough I may venture to say the latter work 
ought to bo in the liands of every cultivator of plants, 
h'uits, or vegetables, in Great Bidtain. 

There is one recommendation to the Chrysanthemum 
that no other florists’ flower possesses, and that is, it 
is so easily kept through tlie winter. All the rest, if i 
except the Itose, and perhaps tlie Euchsia, have a dilli- 
culty about them which renders their preservation un¬ 
scathed through that dreary season a matter of care 
and uncertainty; but the Chrysanthemum may be pre¬ 
served witli the least care imaginable, either in a pit or 
cold frame, or even out-of-doors, if the pots are plunged 
over head in coal-ashes, placed on the south side of a 
wall, or low evergreen hedge. The only protection they 
require is a light covering, in very severe frost, of dried 

I bracken or common fern. 
In addition to this extreme hardihood, this plant is 

as easy to propagate as a willow, every cutting will 
grow, and it can be propagated also by layers and seeds. 
1 will briefly describe these three modes. 

By Guttings.—-Tho best are the young tops, taken ofl' 
when four or five inches high ; reduce them to three 
inches in length, cut oif the extreme top, and about an 
inch of the bottom; trim off thelower leaves, and put the 
cuttings round the edge of a five-inch pot, lilled with light 
rich earth, and a thin layer of pure sand on the surface; 
then give a gentle watering, and place them on a heated 
surface of sand, or plunge them in a gentle tan-bod, 
placing a largo hand-glass over them, 'ihis should be 
done as soon as the shoots can he got, in order to have 
them in a forward state early in the year. They wtll, 
with moderate care as to sl)adiug and \vatering, soon 
make roots, and should be immediately potted off into 
small pots; let the tops bo cut off again, and subject 
them to this treatment every time they are potted, in 

I order to cause side-shoots to break out, and thus I'orm 
I low, bushy plants early in the season. This is a desirable 

point to accomplish as soon as possible; for if they once 
get legs, long as a greyhound, their beauty is s])oilcd for 
that season : no cutting down afterwards will effect a 
reformation in their appearance. i 

By Layers.—'.rhe branches, when simply brought 
down to the soil, omit roots jflcntifully. 'This facility 
of rooting is taken advantage of to obtain low bushy 
plants. 'To eft'oet this, plant out in an open situation 
a lot of old 23lauts. If the ])lants are laid sideways 
when planted, the shoots can be ^legged down into small 
pots more easily. These make low, bushy plants, well 
furnished with flower-buds, with very little trouble. Gut 
the layers ofl' as soon as the pots arc filled with roots, 
repot them into si.x-iuch [lOts, and shade for a few days 
until they are fairly established, then ti'eat them as 
you would the plants raised from cuttings. 

By Seed.—'This is not very ])lentifully ]>roduced in 
our dark, foggy climate, but it is produceil in green¬ 
houses sparingly. Have and dry, and keep it dry till 
Eebruary or March. 'Then sow it in shallow jiots, in 
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light, rich soil; sow shallow, and cover slightly with 
: very fine sifted soil, giving very gentle waterings when 
I the soil is dry. The young seedlings are very succulent, 

and soon damp off if too freely watered, or in too damp 
heat. The best place for them is on a shelf close to the 
glass of a good greenhouse. Pi’ick out the seedlings, as 
soon as they can bo taken hold of, into the same sort of 
shallow pot, and when they have made a still further 
growth, pot tliem singly into threo-inch pots, and after¬ 
wards treat them as you would cuttings. Some may 
flower the first year, but they will all certainly bloom 
the second. This is the only way to iirocurc now and 
improved varieties. 

To cultivate the Chnjsanthcmum with a view to 
exhibit it, some extra care must bo devoted to it. 
During the time of growth, the plants should be fully 
e.xposed to sun, light, and air. They should by no 
means be crowded together, or amongst other plants. 
The best situation 1 ever found for them was in a single 
row, on the side of an open walk. In this situation, from 
i\Iay to August, they will grow bushy, be furnished with 
broad, healthy foliage to the pot edge—that is, if rightly 
managed in three particulars, namely, repotting in very 
rich soil; freely watering at the root (occasionally with 
liquid manure), and frequently syringing over the leaves 
and branches; and, lastly, frequently stopping. At the 
end of August they should bo in nine-inch pots, and 
then should be stout, bushy jilants, with the flower buds 
in abeyance, or dormant. The buds should just make 
their appearance in September, and grow on slowly till 
October. The plants will then be really handsome 
objects, independent of bloom, and will require no 
sticks, nor any kind of support. 

In order to have a greater show of bloom, some 
growers place three or four plants in a pot, but 1 cannot 
commend that practice. A greater number of flowers is 
obtained, it is true; but it is at the cost of a sacrifice in 
the size. The largest and finest flowers are always 
produced on single jjlants, and no censor will give a 
plant a prize in preference because it has a greater 
number of inferior blooms upon it. If not intended 
for exhibition, the placing a number of plants in a pot 
or tub may be a praiseworthy practice. I saw, very 
lately, in the conservatory in the Itoyal JJotanical 
Society’s Garden, in Regent’s Park, a box, more than 
two feet across, closely filled with many plants of a 
tasselled-flowered Chrysanthemum, and a fine object as i 
a mass of bloom it certainly was ; but when the flowers 
wore examined individually they were very common-jdace 
indeed, i have, in my greenhouse, several pots, with 
three or four plants in each, which, viewed at a distance, 
arc very passable—nay, even showy ; but they arc not 
fit for an exhibition. “ Cato,” and every grower for 

I exhibition, then, will he wise if they adopt the single- 
! plant-in-a-pot system, if they wish to have really large, 

good flowers, either to be exhibited in pots or cut 
\ blooms. T. Appleby. 

{To he continued.) 

CONSERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from pugc 1H4.) 

Wn.vr is the use of a Conservative Wall ? Previously 
to putting up any building, the first consideration is, 
of what use is it? 'that is the question. To the strict 
utilitarian, wliose ideas arc confined to the profit and 
loss on any undertaking, the conservative wall will 
a])pear a perfectly useless building; the objects to be 
grown against it are useful neither ibr food nor clothing. 
To a mind so narrowed, I cannot jiroduce any argument 
to prove that a wall to be covered with ornamental and 
flowering shrubs is of any use. He could easily under¬ 
stand that a pinery, a vinery, or a peach-house would 

bo of some use. The fruit would bo fit to eat! and 
would bo a pleasing enjoyment after dinner, accom¬ 
panied by a glass of good wine. I do not deny this, by 
any means; and, iu addition to the mere eating of such 
delicious fruit, there is, to a more elevated mind, quite 
as much enjoyment in seeing stich fruits bloom, grow, 
and come to ])erfection. To a mind still more refined, 
there is a still higher enjoyment in cultivating and 
bringing to a high state of perfection ])lants cultivated 
only for their fine foliage, or highly-perfumed beautiful 
Bowers, tbe gems of the earth. Shakspero says, “the 
man that delights notin music is not to be trusted;” 
and I may venture to say, that the mind that delights 
not in flowers cannot bo very amiable ! 

Now, the use of a conservative wall is to grow plants 
against it to a highoi’ slate of perfection than they can 
be grown in j)ots, more especially such plants as will 

i not quite bear the vicissitudes of our climate. T'or 
} such ])urposcs it is admmibly adapted; and this is no 
' theory only, it has been borne out in practice in various 

places—-private gardens. 1 mentioned some in my last 
paper on this subject, and now 1 need only refer to 
the conservative walls at Row and Chiswick, as in¬ 
stances of public gardens, where they may bo seen 
clothed with beautiful specimens of jilants in the 
greatest luxuriance. Rut there is another use of plants 
grown in this manner, and that is, the proving their 
capability of bearing our climate. j\lany jdauts are 
imported from warmer climates, of whose power to resist 
or boar our frosts wo have no knowledge. 1 remember 
the day when the Aucuha Japonica was cultivated in 
the greenhouse only, and now every tyro in gardening 
knows that it has proved one of the hardiest of our 
evergreens. Had conservative walls been iu existence 
then, this plant would have been planted against it, and 
its perfect hardihood proved at once. Again; if there 
is any truth in the doctrine of acclimatation, or the art 
of hardening, this wall is a proper school for the plants; 
and it would be a very interesting pursuit to endeavour 
to acclimatize plants by placing them first against and 
under the sheltering iullueuce of such a wall previously 
to planting them out in the open border, when they 
had acquired a woody texture; for it is a well-known 
fact, that old hard-woody plants will bear a greater 
degree of cold than the same plants Avhen young 
and soft-wooded. And, thirdly, jdants against such a 
wall arc ]nore certain to bear seed than such as are 
grown in pots, or oven in the borders of a con¬ 
servatory, for this reason—in such a situation they 
are more likely, nay, certain, to 2M'oducc seeds, I’rom 
the fact that they have more of the stimulants (air 
and light, combined with protectiou) to cause such 
a natural eil'ect. The production of seed is a step 
gained in the art of hardening plants, because it is 
supposed that plants raised from seed saved in a colder 
climate than their native habitat will have a more 
robust constitution, and thus, by a natural process from 
generation to generation, the great grand-children of 
plants brought originally from Japan or IMcxico will bo 
as hardy as our oak or hazel. 1 do not say positively 
this will be so, because I do not forget that the Dahlia, 
the Potato, the Cucumher, and the Melon, are probably 
as tender now as they were the first year of their intro¬ 
duction ; but it is plants with a more woody texture that 
would probably be acclimatised, if the art of hardening 
by a conservative-wall were systematically and judi¬ 
ciously carried on for several generations. 

Such is my answer to the question. What is the use 
of a conservative wall ? and 1 think the reasons given 
are quite sufficient to bear out the idea, that it is a useful 
as well as a beautiful object; and then follows the 
second query. How is it to be built ? The answer to 
this will include the aspect, material, and the mode. 
'The aspect of that model of a conservative wall at 
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Chatswortli is nearly due west, and though, in that in¬ 
stance, the aspect is of little consequence, because of its 
being heated, yet, in t!io case of a wall not heated, that 
as])ect is, I conceive, the very best, and for this reason, 
sliould a frost happen any night, the plants may be 
slightly touched with it, but will have time to be gra¬ 
dually thawed before the sun reaches them, and so be 
less injured than they would bo if the wall had an east 
or a south aspect. For the sudden extremes of heat and 
cold, or vice versa, are the circumstances so destructive 
to half-hardy plants. Flven a north is better than a south 
asjiect, though not to bo preferred for many plants; yet 
the (Jamellia thrives best on a north aspect if planted 

! out-of-doors. Several instances of this may be seen at 
Chiswick. They are planted there close to a wall on the 

I north side, and grow well, and frequently flower well I 
too, if there is a season without late spring frosts. The | 
reason of this is easily understood; they are not subject I 
to such sudden and violent changes of temperature as : 
they would be if planted against a wall with a south ' 
aspect, and so are not stimulated into growth so early 
in the season as to be nipt by the frost. 

The west, then, is the best aspect for the generality of 
plants suitable for a conservative wall, and the material 
I consider the best is a dark - coloured brick: dark 
colour retains the heat, light colour repels it; hence it 
is, that a black coat is warmer than a white one on a 
sunshiny day. if the dark wall has had the sun shining 
upon it the whole of the afternoon, it will retain the 
heat much longer than a light-coloured one. This is a 
fact I need not prove. Then a dark brick should be the 
material, if the wall is not heated artificially. The way 
or mode by which this wall should be built, is first to 
lay a good foundation, broader than ordinary, in order 
to allow space to have a hollow space in it, whether it is 
to be heated or not, for that is a fact now well under¬ 
stood, that a hollow wall is warmer than a solid one. 
indeed, all garden-walls, whether for the lunqroso of 
growing plants or fruits, should be constructed in this 
manner. T. Appleby. 

{To he coiitiimcd.) 

THE .BIRMINGHAM BOULTRY SHOW. 

Several attempts have been made, of late years, with 
more or less success, to trace the history and origin of our 
different varieties of domestic poultry. There is, however, 
no difficulty either in ascertaining the commencement of 
those exhiliitions which have done so much to improve tlie 
((uality, and to extend the taste for the purer and better 

i breeds of poultry, or in tracing the steps by which they 
I have, in a w'onderfully sliort space of time, obtained gra- 
' dually, and almost imperceptibly, their present high position. 
I To the Yorkshhemen, we are undoubtedly indebted for 
; having originated and brought to a considerable degree of 
j maturity these interesting gatherings; and we remember 

the time when it was thought almost a reproach upon the 
I proverbial shrewdness of our Yorkshire friends, that they 
1 had given themselves so much trouble upon what had been 
' long considered so trilling a subject. They, however, per-- 

severed, and soon estabhshed, within the circumference of a 
few miles, poultry shows at Leeds, Bradford, Huddorslield, 
Halifax, Keighley, Otley, Weatherhy, Holmfirth, Stanewood, 

i and Bretton, each of which, in its locality, is well supported. 
But it remained for the Birmingham and Midland Counties 

Society to make the attempt on a large scale. Tliey soon 
succeeded in establishing an exhibition which has not 
yet been approached cither in point of numbers or of 
excellence; and they are fairly entitled to divide with 
their more northern brethren the credit of having re¬ 
vived and brought to its present state of advancement 
this interesting and profitable branch of rural economy. 
I’oultry, which had been looked upon by the farmer as 
beneath his notice, has now, by their exertions, become a 
som'ce at once of profit and of pleasure; and, in proportion 

to the food it consumes (much of which would otherwise be 
wasted), and to the capital and labour emplo3ed, is, we. 
undertake to say, as remunerative as any stock upon his 
farm. 'J'o the country gentleman, the. amateur, and the 
fancier, what so ornamental, and at the same time so useful, 
as a nice, uniform lot of pure-bred fowls ? The ladies, too, 
may participate both in the amusement and the benefit 
derived from their feathered favourites, from the stately 
Shanghao, and the brilliant Spaniard, down to the little 
dapper Holden or Silver Sebright Bantam, rivalling the 
pheasant in beauty. And—last, not least—can a cottager 
keep anything about his premises from which he and his 
family may deiive more of mingled pleasure and profit than 
a few heads of good poultry ? 

For the gratification, and, we trust, for the benefit, of all 
classes of our readers, it is to a description—impartial, we 
hope, and not unprofitablo to the poidtry-keeping world—of 
the fourth exhibition at Birmingham, that we purpose to-day 
to devote a greater proportion of our paper than is usually 
given to one subject. 

This e.xhibition commenced on Tuesday, the ITth of 
December, in the capacious and well-lighted building known 
as Bingley Hall. Considerable improvements liave been 
made in the hall itself since the. last show took place within 
its walls, and the visitors are indebted to the proprietors and 
tho committee for a corresponding increase in the comfort 
they enjoy, and the facilities afforded to them in viewing 
the specimens. Indeed, the airangements in these respects 
appeared to us to he quite unexceptionable. 

In point of numbers, the exhibition of 1852 exceeded 
that of 18.51 in every class, as the following table (which 

be interesting for purposes of reference) will show :— 

PENS ENTERED. 

Classes. 18.51 1852. 
Spanish fid 04 
Dorking jir 142 
Shanghaes 151 275 

Malays 35 10 
tiame 127 104 
Golden-pencilled Hamhurghs 20 13 

Golden-spangled Hamhurghs 21 28 

Silver-pencilled Hambiu'ghs 48 58 
Silver-spangled Hamhurghs 44 00 
Boland 41 08 

Cuckoo 5 (i 

Bumpless (i 4 
AVhite-crested Golden Hamburghs 2 — 

Andalusian 5 .) 

Ancona (i 1 
Friz/led 4 4 
Norfolk or Surrey .> o 

Bantams, Gold-laeed 20 35 
„ Silver-laced .. 11 0 
„ AYhito 10 12 
„ Black 10 D! 

„ other varieties (i 5 

Pigeons 120 85 
Geese 17 18 

Ducks 71 73 

Turkeys 23 

Guinea-fowl 14 (i 

Extra Class 30 — 

The managers of tho show havo this year omitted some, j 
of the varieties, or sub-varieties, included in the list of j 
last year. AVith all due deference, we question tho pro¬ 
priety of this alteration. Although principally got up | 
for tho benefit of the fanner and the amateur, these 
exhibitions are interesting to the scientific naturalist, and 
have derived, in their time, much benefit from his investi¬ 
gations and researches. To him, independently of their 
beauty, and tho pleasing variety they made, the specimens 
entered last year as “ Ornamental I’oultry,” ami several 
cmious sub-varieties besides, were of peculiar interest, while 
they were objects of attraction to others also. AVe hope to 
see room afforded, upon future occasions, for specimens of 
this description. 

AYe should also strongly recommend a reconsideration of 
the rule which permits old and young fowl to be shown in 
competition in the some classes. AVhero there are classes 
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for cliickens exclusively, all chickens should, in our opinion, 
he shown in them. In many varieties, especially of what 
are known among fanciers as ‘‘feathered fowl," old birds are 
shown to a great disadvantage against chickens, whose 
feathers are necessarily more clean and pure in colour ; and 
in ever3' class this practice admits of a sort of speculation on 
the part of the judges, whether or not the chickens will 
some day he better than the old fowls arc now; instead of 
their being conlined, as, we submit, they ought to he, to a 
simple, because certain, decision which of the two or more 
pens is the best at the time of the show. 

Before we proceed to notice the dilferent classes, tve will 
mention the only other drawback—and in our opinion it is 
a serious one—to the Birmingham Show. It is the very 
objectionable practice of employing a dealer as one of the 
judges. To it may undoubtedly be traced the dissatis¬ 
faction, “ not loud, hut deep,’’ expressed by many good 
judges, both at the last and the present show, with some of 
the awards made. We have no personal feeling in the 
matter; it is to the principle, and not to the individual, that we 
object. It is not in the nature of things that the confidence 
of the public should be placed, or expected, in anj' man who 
may be the seller of the very birds of which he is called 
upon to judge. It is to inspire confidence on the part of the j 

exhibitors—not to attach suspicion to the judges—that we j 

thus contend that dealers should not be eligible as judges. | 
The task of finding fault is always an invidious one, but as 
public journalists, and having the public good exclusively 
within our view, we cannot be silent upon a point which is 
operating much to the disadvantage of exhibitions, which 
we are convinced, altlmugh yet, as it were, in their infancy, 
have done, and are doing, much good ; the more especially 
when ive Iniow the opinions of many of the owners of 
the best stock, and that gentlemen of the highest cha¬ 
racter and honour, and who are as good judges of 
poultry as England can produce, have repeatedly refused 
to act in the capacity of judges at our show.s, on the 
ground alone, that they will not, by becoming their col¬ 
leagues, countenance tlie engagement of dealers as judges. 
Hence it is clear that more is lost than can be gained by 
employing the latter. We are by no means sure that the 
Birmingham committee themselves have not met with such 
refusals this very year; but we know that in the recent case 
of the Hitchin show, Birmingham itself, York, Leeds, and 
Hull, were ransacked up to the very day before the show 
took place for a judge, and that there was no other difficulty 
ill the way. For these reasons, we very sincerely trust that 
this manifest evil will be remedied another year, before its 
consequences are move severely felt; that confidence, lost in 
some, and waning in many amateurs, may he restored; and 
that, all cause of suspicion being thus removed, the decisions 
of the judges will be ac(iuiesced in with that respect which 
confidence can alone inspire. 

We now tiu’n, with pleasure, from the ungracious office of 
fault-finding, to the details of what has been altogether—in 
spite of the drawbacks arising from the causes to which we 
have just referred—one of the best shows of poulti’y (if not 
the very best) upon record. 

We need scarcely say that the classes, where there were 
so many, were unequal in point of merit. Following the i 
orders of the catalogue, we commence our obser\'ations with ! 
the Spanish. Until the Cochins became, within the last | 
year or two, dispersed throughout the country, no race of i 
fowl were greater favourites than the Spaniards. The | 
brilliant lustre of their sable plumes, contrasted with the 1 
white face and red comb—their size, their stately and up- , 
right carriage, combine to make the male bird one of the I 

most beautiful of our domestic fowl; while the glossy and ' 
uniform appeai'ance of the hens render a nice flock of ! 
Spanish most agreeable to the eye. So much so, indeed, i 

that tliey are often styled “ the gentleman’s fowl.” 

In point of quality, the birds exhibited appeared to us to 
be much superior to those of last year. 

In our recent account of a visit to his poultry-yards at 
Knowslej', we took occasion to say, that he who shoidd beat 
Captain Hornby in the Spanish classes, at Birmingham, 
must show good birds in their best form. AVe were not far 
wrong, for the Captain has certainly made a tolerably clean 
sweep of it in these classes, having c.arried off the first and 
second prizes (the latter, in our opinion, being the better 

pen). In the Spanish chicken class, the first prize was 
awarded to Mr. J. 0. Smith, of Skelton Grange, near York; 
and we think his birds well deserved the honom-. 

The next classes comprise the different varieties of the j 

Dorking famihj ; and we think the committee have taken a 
mistaken step in offering separate prizes for Dorkings with j 

double or rose combs. Such, in our opinion, and in that of 
most of the best judges, so far as we have been able to \ 
collect them, are of questionable purity as Dorking fowls, 
and, at all events, are quite unworthy of separate premiums 
at such a show as that of Birmingham. The grey and 
sober plumage of the Dorkings presents an agreeable con¬ 
trast to the more gay feathering of some of their com¬ 
petitors ; and their pecuharly neat and “ squat ’’ binld points 
them out, as in truth they are, as the very fowl for the table. 
The advantage of the Dorkings is, that their meat is packed 
into a small compass, and, for the puiqioses of the cook 
alone, we are not sure that the Dorking does not bear away 
the palm from all competitors. But, taking all points 
together (and we may as well repeat that, in giving an 
opinion of the relative merits of different varieties, we have 
always in view the question—which of them combines the 
most good qualities with the fewest defects), we are of 
opinion that the Shanghaes and Spanish are superior to the 
Dorkings. In these, as in the Spanish classes, the number 
of pens was greater this year than last, and we think their 
contents at least equal in quality. The first prize in the 
principal class was awarded to T. 'T. I’arker, Esq., of Sutton 
Grange, fur a sjilendid pen of birds ; the second falling to 
the lot of Captain Hornby, for one scarcely inferior to it. 

AVe have already said that the general verdict of the 
poultry-keeping world has, in our opinion, in spite of the 
hue raised against them by the dealers, indisputably been 
jironounced in favour of the Shanghaes ; and we think, taking 
all points into consideration, correctly so. In point of 
beauty, opinions may differ; hut their great bulk, added to 
neat and compact appearance, their fecundity, and the ease 
with which they may he kept within any enclosure, however 
slight, renders them, without regard to other considerations, 
a most desirable fowl. Their very singularities—the stumpj' 
tail and feathered leg—are not unpleasing by way of variety, 
and they are, moreover, quiet and gentle in habits and 
disposition to a degree. But, -whether -we be right or 
wrong in awarding to them, as we are at present dispiosed 
to do, the palm over all other varieties known in this 
country', certain it is that—for the present, at all events— 
they are the reigning favourites. The prices for which they 
have been, and are, sold; the length of time during 
which those enormous prices have been kept up; the 
interest concentrated upon them at every show we go to ; 
prove, beyond cavil, that the fact is as we have stated. To 
this observation, their position at the Birmingham show i 

■a’us no exception. From day to day, and from horn' to hour, i 
the thickest of the crowd surrounded the pens containing ! 
the different sub-varieties of these beautiful birds. Siiice the j 

last exhibition the Shanghaes have been divided into three 
classes—the whites, the cinnamons and buffs, and the ' 
browns and piartridge-feathered. AA'hy the greys and blacks j 
have been excluded we are not aware. Taking the sub¬ 
divisions in the order we have given, the white first claim - 
our notice. Inferior in size to some of their relatives, yet - 
upon a lawn, or in a clean country place, what can look - 
j)rettier than a neat uniform lot of these beautiful birdsi 
They have alreadj" become prime favourites, especially j 
among the ladies, and, we think, are lik(dy to continue so. ' 

In this sub-division, which was superior, both in number 
and quality, to those shown in the same classes in IS.Al, the ■, 
first prizes, both for old fowl and for chickens, were awarded 
to Mrs. Herbert, of I’owick. The second jirize for the old 
birds was given to Mr. G. C. I’eters, of Moseley; and the ^ 
third to Mr. George Graham, of Yardlcy, whoso pen appeared ! 
to us, and to many others, to be at least equal to the other j 
two. I 

Of the numerous shades of colour prevailing among Iho i 
Shanghac fowl, none has become so popular as the neat and | 
pretty buff; and certainly there is something peculiarly : 
pleasing in its (juiet uniformity. AVhether from this or 
othei' causes we know not, but the huffs have certainly i 
commanded higher prices than those of any other colour. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that in this class the greatest 
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interest appeared to be centred—so niucli so, that it was 
really diftioult to obtain time and space sufficient to get a 
good view of them. In eveiy show the “ observed of all 
observers,” here, where the best of each sort are congre¬ 
gated together, we have a right to expect the best of these 
also. Hence the interest they excited, which was certainly 
by no means disappointed. In one word, we c.an say nothing 
for the buffi class which has not been said and proved by 
the preference everywhere accorded to them, although we 
really do not think this class was so good, as a whole, as the 

i corresponding class of last year. 
, With regard to the dark varieties, we are not of those 
I who, on the one hand, decry them; nor do we, on the 
I other, think them, as some do, either more hardy or supe- 
; nor in weight to their hght-coloured relatives. In truth, 

we think there are equally line kinds of the buff, the cinna¬ 
mon, and the dark varieties ; and we know that it is difficult 
to ffind chickens, of any breed, more easy to be reared than 
are the buff Shanghaes. For those who reside near large 
towns we might recommend the darker birds, on the ground 
that it is better to keep good birds of a colour which is not 
so easily soiled, than to have birds of better quality, yet of a 
shade so light that they cannot be kept, in that locality, in ! 
perfect purity of plumage. 

Reverting to the prize list, we find that in the buff class 
of older birds Mr. Sturgeon maintains his old position—a 
higher ho cannot attain. Mr. Cattell, of Moseley AVake 
Green, obtained the second prize; and Mr. Steggall, of 
Weymouth, the third. In the corresponding class of young 

I fowls of 1852, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Cattell; 
the second to Thomas Roscoe (Captain Hornby’s servant) ; 
and the third to Mr. Punchard. It was to the awards in 
this latter class that the greatest exception was taken ; and, 
after much examination, we are bound to declare our opinion 
in favoirr of the malcontents. 

Prizes were also given for the best pair of buff, cinnamon, 
or brown : the first to Dr. Gwynne, of Sandbach ; the second 
to Mr. Punchard; and the tliii'd to Mr. H. G. Smith. Mr. 
I’unohard also obtained a commendation for what was 
thought by many the best pen of the four; and this opinion 
was partly borne out by the fact, that the pair of birds were 
sold for k25. AVe wish Sir. Punchard as good a sale on tlie 
4th of January as that which Mr. Sturgeon was fortunate 
enough to secure. 

The next class, in order, are the Malays. These have 
hitherto been a favourite fowl ; and certainly there is a 
stateliness and an appearance of high-breeding about a true 
Alalay which is xiai'ticularly commanding. AVe cannot hut 
regret that so handsome and pm-o a lireed of fowls should, 
all at once, have become nearly extinct; although we must 
admit, that in point of utility they are not eiiual to the 
Cochins, the Spanish, or the Dorkings. 

Ne.xt in order, come the typo of courage—the old I'luglish 
Game. 'The days of cock-fighting are happily at an end in this 
country, but we can still admire the martial appearance and 

1 bearing of the different sub-varieties of those truly “game” 
birds which were wont, in old times, to contend in the cock- 

I pit. Porbeautyandvariety of plumage, closeness of feathers, 
! and purposes of utility combined, there is, wc really believe, 
i no one of the smaller varieties of our domestic poultry pre¬ 

ferable to the Game. In the northern counties, the pitmen 
and cottagers prefer them to all other sorts within their 
reach; and the degree of perfection to which they are 
brought, if not so great as in the times when fortunes and 
estates depended upon the result of their encounters, is still 
considerable. To us they are interesting, as one of the 
“ poor man’s fowls; ” and sure we are that a cottager can 
keep none upon less food, or to greater advantage, while they 
will never shame the poultry-yard of a gentleman. For 
the numerous prizes awarded, we refer to the list which 
we subjoin; and we think we may say, without fear of 
contradiction, that the Game classes were the best in the 
exhibition. 

The PcucUled Ilamhimjh next claim our attention. These, 
like the Game, are, though in different localities, the favoui'- 
iles of the cottagers. In the AVest Riding of Yorkshire and 
parts of Lancashire, there is scarcely a cottage which cannot 

I boast of its few “ Ghittaprats,” as they arc there called. As 
j they may not be known to many of our readers, wc may add 

that there is not a prettier race of fowls extant than the 

Pencilled Hamburghs, whether golden or silver,—nor one, 
which, in proportion to its size, is of more real use to the 
farmer or the cottager. AVe catniot, however, say we think 
the collection of these pretty fowls was first rate. The 
golden were better than the silver ones—the latter, indeed, 
would not bear comparison with those exhibited at the 
small shows in the Yorkshire towns. 

Following naturally in order come the Spangled Hum- 
hnrghs, called in Yorkshire, where they also are principally 
cultivated, “gold and silver pheasants.” These, again, 
are beautifully feathered kinds ; and, like the Pencilled vari¬ 
eties, capital layers ; and, therefore, most useful to the poor 
man. Our Shanghao and Spanish fanciers would scai'cely 
suppose that their poorer brethren in Yorkshire will discirss 
the merits and demerits of their Ghittaprats, or gold or 
silver pheasants, and point out, to a feather, the difference 
between them, with all the zest and interest which they 

' themselves bestow upon their own more costly and gorgeous 
favourites. And woe betide the judge, who, at one of the 

I Yorkshire shows, should make a mistake in deciding between 
I the pens of rivals, each as competent, or more so, to exer¬ 

cise a judgment as himself. 

Of the Polish fowls, which are next in rotation, so much 
has been said of late, that, without meaning at all to dis¬ 
parage them, we shall not be at all surprised to find that 
some of our friends, who have purchased them of the 
dealers, may discover, before long, that they have got con¬ 
siderably less than their “ pennyworth for their penny.” 
Yet the Polands, of which there are several tolerably distinct 
varieties, are exceedingly pretty, and are, moreover, for their 
size, useful fowl. The plumage of the blacks, which almost 
equals that of the Spanish in brilliancy, is contrasted to 
advantage with the pretty white crest which is common to 
both sexes. 'The Golden and Silver Polands have the latter 
characteristic in the same imrfection ; and although the 
contrast between the black plumage and white crest does 
not hold good, it is more than made up for by the beautiful 
markings of the varieties now under notice. The Polands 
are, by the efforts of the dealers, rising in favour ; and 
iilthough we ai’e not prepared to say that it is not deservedly 
so, yet we are sure that the prices which have been given 
for them are perfectly ridiculous, and such as never can be 
maintained. For the several prizes awarded, we refer to the 
list, only adding that the I’olands, as a whole, are decidedly 
an improvement upon the last year’s show, and added con¬ 
siderably to the interest of the exhibition. 

Of the Bantams, generally one of the prettiest features (ff 
a large gathering like this, wo shall only say that they were 
decidedly inferior in quality to those shown at many of the 
minor exhibitions. 

AVe do not think that either the Geese or Turkeys were so 
good as those exhibited on former occasions. 

Of Bucks, some good specimens were exhibited; and the 
Aylesburys shown by Lord Hill were well worthy of the 
first prize awarded to them, as were the Rouens of Mr. 
Charles Tunchard, which, in their class, obtained a like 
premium. 

Fpoii the whole, wo do not hesitate to say that the Show 
of 1852 was not, in point of general merit, at alt superior to 
its predecessor. AVe doubt if so many good birds were 
shown; and we are srue there were more of a decidedly 
inferior character. There are several reasons, combining 
probably, to produce this result. AVe have already adverted, 
not withoirt pain, to some of them ; and we submit, in con¬ 
clusion, to the managers of future anniversaries, that the 
time for which the birds are kept is really too long. If one 
day was given up, so that the birds need not he brought in 
until the Alonday evening, two days would be gained to 
them; and wo hope and believe nothing would be lost to 
the exhibition or to the public. Sure we are that exhibitors 
wmfid be better satisfied; and wo are strongly inclined to 
think that the owners of many good birds, who now keep 
them at home, would, if this and the other objections to 
which wo have, in no unfriendly spirit, thought it our duty 
to advert, were obviated, no longer object to send them to 
Birmingham. If the Show is to be kept up at all upon the 
scale it has already attained, to say nothing of improvement, 
most of these points must necessarily force themselves upon 
the attention of those in office. 'This is our only object in 
putting them forward; and wc very sincerely trust that all 
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causus of joaloiisy and suspicion being removed, Uic sub¬ 
scribers will work harmoniously together ; and tliat wc may 
for many years look upon the Exhibition at llirmingham as 
a standard J’oulti'y Show. 

>\'o piLblish the full prize-list, as follows:— 

Class 1.—SPANISH. 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

5. First prize, 2/. 2s., Mrs. Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, Prescot. 
3. Second ditto, U. l5., Captain Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 

Prescot. 

Class 2.—SPANISH. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

2.5. First prize, U. U., Air. John Hill Smith, Skelton Grange, York. 
33. Second ditto, lOs., Air. Richard Taylor, Ward End Mills. 
2/. Third ditto, 5s., Captain Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage^ 

Prescot. 
The whole of this class highly meritorious. 

Class 3.—SPANISH. 

(For the best Cock and one Hen of any age.) 

58. First prize, lo.f., Air. John Henry Peck, Wigan. 
5t). SeconU ditto, lOs'., Air. John Taylor, jun., Cressy House, Shepherd’s 

Bush, London. 

Class 4.—DORKING (Single-combed). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

95. First prize, 2/. 2.v., Thomas Townlcy Parker, Esq., Sutton Grange, 
St. Helen’s, Lancashire. 

72. Second ditto, iL Is., Captain Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 
Prescot. 

Class 5.—DORKING (Single-combed). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

109. First prize, ll. Is., Captain Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 
Prcscot. 

113. Second ditto, 10s., Air. James Drewry, Newton Alount, Burton- 
upon-Treut. 

119. Third ditto, 5s., Air. Edward Lister, Cassia Lodge, near Over, 
Cheshire. 

The whole class highly commendable. 

Class 6.—DORKING (Double or Rose-combed). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

139. First prize, 21. 2s., Aliss Elizabeth Steele Perkins, Sutton Coldfield. 
141. Second ditto, ll. Is., Air. John Huskins, Wilnecotc, near Fazeley, 

Staffordshire. 
138. Third ditto, 15s., The Reverend John Robinson, Widnierpool, near 

Notttingham. 

Class 7.—DORKING (Double or Rose-combed), 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

148. First prize, 1/. Is., Airs. Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 
Prescot. 

146. Second ditto, 10s., Sir John Cathcart, Bart., Cooper’s Hill, Chertsey, 
Surrey. 

150. Tliird ditto, 5s., Air. James Drewry, Newton Alount, Burton-upon- 
Trent. 

Class 8.—DORKING (Double or Single-combed). 

(For the best Cock and one Pullet, Chickens of 1852.) 

163. First prize, 15s., Airs. Windham Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 
Prescot. 

175. Second ditto, 10s., The Reverend AI. W. F. Thursby, Abington 
Rectory, near Northampton. 

Class 9.—DORKING (White), 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

188. First prize, 2L 2s., The Right Honourable the Earl of Dartmouth, 
Sandwell. 

194. Second ditto, ll. Is., Air. Joseph Jennens, Aloselcy, Birmingham. 
Third prize withheld. 

Class 10.—DORKING (White). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

205. First prize, U. Is., Air. John Brearley Payn, Vicarage Road, Edg- 
baston. 

200. Second ditto, 10s., The Right Honourable the Earl of Dartmouth, 
Sandwell. 

202. Third ditto, 5s., The Reverend Edward Elmhirst, Shawell Rectory, 
Leicestershire 

Class 11.—COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

225. First prize, 21. 2s., Air. Thomas Sturgeon, Alanor House, Grays, 
Essex. 

2J2. Second ditto, ll. Is., Mr. James Cattell, Aloseley Wake Green, near 
Birmingham. 

224. Third ditto, 15s., Air. F. C. Steggall, Weymouth, Dorsetshire. 

Class 12.—COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Huff). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

294. First prize, H. Is., Air. James Cattell, Aloseley Wake Green, near 
Birmingham. 

2/2. Second ditto, 10s., Air. Thomas Roscoe, Knowsley, near Prescot. 
275. Third ditto, 5s., Air. Charles Punchard, Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, 

Suffolk. 

Class 13.—COCHIN-CHINA (Brown, and Partridge-feathered), 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

335. First prize 2l. 2s., Air. Edw'ard Farmer, Greet, Sparkbrook, near 
Biniiingbam. 

338. Second ditto, It. Is., Air. Thomas Atkins, Dursley, Gloucestershire, 
and Babbicombe, Torquay, Devonshire. 

332. Third ditto, 15s., Air. Thomas Smith, Cheapsidc, Birmingham. | 

Class 14. COCHIN-CHINA (Brown, and Partridge-feathered). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

361. First prize, 1/ Is., Air. Thomas Atkins, Dursley, Gloucestershire, 
and Babbicombe, Torquay, Devonshire. 

355. Second ditto, lOs., Air. Charles Punchard, Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, 
Suffolk. 

349. Third ditto, 5s., George Toilet, Esq , Betley Hall, Staffordshire. 

Class 15.—COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff, or Brown). 

(For the best Cock and one Pullet, Chickens of 1852.) 

4U6. First prize, 15s., William Gust Gwynne, Esq., AI.D., Sandbach, 
Cheshire. 

408. Second ditto, 10s., Air. Charles Punchard, Blunt’s Hall, Haverhill, 
Suffolk. 

Class 16.—COCHIN-CHINA (White). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

452. First prize, 21. 2s., Airs. Herbert, Powick, Worcestershire. 
458. Second ditto, ll. Is., Air. George Charlton Peters, Aloseley, near 

Birmingham. 
455. Third ditto, 15s., Air. George Graham, Yardley, Worcestershire. 

Class 17.—COCHIN-CHINA (White). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

465. First prize, ll. Is., Airs. Herbert, Powick, Worcestershire. 
470. Second ditto, lUs., Air. George Graham, Yardley, Worcestershire. 
479. Third prize, 6s., Air. James Cattell, Aloseley Wake Green, near Bir¬ 

mingham. 
The Judges cannot too strongly impress on the exhibitors of Cochin- 

China fowls the danger they incur of losing prize.s, to which they would 
otherwise be entitled, by exhibiting specimens with imperfect tails. 

Class 18,—AIALAY. 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

482. First prize, ll. Is., Air. Charles Ballancc, 5, Alount Terrace, Taunton, 
Somersetshire. 

Second and third prizes withheld. 

Class 19*—MALAY. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

489. First prize, 15s., Air. Gervase Oldham, Nether Whitacre, War¬ 
wickshire. 

488. J8econd ditto, 10s., Air. Charles Ballance, 5, Alount Terrace, Taunton, 
Somersetshire. 

Third prize withheld. 

Class 20.--GAAIE FOWL (White, and Piles). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

495. First prize, ll. Is., Air. Henry Felthousc, Tamworth. 
510. Second ditto, 15s., Air. Theodore Bullock, Hawthorn House, Hands- 

worth. 
502, Third ditto, 10s., Air. J. T. Wilson, Redditch, Worcestershire. 

Class 21,—GAAIE FOWL (White, and Piles). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

527. First prize, lOs., Air. James Hand, jun., Amington Old Hall, near 
Tamworth. 

623. Second ditto, 10s,, Airs. G. A. Wilson, Redditch, Worcestershire, 
518. Third ditto, 5s., Air. Edward Lowe, Coiuberford Alill, near Tamworth. 

Class 22.—GAAIE FOWL (Black-breasted, and other Reds). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

544. First prize, 1/. Is., Air. Edward Lowe, Comberford Alill, near 
Tamworth. 

548. Second ditto, 15s., Air. Edward Glover, Olton Green, near Solihull. 
560. Third ditto, 10s., Air. Benjamin Williams, Lozells, Handswurth. 

The whole class commended. 

Class 23.—GAAIE FOWL (Black-breasted, and other Reds). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

588. First prize, 15s., Air. Theodore Bullock, Hawthorn House, Hands- 
worth. 

591. Second ditto, 10s., Air. Henry Sewell, Upton-upon-Severn, Wor¬ 
cestershire. 

596. Third ditto, 5s., Air. Thomas Roscoe, Knowsley, near Prescot. 

Class 24.—GAAIE FOWL (Blacks, and Brassy-winged, except Greys), j 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) ' 

622. First prize, IL Is., Air. J. T. Wilson, Redditch, Worcestershire. ' 
628. Second ditto, 15s., The Reverend Charles D. Blyth, Sutton Rectory, | 

Biggleswade. i 
620. Third ditto, 10s., Air. J. T. Wilson, Redditch, W^orccstcrshire. 

Class 25.—GAME FOWL (Blacks, and Brassy-winged, except Greys). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

631. First prize, 15s., Air. William Dester, Scckington. 
Second and third prizes withheld. 

Class 26. GAAIE FOWL (Duckwings, and other Greys, and Blues). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

633. First prize, 1/. Is., Air. William H. Austin, Norton, near Shiffnal, , 
Shropshire. . 
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642. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. Edward Lowe, Comberford Mill, near Tam- 
worth. 

6i6. Third ditto, 10.?., Mr. John Hadvven, Kelroyd Bridge, Halifax. 

Class 27,—GAME FOWL (Duckwings, and other Greys, and Blues). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

648. First prize, 15s., Isaac Avery, King’s Norton, Worcestershire. 
650. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Francis Bullock, Hawthorn House, Hands- 

worth. 
655. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. M’^illiam Smith, Kent House, Halifax. 

Class 28.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

662 First prize, \L Is., Mr. John Royston Pearson, Chilwell, near Not¬ 
tingham. 

C61. Second ditto, 15,9., Mr. John Lowe, 6, Bull Ring, Birmingham. 
659. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. W. B. Mapplebeck, 6, Bull Ring, Birmingham. 

Class 29.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

668. First prize, 15s., Mr. James Oldham, Long Eaton, Derbyshire. 
666. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. John Lowe, 6, Bull Ring, Birmingham. 
665. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. Charles Brown, 47, Edgbaston Street, Bir¬ 

mingham. 

Class 30.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

677. First prize, IL Is., Mr. Henry Clapham, Aireworth, near Keighley, 
Yorkshire. 

680. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. James Dixon, Westbrook Place, Bradford, 
Yorkshire. 

671. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. Thomas Smith, Brineton, near Shiffnal. 

Class 31.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

692. First prize, 15s., Mr. Henry Clapham, Aireworth, near Keighley, 
Yorkshire. 

686. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Thomas Smith, Brineton, near Shiffnal. 
Third prize withheld. 

Class 32.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

^(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

697. First prize, U. Is., The Honourable Mrs. Astley, Swanton House, 
Thetford, Norfolk. 

709. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. Benjamin Diiin, Slade House, Aston, Bir¬ 
mingham. 

698. Third ditto, 5s., The Right Honourable Viscount Hill, Hawkestone, 
Salop. 

Class 33 —SILVER.PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

743. First prize, 15s., Mr. Benjamin Dain, Slade House, Aston, Bir¬ 
mingham. 

748. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Thomas liowe, Whateley, near Fazeley, 
Staffordshire. 

740. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. David Groom, Burlish, Stourport, Worcester¬ 
shire. 

Class 34.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

783. First prize, IL Is., Mr. T. B. Wright, Great Barr, Staffordshire. 
780. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. A. F. Sparkes, Bridgnorth, Shropshire. 
767. Third ditto, 10s., Mr. William Beach, Vine Inn, Monument Lane, 

Birmingham. 

Class 35.—SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

804. First prize, 15.?., Mr. James Whilock, 15, High-street, Birmingham. 
787* Second ditto, 10s., Charles Robert Colvile, Esq., M.P., Lullington, 

near Burton-upon-Trent. 
8I6. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. Henry Clapham, Aireworth, near Keighley, 

Yorkshire. 

Class 36.—POLAND FOWL (Black, with White Crests). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

828. First prize, 1/. Is., Mr. Edward Bird Guest, Ivy House, Broadwas, 
Worcestershire. 

825. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. Edward Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, 
Birmingham. 

823. Third ditto, 10s., Mr. Edward Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, 
Birmingham. 

Class 37-—POLAND FOWL (Black, with White Crests). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

831. First prize, 15s., Miss Martha Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Si^arkbrook, 
Birmingham. 

842. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Edward Collins, 114, Moland-street, Bir¬ 
mingham. 

837. Third ditto, 5s., Mr. Henry Child, jun., Sherbourne Road, Balsall 
Heath, Birmingham. 

Class 38.—POLAND FOWL (Golden, with Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

843. First prize, 1/, Is., Mr. John Edwards Mapplebeck, Highgate, 
Birmingham. 

847. Second ditto, I5s., W. G. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorganshire. 
848. Third ditto, lOs., John Ault, Brailsford, near Derby, 

Class 39.—POLAND FOWL (Golden, with Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

850. First prize, 15s., Mr. Daniel J. Fleetwood, 53, Ann-street, Bir¬ 
mingham. 

851. Second ditto, 10s,, Mr. John Edwards Mapplebeck, Highgate, Bir- 
mingh.am. 

857. Third ditto, 5s., Master Godfrey Homer, Charlotte-street, Hull. 

Class 40.—POLAND FOWL (Golden, without Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

861. First prize, U. Is., Mr. William Cox, Brailsford Hall, near Derby, 
862. Second ditto, 15s., James Winter, Brailsford, Derbyshire. 
858. Third ditto, 10s., Mr. William Cox, Brailsford Hall, near Derby, 

Class 41.—POLAND FOWL (Golden, without Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

863. First prize, 15s., Mr. Edward Farmer, Greet, Sparkbrook, near Bir¬ 
mingham. 

867. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Edward Farmer, Greet, Sparkbrook, near 
Birmingham. 

No third prize. 

Class 42.—POLAND FOWL (Silver, with Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

868. First prize, 1/. !s., W. G. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorganshire. 
8/1. Second ditto, I5s., John Ault, Brailsford, near Derby. 

No third prize. 

Clas.s 43. —POLAND FOWL (Silver, with Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

872. ^ First prize, 15s., Mr. Daniel J, Fleetwood, 53, Ann-street, 
Birmingham. 

874. Second ditto, 10s., Master Godfrey Horner, Charlotte-street, Hull. 
873. Third ditto, 5.9., John Ault, Brailsford, near Derby. 

Class 44.—POLAND FOWL (Silver, without Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Hens of any age.) 

878. First prize, ll. Is., Mr. Theodore Bullock, Hawthorn House, 
Handsworth. 

8/6. Second ditto, 15s., Mr. Thomas Robson, Heath flail, near Halifax. 
884. Third ditto, 10s., Master Godfrey Horner, Charlotte-street, Hull. 

Class 45.—POLAND FOWL (Silver, without Ruffs or Beards). 

(For the best Cock and three Pullets, Chickens of 1852.) 

88/. First prize, 15s., Mr. Thomas Robson, Heath Hall, near Halifax. 
886. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. George Parker, Perry Barr, Staffordshire. 

No third prize. 

Class 46.—FOR ANY OTHER DISTINCT BREED. 

CUCKOO. 

891. Prize, 1/. Is., The Right Honourable Lady Guernsey, The Bury, 
near Leamington. 

POLAND. 

902. Prize, 15s., W. G. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorganshire, 

RUMPLESS. 

905. Prize, 15s., Mr. Thomas Beetenson, Vauxhall Grove, Birmingham. 

COCHIN-CHINA. 

917. Prize, 15s., John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park, near Newmarket, 
Cambridgeshire. 

923. Prize, 10s., Mr. T. B. Wright, Great Barr, Staffordshire. 

’frizzled. 

924. Prize, 15s., Mr. Thedore Bullock, Hawthorn House, Handsworth. 

NEGRO, OR SILKY. 

930. Prize, 1/. Is., Mr. Jonathan Harlow, Moseley, near Birmingham. 

ANDALUSIAN. 

935. Prize, 15s., Mr. John Taylor, jun., Cressy House, Shepherd’s Bush, 
London. 

Class 47.—BANTAMS. 

(For the best Cock and two Hens.) 

GOLD-LACED. 

957. First prize, 15s., Captain Clement Delves Hill, Summerhill, New¬ 
port, Shropshire. 

953. Second ditto, I Os., Mrs. Hosier Williams, Eaton Mascott, near 
Shrewsbury. 

SILVEE-LACED. 

983. First prize, 15.9., Mr. Thomas Roscoe, Knowsley, near Prescot. 
985. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Edward Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, 

near Birmingham. 
WHITE. 

996. First prize, 15s., Mr. Benjamin Dain, Slade House, Ashton, Bir¬ 
mingham, 

994. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Richard Bratton Baddeley, Wellington, 
Shropshire. 

BLACK. 

1005. First prize, 15s., Mr. John Dain, Henley-in-Arden. 
1003. Second ditto, 10s., Mr. Matthew Ridgway, Dewsbury. 

ANY OTHER VARIETY. 

1017. First prize, 15s., Mr. C. Amsden, Lichfield. 
No second prize. 

Class 48.—PIGEONS. 

Carrier.—1019. First prize, 7s. 6d., Mr. Edward Barber, Monk’s Path, 
Shirley Street, near Birmingham. 1024. Second ditto, 5s., Mr. Samuel 
Ridley, jun., Brighton. 1026. Commended, Mr. Edward Barber, 
Monk’s Path, Shirley Street, near Birmingham. 

Almond Tumbler.—1033. First prize, 7s. 6d., Mr. George Parker, 
Perry Barr, Stafford.shire. 1035. Second ditto, 5s., Mr. William Curtis, 
High Street, West Bromwich. 
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Other Tumei.ees.—1039. First prize, 7.s. Gd., Mr. John Percivall, I, 
Belgrave Place, Bristol lloail, Birmingham. 

Owl.—1044. First prize, 7s. 6d., Miss Sarah Mary Beetenson, Vauxhall 
Grove, Birmingham. 1043. Second ditto, 6s., MUs Sarah Mary 
Beetenson, Vauxhall Grove, Birmingham, 

Nun.—1046. First prize, 7$. 6(1., BIr. Charles Tovey, Waterloo Place, 
Bloomsbury, Birmingham. 1048. Second ditto, 5s., Mr. Josiah Chune, 
Coalbrookdale, Shropshire. 

Turkit.—1051. First prize, 7s* 6(1., Mr. Joshua Hopkins, 39, Hale End, 
Birmingham. 

Jacobine. —1059. First prize, 7s. 6d., Blr. John Amphlet, Walsall. 
105/. Second ditto, 5s., Mr. John Hugard, Finch Street, Handsworth. 

Fantail.—1067. First prize, 7s. 6d., BIr. Thomas Beetenson, Van.-chall 
Grove, Birmingham. 1068. Second ditto, 5s., Blr. James Steen 
Harvey, 34, Aston Street, Birmingham. 

Trumpeter.—1076. First prize, 7s. 6d., Blr. Joshua Hopkins, 39, Hale 
End, Birmingham. 1074. Second ditto, 5s., Blr. W. H. Goddard, 
Hagley Road, Edgbaston. 

Pouter, or Cropper.—1079* First prize, 7s. 6rf., Blr. William Curtis, 
High Street, West Bromwich. 

Barbe.—1083. First prize, 7s. 6d., Blr. Joshua Hopkins, 39, Hale End, 
Birmingham. 

Runt.— IO89. First prize, 7s. 6(1., Blr. George C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
1086, Second ditto, 5s., Blr. John Hill, Vincent Street, Balsall Heath. 

Hragoon.—1097* First prize, 7s. 6d., BJr. Samuel Ridley, jun., Brighton. 
1095. Second ditto, 5a-., Blr. Edward Barber, Blonk’s Path, Shirley 
Street. 

Other Varieties.—No prizes awarded. 

Class 49.—GEESE. 

1120. First prize, H. Is., Blrs. H. Hill, New House, Stretton Grandison, 
Herefordshire. II07. Second ditto, 10s., Blr. John Taylor, jun., 
Cressy House, Shepherd’s Bush, London. 1119* Third ditto 5s., 
Thomas Townley Parker, Esq,, Sutton Grange, St. Helen’s, Lan¬ 
cashire. 

Class 50.—HUCKS. 

Aylesbury.—1127. First prize, \l. Is., The Right Honourable Viscount 
Hill, Hawkstone, Salop. 1137. Second ditto, 10s., Bliss Rachel 
Walker, Clipston Rectory, Northamptonshire. 1148. Third ditto, 5s., 
Blr. Joseph Jennens, Bloseley, near Birmingham. The class generally 
commended. 

Rouen.—1167. First prize, 11. Is., Blr. Charles Punchard, Blunt’s Hall, 
Haverhill, Suffolk. 1164. Second ditto, lOs., Blr. H. Worrall, Knotty 
Ash House, near Liverpool. No third prize. 

Any other Varieties.—11/2. First prize, 1/. Is., Bliss Clifton, 
Whittington, near Worcester. 1173. Second ditto, 10s., Sir John 
Cathcart, Bart., Cooper’s Hill, Chertsey, Surrey. 1175. Third ditto, 5s., 
BJr. John Shackel, Blenheim House, Small Heath, near Birmingham. 

BIuscovy.—1184. Prize, 10s., Blr. Thomas Snape Tunalcy, Blilfield, 
near Tam worth. 

Class 51,-TURKEYS. 

1217. First prize, ll. Is., John Fairlie, Esq., Cheveley Park, near New¬ 
market, Cambridgeshire. 1211. Second ditto, 10s., Blr. William 
Udal, Green Lanes, near Birmingham. II96. Third ditto, 7-^* 
The Right Honourable the Countess Howe, Gopsall Hall. The class 
generally good. 

Class 52.—GUINEA FOWL. 

1220. First prize, ll. Is,, Blr. William Blasfen, Norton Caines, near 
Cannock. No second prize. 

Judges of Poultr?/.—The Hon. and Rev. Stephen Willoughby Lawley, 
Escrick Rectory, near York; G. R. Andrews, Esq. Dorchester; The 
Rev. Robert Pulleine, the Rectory, Kirby Wiske, near Thirsk; Blr. 
John Baily, Blount-strcet, Grosvenor-square, London. 

Judges of Pigeons. — Blr. T. L. Parker, Birmingham; Blr. Hale, 
Handsworth. 

DISEASES OE POULTRY.—No. 2 

BROKEN LIMBS. 

In accordance with your desire, I shall he happy to 
investigate, as far as my opportunities will allow, the various 
diseases of poultry. T believe that this can only be advan¬ 
tageously done by a close observance of symptoms during 

1 life, and an attentive examination after death. Situated as I 
I am, with hut a small number of fowls, and those in cir¬ 
cumstances calculated to promote health, I am not likely 
to have, from my own stock, many subjects for investigation; 
I should, therefore, feel obliged to any of your readers who 
would supply me 'with patients as soon as I can make the 
requisite arrangements for opening my poultry hospital. 
I must beg of them, however, to follow the usual course in 
such ca.ses, viz., to send me a letter of introduction pre¬ 
viously, otherwise their proteges might arrive when the 
wards were oversowing, and all the hods in the hospital 
occupied. This would be more, especially requisite, as, in 
any contagions diseases, it would bo important, iu the 
highest degree, to keep the birds separate. Should the 
patients die, I should make post, morlmi examination in 

every case. On the contraiy, should they recover under the 
treatment pursued, I should be most bappy to return thorn 
to their owners. 

In the meantime, I may say a few words respecting the 
treatment of broken hones. Fractures of the bones of the 
body are less likely to occur in bhds than in other animals, 
inasmuch as the framework of the body is more completely 
united together, and is protected from injury by tlie feathers. 
In cases where fracture of the ribs, or other hones, may be 
suspected, there would be great difficulty in determining 
the nature of the injury, and I do not think anything more 
could he done than keeping the bird quiet until recovery. 

In cases of broken wings, the quill feathers would prevent 
any recourse being had to ordinary bandaging. The plan 
I should pursue, would be to tie carefully the ends of some 
of the quills togetlier iu thfh' nutnml position, with the wing 
closed; this would prevent motion of the broken ends of 
the hones ; and to keep the bird in an empty place, where 
there could be no perch, or other substance, for it to attempt 
to fly upon. 

Fracture of the fleshy part of the leg would he less ma¬ 
nageable, and I can hardly recommend any bandaging that 
would be readily applied. The most common fracture in 
fowls is that of the naked part of the leg. This is usually 
treated by wrapping a shp of rag round the injured limb, 
and tying it wdth thread—a very imperfect plan, as motion 
of the broken bones is not prevented, and which is, there¬ 
fore, frequently unsuccessful in its results. I should recom¬ 
mend a modification of what is known to surgeons as a gum 
splint. Let the white of an egg be well-beaten up with a 
fork, and spread upon a strip of thick, soft, brown paper, as 
wide as can be conveniently wrapped around the broken 
limb. The fowl should he held by an assistant; the leg 
slightly stretched, so as to bring the ends of the'hones in a 
straight line; the moistened jiaper should be wrapped 
smoothly round several times, and secured by two or three 
turns of thread; and, lastly, to prevent the parts being moved 
before the paper has become dry and stiff, a thin splint of 
wood, such as is used for lighting pipes, may be hound with 
tliread on each side; the wood might be removed the follow¬ 
ing day, as it then would add only to the weight, without 
increasing the advantage of the contrivance, which acts by 
preventing all motion, and so places the limb in the best 
Xiossible condition for a union to take place. 

Splints of this Ivind are of great value in human surgery, 
and several modifications of them exist; they are some¬ 
times formed of gutta perclia, softened by heat, or by 
leather, softened by hot water, or by tow and gum, lint 
and starch, &c.; hut 1 do not think any so applicable to 
poultry as I have recommended, as the materials are always 
at hand, and, w'hat is a matter of great importance, can be 
applied immediately after the accident.—W. B. Texetmeiek, 

Tottenham, Middlesex. 

HARDIHOOD OF PLANTS AT CLOYNE, IN 

IRELAND. 

Many thanks for your information relative to I'eroniea 
speciosa. My plant of it is hut a rooted cutting of July last; 
hut, a fortnight since, I saw the parent plant in full luxuri¬ 
ance, in front of a south wall, in a garden near Kilmal- 
lock, in the county Limerick, and without any protection 
whatever. Is Veronica Jacquinii deliciita similarly hardy, 

I as I have a small plant out? [Fes] decussata I know is not. 
It may interest yon to know what jilants are still (Dec. 

0th) standing in good liealth out-of-doors here, at least, in 
my small garden—Salvia fuhjens and Grahamii. The Patens, 
also, has not yet died down. Escallonia rubra, Lophosper- 
mum, and CahmhUis scabra (the latter has borne so much 
seed that I would gladly exchange it with any one who 
wished for it) ; a mixed bed of Verbenas, principally scarlet 
{Defiance), also seem in great strength ; and near them 
some Alonsoas and Oiipheas. The Ixins and scarlet Gladioli 
are all springing up. Tlio Calla. JElhiopica is in great 
luxuriance, from the recent rains.—Rev. R. M. E. 
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VISITS TO SOIME OF THE CHIEF FOULTBV 

YARDS IN ENGLAND.—No. 5. 

(5rr.. PENCHARn's.) 

r “PjI.t'nt’s Haj.t.," the hospitable residence of ilr. Pun- 
chard, is situated at the extreme western part of the county 
of Suffolk, about a mile from the little market town of 
Haverhill, once famed for its manufactory of checks, 
cottons, and fustians. 

For liis poultry, iMr. Punchard has two establishments, 
one at Pdunt’s Hall, and another at an off-farm, at about 
half-a-mile distant. The accommodation afforded the poultry 
in each place is much the same. Mr. Punchard confines 
himself entirely to two kinds, namely, Cochin-Chinas, and 
Ducks of the Rouen and Aylesbury breed. Of the Cochins, 

or Shanghaes, by which name, T suppose, we shall soon be 
obliged to distinguisb them, ho has from about five to six 
hundred, all of the pui-est breed, bred by himself, and 
chiefly, 1 believe, from imported birds. In a corner, T 
observed a few pairs, very recently from Shanghae, which 
he has not yet had time to breed from. In respect to ' 
colour, the different shades of buff very nnrch preponderate [ 
over the brown and partridge; but, in my opinion, breeders i 
have drvelt too much on colour, the brown and partridge I 
being less esteemed, but, as far as my experience has led | 
me, they are the largest birds, and produce the greatest i 
weight of eggs. 

The accompairying sketch will serve to give a pretty i 
correct idea of the accommodation afforded by IMr. Punchard | 
to his fowls, and may be interesting to many of the readers 
of The Cottage UAurrEXEi;, ! 

s }9 30 30 

a This copper heats the chicken houses by hot-water pipes during the winter, which can be extended to the roost and nest houses. 
b Wall four feet high. 
c Wire fence three feet high, 
d Perches arranged in a sloping form. 
e Windows running on cast-iron rollers, the openings being wired inside to admit air at pleasure. 
f Ventilators with moveable louvre boarding. A perforated zinc tube from each end of the building communicates with the ventilator and gives 

any degree of coolness. In winter they are closed. The roof of this building is slate nailed on boarding, 
g Space pale fencing. 

As regards feeding, I observed that the fowls are never 
without a supply of food, which consists of a mixture of 
wheat, crushed barley, and peas. The feeding-troughs are 
upon the same principle as the hopper of a mill. The 
trough itself is live feet long, and three or four indies 
deep, and, as the fowls take the food from the trough, it is 
supplied from a reservoir above, which holds two or three 
bushels, the supply being alike on both sides, making 
together a length of ten feet in each feeder. Fresh water 
is supplied to them every morning in Bailey’s registered 
fountains. An air of the most perfect cleanliness pervades 1 
every part of the above; the sleeping-places being cleaned 
out eveiy morning, and fresh dry gravel or sand strewed 
upon the floors. Considering the very great attention 
given by Mr. I’unchard in selecting his fowls for breeding, 
I need hardly say, that their progeny is first-rate, and that 
amongst the brown and partridge, as well as the buffs, 
there are a number of birds of exquisite symmetry and form. 
-\nd in this I am borne out by the opinion of a gentleman 
from the west of England, who is one of our greatest 
amateur breeders, whom I consider myself most fortunate 
in meeting at Blunt’s Hall. The birds, about two 
hundred in number, selected by Mr. I’unchard for his 
forthcoming auction, which I hear will take place on 
Tuesday, the 4th of .lanuary, at IMr. Stevens’s (ireat- 
room. King-street, Govent-garden, arc, as a whole, a selec¬ 
tion of a very choice and superior kind.—.1. H. B. 

[.'Another excellent judge of poultry has also favoured us 
with the following notes upon Mr. i’unchard’s poulby 
establishment.] 

Many, in Mr. Punchard’.s situation, would have been i 
content with the laurels won at Bh-minghaiu in 1850, and I 

with him, however; for, carrying out tlia true principles on 
which alone excellence in poultry, or any other stock, can 
be maintained, several importations of fresh birds from the 
northern pails of China have been selected for him by 

intelligent correspondents, and been added to his collection 
at Blunt’s Hall. 

“An imported bird” is now a common term, especially in 
advertisements, to denote some specimen of new' and great 
excellence, and of increased value. The accuracy of this 
we greatly doubt; for, hitherto, no recently-imported spe¬ 
cimen has come before us equal to the occupants of many 
a pen at any of our recent exhibitions. Sir. Sturgeon’s 
observations led to the same conclusions as we have our¬ 
selves formed, from what has happened in Mr. Punchard’s, 
and some other cases. It is precisely the same with other 
fowls, and with Spanish, perhaps, partiularly; for we know 
of more than one instance wherein poultry-keepers, desiring 
to shine with especial lustre in that beautiful class, have 
had large cousigments from Spain, at considerable cost, 
without in the remotest degree increasing their chances of 
success. Whether Europe or Asia be their locality, the 
habits of poultiy are identical, and mongrelism is found 
predominant. How zealously do we guard against it in 
our own well-wired yards; and liow needful is our watch- 
fiflness. Thus, wherever similar precautions are altogether 
neglected, we must always have a large number to select 
from, where imrity of race, and excellence in colour and 
form, are the objects of our ambition: and not even then 
must we calculate on success. 

Mr. Punchard, therefore, deserves our best thanks for 
continuing wliat becomes a very expensive, however 
necessary a practice; for, if one bird in tw'elve possesses 
points of sufficient merit to warrant its introduction into 
our yard, the cost of the other eleven must be added, and 
this is, probably, a favourable estimate. We can only 
hope, therefore, that the now rapidly-increasing numbers 
of poultry-keepers will have the sound sense and discretion 
to select stocks from such a sourJe as Mr. Punchard’s, and 

I of those other breeders who, like him, disregard cost, that 
the most perfect specimens of the Shanghae breed, from 
their native country, may gradually effect improvement in 
those few points, wliere the best English-bred birds may be 
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thought capable of it. If any he hold enough to say, we 
can have nothing better than some of those birds that liave 
been shown in tlie course of the present year, we will 
not argue with him on what must be, as yet, an open 
([uestion; but only add, that we must, for a time at least, 
import, that what we now have may be maintained at its 
present pitch of excellence, and suffer no deterioration. 
Some chicks of a week old had been hatched from those 
last imported; their downy covering varied in every tint 
from brown to white; and if, in spite of Mr. Punchard's 
care, a Suffolk winter checks their growth, they will be a 
useful guide for the matrimonial projects of next spring. A 
cock and hen were here of dark Vandyke brown, almost a 
self-colour, so far, at least, as we could judge, the birds 

' being in severe moult; in lighter birds, the imported spe¬ 
cimens, both here and elsewhere, have generally somewhat 
more of mottling than is commonly liked. A bamboo coop, 

j in the corner of the yard, was their residence during tlie 
voyage; it must have been a narrow residence, and far 

I from convenient. Importers would do well to insist on 
j coops of suflicient height to allow the birds fuU room to 

stand upright; and the bars on which they stand should 
always be parallel to the front. How otherwise tliey escape 
deformity in the feet is a matter of wonder. 

In one of IMr. Punchard’s yards, eighty-five cockerels, in 
another sixty-five, produced a perfect blaze of colmir, from 
which every tint might be selected. The birds were in ad- 
miraldo condition, and did full justice to the liberality that 
had awarded them so comfortable an abode, and so liberal a 
diet; but our eye searches in vain for the beautiful bird that 
was shown at Winchester; for his rich golden hackle, and 
glowing butf body colour, no less than his form and carriage, 
however closely imitated, is not fully attained by any of his 
relations now before us. AVe must find him, however, and 
Mr. P unchard kindly takes us where he appears in company 
w'itli sundry brothers and cousins, each in a separate basket. 
Do you ask why ? A\'e will tell you. They are undergoing 
the iienanoe for having appeared in public; for, however 
peaceable and contenteil their eighty-five relations may live 
together, whenever any of them ai’e separated, though only 
for a few days, their return does not seem anyways pleasing 
to those who have not enjoyed the same excursion, and the 
admiration of the public; and this dissatisfaction is some¬ 
times forcibly illustrated. 

i IMr. Punchard’s name is often exclusively associated with 
the partridge-coloured birds that he has brought to such 
excellence; but, desiring to have the Shanghae race fully 
represented in every branch, his yard now numbers 
specimens of the fawn and buff birds that would do credit 
to the most skilful breeding. As regards the former, 
we might search in vain for better than those shown by 
i\Ir. Punchard at Winchester, and destined, we hope, for a 
similar victory at Dinningham. Mr. Punchard’s arrange¬ 
ment of the yards and poultry is on a large scale, and most 
complete in .all its detail; for, besides the gravelled court, 
each lot has the run of a young shrubbery and an acre or 
so of pastm'C. Fowls, indeed, were never better housed 

; and cared for in all their wants. AVere we lucky enough to 
have the same conveniences for our birds, we should make 
but one alteration, and that would be doing away with 
brick floors, which retain moisture, and consequently lower 
the temperature, and substitute the chalk, which is abun¬ 
dant in the neighbourhood. The advantage of grinding 
a large portion of the corn used for the fowls is here 
evidenced in a striking manner; and Air. Punchard having 
a mill attached to his farm is, doubtless, enabled to practice 
such judicious economy in respect of feeding as the posses¬ 
sion of a iloek of upwards of six hundred birds must render 
necessary. 

The aspect of the site of Mr. Punchard’s different poultry 
yards and houses was against him; but admirably has he 
remedied this objection : and a Newmarket racing-stable 
can hardly boast of more considerations for the wants, and 
more caution for the health of its inmates, than are 
evinced in the plan and e.xeoution of his poultry buildings 
at P>lunt’s Hall. 

The kindness of Mr. Punchard, in affording the fullest 
information on every point to all inquirers, must have led 

' many to profit by his hospitality and experience. And as 
I a large portion of his present stock are destined for the 

auctioneer’s hammer, not only those who have already seen 
for themselves, but poultry-keepers of every degree, will 
do well to take that opportunity of ascertaining how far 
their owm favourites may be benefited by the introduction 
of his stock.—W. 

THE BETSTOT. poultry SHOAV. 

There are too many proofs to admit of a doubt that the 
qiublic interest in Poultry is extending and increasing, and 
not the least of them is that the Exhibitions, hitherto con¬ 
fined to the north of England, almost exclusively, are now 
becoming general. The Bristol Agricultural Society, like 
many others, this year added a Poultry Show to their annual 
Exhibition of other Stock. Tlie show was held on the Cth, 
7th, and tith of December, in a large and commodious room 
in Partwall Lane, part of the agricultural implement manu¬ 
factory of Messrs. Fowler and Fry. 

The number of pens entered for competition was 39.5 ; and 
when the excellence of many of the specimens, and the 
short notice given of the show, together with the fact tliat it 
precedes that at Birmingham by only one week, are taken 
into account, we are sure that the Committee and their 
excellent Secretary, Air. Maimont, have no reason to regret 
the conclusion to w'hich they came, to add this new feature 
to their annual exhibition. The number and I’ospectability 
of the company, also, showed that they had not been 
mistaken in supposing that such an addition would prove 
attractive, and we hope it will turn out remimerative to the 
funds of the Society. 

Our notice of each class must, of course, be short. Taldng 
them in the order of the prize list (we hope the Committee 
will venture upon printing a catalogue next year), the 
Spanish first claim our attention, but vith the exception of 
the pen for which the prize was adjudged to Joseph Bake, 
Esq., there was nothing particular to notice in this class. 
The Dorkings were a better class, and the ijen for which the 
first prize was awarded to Miss Anne AVilcox were very 
good birds. The Cochins were the next, and decidedly the 
best class in the exhibition; the buff preponderating, both 
in number and (quality, although there were two or three 
pens of very fine white breeds. Of this variety fifty-five 
pens were entered in class 3, and if we may judge from them 
of what is likely to be shown in the corresponding classes at 
Birmingham, the jirdges there will have no sinecure. Here, 
at all events, they had no easy task, and there can be no 
doubt that Cochins are the favourite fowl in the AA'est of 
England. The first prize was awarded, after much consi¬ 
deration, to Air. James Bond, of Bath, and the second and 
third to T. H. Potts, Esq., of Kingswood House. Several 
other pens were highly commended by the judges. AA'^e 
were sorry again to see the Alalays wanting—one pen only 
being shown, and these not sufficiently good, in the opinion 
of the judges, to merit a prize. There were fourteen pens 
of Game Fowl, nearly all good, the principal prize being 
carried off by P. AV. S. AlUes, Esq. The Hamburghs were 
not particularly good as a class, but a few fair specimens 
were sho\vn. ami there was a good pen of Golden-headed 
Polands. Of the cross-breeds we will only say that we hope 
they wOl be excluded from all future shows, both of this and 
every other Society. The little Golden Bantams mustered 
strong, but we have seen better birds ; while of the Silver 
variety not a single qien appeared. Some good white ones 
were exhibited, but the blacks were very poor. The Cochin- 
China Chickens were equally as good as the adult class, and 
out of eighteen pens, Mr. Punchard carried off tlie first and 
second prizes, the third falling to the share of Air. Pond. 
AVe should ourselves be glad to see the difierent Societies 
adopt uniformly a rule, that chickens only should be shown 
against chickens, and old birds against old birds, and tve 
are very sure such an arrangement woidd save much trouble 
to the judges, and render their decisions more satisfactory to 
themselves and to the public. There was a class here for 
“ any breed,” in which Air. Potts was again successful in 
winning a first prize for a nice uniform pen of young Cochin 
Chickens. I’he Geese were but middling. The Turkies 
better; and the Ducks, in which latter class Aliss AA'ilcox 
was again the winner, good. The Pigeons, also, were choice, 
but few ; and a pair of fowl marked “ Ceylon Jungle,” were 
quite new to us, and verj' pretty, as well as very distinct. 
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^Ve arc not aware that the other classes require any special 
notice, but we cannot conclude witiiout adding a hope that 
the success of the Exhibition, as a whole, and the interest 
which it evidently excited, will induce the Committee to 
repeat it in subsequent years, and that they will (as, indeed, 
they begun this year by doing) take care to avoid the very 
objectionable practice of appointing dealers to be judges. 
Upon this occasion, that not very enviable office was fllled 
by Mr. Eissell, of Birmingham, and Mr. Bond, of Leeds. 

The prize list was as follows ;— 

Class 1.—SPANISH. 

First Prize to Joseph Rake, Esq. No other prize awarded. 

Class 2.—DORKINGS. 

First Prize to Mrs. Anne Wileox. Seeond, Mrs. Neville. 

Class 3.—COCHINS. 

First Prize, Mr. .Tames Pond. Seeond and Third, T. H, Potts, Esq. 
The jude:es highly eommended pens belonging to Joseph Rake, Esq, ; 

John il. Rodhard, Esq.; William Plummer, Esq. ; Mr. C. Punchard, 
and John Abraham, Esq. ; and commended pens shown by Henry L. 
Bean Esq.; T. H. Potts, Esq., and Mr. James Pond. 

Class 5,—GAhlE, 

First Prize, P. W. S. Miles, Esq. Second, Mr, Thomas Smith. 

Class 6.—PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

We omitted to note the prizes in this class. 

Class 7.—SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

First Prize, Charles Greig, Esq. Second, Mr. Charles Edwards. 

Class S.—POLANDS. 

First Prize, R. L. Bush, Esq. Second, Mr. C. J. Kenning. 

Class 9.—CROSS BREED. 

First Prize, Mr. James Pond. Second, Mr. John Brackenridge. Third, 
Mr. Henry S. Pigott. 

Class 10.—CUCKOO. 

No First Prize. Second, John Bumble. 

Class 11.—GOLD AND SILVER BANTAMS. 

First Prize, Mr. John R. Rodband. Seeond, Sir. Thomas Canning. 

Class 12.—WHITE BANTAMS. 

First Prize, Mr. G. T. Ilodson. Second, Mr. Henry L. Bean. Highly 
commended, Mr. G. T. Hodson. Commended, Mr. John R. Rodband. 

Class 14.—COCHIN CHICKENS. 

First and Second Prizes, Mr. Charles Punchard. Third, Mr. James 
Pond. Commended, Brooke Smith, Esq. (two pens). Highly com¬ 
mended, G. C. Atkins, Esq. 

Class 15.—ANY BREED. 

First Prize, Mr, Thomas Potts. Second, Mr. Joseph Rake. 

Class t(i.—TURKEYS. 

st Prize, Mr. John Hill. Second, J. R. Rodbard, Esq. 
»Va.sbrough. 

Class 17.—GEESE. 

Third, Dr. 

First Prize, Henry Orum. 
Class 13.—DUCKS. 

First Prize, Miss Wilcox, (Aylesbury). Second, John Miles, Esq., 
(Aylesbury). Third, Mr. C. Punchard (Rouen). 

Class 19.-GUINEA FOWL. 

First Prize, John R. Rodbard, Esq. Second, Daniel Burgess, jun.. Esq. 

Class 20.—PIGEONS. 

Carriers, Mr. William Martin (the whole class commended). Classes, 
21,Antwerps; 22, Barbs; 23, Croppers; 24, Runts; 25, Fantails; 
2li, Jacobins ; 27, Turbets ; 28, Nuns ; 29, Archangels ; 30, Trum¬ 
peters; 31, Almond Tumblers, all to G. C. Atkins, Esq., whose birds 
were beautiful, and shown in excellent condition. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
HiTcniN POULTEY Siiow.—When we first glanced over a letter 

addressed to us by One of the Committee of the Hitohin Poultry Show, 
replying to our comment on such shows being held for the benefit of 
inn-keepers, we did not observe this postscript ‘ Is it possible you are 
a di.sappointed exhibitor?” We pass over the impertinence of this to 
reply, though scarcely necessary, that we did not exhibit directly or indi¬ 
rectly at Hitchin. Let us add, for the improvement of our correspond¬ 
ent’s self-knowledge, that he who is hasty in attributing an ill-motive to 
another, should examine closely whether he himself would he actuated 
by the evil he suspects. The other portions of the letter, written tem¬ 
perately enough, leave our opinion unaltered that no Poultry Show, 
should, if avoidable, be held in connection with an inn. The reasons 
against it are too numerous, and too apparent, to need detailing ; and 
we are too anxious for the success of all Poultry Shows not to point out 
whatever we consider prejudicial to them. 

Preventing a Hen Sitting.—r breeder of Cochin-Chinas, I have 
been jilagued ))y their propensity to sit; and I have found the following 
very good plans for breaking them of that propensity, which, as at this time 
of the year parties do not want sitting-hens, may be useful to some of your 
readers. The first way is, when you notice them at all getting broody, 
which is easily told by their staying longer than usual on the nest when 
laying, and the quarrelsome disposition they acquire just at that time, 

to remove them to another walk, or put them in a coop, and, if possible, 
let them be removed before they have laid their last egg, or got fond of 
the nest, and in a few days they will have settled down, and the incli¬ 
nation to sit have gone off. The other plan is, instead of letting them 
sit on an empty nest for three weeks, and in two cases out of three finding 
them as bad to break of sitting as they were the first day, if not worse, 
let them have two or three good eggs to sit upon j they then hatch a 
chick or two, and they will naturally, in a day or two after hatching, 
leave the nest with the chickens; let them have them a day or two to 
roam about with, then take them away. The hen, in a few hours, will 
forget her offspring, and with them her inclination to sit. The chickens, 
if three or four lots, may be given to one hen, or disposed of in any other 
way parties may think proper.**—T. 13. Stead. 

Orchid-culture (W. S.).—All orchids should go to rest when they 
have completed their growth. Your Oncidium pupilio may continue 
blooming. Do not, at any time, cut down the flowering-stem till it dies 
naturally. Your Aerides odorata^ a foot high, will most likely bloom 
next year ; it is evergreen. Zygopetnlum Mackayi, just blooming, must 
have a little water, and be kept growing. It is a winter-blooming species. 
Dendrobium nobilei two feet high, if the shoots are strong and well- 
ripened, should flower next year; let it now go to rest. It partially 
loses its leaves; let it remain in the present pot till it begins to grow. 
The Aerides would do best in a rough basket, filled with sphagnum moss 
only, and hung up to the rafter, about three feet from the glass. The 
heat you give them is quite right. Your Cattleya mossiat is evergreen, 
and should be grown at the coldest end of your house; let it remain in 
its present pot till spring. Orchids will do in a mixed plant stove, but 
should be placed at one end, where they can have the proper treatment. 
See The Cottage Gardener for 1850 and 1851, for full information on 
Orchid-culture. 

Specimen Plants for a Green Bank {Mrs. C,).—We think we 
have seen the very banks you mention, and the waters also, but it was 
“ long, long ago.’* More recently, we had some delightful rambles along 
these rivers with the late Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, in his last efforts at 
painting the beautiful scenery in those ])arts. On the highest part of 
the banks we would plant a group of three or four Venetian Sumachs 
{Rhus cotinvs)i about four feet apart each way; and in four years they 
w ill look as one, and “ make one grand specimen,** as the gardener says. 
The flowers are charming, and they hold on a long time ; but this is not 
an evergreen. The trees you mention—Finns inaigniSy Abies Douglassiiy 
and Cupressus funebriSy or Chinese Cypress, as you call it—you will, 
probably, have to send to Edinburgh for. For such sized plants as would 
suit you, about 5s. each would be a fair price. The Sumachs at Is. 
would do. If you have room enough, you ought to have a Deodnr at 58.; 
an Auracaria imbriratay about the same; and Cnpressus murrocarpa 
and C. GovenianUy for 5s. or Os. the two ; and see you allow them as 
much room as you can spare, and do not plant them too near to 
the house. 

Wheat Dibbler.—We have been favoured wdth the following re¬ 
plies “ In answer to ‘ T. R. N.,’ the best dibbles for making the holes 
and delivering the seed at the sowing-time is Newberry’s (Newington’s?). 
The construction of this machine is perfectly beautiful, and wonderfully 
effective. It may be had for one, two, three, four, or five rows, and will 
sow a proportionate number of acres in the day. It delivers from one to 
three, and sometimes five, grains in each hole, at the rate, the abundant 
ratey of one bushel to the acre. The crop looks in March like a field of 
green shaving-brushes: such beautiful tufts of plants so equally distri¬ 
buted. Upon land well-drained, fallowed, and enriched, six ijuarters 
per acre may be calculated upon. The sowing should take place on the 
furrow-slice, just mellow, but not too free, or at all harrowed, lest the 
holes be stopped by the adhesion of the soil. We speak of that we know; 
for we have not only heard ofy or l)ut possessed, used, and felt the 
benefit of this dibble. The seed time should be rather early, as this deep 
depository does not admit of the plant coming up so rapidly as in shallow 
sowing. The pressed nidus for the seed gives admirable ground-hold 
to the plants. It has been objected, that the seed-hole forms a dan¬ 
gerous cup for the detention of water. We can only hope that land 
will be generally drained, when this objection will not lie, or be men¬ 
tioned. It is a wonderful invention which can render undrained land 
worse than it is, especially for wheat.—T. Beta.” A Florist says: 
“ I see your correspondent, ‘ J. R. N.,* wishes to know which is the best 
‘wheat-dibbling machine.’ I believe the one invented hy Mr. Gillam, 
of the Bear Hotel, Woodstock, Oxon, is the best. \ou will find it in 
the Exhibition catalogue; and I believe it is there recommended, and I 
know it to be used by many ])ersons around here (Oxford) ; but by 
writing to Mr. Gillam, I have no doubt he W'ill send him every 
information.” 

Grapk-growing.—il/r. W. says” I_ have frequently been 
asked where the be.st forced grapes grew, that is, within three or four 
miles of any large town in England ? I have been at niost of the places 
round the largest towns in England. My opinion is, that the best 
grapes arc near the town of Jjeeds, in liorkshire, where I am staying at 
the present time. The best near Leeds, last autumn, were in tlie follow- 
ing gentlemen’s gardens, which, I think, could not be beaten near an)’ 
other town—Sir G. Goodman, M P., Mrs. Benyon, G. O. March, Esq., 
— Donesthorp, Esq., .lohn Wilkinson, Esq. These are all near Leeds, 
and nearly all single-handed places, but far too much work for one man. 
If Mr. March’s gardener w'ould send you a few’ lines stating how he 
manages to grow both Peaches and Grapes together, it \youId be uselnl 
to the readers of The Cottage Gardener, for those fruits arc managed 
in a first-rate manner.” It is very difficult to grow Grapes and Peaches 
in the same house ; and if Mr. March’s gardener will favour us with his 
mode of treatment, he will oblige us and many ol our readers. 

Works on Peach and Strawberry (C. Jones).—You will find 
these in “The Gardeners’ Monthly Volume,” and they may be had of 
Mr. Bohn, Bookseller, London. 

Whose Siianghae Fowls are Unrelated? (//.).—You are quite 
rif^ht in being anxious to breed from birds not of the same strain ; and 
YOU are equally correct in saving it is difficult to know wliich are not so. 
All that you can do is to inquire of the sellers what is the parentage ot 
their birds, and regulate your purchases accordingly. It is quite true, 
as you state, that Mr. Punchard had his stock originally from Mr. Stur¬ 
geon, but they are quite a distinct strain, and both of them have added 
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importeil Ij1v<U to their stoch, so as to have quite ilistinet lilood. The 
same observation applies to our own, anil many other breeders of 
Slianplme Fowls ; their stocks oriprinally came from some well-known 

' yards, but have been mingled with imported birds, so as to have chickens 
of a strain that might be coupled, imobjectionably, with chickens from 

! the original stock. i 
Vinery {An old Suhscriher).—Sanders’s Treathe on the Culture of ' 

the Vine will, perhaps, suit you. ' 
VV^OODLAUK {Detitick).—A warm greenhouse would not suit this bird. | 

' Dorking Cock {Curalonluch).—We cannot give you the information. 
• Put in a short advertisement, and you will have abundance of answers. 

Damc-w'ali.s (J/. 5.}.—To jirevent damp penetrating, if the smell be 
not objectionable, paint them over thickly with coal-tar, and dust quick- ’ 
lime thickly upon it. It will form an asphalte covering. ! 

Rose-tree Dabels (Zero).—fllr. Ivison obligingly informs us, that j 
the labels you admired at Syon House Cardens, were made by Messrs. | 

! Morrells, 149, Fleet-street, London. j 
Hardenbergia MONoriiYLi.A {Eocrgreev).—As the young growth is : 

green and healthy you have no reason to be alarmed, though numbers of ' 
the old leaves turn pale and full olf. This is just the method that nature 
takes to relieve herself from useless appendages in the case of evergreen ' 
and semi-evergreen plants. When this, in the case of the llurdenbergia^ 
takes place to an undue excess, it is generally attributable to dryness at 
the roots, a sour soil, owing to want of drainage, or a low, foggy tempe¬ 
rature. The weather has not been so cold as to demand much fire on 
that account; ))ttt it has been so dull and misty, that a sharp lire in the 
morning would do great good by creating a rapid circulation of air. 
Our impression is, that you w'ill find your plant all right, and very beau¬ 
tiful a few months after this. 

Wintering Plants.—An Amateur Geranium-growery having a deep 
wooden frame, surrounded by a wall of turves, with w'ootl platform to 
keep the i>lauts near the glass, asks—“ Can I keep Geraniums, Fuchsias, 
Calceolarias, Verbenas, and Auriculas, over the winter, by throwing a 
strong, double mat over the glass at night, and giving air at back in fine 
days? will extra heat be necessary, or will that of oil lamps doSee 
Mr. Fish’s article of last week, .snd somewhat similar ones of last year. 
Your platform for the plants, and a turf wall round the boards, are 
capital: could you not make the latter water[)roof? Y'our double mats 
will be quite suflicient for moderate frosts; but if your plants have been 
growing, or there is likely to be a frost above 7° or 8°, you w'ould require 
to place some non-conducting matciial, such as hay or straw, between 
them. If you would study neatness, and your own personal comfort, 
have a waterproofed covering. A few large earthenware bottles, filled 
with hot water, would be the simplest mode of communicating heat; but 
if your object is merely to preserve the plants during the winter, the 
bottles will not be so useful for communicating heat as in causing a cir¬ 
culation of air in muggy weather. In such a pit as yours, it is always 
advisable to have a bundle of dry litter ready to throw over the glass in 
any sudden emergency. We think we have previously told how a nur¬ 
seryman, with a small supply of Utter, saved his pits of Mignonette, 
while most of his neighbours lost their stock. During the whole night, 
he moved, and shook, and turned the scanty litter. He knew all about 
the radiation of heat. 

Flower-gardens {S. S.).—Your own planting will be noticed when 
the j)lan is engraved. {Caen),—You mistook the thing altogether, and 
broke the rules throughout. We plant, or, rather, suggest the planting 
of such plans as we publish monthly ; but we only criticise, or give 
opinions on the planting of such other plans as are sent to us. The 
same reply applies to 0. J. B., and we must keep to our rules. 

Melon Seed (Keraa’).—Any age above four years does not improve 
Melon seeds, and might be injurious to some varieties; but there have 
been no direct experiments we know of to prove this. 

Cutting-down Laurels {Ibid).—Whoever said that Laurels cut 
between November and May would get their young shoots destroyed by 
frost must have been dreaming. Such Laurels do not make young ! 
shoots so early, by some weeks, as Laurels not touched. Laurels cut i 
hard-in in March have not the slighest advantage over Laurels cut any ; 
day from the end cf September to the 1st of May. We have done it, or I 
helped to do it, all these months for many years; and if we were to 
begin life to-morrow as a Laurel-planter or grower, we would cut down 
our Laurels any time during the rest season that suited our convenience, 
^i'he Lauru-stinus is not a Laurel, but a Viburnum, and, on account of 
its flowering, is seldom cut till late in May; but it, also, and all our 
liardy evergreens, may be cut any day during the v/inter. There has 
been more than philosophy about them for ages, which wants recon¬ 
sidering. 

Banks of a River {R. J. L.).—Were it not for the overflowing of 
the river, all the herbaceous plants that would grow in your garden, or 
in your neighbouring wood, would do on these banks, notwithstanding 
water does stand at eighteen inches from the surface. Epilobiums, 
Lythrums, Caltha palustris, Single and Double Trollias, Posonies, most 
of the hardy Lilies, and such things will answer. Tlien, as to shrubs, 

j Cut-leaved AWers, almost all the Willows and Fop/ars, with the whole 
I breed of 3Iagnulias, and most Rhododendrons, deciduous Cypress, Snow- 
! drop-tree. Box-tree, Aucuba, and common Laurel, will do. 
1 Unpeuned Geraniums {Fiddlestick).—Your Geraniums were neg- 
j lected to be cut down at the proper time, and are now offering to make 
1 bottom shoots. Let them be as they are to the end of January, then cut 
' tlieiu down to their bottom eyes, and about the middle or end of 
i February shake one half of the ball from the roots, no more, and put 
j them in the same pots, with a little rich soil all round; a month after 
‘ that give them a good shift, and you never had better bloom or finer 
j plants than you will have next summer; that is, because you never had a 
I good bloom of them before: those who neglect to cut them at the right 
I time never do. 
' Mushrooms {E. S.).—We have never seen nor heard of raising Mush- 
! rooms artificially on lawns, or grass fields, but wc have seen fine crops of 

Mushrooms come up between rows of potatoes, from using old dung from 
i spent mushroom beds to enrich the ground. Wc have also seen similar 

crops from spawning at the time of planting the potatoes. Y’ou might 
i easily, and at very little expense, innoculate your lawm with some b^est 
j spawn, and be the first to prove the experiment. Spawn your grass next 
1 May; and in August, if the weather is dry, give them a heavy watering 

once a week, and let us know the result. If you have access to old 
mushroom beds, you might dress your lawn next February, March, or 
April, with half spent dung and half coal-ashes, and that might impreg¬ 
nate the turf with spawn. Rut you probably know' as much about the 
subject as any one else. 

yiiADED Border {II. .4.).—Trench it three feet deep, and to witliin 
one foot of the stems of the Laurels ; then plant a row of White I/ilies 
{Lilinm rundidum) at. thirty inches from the hedge; then a row of all the 
kinds of herbaceous Pwonies you can get, and here and there in the row, a 
patch of Crown Imperials in variety. In front of that, all the Nnrrisst/s, 
.and there are upwards of 200 kinds of them—Snowflakes, Leur.ujums, a 
few Ornithognlurns, and, indeed, any hardy bulbs tliat will grow' to a 
foot or two feet high ; and next the edge, Crocuses ; nine inches from it, 
and in front of them, a row of Snowdrops, or Winter Aconite. Then 
each season cut dowai behind the White Lilies as deep as you trenched, 
to get rid of the Laurel roots. 

PYUETiiRur^rs AND RASPBERRIES (J/. F.).—Y’OU do not say w'hich of 
the Pyrethntms your Fever-few is. We suppose of the old double- 
white. If so, cut it nearly down, and do not disturb yourself farther 
about it, unless it be a tender kind. These things will go on for years. 
For your Piasjjberries, throw up beds above the level, and introduce both 
dec.tyed vegetable matter, of any kind, and sand liberally, securing them 
that depth aljove ground that ought not to be obtained below. Rasp¬ 
berries detest slow-acting mediums. As to your Apricots, “the know¬ 
ledge of disease being half the cure,” w^e cannot divine anything, as wc 
do not know' what may be the conditions. 

Diseased Apricot {Topiarius).—Yom Apricot, with one branch 
shrivelled, is jirobably rooted deep in an ungenial soil. We would take 
it up, make a platform, and replant it in sound turfy-loam, 

Legs of Siiangziae Fowls {A. W. C., Norwood).—The colour of 
the legs of these birds is a pale yellow; a little pink down the sidc.s of 
the legs, and where the scales of the legs and feet are thinnest, is not 
objectionable. 

Rape and Linseed Dust —If wc had this “at command,” 
we should boil it in water, ami try it with the meal we give our fowls. 
We should not buy it for such a purpose, because we do not know what 
its effect upon poultry may be. 

Planting Fruit-trees (.1 Suhscrihei’from the First).—N^yo\xr trees 
are cither on a hill, or on the side of a steep slope, let them remain, but 
have your soil well-drained. 

Potato and Carrot Failure —It is very probable that 
the cause of the two failures was an over-rich soil and a bad season. 
Trench your ground: plant in February the earliest ripening potato you 
can obtain, and sow in April Short Horn Carrots, and you will, probably, 
have better success. A four-gallon stone bottle, filled with boiling water 
as often as it becomes nearly cold, will keep the frost out of your little 
greenhouse. 

Kspalier Rail {W. Salcornbe).—Having a bar along the top is not 
at all a novel suggestion. They are made so very commonly both in iron 
and wood. The suggestion that insects are the cause of the Potato 
Murrain was made by I\Ir. Smee, in 18*6, and the suggestion has been 
repeatedly shewn to be erroneous. 

F. W. 6’.—Your plant is Diplacus glutinosus, or Clammy Diplacus. 
Decay of Celery [Ibid).—The cause of the decay is not from being 

planted in beds, or so close to each other, but from ripeness, or being too 
much earthed-up at the last time performing this work ; and the soil 
being heavy, with too much wet. Ripeness, we should say, for certain 
is the very cause of decay. If you will read Mr. Robson’s explanations 
upon this matter, at page 18,"), you will find all you desire upon this point. 

Cliantiius PUMCEUS, Brugmansia, Veronica speciosa {A Two 
YeaFs Subscriber).—Ntiiher of the three plants we should call o-ood 
plants for a warm sitting-room ; the fine green foliage of the Veronica 
speciosa makes it the best of them, as this can be placed out-of-doors on 
a showery day, should its leaves be dusty, and it can be taken in again 
in the evening as clean as ever; besides which, it will endure for years 
to be pinched up in a small pot, and kept alive with a little water occa¬ 
sionally. The Clianthus puniceus, of which you have enclosed a leaf, 
appears to be eaten up with the red-spider, which this plant is very 
subject to. It is a half-hardy, rampant-growing plant, where it has 
room, light, and air to go a-head. In your sitting-room it must be a 
prisoner for want of light o.nd air. It does best when planted out in 
some large conservatory, either for training up a pillar or rafter. There 
it is at home, but it will almost do out under a warm wall with a little 
winter protection. The Brugmansia, or, as it is called. Datura, is an odd 
clumsy-looking plant for a close warm sitting-room. It is true that this 
is not the season for this to be looking gaily. We should be careful not 
to over-wjiter it. Like the preceding, it needs more light and air. 

Cucumber Forcing {G. B. C.).—Cucumbers in the middle of March, 
or sooner, may be had where a well-regulated heating apparatus exists! 
and your pit seems very well adapted for that, provided you can command 
the necessary amount of heat, both bottom and top. The latter, being 
easiest attained, must not be allowed to range above 70° for cucumbers 
and a certain amount of humidity given to it by placing vessels of water 
in such a way as to intercept the currents of dry heated air on its wav 
into the pit or house ; or, if the pipes be open and exposed, vessels 
standing on them will easily effect that object. In raising cucumber or 
melon plants, a rather brisk bottom-heat is required, and that not too 
drying nor yet too humid : at the early perioil required for the fruit- 
plants you had better plunge your pots containing the seeds in some 
fermenting heap, and, just as the cotyledons are breaking through the 
soil, remove them to your pit, where the atmosphere is more pure; a 
little contrivance will enable you to give them all the available bottoln- 
heat. about 80° or 85° not being too much—even 90° will do no harm 
provided other things are favourable. Melon plants, to plant in your pit 
in May, may be reared in a dung frame prior to that time very easily; 
or they may be brought forward with the cucumbers, as at that period 
the seed vegetates, aud the plants grow with less trouble than earlier. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W 

U D 
DEC. 30, 1852.—JAN. n, 1853. 

Weather near London in 1851. 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Itain in In. 1 

Sun 
Kiscs. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
U. &S. 

Moon’s Clock 
Age* aft. Sun. 

1 

Day of i 
Year. ! 

130 Til Snowdrop flowers. 30.488 — 30.398 40—21 s.w. — 9 a. 8 6/ a. 3 8 19 19 3 1 365 
31 F Winter Tortoise Moth found. 30.202 — 30.011 36—28 s.w. — 9 58 9 37 20 . 3 30 366 

1 S Circumcision. 29.956 — 29.789 35—21 w. — 8 IV 10 a 5d 21 3 69 1 
2 Sun 2 Sunday after Christmas. 29.694 — 29.637 41—26 s.w. — 8 0 morn. C “ 27 2 

8 M Ap:onum vaporariorum. 29.746—29.512 49—38 s.w. U2 8 2 0 16 23 4 54 3 ] 
4 Tu Sphodrus planus; cellars. 30.122 — 29.539 44—20 N.W. 01 6 3 1 36 24 5 22 4 ^ 
5 W Dromius rufescens; bark. 30.093—30.064 45—29 S.W. — 8 4 3 0 25 5 49 5 

JIeteorology OF THE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 42.5°and 31.4“ respectively. The greatest heat, 56“, occurred on the 30th in 1833 ; and the lowest cold, 12“, on the 3rd 
in 1827. During the period 107 d^iys were fine, and on 08 rain fell. 

THE IMPERIAL PAULOWNIA. 

{Puiilownia imperialis.) 

This large-leaved tree is now well known in our gardens, 
and is liardy in the southern districts of England. It was 
first discovered hy Thuiiberg, in .Tapan, where it rises to 
thirty or forty feet; he named it Bignonia tomentosa, hut it 
does not belong to Bignoniads, as is cuiTently believed, and 
as we shall presently show. Dr. Siebold was the next 
European traveller who found it, and brought home speci¬ 
mens of it, from which it was described by him and I’ro- 
fessor Zuccarini, in their “ Flora Japonica,” and the name 
they gave, and which it retains, is in honour of the name 
of the Hereditary Princess of the Netherlands, who was 
daughter to the Emperor of Russia. It was first raised 
from seeds, in the Garden of Plants, in Paris, in 1834, by 
M. Neuman, who received them “from a person to whom 
they had been sent from .Tapan in little porcelain pots.” 
Out of this consignment only one seed vegetated, and the 
plant received greenhouse treatment at first, as did the first 
Larch-trees that were introduced into Scotland, by the Duke 
of Atliol. As late as 1840, M. Neuman could not deter¬ 
mine whether or not liis seedling from the porcelain pot 
was the same as the plant represented in the “ Flora 
.Taponica,” and there was not a second plant of it then 
known to be in Europe. So that Dr. Siebold was not he 
who first introduced Prndou-inn, as is generally supposed. 

IVhen the tree seeded at Paris, in 1842-8, it was dis¬ 
covered, from the nature and formation of the seed, that 
the tree belongs to the Figworts (Scrophulariace.ari, and not 
to Bignoniads, to which it is still referred by some winters. 
The error is easily accounted for, from the fact, that there is 

nothing to distinguish the one from the other in the form¬ 
ation of the flowers. The real difference in the kindred 
orders being found in the seeds. Thus, the popular English 
name of Foxglove-tree is botanically correct, in addition to 
the good idea it gives of the flowers which are produced 
from the end of the branches in close panicles or thyrses. 
They are as wide in the mouth, but not (piite so long as 
those of the Foxglove, and of a greyish-violet colour, with 
an agreeable fragrance. The nearest affinity of Paulownia 
is with the WiglUia of Dr. IVallich, in the same section of 
Figworts as the Pentstemon. The Paulownia was first 
figured in this counti-y, in 1841, in Mrs. Loudon’s Ladies' 
Magazine of Gardening. It was well represented in Paxton’s 
Magazine of Botany, in 1842, but the first from English- 
born flowers is in the Botanical Magazine, t. 40C0. In 1843, 
it flowered for the first time in England, in the greenhouse 
of Mrs. Wray, of Cheltenham, who sent specimens of them 
to the writer. But it was at Claremont, we believe, that it 
first flowered in the open air. In the system of Linna;us 
it belongs to the second order of the fourteenth class, 
Didynamia Anyiospermia. 

The Bishop of Exeter, in whose grounds at Bishopstowe, 
near Torquay, it has bloomed, describes the fragrance as 
“ violet-like,” but that the tree, as in the Glycine, loses 
much of its beauty by producing its flowers before its leaves. 

B. J. 
Propagation and Culture.—This fine tree is just as easily 

increased as are potatoes ; and something in the same way, 
by thick slices, or short pieces of the roots, without the 
trouble of looking for eyes; and they will grow in any kind 
of earth, from stiff hard clay to the poorest sandy soil. 
While it is in a young, small state it is very liable to be 
much cut by frost: hence the reason why we see so few of 
them grown as fine standards, ivith ten feet or more of clear, 
straight stem ; although it may be made to make a growth 
of ten feet in one season. An English gentleman, writing 
from Paris, in 1841, said that he had seen a growth of it 
made that season to the extent of fourteen feet; and from 
him I had the first plant of it. If any one wishes to have 
this tree as a low spreading bush, he has only to plant a 
small specimen in good rich soil and let it take its chance. 
It is naturally of a very spreading habit, and will extend a 
long way, carrying immense leaves ; and 1 fear that is all 
that it is good for in most parts of this country. At any 
rate, give it the same treatment as Rhubarb, jilanting it in 
low sheltered situations, and cut it down to the ground the 
first two years, and it will produce leaves quite as large as 
an ordinary rhubfu’b leaf. That is just how I would manage 
it for a small garden. But for a standard, I would endeavour 
to got a good clean stem as long as possible before I would 
allow it to spread. The quickest way to get such a tree 
would be to begin with a strong plant from a nursery, to 
plant it late in April, in a sheltered, warm place, near a wall 
or building, and in a pit filled with the richest stuff or com¬ 
post about a garden ; to let it grow there three years, but 
for the first two years to cut it down clean to the ground 
bel'ore the frost, and in the third season to confine the 
growth to one stem, and not to let that stem branch ; then, 
before the frost, to tie this growth up to a strong pole, and 
to thatch it with straw for that winter. Next spring, remove 
it to a dry, poor soil, and open situation. D. Beaton. 

No. CCXXII., VoL. IX. 
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Should it be jiroveil, by further and more accurate 

experiments, that if the leaves of root-crops are cut off 

before those roots have arrived at maturity, and that, 

notwithstanding such removal of tlie loaves, tlie roots 

will go on increasing in size and nutritious constituents 

equally with other roots of the same crop from which 

the leaves have not been cut off, then will a heavy blow 

have fallen upon some of the opinions hitliorto main¬ 

tained by vegetable physiologists. It will be a heavier 

blow to those opinions than to the botanist, this dis¬ 

covery of the transmutation of Myilofs into Wheat, for 

it comes upon us like a thunder-clap, and is in direct 

opposition to laws which we have been compelled to 

live under now nearly fifty years; whereas, every 

schedule and clause of tiie law of sports and crossings 

have been critically canvassed over and over again, and 

even pushed much farther than M. Kabro has done, Imt 

without actual proofs, like his. 

Two specimens of the Swedish Turnip were on the 

table at the Horticultural Society’s last meeting, not 

quite so purple, perhaps, as Mr. Skirving’s variety, 

but as flue specimens of size and texture as ever. 

Mr. Skirving exhibited in London. The whole tops 

of them were cut olf down to tho quick last Se])tem- 

ber, and the wounds were now healed over ; these 

turnips, therefore, could never push another leaf from the 

crown; but several eyes below the crown pushed and 

made a few leaves. They were not of a size, however, to 

give any support to the bulb ; they were rather S]irouts, 

sucking from, rather than adding substance to the bulb, 

according to our present ideas. 'I’hat part of the lecture 

which referred to this fact was listened to with intense 

interest. It began by telling us that the Rev. Mr. 

Smith, author of “A Word in Season,” was a scientific 

farmer; that his land was stiff, and not well-suited for 

experiments; but that by striking at the roots of popular 

notions, and following out notions of his own, results 

were obtained as far beyond present opinions as his 

plans were different from common practice; that his 

turnips, last year, after cutting the to])s oft' as early as the 

tops of the two before us were cut, the yield was twenty- 

seven tons to the acre; that he could not get on the land 

this autumn to ascertain, by actual w'eighing, tbe posi¬ 

tive weight of the present croj), but that be guessed it 

run from twenty to twenty-four tons per acre; that these 

turnips are in drills five feet apart, and a crop of early 

potatoes was got from the intermediate spaces before the 

leaves of the turnips spread out to cover the ground; 

that after lifting the potatoes, the middle spaces were 

deeply trenched, but only taking a small quantity of 

the new-broken ground to the surface; and, lastly, that 

before the leaves met and got crowded over the trenched 

parts they were cut for a green crop, and that the 

cutting of them did not hinder the turnip from swelling 

and getting heavier. 

After the meeting, the philosojdiy of all this w’as 

canvassed, and the question was asked—Why should 

the skin of a turnip, exposed to the full influence 

of the sun and air, at a certain age, not be able to 

assist and finish the growth, seeing that an apjile. 

or a gourd, has to do as much ? Why not, indeed! i 

You seldom read or bear of an experiment or invention ^ 

without its suggesting another. And why should we ! 

not have under-ground turnips, like carrots and par¬ 

snips, to get rid of the “ strong, turnipy flavour” pecu¬ 

liar to the garden turni])? The “ disjiosition” to sport 

in this direction has often cost the farmer more than j 

i Ids share of tho “burden” of this heavy country: we | 

i allude to the “bunch of keys,” the “ fingers and toes,” 1 

and the “ forks and tails,” into which the turnip “ runs” j 

every year. | 

We must declare our opinion, however, that, at present, 

the experiments of the Rev. ilr. Smith, and of others, 

do not prove that turnip bulbs will increase in size and ' 

' nutritious constituents after their leaves have been cut 

off. They prove no more than that the leaves may be 

so cut oft' at the concluding time of their growth, and 

that tlie bulbs remain well-preserved iu the soil. Now, 

did we not know all this before? Have not gardeners, 

for years past, cut their carrots and jiarsnips down into 

the quick, and found that they were jireserved better j 

than by any other mode ? \ 

It is quite true that fruits will improve in colour and ' 

flavour after they have been gathered, but they must j 

have attained their full growth previously; and cer- ! 

tainly, after being so gathered, they never increase in 

weight, nor even if left on the jiarent plant after this is 

denuded of leaves. Again, if a J’each, or other fruit, is 

on a branch from which all the leaves fall off beyond 

it, that fruit remains stunted and deficient in flavour, or 

perishes entirely. 

In conclusion, we advise our readers to suspend their 

judgments until experiments more numerous and much 

more accurate have been tried. Let us have rows with ! 

their tops cut oft' alternating with rows from wdneh the ; 

tops are not cut off. Let us have some of the tops cut 

off at the end of August, and some early in September, ' 

before the bulbs have completed their growth iu size. ' 

If iu such cases the bulbs go on not only to increase in ‘ 

size, but to increase in nutritious constituents also, 

as much as do those on which the usual amount of 

leaves have been left, then will it have been proved that 

leaves are not essential for bulbs in the concluding 

stage of their growth; and gardeners, in future, grati¬ 

fying their jiraiseworthy love of neatness, probably may 

cut oft' the leaves of Crocuses, Tulips, and the like, 

when their bloom is over, without heeding the warnings 

of physiologists and “ such small kine.” 

COVENT GARDEN. 

On the morning of Tuesday, the 21st inst., at an hour ■ 
when half tbe population of this northern hemisphere | 

were comfortably wra|)t in the arms of sleep, Ave were 

wending our way to Coveut Garden Market. It was an 

early hour; such an one as, fortunately, we have little , 

experience of iu this dark, humid season; but, being \ 

anxious to furnish our readers with some account of j 

this great mart during Christmas week, W'e encountered 

the difficulties of the undertaking, and after a walk of 
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some tliree miles, we reached the place about half-past 

four or five o’clock. It is curious to traverse the roads 

; and streets of T.ondon at this early hour. Where, 

, twelve hours before, all was life and hustle, din and 

I noise, now a calm, still, sepulchral gloom pervades the 

! whole. Rut as we draw nearer our object of attraction, 

I we hear and see approaching signs of life and activity, 

I wliich gradually increase till we lind ourselves in a per- 

i feet bee-hive of hum and industry. Every approach to 

[ the market is literally stemmed with waggons, carts, 

I vans, donkey trucks, wheelbarrows, and every descrip¬ 

tion oi' wheeled vehicle it is possible to think of. These 

are being laden with the market produce, to be again 

conveyed to the shops of town and suburbs. For many 

I miles some of these vehicles have travelled to be there 

at the market hour; some even far in the country, 

where the very vegetables were grown they have come 

to purchase; for, as the gardeners never sell anything 

elsewhere than in the public market, a neighbouring 

greengrocer may have to repair some miles to Covent 

Garden to purchase the cabbages he has watched grow¬ 

ing from the windows of his own house. 

Having now made our way right into the centre of the 

throng, the sound that met our ears was “ Mi.sle, Misle, 

Jlisle-to-o-o-oe!” “Holly, Holly, Holly-o-o-o!” shouted 

in a noisy bawl, which terminated something in the way 

of what musicians would call a soprano part, hut cer¬ 

tainly far from musical. There were many waggon¬ 

loads of both. The former chiefly from Gloucestershire 

and Bucks, and the latter from Surrey, and the suburbs 

of London. As regarded the Misletoe, we had no doubt 

the former proprietors of it were right glad to get rid 

of it; but the Holly called up other thoughts and 

recollections, and carried us back to six years ago, when 

spending a few days in the country during the Christ¬ 

mas week, we looked out one morning and saw 

two handsome hollies, each twenty-five feet high, 

completely bare, with no vestige of leaf or berry, 

except a sort of mop which had been left on the 

top. The evening before, when we last saw them, they 

wei-e the handsomest pair in all the country for many 

miles round, feathered to the very ground, and rising 

straight as an arrow, as if they would shoot far away up 

into the blue sky; they were covered with a perfect 

shower of bright coral berries, and therein lay the 

temptation. Great was our grief, and great and nume)-- 

ous were the invectives we poured out on the villanous 

depredators, but they were miles away by this time, and 

very likely enjoying the fruits of their ill-gotten prey. 

How many shrubberies have been damaged and demo¬ 

lished during the past week it would be difficult to 

reckon; but we feel assured some of our readers could 

tell of a few, and of many a handsome holly shorn of its 

beauties. These wanton Vandals do not restrict them¬ 

selves to cropping and trimming, but in many instances 

entire trees are borne away. Wo observed many speci¬ 

mens of handsome well-grown pyramidal trees, from 

eight to ten feet high, which had been cut off close by 
the ground, sold for halfa-crowu and throe shillings, 

which it must have taken many years to grow. Resides 

the Misletoe and Holly, there was a considerable quan¬ 

tity of Laurustinus, common Laurel, and Yew. Spruce 

Firs, for German trees, were also in great abundance, 

and exhibited a perfect forest of little sombi'e moun' 

taineers, 

\ EGET.\iu,ES.—The supply of vegetables has been 

unusually great, which is attributable chiefly to the 

mildness of the weather bringing everything in at 

once; the consequence is, iirices have been rather dull, 

and sales heavy. S.wovs were making Is. per dozen. 

Greens, that is Coleworts, which are getting unusually 

large and coarse from the state of the weather, realised 

2s. per dozen bunches, and when a quantity was taken, 

such as ten or twelve dozen, they were done at 1 s. 9d. 

Brocoi.i was very plentiful, more so than it has been 

for some time. One grower alone had as many as 

seventy dozen bundles. Now each of these bundles 

consists ot from six to eight heads, according to the 

size, but taking the average at seven, this would 

give 5880 heads of Purple Brocoli supplied by one 

man. These made fis. per dozen bundles, or 7d. 

for a single one. Celery was also very plentiful, 

and made from fid. to 9d. per bundle. Onions 

very fine, 3s. per bushel. Parsley, 2d. per bunch. 

Potatoes continue plentiful, and realise from L'5 to L7 

per ton. There have been a few parcels of Sea-Kale 

offered during the week, which were sold at from Is. fid. 

to 2s. fid. per punnet, according to the quality, some of 

it being very weak and small. We observed also one or 

two bundles of Rhubaru. These last articles were, of 

course, both forced, and were of home growth, not im¬ 

ported, as a correspondent says his gardener would have 

him believe. We thank our correspondent for that 

communication, which shall form the subject of a few 

remarks on a future occasion. 

Fruit.—There has been a good supply, but not a very 

brisk demand for Apples; that is, not such a demand 

as the salesmen had made up their minds to expect. 

Baking sorts made from 4s. to 7s. per bushel; and des¬ 

sert, from fis. to 10s. fid. We observed some fine hand¬ 

some parcels of the old Royal Russet, which realised the 

latter price. Blenheims and Wellingtons made 7s. fid. to 

8s., and small Golden Winter Pearniains, 3s. There 

still continues a good supply of Neivtown Pippins and 

Lady Apples, and there have been several arrivals of the 

old French dessert apple, Reinette Gris. In PRars, we 

have only the sorts which have been enumerated in 

former reports. 

Plants and Flowers.—There has been a great show 

in this department. The Cur Flowers have been par¬ 

ticularly fine and choice. They consist of Camellias, 

Scarlet Geraniums, Epiphyllum truncatum. Azalea indica 

alba. Begonia eoccinea, Cliorozemas, Cypripedium venns- 

tum, Roses, Christmas Roses, Violets, Chrysanthemums, 

Euphorbia splendens, Chinese Primroses, Polyanthus^ 

Narcissus, and Lily of the Valley; the two last being 

forced. Flowers in Pots, were Erica gracilis. Mig¬ 

nonette, Chinese Primroses, Van Thol Tulips, and Cine¬ 

rarias.—H. I 
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GOSSIP. 

It happens to those of moderate income, almost as fre¬ 
quently as to the wealthy, that they are desirous to trans- 
flant a large tree to some more desired position. The 
plan of Brown, and its improvement hy Sir Henry 
Steuart, are well-known, and equally so for the difficul¬ 
ties it involves. A more efficient and easy mode, it 
is said, has recently been invented hy Mr. Stewart 
Me Glashen, Sculptor, of Edinburgh; and the following 
report of its success has been sent to us. The experi¬ 
ment was conducted in the presence of a great number 
of gentlemen and practical gardeners. 

“ The tree first experimented upon was a slender syca¬ 
more tree, of fifty-three feet in height, and five feet four 
inches in circumference at the thickest part of the stem. 
The soil was exceedingly damp, from the hearj rain of the 
previous night. 

“ The first process of IMr. M'Glashen is to lay down a frame 
of T iron—in this case ton feet square. He then takes cutters 
made of malleable iron, one foot broad, and three feet deep, 
or, with tlie head and neck, four and a-half feet. These cutters 
are driven, by a wooden mallet, into the soil to the depth of 
three feet all around, and, being inserted sloping inwards, 
tliey give to the enclosed mass the form of a squai-e blunted 
wedge. A rod of iron is then laid along the top of the four- 
rows of cutters, and extension rods going across the frame 
force the heads of the cutters apart as far as possible, and, 
consequently, cause the points to converge at the bottom. 
A clasp or gland is then put around the trunk of the tree, 
with a mat under it to preserve the bark. Two parallel 
beams are then laid across the frame and fastened to it with 
chains. The above constitutes the frame to be raised. The 
means of raising the mass is a carriage (which also serves 
the purpose of transportation) consisting of two strong 
common carts, one at either end, with bolsters raised above 
the axletroe of both, and on which bolsters rest two massive 
parallel beams secured to them with strong bolts. The 
height of the beams from the ground is about six feet. 
They, of course, enclose the tree. The process of lifting is 
exceedingly simple—the whole being accomplished by screw 
power. The screws are four in number, and so arranged as 
to make the lift equal. They are made fast to the beams of 
the frame, and are worked by men standing on planks across I 
the beams of the carriage. The frame and enclosed mass | 
are slowly raised, and the tree, witli gentle oscillation, moves 
erectly upwards. The tree may, it is evident, be raised with¬ 
out the use of guy ropes—the solid mass of earth ett'ectually 
balancing the trunk and branches—but they were used on 
this occasion as an e.xtra precaution. After aViout twenty 
minutes working of the screws, the tree was completely 
raised from the pit, the. operation liaving been effected in an 
easy and gradual manner, and amidst tributes of admiration 
from all around. It was not the intention to remove the 
tree experimented upon, but the means of removal behig 
exhibited and explained, all seem satisfied with the feasi¬ 
bility of the apparatus for the purpose. A strong case was 
shown for the enclosure of the ball of earth, wlien the tree 
is to be conveyed to any distance. In moving, the tree 
still maintains its erect position. The propelling power 
is, when horses cannot be used, by a winch in front of the 

I foremost cart, and block and tackle; but when the -way is 
, clear, and the road good, horses will do the work safely and 

more expeditiously. The tree, is lowered into the pit pre¬ 
pared for it on the same principle. 

“ The cutters, which are driven in around the root, may 
sometimes sever the more expanding fibres; but this, we 
understand, will rather insure new ramifications in its 
adopted soil than at all affect the health of the plant. In 
fruit-trees, in fact, this is a device resorted to for the exten¬ 
sion of the mots, thus giving new vigour to the plant. From 
the excessive moisture of the soil on Saturday, tlie ball of 
e.arth was not removed in so complete a mass as might 
otherwise have been expected—the weight of the water drag- j 
ging the mould not adhering to the root back into the pit, 
but still there was more than enough of the native soil of | 

the tree raised with it to insure its preservation; and the ; 
circumstances of the experiment were, in this respect, ex¬ 
ceptional. I 

“ It is calculated that, in this instance, the weight lifted 
was thirteen or fourteen tons; but the inventor and patentee | 
confidently states that, by an enlargement of the apparatus 
on the same principle, he could lift almost any tree. Tlie I 
principal experiment being accomplished, the company were 
directed to another part of the policies of Cramond House, 
where a holly-tree, about fifteen feet high, was lifted by four 
large and broad spades, forming a case to inclose the root. 
A similar experiment, by smaller implements, was made on 
a gooseberry bush, while some smaller plants w-ere expertly 
lifted out by two semi-cylindrical spades. In each case the 
plant was extracted with its native ball of earth. All this 
was done, and the pai'ty afterwards walked to Cramond 
House, within the short space of an hour and a quarter.” 

We think that there is no probability of the price of 
good Shanghae fowls declining. We think so, because 
such birds combine more good qualities than are pos¬ 
sessed by any other variety. At jjresent there is an 
increased demand for such birds of high quality. At 
Birmingham, Mr. Punchard sold a cock and hen for 

A'.35, and Captain Hornby sold a cockerel and three pul¬ 
lets for £'30. The taste for them is not confined to this 
country; they are most highly lu'ized at Constantinople; 
and a very few days since, at Southampton, a large pen 
of about thirty of these birds were shipped for Jersey, 
and another pen, containing a still larger number, for 
New York. The taste for Shanghaes rests upon a much 
firmer foundation than some fancied combination of 
colour, which yet would obtain an enormous price. For 
instance, it was reported that there wmuld be showm at 
Birmingham some White Polands with blade crests, and 
we know that a gentleman was commissioned to give 
£100 for the pen if they had been there. No such 
variety was exhibited; and the last specimens known 
to have been in existence, we are told, were in the pos¬ 
session of the Duchess of Cleveland. 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 
we are at present aware. We shall be obliged by any 
of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 
giving the address of the Secretaries. 

C0HNWA1.L (Penzance), January 10th, and 11th. (Secs. 
Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Rodd, Esq.) 

Doncaster, January 21st. [Sec. H. Moore, Esq.) 
Great Metbopoeitan, Januai-y 1st, 3rd, 4th, and 5th. 

(Sec. W. Houghton.) 
Honiton, January 12th. (See. H. K. Venn.) 
Torquay, Januai-y 14th and lOth. (Secs. A. Paul, and J. 

C. Stack. 

SOME NOTES ON FORCING. 

Wishing to make our remarks suitable, as far as 
possible, to the period at which they first see the light, 
we will now touch on those things in the order that will 
best suit the requirements of our readers; and since 
this popular periodical has enlarged its sphere of utility, 
there is little doubt of a considerable accession of readers 
who are in afilueut circumstances, and who possess a 
miniature forcing-garden, wherein they desire to produce 
those garden delicacies which are every day becoming 
more accessible to society at large. In assisting this 
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object, it will be found that The Cott.vge Gardener 

lias bad no mean share, whether it be as to eatables or 
I decorative matters : it has removed in its day no small 

amount of ambiguity, and, by tracing matters as far 
as possible up to first principles, so highly simplified 
every gardening process, that the owners of gardens 
may see at a glance whether things are progressing 
safely or not. It need scarcely be observed, that such 
adds much to the delights of a garden, and gives a con¬ 
fidence for increased exertions, and the outlay of more 
capital in garden structures, &c. 

Kidney Beans.—Although these may be obtained 
almost every month in the year, it is not expedient, in 
ordinary establishments, to attempt to obtain them 
before i'ebruary, which may be accomplished by plant¬ 
ing immediately. In order to direct the reader’s atten¬ 
tion to a due economy in the choice of objects for his 
glass houses, let us consider what conditions are requisite 
for the forcing and culture of this delicate vegetable. 
They are as follows;— 

1st. All the light it is possible to obtain. 
2nd. A temperature of air of (10° for the lowest. 
3rd. A liberal amount of atmospheric moisture ever 

present. 
4th. A position within a yard or so of the glass. 
In addition to these conditions, let ns add, that a 

slight bottom-warmth of 70° to 80° is a very desirable 
thing if obtainable, although they are very successfully 
cultivated in pots without it; when they are planted in 
the soil it becomes highly desirable. 

In considering, for a moment, the matter of light, it may 
be observed, that kidney-beans are very generally placed 
by gardeners in rows, on the kerb-stones of pits or houses, 
or on the back shelves of pine stoves or early forcing 
houses. Where such places are already occupied they 
may be forced very successfully in frames or pits, 
especially if fire-heat is applied, and a slight bottom- 
warmth can be obtained. If fermenting materials alone 
are used, the forcer must not begin until Christmas has 
passed, or the probability is his exertions will be rendered 
futile by excess of damp in the atmosphere. The tem¬ 
perature of air quoted previously must be well secured 
—Kidney Beans are almost as tender as Cucumbers: 
they may endure more cold, but under such circum¬ 
stances they cannot be rendered profitable. And now 
for culture. 

Soil. — They love a soil rich in decayed vegetable 
matters, but, like a great many other subjects con¬ 
nected with both in-doors culture and the open 
ground, this is only a part of the question. A steady 
permanency of moisture at the roots of plants sub¬ 
jected to the capricious fluctuations of forcing houses 
during dull periods in December and January, is a 
thing of greater import than even that of manures. 
However, Kidney Beans must have a generous soil; and 

■ the stability to which we have adverted must be sus- 
' tained by some sound loam in the compost. Again, as 

the season advances, and heat and light increases, so in 
like manner does an increase in degree of a sound staple 
become requisite. 

For early forcing, then, let there be—a compost of 
loam, leaf soil, and old manure, equal parts; and, for 
an advanced period, equal parts loam, and the other two 
conjointly. Now, this is the gardener’s soil generally, 
but let not our readers be daunted as to soils—almost 
any generous garden soil will answer very well, espe¬ 
cially if somewhat dark in colour. One thing may be 
observed, and that is — kidney-beans love not raw soils 
full of fresh organic matter, and this points at once to the 
eligibility of any sound soils of a generous character, 
where loamy matters cannot be had. 

Pots.—We think it the best plan to use five-inch pots 
for the first, and when the beans are become sturdy plants 
to shift them into seven or nine-inch pots; the latter. 

although best, require much room, but then the plants 
are moi-e productive. It is well to put five beans in 
each pot, and, when they are up, to thin to three ; thus, 
by striking out any two alternate ones, the remainder 
will be a triangle; and the beaus in triangles will—the 
pots properly placed—serve to economise space. They 
require hut little water until the pots become filled with 
roots; indeed, they should not receive a drop from the 
sowing until fairly up, or they may rot; the soil, there¬ 
fore, at sowing, must be moist, in order to avert the 
necessity of watering. 

In all the stronger kinds the central shoot may be 
pinched, as in Cucumber plants; this makes them more 
bushy, and less inclined to ramble; but we doubt the 
practice with such kinds as the Newington Wonder, 
and it certainly causes the crop to be a little later. 
When the plants are in blossom the use of liquid-manure 
may commence, and, if applied very weak, may he used 
constantly. We prefer this practice to strong doses, 
alternating with clear water, which latter plan is fitful 
in operation, forcing the plant into an expanse of foliage 
which is an overmatch for the root when the hour of 
trial arrives. The chief culture henceforth is to see 
that they receive regular attention as to watering; to 
sutt'er them to go long dry is at once to check their 
bearing, if not to stop it. They must not, however, be 
kept wet by any means ; a medium must be observed. 

Early Cdcu.'ubers—The dong bed.—It is now an 
excellent time for the majority of our readers to com¬ 
mence; by the time this goes to press wo shall have 
reached the shortest day, a subject of rejoicing with 
most, excepting those who cannot pay their Christmas 
accounts. It is of no use people commencing the cul¬ 
ture of this esteemed vegetable earlier, unless they can 
see their way as to plenty of warm manure. J anuary, in 
the main, is a light month ; and if the plants can be got 

I above ground by about the second week, capital chances 
I may he secured of cutting by the early part of March, 
1 which is pretty fair for ordinary cases. To this end, a 
j body of fresb dung, equal to the bulk of the intended 
i frame, must be immediately thrown together; shaking 
' much of the droppings-out, as they make it too fiery and 
hasten its decay; the object being to preserve the tex¬ 
ture of the bed as long as possible. But here a ques¬ 
tion arises: Do you make what is termed a seed bed’? 

j This is hy far the best plan ; and a little two-light 
frame, about forty inches wide, by seven feet long, is a 
most capital thing for rearing young plants in, both for 
early Cucumbers and Melons. A frame like this, made 
up in January, is admirably adapted for sundry pro¬ 
pagation or rearing purposes for many weeks afterwards: 
and it will also serve to rear successive crops of both 
Melons and Cucumbers. By the use of a “ seed bed,” 
the permanent, or ridging-out bed, of course, need not 
be built so soon by three weeks, and it thus retains its 

j power longer. 
I And here we may point once more to the necessity 
1 of a thorough working of the dung; without this the 

difficulty of culture will be much increased, as also 
the uncertainty in the issue. About four turnings 
must be resorted to, taking care that at each turning 
plenty of water is used, for this purifies as much as 
the air. Thus, a heap thrown together to-day, fresh 
from the stable door, may lie one week at first, then 
be turned, changing the interior to the exterior, and 
watering liberally. It may then lie about five days, 
and receive a similar turning; then another live—at 
this another copious watering; and again another 
four or five, and so on ; and at the last turning, if tree 
or shrubbery leaves are available, by all means add 
equal parts with the dung; this makes the best fer¬ 
menting material imaginable, and it will endure twice 
as long as the dung alone; besides that, the heat is so 
much milder, that with ordinary care it can scarcely 
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burn the roots of plants forced on it. Care must be 
taken to blend tbe two materials thoroughly. In 
building tbe ridging-out bed, w'bicli should be live 
feet high at back, and four feet nt front, we never 

' till tbe ’ interior; but merely keep building tbe out¬ 
sides, and wbat is termed tying-in the corners—that is, 
adding extra tliere, in order to bind the whole securely. 
In doing this, a good deal will of necessity fall into tbe 
interior; and by the time the bod is finished, tlie middle 
is sometimes more than half-full. Thus there is plenty 
of room for soil, &c., and it is almost impossible for the 
plants to burn. We liave found it a capital plan, in add¬ 
ing hillocks of soil, thus to proceed:—Place a very large 
fifteen-incli garden pot, or other vessel, on its bottom, 
under tbe centre of each light, the top or rim about 
fifteen inches from the glass; place it firmly, and fill it 
with brickbats, and throw a little straw or moss over 
the surface to keep the drainage secure. On these, and 
around them, the hillocks are placed, and we have 
found it impossible to burn the roots ; good linings 
must, however, be sustained for very early forcing. 
Melons sown about the first week of .January will be 
ripe about the second week in May; and for that purpose 
either the green-fleshed Egyptian, Beachwood, lirom- 
ham Hall, or Snow’s, may be chosen. One of the best 
kinds in the kingdom is a sort grown by our old and 
esteemed friend, Mr, Collinson, gardener to the Marquis 
of Westminster, at Extou Hall; he calls it a green- 
fleshed Egyptian. 

^Ve think, for very early forcing, a compost of equal 
parts turfy loam, leaf soil, and mellow bog soil, excel¬ 
lent ; and if the old leaf soil has some little rotten 
manure in it so much the better, and a little of the 
charred materials of tlie rubbish yard may be added. 
For Melons, it is probable nothing will ever excel a 
sound loam ol a turfy character, and a twelvemonth old 
at least—that is to say, such as has been more than a 
year jhled in the compost yard. Depth is the great 
thing with the ^lelou; the soil should average at least 
afoot to have them fine; indeed, on this, and on per¬ 
sisting in keeping down all insects by timely perse¬ 
verance, and by keeping the vine thin from the very 
first, depends, in the main, successful culture. To say 
that they delight in a generous beat is a mere truism ; 
but it may be observed, that pains must be taken to 
sustain a lively bottom-beat to tlie last, even with 
summer Melons. Eucumbers may be suffered to part 
with most of their artificial bottom-warmth in summer, 
but this scarcely suits the Melon. 

I.et us advise the early forcer to give his frames a 
good stoving with sulphur before use, and on tlie beds 
of that to apjdy a clay paint; 
lime. 

well charged with fresh 
R. Eriungton. 

BULBS. 

{Continued from pac/c 201.) 

ANOM.\THEc.e cRUEXT.v (Blood-coloured).—Of all the 
small bulbs from the Cape of Good Hope this is the 
easiest to manage and to increase, and it holds in bloom 
longer than any other bulb belonging to the Bids with 
which we are acquainted. From November to IMarch 
or A])ril, it may be laid by in a draw'er in a paper bag, 
and if it is then potted in peat, or any light sandy soil, 
it will soon sprout and be ready to turn out into a south 
border, in patches, or as an edging, in May, where it 
will soon be in flower; and if the seed pods are de¬ 
stroyed as fast as they are formed, the roots will keep on 
flowering till the frost puts a stop to them. It seeds as 
freely as oats or barley. February is the best time to 
sow them in peat—you may sow them “ as thick as 
hail,” and in May turn out the ball and divide it into 
four or six pieces, planting each piece separately in the 

open border, and by the end of July they are in bloom. 
1 have seen it come up in the borders,"from self-sown 
seeds, as thick as gi-ass. No frost will hurt the seeds, 
but 1 am not sure how much frost the bulbs will endure. 
If there was a good demand for it, there is no reason 
w'hy it should not be increased so that it could be sold 
as cheaply as snow drops. 

Anojiatheoa jdncf.a (Rush-leaved).—This is not a 
very desirable species; and I question very much 
whether it is an Anomathoca at all. 1 have known so 
many mistakes about bulbs, that I have very little faith 
in the characters on which they establish genera; yet 

I the genus was founded on this very plant, which is 
! cjuite a dwarf, with a rather delicate bulb and small 
' lilac-coloured flowers. It must be grown in a pot and 

in good turfy peat with a sixth part of sand. 
Bomarea.—-Beautiful as most of the Alstrumerias 

certainly are, we know none of them, either in cultiva¬ 
tion, or by dried specimens, that can at all vie in beauty 
and stateliness with some of the Bomareas, of which 
about fifty species, and many wild varieties, have been 
figured and described, although we have hardly half-a- 
dozen of them yet in cultivation, and none of these 
even second-rate, except AcutifoUa, from Mexico. 
About a dozen years back, Mr. Pentland brought 
over three sorts of them from difl'ereut situations near 
Cusco; but that seems to be too I'ar south for much 
beauty in this genus ; the best sorts being in a belt of 
country in Bern, a few degrees on either side of the line. 
1 never heard the history of the large collection which 
Hartweg sent to the Horticultural Society, and which 
were lost at Carthagena; but, from the point where he 
crossed the Andes, and from the higher sources of the 
Magdalena, he must have met witii some of them. 
Mr. Veitch has others gathered by J\Ir. Lobb ; but 
hitherto they have flowered in winter, and not to IMr. 
Veitch’s mind: and no doubt, as bis name is up for the 
best new things, he will not risk the chance of giving 
disappointment, so he )iroves his things before he lets 
them out of his hands. If bis Bomareas are really winter¬ 
flowering plants by nature, they will not do here, as 
they, all of them, ought to flower in the open air, and 
in dry weather, else their delicate tints are gone. After 
describing what few of them we have in cultivation, I 
shall give the names and localities ol some of the best 
and most desirable to procure, in the hope that some 
one will lay a train by which to get tliem down from 
the mountains to some ports in Peru, and thence, home 
by the Panama route. In Chili they call the whole 
tribe, Flos Martini, “ St. Martin’s Flower.” Perhaps 
the same in Peru, and if so, that would be a hint to any 
of the natives for looking after them. 

Bojiaeea acuxifoi.ia.—This is the best of those we 
have in cultivation. In good, rich soil it twines up ten 
to twelve or fifteen feet, and flowers in drooping clusters 
from the ends of the shoots. AYhen the young shoots 
are about six inches long, in the spring, if tbe tops are 
broken olf, they will branch better, rise less bigh, and 
flower more abundantly. The flowers are nearly scarlet. 
It ripens seeds freely when trained against a wall, but 
the ])lants do not always come true from seeds; all the 
variations that I have seen are inferior to the species. 
The sinqdest way to train all of them is to drive a nail 
at the bottom of a wall, and to fasten a string or wire 
to it, fastening it again at the height of eight or ten 
feet, and if it gets but one turn round the bottom of this 
it will train itself for the rest of the journey; and if it 
is a mild season it will keep green to Christmas. It 
will not cross with any Alstrbmeria. 

Bomarea f.du'lis.—The accent is on the u, but half 
the world put the stress on e. This is a West Indian 
stove plant, a native of St. Domingo. In the Bo- ' 
tanical Magazine, and some other works, it is called 
Alsiromeria sahiUa, a very different plant from Chili. 
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The llowers arc middle sizecl, chieHy red, and the leaves 
I are quite smooth. It is a scarce plant now. 
^ Hojiarea niRTEi.L.v.—Tliis is the second best species 

in cultivation, a native of iMc.xioo. Tlie sepals are red, 
and the petals greenisli, dotted all over with red dots; 
it docs not run so much as Aciiti/olin, but it is more 
hardy, growing up to a stake in the common shrubbery, 
as I saw it last October, and in flower, near Oxford, in 
the beautiful garden of the Kev. •!. l,ys. It seeds against 
a wall, but will not cross with AcutifoUa, from the same 
country. It was first named by Sweet, and figured in 
liis British Flower Garden. After tliat it was called 
Ovnta in the Botanical Magazine; but Omta is a 
nonentity, and must bo expunged from our Dictionary. 
It goes to rest earlier, and rises later in the spring than 
ActUifolia; those are tlie two that would twine round 
for an edging to a bed of Aklriimeria. 

Boai.vre.v s.alsiel.a.—This is a Chilian species, and 
one of the oldest, being the third species whicli Feuillct 
brought to France, Peregrina and Ligtu being the 
others; but, liy a strange oversight in the Botanical 
Magazine, Ligtu and iSalsilla, out-door plants, were 
confounded with Edidisfind Alstriimeria caryoithglloules, 
wliich are stove plants, and the error is handed down 
to this day in some collections. Salsilla is a very scarce 
plant: the flowers arc pur])lish-red, the two back petals 
having a black spot at the bottom, and the lower petal 
a light spot. Jjike AcutifoUa, it does not always come 
true from seeds. 

Bojiarea SI5IPLF.X —Tlicro are three varieties of this 
with reddish-pink flowers. They are i\Ir. I’cntland’s 
plants from Cusco, and they flowered out-of-doors, 
against a greenhouse, with Dr. Herbert, at Spoflbrth, 
in Yorkshire, but what became of them when his collec¬ 
tion was dispersed 1 never ascertained. These are all 
the Bomarcas that 1 know of in cultivation. Matthews, 
Tweedie, and Col. Hall, are our chief authorities for the 
best not yet introduced, of which the following are the 
chief:— 

P. mperha. Flowers large, orange and red, twelve in a 
head, and each flower nearly two inches long. Bern. 

Ji. crinita. Flowers orange and red, on footstalks as 
long as those of Gohmi scandens, sotting the flowers 
widely apart; they are longer and larger than those of 
superba, and ten in a head. It must be a magnificent 
thing. Peru. 

P. crocca. This is figured in the Flora Peruviana, 
from “Chumpulla in thel’eruviau province of Panama.” 
It is saffron-coloured, and grows eighteen feet high. 

P.ptardina. Twenty large flowers on short stalks, 
making a superb head of yellow or orange flowers, 
spotted like a leopard, found by Col. Hall at a place 
called Patacocha, “ on the western declivities of the 
Andes, at an elevation of (5000 feet.” A splendid thing. 

P. Patacocensis. “ Another magnificent jilant,” from 
the same locality as the last; flowers reddish-yellow, 
and thirty or more of them in a crowded head. 

P. hUea. Flowers bright yellow (Col. Hall), by the 
road to IMindo, at an elevation of 0000 feet, “ on the 
western declivity.” 

P. formosissinia. Figured in the Flora Peruviana; 
flowers large, ]mrplish-red and yellow, the petals richly 
spotted, and as many as eighty flowers have been 
counted in one head! It grows from ten to twelve feet 
high, “ in woods near Mimna.” 

P. Ilonkeriana. I’etals deep orange; sepals red; one 
hundred flowers in one head! and leaves six inches 
long. Fl-om the province of Chacapozas, in Peru. 

P. densiflora. In habit and colour like AcutifoUa, 
and with nearly as many flowers as lloukeriana, and 
from the same locality. 

Now, to say nothing of some most beautiful Alstrii- 
■incriats and Oollanias that might lie met with, and fifty 
more plants equally beautiful, that wc know of only 

from dried specimens, these Potnareas themselves 
would pay a spirited nurseryman to send out a clever 
man on purpose for them. Every one of them would 
outlive the winter with slight protection, or, what is just 
as likely, without any protection whatever. Their very 
names are circulated to-day for the first time among 
British, or oven European gardeners, and how can we 
push for things we know nothing about. 

Bravoa gejiiniflora (F’lowering-at-the-joints). This 
j is a small bulb, and in looks is the nearest to an Ixia 
' of all the Amaryllids. The bulb^is solid like that of a 
I crocus, and about the same size. From among its Ixia- 
i like leaves, it throws up a jointed flowcr-scape, nine or 
i ten inches long, flowering all the way up, two flowers at 
' every joint, of the same shape and colour as the flower 
I of Watsonia meriana, a dull red-tubed flower, hut not 
I more than a sixth part of the size. It is a native of 
! Mexico, where it takes a wide range. Galcottu found it 
, growing with tdprekvUa formosissima. I had it from 

him, and I flowered and seeded it in an open border. It 
goes to rest all the winter, and will grow in any light 
soil. It does not appear to do well in a pot. 1 never 
see this plant without its reminding me of an item in the 
invoice sent with it—Xi.S for a stupid mule, which made 
a false step, pulled a huge Cactus out of a gorge, tum¬ 
bled over a precipice, and broke his neck, yet the brute 
may bo alive to this day for ought that I know. The 
British Consul in Mexico at the time could tell the tale 
better than 1 can. 

Brodi.ea C.vi.iFORNioA.—This is a true LiUjirort, and 
is he.xandrous, or six-stamend, notwithstanding the views 
of Decandollc, which are followed in our Dictionary; 

I the old genus has been sjilit many years, and the species 
I with three barren stamens arc now called Leucocorgne. 

The present S2)ccies is the newest of them. It was sent 
to the Horticultural Society, in 1H4S, by Mr. Hartweg, 

I from “ the mountains and plains of the Sacramento, 
I where it is scarce.” It is a very desirable hardy bulb, 
I with pale-blue flowers, having a dark lino uj) the centre 
I of each petal and sepal, it ju'opagatcs itself readily by 
I offset bulbs from the old one, and it flowers in any good 

garden soil from July to October; but the great value 
of this plant is for improving tho other species, on the 
supposition that it will cross with any of them. The 
Chilian section, called AcHCoeoryne, are the most difficult 
to keep, to flower, or to increase, of all the half-hardy 
bulbs. One of them, which i shall mention in its 
projier place, is so like this one in flower, and both are 
so like grandijlom, except in tho relative size of tho 
parts, that one can hardly believe they would refuse to 
cross. Tho constitution of this ])lant must be very 
similar to that of tho Chilian s[iecies, judging from the 
nature of the two localities. 

Brodeea congesta.—This is a North American species 
from tho southern states, and may require, like grandi- 
flora, some ju-otection in hard frost, as does the Ata- 
raasco lily, from the same parts. This has a light blue 
flower, but is more dwarfish, and smaller in all its parts 
than grandiflora. Tho three are not well adapted for 
pot culture, owing to their way of growth, like the 
liviolirions of Syria, and our own S([uills These, their 
allies from America, look better in borders, and are less 
liable to mishaps tliero than in pots. F'or a man to be 
able to grow a good collection of bulbs in jiots, he would 
require to find out a part of tho world where no one 
could get at him from one year's end to another. 

Broj>i.ea graxiuei.oua.—Notwithstanding tho name, 
this flower is not quite so large, nor of such strong 
substance as P. Galifornica. In other respects it is 
much like it, and it is equally hardy, and flowers in 
summer. They all rest in the winter, and prefer a light, 
deep sandy-soil, if it is fresh, vwd if not, leaf mould is the 
dressing for them. In very hard weather the border 
should be covered with saw-ilust, tan, or coal ashes, and, 
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wliat is of mud) move consequence, means should he at 
hand to throw off tho wet. Much wet is more injurious 
to half-hardy bulbs than cold and frost when the soil is 
dry, and placing clean sand about them is the best 
ju’evcntive. 

Brunsvioia.—All the true Brunsvigias form a very 
natural section of Amaryllis, with which they are now 
known to interbreed, establishing identity of kind. 
They have all very large oval bulbs with a short neck; 
their leaves are very broad and recumbent, or lying Hat. 
They all flower in the autumn, after resting three or 
four months, and before the leaves come, and all of 
them grow with us from October till May. Amocharis 
falcala, the Brunsdgia falcata of our Dictionary, and of 
others, diflers essentially from the true Brunsrigias—in 
resting four or five months in winter, and in not flower¬ 
ing until the leaves are full-grown. Our Brunsvigia 
ciliaris, disticha, and toxicaria. belong to a very different 
section, if not a true genus, called and Bnuis- 
vigia coranica of our Dictionary is an Amocharis, and 
cannot be determined from A. falcata, unless the two 
were in flower together. Coranica is figured in the 
Botanical Register, and called an Amaryllis, which 
is very probable; but the fact has not been yet proved; 
at least not to our satisfaction. Buphane can hardly 
be an Amaryllis ; yet we have seen so many barriers of 
generic distinctions broken down in these plants, that 
the wisest cannot say with certainty which is, and which 
is not, a proper limit to tho genus, in the absence of 
natural experiments in crossing them. Therefore, in 
treating on all the species under Brunsvigia, as they 
stand in the Dictionary, I shall notice their sections 
within brackets, and explain their cultivation separately 
under each species. D. Beaton. 

{To he co)itinne(J,) 

SOFT-WOODED, WINTER-BLOOMING, GREEN¬ 

HOUSE TWINERS. 

Tropojolum Lobbianom.—Most of our readers are 
well acquainted with the Indian Cress family, from the 
hardy annuals, commonly, though improperly, named 
Nasturtiums, with their large showy flowers, and large 
round, pellate leaves; to those more tender, tuberous 
Ivinds, such as tricolorim, in which the flowers are 
beautiful and well seen, though small, and more or less 
hand or finger-like divided. The species I have named 
above was introduced, some eight years ago, by Mr. 
Lobb, from Columbia, and may be said to hold a middle 
place in the group , the plant, when vigorous, having 
large pellate foliage, and, comparatively speaking, small 
flowers. What should be aimed at, therefore, is to make 
its reddish-orange flowers as numerous, and the foliage 
as small as possible. For real usefulness this plant is 
second to none of the family, while, if a few simple 
matters are kept in view, it will stand roughish treat¬ 
ment, and thank you for it too. As an ornament for the 
greenhouse, in winter, few things will beat it. I was 
delighted with it several years; and though, like many 
other good things, it has been set aside for a time, I 
intend to give it a niche next season. To save annoy¬ 
ance, I may mention, I never could please myself with 
it, unless for winter and spring blooming, though I have 
tried it many ways out-of-doors during the summer; 
planting it out in the open ground, so that it might run 
up a post, or along a chain ; potting it in poor, sandy 
soil, and even cutting the roots to prevent luxuriance, 
and cutting off wliolo masses of the larger foliage; but 
do what I would, the few flowers that showed them¬ 
selves, long-stalked as they were, were too much hid by 
the luxuriant foliage. Under such treatment, however, 
it showed itself to be a hardy annual, as the seeds that 

were self-sown came up as vigorously the following j 
season as the common Tropoeolum- major generally does. I 
I might say, therefore, that the plant is truly valuable ' 
only for winter-flowering. ] 

“Flow must I treat it best for that purpose?”— 
It is easily propagated. Seeds sown in a slight heat : 
in April or the beginning of May, will vegetate , 
freely. Cuttings taken oft' about the same 2)eriod | 
will answer equally well, or rather better; but, how- ! 
ever raised, the plants will soon become vigorous 
enough. If raised from cuttings, place the cuttings 
in sandy soil, round the sides of the pot; and place 
it in a shady place, under glass, and in a little extra i 

heat, if previous to June. You may cover with a \ 
bell-glass, but take it oft’ partially, or wholly, at night, 
or the succulent shoots will damp. As soon as rooted 
and growing, whether jilants or cuttings, let them be 
potted oft’ in four-inch pots, kept close and warm, to 
encourage growth, and shifted into a size larger pot, as 
soon as the first is filled with roots, and keep close 
again, until growth is freely progressing; and then 
give air, gradually at first, and then freely; until by 
the beginning of August, at farthest, tho ])lants may 
stand in the open air, fully exposed to all the sunshine 
they can get. Previously to that, however, they should 
have received their last shift. A pot eight inches in 
diameter will be large enough to fill a globe trellis 
three feet high and two feet in diameter. To mount a 
column, and span a wide arch in a conservatory, a pot 
nearly double the size would be necessary; for inter¬ 
mediate sizes act accordingly. The soil during the 
whole growing period should be light sandy loam, with 
a dusting of leaf mould and charcoal. When the lux¬ 
uriance is gone, and the plant is showing profusion of 
bloom, manure-waterings, or a good top-dressing of old 
cow-dung and charcoal will be gratefully received. 

Whether grown for an arch or a trellis, one shoot will 
always be better than many. If for an arch, it should 
be taken up a stake, and then on a cord fastened to the 
top of a wall or pole, and then moved and fastened to 
the arch in September, and the shoot stopped when it 
has nearly filled the allotted length. Manure-waterings, 
and removing by degrees the larger leaves, will cause 
the side-shoots to grow freely; and then these dangling a 
yard in length, and covered with bloom, the leaves being 
little larger than a sixpence, few things are more beau¬ 
tiful. One of the finest things I ever saw in this way 
was produced from the Maurandya Barclayana, but 
then, so grown in a house, its beauty was gone by 
August, when it, and such other things, might well be 
succeeded for three or four months by this Lohhianum. 
As a trellis-plant, however, it will be chiefly used. By 
the time its one shoot has reached two feet in length, 
begin to train it round, each turn being about six inches 
from another, having the point of the shoot looking 
upward to encourage growth. When thus it reaches 
the top of the trellis, let it he trained a little back again, 
and then stop it. Ere long, not only from the base, but 
all over from the axils of the leaves, young shoots will 
peej); jilenty of water must then be given, and full ex¬ 
posure. At short intervals, a number of the larger 
leaves should be removed. Do not be afraid in the 
matter, as we are not thinking of getting larger roots, 
but a profusion of bloom, with smaller foliage, and with 
ju'oper watering, there is enough of succulence in the 
stems to prevent all danger if you do not go to great 
e.xtremes in thinning. The plants should be housed by 
the end of September. During winter you will see the 
propriety of removing at the right time the larger leaves, 
as for several months you will scarcely see a green part, 
owing to the dense thicket of blooms. The flowers arc 
useful for nosegays, owing to the great length of their 1 
flower-stalks. I have deemed it right to chronicle tliese j 
little matters, as though the plant is of little pecuniary | 
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value, few things will beat it in winter when thus 
managed. 

As 1 have got upon this genus, I may just allude to 
two more. 

TnoPjEOLmt pentavhyi.ldm is one of the hardiest of 
the tuberous-rooted kinds; a native, I believe, of Monte 
Video. It blooms freely out-of-doors from June to 
November. On this, the 20th of December, it is still 
in fair condition, running along a wire between two 
posts. Like most of the tuberous kinds, you cannot 
predicate with certainty on the time of its growth. In¬ 
stead of starting in spring, you will find that they 
sometimes begin to shew themselves in July, and later; 
and by keeping them cool and dry, the period of start¬ 
ing will always be retarded, and in course of time get 
into a habit. Now, I mention this, because all late- 
starting bulbs of this species will bloom nicely during 
the winter, and profusely in early spring, along the 
rai'ter of a greenhouse, or round a large trellis, if it has 
j)lenti/ of light and air. The soil, however, must be 
open and rather rich if in a medium-sized pot. I have 
seen them thus treated keep beautiful for the most part 
of a twelve month. 

TnopiEOLUM TUBEROSUM. — A Correspondent, lately 
speaking of the pretty nice tubers ho had so success¬ 
fully obtained, but which our English epicures are very 
careless about, added, that he would like much to know 
how to bloom it. Now I question if ever it could be 
made to riyal Lobhiaiium; but there is no saying what 
it might do, if it had house-room, and plenty of it, in 
winter. Even when I have started the tubers early, 1 
never could get the shoots to show bloom until late 
in the autumn. I recollect, that when Erst introduced, 
it was mentioned as a plant that grew three feet in 
height; but three yards, or even three to that would be 
nearer the mark in our moist autumn climate. I have 
been rewarded with a fair portion of bloom twice, in 
both cases late in autumn, in such a mild season as 
this; once, in a greenhouse where there was no heat, 
and once against a wall. In both cases the blooming 
was arrested by frost in November. The plant against 
the wall, as well as that in the glass case, was confined 
in a pot, and the soil was a little peculiar, nearly one , 
half sandy loam, the rest roughish gravel. j 

Manettia bicoi.or.—This, with its red and yellow ' 
tubular flowers, is a gem of the first water. It generally 
blooms from November to April. A warm greenhouse 
is the place for it in winter, such as will suit progressing 
Cinerarias and Geraniums. A cool, airy greenhouse, 
such as would suit Heaths and Azaleas that you did 
not wish to hurry into bloom, would be too cold for it; 
a common plant-stove, far too hot. The same remarks 
apply to most of the family, especially during their , 
blooming periods. This is, therefore, best when trained I 
round a trellis, so as to be moveable; one, two-and-a-half * 
feet in height, will give you means for a nice little plant. 
It is also one of those things for whicli a flat trellis, I i 
mean an upright one-sided one, may be tolerated; as the 
blooms look very nice when thickly studded on such a sur¬ 
face. The soil it likes is formed of equal portions of heath 
mould and loam, both fibry, with sand and charcoal to 
keep it open. Manure-waterings, if weak, may be given with 
advantage during the summer, when the plant is making 
its growth. When standing in the greenhouse in winter, 
a double pot will be useful, to save the roots from being 
at any time suddenly chilled. The water used should, 
for that period, be always warmer than the atmosphere 
of the house. If there is no other convenience, when 
the plant has done flowering, it should be pruned consi¬ 
derably, and bo kept in the closest and warmest end of 
the house, until growth is freely progressing, when it 
must be gradually e.^posed to full light and air. But, 
where there are hotbeds, or forcing-houses, the neatest 
plants for winter use are obtainable from cuttings struck 

about March. The following is the routine for such 
plants. Choose firmish side-shoots, about three inches 
in length; and, as second best, the points of other 
shoots that are getting rather firm ; itisert them in sandy 
soil, with silver sand on the surface; water, and when 
the leaves are dry, place a bell-glass over them, and set 
the pot in a mild hotbed ; shade from sun; in a week, 
plunge the pot, if bottom-heat is not above 75°; ease 
the bell-glass at night with a pebble, to give a little air, 
making it close in the morning; pot as soon as they 
root, and as soon as the small pot is filled, pot again, 
and keep in the hotbed; top the shoots, that you may 
multiply them; an eight-inch pot will grow a nice plant; 
by the middle of June take them to a cold pit, keep 
them rather closish until August; expose them freely 
to sun and air in September; give less air towards the 
middle of October ; by the end of the month remove 
them where they can have a dry heat, or, for want of a 
better, to the warm end of a greenhouse. 

R. El sir. 

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM. 

{Conliiuied Jro7H pnge 224.) 

Having given in my last a few hints on cultivating 
this favourite flower, 1 now proceed to give a selected 
list of the best sorts, such as will answer “ Cato’s ” 
purpose, as well as of any other grower who wishes to 
make addition to his stock. Tho list includes good old 
kinds, as well as more recently raised ones. I went 
purposely, at the time they were in bloom, to see a large 
collection, in order to be sure of selecting good varieties. 

large-flowered CIIRYSANTHEJICMS. 

Annie Salter, dee\7 yellow; fine form, very double; 
the best of all yellows. 

Barbette, rosy-pink ; neat flower and good form. 
Beauty, a lovely blush colour; finest form, largo 

flower ; one of tho best. 
Bixio, violet-carmine; good form, and rich colour. 
California, golden-yellow ; very line. 
Chancellor, clear sulphur ; fine form. 
Christine, light rose ; very double, fine form; a good 

show flower. 
Clustered yellow, very double; a tasselled flower of a 

fine colour. 
Cloth of Cold, golden-yellow; extra large; a fine show 

flower. 
ComteRantzan, dark bright crimson; excellent shape; 

a good show flower. 
Cyclops, fawn and buff centre ; good. 
Defiance, clear white; extra form, large and very 

double; fine show flower; has probably won more 
prizes as a white than any other variety. 

Dupont de I'Evre, light carmine, shaded with orange. 
This is a fine variety. 

Duke, a pleasing blush colour, and a fine show flower, 
with good properties. 

Etoile de Versailles, blush - white, tubular florets; 
very double, and one of the latest bloomers. 

Formosa, clear white ; fine form ; a good show flower. 
Fleur de Marie, beautiful clear white, anemone- 

flowered ; fine form ; one of the very best of its class. 
General Rochambeau, light claret; good form. 
General Marceau, light blush ; a fine show flower. 
Gluck, bright golden-yellow, anemone-flowered ; very 

double, largo, and a good show flower. 
Goliah, a large white flower; well adapted for ex¬ 

hibition. 
Hengist, rich dark orange ; fine form. 
Hecuba, salmon, shaded with orange. 
Jenny Lind, pure white, incurved and very double; 

extra good. 
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King, light rose; a beautiful colour, very double, and 

a fine show llowor. 

Laihj Talfonrd, pure white; very largo. 
Lavinia, a large fiower, of a rosy-blush colour. 
Liicidum, good white, incurved; a fine show flower. 
Madame C'aniarsoii, red-crimson, tipjied with gold ; a 

rich-coloured fiower, very double, and first-rate form. 
Madame Qodercaii, light bronze, very double ; a lino 

show fiower. 
Margaret d’Anjou, dark; a fine show fiower; extra. 
ilftsi' Kate, a delicate lilac colour; lino form; extra. 
Nanctj de Sermet, a clear while, very double anemone- 

flower, rivalling Fleur de Marie. 
Ne 'plus Ultra, large fiower, of a pleasing lilac-peach 

colour. 

Nonpariel, rosy-lilac; largo in size, and excellent in 
form. 

Peruvian, dark golden colour; a fine show fiower. 
Pilot, large flower, of a beautiful i)ink colour; a good 

show flower. 
Pio Nona, orange-red, with golden tip; a rich, fine 

fiower. 
Pohjclele, bronze-orange, a large semi-double flower, 

long petals; line. 
Phidias (New), very distinct, from the old Phidias; 

rose shaded with red; very largo. 
Queen of England, blush-white; a s])lcndid large 

show flower. 
Queen of Gypsies, o\^^^,\s^e■\^Q.d^, large and fine. 
Rabelais, carmine and yellow ; extra show flower. 
Sydenham, light carmine-red; a good show flower, 

with excellent properties. 
Temple of Solomon, ^Lixa'^■eWow, a good show flower. 
The Warden, deep orange, with a darker border; a 

large, incurved, extra show flower. 
Vesta, clear white ; good form ; fine show flower. 
Vulcan, fine dark crimson. 
Zoe, rosy-blush ; very large. 

SMAI.I.-ELOWERED, OR POMPON miRVSANTUEMUMS. 

Adela Renard, pale purple; line form, and very 
double. 

Argentine, silvery-white, very double, free flowerer. 
In my opinion this is the best of all the Pompones. 

Asmodee, bronze-rod ; fine form, but rather fiat in the 
face of the flower. 

AMtMJRRrt, bronzy-buff; double and constant; good. 

Bouton de Venus, rosy-white; double, and free- 
bloomer. 

Circe, blush-lilac ; neat, double, and good form. 
Cyhele, golden-yellow; fine. 
Elize Miellcz, deep rose ; lino form ; very double. 
Fenella, briglit orange, rather small, but good form. 
Fritillon, yellow ; good form, medium size ; extra. 
Harriet le Bois, lilac centre, with purple tojis ; good. 
Jonas, a fine-formed flower, pale lavender. 
La Sapajou, orange and red, anemone-flowered, with 

smooth petals; double, and good form. 
Madame de Contade, shaded blush; line form. 

Madame le Gomlesse de Vatry, light purp)le, broad 
petals ; fine form, and very double. 

Nonsuch, light yellow, very double; excellent form. 
Nini, buff, with white centre; neat, and very double. 
Perle de Brezil, white; fine shajje, very double. 
Pompon d’Or, bright golden - yellow; double, and 

finely formed. 
Renoncule, rosy-carmine ; very distinct and lino. 
Roi de Liliput, rose, with carmine edge ; double, and 

' of an excellent shape. 
I Sacramento, dark yellow ; one of the best. 

Stella, deep yellow; I'rco bloomer, very double, much 

in the form of a liauunculus. T. Appj.ebv. 

CONIEER.E. I 

{Ovnliiiucd from page 2(17.) j 

Librocedrus.—A genus established by the late J’ro- | 
fessor Endlicher out of the Arbor Vilaes ['Thuja). Dr. 
l.indloy tells us, in the Horticultural Society’s Journal, I 

that the Professor’s reasons for so doing are “mainly on 
account of the scales of the cones being pressed face to 
face, instead of ovorlaj)ping at the edges; he also relied | 
upon souic difference in the seeds, which appears to be 
of less imjiortance, and which are not exactly as that 
lamented botanist sujiposed them.” As this botanical ; 
distinction in the genus appears to be sufficient to the j 

acumen of the learned doctor, 1 have adopted it in this 
list of ConiforsD, though no common observer could, by 
its habit alone, see a sufficient difference to separate it 
from 'Thuja. The name, too, is used in the gardens at 

j Kew, and in all the nurseries round London, and at 
Bagshot; so that wo may consider it fairly established. 

Imbrooedrus Cuilensis (Chilian L.) —A beatiful tree, 
attaining, in its native habitats, the height of forty feet. 
It is found in valleys amongst the mountains of Chili. 
It has a considerable resemblance to the common 
American Arbor Vita;, yet is easily distinguished from 
it by its more silvery green, by branching more from 
the base, and often forming a more conical head. Seeds 
have been imported largely, and, consc(piently, plants 
are plentiful in the nurseries, especially in that of 
Hessrs. Low and Co., at Clapton, and at l\lr. Hosea 
Waterer’s, at Knaj) Hill, near Bagshot. It is perfectly 
hardy in the south of Britain, and probably will bo 
in the north also, if planted in a sheltered situation. 
As it is a most beautiful tree, it ought to be in every 
collection. 

L. Doniana (Mr. Don’s L.).—This species is a native 
of New Zealand, and therefore requires the protection 

! of the conservatory. In its young state it might be 
; easily taken for a dense tree Lycopod. There are some 
I fine siiecimcns, four to five feet high, in the greenhouse 
j at Kew. Here they are strikingly beautiful, from their 
i bright, lively, green foliage and singular habit of growth. 

As an ornament to the conservatory there are few Coni- 
^ fera) that surpass it in beauty. In its native woods it 
I attains the magnificent height of seventy feet, and is 
! useful as a timber tree, the wood being beautifully 
J grained, close, .and heavy. 
i L. TETRAooNA (Eour-sulcd L.).—From South America. 
I Dr. Bindley observes, that “this species bids fair to be 

a rival to Araucaria imbricata, and to be as hardy, for 
it comes from just below the snow line of the Andes of 
Patagonia, where Mr. Bobb found it in the state of a 
tree from fifty to eighty feet high.” It is a magnificent 
evcrgi'een tree, and, being likely to be hardy, will, when 
it becomes more common, bo planted as largely as its 
rival the Araucaria. 

Piiyi.i.ocLAnus, a name derived from phyllon, a leaf, 
and ArZndos, a branch. This is a small genus of singular - 

1 trees, sciircoly hardy enough to boar the severity of our j 
winters; but they should have a trial in such counties i 

as I )cvon and Cornwall, or porha])S against a conserva- j 

live wall for a few years, till they become woody, and ' 
inured iiartially, and afterwards jdanted out in a shel¬ 
tered situation, they might become more able to resist I 
the cold. 1 have seen one species, the P. rhondioidalis, | 
growing in the open air in the Botanic Garden, at Bel- ! 
fast, and was informed it had stood the winter there j 
with scarcely any protection; but then the climate , 
of Irel.and is mucli milder, espcci.ally near the sea, than j 

most ]iarts of England. In tliat locality (Belfast) I : 
saw Fuchsias twelve nud fourteen feet high, with stems 
a.s thick as my leg, and apparently ton or twelve years | 
old, ()uitc bushy trees. Well may such trees as Phyllo- ' 
cladus live through the winter in such a climate. It is 
true the Fuchsia is hardy here also, but it only exists as j 
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a kind of lierbaceous pcrcninal, dying down to the soil 
edge overy ordinary winter. 

J’liYLLocLADUs TRiciioMANoiiiEs (Maidon-hair-like P.). 
—This is another remarkable New Zealand tree, bearing 
some resemblance to the cnrioiis-leavcd Stilisbiiria adian- 
tifolia, only the leaves arc more divided at the margin. 
When young, tho foliage is a blue-green; but as the 
leaves become old tltoy become of a dark brownish-purple, 
giving the tree a most singular outlandish cappearanco. 
As a contrast in colour, as well as a groat curiosity, tho 
plant is wortliy of a place in a large conservatory. Like 
most of the Now Zealand trees, its hardihood, except in 
highly-favoured situations, is moi-o tlian doubtful, and it 

: is, therefore, safer to give it a gentle protection. A very 
j interesting collection might be formed of trees and 
! shrubs like this that would live in a glass-house with- 
j out heat, but arc not hardy enough to be entirely ex¬ 

posed. The only expense would bo tho cost of the 
building at first, the keeping them clear of weeds and 
insects, and a little attention to pruning, and thereby 
kcojiing them in form. Some day or another I will 
draw up a list of plants suitable for such a cold habita¬ 
tion. 1 am quite sure such a building would bo useful, 
for more plants are spoiled by too much heat than many 
2icrsons arc aware of. 

P. uuonuoiDALis (Rhomboid or Celery-topped P.}.— 
This is the P. asjdenifolia of Hr. Hooker the younger, 
ft is a native of Van Diemen’s Land. Like its co- 
species, it has a most singular appearance, and is a 
beautiful branching tree, found growing close to the 
sea-shore. It can only bo called a half-hardy tree, 
reixuiring the protection of a conservatory, or a glass¬ 
house without artificial heat. T. Ai’cleby. 

(I'o he coutinved.) 

HOT-WATER versus POLMAISE. 

Some years ago, a warm controversy was carried on in 
our then existing gardening periodicals of the relative 
merits of the two modes of heating noted above. The 
advocates of the newly-invented system of heating by 
propelling currents of warmed air to circulate through 
the interior of the building, insisted that the sluggish 
warmth imparted by hot-water-pipos or tanks, tainted, 
rather than improved, the condition of the atmospheric 
air it acted upon; and though it supplied the necessary 
amount of heat, it was said to be more of a mechanical 
than of a natural kind. Against this imputation, tho 
friends of iron and water pointed to the many instances 
in which the atmosphere of structures intended to bo 
Polmaisc was little more than a compound of smoke 
and steam, supplied separately or together, as tho case 
might be ; while, in some other cases, where those agents 
were kept under proper control, the heat supplied was, 
by certain wayward propensities of its own, all confined 
to ono end, or other jdaco of entrance; coujded with 
those evils was the extravagant use of fuel required to 
furnish heat from so limited a S2)ace as that from which 
it was, in the true Polmaise system, confined; this latter 
evil led to tho ajqiaratus taking the character of a 
“ flue ” (either long or short) entering or traversing the 
house; where such was done, the I’olmaiso resolved 
itself into nothing more thair the old-fashioned “ smoke- 
fine,” about whoso action our grandfathers knew about 
as much as wo do. Various improvements, in tho way 
of amalgamating the Hue and Polmaise together, were 
tried with more or loss success, and the latter plan 
itself became so altered in character, that its original 
inventor can hardly recognise it now as having any 
analogy with tho “ hole-in-the-wall,” and “ wet-blaukct-” 
mode by which ho first introduced it. However, it must 
bo admitted, that some of those hybrid contrivances, 

I whereby the merits of tho i’olmaisc and tho smoke- 

llue become united, act tolerably well; and, in some few 
instances, whore good gardening skill is brought to bear 
in tho matter, the production of such Polmaise-hcatod 
structures cannot bo excelled by that of any other con¬ 
trivance whatever ; it is, therefore, only just to infer from 
such results, that tho principle is a good one, but tho 
practical details of working it out rather dillicult. This, I 
believe, its most sanguine friends admit; since none, that 
1 am aware of, have continued long in working order 
without something going wrong, or, it might be, an im¬ 
provement aj'pear feasible. 

I believe tho most successful cases of Polmaisc- 
heating are to bo found amongst the class called 
amateurs ; nurserymen, and others in trade, having 
less interest in novelty than proved utility; while 
a gentleman’s gardener, rccommoncUng tho construc¬ 
tion of anything diil’ering much from what preceded 
it, is supposed to place himself in the position of war¬ 
ranting its utility, and naturally enough strives to make 
it fulfil its intended purposes. So that, in cases where 
the adoption was at his request, J. believe the 2)lau had 
as fair a trial as could be given to anything where the 
reputation of the adviser was at stake; still, there were 
many cases where it was abandoned, and hot-watcr, or 
something else substituted, and this at a time when 
gardening jroriodicals wore p)ourtraying its merits, or 
decrying its inutility; in fact, tho time chosen was ono 
in which it might bo fully said to have every advantage 
of a fair trial, its advocates and accusers being both 
men of experience, and well qualified, by long piracticc, 
to judge of the merits of anything likely to be of ad¬ 
vantage to the horticultural world ; but the test still lay 
with that mighty disi)euser of justice, “the British 
public,” who, however prone to run away after every 
novel piece of qmackcry, be that a railway or a universal 
medicine, is, nevertheless, sooner or later brought to 
exercise a sound judgment on each individual case ; and 
in the ono regarding Polmaisc, it can hardly be ques¬ 
tioned by its best friends, but that tho public verdict 
has been an adverse one; there may bo those who 
doubt the justice of that verdict, tho same as others may 
differ from that of the Lord Chancellor in other matters, 
but that docs not much affect the case ; for until some 
strenuous friend of Bolmaiso show “just cause why its 
merits have been undervalued, and its defects over¬ 
strained, or rather, until ho be able to improve the ono, 
and diminish the other, Polmaise must certainly stand 
second to hot-watcr as a heating medium.” In this 
view, I believe, 1 am sustained by the groat body of tho 
horticultural world, and certainly by none moi'e so than 
those who, having given it a fair trial, have abandoned 
it as defective. Still, it must be admitted, that there arc 
some instances where it has been found to answer, and 
admirably to ; and where it docs act well, tho condition 
of the )iroducts inside tell, in umnistakeable language, 
how well the jdan suits them. 

Tho advantages of a circulation of air, which it is said 
the Polmaise has over that of other plans, is certainly 
an important adjunct to tho W'cll being of cither the 
animal or vegetable world; but we may yet live to see a 
greater circulation of air in hot-water-heated structures 
than has yet been done by a more liberal influx and 
cHhix from and to tho open air. It may bo true, that 
some expense w'ill attend heating a certain quantity of 
air allowed to escape, but if it be attended with increased 
luxuriance to tho plants grown there, the matter be¬ 
comes one deserving attention ; but this is foreign to 
tho subject of weighing the merits of tho two systems 
as they now stand, so that we must look to tho results 
accomplished in each case; and, giving due attention 
to tho trouble and exjicuso in each instance, wo are 
certainly led to believe that hot - water is, in nine cases 
out of ten, preferable to Polmaisc, as, even with those 
who have managed the latter in the best manner, the 
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consumption of fuel is much greater than in hot-water- 
heated structures. This is certainly an object of con¬ 
sequence where firing is dear, added to which, is the 
dilticulty of contriving to have the fire to act on a 
substance that will admit the greatest possible amount 
of heat through without giving way in any manner. 
Cast-iron 2fiates have been tried, but the action of the 
fire on the one side expanding that side soon deranges 
it; and, the edges curling up or down, the smoke escapes 
into the liouse as well as the heated air. The best 
apparatus for heating in that way was by using what 
hop-driers call a “ cockle,” which is a square cast-iron 
box, of something like live or six cubic feet interior 
dimensions. Tliis box, being cast whole, is without a 
lid, and an opening (not very lai-ge) is made on one 
side, to which a fnece of pipe is attached, conveying the 
smoke to the chimney. This box, being turned bottom 
upwards over the fire-jfiace, is thus secured; but the air 
to be heated has access to it on the top and all sides as 
well as the one from which the smoke-flue proceeds. 
This is usually built against the wall, and not iinfre- 
quently the front wall, because it enables all the other 
sides to act on the hot-air chamber. The admission of 
cold air to this chamber, and the outlet for the warmer 
portion, by passing over a vessel of water, &c., are the 
matters in detail which have long been subjects of con¬ 
troversy. Suffice it to say, that in the few instances 
where it has proved successful, it has been omineiitly so; 
while the many cases on record where it has failed, 
present a sad tale of the damage done by smoke, steam, 
want of heat, and many other evils. These disasters, 
repeated so often, imply either a defect in the con¬ 
struction, or that the plan must be a hazai’dous one. 
Taking the latter for our guide, we would at once advise 
the amateur, who is about building or heating a pit or 
house, to make himself well acquainted with Polmaise 
before he ventures to adopt it; and, in the absence of 
the most j)erfect confidence of his experience that way, 
we advise him to try hot-water in some of the many 
shapes it is now presented to our use, which, though 
none of them be so perfect as they may become, are 
certainly more likely to give satisfaction than the 
hazardous jfian of Polmaise; hut more of this anon. 

J. Rohson. 

THE POOR TAILOR. 

By the Authoress of “My Flotvcrs," <tc. 

I AM going to introduce my readers to a scene of quiet, 
unobtrusive want and distress, which very few know anything 
about, and which it would be very wholesome to many of us 
to see and understand. I’overty is sometimes clamorous, 
and most frequently easy to he perceived. We look for it 
among the humblest classes, and for them, what can be 
done is always set apart; hut there is a class of sufferers 
which do not come within the limits of what is called 
charity—they are too resi)ectable, too delicate to beg, and 
too superior in their little station to be supposed to be in 
want; so that kind hearts pass them by, and never hear the 
sigh of the sorrowful through the closed door. 

William Jenkins is a tall, thin, pale, qtiiet village tailor. 
His wife is as tall, and pale, and thin as himself; and they 
inhabit so small a cottage, that one expects to see their 
heads pi-otniding from the roof. Until last summer they 
possessed three pale, sickly little children, whose voices 
were never heard, and whose figures were never seen, unless 
the door was opened, when Jenkins and his hoard seemed 
to take up full half of the little kitchen, leaving just room 
enough for the wife and children to stand or sit still in the 
darkness and closeness behind his seat. They are such 
remarkably quiet keepers at home, that no one seems to 
know anything of them. Jenkins has a bit of allotment 
ground, which he manages tolerably well, and to go down 
with their father sometimes to this garden has been the 
only air and exercise the poor little children enjoy; and 
their large melancholy eyes, and solemn faces, speak volumes 
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about the want of childish play which other children have, 
but which they cannot get at; having no space behind the 
house, and being strictly kept from running into evil in tlie 
sti’eet. 

Jenkins used always to have plenty of work. Early and 
late he was sitting before his window, with work piled about 
him ; and then he made nothing of “ stepping ” over to the 
nearest town, about seven miles from the village, besides 
going about for orders, and looking after his garden-ground 
too. He is a man who knows “ the Truth," and can speak 
well about it—his habits are very sober, peaceable, and un¬ 
offending, and as a tailor he was rather an eminent charac¬ 
ter. He was always obliging, jranctual, and fair in his 
charges—made capital shooting-coats, and rough country 
clothes, and things seemed to promise well for him and his 
pale family. 

Alas 1 times are changed with poor Jenkins. My views of 
political affairs are, of course, of none account; as a lady, I 
am supposed to know and understand nothing; hut times 
are, nevertheless, changed, and Jenkins knows it well. 
There is no work for petty tailors, shoemakers, and artists 
of that calibre. People have no money, and then- wants are 
narrowing into as small a compass as possible. IMore than 
one of the little tradesmen in the village are almost in a 
starving state; and they look with trembling upon that which 
is coming upon them. 

Last summer Mrs. Jenkins became the mother of twins. 
It seemed a severe calamity; for her weakness was great, 
their inivations extreme, and the addition of two babies to 
their other difficulties was almost overwhelming. One of 
the elder girls had always been afflicted in health; it was a 
pining, whining little creature, and its poor mother’s nights 
had always been disturbed and broken witli its cries and 
frettmg. Two babies, in addition to other drawbacks, was 
almost beyond the strength and spirits of the poor mother, 
and her recovery was long and tedious. Fatigue, broken 
rest, no nourishment, and five children! Oh, little think 
the rich what sufferings are endured within the cottages that 
stand thickly dotted around them. Oh ! if they would but 
search and look, and give with their oii ii hand, how much 
misery would he removed, how much sorrow, and sighing, 
and sadness, would be done away, even here, now, amid this 
world of tears and trouble. 

One of their neighbours, a kind-hearted, pitying widow, 
told the tale of poor Jenkins’ distresses. She said she knew 
they were literally in want of food, and that among them¬ 
selves their poor neighbours had collected a few halfpence 
to relieve them. Inquiry was instantly made, and it was 
found quite true. Jenkins was himself unwell, his wife 
almost exhausted, and one of the twins had never ceased 
pining and fretting since its birth ; so that by night and by 
day it was a burden to them. Some trilling assistance was 
at once given; and a kind-hearted farmer did the best thing 
of all, for he sent them a large can of milk every morning, 
which nourished parents and children ; but it was not pos¬ 
sible to do all that was wanted, for they had scarcely any¬ 
thing of their own. Now and then Jenkins earned a shil¬ 
ling, but they could not hear to be in debt, and would rather 
go without food than take out goods they knew not how to 
pay for. 

Mrs. Jenkins at last recovered from her long illness, and 
got about again; but the door is always closed, the family 
are always shut quietly in, and no one sees or hears them. 

One day, a lady was passing through a narrow passage 
that leads hy Jenkins’ hack door to that of another cottage, 
and stopped to speak to his wife, who was washing in the 
small space that they called their pantry. Her eyes were 
bright, but she was thinner and paler than ever, and a child 
or two were standing quietly hy her side, in the midst of the 
steam and wet linen. In a calm, low voice, Mrs. Jenkins 
spoke a few words that led to further inquiries, and revealed 
the extremity of her weakness and distress. She said she 
has many blessings ; her husband never goes into a beer¬ 
house, or spends one half-penny fivjm his wife and child¬ 
ren— he is kind and thoughtful. Her nights are such 
with her two babies, that when morning comes she has 
no strength or spirits. “ I seem, ma’am, to be unable to 
get up — it seems too mighty for mo; but then I think 
to myself, this won’t do, I must get on somehow, and I do 
get dressed at last. My husband lights the fire, and puts 
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the kettle on, and does what he can, hut sometimes I feel 
i as if I could not live through it.” There was a vein of 

religious trust and faith in tliis poor suti'erers mind. She 
knew and spoke of God’s promises, and she said they 
upheld her; but for them she should be utterly cast down ; 
and she said she knew that nothing could overwhelm one 
who acted fully on them. She leaned against the wall, 
weeping, as she spoke, and said it did lier good, and seemed 
to relieve her, when she could open her heart to one who 
felt for her; she thought much of lier depression arose from 
weakness of body, for her heart seemed strong, though her 
limbs trembled, and tears flowed from her eyes. i 

Poverty like this, perhaps not so meekly borne, but poverty ' 
like this meets us at every turn. AVhere the purse is full, 
there is plenty for the hand to do ; even a word of sympathy ^ 
and consolation is as balm to the bruised reed, and that can | 
always be given. Where there is only moderate means, ' 
much might be spared, cut down, or made the most of, to i 
help the suffering, if they were only sought out and cared 
for. A Christmas, a New Year’s dinner, would not do us 
the less good if it was shared and doled out to the poor, 
instead of being spread for the aflluent. ” They cannot re¬ 
compense thee,” saith our Lord, “ for thou shalt he recom¬ 
pensed at the resurrection of the just;” will not f/iri satisfy 
us ; can we not “ call the poor, the lame, the maimed, the 
blind,”/or Jesus Christ's sake !■ 

The old year is ready to depart, and I would say one 
word to my readers, for it is a “ time to speak.” Are we all 
“considering our latter end?” “An end,” '■'the end” is 
coming upon us all. AVho can say he will live to see the 
close of another year? Are we watching ! for “ the Lord is 
at hand.” Let us keep a solemn fast; not “ to bow down 
the head as a bulrush, and to spread sackcloth and ashes 
imder” us; “wiltthou call this a fast and an acceptable day 
to the Lord?” No. Let us listen to God’s directions how 
we shall humble ourselves before Him. “ Is not this the 
fast that I have chosen ? to loose the bands of wickedness, 
to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed go free, 

' and that ye break every yoke ? Is it not to deal thy bread 
to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that are cast 
out to thy house? when thou seest the naked, that thou 
cover him; and that thou hide not thyself from thine own 
flesh ? ” “ Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall answer; 

j thou shalt cry, and He shall say, here I am.” I\Iy dear 
! cottage readers, and all my readers, my pen will never stop 
I if I transcribe these blessings. Let me refer you to the 
j “table of stone,” written with the finger of God. Turn, 

amidst your worldly hurry, to the .fOth chapter of Isaiah, 
j read it, study it well. Let it be your old year’s chapter and 

your new year’s chapter. You are all gardeners; be your¬ 
selves “ watered gardens ;” “draw out thy soul to the hungry, 
and satisfy the afflicted soul;” be ye followers of Christ, 
“ the Lord is at hand.” Every one of us has, I will engage 
to say, a “ poor brother,” a needy, or a suffering neighbour; 
however small our means may be, we may put a “ cup of 
cold water” to the lips of one poorer and sicklier still. Let 
us remember the poor tailor, his weakly wife, and the cradle 
with a little head Ijlng at each end. This will quicken our 
search after other objects of quiet, patient suffering; and we 
shall relish om’ own loaf a hundred times more, when we 
have popped one in at a poor man’s door. “ Then shalt 

I tliou call and the Lord shall answer; thou shalt cry, and he 
; shall say, here. I am.” Can we wish each other a richer 
I heritage for the coming year ? 

i --—^—-— 
1 

j ALLOTMENT FAEMING.—January. 

! A UAi’i’Y new year to our allotment friends, and our small 
farmers arrd cottage gardeners, and let us hope it will be a 

: prosperous one to its very close; that it may prove so, let 
them enter the field determined to conquer, for there is a 

j bravery in industry, although not precisely that of the battle- 
‘ field. 

I Our industrious readers, those who were quite in earnest 
I through the past year in matters of high culture, will 
; now be enjoying their stores, and will occasionally find 
j such things as carrots, parsnips, Jerusalem artichokes, 
I savoys, Ac., excellent companions to a lump of boiled 

bacon; boiled, of course, in the same pot. And here rve 

stop, to recommend every poor man who possesses a family 
of children to purchase a bushel of whole boiling peas 
every November, and to make a point of using them twice- 
a-week. Nothing is more economical in a house, nothing 
more nutritious. IVe have reared a family of eleven child¬ 
ren, a particularly healthy family, thanks to Almighty God, 
and they have been thus dieted during the last twenty-fom' 
years, so that we at least claim some experience in the use 
of peas. We generally boil them in a bag, in the same 
kettle where reposes a lump of fat bacon, or sometimes a 
piece of the “ bed” of beef, and in the same kettle may be 
found parsnips, carrots, artichokes, turnips, Ac. A bushel 
of good boilers costs about .Is. or (is., but they must be good; 
as for split peas, we never thivde of them. Children, in 
general, are excessively fond of peas, we have seldom known 
them refused. And then the liquor; we always keep a 
bunch of mint in the kitchen, and this being powdered 
liberally into the pot-liquor makes capital pea-soup. Whilst 
on this part of our subject, let us point to boiled leeks as 
another nice necessary to the poor man’s table. Now the 
leeks must be good, grown specially; our’s are as thick as a 
rolling-yun, and perfectly white; in length from about eight 
to ten inches, that is to say, the blanched part; these, well 
boiled, require a little butter and plenty of salt, and then 
greatly resemble first-rate sea-kale, the blanching process 
reducing all rankness of flavour. 

And, now, let us reflect for a moment on the late extraor¬ 
dinary weather, and the probable consequences. Rain ! 
Rain ! and an unusually high temperature ever since the 
early part of November, and that, too, nearly all over our 
island. It would scarcely be too bold to challenge a well- 
bleached old gentleman of some four-score years to produce 
its eipial. It is not a matter of wet alone, but of warmth, 
or, if you will, mildness combined, that gives a special cha¬ 
racter to the period we have just passed. And now it is 
that those who possibly may have thought the advice about 
thorough drainage, Ac., in our autumn allotment papers, too 
particular, will be convinced that England has not yet half 
done its duty in this respect. It is of no use looking cross at 
such pressing advices ; the truth ought to be told, and will 
be told, and the pressure of the times we live in will shortly 
enforce it. 

Some other consequences may be expected to follow also; 
vegetables, of whatever kind, 'will be so tender as to become 
a mass of putrefaction on the frosty trial which may aw'ait 
them; and store-roots, too; we fear the unusual tempera¬ 
ture may have the effect of causing much sprouting, and 
sprouting is a wasting of the stored up virtues of the 
roots. To be sure, they may increase in size after cutting 
their heads off, at least so they say now-a-days; but really, 
this looks too specious to be sound. 

Let, therefore, a jealous eye be kept on the roots in store ; 
let them be examined at times in order to be sure that 
“ all’s well.” These things set in order, the state of the soil 
should be well looked to as preparatory to the cropping of 
the next year. Doubtless, portions wilt have become stag¬ 
nant through continued wet weather, and means should be 
taken to enable the waters to pass and the frost to enter. 
Now, we by no means advise the working of the soil by dig¬ 
ging or trenching in a wet state, but lodgments of water may 
be getaway by heaving up stagnant soils here and there, and 
this we have accomplished lately by using an iron crow-bar, 
“prising” up the soil, and sometimes by the potato fork. 
Through the extraordinary wet weather, and the compara¬ 
tive absence of frosts, botlr fanners and gardeners will be 
in arrears as to carting and wheeling out manm es, and what 
is worse, many thousands of pounds worth of property in 
the liquid state will have passed down ditches. These ex¬ 
treme cases will tend to teach people a better economy in 
manure heaps than to suffer them to lay abroad with large 
surfaces exposed to drenching rains. 

■\\bvLKS, RocnDjURIes, Ac.—-The allotment cultivator re¬ 
quires but few walks, but what he has should be kept in 
sound repair. It is annoying to think how much time is 
lost by rotten wMks and alleys; they are, in fact, a hindrance 
to business at all times and in every sense. We find nothing 
e(pial to coal-ashes for the purpose, and have made some 
of the best walks imaginable by applying the quantity in¬ 
tended for a given time, in two coats, one-half laid on and 
dug in, and the other added without digging, as a casing at 
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last, taking care to keep the walks full in the middle. This 
is business which may be at once proceeded with, and any 
boundary fences or divisions of any kind, which require 
reimiring, let it be done as soon as qiossible; lot not any¬ 
thing of the kind, by any means, or under any pretence, 
stand over and interfere with spring or summer culture. 

M.vnurks.—Let those plots which require manuring for 
cropping in February or March bo manured as soon as 
weather permits; it may be spread at once at this period, 
as little loss by evaporation can take place at this season ; 
but by all means let the ground be dug before a “ March 
dust” prevails. Any manure remaining should be dressed 
carefully up in a conical heap, patting the outside smootli, 
or casing it over with soil. Wo beg again to recom¬ 
mend the preservation of all soot, and if you can beg your 
neighbours sweepings, so much the better; add them to 
your manure-heap, only reserving enough in the dry for 
drill-cropping, or what we term practically “ priming.” As 
before observed, got some guano, the real Peruvian, and mix 
three-parts soot to one-part guano; let these be thoroughly 
mixed, and to facilitate their mixing, let plenty of really dry 
dust of any kind be added—we have added wood-ashes. 
This, when well blended, may receive an addition of ordi¬ 
nary soil to increase its bulk three times, if old leaf soil or 
very old manure, all the better. Such will bo found a 
capital fertiliser, sown in the drills with the seed of such 
things as mangold, swedes, carrots, jiarsuips, Ac., and will 
soon speed the young plant out of the way of mischief. 

PoT.VTOES.—As the season has been so mild, folks may 
expect to have long sprouts on their potatoes at planting¬ 
time, unless they have them examined and turned over 

; immediately. If they are advancing too fast, let tlicm be 
placed thinner; and, if in pits for seed, by all means let 
them be taken out before the end of the month, and spread 
on some floor. 

Parsnips may bo taken entirely up at the end of the 
month, or they will soon sprout, and lose quality. The 
ground, too, will bo placed at the service of the succeeding 
crops. 

Cabbages.—Wo advise those who have young plants for 
spring-planting to protect them slightly if severe frost 
occurs. Vegetables are so very succulent, that wo are per¬ 
fectly justified in anticipating much destruction in this way, 
in consequence of their tissue being distended in an un¬ 
usual way. A large bundle of new straw, or a little fern, 
strewed over the seed bed, or those pricked out, will, perhaps, 
ensure the cultivator a crop. The very best plan is to let 
them become frozen, about an inch deep, on to the soil, and 
then to cover in order to prevent them thawing; and by no 
means dream of uncovering to admit sunshine : keep tliem 
asleep if you can until the end of the frost. Those cab- 
bage plants planted in autumn for early work may have a 
little soil drawn to their stems when tolerably dry, in order 
to keeji their shallow fibres from severe changes. 

Lettuces.—Protect precisely on the same princifde as the 
cabbages, only do not let them endure quite so much frost 
as the calibage. 

Rhubarb.—Tliose who have a reason for obtaining this 
early should throw a covering of the strawy portion of the 
manure over it when in a perfectly thawed state. This, 
indeed, should have been done in the beginning of Novem¬ 
ber; Imt bolter late than never. Tliere arc those amongst 
cottagers who, keeping a cow and a pig or two, have a little 
reeking manure; and such wo have knowm to produce 
niiubaii) of a somewhat qirofitable character in the market 
at the end of January. All they want is powerful crowns 
cultivated specially in a nook sheltered from the winds, 
and a few old tall chimney-pots, a yard in height. These, 
the croivn liaving been protected in the aforesaid manner 
to kceji frost out in November, should have their chimney¬ 
pots on as soon as Old Christmas has turned his back ; 
and, of course, the warm manure piled around; a whisp of 

j litter tiglitly crammed in serving for a cover. Of course, 
sea-kale may be served the same; but we do not advise 
any but slirewd men of this class to attempt it. 

: Shanking. — Most of our readers know that caldjage- 
plants, lettuces, Ac., are liable to wither up in the stem 

I during the winter months: this may arise from various 
I (;auses. Every one interested in good culture should always 
' keep some really dry dust by him : this furnishes the bulk 

of a useful compost. Let him add to a gallon of this dust 
a half-gallon of quick lime, and as much charcoal dust, and 
stir them well: this will bo found a mixture at once arrest¬ 
ing cankery processes, and an enemy of slugs, snails, Ac. 

R. Ekrington. 

THE APIARIAN’S CALENDAR.—January. 

By J. H. Payne, Esy., Author of “ The Bee-Keeper's \ 
Guide," d'C. 

The sun has again entered his upward course in the j 

ecliptic, and our little pets will be amongst the first to be j 

att'ected by his influence, therefore it behoves their owners i 

to look well to their store of food, now that they will be - 
arousing themselves to life and activity. | 

Feeding.—It will be well, on the first mild and dry day, fo j 

have a thorougli examination of all the stock-s, and to clean I 
the floor-boards. Where it can be ascertained that the 
stock has eight or ten- pounds of honey in store, feeding 
had bettor be put off till next month; but where only four or 
five pounds, it will bo safe to commence at once. If lioney 
or syrup is used, choose a mild, dry evening for supplying it; 
but if barley-sugar, it matters not so much when it is given. 

1 liVEs.—It will now shortly be time to look over the stock 
of hives and boxes for the forthcoming season, and I would 
take this oiiportunity of saying to the readers of The 

Cottage Gardener, who may wish to be supplied through 
me, that if they will malic their applications early, it will 
save much delay and inconvenience; for the poor man who 
makes them suffers under a painful infirmity, which inca¬ 
pacitates him for any other work, and luu-ry, even in this, 
distresses liim much.* 

Snow.—Be careful to close the entrance of every hive 
whilst snow lies upon the ground; for when the sun shines 
upon it the bees are induced to come out, and scarcely one 
in a dozen that alights upon it ever rises again. 

Enemies.—The chief, and, indeed, the only enemies at 
this season, are birds and mice, both of which should be 
carefully guarded against. 

Moons.—The reqiorts generally of bees sent to the moors 
this year are very good, some having obtained a prodigious 
quantity of honey, in an unusually short time, and of first- 
rate quality. To this I can bear testimony ; for through the 
kindness of a friend 1 have been indulged with a bountiful 
supply of it. 

VISITS TO SOME OF THE CHIEF POULTRY 

YARDS OF ENGLAND.-No. 4. 

(Penzance.) 

(Oonliuucd from paye 211.) 

Mr. Fox, the owner of the nursery grounds, is him¬ 
self both a fowl and a qngeon fancier. Of the former he 
possesses several varieties, but they are mostly young birds, 
and have not attained the size and beauty which they will 
doubtless exhibit when the time comes for their appear¬ 
ance in the show-pen. These remarks apply especially to 
some Spanish fowls, as also to a very promising lot of white- 
crested black I’olands—recent importations from celebrated 
breeders. The colour of its plumage is a great recom¬ 
mendation to the Spanish fowl, when kept in close confine¬ 
ment in a yard of limited space, but at the same time no 
bird does greater credit to the owner who indulges it with a 
good run, free from the smoke of towns. The brilliant 
metallic lusti-e which is lavished on well-bred specimens— 
the coral comb, and white ear-lobe extending over the whole 
cheek, have deservedly rendered it a favourite with many. 
In former days Mr. Fox, whom we long remember as a 
poultry-keeper, possessed what were then reckoned first- 
class birds—Miuorcas, or, as they wei e sometimes called, i 
Ancones—fowls somewhat more bulky, Imt destitute of the 
elegance of the pure-bred Spanish, although attaining great 
size, and being capital layers. The various appellations 
assigned to them are geographically con-ect, for throughout 
the whole extent of the IMediterranean coasts a race of fowls 
are found allied to the Spanish, though sadly degenerated 
when compared to the firet class birds of the present day. 

* Mr. P.vyiie’s direction is “ J. H. Payne, Esq., Rory St. Edmunds.” 
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Tlie blaok I’olamls belonging to IMr. Fox are still vei-y 
juvenile, but already display undeniable evidence of a pure 
origin. The white crest, sliglitly stained with a few black 
feathers in front; the wing and tail of the cockerel tinged 
with white; the comb small and spiked, are the principal 
marks according to which excellence is now awarded; but 
ill every colour of this race one thing is essential, a full, 
compact, globular tuft in the liens, while in tlio male birds 
it must fall backwai’ds on the neck; for any irregularity in 
the crest is fatal to the pretensions of either sex. 

A black holish chicken, when first hatched, would invoke 
the symjiathy of the most inveterate antagonist of poultry. 
Glossy black, with a full development of tuft—they seem to 
anticipate, in their earliest movements, the ever restless 
activity that distinguishes their subsequent career. 

Mr. Fox has long kept a good strain of both gold and 
silver laced bantams, whose merits lie has been careful to 
iiiaintaiii by frequent selection from other fanciers. The 
present s'easoii appears to have given him an undue pro¬ 
portion of cockerels to pullets, so far’ as the silver laced are 
concerned. The clear ground colour iiencilled with black at 
the extremity of the feathers—the tail and flight feathers 
tipped with a dark line of the same—short clean legs of 
purplish-grey—a comb “rose ” in colour as in form, atl’ord 
us all the points we wish in this Lilliputian family. The 
gold and silver differ only in the ground colour, the mark¬ 
ings of good birds being exactly alike. Many persons 
imagine that no gallinaceous bird of any kind is safely to be 
admitted within the precincts of the garden, but Mr. Cuthill, 
the great marlcet gardener at Camberwell, confirms the 
advantage of the practice that Mr. Fox has long been ac¬ 
customed to, in giving Bantams the run of his garden—the 
number of insects, of the most destructive kinds, that they 
devour, more than compensates any occasional disturbance 
of the newly raked border. 

IMr. Fox’s dovecote is at some little distance from his 
poultry houses, which adjoin those of Mr. Bowman, and 
were built on the same plan. It occupies an admirable 
position for such a piupose, being sheltered from our jire- 
vailiug north-westerly winds, and having a clear running 
stream for the bathings that pigeons so freely indulge in. 
We have, carriers here, both pied and black; the fleshy 
excrescence around the e.ye, and extending to the bill, whose 
length, with the fine head and powerful wing, with its endur¬ 
ing powers of flight, will commend them to admirers of the 
species. Each quarter of the world numbers among its 
inhabitants many by whom the peculiar characteristics of 
the carrier-pigeon have been trained to excellence, and 
made available for the manifold puiiioses of stratagem, 
inti’igue, or commerce. From the shores of the Nile to the 
Ganges was the carrier in active operation, long before his 
seiwiccs were employed in European countries. But now 
his “ occupation’s gone,’’ and wherever “ immediate ” is in¬ 
scribed, we should now as soon have recourse to the lum¬ 
bering and slumbering stage-waggon of former days, as 
desert tlie railway and electric telegraph for this or any 
other aerial messenger. The amusing author of the Doi:e- 
cote and Aviamj tells US, in a letter from Mr. J. Galloway to 
the Marichesler Guardian, “ that the merchants and manu¬ 
facturers of Belgium have done more to test the capabilities 
of pigeons than any other people. Their annual pigeon 
matches produce an excitement almost equal to our horse¬ 
races. In 181-1 one of the greatest races took place, from 
San Seliastian, in Spain, to Vervier. The distance would be 
about (iOO miles. ’KK) trained pigeons of the best breed in 
the world were sent to San Sebastian, and only 70 returned.” 
The same authority assures us, that “ Carrier pigeons do 
not fly at night, they settle down if they cannot reach their 
home by the dusk of evening, and renew their flight at 
daylight the next morning; the velocity of a pigeon’s flight 
seems to be greatly overrated, and no doubt your readers 
will be surprised to learn that a locomotive railway engine 
can beat a carrier pigeon in a distance of 300 miles.” 

But we must now pass on ; a very beautiful pair of faivn- 
coloured Jacuhins (first prize at the I'enzance Show) are 
side by side with a Nun. The Capuchins, by which name 
the former are also known, are so termed from a frill of 
inverted feathers extending downwards on each side from 
the back of the neck; in proportion to the size and regu¬ 
larity of this ruff is their v.alue. Their colour.s vary, but 

the head must always be clear white. Nuns are of smaller 
size, possessing only a hood ; the distribution of their 
colours is very striking :—black head, the rest of their body 
being white, save only the flight feathers, and the extremi¬ 
ties of the tail, which are tipped with black. Some white 
Trumpeters hooded and moustached with densely feathered 
feet; liarbs, with the scarlet ring around the eye; Tum¬ 
blers, Baldpatcs, Almonds, and other shades, with a pair of 
Silver Owls, comprise a collection not often met with in 
provincial towns. One must wonder, indeed, that, for want 
of purchasers, oven at most moderate prices, Mr. Fox is at 
times oldiged, by increasing numbers, to sacrifice many for 
the purposes of his kitchen. 

We have already stated, that Mr. l'’ox fears no injury, but , 
rather the contrary, to his garden from his Bantams, which j 

are at largo; tlie same good deeds, though perhaps to a j 

greater extent, are wrought, as regards slugs and such like 
nuisances, by his Aylesbury ducks, imported birds from 
Euckinghamshire during the last year, 'flip same stream 
of water that affords a bath to the pigeons is happily just 
that depth which those curious in sucli matters say is best 
suited for those ilucks who hepeafter will appear upon our 
tables. Ifemember, then, this grand injunction, “ never let a 
duck swim, it reiiders the legs inordinately hard.” So say 
the le.arned ones, and we believe them to be right.—W. 

(To he continued.) 

FUCHSIAS. 

The plants T wish to bloom in June and July are struck 
in .\ugust the jirevious year, potted in three-inch pots, and 
shifted from thence, in October, into six-inch pots, and kept 
near the glass, in a temperature of 50° or 55° ; they are 
gently syringed over head occasionally, and carefully 
w'atered with tepid water until the middle of .lanuary, 
when they will bo good strong plants. 

'They are then shifted at once into twelve-inch pots, with 
a compost of three-parts good tibry loam, one-jmrt peat, and 
one-part rotten dung, with a good sprinkling of silver sand, 
all well-mixed together, but not sifted. The plants are then 
accommodated with a gentle bottom-heat, with abundance 
of air, maintaining the temperature mentioned above, and 
5° or 111° higher, with sunshine, as the season advances. 
'Ihe branches are stopped at the fourth joint, and when 
they have broken and made four joints more, these are also 
stopped at the fourth joint, and again the third time in like 
manner, when they have advanced far enough. Then they 
are allowed to bloom. 

Thus, by giving abundance of air, maintaining a moist 
atmosphere, syringing morning and evening, and after the 
plants are well established, supplying them with weak 
manure-water at eveiiy watering, they will break in all 
directions, and will be one mass of bloom, and have beau¬ 
tiful shining foliage from the pot to the very summit of the 
plants. 1 have had them so treated attain to a height of 
nearly five feet through at the base, forming a splendid 
pyramid of bloom and foliage. One plant especially, when 
on the exhibition-table, was compared by one gentleman to 
“ a mountain of bloom.” 

Blants to bloom in August and September are struck in 
January, potted and grown the same way until Juno, when 
they are set out-of-doors on slates, in a sheltered situation, 
and well attended to with weak manure-water. How J 
prepare this is as I'ollow's :—T put a bushel of sheep or cow'- 
dung, about. half-a-i)eck of lime, and a spadefull or two of 
soot into a hogshead, fill it up with soft water, well stir it 
several times, and when it has settled down, I put about a 
quart to a bucket of water, which will make this about the 
colour of brandy. 

If bloom-buds appear before I want them I pick them 
otf. 'The ])lants aro never shaded, except when in bloom. 
Often stopping, and high feeding, combined with abundance 
of air at all times, are the grand secrets of getting a mass of 
bloom and foliage. Generally, Fuschsias aro driven into 
bloom too soon, and that is the cause why they cut sucli a 
sorry figure mostly. If a man would excel in the cul¬ 
tivation of the Fuchsia, there must be no lagging; no 
trusting the thing to another; but, the welfare of each 
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plant must be enquired after morning and evening.—A 
Wiltshire Practical Man. 

[We hope to hoar from this correspondent often, and we 
recommend his excellent Fuchsia-culture to the attention of 
our readers.—Ed. C. G.] 

puted to he; and I think your readers will agree with me 

that their intrinsic beauty alone would warrant the high 

“ fashion” they seem destined to attain to. Sol. 

COST OF POULTRY FEEDING. 

SHANGHAE FOWJ,S. 

One of your correspondents, a short time since, suggested, 
that in endeavouring to form an estimate of the comparative 
merits of various breeds of poultry, we should regard them 
as “ egg-making and meat-making machines.” With refer¬ 
ence to the first of these conditions, I think the verdict of 
such of your readers as keep Shanghae Fowls will vary 
somewhat; several having found that an excessive prone- | 
ness to incubation in their stock detracts from their other- 
ivise undoubted merit; while the fact of eggs by the bushel 
appearing to have been collected from the Shanghae pens 
at a season when fresh laid eggs are scarce, while other 
breeds seem to have returned a “ beggarly account of empty 
boxes” at tbe various poultry shows, would appear to others 
pretty conclusive evidence of their pre-eminence in this j 

valuable quality. 
My own experience tends to prove that different families, I 

or “strains” of pure Shanghaes vary as much in these j 

characteristics as do Spanish, Dorking, or Game Fowls; | 
inasmuch as I have hens that have never gone “broody” 
the year through ; others that have done so after laying 
seventy-six eggs in a few more than the same number of 
consecutive days ; while, again, others have only laid fifteen 
eggs before wishing to sit. And as I have noticed that each 
of these qualities has been perpetuated, to a greater or less 
degree, in such of their descendants as I have kept for stock, 
we may fairly infer that an “ infusion of fresh blood” from 
stocks which possess the opposite quality to that which we 
wish to neutralise, will be found quite as efficacious as the 
manufacture of a mongrel race, suggested by others of your 
correspondents. As to their capacity for “ meat-making 
machines,” I think there can be no question as to their 
supremacy over all known varieties of poultry; and if the 
three following trials are accepted as evidence, they will bo i 
found tolerably conclusive on that head;— | 

Weighed lbs. ozs. 

1. Cockerel Nov. 17 8 8 
2. „ Nov. 2!) 5 I 
;}. „ Nov. 2il 5 13 

Weighed lbs. ozs. I 

Nov. 25 t) 4 1 
Dec. 4 (i IJ ! 
Dec. 4 0 11 , 

They were weighed on the evening of each date; it results, 
therefore, that the first gained 12ozs. in eight, the other two 
Dliozs. and ]4ozs. in five clear days, or at the almost in¬ 
credible rate of 20ozs. a week. 

New, as regards the vexed question of their being vora¬ 
cious feeders, 1 have kept 120, from four to eight months 
old (when we may consider them as at their highest con¬ 
suming power), at a cost of eight shillings a week; but even 
if “ Gallus" had proved against them, to the most objection¬ 
able extent, that they are enormous consumers of food, he 
will admit, at all events, that they do not “ put it into a bad 
skin,” and that this consumptive tendency is of a far less 
heart-breaking character than that to which Spanish Fowls 
are notoriously subject. 

Another question, I have noticed, seems a puzzle to several 
of your correspondents, viz., the extraordinary value set 
upon clear-necked light-colour birds. The only solution of 
the mystery they can arrive at appearing to be, the ex¬ 
treme difficulty of breeding them so. Now if this was the 
sole reason, it is a sufficient one, as tbe rarity of most things 
enhances their value; but I happened some time back to 
visit the poultry-yard of a gentleman, who had unlimited 
opportunity of importing the choicest specimens of their 
kind, and was shewn three hens, the plumage of which, on 
lireast, back, and thighs, ivas a clear cream colour, the 
hackle, like threads of pale glistening gold, rivalling in bril¬ 
liancy that of their lords (a privilege rarely granted to the 
softer sex among feathered tribes), and was informed that 
this variety is prized, even in China, as “ high caste,” added 
to which, they are, from their days of earliest chiokenhood, 
presentable and loveable little pets, quite a contrast to the 
strange gawky looking objects Shanghae Chickens are re- 

I HAVE seen stated, in some of the late numbers of your ; 

Cottage Gardener, the relative consumption of food by 
Shanghae and Spanish fowls. These remarks have induced 
me to ascertain the cost of keeping a promiscuous stock; 
and I am glad to find the expense is less than I had anti¬ 
cipated, and much below what is generally believed. I have 
twenty-one birds, all, with the exception of two that I had i 
as nursing mothers for my young broods, were hatched in 
jMay, and being now six months old will, I fancy, require as 
mucli food as older birds. Five of these, a cock and four 
hens, are the third in descent from a direct import from 
Shanghae; a cock and two hens. Speckled Dorkings; 
eleven Spanish, of pure breed; and the two old nurses; 
together twenty-one birds. The Spanish are fed by them¬ 
selves, whilst the others mess together. The Shanghaes 
and Dorkings are large birds. The Spanish, by contrast, 
appear small; yet the quantity of food consumed daily is 
nearly the same by both lots, and so abundant, that when 
six Shanghae cocks of four months old were killed, their 
average weight, when trussed for the spit, was four pounds. 
I did not ascertain their live weights. 

On the 24th of October, my bins being empty, I bought 
from a grain dealer, 

2 stones, or 28 lbs. of Oats, which cost - 2s. 
Ditto do. Barley - 2s. 
Ditto do. Indian Meal - 2s. 
Small Potatoes - - - - 2s. 

costing, together, eight shillings, which has served the fowls 
until last night, being thirty-two days ; the twenty-one birds 
thus costing exactly one penny a head per w'eek. This is 
satisfactory, showing how trifling the expense is of keeping 
a mixed stock. 

It does not, nor was the experiment intended, to settle 
the disputed point of the relative expense, of keeping large 
or small fowls. My birds, both lots, being fed alike as nearly 
as a guessed quantity, no weights being used, could be 
formed, are large and plump, and any day ready for the 
table. 

My mode of feeding is—when the birds are let out, 
between seven and eight o'clock in the morning, they have 
oats for breakfast; at noon, boiled potatoes, mixed with 
Indian meal; and before going to roost, a feed of bailey. 
The potatoes at noon are mixed, at times, with kitchen 
scraps ; to which I attach no value, as if not thus used they 
would be thrown on the dunghill. The birds have the run 
of a grass field, which the Dorkings and Spanish much 
frequent, the Shanghaes remaining more contentedly ndthin 
the shelter of a large paved yard.—Irton. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

ALTHOun we gave so copious a report of The Birmingham 
Poultnj Show in our last number, yet there are many facts 
connected with it that deserve notice. There were about 
five thousand birds assembled on the occasion, and of these 
.£1000 worth were sold on the first day. The highest price 
we know of being given was £25 for Mr. Punchard’s pair of 
buff Shanghae fowls (No. 408); and Captain Hornby sold his 
pen of four of the same variety (No. 272) for thirty guineas. 
The JMidland Counties Herald}nst\y remarks that these prices 
are not more contrasted with those given at the first Show- 
in 1848, than are the Shows themselves. At that little show 
eight guineas were given for the pen which obtained the 
medal. 

The arrangements of the Committee to facilitate business 
were all excellent, and can scarcely be improved upon, 
unless it be by a list, added to as sales are efi'ected, being 
hung up outside the sale office, stating which pens are sold, 
and by a loud announcement of each sale in the office. 
This would prevent the disappointment attendant upon 
waiting for half an hour, and then finding that the lot 
desired had been sold whilst you were detained. 

1 
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Since our publication of our condemnation of a dealer in 
poultry being a judge at a poultry sliow, we have received so 
many communications and queries respecting the Judges of 
the Birmingham Show, that we almost shrink from insert¬ 
ing any of them. Our duty as public journalists, however, 
must prevail, and we insert the following questions sent to 
us by a gentleman of high standing. No reply, no rejoin¬ 
ders, either affirmative or negative, shall be inserted, unless 
written couiteously. We have but one object in view—that 
there shall be no foundation for suspicion of the decisions 
at Birmingham and other Poultry Shows. We shall pursue 
that object and our search after the truths needful to be 
elicited, and om- pursuit shall be perfectly without aspe¬ 
rity ; those who differ from us must be similarly guarded, 
for we will have no literary ruffianism in om’ pages. 

The questions sent to us are these :— 
“ Is it true that one of the judges at Birmingham this 

year, or his man, brought down the birds of the friend of 
another judge '? 

“ Is it true that these last received birds obtained a prize 
and a commendation ? 

“ Is it true that one of the judges was sending out cata¬ 
logues on the Sunday before the Show ? 

“ How many catalogues were sent out before the Show, 
and to whom ? 

“When did the judges arrive in Birmingham; and when 
did each of them first enter Bingley Hall? 

“Is it true, as publicly declared by one judge in the 
presence of another, that, in one class, the judges -wished to 
give an extra prize, and that permission was refused to them 
to do so ? 

“ Is it true that an extra prize was given to a single bird 
in pen No. i)23 ? 

“ To whom did that bird belong ? 
“When these queries have been answered, others may 

follow from “ Q.-in-the-Corner.” 

To one of these questions we can answer, that Mr. Bailey, 
one of the judges, had a catalogue before the show, and sent ] 
it to one of our contributors. We do not blame him for that 
politeness, but we do say that no judge should have a cata¬ 
logue sent to him until after he has made his award. As far 
as possible, the name of a proprietor of any pen should be 
unknown to any of the judges, and we think sending cata¬ 
logues to them was a very great mistake, -n'hich should be 
avoided in future. 

A\^e have already fully explained ourselves relative to The 
Great Metropolitan Poultry Show, but we have since received 
a very polite letter from Hem^ Gilbert, Esq., from which 
the following is an extract;— 

“A IMetropolitan Show of Poultry having been long re¬ 
quired, and mooted, without success, for several years, and 
not until after the Royal Agricultural Society had been fre¬ 
quently requested to associate it with the Smithfleld Cattle 
Show at Baker-street, did a few spirited gentlemen amateurs 
come forward, with a large sum, to carry out, at great ex¬ 
pense and trouble, the desired object; whether successfully, 
or unsuccessfully, for loss or for gain, remains to be proved; 
the latter was not anticipated. Such is the origin of tlie 
Great IMetropolitan Exhibition. The list of noble patrons, 
who are personally known to some of the promoters, must 
be a sufficient guarantee for their respectability. 

“ No gain is derived from the sale of refreshments, as you 
have represented, “from some neighbouring innkeeperf nor 
have the Horns Tavern anything to do with it, and is not 
even known to me, or the committee. That tliere will be 
refreshments I do not deny; so are there at Birmingham, 
and all other exhibitions where a large and respectable 
body of visitors is expected. 

“ The next point you notice unfairly, is the time the birds 
are exhibited. Again, Birmingham is our example, as we 
shall not keep them longer.” 

After what we said last week, it is not needed that we 
make any further comment upon Mr. Gilbert's statements, 
than to observe, that he is quite right in observing that at 
the MeU’opolitan the birds will not be kept longer in the 
pens than at Birmingham. The obvious answer to this is, 
that two parties committing the same error do not make it 
a praiseworthy practice; and we are quite sure that Mr. Gil¬ 
bert agrees with us in thinking that five days is too long a 
time to keep birds at an exhibition. AVe are not sure that 

one of his birds did not die at Birmingham in 1851, and we 
know that one of Capt. Hornby’s did this year; and we are 
certain that even the strongest constitutioned birds must 
suffer by the protracted excitement inseparable from exhibi¬ 
tion by day, to say nothing of that by gas-light until a late 
hour at night. AVe are confident this will be avoided in 
future. 

The Salisbury Poultry Show appeared to be still more 
popular than the other department of the Agricultural 
Exhibition, on the 13th of December, and was crowded 
throughout the day, a number of ladies testifying by their 
presence the interest they felt in this collection of domestic 
poultry. 

Subjoined is the list of prizes :— 

Class A.—SPANISH. i 

1. Captain W. Hornby, B. N., Knowsley Cottage, Prescott, Lancashire, 
Cock and three Hens, 5.f months, 1st prize, \l. I 

3. T. Pain, Esq., Salisbury, Cock and two Hens, one year and seven | 
months, 2nd prize, 10s. 

Class B.—DORKINGS. 

17. J. W. F. Noyes, Esq., Cock and two Hens, April, 1852, 1st prize, U. ! 
18. Mr. C. Smith, Durnford, near Salisbury, Cock, seven months, and I 

two Hens, 18 months, 2nd prize, 10s. 

Class C.—COCHIN-CHINA. 

20. H. I. J. Cockerham, Esq., Ablington, Wilts, Cock and two Hens, 
hatched in May, 1st prize, It. 

30. Mr. George Wheeler, Commercial Road, Southampton, Cock and 
two Hens, eight months, 2ud prize, 10s. 

Class D.—MALAY. 

38. A. C. Sayers, Esq., Clanville House, Andover, Cock and two Hens, 
one year (speckled), 1st prize, U. 

39. Mr. \V. H. W^oodcock, Fugglestone, near Salisbury, Cock and two 
Hens, six months, 2nd prize, 10s. 

Class E.—GAME. 

43. Mr. H. Yates, King’s Arms, Lockerly, Hants, Cock and two Hens, 
two years, Ist prize, U. 

41. Mr. John Stratton, Bodenham, near Salisbury, Cock and two Hens, 
two years and six months, 2nd prize, I Os. 

Class F.—GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. ! 

No competition. j 

Class G.-SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

45. W. G. Chambers, Esq., Portsmouth, Cock and one Hen, three 
years, and one Hen, eight months, 1st prize, U. 

46. W. G, Chambers, Esq., Cock and one Hen, eight months, and one 
Hen, three years, 2nd prize, 105. 

Class H.—GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

No entry. 

Class I.—SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

50. Mrs. Mills, Bisterne, Ringwood, Cock and two Hens, 18 months, 
Ist prize, 1/. 

Class J.—POLAND. 

52. Mr. T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst Railway Station, Cock, eight months, 
two hens, two years, 1st prize, IL 

53. Mr,.T. P. Edwards, Cock and two Hens, seven months, 2nd prize, 105. 
54. Mrs. Mills, Bisterne, Ringwood, Cock and two Hens, 18 months, 

black, white crest, extra prize, 105. 

Class K.—ANY OTHER DISTINCT BREED. 

Commended.—55. Mr. W. Cheyney, Barford Park, Downton, Wilts, 
Cock and two Hens (Game and Malay), 9 months. 

Class N.—BANTAMS. 
No first prize. 
05. Mr. W. H. Woodcock, Fugglestone, near Salisbury, Cock and two 

Hens, aged, 2nd prize, 10s. 

Class M.—BANTAMS, WHITE, BLACK, OR ANY OTHER 
VARIETY. 

67. Major-General Buckley, New Hall, Salisbury, Cock and two Hens, 
1st prize, IL 

72. Mrs. Mills, Bisterne, Ringwood, Cock and two Hens (white, single 
comb), 12 months, 2nd prize, 105. 

Class N.—GEESE. 

78. Mr. C. Pinniger, Rockbourne, Hants, Gander and Goose, five years, 
2nd prize, IO5. 

80. J. F. Hart, Esq., Gander and Goose, four years, Ist prize, 1/. 
In this Class a pen (No. 75) was exhibited by T. Pain, Esq., whose 

united ages amounted to 110 years, i.e., a Gander 10, a Goose 40, and 
a ditto 60; which goes far to establish the fact of these birds reaching 
100 years. 

Class O.—DUCKS. 

82. C. Penruddocke, Esq., Compton Park, Wilts, Drake and two Ducks, 
six months, 1st prize, 1/. i 

85. James North, Ford, Salisbury, Drake and two Ducks (black), six , 
months, 2nd prize, 105. 

Class P.—TURKEYS. 

94. Mr. W. Cheyney, Barford Park, Downton, Wilts, Turkey Cock and 
Hen, six months, Ist prize, U. 

93. C. Penruddocke, Esq., Compton Park, Wilts, Turkey Cock and Hen, 
seven months, 2nd prize, IO5, 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
*♦* \Ve rec|uest that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage GardeneVi^i Amen Corner^ Paternoster Roti\ Lo?idon,'* 

Ivv (X. V. Z.).—There is no doubt wh.atcver upon the point. Ivy 
keeps the wall dry which it covers. 

Pol:\iaise Heating (G. B. C.).—Polmaise, as a mode of heating, has 
seldom been so successful as hot-w'ater. Vou will sec an article by one 
of our correspondents in to-day’s paper ; if your house be treated in that | 
way some nicety will be required in giving the necessary quantity of j 
moisture to the air inside; but as you seem to have accomplished that, 
and supposing you can command the necessary amount of heat, there 
seems no reason to doubt but that the plan will succeed very well. Vou ! 
must be careful that the openings you have made for the escape of hot I 
air be not in contact with the foliage ; notwithstanding its being some- | 
what mellowed by moisture, it is often too violent to be safely trusted j 
amongst tender plants. 

Ventilation (G. B. C.).—Ventilation, like many things else, has 
I undergone a great revolution the last few years. One thing, however, 
i the escape of impure and highly-heated air, at the highest part of 

the building, is still regarded as a necessary thing; but the admission 
of cold air at the opposite lowest extremity, or w’hen in contact with the 
pij)es, flues, or other heating apparatus, has hardly yet advanced so far 
as it ought to do towards perfection that way; but some of our depart¬ 
mental writers will be enlarging on that soon. 

Name of American Apple (hiquisitor).—The small red and yellow 
apples packed in barrels from America are the Laay A]>pte. Otlicr 
answers next weclc. 

Flower-garden Plan {Kegnlar Subseriber).—Your plan is only 
adapted for mixed planting—at least, the four large beds within the 
diamond should be so planted. The basket in the middle might be of 
one strong colour, as scarlet, or yellow’, and bordered with white or pink, 
as, for instance, Tom Tluimbs, Wlute Ivy-leaved Geraniums, or Yellow 
Calceolarias, and Pink Ivy-leaved, or Mangles* Variegated Geranium. 
Without knowing the situation of the house, and the exact line of the 
Rhododendron beds, it would only be guess-work to say what kind of 
beds ought to occupy the rest of the ground; but as the shape of it is 
circular, that also would be the best shape for the beds. Kven if we 
could point out the best situation for the extra beds, there is no index by 
which you could understand the positions ; or, in other words, w'e have 
no data to make out your meaning, and no index to explain our own, 
if we did. 

Camellia Buds turned Brown {Sarah).—The reason w'hy the 
Camellia buds cliange colour, and fall olf, is either too much dryness in 
the air they breathe, or a very bad state of the roots, brought on by one 
or other of a dozen causes. If the roots are at fault, the plants must 
be repotted early next April, reducing the balls as much as possible; 
then smaller pots, a light compost of good loam and sand, with a little 
peat; and, as soon as growth is fairly set in, the plants ought to be 
pruned by a gardener of experience: no written directions will ever do 
for this kind of pruning. 

Oxalis Deppii not Blooming {Ibid).—You surely cannot have the 
right sort. We could not suggest a possible mode of preventing it 
flowering. If you make holes in a gravel W'alk with the end of your 
parasol, and place a root of this Oxalis in each, every one of them will 
flower; if you place it on the surface of a bed, it will make roots, leaves, 
and flowers; if you bury it six inches in rich soil it will come up and 
riow’er; or if you plant it in a bed of sand, or coal-ashes, it is just the 
same for the first flowers; but to flower well the 3'ear after it w’ants a 
bed of good garden mould, and to be kept dry during the w’inter. If 
you have any dry roots now, keep them so till the end of April; then 
plant them by the side of Crocuses. Water them now and then, if the 
summer is dry, and take them up in October, and after that they 
will do well. 

IjAced Polands.—Scrutator says—“As a constant reader of The 
Cottage Gardener, I have had the old spirit for poultry, which intox¬ 
icated me some twenty years ago, revived, although at the present time I 
do not possess a single specimen of the gallinaceous tribe. To such an 
extent has this feeling obtained, that I absolutely went from London on 
Tuesday to witness the exhibition of poultry at Birmingham, intent on 
renewing my acquaintance with either Gold or Silver-Zaccrf Polands (as 
the Rev. Mr, Dixon says they are not, or ought not to be, spangled). 
Having reached Bingley Hall at half-past nine, a.m., you may imagine 
my disappointment at finding not a single pen of well-Zacerf birds, and, 
worse than all, to find that the judges knew nothing whatever of the points 
of excellence of my would -be-pets—the first prize for Silver Polands being 
literally a pen of spotted birds ; and, in fact, one might almost suppose 
that lacing was inadmissable. Nothing could more completely justify 
your remarks that there ought to be separate judges for different breeds, 
and that the different points of excellence should be settled. To this 
end I would suggest to you the propriety of making a commencement in 
The Cottage Gardener ; and should you approve of the suggestion, 
and would accept my humble opinion of the points of Gold and Silver 
Polands (having formerly been a fancier), I shall be only too happy to 
forward it, together with some feathers from differents parts of really 
first-class birds. This would really be a move in the right direction, and 
would induce breeders of first-rate birds to exhibit, which at present they 
have little inclination to do, from the qualities not being understood. 
By-the-by, I observed that prizes were awarded to black Polands which 
had had the black feathers cut away from the anterior portion of their 
top-knots : this should not be.” [We shall be much obliged by the 
proffered communication.—Ed. C. G.] 

Gloxinias and Aciiimenes {A Neiu Irish Suhscriber).~YoMT col¬ 
lection, comprising Spcctabile, Victoria Regina, Princesse de Lamballe, 
I\Iarie Van Houtte, Grande Duchesse Helene, and General Baudeaud, is 
very good. You will improve it by adding G. alba grandijiora, G. 
grandis, G. cnrininata splendens, G. FyJianaj and G. Passinghamii. 

The place where you keep them is too warm; that is the reason whv they 
are now showing symptoms of growth, which they should not do, to'flower 
finely in June, Place them in the coolest part of your stove ; repot, and 
start them into growth about the beginning of February; give no water 
till the shoots appear, and then but slightly, gradually increasing it as 
the plants advance in growth. A shelf in your cooler orchid-house 
would be a good situation for them. Achimenes require the same treat¬ 
ment as Gloxinias, and the same time of starting to bloom in June. The 
following will suit you. We cannot give prices, but may say the whole 
are not dear :—Achimenes Bauraannia hirsuta, A. fimbriata, A. longiflora 
major, A. longiflora alba, A. graudiflora, A. Tugwelliana, A. venusta. 

Most Profitable Rhubarb (A Northamptonshire Subscriber).— ^ 
The most profitable kind of Rhubarb is the Victoria, and the earliest is ' 
the Prince Albert. The best time to plant is October; but as that season 
is past, you may plant any time between this and March. If possible, ' 
let your ground be dry at the time. Send the advertisement, and then 
we can tell )’’ou the charge before we insert it. 

Bees.—A Country Curate wTites to us as follows :—“To ‘ Obsen'er’s * 
query, I would reply, that his experience, in respect to the bees of an old 
stock not leaving the parent hive in any numbers, when the stock had 
been removed to make way for the swarm, is by no means singular. A 
similar occurrence fell under my notice last summer. A box-hive in my ! 

! apiary, with three large windows, now in the possession of a clerical 
friend near Gloucester, having been compelled to swarm on the 1st of ' 
June, was shifted from its original position, on the upper shelf of my 
American bee-house, to a vacant place on the same shelf, three feet 
distant. It was at first carefully closed, to prevent the issue of too many 
bees; but after repeated examinations of the interior condition of the 
hive, finding that the bees continued quiet, I opened the entrance ; 
instead of the usual rush, however, only one or two flew out occasionally 
during the next two or three days, of which, however, not one in ten 
returned. I accounted for it in this way—that, in the first place, the 
young queens (of which there were two still unhatched in the box) were 
in a very forward state, which would have the effect of tran(|uiUizing the 
bees, even though they missed their old queen-mother. The senior of 
these princesses, in fact, issued two or three days later, and is that queen 
alluded to in a former number of The Cottage Gardener, who, after 
continuing sterile for about a month, suddenly became prolific, and laid 
upwards of /.“iO eggs in two days. Secondly, I argued, there must evi¬ 
dently be a great proportio&i of (|uitc young bees just hatched, that had 
not yet ventured much, if at all, abroad. At the end of four or five days, 
however, they became very active ; a few dead nymphs were curried out, 
and the hive became as active as any in the apiary. Instances like the 
above may frequently occur; but, perhaps, in such cases, a combination 
of the above circumstances are necessary. Sometimes it happens that a 
hive is almost entirely deserted by the older bees, especially when a 
delayed prime-swarm issues. In this case, of course, there could not be 
expected a very numerous subsequent issue to rejoin the bees in the old 
stand, as w'hat bees remained, would naturally gather round the infant 
brood of royalty, as well as be stu)>ified by the rapidly-falling tempe¬ 
rature of the hive, until the population has so much increased as to rouse 
them up again. I may add, that I have never possessed an observatorj’- 
hive, such as your correspondent speaks of.” 

Lilies (J. B.).—We should readily give you the desired information 
respecting your Lilies, but do not know what kind of Lilies you are 
speaking of. Send us a specimen of them, and we will set you right. 
Your plant sent, which was given you by an old gardener, is one of the 
best of plants for summer bedding-out in the flow’er-garden. It is a 1 

hardy, greenhouse, under shrub, and roots freely from cuttings. Its i 

name is Cielestma ageratoideSy or Ageratum-like Ccelestina. i 

Bacon Hopper (A Ilalf-pay Officer).—I suppose the Bacon Hopper 
is identical with the Cheese Hopper, Piophila casei (see Cottage Gar- j 
DENER, vol. 4, page 7P); but it is curious that our Natural History Insect I 
Books make no mention of its also attacking bacon. If your corres¬ 
pondent rears any flies, I shall be glad of a few specimens, as it may ; 
proveto be one of the other species of the same genus.—J. O. West- 
wood. I 

Orchard.—If your forty-one trees are standards, that is, nearly six 
feet high in the stem, you may by all means plant dwarfs between, but do 
not depend on severe pruning for limitation ; this is downright bad 
gardening. Make platforms not more than fifteen inches deep, to force 
the roots near the surface. We should get the trees on dw arfing-stocks, 
viz., Pears on the Quince, Apples on P.aradise, &c. Mr. Rivers, of Saw- 
bridgeworth, is highly to be relied on, for plants on the dwarfing system. 
Plant the following:—Apples.—Ashmead’s Kernel, Lamb Abbey Pear- 
main, Braddick’s Nonparicl, Hick’s Fancy, Gooseberry Apple, Beauty of 1 
Kent, Pearson’s Plate, Adams’ Pearmain, Golden Reinette, Alfriston, | 
Mank’s Codlin, Kerry Pippin, Fearn’s Pippin, William’s Pippin, King 
of Pippins, Ribston Pippin, John Apple, Keswick Codlin, Dumelow’s 
Seedling. Pears.—Beurre d’Amanlis, Easter Beurre, Dunmore, Ca- 
piamnont, Glout Morceaux, Ne plus Meuris, Beurre Diel. 

Strawberries (.1 Constant Subscriber). — Your strawberries will 
defeat the end in view; they cannot be forced early; might do for a frame 
in February. 

List of Fruit Trees {A Country Parson).—For Dessert Apples : 
Williams’ Pippin, Lamb Abbey Pearmain, Kerry Pippin. For Kitchen 
Apples: Dumelow’s Seedling, Manks’ Codlin, Beauty of Kent, Goose- ! 
berry Apple. Five Sorts of Plums—Fot Dessert: Greengage and Golden 
Drop. And for Tarts: Washington, Magnum Bonum, and Orleans, i 
Your Hollyhocks must be either too young, or hard-worn old plants, or 
the soil is weak. 

Grafting on Upper Side of Branches {Verax), — It is almost 
immaterial how you put the scions in, so long as at least on one side bark 
meets bark once; consequently, the alburnous matter is well in con¬ 
tact. We, in the case of apples, pears, simply cut off a slice, as 
in whip grafting, only horizontal instead of perpendicular, and make a 
slit, as in the whip mode, to steady the graft, taking care to lit one side, 
as before stated. The slice cut must be through the inner bark, and a i 
little way into the w’ood; of course, a similar slice is cut from the scion. 
We believe that Bon Louis Pear is a very old and discarded variety. Wc ! 
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little doubt it is the original Louis Bonne of ‘‘ London and Wise’s Com¬ 
plete Gardener,” where, at page 59, you will find a long account of it. 
This work is dated 1710. 

Roses {Ihid).—Will not Felicite perpetuelle do for your west wall ? If 
your Blairii, No. 2, is like ours was last and the previous year, it will 
throw out bunches in plenty from the axillary buds in May and June. 
We simply prune away the immature points of the gross shoots in March, 
removing totally much of the old spray. We think it the I)e8t plan with 

, the Himalayan Conifers to sow them immediately, in boxes containing a 
I free loam in a moist state, and then to cover the boxes tw'o inches deep 

with sphagnum, to supersede the necessity of watering if possible; for 
watering is apt to rot them in the act of germination. 

Periodical (S—ll."),—The work you name comes out monthly. 

Raubits (J. S. a.).—Our correspondent says he has been a rabbit 
fancier these thirty years, and that he bred the longest eared rabbit ever 
known. He has her, for it was a doe, preserved in a glass-case. Her 
ears, from tip to tip, measured twenty-two inches, and each ear in widtli 
was five inches and three-eighths. Her weight ISlbs. We quite agree 
with you that a series of papers on the breeding and rearing of rabliits 
would be very useful, and if you will write them, we will publish them in 
The Cottage Gardener. 

Vine Border (/. IF.).—If needed, a top dressing of guano, bone- 

. dust, rape-cake, and limy rubbish, w’ould make as good a compost as 

i could be devised. 

Green Mildew.—L. C. says his house faces the north, and is con¬ 
stantly covered with green mildew. He would be obliged by any one 
saying what is a known remedy. 

Goo.seberry and Currant Caterpillars.—//. ilL, Belfast, would 
like to hear if anyone has tried the applying of liquid manure to the 
roots of gooseberry and currant bushes, as a prevention to the ravages 
of the Caterpillar, and if so, with what success. 

Potatoes {An Old Subscriber).—The Ash-leaved Kidney is early, 
prolific, and keeps well. Your potatoes that were diseased being a late 
ripening variety, is enough to account for their being diseased, whilst 
the early ones escaped, although the ground for the latter was manured. 
At the same time, let us repeat, that general experience agrees that dung, 
or other stimulating manure, applied to the potato crop, increases the 
murrain upon it. An answer to your other query next week. 

Musk Ducks {C. B. C.).—We cannot say where these are to be 
purchased. But see Advertisement. 

Work on Poultry {H. H., Dublin).—The work mentioned at 
p. 150, will be a separate publication, with coloured plates. 

Male Blossoms of Cucumbers {CUmde Mebiotte).—In reply to 
your enquiry whether Mr. Rust is correct in his practice, stated at page 
187, in taking off “ all male blossoms, as they are of no use, except when 
seed is required,” we will reprint the testimony we gathered together 
some years since. That impregnation is absolutely required, where seed 
is to be obtained, no one disputes. Mr. W. P. Ayres says, that so far as 
the production of fruit is concerned, impregnation is “ neither good nor 
harm,” and cites, in proof of this, a braee of fruit, which he cut on the 
8tli of February, I81O, each nineteen inches long, which had never been 
impregnated ; for, at the time the female flowers expanded, there was not 
a male blossom on the premises, and consequently no impregnation 
could take i)lace. Since that time he has cut hundreds of fruit, the 
flowers of which never expanded, and the same has been done by several 
of his acquaintances. In fact, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Spivey, Mr. Judd, and 
the Messrs. Ayres, will undertake to procure, at the May fete of the 
Horticultural Society, from ten to twenty brace of fruit, as good as can 
be obtained by impregnation, the flowers of which shall be removed from 
the fruit before there is any chance of their being impregnated. Where 
long fruit is desired, Mr. Ayres thinks impregnation po.sitively injurious, 
because, if seed is the result of impregnation, the energy of the plant 
will be expended in perfecting the seed, instead of in the production of 
fruit, as every practical man knows that the production of one seed from 
it will weaken the plant more than a dozen fruit fit for table. There are 
instances in nature of plants perfecting their fruit without impregnation, 
as in the different varieties of figs; and why not the cucumber do the 
same ? Another practical gardener, Mr. Kyle, says, some years ago, as 
he was pegging down some plants, he broke the flower off the fruit, at 

! least four or five days before it would have expanded. He left it, how- 
I ever, and, to his agreeable surprise, it swelled off as handsome a fruit as 
, any he had during that season. From that time he has never taken the 
i least trouble respecting impregnation, unless when wanting to save seed. 
1 Mr. W. Charlton gives similar testimony, for he says, some of the finest 
! fruit he ever grew never opened a blossom. In one instance, he broke 
I ofl' the unexpanded corolla, and the end of the fruit, notwithstanding 
’ which the fruit swelled, and was eaten at table {Card. Chron.). Such 
^ testimony as this is unimpeachable as far as it can possibly be carried ; 

which is no more than this, cucumbers unimpregnated have been known 
to attain a good size and perfection. But it by no means refutes the 

I opinion, that, to be most certain of a fruit not falling immaturely, one 
condition is that it should l*e impregnated. 

OuT-MAN(KuvERiNG THE Sparrows.—N, TF. M. says—“The follow¬ 
ing hint may be acceptable to some of your readers. I reside a short dis¬ 
tance out of Dublin, and am infested with an innumerable quantity of 
sparrows, who contend with my fowls for the food thrown to them. I feed 
my fowls principally on oats, one-fourth of which was, I conceive, daily 
consumed by the sparrows ; it was useless to think of driving them away, 
I only frightened my cocks and hens, who took greatly longer to return 
to tlie food than the said sparrows. Lately, I was obliged to get my oats 
bruised, as my horse, like myself, is getting old, and, to my joy, I find 
that I have completely nonplussed the sparrows, You are aware the 
sparrow always shells the oat; in its bruised state they find this impos¬ 
sible; and they now content themselves with the few oats that happen 
to have lost the shell; and since I commenced with the bruised oats, I 

i have not one sparrow for the dozens I had hitherto, while my fowls seem 
I equally well |)leased with the oats in the bruised state.” 

I Sale ok Cochins {Le Chant du Cochet).—We cannot publish what 
you ask ; the binls, though good, were not of autticient mark to claim the 

distinction. The catalogue gives you the pedigrees, and your stud book 
should be always in your pocket. 

Names of Plants {Novice).—Your Orchids are, No. 1, Sophronitis 
cernua', and, No, 2, Dendrobhim moniliforme. No. .“I, Lycopodium 
denticulatum. No. 4, SaUtreja montana, or Winter Savory. {B. B.)— 
Your white flower, we think, is Epacris hyarinthijiora ; and the leathery- 
leafed one Piper glahrmn. 

CALENDAR FOR JANUARY. 

ORCHID HOUSE. 

Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vaiidas, and such-like Indian plants, give ; 
water to once during the month. Air. In this first month of the year ! 
we frequently have severe frosty nights, and clear, bright, sunny 
days. The heat necessary to keep out the frost, and the bright sun, 
will raise the temperature of the house too high ; to lower it to the 
right pitch air must be given, and the apertures to give air ought 
to be so placed that the cold air does not rush in directly upon or 
through the plants. The best place for the openings is directly oppo¬ 
site the pipes ; the air then becomes heated in a degree before it 
reaches the plants. Blocks: plants on these will require attention; 
any that are loose should be refastened ; cleanse the leaves and pseudo¬ 
bulbs from green scurf and all kinds of in.sects. Cyrtopodiums, see 
to ; if any fresh growth is observable, repot in a rich compost. Den- 

duobiums, remove into a cool house; such as show growth may be 
potted and kept moderately moist. Heat ; keep both the houses to the 
lowest point of heat for the first half of the month ; as the days lengthen 
allow the heat to increase a few degrees. Insects, continue to destroy. 
Moisture : on sunny days sprinkle the walks, walls, and pipes, two or 
three times a day. Phaius grandiflorus, now flowering, give plenty 
of water, and, if convenient, plunge the pots in a bed of heated leaves, 
or tanner’s bark. Potting, continue to perform upon all orchids 
beginning to grow. Soils, procure, such as fibrous peat and turfy 
loam; lay them in a place to dry, to be ready for the general potting 
next month. Sobralias, place in a cool house; heat 55° by day, and 
50° by night; cut down all the shoots that flowered the preceding summer 
to allow room for the young shoots ; keep them quite dry while at rest. 
Stanhopeas in baskets, if growing, dip in tepid water. Syringe 

blocks, as directed la.st month. Water at the routs, apply carefully; 
do not wet the young shoots. T. Applebv, 

PLANT STOVE. 

See last month. Prepare a hotbed, e., to strike cuttings in. Climb¬ 

ers lieginning to grow, tie in. Krantiiemums, ami other winter¬ 
flowering plants, give manure water to occasionally. Turn fan-beds, 
and renew the heat by adding fresli bark. Pot a second batch 
of Achimenes, Gesnerns, and Glo.rinias, to succeed those done last 
month. Give moderate supplies of tvaier till they begin to grow. The 
heat of this house must still he kept low, as too much excitement will, 
for want of light, cause the plants to grow weak, and the young leaves to 
come yellow. Seeds of stove plants, sow, e., giving only one watering 
till they begin to appear. Hard-shelled seeds steep in water heated to 
180° or 200°; leave them till the water cools. Sponge all large leaves, 
to clear otf dust and insects. Surface-stir the earth in pots, and 
clear off weeds .and moss, and add a top-dressing of fresh compost. 

T. Appleby. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWKUS. 

Air. Whenever the sun overcomes the frost draw off the lights, it 
will refresh the plants much ; if kept on the plants will liegin to grow, 
and will be more liable to suffer from close covering tluring severe 
vveather. In dull, humid, mild weather, give air at the back or sides by 
tilting up the lights. Anemones may yet he planted; choose a dry day 
for the purpose ; cover the tubers with a thin layer of white sand. 
Auriculas and Polyanthuses, dress off decayed leaves; search for 
slugs in the frames and under the pots. Carnations and Picotees, 

water when dry ; pick oft* decayed leaves. Any leaves not decaying, but 
showing spots on them, remove ; it is the plague of these plants. Chry¬ 
santhemums now partially at rest, water once; any advanced shoots 
cut off, and make cuttings of; those out-of-doors place a slight covering 
of tanner’s bark round, to protect them from frost. Cinerarias will 
now be showing flower ; water when dry; pot seedlings; repot young, 
small plafits, struck late, to encourage growth. Calceolaria seed¬ 
lings, pot off from pans; repot young plants ;^give plenty of air to ; smoke 1 

frequently, to destroy green fly; attend closely to watering, and avoid • 
wetting the leaves ;*pick otf daily all decaying leaves, and clear.the surface 
of the soil of moss. These are, as the term is, miffy plants, and soon 
lost, without great care through this month. As the frost in this month ' 
is often very severe, apply Coverings of sullicient thickness to keep it 
out; light, open material, such as fern or straw, with a single mat over 
it to prevent it blowing about, is better than a covering of three mats 
laid close upon each other. Dahlias, examine, and clear away all 
decaying tops or bulbs ; any roots quite gone throw out at once. 
Fuchsias : as soon as shoots are made half-an-inch long, slip them off, 
and put them in sand under hand-glasses to strike ; these early short 
cuttings, or slips, strike easily and quickly. Hollyhocks; should the 
weatlier be open, plant them out; if not already done, the so >ner this is 
done the better chance there is to have a good bloom. Use hoops and mats 
over the Tulip and Hyacinth beds in severe frosty or heavy rainy 
weather. Lobelias (Tall), keep from severe frost, and moderatidy dry. 
Pansie.s in pots, look to, and water gently when dry ; search frequently 
for slugs ; those in the open air, in mild weather close the earth (loosened 
by frost) to the plants; if open weather, give a top-dressing of decayed 
leaves and a little soot. Pinks : after the frost is gone press the soil to 
with the hand firmly, or they will be thrown quite out of the ground. 
Ranunculuses may be planted, weather permitting, the last week in 
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I the month (see former numher of The Cottage Gardener as to the 
manner); water, give none in frosty weather, but as soon as a change 
takes place apply it early in the morning of a line day. Verbenas, give 
air to; trim oft’ decaying leaves and mould; stop such as are growing 
and drawing up weak. T. Appleby, 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Annuals in borders, keep free from fallen leaves or other litter; and, 
if the weather is line, sow a few more at the end of the month. Bulbs, 
see that mice or rats do not get to them : fresh soot keeps them off for 
awhile. Cuttings, of various hardy deciduous shrubs, climliing roses, 
and the like, may yet be put in. Edgings, see that they are in good 
order; slate edgings are the best, then box: either may be laid this 

I month. If the soil is dry at the end of the month, plant some Gladioli, 
such as Paittacinus, Gandavensis, and their varieties, and continue in 

* monthly succession to the end of April. Forget not to procure such 
stakesj rods^ pegs^ and tallies^ as may be wanted next summer, in time. 
Destroy raf.v, micCi and other creatures destructive to seeds and roots. 
Again look at the protected plants, to see they are dry. Grass, keep it 
clean and well rolled. Hedges, evergreen and otherwise, may yet be 
planted and dressed. Layers of evergreens, or deciduous shrubs, may 
be made as the borders are cleaned. JManure, in composts, apply to 
such flower-beds as may require assistance; and in a solid, rotten state 
to all roses. Mulch all newly-planied trees, he. Potted plants in 
reserve garden secure from frosts. Planting, push forward in mild 
weather. Privet, make cuttings of the young shoots for increase. 
Prune and regulate every tree or bush which requires it; l)c more sparing 
with evergreens. Ranunculuses, if the soil he dry, plant a lot for 
another succession. Hoses, prune, plant, and dung, if not already 
done; protect Tea and young Bourhous; and wash them with strong 
lime and soot paint, to kill moss and insects. Seedlings, and all young 
plants, protect according to their hardihood and strength. Suckers, 
pull up and destroy, unless wanted for increase, as those of some roses, 
&c. Trench vacant ground. Walks, roll as soon as they are dry, 
after rains or frost, and keep them regularly cleaned. Weeds, destroy 
everywhere. Wiibeling, reserve for frosty or very dry weather. Four 
times, within our memory, after unusual mild weather to the middle of 
January, we experienced severe frost and rough weather; provide against 
another of these trials in time, and see that everything is ready for 
securing a supply of ice at the first opportunity. D. Beaton. 

ORCHARD. 

Apples, cleanse from blight, moss, &c.; brine and soft soap are good 
for such purpose. Bush-fruit, plant, prune. Composts, procure and 
prepare. Cherries, plant, prune. Cuttings, plant of Gooseberries. 
Currants, &c. Chestnuts, plant. Dress all borders. Figs, protect. 
Fruit-room, look over weekly; be sparing in giving air; remove de¬ 
caying fruit, and keep the room dark. Filberts, plant. Fork, borders. 
Gooseberries, plant, prune. Lavers, make. Loam, procure for 
stations. Mulching, perform. Mulberries, plant. Medlars, 
plant. Nails anrf S/trerfi', dress. Nectarines: See PeacJies. Plums, 
plant, prune. Pears, plant; prune ordinary kinds. Peaches, plant, 
prune, train, and dress. Planting in general proceed with. Stations, 
make. Training in general proceed with. Trenching, carry on. 
Trees, stake. Vines, prune and train. Walnuts, plant. Wall- 
trees, in general prune and regulate. Wash, the following, may be 
applied to walls: two-parts soot, two-parts sulphur, four-parts lime, 
applied with a brush into every crevice ; urine or soap-suds, or both, may 
be employed to mix with. H. Errington. 

FORCING-HOUSE. 

Air: See Ventilation, Asparagus, get out succession-beds on mild 
heat. Apricots: See Peach. Bottom-heats, sustain and assist, 72° 
to 78°. Cucumbers, top, dress, train. Cherries! See Peach. 
Coverings, use where possible, to save fire-heat, and to protect from 
extremes. Figs: See Peach, Fires, use discreetly. Glass, wash all 
roofs. Grapes, ripe, use fires and air liberally, remove decaying berries. 
Insects, extirpate ; use fumigation, the sponge, and soft soap. Kidney- 
beans, pot, and provide successions. Nectarines and Peaches, in 
bloom, air liberally, and shake to disperse the pollen. BIusurooms, 
protect well, if out doors; in house, use much water on floors. Pines, 
continue to sustain proper heat to, cover well in dung-pits, and remove 
linings. Pf.aciies: See Nectarines. Hoots, protect in boxes, tubs, 
^c. Strawberries, give air and light, use liquid-manure where 
blossoming; introduce successions. Tarragon and other herbs, in¬ 
troduce to heat. Ventilate as freely as you dare. Vinery (Early), 
proceed steadily; keep a moist air; raise the heat at blooming-time; 
use sulphur against mildew. Water, always use in a tepid state. 

H. Errington. 

GREENHOUSE. 

Air, admit at every favourable opportunity, whenever the temperature 
outside is above 35°, except in windy or foggy weather, especially among 
Heaths, Epacrises, and Azaleas that you do not wish to bloom early. In 
foggy weather, though warm, it will be advisable to put on a little fire, 
to change the visible to invisible vapour. If the fog was of short con¬ 
tinuance, and could be kept out of the house, air might be dispensed 
with, as well as fires, though it should not be forgotten that the motion 
given to tlie air by a little firing is a great security for the health of the 
plants in dull weather. Soft-wooded plants should be kept at one end of 
the house. Bulbs and hardy Shrubs, such as Lilacs, Azaleas, and 
Roses, introduce from the forcing-house, placing them at the closest and 
warmest end of the house ; Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Geraniums, and 
Chinese Primroses, clean, shift, and supply at times with manure-water. 
Camellias and Cytisdses opening their buds, supply with manure- 
water. Climbers, prune in, if not already done, those that produce 
their flowers on the young wood ; others, such as Kennedyas, now 
flowering and growing, attend to; and especially train, every day, the 
Tropveolams, if you wish to prevent confusion. No time should be lost 

in potting such kinds as Tricolorum, Jarrattii, Speciosa, Azurea, &c., 
if not already done. Fires, light in close, dull weather, to enable you 
to give a circulation of air. Beware of heating too much when frosty, 
as, without due precaution, the atmosphere will be too dry ; it is better 
to use coverings for the glass. This is more particularly to be attended 
to, after the dull moist weather we have had. Fuchsias : the for- 
wardest may now be pruned and repotted. Geraniums and Cinerarias 
will, in all likelihood, want cleaning and fumigating. The first may now 
be repotted for late Blay and early June blooming, and the latter must be 
shifted and kept growing, sb as to prevent them throwing up llower- 
stalks, if late bloom and large specimens are desired. Where room is 
limited, a fine display is obtained by successions, and using not larger 
than six-inch pots. Not a withered leaf, nor an aphis, should stand 
longer than when seen. When the fly covers a leaf in myriads, smoking 
with tobacco then, is tantamount to labour and money thrown away. 
Hoses in pots, for April and May and June blooming, in the greenhouse, 
finish pruning; wash with a paint of soot, sulphur, and clay; top-dress 
with rich compost; and plunge, if possible, in a house or pic—sawdust 
will be a good material—and give at first a temperature of 40° to 45° at 
night, and from 45° to 55° during the day. Succulents, unless growing 
and snowing flower, refrain from watering. Tropwoiuni Lobbiannm, and 
jManettin hicolur, will be great ornaments now, in a warmish dry green¬ 
house. Water plants only when requisite, and perform the operation 
after breakfast, using water rather higher than the medium temperature 
of the house. Place a few Achimenes, Gesnera, and Gloxinia roots into 
heat for early blooming. In a conservatory or greenhouse, where no 
hard-wooded plants to speaic of are grown, and where a medium heat of 
50° can he maintained—that is, 45° at night, and 55° during the day— 
Puinsettia piUrherrima, Euphorbia Jacquinifiora, he., may be in¬ 
troduced from the stove. For the Pobisettia especially, if a little extra 
heat can be given in April, a close cold pit in summer, an average night 
temperature of 50° in October, and a medium of from 45° to 55°in winter, 
nothing can surpass the brilliance of the large crimson floral leaves, for a 
couple of months, at this period, while the brilliancy remains longer in 
such a house, than in a plant stove. (See Calendar of last month.) 

R. Fisn. 

KITCHEN-GARDEN. 

Artichokes, attend to, shelter, &c. Asparagus, plant in hotbed; 
attend to that forcing ; temperature about 65°, and at night 50°. Beans, 
plant, b.; earth-stir among often; advancing crops protect from frost; 
plant in hotbed, if required. BEET(red), plantforseed. Brocoli, protect 
from frost. Cabbages, plant, e.; sow, e.; plant for seed. Cardoons, 
attend to, shelter, he. Carrots, sow small crop ; plant for seed ; (early I 

Horn) sow on gentle hotbeds, till the frame up well with earth, so as to | 
bring the crop up close to the glass ; attend to early thinning-out, and j 
earth-stirring with a little pointed stick among all frame crops. Cauli- | 
flowers in frames, attend to protection from frost, and give all open i 
air possible in open weather, by taking the lights entirely off; also, hand¬ 
glass crops, clear away all decayed leaves and slugs, and earth-stir often; 
if young plants are required, a pinch of seed may be sown in pans, and 
placed in any heated structure, but have a gentle hotbed made up ready 
to prick them out upon, keeping the young crop up close to the glass. 
Celery, earth up, shelter, he. Composts, prepare and turn over. Cu¬ 
cumbers, sow and prick out; temperature, by day, 70®to75°, and at 
night 65°, Dung, for hotbeds, prepare in earnest; wheel on to vacant 
ground. Earth for hotbeds, prepare. Earth-stir, and fasten plants 
disturbed by frost, &c. Endive, blanch, protect. Frost, protect 
plants from, by temporary cpvering. Ground, trench vacant. Horse¬ 
radish, plant at anytime during the month in open weather. Hotbeds, 
make and attend to. Jerusalem Artichokes, take up and replant in 
open weather, at any time during the month. Kidney-beans, sow in 
succession in hotbed, &c. Kale (Sea), attend to ; force in succession. 
Lettuces, iii frames, attend ; protect from frost; sow on warm border, 
e. LiauoRiCE, plant, e., and dig up three-year-old. Melons, sow, for 
fruiting in I\Iay;day temperature 75°, night 65°. Mint, force, in hot¬ 
bed. BIusiiroom Beds, make, and attend to those producing; procure 
horse-droppings for. BIustard and Cress, sow in hotbed. Onions, 
clear from weeds ; examine stored ; sow a small crop, e.; plant for seed. 
Parsley, sow, e.; protect from frost. Parsnips, plant for seed. 
Peas, protect from birds by straining a single string of worsted along 
over the row; attend to the early pea sowing as near the first of 
the month as possible. It is a good maxim to always have a 
mouse trap or two set about the pea quarters. Sow; earth-stir; ! 
shelter from frost; and prepare sticks. This is a good season for 
making main sowings of early and second early peas where the soil 
works well and the weather is open. Potatoes, plant in slight hotbed ; | 
and they may also be planted out in the open border, or quarters, in I 
fine open weather, where the soil works well. Examine those in the store, j 
Radishes, sow, in hotbed; thin out as soon as the plants can be handled, | 
and sift a little dry earth among them ; sow in border, e. Rape (for ] 
sulading), sow in hotbed; (edible-rooted,) sow. Rhubarb, attend to; 
force, either in pots, to be planted in some heated structure, or covered i 
up with pots or tubs and fermenting materials. Salading (Small), sow. 
Savoys, plant for seed. Spinach, keep clear from weeds and fallen 
leaves ; make a small sowing toward the end of the month. Tansy', plant 
in hotbed. Tarragon,plant in hotbed. Turnips, plantfor seed ; should 
the weather seem inclined to set in severe, store in a good supply, or heap 
them and cover them over with coal-ashes. Weeds, continually destroy, 
and do any work which will lessen that of the following busier months ; 
in particular, such as planting all the main out-door crops of potatoes, 
wherever the soil will allow of it, and the weather is favourable. Wood- 
lice, destroy in the mushroom-house by trapping under dry hay, and 
scalding it in hot-water ; or by baiting small pots with boiled potatoes, | 
or slices of potatoes under dry moss. T. Weaver. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
iu the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William ' 
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—December 30th, 1852. i 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M' W JANUARY C-12, 1853. 
Weathek neae London in 1851. 

Sun ! Sun Moon Moon’s Clock Day of 
Year. D D 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. ; Sets. R.& S. Age. aft. Sun. 

6 Th Epifhany. Twelfth Day. 29 919 —29./87: 49—35 s. _ 7 a. 8 5 a. 4 4 24 26 6 15 6 
7P Acilius sulcatus; ponds. 29.805 — 29.508 49—27 S.W. 06 6 5 48 27 6 42 7 
8 S Dyticus marginalis; ponds. 29.863-29.18! 49—32 s.w. 09 7 8 7 5 28 7 7 8 
9 Sun 1 Sunday after Epiphany. 29.460—29.1.18 39—26 S.W. — 6 9 sets. 

(s; 7 32 9 
10 Jf Dvticus punctulatus; ponds. 29.714—29.663 50—25 w. 08 5 ' 11 5 a 2 7 67 10 
11 To Hydrous piceus; ponds* 29.210 — 29.022 51—43 w. 07 5 12 6 18 2 8 21 11 
12 VV Surrotriuiu inuticum. 29.326 — 29,151 54—36 S.w. 62 4 13 7 31 3 8 44 12 

I^Ibtro&ology of thb Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-five years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 40.2° and 30.3° respectively. The greatest heat, 54°, occurred on the 7th in 1845 ; and the lowest cold, 6°, on the 8th 
in 1841. During the period 113 days were fine, and on Gp rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POP'Py-WORTS.—PAPAVERACEA!. 

PAPATOR. POPPY. 

{Continuedfrom page 21.5.) 

Section II.—Poppies with smooth, cupsules. 

Papayer dubium: Long Smooth-headed Poppy. 

Description.—This is an annual, and so much resembling 
the species which we shall next describe, P. rhoeas, as to be 
frequently mistaken for it. Stem many-flowered, about two 
feet high, woolly at the lower part, but more bristly towards 
the top, the bristles on the seed-vessel stalks lying close to 
them, and whilst young of a beautiful silvery appearance. 
Leaves doubly pinnatifid, with the edges and mid-ribs hairy. 
Capsule or seed-vessel smooth, length much greater than 
the breadth, wider at the top than at the lower part, angular ; 
rays of the stigma on its summit from six to ten. As the 
capsule ripens its lower part separates from the lid suffi¬ 
ciently to allow the ripe seed to escape without their being 
exposed to wet in the capsule. Petals broader than they 
are long, light scarlet, but i)aler than those of any other of 
our red Poppies. Stamens line like ; pollen, yellow. 

Places where found.—In fields where the soil is sandy. 
Time of Jloweriug.—June and July. 
History.—Its name dubium, doubtful, alludes to the un¬ 

certainty at first felt whether it differed from P. rlueas, but 

the doubt no longer is entertained. Jacquin has described 
a white-flowered variety having a dark purple spot at the 
bottom of each petal, but this has never been discovered in 
Britain. About Shanklin Chine, and other parts of the Isle 
of Wight, is found a very hairj', or shaggy variety, as re¬ 
presented in Christian's Flora Danica, 1)02. The calyx is 
studded with large transparent globules, with a bristle 
springing from out of each. The capsule is nearly twice as 
long as it is broad, being longer than in P. rlueas, but 
shorter than in the species, P. dubium. ( Withering. Martyn. 
Smith.) 

Papaver rhceas : Corn Poppy; Bed Poppy. 
Description.—This, the commonest of all the Poppies, is 

an annual. Stem from one to two feet high, upright, cylin- 
I drical, branched, purjilish at the lower part, clothed with 

spreading tawny-coloured hairs, having bulb-like bottoms. 
Leaves stalkless, rather sheathing the stem, hairy on both 

j sides, pinnatifid, with the segments unequally toothed, each 
' tooth rolled back at the edge, horny at the top, and ending 

in a small spine. Flower-stalks long, cylindrical, upright, 
single-flowered, clothed with hairs spreaihng horizontally. 
The twK) sepals of the Calyx bristly, and skin like on the 
edges. Petals bright scarlet, often black at the bottom. 
Capsule urn-shaped, smooth, with a convex stigma, purplish, 
and ten or twelve-rayed. Capsule marked with as many 
raised lines as there are rays to the stigma. Seeds dark 
purple. 

Places where found.—In fields everywhere, being a trouble¬ 
some weed. 

Time of Jloivering.—June and .July. 
History.—Rheas is the Greek for a wild Poppy, and of 

them all this is the most common all over Europe. In this 
country its universal prevalence has subjected it to various 
local names, among which are Corn-rose, Cop or Cup- 
rose, Canker-rose, Pied-weed, Head-wark, Eed-mailkes, &c. 
In Shropshire and Staffordshire it is said to be very rare, its 
place being taken by P. dubium. Garden culture has raised 
from it many beautiful varieties, all of which, as well as 
their parent, are remarkable for their large flowers being 
packed so compactly as to be contained in a comparatively 
small flower-bud. From the petals of the wild species the 
Draper Bee {Apis papaveris) prepares the hangings of her 
apartment. She dexterously cuts out the petals when about 
half-expanded, straitens their folds, shapes them to her 
purpose, and lines with them the cell that is to be the abode 
of her offspring. 

The petals of this Poppy give out, when soaked in water, 
a beautiful crimson colour, which is named from them 
Coquelicot—^this being the French name for the flower. The 1 
petals have a narcotic smell, and a slightly bitter taste. | 
When dried they have a wine red colour. The drying is 
effected with difficulty, and when dried they must be kept in a 
very dry place. They are chiefly used in making Syrup of Red 
Poppies, which may have a very slight soothing effect ; and 
foreign medical men prefer to opium an extract from the 
capsules of this plant. {Martyn. Withering. Smith. 
Duncan.) 

In whatever degree, either as regards mere numbers, or 

their relative merits, the Poultry Exhibitions of the year 

1852 may have exceeded those of 1851, there can be 

little doubt but that 1853 will witness a still further 

increase of the public interest that has hitherto been so 

liberally accorded to them. 

With this prospect before us, it may be useful to 

consider how far our present arrangements for these 

No. CCXXIIL, VoL. IX. 
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shows may he capable of improvement,'so as to render 

them still more effective, in promoting the general intro¬ 

duction of better breeds of domestic poultry. 

Apart from all controversy, as to whether Shanghaes, 

Spanish, or Dorkings, may prove the most economical 

race for general purposes, it is evident that mere fancy, 

and the gratification of individual taste, would long ago 

[ have failed to support the present ardour for poultry¬ 

keeping, had not the further inducement of a good 

return for money so invested been realized wherever 

judgment and attention were duly combined. Tf ten 

guineas, twenty guineas, and thirty guineas were readily 

paid at Birmingham, for the choicer pens of Shanghaes, 

the ticlcet “ Sold," was also appended to a very largo 

majority of the Dorkings, and with an eagerness, too, 

tliat showed that the original outlay, thougli merely 

for farm-yard stock, was regarded as a profitable invest¬ 

ment. Tims Game Fowls, the different varieties of 

Haniburghs, Geese, Turkeys, and Ducks all participated 

in the general verdict of approbation passed on that 

occasion, and which stamped tlnit Exhibition wth the 

cliaracter of practical utility. 'The most economical 

production of eggs and fat chickens, then, appeared to be 

no less the calculation of buyers, than symmetry of form 

and beauty of plumage. 
The column of The Cottage Gardener, which may 

contain the Exhibition days of the Poultry Societies for 

tlie present year, 1852, will, therefore, we anticipate, be 

greatly extended. But, at the same time, care should be i 

taken not too far to subdivide the districts which are to 

be included within the area of the several operations. 

Such subdivision is an error the more to be guarded 

against, since its ill effects have long been visible in the 

case of many local Agricultural Societies, where they 

I have so multiplied, that towns in the immediate vicinity 

of each other have each their separate meeting. The 

objections referable to the one case are equally appli- 

’ cable to the other; and not to go through what might 

j be made a long catalogue of errors in such practice, it 

will be sufficient for our present purpose to observe, 

that in such cases, stock, whether Oxen, Sheep, Pigs, 

Horses, or Poultry, labour under the disadvantage, that 

instead of being placed in comparison with the picked 

birds of adjoining counties, they are, in too many cases, 

competitors only with their near neighbours. The con- 

; sequence is inevitable, and in Agricultural Societies 

has been very generally admitted. Exhibitors, if 

victorious, are too apt to rest satisfied with their local 

laurels, while, if unsuccessful, they aim at no higher 

mark than their more fortunate neighbour has already 

attained to. In either instance, that progressive im¬ 

provement, which year after year should bring about, is 

wanting, and ono most important end in tlie institution 

of these Associations falls to the ground. Hence tlie 

great advantage of a meeting such as that whicli has 

just been held at Birmingham. Not one county only, 

not even the Northern, Southern, Midland, Eastern, or 

Western divisions of England, were there alone re¬ 

presented, but from Cornwall to Essex, and from Hamp- 

j shire to Yorkshire, competitors of high caste entered the 

lists. The victors in such an assemblage may well, 

therefore, be regarded as models for oiar present imi¬ 

tation, whatever further development of excellence 

future years may effect. Every poultry-keeper, therefore, 

would find it answer his purpose to make a yearly 

excursion to Birmingham, or some of the other large 

exhibitions, and if, hitherto, he has thought sufficiently 

well of his own or his neighbour’s stock, he will 

probably, on his return from thence, admit that im¬ 

provement is at least jiossible ; however previously un¬ 

willing to believe that such could be the case. 

The conclusion of tlie present year, we are told, is 

likely to witness the institution of a Metropolitan 

Poultry Show at the Baker-street Bazaar, under the 

most favourable auspices both as to patronage and 

exhibitors. No locality can be better suited for this 

purpose, and under good management it can hardly fail 

of success. But wherever new Societies are, or soon 

may be in course of formation, it will be but prudent on 

the part of those who are interested in them, to consider 

that one great element of success will depend on the i 

area chosen for their operations. Now, speaking 

generally, if each English county had one such annual I 

meeting, the interest and success of poultry-keepers ’ 

would, we believe, bo best advanced. Some, indeed, of I 

tlie larger counties, such as Yorkshire, Cornwall, and 

Devonshire, might be divided, but Eutland and the | 

smaller counties might be united with adjoining ones, 

i and the total would thus remain about the same. 'Tliere 

would be many advantages from such an arrangement, i 

which would occupy too long a space for the present 

enquiry; the one objection, however, to which alone we j 

have now adverted, is at least worthy of our best con- j 

sideration. \ 

Let us now turn to another point. 'The time of 

holding these meetings, November and December, will, 

of course, be the months most to be desired for this 

purpose, and for '‘County" Shows, if wo may use this 

term as distinguished from the Birmingham and the 

future Metropolitan, it will be desirable so to arrange 

both that they may not clash in points of time, as also 

that just such an interval may intervene between them 

that birds exhibited at the one, may best be enabled to 

be presentable at the other. In counties far distant 

from each other this may not be generally necessary ; 

but in fixing their days it will be prudent, on the part of 

the managers, to select such as may not interfere with 

eitherthat at Baker-street, or Birmingham ; for, however 

little they might themselves care for coming into com¬ 

petition with these formidable bodies, they would often 

find their best birds gone in that direction, and their 

admission money also fall far short of what otherwise 

might have been the receipts. Whatever, indeed, we 

may individually think of these matters, it will be an 

act of prudence, no less than of courtesy, to give prece¬ 

dence in these two instances. Birmingham, especially, 

has done much for the poultry-world, and we should not 

prove ungrateful, even if competition in this respect 

were not out of the question, as regarded our own 

finances. 
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Exhibitions for Chickens only, to be held in August, 

or the early part of September, are, we believe, in con¬ 

templation, and the “Cornwall Society” will probably 

tiy the experiment in the course of the year ISbd. For 

such young birds distance wmuld be a most serious 

objection, and the smaller districts, which might be 

unable to muster a sufficient number of pens for the 

regular annual contest for birds of all ages, might thus 

gain an excellent opportunity for comparing the progress 

of their different poultry-yards; the more so, indeed, as 

the younger members would suffer no depreciation from 

the presence of their seniors. At any rate, it will be 

worth consideration how far such a scheme might be 

carried into effect, since it would certainly aid in a very 

material degree in adding to our knowledge of the com¬ 

parative merits of chickenhood in the different classes. 

This leads us to notice the recommendation conveyed 

i in the report furnished us of the late Birmingham meet¬ 

ing, that “ old and young poultry should not he shown 

in the same classes;” and if, as is there suggested, the 

question as to which will be the best bird at a subse¬ 

quent day is permitted to influence the judges, our vote 

should unhesitatingly be given for the summary exclu¬ 

sion of all chickens from the classes assigned to the 

older fowls. Nothing should be more positive than that 

the prize-pen should be that which is best at the actual 

time of the shoic. 

But, we imagine, there are very few persons of expe¬ 

rience, with fowls of any variety, who, on the eve of a 

show, where they proposed to exhibit, have not looked 

with dismay on the tattered plumes and evident ill-con¬ 

dition of many of their older birds at that season of the 

year, and many a pen would thus have been necessarily 

unoccupied had not an early cockerel or pullet been at 

hand to supply the deficiency. A late moulting season, 

or a prolonged one from unfavourable weather, is con¬ 

stantly productive of these results, and the present 

popular favourites, Shanghaes and Spanish, are, per¬ 

haps, of all others the most subject to this untimely 

disfigurement. The most hurried glance, indeed, at 

some of our late exhibitions told this tale most forcibly. 

While, therefore, we heartily concur with the principle 

advocated for the separation into distinct classes of 

the chickens of the year and the older birds, the 

management of our poultry-yards, must, we fear, be 

conducted on some more skilful principle than has 

yet been acted on, if, without a very large flock to select 

from, creditable specimens, as regards both plumage and 

other points, will be always forthcoming at that season 

from among the senior members of our yard. W. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

When this department was added to the pages of our 

Journal, and this heading adopted, it was not intended 

that the subjects treated of should refer exclusively to 

the great Metropolitan mart; but rather, taking it for 

our type, we might from it cull observations which 

apply to every phasis of horticultural commerce and 

finance. And whilst it is our intention to continue to 

furnish, as we have done, a faithful and critical report 

of what goes on weekly in Covent Garden market, we 

shall also, as opportunity offers, entertain any subject 

which has any reference to garden produce. It was 

in the carrying out of this principle that we commenced 

the subject of orchard-planting, which has engaged 

our attention for some weeks past; and the more we 

think of it, the more we are convinced of the great 

necessity there is for our suggestions being earned 

out with as little delay as possible. Scarcely a day 

passes over our heads but we are experiencing prac¬ 

tically, that what we have stated is true, and indeed 

too true. We have been requested by several country 

fi'iends to procure, for their enjoyment during this fes¬ 

tive season, something in the way of choice fruit as a 

dessert; and this we have done after much difficulty, 

but with much gi-eater reluctance, for it is anything but 

agreeable to have to pay 3s. and 4s. per dozen for Pears 

of very ordinary quality; and that is a low price when 

compared with some others, which cannot be had under 

(is. Such subjects we shall continue to refer to as 

opportunity offers. But there is another matter which 

also comes under this department, which has been sug¬ 

gested to us by a correspondent; and we have in our 

own experience frequently met with cases similar to that 

of which he complains. As there may be many of our 

readers similarly situated we shall insert his communi¬ 

cation in full. 

“Will you allow me to suggest that now and then 

(say monthly or fortnightly) a list should be given in your 

paper of the Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, in season, 

in order that a numerous class of your readers may not 

be so completely at the mercy of their servants as at 

present? For my own part, I know hut little about 

gardening; but paying two men’s wages, and by no 

means stinting the nurseryman’s account, I do not like 

to have excuses in the stead of produce, which I see in 

the markets can be produced elsewhere. True, some 

may he of foreign growth; but I fancy if employers 

like myself knew more about it, their gardeners would 

■make a much better show. If I saw in The Cottage 

Gaedeneb that Mushrooms or Brussels sprouts were 

plentiful, I would take care they should not be scarce 

with me. But at present, if I am told that those at 

market come over from Holland, although I may not 

believe it, what can I say? Gardeners soon find out 

whether their masters are ‘up’ to them or not, and act 

accordingly.” 
This is written from the suburbs of London, where 

there is a set of men, falsely called gardeners, continually 

prowling about—a little time in one situation, and again 

a short time in another. They never remain long in 

one place, and they rarely, if ever, entirely leave the 

locality. They have pot companions and kindred asso¬ 

ciations, which keep them hovering about as unclean 

birds hover about carrion ; and we very much fear the 

man of whom our correspondent complains is one of 

these. Of such, we counsel him to beware. It is such 

men as these who bring disrepute on the profession, 

and, indeed, on all professions; and wdien we entered 
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on the publication of our market reports for the informa¬ 

tion and direction of honest men, we also kept in view 

the check they would exercise over such unprincipled 

characters as our correspondent refers to. 

I.ast week we gave some account of the appearance of 

the market during Christmas week. Pretty much of 

the same aspect still continues to pervade it. Yege- 

taei.es are still very plentiful, the open, mild season 

contributing to keep everything in a forward state. 

Savoys realized Is. per dozen, and are of excellent 

quality. There are some which are not so fine, which 

were sold at lower prices. Greexs sold freely at Is. 9d. 

to 2s. per dozen bunches. Cabbages, according to 

quality, made from 9d. to Is. per dozen. Beocoli, Os. 

per dozen bundles. Brussels Sprouts were plentiful 

at from Is. Od. to 2s. per half sieve. Turnips were also 

plentiful and good at Is. Od. per dozen bunches. Onions 

2s. Od. to 3s. per bushel, according to the quality. 

Leeks, 2d. per bunch. Carrots, 3s. to 4s. per dozen 

bunches. Parsley, 2d. per bunch. Horse R.adish, 

Is. Od. to 2s. Od. per bundle. These include the leading 

articles, besides which there were several parcels of 

forced Sea-kale and Rhubarb. 

Among Fruit we have Apples plentiful, and rather a 

dull sale; but they still maintain firm prices. Good 

dessert Apples cannot be obtained under 8s. and 10s. 

per bushel ; some, however, of the small, which have 

been sorted out, can be had as low as 5s. The baking 

sorts are much more plentiful than the dessert, and 

make from 5s. to 7s. Od. Pears are very scarce, and 

are not to be had in quantity. Passe Cohnars, Ne Plus 

Meuris, and Cliauniontel, make 2s. Od. to 3s. per dozen 

of second-rate quality ; but for good specimens they 

realised (is. per dozen. Grapes are very short. Pluck 

Hamhurghs Os. to 8s. per ft.; Muscat of Alexandria 

12s. ()d. per ft. 

The same profusion of Evergreens and Flowers 

continues as we reported last week; and as we did not 

observe anything remarkable besides what we mentioned 

in our last, we must refer our readers to our previous 

report. H. 

GOSSIP. 

We know so many of our readers would willingly 

gratify our coadjutor, Mr. Beaton, if they had but the 

opportunity, tliat we venture to depart from our usual 

course, and ask those who are subscribers to the Wan- 

stead Infant Orphan Asylum, or who know others who 

are, to aid him in attaining his object, as detailed in an 

advertisement to-day. The little orphan for whom he 

solicits votes is entirely dependent upon him for support. 

The vine mildew has been so injurious to the Grapes in 

France, that in the department of Herault, where the 

country wine sold on an average for forty francs per 

muid of 700 quarts, it is now selling for 150 francs. The 

owners of vineyards anticipate that the next vintage 

will be even more deficient than the last. 

Stoves to be devoted to the growth of the Victoria 

Piegia are about to be erected in the Botanic Gardens of 

Belfast and Glasgow. That at the latter town is the > 

more worthy of notice, because the building-fund has 

been raised by a penny subscription among the artizans 

of that city. The Gardeners' Journal states, from the 

report of the directors of the Garden, that by the 13th 

of December nearly one hundred thousand pence had 

been thus collected. 

We recommend to our readers Hogg's Edging Ties 

for Garden Walks. They resemble the outer moulding 

of a picture-frame, and combine the three requisites, 

neatness, durability, and cheapness. The following is 

!Mr. Hogg's description of the edging, published in the 

“ Horticultural Society’s Journal,” and parties requiring 

further information may obtain it by writing to ^Ir. ; 

Hogg, 13, Gilston Road, Brompton— | 

“ My first intention was merely to satisfy my own wants ; ' 
but many friends wlio saw my edging, and whose opinions j 
in such matters are worthy of consideration, advised me to ] 
have it introduced for the general good. 

“ With this view I have caused some of the tiles to he. 
sent to the Garden of the Horticultural Society, for the 
opinion of the Society as to their applicability and use¬ 
fulness. 

“ Their great recommendations are durability and orna¬ 
ment. 'They are composed of the same clay and are manu¬ 
factured at the same works as the patent hollow bricks, and 
from what I have seen of them, they appear to become 
harder on exposme to the weather. Cheapness is another 
great qualification. They can be supphed in any quantity 
at 10s. Od. per 100, or about IJd. each, each tile being one 
foot in length. 

“ I would also call the attention of the Society to the 
mode by which they are secured in their position, although 
they allow the borders to he cultivated close to them, and 
any extent of the soil disturbed or removed. The shoe 
which passes under the walk being covered with four inches 
of gravel, when that becomes “ bound ” the tiles are literally 
immoveable, and no wheelbarrow or roller can displace 
them. They also afford ample drainage for the walks, and 
under no pretence whatever do they ever harbour slugs. I 
have had experience of them for nearly twelve months, and 
I have found them answer all the purposes an edging is in¬ 
tended to supply, and that too at more than one-half less 
than dwai'f box, and nine-tenths less than many other 
edgings. 

“ Note hy Ike Vice-Secretary.—This kind of edging appears 
to possess much merit. It is hard, good-looking, a good 
colour, cheap, and enables the walks to be relieved easily 
of water. The accompanying figure represents one of the 
main tiles seen in perspective. It is 4f inches broad, ()| 
inches deep, and 12i inches long. In forming curves very 
short lengths of the same kind are employed." 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 

we are at present aware. We shall be obliged by any 

of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 

giving the address of the Secretaries. 

Cornwall (Penzance), January 10th, and 11th. (Secs. 
Eev. W. W. Whigfield, Gulval Vicarage, and E. H. 
Rocld, Esq.) 

Doncaster, .January 21st. (Sec. H. Moore, Esq.) 
Great Meteoi'olitan, January Ilth, 12th, 13th, and 

14th. (Sec. W. Houghton.) 
Honiton, Januaiy 12th. (Sec. H. K. Venn.) 
Eeigate, February 1st and 2nd. {Sec. J. PJehardson, 

Esq.) 
Torquay, January 14th and 15th. (Secs. A. Paul, and J. 

C. Stack. 
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THE WINTER DESSERT. 

Most of our readers are aware that many of our 
fruits, although excellent in summer, or even autumn, 

I nevertheless, are not adapted for winter purposes, ad¬ 
mitting that they can be procured at that period. Thus, 
the Queen Pine, which is everybody’s favourite from 
May to October, is almost worthless in the dead of 
winter; and, indeed, the same may be said of the Provi- 

j dence, the Euville, and various others. To be sure, 
I they are grown—to sell, somebody will say—yes, and to 

eat; but this does not prove them the most eligible. 
We are led to otter these remarks from observing in a 
contemporary paper [The Gardener's Journal) a list of 

i fruit obtained from various quarters, showing, in a 
j tolerably clear way, which are the most general favourites 

for late autumn and winter use; and as the subject 
I seems quite apropos as to the season, we must beg to 
I place it before our fruit-growing readers. One thing 
I may be observed in the way of preface, that the majo¬ 

rity of those who have given reports are men of no 
small repute in the gardening world; we, therefore, refer 
to their reports with pleasure and with confidence. 

The subjects reported on are Pines, Grapes, Pears, 
Apples, Plums, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, 
Guavas, Medlars, the Passijloras Edulis and Quadran- 
gularis, and the shell fruits. As many of the readers of 
this work may not be acquainted with the particular 
kinds, we will point to such as in our judgment deserve 
a marked attention. 

In Pines the Queen kinds muster about eleven, 
whilst the Black Jamaica, almost always confounded 
with the Montserrat—perhaps the best winter Pine in 
England—counts seven. Next, we must point to the 
New Cayennes, which bid fair to become, not only 
popular, but useful: of these we have two of the 
smooth-leaved, and three of the prickly varieties. The 
other Pines we at once pass by, as not deserving, in the 
same degree, the character of winter Pines. 

In Grapes, eleven quote Hamhros, seven have the 
Muscats, and seven the St. Peter’s — “a dead heat.” 
There are besides, our new Black Barharossa, about 
which much fuss has been made, and we are glad to see 
not in vain, for ^tfr. Spencer, of Rowood, Wilts, no 
mean authority, parenthetically observes, “fine, and 
keep well.” Besides these there are several varieties, 
but as they are not at present much in the market, and 
as our business is to point to well-known, profitable 
kinds, we must even pass them by, although some of 
their names are tempting. 

In Pears, the Winter Nelis, Gloiit Morceau, Duchesse 
d’Anyouleine, Beurrii Diel, command a majority; and in 
Apples, our old favourite, the Bibston, is “ head-and- 
shoulders” above all the rest. The King of Pippins 
seems a great favourite; and the Downton and Blen¬ 
heim Pippins come in for a good share of patronage. 

In the Plum way we hear of nothing but the Coes 
Golden Drop. How is this? where are the Coe's Late 
Red, and the Imperatrice section, that were so much 
spouted-up whilst new? Of course some late Currants 
are to be found, and Alpine Strawberries. 

We must now beg to comment on these and other 
fruits adapted for use from the end of November until 
the end of January, when the question assumes a new 
phase; others must supply the gap; of which more on 
another occasion. We will commence with a crowned 
head—the Pine-apple. It is a great pity that the true 
Black Jamaica of the Horticultural Society should be 
constantly liable to be confounded with the Montserrat; 
but so it is. Even in this country, five out of six call 
the Jamaica the Montserrat. Now this should be put a 
stop to ; it points at once to the propriety of referring to 
some one standard authority, and the great need for the 
committees of exhibitions so to plan their awards as 

that all blundering of this kind be disqualified. It is 
silly enough, in these bookish days, to mispel names; 
but to give altogether a false name is decidedly unpar¬ 
donable by the public. Whatever the Cayennes may 
prove, this has hitherto proved the best winter Pine in 
cultivation, and peculiarly adapted to the Hamiltonian 
mode of culture. However, wo find that Messrs. 
Spencer, Tillery, and Turnbull, cultivate the prickly 
Cayenne, and Fleming and Spencer the smooth kind. 

With respect to Grapes, we are glad to find the new 
black Barbarossa spoken highly of by Mr. Fleming, 
and grown also by Spencer. The Trehiana, grown by 
^Ir. Tillery, is new to us. He calls it an excellent late 
white; we will write to him to beg information. The 
black Morocco used to bo esteemed a good winter Grape, 
and we are surprised to find it so seldom grown. How¬ 
ever, wo shall do well to stick close to the West's St. 
Peter s, Muscat, and llambros, for the present, for 
winter use. 

We may now point to some excellent winter Pears 
and Apples; and first, the Pears. Marie Louise, as a 
November Pear, it is well-known cannot be excelled; 
we have them still in use, but they were retarded by 
mat-shading applied the moment they were anyways 
ripe. “ Thomjnon's" is a capital November fruit, and 
so is L’ondante d'Automne, tliough the latter is some¬ 
what earlier, indeed, may be called an October fruit. 
Hacon’s Incompiarable good and hardy; Duchesse 
d'Anyoideme, too, is both good and a gi’eat bearer, 
in use from the middle of October to the early part 
of November. Beurre Diel is a great bearer, and 
highly spoken of in the south, but it takes a second 
rank here (Cheshire) whether on a wall or table trellis. 
Napoleon we have tasted good at times; Passe Colmar 
excellent, and a great bearer, but must have a pretty 
good wall-aspect in the north; anywhere north of the 
Humber, a south aspect. The best of all the Pears is, 
doubtless, the AeZu'd’/Zircr, or Winter Nelis; we have 
never known it equalled; even the Marie Louise cannot 
reach this invaluable pear. It is, moreover, a great 
bearer, and may, by good management, bs had in use 
from the middle of November until the beginning of 
January. This is a most singular pear in regard of 
habit. We could never imagine from what kinds it 
could have been raised, the foliage being so different 
from all other kinds. The wood is peculiarly slender, 
and the leaves almost lanceolate; more like some fine 
willow than a pear. It is not unlikely that the old 
Crassanne is the parent on one side. We have grown 
very fair specimens this summer on an ordinary dwarf 
standard, as also on a little trellis; but the remarks 
applied to the Passe Colmar may be attached to this: 
it is better deserving a south wall than any Peach in 
cultivation, its utility is so great; and we here advise 
those about to commence its culture to graft it on a 
strong pear stock, for it seldom becomes luxuriant; and 
we should bo inclined to doubt the Quince. Beurre bosc 
we can do nothing with in the north; a great bearer, 
and of immense size, but nobody will eat them whilst 
a Marie Louise or a Nelis can be had. 

One caution, however, is requisite here; in some 
seasons neither Marie Louise nor Nelis are to be had, 
and then these second-rate Pears become useful; for a 
middling fruit is better than none. It so happens that 
such Pears as Capiaumont, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Diel, 
&c., seldom or never miss a crop, they, therefore, may 
do to fall back on. We may here observe, that the 
Glout Morceau, although generally treated as a wall 
Pear, fruits here every year as an ordinary standard. 
We liave also a Beurre d’Aremberg on a Quince stock, 
a tree fifteen feet high, and which in bulk covers little 
more ground than a huge Black Currant bush. This tree 
is in form an umbrella, and we gathered this autumn 
nearly six pecks from it; they are amongst our first-class 
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pears. About eighteen years since, being strongly im¬ 
pressed with the idea that I’ears had generally tailed 
on the Quince stock, through ignorance of their peculiar 
character as to soil, we made a station for this tree, 
imitating, as near as possible, the soils in which we had 
known the Quince to Nourish—in fact, a rich alluvium. 
The experiment answered the ex])ectation so fully, 
that out of some three score trees liere, most of whicli 
succeed admirably, this is the most profitable; therefore 
the Bexirri d'Aremherg and Glout Morcean we may 
cordially recommend to our readers. Easter Beurrd 
does not a])pear to have many patrons; we, however, 
find it a useful pear, and certainly a great bearer: we 
never knew it fail. Those who like the spicy flavour 
of the old Swan's Egg or Muirfowl Egg will relish tliis; ' 
it has, doubtless, been produced from these old pears 
on the one side. Why it should be named Easter Beurre \ 
it really is difficult to say, for we never could eat one after 
January ; perhaps it is so called, in a negative sense, as 
not being good at Easter! To sum up in the Pear w'ay, 
there is Allhorpe Crassane, one of the most capricious 
things in existence : sometimes the most luscious Pear i 

in the world; sometimes a mere turnip which has lain 
drying in some scullery for a few weeks. We have 
proved Beurre Langelier (Rivers), and Doyenne d’Hirer 
Morcean (Rivers), new pears; but we dare not recom¬ 
mend them at present. Ne plus Meuris is a tidy pear, 
a good bearer—not good enough for a first-class pear 
here, yet too good to throw away. 

We” must now call a ttention to Appi.es ; and first, 
everybody knows the King of the Pippins, or, as our 
“ great unknown,” who furnishes the Covent Garden 
reports, affirms to be in reality the “ Golden Winter 
Peannain.” Now this is a useful Apple, but the Wil- 
Hams' Pipp'in of the Horticultural Society of Loudon, 
one of the same class, is far superior, at least so we 
find it. This Williams' P'lppin we advise every one of 
our friends to get; good bearer, good to eat, and a right ! 
healthy tree; as a great modern authority has said of a : 
Grape, “ one that does not know how to shank ;” so say j 

we of this apple: one that does not know how to fail. ' 
Well, there is Hugh's Golden Pippin, a good new i 
apple; Adams’ Pearmain; Margille, although liable 1 
to canker, is a rich apple; Court of Wick ; Blenheim j 
Pippin; and Ingestrie, liighly recommended, one of j 

Mr. Knight’s Golden Pippin seedlings, but never liked 
here. 

There is one thing strikes us as extraordinary in the 
returns adverted to, and that is the leanness in regard 
of novelties. It would appear that superior fruit, like 
superior men, do not spring up every day. In these 
returns we see the following, which, a very few years 
back, were said to be valuable accessories to the 
modern dessert:—Adams' Pearmain, good, certainly; 
but only one advocate, Mr. Tillery ; Court Pendu jAat, 
too, one patron, Mr. McEwen; again, Macleans 
Favour’Ue, backed by IMr. Henderson alone. Cornish 
Gillijlower has Mr. Dawson for a friend. Wyken 
Pip)pin, a name which has figured in every list for the last 
seven years, has the name of Henderson alone appended 
to it. There are, indeed, several others which are of 
recent origin, and which have not yet made their way, 
although backed by high authorities. 

Pi.. Errjngton. 

BULBS. 

{Continued from page 2f2). 

Brunsvioia (Buphane) cii.iaris.—This, with distycha 
and tox'uiaria, forms a distinct section of Brunsvigia, and 
they are much more difficult to flower and to keep in 

I good health than B. Josephince, B. grandijlora, and B. 
I multijiora, the true Candelabra plants of the Cape. 

This species was found growing in strong clay, along 

w'ith species of Mesembryanthemum, and a strong yellow 
rough loam with a little sand suits it best in a pot. 
Good dr-ainage and small deep pots, in proportion to 
the bulbs, with the soil pressed close together and to the 
bulbs, are all necessary jioints for this plant in particu¬ 
lar. The pots called upright ttPs, or upright 10’s, must 
be used for most of the imported bulbs of this and of 
B. distycha. If this bulb is received from the Cape in 
the summer, or at any time after the end of Pebruary, 
without any signs of growth in it, the grand secret is 
not to pot it until the end of the following August. In 
the mean time it should lie in the sun, with free air, 
and be kept as dry as possible, and be turned round and 
and round, and every time tbe white bugs looked for and 
destroyed, which come over in myriads with all large 
bulbs from the Cape. If the bulbs stand balf-an-ineh 
from the pot at the widest part it is enough ; and after 
once any of these large bulbs make healthy roots and j 

leaves, they should never be disturbed again until they j 

break the pot with extended growth. After potting, give | 
one good watering from below by means of a saucer, ' 
and the moment you see the surface of the soil turning 
damp remove the saucer, and that watering should last 
all through September. Early in October the bulb 
ought to be in leaf; but if it should not come into leaf 
till Christmas, no heat should be applied, nor any kind 
of forcing, ami from the moment the leaf can be seen, 
the bulb should have as much air as if it was out-of- 
doors ; and if actual frost is kept from it no cold will 
afi'ect it during the winter, and very little water will do 
for it till the middle of February. Then increase the 
watering by degrees, and if a sunny month, the bulbs 
may have water every other day until near the end of 
April, and by the end of May it should be at rest, and 
receive a dry and hot rest till the end of August or 
middle of September, when the flower scape ought to 
give the first indications of life and motion. The 
flowers are pinkish, and come in large heads like those > 
of Agapanthus; and a strong bulb in Africa will have 
as many as 2d0 flowers in one head. 

Brunsvigia (Amochahis) coranica. This large bulb 
must be kept quite dry from October to the end of 
March ; then to be potted in the same kind of soil and 
in the same way as the last. The natural heat of tha.t 
season is quite enough, for it is in a greenhouse or cold 
pit until about Midsummer. An old-established bulb 

I might stand constantly in a saucer of water from the 
i middle of May, but to liave no more water than would 
I just cover the bottom of the pot. When the loaves are 
I full grown in June the pot should be plunged to the 
j rim in a brisk bottom-heat of 8.j®, and a strong cuiTent 

of air allowed day and night. Without this it does not 
throw up the flower scape; when this appears, and is 
four or five inches high, bottom-heat should cease, and 
the constant moisture at the bottom be renewed until | 
the flowers begin to open in the greenhouse. After that 
give no more water than will keep the leaves fresh until 
they begin to change colour. If the bulb should not 
flower, kee]) it in the bottom-heat until the leaves die j 

down. i 

Brunsvigia (Buphane) distycha.—This is one of the 
largest of all the Cape bulbs, and is readily known 
by its dark skin. It is a darker looking bulb than 
any from the Cape; but it seldom comes in.those boxes 
the traders make up for speculation, probably because it 
grows beyond the range of their gathering. It requires 
exactly the same treatment as Ciliaris. 

Brunsvigia (Amocharis) falcata.—It does not matter 
whether we take this or Gorardea as the species, the 
other is only a little variation from it. If a very old 
bulb of one of them were to flower at the same time 
with a very young bulb of the other, one might find a 
slight difl’ereuce in the shades of the flower, but that is 

I all. The misfortune of these bulbs is, that their culti- 
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vation was so little undcrstoocl at first that lew could 
fiowei' them; so that one botanist seldom had an oppor¬ 
tunity of examining more than one or two species; and 
each succeeding botanist had a different notion about 
the points that distinguish one species from another, 
and the result is, that not the slightest reliance can be 
placed on all that has been written botauically on Ama- 
ryllids from the days of Ifinnieus. 

Brunsvigia uRANniFLoiiA.—'This is the next largest 
bulb, and a true Brunsvigia, flowering before the leaf in 
September or October, after resting all the summer, and 
growing with us during the winter and spring like a 
Hyacinth. 'The same treatment we give to our best 
Hyacinths will just suit it. If it were shut up close in 
a cold frame for ten days, before the end of January, it 
would not recover itself that season : it is much more 
impatient of want of air than Josepldna. 1 had a native 
specimen of the flowers of this bulb gathered within 
tide-mark, or, at least, very nearjtho sea, in Table Bay; 
and tlio naval officer who gathered it was confident 
that the roots must have been often in salt water. 
There were forty-two flowers in the umbel, and each 
flower stalk was a foot long, and probably more 
before drying. There is not much difference in the 
flowers of this and of Josephime. They are a dull-red 
colour chiefly; and after ail tlic talk we make about 
them, they are not very showy or gay, but only curious. 
Multijioni is of a much brighter colour; and that of 
Amocaris fcdcata is gayer than cither of them. 

Brunsvigia JosEriUN/u.—'This is the easiest to flower 
of them all, and the easiest to keep. A smart frost has 
no eflect on tlio leaves. 1 liad common pot Geraniums 
killed, roots and all, within a foot of it in a border, 
without any bad effects cither on its broad, recumbent 
leaves, or on the neck of the bulb, which was up to the 
surface. 'There are two or three varieties of it, unless they 
arise from the ditfercnce in the ago of the bulbs. One of 
them is certainly more streaked with minute darli lines in 
the flower. Any attempt at forcing this bulb deranges it 
for twelve months. 'The pot cannot be too small for it, if 
the bulb can be got inside of it, and a good depth for the 
roots; the bulb is just as safe if only one-third in the 
ground; and it never wants a change till it splits the 
pot, like a strong Crinuin. 1 have seen it with only 
fifteen flowers on a scape, but generally there are from 
twenty to thirty, and they spread out candelabra- 
fashion, guite as much as those of ii. grandijlora. 

Brunsvigia lucida.—'This name must be expunged 
from the genus, the plant it is applied to being a true 
Nerine. It was by a mistake in Dr. Herbert’s Appendix 
that it got into this genus. He, however, made the 
correction in his AmanjUidacece. It suffices here, there¬ 
fore, to say, that it must be kept growing all the winter 
in a low temperature, and with abundance of air. 
fitroug, friable, yellow loam suits all this race. 

Brunsvigia warginata.—'This bulb is totally lost to 
us. it was found.by Masson on the west coast on this 
side of the Gape, and is figured byjaegnin; but as it 
is supposed to be the only link by wiiich Amaryllis 
can be united to Nerine, through Brunsviyia, 1 shall 
describe it, in the hope that some one journeying from 
Gape 'Town to the Orange River may fall in with it. 
Any one the least aeguainted with plants may know it. 
'The leaves are about three inches wide, and four long, 
when the flower scape appears; and there is a red 
tinge all round the edges of the leaves, which no other 
African bulb represents. On sgiieezing the leaf between 
the fingers it has a disagreeable smell. 'Tlie flowers 
are a little waxy, and not guite scarlet. Any one who 
could get this bulb and carry it to Sidney, would open a 
sluice which would drown one-half of our bulb botanists, 
and woidd very nearly place the beautiful Amaryllis on 
the same footing which Linnieus gave it. 

Brunsvigia minor is only a dwarf variety of Jo- 
sephirae, if even that. 

Brunsvigia jidltifi.ora. —A true Brunsvigia, and 
the best of them, but was mismanaged I'or more than 
twenty years, through Mr. Sweet saying that it was a 
stove plant, in the first number of “ The Gardener’s | 
Magazine.” He said it was like Ilcemanthas midtiflorus, i 
but they were then (182U) in such confusion that we I 

hardly knew which ho meant. But these midlifloras, ! 
however, will live out-of-doors with a very slight pro¬ 
tection, and Sweet never could have written that from 
his own jiractice, for boat soon spoils them It reguires 1 

exactly the same treatment as B. Josephime, B. yrandi- 
Jtora, B. eiliaris, and is the best of them for crossing 
with Belladona on one side, or with Valotta and Nerine 
venusta on the other. A triple cross from the three last 
would make the finest genus of all that we know of in 
Amaryllids ; but we want the connecting link [B. mar- 
(jinata) before Nerine will breed with any of them. 

Brunsvigia raoula.—A small bulb, also from the 
west coast on this side the Gape, of which we know 
nothing beyond Jaeguin’s figure. Like B. mnryinata, 
it comes near to Nerine. 'Thus it would seem that the 
intermediate link which is wanting to com\e.{it Amaryllis 
to Nerine inhabits a zone on the north-west limits of 
the genus in Africa, where no botanical collector visited 
since Masson. 

Brunsvigia striata. — 'This is either a variety of 
B. muUiJiora, with the flowers more streaked, or a 
nonentity. 

Brunsvigia (Buphank) toxICAria. — 'I’bis, like all 
Buphanes, has the flowers much crowded in the head. 
'They are smaller and more erect than in the true 
Brunsviyia, but the same kind of culture and soil will j 

suit tliem. A strong, friable, yellow loam, pressed hard, j 

and with good drainage, is best. One accustomed to 
Gape bulbs could pick out B. toxicaria at first sight, 
from the light brown colour, and the long shape of tlie 
bulb. An upright hyacinth-pot is sufliciently long for 
a full-grown bulb of it. 'J'he least touch, or cut, to any 
part of the living substance will cause it to bleed a 
thick creamy substance, wdiich is said to be poisonous, 
and which, I know, will stain linen badly. 

'The best of all these is Brunsviyia multijlora and 
Amocaris j’alcata, and then Ji. yrand.ijlora, and the 
fourth, B. Josephime; aud except it be for experiments, 
these four are all that are worth growing of the very 
large Gape bulbs. B. eiliaris, if well grown, would look 
well, or rather interesting, from the great guantity of 
flowers in one head. None of them are worth crossing 
in England, except to prove how far the limits of A)na- 
ryllis extend, because seedling bulbs of them take half 
a lifetime to flower; but in Australia, New Zealand, 
tlie south of China, Natal, or Valparaiso, and such 
places of similar climate, they are, of all other bulbs, the 
most promising. 

Under Cyrtanthus, which is another section of Ama¬ 
ryllis, I shall point out the cause why crosses in many 
of those sections have failed in Australia. After getting 
through all the bulbs, 1 shall point out classes of them 
which will do to grow together in different ways. 
Meantime, two corrections have reached me already, 
for which I am very thankful. I said that none of the 
Collanias were introduced ; they are Alstromeria-looking 
plants, with a growth exactly like the common Britil- 
larins of our own meadows, an upright rigid stalk, the 
top of which bends over, from which a cluster of flowers 
hangs down. Collania dulcis, flowered at Sjiofforth, and 
wms figured in “ 'The Botanical Ilegistcr ” in 1812. I 
said that the error about peleyrina was continued by 
every one save Ur. Herbert; and am told that Ur. 
Lindley whites pereyrina since the mistake was dis¬ 
covered. I am too old now to take offence at anything 
in this way, and would wish to be criticised severely in 
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all I advance on these hulbs, to see how far we can make 
The Cottage Gardener a standard authority for them; 
any facts, however trifling they may appear to others, 
will assist me materially. D. Beaton. 

I HARD-WOODED GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 

I Westringia Dampierii.—The chapter to-day will he 
j chiefly devoted to the inquiries of corres2)ondeuts. Both 
i the generic and specific name of the above plant are 
I commemorative. We are indebted to New Holland and 
i New South Wales for the group. The present species 

is a low evergreen shrub, producing small whitish Rose- 
niary-like flowers in autumn and the beginning of win¬ 
ter. It is easily j)>'opagated by short stubby cuttings, 
inserted in sand, under a bell-glass, in a shady frame in 
April, or even, in similar circumstances, under a hand- 
light in a shady border in June. Sandy libry loam, 
enriched with a little rotten leaf mould, or very decom¬ 
posed, dried cow-dung, will grow it admirably. It will 
want a good supply of water in summer, and, of course, 
less in winter. Little will be requisite, unless 
what is wanted to keep the plant in shape, and the re¬ 
quired size, and that had best be effected in spring. A 
suitable position for the plant would be an open place 
out-of-doors from the middle of May to the middle of 
October, and a cool place in a comfortable greenhouse 
in winter. 

Though, to meet inquiries, I have stated the above, I 
must add, that where either show or great interest are 
abjects, and the room not very great, I should never 
think of recommending the above to an amateur’s notice. 
There is nothing very striking in the whole genus, but 
the most so are those with bluish flowers, such nsRiihice- 
folia, triphylla, and the older rosmarinifolia. 

The last, and most of the rest, will stand a sharpish 
frost, if kept dry in winter at the base of, and trained 
against a wall. I had noticed this genus, and the allied 
one of Prostnnthera, as being well worthy of a trial 
against a conservative wall. I recollect, many years ago, 
seeing P. lasiantJios against the wall in Chiswick Gar¬ 
dens. From some hints, it would be seen, I intended 
saying mg sag on this interesting subject, but my friend, 
Mr. Appleby, has first got possession of the field, and it 
could not be in better hands. I think, however, to avoid 
confusion, and to prevent mistakes in these progressing 
days, a few new names and terms will have to be given 
and defined. A conservative wall, in its original mean¬ 
ing, was merely a common wall, furnished with a coping, 
capable of being widened in winter, so as to throw oti' 
wet, and prevent the radiation of heat; and against this 
plants were tried as to their comjiarative hardiness; or, 
it was ultimately covered with creepers, twiners, and 
such plants as would bear to be grown with one side, 
without impairing their beauty. The next idea was to 
have for such a wall a short sloping or hipped roof, with 
upright glass in front, enclosing a space of some six 
feet in width, so as to admit of a path inside; thus 
permitting of the enjoyment and the examination of 
the plants in all weathers. Now, though air could 
be admitted to such a wall at pleasure, and though 
keen frost would find its way easily through the 
glass in winter, if neither double glass nor other co¬ 
vering were resorted to, yet, as even then, from the 
closeness of the sashes, the atmosphere within would bo 
still, and consequently the stems of the plants would 
neither be so ruptured nor robbed of their juices as in 
a frosty wind, on a conservative wall, the same term 
should not be used, but a new one should be coined, 
such as “glass-cased nail.” Again, the term conservative 
is still more inappropriate when ajqJied to such narrow 
structures when heated. What is there to distinguish 
them but their narrowness, from any common conserva¬ 

tory ? What plant is there that will flourish in a 
greenhouse or conservatory, that will not also succeed 
in such a narrow house? The one at Chatsworth is 
a noble structure, and it will be still more grand when 
extended to the north, so as to join the mansion. But 
such a structure, when heated, would be more properly 
called a “ conservatory’ wall” instead of a conservative 
one. In fact, such a wall might be a plant-stove wall, 
or a peach-house wall, or a vinery wall, a ripening wall, 
or a forcing wall, according to the purpose for which it 
is employed. Mr. Fleming has put up great lengths of 
such structures at Trentbam, marked alike by simplicity, 
economy, and efficiency, for a destined object. He 
finds that he can have a trellis nearly half-way up the 
front without shading the back wall. In some of these 
structures he intends, by sun-heat alone, to accelerate 
and mature ; while in others, he intends to force and 
obtain sarly fruit. Now, these facts will show there is 
a necessity for a new class of terms. Besides, it is 
necessary to notice, that these heated “conservatory” 
walls will be very apt to lose in attractive power when 
their novelty is gone, just because, except in the case of 
twiners, creepers, and one-sided plants, there will be the 
want of the “ natural ” as respects other plants placed 
against it. A jrlaut that grows as a bush, or a low tree, 
may be cultivated against a wall, and look beautiful 
too; but then the looker-on can form no idea of its 
natural habit. Had I the chance of enclosing such a 
wall, I would prefer a width of ten or twelve feet to the 
half of that space ; and then, in addition to the clothing 
of the back wall, I could have nice bushy specimens in 
the border in front. “ Well, but that would just be a 
conservatory.” J ust so ; and a heated glass-enclosed 
conservative wall is nothing else. The wider house 
would merely requRe. more space, more glass for the 
roof, and more heating power, than the smaller one; the 
latter nearly, but not quite, in proportion to the greater 
surface of glass on the roof, as the greater body of 
enclosed air would prevent the place being so suddenly 
cooled. I have alluded to the matter in passing, and I 
think that some definite terms are not unworthy the 
consideration of Mi'. Appleby, and other coadjutors. 

Eutaxia jiyrtifolia.—This beautiful New Holland 
shrub blooms in the autumn, winter, and spring months. 
Its small orange flowers are produced in great abun¬ 
dance along the young shoots. The following will be 
found a concise and yet full outline of the treatment it 
requires in pots. 

Propagation.—Choose short, stubby shoots, getting 
firm at their base, in April or May; cut clean across 
at a bud, and insert in silver sand, over an inch of 
sandy peat, the lower part of the pot being filled with 
drainage. When watered, place a bell-glass over them, 
and set them in a frame, or pit, where they can be kept 
close, but without ai'tificial heat. They will soon strike, 
and then should be potted off in sandy peat, and placed 
again in a similar place, preventing flagging by shading, 
and dustings from the syringe. When taken with the 
pots, stop the growth, by nipping off the points of the 
shoots, to make them bushy. 

Selecting Plants —Choose a low-growing bushy fellow, | 
although it should not be the fourth of the si'ze of a I 

leggy one. 
Soil.—For the first few shifts, when the ])lants are 

small,‘use chiefly sandy i)ent, and a little broken j)ots 
and rubbly charcoal. By the time you get them into 
four-inch pots use a little sweet fibry loam, and let the 
loam be in equal proportions to the peat when the plant 
will fill a six or eight-inch pot, using even then abun¬ 
dant clean drainage, and charcoal, broken pots, and 
silver sand, to keep the soil open, packing it firmly 
about the roots. 

Watering.—This will be required liberally in summer, 
less in autumn, and a fair ])ortion in winter, especially 
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if in bloom. Syringings over-head in spring and 
summer will be of great importance, and tend to keep 
red spider and scale at a distance. 

Pruning.—This plant, when young, requires frequent 
stopping; when grown to a flowering state it should be 
pruned back when the blooming period is over. The 
greater number of equal-sized young shoots made in 
summer, and the better they are matured in autumn, 
the moi'e abundantly will you be supplied with bloom. 

Position and Temperature.—When pruned, the plant 
should be placed in a pot where it can be kept close and 
warm, or the same advantages given it in the green¬ 
house. Little water should be given at the roots until 
fresh shoots have broken, but the stems and the atmo¬ 
sphere must be kept moist by the syringe. As the 
shoots increase in length, more air must bo given, 
gradually at first, until the tops of the plant are fully 
exposed in August and September. It will be advisable 
to house, or shelter, in October; and in winter, if coming 
into bloom, the temperature at night should not be 
below 45°. If not in bloom, 5° less will suit it better 
than a dry heat from fires. In fine, sunny forenoons in 

^ winter a dash from the syringe will do it good. In the 
south of the island this plant has been found to stand 
against a conservative wall; north of London I have 
little doubt but it would answer against a glass-cased 
one, more especially if it was so managed as to flower 
about the months of April or October. There are 
other two species—E. j^ungens, very similar in habit, 
having likewise small orange pea-blossoms, sometimes 
called Dilln'iinia pungens and BaxterU, having yellow 
flowers, and more robust in habit. These latter may be 
treated in a similar manner, but they almost constantly 
produce their blossoms in early spring and summer. 

Euchilus obcoruatus.—This is another pea-blossomed 
plant, with small yellow-flowers, produced chiefly towards 
the points of short young shoots. The yellow in the 
bloom is contrasted with a purple keel. The principal 
characteristic in the plant is its blunt, curious, reversed 

; heart-sbaped leaves, and its upright mode of growth. 
In the main points of culture, that recommended for 
Euta.via may be followed. I will merely notice the dif¬ 
ference in some little points. It blooms chiefly in early 
summer. The cuttings may consist of the points of 
shoots, if side-shoots cannot be got; and after being 

' inserted, in May or June, for a few weeks, they will be 
benefited by a little bottom-beat. I have never heard 
of it doing much good, unless as a greenhouse pot-plant. 
It requires even then considerable attention. The soil 
should be three parts peat and one loam, well drained, 
and well opened with pieces of broken brick and char¬ 
coal, and a fair portion of silver sand. Stagnant mois¬ 
ture is its ruin. It should not be dashed witli heavy 
rains even in summer. A pit is, therefore, a better place 
for it than a position in tlio open air. The night tem¬ 
perature in winter should not bo much below 45°. Great 
care must be taken then not to sour or sodden the soil. 
In dull weather it will seldom want a visit from the 
water-pail. Pruning should take place when the flower¬ 
ing is over; but unless it be required to keep the jtlaut 
small, the pruning shoidd not be severe. It is more 
safe to grow on a young plant than to lop an old one. 

R. ITsu. 

THE AURICUL.\. 
This most elegant and highly-esteemed spring flower 

has not progressed so much as most other florists’ flowers, 
either in improved varieties, or in public favour; that is, 
the number of growers have not increased. Tho public, 
indeed, admire the flowers as much, or 7nore, than ever, 
when they see them exhibited; but there is not that 
eagerness about cultivating the Auricula as there is 
about Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Carnations, and some 

other flowers: and why is this? Confessedly the An- ' 
ricula is behind none in beauty of form, elegance of 
colour, and neatness of habit, besides being sweetly ^ 
perfumed. The causes, no doubt, are a kind of fear 
that they are difficult to grow, slow to increase, easily lost, 
and rather high in price, especially the vei'y best kinds. I 
Now all these i-easons are, I think, unfounded, or, at , 
least, not more applicable to this deservedly-favourite i 
flower than to many other florists’ flowers. Carnations, j 
Picotees, Pansies, Ranunciduses, and Tulips, are equally 
difficult to keep, some of them as slow to increase, and 
the best quite as high in price. I consider it rather a 
stigma upon amateur florists that they neglect this 
spring-blooming, beautiful flower. It is true, though it 
is a native of the Alps of Europe, it will not bear our 
cold, foggy, changeable, damp winters, for it requires 
the steady, dry Alpine atmosphere of its native dwel¬ 
ling; but our persevering florists overcome greater 
difficulties in culture than this of managing the Auri¬ 
cula, so as to imitate the dry, pure air, and covering of 
snow, in the Alpine regions. I have been requested, 
by a new correspondent, to give a list of the best Auri¬ 
culas, with a few brief hints on their culture, and this 
request has drawn from me the above preliminary 
remai’ks, and I trust many of the readers of The Cot¬ 
tage Gardener will find the following useful; and 
some that have not hitherto turned their attention to 
this charming flower, may be induced to try to cultivate, 
at first, a small collection; and by way of encouraging 
such to make the attempt, I assure them they may 
procure four-and-twenty very good old kinds for TGs.— 
no very heart-breaking outlay. The only other article 
that is e.xpensive is a two-light bo.x to grow them in 
through the winter and through the blooming-season in 
spring; and this two-light frame, after that season is 
over, may be used either for cucumbers, or for propa¬ 
gating various kinds of flowers. The glass is cheap, 
and wood is not very dear, so that this frame will not 
be excessively expensive, and a new beginner, for a 
very few pounds, may make a fair start in Auricula 
culture; and if success attends his efforts, I will ven¬ 
ture to prophecy he will be perfectly satisfied with his 
small outlay—small in comparison to beginning to cul¬ 
tivate a decent bed of Carnations or Tulips. 

To make my instructions easy to remember and 
understand, I will divide Auricula culture into, 1st, 
Soil; 2nd, Summer treatment; 3rd, Winter treatment; 
4th, Propagation; 5th, Properties of a good Auricula; 
and lastly, a list of the best in their various classes. 

1st. Soil, or rather compost. Simple soils, such as 
heavy loam, light loam, bog, or peat, would not grow 
the Auricula to that perfection which is required in 
order to produce strong blooms finely formed and highly 
coloured. This every florist of any exi)erience is aware 
of, aud, therefore, he combines three or more kinds, and 
this mixture is properly enough called a cornpiost. For 
the Auricula, I am no advocate for a rich, stimulating 
compost, yet I am quite sure it requires oue, in a certain 
degree, enriched with something that may bo described 
as inildly encouraging, in order to produce strong 
growth, and, coiise(iucntly, fine bloom. Such stimu- 
latiug manures as night-soil, blood, sugar-baker’s scum, 
fowl’s dung, &c., that some writers recommend, require, 
in order to temper their highly-stimulating ])owers, so j 
long a time exposing to the air, with frequent turnings, | 
that when it is safe to use them, tho greater part of 
their enriching powers or qualities have eva])orated, and 
the residue is not much better than common earth, so 
that all this long preparation is time and expense 
thrown away. 'The compost I have used with the 
greatest success is much more simple, more easily pro¬ 
cured, and is sooner ready to use. It consists of loam 
procured from an upland pasture, or, in some districts, 
from a pasture near to the banks of a river; of this, the 
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top spit, not more than four or five inches thick, is the 
best. This should be carted home, laid up in a long, 
rounded heap, and turned over (chopping the tiu’f into 
pieces) three or four times during a year. In that time 

I it will be fit for use. This kind of loam may generally 
be procured from some nurseryman mellowed down 
ready, if the amateur cannot procure it, or wait till it 
is prepared. The next article is some well-decomposed 
manure, such, for instance, as hotbed-manure a year 
old. Then a portion of vegetable mould, made from 
decayed leaves of trees, and, lastly, some sand, either 
that called silver, or some from a river-bed finely sifted. 
The proportions are—four-parts loam, one-part manure, 
one-part leaf mould, and about one-tenth part of sand. 
The whole to he thoroughly mixed at the time of using, 
without sifting, excepting the river sand. While the 
mixing is going on, any stones, roots of weeds, wire- 
worms, ikc., should be carefully j)icked out and thrown 
away. Use the compost in a state neither wet nor dry. 
This compost, used in a proper state, and of a right age, 
will grow Auriculas strong, and bloom them satisfac¬ 
torily, all the other points of culture duly and properly 
attended to. These j^oints must be the subject of my 
next paper. T. Appleby. 

(To be continued.) 

CONSERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from page 225.) 

Trusting my former remarks on these walls have at 
least set our readers thinking on the subject—and, let 
me hope, some few will not only think but actually 
try the experiment of erecting one aud putting it to the 
uses I have hinted at—I now proceed to answer the 
question—Should this wall bo heated ? and this query 
involves the very natural one—By what means? 

In our uncertain climate we have some winters that ! 
are so mild that numbers of half-hardy plants pass j 
through that season with very little injury against a 
wall, even without heat; but then, every seven or ton 
years, we have one of our old-fashioned winters, such 
as that never-to-be-forgotten one of 1837-8, in which 
the thermometer sinks down to zero! and then the con¬ 
stitution of our plants is tried to the utmost. I need 
not remind our readers, that in that season the common 
Laurels, the Laurustinus, Sweet Bays, and many others i 
so-called hardy shrubs or trees, were cut down to the I 
earth, and in some cases completely killed. Now, as 
no one can foretell, or be certain, that such another 
season will not happen again, I answer the query by 
saying, emphatically,—most certainly. Yes. Let this 
conservative wall be provided with the means to be 
heated. If the season proves mild there will be no 
necessity to light the fire; but should it be severe, or 
if there is any likelihood of its being so on any night, 

I or successive nights and days, then the gardener is pro- 
1 vided against its injurious effects, and will feel perfectly 

secure and easy in his mind, that he has the power to 
preserve his cherished plants, let what weather will 
come. The owner, too, will feel glad, in the event of a 
severe frost, that he has been induced to heat his walls, 
and by that means preserved his rare and beautiful 
plants that have, jierhaps, for years delighted himself 

j and his friends with their beauty and aromatic 
I perfumes. 

The walls, then, whether for fruit or plants, having 
been determined to be built, and, furthermore, to be 
heated, the query next to be answered is. By what 
means? It has been mentioned that the walls at 
Osmaston Manor (see page 183) are heated by hot-water 
pipes, and that, I can aver from occular demonstration, 
most effectually; and, inasmuch as those walls heated 
with hot-water answer admirably, it follows that the 

best means of heating a conservative or any other kind 
of garden wall, not even excepting glass ones, is by hot- 
water pipes. These points being settled, the ne.xt 
query in rotation is-—Should it be covered with glass ? 
The answer to this query requires some consideration. 
Though glass is much cheaper than it used to bo, 
still, to cover a wall, perhaps a hundred feet long, the 
cost will be, as a Yankee would say, “tarnation con¬ 
siderable ; ” and besides, the mode of doing it might be 
still more expensive. As it is, a wall for ornamental 
purposes, the covering of glass, to be in character, should 
be ornameutal also. It would not be at all advisable to 
put up the glass cover in the rough manner of Mr. 
River’s orchard house merely for the sake of economy, 
or, in other words, for the saving of a few pounds 
to cover it at the least possible expense. No, if it is 
determined to clothe it with glass, let it be done hand¬ 
somely, something in the style of the often-referred-to- 
one at Chatgworth, which is a handsome object, independ¬ 
ently of the fine specimens of rare plants it contains. 
The principal considerations in favour of covering this 
wall with glass is the more certain protection to the 
plants, and the comfort of walking under it in wet or 
stormy weather. It might then be connected with the 
sitting rooms of the house, and would be a most agree¬ 
able promenade in all kinds of weather. All this I must 
leave to the consideration of the owner. The covering 
with glass is not absolutely necessary, but it is absolutely 
advisable to determine, previously to commencing build¬ 
ing, all these piarticulars. 1st. Whether to build it at 
all. 2ndly. If it is to be built, to have the wall hollow. 
3rdly. To heat it with a boiler and hot water pipes; 
(these pipes should be placed near the bottom, inside 
the wall, aud the inside should be contrived so tliat the 
heat will have access quite to the top; the pipes are 
placed near the bottom for the convenience ol' circula¬ 
tion, the heat being sure to rise, from the well-known 
fact that heat always rises, provided no solid body 
iuterrupts it.) 4thly. To cover it with glass carried 
out so far from the wall that there will be space for a 
walk at such a distance from the plants that they 
can be easily seen and examined. Supposing it is 
determined to make a thorough good job of it, and 
do it well, handsomely, and effectually, so as to an¬ 
swer the purpose aud be a coml'ort and pleasant 
recreation, then procure an estimate from a respect¬ 
able builder, with proper specifications, and let it be 
put up during the spring and summer months, in time 
to be planted before the cold weather commences. 

T. Appleby. 

(To be continued.) 

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR. 

Having arrived at the close of a year, the autumn of 
which has been one of extraordinary wetness, a great 
deal of outdoor work has, in many instances, been de¬ 
layed; aud we fear that much that has been done, has 
been accomplished under circumstances which very 
much impair its utility. The heavy and almost con¬ 
tinuous rain has so soddened the ground, that all 
operations must have so consolidated it, as to render 
it almost impervious to the influence of the atmo¬ 
sphere. Now, bad as this is, I am far from thinking 
that a piece of ground, hardened by being trod upon, 
or otherwise pressed down, is the worst condition that 
it can be in at this untoward season, as it must be 
apparent, the more solid it becomes, the less water it is 
likely to hold, as is easily seen by turuiug-up a spade¬ 
ful. Now, though at certain times rain water imparts 
a fertility to soils (apart from the refreshing effects it 
has on the plants growing there), still, when adminis¬ 
tered in too great a quantity, its utility is like that of 
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many other valuable things, hurtful when given in 
excess. 

The continuous rains wash out of the ground those 
soluble matters which it is most in want of; the essence 
of dung, and other enriching manures, being so frc- 
ijuently soaked in water, necessarily part with their 
juices, which, being carried below the reach of vege¬ 
tation, are lost to the ground. This being so often 
repeated, has left the ground that abounded in rich 
aninial or vegetable manures rolibed very extensively 
of some of its most important component parts, without I 
the soil deriving any commensurate advantage in re- ; 
turn. Now, it is easy to perceive, that grounds throw- | 
ing off the rain, or allowing it rapidly to subside, are | 
less likely to be injured by the extraordinary fall of 
rain than those retentive and tenacious soils which, 
having once become saturated, are very tardy in part¬ 
ing with it; on such soils, it is not too much to say, i 

that if they cannot bo relieved by judicicrus draining, j 
that a hard-pressed surface, in a wet autumn, is better i 
than a loose, fresh-dug one; the latter only allowing | 
the soil to hold more water, without that water being 
enticed away by auy of those means which draining is i 

especially provided for; while its remaining so long ' 
unchanged in contact with soil not re(piiring it, a sour¬ 
ness arises, which requires some considerable expo- ! 
sure to the atmosphere, &c., to remove. This state of 1 

things is much aggravated when any one is so indis- i 
creet as to dig or till ground at the time it is so 
saturated. It is then compressed inecbanically into a 
condition more resembling mortar than anything else; 
in this state, a long period of favourable weather and 
treatment is necessary to bring it round again, and it 
does not always happen that this description of weather 
follows after a wet season. The long-continued drying 
winds of last spring were very beneficial that way; but 
who amongst the many that have undertaken to pro¬ 
phecy the forthcoming season, have said anything but 
“ serious forebodings of severe frosts and snows,” follow¬ 
ing each other with that destructive tendency which 
made the season of 1837-38 so menioriible in a horti¬ 
cultural point of view. That the weather of the next 
two months is destined to be like that veritable season, 
is not my purpose here to prognosticate, hut that it may 
exceed the severities of the last three winters is very 
jirobable, while vegetation is certainly not in the most 
hardy condition to resist it. 

The setting-in of the wet season before the growth of 
many deciduous trees and shrubs had been brought to a 
close retarded, and at last only imperfectly ripened 
them; tender and late-growing evergreens were in the | 
same condition; while herbaceus growth has been 
stoiiped by incessant wet, rather than cold; the number ! 
of frosty mornings having been few and unimportant; I 

while drying winds have been less plentiful; so that, | 
taking altogether, wo may conclude that many things | 
are in a bad condition to withstand the rigoiu'S of a ' 
winter of more than ordinary severity It therefore be- , 
comes the careful cultivator’s duty to see what2''rotcction ’ 
can be given them, or rather what can be done to i 
enable them to stand frost and snow with less harm to ' 
themselves. Brocoli that are fit to cut suffer much if | 
exposed to frost; it is bettor, therefore, to take up all I 

such, and hang them up in some cool place away from 
drying winds or withering fires; observe, they must not 
be much stripped of their leaves, and the stem must 
he left pretty long as well. The hardier kinds, which it 
is not prudent to lift, may be partly laid down, which is 
done thus: beginning at the west side of a piece of 
Rrocoli, dig a small spit out close to the stem of 
each plant; then bend them down all that way which 
is pointing west, the earth from the bottom of the next 
row of idants may be laid on the last, and the second 
one bended over the same as the first, and so on 

until the whole be done, when they will present a mass 
of plants, all lying on their sides, and pointing west¬ 
wards. This direction I think is best, and likewise 
better than lifting them entirely and removing them 
to another place, because the loss the roots sustain 
by the practice here recommended is not so much as 
when the whole plant is taken iq>; in fact, beyond the 
fractures of a few fibres, on the side it is bent from, the 
injury that way is unimportant. The prostrate posi¬ 
tion presents a greater number of folds of leaves as 
coveriug to the heart than is shown by the ordinary up- 
riglit position, while the attempts of tbo plant to regain 
that posture is equally useful in producing a more effec¬ 
tive covering to the central, or more tender part of it. 
Endive, that has been partly blanched, may be taken 
up with balls and carried into some dry cool shed, 
and there placed with its roots in sand. A sufficient 
stock of all Roots which remain in the ground during 
winter might be taken up and similarly treated; this 
includes Celerij, Horseradish, Jerusalem Artichokes, Par¬ 
snips, Turnips, and, in fact, all other roots which are 
left in the ground in ordinary seasons; a few of each 
for present consumption may, as I have said, be housed 
as above, care being taken to prevent their withering. 
Protection must also be given to Peas that were sown 
in November, which the absence of cold weather has 
brought forward to a greater degree than usual. We 
have found barley-chaff laid along the rows, and secured 
there by drawing a little earth to it, better than anything 
else that we have tried; coal-ashes are also good that 
way. Beans may be treated the same, while ISpinach can 
only be protected by a covering of mats or other matter 
of that kind; thatched hurdles are very good, too, and for 
crops growing in beds as this and Lettuce, they act very 
well by leaning against each other in the centre, forming 
a “ span-roof” of no mean capacity. By this kind of 
shelter, large and forward Lettuce plants may be saved, 
while the younger ones, being hardier, stand the winter 
without such coveriug. It is almost useless to talk of 
covering-up frames, &c., because this is so universal a 
job as to be known to every one. The p)umps, water- 
pipes, and other contrivances for sui)plying that neces¬ 
sary article must .also be duly protected, if not already 
seen to, and all other means adopted that can render 
things more secure, such as the well-covcriug-ui) of 
potato-heaps and other stores; and in fact, all those 
et ceteras which alone constitute good management 
must be seen after before that severe weather sets in 
which weather-ju'ophets tell us is in store for us still. 

J. itoHSON. 

ACCOUNT OU A PROVINCIAL HORTICUL¬ 

TURAL MEETING IN SCOTLAND. 

In compaiing the present with the past state of horti¬ 
culture tbrongliout different districts of Great Britain, one 
is forcibly struck with tbe advances wbich bave been made 
within only a brief period of time; and there can be little 
doubt that much of tbo progress is imputable to the exer¬ 
tions of Horticultural Societies. By means of these useful 
institutions, a spirit of emulation has been evoked in locali¬ 
ties remote from the general intercourse of the world, and 
among classes to whom a love of plants was hitherto an 
unknown pleasure. No small amount of ordinary procedure 
in society may be said to be a result of fashion, more than 
of deliberate principle; and taking advantage of this con¬ 
spicuous tendency, horticultural societies have, wherever 
established, created a certain fashion in the taste for plant 
culture, and thereby fixed and given currency to feelings 
that might otherwise have languished, and been of no 
practical avail. The fashion being led by parties for whose 
opinions and habits there is considerable respect, others in 
their various degrees have followed, till at length the most 
humble and least excitable have been stirred into activity. 
Having attained this desirable point, it is astonishing how 
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the newly-created flower-cnlturer expands in his notions, 
and becomes possessed with a love of plants. He, as it 
were, has come into a new life. The face of nature, it may 
be, once blank in his eyes, is now clothed in beauty; and 
existence has charms which were not formerly dreamed of. 

It is obvious that this love of plants has two important 
consequences. In the first place, it need not be insisted on 

; that gardening—the treatment of plants according to the 
, enlightened rules of science and art—is of the highest 

economic value, and that by all proper means it could be 
carried to its utmost limits. But, independently of this 
practical view of the subject, there is something in garden¬ 
ing, even on the humblest scale, that commends itself to 
our favour. And here we would draw an illustration from 
a contemporary periodical. “ It has been very properly 
observed," says a writer in Chambers's Journal, “that a love 
of gardening, on however small a scale—be it only the 
tending of a pet flower-pot—has in it something that ex- 
hilirates and improves. One seldom hears of gardeners 
misconducting themselves; and we venture to go a step 
further, and say, that no person whatever, who once imbibes 
a taste for pansies and hollyhocks, and thinks much of cul¬ 
tivating dahlias and anemones, is likely to be an inditferent 
member of society. It would not be difficult to demonstrate, 
that the promotion of a taste for flowers and j)lants gene¬ 
rally, leads to an elevation of taste in other things; and it 
is remarkable how little is requu-ed to excite a love of hor¬ 
ticultural pursuits, even in situations supposed to deaden 
the higher class of emotions. A story is told of a whole 
village in the Highlands being stimulated to enter on a 
course of improvement, from the simple circumstance of a 
lady one day expressing her admiration of a single marigold 
which grew in the neglected garden of one of the cottagers. 
‘ Is it possible,’ thought the proprietor of this little flower, 
‘ that anything I have in my poor garden is worthy of the 
approval of a lady? If so, I will endeavour to make things 
better—I will try my hand at a few more flowers.’ 'Thus 
reasoning, the cottager began to occupy himself in his 
garden; neighbours followed his example; a spirit of 
rivalry was begun; and, lo! in a short time the whole 
village, interior and exterior, assumed quite an improved 
aspect—cleanly doorways, walls decorated \vith flowers, and 
a general advance in all matters of taste. Now, this anec¬ 
dote, which rests on good authority, affords a pretty fail- 
specimen of what may be done by a little judiciously- 
administered approbation, acting uqion a spirit of honom-able 
competition.” 

So much may be said in the way of general observation. 
Our more special object in the present article is, to describe 
the rise and progress of a Horticultural Society in one of 
the rural districts of Scotland; and at the same time, to 
offer such hints on the method of getting up institutions of 
this kind, as may prove useful to those who are desirous of 
establishing them. A short account of the society in ques¬ 
tion, appeared in the journal above quoted; and a more 
extended notice for practical purposes being, to all appear¬ 
ance, called for, we trust that that which is now to be sub¬ 
mitted, will realise all reasonable wishes on the subject. 

The institution to which we allude, is named the Peebles¬ 
shire Horticultural Society. It was established in IB-GO, and 
consists of a body of individuals of three different classes— 
professional gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers; each mem- 

j her of the two former classes pays a fee of 2s. (id. per 
j annum; and cottagers, whose yearly rent does not exceed 

fl-'i, pay a fee of Is. per annum. ’The members appoint, 
from their own body, a president, vice-president, treasurer, 
and secretary. 'Tliese oftioials are, of course, honorary; the 
secretary, though having no little correspondence and 
general management to attend to, acts gratuitously, and 
for the more sake of advancing the cause of horticultural 
improvement. At present, the president is Anthony Nichol, 
Ksip, of Kerfteld, a gentleman of landed property in the 
neighbourhood; the vice president is Arthur Burnett, Esq., 
resident sheriff of the county ; and the secretarj-is Mr. .lohn 
Stirling, one of the magistrates of Peebles, which is tlie 
place of meeting and centre of operations of the society. 
Besides these functionaries, there is a committee of manage- 

. merit. T’he society, we observe, graces its prospectus with 
a list of patrons: these are certain noblemen and gentle- 
men in the neighbourhood, whoso names and influence are 

believed to be of consequence in giving the thing a respect¬ 
able character in public estimation. Some of, perhaps all, 
the patrons conti-ibute a small annual donation in money to 
the institution ; but this feature, beyond what may be re¬ 
quired at starting, we do not commend. It is most desirable 
that all such institutions should be self-supporting, and not 
rely on charitable doles. The true and safe plan of opera¬ 
tion, is to form a fund from the regular annual fees of 
membership, and from sums gathered for admission to the 
public exhibitions. In these latter respects, the I’eebles- 
sbire Society is on a healthy footing. IVe observe, from the 
published accounts of the society, from September, ISbl, to 
September, 1802, that tlie amount of subscription-fees of 
gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers w-as TBl 2s.; of dona¬ 
tions, Tf) is. Cd.; and of tickets of admission for two exhibi¬ 
tions, A'24 11s. ?d. Latterly, the amount of tickets of ad¬ 
mission has been about Tl'i each time. The amount of 
prizes at each exhibition is about TIT. All the money 
drawn is deposited in a bank, and from this fund the dis¬ 
bursements are made. A respectable individual is appointed 
to audit the accounts. Thus, the whole financial part of 
the proceedings is conducted in a methodic and business¬ 
like manner. The present number of members on the 
books is 147 ; and aU who are members may compete. No 
one can compete or receive a prize, who is not a member. 
There may possibly be parties in the district who are not 
members, yet who could shew better flowers than those of 
regular members; but they would not be taken into account 
in the matter of distributing prizes. And the reason for 
this is evident. The whole scope of the institution is to 
excite emulation; and this is best done by each person 
having an absolute contributory interest in the concern; 
for when a man’s own money is at stake, his perceptions are 
wonderfully sharpened—he sees to proper administration of 
funds ; and, at the very least, makes an effort to get back, 
in the shape of a prize, what he paid out in the form of a fee. 

In competing for prizes, members are divided, as above, 
into three classes—namely, 1. Professional gardeners; 
2. Amateurs ; and 3. Cottagers. Promiscuous competition 
is not allowed; nor would it be fair. Each class competes 
within itself. The fii-st-raentioned class consists of the 
gardeners employed hy the landed proprietors in the neigh¬ 
bourhood; and who, besides their professional skill, may 
be presumed to have means at their disposal for bringing 
forward plants. The second class consists of persons above 
the rank of cottagers; they are supposed to attend to their 
own gardens, with perhaps occasional assistance. The third, 
or cottager class, are, as stated, persons who occupy houses 
at a rent of not above £5 per annum, and whose means are 
consequently slender; and it is mainly for the improvement 
of this class that the society is instituted. Members of any 
class must be resident within the county ; and no vegetable 
or flower can be brought forward for competition rmless it 
has been a certain length of time in possession of the I 
exhibitor. Besides the articles raised for competition, ! 
certain other articles are admitted to the shows, merely to | 
exhibit as curiosities, or to evince what can be done in the j 
district. Some plants are sent solely for the purpose of | 
embellishing the exhibition. j 

It was considered desirable to have two exhibitions in tlic , 
year, one in July, the other in September—the latter em¬ 
bracing the larger kinds of fruits. Since the commence¬ 
ment in l8-')0, these exhibitions have gone on increasing in ' 
the variety of the articles shown, and the number of visitors. 
The exhibitions took place in the largest room of the prin¬ 
cipal inn. At the exhibition in September two imper¬ 
fections in the arrangements were forced into notice. 'J'be 
first was, that the judges were too fe.vin number for the 
work to be gone through, and they accordingly did not 
finish their duty of allotting the prizes till an hour-and-a- 
half after the time appointed for opening the doors. Tliis, 
with the great crowding which ensued, made it apparent 
that more judges were required, and that there ought to be j 
a much more spacious place for exhibilion. Both these | 
remedies have been applied. The judges for each show are ' 
now four in number, and are, as formerly, professional ' 
gardeners ifrom a distance, who have no knowledge of the 
parties exhibiting. All things for exhibition require to be 
lodged by half-past 10 o'clock forenoon of the day of com- 
petion, and the exhibition opens at 2 I’.ji. AU kitchen 
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vegetables require to be cleaned, and free of extraneous 
i leaves, &c. The principal improvement in the arrange- 
I ments has consisted in having the exhibition in a temporai’y 

canvass tent, of lai'ge and commodious dimensions. We 
' invite attention to the manner in which this tent was pro¬ 

cured, also to its size and appearance; and for the better 
understanding of its character, we append two sketclies, 
drawn hy Mr. Jolin Bathgate, a gentleman filling the oliice 
of procurator-fiscal for I’eehles-shire, and a warm encourager 
of all social improvements. 

Fig. 1. 
—c-O-U-0-T- 

P/355A C£ ■<:.— r..\>TRAn'C.5 

SCALE OF FEET. 
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Fig. 2. 

Figure 1. represents a ground-plan of the tent, with two 
long tables, on which the articles are laid for exhibition. 
T'hese tables are of rough deal, covered with webs of 
calico, so as to have a clean and neat appearance. The 
entrance is by a kind of porch at the north-east corner; 
thence, as indicated by arrows, the visitors walk up the 
side of one table, and down the other side; then up the 
nearest side of the second table, and down the other 
side of it, to the place of exit, which is a similar porch 
at the south-east corner. ATsitors thus proceed in a slow 
and continuous stream in one direction, without break 
or confusion. Figure 2 is a representation of the tent 
exteriorly, and in perspective, looking from the south¬ 
east, with the houses of the town in the background. It 
will be observed that the tent is a pavilion in form, being 

I of a length about three times its breadth, with a sloping 
roof on its two sides. The following are the exact dimen¬ 
sions:—Length of the tent, 01 feet; breadth of ditto, Od feet; 
height of roof at centre, 24 feet; side of span of roof, 
22 feet; height of walls from the ground, 8 feet. The two 
porches arc exterior projections. The length of the tables 
is 72 feet; the breadth of each table is hi feet; and the 
breadth of the passage is 5.} feet. 

The substance of the tent is strong canvas, impervious to 
rain; but so transparent, that there is abundance of light 

I without the aid of windows. The erection is supported on 
j a framework of wood, held together by screw bolts. Besides 

the side, there are centre, posts. The distance between the 
side posts is (ii feet; the distance between the centre posts 

j is 1.2 feet. All the wood-work has a neat and slender 
I appearance, and is painted. The total expense of this 
: truly commodious erection, including painting, was about 

T80 ; this amoimt was raised by subscription in the neigh- 
I hourhood, and kept separate from the ordinary funds of the 
i society. It may be useful to mention, that the manufac- 
I turers of the tent were Messrs. 11. and I). Ferguson, Sail- 
I makers, Dundee. It was made by them to order, and sent 

ready to be put up. The wooden framework was constructed 
by Mr. Dickson, a cai’penter in Peebles; part of it was 
composed of timber presented by Sir Adam Hay, Baronet; 
and this somewhat lessened the general expense. When 
erected, the pavilion has a handsome and rather gay 
appearance, with the Union Jack flying at one end, and the 
flag of the Society displayed at the other. It was placed in i 
the Town Green, in front of the school-house; and at about I 
a hundred yards from the Tweed. j 

Even with the vastly extended space in this conveniently 
disposed tent, there would still undoubtedly be overcrowding, ! 
but for an arrangement to be mentioned. This consists in 
establishing three classes of entrance fees—for the first ! 
hour, one shilling; second hour, sixpence; and the third j 

hour, threepence. Tickets ai'e issued corresponding to 
this plan, which has proved eminently successful, and has 
given much satisfaction. All are accommodated, ami all are 
pleased. It should be added, that the ticket admits only ; 
once. Should a visitor go out, he cannot return without 
making a fresh payment. A few police-officers attend to j 
prevent disorder; and a brass band from a neighbouring 
village plays outside during the exhibition. ; 

The committee of management, which meets once a ' 
month, determines on the objects of competition and prizes I 

to be allotted. Prospectuses containing all requisite lists I 

and particulars are issued and distributed gratuitously, from ! 
six to nine months previous to the exhibitions. In these 
prospectuses there appear not only the lists of prizes of the 
society, but lists of special prizes oflered by private indivi¬ 
duals. Such prizes are usually of larger amount than those 
of the society, and in many instances apply to only one or 
two parishes. AV'e may bo allowed to quote two or three 
from the list of 18,5:1:— 

“Anne Lady Hay, for the best kept Cottage Door, and 
ornamented with flowers, in the Burgh of Peebles, including 
Tweedbridge-end, 7s.—for the second best, 5s. There must 
be at least three competitors for this prize. 
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“ Lady Carmichael, for the neatest kept Cottage, in tlie 
parish of SldrUng, 10s.—for the second best, 7s.—for the 
third best, Os. 

“W. S. Orr, h'iSq., .\men Corner, London, for the neatest 
kept Cottage, interior and exterior, with front ornamented 
with dowers, also best kept Garden, in the parislics of 
reebles and Innerleithen, a copy of the Illustrated Shak- 
sjiere ; value. One Guinea. 

“AV. S Orr, Esq., to the occupant of the neatest kept 
Gate Lodge, interior and exterior, with front ornamented 
with dowers, and well kept Garden, in the county of 
Peebles, iOs. 

“ LaUy Montgomery, for the finest and purest Honey, fit 
for the table, for Cottagers only, lOs. 

“ Lady Montgomery, for the prettiest Flower-Basket, 
made by the exhibitor, open to the whole Society, at July 
Exhibition, os. 

“ W. Cliambcrs, Esq., of Glenormiston, for the most exact 
and best kept set of Meteorological Tables, for the year 
185;!, beginning with 1st of January, and ending with 31st of 
December, in the pai'ishes of Peebles and Innerleithen; 
open to all classes of members, LI Is. *Copies of blank 
forms for entering daily observations will be given by the 
Secretai-y; and intending competitors must hand in their 
names to liim on or before the 25th of December, 1852. 
This prize will be awarded at the July Exhibition, 1854. 

“Archibald Craig, Esq., South Biidge, Edinbirrgh, for the j 

best and neatest kept Cottage Door, and ornamented with 
dowers, in the parish of Eddlestoue, 10s.; for the second 
best, 7s. 6d.; for the third best, 5s.; for the fomtli best, 
2s. 6d. There must be at least eight competitors. It is 
distinctly understood that no uccuqtant of gentlemen’s lodges 
can compete for this prize.” 

It may be added, that there are likewise a few sweep- 
stakes ; the competition in such cases being a kind of wager 
between two neighbours as to the production of certain 
dowers or vegetables. 

Such may be accepted as a familiar account of the 
Peebles-shire Horticultui-al Society, which, considering the 
character of the district, has succeeded in its praise-worthy 
aims beyond all expectation. Tlie sphere of oi^eration is a 
county of small size, composed principally of the valley of 
the Tweed, in the upper and more pastoral region of that 
classic stream. The cUstrict is environed with brown hills, 
which, though favourable to the production of mutton and 
grouse, are not altogether friendly to horticultural pursuits. 
Yet, under certain disadvantages with regard to climate, 
placed aloof from the stimulating movements of an energetic 
and busy age, and depending entirely on its own resources, 
this small county, through the agency of a few active- 
minded individuals, has started forward in the race of 
horticultural improvement, and its exhibitions, as regards 
out-door productions, are inonounccd by comp)etent autho¬ 
rities to eipal any thing of the kind in the most highly- 
favoured districts of England. On a future occasion, we 
hope to bo able to make widely known through those pages 
the names of those competitors whose peculiar success seems 
deserving of approbation. 

With so much to be said in commendation, it would be 
strange if the proceedings of the society in question did not 
suggest rellections of a somewhat less pleasing character. 
It deserves notice, that here, as elsewhere, discussions have 
arisen respecting matters which, for anything that can be 
foreseen, already bear within them the elements of dissolu¬ 
tion. AVe iiro the more inclined to speak unreservedly on 
this branch of the subject, from a desire to oiler a candid 
and friendly warning before it be too late, not only to the 
members of the present institution, but to others, in what¬ 
ever quarter of the country they may be iiluced. 

The first thing to which we would thus admouitorily refer, 
is the system of preparing plants, fruits, or other ailicles 
for competition, at an expense of time, trouble, and money, 
inlinitely beyond the actual value of the thing, and to all 
appearance for the glory of obtaining a place in the list of 
successful competitors. Emulation, earned to this undue 
length, is evidently an evil. The struggle may be said to 
be in some respects a competition of purse against purse, 
instead of skill against skill, and as such, is adverse to 
every sound principle of economics. It can surely serve no 
good purpose, to produce half-a-dozen monster leeks at a 

I cost of a load of valuable manure, or a few bunches of | 
I grapes at an outlay of LS for extra fuel, exclusive of trouble ’ 

and time beyond all reasonable allowance. A procedure of j 
this kind is not horticulture at all: it is a vulgar forcing of > 
nature beyond her legitimate bounds, and, if not checked, i 

I can terminate only in general disgust and disaster. Among j 
amateurs and cottagers who employ their own means in 
these supernatural forcings, the practice is less objection¬ 
able than among gentlemen’s gardeners; for, in the latter ! 
case, the moans belong to another. No doubt, the costly 
experiments of these horticulturists are in many instances 
effected with the sanction of their employer; but this 
scarcely saves the practice from condemnation. It should 
be the pride and duty of gardeners to conduct their opera¬ 
tions on an economical scale, and work more by professional ; 
knowledge than the jiowers of excessive and costly forcing. I 

One thing is certain, that no body of gentlemen will long | 
continue to support any institution that causes an habitual i 
and unreasonable outlay. It may be gratifying for a season ; 

I to see their servants carrying off prizes of half-crowns; but j 
' when employers calculate that for every half-crowu so gained ! 
j by then- gardener, they themselves are called on to expend j 
1 a pound for manure, or for some special apparatus, their ! 

enthusiasm for horticulture may justly be expected to de- j 

dine, and finally expire, leaving nothing but disappoint¬ 
ment behind. 

The question as to how far any class of competitors 
should go in the matter of forcing, is not susceptible of a | 
distinct solution. Common sense ought to regulate the 
employment of means, keeping a certain end in view. Some 

j persons have objected to the use of glass, but glass, we 
' apprehend, falls within a proper system of culture ; and, 
indeed, all expedients that are dictated by science and prac¬ 
tical art, are not only permissible, but commendable. AVe. 
are quite aware that on the subject of means to ends, the 
society has a delicate piart to perform. Yet, it is the duty of 
a society to adopt some suitable method of placing horticul¬ 
tural experiment on a footing that will prove permanent 
and beneficial. It can never be supposed that an institution ; 
is to stand by unconcernedly, and see itself destroyed, j 

Something it may do by way of recommendation or address, 1 
and all else failing, it may call for a declaration as to the 
cost of production from competitors. A hint on this subject 
is enough. 

Another unfortunate feature of societies of this kind is 
the jealousy which is introduced into a neighbourhood. 
Numbers, of course, care not who overlook their operations, 
and watch the ijrogress and quality of their plants and 
llowers. Others are more sensitive. They are afraid to 
have their gardens intruded upon, wliile the grand competi¬ 
tion cabbage, or the wonderful half-dozen pet anemones, are 
coming to maturity. Now, this is a very undesirable terror. 
AVe like to entertain kindly ideas of gardening and gardeners 
of every grade, and feel that a spirit of exclusiveness is ; 
quite at variance with all that is commendable in art. The j 

gentlest possible remonstrance on this, as on tlie foregoing 
point, is, it may be hoped, sufficient. : 

AA’ith these observations, we would beg to draw our i 

account of a provincial horticultural society in Scotland to ' 
a conclusion. Tlie institution, we are glad to learn, lias 
already made a visible impression on the taste of the dis¬ 
trict. On the highway between Edinburgh and Peeble.s, 
stands the small village of Eddlestone, and here the door¬ 
ways of the cottagers were for ages in a most untidy eon- j 

dition. Now, through the efficacy of small prizes distributed ' 
by the horticultm’al society, the cottages have assumed 
quite a different appearance. Stagnant pools and dung- : 
heaps have vanished from the scene, and plots of garden 
with roses and honeysuckles rise pleasingly into view. In 
other quarters, similar' advances are 2’t'rccptible. Eeo- 
husbandry has made a marked progress, and we can con¬ 
fidently say, that the finest honey which could be produced 
was shewn at Peebles last September exhibition. Nor are 
social habits left untouched. Leisure hours, which foi'merly 
were spent in the public-house, are now devoted to liortrcul- 

i ture. The best powers of the mind, once lying dormant, 
have been stimulated into activity; and k-UJi a prudent reynrd 
of means to ends, we anticipate that the society to which we 
have taken the liberty to draw attention, will yet achieve 
much higher results.—AV. Chambers. 
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I COCHINS, HORKINGS, AND SPANISH. 

' I uaentioiied, iu a former communication upon this subject, 
that I was bj’ no means inclined to think that the Cochins 
were Ihe “ enormous ” eaters whicli “ Callus ” and his friends 
asserted them to be, and my opinion has, I see, been shared 

! in by several of your more recent correspondents. It is 
I obvious that this is a que.stion upon which a tolerably satis- 
I factory conclusion may be arrived at, and that without 
, m\idi trouble. 
I It is important, however, first to determine what the 
i questioir in dispute really is. If, as “ Callus ” now oon- 
j tends, it bo wliether fowls averaging, say, seven pounds 
I each, do, or do not, consimie more than fowls of another 
i breed averaging four pounds or five pounds each, wliat is 
I the use of the controversy at all ? But if the question to 
I be decided be, as I and others have always contended, and 
' as is obviously the reason of the thing, which is the most 

profitable breed of fowls to keep, the solution depends upon 
w'hich possesses most advantages and exhibits fewest defects. 
One important advantage undoubtedly would be, that a par¬ 
ticular breed should consume less food than another, having 
regard to the quantity of food, or rather, ])erhaps, to the 
value of the food which it should itself return to them. In 
this calculation size would be an essential ingi’edient. If a 
farmer, for instance, has two breeds of pigs, and one of 
them will attain thirty stones in weight, and the other only 
twenty, can he not atlbrd to give the former more food than 
the latter ? Unless the bacon be very deficient in ([uality, 
it is manifest that he can. 

But if the abstract position for which “ Callus ” contends 
be tenable—viz., that size has nothing to do witli the 
matter—the question of utility is gone, and the Bantam (or, 
in the case 1 last put, the little jug) beats all the other 
breeds, simply because, being smaller, it consumes less food. 

From these considerations it is obvious that the true 
question is, as I have stated, which gives the best return for 
tlie outlay, and, in this enquiry, that size is a principal 
ingredient. And if a few unpartial experiments be honestly 
made the question can be solved with little difficulty. I, 
therefore, beg to give you, and, through you, to your readers, 
the result of one such trial, explaining first how it was 
made, in the hope that others will make similar attempts to 
give us the benefit of their experience. 

I have no Dorkings ; but, as I have before stated, I keep 
Cochins and Spanish. Their I'oosts are equally good in all 
respects, and are situate at opposite ends of tlie same 
plantation, into wliich they both run, but at such a distance 
that they never mix with each other. Neither lias any advan¬ 
tage over the other that I am aware of. There are twenty- 
nine Cochins, and twenty-three Spanish, and to the latter I 
added three common fowls (bought for kilhng) to make the 
numbers more uniform. Tlie proportions of young and old 
were alike, and in each lot were three cocks. I feed with 
whole barley, and with meal; the latter of three sorts— 
barley, bean-meal, and pollard, or sharps. They have the 
soft food twice a-day, in cast-iron troughs, as much as they 
can eat, and if they leave any it is carefully gathered up. 
The barley, in hoppers, they have to run to when, and as 
often as they please. 

I thought I could not make a fairer experiment than this, 
but after being ab.sent for three days, I found that two small 
Turkey poults (weighing together IVlbs.), which had 
before been fed with the Spanish, had not been removed, 
according to my orders. I therefore determined to let them 
remain during the rest of the week, and to my surprise, I 
found at the end of seven days that the two lots had just 
consumed the same quantity, each having eaten 2ilbs. of 
meal and .'lOlbs. of barley. 

I now removed the Turkeys, and the death of a Spanish 
cook reduced the number of Spanish to twenty-five. During 
the second seven days, the twenty-five Spanish ate 151bs. of 
meal and 341bs. of Barley, and the twenty-rune Cochins, 
2Ilbs. of meal and tiOlbs. of barley. 

This, in the latter week, gives an average of 25ozs. for 
each Spanish fowl, and dOozs. for each Cochin, or a propor¬ 
tion of five to six. But the Spanish lot weighed together 
llllbs., averaging only dibs. 7ozs., or Tlozs. each; and the 
Cochins weighed together Iddlbs., or bibs. lOozs., or lOUozs., 
each being two to three within loz. 

I am by no means desu'ous that any one should consider 
such a question settled by a single experiment, but I am not 
aware that a fairer one than this (for the accuracy of which 
I jfiedgo my honour) could be made, as both the corn and 
meal were taken from the same sacks. I shall, however, bo 
obliged, for one, to any of your correspondents who will 
make similar trials, and f.avour the poultry-keeping world 
with the results. I am still open to conviction ; but, as at 
present advised, I am of opinion that the public favour.s 
bestowed, as it has unequivocally been of late, upon the 
Cochins, has gone in the right direction, and that, /hr hU 
iisiful pin-po.s’c.s', they are the best breed of fowls yet intro¬ 
duced into this country. 

I took the liberty, in a former paper, to say th.at I antici¬ 
pated that Mr. Sturgeon’s sale would alford a strong proof 
of the general verdict being in their favour. I was favom’cd 
with a marked catalogue of that sale, and I subjoin a state¬ 
ment of the average prices realised. It is only necessary to 
a proper understanding of this paper, to remind the i-eader 
that the stock sold at the sale (except the few lots desig¬ 
nated as “sundries”) was the 2)>’cduce of one or other of 
these cocks, named respectively, Sam, Patriarch, and Jerry. 
The result of the sale was as follows ;— 

No. Sold for 
Average as 

above. 

Cockerels 67 
£ s. d, 

213 18 0 
£ s. d. 
3 3 8 

Pullets 87 333 10 6 .3 lO 8 

154 547 14 6 3 9 8 Average of Chickens of 1853. 
Sundries 18 04 17 U 3 12 0 

1/2 fll-2 11 0 3 H 2 Average of the whole Sale. 

I Can I be wrong in concluding, from the sale by public 
auction of 172 birds to 02 different buyers, at an average 
rate of TJ 11s. 2d. each, tliat the verdict of the public is in 
favour of Cochin. 

P.S. I liavo forgotten to mention that from the Cochins 
I I had, on an average, eiy/it eggs per day, but from the 
I Spanish only four eggs per wee/c. 

FEEDING BEES.—A CAUTION. 

On examining, yesterday (Dec. 14), one of my best hives 
of bees, I was surprised to find that they had only a few' 
ounces of honey left. This liive swai’ined on the 17th of 
May, and unfortunately threw a maiden-swann on tlie 1st 
of July. This, no doubt, weakened them considerably, but 
it plainly shows wdiat a wretched honey-season it must have 
been. These bees, which seemed so very active and strong, 
could not collect, since the 1st of July, sufiicient food to keep 
them until Christmas. 

This exti-aordinary mild weather will cause a great con¬ 
sumption of honey, and bee-keepers will do ivell to look 
sharply after their stocks. 

The theimometer has ranged each day, for the last fort¬ 
night, from 48“^ to in the open air, and in a uortheni 
aspect at mid-day, a week ago, the ivy near my house was 
crowded by bees. Probably the immense glut of wet weather 
had retarded the blossoms, as I have seldom noticed them 
on the ivy after the middle of November. 

The bees alluded to above weie the best I have in my 
garden, as I thought them, pireviously to yesterday, and certain 
of going through the winter without feeding. I calculated 
that they had from Iblbs. to lOlbs. of honey, from tlieir 
great acti\'ity during the months of June, July, and August. 

I am much indebted to Mr. I’ayne for many useful hints, 
tmd 1 think he will bear me out this time in my caution, 
although most likely it may come too late for many unfortu¬ 
nate stocks. H. W. Newman, A'ew House, Stroud. 
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POULTRY SHOWS. 

We liave been favoured with tlie following note from one 
of the committee of Ttie Great Metropolitan Show. We are 
glad of its removal, not only because it is now separated 
from all connection with a tavern, but because it will be 
much easier of acce.ss, and the poultry will be more com¬ 
fortably lodged; at the same time, we more than regret that 
the committee persevere in what the}' know is wrong, by 
keeping the birds in the pens for so many days. 

“ It is quite true The Great Metropolitan Exhibition is 
postponed, and the place of exhibition changed to the 
Baker-street Bazaar, in consequence of the proprietor of the 
Oval having notice from the solicitor to the Duchy of ! 
Cornwall, that no exhibitions of any kind would be allowed i 

on his ground. The committee were, therefore, taken quite 1 
by surprise, and you may imagine their chagrin and annoy- j 
ance at such information, when a beautiful and most ex- ; 
pensive building was all but finished. The committee, there- i 

fore, immediately waited upon the spirited proprietor of the j 

Baker-street Bazaar, who immediately acquiesced to their | 
terms and application, and we congratulate the public and 
exhibitors in lia-^ung secured a more central, more con¬ 
venient, and more agi'eeable locale ; and we are pleased to 
add, but two of our exhibitors are inconvenienced by the 
change. The entries close on the 4th of January; the 
specimens will be received on Friday and Saturday, the 7th 
and 8th of January; the birds will be judged on Monday | 
the 10th, and the Exhibition open to the public on Tuesday 
the 11th, Wednesday the 12th, Thursday the IJth, and 
Friday the 14th; the same days as at Birmingham. 

“We have uiiwards of 1,000 entries, not 1,000, as erro¬ 
neously stated by a-penny-a-liner, who must have mistaken 
an 0 for a 0." 

We are indebted to Mr. J. J. Nolan, the well-known 
poultry-fancier of Dublin, for the following report:— 

“ The Dublin Amateur Poultry Society had their first show 
in the spacious round room of the llotunda, under the 
patronage of our ATce-Queen, the excellent Countess of 
Eglinton, who inspected each pen minutely, and proved 
herself a scientific connossieur in her selection of some of 
the finest specimens, which subsequently, and deservedly, 
obtained the first prizes in each of their classes. A lot of 
Black Polish, in pen 118, took her Excellency’s particular 
attention. The Embden Geese, with other lots, she com¬ 
manded to be forwarded to the Vice-Royal Lodge, Phmnix 
Park. 

“ The arrangements of the room were judicious, much j 

after the manner of the English Exhibitions, and in the 
evening it was lighted with gas, and formed an excellent 
promenade, but the music in an adjoining room was a total 
failure. This was the first attempt here of having a Poultry 
Show secured from the inclemency of the weather, and was 
found most agreeable to the visitors, as weU as to the birds, i 
What Dublin poultry-fancier does not recollect “ the pelting | 
of the pitiless storm,” when the lofty elms in the Dublin j 

Society’s yard were levelled to the earth, and the poultry j 

pens performed their evolutions through the lawn! We j 

hope to see all future Poultry Shows, as in the present j 

case, comfortably provided for. 
“ Lady Domville added to the Exhibition a splendid col¬ 

lection of AVater-fowl of great raiity and beauty, in which 
was the Cereopsis and Bar-headed Geese, with other rare 
varieties, which would be an acquisition to any Zoological j 
Collection. 

“The catalogue, though not long, being of only 211 lots, j 

consisted of, perhaps, as good specimens as any Great j 
Britain can boast of. Several lots changed hands at high 
prices. There were but few inferior birds. The I’igeons j 

were select and in good feather. I 
“ I perceive we have a new candidate for poultry fame, in ^ 

the person of a Miss 11. Gar(.Uner, who seems to have 
spared neither pains nor expense in procuring the best 
specimens of the most approve<l varieties, and as the prize 
list shows, her stock was so varied and excellent, they were 
a real attraction and acquisition to the Society. If report 
speaks truth, she is determined to promote among her 
tenants the best procurable fowl, to be distributed to them 
as one of the industrial resources of the country, and to 

add to their comfort. I am proud to make a record of the 
feelings of such a lady proprietress, and hope it may be 
speedily followed by our Irish nobility and gentr}'; and 
while on the subject, have to regret that some of this lady’s 
birds, procured at considerable cost, to meet the wordings 
of the amateur prospectus, should be, by either neglect or 
design, improperly classified, or entirely omitted; and her 
Aylesbury Ducks, said to be the best in the room, called 
Labrador! How the managers could mistake the AVhite 
Aylesbury for the Black Labrador, is of difficult explanation. 

“ Our judges, unfortunately, are the relatives or friends of 
the exhibitors, and what Irish judge is so immaculate as not 
to feel an erroneous prejudice in favour of his friend, par¬ 
ticularly when they walk out with printed catalogues in their 
hands, in which is set forth the names and addresses of the 
exhibitor; at the same time, I am satisfied, from Sir Edward 
Borough’s high standing and good taste, he does not feel 
complimented at being awarded a premium for lot 102, 
which, undoubtedly, should have been announced no merit. 
I would advise, as at the English shows, the judges to be 
brought from a distance. I am glad that the error of 
awarding a premium to Mr. Dombrain for three chickens, 
in lot O.'i, instead of four, has been withdrawn. If such 
errors be permitted it will be the certain dissolution of the 
Society; and being a true fancier, and the oldest and first 
amateur in Ireland, I should regret it of all things. I there¬ 
fore beg their strict attention to their own rules. 

“Now, as to the selection of their officers. I should re¬ 
commend its being done by a majority of their members, and 
not by self-appointments. They are more likely to appoint 
men of inteUect, and not persons who have made so many 
eiTors in them prospectus, their catalogues, and their pre¬ 
mium-lists. 

“ AVhile on the subject of poultr}', it may not be out of 
place here to remark a new nomenclature adopted at the 
Birmingham Show. The birds usually known through 
England as Bolton Grays, Bolton Bays, Dutch-every-day- 
layers, Pencilled Dutch Fowl, Chiltiprats, &c., are denomi¬ 
nated Pencilled Hamburghs ; and the birds known and ex¬ 
hibited in England at the poultry clubs, denominated 
Spangled Pheasant Foivl, from their markings approaching 
to the brown I’lieasant, each are called in the Birmingham 
list, Golden-spangled Hamburghs. Now, what they are called, 
appears to me of little consequence, so as it is one general 
name known and understood by all; but when it varies from 
what has been known and established for the last century, 
it cannot but cause confusion; it would, therefore, be well 
if the principal poultry amateurs would communicate with 
each other on tlie subject, and adopt one general nomen¬ 
clature.” 

The Judges in Poultry were—The Hon. Captain Arbuthnot, Thomas 
Rutherford, and Isaac H’OUer, jun., Esqrs. 

In Pigeons—A. H. Darley andW. Slaaon, Esqrs., whose adjudications 
gave general satisfaction. 

The following are the awards of the Judges: 

SPANISH. 

Section 1. (Birds of two-years-old and upwards).—No merit. 
Section 2. (Birds of 1851).—John North, Esq., Clarmda-terrace, Kings- 

town. 
Section 3. (Chickens),—George Perrin, Esq., Bullock, Dalkey. 

DORKING. 

Section 1. (Birds of two-years-old and upwards).—Lieutenant-Colonel 
Hill, Oatlands, Castleknock. 

Section 2.—Mrs. Gresham, Bellegrove, Clontarf. 

DORKINGS (White). 

Honourable C. H. Lindsay, Island House, Island-bridge. 

MALAY. 

Section 1.—Mrs. Franklin, Cottager, Cabra. 
Section 2. (Chickens of 1852).—Mrs. Gresham, Bellegrove, Clontarf. 

COCHIN-CHINA. 

Section 1. (Birds of 1851).—Mrs. Gresham, Bellegrove, Clontarf. 
Section 2. (Chickens of 1852). —Mr. William Ledwich, Mary Villa, 

Ball’s-bridge. 

DUTCH OR BOLTON GREYS. 

Section 1. (Birds of two-years-old and upwards).—Lieutenant-Colonel 
Hill, Oatlands, Castleknock. 

Section 3. (Chickens).—Lieutenant-Colonel Hill. 

GOLDEN HAMBURGH. 

Section 1.—No merit. 
Section 2. (Chickens).—Mrs. Cane, St. AV'oIstan’s, Celbridge, 
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SILVER HAMBURGH. 

Section 1. (Birds of two-years-old and upwards).—Richard P. Williams, 
Esq., Drumcondra Castle. 

Section 2. (Birds of 1851).—Sir Edward Borough, Bart., Coolock. 
Section 3. (Chickens).—Richard P. Williams, Esq., Drumcondra Castle. 

GAME FOWL. 

Section 1. (Birds of two-years-old and upwards).—William Madden, 
jun.. Esq., James’s-street West. 

Section 3. (Chickens).—Charles Watkin Williams, Esq., Richmond. 

BANTAMS (Sebright). 

Section 1.—Miss H. Gardiner, Reigh’s-buildings, Clontarf. 
Section 2.—Miss Louisa Cane, St. Wolst.an’s, Celbridge. 

POLISH. 

Miss H. Gardiner, Reigh’s-buildings, Clontarf. 
Norfolk Turkeys. (Best Cock and Hen).—Mrs. Booker, The Parsonage, 

Killuran. P. J. Kearney, Milltown House, Clonmillan. 

POULTS OF 1852-AMERICAN TURKEYS. 

Section 1.—Miss H. Gardiner, Reigh’s-buildings. 

DUCKS. 

Aylesbury. (Best Drake and two Ducks).—Mrs. Warburton, Kill, 
county Kildare. 

Ducklings of 1852.—Richard Chaloner, Kingsfort, Moynalty. 

Rouen: Birds of 1851.-—Richard P. Williams, Esq., Drumcondra 
Castle. 

Ducklings.—Richard P. Williams, Esq. 

GEESE. 

Miss Gardiner, Reigh’s-buildings. 

GOSLINGS. 

Rev. Thomas Adderley Stopford, Clongill Rectory, Navan. 

PIGEONS. 
Carriers (Black). — Prize. Mr. A. Le Clerc, Philipsburgh-avenue. 

(White and Dun).—Mr. Dobbyn, D’Olier-street. Recommended. 
Pouters (Blue).—Mr. P. Jones, Amien-street. Recommended. 
Runts.—Mr. Le Clerc. Recommended. 
Tuebets.—Mr. Le Clerc. Recommended. 
Barbs.—Mr. Dobbyn. Recommended. 
Jacobins.—Mr. Le Clerc. Prize. 
Tumblers (Bald-pated).—Prize. Mr. Richard Wildridge, Lower 

Mount-street. 
Tumblers (Almond).—Prize. Mr. Dobbyn, D’Olier-street. 
Trumpeters.—Mr. Le Clerc, Philipsburgh-avenue. Recommended. 

BABBITS. 
Mr. Le Clerc. 

For the following particulars relative to the late Btr- 
minyham Poultry Show, we are indebted to the Midland 
Counties Herald, and, therefore, all the statements may be 
accepted as perfectly correct. 

“ AVith regard to the attendance, we have to add that it 
was very large, notwithstanding the unfavourable weatlier, 
and that the receipts exceeded those of any former occasion. 
The numbers of visitors, exclusive of subscribers, were as 
follow:—Tuesday, 1,705; Wednesday, !),;32(j; Thursday, 
12,280; Friday, 0,72(8 ; making an estimated total of more 
than .■17,000. Tlie money taken at the doors amounted to 
1)1,840, and the sums received for the sale of catalogues to 
i£279 4s. Od. Among the visitors were the pupils of the 
Deaf and Dumb Institution, who were admitted gratuitously 
on Friday morning, and who appeared highly delighted with 
all they saw, hut more particularly with the Poultry Depart¬ 
ment. To the information relative to the sales of Poultry, 
contained in the Herald of Thursday last, we have to add 
that they reached to Tl.fiOO 15s. Od. in the four days 
duilng which the F.xhibition remained open. One object of 
these shows is to afford facilities to persons who wish to 
purchase such stock as they may require; and all contri¬ 
butors are required to affix a price to their specimens; but 
where no intention of selling exists, parties may, and, as is 
well-known, frequently do, name a sum which is prohibitory, 
or intended to be so. Sometimes, however, such calculations 
prove to be erroneous. The pen (204) of Cochin-Chinas, 
the property of Mr. James Cattell, of this town, which 
carried off the first prize in Class 12, found a purchaser at 
£•'>0; and as a proof of the early maturity of the breed, as 
well as the excellence of tlie stock from which they sprung, 
it may he proper to state that the three pullets, hatched on 
the 20th of April, weighed, when sent to the Exhibition, 
OJlbs., Olbs., and S^lbs. respectively. Amateurs may also 
he interested in knowing that for the buff cock exhibited by 
the same gentleman, contained in the pen which obtained 
the second prize in Class 11, the sum of twenty-five guineas 
was ottered by a very eminent dealer, and declined. This is 
the same bird which is figured in the ‘ Illustrations of 

Domestic Poultry,’ recently published, and for which a 
similar price was offered at the Yorkshire Poultiy Exhi¬ 
bition, held at Halifax, at the commencement of the present 
year, where he received the premium for the best male bird 
of any variety in the yard. AVe may further state that one 
very eminent cultivator of the Cochin-Chinas, fearful the 
price of fifty guineas might not preserve to her the pos¬ 
session of her birds, which were very admirable ones, bought 
them in, paying the usual commission of five per cent. 
Other sales took place at very liberal prizes. For a pen 
(272) containing a cock and pullets in Class 12, exhibited 
by Mr. Thomas Eoseoe, of Presoot, thirty guineas were 
paid; for another pen, (272,) the property of Dr. Gwynne, 
of Sandbach, T30; for another, (410,) belonging to Mr. 
Punehard, in Class 1-5, T25; for another (452) of AA'hite 
Cochins, belonging to Mrs. Herbert, of Powick, twenty 
guineas ; for a pen of Dorkings, (148,) fifteen guineas; for 
a pen (475) of the same variety, shown by Mr. Y. li. 
Graham, of A’ardley, twelve guineas; for a pen of Black 
Polish, (823,) shown by Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, 
twelve guineas; and for a pen (002) of AATiite Polish, from 
AA'. G. Arvian, Esq., of Singleton, Glamorganshire, twelve 
guineas. A pen of Toulouse geese, exhibited by Air. John 
Taylor, jun., of Cressy House, Shepherd’s Bush, London, 
sold for fifteen guineas; numerous other pens of poultry, of 
various kinds, being taken at f 12, LTO 10s., .€10, and other 
smaller sums." 

AN AMEEICAN GARDEN. 

The accompanying plan is a garden expressly for the cul¬ 
tivation of what are commonly denominated American plants. 
They are beautiful objects as planted in the shrubbery, hut, 
to be seen to perfection, they must have a piece of ground 
expressly for themselves, where they can be arranged ac¬ 
cording to their respective heights, and contrasted in colour. 
The principal advantages arising from this plan are—that 
it is very compact; that it is quite the fashion ; and, lastly, 
that it is hkely to remain so without change. 

It matters but little what the aspect of the garden is, 
provided it is placed on a gentle declivity, so as to admit of 
being properly drained. Having chosen the situation, the 
next thing will be to clear the surface of turf, or what else 
maybe upon it; then, after marking out the beds, to have the 
natural soil taken out to the depth of two feet, remembering 
to let the bottom slope gently towards the centre, where the 
drains will be placed. On this I lay particular stress, for 
without good drainage, in all places, and under all circum¬ 
stances, the richest soil will vei-y soon become sour and 
sterile, and the healthiest plants will soon turn yellow, and 
linger out a miserable existence, to be succeeded by others 
equally unfortunate. Common drain tiles do very well, 
provided they rest on soles, without which, I believe, they are 
of very short service. 

Soil.—-4s there is a mixture of plants, so there must, 
necessarily, be a mixture of soil; good turfy loam, not cut 
too deep, one-part, sand one-part, and fibry peat (not bog) 
two-parts. These, if chopped up and well mixed together, 
wiU meet the wants of all the plants. Take advantage of a 
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sharp frost to wheel in the soil, which ought to he emptied 
off planks, remembering to fill the beds six inches higlier 
than the surrounding ground so as to allow for subsiding. 

Plaids.—These will consist of Eliododenth’ons, Azaleas, 
Kalmias, Andromedas, Ledums, Gaultherias, lUiodoras, A’ae- 
ciniums, Ericas, Epigmas, Menziesias, Daphnes,Empetrums, 
h'abianas, A’o. These form the heads of the various families, 
but the individual members liad better be selected by the 
planter wlien in bloom. 

riantiny.—The principal tlimgs to regulate doing tliis are 
colour, distance, and ultimate height. Ehst of all, let the 
colours be so arranged that each plant forms a conti'ast to 
its neighbour; and to do this effectually it ought to be done 
on paper first, so that one may have time to give it an liour 
or two’s consideration. By so doing the work will be gone 
about systematically, and not with that bungling which is 
sure to follow an arrangement the mere impulse of the 
moment. Sufficient distance from plant to plant is very 
seldom given. We can see this every-day in our plant-liouses, 
wall-trees, flower-garden, &c. By giving one plant tlie space 
generally allotted t(} two the result will be far more satis¬ 
factory. Ultimate height ought to be kept in mind, so as to 
have the tallest plants in the middle. 

Wulhs.—-If good gravel is to be had nothing will beat 
that for walks in this garden ; but if that ii? of an indifferent 
quality, then let them be made of asphalt or concrete, and 
edged with stone, slate, or neat paving-bricks. 

Afler-trealmenl.—The plants will require to be supplied 
with water for the first summer or two after planting, and 
mulching will be of great service to them in long-continued 
drought. Digging amongst them is a practice which ought 
never to be tolerated; for by so doing all the surface-roots 
(and they are in all cases the best) are cut off, wdiicli sends 
those left down to the bottom in search of food, which is 
generally of an indifferent quaUty; hence, disease which is 
so often met with.—J. Bust. 

, POULTRY DISEASES. 

WHITE C05IB IN SH.ANGHAES. 

A CORRESPONDENT writes as follows :—“ Some months ago 
T wrote to you for information and advice about a disease 
that has appeared amongst some Cochin-Chinal fowl, and 
which seemed to have been introduced by a cock purchased 
of Mr. Punchard. After that, other complaints seem to 
have been made to you about the same disease. A name 
was given to it, and a remedy pointed out, viz., to anoint the 
bird with oil and turmeric. That cure seemed to answer, 
though not entirely, and is apparently of no use after a 
certain stage of the disease. As I observe that one or two 
able remarks have been made through your publication, on 
the cure of disease of poultry, I am induced to note fully 
my observations on the disease m question, with a view' to 
ascertain what it i.s, and the remedy. 

“ The disease first appears on the comb, which appears 
white .and crisp, it gradually extends down the neck, and the 
feathers fall oft’. Old birds and chickens seem equally 
liable to it. It seems like a sort of scurf, which gradually 
extends all over the body. The bird seems apparently un¬ 
affected in health; it eats voraciously, but on examination 
it will be found poor and thin, as if the food furnished not 
its proper nourishment. After a while this semi' appears 
thick about it, apparently in a moist state; afterwards tlie 
feathers, when the bird is let out in the morning, seem to be 
in a matted state, just like the feathers of a drowned bird; 
on examination this will be found to be a sort of grease; 
during the day the grease evaporates, and the feathers become 
apparently dry; at this stage the bird begins to show' signs 
of weakness, it afterwards refuses its food and dies. 

“ My full-grown birds all quickly recovered the disease, 
but not so the chickens. Mr. Punchard’s cock had to be 
destroyed. I do not understand the nature of the disease, 
nor its cure, but it has often occurred to me, whether feeding 
birds with grey peas had anything to do with it. I under¬ 
stand Air. I’unchard gives his some occasionally, but unless 
accompanied with salt or something else, it seems to me 
that such a food must have a bad effect on the blood.—Iv.” 

In making a few remarks on the above, I must beg to be 

understood as offering them as suggestions only, having had 
no opportunity of seeing the •d'hite comh. 

I regard many of the diseases to which Poulti-y are sub¬ 
ject as aiising from high feeding and stunulating food. 
Peas and other leguminous seeds, as beans, tai'es, Ac., I 
contain a very large piroportion of a substance which in its I 
chemical and nutritive properties closely resembles animal ' 
food, the effect of their use in large quantity, or if long 
continued, i.s very likely to be the jn-oduction of such a skin I 

disease as that described. With regard to the treatment ' 
I am equally at a loss ; om- Editor states positively, tliat if 
cocoa-nut oil and turmeric are appilied at intervals of two or 
three days, as soon as the u-hite comh appears, it is a specific. 
In our correspondent’s cases the dise.ase is evidently beyond 
the reach of any local remedy. I should sugges"! the \ 
separation of the sick bird, a plain, unstimulating, wholesome 
diet—say of oatmeal and water, with a supply of green veget¬ 
ables, and the administration of some alterative medicine, as 
fioiu' of sulphur, ten grains, and calomel one grain, given 
every other night; or a three-grain Plummer’s pnll might 
be given instead. I should be glad of an opportunity to 
investigate the disease in any oases near town. 

One slight error occurs in our correspondent’s account i 

respecting the moisture on the plumage in the morning. 
This cannot, as he suggests, be grease, as in that case it 
would not become dry by exposure to the air during the 
day. W. R. Tegetmeier. | 

EARLY PART OF THE LIFE OF THE POOR 

MAE’S WELL-WISHER. 

I WAS bom of very poor parents; in fact, they were so 
poor that when I was two years old we were all in the work- 
house together, where we remained about one year; my 
father then obtained employment at the iron works in 
Staffordshire, where we all went to live ; and I wiU now tell 
you the reason that I say all of us. My mother was the 
mother of fifteen children, and there are eleven of us living 

I now ; so we are not a very few. In about six years time the 
iron works failed, and we again came to the workhouse; and, 
as I was then nine years old, I was drawn apprentice to a 
farmer, but as 1 was very small the farmer gave an old 
aunt of mine .T3 to take me off his hands, w'here I remained, 
by going to drive the plough, tend to bird scaling, to stock 
turnips, and so on, till I was fourteen. I was then off to 
service, and I do not think that ever I cost any of my re¬ 
lations twopence since ; and it now remains for me to tell 
you how I liave got on since that time. 

The first thing that ever 1 tried to get hold of was 
learning. Now', I must inform you, that when I was a boy 
schooling was very dear; and, as 1 said before, my parents 

I were very poor, so it was but a very httle schooling that came 
i to my shai'e. But do you think that I was going to be a 
1 dunce because I could not go to school? Not I,indeed;— 
the greatest deshe of my heart was to be a good scholar, 
and there was nothing going to be left untried that was 
likely to help me in gaining my object. 'The first thing that 
I had to do was to learn to read, aud I will now tell you 
how I did this. I had a Httle Common Prayer Book by 
some chance, but who gave me tliat book I cannot tell, and 
our minister was so kind as to give me a little New' Testa¬ 
ment. Now, these two books were what I learned to read 
in. I had learned a Httle before, for my old aunt had 
taught me my ABC, and a—h—ab, and so on. Now, 
with these two books under my arm, you may depend upon 
my having gone, to church as soon as ever Sunday came. If 
I did not, it was not my fault. Now, when I was at church, 
1 was at school, and the minister was my schoolmaster. I 
alw'ays read on a Httle before the minister, and when I came 
to a word that I could not tell, I spelled it over, and when 
he came to it, his reading told me what it was, and I was 
thivn sharply off to another sentence, and so on. 

So this is the w'ay that I learned to read. In my next, I 
will teU you how I learned to write. 
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NORMANDY. 

{Continuedfrom 'page 171.) 

Tiie way in which the English are regarded by the more 
retired inhabitants of Normandy is somewhat ciiiious; there 
is a theoretical hatred, and a practical goodwill and kind¬ 
ness between the parties. The memory of the ravages 
committed by our nation during times of warfai’e still exists. 
Norman mothers, to the present day, quiet their turbulent 
infants by the threat that the English ai’e coming, and will 
carry them away. Not that we have been more brutal 
enemies tliau any other set of men who carry fire and sword 
into a foreign country; but all warfare is dreadful, and we 
Englishmen, so long as we remain in England, have no 
conception what a horrible thing it is to be the seat of war. 
A Norman gentleman told me that when he was a little 
l)oy, he had heard fi’om his nurses sucli frightful stories 
of these invasions, that he used to long to meet with an 
l^lnglish boy, to beat and persecute him in revenge. But 
the remembrance of this traditional enmity in childhood 
did not prevent the display of much civility, and even kind¬ 
ness, to a representative of tlie once hostile nation. An 
Englishman who knows how to conduct himself properly 
will have little to complain of during his sojourn in any part 
of Normandy. 

Tlie Normans have the credit of driving hard bargains; 
but this talent is exercised quite as much at one another’s 
expense as at that of “the stranger.’* I witnessed one or 
two pretty little instances of Norman cut Norman, with 
well-acted anger, followed by genuine reconciliation, and a 
strong contest after gross absurdities on both sides. It 
sliould be mentioned, that those travellers who land at 
ilavre-de-Grace, and proceed by railway to Paris and back 
again, are not to suppose that they thereby know Normandy. 
Jje Havre, as we ought to call it, has no character at all, 
unless we allow its own motley and Babel-like qualities to 
distinguish it from other towns in general; and it has the 
veiy disagreeable iieculiarity of being, for France, excessively 
dear. But however grasping the Normans may be, tlie inns 
in the western departments are not exorbitant. A franc a 
day and night for a chamber, in which, if the floor is not 
all that could be wished, the bedding is always beautifully 
clean; a IVanc-and-a-half, or two francs for a mountainous 
breakfast; two francs, or two-and-a-half for a dinner to 
match, with a bucket of holssoii each time if you like; and 
a franc a day, or less, for all sorts of attendance, ought not 
to be grumbled at. It is perfectly true, though scai'cely 
credible, that in Calvados and La Manclie you may travel 
lialf-a-day by the diligence, and when you get out, and give 
your carj)et-bag to a porter, the condiwteur will politely wish 
you good daj^ and not ask you to remember him—to my 
mind a memorable fact. 

Last year, throughout Normandy, tliere were more apples 
than they knew what to do with; it was not easy, on the 
spur of the moment, to find casks enough to contain the 
overfiowing supply of cidre and boisson. This year, people 
say that tliere are none, and that they shall have to drink 
old and drg cider, without much sweet or new hy way 
of a change. The truth is, that the apple crop is very par¬ 
tial; in Calvados there are few, hut about Avranches (a 
most rich and lovely distiict,) there are plenty; and the 
innumerable nngrafted pear-trees which line the roadside, 
are laden witli their small, dark-green fruit, which will all 
help to replenish the cider-vats: so the lovers of bolssou 
need not quite yet fear being compelled to take refuge in 
wine and water. 

{To be continued.) 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Characteristics of a Black Bantam.—A good specimen of the 

black Bantam cock ahould not exceed fifteen ounces in weight ; his 
characteristics would be a well-developed but regular and firm rose comb, 
terminating in a point behind, with face and wattles of the same bright 
carmine ; plumage wholly black, with a metallic tint thrown over it of a 
rich purple hue, close-feathered ; the fiight feathers of the wing rounded 
at the extremities, and carried low ; head fine, ^\ith a clear prominent 

I eye; neck erect, and, when the bird U excited, so thrown back as almost 
I to meet the tail, which latter should be full, and free from any stain in 
I colour; its sickle feathers are seldom prominent till the end of the second 
I year; back short, not more than two inches intervening between the 

termination of the neck hackle and the root of the tail feathers; breast 
wide and deep ; thigh short and sinewy; shank clean, and of a dusky- 

grey tint. The hen is of duller colour, and less striking appearance 
throughout. Her comb very diminutive, and in colour dirty purple j the 
shank of the leg is also darker than in the male; but in both cases a 
generally well-proportioned figure and erect carriage should at once 
arrest our attention. The cock possesses most indomitable courage, and 
the hens are excellent mothers; but our own pullets seldom laid before 
their eighth or ninth month. Dealers’ prices, for good specimens, would 
range from one to two guineas each.—W. 

Guernsey Lilv {Inquisitor).How should this Lily be treated 
after flowering ?” By casting the bulbs over the garden wall, and thinking 
no more about them; for they are of no more use in this country. If 
you keep them in the pots all winter, and give them plenty of air and 
water till the leaves are ripe, they would do for an emigrant to Australia. 
Any nurseryman will understand Fairy Rose, and send you a score for as 
many shillings. They are Miniature Chinas. 

Polyanthus Narcissus {Old Hall),—Let your ‘‘very large ” Grand 
Monarque Polyanthus Narcissus alone ; it is doing very well indeed in 
putting forth its shoots. Give it abundance of water, and of air, but not 
much heat after the flower-stalks appear. After flowering, water it well, 
and turn it out of the pot, planting it in a very sheltered place; and if 
the weather is dry next April and May, water it once a-week, and next 
year you will have three large roots instead of one. No one can tell 
now if the three divisions will flower this year, but probably not. 

Commander-In-Chief Geranium {Yorkshire Gardener),—Plant it 
out in the flower-beds, by all means, at the proper time; but why not 
make cuttings of the tops of the shoots early next March, and so have 
six or seven plants instead of one ? The colour is most beautiful, and 
nearly scarlet. It is one of the best pot-plants of all the Horse-shoe 
tribe, and perhaps it would be as well for you to keep it in the pot all 
the summer, by plunging pot and all, and not neglecting to water it now i 
and then, particularly at first. 

Experiments with Poultry.—In No. 217, for November 25th, | 
your correspondent, “ Shanghae Mandarin,” has given my opinion ! 
respecting the Gallic experiments; and, in addition to his statements, I j 
have only to say, that I think fowls for such trials should be in the same 
condition; for it appears to me, from what “Callus” says, that in all pro- j 
bability his Spanish fowls had finished moulting, and were in a state of I 

rest, while one of the Shanghaes he admits was laying, and the others ! 
were most likely moulting; and while making new coats must require i 
more food.—B. P. B. 

Proneness to Sitting.—A correspondent, in the same number, 
complains of the pertinaceous desire to sit displayed by the Shanghaes. 
INIy plan is to shut up such hens that arc broody, which I do not wish to 
sit, for a few days, giving them plenty of food and water; and they 
generally begin to lay again in about a fortnight. With respect to my 
Shanghae hens, if they persist in sitting in their confinement I move 
them, or coop them out in the yard, which has always overcome the 
hatching fever in three or four days. Allow them plenty of water, and 
do not starve them, as some recommend, as the better the hen’s condi¬ 
tion the sooner will she recommence laying.—B. P. B. \ 

Sickle Feathers in Shanghae Cocks.—In the number for Decern- : 
her 2nd, I see, in answer to “Brixton,” respecting the tails of Shangffaes, 
the following—“ but we are quite sure that cocks of the pure breed have . 
no sickle feathers.” Allow me to inform you that that “we,” whether 
Editorial or Departmental, is in error. It is true the sickle feathers are 
small and dwarfish, but, nevertheless, arc present in birds of full plumage, ! 
though I greatly suspect fashion causes some of them to be minus. My 
breed was kindly sent me by Captain-, tbe same from w hom klr. 
Sturgeon received his first stock; and he assures me they are pure. I 
have a cock from Anster Bonn, and two large dark red cocks, all of 
W'hich have real sickle feathers, though small, not standing so high as 
they do in other fowls, and not readily distinguishable from the side- 
sickles. The sickle and side-sickle feathers are the primary tail coverts, i 
the centre pair being the longest.—B. P. B. [We quite agree in this : 1 
what w'e understand by “ sickle feathers” are those large curved ones in 
the tail of the Dorking cock.—Ed. C. G.] 

Feeding Poultry.—The best way to feed fowls, or other poultry, in 
confinement, is to let. them have food always at hand (if it can be kept 
from vermin). The reason is this, that after the first few days they 
become accustomed to find the food always before them, and only take a 
snnvll quantity at a time, consequently, do not eat so much ; therefore, 
it is cheaper than feeding at stated times, when they fill their crops as 
full as possible; and not to feed sufficiently is no economy, at least, if 
any return is looked to.—B. P. B. 

Peat Charcoal for Camellias, &c. {J. B, J.).—We have not used 
Irish peat charcoal as you propose, but there can be no serious objection 
to a little in the compost. Our nurserymen, however, do not dabble 
much in those things ; give them a good fibrous peat, silver sand, and a 
sound mellow loam, and they can grow anything. Mr. Errington pro¬ 
ceeds just the same for thotyint^-doivn system of pear-shoots as formerly; 
form is immaterial, distance the main thing. The leading shoots should 
be about ten inches apart; if parallel, all the better. Indeed, there does t 
need caution in using s^llphur 07i hot surfaces. You may smear it 
liberally on any pipe which never can become too warm to be lield fast 
by the hand—say about six ounces to a thirty-feet long house, and of the 
ordinary' width and height of a full-sized vinery. Lucnlia grafissima 
will be found to answer well in an intermediate house. 

Soot {Orchard).—I am glad that you have put the inquiry, and know¬ 
ing that such was used on the strong clays of Derbyshire, I immediately 
wrote to my brother-in-law, who farms about three hundred acres there. 
The following is his reply, and I am sure it will interest hundreds. 
R. Errington.—“I have never used soot as a top-dressing for beans, 
but have done so with advantage on strong clayey wheat land, to wheat, 
oats, vetches, and grass, at the rate of three to four imperial quarters per 
acre. I find the best time for sowing is in March or April, in calm moist 
weather; it ought on no account to be sown in dry windy weather, or 
part of the dressing will be carried oft' to the adjoining land. The price 
paid by me is four shillings per quarter, and the sweep, at that price, 
comes to sow it when required. 1 roll as soon as the land is sufficiently 
dry. There ia no danger of its being washed off, except by a heavy land- 
flood. I have not heard of any implement to sow it with. I should 
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advise those ^^•ho liave room to stow away soot, to take it in all the year 
round as the sweeps bring it (which they are glad to do even at a less 
price). You can measure it with your own strike, and prevent the im¬ 
positions one is subject to on fetching it at the time it is wanted. I may 
here mention the tricks they adopt. In sending for soot, your man, 

‘ however careful, is almost sure to be cheated. The sweep often carries 
the soot out in sacks, your man (or yourself, if you like it better) sees the 
hrst sack or two filled with proper measure, but such a dust is kicked up 
that it is impossible to breathe in the place; you then stand outside to 
sec the number of sacks emptied into the cart or waggon, and the 
moment your back is turned, the sack is changed for a less one, and so 
you arc defrauded. And if you insist on its being carried out in the 
strike, or bushel, some of the soot is trodden down in the bottom of the 
bushel, and there remains—only a part is emptied into the waggon. One 
scarcely ever thinks of measuring soot, as it is generally taken to the 
field and sown forthwith ; but on one occasion, strongly suspecting there 

I was not the quantity stated, I took the trouble fo have it measured, and 
[ found I was attempted to be robbed of exactly 60^ per cent.** 
I Vine Grafting (IV. Aigburth),—We do not think it would be well 
j to graft your vine now, at least, we never thus performed it. The 
I general practice is to suffer the stock to V)e a little in advance of the 

scion. Perhaps you may venture towards the middle of the month. 
You do not say whether the head of the stock is to be cut entirely away, 
or whether you are only adding a graft to the side of an existing shoot. 
Vines take so readily by grafting, that it is almost impossible to fail. 
To avoid bleeding, rub white lead on the wounds, and cover the junction 

I part with moss, to be occasionally damped. 
I Unfruitful Wall Trees (An Old Subscriber).—Half the fruit- 
[ trees in the kingdom are ruined by border-cropping, or, in other words, 
t annually destroying their surface-fibres. We allow no digging or forking 
j for seven feet next the wall in full grown trees. Deep roots produce late 

growths, late growths ripen badly, and badly ripened wood sets badly. 
It could not be otherwise with tender trees. You must not allow what is 
vulgarly termed blight. Any crop, if you must crop it, for which six 
inches of digging will sufiice, you must make up for want of depth by 
extra manuring. 

Sulphur Paint (G. 72.).—With such a dressing you may safely paint 
both walls and wood all over in the end of the montli. You may double 
the amount of sulphur with benefit, and if the colour is too glaring, you 
may subdue it with soot; this is our practice. You may apply it to any 
tree about which a fear of insects exists. 

Heating Pits (MP'i7/<VrMi iitVef).—We really cannot answer for your 
modified plan. These compromises sometimes have an awkward termi¬ 
nation. It is our duty to point to principles, your*s to carry them out. 
As to training Cucumbers and Melons, let us repeat they 7nnst enjoy 
plenty of light; the mode of training matters little, only do not let them 
grow at random. It will probably be necessary to give a paper some day 
on these minutife. If William Bird was at our elbow, we would take 
him round the garden and point to matters at once, but really our 
columns are scarcely broad enough to follow that course which good¬ 
nature itself would point to. 

Poland and Hamburgh Fowls (.4 Fancier).—There is no 
doubt about the distinctness of these, but you do not enumerate all the 
sub-varieties. If, as you say, the taste for Shanghaes is ill-grounded, 
the mistake will soon be found out by the natural good sense of our 
countrymen; but we differ with you entirely. When you have any facts 
to record we shall willingly publish them. 

Books (D. H.).—You had better wait for the new edition of Mackin¬ 
tosh ; and instead of the other, buy The Pine-apple^ one of the works 
published in the series called “The Gardener’s Monthly Volume.” It 
is to he had of Mr. Bohn. 

Poultry-house (72o6'«).—You will have seen the plan of Mr. Pun- 
I chard’s ; others of the cheapest construction will be published in the 

forthcoming work on Poultry, and we shall borrow' a plan from it. Gal¬ 
vanized iron net-work is the best, and cheapest in the end, of all the 

' materials usable for Poultry enclosures. Three feet high for Shanghaes, 
and six feet high for other varieties is required, 

t Potting Sand (J. D. P., Dublin).—The Killwing sand will answer 
i excellently for potting purposes. 
I Tetratheca Pruning (Ibid).—This will want no pruning, unless 

forced to grow in heat. The stopping of a shoot, by pinching out its })oint, will he sufficient. When grown in an airy house, that will seldom 
)e required w'hen the plant is established, as it is truly a continuous 

bloomer, and will throw out side-shoots as it extends in height. When 
a plant becomes straggling, you may prune it back with safety, provided 

' you do not cut back into wood above two years old; but after the opera¬ 
tion, you must keej) the plant closer and warmer than usual before it 

* breaks, and then e.xpose it to plenty of air by degrees. For Eutaxia, 
Westringia, &c., see Mr. Fish’.s paper of to-day. 

' Stuaw'berry Forcing.—Amateur writes thus:—“I have at this 
I time several strawberry plants (out-of-doors) in bloom, and just coming 
‘ into bloom (Myatt’s Prolific Hautbois) ; would it answer to take up 

some and pot them in 32’s or 24’s, and put them in a forcing-pit ?’* 
I There is not the slightest chance of doing any good with them. They 

are in bloom all over the country. 

i Vines, in pots, from eyes (An Amateur^ Dublin),—Your seven 
j questions involve such long answers that we must be excused for 

answering only one of them in each week; and we begin with vines in 
I pots, for which you modestly ask a treatise, to include “ all particulars,” 

from the “ striking of the cuttings to bearing.** With good gardeners 
this takes about two years or thirty months. Get plump eyes from well- 
ripened shoots in readiness by the end of next February, then have a 
gentle hot-bed ready with a steady bottom heat of 80° ; take sixty-sized 
pots, and fill them with rich light compost of one half loam and the 
other half of leaf mould and a little sand; plant a single eye in each, 
plunge them in the bed, keep the soil a little moist, and do not let the 
air in the bed get hotter than 65° until you have the eyes in leaf. 

Black Shanghaes (E. Bateman).—We cannot inform you who has 
any for sale. Those who have must advertise them. The following 
letter, just received, however, may be of use to you:—“I must beg to 
differ from your correspondent ‘T.A.,*who states that ‘ there are no 
Black or pure White thoroughbred Shanghae Fowls in England.* I 
am now in possession of bred from birds imported twelvemonths 

since; and a friend of mine, residing in this neighbourhood, has a pair of 
pure white, thoroughbred Shanghaes, Should ‘ T. A.’ persist in his 
opinion, I shall be happy to do all in my power to convince him of his 
error; and, doubtless, ray neighbour would do the same.—W. Lort, 
Ward End, Birmingham.** 

Disease in Pigeons.—J. T. says:—“I should be greatly obliged 
if you, or any of the correspondents in your paper, could inform me the 
sause, and cure (if any), of a lump or core which comes in the throats of 
come pigeons, generally at from a week to three weeks old, and in most 
cases is fatal, by preventing them swallowing or breathing. During the 
last season I have had quite half my young ones die from the above 
disease. Has the water, which is hard and chalky about here, anything 
to do with it ? But 1 have occasionally had them die when I kept them 
in London, of the same disorder ; but then it could not be the water; 
and as some of my birds are verv valuable it is a great loss.” For 
information relative to White Comb in Shanghaes, see a case in another , 
page of this number. 

Fairplay.—We have a letter sent to us for our correspondent who 
wrote to us under this signature, at page 21‘2 of the present volume. 

Errata.—At pa^ge III), col. 2, line 20, ior eiid, read one. Line 46, 
iov limited, read united. Line 70> read Gelicu. Page ill, line /> ] 
anepicious, read ei^spicious. 

Characteristics of the Silver-spangled Hamburghs (A Con- 
stunt Subscriber).—The cock should have a full, but firm and erect rose- 
comb, terminating in a point behind, large wattles, and a white earlobe ; 
ground-colour clear white; the extremity of each feather of the body 
being tipped with black, hence their synonym, Moonif'S; wings regularly j 
barred,—a point now much insisted on; tail full, with but a small admix- j 
ture of white in its sickle feathers ; bill short; body neat and compact; | 
legs clean, and in colour pale blue. The hen’s markings should be even j 

more distinct than those of the male bird, the outer edge of each of the ■ 
flight feathers being delicately margined with a dark line instead of 
barred, and the tail tipped only with black. In both sexes the colours 
should be clear, and in no way blended, or run one into another. We 
did not observe the faults enumerated by our correspondent in the prize 
birds of this class at Birmingham, for an imperfect comb alone, such as 
he describes, would at once bar all chance of success ; but the class there 
was not one of peculiar merit.—W. 

Golden-spangled Hamburghs (Omega).—The feathers enclosed ! 
are those of well-coloured Golden-Spangled Hamburghs; their provincial i 
appellation of “Bolton Bays” will, in this case, be readily understood 
from the brilliant ground-colour. The “ Dull-black and ochrey-brown ” 
alluded to would betoken a very inferior strain of this variety, which was 
well represented at the last Birmingham Show, and from the winners on 
which occasion fresh blood might be advantageously introduced. Though 
the birds may have been sold to you as “ Copper Moon Pheasants,” they 
are true Golden-Spangled Hamburghs.—W. 

Fecundated Eggs (Argus).—We certainly should have no faith in 
any one’s directions for deciding whether eggs are impregnated from 
their specific gravity. The test, therefore, of “putting them in a bowl 
of water, and rejecting such as do not sink to the bottom,” we believe 
valueless. Our own opinion is, that in the fresh egg, whether impreg¬ 
nated or unirapregnated, no difference is found till after incubation has 
begun ; then, when broken, the membrane of the fertilised egg is found 
opaque, the cicatricula, or punctura, well-marked, and the surrounding 
zone brilliant. Other points of difference might be mentioned, but they 
would require microscopic aid. The mark, or appearance, in the egg to 
which you allude, is probably its condition when placed between the eye 
and a strong light after it has undergone a week’s incubation; the 
embryo in the fertilised egg will by that time have assumed a distinct 
form, easily discernible from the state of a clear egg.—W. 

Furnishing a Conservative Wall (A Brighto^i Subsenber).— 
You have put up a conservative wall on the north side of your stove- 
house, and you wish to have some plants placed against it that will 
furnish your lady “ with cut flowers plentifully at Christmas,” and they 
are to be very useful, very beautiful, and very uncommon. It is no easy 
task to inform you of any plants that will do all this for you. Camellias, 
you say, will thrive in it you know ; and if so, what can you have better 
to cover your forty feet long wall. However, if you wish for variety, add 
one or two of the following:—Azalea indina alba, Escallonia macrantha, 
Daphne hybrida. Daphne indicu rubra, Coronilla glavca, Chimonanthes 
fragrans and grundifiora, Deutzia gracilis, an Orange-tree, and a 
sprinkling of China and Perpetual Roses. If you were to cover your 
wall with glass, you might extend the list greatly, as there arc many 
plants now grown in greenhouses that would live and flower well under 
glass against a conservative wall; a list will be published shortly. There 
are some other shrubs that would live and flower against your wall, but 
as you wish for winter-flowering ones, the list here given will answer the 
purpose from December to April. i 

Plants for a Ward’s Case (Ignoramus).—You have a Wardian 
case, 2 ft. 6in. long, by 1 ft. 3 in. wide, and 1 ft. 8in. high, with a box 
6in. deep for soil. You wish to know what sort of soil to put in this j 

box, and what kind of plants will grow in the case. You would wish to 
have some flowering plants as well as Ferns, Now, we can assure you, 
from dear-bought experience, that no other plants excepting Ferns and ' 
Lycopodiums will live for any time in such a case. They will live ami 
flower, if already in bud, for a few w’eeks, but then they invariably damp 
off, even with plenty of air on favourable occasions. Be content with 
what we recommend, and you will succeed. would damp- [ 
off in a fortnight. Hyacinths might last a little longer; and Cactus I 
truncatus, if provided with buds would expand them, but would never ' 
produce any more. Tlie soil you should use is the siftings of heath 
mould or peat, with a small admixture of very turfy, fibrous loam, and j 
a small portion of silver-sand mixed through the whole. It is advisable ' 
to have a thin layer of broken crocks spread over the bottom of the box ^ 
for drainage. 
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JANUARY 13-19, 1853. 
Weather near London in 1851. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
aft. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. Barometer. iThermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

13 Th Salpingus rohoris; bark. 29.5.38 — 29.443’ 50—39 E. 24 3 a. 8 15 a. 4 8 49 4 9 7 13 
14 F Salpingus rufirostris ; bark. 29.739—29.701 51—39 S.W. 16 3 16 9 58 5 9 29 14 
15 s Apion UUcis; furze. 29.602—29.455 56—44 S.W. 26 2 18 11 7 6 9 50 15 
Ifi Sun 2 Sunday after Epiphany. 29-840 — 29.703 52—37 S.W. 07 1 20 morn. 7 10 11 16 
17 M Monotoma juglandis. 30.241 —29.951| 47—24 W. — 0 21 0 15 ) 10 31 17 
18 To Rhagiura vulgarc. 30.326—30.276,44—22 S.W. — vn 23 1 23 9 10 50 18 
19 W Notonecta furcata; ponds. 30.141 — 29.980! 47—28 S. — 58 24 2 30 10 11 8 19 

Weteokology of.the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during,the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 41.7° and 31.2° respectively. The greatest heat, 6o°, occurred on the igth in 1828 j and the lowest cold, 4°, on the 14th 
in 1838. During the period 103 days were fine, and on 79 rain fell. 

THE STIFF CEANOTH. 

{CeanoUms rigidus.) 

This is one of the genera included in the order of Rham- 
nads {Bhamnaceie), which appear to he confined to parti¬ 
cular countries ; all the true Ceanoths are natives of North 
America and Mexico. Phylicas are found only at the Cape, 
and Pomadems, with Cryptandra, in a wild state, are not 
met with out of New Holland. The genus was first named 
hy Linnams, and subsequently E,afinesque called it Forrestla, 
a name which obtained currency among authors. It belongs 
to Pentandria Monogynia, class and order of the Linnnean 
system. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 40(i4. 

Ceanothus rigidus was discovered in 1848, by Mr. Hartweg, 
in open woods, near Montery, in California, hy whom seeds 
of it were sent to the London Horticultural Society, who 
distributed plants of it freely among the Fellows. It was 
originally discovered, however, hy Nuttall, who named and 
described it in Torry and Gray’s Flora of North America, 
vol. i. page 208. It is an upright, stiff, branching ever¬ 
green hush, growing from four to six feet high; the young 
branches are downy; the leaves small and dark green, 
smooth and shining on the upper surface, and spiny-toothed 
on the edges; on the under side they are pale green, and 

The extraordinary high price nove giving for the best 

varieties of Dessert Pears is rousing attention to their 

growth, and we have before us numerous inquiries ask¬ 

ing whether they are more difficult of cultivation than 

the Apple ? Whether they are less hardy ? Whether 

strongly netted. The flowers are produced in dense small 
clusters at the end of stiff, short spurs. They are deep 
purplish-violet, very rich when viewed closely, or under 
a bright sun, but not very conspicuous at a distance. In 
this country the plant flowers in the spring, and is perfectly 
hardy in the climate of London, and in the climate of 
Devonshire would equal in vigour the other North-west 
American Oeanothuses as thus described by the Bishop of 
Exeter, when writing to Sir W. Hooker, in May of 1852. 
“ The Ceanothus divaricatus is now in its highest beauty; 
the largest plant is eighteen feet high, eighteen feet wide, 
twelve feet thick, covered with thousands of the beautiful 
thyrsoid (bunch-of-grape-shaped) flowers, so that the 
leaves are scarcely visible. C. rigidus blossomed about six 
weeks ago; C. dentatus is now in full flower; O. papillosus 
is just coming into flower ; C. azureiis will not blossom until 
August.” B. J. 

Propagation and Culture.—No plants can be more readily 
increased from cuttings of the small side-shoots than the 
“ New Oeanothuses,” as they are called, of which this is one. 
These cuttings will stand as much top and bottom-heat as 
Fuchsia cuttings ; that is, ten or fifteen degrees more than 
is safe for a Bine-apple, or a Cucumber plant. They will 
also root freely in any degree lower than that, till you come 
to the common hand-glass on a shady border, or even with¬ 
out the aid of glasses, behind a north wall, if they are put 
in from August to October. I am not aware that this 
species has ripened seeds in this country yet. No soil can 
be too rich for this plant, nor too shallow, nor too dry at 
the bottom; I mean not too shallow within reason—say 
nine inches deep. When the soil happens to be deep, 
deeper than twenty inches, with a moist bottom, it cannot 
be too poor for any of the true Ceanoths; and here is the 
reason for both sides of the question. This species, as the 
name implies, is a stiff-growing plant, the greatest part of the 
side - branches being merely fruit-spurs, as Mr. Errington 
would say. Now, a very rich border, twenty inches or two 
feet deep, such as a good old-fashioned vine-border, would 
force this stiffish gentleman to give up its Californian habit, 
and come out more freely in all its parts ; but then, on the 
other hand, this high feeding would be certain to cause the. 
plant to continue its forced growth too late in the autumn, 
when the chances are, that a sharp winter would kill it in 
the north, and injure it more or less everywhere. As far 
as I know, this is the only species of the genus that could 
be improved in this country by a judicious course of high 
feeding with liquid-manure, early in the season, provided 
that the border was shallow, and the situation favourable. 
All the other species of Ceanothuses grow so freely in any 
good garden soil, that it would be injurious to them to 
enrich it artificially, and so prolong their growing season in 
the autumn. Since I began this article, it occurred to me 
that a review of the whole genus might be useful and in¬ 
teresting, and I will prepare my notes accordingly. 

D. Beaton. 

they are shyer bearers than Apples ? with other ques¬ 

tions, all demonstrative that a movement is making, or 

intended, to their more extensive cultivation. This is 

as it should he ; for there is no reason whatever against 

such an increase in their numbers. In fact, the reasons 

No. CCXXIV,, VoL. IX. 
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are all in favour of such increase. We have already 

given lists of those superior varieties which are to he 

preferred for standards, and otlier lists will follow of 

those kinds which are to he selected for wall-culture. 

Let us add, that on walls they are a much more certain 

crop than either Peaches, Nectarines, or Apricots, whilst 

they fetch prices quite as remunerative. Instead of 

struggling against adverse circumstances, and wasting 

labour and years in the endeavour to steal a scanty crop 

now and then of those natives of warmer climes, in spite 

of our ungenial seasons, we advise all those who covet 

either a more certain or a better compensating crop, to 

devote their walls to the best varieties of French Pears. 

It is more than strange that neither here, nor in any 

other country than France and Belgium, has a careful 

culture and a firm pursuit of the improvement of this 

delicious fruit been attempted ; for it is a fruit native of 

every district of Europe, and has been cultivated from 

a period very remote. 

The Hebrevvs l;new it only in its wild state [Agns), 

but Homer places it among the fruits of the garden of 

Alcinous;— 

“ The branch here benfls beneath the weighty pear, 
And verdant olives flourish round (he year. 
The balmy spirit of the western p:ale. 
Eternal breathes on fruits untaught to fail: 
Each dropping pear a following pear supplies, 
On apples, ppples, figs on figs arise: 
The same mild season gives the blooms to blow, 
The buds to harden, and the fruits to grow.” 

Beyond the fact of the ancient Greeks having this fruit 

in cultivation we kuow nothing; but when we descend 

a little lower in the order of time, we find among the 

early Bomaus not only a very accurate knowledge of its 

cultivation, hut that they had many varieties, distin- 

guislied by names which told of their quality, their place 

of birth, or their first owners. Thus Cato, who lived 

half a ceutury before the birth of our Saviour, enume¬ 

rates, as the most excellent of Pears, the Voleman, 

Anicianan, and Sementivan; at the same time charac¬ 

terising the time when winter had quite departed, as 

being “ wlien the Pear begins to blossom.” 

Columella, Pliny, and otliers, are still more copious 

in their lists of Pe.ars; and some modern fruitists have 

. endeavoured to identify these with varieties at present 

known to orchardists. Without expressing any assent 

to these identifications, yet we think they are not with¬ 

out interest; and we would not have the man for our 

friend who does not care to know that he is partaking 

of fruit descended from trees of whicli Pliny, Cicero, 

Varro, Columella, and Virgil, may have enjoyed the 

produce. 

To aid our readers in the enjoyment of this pleasant 

possibility, we will trace out some particulars which 

Dalecamp and otliers have suggested upon tliis subject. 

Columella says: “We must he careful to plant our 

orchards with the most excellent and fniitful Pears. 

They are tliese Crusimnina. This was so called from 

Crustuminum. in Hetruria, where it was most cultivated. 

Pliny says it was of most grateful flavour; and Serviiis 

says it was small and partly red. Supposed to be our 

Petit Blanquet, or Little Blanket. 

Regia, or Royal. Pliny says its stalk was so short 

that it grew close to the branch, was oblong in form and 

green in colour. Dalecainp considers it to he the Gar- \ 

maignole. j 

Signina. So named from Signia, in Italy. Pliny says j 

it was by some, from its appearance, called Testacea, or 

Brick-coloured. Dalecamp thinks it is the Cat Boar 

[Poire Chat). 

Superha. It is small, says Pliny, hut it is the earliest. 

Hardouiu aud Dalecamp agree that, it is our Little 

Muscat. 

Ordeacea, or Barley Pear; because, says Pliny, it was 

ripe in barley harvest. It is thought to he our St.John’s 

Pear, or Amire Juannet. \ 

Favoniana. Pliny says it was red, arrd a little larger j 

than the Superha. Dalecamp and Hardouin think it is 

our Great Muscat. 

Lateritana. Probably from its brick-red colour; is 

supposed to be the Poire Prevost, or Provost Pear. 

Dolahelliana, was named after a Roman citizen, aud 

distinguished for its excessively long stalk. Dalecamp 

thinks it is our Musette d'automne (Autumn Musette), or 

Pastorale. 

Venerea, or Venus Pear. So called, says Pliny, from 

the beauty of its colours. Dalecamp says it is the Poire 

Acciole. 

Onychina, the Onyx Pear, from its purple tints. Dale¬ 

camp thinlcs it is the Guisse Madame, or Jargonelle, of 

our gardens. 

We might extend this catalogue twofold, hut, after 

remarking that though the Romans paid such attention 

to the Pear, it is entirely neglected by the degenerate 

race now occupying the territory of the Seven Hills, we 

will next pass on to the consideration ,of what has been 

done to improve this fruit in more modern times. 

No hnilding could well be more suitable, in every 

respect, for a large poultry exhibition, than Bingley 

Hall, Birtniugham ; and if we now hazard the opinion 

that the arrangements, in some few points, might still 

be susceptible of improvement, it is only from the fact 

that occupying, as that show undoubtedly does, the post 

of honour, and being consequently the model for imi¬ 

tation, all should be as near perfection as may be. 

Where light is, as there, admitted by skylights, a 

great loss of effect will ever ho caused by having two 

tiers of pens one above another. This was evident at 

the last exhibition, where the Game fowls and Ham- 

hurghs, elevated aloft in the central avenues, had greatly 

the advantage over their more august neighbours below. 

True, tliere was no help for it, and the committee, with 

upwards of 1300 pens to provide for, made the most of 

the room allotted them; but in the smaller county ex- 

hibitions tliis may he kept profitably in mind; and, 

wherever it is practicable, single rows of pens will 

always he found to do most justice to the birds, he they 

of what race they may. In the double row it inevitably 

happens, where both are at all visible, that the first is 

lower, and tho second higher, than they should he. 
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About two feet ten indies seems the level most to be 

desired for all purposes. 

A petition for wider alleys between tbe lines of pens 

might be met by the same answer—Where was there 

room for it? But on other occasions, where the can¬ 

didates do not muster in equal force, the argument that 

what was sufficient at Birmingham will he sufficient 

there also, might prevail, even though space was at 

hand for a clear passage of at least twelve feet. Feel¬ 

ingly do we give evidence that a large majority of the 

Birmingham spectators would cheerfully assent to such 

an alteration, could it possibly he so managed; hut 

were it practicable to hold the poultry and cattle shows 

at different times, what luxury of space would he at¬ 

tainable ! Every bird might then he disposed with full 

effect; and though we know' not how our bovine and 

porcine friends would treat such a proposal, the poultry 

interest we are quite sure would not suffer. Some 

room, we think, might be gained by a reduction of the 

depth of pens; for supposing them, for fowls generally, 

to he three feet wide, two feet-and-a-half in depth would 

he amply sufficient for the threes and fours that are 

now exhibited, and save many a poke from the sticks 

and parasols of inquisitive beholders. All managers of 

future exhibitions will do well to follow the example 

here afforded, and secure the pens from any risk of cold 

draughts of wind, than which nothing can be more 

injurious. Ventilation from above is of course the 

most efficient precaution against anything of this kind. 

Would not dry sawdust have been a better material 

for littering down tlie pens than the red ochrey sand 

that so besmeared the plumage of the white and light- 

coloured birds ? And, in respect of food, might not a 

jiortion of boiled grain he found most useful, both as 

regards the digestive organs, which are likely to have 

their powers somewhat reduced during the long period 

of confinement, as also when we remember the very 

stimulating character of the diet on which, generally 

speaking, the fowls have been previously fed ? Now, 

boiled grain is both very tempting and very wholesome, 

and would be greedily taken when the most seductive mix¬ 

tures of barley and oatmeal failed to excite tho appetite. 

This leads us to an earnest appeal on behalf of th§,t 

portion of tho feathered race who are summoned together 

on these occasions, that the period of exhibition should, 

if possible, bo abridged. We do not presume to lay 

down any exact regulation as to bow long this, to them 

durance vile, should last; but we think that under no 

circumstances would it be necessary to exceed two days 

for exhibition, with two more for the labours of the 

judges, and the fowls’ dismissal to their homes; thus 

four days in all would be quite long enough to detain 

them in a condition so conti'ary to their usual state; 

and we believe that we are not wrong in thinking that 

many owners of valuable birds are strongly of our 

opinion. The mere pecuniary question is another 

matter, which we are not competent to enter on; but, if 

report speaks truly, the Birmingham Society might 

j possibly afford to set us another good example in this 

I respect, as it has already done in so many others. 

The impression produced on us by the continuous 

line of Hamburghs, Polands, Dorkings, and the varieties 

of Shanghaes, thirty or more pens of birds of the same 

form and plumage succeeding each other—though, of 

course, unavoidable—led us to speculating as to what 

could, probably, constitute the most j)erfect and, at the 

same time, most “ eyesome ” (to use d Cornishism) repre¬ 

sentation of the different varieties of fowl. Now, some 

six pens or so in each class would, I imagine, save the 

eye from being thus wearied with what, however excel¬ 

lent, proves at last monotonous, and would also com¬ 

bine, when carefully selected, every point of excellence 

that the several breeds could boast of. With the stimu¬ 

lus that poulti-y-keeping has lately, and still continues 

to receive, we cannot but think that such a scheme may 

be within the verge of possibility, and that, too, at no 

great distance of time, though, of course, on a perfectly 

different footing to any of our present meetings. 

To facilitate intercommimication, we would also sug¬ 

gest for adojition at the Birmingham, and all other large 

public exhibitions, that an “ Address Book ” should be 

kept at the secretary’s office, in which any visitor might 

enter his name and place of sojourn. We know many 

men from distant parts of England who would have 

rejoiced to interchange civilities at Birmingham, if they 

had known of each other’s presence and whereabout. 

But, after all, what we have been talking about, a 

little more space, a little more alteration in the pens, 

some sawdust and boiled grain, form the catalogue of 

all the minor points we can manage to find fault with 

at Birmingham; and the only pretext for dwelling so 

long on these comparatively trivial matters is, as we 

before observed, the certainty that the Midland Counties 

Poultry Meeting has been, and, as we hope, will long 

be, regarded as a safe model and authority for tho 

guidance of its juniors; and thus even such minutiae 

as we have alluded to become deserving of our careful 

consideration. But there are such individuals as judges, 

and there are, too, such facts as their decisions—awfid 

topics—only to be approached with awe and trembling; 

nevertheless, having got so far, to retreat is out of tlie 

question, and, in plain terms, we must have it out. 

Imprimis—let us remember, that to pronounce upon 

1300 pens at Birmingham, without adding tlie jhgeons, 

who were separately provided for, four gentlemen were 

occupied for thirteen hours. Now, without saying 

another word, tbe mere bodily fatigue and anxiety to 

arrive at a correct decision that must have inevitably ac¬ 

companied such continued labour, entitles them to our 

best thanks, and should be amply sufficient to account 

for any little difference, should sucli be found to exist, 

between their awards and our own pre-conceived, and 

often rather obstinate, opinions of what may seem most 

in consonance with our own ideas. 
We are merely speaking of what took place at Bir¬ 

mingham, as of what may, and does take place, in a 

greater or less degree, at every Poultry Show. Let us 

grant the decisions to be just aud fair; but we ask, is 

not the labour excessive; and is it possible that tlioso 

classes that come before them at tho thirteenth, not the 
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eleventh liour, can pront by their hnowleilge and expe¬ 

rience in tlio same degree as those that occupied tlie 

earlier morning? 
Many are of opinion, and \vc are of the numher, that 

the decisions of a single judge have several points to 

recommend them. lie may he selected with a special 

view to the classes to he entrusted to his judgment; he 

feels that no other shoulders than his own will share 

the responsihility, so that there is the greatest induee- 

ment carefully to estimate every j)oint at its proper- 

rate. Now, supposing these four gentlemen at Bir¬ 

mingham had each had their 325 pens, or, if such 

sub-division he objected to, each two had had 050, their 

awards would surely have been completed at a much 

earlier hour, and a double benefit of a saving of fatigue 

to themselves, and some limitation of the poultry’s 

occupancy of their pens might thus have been obtained. 

It has been our unpleasant duty to condemn what we 

consider errors in the appointments of judges, as well 

as errors in their decisions; and we have been told 

that our condemnation has not been sufficiently severe. 

We differ totally in that opinion, and for many reasons. 

Let it suffice for us to say, that we have a conviction 

which nothing can loosen, that if that very unenviable 

office of judge at these exhibitions is to be filled by 

competent persons, public confidence must be accorded 

to them, and their decisions once announced, individual 

criticism should be very tender in dealing with the 

awards, even when a mere difference of opinion as to 

relative merits may be the point in question. But 

when, on the other hand, strong facts and clear evidence 

would warrant the probability of partiality, or other 

injustice, then there is but one course to be taken by 

the dissentient, by an appeal to the committee, or man¬ 

agers, with the production of the evidence on which the 

charge is made. This is no less due to the calumniated 

party, than to the Society, its exhibitors, and the public 

at large. 
We are not here speaking of the Midland Counties 

Exhibition particularly, but of all generally; not retro¬ 

spectively, but as intimating the coui-se that justice 

would point out when such questions might unfor¬ 

tunately arise. Few will hesitate to admit, that, what¬ 

ever its distinction, the judicial office on such occasions 

has a larger share of responsibility attached to it than is 

lightly to be undertaken. Any steps, therefore, that might 

serve to reduce that responsibility would be in the right 

direction. Now, we have long thought that through the 

means and concurrence of the committees and managers 

of the different Poultry Societies, and the assistance of 

the large breeders and exhibitors which would be readily 

rendered, some standard might be gradually arrived at, 

according to which the points of excellence, properties, 

and characteristics of every member of the poultry-yard 

might be at length defined. We may be thought, per¬ 

haps, over-speculative in advancing such an opinion; 

but, although positive unanimity could not be, at first, 

hoped for, yet we strongly believe that there would bo 

far less difficulty in carrying out such a scheme than a 

first thought on the subject may suggest. 

Tlie great ditference of opinion as to rival claimants 

for the honours of tlie prize list will usually be found | 

to arise, not I'rom the question as to what should be 

regarded as ])oints of excellence, but from that of the 

relative ]iroportion in which each may bo regarded as 

possessing these same points. At present, however, 

great confusion prevails; and constantly is it asserted, 

that awards have resulted from peculiar notions of 

merit, and rules for decision. The part of a judge, were 

he able then to refer to such a standard as we have ■ 
suggested, and say “ Here is my authority for requiring | 

such and such points in a bird; and my judgment, [ 

therefore, is only exorcised in pronouncing which com¬ 

petitor possesses these points in the highest degree,”— 

the office would be less reluctantly assumed, and its 

decisions more generally satisfactory than they now 

appear. 

Many who are fully alive to the great benefit that 

would result to all who are any way concerned in these 

pursuits from the institution of such a standard of 

excellence, yet dread the difficulty that may exist in the 

way of its being practically carried into effect; but on 

that plea we might just as well make up our minds to 

the perpetuation of the Income Tax, or any other abo¬ 

mination, if no attempt is to be made towards improve¬ 

ment, because our path may not be free from all 

obstructions, and the horizon may, at times, be clouded 

over. 

Look at what has been done within the last few years 

in this branch of domestic economy, and who shall say 

that there is not good encouragement for a still further 

advance, both as regards the improvement of our stock, 

and the more systematic arrangement of those details to 

which we now look for the further development of excel¬ 

lence, no less with respect to profit than appearance. 

Many, we believe, and those the most competent, 

would lend their judgment to this work, difficult as the 

scheme may at first be thought, and The Cottage 

G.ardener would ever be at hand as a zealous ally. 

W. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

If a butcher, or baker, is found cheating the public 

by using false weights, he is taken before a magistrate, 

and fined; he loses his reputation for honesty, and his 

business suffers. In almost every department of trade 

the law has, in this respect, made provision for the 

protection of the purchaser. It matters not by what 

name the measure may be called, it is requisite it should 

contain what it is pi-ofessed to supply. A quarter of 

wheat is eight bushels; a last of rape-seed is ten 

quarters; and wlioever makes a purchase at Mark- 

Lane of a quarter of wheat, or a last of rape-seed, 

expects and insists upon receiving his eight bushels or 

his ten quarters. So is it in all commercial transactions 

with which we are acquainted. But we are sorry to 

find that Covent Garden Market is either beyond the 

reach, or is placed in defiance of all law. If we buy a 

bushel of apples, we of course expect to receive a bushel, 

even although they may be measured in a wicker 
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basket. An unconditioiial bushel means imperial mea¬ 

sure of four pecks; but sucli does not seem to be the 

case ill Covent Garden, us we liave in several cases 

lately been obliged to learn. We know there are some 

of the measures inadc use of in the vegetable and fruit 

markets—such as the pottle and the punnet—which 

have a vague and indefinite signification ; and we 

should have been induced to think the same of the 

bushel also, had we not discovered a system of decep¬ 

tion and roguery which has become too general, while 

at the same time purporting to supply imperial measure. 

In every instance which has come under our notice we 

have found the bushel basket to be filled about one- 

fourth of its depth from the bottom with straw, and the 

quantity of apples which are obtained is barely three 

pecks. Now this is a state of things which ought not 

to be permitted, and one which calls loudly for the 

interference of the proper authorities. Why should the 

public be robbed of their fruit with impunity, any more 

than of their sugar, or tea, or beef, or bread ? It would 

be well if some one who has time and ability would 

give heed to this matter. It requires only to be inquired 

into, and the proper machinery to be set in motion, to 

have the nefarious system abolished. 

The continuance of the present unseasonable and un¬ 

favourable state of the weather is operating very much 

on the trade of the markets, and the consequence is, the 

sales of every description of produce has been heavy. 

The supply of fruit continues good. Apples do not 

realise such high prices as during the last few weeks; 

good-looking varieties being to be had at from 4s. (id. to 

7s. fid., and dessert from Cs. to 8s. per bushel. The 

sorts which have been most plentiful are the old Royal 

Russet, which is an established favourite; the Wintei' 

Greening, or, as it has been called of late years, the 

French Grab, is also an old and excellent keejnng apple 

for kitchen use, as it continues in use as long as April 

and May, and, in some instances, when well kept, even 

as late as June and July. The Hanwell Souring, a va¬ 

luable sauce apple, is also pretty plentiful. There are 

also several parcels of Alfriston, Blenheim Pippin, Golden 

Winter Pearmain, and a few Beauty of Kent. We do 

not recollect ever seeing so few Nonpareils as this sea¬ 

son ; they are understood to be very scarce. An excel¬ 

lent dessert apple, which is largely gi-own in Surrey, 

called the Cockle Pippin, has appeared during the last 

week or two pretty plentifully, and meets with a ready 

sale. Newtown Pippins and Lady Apples are plentiful. 

In Pears, we have nothing new; and of what there is, 

the prices are such as to keep the supply equal to the 

consumption. The sorts are still, Nelis d'Hiver, Beurre 

de Ranee, Passe Colmar, Ghaumontel, Easter Beurre, Ne 

plus Meuris, and a very few Duchesse d'Angouleme. 

Grapes are scarce, and obtain great prices. Blade 

Hamburghs make from 5s. to 7s. Od. per tb. Muscat of 

Alexandria, 10s. Od. to 12s. Od. per fb. 

Vegetables continue in abundance, the prices being 

the same as quoted in our last report. Forced Sea-hale 

and Rhubarb are more abundant, and Asparagus has, 

during the past week, been pretty plentiful, but very 

small and weak. New Potatoes are being offered at one 

shilling for a small basket, containing about a piut-aiid- 

a halt, or little more. We also observed a few forced 

Mushrooms. 

Cut Fi.owers and Plants in Pots aro in great pro¬ 

fusion. The former arc of a more choice description 

than we have been accustomed to hitherto, being all 

the production of the greenhouse, stove, or forcing- 

house. They consist of Camellias, Azalea indica alba, 

Daniclsiana, and Lateritea; Cytisus racemosus; garlands 

of Passijlora Kermesina; spikes of EiqAiorbia jacquini 

flora; heads of Poinsettia pulcherrima; and bunches of 

Lilac, TAly of the Valley, Primulas, China Roses, Gera¬ 

niums, Violets, and Orange Flowers. H, 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 

we are at present aware. We shall be obliged by any 

of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 

giving the address of the Secretaries. 

Doncaster, January 21st. (-Sec. H. Moore, Esq.) 
Great Metropolitan, January 11th, 12th, 1.3th, and 

14th. {See. W. Houghton.) 
Reigate, February 1st and 2nd. {Sec. J. Richaidson, 

Esq.) 

Torquay, January 14th and 15th. {Secs. A. Paul, and J. 
C. Stack.) 

STRAWBERRY FORCING. 

There can be little doubt that with the e.xtension of 
glazed structures (consequent on their cheapness as 
compared with former days) the forcing of the Straw¬ 
berry will obtain an increase of patronage; and, if we 
may judge by the character of the inquiries made con¬ 
cerning them, they are as little understood as any of 
our forced fruits. We lately received a query from a 
subscriber to The Cottage Gardener throwing some 
light on what we mean. The writer, it appears, wanted 
ripe strawberries in February, and had purchased some 
plants for forcing of some gardener, or tradesman; and 
these, it appears, were simply runners pulled from the 
heels, and stuck into pots, when they immediately 
assumed the dignified title of “forcing strawberries;” 
and doubtless the increase in their price corresponded 
with the dignity of their improved position. Now, we 
are afraid to say what we think of the tradesman, if 
such he be, who could be guilty of such a transaction, 
provided that the unwary purchaser stated his objects 
properly. 

Let it be understood, then, by all those who aspire at 
proficiency in this proceeding, that no success can be 
expected from strawberry plants unless they have been 
duly prepared for the purpose; and we may here briefly 
state in what that preparation consists. The first object 
is to obtain early and stout runners; but, whether stout 
or not, they must be early; and to this end it is good 
practice to keep a row purposely to breed from. We 
have known this done many years since, and, indeed, 
have ourselves practised it; and care must be taken to 
make a bed on each side the row, in March, for the 
young runners to nestle and root in. This was done by 
breaking the surface up, and applying a surface-dressing 
of rich old manurial matter—that from an old hotbed 
of the previous year, composed originally of dung and 
leaves, is excellent. This, chopped well, and scattered 
three inches thick for a yard on each side the row, will 
speedily produce strong runners. Care should be taken, 
when the strings which produce the runners first ad- 
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t-aiJcA, to train them carefully, so as to cause them to 
}^)(luce ilie runners at pretty equal distances. Ey the 
cgi'ly part of June the runners should be nicely rooted, 
afr’l" to facilitate this, frequent waterings must be had 
re'course to previously And here we may observe, that 
some prel'er to pot them at once, and some to grow them 
on in a nursery. Our own opinion is, that for very 
early work the immediate potting is best; but for heavy 
succession crops the nursery culture is to be preferred. 

I If potted, they may as well be put in the full-sized pots 
at once, which is generally the seven-inch pot, one plant 
in a pot, although some have two or three. Now, it is 
of much importance to use a proper soil for them, and, 
as usual with us gardeners, loam is the first thing 
thought of. We have known people to use a light soil, 
full of old manurial matters, with the idea of getting 
much finer fruit ; but this is not safe practice. In 
bouses, or pits, where there is a very regular amount of 
atmospheric moisture, this may answer; but such a soil 
is too capricious for ordinary cases, and thus we gar¬ 
deners so frequently vote for loam, which to some seems 
inexjfiicable. 

A good sound loam, rather inclined to adhesiveness, 
is the chief material then, for such parts with its 
moisture in a steady way ; and Strawberries, especially 
after they come in bloom, may not be quite dry for an 
hour. However, a compost of three-parts of this loam, 
and one-part good rotten manure, thoroughly mixed, 
I'airly may be recommended. Some use soot in the 
compost, or in the bottom of the pots : this we never 
proved. We may now add, that after potting they must 
be regularly attended to as to watering, and all runners 
produced by them assiduously cut away, but never one 
le.af plucked. They should be plunged above the 
ground level, in a thoroughly open situation, and once 
or twice during the summer the pots turned a little, to 
check thci]' tendency to root through the bottoms of the 
pots. Liquid-manure may he frequently applied whilst 
they are in active growth, clear and rather weak. 

And now as to those planted out. A perfectly open 
situation must be chosen, and the ground being in good 
heart, or manured, they may be planted out at from 
nine to tw^elve inches apart: we should prefer a soil 
shallow, but rich. Some of the best crowns we ever 
knew were from a walk converted into a temporary bed 
by covering it with six or eight inches of rich soil. 
Tlieso grew rapidly until their roots came in contact 
with the hard bottom, when they became somewhat 
stationaiy, and the consequence was, firm, plump, and 
well-ripened buds, wdiich ju-odiiced very fine trusses of 
flowers under the forcing process.'i- Thus it may be seen 
that the oliject should be to produce a very early and 
luxuriant plant, and so situated as to discontinue active 
growtli about the beginning of September. 

Our readers must know that, in these respects, the 
Strawberry is amenable to the same influences as the 
Peach, the Vino, Ac. ; a well-organised bud of the pre¬ 
vious year being alike necessary to the production of 

j good fruit. 
We must now advert to the forcing process. And, 

first, what conditions does the Strawberry like, and 
what dislike'.’ Having, as before observed, good, strong, 
and well-ri])ened crowns or buds, let their first stages 
in forcing be taken in a very gradual way. Bettor let 
them be started—if we may apply such a caustic term 
to a mild process—in a frame that has scarcely any 
pretensions to heat. Now here, in the mind of the 
ingenions reader, may arise a question such as this— 
Does the Strawberry, iii its native character, really 
require a decided rest, or does it not? Now, it appears 
to us, that much is contained in such a question. It is 
of no use saying that everybody knows the Strawberry 

* -‘’he best plants we ever knew were raised in flower sauce7's> The 
shallowness acted on them like the hard walk.—Ed. C. G. 

sinks into a sort of quiescent state every winter. What 
we want to know is, whether a decided rest is a physical 
condition of the plant's well-being, as to a perpetuation 
of the species. The Alpines—a distinct section of the 
strawberry family—studied alone, would at once decide 
an inexperienced student to conclude that for the high 
organization of the incipient blossom-bud a comparative 
rest, &c., were unimportant. The Alpines, however, 
may be termed annuals, and perfectly distinct in habit. 
Our opinion, however, is, from a consideration of the 
facts, that our ordinary Strawberries do not require a 
marked rest, at least, not in the same sense as we apply 
it to our ordinary deciduous trees; and our reason for 
tracing out this part of the subject is to point to the 
fact, that those who have cool frames or pits to spare, 
may doubtless plunge them in such structures in au¬ 
tumn—say by the end of September—and by coverings 
never suffer the temperature of the interior to attain the 
freezing' point. 

Now, it must be coirfessed, that these opinions may 
be considered slightly speculative for the present, but 
we should by no means object to put them in practice. 
We think, that to grow them extensively for mai'ket, 
brick pits would be the best economy; and the following 
is about the plan we should adopt. Pits about six feet 
wide, to hold six plants in a row, at about a foot apart; 
throe rows reached from the front, and three from back. 
These pits to be about three feet above the ground level 
at back, and about one foot at front. To liave a per¬ 
manent bottom-heat provided, as in Hamilton’s pine- 
system ; a heat capable of modification, to meet varied 
circumstances, but having the capacity to reach in 
the soil if needed, and a separate pipe, from a separate 
boiler, to warm the air of tlie pit at times, if required. 
Here we would at once plant out the well-ripened crowns, 
at about a foot apart, and as soon they were ripe, hurry 
them into market, pull up the jilants, and instantly plant 
another lot, which might be in a somewhat advanced 
state, from other structures. Ey such means, we should 
hope to fruit nearly half-a-dozen batches of plants before 
the middle of May; and a man, with an acre of ground 
thus occupied in parallel lines, would furnish all our 
first-rate markets abundantly. Eut the business of 
such pits would not end here; they would jiroduce 
thousands of Melons and Cucumbers after the Straw¬ 
berries, until the following November. Such pits should 
have some night coverings; and if wo had the manage¬ 
ment, we would keep whole lines of strong young plants 
in a nursery specially for the production of runners; 
every blossom should be plucked I'rom them, and ev^ery- 
thing done which could add carlincss and strength of 
constitution to the young runner. 

These hints are for those whom they concern; we must 
alight from our hobby, and talk to small gardeners. 
“ Wliat condition docs the Strawberry like, and what 
dislike?” was the digressive point. They like to be 
forced very gently; to be very close to the glass, espe¬ 
cially a roof; to be carefully attended witl) water, and i 
an atmosphere jjermanently charged with moisture. Wlio 
has not observed their beautiful exuberance during tlio 
heavy dews of a fine May,—every leaf laden with the 
glittei'ing spangles? What they dislike is, of coarse, 
nearly tlie converse of all this ; tliey dread a high night 
temperature, and, indeed, a high temperature of any kind; 
they never seem quite at home much beyond (iO°, and, in¬ 
deed, we would make (>5'^ our maximum in early forcing, 
even with sunshine, sinking to 50"’ at night; they 
dislike being dry at root after the truss begins to rise; 
and they abhor insect enemies under whatever guise. 
If they are neglected in regard of either air-moisture or 
root-moistui'e, and high temperatures are sustained, the 
red spider speedily finds them out. 

And now we must finish these somewhat unconnected 
observations with advising our beginners in this way to 
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mind the principles laid down. It matters not whiit 
their structures are called—pits, rriirnos, greenhouses, 
what you will—the Strawberry cares nothing about 
structures ; it is on those elementary conditions of liglit, 
atmospheric moisture, and the warmth they most atl'ect, 
that success depends. Let it bo remembered, that if 

j the plants are not strong and ripe in the crown, the 
! forcer must sutler bis ardour to decrease in a like ratio ; 
' better be loss ambitious—be content with ripe Straw¬ 

berries in the end of JIarch, instead of Eehruary. 
R. Errington. 

THE GENUS CEANOTHUS. 

I For the last two or tl)reeyears I have had this family 

I in my eye as lit subjects for the experimental garden 

! of the cross-breeder; and now that 1 have been asked 

to write on the projiagation and culture of one of the 

species (G. ri;iidi(Sj, it seems as if the opportunity had 

rather been thrown in iiiy way, than that 1 went out of 

the path in quest of it; at all oveiits, a tale about good 

subjects is never miicli out of season. 

For many years the only Ceiinothus known in our 
gardens was Ceanotuus azureus, still one of the best 
of the race where the climate suits it. i never saw but 
two plants of it managed so as to make the best of it 
in our climate, and one of them was the very hand¬ 
somest ])lant in England at the time. I saw it in the 
most luxuriant growth, and clothed all over with its 
Inight blue tiovvers, in long (much longer than usual) 
racemes from all the jioints of the shoots, and also from 
all the divisions (axillary) on the upper parts of all the 
young growth. I am not aware of a single hardy shrub 
in the country that is capable of so tnucli improvement 
as Ceanothas azureus, and by treating it a few years at 
first in the way which I shall exjilaiu ])resently, it 
would stand our ordinary winters against a wall any¬ 
where in which the Peach and Nectarine ripen. 

It is a native of temperate regions in Mexico—not 
from the Cape, as is asserted in some books; and it is 
less hardy than any other of the species in cultivation. 
In the climate of London it is seldom much hurt by 
frost, when trained against a wall; and it flowers from 
August uutil stopped by frost. The flowers are borne 
by the young wood imtde tlie same season, like the 
grape vine; and, what is very singidar, this habit is 
seldom made the most of, less so, indeed, than in any 

i other plant. It is the custom, in most jdaces, to give it 
jirotection in winter, but the young wood seldom escapes 
from injury, more or less ; and the plant is not lu'uned 
until all danger from frost is over in the spring, when 
more of the young wood that has escaped the frost is 
nailed, or trained in, than is at all necessary; and the 
usual result is, tiiat the flowers are not nearly so nume¬ 
rous nor so fine as they would be under a very differeut 
treatment. 

Among all the plants that we train against walls, for 
their flowers, there is only one more which requires the 
same treatment as this, and that is the Rosa micro- 
plujlla, or small-leaved Rose, from China. When either 
of them is first planted against a wall it ought to be 
headed down to near the surface of the ground, in 
October, for the first three years, at least, in order to get 
a sulficient numher of strong healthy shoots from the 
bottom to form the skeleton of the future plant; these 
main shoots ought to bo then trained in the fan-sba]ie, 
like a peach-tree, with intervals between them as wide as 
are allowed to the main branches of a strong-growing 
pear tree, or say, not less than a foot from branch to 
branch. The same kind of pruning as they give to 
pear trees, until they fill up their allotted spaces, is the 
right way for this; that is, to cut back the young tops of 
the leaders to one-half or two-thirds of their length. 

when duplicate leaders are wanted, and as the tree, or 
at least the young wood, is rather tender, this pruning 
ought to be done about the end of October, in order lo 
get rid of as mucb young wood as possible, and so leave 
very little of it for tbe frost to play on. 

Now, suppose a full grown Geanolhus thus treated, 
it ought to look as much as ])Ossiblc, at this season, like 
one of those root-pruned y)car trees about which Mr. 
Flrrington lias given so many valuaide directions* there 
are the spurs all the way u}), on every main branch or 
leader, just as on the pear tree. Rut now, or tiom this 
time, the annual pruning of these spurs must go on 
exactly contrary to each other. The young wood on 
the simrs of this Geauothus, and on the Rosa viicro- 
phi/lla, must be cut as close as the knife can reach it, 
and that in October every year, and then the frost will 
have little or none to kill, even in the hardest winter. 
Next season, a whole thicket of young breast-wood will 
grow out from the close sjiure; the more the better ; but 
not a twig of it should be touched the wdiolo sea.sou. 
Tlvery year’s growth ought to stand out from the wall, 
as wild as in nature, and as free. Then, and not till 
then, are the Blue Ceauoth, and the Small leaved Rose, 
to he seen in their perfection of bloom, and the pruning 
in October will be more like cutting a bed of willows, 
or a field of corn, than anything else that I can compare 
it to. I have seen all this done for ten years in suc¬ 
cession, and I am sure it is in accordance with the 
soundest principle.s in gardening. 

1 have a new scheme for growing this beautiful plant, 
of the success of which I am as certain as if I had seen 
it m practice lor twice ten years; and with all the ear¬ 
nestness of a young convert, i recommend its imme¬ 
diate adoption. Any one having a couple of yards of 
garden groxmd may test tbe experiment. It is simply 
to manage it in all respects as you would a ydant, a 
bed, or a row of the Riiohsia (jraciUs. First of all, make 
the bed as good as any bed was evci- made ; let oue-half 
of it be of the nicest yellow or nut-brown loam that 
is to be had for love or money, quite fresh from the 
bank, or meadow, if possible, and with all tbe rough 
grass, roots and all, chopped up with it, the other half 
I would have of best turfy peat and half-rotten leaf 
mould, in such proportions as the comjiost-yard may 
point to ; lam not particular to a shade, provided the 
loam, peat, and leaf mould, are the best of their respec¬ 
tive kinds. Let this bed bo two feet deep, and three or 
four inches above the general level of the surrounding 
grounds, and let tbe bottom be dry, or all will be lost. 
A border in front of a south wall would be a favourable 
situation for the first trial; open a trench a yard wide, 
and two feet deep, and fill it witii the compost; then, 
about the end of April, plant a row uj) the middle, 
placing the plants two feet apart, and if they are in pots, 
shake off all the soil from the roots, and spread them 
out evenly, and so that the neck of the plant is a little 
deeper in the border than it w'as in the pot; then cut 
the plants to within six inches of the ground, and let 
them not want for water all that season. In October, 
cut all the young wood back to w'ithin arr inch or so of 
the bottom, and put a covering of balf-rotten dung all 
over the trench for the winter, and next year you may 
expect flowers in August, at any rate. Coutiuuo the 
same process year after year, and there cannot be a 
question about the thing answering in almost any part 
of the kingdom. The very same kind of treatment 
would do for all the Daturas, with a more safe covering 
in winter. The Coral tree {Enjthrina crista gulli) would 
answer perfectly in a similar manner ; but wbetlier or 
not the rest of the Ceauoths, or any of them, would 
a'nswer equally well, or at all, is more than I can allirm. 

Ceanotuus pai.hdus, alias intermeuius.—This is an 
English seedling obtained from G. azureus, by Mr. 
Masters, of Canterbury, and, as it is said, by crossing it 
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with the pollen of (7. Americanus. I have often examined 
this plant in flower, and were it not for the well-known 
respectability of our authority for the cross, I should be 
very much inclined to doubt the plant being a cross at 
all, but only a natural sport; he that as it may, all that 
I have said about Azureus will apply equally to this 
plant, excepting the colour of the flowers, which is 
paler, and not neaidy so rich; hut where are we to look 
for the exact tint of the flowers of Azureus, when the 
plant is growing under favourable conditions? 

Ceanothus Americanos.—This plant is called the 
New Jersey Tea, in America, where they used the dried 
leaves as a substitute for Chinese tea during the war of 
independence. This is a dwarf bush, bearing white 
flowers from June to August, and casting its leaves in 
the autumn. It is rather a jiretty shrub, but not to 
be compared with the above, nor with the Californian 
species, excepting Ciineatus, which is also a white-flower¬ 
ing one, and still less handsome than Americanus. Any 
good garden soil, on a dry bottom, will grow Americanus, 
which ripens seeds in the neighbourhood of London in 
favourable seasons. 

Amateurs, who do not understand the right kind of 
cuttings, or the exact time when they are ready for use, 
find a gi-eat difiBculty in striking cuttings of either of 
the above; and the best advice for them, is to get them 
from layers made at the end of spring: these seldom 
fail. It is difficult to convince amateurs that layers 
made of hard-wooded plants should have the slit, or 
tongue, made on the upper side of the shoot, because 
they see that it is made on the underside of the clove 
and carnation, and other soft, pliable shoots. 

Tl>e following is the way to make layers of hard- 
wooded plants—Stoop down opposite the buslt, and take 
a shoot of the last growth in your left hand, the point 
of the shoot facing you; then at four or five indies 
from the point where there is a joint on the upjier side, 
slip in your knife a little below the joint, draw the knife 
to you and through the centre of the joint, and on an 
inch or so towards yourself; now bend the top of the 
shoot gently away to the left, and the tongue or cut 
part will go to the right, and when the cut end is 
clear off the shoot it is ready for laying two inches deep 
in the ground; place a pinch of sand just under the 
cut, and fasten it down with a hooked peg; then cover 
and press the soil gently all round, particularly to the 
side of the layer next yourself, so as to keep the end 
well up. All this time, and until the whole is finished, 
you must not let the layer out of your hold for an 
instant; for if you do, snap it goes in a moment, and; 
the off-end of it will give your eye such a scratch as you 
will remember till the next new moon, if worse luck 
does not finish the layering for that week. Ceanothus 
Pitcheri, herbaceus, jjerennis, intermedins, and ovatus, are 
all secondary names for Americanus, or slight variations 
of it, from seeds, which are not worth the trouble of 
keeping separate. 

Ceanothus divaricatus {thyrsijlorus ?).—This is the 
first of the Californian species that found its way to this 
country in a living state. It is from near Montery, 
where it grows to the size of a small tree, and flowers 
there from May to November. It is perfectly hardy 
in the climate of I.ondon, and will grow in any good 
garden soil. Its way of close growth, and shining, 
dark green leaves, and its numerous bright blue flowers, 
render it altogether one of the most handsome cver- 

I greens we have. It may be propagated all the year 
round from cuttings of the young wood, which root as 

! freely as those of Verbena, and it grows rapidly in good 
soil, so much so, that it is eminently fitted for making 
one of those standard evergreens which are so much 
admired in geometric lines or gardens. With a clear 
stem, six or seven feet high, and a large round head 
kept regular, we have nothing that could come near to 

it in beauty. The small-leaved Phillyrea, as a standard, 
is our nearest plant to match it, or it might be allowed 
to spread into an open, loose-headed standard, or merely 
be allowed to form itself into a large bush. Whichever 
way it is grown, it requires five or si.x years good growth 
before it will flower much. 

Ceanothus pauillosus.'—This is another very hand¬ 
some, large, evergreen bush, from the Mountains of 
Santa Cruz, in California, where Hartweg found it 
growing to the height of ten feet. It has small, blunt, 
dark green leaves, which are downy on the underside. 
The flowers are as bright a blue as those of Azureus, 
with a purple tinge. This plant is also readily increased 
from cuttings. Having only been introduced in 1848, 
we are not yet sure bow much cold it will endure, or 
how far north it will flower with freedom. In the south 
of England it comes into flower about Midsummer, 
and holds on a long time. 

Ceanothus dentatus.—This is comparatively a dwarf 
species in its native country, near Montery, in Cali¬ 
fornia. It is of less stature than rigidus, on the same 
ground, not rising above a yard high, where rigidus 
grows to four or five feet. This, also, was sent over by 
Hartweg to the Horticultural Society in 1848. All the 
plants from Montei'y are hardy enough here, as far as 
our experienee of them goes. In the south of England 
this bush flowers beautifully in May; the blossom is 
deep blue, in round heads, and very handsome. It 
comes from cuttings, like all the rest of the Californian 
species, vei'y freely. 

Ceanothus velutinus (Velvety-leaved).—The velvet 
is on the under side of the leaves; the upper side shines 
as if varnished. This is a white-flowering speeies, and 
handsomer than cuneatus, and the varieties of Ameri- 
canus, all which are white-flowering ones. It was 
introduced by tbe Horticultural Society from the sourees 
of the Oregon, and is quite hardy, growing to a large¬ 
sized bush from five to ten feet high, and is easily 
increased. For a small garden this is the only white 
Ceanothus I would recommend. G. Collianus, another 
white one, but a dwarf plant, is very nearly related to 
velutinus ; and G. cuneatus, one of the new ones, is 
white, and really not worth growing. 

Ceanothus verrucosus (Waited on the Stems).—This 
is also one of Hartweg’s new ones, and one of the very 
best of them, which will be a match for divaricatus 
soon; the habit is even stronger than in divaricatus. 
It woidd also make a handsome standard if it were 
trained so, but the stiff way of gi-owth will hardly admit 
i«f being formed into such a regular shape as divaricatus. 
The flowers are light blue, and are produced in immense 
quantities from all the little side-shoots, forming great 
balls, or rather corymbs, along the whole length of the 
main brnnehes. This is the most suitable of all tbe 
blue ones for tbe north of Scotland: strong, stiff, regard¬ 
less of cold, and even soil, and flowering in the height 
of summer. It was first called integerrimus. 

D. Beaton. 

WINTER-BLOOMING, HARDY, GREENHOUSE 

PLANTS. 

Habrothamnus ei.egans.—I think I first saw this 
plant growing against a pillar in the conscrvatoiy at 
the Regent’s Park. Though it was then in early 
summer it ivas a heautiful object, with its large bunches 
of carmine tubular flowers depending from the points 
and sides of the young shoots. Many a visitor joined 
me in gazing at it, and from that day to this there 
have been repeated inquiiles as to its culture. All the 
family introduced are natives of Mexico; belong to the 
Nightshade order; and in the shape of the flowers, and 
the mode of growth, resemble their near neighbours 
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the Cestrums, some of which, such as G. aurantiacum, 
though usually grown in a stove, yet, under proper 
treatment, would make a nice companion for our ])re- 
sent favourite in a moderately warm conservatory. The 
name of the genus is appropriate, signifying “ gay 
shrub;” and so far as the present species is concerned 
it may well be termed “ elegant.” First impressions 
are queer things to deal with, though we should admit 
only a tenth of what the ladies say about them. Their 
general influence is to stereotype an idea; and even 
should the opinions formed be based on nonentities, or 
warped by prejudice, it requires accumulated reasons 
and proofs to dissipate the first-formed notions. This 
is so far my case at present. No sooner is this plant 
mentioned, than, without the presto of the wizard, the 
cap of Fortunatus, or the passes of the mesmerist, by 
some means or other, I feel myself straining my mental 
vision on the identical column in the conservatory of 
the Botanic Gardens. It is true, the plant grows very 
well in a pot, and, however grown, it is an interesting 
object; but were I asked how to produce the finest 
effect at the least possible amount of labour, I should 
decidedly say, turn the plant out into a border when 
one yard in height, and against a pillar, where it could 
have air and light all round. Sandy loam, and plenty 
of water, with proper drainage, will gi'ow it well; but it 
will be advisable to give it a little peat when first turned 
out. Everything must be done at first to encourage 
growth; but in the second season, the stronger shoots 
should bo shortened to produce plenty of weaker ones, 
and which will be ripened before winter. After that, 
little pruning, besides pinching a strong shoot, will bo 
required. The shoots, except the leading ones, will 
soon acquire a pendulous position; and these, if well- 
ripened, will have large bunches of flowers at tlicir 
points first; and as these are cut off others will take 
their place farther back on the shoot; and this con¬ 
tinuous nipping-off the wood with the flowers will be 
tbe most of the pruning required. By this treatment, 
a plant has never been without bloom for a twelve- 
month ; but during the whole of the winter it is plenti¬ 
fully supplied. Thus managed, few things will beat it, 
or look more interesting in a greenhouse. It is also 
useful for cut flowers, where people can be satisfied 
with a small piece of the plant to support them. Our 
bouquet-makers, who wire or gum each separate flower, 
would say nothing at all about the shortness of the 
handle. For this purpose, it is something like the 
Scotch kale in the kitchen-garden—a regular “ cut and 
come again,” as, without the removing of the terminal 
bunch of flowers, many of the incipient bunches at the 
axils of the leaves farther back will not have stimulus 
enough to cause them to expand. 

Many, however, who have not a pillar to spare, might 
wish to grow it in a pot, after what some may consider 
this too flaming a recommendation. I will just glance, 
therefore, at its general management. Propagation.— 
Firm, short side-shoots, inserted in sandy soil, under a 
bell-glass, and in a little bottom-heat, strike freely. If 
you inserted the cuttings this or the following mouth, 
potted them directly they were rooted, kept them close 
in a hotbed at first, and more open afterwards, shifted 
as fast as they required it, and hardened off in the 
autumn, you might have small blooming plants the first 
winter. Some orderly folk would object to giving such 
hardy plants such hotbed treatment; and, though it is 
by no means necessary, yet most of those largish-leaved 
American plants enjoy such treatment amazingly, and, 
if properly exposed and hardened ofl’ in autumn, will 
bloom none the worse in consequence. If you neither 
strike early, nor give more encouragement than a cold 
frame in summer, you must not expect the plant to 
bloom until the second winter, under even good general 
treatment. 

Supposing, then, that you have kept the plant in a 
cold pit or a greenhouse in winter, it should be exa¬ 
mined by April, and placed either in the greenhouse or 
pit, so as to encourage growth by closeness and 
warmth; the size of the plant will determine the shifts 
to be given. You will not do much good with a pot 
less than twelve inches diameter, and into that the 
plant should be got by the middle of June at farthest. 
The soil should consist of peat and loam at first, but as 
you shift the loam must be increased ; and then, if after 
all there should seem to be a lack of vigour, top-dress 
with old cow-dung and charcoal, and give weak manure 
waterings. The plant will never naturally make a 
bush; tlie shoots are lanky, and half-inclined to twist, 
one stake must therefore be used as a support; but 
when hasped to this stake, the strongest shoots being 
previously stopped, the points must be fixed in a de¬ 
pendant position to a ring of wire round the rim of the 
pot. By this mode persevered in, something of a 
conical shape will be secured, and by a less obtrusive 
method than a trellis or a forest of slicks; besides, the 
direction given to the shoots will secure their ripening, 
and consequent blooming freely. Everything should 
be done by a close, moist atmosphere, to encourage 
growth, until August approaches, then more air should 
be given, until, by the middle of September, the plants 
are fully exposed. In October they should be defended 
from heavy rains, and towards the end of it safely 
housed. I have never tried it against a wall; I have 
no doubt it would do well protected by glass. In pots, 
besides fresh soil, the chief trouble would be in the first 
year’s growth, as after being establislied the plant would 
have the whole summer for gi-owth and ripening. In 
pruning, bear in mind that bloom is chiefly produced 
on young shoots coming from last year’s wood. The 
bending recommended encourages every bud to break. 

Habrothamnus I'ASCicuLATus.—I canuot boast of my 
success with this in a pot, partly, I believe, from want of 
proper attention. I have seen it very fair against a wall, 
and have no doubt it would be a desirable plant for a 
glass-case before the severity of winter sets in. I men¬ 
tion it here for the purpose of stating, that a gardener 
from Y'orkshiro told me, not long ago, that he had seen 
it there trained up a conservatory column, and almost, if 
not quite, as fine as the plant of elegans he was then ex¬ 
amining. Everything that will bloom freely in a green¬ 
house in winter, and cost little trouble, should at least 
be tried. Among others of the genus, of which I know 
but little, there is H. eganeus, of which I know nothing; 
but if its habit were good, the blue flowers it is repre¬ 
sented to have would render it a great acquisition. I 
may add here, as a note, that the same gentleman, when 
looking upon a blaze of Poinsettia pulcherrima, told me 
that they grew the white variety considerably in the 
north. Now I do not think wo have got that at all com 
mon in the south ; and though, for effect, it would bear 
no comparison with the dazzling crimson, yet the beauty 
might both be enhanced and mellowed by blending and 
contrast. 

Veronica Andersonii.—This is the most beautiful 
shrub of the family. The habit of the plant is compact 
and graceful, and, according as it is treated, it wiU con¬ 
tinue to yield its pretty spikes during the autumn, and 
winter, and spring. In fact, by regulating the time of 
stopping, and then maturing the young growth, flowers 
miglit bo commanded for the most of the year. To 
bloom in winter, cuttings of firm young wood should bo 
inserted in sand, under a bell-glass, before Midsummer, 
potted off in sandy loam and peat, kept in a cold frame, 
freely exposed in autumn, and given an airy position in 
winter in a greonhouso or cold pit, applying no more 
water than it absolutely wants. With such a plant, or 
a young one purchased, begin to push growth along in 
March or April, by giving the plants a closish, warmish 
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j)osilion; stop tlie shoots to increase ttieir nmnher, and 
continue nipping the strongest until June; liasping the 
strongest to the rim of the pot will be nearly all the 
training that will he required. Pot when necessary, 
until, by tho middle of June, you give the last shift into 
an eight or ten-inch pot, using plenty of drainage, and a 
little cliarcoal and broken bricks to keep the soil open, 
hrom J\lay, until the middle of July, a cold pit, wheie 
the ])hint can be kept rather close to encourage young 
shoots, will be the 2ilace for it. After then, air must be 
more freely communicated, until full exposure is given 
to the top of the j)lant in August. I'bis will ripen the 
young shoots, aiid cause tlower-buds to form freely. P))' 
the middle of October it will be advisable to remove the 
])lant under protection; for though the plant itself is 
not easily injured, the incipient flower-spikes might be 
nipped by any sudden extreme. 

V’^EUONicA suEcxosA.-—Eew shrubs are more graceful- 
looking than this, but tho flowers, though interesting, 
bear no comparison to tho above. It is one of the 
things I got tired of. Its free growth, and large size in 
a couple of years, demands so much space; though even 
as an evergreen bush it is interesting. It has been 
tried out of doors, and against walls, with more or less 
success. A glass-case would seem to be the place for it, 
the ju'otection being removed in sximmer. Treated as 
above detailed for Andersonii, it will bloom in winter 
and spring in a greenhouse; hut there should be no 
stopping the shoots after the middle of May, or they 
will not bloom early enough. 

LiTHOsPERjtDM RosJiAKINrFouiDM.—A pretty, dwarf, 
blue-flowering, hardy shrub, found plentifully about 
Naples and the Grecian Archipelago. It deserves a 
place among hardy greenhouse 2)lants in winter, as wet 
and frost sj)oil the flowers when out-of-doors. Plunged 
out-of doors it might be inh’oduced in November. It is 
easily propagated, and as easily grown. In beauty it 
is superior to mofe tender sjxecies. It deserves a con¬ 
servative wall, though hardy. 

Azara iNTE(iRiFon(A.—Au interesting evergreen shrub 
that TwoducGS its bunches of flowers out-of-doors in 
winter in the south of the island, and, 1 have been told, 
in many ^xarts of Ireland. I have never seen it in 
bloom, in such circumstances, north of London. Pro¬ 
tected from wet, this and A. dentata will flourish as 
evergreens against a wall. Great quantities were raised 
of it by Mr. Knight, of Chelsea, from Chilian seeds, 
some twenty years ago. Compact bushes would orna¬ 
ment a hardy groenliouse in winter. Cuttings of linn, 
young shoots strike, hut slowhj, under a bell-glass or 
hand-light. Loam and jjoat will suit it. 

Selaoo nisTANS.—There is nothing very striking in 
this small, wbite-flowering plant; but it is one of the 
newest of a family not particxdarly distinguished for 
blazing beauty. I introduce it here because it flowers 
so freely in winter and S2)ring. Like the rest of its neigh¬ 
bours it comes from the Cape of Good Hope. Many 
of the species thrive nicely when jilanted out in summer. 
Cuttings of firm, stubby, young shoots, if struck under 
a bell-glass in spring, will enable you to have nice little 
potted-off jilants before the end of autumn. These, 
kept in an airy, dry jilaco in winter, stopped and shifted 
in sj)ring, grown in a closisb cold pit in the beginning 
of summer, and luoro air and com2)lete exjiosure after¬ 
wards, will furnish rdee little plants for winter-blooming. 
Sandy loam, and a little 2'eat or decayed leaf mould 
will grow it. 

This paper may be considei'ed as a supplement to 
those on hardier greenhouse plants in former volumes. 
An average temperature at night, ranging from 37^ to 
•lo“, will suit them. R, Fish. 

THE AURICULA. 

{OoiUiitiicd/idiH pai/e 2(i4.) 

Summer Treatment.—In dividing this subject into 
heads, 1 ought to have written S2iring and summer 
treatment, and autumn and winter treatment, for a 
different management is required at all the four seasons. 
The S2uiug for blooming; the summer for growing; 
the autumn and winter months may be considered as 
requiring a 2'rotectivs treatment. In accordance with ' 
this arrangement, I shall, on this occasion, commence 
wdth spring culture. This commences about the middle 
of February; the plants should then be healthy, have 
green, broad foliage, with the soil moderately dry. 
Some fine day, about that time, have all the plants 
brought into the shed on the 2»otting bench, and while 
they are there let the frame and glass be thoroughly 
cleansed. If they stand on a bed of coal ashes let it 
bo raked over, clearing away all moss and weeds, and 
ap2dy a thin hiyer of clean, dry, coal ashes, or oven 
sawdust. If they stand on a stage inside the frame 
(which is by far the best method, because they are then 
less liable to dam2) and mildew), let it also be well 
scrubbed ; let the glass lights be placed against a wall 
to thorougly dry ; look well inside and outside for slugs 
and snails, and destroy them. While this cleaning is 
being done, let a careful hand examine the jdants, clear 
away all decaying leaves, and a portion of the top soil; 
and if the 2iots have become mossy or dirty on the out- 
.side, let them be clean washed, without wetting the soil. 
When this 02)eration is complete, tho ('Ots first done 
will bo dry enough to handle again. Have some rich 
compost, in a moderately dry state, and |)ut a layer of 
it in each 2>ot. This is what is called, in the florists’ 
hinguiige, a top-dressing. The compost for this shoidd 
be richer than tho one used for 2iotting, that is, it | 
should have a larger proportion of well-decomposed and , 
sweetened manure in it. Finish this t02)-dressing neatly, ^ 
pressing it gently round the neck of each 2>lant; then, 
if any have been observed to bo rather dry, give such 
a gentle wuitering, and let them stand on the bench 
till the superfluous water has drained away. The 
plants will then look tidy and fresh, and if they 
coxdd speak would thank the operator for his pains. 
Re2)]ace them in the frame; cover them up effec¬ 
tually, if there is the least a2ipcarance of frost, for then 
they will be very susce2xtible and im2xatient of cold. 
Give air early in tlxe morning if the weather will per¬ 
mit, and let out the damp that may have accumulated 
through the night, after such a thorough cleaning. 
Though this spring-dressing will be better done so early 
in the year, yet, if the weather is severe and unpro2)itious, 
it may be 2)iit off till the first week in March, but by no 
means later, for the additional stimulant in the new 
compost is intended to assist the 2'lants to throw up 
stronger and finer blooms, and if it is delayed after that 
time the effect will xiot take 2daco. After this tho 
usual routine of culture should be diligently followed. 
The giving of air on all favourable occasions is the 
most important 2'>oint at this season. Whenever the 
day will permit, expose them fully to the sun-beams; 
and other soft, humid days, give air by propping U2i the 
lights behind. This strengthens the 2daiits, and en- ^ 
courages them to send up strong flower-stems. The 1 
giving of a due supply of water is also of gi-eat moment j 

now. They should neither be wet nor dry, and when i 
water is given, it should be in such quantities as to wet 
the whole of the soil in each pot. Great discrimination 
must be exercised on this point, and tho quantity of 
water given to each plant should be in proportion to 
the state of the soil. If dry, give plenty; if moderately 
so, give loss; and if wet, give none at all, but omit such 
plants till the next time, oi' till they absolutely require 
it. The watering-pot should be a small one, with a 
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small, ratbor long sj)Out, tapering to the end. Such a 
pot will give the operator power over the water so as 
exactly to suit the quantity each plant requires. By no 
means use a nose at this time of the year, but water 
the soil only, not wotting the leaves in the least; and, 
above all things, take care to use water with the chill 
taken olF, not exactly warm water, nor yet ice cold, 
either extreme would be injurious. 

'J’lie next important item in spring culture is to keep 
the plants as nearly as possible at an equal temperature. 
Actual frost would now cripple the blooms, and too 
much heat would draw them up weak, and cause them 
to flower prematurely. To prevent these extremes, 
cover them up securely every niglit. Straw mats, with a 
common garden mat tlirown over them, are the most 
effectual protection 1 have ever met witii; any labourer 
can make these straw mats during long evenings or wet 
(lays. 'I’hey are l.iest made of wheat-straw, and if put by 
when done with in a dry state will last a long time; 
three seasons at least. Too much heat may bo easily 
avoided, by giving air and shading when the sun be¬ 
comes too ))owerful. As the flower-stems advance the 
season will bo advancing also, and then the covering at 
night may be reduced, but this must be carefully done, 
and the weather watched almost hourly, for often in 
April we have frosty nights, and once, by a too great 
security, or, I had almost said, carelessness, if the plants 
are allowed to become fi'ost-nipped, the hloom for tliat 
season will be spoiled. It is better, therefore, to err on 
the safe side, and keep the night covering on a little 
longer, till the blooms are quite safe. The last week 
in April, or the first week in May, they shoidd be in 
perfect bloom, and will rc(puro sbading daily whenever 
the sirn shines. Some florists remove them then into a 
shady place, and place them underhand-glasses standing 
upon a brick at each corner of the hand-light. This 
method certainly prolongs and preserves the bloom, but 
1 do not approve of it generally; because the flowers 
cannot be so easily seen or shown as in a frame or on 
a stage. T. Ai-i’i.ejsy. 

(To he conlinued.) 

CONIFER/E. 
I 

(Continued from yajc 245.) 

PicEA.—The Coniferae classed by Loudon under this 
name are commonly called Silver Eirs, because of the 
silvery-white colour of the underside of the leaves. 
Many of them form stately evergreen trees, and will 
grow in and thrive best in low, moist situations much 
better than the Spruce Errs, which often in such a soil 
become diseased and perish. This peculiarity renders 
the genus Picea valuable as an ornamental tree in such 
districts as the lowlands of Idncolnshire and Cambridge¬ 
shire, where the greater part of Coniferae would look 
starved and miserable, and ultimately die before they 
had reached to anything like timber. 

Picea A.jonensis (Ajona Silver Fir).—Though a native 
of Siberia, very little is known of this tree. It is said 
to grow to a great size. 

Picea aaiabilis (Lovely Silver Fir).—This fine tree, 
from California, is so extremely rare that our knowledge 
of its habits and uses are extremely limited. 

Picea balsamea (Balm of Gilead Fir).—Native of 
Canada. Of all the Silver Firs this is the best known. 
It is highly ornamental, though not a tree of the first 
magnitude, seldom exceeding fifty feet high. It is less 
liable to disease than any other of its tiibe, and grows 
very rapidly, especially in moist ground. From it the 
Canadians extract their famous balsam, which they call 
“ Balm of Gilead,” hence its specific name. There are 
two varieties of this really beautiful and perfectly hardy 
tree, one is named Picea balsamea jtrostrata, and is a 

low bush, of a rather drooping habit, the other has tlie 
leaves slightly variegated, and is the Picea balsamea 
foliis variei/atis of gardens. 

Picea Cepiialoxica (Ccphalonian Silver Fir). — A 
native, as its specific name imports, of Ccphalonia, on 
the Fdack Mountain, and is, therefore, perfectly hardy. 
It is a tree of second magnitude, rising to the height of 
sixty feet, with excellent timber, remarkable for its hard¬ 
ness and durabilitj'. The cones arc erect, long, and 
slender; leaves sharp-]iointed, with vfingial stalks. 

I’iCEA Fraseri (Fraser’s Silver Fir).—There is a con¬ 

siderable resemblance between this and the last named 

species; the difference consisting in tlie leaves being 

more thinly jdaced upon the branches, and not being 

so bristly. It is very handsome ; hut being a native of 

Carolina is not so hardy, neither docs it grow so tall, 

its average height being from 30 to 10 feet. The variety 

Picea Fraseri Iludsonia is a low bush^ and is quite 

hardy, as it is native of the cold regions of Hudson's 
Bay. 

Picea granius (Large Californian Silver Fir).—This 
is one of the nobles of California, growing, as the late 
Mr. Douglas relates, to the height of 200 feet. The 
timber is of excellent quality. The finest specimen, 
jirobably, in England, is growing in the grounds at 
Dropmore. I had the pleasure of seeing it there last 
summer, and it was nearly nine feet high, and growing 
very rapidly. The large handsome foliage rendered it 
very ornamental and conspicuous, even amongst the 
line plants of this tribe so ju-ofusely planted there. 

Picea noiulis (Noble Silver Fir).—Native of the 
same country as the preceding, and something similar 
to it. The only difference is, the leaves are of a silvery 
milky-green hue on both sides, and are a trille shorter; 
by these it may be easily distinguished from its majestic 
congener. There is a line specimen, growing near to 
the one mentioned above, of Picea nobilis in the same 
jdace (Lady Grenville's) and of the same height. The 
botanical difference is, however, chietly in the cones, 
which, in this species, are very large, and covered with 
large reflexed bracts. This species is more common, 
because it strikes readily from cuttings, which soon form 
a leading shoot, and become, after the third or fourth 
year, regular-formed, handsome plants. 

IhcEA Nordmanniana (Mr. Nordman’s Hilver F'ir).— 
A large tree, native of the north of Asia, on a high 
mountain. It is a liandsome species, and believed to 
be perfectly hardy. The cones are short and broad, and 
rellexed at the apex. 

Picea pectinata (Comb-like-leaved Silver Fir).— 
This is our common Silver Fir. It is widely distributed, 
being found in central Europe and the west and north 
of Asia. It is well known, and therefore needs little 
description. There are some extra-fine trees, nearly a 
100 feet high, in the park at Strathfieldsayo, the seat of 
the late “ Iron Duke.” The soil and climate there is 
moist—so much so, that most of the trees, both of the 
plantations and gardens, are hoary with lichens. If 
proof were needed, this wmdd bo sufficient to show 
that Silver Firs love a low, moist situation. 

Picea piciita (Pitch Silver Fir).—A low tree, native 
of the Altai Mountains. 

I’icEA PiNSAPO (Pinsapo Silver Fir).—A very hand¬ 
some, slow-growing, la^gular-formed tree, now pretty 
common. The groat distinction of this beautiful tree 
consists in its leaves being iierfectly round, and placed 
equally on every side of the branches. It is a native of 
Spain, where, when of a great age, it reaches the height 
of seventy feet. No collection, however small, ought to 
be without one or two of this beautiful species. 

Picea Pindrow (Pindrow or Tooth-leaved Silver 
Fir).—Like P. Webbiana, but the leaves are longer, 
an(I not so silvery-white on the under side. 

Picea reeioiosa (Sacred Mexican Silver Fir).—This 
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is a large, lofty tree, often attaining, in Mexico, the 
astonishing altitude of 150 feet. In this eountry it is, 
iinfortunatelj', too tender to bear the open air, but I 
have heard there is a specimen in Devonshire that has 
stood out throe winters uninjured. 

PicEA Weubiana (Mr. Webb’s Purple-coned Silver 
Eir).—In giving lately an account of the Coniferte at 
the Rev. —Thicken’s, near Coventry, I described a noble 
specimen of this rather tender species—tender because 
it is so easily e.\.cited to grow in the spring that the 
young shoots are frequently destroyed. Tlie tree is 
liardy enough through the winter, but suffers from the 
late frosts after it has begun to grow. I’robably, if it 
was planted on the north side of a hill it would not be 
excited into growth till the spring frosts had passed 
over. In the instance above referred to the specimen 
had apparently never been injured. It is an Asiatic 
species, growing on the mountains of Nepaul, where it 
reaches ninety feet high. It is exceedingly ornamental; 
the loaves are broad, and arranged in two rows, and of 
a pure silvery-whiteness on the under side. There is a 
large specimen in the Pinetum belonging to that groat 
patron of gardening, Mrs. Lawrence, at Ealing Park. 

T. Appleby. 

{To he continued.) 

FORCING OPERATIONS PROPER AT THE 

SEASON. 

The commencement of a new year always brings with it 
hopes of something being likely to improve. The very 
fact of tho days lengthening, and less probability of 
meeting with so many dull and damp ones, helps mate¬ 
rially to cheer on the enthusiastic cultivator, to whom 
the “ dark days before Christmas ” have a more or less 
dciircssive feeling. But as that ominous period is past, 
let us also hope that the deluging rains which ushered 
them in, and kept them company, are in a measure 
passed also; and with the opening year let ns hope to 
liavo fewer of those drenching rains which have so much 
retarded out-door operations ; at all events, the increas¬ 
ing length of days is somewhat inspiriting, as by tliat 
the hopes of better times seem daily more near at hand; 
nevertheless, tho same vigilance as hitherto is necessary 
to protect tho various tender things from the effects of 
damp, while it is likely to be more wanted to protect 
them from cold; in fact, the past autumn has been un¬ 
usually mild ; many tender plants, capable of resisting 
damp, wore unscathed after Christmas; that a check 
will be given is both probable and even wished for, as 
it rarely happens for a mild wet winter to bo followed 
by a productive season; but, without attempting to fore¬ 
tell what may occur, it more becomes us to take tho ne¬ 
cessary steps to make the most of tho j)resent. Especial 
care must, therefore, bo taken of all delicate seedlings 
struggling against tbe absence of sunshine, and the pre¬ 
sence of undue moisture. Tho past autumn has been 
more than usually fatal to Lettuce and GauUjlower plants 
sown late and only temporarily protected; as whore tho 
vigorous character of tho seed, accompanied with other 
favourable circumstances, was unable to support the 
young plant against the decaying effects of so much 
humidity, it speedily fell a prey to shanking ; and many 
beds of what ought to be healthy seedling plants, 
present only a few scattered patches here and there— 
the remnants of a pestilence which the skill of tho prac¬ 
titioner strove in vain to arrest. Huch, however, as do 
exist, must bo carefully looked after, as they cannot well 
bo replaced without tho assistance of heat and glass jno- 
tection, which, for tho next few mouths, will bo less 
l)lontiful than heretofore. 

Tho begiuning of a new year is also a favourable time 
for the amateur of humble means comuienciug forcing 

o])cratioiis with the Cucumber and Melon; and, notwith¬ 
standing the improved and daily increasing demands 
there is on hot-water as an agent of heat used in tho 
production of these fruits, there arc many good old- 
fashioned dung frames yet to bo found; and fruit so 
grown very often competes successfully with that grown 
in tho more modern-heated structure in which jjipes 
and tanks of every variety of make convey the heating 
power. This competition is, however, more equal where 
the productions are not wanted very early, as the dung- 
bed, however congenial a medium for supporting healthy 
vegetation, is not vested with the power to maintain it 
against the destroying influence of a too wet atmo¬ 
sphere and a sunless sky. For very early work it is 
therefore advisable to have recourse to fire-heat in some 

j shape or other; and the same may be said of very late 
j forcing; or, in more plain language, where it is desh'cd 

to have a crop of melons ripen well in November, firc- 
j heat must be applied rather briskly, otherwise that 
[ amount of warmth necessary to insure flavour cannot 

be furnished by fermenting matter alone, without also 
carrying with it that moisture which is a preventive to 
the quality wanted. 

This late forcing must not be confounded with tho 
retarding process, whereby an article, which nature in¬ 
tended to perfect itself at a fixed time, should, by some 
process used, be prevented from coming into use at 
that time, but kept back, and allowed to come forward 
at a later period; this course, as every one knows, 
will not do for melons; disease and disaster is sure to 
follow such a plan. A plant enjoying tho sunny climes 
of the east for a very few weeks, cannot bo expected 
to accommodate itself to tho cheerless atmosphere of 
an English autumn, without the assistance which art 
and science suggest as being the nearest approach we 
can command to tho condition which it has lost; and 
yet how far that falls short, may be easily compre¬ 
hended by any one who has studied the climate 
of those countries where it is grown naturally, with 
our murky atmosphere even in summer, while in 
autumn tho contrast must be still greater. But this 
is a digression; my purpose being more to give some 
hints as to early spring work ; and in this we have a 
young plant to act upon; or rather, we have young 
ones to rear, and not old ones to keep in health. 
These duties differ so much, that we will, in the first 
instance, treat of the raising of young plants ; and, at a 
future time, offer a few remarks on the preservation of 
old ones; and, supposing that good stable dung is to 
bo had, and a frame or two at liberty, it will be proper, 
in tho first instance, to throw up, mix, and turn the dung 
several times, to rectify that unruly heat it would other¬ 
wise attain if left unprepared; besides which, those 
impure gases, of whose names most gardeners are 
ignorant (but of whoso presence they can form a shrewd 
guess by tho rankness of tho smell), are thereby driven 
off; and the moderate heat that is left is cleansed of 
that offensive effluvia, and becomes what, in gardening 
phrase, is called “ sweet.” This congenial warmth, when 
accompanied by a fair share of sunshine, is, perhaps, the 
most agreeable of any for plants enjoying ; as with it a 
degree of vigour is infused, which wo think can hardly 
bo imparted by the united power of fire and water, how¬ 
ever well they may be managed. 

This mode of heating, tho most “time-honoured” of 
any, has, nevertheless, been made tho subject of many 
novel inventions—some trying to make it act without 
its moisture being brought to bear on the plants, by 
conqiclliug it to boat some stratum, which, acting as a 
conductor, only allowed tho finer particles to pass 
through. This latter mode is exemplified in those pits 
or structures which are worked solely by linings, and 
some of them arc very useful in their way, serving tho 
purpose intended admirably. “Mills’s Bit” is heated 
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entirely by dung linings, and few cucumber growers 
have attained a greater degree of distinction than he has; 
but since the easy application of hot-water, few pits are 
built with the many internal contrivances necessary 
there without having hot-water added also. Rut there 
are many make-shifts which answer the purpose equally 
well; a pile of rough timber, laid as open as possible, 
with the box-frame placed on the top, and surrounded 
with linings, forms a very good hotbed, and one in which 
many things may be grown as well as on the best-con- 

I trived structure to which fire-heat is applied. This, of 
course, depends on the attention paid to lining, and 
other things ; but for very early forcing, with only dung 
as a heating material, I would certainly advise the 
frame to be raised in such a manner. A few rough 
blocks, placed in such a way as to give scope for apply¬ 
ing the dung on all sides, and partially underneath as 
well, which is done by having the bottom of the pile 
more narrow than the top, taking care, however, that it 
is sufficiently steady not to topple over, and, as I have 
said, as open as possible, because it is those interstices 
which form the chambers serving as reservoirs of heat; 
a firm material may be at top, and finally the mould on 
which the plants are expected to grow. The difficulties 
of tliis plan is obtaining a sufficient amount of atmo- 
s]iheric heat, after the bed is covered over a fair depth 
with soil; but that is overcome by applying brisk linings, 
and keeping some places inside comparatively thin of 
soil, to allow tlie heated air to pass through without 
losing much of its warmth on its journey. Another 
point must be attended to, which is, never to have the 
pile of open work too high, because the linings must 
always be shewing above, otherwise the heat, instead of 
penetrating the mass of earth, &c., as required, would 
escape by the vacancy between the bottom of the dung-box 
and top of the lining. Thatched hurdles, or some other 
shelter, will be wanted to prevent drying winds cooling 
the dung linings too much. This attention, however, 
does not extend so far as to present any formidable dif¬ 
ficulties; and as dung may be used fresh from the yai’d, 
without any preparation whatever, it becomes a matter 
of labour only, and even this is not so much more 
than that required for the formation of the ordinary 
dung-bed, and maintaining it in its proper state of heat, 
and at a time when it can derive but little or none from 
the atmosphere. But I will return to this subject again. 
In the mean time, I advise the amateur to look around 
and see what can be liad for this structure amongst 
the things he has at command; and many makeshifts 
serve a purpose like this equally as well as the most 
perfectly-made pit erected by mechanical skill, directed 
by scientific principles; but, as in many other things, 
the secret of success lies in the due attention to many 
minor matters. John Robson. 

A FAULT AMONG US. 

i/ie Authoress of “Jl/y Flowers,” itc. 

It appears to mo that there is “ utterly a fault ” among 
us. I do not know whether out-door relief iu every Union 
is managed in the same way, but in one, I can truly say, 
“ widows are neglected in the weekly ministrations.” There 
appears to be very great cruelty in the way this class of 
persons arc treated by the poor laws; they are most par¬ 
ticularly regariled by God’s law, and lie has recommended 
them specially to the protection of man; but in the ad¬ 
ministration of the poor law, in at least one Union, there is, 
it seems to me, “ utterly a fault.” 

It is said in the Word of God, by the Apostlo Paul, in 
regard to his not wishing to be bimlensomo to the Uorinth- 
ians — “For the children ought not to lay up for the 
parents, but the parents for the children.” Now the Union, 
at least one Union, throws the widow entirely upon her 
children for support, and denies her relief at all, or only 

partial relief, where her children are grown up, and able to 
work for their bread. Surely tliis is a-ucl. Can anything 
be more distressing to a mother, than to be dependant upon 
her chiklren ; to feel that every mouthful she eats is taken 
from them, and to have nothing of her own, but to bo com¬ 
pelled to iis/c from her own offspring for every little article 
she wants? Which of the framers of such a law would 
himself stand, or leave his widow to stand, in such a painful 
position ? I repeat, there is utterly a fault amongst us. 

Thomas Edwards and his wife were rather above the 
common lot of labourers. He had a horse and cart, and 
gained his living in various out-door ways. He had a piece 
of allotment ground, too, and got on comfortably. He was 
not a matt of much loveliness of character certainly; he 
was greatly given to drink, although not what is generally 
called a drunkard; and his wife had by no means a light 
burden to carry on her pilgrimage with him ; but she was a 
steady, light-thinking, hard-working creature, and brought 
lier family up well and respectably. They were never 
running in the streets, but kept at home, taught to be clean, 
honest, and hard-working, and whatever was shown them of 
good, was by her precei)t and example. In time they all 
married. One daughter lived in the next cottage, the other 
settled in London, and the son took a coachman’s place, and 
married in London too. As Edwards advanced in life, he 
was subject to severe attacks of illness, which often laid 
him by. At length the complaint from which he suffered 
became conlirmed, and his powers gradually weakened. He 
worked when he ought not to have worked, because he had 
only his own exertions to depend upon, but he used, when 
he could, to send his little grandson with the cart, or got 
some other man to go for him. I’oor riioebe looked anxious 
and woe-begone; she had at all times a troubled look—and 
well she might—but now she saw her husband breaking-up, 
and expenseSjConiing upon lier, and whenever she did smile, 
it was a very watery one indeed. 

At last Edwards became so ill that it was thought de¬ 
sirable to get him into a London Hospital as a last hope. 
There was n possibility of an operation prolonging his life ; 
iu the language of the world, it was his only chance, and he 
w’as accordingly removed to town. I’oorl’lnebe walked about 
her cottage like a ghost wlien her husband was gone. Joy 
had long departed from her face, but now many cares and 
sorrows were painted there, and the tliought of the agony 
Thomas must sutler distracted her, and she fancied every 
day might be the one chosen for the last chance. Her 
good daughter, Sarah, was her prop and stay; and Rill, her 
son-in-law, rose up and treated her like his real mother. 
Friends called to see and cheer her, and she heard tolerable 
accounts of Thomas from their son, who was able to go to 
him, his master being out of town. A few weeks, which felt 
like years to I’hoebe, passed in this way. Hope upheld her; 
but slie had had no letter for some days, and began to feel 
more then usually anxious. 

One night, about nine o’clock, a tap at the door was heard, 
and in walked her sou from London. He came to take her 
to the deatli-bed of her husband. 'The operation was over; 
it had promised well, but symptoms suddenly came on that 
battled all skill, and I’lnebe must start by the first train in 
the morning. No one can tell how she gotthrough the night, 
or her journey, but she reached London too late; at the 
very hour she stepped into the train, 'Thomas breathed his 
last. 

I’hcebe was very ill for a long time after her return. She 
could neither sloop nor eat. The funeral expenses lay 
heavily upon her; tho horse and cart was a burden upon 
her mind; she had no husband to lean upon, broken reed 
as he had been ; and her futurity was all misty before her. 
She, however, was brought to look to the Strong for strength; 
she was greatly supported under tho load of her difficulties ; 
her friends were interested for her, and her daughter and 
son-in-law the kindest of the kind. 

In the coiu'so of a little time she sold her cart and horse, 
and crop of barley ; paid her poor husband’s funeral account, 
her rent, and what other little things she owed, and took up 
her abode in her daughter’s house. When she could say, 
with truth, that she had nothiny, she went humbly to tho 
Board of Guardians to ask for relief. She was strictly 
questioned, of course, but was told she could work in the 
fields for her bread. 'This went to her heait. She had 
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lironght nj) a family wit.liont once Inmlening the parisli. 
She wasi now advanced in life, broken in licalth, and quite 
unlit for out door labour, to which she had never been nsod. 

I lint there was no appeal. Siie had children—they must 
support her. Her children were alt scarcely able to support 
tlioir own large families, and she said so ; but there was 
notliing to be done. A loaf and a shilling a-week was 
granted while she was on the doctor’s hands; but wlien she 
no longer was sicic that relief was to cease, and jioor Phoebe 
was to ho thrown upon those who have large families, and 
barely enough for themselves. Is there not utterly a fault 
among us ? 

Three or four oilier cases of this kind have passed under 
my notice. One of the widows is the mother of nine sons. 
They are as kind as they can bo to her, but still, like Phoebe 
Edwards, she is a painful burden to them, and every parent 
must feel it bitter. 

Phoebe is beginning to look cheerful, nevertheless. She 
has the worldly comfort of being perfectly free froin debt, 
and that some of my readers can, I dare say, fully enter 
into. She has, moreover, a good hope through “grace,” 
and that is a wondrous sweetener of the ills of life. She 
speaks with energy of the blessings of adversity to her soul, 
and the hedp and strength she has found in Him in whom 
she -trusts. Her eye kindles as she speaks, and when she 
smiles, it is a sunny smile, and not a watery one. Still, she 
is penniless; and although her child and son-in law work for 
her, and make her welcome, she is but a pauper in their 
house, and she knows that every bit of food she eats is 
taken from the mouths of the children. 

Blessed are those children who “ honour ” their parents 
as Sarah does I and blessed are the sons-in-law who rise up 
like Bill to succour and protect the widow I Blessed is the 
widow wlio trusts in the Lord, and cheerfully submits to 
His Holy Will. Slie will find the arm of the Lord is not 
shortened, but mighty to save. Stilt there is utterly a fatdt 
among us in tliis matter, for surely widows are special 
objects of consideration and care to all 1 If we profess 
Christianity, if we consent to take the Bible as our rule of 
faith and practice, the widow should bo honoured and sus¬ 
tained, and shielded from want, in our congregations. But 
as it is, at least in some places, I humbly venture to submit 
to my readers, that the blessing of Hod is not regarded, nor 
can be expected, for there is utterly a fault among us in this 
thing. 

BRAHMA POOTRA FOWLS. 

In a recent valuable contribution to The Cottage Hae- 
DENER, in which the “ vexed question ” of the respective 
merits of the Shanghae, Spanish, and Dorking fowls seems 
to bo discussed with admirable judgment and impartiality, 
an extract is introiluced from a Canadian paper, wherein 
mention is made of two or three breeds of fowls hitherto 
unknown in this country, and in reference to which new 
breeds, your contributor (who signs himself “Cochin”) 
expresses a wish for information. Perhaps the following 
l)artieulars respecting one of them, “ Brahma Pootra ” fowls 
(taken from the “ Northern Farmer,” published in Oneida 
county, U. S.), will be acceptable to him, and to the 
generality of your readers, who are interested in kindred 
subjects; the more so, as they will, I believe, have an 
opportunity, at the approaching Metropolitan Show, of 
seeing a fine young pair of birds of this breed, belonging to 
Mrs. Hosier Williams, of Katf)n Blascott, near Shrewsbury, 
to whom they were sent by Dr. Bennett, of New Ham]i- 
shire, IT. S., a name known, probably, to many of your 
readers, as the author of an excellent American book on 
poultry. Before giving the extracts froin the “ Northern 
Parmer,” I may observe, that this breed appears to have 
been imported into America only ivithin the last two or three 
years (having been brought by some sailors from a district 
on the great river in India, from which they derived their 
name), and tliat the American fanciers are as yet divided in 
opinion as to whether they are entitled to be considered a 
distinct breed, or only a superior variety of the Gray 
Shanghae, or, as some think, the Chittagong breed; some 
maintaining that the breeds are identical; others, with Dr. 
Bennett at their head, affirming their conviction that, even 

apart from the consideration of the widely-separated loca¬ 
lities in which the respective breeds have their origin, they 
present sufficiently well marked characteristics and points 
of diversity to entitle each to he considered a distinct lireed. 
Whatever truth there may be in these opinions, certain it is, 
tluit there is a rage among transatlantic amateurs for what 
are supposed to he real Brahma Bootras, which rank liighest 
of all the large breeds, in the estimation of those who 
would seem to have had the host opportunities of judging ; 
of tlieir real merits. Indeed, the mania there for the best 
varieties seems just now as prevalent, and (piite as fierce, as ; 
with our amateurs for tlie clioicest breeds in this country, i 
And a pleasant jest of the facetious editor of the “ Northern | 
Farmer ” would seem to point to the inference, that the j 
prices realised for them is not less lictitious than those j 
frequently obtained with us for the most approved siieei- i 
mens of Buff Shanghacs. After giving a few instances of j 
the sums at which good specimens of Brahma Bootras had ' 
been sold ('seventy-live dollai's per pair for grown birds, and 
sixty tive dolliirs for cliickens), he adds—“ This will do, we 
think. By the way, if any one has a good snug farm that 
he, will dispose of for a pair of these fowls, we shall he 
disposed to trade, if api)lication he made soon 1 ” 

The following is a description of this breed, as given ! 
by Dr. Bennett, in a communication to the “Northern ' 
Farmer ” :— | 

“ The cock is mostly white, with the neck hackles pen- : 
qilled with black; the rump hackles of a gold or yellow 
colour ; the tail black, with glossy green plume feathers; ! 
wings slightly pencilled with black. Bullets white, with ! 
black tails, and neck hackles pencilled with black. The 
comb is small and serrated, though frequently they have the , 
perfect pea comb of the Sumatra Pheasant Game fowl— 
always a rare indication of fineness of flesh. The wattles 
are small, but the ear lobe extremely large and pendulous. 
The legs are yellow, and usually very heavily feathered, 
though [ have seen some excellent specimens with smooth 
legs. T'heir weight, at maturity, is from 22 Ihs. to 2u lbs. 
per pair, and they are quite symmetrical in their conform¬ 
ation. As layers they are \nisiiri)assed Iiy any breed. I 
have tried them side by side with the Imperial Chinese, and 
the Shanghae, and finil the three breeds about equally 
prolilic. They lay a larger egg than any otlu-r Asiatic fowl, 
not excepting the great Hoang-Ho fowls recently imported 
from Shantung and Honan, in the valley of Hoaiig-Ho river, i 
On an average, their eggs are fifty per cent, larger tlian ; 
those of the Shaughaes or Imperial Chinese. They dill'er [ 
from the Gray Slianghaes in the following respects :—They 
are iighter-coloured, shorter-legged, more compact in form, | 
have larger ear-lobes, and smaller combs and wattles, 
deeper-bi'easted, hut sliorter-quartered. Tliey are more ' 
active, and better layers.” ] 

Mr. Miner, the editor of the “ Northern Farmer,” says :— j 
“We presume that there are no larger nor better-sliaped ] 
fowls in existence than the Brahma Bootras, nor any that j 
lay so large an egg. 'They equal the best in laying, and 
some contend that there is no fowl that can equal them in 
this respect. They can he confined by a fence four feet 
high, eflectually, not being able to fly at all, in consequence 
of the shortness of their wings. They are not disposed to 
ramble, if allowed, hut remain constantly near home. 'Tliey 
are particularly fond of grass, and seem to live almost as 1 
much upon it as geese. We have been surprised at the j 
small quantity of food they consume. One quart of corn, j 
and the same of corn meal, ground in the cob, is as ranch 1 
as one pair of old Brahma Poorias, one ditto of Hoang-Ho | 
fowls, and twenty-one chickens from three to four months 1 
old, now consume daily.” 

The Rev. R. W. Fuller, of Massachusetts, in a letter to 
-, says :—“I liave a pair of Brahma I’ootras of tin- 
same breed as those of Dr. J. C. Bennett, and I consider 
them decidedly the most beautiful and splendid fowls ever ] 
imported into this country. 'Their colour is white, inclining | 
on the back to a rich cream colour; the hackles on the neck - 
slightly streaked with black. The legs are yellow, heavily 
feathered with wliitc, and shorter than the Chittagong or 
Shanghae, giving the fowls a more beautiful proportion. 
'They are very gentle and peaceable in their disposition, 
and have a stately and graceful gait, &c.” 

The committee of judges on the ditl'erent classes of fowls ; 
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exliibittiJ at the annual exhibition of the “ New England 
Society,” for the improvement of domestic poultry, held on 
the 11th, 12th, 13th, and 11th days of November, Ibul, 
speaking of the Brahma Pooti'a fowls, say :—“ Some mam¬ 
moth items of this variety were shown by Dr. Bennett, S. 
0. Hatcli, and J. Parkinson, each possessing great merit. 
Mr. Hatch’s lot was entered under the head of Gray Cliitta- 
gongs, but were really pure Brahma Pootras, and decidedly 
better fowls than any Chittagongs in America. They are 
Better layers, lighter in colour, have shorter legs, more 

compact forms, larger ear-lobes, and smaller combs and 
wattles, and in eveiy respect are vastly superior to tlie 
Chittagongs. As the judges desire that every variety of fowl 
should be called by its right name, they cannot sanction the 
application of the title Chittagong to this excellent stock, 
when in reality they are perfect Brahma Pootras.” 

The novelty of these details, and the interest with which 
they will probably be regarded by many of your readers, 
must be my apology for troubling you with so long a com¬ 
munication.—AY. C. G. 

FLOWER-GARDEN PLANS —No. 3. 

Here is the first fruit of the criticism 
on the Plan No. 1. I am so unwilling 
to let it pass for another month, that I 
am under the necessity of sending it to 
the engraver by “ return of i)ost,” so 
the planting must be defen’ed for tlie 
present. In another month or two we 
may have a third plan out of the same 
original ideas as are evinced in the first; 
at any rate I shall not shrink from the 
pi-omise to plant No. 1; and this in due 
time for next summer. How is it that 
none of our young readers, who under¬ 
stand so well the planning of a piece of 
ground, mil undertake to show the 
planting of the beds ? Surely it cannot 
arise from a dread that I should criticise 
them too severely. I do not know another 
branch of our calling so eminently qua¬ 
lified to teach one the art of thintdng, as 
that of filling in, or planting, different 
de.signs on paper. Thinking is as natural 
to us as breathing the air; yet the art of 
listening and the art of thinking are more 
difllcult to learn than the art of pruning 
roses or peach -trees. Practice is the best 
master after all, and without it, all our 
principles and ideas, our plans and criti¬ 
cism, and all our illustrations, go for little 
in teaching the young ideas how to plant. 
Therefore, let me urge once more on 
the attention of our young friends to 
make the best attempts they can for 
planting our first and third plans. All 
that J insist on is, supposing the plan is 
on gravel, that figures (i be planted in 
green without llowers ; or, if the plan is on grass, that these 
sixes be planted with a low, very dai'k-llowering plant, as the 
dark variety of the double purple Scnccio or Emma Verbena, 
according to the size of the beds; Ijut the growth should 
accord with that of the plants on either side in beds 7. 

The reason for this arrangement is, that all the No. 0 
beds are so many expedients to take off the otherwise dis¬ 
proportionate size of No. 7; therefore, a colour in No. 0 
contrasting, orharmonising, with No. 7, would be like a house 
divided against itself; or, easier, if we call No. 7 a house, 
and the llowers in it a roof or thatch. No. (i being part of 
it. AVould it not look very odd to have the pai-t No. (i 
covered \vith slate, and the rest thatched with straw or 
reeds ? But you would not think it out of place to have 
Nos. 0 or 7 covered with straw, and the rest covered with 
reeds, although the colour of the straw and reeds might not 
be exactly alilee. It matters very little whether you make 
the corner figures. Nos. !), flowers, vases, a single cypress, 
or Irish yews. The rest is easily done, if you keep in 
mind that the very centre is a vase, and may be four feet 
higli or more ; therefore, the plants in the four beds. No. I, 
need not he quite so dwarf as 'the size of these would indi¬ 
cate. The leading principle of this plan is the least under¬ 
stood of all the tactics of flower gardening. I allude to the 
principle by which your company are turned right or left, 
01' “ all round,” before they can reach the centre, and this 
I shall illustrate by a thing in season. Suppose we have 
a country dance of sixteen couples, and that the first couple 
join hands, then down the middle and back again, and so on 
with the whole of them, what a tiresome dance it would be ; 

but not half so bad as going straight forward to the middle 
of a llower garden. The most indifferent of a whole party, 
as to tlowers, couhl not get along in the above plan without 
being compelled, as it were, to look at them, if only to see 
that he did not trample on them as he went about. 

D. Beaton. 

DISEASES OF POULTRY. 

Al’OPLUXY. 

A HEN, two ye.ars old, who had laid almost daily for 
more than a fortnight, was accidentally shut out from her 
usual nest for two days, and did not lay during that time, 
upon access to her laying place licing opened, she was ob¬ 
served to proceed thither, but in five minutes after was 
found dead upon her back. The body was sent to Mr. 
Tegetmeiei', and the following is his report, alfording one 
more warning against the mistake of high feeding breeding 
hens. 

“ I have carefully examined the hen forwarded by you. 
She was in high condition, and, for a laying hen, exti'emely 
fat; the digestive organs were perfectly healthy, both the 

[ crop and gizzard filled with food; the oviduct contained a 
perfect hard-shelled egg, which would evidently have been 
laid directly had the hen lived; there were also numerous 
immature eggs, one of which had been broken by some 

, concussion after death. All the organs contained in the 
i body wore in perfect health. Around the top of the spinal 

cord and base of the brain was a considerable quantity of 
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coai-rulateil Mooil, wliicli liail escaped from a ruptured vessel, 
and by prossin;,' on tlie bnnii, Ac., liad caused death ; it was, 
llicrefore, ns you suiigested, a case of apoplexy. 1 sliuuld 

I be inclined to doubt the disease boinit caused by the ben's 
I baving been accidentally shut out of the laying liouso; lint 
i I sbould feel inclined to attribute the attack to the ex¬ 

tremely high condition of the bird. IV. II. Tkoktmkihi!.’’ 
“ Tullenham." 

DAHLIAS OF 1851.' 

{Conchidvdfrom pnt/e 187.) 

Malvina (Turner) ; rather flat on the face ; but, if all 
the flowers are left on the plant, and put out early, it will 
make a very useful flower, it being of a colour we want. 

Morning St.vr (Turner) ; very bright in colour, but I do 
not like the form; and the petals are very rough. I shall 

not grow it. 
JIrs. Southey (Whale); useless. 
Niobe (Salter) ; white tipt with rose. Rather too largo 

as grown by me; hut I think by leaving all the blooms on 
the plant this will be a really first-rate flower. 

Phantom (Noakes) ; large, coarse, and bad. 
Rembrandt; orange, striped with red; very bad babit, 

but not bad in form, and will be useful as a striped flower. 

I shall grow it again. 

Scarlet King (Green); the petal is good, but every 
bloom is too low in the eye for a show flower ; it comes too 

coarse. 
Redgauntlet (Keynes) ; this flower was sent without 

charge, and was worth several that were, charged ; being a 
good red, every bloom perfect, and well up. I shall grow 
it again, as I think it the best red yet out. 

Sir F. TnESSE(iEB (Rawlings); very fine; rosy lilac; 

particularly late in the season. Gne of the very best forms, 

and ought to be planted very early. 

Una (Keynes); white ; rather thin,but good eye. T shall 
try it again, but do not quite approve of it. Always con¬ 
stant with me, and fit to show. 

Victoria (Cook); crimson tipt with lilac. I do not like 
it; it is too low in the eye. 

White Standard (Brittle) ; blush white ; very good with 
me; form first-rate. I shall grow it again. 

Miss Bathurst (Dodd) ; pretty colour, but too thin. I 
shall not grow it again. It is a fancy flower. 

Miss Ward (Turner) ; another fancy yellow tipt with 

white. Not good. 
Nancy (Keynes) ; dull in colour, but form vei^- fine. It 

requires a moist growth. I had a few blooms quite models, 
fit for any stand. Fancy red tipt with white. 

Queen of Whites (Drummond); rather flat; good 
colour ; and will be very useful. I shall grow it again. 

Sir E. Whittington (Drummond); dark ruby ; quite a 
gem. Rather low in the eye sometimes, and requires good 
growth. First-rate in every respect. 

Sparkler (Barnes); very so-so. I shall not grow it 

again. 
Spectabilis (Salter) ; another shiped flower like Sem- 

hrandt, but decidedly better in habit, and I consider it a 
better flower. I shall grow it again. 

Tom (Drummond) ; comes all one-sided; petals not 
regular. I like to see them laid on like scales on a fish’s 
back. Not good. 

Triumphant (Kejmes) ; this flower came at first very 
small, and low in the eye; but having strong plants I cut 
out very severely, and had some very first-rate blooms, 
nearly all seifs. I had two fancy blooms, and they were 
exquisite. It requires extra good growth. 

This completes ray memorandum. I have given my 
opinion without fear or affection, with honesty of purpose ; 
and I think growers may depend on these remarks, for they 
are pretty true. Observer. 

NORMANDY. 

(Oonlinucd/rom page 273.) 

Though the whole of Normandy may be spoken of in 
general terras as a province of tolerably uniform character. 

fertile, undulating, well-wooded, and well cultivated, with a 
marked race of inhabitants (a Norman type of physiognomy 
and general buibl is perfectly distinguishable), still, ditferenl 
districts difle.r in a few slight points of manners and of 
]U'oduco, which 1 may perhaps by-and-by ])articulari/.e. 
For instance, in the Cotentin you find that article of bed¬ 
ding which you had left behind you in Germany, the 
edredon, or bed of eider down, to lay over you instead of 
blankets. It is not at all a French fashion ; the reason you 
find it here is, that there has been long and great inter¬ 
course between the Cotentin and Iceland. But the caps 
of the women are the most strange, varying, and distinctive 
evidences of topographical peculiarity of costume. Each 
town and neighbourhood has its own cap to display; so that, 
as these forms are very ancient, an illustrated treatise on 

! the caps of Norman women, with portraits, millinery 
details, and a map, would be anything but an uninter¬ 
esting contribution to Ethnology. 'I’hey are quite as 

j characteristic as the costumes of the Swiss C.antons. 
I To describe them intelligibly is next to impossible. The 
1 simplest and the ugliest fonu is when the woman wears 

on her head a common white-cotton man’s night-cap, 
with no other ornament than the tassel at the top. It 
made me think of women going to be hung. About Caeil 
is the head-quarters of these unfortunates. Others there 
are that seem to have a white apple-turn-over laid upon 
their forehead; others, again, have modelled their caps after 
the pattern of an extinguisher. About Candebec and La 
Malleraie is a tall cylindrical species of cap, which wo 
called “ church - steeples,” surmounted by streaming 
ribbons, and finished off ivith a couple of mains.ails at the 
base. One form, which just manages to miss being a 
becoming liead-dress, is that whereon the lace or net 
border is made to stand out stiff in front and all round, 
ns if it were trying to imitate a saintly glorjx At Vire, 
they wear a pleasing little sort of cravat tye, which 
Brummel must have envied if he ever saw it, on the top 
of the head, though not on the top of the cap. In the 
north of the Cotentin, as at Valognes, the head-dress 
becomes enormous: blown out with air, expanded with 
wire, and stiffened with starch, it is most imposing. But 
what becomes of it in an equinoctial gale would be in¬ 
teresting to inquire. Fancy a woman with n large white 
butterfly, a yard across from tip to tip of wings, alighted 
on her head, and then, from the place where the body of 
the butterfly would be, a muslin balloon arising of corres¬ 
ponding dimensions. And yet, with a dignified matronlike 
carriage, and the rest of the dress of rich materials, and 
neat, the whole effect is not ridiculous. Norman women 
of considerable substance still hold to the head-gear of 
their ancestresses. Some of these articles are even heir¬ 
looms. I am assured that there exists caps in Normandy 
worth from L.'iOO to 1,8(10 francs a head, from the value 
of the Flemish and the English lace which adorns them ; 
point d'Anglcicrre being in high favour. Observing an 
English lady make a full stop as she passed a trademan’s 
wife on Sunday afternoon, I inquired the reason. “ AVhy, 
only look at that lace!” she replied. I did look, and 
lamented my want of connoisseurship. But the most 
elegant, if not the most costly caps are those worn by 
the women of Granville; there is a tiu’ning up at the | 
sides, and a rolling back of the materials, which gives ; 
them quite an oriental or turban-like style. Add to wbich, 
that the face seen beneath is sometimes very modest, 
pleasing, and pretty. Granville would furnish a better 
model for a Madonna than any French town I Icnow. It is 
said to have been originally a I’hffinician colony; the cos¬ 
tume, therefore, and the cast of countenance, may be relics 
of the east. But Granville is altogether remarkable, from 
its rock, its granite church, its oyster pares, and its long- 
descended inhabitants. Little girls do not wear these 
curious caps, nor can I say at what age they assume I 

the head-ornaments of womanhood; probably, like young 
Guinea-Fowl, they shoot their horn when about two-thirds 
grown, for at'Avranches, where they wear a sort of blue 
paper or silk dunce’s cap, as the foundation for the muslin 
and the lace, 1 observed some young women who might be 
four feet high, and they were topped, or continued, or pro¬ 
duced, in mathematical language, by caps at least half as 
high as themselves. Do not imagine that the subject of 
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Norman rapn is exliaustod ; it is scarcely yet louclied upon, 
and promises to lie as inlerestint; to the urlist and the unli- 
i^uary .as tliat of Norman architecture. 

Normandy is milder and damper than I’ieardy. A very 
few slight observations will tell long tales about the meteor¬ 
ology of any country. A gardener especially has his eyes 
open to these trilling hut signilioant phenomena. Where 
1 am writing, we have standard fig and apricot trees. 
Wherever standard fig trees answer, the winters cannot he 
very severe; and wherever standard apricots bear good frifit, 
the summers must he tolerably genial. Ferns are seen 
growing in spots where they could not easily exist if they 
were usully surrounded by an arid atmosphere. The adver¬ 
tising appendix to my “ Murray’s Handbook,” contains some 
beautiful little fronds gathered on the granite rocks at 
Vize. The thatched cottages in Norman villages are very 
fond of wearing, on their ridge or backbone, a decoration 
which looks like the erected bristles of an angry wild- 
boar : it consists of a row of iris, or orpine, or poly pody, 
according to the taste of the proprietor, planted in a line 
of clayey-earth along the very top of the angle formed by 
the roof sloping each way; and it mostly flourishes, and 
flowers, and waves in the wind, with a luxurance unattain¬ 
able were it not frequently watered by a supply of visible 
or invisible moisture. Notwithstanding this, Normandy is 
one of the healthiest provinces in the world. 

For comparison’s sake, I may observe, that the climate 
of the north-east corner of France is more variable than 
in most other parts of the country. The map will show 
that a north or a north-east wind reaches it unmitigated 
from the North Sea itself; whereas, the departments but 
a little to the west are sheltered from these inclement 
breezes by Great Britain, which tempers their rigour and 
breaks their force. On the other hand, a wind from the 
south and the south-west comes charged with all the 
warmth it has collected in passing over an extensive 
continent, so that within the course of a few days very 
considerable alterations of temperature, of drought and 
moisture, may bo felt. At the beginning of the week 
you are melting with Italian heats—at the end of it you 
are shivering with an Orkney chill. Hence the loc.al 
proverb respecting the month of April, which might, with¬ 
out injustice, bo extended to May. 

Avril, il est doux; 
Quand il s’y met, il est pere de tons, 

April and May are soft and mild ; 
When they once set to work, they’re the Worst of the wild. 

Against these sudden changes, delicate and susceptible 
constitutions should be on their guard, by keeping warm 
clothing ever at hand; otherwise, the country in the uplands 
is very healthy. The pure air of the. hills, the gales that 
sweep over the uninclosed fields, and, for a great part of 
the year, the extent of the dry-growing woods, manifest 
their usual effects on the appetite, the spirits, and the com¬ 
plexion. But towns situated low, at the mouths of rivers, 
or on the site of ancient marshes, as Gravelines, Dunkerque, 
and St. Omer, are apt to have insinuations thrown out 
against their character for salubriousness. Normandy is 
also variable, the Cotentin particularly so; but except in 
one or two spots on the Seme, and there only in the autumn, 
I have not heard a whisper of malaria.—D. 

ON CIDER-MAKING IN THE COUNTY OF 

HEREFORD. 

As “ Somersetensis ” wishes for information respecting 
the mode of making Cider in the counties of Hereford and 
Glos’ter, the writer, who has, during the last few years, visited 
the former county during the cider season, is willing to 
afford such information as he is capable of doing, and which 
has passed under his general observation. 

There is much to be said in favour of their system, still 
the process is of that slow nature that few Somerset cider- 
makers, who generally make from 100 to a 1,000 hogsheads 
annually, would adopt it, as no doubt much waste would 
occur from the fruit getting too decayed before it would be 
possible to make it into Cider; as I should think, that with 
the miUs and screw presses used in Somersetshire, five 

hogslieads are made with the same labour as one in Here¬ 
fordshire. 

As you travel through the counties of Hcioford and 
(ilos’ter, you are not struck with the (luantil.y of orchards 
(as in Somerset), .and the trees .are generally small. The 
])ear trees seem to thrive much bolter than the, apple trees, 
and they .attain an immense size, from which a great 
quantity of Ferry is made. Tho same mills suffice for both, 
and, as before said, the quantity of Cider not being large, 
the (piality is of great importance, and that is obtained by 
the means of crushing and grinding their apples under a 
heavy stone cylinder moving vertically in a circle, which, 
being fixed in a frame, is propelled by a horso round a bed 
or trough into which the apples are placed. The pulp is 
scraped into the centre of the bed, by means of a scoop 
attached to the frame, and following immediately behind the 
stone, which continues to roll round tiU even the pips are 
entirely bruised, from which a strong aromatic flavour is 
obtained, and which adds so much to tho quality of the 
Cider. As soon as tho pulp is sufficiently ground, it is 
placed in horse-hair bags, and the juice immediately pressed 
from it, which has such a muddy, filthy appearance, that no 
one would imagine such a delicious beverage could after¬ 
wards be obtained from it. The usual ferntentations and 
rackings then take place as is practised by experienced 
cider-makers in Somersetshire. A few enterprising farmers, 
in the neighbourhood of tho city of Hereford, lately ob¬ 
tained some of the Somerset mills and presses, imagining 
that from the quick mode of making it they should save a 
great amount of labour, but I believe there is not an ex¬ 
ception in which they have not all discarded them, and 
returned to their old system, finding they lost in tho quality 
as well as quantity of their Cider.—T. D. 1’. 

MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS ON POULTRY. 

Feeding.—This subject is not generally so well attended 
to as it deserves; it is true, whore fowls have a good run 
they can provide themselves with many a dainty morsel, 
and will do well with one good feed of corn per day; but it 
is not always that persons keeping fowls can accommodate 
them thus extensively, and it is therefore necessary to 
provide what they require by artificial means. Most fanciers 
are aware that fowls require other things besides sound 
corn for their welfare, such as green, and animal food, 
calcareous matter, and grit; and I consider it absolutely 
necessary for them to be supphed with these more parti¬ 
cularly while laying and moulting. 

The green food may consist of grass, lettuces, chicory, 
cabbage, Ac. The animal food is, naturally—snails,beetles, 
grubs, worms, maggots, &c.; and, when a supply of these, 
fail, then butchers’ offal, tallow chandlers’ greaves, or any 
refuse meat, will be found very advantageous. In winter, 
an allowance of fat will be found beneficial, as, by the in¬ 
ternal combustion of the carbon, of which fat is principally 
composed, the animal heat will be sustained, and, con¬ 
sequently, laying will be promoted. 

Calcareous matter enters largely into the formation of 
bones and egg-shells. Chalk, in small pieces, is recom¬ 
mended ; but I do not find the fowls very fond of eating it: 
naturally, they eat the shells of snails, and other small land 
shells, which, with the hard covering of beetles and other, 
insects, contribute largely to the production of egg-shells. 
Egg-shells, thrown from the house, are greedily eaten. The 
best substitute I have found to consist of bone-powder, a 
small quantity of which may be given daily in their food; 
and this I have found to cure some of my high-bred hens 
of laying soft eggs, when a regular cramming with chalk 
did not succeed. Hempseed, linseed, and sunflower-seed, 
are very nutritious, and conducive of laying. 

For rearing young chickens, I have found milk-curds 
(where easily obtained), mixed with ground oats, to be the 
best food; where not obtainable, I use ground oats, mixed 
with water, with a small quantity of bone-powder added ; or 
rice, parboiled and rolled in ground oats or barley-meal, so 
as to separate the grains. And a piece of bullocks’ liver, 
boiled hard and grated, is also an excellent occasional treat 
for the little chickens, Ducks are famous trenchermen, 
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and require to be filled. I have found stinging-nettles, 
chopped and moistened with pot-liquor or wash, and mixed 
with a small quantity of pollard or meal, to he a cheap food, 
and, with an occasional feed of corn, they thrive well on it. 

Incubation.—I have kept an account for some years of 
the time my various birds sit, and the following is a list of 
the time occupied in liatchiiig their eggs:— 

Canary birds, 14 days; Doves, 14; Pigeons, l(i; Fowls, 
21; tluineafowls, 25 ; Ducks, 20; Turkics, 20 ; Geese, 01; 
Muscovy ducks, 35. 

Although Ducks and Turkics hatch in 20 days each, 
I have found, when the eggs were set together, that the 
Turkey-eggs hatched about six liours earlier. I believe the 
above list to be quite correct; but I have known most of 
them occasionally to have been longer through accidental 
causes. 

Hatching Nests.—These I prefer on the ground, and 
I formed of damp turf, lined with dry heath and Lichen or Liver¬ 

wort, collected from trees, &c. 'i'he nest should be made so 
large that the hen can just fill it, not very deep, and as 
nearly flat inside, at tlie bottom, as possible, so that the 
eggs may not lean against each other, or tliey are very 
liable to be broken, especially by the hens turning them. 
A little Scotch snuff is also a good thing to keep the nests 
free from vermin. Wliy I recommend ground nests, and 
rather damp, is, that it is admitted, that the lien that steals 
a nest in a hedge or coppice generally hatches all her eggs, 
and brings home strong chickens; whereas, the one that 
sits at home, in a dry box or basket, often spoils many of 
her eggs, and her ohi^ens are frequently weakly, which 1 
attribute to the great CTajioration that takes place from the 
egg during incubation in such unnaturally dry nests, which 
also renders the chicken feverish and weakly. In support 
of which opinion, I can say, I have hatched my best broods 
in nests thus made and well moistened; and frequently 
have not had one egg in a sitting miss. 

Breeding.—Never breed from relations; always select 
strong, healthy birds of the same variety; do not think, by 
mixing the sorts, to improve a breed, a cross may do well 
enough to eat, but if a breed is crossed it is not to he 
depended on afterwards, as they will often run back for 
many generations. The formation of a new variety wiU 
take a very long time, and then mostly' ends in disappoint¬ 
ment. Keep each breed pure, and improve it by saving the 
best specimens, and add good fre.sh blood of, as near as 
possible, the same. 

I think the eggs of a hen may be depended on during 
three weeks after her removal from any male, and without 
being put to another. Thus, I found the eggs of a hen 
that had been removed from a game cock took after him 
till the tenth day of separation; and that the eggs of 
another, that had not been with a rooster, produced 
chickens as early as the fourth day after being put to one. 
The hens in both cases were laymg.—B. P. Brent, Bessel’s 
Ureen, Seveiioa/is. 

PENS AT POULTRY SHOWS. 

Ai.low us to olfer a few suggestions upon Poultry Exhibi¬ 
tions, as they now hid fair to be as numerous and of as 
frequent occurrence as our Horticultimal and Agricultural 
Shows. With the latter, indeed, we now generally find 
them united, and those who are lovers of die feathered-race 
Would think it an unpardonable omission if they were not 
so. This taste is steadily increasing, and but few districts, 
within a short time, will be without, at least, its annual 
I’oultry Exliibition. This, we think, would be readily 
effected if any plan coidd he devised .so as to facilitate 
their arrangements, decrease the expenses, and diminish 
the labour of their committees of management. 

One questi(m is—Could this not be done simply by re¬ 
quiring parties c.xhibiting to send their birds in such 
baskets, or pens, in which they could be shown, to be made 
after a prescribed design, or pattern, so as to preserve their 
uniformity'? This would remove, at once, the great impedi¬ 
ment to provincial and l(H!al exhibitions, and without in¬ 
creasing greatly, if any, the expenses of the e.xhibitor; 
besides, wliich is of still greater importance, with much less 
risk of injuiy to the birds sent, ns they would not have to be 

removed from, basket to pen, and from pen to basket. Last, 
but not least, such a plan would curtail, by many hours, the 
bird’s confinement, by greatly facilitating their reception, 
arrangement, and returning. Such moveable pens would 
also afford judges advantages in oases of nicety of decision, 
by placing the birds in their own baskets aloug-side of each 
other, which cannot be done in the fixed pens without 
catching the birds. 

The above is the style of basket we propose. It was the 
one used at our last Cheltenham Exhibition. The baskets 
w^ere arranged on elevated platforms, or tables, about tw'o feet 
high, showing the birds off well to tlie view'er, and at the 
same time givmg a light and pleasing effect. Tmlries and 
pea-fowls were, on account of size, exhibited in built pens. 
The baskets w’ere of three sizes, viz., first size for the 
larger vai’ieties of fowls and ducks, 2Jft. in diameter and 
2ift. high; second size, for the smaller, 2ft. in diameter 
and 2ft. high; third, for pigeons, l|ft. in diameter, and 
Ij ft. high. 

The fowls were exhibited in threes, geese and ducks in 
couples, pigeons in pairs, chickens in fours. A canvass 
wrapper, or bag, should be put on the basket when tra¬ 
velling, taken off on arrival, and neatly tied on the side, | 
covering about one-tliird part. Thus protected, tlie baskets 
could be placed close to each other without fear of any 
combative encounters. 

We hope to see soon some general style of poultry-exhibi¬ 
tion-basket devised and adopted, so as to facilitate and en¬ 
courage the getting up of these now useful and entertaining 
exhibitions, making it no longer a diflicult matter for the 
clergy and others of our rural districts to accomplish. 

Jessop, Brothers, Chelleiiham. 
[This suggestion we think very good; hut we question 

whether a better shape would not be that of a parallelogram 
. whole front to let down; like a mil¬ 

liner’s basket, placed upon its side.—Ed. C. G.]. 

PREPARATION OE MUSHROOM BEDS. 

Ai.though the majority of growers, whose number of beds 

are limited, generally make them all up in tlie autumn, 

and trust to their continuing in bearing the whole season 
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after they have beptun, yet there are others who, having 
the necessary means and conveniences, make up a bed 
occasionally all through the season ; a few words to such 

, may he both seasonable and advantageous, as it must he 
understood, that the same means used in September or 

' October are more likely to become successful than* those 
used in January. The reason “why,” is not so easily ex¬ 
plained in this ease as that of many other problems in 
forcing; unless we tak-e it for granted, that the spawn runs 

' with more avidity in those months immediately following 
I the period when it is found ]iroduoing mushrooms in a 
I natural way; or, perhaps, the absence of success may be 

traced to something defective in the spawm used, which, 
however, can hardly bo the case, because we have used it 
■nt all seasons, and have generally found that put in about 
the month of October the most productive of any; even 
where a later crop had many other advantages. Another 
thing late mushrooms have to contend against are the attacks 
of innumerable insects and other enemies, whose destruc¬ 
tion or prevention is more dillicult than might at first be 
supposed ; Imt such is the case, and beds bearing late in 
the spring become infested with maggots and the numerous 
small fiy which find their way into such snug quarters as 
this favoiu'ite production is often treated with. Neverthe¬ 
less, wliere mushrooms are wanted for talde all the year, 
successioiial beds must he made ; and the remarks we now 
offer on their formation will serve, with some slight varia¬ 
tion, for the whole year. 

In the first place, a supply of good useful dung must he 
had; that of horses has,from time immemorial been I’e- 
commended, but that of sheep, and, I believe, deer, might 
be profitably use^l likewise: certain it is, that I have seen 
an excellent crop of mnshrooms from a bed formed of 
sheep-dung alone; and, what may not sni’prise those who 
Imow its value, the. specimens there produced were thicker 
and bettei- in substance than those from horse dung ; and 
tiiough the bed was exceedingly thin, and partly mixed 
and coated with loam, yet it continued to bear for many 
weeks; but then it was formed at a more favourable time 
of the year than this. Still, I must admit, that a quantity of 
sheep dung mixed with the other is attended with a benefit, 
anil as it is often to be had in consider.able quantities 
underneath trees and other sheltered places where sheep 
are accustomed to rest at nights in the autumn, its collec¬ 
tion and removal from thence is both easy, and little or no 
detriment to the land it is taken from. Horse dung is 
tolerably well known, and for purposes of mushroom 
growing, at this untoward season, should be procured 
without being heated; it is not easy to have it so, if an 
accumulation of it be left for many days—and it is not too 
much to say, that throwing it up into a heap when fresh, 
and allowing it to lie untouched for only three full days, 
will have seriously injured it for the purposes we now 
intend it for; or, in fact, for heating purposes either. 
True, throe days may be insufficient in some instances; 
hut in others we know they would; and we therefore 
warn the inexperienced particularly on this point. For dung 
that has undergone a heating process to a degree that 
would almost cook food, has parted with some of its most 
nutritive parts, and would seem little better qualified to 
maintain vegetation than the ashes or other residuum of a 
furnace, which, wo all know, are for a time sterile; but by 
exposure to tlie atmosphere, and, perhaps, the conjunction 
of other matters, lose their pernicious qualities and, a.ssi- 
milating to themselves those of an opposite kind, speedily 
become fertile in their turn, and, in many instances, are 
used as such with advantage. Now though we cannot 
affirm that horse dung that has been heated so as to be¬ 
come white, and remains so, is .absolutely poisonous; yet 
it is beyond a doubt, that in that condition it is repulsive to 
all but the lowest class of vegetation; that class to which 
I he “mould’’ and inildew owe their origin, and whose 
dominion is s.aid to be more extensive than any other, lint 
though the mushroom belongs to a family related to this 
pernicious one, yet its presence is not so universal, and is 
generally hailed with delight when it shows itself, instead 
Ilf that dislilce with which the many species of mildew and 
its kindred species are I'egarded by all but the enthusiastic 
botanist who makes this abstruse part of the science his 
particular stud_v. 
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Returning again to the subject, I may say, that fresli 
horse-dung—that has neither been soaked in rain nor over¬ 
heated—may he prepared by separating as much of the 
littery matter as can well be done, .and the heap thrown up 
to heat a little; but as soon as it reaches a degree of warmth 
which is uncomfortable for the hand, it must be turned, and 
that process repeated almost every day for a few times, after 
which it \vill gradually subside in heat, and longer intervals 
betwee)! turning will suffice, until that moderate sweet heat 
be attained wiiich is tolerably well known to the practical 
man; even the uninitiated may have a tolerably good 
knowledge of its ripeness for use, by the mild, steady 
warmth it furnishes. Now this state of preparation may be 
carried too far; dung may be worked over and over until its 
heating qualities are entirely spent, so that when applied to 
the intended pui’poses, it is no longer able to command the 
warmth needed. I may observe, that in about the middle of 
its preparatoiy course the sheep dung may be added, and 
if it bo done in any quantity exceeding one fourth of the 
whole, the increased heat accorded will require correspond¬ 
ing caution on the part of those having charge of it; and it 
must not in any case be used >mtil it be subsided into that 
steady mellow warmth which is alike congenial to all around 
it, and lasting in its eflects; even then, at this late period, 
beds made up ought to be in such a situation as to have the 
advantage of fire, or other heat, ajiart from their own; for 
though the mushroom would seem to relish the cold dews 
of autumn, when growing in the open air, yet when in an 
artificial efrndition, a certain amount of heat is requisite to 
bring a bed of it into good bearing;,so that, after all, one of 
the principal secrets in the growing is to furnish it with 
that amount of heat calculated to stimulate it. Therefore, 
any beds that ajipear sluggish are often rendered ])roductive 
by the application of fire heat, healing the atmosphere, or, 
it miiy be, something in the way of dung linings, waianing 
the bed, when the former is impracticable. Rut at this 
season, new beds made up must be kept up tolerably warm, 
and being spawned so, the heat ought not to be allowed to 
subside until the bed begjns to hear. This course cannot 
always be followed, but may be partly so. If necessity 
compels the bed to be made out-of-doors, let it by all means 
have an amount of covering calculated to throw off all wet 
likely to fall; or, in fact, it ought to have some waterproof 
covering apart from the litter which forms its coating, and, 
if needs be, hot dung must be applied to its sides. 

Out door beds are more exti’avagant in the quantity of 
dung they reiiuire than those on shelves, or in any sheltered 
in-door position ; the extra bulk being wanted to maintain 
that amount of warmth, without which success is uncertain. 
The mode of making them is tolerably well known. A site 
being fixed on, which ought to he as dry as possible (under 
a large tree is not a bad ]ilace), and the length marked out, 
the dung is then spread over to the width of about four 
feet, which is trod firmly, and more added, building up the 
sides as you proceed, so that the bed be firm and even at 
the last; it will not settle much; so that if it be made at 
this season, and the dung has been previously well pre¬ 
pared, it may be spawned at once, and a covering of litter 
put over it, which, however, must be withdrawn if the heat 
increase so as to appear likely to be excessive ; it is easy to 
ascertain this by sticking a stick or two in the beil, and 
examining them at times. Spawn must also be used with 
a more liberal hand now than earlier; .and if the moist 1 
warmth of the bed dampen the litter r\hioh covers it (which j 
it is almost sure to do j this must ho exchanged for drier j 
covering. A very little degree of warmth is sufticient to I 

Start the spawn; but should it subside until scarce any ! 
exist, hot dung must be applied against one side of the ; 
bed, which, though it may kill the spawn ?t‘'®f'in immediate 
contact with, it will most likely induce pi good crop to pre¬ 
sent themselves on the opposite side. '4’hesc ine.ahS’ being I 
adopted will, in most instances, increase a supply ; but it is 
certainly more likely to he so when tire-heat is applied ; 
and this m.ay ho done in many cases where, thoro is no 
regular mushroom house. A vacant corner or space in the 
neighbourhood of the stock holes, where tires are kept on 
constantly in forcing operations, may be made into an 
excellent mushroom bed, in which case, or in those niailo 
on the shelves of a house set apart entirely for this duly, a , 
much less <iuantity of dung is wanted. In fact, when ! 
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atmospheric warmth can he snppliocl, a hoil a foot thick is 
sutlieient. A good, hut not severe heating or treading may 
also bo given this, and the. spawn scattered over it, or rather 
dibbled in, and the top coated over witli an inch or so of 
good sound loam, is ifll that is wanted. Observe, the loam 
liad better not be applied if any danger of over-heating 
exist, which, however, with well-prepared dung, can hardly 
be the case. Watering will, in a manner, depend on the 
dryness of the atmosphere, and other causes; hut a dry, 
harsh air is inimical to the growth of this plant; and, if 
it needs must be so, the bed must be covered over with 
loose hay or litter, which must be frequently sprinkled with 
water. A heavy watering may sometimes he given to an 
old exhausted bed with advantage, because, if accompanied 
by increased heat, a large second growth occasionally takes 
place—but, of course, this is not of long continuance; but, 
for many reasons, it is advisable to try it before Anally 
condemning an old bed. Those now in bearing will need 
occasional watering only, for, in a usual way, the moisture 
with which the dung has been charged with is sullicient 
for the support of the crop, until a later period, or until 
Ai’o-heat or other cause has rendered watering necessaiy, 
of which it will itself give tokens. .Toiin Hojison. 

SIIANGIIAE EOWI.S. 

After reading the statements of “ G alius,” conceniing our 
pets, the Cochin-China fowls, will you allow me to give you 
a correct calculation of my own fowls. I have sixty Cochin- 
China pullets, and ten cockerels; Afty Dorking and Spanish. 
My fowls are fed from Indian corn, barley-meal, and wheat; 
they have as much as they can eat; and, during the experi¬ 
ment, were fed from my own hands; and, including every 
grain of corn, my pets have not cost me more than one- 
penny-farthing per week; my Dorking and Spanish cost 
two-pence; they were fed by a contidential servant; T can 
vouch for his calculations being correct. The weight of my 
largest Cochin cockerel is eleven pounds, the smallest six- 
and-a-iialf. I think, Mr. Editor, if you could see my beau¬ 
tiful ])ullet, Bessy, weighing eight-pounds-and-a-quarter, a 
pet of my husband’s, you would not allow another word to 
be said against our friends ! “ Gallus ” alludes to the eggs 
of the Cochin fowls being inferior to the Spanish, llis 
taste for eggs must be very diA’erent from others. My 
friends say it is a great luxury to have a Cochin-China egg 
for breakfast. I feel inclined to think his birds are not 
pure, but I am not going to argue with “ Gallus ” about his 
birds; my object is to convince the readers of The Cottaoe 

O.ARDENER, that Cochin-Chiiia fowls can be kept for one- 
penny-farthing per week each, and n-ell. My fowls are kept 
in separate walks. I do not allow’ the Dorking and Spanish 
to molest my pets with their vorncions appetites. AVe do not 
intend to keep any but Cochin-China fowls, as they are the 
most useful. Augusta. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 
e.^pense. All communications should be addressed To the Editor of 
the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.** 

Error.—In the advertisement of t\iQ English Flower Garden, m our 
number for December, it ought to have been stated, that it is embellished 
with a coloured figure of Skhnmia jnponica, and not of a Skinneria. 

Potted Hyacinths {Wareham).—Your Hyacinths, “though not 
above an inch high, many of them are showing the fiower-hud,” and you 
take alarm. Your management, “keeping them in a dark closet for a 
month,” was quite right, and you could not report more favourably if 
you had sat up to watch them, day and night since they were potted. 
They will be all right, unless tlie flowers begin to expand at the dwarf 
height you mention. 

Taylor’s Hives {An Old Subscriber).—The bars are half-an-inch 
thick, and the same throughout. The floor-board figured in The Cot¬ 
tage Gardener for February 12th, 1852, overhangs the sides of the 
box all round, three-quarters-of-an-inch. The length of opening, b and 
c, are three inches. The width of groove, a, two inches. Each box has 
its own top and floor-board, and the zinc slides run between them. The 
top of each box is secured by three screws. The glasses are round, with 
flat tops, and may be had of Messrs. Neighbour, one large, or two small 
ones, may be used. 

Gatheriwg Apples and Pears (An Irish Subscriber, Dublin),— 
Your enquiry about the proper time to gather Apples and Pears opens a 
very wide question, which may scarcely be settled in a few lines. The 

ohl maxim was to be ruled by'the colouring of the seed, and we are not I 
aware of any safer guide. We believe that to be an indication, in ' 
general, of certain chemical changes having taken place, or being in ' 
])rogrc88, which constitute ripeness, and point in many fruits to their 
iiaving attained keeping properties. But there are several exceptions, 
and as yet, we have all much to learn, doubtless, with all our experience. 
There are the Pear, also the 
let them ripen on the tree and they are not worth eating. As a 
general rule, fruit should be easily removed when ready to gather. As ' 
to preservation afterwards, they require a cool, tolerably dry and dark , 
situation, with a guarantee against frost; a constant temperature of 50°, 
would, doubtless, be capital. No fermentation may bethought of; no 
bruising or rough handling allowed, ' 

Fruit-trees for Cumberland \W. R.). — Pears. — Beurre 
d’Amaulis, Dunmorc, Williams’ Bon Chretienne, Muirfowl Kgg, 
Althorpe Crasanne. We do not say those are certain to succeed, but we *, 
should try them. In your Apples, why have you put American Newtown • 
Pippin? Why I it *has greater need of a south-wall than a Peach! ■ 
Add Damb Abbey Pearmain, Williams* Pippin, Fearn’s Pippin, Mank’s > 
Codlin, and Beauty of Kent. ; 

Physams edulis.—G. S. has obligingly sent as, requested. He 
says!—“ The seeds keep best in the fruit. They have not ripened kindly ' 
this year, hut if fully swollen in the autumn they ripen very well in-doors. ' 
To make the preserve worth eating, it is necessary to boil the fruit a very 
long time. When slightly cooked, as in a tart, they are not worth much.” I 

Dorking Fowls (G. E.).—No one knows that these “originally had i 
a double or rose comb.” We believe the contrary, and that all double j 
combs arc really malformations, however much they may be prized in 
some varieties. The fact you mention, that “double rose combs arc 
extremely difficult to retain in the hens even of white Dorkings,” sup¬ 
ports our opinion. Any configuration retained with difficulty is not 
natural. We quite agree with you that single combs and double combs 
should be in separate classes. 

Highest Price of a Shanghae Cockerel.—We are informed that 
Mr. George sold his light cinnamon cockerel, at Birmingham, for ^€‘20. 

Vines and Flowers in Greenhouse (A New Corrrespondeyit),— 
This can be done, though it requires much care to save the flowering 
plants from being drawn. If you buy our back numbers 92 and 127, 
you will find much information on the point. 

Fuchsias Budding (Picciola).—Do not disbud them. You may 
keep the soil damped, but must not commence fully watering them until 
you can move them into the light and warmth. The mildness of the 
season occasions their growth ; in Hampshire, Fuchsias in the open 
ground are coming into leaf. Very weak guano-water will benefit your 
l>otted Hyacinths, but they will not bloom until next year. 

Fry’s Cucumber.—Such a notice is an advertisement. 

Work on Poultry (Rhodon and A. HI.).—The illustrations will be 
exactly what you require. 

Greenhouse Building (R. Bradbury).—We will readily insert your 
description, but we must liave full particulars, dimensions, &c. What 
“ apparatus ” did you put into the fire for heating the water ? 

Oysters (G. Jones).—It is quite certain that the natural position of 
the Oyster is with t\\Q fiat valve of the shell downwards. 

Blooming Cinerarias early in March (An Enquirer),—These 
should be showing their flower-stalks now. If not, keep them rather 
warm with plenty of air, and give no more water than will just keep them 
from flagging. Forcing the bloom thus, however, w-iil not improve the 
healthy appearance of the foliage, but manure-water, after the flowering- 
stalks are rising, will give you strong blooms. 

New Greenhouse (W. E.).—The fresh damp walls will be nothing 
in your favour; but as you have flues, you need suffer nothing on tlmt 
account. Put a small fire in the flue at first, so as gradually to dry and 
settle the matters used in its formation, and then get a good fire on, 
w’hich will help to dry the walls of the house. Anything like plastering 
at present would be out of place, but you may wash with a solution of 
quicklime. After a day’s firing you may introduce the plants. In dull 
weather for the first season put on a little fire, and give plenty of air, 
using no more water than will be necessary. Here you had better get 
your Geraniums, Fuchsias, and Verbenas, and even your Roses if you 
have room; though Roses and Fuchsias too will do very M'ell in the cold 
pits along with Pinks and Carnations. For covering the fruit-wall 
outside of such a house, 2 ft. 4 in. from the ground, so as to be 
gay in summer, and green in winter, many things might be tried. 
In the south of the island you might try the broad-leaved Myrtle, 
and in the climate of London, the Japan honeysuckle, trained length- 1 
wise, would be sweet and interesting. In ordinary circumstances, \ 
China roses, well pruned every year, would be half evergreen in i 
winter, and rich with flowers for pretty well nine months out of 
the twelve. We would recommend two dark ones, Cramoise supeideure 
and Fnbmer, ard two white ones, Mrs. Bosanquet and Aime Vibert. ; 
For the bed in front of such a house, 2 ft. 4 in. broad, and 22 ft. long, * 
have Winter Aconites, Cromtses, Syiowdrops, Hepatiens, Tulips, \ 
Hyacinths, and Narcissus, for winter and spring ; and in May, fill with ' 
bedding plants, such as Scarlet Germiium, with an edging of Mangle*s , 
Variegated, or Variegated Alyssum, or low-growing yellow Calceolaria, 1 
or Lobelia Speciosa. This, however, is only one of many modes, as you | 
will have already perceived from our pages. Any farther inquiries upon i 
any specific subject will receive due attention. We have no doubt you 
will soon realise the benefit of the observations you have made abroad. i 

London j Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London.—January 13th, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

1 
M W JANUARY 20—20, 1853, 

' Weather near London IN 1851. 
Sun Sun Moon Moon’s Clock Day of 

Year. i)i 1) j Barometer. iThermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. R.&S. Age. aft. Sun. 

20 Tn Notonecta gjlauca ; ponds. 
Sun’s declination, 19° 51' s. 

29.7(39 — 29.695' 49—23 s. 03 57 a. 7 26 a. 4 3 37 ,, 11 20 20 
21 F 29.967 — 29.377! 53—38 s.w. 1 26 56 28 4 44 12 11 43 21 
22 S Earlv Moth; hedges. 29.396—29.263 4 7—31 s.w. — 55 .30 .5 49 13 11 59 22 
23 Son SePTUAGESIMA SuiSDAY. ,29.829 — 29.423 46 — 29 s.w. — 53 31 6 47 14 12 1.5 23 
24 M Bay-shouldered. Button Moth. 29.831—29.559 48—34 s.w. i 52 33 7 37 1.5 12 29 24 
25 Tn Conversion of St, Paul. 29.915—29.775 60-27 s.w. ! 16 51 35 rises. © 12 43 25 

20 W Dromius linearis; bark. 30.073 — 29.903 51—41 s.w. — 49 35 6 a 5 17 12 56 26 

Meteorology of toe Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 43.3° and 33° respectively. The greatest heat, 55°, occurred on the 28fch in 1846 ; and the lowest cold, 15°, on the 25th 
in 1827. During the period 91 days were fine, and on 91 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POPPYWORTS.—PAPAVEEACE.^C. 

PAPAVER. POPPY. 

S'fclion IT.—Popihes with smooth capsules. 

{Continued from page '25:').) 

Papayer somniferuji ; White, or Opium Poppy. 

Description.—It is an annual. Stem from three to five 
feet high, smooth, hut often hairy near the top, erect, 
branched, milky-green, leafy. Leaves large, grayish, wavy, 
lobed, and bluntly notched, clasping the stem vith their 
Ijeart-shaped base. Flowers at the end of the branches, 
three or more inches broad; hanging down whilst enclosed 
in the calyx, but becoming erect before the flower opens. 
Calyx of two oval, grayish sepals, which drop off soon 
after the flower has opened. Petals four, large, roundish, 
bluish-white, with a broad violet spot at the base of each. 
Capsule or seed-vessel, from two to three inches in diameter, 
globular, smooth, flattened at the top and bottom, some¬ 
times rather furrowed. Stigma, or crown, eight or more 
rayed, TOth a broad, thin, bent-down margin. Seeds white, 
oily, sweet, and eatable. 

Places where found.—Sandy soil, in fenny places. 
Time of flowering.—Jul_y. 
History.—Its specific name, somniferum, or sleep-bringing, 

tells truly of its powers. There are many varieties of it in 
our gardens differing in being double and semi-double, and 
in the varied colours of the petals. One, and, perhaps, a 
more permanent variety has black seed, which is used as a 
food for cage birds, and is commonly called “ Maw-seed.” 

From this species is obtained opium, that drug so bene- 
^ficient as a medicine, and so ruinous as an intoxicater. “ It 

is indeed,” says Dr. Drummond, “ an agent which can, for a 
period at least, 

‘ Raze out the ^v^itten troubles of the brain. 
And, with a sweet oblivious antidote, 
Cleanse the full bosom of that perilous stuff, 1 
Which weighs upon the heart.* | 

But this is only for a time, and the charm being dissolved, ' 
the soul awakes from its trance only to experience aggra¬ 
vated woe, in those at least (and even in Britain the number 
is not small), who have fallen into the habitual use of this 
drug. If there be on earth a misery that approaches what | 
we might be allowed to conceive as among the worst suffer- i 

ings of a future place of punishment, it is the state of an I 
! Opium-eater, after the action of his dose has subsided. Un- 
j happy and trembling, his head confused, and his stomach 
! sick', remorse at his lieart, liut his resolution too feeble to 
j attempt a reformation; feeling as an outcast from every 

thing that is good or great, he returns despau'mg to a repe¬ 
tition of his dose, and every repetition adds confirmation to 
the evil habit. His constitution becomes exhausted in a 
few years; he grows prematurely old, and dies of palsy, 
dropsy', or some disease as fatal; he dies, having by his own 
weakness and imprudence lived a life of wretchedness in 
this world, and looking forward at his e.xit to the darkest 
scenes of misery in the next. How often does man turn 
the greatest blessings into the greatest em'se ! ” 

IMany attempts have been made in this country to obtain ; 
opium from the capsules of this species, and Mr. Ball obtained j 

a premium from the Society of Arts for specimens of British j 
opium, in no respect inferior to the best eaMern opium. Mr. j 

Young, a respectable surgeon in Edinburgh, has also obtained ' 
it of excellent quality and in considerable quantity. But we j 
apprehend the climate, besides the destruction by insects, ; 
is an insuperable obstacle to its becoming a profitable j 
branch of horticulture in Britain. It was very early cul- ' 
tivated in Greece, perhaps at first solely for the sake of its , 
.seed, which was used as food. It is extensively cultivated ! 
in most of the states of Europe in the present age, not only I 
on account of the opium, for which it is reared in Turkey, ; 
Persia, and India, but also on account of the capsules and | 
of the bland oil obtained from the seeds. jVll the parts of ■ 
the poppy abound in a narcotic milky juice, which is par- : 
tially extracted, together with a considerable quantity of 

j mucilage by decoction. The liquor is strongly pressed out, 
I suffered to settle, clarified with white of eggs, and being eva- 
j porated to a due con.sistence, yields about one-fifth or one- , 
! sixth of the weight of the heads of extract, which possesses 

the virtues of opium in a very inferior degree, and does not , 
come to this country unless when used to adulterate the ; 
genuine opium. The heads are gathered as they ripen, and \ 
as this happens at ditfereut times, there are annually three ' 
or fom’ gatherings. They are brought to market in bags, • 
each containing about ;10n0 heads, and sold to the druggists. | 
The London market is chiefly supplied from Mitcham, in ; 
Surrey. The heads or capsules possess anodyne pro- j 
perties ; they are chiefly employed boiled in water, as fomen- I 

tations to inflamed and ulcerated surfaces, and the syru)) ' 
prepared from their boiled-down decoction is used as an 
anodyne for children, and to allay tickling coughs. A strong' 
decoction of the dried heads, mixed with as much sugar as is 
sufficient to reduce it to the consistence of a syrup, becomes 
fit for keeping in a liquid form, and is the only officinal pre¬ 
paration of the poppy. It is, however, a very unequal prepa¬ 
ration, as the real quantity of opium it contains is very un- 

No. CCXXV., VoL. IX. 
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certain ; as a medicine, it is by no means equal to syrup, to 
wliich a certain quantity of solution of opium is added. 
The seeds of the poppy are simply emulsive, and contain 
none of the narcotic principle. They yield a considerable 
quantity of oil by expression. 

The milky juice of the poppy in its more perfect state, 
which is the case in warm climates only, is extracted by in ¬ 
cisions made in the capsules and evaporated; and in this 
state forms the opium of commerce. The mode of ob¬ 
taining it seems to have been nearly the same in the time of 
Dioscorides, as is at this day adopted. The plants, during 
tiieir growth, are carefully watered and manured, the 
W'ateriug being more profuse as the period of flowering 
approaches, and until the capsules are half grown, when it 
is discontinued, and the collection of the opium commences. 
At sunset, longitudinal incisions are made ui)on each half- 
ripe capsule, passing below upwards and not penetrating to 
the internal cavity. The night dews favour the exudation 
of the juice, which is collected in the .morning by women 
and children, who scrape it from off the wounds with a 
small iron scoop, and deposit the whole in an earthen ijot, 
where it is worked by wooden spatules in the sunshine, 
until it attains a cdnsiderable degree of thickness. It is 
then formed by the hand into cakes which are laid in 
earthen basins to be further dried, when it is covered 
over with poppy or tobacco leaves. Such is the mode 
followed in India, and according to Krempfer’s account, 
nearly the same is practised in I’ersia; and when the juice 
is drawn in a similar manner in this counti’y, and dried, 
it has all the characters of pure opium. 

The Tui-ks call opium afioni, and in the teriakihana or 
opium shops of Constantinople they take it in graduated 
doses fron ten grains to lot) grains in a day. It is mixed 
with rich syrup and the dried juices of fruit to render it 
more palatable ami less intoxicating, and is taken with a 
spoon or made up into lozenges, stamped with the words 
Mush Allah, literally meaning “The work of God." The 
'fartar couriers, who travel great distances, and with asto¬ 
nishing rapidity, take nothing else to support them during 
their journey. There is, however, some reason to suppose 
that the Mash Allah or Maslash of the Turks contains other 
narcotics, as those of Hemp, and Ldlium tremiileiitmn, as 
well as opium. 

The use of opium for the purpose of exhilarating the 
spirits has long been known in Turkey, Syria, and China, 

and of late years it has been unfortunately adopted by many, 
particularly females, in this country. Itussel says that in 
Syria, when combined with spices and other aromatics, he 
has known it taken to the amount of three drachms in 
twenty-four hours. Its habitual use cannot be too much 
reprobated. It impairs the digestive organs, consequently 
the vigour of the whole body, and destroys also gradually 
the mental energies. 'fhe effects of opium on those 
addicted to its use, says Russell, are at flrst obstinate cos- ' 
tiveness, succeeded by diarrlnea and flatulence, with the 
loss of appetite and a sottish appearance. The memories ' 
of those who take it soon fail, they become prematurely old, 
and then sink into the grave objects of scorn and pity. 
Mustapha Shatoor, an opium-eater in Smyrna, took daily 
three drachms of crude opium. The visible effects at the ^ 
time were the sparkling of his eyes, and great exhilaration j 
of spirits. He found the desire of increasing his dose i 
growing upon him. He seemed twenty years older than he ■ 
really was ; his complexion was very sallow, his logs small, 
his gums eaten away, and his teeth laid bare to the sockets. 
He could not rise without swallowing half a drachm of 
opium. 

Ever since the time of Paracelsus various preparations of 
opium have been commonly employed by medical prac 
titioners. That physician and alchemist gave it both in 
pills and in a liquid state. The prepartion of the latter he 
named landainim, but kept its mode of preparation among 
his other secrets. The compounding of laudanum was first 
made public by Dr. John Hartmann, in 1031. 

It must not be supposed that the active effects of oj)ium 
are produced by one of its constituents only. So far from 
this being the case, besides containing meconic acid, caout¬ 
chouc or Indian-rubber, bussarin, resin, and meconates of 
lime and magnesia, it combines within its mass six peculiar 
ingredients, namely—Narcotiana, Morphina, Meconin, Nar- 
oeina, Codeina, and Thebaina. 

Narcotiana has been given in doses of sixty grains, 
without injury. Morphina, combined with an acid, is very 
active, one-fourth of a grain producing all the sedative 
etfects of a large dose of opium. (If the medical properties 
of Meconin, Thebaina, and Narccina, wo know very little; 
hut Codeina, administered in doses of from four to six grains, 
produces excitement similar to drunkenness, but followed 
by depression and nausea. {Martyn. Smith. Witherimj. 
Bonn, Duncan. Thomson.) 

Since the establishment of The Cottage Gardener, 

every topic, we believe, connected with out-door matters, 

whether the useful or ornamental, has received attention, 

with the exception of landscape gardening, especially as 

applicable to moderate-sized grounds. We propose, 

therefore, to give a series of papers on this subject, and, 

to make them practically useful, it will be well to take 

the subject in its natural divisions, such as the approach 

walks, shrubberies, shrub masses, trees, water, rocks, 

&c.; and if we succeed in handling these in a proper 

way, we may serve to assist the owners of villas, &c., in 

determining the chief features of their grounds. To 

throw such materials into a whole, which we shall 

present in separate fragments, will be left to our great 

ju'ofessiouals, whose province we shall not dare to 

invade. 

1st. Approach.—We may here observe, that tlie villa 

approach is by no means confined to the same style as 

the country mansion, with its extensive park, or 

grounds; indeed, it cannot be, neither extent nor 

local circumstances would warrant such a procedure. 

The park approach will, for the most part, wend its way 

through existing groups of huge timber trees, whilst the 

villa approach must, in the main, be supported by 

groups of evergreens. There are several reasons why 

such should be the case, but the most cogent are the 

severe limitation of space, and the absolute necessity 

for a style of planting which will afford privacy and 

seclusion—such buildings being generally contiguous 

to towns or public roads. Having premised thus much, 

we will just glance at the park approach; this, how¬ 

ever, does not concern the majority of our readers, and 

we shall speedily dismiss it. 

The position of the entrance lodge, or gates, must be 

chiefly determined by convenience, such as the principal 

roads, railways, &c.; and it sometimes becomes neces¬ 

sary to have subordinate approaches as matters of 

convenience; these, however, are to be avoided, as 

tending to break in upon unity of expression and 

seclusion—two great principles never to bo forgotten- 

The style of the lodges, gates, and their appendages, are 

generally dictated by the style of the mansion. This 

rule is, nevertheless, sometimes departed from when 

the approach is very long, and the locality of very 

peculiar character. 

And now for the direction of the approach. It is a 

maxim with our best landscape gardeners to avoid all 

circuitous routes, unless fairly justified by the existence 
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of such objects as trees, sudden acclivities of ground, 

or other important interruptions; the whole line should 

appear, in fact, a common-sense ali’air, no departure 

without an obvious reason. We do not dispute the 

beauty of a bold course in preference to one so very 

tame that it looks like a would-be-straight liiie, at¬ 

tempted by a bungler; but all attempts this way should 

be made with extreme caution. 

After entering the demesne, at, as near as can be 

obtained, a right angle, it may, generally, with the 

exception of a necessitous sweep or two, bend gradually 

towards the mansion, and should, by all means, if it 

can be contrived, ascend from the lodge: this gives an 

air of importance to the mansion, which a secondary 

line cannot impart. In its progress it should by no 

means pass any offices; this detracts sadly from the 

dignity of the whole. A well-conceived plan of mansion 

and approach, taken conjointly, will place the lodge 

entrance on the north side, or some point ranging 

between it and east or west; and, by this arrangement, 

the visitors obtain altogether fresh views of picked 

scenery from the drawing-room, and other principal 

windows, which are generally in the southern side. 

Good, bold vistas are, of course, not only admissable 

but desirable in the atDproach; but care must be taken 

that the first view of the mansion is at an imposing 

point, and that the approach is obviously tending 

towards it. 
Such, in the main, are the principles applied to the 

ajiproach; but it is evident that, since no two ap¬ 

proaches can be exactly alike as to local circumstances, 

much modification of these principles must ever take 

place. There is nothing like being ruled by the natural 

impress of the place in these matters, at least, so far as 

not to infringe on leading principles. It is a common 

practice to throw the lodge gate into a deep recess; a 

plan that cannot be too highly commended, as imparting 

anmr of dignity and freedom to the entrance, and thus 

giving it a degree of importance the more suburban 

villa cannot at all times command. One great fault we 

have frequently noticed—at least, such it appears to 

us—and that is, the want of a little more massiveness 

in the gates and appendages. It is certainly not a 

general fault, but one which deserves pointing to. Of 

course, such massiveness must bear a due relation to 

the bulk and style of the lodge, with its appendages, 

and the two jointly to the capacity of the interior, 

together with the mansion style. It need hardly be 

repeated here, that no portion of the dress grounds 

should be exhibited from the approach; such should be 

studiously concealed, for, could they be seen, it would at 

once lessen the interest that is ever felt by the stranger 

in guessing at what the hidden portions of the domain 

might be. Besides, the picture would be contradictory 

in itself—a jumble. 
In speaking here of a considerable amount of what 

may be termed simplicity in the line of approach (or 

that feeling which is averse to affectation and laboured 

attempts at display, by means of manoeuvres too arti¬ 

ficial to be relished by persons of any pretensions to 

taste), let it be observed, that where gi’ound is of an 

undulated character, it is far better occasionally to bend 

to such natural features than pertinaciously to fight 

against them. To follow tlie latter whim expensive 

cuttings become necessary; nor is expense the whole of 

the evil, for, when accomplished, it may one day be 

discovered that higher principles and less expensive 

proceedings have been set aside by works, costly, yet 

defective. 

It is almost needless to add, that a liberal breadth of 

turning road must be allowed at the entrance door of 

the mansion. 

Avenues are imposing arrangements when the ap¬ 

proach is flat, and the general toue of the place bears 

the stamp of art; they are dignified approaches, but 

should be attempted with some consideration. It has 

been well stated, by some of our great landscape writers, 

that they divide the landscape ; or, in other words, 

however agreeable or dignified in themselves, they 

destroy unity of design. E. 

It no longer admits of any doubt that the days of exhi¬ 

bition at our Poultry Shows must be reduced in number, 

and we think in no instance should those days exceed 

two. We say must, because we are quite sure that no 

Committees composed of gentlemen anxious for the 

continued prosperity of their Society, and stiU more so 

for safety of the valuable birds entrusted to their care, 

can, in defiance of the past year’s experience, persist in 

the course they have pursued hitherto. 

We have letters from many of the exhibitors, even 

from some of the most successful in taking prizes tliis 

year at Birmingham, all mourning over the condition of 

their birds which were there exhibited. One of those 

exhibitors, writing even as late as the 8th instant, more 

than three weeks since the termination of the Birming¬ 

ham Show, says, “My birds went up last night to the 

Metropolitan Show, but my two Birmingham Spanish 

Cocks are both ill, never having recovered that tveeh." 

The Rev. T. Prater, writing from the neighbourhood of 

Bicester, says, “ I am heartily glad to see your remarks 

respecting the time which specimens are kept confined 

at the various Poultry Shows. My birds sent to Bir¬ 

mingham, were, on the whole, confined ten days; and 

in one pen, purchased by me on the first day of the show, 

one pullet died. I hope you will not let the subject 

rest, as it is undoubted cruelty to the birds.’’ 

E. George, Esq., of the Rookery, Chaldon, Surrey, 

writes to rrs as follows;— 

“ In The Cottage Gaedener of December 30, you 

state the highest price you know to have been given for 

Shanghae’s, at the Birmingham Show, to be £25 for 

Mr. Punchard’s pair, and £30 for four of Captain 

Hornby’s. These would have been regarded as ex- 

horbitant prices a few months since, but a chicken, 

bred in March last, sold for a still higher price. A 

cockerel (in pen 381), entered as Miss George’s, of 

Chaldon, Surrey, (it should have been Mrs. George) 

was purchased by Mr. T. H. Fox, of Snow Hill, Lon- 
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don, for ^21; and only on condition that Mrs. George 

retained it till February to breed from. 

“ Now for the sequel, which with me, at least, is a fact 

that tells forcibly against the keeping Poultry confined 

in pens for so long a time, that bird, although in perfect 

health when he left home, is since dead. Fortunately for 

Mrs. G.’s credit, Mr. Fox had not taken him. 

“ May I here express a hope, and I believe it is that 

of most exhibitors, that the Metropolitan Show will, in 

future, be limited to a shorter duration. It will then, 

doubtless, possess attractions which none hut a great 

Metropolitan Show can offer. As it is, many very choice 

birds will be ‘ born to blush unseen; ’ their owners pre¬ 

ferring to keep them in modest retirement, rather than 

expose them to the gaze of admirers, and the risk of 

losing their beauty, health, and even life.” 

A clergyman in the South of England, who is sparing 

no expense in the endeavour to improve the breed of 

Shanghae Fowls, has thus written ;—• 

“ The manner in which you have lifted up your voice against 
two very great errors in the management of Poultry Exhi¬ 
bitions, entitles you to the praise of all, who, like myself, 
take a great interest in their success. They are errors of 
such magnitude that I am fearful that they will, unless 
remedied, he fatal to many a promising Association, and I 
therefore hope that you will not lose an opportunity of de¬ 
nouncing them as strongly as you have hitherto done. I 
need scarcely say, that I allude to the practice of appointing 
a dealer as judge, and to the length of time over which some 
of the leading shows extend. 

“We all know what a common thing it is for a man to 
fancy his own stock vastly superior to that of his neighbour’s, 
and, indeed, of almost every one besides. The dealer has, i 
in the first place, this weakness to contend against. Again, 
he has to stand well with customers whom he has supplied, 
as well as to maintain his reputation with a view to his future 
orders—points, surely, which present temptations sufficient 
to disqualify any man for so responsible an office. I am 
quite sure that unless the practice be checked, the public 
will lose their confidence in the awards, and consequently 
their interest in the exhibitions. 

“And now one word with regard to the number of days 
over which the leading exhibitions extend. Nothing can 
be more injudicious than this. There is a large and daily 
increasing number of fanciers, who would not mind sending 
some of their choice specimens for two or even three days, 
but whom all the prizes in the world would not tempt to 
submit their favoiuites to the wear and tear, and consequent 
injury of a seven days show. Indeed, we frequently see 
enough in one day to make us wish that we had never ex¬ 
hibited. How often may you hear a valuable bird addressed 
in some such words as these, “ Get up you lazy brute,’’ the 
speaker at the same time suiting the action to the word, 

I and making no very gentle thrust with his umbrella or 
1 walking-stick at the poor creature’s breast. I have reason 
j to know that some of our most eminent breeders complain most 

loudly ; and that two or three of them have declared that unless 
I an alteration is made they will not again exhibit. 

“ It is alleged that the judges require much time to make 
; their awai'ds, and also, that the expenses are so heavy, that 

the Societies, for their own protection, are obliged to keep 
I the birds longer than they could wish. Might not the first 

of these reasons be met by appointing many more judges ? 
I and I am quite sure that competent men in each class 
: could easily be found, if dealers were excluded. And might 

not an appeal be made to exhibitors and lovers of poultry 
to increase their subscriptions, so as to make the Societies 
less dependent on the money taken at the dooi’S ? Many, I 
am sure, would gladly relinquish their prize-money, and 
many would readily double their subscriptions and entrance 
fees, if, by such a course, the shows could be shortened 
some two or three days.” N, 

I lu confirmation of the statement made by our cor¬ 

respondent, we can say that we know that Captain 

Hornby, Mr. Sturgeon, Mr. Punchard, Mr. Peck, and 

some other extensive poultry breeders, are ready to 

pledge themselves not to exhibit unless the number of 

days of exhibition are curtailed. The three last were 

missed at the Metropolitan Show, and we have Mr. 

Gilbert’s permission to state that he is opposed to such 

a lengthened period of exhibition. This, to some 

extent, is an assurance that this reform will be effected 

in the next Show of the Metropolitan Society. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

We are considerably gratified to find that our sug¬ 

gestions for the planting of fruit-trees in situations 

which are usually accorded to timber and ornamental 

trees have, in several instances which have come under 

our notice, met with high approval. The more the 

subject is studied, the more interesting it will become; 

and we have no doubt that in a few years, after the 

effect of such a system of planting has been properly 

appreciated, that it will become very general. There 

is, perhaps, no country in the world where the study 

and, consequently, the cultivation of fruits is more 

neglected than in our own. In America, they have in 

various states Pomological “ Societies” and “Institutes,” 

which meet as regularly as our Royal and Linnaean 

Societies, and discuss pomological subjects. Several 

excellent works on the subject have issued from the 

press of that country, and are justly popular; and it is 

to America that we are indebted for some of the finest 

varieties of fruits. Of these, we have the Sechel, and 

many other Pears; the Jefferson, Washington, Law¬ 

rence, and numerous first-rate Plums; many very excel¬ 

lent Cherries; and numerous other subjects which are 

not known in this country, simply because there is no 

taste for, and no encouragement given to, the science. 

In Germany, too, it is a very popular study, as the 

numerous pomological societies and publications furnish 

ample evidence of. In France, it has a great measure of 

support, although, perhaps, not so great as in those 

countries already mentioned; but certainly far greater 

than in our own. And in Belgium it is found not 

unworthy of government patronage and support. Need 

it be wondered, then, that so little is known, when 

so little interest is manifested on the subject in 

this country? We trust the time is coming when 

the same vitality and energy will be exhibited as 

there was at the time when Mr. Knight and Mr. 

Sabine devoted so much of their attention to it. 'Phis 

study requires only to be known to be more highly 

appreciated. We intend to devote some attention to it 

as opportunity offers. We do not mean as regards the 

cultivation and management of fruit trees, for that is 

already ably treated of in a separate portion of this 

Journal; but rather to consider the kinds, qualities, 

distinctions, and adaptations of the different varieties 

of fruit either already in cultivation, or which ought to 

be in cultivation in this countiy. The popular taste 

generally runs on a few old-fashioned sorts, regarding 

not those which are of more recent introduction, and 
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i infinitely superior. Tliere may be some excuse for this, 

there lia^ung been, of late years, so much disappoint- 

: ment experienced by false characters and recommenda¬ 

tions accompanying new varieties, as to render culti- 

i vators credulous, and giving them reason to pause 

before they plant any varieties of which they have not 

some personal knowledge. 

Next week we shall speak of such fruits as are adapted 

for planting against walls on different aspects and situa¬ 

tions, and, in doing so, we shall treat more particularly 

of Pears. We have seen many instances where—in 

the north particularly—these can be cultivated with 

much greater advantage against walls than Peaches, 

Nectarines, or Apricots, and without one-half of the 

trouble or risk which attend these sorts of fruits. 

During the week the trade of Covent Garden has 

been unusually dull, more so than it has been at tliis 

season before; and this is atti'ibutable entirely to the 

state of the weather. Vegetables have been very 

I abundant. Cabbages and Savoys make from lOd. to Is. 

per dozen. Greens, 2s. per dozen bunches Celery, 6d. 

to !)d. per bundle. Brocoli, Os. per dozen bunches. 

Onions, 2s. Od. to 3s. per bushel. There is a good 

supply of forced Rhubarb, at 2s. per bundle. Sea-hale, 

Is. to Is. od. per basket of about ten stalks. Several 

parcels of Asparagus have also been offered, but it is 

very small and weak. Potatoes are a dull sale, but still 

maintain good prices—say from £o to per ton. In 

fruit we have nothing new, and the price continues the 

same—4s. to Os. per bushel for kitchen Abplf.s, and 

Os. to 10s. for dessert sorts. Of Pears there is nothing 

new besides what were enumerated last week. Blowers 

and Plants are also of the same descriptions as we 

mentioned in our last report. H. 

GOSSIP. 

A SECOND edition of Mr. Rivers’ pamphlet on The 

Orchard House, or the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in Pots 

xmder Glass, is just published. It contains an appendix, 

entitled “ The Experience of 1832.” In this appendix 

Mr. Rivers states that his orchard-house has fulfflled all 

his expectations. He warns those employing such a 

structure not to have vines trained against the roof, as 

the full unshaded light is one of the requisites for ob¬ 

taining well-flavoured fruit; and we will conclude our 

notice of this work, which is so promotive of “glass for 

the million,” with this extract;— 

“ With regard to air; as soon as peaches begin to colour, 
if the weather be hot and sultry, all the shutters should be 
kept open night and day; and if it be even cold and windy, 
tliey should be always partially open. I believe but few, 
very few, even good gardeners have the courage to give suf¬ 
ficient air to vineries and other glass erections; so that 
grapes are often colourless and flavourless, owing more to 
the want of air than anything else. In one of my vineries, 
the past season, I had a nice crop of Hambro’ grapes. IMien 
they commenced to colour, mildew, as with many of my 
neighbours, made its appearance on a few bunches. All 
the shutters, back and front—it must be recollected that I 
have no sliding lights ; all my roofs are fixed, and air given, 
back and front; the old-fashioned lights, slid down as usual, 
would admit rain—were immediately opened, and kept open, 

night and day, till the grapes were ripe. They were then 
closed at night, and opened in hot sunshine, so as to keep 
the house airy, wann, and dry. The grapes were perfect in 
colour and flavour, and their skins were so tender as to 
nearly melt in the mouth. No fire-heat was employed; all 
was done by sun and air. 

“ In the orchard-house culture of peaches and nectarines 
syringing must play an important part; for the red spider 
is so fond of their leaves, that, like Sindbad’s Old Man of 
the Sea, he will stick closely, and cannot be dislodged with¬ 
out applying the syringe close to the mider surface of the 
leaves. If this pest be suffered to make the least progress, 
the flavour of the fruit will be entirely destroyed. A small 
microscope, in the hands of the amateur, will be the best 
instrument to discern it; looking closely at the undersur¬ 
face of the leaves, if it be there, a small bright red speck, 
like a red grain of sand, will be seen. The experienced 
gardener does not look for them. One glance at the upper 
surface of those leaves, which show some minute yellowish 
specks, is quite enough for him. If, therefore, the least sign 
be apparent, continue the regular syringing, even till the 
fruit is ripe; othei-wise, syringing may be discontinued 
when the peaches and nectarines commence to soften, pre¬ 
paratory to ripening. 

“ Trees that have been from four to seven years in pots wiU 
require water daily in summer, as the pots become full of 
roots, and absorb a large quantity of water. Lifting the trees 
more than once during the summer, as mentioned in the 
treatment of those at Hyde Hall, will be found quite neces¬ 
sary. They become by this treatment sturdy as oaks. Those 
at Hyde Hall, adverted to below, are at this moment 
(Novemher, 1832) the most robust and fruitful bushes I 
ever saw. 

“ I was reminded of my orchard-house trees in a recent 
visit to Versailles. I there saw, as I daresay many of my 
readers also have seen, hundreds of orange trees centuries 
old, kept in tubs, and confined to a very small quantity of 
earth as compared with their bulk, and not shifted for many 
many years; they are all in full health and vigour. How 
are they nourished ? Simply by top-dressings annually of 
manure, and occasionally liquid manure. If, then, an 
orange tree can be thus kept in health and vigour in a tub 
for centuries, surely a peach tree, in a pot, receiving nourish¬ 
ment above and below, can be sustained so as to give fruit 
for ten or twelve years. This is mentioned because I once 
heard a really clever gardener say, “ Ob, it is impossible to 
keep trees in health in pots ! ” 

“ I have found from the experience of the past season 
that peaches, nectaiines, figs, and grapes, will not ripen in 
those houses, with hedges for walls, referred to in page 9. 
Apricots, plums, cherries, and pears will succeed well; the 
three latter even better than in houses with walls either of 
wood or brick.” 

The first week of the month included two sales of very 

sujterior Shanghae fouls. On the 4th, Mr. Stevens dis¬ 

posed of Mr. Punchard's superfluous cockerels and pul¬ 

lets, amounting to 183 birds, which were sold in 170 

lots, realising just over T'4S8. The highest price given 

for a cockerel was TlO 10s.; and the highest for a pullet 

£7 7s. The sale was very numerously attended by ama¬ 

teurs as well as dealers, from Bristol, Birmingham, Yar¬ 

mouth, and elsewhere. The healthy and good condition 

of the birds was the subject of general remark. 

The other sale, January .3th, was of Mrs. Herbert's 

White, Buff, and Blach Shanghaes. These were sold 

by Mr. Strafford. 

Mrs. Herbert has sold privately, before she thought 

of a sale, nearly T-300 of birds. One pullet she sold 

for £20, or guineas. Had she fortunately kept thoise, 

and not put so low a figure on her other pen at Bir¬ 

mingham, which was immediately sold for 20 guineas, 

the sale would have been still more extraordinary. 

There were 110 birds, and they realized i'SOO Is. lid. 
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The white birds (much the best specimens) averaged 

^3 18s. 9d. each; the Buffs, an indifferent lot, XT 3s. lOd.; 

and the Blacks, X3 Os. Od. Mr. Stafford’s aiTangements 

were excellent. 

It is determined to have this year a Cheltenham Sum¬ 

mer Exhibition of Poultry, and the days fixed upon are 

the l»t and 2nd of June. The secretaries are Messrs. 

Jessop, Brothers, Nurserymen and Poultry Fanciers, 

Cheltenham. 

We are very glad to be informed that the government 

of Belgium have appointed commissioners to obtain 

reliable evidenee as to the merits and best modes of cul' 

tivating the various species of fruits and their varieties. 

The commissioners are eight Belgian gentlemen, but 

corresponding members in other counti’ies are eonnected 

with them; those for England being Mr. Rivers, of 

Sawbridgeworth, and jMr. R. Thompson, of the Horti¬ 

cultural Society’s Garden at Chiswick. The results of 

their inquiries are to appear in jiarts, at an annual 

charge of 24 or 30 francs, according to the quality of 

the paper, &c. Each part is to contain four coloured 

plates, and the requisite amount of description and 

detail. It holds out a promise of settling many disputed 

points in fruit-culture, and removing a mass of misap¬ 

prehension by determining synonymes. 

As the present winter, by its wetness, has absolutely 

prevented Wheat-sowing in many districts, it deserves 

notice that Talavera Wheat has for many years been 

sown in the midland and southern districts of England 

as late as the end of February, and the produce well 

housed in September. It yields quite as good an average 

of grain as any other variety, and more flour is obtained 

from it than from most other varieties. 

We have recently met with a very amusing and intel¬ 

ligent little volume, entitled Walks after Wild Flowers, 

by Richard Dowden. The following extract, giving the 

derivation of the word Mustard, is by no means the 

only spicy specimen we could give from its pages:— 

“Muslum urdens is ‘burning hot vinegar.' There was 
always in the world’s surgical practice some method of 
counter-irritation ; St. John Long’s proceedings were not an 
original idolatry, but an aggravated revival of ancient prac¬ 
tices, for we find that there was an old cure made with boil¬ 
ing vinegar, or wine—for both were called must—and adding 
to these the powder of sinupis made the nnistum arden.s. It 
was applied as a cataplasm when boiling hot, and it was 
often a cure, no doubt; but at times its only effect was to 
‘ scaud poor \vretohes.’ This eschariotic was, in a milder 
form, diverted from the outside to the inside of the body, 
and was taken by flapdragon-drinkers, and other fire-eaters, 
as a dram; of course the vinegar decreased, and the >vine 
and ardent spirits increased, in this mvstum ardeiis. At 
length, however, it settled down into our table mustard, and 
was eaten, as Tusser tells us, with everything ; 

‘ Brawn, pudding, and souse, 
And good mustard with all.* 

To this day some housekeepers make their mustard wdth 
vinegar; and the common dressing for cold and watery 
salads—the salso-acid of old cookery—is mustard, salt, and 
vinegar." 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 

we are at present aware. We shall be obliged by any 

of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 

giving the address of the Secretaries. 

Doncaster, January ‘21st. (Sec. H. Moore, Esq.) 
Eeiqate, February 1st and 2nd. {Sec. J. Richardson, 

Esq.) 

GENERAL RRINCIPLES OF FORCING. 

It may seem strange to those unacquainted with ; 
forcing matters to think of taking at one svvoop. Vines, 
Peaches, and other forcing fruits, and dealing out 
advice apjilicable to them all. Yet, a little generalising : 
is not amiss now and then, for it will assist the novice ' 
in so grouping his matters as to economise in regard of 
both fuel and labour, as well as to fix in his mind, in 
distinct characters, the necessity of observing certain 
laws, which at all times affect the well being of fruits 
under the forcing process. 

Now, the great principle which, under trifling modifi¬ 
cations, concern all forcing, are the following:—Light, 
Heat, Atmospheric Moisture, and Ventilation. These 
are placed purposely in a just sequence, according to 
our ideas; for a due amount of light justifies the ap- | 
plication of heat in the forcing sense of that term ; this I 

done, a necessity arises for a given amount of atmo- | 
spheric moisture; and as this kind of artificial excite- i 
ment continues, a slight contamination or vitiation of 
the enclosed air of the forcing-house takes place; hence 
the necessity for ventilation, which, in the main, may 
be said to be caused by heat, and this brings all the 
rest into action. This is manifest from the fact, that 
cold frames, or pits, in winter, if dry, may remain closed 
for days without injury. 

Light, then, would appear to be the chief mover of 
the whole affair, as concerns the forcing gardener; and 
we will point to its bearing in practice. To light it is 
we owe, in the main, the necessary solidification, or 
ripening, of the parts of our plants or trees; in other 
words, the maturing of their structure; also, the diges¬ 
tion of the sap ; and lastly, the colouring matter is 
almost entirely dependent on the light, as witness the 
process of blanching, which takes place in our Sea-kale, 
Mushrooms, Asparagus, &c., when puiq)Osely deprived 
of light. If this, then, be the prime moving power of 
the forcer’s machinery, how essential is it that the gar¬ 
dening student’s mind shoirld be duly impressed with 
its importance in the very outset of his practice. It 
may here very naturally be asked, what is to be done 
practically, since we cannot make light? True enough, 
indeed, or man would soon disturb the order of the 
seasons. But some things the forcer ean do; in the 
first place, secure clean glass to his structures; in the 
second, objects requiring a great amount of light placed 
very near the glass ; and thirdly, a negative bearing of 
the subject—he can reduce the stimulus of heat in the 
comparative absence of light. Added to this, he can, 
by training and thinning processes, secure that what 
leaves are retained may get the full influence of the 
light. 

And now for Heat; for without this, in a certain ratio, 
all the light imaginable would be inadequate to the 
purposes of vegetation. Of course, this is a matter of 
degree; we speak of it hero in reference to its power of 
exciting vegetation; and in order to accomplish this, it 
must, in the main, be above the freezing point, even with 
respect to plants from our coldest mountains. As to 
the forcing gardener’s subjects, there are few will be 
excited by warmth in any very sensible degree, until 
the thermometer has attained the point known as 
“ temperate,” or 55'^. However, the application and 
increase of heat practically requires much consideration. 
To theorise on lieat is not enough; a man should be | 
thoroughly conversant with the habits of his subject in | 
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their native conditions ; this, added to a scientific consi¬ 
deration of the properties of heat, constitutes any man a 
first-rate forcer, provided ho has the proper nieaus to 
carry out his views. This bo the maxim, then, with 
young forcers; in no case use extra appliances of heat 
irrespective of the amount of light. As for night-heats 

I in our forcing-houses, we are persuaded that a dimi- 
I nished amount, generally speaking, would be beneficial. 
] Orchids are said to ho tender things. We have a 
j house containing both eastern and western genera, the 

temperature by night of which, for the last three weeks, 
^ has not averaged above .50°, and yet the ])lants look 
j hearty, or rather robust. But they have had a roof- 
‘ covering nightly, and thus very slow firing sufficed. This 

question of roof covering has a kindred bearing on this 
portion of our remarks ; we have little doubt the time 
will arrive when they will, on all sides, be deemed a 
necessary a{)pendage of glazed structures; indeed, 
their utility is already recognised by most of our first- 

I rate gardeners, the only thing that remains is to pro¬ 
vide a material of general application, 

j Atmospheric Moisture is our next consideration ; and 
; the very mention of this brings to our mind the mummy 
I plants of our childhood, when crowded shelves of half- 

dried specimen plants might be seen in first-rate esta¬ 
blishments, the red spider, mealy bug, &c., rejoicing in 
a congenial element, and, doubtless, marvelling at 
finding that so far from their native home, foreigners of 
Man should share such amazing sympathies for their 
sustenance and preservation. In those fine old days 
there was none of your gimcrack dished-tiles, flangod- 
])ipeB, and evaporating-pans ; those are all innovations ; 
floors were white, walls were dry, and not a dew-drop 
or a pearly spangle to be seen ! The hothouse would 
have made a capital bed-room; however, the spiders 
and the bugs have the worst of it now, scarcely a 
soul can be found to patronise them. 

Joking aside, these were serious matters; humanity 
is a fine thing, aird so is sympathy; but in these days it 
begins at home. How they managed in those days to 
please the cook and the table-decker, it is now difficult 
to imagine. But how altered ! Now, where is the hot¬ 
house of any repute that has a heating apparatus 
without a provision for atmospheric moisture? To 
come, however, to principles—without a duo amount 
of this necessary element, the tax on the foliage of 
plants, in the form of perspiration, is too great at 
times to enable the plant, or tree, to present that degree 
of vigour which is at once the testimony of robust 
health, and the precursor of fruit or flowers. If any one 
cannot comprehend this, let him read of the parched 
wilds of Africa; or, indeed, come nearer home, and 
enquire why Britain boasts so of her green fields and 
lawns, as compared with some of our continental neigh¬ 
bours. A too high degree of evaporation, without a 
corresponding degree of absorption by the foliage, 
necessarily tends to that condition, which may be 
termed, in a mild way, leanness; and, however it happen, 
is the very condition to prejmre for the various insects 
which are the pests of vegetation, whether fruits or 
flowers. 

Every structure, therefore, of whatever character, 
appointed to gardening matters, should possess a special 
arrangement for the production of atmospheric moisture: 
we would scarcely except our succulent tribes. Let it 
not be understood, however, that we would have our 
readers for ever tampering with damp atmospheres; 
whilst we thus write, we must deprecate any rule without 
a principle. Even with the orchideous tribes, which 
revel in a warm and moist air, there are periods when 
even an almost dry atmosphere is beneficial for a 
few hours. 

After all this sifting of principles, let us take a little 
fresh air; let us think about ventilation—that principle 

so averse to what the gardener terms “ drawing;” for a 
drawn or over-lengthened plant is a sure evidence of 
mismanagement—of a debilitated constitution. 

We remember well the time when men of scientific 
attainments fancied that practical men were altogether 
wrong about this giving of air, ventilation, or whatever 
else folks call it. But they were wrong; the practical 
men had, no doubt, been occasionally guilty of a sort of 
mannerism; but from tliis even what class of society 
is totally exempt? It assuredly is not worth while to 
open the sashes of a greenhouse to a tempest, or to 
what country-folk call a thin wind ; but these are 
merely extravagancies. We say, ever endeavour to 
obtain a circulation in the confined, and, by conse¬ 
quence, stagnant air of your garden structures; if you 
must err, let it bo on the right side of nature. The 
great and marvellous world which we at jiresent inhabit 
has, thanks to God, neither roof nor sides like a hot¬ 
house; and though the poor, untaught heathen may 
fancy a boundary in the etherial blue overhead, we 
are assured that such bears the stainu of infinity. 

After all this, let us caution our readers against the 
abuse of this principle. Giving air, and giving arti¬ 
ficial heat, are each matters to be continually modified 
by existing circumstances; and such things make the 
life of a gai'dener one of continual watchfulness. It 
has been said that you can tell a gardener—a, genuine 
“ early York”—a mile off; so be it: so you may a ship 
captain, a lawyer, a chimney-sweep, and some other 
grades of society. 

Our early cucumber man would, if he grow little else, 
doubtless, speedily condemn us as horticultural latitudi- 
nariaus. What! ho may say, let a north-easter blow 
on the first ridged plants in the end of February? We 
say no, by no means; and are aware that such a free 
advocacy of ventilation may, indeed, subject us to a little 
prejudice. This should not he. 

i'o sum up the matter; light, heat, atmospheric mois¬ 
ture. and ventilation, are all powerful means to either 
good or bad ends in the hands of the cultivator. If he 
make an indiscreet use of them, that is, uses them irre 
spective of outward conditions, the fault is not ours. 
Here is the Scylla, there Charybdis, pray do not run 
your vessel against either. 

R. Ehringxon. 

BULBS. 

{Cunliniiedfrom pajc 215.) 

Buljuxe.—This is a very old-fash ioued class of 
plants, which were very much sought after when the 
rage for herbaceous plants, or, indeed, any class of 
plants which promised a long array of hard names, was 
at its height; flowers were very little thought of then 
in comparison to the numerical strength of a “ collec¬ 
tion.” The future historian of our days will have to 
record that we began to run into the opposite extreme 
early in the nineteenth century, and that w'e discarded a 
host of beautiful plants for no other reason than that 
wo could not manage them, for heddiwj out, or for speci¬ 
mens for flower-beds, or the exhibition tables, until 
towai'ds the middle of the century we began to perceive 
that the improvement of races could be pushed beyond 
the province of the mere florist. Even then, however, 
I fear we shall not have left much to raise the character 
of Bulimies or Bulhincllas. The only difference between 
Bulhines and Anthericums is in the colour of the flowers, 
the former being yellow or yellowish, and the others 
white. On account of the succulency of their leaves, 
they might be supposed to be Asphodels, but all of them 
are true Anthericums, and they require the same treat¬ 
ment, to bo planted on a warm dry border of light 
sandy-soil, and to be slightly protected in winter, which 
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is easily done, as the stalks and most of the leaves die 
down in tlie autumn. They are now very scarce, and 
can hardly be met with out of Botanic-gardens. It is 
on record, that a great ruiinber of them were lost in the 
hard winter of 1740, which were never introduced a 
second time. 1 never saw but three or four kinds of 
them, and tliat mauy years ago. They are not bulbs, 
but tuberous-rooted. 

Calliphrurta Hartweoiaxa.—This is a handsome 
flower that has never been figured yet. It was “sent 
out,” eiglit or nine years ago, by the Horticultural So¬ 
ciety, who had it from Hartweg. It was discovered by 
him at a iJace called Guaduas, in New Grenada. Dr. 
Herbert called it Hartwegiana, and described it in the 
Botanical Register for December, 1844, from specimens 
sent to him from the Society’s garden, where it flowered 
for the first time in March, 1844, along with the leaves. 
The flowers are green and white, and seven in the 
nmbel or flower-head ; the tube of the flower is greenish, 
and its lobes white, tinged with blush. The leaves are 
g^et'wlated, that is, broad above and tapering so much at 
the bottom as to become a footstalk, like a I’unkia-leaf. 
It seems to be related to Griffinia, and to be treated 
exactly like the more hardy Hippeastrums, requiring 
strong loam, good stove heat after the flowers are over, 
so as to get the leaves ripened well before they die down. 
Naturally, it seems a winter grower, but it is not posi¬ 
tively so, like Amaryllis. It can be made to grow and 
go to rest, just like a Ilipjgeastriun, either in ilay or 
September, or, by degrees, it would begin to grow at 
almost any season. There have been many mistakes 
about this fine bulb. There are two plants in cultiva¬ 
tion very different from each other, called Hartwegii 
and Herhertii. These two names are in the Botanical 
Register. The first and true name is in the body of the 
work, and Herbcrtii in the index; but there is only one 
bulb yet known in the genus. Dr. Herbert spells it 
GaUpkruria (from Kalos), but in the “ Vegetable 
Kingdom” it is CallipUrurki, which we followed in the 
Dictionary. The bulbs increase readily by side off-sets. 

Calol'HORTu.s.—This is a genus of very beautiful 
bulbs, found on the north-west coast of North America, 
and on to California. It was named by Pursh, a Prus¬ 
sian botanist, who travelled in North America, and 
wrote a book on the plants ho collected. The unfortu¬ 
nate Douglas was the next traveller who met with them, 
and he sent or brought over quantities of flowering 
bulbs of them to the Horticultural Society, by whom 
they were largely distributed to the Bellows. He also 
wrote a paper on the genus, which was read before the 
Society, and printed in their Transactions in 1828 
(Ilort. SoG. Trans., vol. vii.). They are hardy, or 
all but hardy, and are true Lilyworts, occupying an 
intermediate position betweeii the wild Tulips and the 
Eritillarias. The bulbs are solid, the leaves are strongly 
nerved, and the flowers of some of the species are large 
and very handsome. The southern limit of the race is 
in California, where they dwindle into mere dwarfs, and 
self-coloured flowers, such as the little yellow one which 
Hartweg met with in the valley of the Sacramento, and 
which is now in cultivation; but in his Journal he 
speaks of another of them, which he found in April, or 
early in May, but not just in flower. It was high up in 
the mountaias, and not far from the snow, then melting 
down and watering the soil, where this Calochortns was 
in line leaf. The last conversation I had with Mr. 
Hartweg was about this very bulb, and the whole genus, 
to see if I could trace out the cause wTij these beautiful 
bulbs had disappeared from cultivation. I flowered 
three of the best of them in pots, and while in the dry 
state; after that they died without any apparent cause. 
It was just the same all over the country, as far as I 
could learn; but I heard afterwards that Mr. Groom, 
the groat bulb-grower of Claifliam, has succeeded with 

them. Mr. Hartweg believes that none of them, but 
especially those discovered by Douglas in Oregon, or 
Colombia, should be grown in pots, but in peat borders, 
where they would be neither too wet nor too dry. My 
own opinion of them is, that we did not allow them 
sufficient time to ripen the leaves and bulbs, after 
flowering; that they are rather of the nature of Tigridia 
bulbs, and, like tliem, take a long time to ripen in our 
cold soil, and that, without being thoroughly ripe before 
they are allowed to go to rest, they will perish. Hartweg 
says, the little California species stand intense heat, and 
look perfectly green in the leaf after all the rest of the 
small herbage in these parts is scorched up. 

Calouhortus mackocarpcs (Large-fruited) is one of 
the finest we know of them—a large, wide, open flower, 
chiefly of a rich jmrple colour. 

Calochortus Venustus is, perhaps, the next best of 
them. Its flowers are as large as those of mucrocarpus ; 
pure w'hite in the upper parts, but the lower parts are 
clear creamy-yellow, and streaked with deep red marks, 
with a conspicuous spot at the bottom of each petal 
resembling a drop of blood. Altogether it is a charm¬ 
ing flow^er. 

Calochortus splendexs,—Equally beautiful, and 
more resembling macrocarpus than the last, being of a 
lilacy-purjile, and having a small dark spot at the base 
of the petals. . 

Calocuortus T.fTEUS.—This is a Californian species, 
where it was found both by Douglas and Hartweg; and 
it flowers later with us than the rest—in September and 
October. The three sepals are green, and narrower than 
the petals; the latter are yellow at the points, and green 
below. In the middle is a yellow band of hairs, among 
w'hich are seen deep spots of blood colour. 

Calochortus xitidus (Showy). — This is a much 
smaller species than any of the rest, but we know little 
about it, except from Douglas’s account of it in the 
Transactions of the Society already alluded to. The 
flowers are chiefly purplish. Douglas heard of another 
species, “ a magnificent plant,” growing about the “con¬ 
fluence of Oakenagen River.” where the roots are 
gathered by the wild Indians, cooked, and devoured as 
they do their “ quamash” roots {Camassia esculcnia), 
another bulb belonging to a kindred section of the order. 

Calochortus pallidus.—This is a very small plant, a 
native of temperate regions in Mexico, whence it was 
introduced to Belgium in 1844. The flowers are pale 
yellow, on comparatively long footstalks, three or four 
of them forming the umbel. They appear at the end of 
summer, and, like all the family, the bulb goes to rest 
in the autumn. It will be in keeping with an allied 
genus called Cyclohothra. 

Calochortus elegans.—This is the Ghalochortus of 
Pursh and Douglas, and the FritiUaria harbata of 
Kunth, also of our Dictionary, which is wnong, for it 
belongs to a kindred genus named by Sweet, which 
includes, as we shall soon see, several pretty little Ca- 
lochortus-like flowers; but they all droop, or have 
nodding flowers, as the botanists say. 

Caloscorhicji nertneelorum.—This is a very dwarf 
bulb from China, with the leaves and habit of an 
Allium, and the flowers of the same purplish or pinky 
hue as the Guernsey Lily. It is hardy, or all but hardy, 
but so apt to be overlooked, if planted out by the side 
of an open border, that it is best to keep it always in a 
small pit,|in atiy light sandy soil. Hesperoscordimn is 
another form which these little garlic-like bulbs assume 
on the ojqiosite shores of the I’acilic, in the far west, 
and of which we shall remark when we get round 
to them. 

Callituau.ma.—We missed this extraordinary genus 
of Peruvian bulbs in our Dictionary. But three distinct 
species of it were introduced to this country; the first, 
called spathulalum, by Richard Harris, Esq., of Liver- 
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pool; and the other two, viruU/lorum and angustifolum, 
by Dr. Herbert, with whom they flowered in 1840-41; 
and there are figures of them in the Botanical Maga¬ 
zine (April, 1841). Ruiz and Pavon found C. viridi- 
Jioncm plentiful in the woods of Huassahuassi, and in 
stony places of Palca, in Peru. They called it Pan¬ 
cratium viridijlorum in the “ Flora Peruviana,” having 
an enormous cup inside the flower. They represent the 

^ scape of this bulb six feet high, bearing four or five 
large flowers, “beautiful, entirely emerald green.” Ruiz's 

i dried specimens of “ this marvellous plant ” were lost 
i by shipwreck. Those that flowered at Spofforth were 

only of ordinai-y size, and the narrow-leaved one seemed 
to be only a variety of the other; both of them green- 
flowered. 

G. spathulatum was gathered some hundreds of miles 
from Truxillo, in Peru. It seemed to like more heat 

[ than the others. The flowers of this species are green 
also, but it never flowered in England, and few could 
grow it except Dr. Herbert, who found it to thrive best 
in loam. The genus seems intermediate between Ismene 
and Cohurghia. Dr. Lindley considers it a true Ismene; 
in fact, a green Peruvian Daffodil, which is not far from 
the mark. 

Any of our young readers who would he content with 
a great name and a little fortune, have only to procure 
specimens of all the Pancratiform-Amaryllids that I hope 
to touch upon in this series, grow them as I shall say, 
and ci'oss them diligently until they disclose their real 
affinities, and fill our borders with the gayest flowers 
in the country. 

Let us now see what Pancratium-like, or Pancratiform 
alias Paucratioid, means, having thus incidentally men¬ 
tioned the word. One who knew as much about one 

I flower as another, could see no difference between a 
j Lily and an Amaryllis; and there is a kind of Lily and 
' a kind of Amaryllis, which, if a flower of each was 

gathered, and the “private mark” kept out of sight, 
there is not a man on earth who could tell, with cer¬ 
tainty, which was the Lily, or which the Amaryllis ; yet, 

j by showing the private mark, a child could learn in two 
j minutes to know any Lily from any Amaryllis, iu any 

part of the world. The private mark is, that in all the 
lilyworts, the seed-pod is in the inside of the flower, at 
the bottom, as in the tulip. The Amaryllids have the 
seed-pod always on the outside of the flower, like a 
Fuchsia. In Fuchsia microphylla, the opening of the 
flower is only an eighth-of-an-inch from the end of the 
seed-pod or berry, whereas the opening of the flower of 
Fuchsia corymhifiora is four or five inches from the 
berry, and so it is with flowers of the Amaryllids ; some 
have long tubes to the flowers. I shall mention one 
whose tube is more than ten inches long, and some have 
hardly any tube, and the rest have tubes of different 
lengths; still, it is easily seen whether the seeds are to 
be inside the flower or outside; and so, if it is a Lily or 
an Amaryllid. Now, besides this mai-k of distinction, 
the flowers of an Amaryllid take after three particular 
forms, each of which is as easy to know as the berry or 
pod-mark. The first form is called after the DaSbdil, 
Narcissiform. A single Daffodil looks as if two flowers 
were grown into one ; the inside one is called the cup, 
or coronet, and in olden times, the nectariura. This 

! inside cup diminishes, in different kinds, until all that 
can be seen of it is a mere ring at the bottom; but 

I whatever the length or the size of the cup, all the plants 
i in the section have their stamens growing inside the 
; cup, and free from it, so that you could cut away the 
[ flower and the cup without hurting the stamens. Every 

bulb in the world, with a cup inside the flower, or the 
mere rudiments of a cup, and having the stamens free 
fi'om the cup, belongs to this Daffodil section. There 

' never was a more simple thing to learn than this, except 
j the next great section of Amaryllids, which also has a 

cup inside the flower; and here, likewise, the cup takes 
different forms and sizes in different kinds, but still 
there is a cuju and to the inside of this cup all the 
stamens are fastened the whole way up, and at regular 
distances all round the flower. If you were to split a 
flower of this kind the stamens must come with it, and 
if you now tear off the flower itself, and keep the cup 
with its six stamens (they are almost always six), the 
thing would look like the foot of a duck, the stamens 
representing the toes, and the cup the web part of the 
foot. Then what is to hinder any one, who can distin¬ 
guish a duck’s foot from the hoof of an ass, from know¬ 
ing to which of these two sections a flower belongs as 
soon as he sees it? This hoof is the same as the cup 
without the stamens, and the web-foot the cup with the 
stamens ; the hoof is the Daffodil section, and the web- 
foot the Pancratium section. But the third and last 
section is even more simple than these two, for there is 
no cup at all; nothing but the outside flower (perianth) 
and the stamens, with the seed-pod outside the flower, 
as in the Fuchsia. This is called the Amaryllis-form 
section. All the bulbs in existence, if the seed-pod is 
on the outside of the flower, must belong to one of these 
three great divisions. Therefore it is most essential for 
young people “ to learn this by heart.” If the English 
people, who went over first to Peru, were to know these 
three simple things, or even two of them, they would 
have never fallen into such a glaring mistake as to call 
Ismene, the Peruvian Daffodil, because Ismene has the 
stamens joined to the cup, and a large cup it is too, and 
very wide in the mouth, so that they could see the dif¬ 
ference with one eye. In these days, however, people 
would not be let off so easily; and in a few more years, 
if the world kee])s going round so fast as it does now, 
depend upon it that any one going to a strange ])lace, 
who could not explain, or talk about the simplest ele¬ 
ments of the principal branches of Natural History, he 
or she would be set down as of low breeding, and would 
be talked of all over the place in more ways than one. 
Let us, therefore, this very season, begin with the Snow¬ 
drops, and not rest satisfied until we can tell the orders 
to which every bulb belongs which comes in our way 
in flower. D. Beaton. 

HARDY STOVE PLANTS, THAT WILL DECO¬ 

RATE A WARM GREENHOUSE IN WINTER 

AND SPRING. 

M any of our subscribers have a small house, near 
their mansion, appropriated to plants, and which, for the 
purpose of securing winter bloom, and their own per¬ 
sonal comfort, they kept at a temperature at night rang¬ 
ing from 45'^ to 50°, with an increase of 10° or 15° during 
the day, when a bright sun shines. Many, besides this 
desideratum, even if not possessed of a regular plant- 
stove, have a forcing-house, hotbeds, or pits, where, with 
a little scheming, a higher temperature can be obtained, 
in spring and autumn, than in a greenhouse where a 
general collection is growing and blooming. To suit 
their case, so far as to enable them to have the greatest 
quantity of bloom iu one place, will be the aim of the 
present paper, even though we should be obliged to 
refer to plants that have hitherto received I'ather marked 
attention from us. 

Though a high temperature and a moist atmosphere 
are essential to the growth of most plants from warm 
latitudes, it is a mistake to suppose that they can 
only bo seen in bloom under similar circumstances. 
Many of them may be so managed as to induce them 
to bloom in summer; and then, while some require 
house treatment, many others will bloom freely out- 
of-doors. Others that will not bloom in winter, will 
stand longer in such a house as I have indicated 
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above than in a plant-stove; while the gardener will bo 
saved all outcry about tlio heat. 1 often used to think 
that there was a little of the fabulous in this horror of 
the heat in our forcing and plant-houses; because, when 
f have found ladies and gentlemen starting back at the 
door, and refusing to enter a plant-house in winter, with 
a temperature little above I have seen them en¬ 
joying themselves in their own rooms, the fires in which 
had raised the temperature from 05“ to 70°. I have no 
doubt, however, now, that the extra humidity in the 
plant-houses at a high temperature was what rendered 
them distressing to lungs that had been accustomed to 
air too thoroughly dried. Such a house, with an average 
night temperature a little below 50°, will suit a great 
many tender plants in bloom; while the house itself 
would constitute a happy and healthy medium between 
the saturated atmosphere of the forcing-house, and the 
baked, oven-dried air of the sitting-room. 

Begonia obliqua.—Were I confined to two species of 
this genus for greenhouse use, I would select my 
favourite, though rough-looking, Evansiana, for summer, 
and obliqua for winter. In a house, with an average 
night temperature from 45° to 48°, I generally have 
abundance of its pretty pink flowers for three or four 
months in winter and spring. It is the hardiest winter- 
flowering kind that 1 know. Loam and peat will grow 
it admirably. Cuttings may be placed in a slight hot¬ 
bed in April, and if encouraged will make nice little 
blooming plants for the winter following. Old plants 
may be pruned a little, and tied out in May, receive a 
shift if necessary, and be kept rather close in a cold pit 
to encourage growth, or placed in a peach-house or 
vinery; they will want more air and light in summer; 
near the glass in a pit, with the sash tilted back and 
front, until the middle of September, will suit it. From 
thence to the end of October, the pit should be kept 
closer and warmer; and by the beginning of November 
it should bo taken to the warmest part of the greenhouse. 

Begonia manioata.—This delightful, graceful plant is 
more tender. The whole of the summer treatment may 
be the same as for obliqua; but as it does not show 
bloom so soon, it will require an average night tempe¬ 
rature of 55° from November to Christmas, to bring up 
the flower-stems freely and luxuriantly. When the 
flowers begin to open it will be quite at-home in the 
warm greenhouse, and will bloom much longer than in 
a stove, whUe the individual flowers will open better. 
No one who has once seen this in its beauty would like 
to be without it. 

Begonia frag runs (MTn tosh’s).—I have not yet tried 
this new kind in this manner, but it seems as if it would 
be hardy enough for this purpose. I introduce it here, be¬ 
cause I am not aware that it has been previously noticed. 
I know little more of its antecedents than that it was 
raised at Dalkeith Gardens. Mr. M’Intosh, in addition 
to great and many kind courtesies, gave some cuttings 
to a friend, who transmitted them to me in a tin case 
last spring. Every cutting grew. The plants were kept 
in a hotbed during the first part of the summer, and 
then were exposed to more air afterwards, until they 
were housed in November. They are nice stubby 
plants, have been in bloom nearly two months, and look 
as if they would continue ever so long. The habit seems 
good; the foliage is somewhat fleshy, like nitida, but not 
nearly so large. The flowers are white, somewhat re¬ 
sembling the old alba sanguinea, but much larger in 
the individual blooms, as well as in the bunch; but the 
best remains to be told. In such didl weather as we 
have had it is slightly fragrant; but when the sky is 
very clear, or the sun is shining bright, its scent is 
delicious. A plant tlirows its aroma over the whole of 
a small house. 1 do not recollect any other Begonia 
that is thus scented. For this property alone it is a 

1^ desirable acquisition. It wovdd answer well as a warm- 

room plant for several weeks. If not in the trade, it is 
to be hoped that the worthy raiser will take means for 
its more general diffusion. 

Justicia spcciosa..—This is almost the only one of the 
family that will thrive in such a situation in winter. 
The purple flowers are small and ragged, hut a nice 
bush of it has a pleasing effect. Plants should seldom 
be kept above two years. Loam and peat will grow it 
well. Cuttings inserted in sandy soil, under a bell-glass 
in April, and placed in a hotbed, and potted as soon as 
struck, kept first in a hotbed, then in a cold pit during 
summer, or plunged out-of-doors in a sheltered place, 
will yield nice stubby plants by October, when they 
should receive a drier and warmer atmosphere to bring 
them into bloom. They will be gay in such a house 
I'rom November to the middle of January. Plants that 
have bloomed one year, may be cut freely back at the 
end of March, have a little heat to break them, then 
fresh pot, and after keeping close for a few weeks, an 
airy cold pit will suit them in summer, kee])ing them 
closer and drier again at the end of autumn to cause 
them to bloom freely. 

Gesnera elongata.—This, in such a house, makes no 
bad successor to the more striking Oesnera zebrina. The 
leaves are long and narrow, and though the scarlet 
flowers are short, they are produced in great abundance. 
This should have more peat than loam. Nice little , 
blooming plants may be obtained from cuttings struck 
in a hotbed in spring, in sandy-soil, but without a 
close bell-glass, potted and kept in heat, and inured to 
more air, and free exposure in autumn. But two or 
throe year old plants make the most interesting speci¬ 
mens; though they make a fleshy axis of growth at 
times, this is not to bo depended on, like a corm or 
tuber. When flowering is finished, or early in spring, 
say in March or April, cut the plant down to within six 
or eight inches of the surface of the soil; let it stand 
rather dry, in a warmish place, until the 'young shoots 
are coming freely away, (often the young shoots will bo 
found ready to your hand before you cut down the old 
flowering shoots) shake away a good portion of the old ; 
soil, prune the roots a little, replace in a similar sized i 
pot, give a temperature of from 00° to 05°, if a little 
bottom-heat, all the better; give another shift when 
necessary, and keep closish afterwards; by the middle 
of June transfer them to a pit or house, free from fer¬ 
menting matter, where you can keep in the sun heat, 
and syringe over head; give air freely in August, and 
expose rather freely in September, and a drier air in the 
end of October will cause the flowers to come freely. 
With less trouble than is required for a good Cocks¬ 
comb, you will thus obtain flowering plants for three or 
four months of the gloomiest season of the year. 

Torenia Asiatica.—Some enquiries have been made 
about this lovely plant. The best specimen 1 have ever 
seen of this bloomed in spring and summer, after being 
saved in such a greenhouse during winter, when pre¬ 
viously grown to a good size. Such a house will not be 
sufficient to keep it in a healthy, blooming condition 
during winter. Few tilings are more beautiful in clear 
weather in winter, but it will require a night temper¬ 
ature of from 55° to 60°, and even a little more in mild 
weather. I tried a beautiful plant the hegiuning of this 
winter, but the temperature having got several times 
below 55°, I was obliged to remove it in a fortnight. 
Under the most favourable circumstances, it wmuld 
require to bo transferred back again to the stove in a 
fortnight. In such a heated house few things are more 
splendid in winter. Plants for this purpose should be 
grown from cuttings struck in spring. I’lants to bloom 
in greenhouses and glass-cases in summer should be 
struck the previous season. Old plants kept rather dry, 
and in small pots, will pass the winter, if the temper¬ 
ature is not below 45°, and will break and make fine 
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plants next season; but at tliat temperature they look 
as woe-begone, to the lovers of luxuriance, as Harry 
Moore’s scarlet geraniums would do. 

Eranthemum 2}ulcliellum.— This is admired for its 
beautiful blue flowers. I have used it for many years 
for such a bouse. It requires just a little more heat in 
summer than the Jmticia q)eeiosa. The habit is natu¬ 
rally so good, it is almost impossible to make a leggy 
plant of it. Plants in such a house, and in a small 
j)lant-stove, have done equally well, and are now nearly 
done for the season. 

Eranthemum nervosum.—This seems merely a variety 
I of the last; but it is much dwarfer, and the leaves are 
j smaller. The backs of the leaves are generally warted, 
I which the uninitiated world mistake for disease. 

Euphorbia Jacquinmflora.—This will answer for a 
couple of mouths after the plants come into bloom. 
Plants from cuttings do little good the first year, even 
though you give them hotbed treatment the most of the 
snmnier. Old plants that produce stiff, long shoots after 
being pruned in spring, give the best results, and bear 
rougher treatment in summer. Cuttings must be allowed 
to dry before being inserted. Peat, a little loam, and a 
portion of broken bricks and lime rubbish will grow 
these plants well. Old ])lants may stand under shade 
when growing in the early part of summer; but they 
must have full exposure to light, and a fair portion of 
air in autumn. I have just noticed that this splendid 
gem is not in our Dictionary by the above name, but I 
presume it is identical fulgens. 

Poinsettia pulcherrima.—This, with its large crimson 
bracts, will make such a house a blaze from the middle 
of November to the middle of January. Cuttings of the 
old flowering-stems, six or eight inches long, dried on a 
shady dry shelf for eight days after being cut, and then 
inserted in sandy, open soil in a hotbed, will make nice 
little plants, with several shoots, each of which will be 
terminated with its blazer in winter; but two or three- 
year-old plants yield the finest heads. Prune back 
within two or three inches of the older wood in March 
or April, so as to leave as many buds as you wish 
shoots—from three to eight may be considered a fail- 
number. If one or two start with too much of a lead, 
stop them, so as to equalise the strength; but never 
stop after the first of June, or for your pains you will 
get shoots without flowers, or very small ones indeed. 
When fairly started, shift or top-dress. A cold pit, when 
you can give air, and keep close at will, will do for them 
after June. Manure waterings, in the warmest season, 
may be given freely. Everything that encourages 
strong, vigorous shoots, will also encourage large heads 
of dazzling crimson. To cause these to form, water 
should be minimised in October. I stated the other week 
that I had no experience with the white variety. Soil ; 
Loam and peat, with lime rubbish, and top-dressings 
in summer of cow-dung. 

But now a friend says, “ All very well, but with my 
one house for display, oven though I have all the con¬ 
veniences of which you speak, how am I to grow in tliat 
house such hardy things as you have lately been 
alluding to—some pet Cinerarias and Geraniums, &c.— 
and then flare up with such blazers as these?” All easy 
enough. Suppose you can command most heat in the 
centre of your house, place your hardy hard-wooded 
plants, such as Heaths, Epacris, &;c., at the ends ; next, 
the Cinerarias and Geraniums, &c.; and in the middle, 
such temporary plants as I have indicated to-day; and 
then give air at the ends, but give none in the middle. 
Supposing you can command the greatest heat at one 
end, just act accordingly. One part of the house will 
thus not only be warmer than the other, but there will 
be less movement in the atmosphere. E. Fish. 

CONSERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from page 264.) 

I AM very much pleased with the remarks of my 
courteous friend, Mr. Fish, at page 202, on those walls, 
and think he is quite correct in observing, that wo need 
a well-defined name for every object in gardening. He, 
and our readers, will remember, that I was not satisfied 
with the ])resent term Conservative Wall, but would 
rather invent a new name, and call them Preservative 
W'^alls. This name, with due deference, I submit to Mr. 
Fish, would be, in many respects, better than Conserva¬ 
tory Walls, because that tornr would give an idea of 
what is called, jiar excellence, the Conservatory, a kind 
of aristocratic greenhouse, in which the plants, instead 
of being grown iu pots, are either planted out in bods, or 
if in pots. These are plunged out of sight, upon which 
point I may just remark, in passing, that where the 
plants are of a rampant habit of growth, the plunging 
them in pots has a tendency to prevent over luxuriance, 
and induce a more flowering habit. Whether the gar¬ 
dening world will adopt either Mr. Fish’s name or 
mine, is rather doubtful; for when once a name has got 
firmly established in the many-headed thing, called the 
public, it is almost an Herculean task to bring another, 
though a far better-defined name into general use. To 
conclude this tirade about a name, I would just define 
the words Preservative Wall to mean a wall to grow 
plants against, with or without glass, heated or not 
heated. This will distinguish it clearly enough from a 
Conservatory, a Greenhouse, or any other kind of gar¬ 
den erection. 1 now return to my original subject; and 
the next of my series of queries is—What kind of plants 
should be planted against a Preservative Wall ? Per¬ 
haps the best way to answer this will be by a negative 
description of what should not be planted. As it is an 
erection to cultivate either plants with beautiful foliage, 
though of small merit in bloom, and others of fine 
foliage and beautiful flowers, noplants of a fugacious habit 
should be used, such, for instance, as Cobea scandens, 
Tropoeolum Jarraltii, and T. azurea, Pelargoniums, the 
varieties of decided stove-plants, and all annuals. Neither 
should any be planted that are decidedly hardy enough 
to grow and bloom in the open air in every part of 
Great Bi-itain. Some plants are sufficiently hardy to 
bear the climate of Devon and Cornwall, and such may 
be fairly admitted as candidates for the honour of being 
sheltered by a Preservative Wall in the more northern 
parts of the country; whilst, again, in the mild climate of 
the counties referred to, some of the most hardy stove- 
plants might be admitted under their protecting and 
preserving influence, should one, or more than one, be 
put up in those parts of the country. 

Since I began these papers on these walls, I have 
had several letters on the subject; and one corres- 
jiondent suggests, “ instead of being at the expense of a 
heating apparatus, fuel, and attendance, would it not 
be desii-able to have a moveable canvass covering to roll 
down in frosty weatlier; and would not that be a 
sufficient preservative for the kind of plants proper for 
a wall of this kind ?” To this I can only reply, that I do 
not now, nor ever have stated, that a heated wall, or a I 

glass-covered wall, was absolutely indispensible; but i 
with these additions of heat and glass, the building i 
would be more ornamental and more enjoyable; and j 
thus it follows, as a matter of course, that to have a Pre- j 
servative Wall in perfection, the addition of beat and 
glass are desirable. If the wall is glass-cased only, and | 
not heated, such acovering asmy correspondentmentions i 
would be very useful, and would be certain to ward otf a 
great amount of cold in frosty, severe weather, as well as 
preventing the radiation of heat from the interior i 
through the glass. Plants, as Mr. Fish very justly ' 
observes, do not suffer so much when they are still, or. 
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' in otlier words, when they are not exposed to cold, 
cutting, frosty winds. To prove tliis, if proof were 
necessary, I have seen Cinerarias with their leaves stiff 

' witli frost in a cold pit, where, of course, they were per¬ 
fectly still, recover from it by, as it were, naturally 
thawing in the dark, but had they been exposed to a 
wind while frozen, they would have been destroyed to 
a certainty ; and if such a tender soft foliaged plant as 
the Cineraria will bear a certain degree of frost if in a 
still atmosphere, there is no wonder that such plants as 
I shall in my next paper on this subject name, enduring 

I a greater amount of cold in a glass-covered non-heated 
! wall, because they are still, than they would if exposed 

to the cold frosty winds of the driving blasts of winter; 
and this quiet fact is important in cultivation, to a con¬ 
siderable extent,in the kitchen garden; such plants as 
Cauliflowers under a hand-light, as is well known, do 
not suffer from frost, however severe, because they are 
still; and in the flower garden, we might preserve many 
plants if protected by similar means from cutting winds. 

T. Appleby. 
{To he continued.) 

THE AURICULA. 

Autumn and Winter Treatment.—The autumn treat¬ 
ment may be considered to commence as soon as the 
bloom is over. The plants should then be placed upon 
a thick bed of coal-ashes, or on hoards, behind a hedge, 
or low 2iorth-wall. In this situation they will be pro¬ 
tected from the hot sun, and will quietly grow. The 
attentions they require are regular supplies of water, 
not saturating showers from a rosed-pot, but just 
enough to keep them growing. In very wet weather, it 
will be desirable, where expense is no object, to protect 
them from heavy showers. I remember, when I was a 
boy, going to visit an ardent cultivator of the Auricula. 
Mr. .lohn Wright was his name, and he lived at a place 
called Marsh, about two miles from Huddersfield, in 
Yorkshire. He had a large and valuable collection, of 
which he was justly proud. To protect them from the 
heavy autumnal rains, he had the space they occupied 
covered with a sloping roof of oiled canvass, so con¬ 
trived as to roll up in tine weather, and so high from 
the ground that he could staud upright within it, and 
thus was able to attend to their comfort and well-being 
in all weathers. I was so struck with the complete 
shelter, neat arrangement, and extreme health of the 
plants, that I have, even at this distance of time (more 
than forty years), a lively recollection of the excellence 
of the plan, and the beautiful healthy appearance of the 
plants ; though now, alas ! both the owner and his plants 
have been passed away for many, many years; so long, 
that I question whether any inhabitant of that neigh¬ 
bourhood has any recollection of either that indefati¬ 
gable cultivator, or his fine collection of Auriculas and 
Polyanthuses. 

Such a shelter is by no means expensive. It might 
I be formed against a wall, about twelve feet high, with 
[ upright posts in front, and rafters of larch poles fixed to 
j the wall, and a covering of oiled canvass stretched over 
j them, and allowed to hang down a foot or two in front. 
! It should be at least nine feet wide, and as long as the 

number of plants may require. In the instance above, 
the plants were arranged on a sloping stage, such as we 
often see in old-fashioned lean-to greenhouses. This 
plan is commendable, because each plant receives its 
due share of light and attention; and the erection might 
be used, when the Auriculas do not require it, for various 
other plants requiring such a shelter. 

In this autumnal habitation the Auriculas should 
remain till the end of Septemher. About the beginning 
ol that month, is, in my opinion (borne out by practice), 

tbe best season for repotting tbe plants. It they are 
potted earlier, they make their growth, and often send 
up flower-stems in the early part of winter. This 
exhausts the energies of the plant, and the second ■ 
flower-stems produced in spring are much weakened 
thereby. Some week or ten days previous to the pottiug- 
day bring the compost under shelter to become mode¬ 
rately dry, but do not attempt to mix the difl'erent 
ingredients of the compost till they are all in that state. 

As soon as the compost is in a fit state for use, bring 
a portion of tbe plants into the potting-shed, or if the 
weather is line they may be potted on a bench in the 
open air. If the [)Ots are fresh from the pottery it will 
be advisable to dip them in water, allowing them to 
become dry again before using, but if they are old, they 
should he clean washed. Then have ready a sufficient 
quantity of clean, broken potsherds for di'ainage ; also 
a sufficient number of fresh tallies, if the old ones are 
made of wood. All these being in order, commence 
potting by turning out of tbe pot the first plant. 
Examine the roots, and cut away all that are dead or 
decaying; shake off the greater part of the old soil, and 
remove all rooted offsets, laying them on one side till 
tbe parent plant is potted. If the root-stock or stem | 
below the soil is too long, so as to elevate the plant too j 
much above the soil (some varieties are apt to elon¬ 
gate more than others), cut the bottom part off' with a ] 
sharp knife, and apply a little powdered chalk to heal | 
up the wound. This will allow the heart of the plant 
to be brought down nearer to the soil, and the part of 
the stem thus brought within the soil will throw out 
fresh roots and greatly encourage growth. Place over 
the drainage some of tbe turfy fibres of the loam, place 
a thin layer of soil upon it, and then hold the plant in 
the left hand, place it in tbe pot, and work in tbe 
compost amongst tbe roots, gradually filling the pot to j 
within half-an-inch of the top, then give the pot a smart 
stroke upon the bench to shake down the soil firm, and 
add a little more to fill up the pot to within a quarter- 
of-an-inch of the top. Press it gently down and closely 
to the stem all round, and the operation is complete. 
Before putting the plant out of the way, see to the 

j label or tally, and if a new one is required, place one to 
I it, and then set the plant aside; pot the offsets first, 

before touebing the next; place a tally to them, and ; 
then take another plant in hand, and so proceed till the 
whole are finished. The season of the year has now 
arrived when the Auricula should have a more southern 
situation. The sun’s beams will now be so moderated, 
that the plants are able to bear a fuller exposure to 
them. 1 now recommend the frame or stage to be 
placed in front of a west wall facing the east. In that 
aspect they may, if the weather is clear and warm, 
require a slight shading from the sun’s beams till they 
have made fresh shoots. The shadiug may then be 
discontinued. Here they may remain till the end of 
October, when they must be placed in their winter 
quarters; the treatment while there will be our next 
consideration. T. Appleby. 

{To be continued.) 

DESTRUCTION OF WEEDS. 

lx the eyes of a botanist, no class of plants arc 
recognized as “ weeds,” and, with some show of reason, 
he complains of the tyranny of cultivators who can 
see no beauty and no interest in anything but that 
limited number of species they are pleased to call the 
legitimate occupants of their soil; now, though wo 
have no wish to fan the flame of discord between the 
botanical and horticultural world, we would rather see 
the two united, which may easily be done without any 
great sacrifice on either side, especially in the case we 
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now have before us, because, though many of our most I 
common British plants present features of great interest 
to the inquiring botanist, those wliich infest our walks, : 
squares, and borders, are so abundant as to require no ! 
particular notice at our bands in the shape of “ pro- ! 
tective enactments;” for tlie dandelion, which blooms 
by the road-side wastes, is identical to the one whicli 
now and tlien we see insinuating itself into the less 
frequented walks of the garden of medium keeping, and 
though it is seldom allowed to bloom in the latter place, 
yet its efforts to accomplish that object there, as well , 
as on the close-shoi'ii lawn, shew, in a beautiful way, i 
■what struggles nature now and then is capable of under¬ 
taking in order to accomplish that important duty of 1 
multiplying her species. But, in the present instauce, \ 
our duty is to prevent that increase rather than en- i 

courage it; and, in a mild open winter, the class of ! 
plants called weeds (which, according to the late IMr. ' 
Loudon’s definition of the term, includes every plant 
not cultivated) are generally allowed to grow away with | 
a sort of impunity which it is dillicult to check, the 
mass of other work, and the adverse elements concur- ! 
ring to their well-being rather than their extirpation. ! 
This state of things must not, however, be allowed to ! 
go on too long, otherwise something worse than more 
present appearance will follow. Squares of vacant j 
ground that the continued wet has prevented a spade ! 
being put in may be dug, and all the annual weeds ; 
buried; perennial ones, being deeper rooted, ought to ! 
be carefully dug out and carried right away at once. 
Amongst close-growing crops the system of hand- ^ 
weeding must be put in requisition ; while many that 
will allow the spade in between them will be benefited 
by slight digging, when the ground will allow it, and 
thereby bury all small annual weeds, which, instead of 
being impoverishers of the ground, will become reno¬ 
vators of it, and that freshness which newly-turned-up 
soil always imparts to growing crops will be gratefully 
acknowledged by them in the shape of increased growth. 
This “digging in” is, therefore, attended with the best 
possible results, so that, whenever crops of cabbages, or 
similar things, present a quantity of small seedling 
weeds, which it is advisable to eradicate, this digging 
in will accomplish the Job with the additional advantage 
of conferring a benefit on the existing crop. How far 
this may bo carried on in other ways will depend on 
certain local circumstances. On some soils weeds will 
struggle successfully in again getting their heads above 
ground, while in others the attempt seems abortive. 
However, in a general way, we are no advocates for 
carrying any quantity of annual weeds or other vege¬ 
table refuse off the ground, unless it be of a kind of 
extremly slow decomposition, as the stalks of the 
cabbage tribe, and haulm of asp)aragus; the latter, form- ; 
ing a tolerable good covering for tilings requiring pro- | 
tection, is often used that way. And when the stalks i 
of the Cabbage-worts are stript of their leaves, the j 

remaining portion is too small to run the risk of con- | 
tauiiiiating the ground, if it is dug in with wire-worm, i 
and other pests. That this would be the case is evident 
from the numbers tliat congregate around a half-decayed i 
stem of this plant where it is left in the ground; while ' 
the succulent herbage of ordinary weeds present nothing * 
but a quiet-decaying substance to the action of the soil, ^ 
to which it is speedily assimilated when vitality is gone, j 

From the above, it will be seen that digging in weeds i 
and other herbage is strongly advised, as returning to i 

the earth those elementary parts it is so much in need | 
of; but then another question arises—what is to become | 
of the weeds which a wet, mild winter sends fortii on | 
our walks, court-yards, carriage-roads, and other places 
where neatness is (or ought to be) “ cultivated ” instead 
of “plants?” Here a system of anti-cultivation must 
be pursued; but how is this opposing course to be i 

accomplished has been the theme of much controversy. 
In a usual way, the remedy is labour, and hand- 
weeding or hoeing is had recoTirse to—tlie latter, of 
course, the most expeditious when practicable; but this 
not being so in many cases, and hand-weeding tedious 
and expensive, various expedients have been adopted to 
destroy tlie weeds by other means than removing them. 
Poisonous ingredients have been applied in the shape 
of gas water, and infusions of various mineral poisons, 
with more or less success; but as all these are either 
dangerous in their use, or expensive appliances, it would 
appear that much yet has to bo done in the way of 
annihilating weeds fi’om such places. Salt has been 
strongly recommended, and by some has no doubt been 
found beneficial, by others less so ; and our experience 
has been somewhat contlicting that way, that we cannot, 
without some qualification, recommend its use. 

If it is employed at all it must be systematically fol¬ 
lowed up, and then its benefits will doubtless show them¬ 
selves. A slight sprinkling of salt, followed by wet wea¬ 
ther, cannot be expected to efi'ect any permanent good; 
but repeated and Judicious applications may, and no 
doubt do, so saturate the ground with its saline particles 
as to be no longer in a condition fit to support vegetable 
life. That the cases of successful management, when 
this course is adopted, arise from this cause, is evident 
enough, wdiile a solitary dose may have given increased 
fertility to the q)laces where it has not been rei)eated. 
Plot water, too, has been strongly recommended, and 
Mr. Fleming’s machine for blending the two together 
would seem to have supplied the desideratum we have so 
long been aiming at. Unfortunately, its first expense, 
coupled with the difficulty there is sometimes of supply¬ 
ing it with water, &c., in sufficient quantities to make its 
working economical, prevents its general use, so that 
we hope yet to see some cheaper and readier way of 
dealing out destruction to the myriads of weeds and 
mosses which disfigure all walks not much used; the 
latter class of vegetation has been more conspicuous 
duriug the past autumn than any hitherto for some 
years, the mild, moist weather being so congenial to 
its growth. 

Where, on sound, well-prepared walks it is not ad¬ 
visable to disturb any portion of their surface, some other 
destroyer must be put in requisition. A very good one 
may be adopted at times, when the weather admits it, 
which is not, however, always; but where moss is growing 
on the surface of a path consisting of gravel or stones that 
have become smoothed tolerably fine by rolling or use, the 
moss will be found occupying all the interstices between 
such stones. Now, to remove it from thence by ordinary 
hand-labour would be both troublesome and exi)ensive, 
it is, therefoi-e, better if we can avail ourselves of the 
elements to effect our purpose thence, which in this case 
can be done in many instances. Charged as this vege¬ 
tation is with water, together with the ground that 
supports it, a sharp frost exercises a destructive power 
upon it; but, more than that, the expansive powers of 
frost raises from the ground the whole mass of vegetable 
life, with its roots, &c., so as to appear in bold relief to 
the stones not subject to such a change. While in this 
conditioii the exercise of a good scrubby broom has a 
sweeping effect; but it must be borne in mind that it 
must be done at the precise moment the frost gives way, 
because a heavy rain sinks it again to its former posi¬ 
tion. It is only those who have witnessed the pheno¬ 
menon we speak of that are aware of the singular 
appearance it has, and only those who avail themselves 
of the proper time to remove it that can tell of the 
benefits to be derived from it, as its loosened condition 
enables it to be removed with more precision than many 
are aware of, while the stones are not disturbed in the 
least. Now, though we do not object to the use of salt, 
or salt and water, either hot or cold, nor to the various 
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liquids to which poisonous matter has been added, yet, 
as a siinjde, safe, and ellicacious remedy for the evil 
complained of above, we advise the use of a little hard 
labour at the fitting time; and those having walks of 
the kind mentioned would do well to sweep the snow 
from them, if needful, and expose tliem to the full 
action of frost, which we have no doubt will prove a 
better friend in the way of destroying moss than the 
hazardous plan of trusting your edgings, and the 
roots of trees which may have run underneath the walk, 
to the tender mercies of rej)eated applications of dele¬ 
terious matter. That the latter may, with perfect pro¬ 
priety, be adapted to those cases where there is no 
danger of such a course, we certainly admit—nay, oven 
advise—but wo confess our inability to point out the 
most suitable ingredient applicable in all cases. Parties 
residing in the neighbourhood of gas-works might easily 
obtain that poisonous liquid called gas-water; various 
chemical factories also present waste matter available to 
places sufficiently near; but these are isolated cases, 
and cannot bo tairly said to meet the object in view 
What wo rvant, is a cheap, safe, and efl'ectual remedy 
for the destruction, or rather prevention, of weeds grow¬ 
ing on walks and other places where their presence 
cannot bo tolerated. That the exertion of some one 
who may devote his attention to a successful issue in 
this matter will be gratefully received by the gardening 
world, we have no hesitation in affirming; while, at the 
same time, we can hardly expect the first efforts of skill 
to be entirely all we want; but, from the importance of 
the case, we should like to have the opinion of some one 
well versed in chemistry pointing out the way; while, 
of the manufacturing patrons of horticulture, we again 
ask, what has been several times repeated in The Cot¬ 

tage Gardener, What can they do in providing us 
with a cheap and better covering for our frames than 
the things we now employ ? This, like the “ weed 
anuihilator,” is assui-edly more in the province of others 
than that of the gardener; and wo invite such to our 
aid, assuring them that no class are more grateful for 
favour shown, and in none is the selfish, restrictive 
policy of keeping knowledge at homo so seldom found, 
as in the horticulturist. J. Robson. 

PANSIES GROWN IN SCOTLAND. 

As I only receive The Cottage Gardener once a month, 
1 have just noticed an article in that of the Oth of December, 
]K52, containing a list of Pansies, furnished “ by a gentle¬ 
man so far north as Berwick-upon-Tweed,” and although, in 
the main, generally good, still I do not think that it shows 
the southern growers what amateurs residing “ a lecilc 
farther north,” near Auld lieelde, can do; and I annex you 
a list of what I consider a better, and not more expensive, 
selection, suitable for a small garden, t have myself up¬ 
wards of 120 varieties; and as I have flowered every one 
that I have mentioned in the annexed list, with the excep¬ 
tion of Boadicea (Pellows), I can confidently recommend 
them. You will observe I have retained what I consider 
good in our Berwick friend’s list. 

WHITE grounds, WITH MARGINS OF BLUE, PURPLE, LILAC, 

AND THEIR INTERMEDIATE SHADES. 

Boadicea (Fellows); white and purple (not known to 
writer). 

Duchess of Rutland (Thomson); white and lilac; good, 
but uncertain. 

France Cycolc (Grieve)*; white and maroon; old, but good. 
T/eZt'w (Himtj; white and light purple; good when 

caught. 

Lord Jeffrey (Lightbody) ; white and dark blue; good. 
Miriam (Dickson and Co.); white and dark purple; eye 

sometimes run; when caught, fine. 

A/irryr (Dickson and Co.); white, and broad blue belt; fine. 
Miss Talbot (Dickson and Co.) ; white and purple; very 

fine. 

Miss Maxwell (Downie and Laird); white and dark blue; 
fine and constant. 

Mrs. Blackwood (Downie and Lau’d); white and pale- 
bluish-purple ; good; new. 

Mrs. Beck (Turner); white and purple ; very fine. 
Queen of Enyland (Fellows); white and bright blue; good. 
Royal Standard (Dickson and Co.) ; white and dark 

purple; best of its class. 
Royal llsit (Dickson and Co.); white and deep maroon; 

very fine. 

YELLOW GROUNDS, WITH MARGINS OF MAROON, BLUE, PURPLE, 

AND THEIR SHADES. 

Constance (Thomson); yellow and purple; small, but good. 
Diadem (Fellows) ; gold and maroon ; very fine. 
Duke of 'Norfolk (Bells); yellow and deep maroon; runs 

in heat of summer, but good when caught. 
Elegant (Thomson); gold and bronze-red; fine. 
Gl'ff (Dickson and Co.); yellow and maroon ; very large. 
Jubilee (Dickson and Co.); pale yellow and reddish- 

puiqfie ; neat; medium size. 
Juventa (Hooper) ; yellow and maroon ; fine. 
Lady Emilie (Downie and Laird); yellow and claiet; 

constant. 
Mr, Beck (Turner); yellow and maroon; good, but very 

like Orestes (Gossett's). 
Post Captain (Maishment); yellow and bronzy-purple; 

constant. 
Robert Burns (Campbell); yellow and fine piurple; very 

large; fine. 
Supreme (Youell's) ; yellow and maroon ; one of the finest 

old varieties, not beat yet. 

SELES. 

Jdela (Turner) ; yellow; fine. 
Ajax (Downie and Laird); dai’k blue; very fine fonn, 

and constant. 
Blanche (Turner) ; finest white out; splendid blotch. 
D'Israeli (Hunt) ; glossy purple; fine when caught. 
Flower-ofthc-Day (Downie and Laird); fine plum; golden 

eye. 
King (Jennings); dark pimple ; fine. 
Magnificent (Neilson); shaded puce, laced with white; 

fine. 
Nox (Hooper); dark blue; very fine. 
Sambo (Hale) ; dark plum ; good. 
St. Andretv (Downie and Laird) ; nearly black; very fine. 
Sovereign (Dickson and Co.); golden-yellow; one of the 

finest in cultivation. 
Uranus (Dickson and Co.) ; good yellow, but uncertain. 

Panseiana, Edinburgh. 

GREAT METROPOLITAN POULTRY SHOW. 

It would be a difficult task to decide to whom, or to whnt 
county, is fairly due the credit of having originated the 
exhibitions now so common, which are encouraging the 
cultivation and improvement of the various breeds of j)oultry, 
and opening, to an extent likely still to bo much enlarged, a 
source of profit to tlie farmer and the cottager, and of 
interest and amusement to Peer and peasant alike. 

The pages of The Cottage Gardener have contained 
accounts of shows of poultry in various parts of England. 
Halifax, Hull, Preston, Liverpool, and other towns, have 
spoken to the interest excited on this subject in the north ; 
Winchester, Salisbury, &c., have borne witness to a corres¬ 
ponding spirit in the south; Cheltenham and Birmingham 
have represented the midland counties; and while Yar¬ 
mouth, Norwich, and Hitchin, have done their jiart in the 
east; Bristol, Torquay, Truro, and Penzance, have shown 
that the west, to the very Land’s End, are not beliind in the 
competition. But to the surprise of many, and the regret 
of more, no show in London worthy of the Metropolis had 
yet taken place. This was the more to be lamented, because 
in spite of confined yards, smoky atmosphere, and want of 
grass, the taste for poultry in London has been long and 
successfully cultivated, and more especially by many trades¬ 
men and mechanics, who, though debarred by circumstances 
from attending and exhibiting at some of the country shows, 
have possessed their favourite White - faced Spanish, or 
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Shangliae pots, on whom they have bestowed as much care 
as the feathered favourites in more spacious “ walks,” liave 
ever received from their owners. 

The difficulty of establishing a Metropolitan Show arose 
partly from the fact, that London (unlike Birmingham) 
possessed no Bingley Hall suitable for the reception of a 
large number of poultry. Few persons, moreover, were 
eager to embark in so large an undertaking, with the cer¬ 
tainty of great trouble and responsibility, and the risk of 
heavy pecuniary loss. 

Things would probably liave thus remained, but for the 
zeal and energy of one very eager and experienced, as well 
as successful, poultry-amateur, Mr. Henry Gilbert. En- 
comaged by the promise of assistance from his friends in 
the country, that gentlemen undertook the task, and, aided 
by a clear-headed and hard-working committee, he has most 

! ably surmounted all difficulties, and has fully attained the 
success he so well deserved. He has succeeded in collecting 
a show of poultry, second only to that which a month before 
took place at Binningham ; and he has given great pleasure 
to the many, who, during the four days of the exhibition, 
crowded the Bazaar, and showed the lively interest they 
took iu the various breeds which were there displayed. 

To the many readers of The Cottage Gardener who 
were unable themselves to be present, we propose to give a 
short, and, we hope, an impartial account of what we saw 
there, and to offer the opinions, which, to the best of our 
judgment, we formed. 

The original place fixed upon for the show was the Oval at 
Keimington. At the eleventh hour, however, the committee 
found this would not be permitted. No alternative, therefore, 
presented itself but that of deferring the day from the 1st 
to the 11th of Januarj', while arrangements were being 
made to receive the poultry at the Baker-street Bazaar, a 
“ locale,” which, indeed, in most respects, we consider a 
preferable one to the Oval. In the galleries of this building 
very commodious and roomy pens were erected; and the 
space left for the visitors, and the arrangements regarding 
lighting and ventilation, were nearly all that could be 
desired. 

For the information of our readers we annex a com¬ 
parison of the entries of each variety, made respectively at 
Birmingham and the Metropolitan. It will be seen that 
(especially as a first attempt) the latter has no cause for 
shame in the comparison. 

PENS ENTERED. 

Classes Birm. Metr. 
Spanish 04 . 30 
Dorking 142 . 70 
Shanghaes 275 . 249 
Malays 10 . 10 
Game 104 . 48 
Golden-pencilled Hambnrghs 13 . 11 
Golden-spangled Hambnrghs 28 . 11 
Silver pencilled Hambnrghs 58 . 21 
Silver-spangled Hamhurghs 00 . 14 
Poland 08 . 37 
Cuckoo 0 
Bumpless 4 
Andalusian q 

Ancona 1 
Frizzled 4 
Norfolk or Surrey .. 2 
Bantams, Gold-laced 3.5 . 24 

„ Silver-laced 0 . 11 
„ White .. 12 . 13 
„ Black 13 . 10 
„ other varieties 5 . 45 

Pigeons 85 .about 250 
Geese 18 . 11 
Ducks 73 . .33 
Turkeys 23 . 10 
Guinea-fowl 0 
Extra Class . 27 

In these classes, therefore (besides rabbits), nearly 700 
pens of poultry were arranged, and taken as a whole, they 
may be considered a very good collection, amongst which 
were many superior specimens. 

The list of prizes was framed on the scale adopted at 
Birmingham, and was a liberal one. The general rules 

were also the same, with the exception of two, which were 
(as we think) with advantage omitted. 

We know that the Birmingham clause, requiring a “ two 
months ownership,” was evaded there, and as we see no real 
use in it, we rejoice in its exclusion from the Metropolitan 
rules. 

We also approve of the regulation which allows any sub 
scriber to send to the show any number of pens, on a 
certain payment for each pen, instead of (as at Birming 
ham) limiting the number to six pens, which, as we know, 
was also evaded there, and is, therefore, an unwise rule, if 
only because it is inoperative. 

We must, however, express our opinion, that the cor 
rections might still have been judiciously extended, and 
there are two rules especially, which, before any future 
meeting, we would gladly see altered. 

1st. If, as at present, chickens are allowed to compete 
with old birds, we assert that the comparison mast be 
very unfaii- to the latter. Tho plumage of the chickens 
(esiiecially in the Dorking and some other classes) will be 
brighter, and show better than that of the adult birds. We 
think that chickens ought to show against chickens, and old 
birds against their fellows. 

2nd. To any real amateur, the length of time during 
which the poultry are retained in the show, and the suffering 
(and risk of life even) which in consequence they undergo, 
must be a subject of regret; and we will venture to express 
a hope, that at the next Metropolitan Show the committee 
will take another step in the right direction. To say “ that 
the time is the same as it was at Birmingham,” does not 
prove that it is well to retain the poultry so long. If the 
poultry were received on the Monday, and judged on 
Tuesday, and if, instead of four days, the show were limited 
to three days, which would he enough to gratify public 
curiosity, the fowls might then he released on Friday night, 
to the mutual convenience and satisfaction (we are sure we 
may say) of themselves and their owners. We will now 
nothing extenuate, nor set down aught in malice, but pro¬ 
ceed with our critique on the different classes, which we will 
take in the order in which they stand in the prize list. 

The Spanish class, which contained altogether 30 entries, 
was weU represented. The first prize, for a cock and three 
hens, falling to a very perfect pen (9) belonging to Captain 
Hornby. Mr. Fox taking the second. The prizes in the 
second class, for Spanish chicken, going to Mr. Fox, Mr. 
Whittington, and Captain Hornby, who also won the 1st 
prize iu class 3. 

Of Dorkings of various sorts, there were altogether 70 
entries, and this was considered a very good class. For the 
vai'ious winners we must refer our readers to the prize list, 
only remarking that we are very glad that the Committee 
liberally awarded to Captain Hornby an extra first prize, as 
the inistake which had deprived him of it arose from the 
Society’s own men when taldng the birds from their baskets. 

The Cochin-China classes, as usual, atti-acted great atten¬ 
tion, and well repaid the careful inspection they received, 
for (with the exception of classes 13 and 14, which we 
thought very moderate) the pens presented, generally, a 
vei-y good collection of birds. 

Amongst the White Cochins was a beautiful pen be¬ 
longing to Mr. Fairlie, which received the first prize, as did 
also a very good lot, the property of Dr. Allen, in the 
chicken class. 

Of Malays, there was but a small show, and we cannot 
say we much admire this class. 

The Came fowls mustered in force, consisting altogether 
of 48 pens, which attracted much attention, and as a class 
deserved great commendation, which may also be said of the 
various breeds of Hamhurghs, both Spangled and Pen¬ 
cilled. Amongst the Silver-pencilled, especially, were some 
good pens, particularly one belonging to Mr. M‘Cann. 

A good show of Polands, which did not, however, attract 
very much attention. We think this class (like the Malays) 
are becoming much less popular than formerly. 

The Bantams were a numerous class, and on the whole 
well represented. As usual, they had a constant succession 
of admirers, especially among the ladies. 

Class 47, for any other distinct breed, had 4-5 entries of 
all sorts, amongst which we observed some black Coebins, 
belonging to Mr. Fairlie, which were much admired; and 
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some Bramah Poutras, wliicli we think no acquisition to 
the poultry-yard. 

Besides this, there were 37 entries of extra stock, only 
entered for sale, containing (with other things) some good 
Cochin-Chinas. 

The Class for Geese, though only consisting of 11 entries, 
showed some very good pens; as did also the division for 
the Turhies, especially those belonging to Mr. Fairlie, who 
took the first and second prizes, which he well merited. The 
weight of one of the Turkey cocks we heard exceeded 321bs. 

It has often been a subject of surprise to us, that to these 
two classes better prizes are not awarded, as there is great 
room for improvement in the former by judicious crosses ; 
and the excellence of the latter class attained here can only 
be done by care and trouble. 

The Bucks were a good class. A fine pen of Aylesburys, 
belonging to Mr. Jennens, taking the first prize; whilst that 
for Rouens fell to an equally deserving one, the property of 
Mr. Won-all. 

The Pigeons (of which there were about 250 pens), as a 
class, rather disappointed expectation. There were, how¬ 
ever, some favourable exceptions, amongst which may be 
named some Carriers belonging to Mr. Hayne. 

The Babbits (of which about 00 were shown) were an 
excellent collection, but did not seem to attract attention, 
probably from a want of the knowledge of what constitutes 
their points of excellence. 

The arrangements generally were good, though still 
capable of the improvement which, next year, we doubt not 
will take place; but disappointment was expressed at the 
delay in issuing prize lists, which we did not succeed in 
getting until the third day. Great care seemed to be 
bestowed in feeding and cleaning the birds, so as to soften, 
as much as possible, their long confinement; and to destroy 
every egg laid in the pens. AVe cannot approve of the 
resolution to offer all the poultry to competition by auction 
on the third day—a system (we think) which cannot prove 
profitable to sellers, and was (we know) not approved of by 
many would-be-buyers. 

The judges were E. Hewitt Esq., of Birmingham; AV. 
Syraonds, Esq., of AA'eymouth ; and Mr. J. Baily, of London ; 
and we believe the care and attention which the3' bestowed 
in the discharge of their arduous duties secured general 
approbation ; and though, with so many entries, there must 
be some few disappointed exhibitors, wo understand the 
verdicts were generally concurred in. 

AYe hope, however, that 185.3 will see introduced a change 
in the system of judgment. AA'e should like more judges 
appointed, say fom- judges for the adult birds, and the same 
number for the chickens, with a referee for each; for we 
contend that the examination, as at Birmingham, of 1300 
pens, working for thirteen hours, is too much for the physical 
powers of one set of men. AA''e were glad to hear that many j 
of the principal exhibitors had come to the resolution of | 
never sending their birds to any show where they would | 
be kept more than three days. AA'e hope this will be 
adhered to. 

In conclusion, our congratulations are justly duo to the 
Committee and Secretary, who have gallantly started and 
successfully carried out, a Poultry Sliow, bidding fair to 
be a dangerous rival to the Birmingham Society, which, 
though now holding the rank of the first Exhibition of 
Poultry in England, will require all the energy of its com¬ 
mittee, and many alterations made in the management, or 
its fame may be eclipsed, and its position usurped by the 
Great Metropolitan Exhibition. K. 

The following is a list of prizes awarded by the judges ;— 

SPANISH. 

Class 1.—Pen 9, first prize, Captain Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, near 
Prescot, Lancashire; second prize, 1, Mr. Fox, Skinner-street, Snow-hill; 
third prize, 3, Sir. Thomas .tones. Vale-place, Hammersmith. 

Class 2.—First prize, 1, Sir. Thomas Fox, Skinner-street, Snow-hill; 
second prize, 3, Sir. T. Jones, Vale-place, Hammersmith; third prize, 
11, Captain Hornby. 

Class 3.—First prize. Captain Hornby; second prize, ", John Taylor, 
Esq., Shepherd’s Bush. 

DORKING (Single-combed). 

Class 4.—First prize, 2, Sir. J. Lewry, Handcross, Crawley; second 
prize,!, Sir. J. Boys, Biddenham; third prizes, II and 12, Captain Hornby. 

Class 5.—First prize, 2, Mr. J. Lewry; extra first prize, 11, Captain 
Hornby; second prize, 10, Sir. John Fairlie, Clieveley-park, Newmarket; 
third prize, 8, Sirs. F, Noyes, Salisbury. 
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DORKING (Double or Rose-combed). 
Class 6.—First prize, 3, Sir J. Cathcart, Cooper’s-hill, Cliertsey; second 

prize, 2, Mr. J. Thorn, Jlawley-house, South Lambeth. 
Class 7«—First prize, 1, Mr. Thomas Nice, Great Bradley-Hall, New¬ 

market; second prize, 4, Mr. John Fairlie. 

DORKING (Double or Single-combed). ^ 

Class 8.—First prize, 13, Captain Hornby; second prize, 6, Rev. ! 
John Boys. | 

DORKING (White). 

Class Q.—First prize, 3, Mr. J. Jennens, Mozeley; second prize, 5, 
Mr. Janies Oldham, Long Exton, Derby; third prize, 7» Mr. Nathaniel 
Antill, Portsea. 

Class 10.—First prize, 2, Mr. Joseph Jennens, Mozeley ; second prize, 
1, Mr. H. Forster, Markgate-street, Dunstable. 

COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff). 

Class 11.—First prize, 9, Mr. John Fairlie, Newmarket; second prize, 
Mr. T. Potts, Kingwood-lodge. Croydon; third prize, ditto. 

Class 12.—First prize, 60, Mr. T. Potts, Kingwood-lodge, Croydon; 
second prize, 49, Mr. T. Potts, Kingwood-lodge, Croydon; third prize, 
1, Captain Squire, Barton-place, Mildenhall. 

COCHIN-CHINA (Brown or Partridge Feathered). 

Class 13.—First prize, 6, Mr. John Chater, Hayerhill; second prize, 
7, Mr. Thomas Bridges, Bridge-cottage, Croydon. 

Class 14.—First prize, 10, Mr. Thomas, York. 

COCHIN-CHINA (Cinnamon and Buff, or Brown). 

Class 15.—First prize, 81, Mr. John Bidewell, Guildford ; second prize* 
7, Mrs. George, Chalden, Coulsdon, Surrey ; third prize, 1, Captain 
Squire. 

COCHIN-CHINA (White). 

Class l6.—First prize, 4, Mr. J. Fairlie; second prize, 2, Mr. E. L. 
Preston, Great Yarmouth. 

Class 1/.—First prize, 5, Rev. Dr. Allen, Englefield-green; second 
prize, I, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 

MALAY. 

Class 18. First prize, 4, Rev. Dr. Allen, Englefield Green; second 
prize, 3, l\Ir. W. Wodehouse, 08, Bridport-place, Hoxton; third prize, 
1, Mr. W. W. Hayne, Sutton, Surrey. 

Class 19.—First prize, 3, Mr. S. Soames, Stepney, Middlesex; second 
prize, G, Mr. G. Oldham, Nether Whiteacre, 

GAME FOWL (White and Piles). 

Class 20.—First prize, 6, Mr. H. Thurnall; second prize, 2, Mr. W. 
G. Vivian, Singleton, Glamorganshire. 

Class 21.—First prize, 3, Mr. W. Groom, Holt, Norfolk ; second prize, 
1, Mr. R. Wilton, Moon-place, Staniford-le-Hope. 

GAME FOWL (Black-breasted and other Reds). 

Class 22.—First prize, 7, Captain Hornby; second prize, 1, Mr. F. H. 
Powell, Hillingdon, Middlese.x ; third prize, 4, Mr. A. Connell, Cringle- 
ford, Norfolk. 

Class 23.—First prize, 3, Mr. M. Wilson; second prize, 11, Mr. 
Thurnall, Royston. 

GAME FOWL (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Grays). 

Class 25.—First prize, 2, Mr. W. Dester, Seckington, Warwickshire; 
second prize, J, Mr. R. W. Wilson. 

GAME FOWL (Duckwings and other Grays and Blues.) 

Class 26.—First prize, 4, Mr. H. Thurnall, Royston, Cambridgeshire; 
second prize, 2, Mr. E. A. Lingard, Snow-hill, Birmingham ; third prize, I 

3, Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
Class 27.—First prize, 1, Mr. R. W. Wilson; second prize, 2, Mr. j 

R. W. Wilson; third prize, 3, Mr. C. Stinton, Hamworth. 1 

GOLDEN-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. | 

Class 28.—First prize, 2, Mr. J. B. Chune, Colebrooke-dale; second ' 
prize, 5, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, Highgate, Birmingham; third prize. 1, 

I Mr. T. Church. Aclc, Norfolk. 
1 Class 29.—First prize, 2, Mr. H. Worrall, Knotty Ash-house, Liver- 
t pool; second prize, I, Mr. T. Barber, Acle, Norfolk. 

j GOLDEN-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

Class 30.—First prize, 3, Mr. G. Adkins; second prize, 1, Mr. Lightr 
foot, Markgate-street, Dunstable; third prize, 4, Mr, G. Adkins. 

Class 31.—First prize, 1, Mr. J. Mould, Makinney-house, Belper; 
second prize, 5, ditto. 

SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH. 

Class 32.—First prize, 8, Mr. E. How, Bromley, Middlesex; second 
prize, 1, Mr. E. Archer; third prize, 4, Mr. F. Wigan, Edgbaston. 

Class 33.—First prize, 3, Mr. G. M’Cann, Malvern ; second prize, 10, 
Mr. J. Jlapplebcck. 

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH. 

Class 34.—First prize, 2, Mr. J. Wbilock, Birmingham; second prize, 
4, Mr. W. G. Chambers, Portsmouth; third prize, 1, Mr. J. Whilock. 

Class 3,5.—First prize, 4, Mr. E. Simons, Dale-end, Birmingham; i 
second prize, 2, Mr. J. Whilock. 1 

POLAND FOWL (Black, with White Crests.) ! 

Class 36.—First prize, 1, Mr. G. C. Adkins; second prize, 2, ditto; 
third prize, 4, 3Ir. T. B. Edwards, Lyndhurst. 

Class 37.—First prize, 3, Mr. T, P. Edwards, Lyndhurst; second 
prize, 2, Mr. W. G. Chambers, Portsmouth. 

POLAND FOWL. (Golden, with Ruffs or Beards), 

Class 38.—First prize, 3, Mr- J. E. Mapplebeck ; second prize, 1, Mr. 
W. G. Vivian ; third prize, 2, Mr. C. Clarke, Street, near Glastonbury. 

Class 39.—First prize, 1, Master G. Horner, Charlotte-street, Hull, 
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POLAND FOWL. (Golden, without Ruffs or Beards). 

Class 40.—First prize, 1, Mr. J, E. Mapplebeck, Birmingham; second 
prize, 2, Miss E. S. Perkins, Sutton Coldfield. 

Class 41.—First prize, 3, Mr. W. Cutler, Bathampton ; second prize, 
4, the Hon. Mrs. Finch, Berkhampstead. 

POLAND FOWL. (Silver, with Ruffs or Beards). 

Class 42.—First prize, 3, DIessrs. Baker, Chelsea; second prize, 2, 
Mr. C. Clarke ; third prize, 1, Mr. W. G. Vivian. 

Class 43.—First prize, 1, Mr. W. G. Vivian; second prize, 3, Master G. 
Horner. 

POLAND FOWL. (Silver, without Ruffs or Beards). 

Class 44.—Second prize, 2, Mr. C. J. Mould. 

BANTAMS. (Gold-laced). 
Class 46.—First prize, 4, Mr. G. C. Adkins; second prize, 21, Mr. 

H. T. Leigh, Turnham-green. 

BANTAMS. (Silver-laced). 

First prize, 26, Mr, H. J. Jones, Bedford; second prize, 29, Mr. J. 
Fairlie. 

BANTAMS. (White). 

First prize, 40, the Rev. G. F. Hodgson; second prize, 46, Mr. W. Beller. 

BANTAMS. (Black), 

First prize, 56, Mr. J. Fairlie; second prize, 49, Mr. F. H. Fox. 

BANTAMS. (Black-breasted Red). 

First prize, 62, Mr. W. S. Forrest, Greenhithe. 

BANTAMS. (Ginger or Buff). 

Second prize, 63, Mr. Dutton, Bury St. Edmunds. 

PIGEONS. 

3. Black cock Carrier. Mr. W. W. Hayne, Sutton. 
13. Dun cock Carrier. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
16. Blue cock Carrier. Mr. W. W. Hayne, Sutton. 
17. Blue cock Carrier. Mr. W. W. Hayne, Sutton. 
52, One pair silver short-faced Baldheads. Mr. F. Thirkell, Sydenham. 
59. One pair black Jacobines. Mr. F. Thirkell, Sydenham. 
62. One pair red Jacobines. Mr. F, Thirkell, Sydenham. 
67. One pair yellow Jacobines. Mr. F, Thirkell, Sydenham, 
73. One pair white Jacobines. Mr. F. Thirkell, Sydenham. 
76. One pair blue Owls. Mr. F. Thirkell, Sydenham. 
78. One pair silver Owls. hlr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
81. One pair yellow Owls. Mr. C. H. Brown, Fulham. 
84. One pair yellow splashed Owls, Mr. F. Watson, Woodbridge, 

Suffolk. 
88. One pair black-headed Nuns. Mr. G, C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
93. One pair blue Turbits. Mr. A. Grote, the Elms, Upper Tooting. 
96. One pair black Fantails. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
97. One pair blue Fantails. Mr. H. Child, Sherborne-road. 
100. One pair white Fantails. Blr. Estrange, Astley Burgh Hall. 
111. One pair black Magpies, Mr. G. Vivian, Singleton. 
115. One pair mottled Trumpeters. Mr. G. B. Chune. 
116. One pair Spanish Hunts. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
126. One pair Archangels. Mr. Baily, jun., 126, Mount-street. 
135. One pair Dresdens. Mr. G. Vivian, Singleton. 
136. One pair Australian. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston. 
137. One pair Bronzewing. Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, 
138. One pair Frill Backs. Messrs. Baker, Chelsea. 
139. One pair Hirondells. Messrs. Baker, Chelsea. 
140. One pair blue. Mr. G. W. Vivian, Singleton. 
150. One pair short-faced red Tumblers. Mr. Evans. 
165. One pair red Baldheads. Mr. Evans. 
171. One pair Blue Beard, short-faced. Mr Evans, 
172. One pair red mottled Tumblers. Mr. Evans. 
177. One pair black Baldheads. Mr. Evans. 
I87. One pair black mottled Tumblers. Mr. Evans. 
195. Black Mottles. Mr. J. M. Eaton, 7, Islington Green. 
212. Large blue Cropper cock. Mr. Evans. 
213. Large red pied Cropper cock. Mr. Evans. 
215. Pair black pied Pouters. Mr. Evans. 
225. Pair white Pouters. Blr. Evans. 
228. Pair yellow shoulder Turbits. 
230. Pair white Owls. 
235. Pair of yellow mottled Dragons. 
197. Almonds. Third Class, Mr. Eaton, 7, Islington Green. 

RABBITS. 
1. First prize, length of ear. Mr. Haile. 

44. Second prize, length of ear. Mr. James Handey. 
37. First prize, black and white. Mr. J. Douthwaite. 
16. Second prize, black and white. Mr. R. Venes. 
34. First prize, yellow and white. Mr. W. Crick. 
15. Second prize, yellow and white. Mr. W. Lock. 
31. First prize, tortoiseshell. Mr. W. Crick. 
20. Second prize, tortoiseshell. Mr. J. Macmeikan. 
23. First prize, blue and white. Mr. J. Macmeikan, 
38. Second prize, blue and white. Mr. J. Douthwaite. 
32. First prize, self colour. Mr. W. Crick. 
40. Second prize, self colour. Mr. J. Littleton. 
10. First prize, weight. Mr. R. Stinton. 
19* Second prize, weight. Mr. R. Venes. 

ON THE CULTURE OF TROPCEOLUM TRI- 

COLORUM. 

In an article on this subject, which lately appeared in one 

of the gardening periodicals, it was stated that bulbs of 

TropcBohim trieolorum, T. Jarretlii, (fcc., occasionally show an 

inaptness to break; and in the same article, the only mode I 

of propagation pointed out (beyond that of raising plants j 
from seed) was the striking of cuttings. Now, as I have 
grown this flower many years, and never yet liad a bulb fail j 
to break, and, moreover, have found the bulbs increased as I 
readily as potatoes, it may be useful to my brother amateurs 
(and to those only I am hold enough to address myself), if 
I acquaint them with my method. 

To begin, then, with the tail of the pig. After the plants 
have done blooming, I lay the piot, haulm and all on, on its 
side, in a place open to the south, but well sheltered from 
the rain. When the haulm is thoroughly dry I remove it, 
and then leave the pot, with the bulb and earth in it, nn- 
cared for till its time for growth again arrives. When the 
bulbs have started, I remove the old dry soil, and repot in 
48's or (JO’S, in a soil half leaf mould, and half sand, and 
leave them to continue their growth in the open air till tlie 
shoots have grown to the length of a yard or more ; then I 
repot into upright lO’s (the largest size I can aiford space 
for), placing the contents of the small at the bottom of the 
larger pot (having first placed therein a liberal drainage), 
and as I fill the large pot with earth, I insert round and 
round within it the yard or so of shoots, so that when the 
repotting is complete, just the noses only of the growing- 
stems are visible above the surface of the soil, and I then 
place the pots in their winter quarters. 

In this way I find tlie plants grow stronger, and flower 
more freely than when the bulb (as I believe is usually the 
case) is placed in its blooming-pot just below the surface of 
the soil. When the time for removal comes, I seldom fail 
to find eight or ten good-sized bulbs not much smaller 
than the parent bulb, besides a number of smaller ones in 
the pot. 

The soil I use for the blooming-pots is three-parts of well- 
decayed turves from a light loamy pasture ; two-parts half- 
rotted leaf mould; and one-part thoroughly decomposed 
cow-muck. I have occasionally added half-a-part of white 
sand, hut liave found that the plants do as well without it. 
I give no water till plenty of leaves are expanded, and then 
but sparingly, till the blooms begin to open, when the usital 
summer watering of greenhouse plants is required,—J. S. 

ANTWERP CARRIER PIGEON. 

Few' persons, I am inclined to think, are really aware of 
the origin of this pigeon, though most pigeon-fanciers know 
something of it, in one or other of the many crosses between 
it and other flying pigeons ; all these being known by the 
name of Antwerp Carriers. 

A remark occurs in The Cottage Gardener of August 
10th, by “ D,” to the effect, that the piigeons of the 
Calaisis and Adresis show some resemblance to the Antwerp, 
and that the Blue-rock is rarely, if ever, met with. In this 
I perfectly agree; hut I can assure “D,” fancy pigeons are 
also to be met with, and the true Rock pigeon of Belgium is, 
I have every reason to believe, the real Antwerp Carrier, and 
their mealy colour is the prevailing one of the Belgian Dove- 
house pigeons—whence the similarity. 

The true Antwerp resembles the wild Blue-rock pigeon of 
England in everything except colour; they are of a very 
light strawberry colour ; rather darker, and inclining to red 
round the lower part of the neck, and having two reddish 
bars across the wings; the colour is what fanciers call mealy. 

Some of these trild pigeons breed, I have been informed, 
in the church spires and towers of Antwerp, but they are, 
my informant tells me, so exceedingly wild, that they never 
mix with the tame pjigeons, and cannot he caught; young 
ones are occasionally taken, and these retain much of their 
natural wildness although brought up by hand. 

These pigeons I consider to he the source of our 
Antwerps ; small wild birds, with very full round front to the 
head; the eyes gravel or orange-coloured, and very pro¬ 
minent; beak long, lilce a Rook pigeon, and colour mealy; 
some have a few black snatclies on their feathers, and this 
is thought to indicate extra goodness. 

They are exceedingly wild, and can rarely he brought to 
breed, except in their own homes, and if let out return there 
directly, though they may not have seen it for many months. 

I am informed the breeders of them at Antwerp rarely 
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part with tliem ; hut when tliey do, rely on tlieir returning, 
tliough they are brought to England. 

It is surprising what distances they will return, and how 
little training they want, so that they would quite astonish 
our pigeon-dying gentlemen. 

A variety of Antwerp, better known in England, are the 
short-faced Antwerps, also renowned for the long journeys 
they will perform. 

In the Rhine pro\dnoes of Prussia, whore I resided some 
time, the Turbits or Owls (for they do not discriminate 
between them there) were the oidy pigeons known as letter- 
carriers. Tliroughout Belgium these pigeons were at one 
time generally used as such (at least so I have frequently 
been informed), and, therefore, it ;is not to be wondered at 
that they should have been crossed wth the true Antwerps. 

This, then, I have not the least hesitation in saying, is 
the origin of the short-faced Antwerp. These are small 
pigeons with a short beak, more or less of the Turbit's 
gullet, and occasionally have a few feathers turned up on the 
chest something like the pearl of the Turbit or Owl pigeon ; 
they are either blue or mealy-coloured; they are good 
breeders, and not so wild as the former, and as they are 
good dyers, and more easily obtained, are much better 
known here. A cross with these and the Dragoon is generally 
used for dispatches in England; they are larger, approaching 
more to the make of the Dragoon, with shorter bealis, and 
scarcely any wattle, and I think are generally liked better 
for short journeys ; for as an old dyer of pigeons from Calais 
to Dover informed me, “ he liked the half-bred birds best, 
as the Dragoons, ijut more sense into them; for the Antwerps 
often over-dew themselves in their short stages.” 

Tliere are several other crosses of little note, and, there¬ 
fore, not worth mentioning; but 1 believe they are all known 
by the name of Antwerps.—B. P. Brent, Bessel’s Oreen, 
near Seven Oaks, Kent. 

FUNGI AS USEB’UL PRODUCTIONS. 

Not only are Eungi despised as articles of diet, but as 
useful or even interesting productions they too usually 
either pass unnoticed, or are looked upon as objects the 
sight of which is rather to be shunned than sought after. 
Nor is this to be wondered at, when we allow ourselves to 
be guided by the prejudiced opinions of others, who, in 
most cases, have no real knowledge of the good or bad 
quaUties of those things they are condemning. That such 
a large proportion of the whole vegetable kingdom should 
spring up (at two periods of the year when vegetation 
generally is most dormant) and dourish and decay without 
rendering man any service, appears to me unreasonable to 
expect; and that the same shoidd be allowed to perish 
unemployed, year after year, I consider cannot be too much 
regretted. In addition to the importance of Fungi as an 
article of diet, many might prove of great value for a variety 
of purposes, indepiendent of their interest as objects of 
beauty and curiosity. 

As medical remedies, we are well aware that many of the 
most active species, formerly in great repute, are now rejected 
and forgotten ; but that many are employed at the present 
day by eminent members of the medical profession, and are 
considered to surpass some of the more modern discoveries 
which, in some instances, have taken their place. 

The Lycoperdons are used for a variety of purposes, as stop¬ 
ping blood, which they do mechanically by means of their 
spores; and stupifying bees, which is done by the smoke 
arising from them when burnt. Also, as tinder they have 
been much used, and for this purpose are saturated with a 
solution of saltpetre and then dried. In northern countries, 
where the neighbours live far apart, they have been em¬ 
ployed to convey fire from place to place. Polyporns 
iynarious, and J'omenlarious, are extensively used in the 
manufactory of Amadou, which is used for the following 
purposes : for staunching blood; as a material for paper- 
making ; and steeped in saltpetre to form tinder; it is 
also made into dresses by the inhabitants of Francoirid; 
is burnt by the Laplanders to protect their rein-deer 
from the attack of gadflies; it is used for surgical pads; 
and when sliced, and formed into extensive sheets, it has 
been employed largely by the medical profession to protect 

the backs, &c., of the bedridden iirvalids, as it is more 
elastic than chamois leather, and less hkely to crrrmple. It 
has been coirsidered far super-ior to many substances in 
more comrrron use, also, for a coirrpress over var-icose veins, 
as it supports tlie distended vessels without pressing too 
tightly upon the limb. The Swedish peasantry use Amadou 
to alleviate pain as follows: Wherever they suffer pain, 
they bruise some of the dried Fungus or Amadou, and 
pulling it in pieces, put a small heap of it on the part 
nearest the seat of pain ; it is then set fire to, and burning 
away it raises a blister on the skin; and, although this may 
appear to some persons a rough method of treatment, it is 
generally a very successful one. 

Salmasius describes the following method of making 
Amadou : The Fungus is to be first boiled, then beaten to 
pieces in a mortar, next hammered out to deprive it of its 
woody fibres, and lastly, being steeped in a solution of salt¬ 
petre, exposed to tlie sun to dry. (I should imagine that 
the saltpetre was omitted except when it was required for 
tinder.) 

Polyporns sqiia7nasus forms a razor-strop superior to many 
patented ones in general use, when prepared as follows : 
Cut it fresh from the Ash-tree, in autumn, when it has 
become dry and hard ; flatten out and press for twenty-four 
hom-s, then slice longitudinally, and with a piece of pum- 
mice stone ground flat, rub to a level surface those strips 
which ai-e free from the erosions of insects, which may now 
be glued upon a w'ooden stretcher, and when di^ will be 
ready for use. 

Polyporns annosus is reported by the Sw'edish peasantry to 
be a cure for snake-bites. Polyporns snlphureus is employed 
in dyeing. Tremulla mescenterica is reported to dye yellow. 
Tremnlla Jimbriata has also been used in dyeing; and the 
Russians employ for dyeing those Bolcti which change to 
blue or green colour when cut. Agariens atramentarius, and 
other deliquescent species, have been used in the maniifac- 
ture of ink and dyes. 

Phallus falidus may be considered more as an object of 
interest than a useful production, from its quick growth and 
rapid decay. It passes through its ephemeral existence 
unnoticed; and probably the strong odour which it produces, 
which is far more offensive than putrid flesh, induces many 
to avoid rather than seek by such a guide one of the greatest 
cm-iosities of the vegetable Idngdom. Flies, snails, and 
slugs, are so fond of it as to flock to its resting place to 
regale themselves with the delicious food it affords ; and had 
not provident Nature supplied us with a root which, like the 
potato, throws off offsets, it would soon become extinct. 
The offensive odour it produces is very great when diluted 
with the surrounding air, but hardly perceptible when brought 
in close contact with the nose, and in this manner it may¬ 
be readily conveyed home for examination. The odour has 
induced some to believe that the taste is nauseous and highly 
poisonous. Those, however, who are bold enough, may eat 
them without fear; and it has been asserted, that the white 
stalk is rather agreeable than otherwise. F. Y. Brocas. 

CROSS-BREEDING AND DISEASES OF FOWLS. 

Your correspondent, “A. S. AV., Glasgow," suggests, in 
your December number, no doubt with the amiable inten¬ 
tion of terminating the hitherto unceasing war that has pre¬ 
vailed between “fancy men” as to the merits of Shanghaes, 
Dorkings, and other varieties of poultry, the propriety of 
crossing some of the best breeds, in the hope of producing a 
class of birds that shall combine the multifarious qualities 
of all. And he himself has made the experiment of cross¬ 
ing a Shangbae cock with a Poland hen, the offspring of 
which he speaks most highly of. My object in addressing 
you, is not to find any fault with his very laudable efforts to 
improve his stock by expei-iments of this natiu-e, but to cau¬ 
tion him as to the unsoundness of drawing any conclusions 
from a first generation. 

Now it is a well-known fact among sheep-breeders, that 
nothing is more unsuccessful than the attempt to perpetuate 
the stock of a cross-bred animal. They degenerate to a 
mai-vellous extent with every succeeding generation, until at 
last the sheep become quite weak and sicldy, having none 
of the chai-acteristics of purity and health. Arguing from 
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analogy, the Shanghae and the Poland will generate stock 
which will gradually become worthless in the course of a 
few seasons. To liave tlie cross perfect, every bird must be 

i of the first generatio]i; the parents of eaeli “mongrel” must 
be of the separate breed, whose good qualities it is our 

, desire to combine. I do not say positively that such dete¬ 
rioration will take place with fowls; but there is much 

I greater reason, <1 priori, for believing that it will, than that 
I it will not. Therefore, let us endeavour to persuade our 

friend, “ A. S. W.,” to give us the result of his experiments 
in a few years time, after he has tried to perpetuate the 
stock of his cross-bred birds from one generation to another. 

Permit me, now that I have pen in hand, to say a few 
words upon a “Subscriber's” treatment of a poor hen, 

I labouring under “ inllammation of the egg-passage.” I 
' verily believe he killed it; and as he is anxious to know from 

your readers whether he could have devised any better plan 
, of treatment, I venture to suggest {mcdiciis sum) that ho had 

better have left the poor creatm'e alone. A warm bath for 
a fowl! Whoever heard of such a thing? Wet, cold, and 
damp featliers would undo all the good, if any, that a warm 
bath might have effected. If simply he had wrapped tlie 
hen in warm flannel, and placed it before the fire, without 
irritating the poor wretch with tartar-emetic, calomel, and 
rhubarb, this hen whom he now mourns might still have 
been the pride of the harem. I do most positively believe 
(and I hesitate not to declare it) that hundreds of animals 
of dift'erent kinds are yearly killed by the over-otficiousness 
of their anxious possessors. There is a disease to which 
pigs are peculiarly obnoxious, bearing, with the vulgar, the 
elegant name of “ the staggers.” And, in my slight porcino 
experience, I have lost several by this, or rather by med¬ 
dling with this, malady. Bleed him and purge him, say 
the learned. I liave done so, and they have invariably died. 
But last summer, “ the staggers ” threatened my little farm¬ 
yard again. But no more bleeding and calomel for me. 
Keep him warm, and leave him idoiic, was my motto; and 
the only two pigs attacked recovered. This may bo a mere 
accidental coincidence. I do not say positively that it is 
not. But still it has been a lesson to me ; I will not meddle 
with Dame Nature any more. This position is equally 
tenable with fowls, and I am sure it is with humanity. 
More than half the people who complain would get well 
without a physician ; but they will send for him; and, get; 
ting credit for spontaneous cures, like Belinda’s Betty, the 
Doctor is “ praised for labours not his own.”—Edgar Shep- 

' I'ARD, Enfield. 
I [With what Mr. Sheppard says relative to cross-breeding, 

we entirely concur; but not so as to leaving poultry to 
“Dame Nature,” if they are seriously disordered. Warmth 
and change of diet will usually do mucli for them, but we 
have seen too many cases of cure in all our domestic ani¬ 
mals, not to know that medicine can do much in arresting 
the progress of their diseases. We wish any of our readers 
who have a hen egg-bound would try the effect of giving 
her ergot of rye. Three five-grain doses of the powder, 
mixed with a little meal and water, at intervals of ten 
minutes, might be sufficient.—Ed. C. G.] 

BOUQUET D’AMOUR. 
There is but one step between the sublime and the ridi¬ 

culous. No wonder the cook thought so; for I was in a 
j towering passion one morning, to find the mince-pies spoilt 
i again; not baked enough! and after such repeated tuition, 
I striving to impress her with the tact and economy of the 
; thing (viz.), directly the bread is taken out of the oven it 

merely requires a small quantum of fuel to engender renewed 
heat, sufficient for the baking mince, or any other fragile 
pies of that order whatsoever. Alas I for bachelors orders; 
“ what should they know about orders ?”«♦»»»* 

, However, the mince-pies were not “ half-baked,” and the 
demon possessed the man. I dare not reiterate what I said 
on that eventful morning; but what I did, I state to my own 
shame and satisfaction. 

I procured fresh wood in a fury; I caused the oven to 
become heated in a fury ; and the oven roared; and I 
furiously roared at the cook, steutor-stating, that if she did 
not choose to make pies according to specification, and bake 
them properly,—a nice healthy brown, fit for Christians to 

partake of—so soon as that particular quantity of wood had 
exploded, I would come and do them myself! 

Wonderful! Now I seriously think of it, it certainly 
was wonderful. The cook did make and bake some fresh 
pies beautifully, without retaliating a single word. No, she 
did not even shake her fist at me ! I presented her with a 
glass of port in the evening; she deserved a bottle; but, 
as I was going to observe, in the height of all this hubbub, 
I strode with measured steps, though not slow, into the 
garden, thoroughly disgusted, wreaking anathemas, and as 
far as my recollection serves me, consigning cooks and 
bachelors establishments to the possession of all the caloric 
powers. 

A change comes o’er the spirit of this rage. In one * 
instant the tide of my vituperacious anger was turned to 
shame and sorrow; and how ? Why, at that single love- . 
beaming glance of a i)iu’o inoffensive flower, a Christmas rose, ; 
peering laughingly at me through a hand-glass, which I had 
placed over it as a protection from the winter storms. Often . 
and often have I experienced the same fascination, become ! 
humanised as it were with this sweet fellowship; and I 
have more than once thought, if ever I should have the mis- 1 
fortune to lose my faculties, that the sudden presentation of 
a beautiful flower, would, in preference to anything, tend to 
the resumption of my reason. 

'The fair rose became at once endeared to me ; it must be 
culled and placed by my fireside, and remain there cherished 
and loved for tho future of its existence. I secured the 
humble admonitor, and communed with it, as I suppose 
most other people would do, who ever cull a flower with the 
like feelings. 

A thought! Another!! It is done. I gently insinuate 
these Russian violets between each leaf of my Cluistmas 
rose, and secure their stalks to the rose-stalk tenderly with 
sewing cotton, introducing into the cup of the flower as 
many violets as can bo pleasantly passed without very much 
distorting the petals of the rose, carefully allowing the 
pistil and stamens to remain fully exjjosed in the centre. I 
then procured the largest and most rounded violet leaves, 
and place them as a circled foundation directly beneath the 
white petals of the rose, when it represented, according to 
my idea, the appearance of a new and beautiful passion¬ 
flower; a bouquet, not for the hand, but worthy to present 
to a lady, and become secured on her bosom. 

My interpretation reads thus— 

BOUQUET D’AIIOUE. 

Evergreen as a foundation, enraycd with pure spotless 
white ; centre true blue, with the gentlest sparkle of yellow 
(jealousy; and where is true love ever found without it ?), 
showing itself in just proportion, by the peeping stamens of 
the rose. 

I really think Covent Garden ought to sport this bijou ; 
it should, and just possibly would, cause a run amongst the 
liachelors. My own sweet pet is wafting its odours in the 
desert of my solitary room, and chiding me even now.—E. 

SINGULAR ATTACHMENT. 
I HAVE a small white cockatoo, and a rough-haired terrier 

dog, which have formed a mutual attachment for each 
other; the affection of the bird is, however, perhaps the 
strongest. No sooner does the dog, who sleeps in the 
stable, make his appearance before the parlour-window of a 
morning, than the bird is all anxiety and restlessness to get 
at him ; and when he is admitted into the room, she will 
fly down from her perch, and welcome him with the utmost 
delight, and testify her joy by expanding her wings, rubbing 
against his legs, and nestling herself as close to him as 
possible. He, in his ttirn, licks her over, takes her into 
his mouth, and is very careful not to hurt her. They lie 
together upon the hearth-rug, or upon a chair. When let 
out into the garden they gambol upon the grass-plot; and 
she attends him in his rounds about the premises. Bly 
sitting-room has folding doors, which are generally open 
most of the day during the summer, and the bird has free 
egress and ingress as she pleases, and being strong on the 
wing, much of her time is spent in the shrubberies, or on 
the tops of our highest trees. It is a beautiful sight to see 
her winging her flight along the face of the dark line of 
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foliago, or jDGrforming her evolutions Jiigli up in the air; 
at these times, when called to, she will suddenly make a 
turn, and with ex^janded and motionless wings glide down 
and alight upon the hand which is lield out to her. She 
is very fond of attending upon her mistress when engaged 
in gardening; and if I happen to he at a distant part, will 
sail l)ackwards and forward:?, from one to the other, alight¬ 
ing upon our shoulders. Leing light, her aerial movements 
are very graceful, far surpassing those of the common 
pigeon. She is also pleased at being noticed, and fond of 
sti’angers. That destructive propensity so often observed 
in the species results much from confinement, and is 
scarcely perceptible when they enjoy perfect freedom.— 
S. Jh, Rushmeiw 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Fruit Trees (A Novice^ Lutterworth).—The quality of fruits depends 

entirely on the localities where they are grown ; and so, in some, lieiirre 
Diet is only a second-rate pear, while in others it is of the very finest 
quality, as is the case with you. Generally speaking, in all situations 
south of Derby it is a first-rate fruit, rarely to be surpassed; but we 
know that in the northern counties it is only second-rate. We should 
not suppose the climate of Lutterworth unfavourable to the cultivation 
of Flemish pears ; but from what you say of the “bottom” being dry, 
may in some measure account for your want of success. Although it is 
absolutely necessary for the cultivation of pears that the soil should not 
be wet, still, at the same time, it should be moist. There are some of 
these loamy soils you speak of, which have a dry gravelly bottom, that 
acts like a cullender in draining off every particle of moisture as it falls ; 
and we suspect that is the disadvantage you are labouring under. It is 
not the climate, therefore, but the soil. You do not say whether you 
want dessert or kitchen Apples, we, therefore, send you four of each, as 
follows : —Kerry Pij)pin, Court of Wick, Wyken Pippin, Stunner Pippin, 
Wormsley Pippin, Gulden Winter Pearmain, or King of the Pippins, 
Dumelovv’s Seedling, Gooseberry Apple. The Pears we would recom¬ 
mend you. are Dunmore, Jersey Gratioli, Hacon’s Incomparable, and 
Nelis d’Hiver. 

SiiANGHAE.—T. A. says, “ I am still of opinion that there arc no 
black or pure white thoroughbred Shanghae fowls in England, and 
should be glad, therefore, to know what may be Mr. W. Lort’s, or his 
friends*, ‘ powers to convince me of my error,* and prove that there are 
nnij of either. The word ‘ imported * is so commonly used in these days 
with reference to China fowls, that it ‘ goes for nothing.* **—Why does 
not our correspondent write to Mr. Lort ? 

Gesnera, SuTTONii ALEA (L.).—This, after doing well, came to at 
stand still, and did not grow. On examining the roots they were found 
covered with mealy bug ; what is the cause of this? We might write 
pages, and not be able to satisfy you or ourselves either. Most likely 
the hug came with the plant. You are fortunate that the vermin are con¬ 
fined to the roots, as such a nest was sufficient to give you trouble for 
years to come. If you are sure that none are on the top of the plant, 
and only there, take off a few cuttings to save the sort if you admire it; 
but that done, pitch pot and plant and all into the nearest tire you can 
reach, and that without a moment’s parley. Even though you see no¬ 
thing on the cuttings, wash them well with soap and water. The safest 
plan would be to sacrifice the whole. You could not have a worse 
intruder. 

Lantana MUTABiLis (T. *4. E.).—You treated it as a greenhouse 
plant, and it is growing freely but not blooming. This we arc rather 

1 surprised at. To grow freely at this season requires a warm greenhouse, 
I such as that mentioned to-day by Mr. Fish. In such circumstances, and 
] in a light position, it blooms as it grows. Treated as a greenhouse plant, 

it is most useful for summer blooming; and allowing it to become, in a 
I temperature of about 45°, deciduous in winter. In Blarch or April it 
1 should be cut back, as soon as you see the buds breaking, as freely as you 
I would do a rose, shifted and kept close for a few weeks in a temperature 
I not less than 50°. When removed to the greenhouse about June, it will 
j bloom freely until the end of October. Full details as to greenhouse 

management have already been given. Loam, peat, and a little charcoal, 
will grow it in fine style. During the summer it may cither be top- 
dressed with rotten dung, or watered alternately with manure and Clear¬ 
water. 

Oraxge-Tree (X. y. Z.).—This is blooming, but lost all its leaves, 
and the twigs are getting mouldy, and fruit always falling off when the 
size of peas. This has been planted against the back wail of a green¬ 
house, in a border well drained; in soil, good loam, leaf mould, and 
sand ; and watered occasionally with manure water. Now we must 
require to know more as to access to light and heat before advising; 
meantime, we would give no more manure waterings; ne.xt, we would 
examine the soil, and see first if it is not sodden, notwithstanding the 
drainage ; and next, if it is not very dry after going a few inches from 
the surface. In either case we would replace with fresh soil, and peat 
for such a plant, might be substituted for leaf-mould. Then the position 
should be examined. We should almost conclude your plant was shaded 
in summer, and in a low temperature in winter. A plant can only endure 
the latter, and carry its foliage nicely, when it has full light and a rather 
high temperature in summer. To get an orange plant not only to flower, 
but to fruit, and be healthy against the back wall of a greenhouse, you 
must not only give it full light in summer, but a higher temperature 
than would suit most greenhouse plants, most of which would he better, 
however, in pits or out-of-doors. Then Mr. Fish gave full directions on 

I this subject in an early volume ; but the above will, we think, meet your 
case; if not, tell us, and be more e.xplicit. 

1 Eyed NAILS for training Wall-tref.s (T. Hill).—We did not 
, say that your nails, of which wc gave a drawing, would be more liable to 

cause friction to the branches than others. One thing is quite certain; 
no gardener can fasten a branch .so close to a wall by tying, as he can by 
the common mode of nailing with a shred. The branches, therefore, are 
liable to a freer and greater motion, and if the chaffing is not prevented, 
which would consequently arise if a wire is used, be not obviated in some 
way, no gardener will use them. We believe it would be obviated by 
using a strip of lead as broad as the eye would admit, and twisting the I 
ends, thus screwing, as it w’ere, the branch as tight as can be, by such a j 
mode of training. In answer to your query, apply to a glass-dealer \\\e j 
forget his name) within three doors of the Angel, Islington. 

Ducks (J. S. K.).—For a small garden buy a pair of Teal. You may 
obtain them of the dealers in fancy fowls. ^ 

Nutt’s Celery (J. T.).—Why not write to Mr. Nutt for one of his ' 
shilling packets ? He advertised in our pages a few weeks ago, and you 
will there see his address. ; 

Shanghae Fowls (A. B. C.).—We cannot answ'er for the goodness 
of specimens we have never seen. Price varies capriciously with l 
amateurs. We saw specimens marked at one guinea per pair, at the j 
Great AletropoUtan Show, which w’e would have selected in preference to ! 
others priced by their owners at ten times the amount. 

Potting Sand (J. P. B.).—Our correspondent says that what we 
called “ Killwing sand,” at page 2/4, ought to be “ Killiney sand,** and 
he wishes it to be corrected, because “ to numbers here (Dublin) the in¬ 
formation will be equally valuable.’* 

Dorkings (/. B. F.).—Capt. W. W. Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, 
Prescot, Lancashire. 

Paralysed Limbs (.4 Lover of all that is Haiidsome).—When a fowl 
loses the use of its legs, as in the case of your hen, we have never known 
any remedy that even mitigated the symptoms. We will recur to 
this case. 

Spanish Fowls (,A Subscriber, Leek).—The pure variety is single- 
combed. 

Challenge {J. C. D.).—If we inserted it we should have to pay the 
advertisement duty. 

Work on Poultry (H. //.).—See an advertisement to-day. The 
disease of which your poultry have died since their return from Bir¬ 
mingham must he some violent inflammation. We will mention the case 
again. 

Uemoval of Hothouse (L. Y.).—If attached to the wall, or to the 
foundation, it cannot be removed without the landlord’s consent, but 
you might take away the door, and the moveable windows probably. 

Heating Cucumber-bed (Old Subscriber).—What is the heat in the 
pipe ; and what the aspect ? 

Disease in Pigeons.—We are very much obliged by the following :— 
“ 'rhough I cannot inform J. T. of the cause of the disease with which 
his pigeons are affected, yet it may be acceptable to point out a means of 
removing it. As a boy, I kept pigeons in large numbers, and the disease 
J. T. alludes to was common among them; indeed, so much so, that I 
have removed the lumps from the neck of as many as seven birds in one 
morning. The plan I puriJued, was to make a cut longitudinally over 
the lump, to scoop out the contents, and then to rub the interior of the 
wound with either tincture of iodine, or riga balsam, then at once 
securing the edges together. There was generally considerable bleeding at 
the time, atid for that reason I preferred that my pigeons should be of some 
size and strength before I operated upon them. If the whole of the kernel 
was not removed, I found it grow again, and need a second operation. 
The doing this was not unattended with danger, the proportions of deaths 
being about two iu five. I remember shooting some Wood-pigeons 
which appeared to suffer from the same disease, the flesh having the same 
peculiar rank smell, and being quite uneatable. I am now speaking of 
liovv I treated pigeons some years ago, and there may be now an easier or 
safer method, and if so, it must be known to our most celebrated pigeon- 
fanciers, whose addresses could be obtained without difficulty, and whose 
courtesy would, doubtless, reply to a polite enquiry.”—A. Lort, Ward 
End, near Birmingham. 

Fkrn Shoots .as a Kitchen Vegetable.—A correspondent (Hector) 
savs, “ I enclose you the following extract from Hue’s Travels in Tartary. 
M’ill you be kind enough to say whether you have ever known the young 
stem of the fern cooked as a vegetable.” (vol. 2, p. 86). “ Another dish, 
not less distinguished in our esteem than the preceding, was furnished 
by a plant very common in France, and the merit of which has never 
yet been adequately appreciated : we refer to the young stems of fern; 
when these are gathered quite tender, before they are covered with down, 
and while the first leaves are bent and rolled up in themselves, you have 
only to boil them in pure w’ater to realise a dish of delicious asparagus.” 
Have any of our readers any experience as to the palatableness or 
wholcsomeness of such a dish? 

Rural CvcLOP.EDiA (W. W. W.).—We have never seen this work. 
We know where Shanghae eggs from the best buff strains may be had at 
eighteen shillings the dozen, package included. 

Illustrations of Domestic Poultry (Practical).—It is published 
at Birmingham; when ready for general distribution we have no doubt 
that it will be advertised. 

Names of Plants (G. A.).—Your plant is liochea fnlcatn, being 
named after La Roche, a botanical author. The spots or blotches upon 
the points of some of its leaves may be caused by changes the plant may 
have suffered, from too much watering at the root, or thouglitlcssly over ! 
bend with other plants. It should not be over potted. Soil, sandy loam, 
with pounded bricks, old mortar, or charcoal dust mixed with it, and the 
pots well drained, and kept upon a dry shelf near the glass ; giving a very 
little waiter during the winter, and never over the leaves of the plant at 
any season. (N. T.).—We think No. 1 Erica rnridesceyis. No. 2 Erica 
acuminata, but the specimens are small and damaged. (Devoniensis),— 
Your plant is the CUanthus puniceus, au account of which you will see , 
in the Dictionary, We have it out-of-doors under a south-wall very full ! 
of flower-buds iu a forward state at this time. i 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—January 20th, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

M W 
Weather near London in 1852. 

Sun Sun Moon Moon’s Clock Day of 
Year. I) U Barometer. Thermo. Wind, llainin In. Rises. Sets. R, & S. Age. aft. Sun. 

27 Th Dromius pusillus; bark. 
Demetrias atricapilla ; bark. 

29.588 —29.4B7' 46—29 s. 28 48 a. 7 38 a. 4 7 24 18 13 8 27 

28 F 29.883 — 29.730 45—21 N.W. — 47 40 8 44 19 13 19 28 
29 S Hvphvf^rus ovatus ; ponds. 30.090 — 29.924 4fl—34 S.W. 04 45 42 10 5 20 13 30 29 

30 Sun Sexagesima Sunday. 29.979-a9.S24 53—29 W. 11 44 44 11 26 21 13 39 30 
31 M Hilary Term ends. 29.919 — 29.510 52—39 s. 14 42 45 morn. 22 13 48 31 

1 Tu Podura plumbea. 29.998 —29.717 57—39 S.W. 04 40 47 Om 47 13 56 32 

2 W PuRiF. Candl. Day. 30.003 — 29.850 53—33 S.W. 04 39 49 2 10 24 14 4 33 

Meteorology OF THE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are44.l°and 31.7° respectively. The greatest heat, 50“^, occurred on the 28th in 1840 ; and the lowest cold, 10°,onthe2nd 
in 1847, During the period 101 days were fine, and on 81 rain fell. 

ROSE-COLOURED TACSONIA. 

{Tacsonia savgiiinea.) 

Foe a very full history of the genus I'acsonia, and the 
culture of some of its species, we must refer our readers to 
pages 5 and 310 of our tifth volume. 

The species before us has heeo until now imperfectly 
known. About fifty years since it was descrilied l)y Sir J. 
E. Smitli, in Rees’s Cyclopaidia, as PassJJora mnguinea, and 
Decandolle, in his “ Produmus,” first called it Tacsonia 

sail guinea, hut entirely from Sir .1. E. Smith’s description, 
and tliere is little doubt but tiiat Tacsonias quadriglandulosa, 
quadridentatu, and pubescens, in the same work, are really the 
sanguinea. It was first flowered in this coimtry during last 
.inly, by Mr. Hugh Low, of tlie Clapton Nursery, and it is 
figured in tlie Botanical Magazine, t. 4074. Mr. Low re¬ 
ceived it from Trinidad, and tlie gentleman who forwarded 
it, H. Rye, Esq., called it Passiflora diversifoUa. It is to be 
regretted tliat sanguinea, not being wholly inappropriate, 
must be retained as tlie specific name, for diversifoUa 
(various-leaved) is descriptive of its very marked peculiarity 
of foliage, wliereas “ blood-coloured ” is equally applicable 
to the flowers of some otlier species. The leaves vary in 
form, not only upon diiferent, hnt upon the same plant, 
some being oblong-egg-shaped, and others heart-shaped, 
and three-lobed; the edges are always more or less wavy, 
and unequally toothed; the under-side strongly net-like, 
owing to the projecting nerves, sometimes downy, hut 
always pale green, whereas tlie upper-side is always dark 
green, and usually smooth; the Icaf-staVis are about half-an- 
inch long, with glands at their base, and sometimes in the 
waves of the leaves. Flower large, with five narrow, taper- 
pointed sepals, terminating in a pliable awl-shaped awn; 
sepals outside, partly green and rose-coloured, but inside 
uniformly rosy. Petals five, and like the sepals, but rosy- 
red on both sides. Crown, or nectary, double, short; the 
inner white, and membranous, fringed with red erect rays ; 
the outer of a circular row of filaments or tlireads, wliite, 
banded and tipped with red. Column three or four times 
longer than the crown, with short threads, bent hack, and 
the whole greenish, spotted with red. Anthers red. Styles 
deep red, with green stigmas. {Botanical Magazine.) J. 

Resuming our biography of the Pear from where we 

left off, at page 276, we will begin by replying to a cor¬ 

respondent’s enquiry {Norton)—“ On what grounds we 

say that the Romans had a very accurate knowledge of 

its cultivation?” We shall not stop to gather together 

the fragments of information sustaining our opinion, 

which we find scattered through the works of Cato, 

Columella, and Varro, but will turn at once to what 

is said by the brothers Gordian and Maximus Quin- 

tilius. They flourished in the second century, and in 

fragments of their writings, in the “ Lihri xx. Geopo- 

uicorum,” we find that they recommend for the Pear 

a cool and damp soil, adding, that if the fruit is gritty, 

the soil should be improved, and well watered; a recom¬ 

mendation also given by Palladius. Diophanes, who 

wrote before Columella, Varro, and Pliny, for they quote 

from his writings, directs that they must he planted in 

a mild situation; that to promote fruitfulness, some of 

the main roots should be split, and the fissure kept open 

by a wooden wedge; and that if languid, they should 

he manured with the refuse of the wine-press. The 

Romans had their Mr. Rivers, or advocate for dwarf 

Pears, for Tarentinns directs them to be grafted on 

the Quince {Malum cydonia). We might enlarge our 

extracts demonstrating tlmt they knew how to pro¬ 

pagate this fruit by cuttings, a lost art, hut recently said 

to he re-discovered; however, we have quoted enough ; 

to justify our statement, and will at once proceed to 

examine what our earliest English herbal-writer. Dr. 

Turner, says about this fruit-tree. 

In the second part of his “ Complete Herbal,” published 

in 1562, he remarks, “We have many kinds of garden 

Pears with us in England, and some kinds better than 

ever I saw in Germany for wholesomeness; and some in 

Germany more pleasant and greater than ever I saw in 

England. I have read in no old writer so many kinds of 

pears as I read of in Pliny, whereof I will show certain 

Latin names, and compare them with our English Pears 

and Dutch Pears as well as I can. Pyra superha, that is 

to say. Proud Pears, are little and soonest ripe; and these 

are called in Cambridge, Midsummer Pears. Falerna 

pyra have their name, saitli Pliny, because they be full 

of juice. These are called, in some places. Watery 

Pears, or Moist Pears. Dolobelliana are the pears that 

No. CCXXVI., VoL. IX. 
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Lave long footstalks. I remember not how they be 

named in England. Volema, whereof Virgil makes 

mention in the second book of his Georgicks. These, 

because they are very heavy, as Virgil sheweth, and very 

gi-eat, as their name betokeneth, for they seem to have 

their name of vola, that is, the hollow place or loof of a 

man’s hand, because they be as big as a man can grip 

in the palm or loof of his hand. These are commonly 

called in English, Wardens, if they have a binding and 

be red when they are roasted, and indure unto March 

or February. It appeareth that they have their name 

of long keeping; for Warden, in Dutch, from whence 

our English came, is to keep. Serotina pyra are they 

that hang upon their motber until winter, and were ripe 

with the frost. These are partly our Wardens, and 

partly other long-during Pears, which are called in 

Dutch, Winter Biren; and they may be well called in 

English, Winter Pears.” 

Next in order of time came Gerarde, who says—“The 

stock, or kindred of Pears are not to be numbered; 

every country hath its peculiar fruit. Myself knows 

one curious in graffing and planting of fruits, who hath 

in one piece of ground at the point of three-score sundry 

sorts of Pears, and those exceeding good, not doubting 

but if his mind had been to seek after multitudes he 

might have gotten together the like number of those of 

worse kinds.” Johnson has altered Gerarde’s arrange¬ 

ment of the Pears he specified, and they give the 

following as the ancient titles, and our Pears which are 

synonymous. Whether correct or not in that respect, 

they certainly shew eight varieties then known in our 

gardens, and some of which are still surviving. 1, Pyrus 

snperhn, Katherine Pear; 2, Pyrus prcecocia. Jenneting 

Pear; 3, Pyrus Jacohaa, St. James’s Pear; -1, Pyrus 

regale, Pear Eoyal; 5, Pyrus Palatinum, Bergamot Pear; 

6, Pijrus Cydonia, Quince Pear; 7, Pyrus episcopata. 

Bishop’s Pear; 8, Pyrus hyemale, Winter Pear. “All 

these,” says Gerarde, “ and many more, and those most 

rare and good, are growing in the grounds of Master 

Richard Pointer, a most cunning and curious grafter and 

planter of all manner of rare fruits, dwelling in a small 

village near London, called Twicknam; and also in the 

ground of an excellent graffer, and painful planter, Mr. 

Henry Banbury, of Touthill Street, near Westminster; 

and likewise in the ground of a diligent and most affec¬ 

tionate lover of plants, Mr. Warner, near Horsey-down, 

by T.ondou.” It would not avail much now to seek for 

Pear Trees, either in Tothill-street or Horsleydown! 

COVENT GARDEN. 

Some weeks ago, and for several consecutive weeks, 

we devoted our attention to the consideration of the 

more extended cultivation of the best varieties of Plemish 

Pears, and urged on our readers the importance of this 

new branch of rural economy. The more we think of 

the subject, the more we are impressed with the idea that 

I it is one which must, ere long, engage the attention of 

1 occupiers of land in a way which it has never done 

I before. We have already mentioned fully the varieties 

which are best adapted for planting as standards; but, i 
as stated last week, there is another aspect in which wo I 
must look upon this class of fruits, and that is with i 
regard to their supplanting Peaches, Nectarines, and 

Apricots, in soils where these do not attain perfection' 

or where a crop is so uncertain as to be always incurring 

suspense or disappointment. We stated in our last that 

we knew several instances which have lately come under j 
our notice where these more tender fruits were rarely . 

ever brought to perfection; and it appeared to us that I 
the only object for occupying valuable wall-room with | 

them could be no other than simply to have it said that 

such trees grew there. And in one of those very 

gardens, even so early as Christmas, there was not such 

a thing as a Pear to be had. A fruit-room there cer 

tainly was, but its shelves were occupied with a few 

miserable-looking apples, such as a costermonger would 

hardly e.xhibit on his truck. There are two causes 

which conduce to disappointment in the cultivation of 

the fruits of which we have spoken, and these are, soil 

and climate. It frequently happens that, even where 

there is a congenial climate, the soil is cold and heavy; 

and again, on the other hand, when the soil is all that 

j could be desired, the climate may be cold, the summers 

short, or the situation exposed. Now, in all such cases, 

unless considerable expense is incurred. Peaches, Necta¬ 

rines, and Apricots cannot be cultivated to advantage; 

' and it is the space which these would otherwise have 

occupied that we wish to have appropriated to the more 

choice and valuable varieties of Flemish Pears, and 

particularly to those which come into maturity nt a 

season when there is no other fruit to be had. We 

should imagine there are few who would not prefer a 

declicious melting Passe Colmar, or Nells d’ Hirer, at 

Christmas, to a poor, insipid, worthless Peach in Septem¬ 

ber, and that, too, at a season when so much good fruit 

can be had without any trouble. All, therefore, who 

are labouring under such disadvantages as we have 

stated, we would counsel to abandon their present 

course, and occupy their walls with such varieties of 

pears as we shall now recommend. 

In making out these lists we shall not include any of 

the early varieties. These can always be had in abun¬ 

dance during the early autumn; and as it is the late 

sorts to which the greatest value is attached, we would 

advise that they only should have occupancy of the wall. 

For a North Aspect.—It rarely happens that Pears 

are ever placed in this situation. In all well-regulated 

gardens such an aspect is always employed with Morello 

Cherries, Currants, &c.; but, lest it should happen that 

there are cases where neither of these do succeed, a trial 

may be given to Marie Louise, Ha,cons Licomparahle, 

and Thompson’s. 
For a South Aspect.—We have here an opportunity, 

on a south aspect, where the soil and climate are good, 

of enjoying these most delicious of the old French 

Pears, as the Brown Beurre, ripe in October; Grassane, 

ripe during November and December; and the Colmar, 

or Poire d' Audi, in use from November to Febniary. 

For these the soil must be light and warm; in northern 
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parts tlie soutli aspect is preferable, but in the south 

they succeed well either on south-east or south-west walls. 

To those already named may be added, Passe Colmar, 

Glout Morceau, Nells d' Hiver, and Beurre de Ranee- 

For an East Aspect. — In good situations in the 

south, Passe Colmar, Glout Morceau, Forelle, a deli¬ 

cious a}id most beautiful variety, sparkled like a trout; 

Beurre Biel, Ne Plus Meuris, Nells d'Hiver, Easter 

Beurre, and Beurre de Ranee To which may be 

added, for more northern situations, Tliomx>son’s, 

Knight's Monarch, and llacons Incomparable. 

For a West Aspect.—There is no variety we know 

of does better on a west wall than the Glout Morceau. 

Napoleon also succeeds admirably. To these may be 

added the ever-to-be-desired Passe Colmar, together with 

Marie Louise, Alihorpe Crassanne, Hacon s Incomparable, 

Nelis d'Hiver, Easter Beurre; Jean de Witte, a most 

excellent late variety, coming in between tlie Easter 

Beurre and Beurre de Ranee. This deserves to be 

better known, and more extensively cultivated; it is 

one of Van Mons’s best varieties. The Beurre de Ranee 

should also have a place here and everywhere else where 

it will succeed. 
This is a subject to which wo shall have occasion to 

recur again; but, as the season is now rapidly advancing, 

and all planting work should now be seen after, we 

have considered it advisable to furnish our readers with 

a list of the best varieties for wall culture, that they may 

lose no time in making the necessary preparations. 

The trade of Covent Garden is now even worse than 

it was before Christmas. Every description of produce 

is most abundant; indeed too much so, there not being 

buyers sufficient for the supply. These remarks refer to 

Vegetables. Savoys are making from 6d. to Is. per 

dozen. Brocoli has been very plentiful, bundles con¬ 

taining as many as twelve heads, fetching no moro than 

from 3s. to 4s. per dozen. Greens, Is. to Is. 'Jd. per 

dozen bunches. Brussels Sprouts, Is. to 2s. per half 

sieve. Turnips, Is. to Is. Cd. per dozen bunches. Car¬ 

rots, 2s. Cd. to 3s. per dozen bunches. Celery, Cd. to Is, 

per bundle. Onions, 3s. per bushel. There is still a 

good supply of forced Rhubarb at Is. per bundle. Sea- 

hale, Is. to Is. Cd. per punnet. Asparagus, 5s. to 8s. 

per bundle. New Potatoes, Cd. per lb. 

In Fruit the supply is short. Apples are rising 

again in price; very ordinary samples of culinary sorts 

make from 4s. to 7s. Cd. and 8s. per bushel; and dessert 

varieties as much as from 7s. 6d. to 14s. Those which 

produce the latter price are the Golden Knobs, a fine 

little russety apple, which is grown extensively in Kent, 

and which do not come to market till about this time. 

This would bo a profitable variety for orchard planting; 

not but what there are many which are far superior 

to it, but being a good keeping sort, it comes in at a 

season when there are few good kinds in the market. 

The supply of Plants and Flowers is good, and the 

demand is brisk. They consist of Camellias, Heliotropes, 

Hyacinths, Polyanthus-Narcissus, Tulips, Chinese Prim¬ 

roses, Lily of-the Valley, Acacias, Cinerarias, Euphor¬ 

bia Jacquiniflora, Azalea indica alba, &c. H. 

GOSSIP. 

Mr. Bailey informs us that the statement at page 251 ! 

is incorrect, and that he did not send a catalogue of the ' 

Birmingham Show to the party alluded to. He says, 

moreover, that he did not see a catalogue until after he | 

had inspected the birds as a judge, and given his de- | 

cision. This we are very glad to know; but we have j 

the fact confirmed that catalogues were circulated before 

the day of exhibition, which is one of the chief en-ors 

which we would bring to the notice of all committees 

of poultry shows. 

The following observations by Mr. Whiting, pub¬ 

lished in the last number of the Journal of the Horti¬ 

cultural Society, deserve especial and general attention. 

We are inclined to agi-ee with Mr. Whiting in the 

opinion that our variable climate is the cause of the 

Peach's early decay on our walls, and we consider the 

gumming, and death of large branches to which the 

Moor Park Apricot is so subject, is a consequence of 

the same cause. This opinion is founded upon a state¬ 

ment made to us by the Rev. Mr. Beadon, President of 

the Hampshire Horticultural Society, that he knew 

cases in which the Moor Park had been for many years 

preserved from such injuries by binding hay-bands 

round the stem and branches, at the close of autumn^ 

and continuing on those bandages during the winter. 

Mr. Whiting says :— 

“ It is clear to me that the variableness of the climate, 
coupled in some cases with a deficiency of attention, chiefly 
in spring, has more to do with the early decay of our wall 
peach-trees than either the unsuitahleness of the plum- 
stock, or the present method of pi-uning the trees. In con¬ 
firmation of this opinion, look into our peach-houses, where 
an old tree is not so great a rarity as it ts against our walls, 
and yet in both cases the stocks and the pruning of the 
young trees are alike. Under glass, however, the tree enjoys 
a genial climate, and also the further advantage of better 
general management. There, want of space for the lateral 
extension of the branches is the greatest detriment the trees 
have to encounter; and if at the time of planting they were 
so arranged, that one tree might, if necessary, eventually 
occupy the whole area of the roof at eighteen inches or two 
feet distance from the glass, I see no reason why a peach- 
tree, even though pruned with a knife, and budded on a 
plum-stock, might not live and thrive for an indefinite 
number of years. 

“ As regards the apricot-tree, Mr. T. A, Knight enter¬ 
tained a notion that the short duration of the Moorpark 
trees arose in a great measure from its unnatm-al connection 
with the plum-stock; and many years ago he pointed out 
to me, in his own garden, the greater healthiness of a par¬ 
ticular tree on an apricot-stock than that of another tree 
growing beside it which had been worked upon a plum- 
stock. As the apricot does not thrive in the light sandy 
soil of this garden, I determined upon trying Mr. Knight’s 
plan, and with that view I sowed a few stones of several 
sorts of apricots. Four young plants thus obtained were 
planted against a wall, for the. purpose of being budded 
with the Moorpark; finding, however, that they exhibited 
imequivocal symptoms of a delicate constitution, I did not 
bud them, but trained their branches to the wall till they 
produced fruit. One of these trees is a genuine Mooi-park, ; 
and already some of its principal branches have perished by ; 
that peculiar disease which detracts so much from the value ; 
of the otherwise excellent variety; thus proving that mis- | 
alliance is not the cause of the disease in question. Of the j 

other trees, one is a Breda, one an orange, and the third an ! 
inferior variety of Moorpark; this last also shows symptoms | 
of the same malady. This experiment seems also to show ; 
that some varieties of apricot can be reproduced from seed." j 
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Tliere is no reason assignable %Yhy the wines made 

at the Cape of Good Hope should not be equsil, or even 

superior to those produced in any other part of the 

globe; and, indeed, from the evidence of palates from 

which tliere need be no appeal, we know that w'ines 

equal to the finest white wines of Spain have been there 

manufactured. We believe that the sole cause of the 

usual low quality of the Cape wines is carelessness in 

their manufacture. This opinion we find confirmed by 

the report of the Wine Committee of the Cape Town 

Agricultural Society. It is there stated that tlie samples 

presented last year are considerably superior to those 

])reviously produced. We are sorry to hear that the 

funds of that Society are so low, and if there are no 

errors in its management, we are quite sure that govern¬ 

ment assistance could not be better directed than to¬ 

wards its support. 

The following is a list of the Poultry Shows of which 

we are at present aware. We shall be obliged by any 

of our readers sending us additions to the list, and 

giving the address of the Secretaries. 

Reigate, February 1st and 2nd. {Sec. J. Richardson, 

Esq.) 

THE POSITION OF FRUIT TREES IN THE 

NEW YEAR. 

The past winter, if such it may he called, has been 

of such singular character, that I would advise all fruit 

growers to he on their guard. 
Peaches, Nectarines, &c., here, are in such a forward 

state now (danuary 4th), that we have deemed it ex¬ 

pedient to cover them instantly with the canvass so 

often alluded to. The buds are already in the condition 

of being rubbed off with the least friction, and cannot 

be expected to withstand some fifteen or twenty degrees 

of frost, which is something more than a mere possi¬ 

bility. 
What, then, is to be done? My opinion is, that the 

only chance will be in pruning somewhat later, some¬ 
what lighter, and in covering the trees during all 
sunshine, and all hard frosts, and uncovering to 
the chilling bree/e and the cloudy day. As to late 
pruning, it may be called in as an accessory that may 
prove useful, and in this wise ;—early pruning, by 
confining the range of the sap in a narrower compass, 
by consequence increases its impetus, and has a ten¬ 
dency to force out the back buds somewhat earlier—a 
thing, under present circumstances, by no means de¬ 
sirable. In thus ofl'ering an opinion, I would not have 
it inferred that such falls in with the new idea of its 
being a prudent course to protect the wood of fruit trees 
from frost every winter. This new practice, so strongly 
urged by some, had originated, it would appear, with 
Mr. Rarron, at Elvaston, a gentleman whose high 
name would certainly appear an authority for almost 
any gardening practice. However it may have suc¬ 
ceeded with him, or others, I cannot say; I have so 
often known full crops of first-rate fruit after intensely 
hard winters, that it is not here where the shoe pinches. 
The public, after all, is a very changeable creature: 
Proteus-like, or as the chameleon, it is not always to be 
seen in the same form or colour. But these are days of 
experiment, and sooner or later, the cauldron being kept 
constantly boiling, the scum arises, and we come to the 
piire article. I allude here to the fitfulness which has 

attended the progress of the question of protection, not 
governmental, but horticultural, and as concerns the 
fruitist. Mr. A. says, “ Cover not at all. I lost all my 
peaches and apricots last year by this artificial pro¬ 
cedure.” Mr. B. says, “ Depend upon it, it will not do 
to leave trees to accidental extremes, and dignify them 
with the high-sounding title, ‘ Nature.’” Mr. C. will not 
only cover to protect blossoms, but the very w'ood of 
the trees when in a state of dormancy; and Mr. D., who 
is a decided utilitarian, begs to know who is to find 
the protective material ? 

We had a saying in early days, that “it’s all very well 
to talk of flying kites, but who is to find pack-thread ? ” 
And, indeed, so much of this covering is very expensive, 
especially if on for many months. As for straw, ropes, 
and all such things, they are quite unworthy the age ; 
besides, these mightily concern the labour question, and 
it is certainly all very well for those gentlemen who are 
so fortunate as to get what amount of labour is reaUy 
desirable; but what becomes of the rest ? It is of no 
use saying, men can make them in bad weather; every 
gardener knows that in-doors work has increased in a 
somewhat similar ratio to out-doors labour during the 
last tv/enty years; certainly, those practitioners who 
buy all their brooms, baskets, &c., instead of making 
them, as we countrymen are obliged to do, may speijd 
much time in twisting straw ropes. I really, therefore, 
feel little desire to see the straw system become general, 
feeling assured that, when all things connected with 
them are duly estimated, there is no real gain—indeed, 
the very reverse. 

But then, the question arises—If trees must he covered, 
what is best and most economical in the end ? And 
really, if the public is prepared to build such expensive 
things as glass walls, surely it will not stumble at the 
question of a cheap canvass! I may here observe, that 
it is matter of great astonishment to me, and others, 
that a still better material has not been produced, seeing 
that our textile fabrics have, in general, attained so high 
a position. Canvass only needs an increased dura¬ 
bility, and the world is not now confined to mere hemp 
for such purposes. There is no question but an in¬ 
genious man would speedily realise a fortune, could he 
produce an article combining the desiderata of the 
horticulturist. 

Thus much for a hint as to progress. Let us get back 
to the fruit-tree protection, as to our present position. 
Canvass, then, at fourpence per square yard—for which 
price, I have little doubt, it could be had for in quantity 
—is at present the most eligible; and this, fitted to a 

I given length of walling, and confined to that pur])ose, 
will last for seven years. But then, it ought to be fitted 
up by a mechanic in the first instance, or, ten to one 

' it is worn out in half the time by imperfect action. 
Now, as nobody, in these days, of any repute, wfill 

doubt the immense utility of copings—moveable copings, 
why not have these wide enough to receive canvass on a 
roller, somewhat after the manner of the Metropolitan 
orchid houses ? By such means, the canvass might be 
kept generally dry, and consequently wear the longer. I 
merely throw out this as a hint for those it may concern ; 
those determined to go a-head, and who are not to be 
baffled into unwortliy practices by an unjustifiable fear 
at the first outlay, which fear, by the by, has ruined 
many a well-concerted plan. 

However, whatever plan, get, we say, the trees covered 
immediately, but not with the intention of coddling 
them; but remember, that if the trees have been ne¬ 
glected in the previous summer, if their wood is badly 
ripened, do not blame protection: no covering can 
render such a condition satisfactory. As before ob¬ 
served, it is in the use of protection I confide; it is quite 
possible to prove an abuse. 

Let the trees be unshaded on all possible occasions. 

I 

I 
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I 

I 

I 

remembering that with dark coverings, and the bud in 
an expansive state, what is termed “ drawing,” by prac¬ 
tical men, will take place; and the best way to put 
this practical technicality into plain English, is to call 
it “weakening”—weakening the functions of those 
parts in course of expansion and development, on which 
not only the fruiting tendencies depend, but the very 
energies of the unfolding wood-buds from which future 
crops sbovdd be raised. 

As an ordinary maxim, I may add, withdraw your 
canvass at least every second day, unless some serious 
reverse of weather take place. But our readers will 
very naturally desire to know what is meant by reverse; 
what the trees will endure, and what they ought not to 
he compelled to endure. First then, our wall trees, in 
general, will endure unharmed, under ordinary circum¬ 
stances, some ten to fifteen degrees of frost, rintil their 
buds are actually swelling. I do not, of course, speak 
this irrespective of condition in the tree, for it may have 
been a late wet and glutting autumn, the trees rather 
gross, and all their vessels gorged with watery matter. 
It need scarcely be observed here, that the more succu¬ 
lent the habit, the greater the chances of a rupture of 
the vessels and delicate structure of the wood. These 
remarks are intended to apply to ordinary winters, and 
trees under ordinary circumstances. 

To proceed, the trees, up to the time of the real open¬ 
ing of the bud, or when the very first symptoms of the 
interior and more delicate parts appear, will endure any 
amount of what are termed cold winds, providing the 
thermometer does not indicate above three or four 
degrees of frost. Indeed, I prefer these refrigerators, 
welcoming them in the character of retarders; but if 
wet comes on, the case becomes slightly altered; a 
modification of practice is then requisite. If, unluckily, 
your man is caught napping, and has left the canvass 
off under the pressing and doubtful circumstances here 
alluded to, and you discover early the next morning 
that your irnfolding buds ai-e sealed up with an icy 
covering, my advice is, take care that the sun does not 
shine on them ; canvass them over directly, and if your 
wood has been ripened well, fear not. 

To meet all difficult cases, such as appear in the 
inquiries of anxious fruitists, young in experience, but 
old in emulation, would be to write a big book, which 
few would have patience enough to carry a mile on 
their shoulders ; and shall I say, fewer still liave time or 
patience to read. “Touch and go,” is the motto in 
these days; and all I can add is, let all interested study 
a little those principles to which the mind is here 
directed. R. Ereington. 

BULBS. 

{Goutinucd from page 303.) 

Calostemiia.—This is a genus of very pretty Austra¬ 
lian bulbs, belonging to the Bancratioid section of 
Amaryllids, and requiring about equal quantities of 
peat and yellow loam, with a little sand, to grow them 
in pots; but they will grow and flower out in a warm 
border during the summer, and increase themselves by 
offset bulbs The flowers are not individually large, 
but the colours are gay, and there are many flowers in 
each head or umbel. The cup, to which the stamens 
are joined, is nearly up to the middle of the flower, and 
the edge of it is fringed round with triangular teeth ; it 
is from this frill it has been called the Gay Crown, or 
Calostemma. The stamens rise only a little way above 
the edges of the frilled crown, and they carry small erect 
anthers; these, with a sharp-pointed style in the middle, 
add much to the siguificancy of the name. 

Calostemma purporeum. — This is a rich purple 
flower; and when the bulb is strong, and in good con¬ 

dition, there will be from fifteen to twenty flowers in 
one head (umbel), and each flower has a short footstalk 
(peduncle). The flower scape, or the stem which carries 
the head, is about a foot long, and the leaves a little 
longer. There is a midrib to every division of the flower 
in this genus, which is continued down to the seed-pod ; 
and in this species the rib is as purple as the rest of the 
flower. 

Calostemma ldteuji.—A very pretty thing, but very 
scarce. Yellow flowers, with green midribs, and a rich 
purple at the bottom of each division of the flower, 
about the same size as the last; but this and the next 
require more sand in the compost than purpnreum if 
they are grown in pots. 

Calostemma albuji.—A much:scarcer bulb even than 
the last, from which it differs only in the colour of the 
flower, unless, perhaps, that the fringe on the cup has 
the teeth a little sharper and smaller. 

Calostemma oarneum (Flesh-coloured). — This is 
another very pretty plant, and is more hardy than the 
others. The flowers are bright pink, and about the same 
size as those of the others. From all appearance, and 
from our knowledge of kindred plants, there is every 
probability that the whole four will cross with each 
other ; and if they do, they promise as much diversity 
as the Gladioli. Sir Thomas Mitchel found this species 
on the summit of a chain of rocky mountains; he 
sent it to the Horticultural Society, in whose garden 
it flowered here, for the first time, about a dozen years 
back. There is another species called Gunningliamii, 
but I know nothing of it. 

Carpodetes.—The accent is on the o. There is only 
one bulb in this genus known to us—a native of Peru, 
near Obragillo, in the province of Canta, where the 
natives call it Chihuanhuaita. It is figured in the “ Flora 
Peruviana,” where it is called Pancratium recurvatum. 
In those days every flower of this form was called a 

1 Pancratium, just as we might say to-day that a Tulip, 
a Hyacinth, or a Fritillaria, is a Lily. This bulb is 

I middle-sized, oblong, and with a long neck, purplish, 
with black spots. The leaves are an inch wide, and ten 
inches long, and blunt at the point; the flower scape is 
stout, shorter than the leaves; the flowers are between 
purple and yellow, and the seed-pod is narrowest in the 
middle—a very unusual shape, so that the whole plant 
is easily known. Pure yellow loam, with a little sand, 
suits it best. It is a summer-growing bulb, which in¬ 
creases slowly by offsets, and is more safe in a pit. 

Carpolyza spiralis.—This is one of the smallest 
bulbs which belongs to the order of Amaryllids, and 
one that has puzzled more learned heads than any of 
them. Jacquin called it Crinum tenellum, but it bears 
the same relation to Crinum amahile, as the JEgilops 
does to the Talavera wheat. In the “ Botanical Reposi- 

j tory” it is called Crinum spirale. Le Heritier makes it 
Amaryllis spiralis, and the younger Linnffius calls it 

I Hoemanthus spiralis, in the “Hortus Kewensis.” As late 
' as 1834, it was named Strumaria spiralis, in the “ Bota- 
i nical IMagazine.” Hr. Herbert, commenting on all this 

confusion, very justly remarks, “ when each successive 
writer refers a plant to a different genus, as in this case, 
it may with great probability be surmised tbatit belongs 
to none of them; ” and so it turns out with this one. 
Carpolyza, which is now adopted by common consent, was 
the name given By the late Air. Salisbury, in his “ Para- 
disus Londinensis.” The flowers of this little bulb are 
very pretty, star-shaped, blush-white inside, and pinkish 
outside, quite pink in the tint; the scape carries two or 
three of them, and they are about the same size as 
those of Anomatlieca cruenta; the leaves are not much 
stouter than those of a young onion three weeks old, 
and much in the same way, curiously twisted; the 
bottom of the scape has also three or four turns of twists, 
for which it is called spirale. It is a native of the Cape 
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of Good Hope, growing near Cape Town. With the 
exception of Griffinia hyacinthina, it is the only bulb in 
the order that will grow better in peat than in loam.. 
It flowers in the autumn, before the leaf, like a true 
Amaryllis, and grows through the winter like an Ixia, 
requhing the same kind of treatment in all respects. 

CiiLiuANTHus FRAGRANS.—Tliis is a yellow-floweriug 
sweet-scented bulb, which is as much prized in the gar¬ 
dens in Beunos Ayres, Chili, and Peru, as any of the 
Narcissus tribe is with us. In its outward aspect it is 
not much unlike some kind of yellow Narcissus, but it 
belongs to the Pancratioid section of the order, although 
hardly any traces of the cup is seen. If there was a 
good demand for this bulb, they might increase it 
almost as fast as the potato, it is so notorious for 
making offsets, so much so, indeed, that they hinder the 
old bulb from flowering. It is a summer-growing bulb, 
and flowers freely with us in the open air; it will not 
stand out our winters, however, as the wet border splits 
the old bulb. It should be taken up in the autumn and 
dried. The very same treatment we give to Gladiolus 
2)sittacinus is best for it. It is not the Pancratium 

of the “ Flora Peruviana,” as has been asserted. 
(See Clitanthus). 

Choretis.—We know only two species of this genus, 
and two beautiful things they are, certainly; but how 
the learned demonstrator of the order, Dr. Herbert, 
could see any difference in them from Hymenocallis, 
passes my comprehension. The anther turns up a little 
at both ends, just like a school-boy’s “pot-hook,” and is 
attached to the filament a little nearer the upper end 
than is usual in Hymenocallis, and there is a little 
ditference in the shape of the seed, that is all. However, 
I must keep to my text; I have no desire to change a 
name, but I must be allowed to make some few remarks 
from the evidence of my senses, and I shall show my 
ideas on Hymenocallis when I come to it. 

Choretis inhabits the north-eastern parts of Mexico, 
and onwards through Texas, where Drummond met 
with them growing in good loamy-soil; but in pots they 
delight in a rather sandy-soil, and abundance of water; 
and I have not the least doubt that, if we had a good 
stock of themj'’T^ead of being very scarce, we might \ 
turn them out in May into the margins of the ponds 
and ditches, where they would grow and flower as freely 
as rushes. 

Choretis GLADCA has the leaves upright, sea-green, i 
nearly three inches wide, and twenty inches long; the 
flower-scape is stout, and above a foot long, carrying 
three or four flowers on the top ; the flowers are sessile; 
that is, without a footstalk. Every Amaryllld that is 
sessile, like this, must have the seed-pod resting on the 
top of the scape ; from the seed-pod of this Choretis 
rises a green tube, full six inches long, longer than the 
tube of the Night-blowing Cereus (Cactus), then a wide 
open flower nearly four inches across, as white as a lily, 
with a tinge of green on the back of the midribs, and a 
large green eye. The cup inside is also very large, 
white, and jagged on the edge between the stamens. 
Altogether, it is a very beautiful flower. The bulbs 
may be kept dry six months, from the end of August 
to March. 

Choretis Galvestonensis (Galveston Bay, Texas).— 
Another fine plant, in all respects like the last, only 
with all the parts much smaller, and with deep green 
instead of glaucous leaves, also four flowers always on a 
scape. 

Clitanthus luteus.—This is the Pancratium luteus 
of Buiz. It has much the aspect of a small Narcissus, 
with yellow flowers, and always two of them on a scape; 
the flowers are stalked (pedunculate), the stalk above 
an inch long; then a round seed-pod, and a yellow 
flower with a longish, small tube, evidently very near 
Chlidanthus, and if the two would breed together, the 

offspring would be more entitled to be called Peruvian 
Daffodils than Ismenc. Before 1840, this genus was 
spelled Clinanthus, but that is now discarded, as giving 
a wrong meaning. There are two more species, humilis 
and Macleana, but I know nothing about them. 

Olivia nobilis.—A well-known plant from the Cape, 
with the looks of a young Agapanthus, but with stifl'er 
leaves, and with turned-down flowers from the top of 
the scape (Cyrtan tin form). This is of the very simplest 
culture, if you keep it from heat, and do not force it 
into any hurry. It will grow in any light earth in a 
pot. You might try all the mucks, from the Lobos 
Islands to the Isle of Dogs, on it, without any perceji- 
tible effect. It will grow well in moss without any 
earth ; and it ivill grow in any light or heavy compost, 
if it is kept rather dry in winter. Whenever it gets 
sulky, and refuses to grow', you must shake all the soil 
from it, and begin afresh: there is no doctoring of it. 
If you keep the frost from it, in an outside border, it 
will flower and ripen seeds freely enough. I had it so, 
and it took more than a year to ripen its scarlet berries, 
which look exactly like the ripe seeds of Asparagus. 
Seedlings of it would tire one’s jiatience with their slow 
grow'th; and if you try to force them, they are as liliely 
to stand still as not. Dr. Herbert said, “ I believe it to 
be as possible for a Olivia to breed with a Cyrtanihus, 
as with an Oak-tree; ” but I differ from him, and from 
all who separate it from the vicinity of the Cyrtanthi. 

Coburghia. — 'This is “a happy family” of bulbs, 
they so agree with each other in their odd ways. If 
you ask a gardener what sort of things they are, he will 
say, “ Peruvian bulbs, very beautiful, ma’am; very easy 
to grow'; too easily increased—the worse luck; not very 
fond of W'ater, or particular about soil; not over partial 
to a bright sun, it is true; but there is so much bother 
with them, as they go to rest all the w'iuter; and you 
can begin them in the spring any time it is convenient; 
and then, you see, if one is pinched for room, as ue 
generally are in the spring of the year, we can plant 
them out on a warm border, and they will grow all the 
same.” “ Yes, yes; but now 1 do not know w'hat kind 
of flowers they produce.” “Nor 1, ma’am; for 1 never 
could get them to blow.” There is not a gardener in 
the Iciugdom who has flowered the same bulb of any of 
the species of Cohouryliia three years in succession, and 
yet they never refuse to flower the first or second year 
after they come over. In Mexico, and other Mexican 
cities and towns, they grow one of the species in pots, 
as we do Hyacinths, time out of mind, and in such 
numbers that an erroneous idea has got into our books 
that it is a native of Mexico; but I have never heard 
of any of them being met with there in a wild state; 
and J. Maclean, Esq., a British merchant at Lima, dug 
up the one they cultivate in Mexico on the hills facing 
that part of the Peruvian coast; and he found some of 
them growing in scanty soil, on the edges of rocky 
precipices, where great heat and terrible gusts of wind 
must often affect them. The way I recommend their 
cultivation is founded on the following experiment on a 
variety of bulbs of this nature. On a slate stage, along 
the front of a greenhouse, which was freely ventilatecl 
day and night all the summer, I placed an inch or 
so of sandy soil the whole length, with another inch 
of clean white sand on the top; I had tw'o objects in 
view with this bed, which was about tw'enty inches 
wide, aud tw'enty-four feet long, to keep a damp bottom 
for pots, and to place a lot of obstinate bulbs between 
the pots, among which was one of Gohourghia incarnala. 
The bottom of the bulbs were on the bare slate, and a 
little extra soil placed round them to keep them firm. 
The drainage from the pots kept the soil constantly wet, 
and sometimes, in very hot w'eather, a quantity of water 
was poured in between the pots. 'The roots travelled 
rapidly along the slate, the leaves went off equally 
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strong, and soon had to be supported. In September 
the incarnata threw up a strong tiower scape very nearly 
two feet high, and carried five splendid flowers. Leii- 
cocoryne ixinides, another very obstinate bulb, flowered 
on this stage, with several others that are now better 
understood. It is very easy to imitate this in a division 
of a cold frame, or out under a south wall, by placing 
very soft bricks under a tliin bed of very rich loam, and 
attending to the constant moisture. The soft bricks 
would bo much better than the slate, and the roots 
would cling to them like ivy to a wall. The heat would 
be scorching in the height of summer, hut that is 
just what a vast number of bulbs from South America 
and Southern Africa seem to require in our climate, 
which is quite warm enough for their leaves and flowers. 
1 know at least fifty as fine bulbs as one need want to 
grow, that would answer on this plan better than on 
any other that I could devise. 

ConouRGHiA cocciNEA.—This beautiful bulb was first 
discovered by Matthews, who sent dried specimens of it 
to tliis country. IMr. Maclean was the next who found 
it, “ in one of his excursions on the Cordilleras.” He 
scut two bulbs of it to Dr. Herbert, and they soon 
llowercd with him in pots, and in strong loam and rotten 
dung; the pots stood out-of-doors all the summer of 
1830, which was cold and wet, were kept dry all the 
winter, and early in the s[)ring, before the leaf, both of 
them flowered. In 1810 they went through the same 
treatment, and one of them flowered the same autumn, 
after the fall of the leaf. The flowers are like those of 
incarnata, but shorter, and a better scarlet. All the 
species have dark green tips to the lobes. 

ConoDRGiiiA FDLVA (Tawuy).—Matthews sent dried 
specimens of this, also from Lima, and J. Wilmore, 
Esq., of Oldford, near Birmingham, was the first to 
flower it. The tube of the flower is full three inches 
long; the colour, a dull yellow mixed with grey and 
brown, with the usual green tips. 

CoRouRoniA iNCAHN.ATA. — This is the species on 
which the genus was founded by Mr. Sweet. It was 
figured, before him, by Kunth, and called Pancratium. 
It is a native of Quito, growing on the banks of the 
river Machangara. The leaves are milky-green, the tube 
of the flower five inches long, the colour deeper than the 
word carnea would imply, more crimson, and the lobes 
blotched with green; it is a fine thing. 

CoiiouRGiiiA TRioHROJtA (Tlirco-coloured).—This was 
a puzzler for many years; no one knew where it tvas a 
native of; but it was extensively cultivated in pots in 
the city of jMe.xico, as we do Hyacinths, time out of 
mind. Erom this it is called “the Mexican species,” 
in books; but it is a true Peruvian, and as bad to get to 
flower hero as any bulb we know. Mr. M‘Lean had it 
dug up on the Andes. The flowers are not so long as 
the above; the colour is light scarlet, the lobes edged 
with a paler colour, and a streak of green runs down the 
centre of each lobe, instead of the usual green blotch. 

CoROURoiriA sTYLosA.—Osus, or osa, in our language, 
means a greater degree, or excess. Style is the female 
organ, and stylosa means it to be longer than is 
usual in this genus. Without the flowers this looks 
very much like incarnata. It is iilso from near 
(luito, where M. Harting found it, who sent it to the 
Horticultural Society. The flowers are as long, and 
larger in the opening than those of incarnata : but the 
colour is very different—indeed, peculiar—a dark greyish- 
gi'een all up the tube, extending along the midrib of 
each division, which are otherwise rich orange-red; or, 
in other words, the colours in this species are reversed 
from the usual run in the genua. 

CojiouRGHiA VARIEGATA.—This is a handsome flower, 
and a great favourite with them in the gardens about 
Lima; but where it is growing wild I never heafd. It 
is the only one of them wliich was met with by the 

authors of the “ Flora Peruviana,” who called it Pan¬ 
cratium, of course. All those flowers with a cup inside, 
to which the stamens adhere, were supposed to be Pan- 
cratiums in those days. 

In addition to the brick-floor, I would advise the off¬ 
set bulbs to be destroyed by twisting a sharp-pointed 
stick through the middle of them, or by pulling them off 
as soon as they can be laid hold of. They certainly 
hinder the flowering of the bulbs. D. Beaton. 

{To be continued.) 

PROPAGATING -TENDER AND HALF-HARDY 

PLANTS. 

This chapter, without embracing all points of an 
interesting subject, and which, before long, will be 
engaging great attention, is written solely to meet the 
inquiries made, and the explanations that have lately 
been deemed necessary. The following questions will 
not only embrace the wants of correspondents, hut I 
hope may be interesting to new beginners in general:— 

Ist. " Is air to he admitted to fresh-made and neicly- 
2)lanted cuttings placed in cold frames ? ” We frequently 
receive many questions, evidently from intelligent peo¬ 
ple, well versant with the principles of some of the 
exact sciences. They are accustomed to see some one 
primary principle regulating the whole routine of prac¬ 
tical detail, and becoming somewhat enthusiastic in 
gardening, they very judiciously wish so far to see 
their way, as to be able to refer to a definite prin¬ 
ciple as the basis on which their operations are to be 
founded. These arc the people that, if they persevere, 
will ultimately make the most successful gardeners. 
But, trusting too much to any one general principle, 
such people are too apt to “give uj)” from a disappoint¬ 
ment, just because, though a principle be sound, the 
modes of its application may he, and must be, as varied 
as the nature, the habits, and the circumstances of the 
plants to which they are applied. Hence, as a general 
principle, it may be stated, that for growing cuttings 
with their foliage on, or even partly reduced, a minimum 
of air, and either shaded or diffused light, are necessary, 
just because a current of air and exposure to light 
would rob the cutting of its juices; on the saving of 
which the future processes of rooting and growing de¬ 
pend. On one hand, therefore, the more successful you 
are in keeping your cuttings from flagging, by checking 
the air and light, the sooner will roots be formed; but, on 
the other hand, you may keep so close in a moist atmo¬ 
sphere, may shade so well from the sun, or j)lace the 
cuttings at such a distance from the glass, that the 
material of your cuttings will be exhausted in upward 
growth, and thus you may either get no roots at all, or, 
very likely, bo rewarded with a sickly, drawn, leggy 
young plant. While closeness and diffused light are thus 
generally indispensable at f rst, it is no less necessary to 
give the cuttings air and light as soon as they can bear it. 
No royal rule can here be given; every case must be 
regulated according to its peculiar circumstances. For 
instance, here arc succulents, such as Cereus, Mesem- 
bryanthemum, Crassula, &c.; who would think of keep¬ 
ing them shut out from air by placing a bell-glass over 
them ? Roots, in their case, will generally be formed 
long before air and sun combined have taken away, by 
evaporation, the stored-up juices. There are Geraniums 
and Pelargoniums, which will strike as well in the open 
air in July, as they would do with all the parapliernalia 
of lights and shading. But try a Heath, or auEpacris, 
or a Chorosema, by such means, and you may wait, and 
cry until you were hoarse for a plant to come. Then, the 
same plants, as respects the cuttings from them, require 
difl'erent treatment at diflerent times. The ripening i 
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shoot ill the autuinu will stand more air, and rougher 
treatment, than the soft, spongy, watery shoot in the 
spring. In the one case, growth is being arrested, in 
the other, it is being cxeited. Apply, in the first case, j 
and at once, such stimulus as a warm, close, shaded 
atmosphere, and in many cases you will get shanked 
cuttings and rotten tissues for your reward. Apply 
such e.'icitements when growth is progressing, in spring, 
and with tlie extra care for securing a close atmosphere 
and a diffused light, you will be paid in obtaining 
jilants in a seventh part of the time you would do in 
the autumn. Two general rules may, therefore, bo 
deduced from a primary jirinciple. First. Do not hurry : 
cuttings inserted in autumn; let them have time, and 
as much air and light as they will stand without flag¬ 
ging. Second. Never allow cuttings inserted in siirimj, i 
or early summer, to receive a check if you can prevent | 
it. In their case, little or no air should be given during ! 
the day, until roots are produced, and then it must be j 

given at first in small quantities. Cuttings, as well as ' 
plants, must have their atmosphere changed at times. 
For preserving healthy robustness, and warding off insi- 
duous damps, i have long practised, and recommended, 
giving cuttings a little air at night, less or more, accord¬ 
ing to circumstances. 

3nd. “ What is the use of hellajlasses ? Is it to keep 
out the air? Would not a common frame answer the 
same purpose? A certain work says, after once placing 
them on the cuttings, wi})e them out ercry moruimj." 
Is not this to remove damp ; and would not wiping off 
the condensed moisture, on the inside of a cold frame, 
so as to prevent the moisture falling, answer a similar 
purpose? Or, might not air be admitted for a quarterof- 
an-hour to dry it up ? and, if so, what need of these 
expensive bell-glasses, especially when we have little 
enough to spend on such matters?" Now, some of these 
very matters puzzled my own brains more than twenty 
years ago, when there was no Cottage Gardener to 
resolve a doubt, but when we were left to arrive at 
principles and theories through the stern teachings of 
facts. Our correspondent, with commendable zeal, tells 
ns, that he “ likes to understand, and go through with 
everything he undertakes.” There is no want in his 
inquiries, and that of others’ that have reached me, on 
the same subject, but that oi definiteness. The question 
of cuttings is too general. ’ JJifferent plants require 
different treatment. Ten to one but the plants our 
friend has in liis eye require no such things as bell- 
glasses. But that is no conclusive argument against 
their use. I tliought myself wondrous clever when I 
got cuttings to root in plenty, in my father’s window, 
by adopting the simple plan of setting the pots on the 
floor during sunshine; and I deemed myself of still 
more importance when, in the shady borders of green- 

I houses and forciug-liouses, 1 got plants to root as if it 
I were at my bidding. I did not find myself to be a 
; perfect novice until I tried hard-woeded and dillicult 
'' plants; and then, so crestfallen was I, that even such a 

simple thing as a hand-light, full of rooted pink pipings, 
' gave me something like relief, because, then the first 

dim perceptions of the principles of propagating by 
cuttings passed through ray mind, 

j However we gentlemens’ gardeners may either 
: blunder, or stick to old customs just because they arc 
j “ ancient wayswe may rest assured, that there is 
1 reason for the processes employed, so long as shrewd 
I tradesmen, that must meet the competition of the 

market, adopt them. About twenty years ago, I noticed 
1 the finest sight of struck and striking hard-wooded 
; cuttings I over beheld; and, as not very long since I 

saw a similar plan successfully adopted, it may bo pro¬ 
fitable to detail it here. 'The liouso was a wide lean-to, 
with a pit in the middle and shelves all round. The 
pit was filled with tan and sand, so as to give out a 

steady mild heat of about 70°. The plants. Heaths, 
Epacrises, &c., bad been slightly excited before the short 
cuttings were taken off; the pots had been more than 
three parts filled with drainage, then a little saudy-peat, 
covered witli an inch of silver-sand, and well watered. 
When dry and firm, the cuttings were inserted and 
watered, when the tops were dry the pots were plunged 
for three parts of their depth in the pit, each covered , 
firmly with a bell-glass, and then the sashes of the pit 
put on. You will observe, that here there were three ^ 
thicknesses of glass: the roof of tlie house, the sash of the i 
pit, and the bell-glass; and, notwithstanding the diti'u- I 
sion of light from passing these mediums, a slight 
shading was wanted in bright days. The following 
were the circumstances in which I found them. Some 
lights were close shut, and the bell-glasses beneath them 
close over the plants; beneath, other lights also close, 
many of the bell-glasses were raised a little on one side, 
because rooting was progressing; in others, farther 
advanced, the glasses were removed, but the sashes were 
close; while in others, the bell-glasses were not only 
removed, but there was an inch of air at the top of the 
light. In looking round me, I saw others standing 
with a great deal of air under hand-lights; and others, 
on open shelves, hardening off for potting. Now, I by 
no means say that such things could not be struck 
without all this attention and bell-glass-management; 
but I question if many other modes would be more 
certain, e.vpeditious, and economical. With these general 
remarks, I jiroceed to make a few running notes on our 
correspondent’s inquiries and deductions. 

1. "The great expense of hell-glasses to amateurs.” I 
think they are the cheapest agents he can employ. A 
dozen of them, from four to si.x inches in diameter, 
may be got for about a crown, provided there is only 
one or two of the last size. Now, without saying any¬ 
thing of the expense of a frame, it is not likely it will 
be always devoted to propagating purposes; it most 
likely will have another crop during the season; but 
it is very probable, that now and then some cuttings 
of desirable things may come in his way; and then, if 
what we have said of air, &c., be true, the cuttings 
could not receive justice in the frame, and the main 
crop in it too. Now, in such a case, a bell-glass comes 
to our aid; for, if we even put the cuttings in the frame, 
by means of the bell-glass we can give the cuttings any 
degree of shade, of closeness or openness we require. 
Half-a-dozen, even, of such utensils would open up a 
large held for experiment. A good substitute would be 
to insert the cuttings in a small pot, and then set it in¬ 
side a larger one, so that the tops of the cuttings are 
below its rim, and over that to place a square of glass 
that would cover the mouth of the pot. Turning the 
glass every day would prevent damping from condensed 
moisture dropping. 

3. “ The use of the hell-glass." This is not merely to 
keep the cuttings from the exhausting effects of a free 
current of air, but also to prevent the evaporation of i 
their juicies, by surrounding tliem with an atmosphere [ 
more or less saturated with moisture. Every leaf and ' 
green part of a cutting, previous to its being taken from 
its parent plant, performed perspiring, elaborating, and ^ 
assimilating agencies. These were sustained by the 
reciprocal action going on between branches and roots. 
The hrst thing we do is to destroy that connection when 
we remove the cutting. Our next object should bo to 
preserve the cutting as it is; to place it in circumstances 
in which it shall not be allowed to perspire more than 
it can absorb. Assimilation must, therefore, take place 
slowly, and tlius wo give light and air in proportion as 
the cuttings are forming a callus, or roots. Now, with 
bell-glasses, we could give every pot in a propagating 
frame its distinctive necessary treatment, which we 
cannot do without, because, in dillicult cases, when we j 
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either shade or give air to suit certain cuttings, we run 
the risk of injuring others, 

3. “ Wijriinij bell-glasses cverg morning, or wiping the 
inside of a cold-frame to prevent the dropping of con- 

1 densed moisture.” Now here, in tlie first p)lace, in all 
tender and difficult cases, the expiosure necessary on 
wiping a frame would be injurious. Besides, unless in 
cold nights, in autumn and spring, there would be little 
condensed moisture, which will always be in proportion 
to the moisture within, and the diti'erence between the 
internal and external atmosphere. In all common soft- 

I wooded plants, the leaving a little air on at night, or for 
i a short time in the morning, will be sufficient. The 

wiping of bell-glasses did use to be a serious affair; but 
I have repeatedly shown how that trouble may be next 
to altogether abolished, by using conical, instead oi Jlat- 
headed, glasses. In the latter case, the drops would fall 
on the cuttings; in the former, it would trickle down 
into the soil. By using double pots, placing the cuttings 
in the inner one, and the glass between the inner and 
outer, I have frequently struck tender things, that after 
being first watered, never had the glass moved until it 
was seen the cuttings were fairly growing, and that, too, 
when from first to last they had enjoyed a fair amount 
of sunshine. Not now to speak of the slow decomposi¬ 
tion going on in such circumstances, it will at once be 
evident that the moisture raised by heat during the day, 
2)laced the cuttings in an atmosphere in which they 
were forced to absorb, as well as perspire. The cold of 
night condensed that moisture, and returned it to the 

, soil, just ready to be brought up again the following 
j day by a something like perpetual-motion process, 
j 3rd. “Allowing that bell-glasses are not essential for 
j tender and hard-ivooded plants, and a useful auxiliary 
\ for solitary instances of experiments and propagation ; 

may they not be done icithout in the case of soft-ivooded 
Greenhouse Plants, and those now generally emgdoyed for 
summer decoration, for baskets, and flower gardens?" 
Yes, especially if propagation is confined to two periods— 
early in autumn, or in spiring. In the first case, they 
should be kept cool. In the second case, they will 
rejoice in the excitement of a slight hotbed. In the 
one case, a result is obtained with a minimum of care, at 
the expense of a maximum of time. In the other, time 
is gained, but care and attention are increased. In 
both cases, I prefer diffused to shaded light. If placed 
two or three feet from the glass, little or no shading will 
be necessary; but these matters have already occupied 
attention. 

4th. “ How many leaves should be left on cuttings?" 
This must depend upon whether they are large or 
small, and the lesser or greater means at your dis¬ 
posal for preventing them exhausting the cutting by 
evaporation. I have had cuttings root quicker with 
all their leaves on than those partly mutilated; but then 
they were placed in circumstances that nurtured and 
stimulated the vital energies. A medium path is generally 
the safest. When the leaves are large, it is best to re- 

' duco them, and thus lessen the perspiring, evaporating 
surface ; but no general rule can be given. In autumn 
it is advisable to cut to a joint, removing the leaves 
there, and either taking away or shortening a few above; 

i but in spring, with the assistance of a slight hotbed, there 
, arc many things, such as Verbenas and Calceolarias, 
[ that we would consider it a waste of time to cut to a 

joint or remove a leaf; but the vital forces are in a 
tlifferont condition then from what they are in autumn, 

i hth. “ What temperature should we give cuttings ?” In 
j autumn it should little exceed that in which the plant 
' stood. In spring it will always be advisable to raise it 
' a few degrees. This holds cipually true of tender or 
' stove pihints. Hence the ease with which such strike 
, generally in a hotbed under a bell-glass. When 

autumn planted cuttings are long in rooting, they may 

receive a stimulus by heat at their base when they have ; 
swelled or callused there. 

0th. “ How should I water cuttings ?” Thisis a matter 1 
of great importance. Let the utensils and materials be 
well soaked and drained before the cuttings are inserted, 
and water so as to make firm and fill every cranny on 
the surface. After that, I prefer dewing the cuttings 
instead of soalung the soil. This is particularly neces¬ 
sary in autumn-struck cuttings, if you would save them 
from dampfing in winter. Such plants, even when 
rooted, and you give them all the air you can in dull 
foggy weather, will flag when a bright sunny day comes, ! 
even when they are moist enough at the roots, just } 
because both leaves and roots have been enervated by 
the want of sunlight. In such cases, soaking away at 
the roots will only be the precursor of future cares, if 
not total disappointment. A slight tZerefny of the foliage, 
taking away the air, and, in extreme cases, a slight 
shading, are the proper remedies until the plants get 
used to the change. 

Here I must stop, and my apology for the length of 
the article must be the fact, that the matters alluded to 
will, ere long, be engaging the practical attention of our 
readers. K. ITsu. 

THE AURICULA. 

{Continued from page 30C.) 

Winter Treatment.—Of all the seasons in the year, 
this is the most difficult to carry the Auricula ship 
safely through to the desired haven of spring. The 
difficulty consists in, or arises from, the nature of our 
variable climate. In its native Alps the air is keen and 
pure, and the perpetual covering of snow keeps them 
from growing, and at the same time shelters them from 
extreme frost and the cutting winds; so that when the 
warm sun of April melts the snow, and warms the air, 
they spring into life and bloom almost like magic. Just 
in jiropiortion as we imitate this state of natural manage¬ 
ment or treatment will be our success; for although our 
Auriculas are, as my good friend Mr. Beaton would say, 
high bred, yet, constitutionally, they have the same 
character in regard to requiring a winter treatment, 
similar to their, perhaps, more hardy ancestors. 

The season for this winter treatment commences to¬ 
wards the end of October. They should then be placed 
with a full expiosure to the south. The best habitation 
for them is a cold brick-pit, placed upon an elevated 
stage of boards, with a flagged floor for it to stand upon, 
the floor sloping slightly to the front, and a convenience 
of giving air by means of sliding shutters in the wall, 
back and front, but as this is a rather expensive winter¬ 
dwelling, they may be kept very well in a common 
garden-frame, of a size proportionate to tbe collection. 
In this frame I should pirefer boards to set the plots 
upon, resting upion bricks, so that the air can pass round, 
upon, and under the pots, as well as among the plants. 
A free circulation of air is very important at this dull, 
moist season of the year. Should none of these articles 
bo conveniently had, they will do moderately well upon 
a bed of dry coal-ashes, so elevated as to bring the plants 
within six inches of the glass. 

Having them safely into their winter quarters, the at¬ 
tention they require then is to give them plenty of air on 
all favourable occasions, and to shelter them from severe 
frost by securely covering them up while it lasts. 
Should the frost roach them, great care must bo taken 
iir thawing them. The sun should never shine upon them 
whilst frozen. Keep a mat thrown over the glass till 
the frost is slowly overcome, and then they may bo 
exposed fully to it by drawing off the lights. Very little 
water will bo required during winter, the less the better, 
providing the plants do not actually flag for the want 
of it. 
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By these attentions daily attended to, the plants will, 
towards the end of Eebruary, be beginning to grow, and 
will then require a close looking over. Every decayed 
or decaying leaf should be carefully removed without in¬ 
juring the healthy ones or tlie stems, and diligent search 
made for the slugs and snails, and every one destroyed. 
Should worms be in the pots, they will show they are 
there by their casts on the surface of the earth. Gene¬ 
rally, they may bo got rid of by turning the ball of 
earth carefully out of the pot, and picking out the 
worms, which may be seen winding round the outside of 
the ball. Should they be inside, then, when the plant 
requires water, give it water impregnated with lime, this 
will effectually kill the worms. Water will, in Eebruary 
and March, be required more frequently and more 
liberally, to encourage the llovvor-stems and buds to 
appear strong and healthy; and thus I have been round 
the year, and then commences the top-dressing and 
attentions of the spring season. 

Propagation: By Offsets.—I have already incidentally 
mentioned these, when describing the operation of 
potting, but 1 must enlarge a little here. No oliset 
should be taken off until it has roots of its own. If very 
small, three or four offsets may be put round a pot close 
to the side, there to grow until they are strong enough to 
be put singly into small pots, but if moderately strong, 
they ntay be put into pots singly, in proportion to their 
size. In general, small 60’s will be large enough, which 
are about three inches diameter. In these they remain 
for twelve months, and are then to be potted into the 
same size as the established plants. Blooming plants 
are usually grown in small 32’s, which are 5^ inches 
across, inside measure. In these put the strongest year- 
old offsets, and they will bloom the next season. 

By Seed.—This, to increase the chances of improved 
varieties, should be saved only from flowers of first-rate 
properties; and further, to increase with a certainty of 
success, such as are intended for seed should, when in 
bloom, bo placed under a hand-light, far away from 
their inferiors. The seed-vessels are, in wet weather, very 
apt to turn mouldy and decay, and consequently destroy 
the seed also. The hand-light will prevent this also. 
Gather the seed as soon as it is ripe, and keep it in a 
dry room, hung up in a paper bag till the season arrives 
for sowing it. If you have the convenience of a green¬ 
house, hebruary will be the best time, but if not, sow a 
month later in a cold frame; sow the seed in shallow pans, 
well drained, in light compost; press the compost evenly 
down, and then give a gentle watering; sow the seed 
upon it while moist, and then cover it about the eighth- 
of-an-inch, and cover the pan with a flat piece of glass. 
It will not require watering, because the moisture in the 
earth below will rise up and moisten the covering. Place 
the pan as near the glass as convenient, and watch the 

j soil that it keeps moist. The seedlings will come uji in 
[ about a month’s time, and then remove the glass, or the 

plants will draw up weak. As soon as they can be handled 
with a pair of small sticks, transplant the seedlings into 
similar pans, similarily treated with respect to water, 
but without the glass covering; replace them on tho 
shelf near the glass, and when the sun shines, shade 
them. It may bo necessary to ti’ansplant them once 
more into fresh soil and fi’esh pans previously to 
potting them off into small (id's, and, indeed, is desirable 
to do so, if convenient, as it strengthens them greatly, 
and forwards their growth. 

Pot them off into pots as soon as they have made four 
or five leaves, and place them under a cold frame, 
shaded daily until fresh roots are formed; then subject 
them to the summer treatment, and pot the strongest 
into blooming-pots in September. These will bloom 
the following season. 'P. Appleby. 

{To be continued,) 

CONIFER^E. I 

{CoiUiiiiu'd from page 28(1.) 

PiNus.—This genus contains the greatest number of 
species of the whole tribe of Couiferm. It is distributed 
through almost every clime of tho world. The common 
Scotch Eir (Pinus sylvestris) is found growing to almost 
the utmost limit of vegetation on the cold mountains of 
Norway and Sweden, whilst other species inhabit the 
mountains of Mexico, in tho warmest latitudes. This 
universal distribution of these trees, sheltering man 
and beast both from cold and heat, is another great 
proof of tho benevolence of the Creator of all things 
towai’ds His creatures, enabling them to bear and exist 
in climates that would otherwise be uninhabitable. 
Erom the various species of this large division of Coni¬ 
fer®, mankind extract, besides timber, various sub¬ 
stances of great use in tho arts and manufactures of 
every-day life. Oil of turpentine, common and Bur¬ 
gundy pitch, Hungarian balsam, Bourdeaux turpen¬ 
tine, are obtained from this genus and administer to the 
wants of man ; and then he makes use of the wood for 
building his dwellings and for fuel, for which latter pur¬ 
pose it is admirably fitted, on account of the abundance 
of oily matters it contains. 

The trees belonging to the genus are found in various 
altitudes, some growing on lofty elevations, whilst others 
inhabit valleys almost down to the sea-shorc. The 
genus is distinguished by the great length of the leaves, 
which grow in sheaths or bundles; by the cones, which 
are oval, and have their carpels, or scales, thickened at the 
top, so as to hide the bracts; and their carpels are persis¬ 
tent, remaining attached to the axil of tho cone for years 
after tho seeds have been shed. The cones, too, in 
contradistinction to the cones of tho Spruce tribe, are 
generally erect, that is, the small end points upwards. 
By these marks the Pines may be easily distinguished 
from other genera. 

It is somewhat remarkable that there are, in this 
genus, a certain number of species that have two leaves 
only in each sheath, others three, and others five in 
each bundle. And as this is not a chance afi’air, but is 
regular and constant, 1 shall arrange the species in my 
enumeration of them in three divisions:—1st. Such as 
have two leaves in a sheath. 2nd. Three. And 3rd. 
Such as have five leaves in a bundle or sheath. 

DIVISION 1st—LEAVES GENERALLY TWO IN A SHEATH. 

Pinus Austriaca (Austrian Pine).—A very hardy, 
robust-growing tree. It has been found to bear the sea 
breeze better than almost any other evergreen tree; 
hence it is important to the owners of laud so situated. 

Pinus Banksiana (Sir Joseph Banks’s Pine).—A 
native of the cold regions of Eludson’s Bay; a low- 
growing tree of considerable beauty. The natives of 
these inhospitable regions cover their huts with its 
branches, which, when covered with snow, look like so 
many enormous snowballs, and are, when heated with 
its logs of timber, warm and comfortable. It was named 
by Mr. Lambert in honour of that scientific and enter¬ 
prising botanist. Sir Joseph Banks. | 

Pinus brutja (Calabrian Pine). — Native of the j 

Calabrian mountains. It has a synonyme, P. conglome- 
rata, from the clusters of remarkably handsome long 
cones it produces. Perfectly hardy, and produces excel¬ 
lent timber. 

Pinus Eischeri (Dr. Fischer’s Pine).—So named by 
Mr. Booth, of Hamburgh, a celebrated nurseryman 
there. Very little is known of this species. 

Pinus Freiiontiana (Captain Fremont’s Pine).— 
Named in honour of that hardy, enterprising, and per¬ 
severing explorer of the regions of which it is a native, 
namely, tho mountains of Sierra Nevada, in California. 
It is a very remai'kable tree, producing its leaves some- 
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times three in a sheath, and sometimes only one. The 
latter peculiarity induced Dr. Torrey, and even Captain 
Fremont, to name it P. monopliylla, or the One-leaved 
Pine, which, had that circumstance been constant, would 
have been very appropriate. The seeds are large and 
eatable, so pleasant and wholesome that they form a 
large portion of food of the Indians who reside where it 
grows. The cones are produced plentifully, and there¬ 
fore it would be a desirable addition to our fruit-bearing 
trees in this country. The Indians call it the Nut Pine, 
and these (the nuts) ai’e said to be of a pleasant almond¬ 
like flavour. As yet it is rather scarce, but will, no 
doubt, soon be abundant, as it is hardy enough to pro¬ 
duce its delicious nuts in this country. It is a low- 
growing tree, averaging about twenty feet high. 

PiNus Halepensis (Aleppo Pine).—As this is a native 
of Syria, it is not quite hardy in the northern parts of 
the island, but bears our winters well in the southern 
counties. It is, perhaps, the most elegant of all Pines, 
and wherever it will exist should be cultivated. It is 
even worthy of a jilace in a conservatory. It grows 
rapidly, and is a somewhat low-spreading tree. 

Pinos inops (Poor or New Jersey Pine).—Often mis¬ 
taken for P. niitis, but its leaves ai'e shorter, and it is 
not so handsome in habit. T. Appleby. 

(To he continued^) 

MAKING ASPARAGUS BEDS. 

There are, doubtless, many gardens where the im¬ 
portant work connected with the raising of permanent 
crops will have been retarded by the unusual wet season 
we have had; and, in some instances, we fear the press 
of other duties in the spring months will prevent many 
things being done which were contemplated early in 
autumn; this, of course, relates only to such jobs as can, 
without any great sacrifice, be put off until another 
year. But there are some operations which can be as 
well done in spring as autumn, and amongst that num¬ 
ber is the formation of Asparagus beds. 

In many gardens, situated in districts uncongenial 
to healthy, vigorous vegetables, the production of this 
one in good condition is anything but an easy matter, 
delighting as it does in the deep, rich, alluvial soils 
found in the valleys flanking many of our rivers, 
and similar jilaces where the accumulated richness 
of the adjoining heights had, through countless ages, 
poured their treasures into the flat below, has cer¬ 
tainly given the locality a character and combination 
which we in vain may look for in any mechanically- 
contrived soil, which we, by mixing opposite sub¬ 
stances, may substitute for it. But it becomes the 
thinking cultivator to consider what can be done to 
render them as productive as possible; and we all know 
how much has been done under such adverse circum¬ 
stances, that we may yet hope to see the difficulties 
attending the growth of really good Asparagus overcome, 
when our knowledge of the laws relating to soils and 
their component parts shall enable us to present each 
individual with its own particular mixture. Now this 
part of our craft has certainly not been very successful 
yet in the culture of Asparagus, as I have seen beds that 
had been trenched a yard deep, and brushwood, stones, 
and other drainage, buried in the bottom by waggon 
loads, and all to no purpose. The Asparagus certainly 
did not perish wholesale, but it did so piecemeal, after 
producing for a very few years some few heads of very 
indifferent Asparagus. That there was something radi¬ 
cally wrong in the matter, was evident to every one; 
but that it was not owing to the want of manure and 
other enriching substances accorded to the beds with a 
liberal hand; but somehow, the mere adding of cart¬ 
load after cart-load of good useful dung, both fresh and 

decomposed, is still unable to afford this vegetable that 
description of food it is by nature adapted to assimilate, 
and consequently valuable matter is needlessly thrown 
away. Now, though it may appear feasible that a plant, 
like the Asparagus, producing such a quantity of fresh 
roots every year, and sending them to seek food every 
year to the same place their predecessors did the year 
before, must necessarily, sooner or later, exhaust that 
spot of those ingredients most suited to its growth; but 
somehow, the requirements of the plant is such, tliat 
merely adding large quantities of manure on the top of 
the beds every autumn, for the rains to wash the juices 
down to the roots, is not the way to afford the latter the 
food most in accordance with its wants. Much of it is 
necessarily washed below the action of the roots, if the 
soil be at all of that porous kind the Asparagus delights 
in ; if it be not, the result will be equally unsuccessful; 
because a heavy, tenacious soil, that is retentive of 
water, will never produce this vegetable in good condi¬ 
tion. Now, though we do not deny but that dung so 
placed on old asparagus beds, and its juices, by the rains 
of winter, allowed to filter through the stratum of soil 
forming the beds, may do some good, yet we cannot 
regard it as the most profitable way of supplying food to 
the plant, because the latter does not require it at the time 
it is offered; consequently, it is easy to infer that much 
of it must necessarily be lost. As the action of the roots 
of the plant and that of its top arc reciprocal, it follows, 
that when food is administered, it ought to be at such 
times as these important agents of the plant’s welfare 
may benefit themselves to the full extent of the quantity 
given, which, of course, every one knows is in summer; 
therefore, to those who wish to excel in the production 
of this vegetable, we say, supply it liberally with liquid- 
manure during the summer mouths, and now and then 
add a little salt to it; by this means the roots will 
receive all the benefit of the substance applied at the 
time they require it most; but, as the present and 
forthcoming season is the one suited to the formation of 
new beds, a few words on the subject will, perhaps, 
not be out of place. 

In those gardens where the soil consists of only a 
thin stratum resting on an impervious clay, or hungry 
sand or gravel, where vegetation is simply made to 
flourish by excessive applications of dung, &c., on such 
soils some extensive operation must take place if good 
Asparagus be required, because the depth of good staple 
soil it requires demands that as one of the primary con¬ 
ditions to insure success; but the treatment of ground 
resting on retentive clay must be diflerent from tliat on 
porous matter; the latter, parting quickly with super¬ 
abundant moisture, must be removed to make way for a 
stifier substance. The practice is this: a plot of ground 
having been fixed on for the intended beds, first remove 
all the surface-soil that is good, then the inferior portion, 
to such a depth as will allow a cavity of not less than 
two feet good, or, if two-and-a-half, so much the better. 
The bottom of this excavation we expect to bo sand or 
gravel, porous to an undue degree. Now, on this thirsty 
substance, I would place clay, or retentive loam, to the 
depth of throe inches, which would arrest the descent of the 
moisture, while, at the same time, the demands for water 
below would suck sulRcient from it to prevent its ever 
becoming soddened by too much moisture. The materials 
for the bed may then be put in at once, taking care to 
have a sufficient quantity of a stiffish kind of soil in the 
compost, because the imported portion will eventually 
assume the character of that to which it is annexed; 
it is better, therefore, to supply it with those ingi-edients 
which are most slow in effecting that change, while a 
sufficiency of dung and other things ought likewise to 
be supplied, so as to entice a vigorous growth to the 
plants when first planted there. In the compost used, 
it would be better for all the ingredients to be mixed 
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some time before being put in; but tins is not absolutely 
necessary, because some little time elapses before the 
roots of the plant reach that part of the bed which has 
least access to the air, during which time it will have 
amalgamated itself with the objects surrounding it. We 
may observe, that amongst the soils to which Asparagus 
has a great aversion, is the one in which iron predomi¬ 
nates; this soil, which shews itself so conspicuously by 
little pools of water having a sort of skin on their top, 
and tbe bottom, after it has receded, will appear red 
and rusty—this soil is highly injurious to the Aspa¬ 
ragus, and when this predominates in a neighbourhood, 
we have little hopes of success there, except by extra-j 
ordinary means. Lime and chalk are less objectionable, 
although they are not the proper food for this plant i 
either. The rich alluvial soils of the vale of the ; 
Thames is more the debris of other things, and we do j 

not know any place where such good Asparagus is 
grown. But a fair share of success will attend the 
cultivator who takes the trouble, as above, in dry, hungry 
soils. The damp thin ones, of a retentive character, 
require different treatment; they want additional soil, 
without excavation. In other words, whatever is added 
thereto must be done so as to raise the plot above the 
general level of the adjoining ground; for we have no 
hesitation in saying, that to excavate the subsoil, which 
we take to be clay, and fill in some six inches or more 
of loose stones and other drainage, and then fill in the 
top earth, is worse than useless, uidess there be an 
elficient outlet for all water collected in the stratum 
below, which is not always the case; besides whicli, 
ground of a decidedly stiff nature has a tendency to 
convert other soils that may be as far from the surface 
as itself into a like stiff chai-acter. These, and other 
reasons, lead us to prefer making new Asparagus beds on 
ridges elevated above the natural ground, in order that 
the stagnant moisture may be so far avoided as not to 
do much harm; it is likewise advisable to use porous 
substances in this mixture with more freedom than in 
the preparation of beds on the light, open soils first 
adverted to, because the adhesive nature of everything 
surrounding it will render that more necessary. 

As it is important that beds intended for permanent 
use bereafter should be well made, and not denied any¬ 
thing likely to ensure their well-being, yet it is equally 
necessary that all operations should be done when the 
ground is tolerably dry; it is, therefore, as well to leave 
it undone until spring, when it may be performed 
without that plunging and treading which is disastrous 
to soils at this wet season of the year. The planting 
may be then done likewise, if one-year-old plants be 
jireferred; but some sow at once where they are to 
remain; and some sow early in spring, on some good 
border, and plant out in Jirly or so, when the seedlings 
will move without loss. Whichever way be adopted, 
it is better to avoid that heavy crop of vegetables which 
many, in their anxiety, seem determined to have on 
ground they have treated so liberally to dung, forgetting, 
at the same time, the injury it does to the legitimate 
occupant of the bods. This, however, is more a matter 
for after-consideration; but the material for the maker 
of the beds may be prepared in the meantime, so that 
when the fitting time does come everything may be 
ready. The plan of sowing or planting dift’ei’s much 
with many cultivators; but, usually, rows two feet 
apart are thought best; and two or three years after¬ 
wards every third one taken away, leaving a space 
I'or an alley, which is also not without its uses, for 
summer vegetables may be cultivated there when shade 
and moisture may bo denied them elsewhere. There 
are many other modes, and all tending to the same end. 

J. Robson. 

THE GARDEN PILFERER. 

Jii/ the Authoress of “Mij Flowers," iCc. 

Thebe may be, among ray cottage readers, some who are, 

or some who /I'/iow sucli as are, chai'acters very like one I 
am going to remark upon; and, as I doubt not, they are little 

considering the end, to which they are travelling, I would 

earnestly pray their attention to tlie conduct and condition 

of an unhappy woman, whose name I shall call Betsey. 

She bore for many years, and with some persons, the 
reputation of being a kind daughter to an aged, bed-ridden 
mother; but her neighbours couhl have told a very ditt'erent 
tale if they had chosen. She had been always used to out¬ 
door work, and when she was middle-aged she became a 
regular weeder, and useful garden-woman, in the employ¬ 
ment of a gentleman in the neighbourhood. She was so 
active and handy in her work that she became a great 
favourite, and was allowed to pick up snap-wood, and often 
received her apronful of vegetables, with other little per¬ 
quisites, such as favoured servants receive from their em¬ 
ployers. Her poor old mother died, and Betsey, having 
only herself to provide for, got on very well. Her wood- 
house began to be so full of faggots that they poked their 
way out at every crevice ; only, as she was out all day, and 
only needed a fire at night, people could not put their finger 
upon anything against her. 

Fruit and vegetables have no legs or feet, it is well known; 
but those in the garden of Betsey’s master disappeared in a 
marvellous manner. Trees stripped themselves of goose¬ 
berries, apples, cherries, Jtc., as if by fairy hands ; no one 
could tell how they went, or where they were gone. Betsey 
looked extremely distressed and innocent, but privately gave 
her master to understand, that “ the young gentlemen were 
always m the garden after the fruit when his back was 
tm’ned,” and no doubt they were the offenders. It is very 
difficult for boys to clear themselves of charges such as 
these ; but other members of the family, who knew them to 
be false, began to suspect the person who made them. The 
other persons employed about the house had worked there 
for years, and were well known ; but there was a something 
about Betsey, both in look and manner, that was not open 
and honest, and, altogether, she became an object of doubt 
to all but her unsuspecting master. 

It was a very long time, some years, during which all this 
was going on; but at last a rumour reached the family, that 
was closely enquired into; and it was found that Betsey had 
all this time been secretly selling fruit and vegetables in the 
village, assuring her neighbours that her master had en¬ 
trusted them to her to sell for his own profit, and that if 
she did not get the money for them, and take it down regu¬ 
larly to him, that she should lose her place. Here was a 

I fact, and a foundation to act upon. The suspicions and 
doubtful accusations that had had no effect upon Betsey’s 
master hitherto w'ere now proved to have been no unkind 
and groundless charges ; she was the thief, and the “ young 
gentlemen” were innocent. Of course, she was immediately 
discharged, and then many things came to light which had 
been all dark and mysterious; and the villagers were very 
glad to find that justice had overtaken the guilty at last. 

Some time after this, Betsey went to work for another 
family, at a little distance ; but she was there a very short 
time, and was dismissed for clearly-proved dishonesty, so 
that no doubt remained of her want of character on this 
point. A’^ery strange tales were told of her, too, with regard 
to money, that she had lent money to the man from whom 

, she rented her house, and that “ the writings ” were in her 
, hand as a security. Events have proved that much of this 
i must be true; and how was a poor worker in the fields to 
! amass money ? 
I In the course of time Betsey’s health failed, and she was 

unable to work. None of the neighbours liked lier, or even 
thought well of her. Her landlord was constantly at her 
cottage, and was heard to say she should never want, and 
no one cared therefore to go near her. They did not like 
her ways or her doings. 

AVhen her old master was borne to his last resting place 
by the “cottage gardeners" who had for the longest, 
period rented his allotments, Betsey crawled out of her 
house to see the procession pass. She said he had been 
her only friend; and so, indeed, he had, but she had abused 
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liis kindness, robbed and deceived him, and tried to injiu'e 
liis character, too, for lier own ends. 

Since then she has been greatlj- afflicted, somehow or 
other, in her limbs; it was painful to see her creeping down 
the street upon crutches, scarcely able to move one foot 
before the other, and evidently in great pain. The expres¬ 
sion of her face was always bad, but it seemed to grow 
worse; aitd ns she came and went on her weary way to 
church, or the shop, no friend looked pleasantly at her, or 
used to ask her how slie was. We have the highest warrant 
for knowing, that “ Godliness hatli tlie promise of the life 
that now is, as well as of that wliich is to come." Poor 
Betsey’s “ life ’’ was not one of promUe; it seemed to be 
one of desolation and pain, as well as of want (jf reputation, 
and altogether she was a melancholy spectacle as she 
laboured onwards. 

One day, about a month ago, we ourselves happened to 
I see her creeping onwards in her long cloak, bent down as 

usual, and “ hirpling,’’ as the Scotch say, with her customary 
difficulty. AVe had, I believe, only just turned out of the 
village, when she was seen to reel and fall, and lie help¬ 
lessly on the ground. The neighbours raiseil her with some 
effort, and carried her into her cottage, where a bed was 
made on the kitchen door, and she was laid in it. There 

I she hns remained till this hour, and there she will remain 
i until she stands before the Great AVhite Throne. 

For some days she was scarcely sensible, but her senses 
■ have returned, so that she can at times talk and listen; but, 

as a neighbour said, “ her hands and her tongue are all of 
her that can move;’’ she is otherwise powerless, and lies 
like a log upon the bed, in the little narrow comfortless 
kitchen where she had lived so long, a melancholy sight. 
Two of her neighbours, who are blessed with “ bowels of 

I mercy,” take it by turns to sit up with her. They say she is 
; thankful and guiet,but dreadful to move, from her cries and 

helplessness. The slate of her mind is far worse than her 
body—hard, unconcerned, and satisfied with herself! Half 
wandering at times, yet contented because the depths within 
have never been broken up, she lies a spectacle at present to 
men and angels. “ Oh that men were wise, that they under¬ 
stood this, that they would consider their latter end!” To 
those who speak to her of her spiritual state, she returns 
hard, indift'erent answers; but while life is prolonged, there 
is yet hope that the day of grace may not be past. 

1 would earnestly entreat my humble readers to ponder 
this in their hearts. I would suggest to those of a higher 
class to put this paper into the hands of such as are em¬ 
ployed in their gardens and farms, because it may, by Goil’s 
blessmg, touch some heart going on still in its wickedness, 
and perhaps in the very way that Betsey went. She lived 
without raising one kindly feeling; no one liked her, or 
diu’ed to go near her, because of the language she used. 
Her house was the abode of sin. She robbed and injured a 
truslinp and good master on earth, and became greatly, won¬ 
derfully afflicted in her body. Everyone shunned and 
thought ill of her. She lived without God in the world, and 
has been struck down before the eyes of man, and laid 
helplessly aside. She is really the most desolate object 
possible, because, though kind offices are performed for 
her, she has no friend—no one to bid God bless her. Sin 
will always find us out. 

Oh ! let all who are unfaithful to God and man remember 
that punishment must conn?, and that none can be so dread- 

j fill, so horrible, as calmness and inditt'erence on tbe bed of 
deatli! Better to suffer agonies of terror than cold self¬ 
contentedness ! “ Ephraim is joined to idols : let him 
alone!” Oh ! what tongue can tell what it is to be let alone 
of God! No working, no awakening of tbe Spirit; but to 
bo left even wdiile in the bod}’, in the cold hopeless sleep of 
death! 

Let my humble readers “ awake and arise from the dead,” 
now wdiile there is time for repentance, “ and Christ shall 
give them light.” If they could see Betsey as she lies now, 
they would feel that but “ one thing is needful,” and seek 
grace to choose “ that good part tliat shall not be taken 
from them.” 

ALLOTMENT FARMING—Eebruary. 

Surely it is high time that this month changed its wonted 
habit. A “ fill dyke ” month is not exactly the thing that 
the cultivators of the soil require; and we have had a 
tolerable share of moisture already. Surely the oldest 
man living cannot call to mind such an extraordinary winter, 
if such it may be called, as we have partly passed. 

Here we are, then (January Kith), after undergoing 
nearly a quarter-of-a-year of dullness, almost incessant rain, 
and a total absence of frost, or, at least, any worthy the 

1 name, in November, Hecember, or January. This state of 
affairs has throwui cultural transactions into such a puzzling 

I position, that men groivn grey in the service scarcely know 
. how to proceed. However, one thing is certain—surplus 

waters must be got rid of, soils must be exposed to the air, 
and this in as little time as possible. The spring, with 
its cropping, is pressing hard upon us, and “ he gives twice, 

‘ who gives quickly,” may be borne in mind. 
And first, drainage—who has not better appreciated its 

importance than ever he did before? The question of its 
propriety remains precisely the same, but the recent ex¬ 
cessive period had been a good illustration of the singular 
utility of drainage on stagnant or adhesive soils. AVhen a 
writer adi'ises sharp attention to drainage, and the ameli¬ 
oration of the staple soil, during a fine, dry, and mellow 
period, people are apt to tliink that he is straining a point. 
But if he be a “ true prophet,” the recurrence of damaging 

' periods will plainly show that, although seasons may vary, 
; may have “ a run,” may prove very capricious for a 

lengthened time—yet, that cultural principles, based on j 
averages, and backed by both science and practice, will at 
last have to be resorted to, if progress be the word. 

And now what shall we do? This is the main question , 
under existing circumstances. To those who have omitted 
putting our drainage advice into practice in due time, we 

[ say, open temporary water-courses wherever possible, if 
( needed. If only for a few weeks, tiy and coax all water 
I away, in order that the air may enter the pores of the soil; 

for even the poorest of our allotment friends must know’ 
that two bodies cannot occupy the same space at once. If 
any doubt this, let him fill a gallon vessel with water, and 
then pour in a gallon of any soil, or, indeed, any substance, 
and he will find the heaviest body speedily displace tbe 
lighter. But our old-fashioned country-bred men, who have 
never been to Oxford, will scarcely believe that water is a 
body, or that air is a thing demanding space. But so it is, 
and our good friend, Mr. Fish, could tell a pretty tale, in 
his philosophising W’ay, about the old geranium in the 
cottage window’, and would, doubtless, show how’ it was that 
when this old pet became very dry, and water was applied, 
tbe soil continued to throw up bubbles, and made a gurgling 
sound for several minutes. Before the air, which is the 
great improver, can enter soils to benefit them, depend 
on it the water must be removed; and it is not a question 
of air alone, the returning warmth of spring is by such 
means conducted to the soil—yea, to the very subsoil 

And now the time is at hand in w'hich digging or trenching 
must be performed; hitherto, doubtless, delayed by the 
extraordinary winter. Everybody know's, full well, that 
there are periods set for the getting in of certain crops, and 
that it is well to come as near to those periods as possible. 
So nice a point was this esteemed in our younger days, that 
tile gardener about the great Metropolis who did not sow 
his caulifiowers on the filth of August, and his early pens 
about Lord-Mayor’s day, was not considered an orthodox 
character. It so turns out, however, that under extraordi¬ 
nary circumstances we may with propriety depart from such 
rules; and really the character of the past season would 

seem to warrant such a procedure. . . i 

It does appeal’, therefore, that the coming spring will bo 
late as to operative measures, and unless a singularly dry 
period occurs, when we have little right to expect it, 
both sowing and planting will of necessity prove protracted 
matters. This must put our friends on their guard, and 
wo add a maxim well known to practical men—better sow 
late than sow badly.” And now for the digging and 
manuring necessary for the various crops ; the time is at 
hand that such nuist bo carried out. Still, let us add, rather 
postpone the operation than dig ground in a wet state. In 
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this spring, more than in many, will it he an act of fairness 
I to allow allotment holders who ai-e but sen’ants, the pri¬ 

vilege of a day or two to their own plots, for after hours 
may not serve to accomplish what ought to be done for 
some weeks yet. About manures, we must again repeat, 
that in the present state of matters, mixtures, or composts, 
if you will, are best for general purposes, and in all such 
mixtures wo would fain have the ordinary dung of the 
midden, previously turned and reduced, play a conspicuous 
part. 

It is, indeed, impossible to overrate the importance of the 
tiuning a)ul breaking to pieces manure-heaps; dung will 
not only go much further, but, by mixing more thoroughly 
with the soil, will the more benefit the crops. Besides, if 
guano and soot are added, a practice advisable, even 
though it be in a small degree, it may be made to mix with 
the whole mass. We have the concurrent testimony of 
farmers with our own exjrerience to show that mixtures of 
rnanurial matters both go further and prove more bene¬ 
ficial to the majority of our crops. Where old gardens have 
been long under crops, and contain much dark matter or 
humus, lime will be found useful, if at hand. 

In consequence of the vmtoward season, digging and 
trenching will be in arrears with many, and it will be highly 
advisable to ridge all adhesive soils, if only for two or three 
weeks, taking care to wait until such ridges are very dry 
before levelling them down, and taking extra care in the 
latter process. 

Of course, the allotment holder has his course of cropping 
laid down, and in order that there be no mistakes, let him 
cut a few sticks, and having flattened one end to write on, 
get a little thick white paint, and having smeared a little on 
the shaven part, write on it, whilst wet, wdth a lead pencil, 
the digging, manuring, the crop and its successor, or 
mixed croppings, if such it be; he will thus know at a glance, 
and be reminded of sowing such as the cabbage-worts for 
mixing, or for succession. 

What Seeds are requisite should be procm’ed immediately, 
and kept in a dry place, and if any old seeds of last yeai’ 
remain they had better be tested. They may be soaked six 
hours in tepid water, and a given number, say twenty-four, 
sown in a pot, and placed in a warm room; by counting 
what sprout, it will be known what reliance can be placed 
on them. 

About the middle of the moutlr the hoe should be run 
through those Cabhayes wliich were planted in autumn, 
seeking a dry day for the purpose, and hoeing deep. On 
the heels of this the plot should be looked over, and any 
blanks made good from the store beds, which every good 
cultivator provides in autumn. Those remaining in store 
must be got out at favourable opportunities before the end 
of March. Many will probably be wanted for mixed crop¬ 
ping. For instance, the mangold or swede ground being 
dug and levelled down in due time, a double row of cabbages 
may be put down each centre, unless it is required for early 
potatoes. We have a plot of land from which we have 
taken crops of mangold for eighteen years; this is manured 
entirely with our pig and cow-dung, and the sweepings of 
the chimneys. From this we take a fine crop annually of 
the Ash-leaved kidney potatoes. One-half is swedes, the 

I other half mangold, and these change about annually. The 
j kidneys are planted in double drills in Februaiy, in every 
I centre between where the mangold and swedes will be, and 

when the kidneys are removed in July, their place is occu- 
j pied with swedes from a seed-bed. 

i Onions may be sown in the last week, if the soil is ready, 
j but such is unlilcely this season. Let the ground be very 

deeply dug for this crop ; it should, if possible, be wrought 
I two feet; they will, indeed, descend a yard. If manure 
j is requisite, it may go between the two spits, and if the 
1 onions come wealdy for a while, some guano-water might bo 
1 .applied. 

j Parsnips may bo sowed about the same time as the 
i onions, trenching deep, and manuring pretty well. A 
! bed of the Early-horn Carrots should, by all means, be 

sown in the middle of the month, in a warm spot, the bed 
much elevated. These must be protected, like radishes, and 
care taken, when up, that the slugs or snails do not run off 
with them. AVe must again recommend some dressing to 
be kept ready in a dry corner; the following is very useful— 

one bushel of new saw dust, half-a-bushel of very fine cinder- 
ashes, the dust lilown out, and one peck of fresh slaked 
lime, all well blended, or it would be well to slack the lime 
as wanted. AVe use this all the spring and seldom lose a 

crop. 
The beginning of February is an excellent time for sowing 

full crops of Peas and Broad Beans or Longpods ; no pea is 
better for the cottager than the Green Imperial or the old 
Prussian. The Imperial is sooner off the ground than 
others, and consequently makes way for autumn cropping; 
A little early Cabbaye may be sown at the end, and Let luces 
with Radishes. Tlie Ady’s Cos is the best; it needs no 
tying. If any August-sown lettuces have been provided, 
they must be planted out, if in store, in the end of the 

month, on rich soil. 
Potatoes: our practice is to plant early kinds at the 

end of February, and in the early part of March. If, 
however, the seed has been preserved as it ought to be, 
the middle of March will do w'ell. As for the Ash-leayed 
kidney, w'e never plant until the end of March; this kind 
forms an exception to the rest. AA'e make a point of sprout¬ 
ing them before planting. The best plan we know is to 
spread three inches deep of sawdust on a warm floor in the 
end of January, and to stick the Ash-leaf kidneys on their 
end in this material. Here they wiU produce stout buds of 
about an inch in length by the end of March, and must be 
removed so that not a sprout is damaged. AA'e have had 
much practice with this potato, and know the practice to be 
sound, because always successful. 

Rhubarb should be covered immediately, if not done; 
old chimney-pots, with a whisp of hay in them, answer 
well, and these, with warm dung around them, bring it very 
early. The breeding-time of mice is at hand; care must 
be taken to destroy them, or woe to the peas. 

And now, until we talie the pen again, let us advise our 
small gardeners to be on the alert whilst the spring is 
young, and by exti'a efforts, and increased diligence, to 
endeavoiu- to make up for the untoward season wc have 
passed.—E. Ebeington. 

THE APIARIAN’S CALENDAR.—February. 

By J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of “ The Bee-Keeper's 
Guide,” Ac. 

Examination.—It will be necessary to examine every 
stock very carefully early in the month, both in regard to its 
store of food, and to the state of the hive with respect to 
dampness ; for, urdess the protection has been very com¬ 
plete, the late continued and driving rains will be found 
very injurious in their effects. 

Dampness. — AA'lierever dampness and mouldiness ai'c 
discovered, it will be weU to supply a fresh floor-board; and 
in the middle of a mild and drying day to raise the hives 
all round upon little blocks of about half-an-inch for an 
hour or two. 

Feeiung.—Feeding, 1 fear, will be found more nccessiuy 
this spring than in any one that has of late years preceded 
it, for, from the extreme mildness of the winter, the bees 
have been in almost constant activity, and, conse(juently, 
consuming a much larger portion of food than when in 
their usual quiescent state ; feeding should be efi'ected at 
the top of the hive, if possible, but, if with barley-sugar, it 
is not so imperative as when li(iuid food is used. 

Alarm.—Mr. Newmaii has abeady sounded an alarm in 
The Cottage Gardener of the Cth of January. I hopi' his 
“ caution ” has been attended to by its readers who are bee¬ 
keepers, for never before, in^my remembrance, has there 
been so much cause for it. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

Truro.—The extreme south-western district of England 
seems to have entered with great ardour on the work of im¬ 
provement as regards poultry, for on Alonday, the 3rd hist., 
there was an exhibition at Truro, and on the 10th and 11th 
the Cornwall Society held its second meeting at Penzance. 

At Trui'o, we found ourselves in one wing of the market- 

i 

1 
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house, a huilding well adapted for the purpose ; and in the 
arrangement for the accommodation of the birds great 
judgment liad been manifested. At two o’clock, the awards 
having been completed, the public were admitted, and till 
nine that evening, and fom-, p.m., the following day, the 
room continued well filled. 

Spanish, as usual, commenced the hst, when pen No, 2 
shone conspicuous; and if in figure, head, and general 
character, they proclaimed their close relationship to the 
well-known stock of the most successful breeder of their 
race, they did full justice, by their condition and feather, to 
the management of their ])resent owner, Mr. W. .1. Law¬ 
rence, of Penzance. No second prize was given to tlie older 
birds, but the chickens of Mr. Pennington, and Mr. T. N. 
Miller, received 1st and 2nd prizes. 

Dorhinys, as a class, stood in great need of the improve¬ 
ment that Poultry Societies are now effecting ; another year, 
and we shall hope to get rid of much that we could not but 
object to. Weight, no less than plumage, was deficient; and 
colour and figure were strangely contrasted in the same pen. 
But the grey birds of Mr. (feorge Williams, and the %chite, 
belonging to Mr. Augustus Smith, deserved better neigh¬ 
bours ; these were, certainly, fair specimens of their re¬ 
spective classes. 

Among the Shanyhaes, Mr. E. II. Bowman’s white birds, 
both old and young, were the objects of general attention; 
and closely were their pens surrounded. Good management 
had placed them here without a soiled feather; and when 
we ad<l, that in point of shape, as well as size, they would 
lose by no comparison, it will not be surprising that such 
unanimous admiration should have been lavished on them. 
Mr. W. J. Lawrence’s and Mr. Blea’s birds were both de¬ 
servedly distinguished by the judge. Mr. Gittus was highly 
commended; and in chickens, he took a second prize. 

Breeders of this class would do well to consider how they 
may avoid that tendency to legginess that has shown itself 
at many of our late exhibitions, especially in the cockerels— 
a fault, we think, most dihgeutly to be guarded against. 
Let them also remember, that size may be gained at the ex¬ 
pense of symmetry, and that mere weight goes but for little. 

Malays, Uame-fowl, and Hambiiryhs, follow on the list. Of 
the two former, we had looked for better birds, especially, 
when we remembered the beautiful pair of White Game that 
were brought here last year. The Hamburghs were not 
numerous, but included some nice specimens, the property 
of Mr. Miller, of Truro. 

Black Polands could not be commended ; but Jlr. Hawke, 
of 'fruro, showed a good pen of golden, and the silver of Air. 
Aliller and Mr. Pennington fully bore out the justice of their 
awards. Air. Bowman’s ivhite Polands, which had been vic¬ 
torious at Birmingham, had equal honours here. 

In class 27, for any other distinct breed, a number of 
Minorcas and Aiicoiias were shown. Now these birds, be¬ 
traying such evident traces of a Spanish origin, liowever 
impure and degenerate, have no title to be thus distin¬ 
guished; and another year will not, we hope, again witness 
their competition for prizes whicli should always be reseiwed 
for fowls of unquestioned purity of Idood. 

Of Gold-laced Bantams, Air. George Williams had good 
specimens; and the Almond Tumblers, belonging to the 
same gentleman, were excellent. Some Black Carriers, 
Jac(diins, Fautails, and White Trumpeters, were specially 
noted amongst the 1‘igeons. Air. G. AVilliams’s Geese and 
Turkics deserved and obtained the highest approbation. 
Ducks will be better another year; and Pea-fowl, it should 
be remembered, are sliown to great disadvantage at the pre¬ 
sent season, which must account for Air. Hawkins's birds in 
this class not realising the higher step; but judges must 
decide on what birds arc, not on what they may be. 

Uniformity in the pens, no less with respect to colour than 
form and general appearance, will, doubtless, another year 
be more generally studied than a first exhibition can give 
time for. Trurb, however, may well congratulate herself 
on this favourable commencement of her Poultry Society ; 
and if, as is confidently expected, arrangements can bo 
made for the union of this association with the Cornwall 
Society of I'enzance, the objects of both bodies will be far 
more effectually carried out, and their practical utility more 
permanently established. There is every reason to believe 
that such will be the result, from the general conviction of 

all those who are most interested and best informed on 
poultry matters. 

The Judges were Captain Alansell and the llev. AV. AY. 
AVingfiold, of Gulval; and we should think that if anything 
could reconcile to their task those who may fill that respon¬ 
sible office, it would be the good-humoured assent to their 
awards, which even the unsuccessful candidates on this 
occasion so readily bestowed. 

Tub Coenwali- Poultry Society’s Penzance Exhibition. 

—Evidence is daily accumulating as to the practical utility 
of the Poultry Societies and exhibitions whose transactions 
have lately occupied so prominent a position in the columns 
of The Cottage Garhenee. Those who first bestirred 
themselves in this branch of agricultural economy made up 
their minds to encounter difficulties, not merely from the 
indifference, but, in many cases, from the positive opposition 
of many, who expressed themselves even in terms of indig¬ 
nation at the attempt to suggest a better system of manage¬ 
ment for that class of live-stock .whose well-being had 
hitherto been so little regarded. And well it was that they 
were so prepared; for remarks have not been always limited 
to the good-humoured joke on the trivial character of such 
pursuits. The reailiest and most etfectttal answer to our 
opponents on this point, has been the continuous develop¬ 
ment of the various points of excellence in those classes 
which are speci.ally distinguished for culinary honours. The 
Dorkings, no less than those other varieties that occupy 
difi’erent degrees of merit in popular estimation. Geese, 
Ducks, and Turkeys, illustrate our meaning, when we now 
compare them with such specimens as might be taken as 
the fair average of some few years since. 

Paris, we know, was usually had recourse to for fumish- 
ing those choicer specimens of dead poulti’y for which it 
had obtained so great a repute ; but a few weeks since, we 
found, to our surprise, that Brighton was the source from 
which the table of an inhabitant of the French metropolis, 
confessedly most competent to decide, was regularly sup¬ 
plied ; and that even the Parisian poultiymen could not but 
acknowledge the justice of the award. 

At two o’clock on the afternoon of Alouday, the 10th inst., 
the doors of the Penzance Corn Alarket were opened to the 
public, whose presence on that, and the following day, fully 
bore out the expectation of general support, that had induced 
so convenient an arrangement for both spectators and the 
objects of their attention. 

The 1st prize in Spanish corresponded with the Truro award 
of last week, and, in all the characteristics of that striking 
variety, proved the judgment of their owner. Air. Lawrence, 
of Penzance, in the selection of his stock from Captain 
Hornby. His pen of chickens has unfortunately suti’ered 
by the mutilation of the cockerel’s comb, which, with other 
evident tokens of a recent conflict, told against them ; but 
an accident of this kind we are all liable to ; and, provided 
300 miles in mid-winter bo not an insuiTnountal)le obstacle. 
Air. Lawrence must uphold the credit of Cornwall at the 
Birmingham meeting of the present year. 

Of Grey Dorkings we had a good lot, especially those 
belonging to George AA’illiams, of Trevince, near Truro, and 
E. Rodd, Esq., of Penzance ; and closely riveted on these 1 

pens did we notice the attention of many of our agricultural | 
neighbours, and their consequent applications as to where 
good specimens might be attainable. In the While birds, 
there was, perhaps, a want of substance; but those of i 
Augustus Smith, Esq., the Lord Proprietor of the Scilly 
Islands, had many good points ; but on noticing a deficient ' 
bird, which spoilt the pen, we found that those intended to 
be shown had been claimed at Traro, and, consequently, no : 
time remained for a more careful selection. Air. AA'illiams , 
took a second prize; and a bird of Air. Hicks woidd have 
done more with better companions. | 

The Shanyhaes were deservedly commended by the .Judge, ' 
Air. Andrews, of Dorchester; and commendations from such 
an authority may well be prized. Here, again, was Air. 
Lawenco successful, taking first prizes with his buff birds, 
in both the old and chicken classes. Equal second prizes 
were awarded to Air. Bowman and the Rev. AA'. AA'. AVing- 
field, of Gulval; while the weighty birds belonging to Air. ! 
Blee were honoured by the double rosette that indicated 
high commendation. It would be a bold assertion to speak ! 
of the existence of better white Shanghaes than Air. Bow- j 
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man’s—assuredly, in condition they could not he surpassed— 
and in S3'minetry, no less than weight, their presence must 
have relieveil tlie dudge’s mind from doubt of any kind. A 
remarkably fine pen was shown liy Sir. Gittus, but their un- 
featliered legs told against them; had it been otherwise, 
their position would probably have been different. Mr. llodd 
had a singularly compact and weighty dark partridge hen. 

In chickens, Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Bowman took first 
prizes for the buff and white respectively ; no second prize 
was offered in this class, but “highly commended " was affixed 
on Mr. 'Wingfield’s pen, bred from his birds that took the 
second prize in the older class. Sir. Gittus was here again 
commended for pen .'ib. 

Malays we may say little of; nor need we dwell on 0<nnc 
fowl; among wliich, however, ]Mr. Rodd had a good grey 

I cock, but the hens with him did not match. 
Mr. Grenfell’s Silver-pencilled and Sjjanyled Hambtiryhs 

carried off a succession of second prizes-—but better things 
await him another year, if in the Spangled class he obtains 
ratiier lighter colours, and more distinct markings, both m 
that as well as in the Pencilled. His birds were well shown, 
and formed a very attractive part of the exhibition. 

Poland fowls, as so often happens, were certainly capable 
of impi’overaent; Mr. Bowman, liowever, took a first prize 
for his golden birds; and the same gentleman also exhibited 
a very good lot of white bearded Polands—wliich we are 
heretical enough to regard as an imiirovement on their 
clean-chinned relatives. Mr. Pennington’s Silver-spangled 
birds were deservedly noticed. Both these pens were win¬ 
ners at Bodmin, and, consequently, appeared here as extra 
stock. Among fowls of any distinct breed, Mr. "Wingfield 
took a prize for his White Silk Fowls. These birds are as 
easily kept within bounds as Shanghaes themselves, and are 
excellent layers, sit well, and as mothers are not to be sur¬ 
passed. A gigantic pah’ of ’■^Brahma pootra" fowls, recently 
imported, and the property of Mr. Bowman, were very 
striking objects. 

Mr. 'Williams was victorious with the same pen of Gold- 
laced Bantams that were at 'Truro. Exhibitors in this class 
should study the meaning of the word laciny as distinguished 
from spanyled. There were good pens of white and black. 

Pigeons fonned one of the best collections we have seen 
for a long time. It would, indeed, have been a hard task 
to have picked out a bad pah’, and few varieties were absent; 
Barbs, Jacobines, Eantails, Carriers, Tumblers, Silver Owls, 
Turbits, and Nuns, were all represented. 

In Geese, Blr. Williams showed three truly magnificent 
specimens; and adjoining them, hut not exhibited for a 
prize, were a pair of young 'Toulouse bhds, belonging to 
Sir. Wingfield, and bred from the stocks of the late Earl of 
Derby. Mr. AVilliams’ three birds together must have ex¬ 
ceeded (iO lbs.; and, as we noticed that one of the Geese was 
afterwards transferred to Mr. Wingfield’s pen, we should 
augur well for this class at the next exhibition. 

Mr. Williams’s Tnrkeys were excellent, and adjoining them 
we found the Pea fowl of Mr. Bolitho in better condition 
than we ever remember to have seen their race at this or 
any other exhibition. 

Jlr. Bedford’s Aylesbury and Call Backs were first-rate, 
and his black East Indian would have stood in the same post 
of honour, had not the third been marked with a few white 
feathers. When we say that Mr. AWlliams’s Ducks, of the 
common breed, weighed 20 lbs. the three, further improve¬ 
ment is hardly to be looked for. 

This closes our list; and the verdicts of Mr. Andrews 
cannot but satisfy the members of this society that their 
past efforts have succeeded, while their future labours are 
abundantly encouraged. AAdien we hear from such 
authority that Shanghaes were shown at Penzance as good 
as what appeared at Birmingham, in December last, and 
that other classes were so deserving of high lionour, we 
feel secure that Cornish energy, remembering its good old 
motto, “ One and. all," will successfully carry out the good 
anticipations of those who, in difl'erent parts of the country, 
have already so zealously aided the interest of the poultry- 
keeper. 'Thus combined, we shall take the surest means 
for rendering these institutions permanently useful; and, 
by forming one society for the AVestern Division of the 
County, avoid the manifold oljjeotions of the minute sub¬ 
division of small local associations. 

In the following list those classes are omitted in which no 
prize was awarded. 

SPANISH (Cock and two hen^ of any age). 

Class 1.—First prize, 1, Mr. W. J. Lawrence, Penzance; second 
prize, 2, Mr. W. C. Pennington, Penzance. 

GllEV DORKINGS (Cock and two hens of any age). 

Class 3.—First prize, 8^ G. Williams, Esq., Trevince, Truro ; second 
prize, 9, E. H. Rodd, Esq. Penzance. 

GREV DORKINGS (Cockerel and three pullets, chickens of 1852), 

Class 4.—First prize, 13, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince. Truro. 

WHITE DORKINGS. 

Class 6.—Second prize, 19, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince, Truro. 

COCHIN-CHINA OR SHANGHAE (Cock and two hens of any age). 

Class / .—White.—First prize, 37, R. H. Bowman, Esq., Penzance. 
Buff.—First prize, 29, Mr. W. .1. Lawrence, Penzance; equal second 
prizes to 26 and 28, R. H. Bowman, Esq., and the Rev. W. W. Wing¬ 
field, Gulval. 

COCHIN-CHINA OR SHANGHAE (Cockerel and three pullets, 
chickens of 1852). 

Class 8.—White—Second prize, 40, R. H. Bowman, Esq., Penzance. 
Buff—First prize. 45, Mr. W. .1. Lawrence, Penzance. Both classes 
of Cochin-Chinas very meritorious. | 

MALAY (Cock and two hens of any age). , 

Class Q.—Second prize, 6o, Mr. W. J. Lawrence, Penzance. ! 

MALAY (Cockerel and three pullets, chickens of 1852.) 

Class 10.—Second prize, 62, Mr. W. J. Lawrence, Penzance. 

GAME FOWL (Cock and two hens of any age). 

Class 11.—Second prize, 69,’P. Grenfell, Esq., Gulval. 

SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH (Cock and two hens of any age), j 

Class 17.— Second prize, 75, P. Grenfell, Esq., Gulval. ■ 

SILVER-PENCILLED HAMBURGH (Cockerel and three pullets, j 
chickens of 1852). | 

Class 18.—Second prize, 77, P* Grenfell, Esq., Gulval. 

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH (Cock and two hens of any age). 

Class 19.—Second prize, 79, P. Grenfell, Esq., Gulval. 

SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGH (Cockerel and three pullets, 
chickens of 1852). 

Class 20.—Second prize, 82, P. Grenfell, Esq., Gulval. 

POLAND FOWL (GOLDEN) (Cock and two hens of any age). j 

Class 23.—First prize, 85, R. H. Bowman, Esq., Penzance. j 

POLAND FOWL (GOLDEN) (Coekerel and three pullets, chickens ' 
of 1852). 

Class 24.—Second prize, 87, Mr. J. R. Branwell, Penzance. 

For any other distinct breed. 
WHITE SILK FOWL (Cock and two hens). j 

Class 27.—Second prize, 9I, Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval. 

BANTAMS (Cock and two hens). 

Class 28.—Gold-laced—First prize, 99, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince. 
White—First prize, 102, Mr. W. H. Foss, Penzance. Black—First 
prize, 105, E. C. Marriott, Esq., Tehidy, Truro. 

PIGEONS. 

Class 29.—First prize, 107, Mr. W. Adams, jun., Penzance (Carriers). 
First prize, 108, Mr. .T. Fox, Penzance (Barbs). First prize, 111, Mr. 
W. Wearne, Penzance (Black Fantails). First prize, 116, Mr. J. Fox, 
Penzance (Jacobins). First prize, 117, Mr. H. Baynard, Penzance 
(Turbits). First prize, 118, Mr. J. Fox, Penzance (Nuns). Equal first 
prizes, 119 and 120, Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval, and Mr. J. Fox, 
Penzance (Trumpeters). First prize, 121, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince 
(Tumblers). First prize, 127, Mr. H. Baynard, Penzance (Silver Owls). 

GEESE. 
Class 30.—First prize, 130, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince, Truro. 

DUCKS (Drake and two ducks). 

Class 31.—Aylesbury—First prize, 134, J. S. Bedford, Esq., 
Pendrea. Other Varieties (Common)—First prize, 140, G. Williams, 
Esq., ot Trevince. Coloured Call—First prize, 144, J. S. Bedford, 
Esq., Pendrea. White Call—Equal second prizes, 146 and I47, Rev. 
W. W. Wingfield and A. Smith, Esq., Mr. Wingfield’s birds being 
Coloured Calls. 

TURKEYS (Cock and two hens), i 
Class 32.—First prize, 132, G. Williams, Esq., Trevince, Truro. 

PEA FOWL. I 

Class 32.—First prize, 133, W. Bolitho, Esq., Chyandour. j 

GUINEA FOWL. ! 

Class 33.—Second prize, 148, W. Bolitho, Esq., Chyandour. | 

SILVER PHEASANT. 

Class 33.—First prize, 149, Mr. W. J. Lawrence, Penzance. 

ON THE DES'i’EUCTION OE THE WIREWOllM. ; 

Of nil tlie annoyances the gardener is subject to, and they 
are not few, there is none, perhajis, so universally bemoaned 
as those caused by the ravages of the wirewonn. i 
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The kitchen-gfirdener lias his potatoes, turnips, carrots, 
and even his onions speckled and disfigured, if not materially I 
injured, by the enemy; but it is to the floral-gardener that ' 
it proves the most unmitigated pest. Snails, slugs, cater¬ 
pillars, and a host of other insect depredators, if not entirely 
vanquished, can be tolerably kept under, by care, industry, 
and ivatchfuluess; but the wireworm, insidious foe, defies 
all ordinary efforts. Hand-pick every spade of fresh earth; 
search as you will, there are sure to be some left to torment 
you; and trap, catch, and destroy them as you may, there is 
always a friend or relation left to revenge their deaths. And 
after leaving his favourite Pinks and I'ansies over night, 
apparently in rude health, the unhappy florist too fre¬ 
quently rises in the morning to find some of his choicest 
varieties (for the rascals invariably prey on these, and 
gradually on such as he has fewest specimens of) prostrate, 
and with flaccid leaves, giving melancholy notice of the 
destroyer within. 

It is unfortimate, too, for florists, that the soil which is 
their staple is that in which the enemy makes his chief 
abode ; for he, like most plants, luxuriates in old pastures, 
and hence there is annually brought into florists’ gardens 
the very foe they are most anxious to keep out. Your readers, 
therefore, will, ! dare say, not unthankfully receive any 
information as to the means of resisting the common 

destroyer. 
As i have no claim to be a professed or practised WTiter 

on gardening matters, I will, as the most convenient mode 
of imparting my small knowledge on this subject, shortly 
explain how I first made sorrowful ac<iuaintance with the 
marauder ; what experiments I tried to get rid of liis com¬ 
panionship, and their results. 

Some few years since, having entered on a small piece of 
ground for gardening purposes, the soil of which had not 
been disturbed, so far as I could learn, since the days when 
Adam was a gentleman, I caused the turf to be peeled off, 
set in a heap, and in due com’se made of it my south border— 
the old soil being excavated, and the decayed turves placed 
therein, to the depth of something like three feet—meaning 
there to grow' most of my florists’ flowers. 

I was advised, by a more experienced gardening friend, 
that as I should probably find a few wdreworms (a hint I 
found to be strictly correct, except in regard to the fewmess 
alluded to), I, under his direction, planted the border the 
first year with culinaries, and certainly some maiwels of the 
vegetable w'orld were produced. Horn carrots particularly 
presented proofs of the numbers, industry, and appetites of 
the wire-workers, and were worthy of exhibition as curio¬ 
sities of horticulture; indeed, all the bulbous vegetables 
suffered much in the same way, where they survived the 
attack ; but, generally speaking, they w'ere, as the Americans 

"say, regularly exquostulatod altogether; but the lettuces, 
which I planted, again and again, seemed to bo the great 
attraction for the vermin; hardly did these get fairly esta¬ 
blished, and begin to prick up, than one after another they 
laid down their leaves again, and I frequently picked ten or 
tw'elve fine, fat, shiny, golden fellows from the stem and 
roots of one small plant, besides others of their friends 
from the immediately surrounding soil, who were, to all 
apjienrance, hastening to the banquet. 

When this had occurred the third time, I hastened to 
take further counsel of my gardening friend. He laughed 
at my lamentations, of course; fordo we not all laugh at 
our neighl'our's small misfortunes when they do not affect 
ourselves ? However, he and other authorities, written 
and oral, that I consulted, having recommended salt, soot, 
lime, and a variety of other nostrums, I, after a great deal 
of consideration and tapping the vacant head, set to work 

to try some experiments. 
1 took six wine-glasses, and having first placed in each 

ten or a do/.en of my golden friends—No. 1 glass, I filled up 
with soot; No. 2, with salt, moistened; No. h, fidth salt, 
dry; No.-t, with powdered lime, slaked; No. .I, with pow¬ 
dered lime, unslaked, and afterwards added sutficient water 
to slake it; and No. (J, wdth genuine guano. To make my 
story as short as possible—at the end of a week my friends 
in Nos. 1, 2, d, and -1 glasses, were all as lively as grigs; 
those in No. -O were mostly dead, but some two or three .still 
survived, though wonderfully shaky, I confess; while those 
in No. (i glass were as dead as door-nails, and were so, I 

.THl 

may mention, twenty-four hours after the guano was 
applied. 

This satisfied me that soot, salt wet or dry, and slaked 
lime, were useless for my purpose, and that even the appli¬ 
cation of quick-lime, in practice, would be equally so; 
because, if applied to the soil, the wireworms would have 
opportunity to escape from the evolution of heat and gases, 
which they had not in the glass ; the only satisfactory result 
which seemed to be obtained was this, that guano was the 
destroyer if it could be applied so as to be brought in 
contact mth the victims. 

It occurred to me also, that if the guano could not be 
applied to destroy, it miglit be useful to protect, so I tried 
this further experiment. I again, in the same ground 
where the plants had been destroyed before, planted eleven 
more rows of lettuces, eleven in a row ; round each plant of 
each other row, and about two inches from the stem, I drew' 
with my finger a shallow' drill, and therein strewed a liberal 
sprinkling of guano, and lightly covered up the drill again. 
The result was, that every plant unprotected was consumed 
by the enemy, while all the plants (with one exception) 
with the guano round them, grew to i)e respectable mem¬ 
bers of lettuce society ; in fact, of rather gigantic dimensions 
too, and were consumed on iny table; and the loss of the 
solitary exception I have spoken of, I attribute to having 
enclosed when planting (though I used great care in this 
respect) a straggler from the enemy’s camp within my 
guanic circle, and he, finding no escape open to him, re¬ 
solved manfully to die in his vocation, for I only found one 
solitary fellow in the plant, when, after a fortnight or so, I 
pulled it up on observing it indicate symptoms of being 
wirew'ormed. 

Believing guano, therefore, to be the ascertained specific 
for my complaint, I soon after gave the border a stiff dressing 
of it; but still, during the whole summer, kept trapping 
with potatoes for the wireworms, and with tiles laid on tlie 
surface for the beetles, of which, as your readers, of course, 
are aw'are, the wireworm (so called) is the larva, and in 
which capacity he is said to seiw’e a destructive apprentice¬ 
ship (and oh ! how willingly would florists cancel the inden¬ 
tures) of four years before changing to the mature insect. 
By these means, and by continually stirring the surface of 
the soil, I much abated the nuisance, and it is well to 
observe that the last-mentioned application is of immense 
service. The wireworm has a rooted antipathy to the iron 
tooth; this is shewn by his natural choice of habitation in 
pastures, old hedgerows, and the like, where the rake and 
the hoe never reach him. Again, we find him burrowing 
just beneath the surface; the rake routs him out, and 
even the superior worm, Blan, finds it aggravating to be 
turned out-of-doors just as he is sitting down to feast. IVe 
shall not, therefore, prematm-ely conclude that the fre¬ 
quently moving the surface makes the place so distasteful a 
residence to the gentleman whose habits we are discussing, 
that he will be inclined to move off as well as a wireworm’s 
locomotives will enable him; and when his time of meta¬ 
morphosis arrives, he will seek for his progeny a home 
where some more feeling, but less industrious gardener, 
will not so frequently invade their repose. 

The second season, I planted my border with cabbages, 
and followed them with Brussel sprouts and brocoli. All 
these clubbed handsomely, not their money, but tbeir roots ; 
so I did not, as you may imagine, get first-rate imoduce. 
During the summer I again, at all convenient seasons, 
trapped and stirred as before, and by the second autumn 
had reason to believe that I had fairly fought and con- 
(piered, for the ensuing spring I planted pinks, pansies, 
ranunculuses, picotees, and polyantliuses on the field of 
battle, and sutt'ered no injury of consequence, either that 
year or afterwards. 

Acting on the experience thus gained, I now invariably 
freely sprinkle each layer of my annual supply of turf with 
guano, as it i.s laid up ; and the heap being well exposed to 
the air by l)eing chopped over several times during the two 
years it is kept before use, I do not find the manure too 
stimulating, and I do find I rarely sutfer from this most 
terrible of florists’ plagues. Whether quick-lime could be 
applied in sufficient quantities to have effect without ren¬ 
dering the soil unsuitable for floral purposes, I am not able 
to say; but I have ascertained, from unquestionable farming 
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authorities, that lime mixed, in quantities quite incom¬ 
patible, I am sure, with floral cultivation, with the soil from 
old hedge-row borders, although left to stand some montlis 
in a heap, is not effectual to exterminate, although it is 
believed it destroys, as no doubt it does, great numbers of 
the pests.—.1. S. 

THE DUBLIN AMATEUR POULTRY SHOW. 

The attention of the Managing Committee of the Ama¬ 
teur Poultiy Society of Dublin has been called to a report 
wiiich has beon published in the number of your Journal 
issued the tith instant, and which you state was furnished to 
you by Mr. I. J. Nolan. 

Had you not given the name of your correspondent, we 
should not have been at any loss to trace the source from 
whence tlie report emanated; and had Mr. Nolan confined 
his abuse to us and our mismanagement, we should have 
treated his remarks with silent contempt; but, when he has 
the effrontery to impute dishonourable motives and a biassed 
decision to the gentlemen who acted as judges upon the 
occasion, we deem ourselves called upon to rebut his asser¬ 
tions, and give them the most unequivocal contradiction, 
i'erhaps the language in which we write may be deemed 
strong; but can we pass over in silence the following 
portion of his report without feeling indignant at the im¬ 
putations contained in it? He says, “Our judges are, ! 
unfortunately, the relatives or friends of the exhibitors; | 
and what Irish judge is so immaculate as not to feel an i 
erroneous j)rejudicc in favour of his friend, particularly 
when they walk out with printed catalogues in their hands?” 
He does not, and dare not, ventm’e to assert that they 
walked in with them, or ever had them previous to the 
adjudication, or could have had any idea of the ownership 
of the birds on which they were about to adjudicate. He 
further adds, “that he would advise, that, as at the English 
shows the judges bo brought from a distance.” We feel it 
our duty to state, in reference to this remark, that, appre¬ 
hending it possible that Mr. Nolan, or such another, might 
make this objection, every endeavour was made by us to ob¬ 
tain a third judge from England, having previously obtained 
the assistance of two gentlemen who live at a distance from ! 
Dublin exceeding at least forty miles, and who were wholly j 
unacquainted with the ownership of the birds exhibited. , 
Those judges were The Hon. Walter Arbuthnot, of Harris- 
town, near Kinnegar; and Thomas Eutherfoord, Esq., of 
Mooretown House, Ardee; the third judge being also a 
gentleman of high standing, but living near Dublin, and i 
who kindly consented to act, at our urgent request, when at j 
the last moment it was found impossible to prociu’e a third 
one from England. 

Now, Mr. Editor, let us look at the facts. You are aware 
that strict punctuality on the part of the pmblic cannot be 
commanded; and although !) o’clock a.hi. was the hour 
named for all the birds to be in the room, it was full 10 
before all had arrived; and more than 11 before all were 
arranged in the different pens. Shortly after which the 
judges, fm’nished with a book in skeleton only, commenced 
their labours; and at 1 o’clock p.m., the hour announced 
for opening the doors had arrived, they had only given their 
decision upon the different varieties of the Gallirraceous 
Poultry, the public became clamorous for admission, and, 
in order to keep faith with them, the Committee thought it 
prudent to defer the judging of the Ducks, Geese, and 

j Trrrkeys, rrntil the following morning. 
Mr. Nolan also refers to mismanagements, and says, “ he 

regrets, that either by neglect or design, some Aylesbury 
I Ducks are called Labrador, arrd improperly classified, or 
! errtirely omitted.” There was but orre lot of Ducks out of 
I its place, which was caused by warrt of rooirr; arrd they did 

not belong to the lady whose name he makes so free with, 
j He further says : “ how the Managing Committee corrld 
I mistake the White Aylesbury for Black Labrador is of diffi¬ 

cult explarration.” We beg to assure you, Mr. Editor, that 
i wo are not quite so strrltifred as not to know the difl’eretree 
! between black arrd white. Arrd W'e also take this opporturrity 
I of informing Mr. Nolan, or, as he is pleased to style him- 
I self, a “ true fancier, and the oldest Amateur in Ireland,” 

that the Labrador Duck is a pied Duck, “ Euligula Labra- 

dora” of Bonaparte, a very scarce marine bird, and is not 
the black variety of the common duck, commonly known as 
the Buenos Ajues or South Anrericarr Duck. 

We have the honour to be. Sir, 
Your most obedierrt servants, 

J. E. Dojibeain, 

W. B. Set.w'ood, 

Eichaed P. Wii.liams, 
Dublin, 17 January, 1803. 

Munayiny Committee, 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Stove Climbers {//. J?.).—Turnout the CombreUimhy &\\ means, 
and close spur it. 'I’liere is a mass of confusion amonp; the Ipomaas. 
The one you ask about (/. jaliipa) has a light pink flower. The true 
Jalap ipo7nwa, is about as hardy as the Mandevillea suaveolens. We 
flowered it in the open air, close to London, in 183S, while the good 
people in Edinburgh were training it over the stoves. It is in the garden * 
of the Horticultural Society, we believe. Jasminum grandijiomm stands 
three times more heat than the MandevUlea, but both are very hardy, 
greenhouse plants. All the Jasmines put together could not be com¬ 
pared to a fine-grown Mandevillea, but it requires enormous room to 
bloom well. 

Cape Bulb (W. D,).—The description of the bulb being “very 
scaly,” puts it out of the whole order of Amaryllids. There is no known 
bulb in all Africa which comes near your description. Without a flower 
and a leaf, no one can truly say what way a bulb ought to be treated, 
and there is not the least reliance on the names sent home from the Cape 
growers. We could publish the names of some parties at the Cape who 
make a regular practice of deliberately cheating their customers by the 
use of false names to bulbs. 

Poultry Feathers (Scrutator),—Your enclosures of gold and silver- 
laced Poland feathers have been received. They are very good, especially 
the silver, and, provided other necessary points of excellence are present, 
we should be glad to know whether you have any to part with. But you 
must not forget that a "spangled" Poland ("splashed" we should 
agree with you in discarding) is a recognised variety, and need not be 
opposed to your laced birds. But in reply to your communication, as 
also with respect to that of Mr. Brent, we must have more to say another 
week.—W. 

Amaryllis (An Amateur, Dublin), — You bought some of these 
without names; they are kept dry in pots in a stove, since October, and 
two of them show flowers, and you give them water, but are puzzled 
what to do with the rest, some of which are now growing. Y'our bulbs 
are of the Hippeustrum section of Amaryllids. Friable yellow loam, 
such as you would choose for Strawberries in pots, for Melons, or for 
Pine-apples, reduced slightly with a little sand, is the best for all this 
race. Once in six years is often enough to repot them, and that should 
be done as soon as the leaves are full grown, or if the soil gets wrong, and 
you wish to change it altogether, you must repot whenever you see the 
points of the first two leaves rising in the middle of the bulb. At this 
early season, flO” is hot enough for those in growth, and 45° for such as 
are yet dormant. In the yellow loam, and in this heat, one watering a- 
wcek will be enough for them till the middle of February, When the 
leaves are full grown they will stand great heat, and water every day ; 
before then you will see more about them in these pages. 

Flower-garden Plans (Queen Mab),—Your plan has come to hand, 
and is just one of those sorts that we are so desirous to publish. It shall 
appear soon. (W, S,),—Another very good plan in a different style, and 
will follow that of her Majesty’s, when the planting will be somewhat 
improved; but you had it very near the mark last season. 

Pure-bred Chickens.—“I am sorry to see you have inserted two 
words in my communication, at page 292 of the number of The Cottage 

Gardener, for the 13th of January, 1853, by which additions you have 
quite changed the sense, and altered my meaning. I allude to the word 
“during” at line 47, and “without ” at line 48; to be more explicit, I 
wished it to be understood, that if a hen had been with a cock of a dif¬ 
ferent breed, that after her removal from him, and being placed with one j 

of the same sort as herself, that in three weeks after her removal, it is my i 
opinion that her eggs may then be depended on to produce pure-bred } 
chicken j my trials went to prove that fourteen days were sufficient, but I ' 
prefer three weeks for certainty.”—B. P. B. j 

Combs of Dorkings.—“ I must beg to differ from you respecting the 
combs of Dorkings; as all the true old-fashioned Dorkings I have had, or 
seen, have had rose-combs; and it is my belief that the single combs are 
to be attributed to the crosses with large single-combed varieties, by 
which their size has been so much improved. I do not think a single 
comb any objection, if the fowl is to be eaten; but, as a point of breed, 
I consider it of as much importance as a short neck, short white legs, 
five toes, or square build.”—B. P. B. 

Canker in Pigeons.—“ Perhaps the following may be useful to your 
correspondent, “ J. T.” This disease shows itselfin lumps of yellowish- 
white fungus-looking pus, in the mouths, throats, and on the heads of 
pigeons, and very often causes death ; the matter has a very offensive 
smell, and is infectious. I think the infection is communicated by 
drinking at the same water, therefore it is advisable to remove the in¬ 
fected pigeons from the others. Fanciers say it is caused by foul water, 
drinking from tin vessels, or by pecking each other. I have had it occur 
where none of these causes could affect them. I am inclined to think it 
sometimes arises from their not having green food, such as clover, lettuce, 
cabbage, Ike,; or too much salt may cause a predisposition. Burnt alum 
and honey is recommended to anoint the parts with. The Germans 
remove the lumps with a sharp piece of wood, and apply tobacco juice 
from a pipe to the wounds; but I have found caustic applied to the 
wounds, after removing every particle of the matter, to be the surest 
remedy ; do it effectually, but carefully. 1 have only once lost a pigeon 
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from the use of caustic, and have cured a great many; before I used 
caustic, I lost more pigeons by the canker than all other diseases put 
together; if the old ones are ever so slightly affected, the young ones are 
sure to catch it.**—B. P. B. 

Fruiting Pines {Forebridge).should prefer planting - out 
Pines; but if you are very particular about succession, perhaps the pot 
system would suit best. Pots may be removed with the ripe fruit, and 
retarded in a cool room for weeks. This cannot be done by the other plan. 

Circulation of Air (1001).—Putting large bottles filled with hot 
water in cold pits, to promote a circulation of air, is of most importance 
in very dull still weather; but a little air must be left on by easing the 
sash at the top and bottom. Such bottles would also be useful in small 

! greenhouses in sudden frosts, when covering was defective. In such a 
I case, shut up close ; but when severe frosts come, it is best to keep shut 
I up, and depend upon sufficient covering. As has frequently been shown, 
' the plants will take no harm from closeness and darkness for a con- 
. siderable time, provided the temperature inside is such as neither to 
I excite them to grow, nor split their tissues by freezing. For cuttings, 

bell-glasses, ^c., see an article by Mr. Fish in this number. 

Combining a Greenhouse and Vinery (W.D.A.).—This subject 
will receive more attention before long. 

Roup in Shanghaes.—Mr. W. Lort says, “The best treatment I 
know of for roop or roup in China Fowls, is to remove the bird at once 
from the rest, wash its bill, nostrils, and throat well with salt and water 
warm, and place it near the fire, in a clean, well-aired basket or box, 

' littered with a little dry straw. Cram with three pills, each the size of a 
horse-bean, composed of equal proportions of chopped rue and butter. 

' The dose may be given again in twelve hours, and then discontinued if 
the bird appears to be too much relaxed; if not, repeat it alter the two 
first doses every twenty-four hours, until the discharge from the nostril 
has diminished. Feed liberally from the first (beginning an hour after 
the first dose of rue and butter) with bread soaked in water, and plenti¬ 
fully sprinkled with brandy. A small quantity of beef or mutton suet 
should be given every three or four days. As much ground ginger as 

1 will lie upon a shilling may be substituted for the brandy once each day, 
and as the bird improves, give a little well-soaked corn, and a few 
cayenne pods. Gravel or grit should never be withheld under any 

I circumstances from fowls in confinement. If scouring should continue 
after the rue and butter have been withheld for a day or two, mix baked 
wheat flour with the food. In the above treatment I attach much ira- 

' portance to the bird being placed in a dry, warrn place, free from 
draughts, and to the frequent cleansing of the nostrils. The brandy is, 

j doubtless, a great help.” 

Poultry.—Dyke had better write to some of the prize winners at the 
Great Metropolitan Show for the varieties he requires. 

, Black Shanghaes {E. Bafewan).—It is probable that there is no 
separate prize offered for these, because there is much reason to believe 

■ that they are merely the accidental production of a cross between the 
! white and buff-coloured birds. 

Damson Wine (i>. B.).—It must be left in the cask for some months 
I yet, and then be fined with isinglass like other wine, 

English Botany {C.N.S.).—SirJ. E. Smithes English Flora wWX 
i suit. The four volumes may be met with cheap enough at the dealers in 

second-hand books. 

' Work on Poultry (A. M.).—We have had no opportunity of exa¬ 
mining the work you mention. That which we referred to^ you will have 
seen advertized in our last number. 

; SiiANGiiAE Fowls. — V. Z. says:—“Four friends of mine here 

■ (Westmoreland) have each lost their Shanghae cocks of 1851 hatch. 
■ They all appeared to suffer in the same w^ay, beginning with lameness, and 

then gradually pining away, becoming complete skeletons. There appears 
to be a feeling that this northern climate will not suit them, and that cold 
is the cause of the disease ; they went with other fowls, in two instances, 
fin farm-yards, were well cared for, and tolerably well fed. Have other 
parties suffered in the same way, or what in your opinion is the probable 
cause? Do not those fowls require to be kept up, and have better treat- 

I ment than those usually found in the farm-yard ? *’ We do not think that 
Shanghaes are more tender than other varieties ; but we think that they 
are more liable to cramp, and loss of the use of their legs, by exposure to 
excessive wet. Such has been the character of the present winter, and 
probably more so in Westmoreland than elsewhere. Dryness and 
moderate warmth are the best preventives of such seizures. 

Eggs {G. Osburn).—It is quite impossible for us to answer for the 
goodness of those advertised. You must write to the parties and judge 
for yourself. 

Galvanised Iron Net-work {G, G.).—Read Mr. Fox’s advertise¬ 
ment. You will see what work on poultry we referred to, by our 
answer to “ A. M.” 

Grass Walk {Also an Old Stibsrriber).—We should have no objection 
to have a grass walk four feet wide within one foot of the wall on which 
your fruit is trained. 

Mr. Cooper {A. F. M.).—This gentleman, who obtained a Certificate 
of I\Ierit at the Great Metropolitan show, also exhibited at Winchester. 
You had better write to him. 

A Poor Man’s Well-wisher.—We have your paper, but prefer the 
sketch of your life. We shall be glad of any facts relative to weights, &c, 

Triptilion spinosum.—Typo enquires where he can obtain seeds 
of this ? 

Heating Greenhouse (^4. 5. W.).—You may heat this (thirty-five 
feet by twenty feet) by a boiler like that which heats your smaller house. 
We should use four-inch pipe, as you require high temperatures. The 
size of the boiler is immaterial, so that you have a surface of three square 
feet exposed to the fire. 

Edwardsia grandiflora.—E. P. B.y writing from the county of 
Dublin, says, ” In your number of December l6, there appears a notice 
from a correspondent, stating, as an extraordinary circumstance, the 
Edwardsia grandiflora ripening seeds in the open air. Perhaps it 

may not be uninteresting to you to hear of the same having occurred 
in other places. There is a large tree of it here (about 10 ft. high), 
which, for the last eight years, has ripened plenty of seeds in the 
open air, and it is a standard, facing a north aspect. I have numbers of 
seedling plants grown from the above seed. This in the County Dublin. 
At a place in the County Wicklow, near Rathdium, with which I am 
well acquainted, there are trees {standards) of both E. grandiflora and 
microphylla; both of which bear plenty of seeds. ’And, during a tour 
I made in 1851, through the County Sligo, I observed E. grandiflora 
with seeds on it; this plant was against a wall. These are the only 
plants with which 1 am acquainted; and I shall be most happy to send 
seedlings or seeds to you, if the carriage is paid. 1 may observe, that 
in all these places the Rhododendron arboreum blooms splendidly out- 
of-doors, especially in Sligo, for the plants I saw there had several 
hundred flower buds on them.” 

CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY. 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Anemones, sow; finish planting, b. and e. Annuals (Tender), sow 
in hotbed; admit air to daily; water slightly; cover with mats the glasse.s 
at night; sow seeds of blue and white Campanula carpatica in heat, for 
autumn-flowering, e.; pot old plants of each, and put in heat for cuttings, 
b.; Nemophila, and other Californian annuals, to flower after 
autumn-sown ones; (Hardy) sow in borders, e.; for early blowing, sow 
in pots in a hothouse. Auriculas, dress, and attend carefully those 
under glass, as the buds appear. Biennials (Hardy), sow, e. Bulbs, 

finish planting. Carnations, plant, and shelter from cold winds. 
Dahlias, sow, and place tubers in hotbed, to break buds for slipping. 
Dress borders generally. Edgings of Box, &c., may be planted and 
repaired. (See January). Cut round the roots of evergreens, to remove 
about next July. Evergreens removed last autumn may have liquid 
manure in fine weather. Evergreens, plant in mild weather, e. Grass, 

roll and sweep weekly. Gravel, roll, and weed in dry weather, weekly, 
and try the concrete system. Hedges (Deciduous), plant, b.; (Ever¬ 
green) plant, e. Hyacinths, shelter, for they begin to appear. Mig- , 
NONETTE, sow ill pots, and place in hotbed, or hothouse, and green- | 
house, for succession. Neatness, attend to everywhere. Perennials i 

I (Hardy), sow, e.; plant suckers, slips, and partings of roots; (Half- 
’ hardy) uncover, if frosts gone. Planting of flowering shrubs, com¬ 

plete. Polyanthuses, sow; earth-up with rich compost. Potted 
Shrubs, prune, shift, and dress the soil; pot-ofl' bedding geraniums, 
&c., from stove pots. Ranunculuses, finish planting, b. and e. Roses, 

prune strong ones, and leave some to prune in April for late flowering; 
manure with cow-dung. Sowing of tree and shrub seeds, complete 
generally. Support, with stakes, &c., newly-planted shrubs. Tulips, 

shelter as they are now appearing. Turf may be laid, and see that 
plants are in heat for cuttings, such as Lobelias, Verbenas, &c. 

Climbers, such as honeysuckles and jasmines, should be pruned and 
trained in the early days of the month. Reduce to moderate-sized patches i 

such plants as phloxes, asters, veronicas, &c., otherwise they will occupy | 
too much space, injure their neighbours, and harbour vermin. Herba- \ 
ceous plants should be planted out from nursery-beds into the borders 

without delay. Half-hardy shrubs, &c., may have their shelters partially 

removed, closing them up again at night, according to the mildness or 
inclemency of the season. D. Beaton. 

GREENHOUSE. 

Air, admit freely among hard-wooded plants, such as Ericas, Epacris. 
Diosma, &c., when the atmosphere is clear, and the outside temperature 
from 35° to 40°. In damp, foggy, or frosty weather, it is better to use 
little firing, and keep the house more close, unless you have the means 
of heating, and so far drying the air before it is admitted—the drying, of 
course, to take place only when the air is loaded with moisture. When 
the fog gets into the house, light a little fire and give air, and it will soon ' 
be dispersed. All these plants will now want more water, but do not give 
it in dribblets ; after doing it thoroughly, wait patiently until the soil is 
getting dry. Those in full bloom may have similar treatment, especially 
if the sun will raise the house to 55°. Those swelling and opening their 
heads must not be lower than 45°, with 10° or 15° more in the middle of i 
the day. Azaleas and Camellias, place those swelling and bursting 
their buds in the warmest end of the house, and you may remove them j 

to the coldest end when in bloom. Supply such rather liberally with | 
water. Those to be retarded, keep as cool as possible, and not so moist, j 

Bulbs, Cinerarias, and Primulas, in flower, assist with manure- 
water ; the double Chinese Primula give a warm corner, as it is (especially 
the white) a splendid object when well grown. The night temperature of 
these should not be below 45°, if desired to keep them in full bloom, 
with 10° more in the middle of the day. Cinerarias, for blooming, do 
best at this season in small pots; those desired to make fine specimens in 
May and June, should not now be allowed to be pot-bound, or be stunted 
any way, but kept slowly growing. Forsythia viridisshna, Deutzia 
scabra, and Weigelia rosea, will yield their blossoms during this and the 
following month if slightly forced. Forced hardy shrubs keep at the 
warmest end of the house at first. Begonia obliqua makes a tine con¬ 
servatory plant in winter, if the night temperature is seldom below 45°. 
Calceolarias and Geraniums, keep at the best place for light and 
heat. All these soft-wooded plants require more heat than the hard- 
wooded ones; the former shift as necessary. The forwarrlest of the 
latter, stopped and shifted before Chrismas, tie out and train. Place in 
flowering-pots those stopped some time ago, and now breaking; and I 
stop more young plants for succession, to be shifted when the buds have 
broken again. Franciscea latifolia uniflora, do well in a conserva¬ 
tory at this season, if they had previously received a little extra heat, 
after being allowed to become deciduous in the beginning of winter, the 
wood being well-perfected previously. Fuchsias, start some favourite 
kinds, if you can, in a nice, sweet, slight hotbed, as at this season they 
stand a little bottom-heat well, though, when fairly started, a medium 
temperature makes better plants than a high one. Cut them well 
down, and thin the shoots afterwards to as many stems as you may J 
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renuire. The ymins shoots taken off, treated as puttings in the liot- 
hT under a handlight, or sha.led, w.ll make choice smnmer and 
autumn plants. Kepot those for the greenhouse by the end of the nionth, 
and prune hack freely; those intended for cottage wmdcnvs had better 
rmL n in their winter quarters for another month, keeping them rather 
drr and as cool as possible, so that more room at present may be afforded 
0 othe idants. The same Hotbed would do for seeds, cuttings &c.; 

and also for starting some Achimenes, Gesneras, and (,/o.rinius-thc two 
former either in the pots in which they grew, or by removing • ><= tubers, 
and placing them in pans with light earth, until they grow a little ; the 
latter either in their late pots before they spring, or, what wall do as we 1, 
in fresh pots and soil, so that, whenever they start, they take hold of the 
fresh material. For Fikes, Piiotection, Deessino, and Cleani.ng, 

see last month. Insects will now begin to be busy, and the best antidotes 
are sulphur vapour and tobacco fumigation, but, above all, cleanliness 
and good cultivation. Scarlet Geraniums ; old plants, stored in pits 
sheds garrets, &c., examine. Remove all parts that are mouldy and 
damped. Dust with lime and charcoal, and expose more to the light, 
that the young shoots may break vigorous and strung. R. h isii. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Auriculas and Polyanthuses, proceed without delay to top-dress 
with rich, light, well-sweetened compost. Water them two or three 
times during the month, giving it only in the morning; give plenty ot 
air on every mild day, but shut up early and cover up securely every 
night, for a sudden frost would cripple the blooms. G.alceolarias, 

repot; sow seed of, keep clear of insects, and give air daily, to prevent 
damping-off. Carnations and Picotees, attend to with water and 
plenty of air in mild weather. Cinerari.as, smoke trequcntly to 
destroy green fly; repot, middle of the month; give free supplies ot 
water to, and plenty of air. Ciirvsantiiemu.ms, put iii cutiings ot 
latter end. Dahlias: look over the roots, and remove all decayed 
bulbs. Set some in a warm place to start growth, and afford cuttings. 
Fuchsias, pot, latter end; put in cuttings of scarce sorts early, to 
afford good Idoomiug plants in July. Hyacinths, protect from severe 
weather, with hoopslind mats. Pinks, m hue weather stir up the sur¬ 
face of the soil; press any that the frost may have disturbed down into 
the earth again. Ranunculuses, plant early in the month, choosing a 
dry day for that purpose. Tulips, shelter from frost and heavy storms 
of rain, snow, or hail. Verbenas, look to, trim off all mouldy leaves, 
give water to when needful, and plenty ot air every day, not actually 
frosty. Water, give to all florists’ flowers in pots, bhould the green 
^4/appear, promptly destroy it by tobacco smoke. Look after Slugs m 

the frames or pits, and destroy them. Appleby. 

TINGS of all fruits, plant, b- Dressing, carry out of all borders; 
beware of the spade. Filberts, plant; hau^ catkins, and remove 
suckers. Gooseberries, prune, plant, train. Grafts, collect imme¬ 
diately ; put them in a cold corner; in May commence operations at, i*. 
Layers, make. Medlars, plant. Moss, remove; use brine. Mul¬ 

berries, plant. Nectarines, plant, prune, tr.ain. Orchard-trees, 

tinUh planting and pruning; top-dress old ones. Peaches, as Neo 
tarines i apply sulphur and lime wash. Plums, plant, prune, train. 
Pears, plant, prune, train. Quinces, plant. Raspberries, plant, 
prune, tie. Suckers, remove from all fruits. Vinks, plant, prune, 
train. Walnuts, plant and sow. Watch for the scale, aphides, and 
other insects, and try to utterly exterminate them. R. Errington. 

FORCING HOUSE. 

Air, admit on all occasions, if safe. Apricots: aec Pearh. Cucum¬ 

bers, keep good linings to dung-beds; sprinkle bed often; air frequently; 
bottom-heat 90° maximum. In houses, train regularly, sto)) occasionally, 
and give liquid manure, with a moist air heat of 70*^ to 80°. Ciif.rries 

as Peaches, only a lower maximum—say 70° sun heat. Capsicums and 
CiiiLiES, SOW, b. Figs as Peaches, only a higher minimum—say 60°. 
Grapes, late, keep dry and cool; thin the berries. Heat, in all cases, 
in proportion to, and advancing with, light. Kidney-beans, 6.5° to 70° ; 
plenty of air, moisture, and alight situation. Melons, sow; provide 
beds, &c.; air-heat, 70° to 80°; bottom-heat, 90° maximum. Moisture, 

constantly provide the air with, wherever fire-heat is used. Nect.ari.nks 

as Peaches. Pines {Fniiters), rising, increase warmth and air moisture; 
liquid manure to the roots occasionally; {^Successions) still dry if in dung 
pits. Peaches, disbud, and pinch gross shoots; fumigate occasionally. 
Potatoes, get out successions. Strawberries, introduce plenty; 
keep moist air, frequent ventilations near glass ; maximum 65°. Toma¬ 

toes, sow, b. Ventilation, night and day, as long as air, moisture, 
and heat is secured. Vinks, disbud early, and attend to thinning the 
berry; keep clear of all waste spray. Keep a mellow state of air, neither 
dump nor dry. but a permanency of air moisture. Watering, attend 
to with regularity and precision. II. Errington. 

plant stove. 

Air, give freely on all proper occasions, but shut up early in the after¬ 
noon. Cuttings of various plants desirable to increase maybe put in 
towards the end of the month. Divide Heubaceous Plants, such as 
Achimenes, Bilhergias, Tillnndsias, Vriezia, and Hedychmms, repot and 
divide also. Ixoras (specimen plants), repot; prepare young plants of, 
to make specimens by potting, tying-out, and giving more heat and 
moisture. Insects, diligently extirpate, by every nieans, such as 
cleaning the plants with a sponge, smoking with tobacco frequently, and 
washing the pipes with sulphur-water to destroy or keep down the red 
spider. Potting: this is the month to go through the whole of the 
stock and repot them ; let batches of such things as Achimenes, Ges¬ 
neras, and Gtaxinias, he potted from time to time. \\ ater, give freely 
as the plants grow and the days lengthen. Soils, prepare for use by 
placing them under cover to dry and warm. Sykinge : use tins in¬ 
strument almost daily, to give moisture to the air, and refresh and 
cleanse the leaves of the plants, and to keep down the red spider. Let 
everything be kept clean and sweet, let no decaying Icav^^ be seen, nor 
moss appear on the pots or walls. ^ • Appleby. 

ORCHID HOUSE. 

The season has now come when the general potting of the orchids will 
he needful. Numbers will be growing, and then is the best time of all 
for potting. The materials must be provided in good time, in order to be 
in good condition. Fibrous turves of peat, the same of loam, sphagnum 

j or w’hite bog moss, charcoal, and broken potsherds, are the principal 
! articles wanted. New or welt-washed pots must also be provided. The 
i turf should be brought under cover and placed where it will become 
; partiallv dry. It might be laid upon the pipes or Hues for that purpose. 
I Air will, during the month, be frequently necessary. To keep the house 

up to the mark of proper heat, good fires will be necessary, and if the 
sun should break forth, the thermometer will run up rapidly, and then air 

' is necessary to reduce the heat. Blocks : the plants on these will re- 
i quire the syringe to be used dailv; refresh such plants on them as need 

it, with new blocks, before the plants begin to push forth. Baskets, 

renew when necessary. If the baskets arc made of wire, give fresh 
s]>hagnuni, and larger baskets, if needful. Dendrobes will begin to 

, show buds of bloom, give water to and repot them as they need it. 
' Heat: the season of growth for most kind of orchids being come, the 

’ heat may be increased 10° by day, and 5° by night. Insects must be 

diligently destroyed. Moisture in the Air, increase during the 

i month. A dry atmosphere, now the plants are ’growing, will cause them 

to grow' weak and spindly, especially Dendrobes i let the pipes, flues, 

I walls, and floor be diligently wetted every day, especially in the morning. 

Potting, proceed with without delay; if the young and tender roots 
, push much before this is done, there is great danger of their being broken 

off. Watering at the root to plants growing must be given freely. Let 
all the walls, stages, shelves, window-sills, and the glass, have a thorough 

1 cleaning, to sweeten the air of the house. In potting, attend to the 
; leaves and stems of the plants, sponge them w’ell oyer in every part; 

nothing is so injurious to plants as having their breathing pores stopped 
with moss or dust. T. Appleby. 

ORCHARD. 

Apples, prune, train, and plant. Apricots, plant, train, and cover, 

b. Blossoms, cover directly, to retard. Cherries, plant, prune, 

train. Ciiesnuts, plant and sow. Currants, prune, plant, b CUT- 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Artichokes, defend from frost. Asparagus, plant in hotbed, and 

attend to that forcing. Balm, plant. Beans, plant; earth-stir, and 

transplant trom frames, e. Beets, sow a little for early use; plant for 

seed, and dig up for storing any left in the bed. Borecole, sow, e. 

Brocoli, sow a little, e. Burnet, sow or plant. Cabbages, plant; 

sow ; and plant for seed. Carrots, sow on gentle hotbed for early use; 

attend early to thinning advancing crops, &c.; plant for seed, e. Cau¬ 

liflowers, attend to, airing, earth-stirring, removing all decayed leaves 

and slugs ; plant out winter standing, should the weather be open and 

mild, and attend to spring-sown crops (see last month); sow, if required; 

prick out. Celery, attend to earthing-up, protection, &c.; leave for 

seed, and sow a little for early use. Chervil, sow. Chives, divide 

and plant out. Clary, sow, e. Composts, prepare and turn over. 

Coriander, sow. Corn-salad, sow. Cucumbers, attend to those 

forcing; prick and plant out; and sow in hotbeds. Dill, sow, m. Dung, 

prepare for hotbeds. Eaetiiing-up, perform when necessary. Endive, 

still protect from wet and severe weather. Fennel, sow or plant. Gar¬ 

lic, plant. Horse-radish, plant. Jerusalem Articuokes, plant. 

, Kidney Beans, sow in succession, &c. Keep a good supply of earths 

in the dry for immediate use. Leeks, plant for seed ; sow, e. Le'ptuces, 

I plant out from frames, &c., of the winter standing, towards the end of 
the month, and sow in the open border. If short of plants, sow in frames 
on a gentle hotbed at the beginning of the month. Liquorice, plant 
and dig up. Melons, plant out for early crops ; sow and pot off; attend 

; to this sort of work on a kindly calm afternoon, just before shutting-up 
; time. Mint, force, in hotbed; plant. Mushroom-beds, make in suc- 
i cession, and attend to those in bearing. Mustard and Cress, sow in 
• succession. Onions, sow main crop towards the middle to the end of 

the month; also plant for seed, if not done; and plant the Underground 
’ or Potato onion. Parsnips, take up where left in the ground till now ; 
, plant or leave for seed ; also sow towards the middle of the month, par- 
i ticularly in light soils. Parsley, sow. Peas, sowings may be made 

both of early and second on the same day. where the soil works well, as 
^ the one will be found a good succession to the other at picking-time; also 
i to suit some unfavourable situations, it is well to sow in frames in small 
i pots, or in sods of turf, which is by some thought best, to plant out when 

a good season offers; also attend to sticking, earthing-up, and protecting 
other forward crops. Pennyroyal, plant, e. Potatoes, plant in hot¬ 
bed of any favourite early kinds ; this may be done from the first to the 
end of the month ; also plant out during this month all the main crops, 
if the soil will admit of it, and plant whole sets in preference to cut ones; 
also look over those in store, often to keep shoots rubbed off. Radishes, 

attend to (see January), and sow in succession either in border or hotbed. 
I Rape (for salading), sow; (Edible-rooted) sow. Rhubarb, sow in 

large pans, or open warm border, and attend to that forcing, either in- 
, doors, or cover up with pots or tubs and fermenting materials. Sage 

and Savory, plant, e. Salsafy, sow, c, in small quantity, for early 
I use. Savoys, sow, m. and e. Scobzonera, sow, e., in small quantity, 

for early use. Sea-kale, attend to that forcing; cover up in succession. 
Shalots, plant. Skirrets, sow, e. Spinach, weed, sow, m. Son- 
RELS, sow or plant, e. Tansy, Thyme, and Tarragon, plant, e. 
Turnips, plant for seed; sow, e. Vacant Ground, dig; weed, &c. 
There is a right time and a right way of doing everything. Plant out in 
mild, open weather; wheel out manure, &c., on frosty mornings, or on 
a fine, dry day; make good use of the hoe on fine, dry days, in stirring 
among the various crops ; look over all in-door stores in rainy weather ; 
and tie the ends of new mats before they are applied to use. 

T. Weaver. 

I London: Printed by Harrt Wooldbidob, Winchester High-street, 

I in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendor; and Published by William 

) Somerville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

1 Christ Church, City of London.—January 27th, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

HI w 
D U 

FEBRUARY 3-9 18,53. 
Weather near London in 1852. 

Barometer. Thermo.Iwind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sim 
Sets. 

Moon 
R. & S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bf. Sun. 

Pay ot 
Year. 

3 Tu Smynthurus fuscus ; hedges. 30.U2 — 30.016 51—34 s.w. 09 38 a. 7 51 a. 4 3 31 25 14 10 34 

: 4 F Sphodrus collaris ; tree rts. 30.191 — 29.810 55—44 s-'y- 13 36 53 4 49 20 14 16 35 

r, s Silpha opaca ; tree roots. 29.7.39 — 29.641 55—43 S.W'. 23 34 64 ,5 57 27 14 21 36 

() Sun vShrove Sunday. 30.098 — 29.648 49-27 N.W. 01 3:1 56 c 53 28 14 25 37 

7 M Omalium planum ; decayed bark. 30.155 — 29.994 50—41 N.VV. 02 31 58 7 34 29 14 28 38 

' 8 To Shrove Tdesday. 30.178 — 29.463 53-36 S.w. 38 29 V sets. @ 14 31 39 

1 9\V Lent begins. Ash Wednesday. 29.461 — 29.111 45—2.5 s.w. 05 29 2 6 a 26 1 14 33 40 

Mf.tkorolooy ok the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 45.3° and 32.5“ respectively. The greatest heat, 57“, occurred on the .3rd in 13.50; and the lowest cold, 5°, on the 8th 
in 1847. During the period 98 days were fine, and on 94 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POPPYWORTS.—PAPAVERACEiK. 

MECONOPSIS. 

Gf.xertc Character.—Sepah two. Petals four. iSlamens 
numerous. Style sliort. Stiama from four to six-rnyed, 
convex, distinct from the capsule. Capsule one-celled, 

j The increase in the size of Turnqts, after their leaves 

had been wholly removed, is a supposed fact that has 

' been noticed in this work, and has also engaged the 

I marked attention of our contemporaries. Gardeners have 

j long been aware that, in analogous circumstances, either 

1 when leaves were so thick that they could not individu- 

' ally he acted upon by light, or part of them had become 

I so matured that the food elaborated by them bore no 

! proportion to their drain on the general resources to 

^ support a languishing existence, thinning in the one 

j case, and removing in the other, would be attended with 

1 advantage. The only thing that appears out-of-joint 

with previously recognised phytological opinions, is 

the assertion, that the Turnips increase in size and 

weight after all the leaves, and green at the time, too, 

were removed in autumn. Without any pi-actical de¬ 

monstration, we can easily fancy how weight and even 

size might slightly be gained by removing the whole of 

' the foliage from Turnips in such a dull, mild, wet 

opening by from four to six valves at tlie top. Placentae 
narrow, scarcely pi’ojecting. Perennials with yellow juice. 

JIeconopsis cajirrica : Yellow Poiipy; ■Welch Poppy or 
jMeconopsis. 

iJcscription.—It is a perennial. TIerhaye tender, brittle, 
slightly milky - green ; its juice lemon-coloured. Stem a 
foot high, mostly besprinkled with nearly upright hairs, 
leafy, branched. Leaves stalked, leafleted; leaflets nearly 
egg-shaped, acute, cut, lobed, or x^innatifid, smooth, some¬ 
what forming an edging to the leaf-stalk; most milky-green 
underneath. Flower of a full lemon - colour, deliciously 
fragrant like Crussula coccinea and odoratissima, or Mesem- 
bryaiithemum iwctijlorum; smaller than Papaver Rhwas; 
each on a very long, minutely hairy stalk. Petals egg- 
shaped, and scored near their base. Calyx hairy. Capsule 
elliptic-oblong, of four or five cells, with as many ribs, or 
receptacles, wliich elevate the convex, four or five-rayed, 
stigma, and, before tlie capsule bursts by intermediate valves 
at the top, have the appearance of a short style. By this 
character the present species has been separated from 
Papaver. 

Places where found.—IMountains, among wet rocks, in 
Wales, Cumberland, and 'Westmoreland. 

Time of Jioweriny.—.Tune. 
History.—It has been named Meconopsis from meknn, a 

Poppy, and opsis, like. So like, indeed, is it to the Poppy, 
that Sir .1. E. Smith, and other distinguished botanists, 
l)ersisted in retaining it in that genus under the name be¬ 
stowed upon it by Liniireus, Papaver camhrieum. It is 
stated in the last edition of Withering, that this was first 
discovered by Hi’. Thomas .lohnson, the editor of Gerarde’s 
Herbal, but the first descrip)tion we find of it is in Parkin¬ 
son’s Herbal, where he very accurately describes and 
pictures it under the name of Argemone cambro-britannica 
liiiea. It is a plant very desirable to have-in moist shady 
places. It belongs to Polyandria-Monogynia in the Linna°an 
system. {Smith. Lindley. Martyii. Withering, Parkinson.) 

winter as that we have so far passed through; as then 

the absorbing powers would counterpoise the perspiring. 

A step farther just brings us to the point on which w'e j 

are all agreed, namely, that roots, tubers, and bulbs 

must be kept from growing when we wish to preserve ' 

their qualities and powers unexhausted. | 

Having never, as yet, seen our way perfectly witli I 

respect to all the generally-received dogmas in vegetable ' 

physiology, it is no small pleasure to us to see that 

these Turnips of the “ Author of a 'Word in Season,” in 

unison with some statements from the Continent, have 

tended somewhat to shake the foregone conclusions of 

some of our most worthy and learned leaders; but if 

solitary facts were sufficient to form a principle, then we 

might have, ere long, a perfect chaos of theories. For 

example; we generally advise our friends who cultivate 

bulbs, to look after and encourage the green foliage, if 

they wish to have fine bulbs and flowers the following 

season. Yet, some twenty years ago, we assisted in 

No. CCXXVIL, VoL. IX, 
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])lanting a number of fine Narcissi at tlie end of a 

Hyacinth bod. During tbe season the Hyacinths were 

splendid, but not a flower or a leaf of the Narcissi ap- 

jjeared; and tbe conclusion arrived at was, that by some 

means they had been diseased or destroyed. What was 

our surprise, on forking up and labelling the Hyacinths, 

to find the roots of Narcissus quite firm, and very greatly 

j increased in size! We cannot speak of their after his- 

i tory; tlie facts of their increased size, without having 

shown growth above ground, are true. How such a 

result came about we confess we cannot unravel. Sorry 

should we be to advise any one to trust to such an 

unusual circumstance; and still as little inclined should 

we be to build a theory on a few of such facts. 

Leaving, then, the total disleafing of Turnips in 

autumn to stand or fall, as it stands the test of more 

extended experience, we may safely conclude, in the 

meantime, that when we wish to increase size, or hus¬ 

band vital energies in roots, stems, or buds, or to obtain 

fresh and vigorous growth, the time and the circum¬ 

stances in which, for these purposes, w'e arrest the reci¬ 

procal action of roots and branches, must form a matter 

of primary importance. Keeping in view what we have 

said of the Turnip, we will give a few simple illustra¬ 

tions of what we mean. 

Suppose a Peach tree, at the end of September, bas a 

good many laterals, and that the young shoots are yet 

growing vigorously. In a case of excessive growth we 

might think of looking at the roots, but at present we 

deem removing the laterals and pinching the points of 

the young shoots sufficient; and in another fortnight 

we may shorten the young shoots. Now, here the 

reciprocity is arrested, but not all at once; the extra 

resources of tbe roots are thrown into the shoots, and, 

as sun and air play more freely upon them, the con¬ 

sequences are firmer wood and plumper buds. Had 

this operation been performed, as here stated, six weeks 

earlier, many,of the buds you wished to keep would 

have burst into laterals. 

Again, suppose a young Vine, that you wish to provide 

with vigorous fruitful wood for next season. For this 

purpose we encourage every green leaf, and laterals 

too, as many as we can find room for, and thus increase 

the root action; but as tlie wood hardens, and autumn 

comes, we remove gradually the laterals until they are 

all gone, and very likely, during October, we shorten 

the main shoot. Now, we do all this for two reasons ; 

first, because the young leaves formed late throw off 

more than they assimilate; secondly, though a slight 

I check be given to the roots, yet the increased action 

previously at work will, before it is exhausted, give an 

extra supply to the wood and buds we have left. 

Then, again, a beautiful little Pine tree, a Picea Pin- 

sappo, for instance. It is very healtby, but bushy, and 

thick as a crow’s nest; a small bird can hardly get into 

it, but the tree will not mount up at all. Take your 

knife, and (say in April) thin out a great many of the 

interior twigs, and the nourishment they stole from the 

roots will be thrown into the ascending axis of growth. 

In the case of an evergreen bush of large size, which 

you wish to transplant some two months hence; and 

you aro well aware that many roots will be injured; 

prune in the top in proportion now; if done in autumn 

it would have been better still; but, if mild weather 

continues, it is worth while doing now, as, even in very 

severe weather, facts would seem to indicate tliat there 

is, especially with such plants, a flow of their juices. 

Now, here the diminished head becomes surcharged with 

juice, and then, when you transplant, this surcharging 

with resources finds a vent in the causing new roots to 

be formed. We think Mr. Beaton first called prominent 

attention to this principle in transplanting. 

Lastly, under ordinary circumstances, none have more 

condemned than we have the practice of mowing or cut¬ 

ting off the leaves of strawberries in autumn after they 

had ceased bearing; and just because, on all firm, loamy, 

or clayey soils, it requires a green leaf for the whole of 

the summer, and plenty of light on it, too, to mature 

fruit-buds for the following season. But in warm 

places, and in light soil, we have seen great success 

under very different treatment. The leaves became 

spotted in duly, and browned by August; and when 

thus left, the next year’s flowers were few and puny. 

In such cases, the long-stalked brown foliage was no 

great ornament; but when cut away as sooir as the fruit 

was gathered, the ground forked, and plentifully watered, 

new foliage shortly appeared, which was short-legged, ' 

kept green the whole of the autumn and most of the 

winter, and yielded crops that, for fineness, could not be 

mentioned with the poor produce from the unpruned 

rows. Even this may show our sticklers for “princi¬ 

ples ” that there are such things as exceptions to rules. 

As bearing on the same point, but in another direc¬ 

tion, we may mention, that the great proportion of ! 

strawberries in pots for foi'cing, at ’Lrentham and Chats- 

worth, are rising two year’s old, many of them having 

been forced last year. F. 

The interest which the study and cultivation of fruits 

have of late excited, and the importance with which 

they are likely to be regarded, induce ns to give the 

subject all that consideration and prominence which we 

usually do to matters which concern the extension or 

improvement of rural aflairs generally. There can be 

no doubt that this is a subject which has of late years j 

been too much lost sight of; and particularly since the j 

duty of 4s. per bushel on foreign fruit has been removed, 

the growers seem to have thought that it is one which 

does not concern them. We shall now lay before our 

readers a sketch of this branch of rural economy, and 

see how far they are acting with a due consideration of 

their own interests in neglecting it. Gur observations 

will be directed to the great orchard districts of Kent, 

which will furnish good evidence, however, equally 

applicable to other parts of the country. 

It is upwards of three hundred years since Richard 

Harris, “ the king’s fruiterer,” planted his orchard, called 

“ The Brennet,” at ’Lenham, in Kent. This was not, as 

some say, the first orchard ever planted in Kent; neither 
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was it, as some still more erroneously have stated, the 

first that existed in England. Fruit was grown for 

commercial pin-poses from time immemorial before then; 

but the reason why Richard Harris left his counter 

I and his counting-house to become a Kentish fruit¬ 

grower, was the very same that would induce many an 

equally-respectable fruiterer of the present day to act 

similarly. It was this : “ Having observed that tliose 

plants wliich had been brought over by our Norman 

ancestors had lost their native excellence by length of 

time, and that we were served from foreign parts with 

those fruits : on that account, which he saw no reason 

for, as neither the soil nor the climate here were unequal 

to the bringing of them to perfection, determined to try 

a plantation here; for which purpose, having in 1533 

obtained 105 acres of rich land, then called The Brennet, 

he divided it into ten parcels, .and then having with 

great care, good choice, and no small labour and cost, 

brought plants from beyond tlio seas, he furnished this 

ground with them in rows, in most beautiful order.” 

The necessity for such a complete change of the 

system which had hitherto prevailed, and the success 

which attended this experiment were so great, that 

Tenham became the centre from which all the other 

plantations emanated. So extensive and rapid was the 

influence which this example had, that Lambarde, 

writing in 1570, says, this parish, with thirty others 

lying on each side of the great road from Rainham to 

Bleamwood, was, in his time, the cherry-garden and 

apple-orchard of Kent; and, further, that “ the orchards 

of apples, and gardens of cherries, and those of the 

most delicious and exquisite kinds that can be, no part 

of the realm (that I know) hath them, either in such 

quantity and number, or with such art and industry 

set and planted.” 
We shall not stay to inquire into the decline and fall 

of these orchards, nor shall we trace the causes which 

led to these results; but, in all probability, the trees 

were allowed to become aged, diseased, and unfruitful, 

a succession was not provided, and they became extinct. 

We are iudneed to believe that such was the case, for a 

writer of that time states, that these orchards continued 

to exist till within memory, when the lucre of planting 

Hops prevailing, few of them were sufiered to remain. 

From the fact, too, of the writers of the 17th century, 

among whom were Ralph Austen, Ilartlib, Bligh, 

Evelyn, and Worlidge, urging so strongly the encourage¬ 

ment of orchard planting as being a matter which 

should engage the attention of tlie government as well 

as private individuals, there is every reason to believe 

that the cultivation of fruits had, to a great extent, been 

discontinued and neglected. By the writings of these 

men a fresh impulse was given : new plantations were 

formed, and new varieties of fruit introduced, the old 

t varieties having been allowed to disappear with the old 

orchards. The new sorts were as superior to the former 

as the former were to those of which Richard Harris 

complained. But these new plantations were doomed, 

in their turn, to the same fate as all the others which 

preceded them; and so, in the year 1778, we find it said 

that Rainham had “ within memoi-y great plantations 

of cherries and apples, especially on the lands adjoining 

the high road, and to the northward of it; but the 

greatest part of them have been displanted some years 

since.” And of Newington it is said, that it “ was 

formerly the greatest part of it planted with orchards 

of apples, cherries, and other kinds of fruit; -these 

falling to decay, and the price of Hops making them 

a more advantageous commodity than fruit, most of the 

orchards in the parish were displanted, and Hops raised 

in their stead.” 

We shall give one more instance; it is of Bordeu, 

where “the land is fertile, and much covered with 

orchards, and some years ago ''more so than at this 

time, many of them being decayed and worn out, were 

displanted.” Now these orchards of which we have 

last spoken wei'e, no doubt, those which were called into 

existence by the writers of the 17th century; but no 

regular systematic planting and successive cultivation 

of fruit-trees seems ever to have been kept up in this 

country; whatever was done was brought about by 

urgency, and carried out with impetuosity, but no 

steady, continuous system of operation; and hence the 

state in which our orchards were at the close of the last 

century. 

Wo shall continue the subject in our next, when we 

shall see and be able to judge more clearly of the 

operations of this system of orchard management. 
H. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

We have bad occasion, from time to time, to expose 

the evil deeds which are perpetrated in Coveut Garden 

Market: they are neither few nor small. We have to 

add another this week, which is of a somewhat different 

nature to what we have noticed before. For the last 

two or three weeks we have reported “ new potatoes,” 

and no doubt many of our country readers were curious 

to know where they came from—whether they were 

imported from Holland, raised in frames, or brought 

from some far-away country, where there is no frost 

and no winter, but a perpetual summer of perpetual 

sunshine. They come from neither. They are the 

produce of that greatest of all gardens—Covent Garden. 

They don’t grow; they require no early planting, no 

dry soil, no manure, and are liable to no “ disease.” 

They are like the poor little chickens that are hatched 

by hot-water or steam; they have no mother. They 

are, in fact, handsome, smooth-skinned, medium-sized 

kidneys, selected from any potato pit or cellar, and well 

scalded with boiling water to remove the outer skin, 

and blanched. These are sold for Is. per pound. We 

leave our readers to judge of the profitableness of tliis 

mode of cultivation. 

The same dullness of trade continues, and the same 

abundant supply of all kinds of Vegetables is not 

diminished. 'The prices which we have reported for 

the last week or two are applicable now. Savoys from 

(id. to lOd. and Is. per dozen. Brocoli, 3s. to 4s. per 
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dozen bundles. Oreens, Is. to Is. i)d. per dozen bunches. 

Brussels Sprouts, Is. to 2s. per half-sieve. Turnips, Js. 

to Is. (id. per dozen bunches. Carrots, 2s. (id. to Os. Od. 

per dozen bunches. Spinach, Is. to 2s. per sieve. 

Onions, 2s. Od. to 3s. per bushel. There is also a good 

supply of salads. Lettuce, Od. to Is. Od. per score. 

Endive, Is. to Is. Od. per score. Small salads, such as 

Mustard and Cress, 2d. and 3d. per punnet. Beet, Is. 

to Is. Od. per dozen. Potcdoes, 8ds. to 150s. per ton. 

In Feuit, the only description that is at all abundant 
is Apples, and these only of the more common and 
nondescript varieties for culinary use. Good dessert 

i sorts make from 8s. to 14s. per bushel; others, 4s. to 8s. 

. Amonsr the dessert kinds we observed the Scarlet Non- 
\ ® 

! pared, a very excellent variety at this season; but the 

other kinds were what we have so often enumerated 

before. Ge.vpes are very short, and make from Os. to 

12s. per pound. There are very few Peaes, the iirin- 

cipal being Beurre de Bance and Easter Beurre, at from 

2s. to Os. per dozen. 

Pi.ANTs AND Flowees are in abundance; they consist 

of Camellias, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, Heaths, Scarlet 
Geraniums, Chinese Primroses, double and single. Tulips, 
Violets, Lily of the Valley, and some very choice Orchid¬ 

aceous plants. H. 

GOSSIP. 

In reply to “ Amateur,” we certainly did read the 
editorial in The Times, relative to Poultry Shows, but 
we cannot say that we observed in it anything worthy 
of reprehension. The object of the writer seemed to 
be to warn the public against losing sight of utility in 
these exhibitions; a warning in which we fully concur. 
It is true that the writer indialged in a little raillery, but 
the same writer aimed similar light artillery against the 
country meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society. The 
latter were not battered down by it, neither will Poultry 
Exhibitions. We happen to have before us abundance 
of information shewing the good such exhibitions are 
efiecting, and we may, one of these days, arrange this 
information for publication. At present, let it suffice 
to say, that such weighty specimens of all the table 
varieties of poultry are now to be met with in our 
markets as in former days were not deemed possible; 
and we know of hundreds now keeping poultry who 
were roused to an interest in them by the beauty of the 
specimens exhibited. To increase this interest must be 
beneficial, for in proportion to its increase must be 
diminished the large sums expended for foreign poultry 
and eggs. Of the latter, more than one hundred and 
fifteen millions and a half were imported in 1851. As 
to our great contemporary ridiculing our favourite 
Shanghaes as “ large gawky fowls without tails,” why 
“ gawky ” specimens deserve to be ridiculed; and it is 
to show that they need not be “gawky” that short¬ 
legged specimens are gathered together and rewarded at 
our exhibitions. Ridicule, in one sense, is a test of 
truth ; and we are quite sure that our Poultry Shows will 
endure the test; and one ground on which our con¬ 
viction rests is the certainty, that, as similar exhibitions 

have improved the tenants of our gardens, so, by like 
means, will the tenants of our poultry-yards be made 
more excellent. ! 

Tue following is a copy of a ^Memorial in the course of 
signature. When we saw it, there were appended the I 
signatures of Mr. H. Gilbert and Mr. Punchard, and it 
was to be forwarded to Capt. Hornby, Mr. Sturgeon, 
]Mr. Bond, IMr. Peck, Mr. Peters, and others:— | 

“ Te the Committee fur Managing the Birmingham Poultry | 
PJxhihilion for 18.53. | 

“ Gentlemen, I 
“ The undersigned exhibitors of poultry at BiiTningham 

beg leave respectfully to represent to you, 
“ That under your present regulations they are compelled 

to send otf their birds on the Friday or Satiu'day; and many 
of them do not reacli their homes until the Monday week. 

“ That so long an absence, added to the confinement to 
which tliey are necessarily subjected, operates very inju¬ 
riously upon valuable fowls, especially at a time when the 
breeding season is approaching; and this feeling has, to our 
knowledge, prevented some amateurs from becoming ex¬ 
hibitors. 

“ Tliat if tlie days of the public exhibition were redxiccd 
to three, commencing on the Wednesday morning, so that 
the fowls need not be taken in until Monday, two days’ con¬ 
finement and absence from their walks would be saved to 
.them ; and if two sets of judges were appointed instead of 
one, they might, by dividing their labours, complete them 
without ditticulty by four or five o’clock on the Tuesday, so 
as to allow a private view, to suhscrihers only, on that evening. 

“ That by permitting the fowls to lie removed by the re¬ 
spective owners, or their servants, at dusk on the Friday, 
instead of keeping the exhibition open until a late hour of 
that evening, they would reach their walks some time on the 
Satm'day, and thus two more days would in most cases be 
saved, and their absence, in fact, reduced by one-half, or 
nearly so. For these, reasons we beg, in our own names, 
and those of numerous other exhibitors, to request that you 
will take this matter into your consideration, and make such 
arrangements preGous to the issuing of the prospectus for 
the Exhibition of 18.5.’t, as will reduce, as much as possible, 
the time during which our fowls are kept from their homes. 

“ IVe have the honor to be. Gentlemen, 
“ Your most obedient sen'ants.” 

“ Januai’y, 1858.’’ 

The following hint will he itseful, w'e hope, to many 
who are planting Orchards, like the party to whom it 
was addressed:— 

“You are right in determining that the greater propor¬ 
tion of what you plant shall be of the best sorts of keeping 
Dessert Apples and Pears. There is an advantage in grow¬ 
ing these besides the profit; and that is, you are not so likely 
to have your orchard robbed. Who, even the veriest urcliin, 
w'ould, in September or October, like to dig his teeth into a 
Xelis d'Hiver, Easier Beurre, or Beurre de Ranee ? I knew 
an old gentleman, and you know how “knowing” some, old 
gentlemen are, who planted the outsides of his orchard with 
all such, and made known in the neighbourhood that they 
were all peny pears. The natives of course tried the out¬ 
sides first; but, finding they were so unpalatable, concluded 
the whole collection was of the same description, and left 
them to ‘ hang and grow,’ ■without molestation.” 

There are some of our readers who, we know, think 
that the world is growing old; that symptoms of phy¬ 
sical decay are apparent in all things—Potatoes are mur- 
rained—Grapes are shanked—Vines mildewed—Apples 
decay—Onions rot—and Dahlia roots gangrene—more 
than they used to do; and now we have the following j 
from an excellent gardener and good practical botanist; j 

—“ I fear the potato blight will extend over the whole I 
vegetable kingdom. My strawberry plants, intended 
for forcing, are all spotted, and have lost most of their 
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I 

I 

leave;;.—R. 1».” Notwitlistnnding all tliese aiitlioritios, 

we are siiliicieiitl)' young to tliiiilc that the present are 

better tliaii the olden times; and that murrain and mil¬ 

dew, gangrene and decay, will hy degrees pass, and he 

no more thonght of than are tlie Hessian Ely and the 

Cnrl—neither of them now heard of—which not many 

years ago were thonght to have rendered our wheat and 

jiotato crops scarcely worth culture. 

We are very glad to learn that Mr. Xiven, who has 

so etliciently superintended the herbaceous department 

in Kew Gardens, is appointed to the Curatorship of the 

Hull llotanic Garden. 

A correspondent having a sickly Goat, has found its 

health improv'e since ho gave it a small daily allowance 

of salt, and asks whether this can have been the cause 

of improvement? The best answer we can give, is this 

extract from Dr. Forbes’s excellent volume, “A Phy¬ 

sician's Holiday.” 

“ On leaving the Piothe Krnnm to return to /ermatt, our 
party separated; my two companions prel'eriing to return 
by the way they came, 1 choosing to m.ake a bend to the 
north-east, in order that I might see the Strahlhorn face to 
face, as well as the Fiiidelgletoher, Mng between that 
mountain and the I’dffelberg. So we parted company on 
llio i4>p of the llothe Kunim : my young friends taking with 
them the (/oc/tx, I the i/uides with me. 

“Tills division of attendants needs some explanation; 
and wliat I have to give will not afford much novelty to 
Alpine travellers. In the earlier half of oru'journey to the 
top of the Ilitfelberg, we encountered, in passing a patch of 
mountain pasture, a small dock of goats—five or six in 
number—which immediately joined our party, and kept 
closp company with ns, through the rest of our route, in 
spite of much remonstrance, on our part. After repeated 
attempts to dismiss them, we were at last forced to admit 
their society, which was certainly of the closest kind. They 
intermixed themselves \vith their uew biped friends in the 
mo.st familar fashion, pressing upon our heels and hands, 
and leaving nothing undone to attract attention and consi¬ 
deration. ’When we stopped they stopped, when we moved 
they moved, and whatever vagaries we committed they did 
the same. 

“ It was really almost pathetic as well as ludicrous, to see 
the poor beasts gratuitously scrambling up rocks and banks 
which we might be climbing to get a better prospect, or 
going far out of their way, if they had one, certainly out of 
good pasture-ground, in order to bear us company in the 
pursuit of objects which in no way concerned them per¬ 
sonally. When a tempting bit of grass came in their way 
on the side of the path, or in the crevice of a rock, no doubt 
they would crop it in passing; but no pasture, liowever 
tempting, would really stop them, much less seduce them to 
the right or left: still on they went, with us, before us, be¬ 
hind us, amidst us, dodging us, nudging us, with all the 
gravity of the caprine nature, and with a detennination of 
zeal which could only bo explained by the spurring on of 
some great desire hoping for gratification. Even wlien 
we had entirely left the region of vegetation, and had to 
clamber up the stony slopes of the Eothe Kunnn, our poor 
friends never left us for a moment, but scrambled with us— 
much indeed to our euvy on account of their superior 
agility—and rested not until they rested beside us on the 
very summit. They sat patiently there all the time wo did, I 
and then attended ray young friends a good way beyond the 
spot uhero wo had first encountered them. 

“ The secret of all this marvellous zeal and ostensible 
affection on the part of the goats, lies in their foiuliwss for 
salt, a delicacy which their exi)orienoe has told them is only 
to be found in the society of the human animal, and to 
gratify their love for which no trouble is thought too great. 
This love, however, although a natural instinct in the goat as 
well as other animals, is, I fear, rather a sophistication in 
the extent to which it is carried by them in their domestic 
state, a sort of saline dram-drinking which perhaps ought 

no more to bo oncouragod th.sn the cravings of our gin- 
drinkers. Their wild cousins, the Uerasen or Chamois, have 
the same taste for tilings saline, but they can only indulge it 
in that more limited degree and unconcentrated form in 
which Nature presents most of her pi-oducts to her children. 

“ Soheuchzer tells us that there are certain spots in the 
Alps, known by different loc.al names, as GUick, Ldckiiieii, 
Sidzcii, which these animals are known to frequent in great 
nundiers, for the purpose of licliiiKj certain rocks, having, or 
supposed to have, a saline impregnation. For this purpose 
they are said to travel very great distances, returning to 
tlieir original haunts after satisfying their longings. The 
hunters who know these localities do not fail to take advan¬ 
tage of tliese gathei-ings, although their prey are said to 
become emaciated during the prevalence of the saturnalia.” 

THE VINERY. 

Aviongst the numerous inquiries made of The Cot- 

T.tGF. G.tp.DENEu, tliose coucei'ning the Vine hold a 
' iirominent position. Reaches are gorgeous ; Pines hear 
i the insignia of royalty ; and every idea connected with 
I good ripe Figs carries the stamp of Orientality. But, 
I notwithstanding these attractive characters, which are 

indeed richly merited, the grape—the luscious grape— 
is everybody’s favourite. 'Three-fourths, at least, of our 
garden possessors, who are in respectable circum¬ 
stances, and who possess their little greeuliouse, direct 
their first steps in exotic fruit culture to the vine. 

It would appear, from the character of many queries, 
that the writers tliereof desire to know more of the 

I minutife of grape culture. Of course, ail readers are not 
precisely alike; all tastes not similar; .all conditions not 

I the same. One likes the very fundamental principles of 
! culture; another thiulcs all such unattractive matters, and 

would prefer a cut-and-dry routine; and thus the world 
is compounded. In very truth, thousands who are fond 
of reasoning over principles are obliged to resort to the 
latter off-hand way, inasmuch, as they have not time, 
owing to their many engagements, to wade their way 
through the mass of conflicting opinions. 

'The majority of our readers will, by the time these 
observations reach them, have their vines budding, or, 
it may be, blossoming; and it will be well to show forth 
the routine of practice, step by step, through the earlier 
stages. 

It is well known, that during the first swelling of the 
hud, up to th^ first peep of the young bunch, the ad¬ 
vances made in what is termed forcing cannot be too 

I gradual. If this part of the process be hurried, the 
' probability is that an insiiflicient number of buds will 
I he developed; tliose, chiefly, which are farthest from the 

main stem, and which hajipened to enjoy a kind of 
I monopoly in the appropriation of the siqiplies in the 
I preceding summer. 'T’his, then, has a tendency to break 
i in upon system, and to render the trees lean in regard 
I of young wood for i'uturo years. 
I 'i'he moment the buds acquire size sulficient to dis- 
1 tiuguish their true character, what is termed dislmddiwj 

should commence, whether on pot vines or those other¬ 
wise situated. It must here be understood by beginners, 
that healthy vines generally may be expected to produce 
more shoots than it is expedient to leave on them, 

j Now, this disbudding is not a process of a day, nor even 
of a week ; it is essentially progressive ; and the latter is 
a fortunate circumstance, as it affords the operator the 
means of equalising, in a great degree, the strength of 
the tree, inasmuch as it compels the subsequent develoji- 
meuts to assume a progressive character also—a matter 
of great convenience as bearing on the operations. 
It is not easy to say, without seeing the vines, how many 
buds should bo removed, and how many left on, so 
much depends on the condition and character of the 
tree. But I may observe, that it requires nearly a 
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square yard of space (superficial), in tlie average, to 
produce a good bunch of grapes of say two pounds. 
This may make some of our young folks stare, but they 
should he well impressed with this idea before they 
j)roceed with the disbudding. 

The fact is, it is altogether a question of light; and 
the more roof of a vinery it is, totally irrespective of all 
the interior area, that must determine the amount of 
produce. To produce a fair bunch of well-flavoured 
grapes, there must be a shoot of about two feet in length, 
after what is termed severe stopping; and right and left 
of this, laterals which shade much, and occasionally 
overlap their neighbours—a thing, however, to be 
avoided; and at certain times they must be permitted 
to ramble somewhat freely, for reasons shortly to be 
oflered; so that although the spray may not be confined 
to a given yard square, it will be found, on the average, 
to cast a shade on an area nearly eijual to a yard 
superficie. Rut, although this may at first astonisli 
the novice in disbudding, yet the least reflection w’ill 
show that tliis amounts to an enormous produce, taking 
tlie quality as well as weight into consideration. Eor 
suppose a little bouse twenty feet long, and having si.v 
rafters occupied with vines on the spurring system, eacli 
rafter sixteen feet long, here w'e should obtain above 
one hundred-weight of grapes; no inconsiderable wmight 
of a fruit so very rich in saccharine jmuciples. 

And now let us hope our rising vine-men will study 
the capabilities of the vine : what may be expected, and 
what oiiijht not to he expected. Grievous is it to see, day 
after day, a line, strong, and willing horse doing double 
duty, and, perhaps, badly fed ; and equally grievous to 
a good gardener, to see a willing Black llambro’ doing 
double duty, and the possessor, perhaps, wondering all 
the wliile how it is that his grapes will not turn hlaek, 
and that they prove of more use in the kitchen than on 
the dessert-table. 

I now return to the digressive point. It will be seen 
that many buds have to be rubbed off; caution is, how¬ 
ever, requisite. Buds sometimes prove deceptions; if 
the operator were at all times to strip aw'ay, what at 
first sight appears, the weak buds, and reserve only the 
more coarse, ho would not unfrequently find himself 
mistaken. Borne of the gross-looking shoots will occa¬ 
sionally prove barren, whilst others, which at first did 
not promise much, will prove of eminent service. Thus, 
then, it becomes the vine-dresser to he chary in his 
movements, and to suffer the jn'oceeding to stretch over 
a week or two, which, indeed, is about the period nature 
herself presents for the operation. And here, 1 hope to 
be pardoned for stepping a little out of my way to in¬ 
dulge in an idea that has often struck me, and, doubt¬ 
less, many of the readers of this work, especially our 
clerical supporters—it is the singular agreement between 
the best vino-dressing practice in these times, and that 
of the days of our Saviour, who, it will be well re¬ 
membered, draws a comparison between the vine and 
man. “ Every branch in me that beai’eth not fruit. He 1 
taketh away; and every branch that beareth fruit. He 
purgeth it that it may bring forth more fruit.” Here, 
liow plainly we have our disbudding, pruning, and all; 
or rejection, with the subsequent practice of stopping, 
training, &c., in order to enhance the value of tlie fruit. 
And, doubtless, it was the recognised practice of those 
days in the open vineyard. 

Day by day, tlien, let the vine-dresser watch the de¬ 
velopments, and having enough of young shoots to 
select from, continue, as their character becomes really 
manifest, to secure the fruitful shoots in proper situa¬ 
tions, and to strip away the worthless; in all those 
things, keeping an eye on future years, and the system 
of training he is ])ursuing. And on the heels of this 
operation, what is termed “ slo])2nng,’’ must press. 
Stopping, means simply pinching ofl' the end of the 

reserved shoot, in order to concentrate its strength at a 
given point; that is to say, the immediate vicinity of 
the future cluster of grapes. Now, L would fain have 
the unknowing readers of this work consider how this 
“ stopping” operates; and if I be right, it operates in a 
twofold way—it concentrates all available jiower near 
the fruit, and it is opposed to the increase of hard wood. 

Some may say, why should the latter be opposed ? 
But surely the reason is obvious. It is not the vine 
that lias the greatest amount of solidified wood, that 
has been the most profitable, inasmuch as timber is not 
the object. A judicious system of stopping, therefore, i 
husbands well the resources at command, and the j 

throwing all, possible power into the fruiting jiropen- | 
sides of the vine, very naturally keeps down the ten- | 
dency to jiroduce mere hard wood. 1 venture these 
ojiinions thus far, thinking that in accordance with the 
temper of the age, the dry rules of the olden time ought 
by no means to suffice. Philosophising in material 
things is not alone ^lermissible, but highly to he com¬ 
mended, if conducted on recognised principles, and 
devoid of dogmatism. 

Let stopping proceed, then, according to the rate of 
development of the young shoots; those reserved may 
be, according to the usual practice, stopped one joint 
beyond that where the hunch shows; from this very 
general practice, based on the recognition of the severe 
economy imposed in regard to light, I see no reason 
whatever to differ. Where the shoots are robust, it is 
w'ell to stop them soon after the “ show ” is well de¬ 
veloped. This is a matter of expediency; for just in 
proportion as these are checked in their rapid career, 
will be the increased strength of those subordinate 
shoots which are only awaiting a chance to become 
useful. 

Thus may the stopping proceed until all have been 
subjected to the process, and by the time it is fully 
carried out, some of those first pinched will be about to 
develop lateral shoots, about the stopping of which 
practitioners slightly differ; some are for pinching their 
points immediately; others allow them to ramble a 
little. 1 do not think it well to he so very keen as to be 
constantly stopping, but believe it best, for the system 
of the tree, to allow a little liberty in this respect. ' 
There can be little doubt, that the principal increase of 
root takes place coincidently with the extension of the 
spray, and in a close ratio to it; and, if such be the case, 
it is obviously good policy to suffer a free growth occa¬ 
sionally. However, as before observed, all these things 
are best done ])rogi’essively, for so I have found it with 
all disbudding. An attentive vine dresser will bo 
fingering about his vines almost daily; and there can 
be little doubt, that supposing a given shoot to possess 
four laterals that require pinching, it would be better to 
suffer the operation to occupy a week than to perform 
it at once. 

Henceforward, the stopping will continue at intervals, 
until the berries commetico stoning; by which time, if 
the vine has a good crop, the rambling propensities 
will have much diminished; and, indeed, 1 hold it good 
practice to suffer the vines to ramble unmolested during 
most of that period, for, as the berry remains nearly 
stationary as to mere size, there does not exist the same 
reason for close stojiping. 

Where there is a leading shoot required for extension, 
it, of course, forms an exception to the side or bearing 
shoots, and must not bo stopped so close; os]'ecially in 
the case of young vines advancing up the rafters. It is 
the practise of some to jtinch every lateral from the latter 
as they are produced. Erom this doctrine 1 beg to 
differ. One of the first objects with the cultivator, in 
the case of young vines, ouglit to bo to obtain jilenty of 
roots; but how can this be accomplished with this 
constant snubbing? It is a well-known fact, that the 
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root cannot extend rapidly without a corresponding 
extension of branch in any shrub or tree ; recij)rocity is 
nature's law in this respect, and may not be altogether 
set aide. Much care should be taken over the thinning 
of the berry; many persons thin too freely: this, of 
course, produces larger berries, but such bunches dish 
up badly, and require packing. Grapes at table always 
look best in bold relief; but it is difficult to dish-up 
over-thinned grapes. R. Errington. 

MEETING OE THE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY.—January 1H, bS.ld. 

There was a large meeting of the Society this day, 
which happened to be the finest day for the last three 
months. The special subjects set apart for this trial, 
were lumhj winter-Jiowerlng Plants, in any shape they 
chose to send them; Grapes of English growth; and 
the best and most varied t;ialad Plants: of all of which 
wo had large quantities. There were nearly fifty kinds 
of out-door plants, in bloom, from the garden of the 
Society; cut flowers, of course, and done up very nicely 

i in bunches, with a little moss round the bottom, then 
I stuck into little pots or jars, as one would arrange them 

at home for the mantel-piece, or anywhere about the 
rooms. In a dirty, smoky-looking place, like London, 
this kind of gardening is a species of luxury in winter, 
of which all classes seem to lake advantage, more and 
more, every year—;judging from the quantities of cut 
flowers one secs in Covent Garden market. 

I went through the market that morning on purpose 
to see how they stood there, as compared with our own 
gathering in the afternoon. What 8urj)rised me most, 
was the cheapness of the nosegays, and the choice of 
flowers in them, and tlie excellent way they make them 
up: Camellias, Scarlet Geraniums, Gardenias, Roses, 
and Violets, mixed iq) into six-inch nosegays, that is, 
six inches across the circle, for half-a-crown. A wedding 
nosegay, as white and as sweet as a Rose or Violet, for 
5s., 7s. (id., to lOs. Od., according to size. I recollect, 
one very hard winter, not many years back, when a 
duchess paid just twelve sovereigns for a bouquet to go 
to the christening of, 1 believe, the I’rinco of Wales, at 
any rate, of one of the royal children. Since then, 1 know 
thatdis. bd. were given fora small nosegay, in the month 
of May, that I could buy to-day in Co vent Garden 
Market for si.xpence. I mention this to show that we 
who stimulate the cultivation of plants and Howers have 
some foundation for giving prizes for cut flowers in the 
dead of winter, a7id in the heart of London, where cut 
flowers are always far more sweet than in the country, 
as the ladies affirm when they go home to their country 
seats. Then, as a hint to those who are about to 
man-y; it is now thought quite vulgar to go together 
without wedding nosegays—all white, if possible; not 
too big,—say the bride’s nosegay four inches across, and 
those for the bride’s-maids not quite so large. 1 had an 
earnest request, the other day, from a young gentleman, 
fresli from his lexicons at Cambridge, to order seven 
bouquets for his wedding, and to choose the flowers, 
size, &c., for him. 1 shall just jnention how the bride’s 
bouquet was to be made—a large, double white Oa- 
mellia for the centre; then a close circle oi Gardenias, 
with throe or four Orange Blossoms in little bundles, 
alternating with the Gardenias all round; then an 
outside border of a White Narcissus, having a crimson 
edge to the eye; guard leaves of the Rose-scented Gera¬ 
niums, and the whole put up in a beautifully-cut white 
])a2)er. The seven cost only 30s., a hundred miles from 
London. So wo see that cut flowers arc very useful 
in other places, and in counti'y places, too, as well as 
in London. 

Before I come to our cut flowers, however, I must 
mention a new plant in point, a Dendrohium, the only 
orchid in the room; it was a very dwarf plant, with 
white blossoms, as much like orange-blossoms as any¬ 
thing you ever saw; and in the lecture it was suggested, 
that the flowers of this now orchid might be used for 
any purpose for which orange-blossoms are adapted; 
which some of us believed to be the most philosopliical 
part of the whole lecture. 

The Messrs. Veitch sent up, from Exeter, a small plant 
of the beautiful Souerila, which was so much admired at 
the last meeting. Some people spell the name wrong, 
and few jirouounco it right; the stress is on the i, and 
the sound is like rye, or thus, so-no-rye-la. It is a pity 
that a wrong sound should be given to the name of so 
beautiful a plant, which is sure to come into general 
use, like the Achimenes ; and, as it comes in when the 
Achimenes are over, and will last on to, and through, 
January, everybody will have it by-and-by. After flow¬ 
ering it will go to rest, and it may be kept dry, or nearly 
so, till the beginning of April; then a corner of the 
cucumber bed will set it off again to the end of May; 
after that a close pit culture, without artificial heat, will 
do for it to the end of September; at any rate, that must 
do where no better means are at hand; then, if it W'ere 
managed on the single small-pot plan, like Mr. Pince’s 
zElschynanthus, no doubt it would be in bloom by the 
end of September, and fit to go to the drawing-rooms, in 
succession, along with Gesnera zebrina; also on the 
small-pot culture as I lately set forth. It appears to me, 
from a slight acquaintance with it, that this Soneriki 
will bear the same degree of hardship in the drawing¬ 
rooms as the Begonia parriftora, or Drcgeii. At all 
events, it is more creditable for an old gardener that 
what he says of a new plant should almost fail, than 
that he should be so chicken-hearted as to say nothing 
about it till the rest of the world know all its points of 
culture. 

'The next best wiutor-lloworing plant in the room was 
from the garden of the Hociety, ISiphocampglos microsto- 
miis rubrtts, with heads of brilliant crimson flowers; a 
bushy plant, two feet high, and every branch of it end¬ 
ing in beautiful heads. 'Tho species, microstomus, was 
there also, from the same collection, but it is not nearly 
so handsome ; the two, however, are well worth growing 
in quantities for the winter season. 'The i)hints were 
very healthy-looking, and clothed with deep green 
leaves down to the pot, which is not usual in this 
gay family. I did not learn how this variety was 
obtained, but the species is from New Grenada, and 
is as easily managed as a Justicia carnea, and, I should 
say, much in the same way. Let us follow our prac¬ 
tice with this very plant, and say, that after the flowers 
arc over wo will give it three months’ rest, with 
no more water than would keep it from shrivelling; 
then to cut it down close; water it; apply a little sti¬ 
mulus in a warm pit; and when it was again in leaf, 
to shake off all the soil from it, as we would from a 
Geranium under similar circumstances; then to trim 
the roots a little, and put it into a small pot, with a 
rich, light compost, such as one would use for a pot 
Euchsia. After that, to grow it on kindly through the 
summer, and change the pot two or three times; the 
last potting not to bo later than tho middle of July ; to 
keep it rather dry, airy, and sunny, all through Septem¬ 
ber and October, so as to stop the growth, ripen the 
shoots well, and give them time to form their brilliant 
heads of flowers before the very dull short days, and 
then to force them to open, or lot them do so without 
any hurry. Cuttings of tho first early shoots, in April, 
would make the best plants; but, probably, pieces of 
the old shoots would do when tho plant is cut down, 
and, no doubt, an old plant might be divided into three 
or four divisions at the time of shaking off the soil, and 
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each of them would make a flowering plant hy the fol- 
' lowing autumn. 1 think it is better, with all this family, 
j to get all the liowering shoots direct from the bottom, 

if possible, than to stop any of them to get the plant 
bushy; and when it is absolutely necessary to have 
recourse to stopping, it ought to be done very early, 
when the young shoots are about four inches long. 

The next best, if not the very best in the room, was a 
Rrazilian bulb, IJijypcastrnm aidicum; the variety of it, 
with the wavy petals and sepals, called platypetalum. 
There are three distinct forms of this beautiful bulb 
AuUcum, with thick broad petals, as flat and regular on 
the edges as the petal of a tulip:—jdatypeUdum, our 
present subject, the petals and sepals wider apart and a 
little wavy, with the crimson colour not so rich as in the 
first; and Oryanense, intermediate between the two, and 
a much hardier bulb, which the late iMr. Gardener found 
high up on the Organ ^Mountains, in Brazil. Tlic three 
never produce more than two flowers on a scape, and 
the large green eye is very conspicuous on all of them. 
The best kind to cross with them is certainly reyium 
(reginae), the best scarlet in the family. The next best 
is equestre, a bright orange flower, as regular in the 
outline as the flower of Valotta. The bulb exhibited 
was in a large No. 10 pot, and it had three large offset 
bulbs still growing on the old bulb; the old and young 
were all in bloom like a Pine-apple, having three suckers 
in front, as well as the old plant. The old bulb in the 
middle had two flower scapes, higher than the side ones; 
there were six scapes in all, but one of them was over 
by this time. It is the only Hqrpeuster that was exhi¬ 
bited like a “ specimen” for the last twenty years, and 
the first of the Aidicum breed tliat J have seen with 
twelve blooms on at the same time. This is always the 
best way to grow H. vittatmn, as it is rather shy to 
establish after dividing; and I was going to recommend 
it to bo grown this way on that account, and as some¬ 
thing novel; but now 1 am glad to own that a first-rate 
grower of them, and a perfect stranger, has forestalled 
me, and only wish we had many more such growei's of 
these very handsome bulbs ; indeed, of bulbs in general, 
i hope the Council of the Society will offer a handsome 
prize some day or other for the best-named collection of 
well-grown bulbs, and make me one of the judges in 
that class. There is some danger attending tbe growth 
of stove bulbs in general, after this method; tlie old ' 
bulb is always ripe long before the side ones; but 1 shall 
explain when I come to that part of our bulb list. 

CocHLE.vm.v ACAULis.—This is the very little annual j 

which will keep in flower all the year round, and flower 
on tire mantle-})iece all the winter in anything from a 
shell to a finger-glass. If every one of our readers 
would threaten to take their custom from seedsmen 
who could not supjily a sixpenny packet of the seeds of 
this pretty little thing, we should soon have it as 
the Society wish. We had lots of it to-day, in wide 
shallow pans, the plants standing as thick as grass, and 
in full flower, and hardly two inches high. They send 
it every winter, from October till April. Echeveria I 
(sounds E-g-v-r-i-a), is another plant of which they ‘ 
have three or four kinds in the garden for showing ' 
at these meetings, all of which, we were told in the j 

lecture, might be grown in every window in London. ! 
Gesnera zebrina, and G. Ilerhertii, both fine specimens, 
were also from our own garden, as also, and as is usual 
every winter, a line example of Silago distans, which 
blooms all the winter through, if done as Mr. Pish says. 
Muraltia lleisteria, the best plant of it I ever saw, was 
from the same garden. When 1 was a boy, this was 
the only greenhouse plant to bo seen in flower all 
through the winter. It was then called Polygalu. It 
has very bright red, little, pea-flowers, crowded together 
along the. shoots, and is one of the best of all the old- 
fashioned plants for this season. CeiUradenia Jlori- 

hitnda, only known to stove-plant growers, was there also. 
There is not much difference between it and C. rosea. 

To name all the cut-flowers at this meeting is more 
than 1 can find room for. Will it not, however, stand 
as a garden mark in history, that beautiful, hii'ge, 
healthy flowers of the red or scarlet Datura, were 
gathered from the open air in Dorsetshire, and were ex¬ 
hibited in I.ondon on the IHth January, 185:5! Mr. 
Strangways sent them, and a large flat basketful of 
other nice things, in the same style, including the 
Mexican Fuchsia cordata, looking as rich in the flower, 
and as flowery as any Euchsia ever did. Now ibis 
very pretty Euchsia was cast out of cultivation without 
a hearing; but depend upon it the fault was ours, we 
did not find out the right method to bring it in as a 
w'iuter-flowering jdant, like F. serratifolia. We ought 
to retrace our steps, and get tlie two crossed lor a 
regulai' new breed of Euchsias that will flower naturally 
all the winter. There is not the slightest doubt about 
the possibility of the thing. 

There were plenty cut-flow'ers of Camellias, Cinerarias, 
Epacris, of the two CMmonanths, fragrans, and grandi- 
flonts; their sweet flowers were a great treat for the 
ladies; Jjonicera fragrantissima, an evergreen hardy 
bush, very sweet-scented white flowers, and many more 
besides. 

A fine Enville Pine-apqde, and lots of Grapes and 
dessert Apiples. The Black Barbarossa, from Mr. 
Eleming, was the best, and now may be relied on as 
an excellent keeper. He also sent Muscats of Alexandria 
and Tokays; and although it was not named, it seemed 
to say as mucli as that the Tokay keeps better than the 
Muscat. i\Ir. Eorbes, gardener to the Duke of Bedford, 
sent the best bloomed Black Hamburghs I ever saw, 
and also a bunch of them which ripened this year, with 
large, green, fleshy leaves, but unfortunately they were 
received too late in the day to come in for competition, 
no doubt through delays by the railroad people. Twenty 
kinds of beautihd dessert Apqdcs, and all true to name ; 
a great treat now-a-days; and some first-rate collections 
of Salad herbs, complete the lists of things displayed. 

The Salad herbs deserve to be enumerated. Mr. 
Burns, gardener to Earl Stanhope, was most successful. 
He had Beet, Celery, Radishes, Corn-salad, Endive 
(Curled and Batavian), Cress, Mustard, American Cress, 
Chicory (blanched). Water-cresses, Tarragon, young 
Onions, Chervil, and Burnet. Mr. Eleming, gardener 
to the Duke of Sutherland, had nearly the same. 

Erom our garden was a collection of similar herbs, 
comprising two varieties of Chicory ; Italian Corn-salad 
(Mache d’ltalie), the best of the varieties of this jdant; 
two Ercnch varieties of Celery, three indiflereut speci¬ 
mens of Beet; throe Sorrels, of which the best was a 
Ercnch kind called Belleville Sorrel (Oscille de Belle¬ 
ville), Chervil, Onions, and one or two other trivial 
things. D. Be.aton. 

THE AURICULA. 

{Gontiniicd from page 324.) 

rROl'EKTIES OE A GOOD AURICULA. 

1. The stem should bo from five to eight inches high, 
and should be strong enough to bear the truss upright 
without any artificial support. 

2. The footstalks of each flower should be so long as 
to allow room for each flower to expand individually, so 
as not to cover any other flower in the truss. 

3. There should be a guard-leaf under the entire truss, 
to set off, by its green colour, the colour of the flowers 
(this is not indispensable). 

-i. 'The flower, or jiij), shoidd be round, large, with 
each jictal of equal size, smooth at tbe edge, stout, and 
perfectly even or Hat. 
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5. The centre of the flower, or tube, shonlcl not exceed 
one-fourth of the diameter of the pip; the anthers,-or 
thrnin, should all bo even, a little raised above the 
petals. 

(). The eyo surrounding the centre should bo pure 
white, without blemish, quite circular and distinct. 

7. The ground colour: this part forms a circle between 
the eyo and the outer edge, and the richer and darker 
it is the better the flower will be. This ground colour 
should never break through the outer circle to the edge. 

8. Tho outer circle is the margin, and should be 
either of a clear green, clear grey, or clear white; and 
this ])art, in every petal, in every pip, should bo of the 
same colour according to its class. 

iJth and last. The plant should be strong, and healthy, 
and the foliage broad and plentiful, so as to cover the 
soil. 

The above arc the properties the florists have agreed 
to constitute a first-rate Auricula; and though there is 
no doubt such an assemblage of qualities are desirable, 
and are now and then seen complete in all ])arts, yet, I 
think, great allowance should be made at exhibitions, 
and the prizes given to flowers that most approximate 
to the properties, and a slight defect in any one property 
over-looked, provided the whole contour or form, or, as 
the French happily express it, the coup d'ceil, is as near 
perfection as possible. 

Disk.ases.—Unhappily, this beautiful flower is subject 
to a disease which is a kind of gangrene or cancer. It 
makes its ap])earance on the root-stem, underneath the 
soil. The indications of its pi’csence are, the leaves 
flag, and water does not restore them; afterwards they 
turn yellow, and have a sickly appearance; it then 
either droops on one side, or the canker strikes quite 
through the stem, spreads upwards, and tho plant dies; 
but if taken in time it may be saved. Take the plant 
out of the pot, and cut oil' with an unsparing hand all 
the cankered part till sound flesh appears; then anoint 
the cut part with chalk, re-pot in fresh compost, and 
place the plant or plants in a shady place, under a 
hand-light, till fresli roots are made, and the plant 
recovers its colour and health, and it is saved from a 
premature death. Should the whole collection have 
apjjearances of disease, then the general management 
is wrong, and there is nothing for it but an entire new 
])ottiug in fresh compost, with plenty of drainage, and 
half-an-inch of charcoal between it and the soil. This 
must be done let the time of year be when it may, for 
a month’s delay might carry off the whole stock. 

IxsKCTs.—Worms and snails I have already men¬ 
tioned; but sometimes the red spider and green fly 
make their appearance ; the former after long-continued 
dry weather in summer, and the latter in early spring, 
iqion the flower-buds, just before they begin to expand. 
The red spider must be got rid of by washing every 
loaf, on both sides, with a soft si)ongc dipjied in water 
impregnated with sulphur; and the green fly by two or 
three gentle smokings of tobacco, the frames to bo kept 
close for twelve hours after smoking; or, if there arc but 
a few, they may bo ipicked off on a camel-hair pencil, 
and crushed to death. 

1 have now gone through the entire course of culture 
for this charming spring flower, and shall conclude 
with a list of the best kinds, selected from various 
sources, both printed and written, as well as from my 
own notes and observations :— 

GREEN 

Ashton’s Contmodorc Kfipier 
„ Prince nf Wales 

Barlow's Kin<j 
Booth’s Freedom 
Beeston’s Apollo 
Crowshaw’s Lord Brotiyham 

EUOED. 

Dickson’s Dii/,-e of Wellini/lou 
„ Miitildii 

Faulkner’s ye Plus lllra 
Hepworth’s Pohin Hood 
Headley’s Ki)i(i James 
Heath’s Emerald 

Leigh's Col. Tai/lor 
Lighthody'sSlaroJ'Pethlehcm 

„ Lord Tji/ndoch 
Ollier's Lady Ann Wilbra- 

ham 
Page’s Champion 
I’earson’s liudajos 

GREY 

A.ich.Qx\ey'nAlpine Shepherdess 
Barlow's FJarl of Wilton 

„ Morn in;/ Star 
Buckley’s Surprise 
Chapman’s Sophia 
Clieetham’s Lancashire Hero 
] lean’s lieynlator 
Fletcher’s Ne plus Ultra 

„ Commerce 

WHITE 

Ashton’s nanny Lass 
Buckley’s Miss Ann 
Cheetlmm’sCaiintessof Wilton 
Clegg’s Crnci/ix 
Chilcott’s Brilliant 
Campbell’s Bobert Burns 
Heap’s Smiliny Beauty 
Ilepworth’s True Brito)i 

Berry’s Lord Primate 
„ Lord Ijce 

Bradshaw’s Tidy 
Barker's Nonsuch 
Chadwick’s Lady Frauhlin 
Clegg’s Blue B<mnct 
Dickson’s Ap<dla 
Corton’s Gold/inch. 

„ Stadtho/dcr 
Headley’s Royal Purple 
Kenyon’s Freedom 

I Polhill’s Hiyhlnnd Laddie 
j ,, Standard of Eni/land 

Waterhouse’s Shakespeare 
Smith’s Britannia 

I Warris’s Binchcr 
\ Wild’s Hiyhland Lass 
< Yates iMorris’ Green Hero 

EDGED. 

Grime’s Privateer 
Headley’s Stapleford Hero 
Hey’s Lovely Ann. 
Jackson's General Morilln 
Page’s Waterloo 
Sykes’ Complete 
Waterhouse’s Conqueror of 

Europe 
Warris’s Union 

EDGED. 

Hughes’ Pillar of Beauty 
Lee’s Briyht Venus 
Lightbody’s Fair Maid 

I Pott’s Rcyulator 
1 Sumerscale’s Cafherinn 
, Taylor’s Favorite 

„ Incomqmrable 
i Townson’s Lady Duncan 

SELES. 

Kayo’s .Tupiter 
Jjightbody’sA(/));W.f;///'C Blue 
Macfarlane’s Earl of Fife 
Mai'tin’s Eclipse 
Netherwood’s Othello 
Parker’s Jletropolitan 
Redman’s Metropolitan 
Smith’s Mrs. Smith 
Sturrock’s J/r.^. Sturnuis 
Whitaker’s 'J'rue Blue 
Wormersley’s Desdemona 

ALPINES. 

Crompton’s Blue Bony Up 
„ Oldham Hern 

Captain Fraser 
Kin;/ if the Alqis 
HeMor’s Jenny Lind (new) 
Partridge’s Villayn Maid 

Queen Vieloria 
AVillison’s Hannah 

,, Dan O'Conuell 
,, Climax 
„ Kiny 
„ Princess Royal 

T. x\rPLEBY. 

PRESERVATIVE WALLS. 

, (Continued from payc 3UG.) 

LIST OF PLANTS SUITABLE TO PLANT AGAINST TUE.-'I. 

Abelia Jhrihunda (Many-flowered Abclia).—A free, 
early-flowering plant, with rosy-purple blossoms, some¬ 
thing like a Fuchsia. Tho flowers are tubular, with a 
wide-spreading limb, and are very handsome. This is a 
genus of half-hardy shrubs, from Mexico and China. 
'Thcro are three more sjmeies, namely, A. riipestris, with 
pink and white tlovvers; A. trijlorci, pale red; and 
A. unijloru, white-, but tho first species is by far tho 
handsomest. Peat and loam is the conqiost that suits 
them best. 

AbiUilon striatum (Striped Abutilon).—'Though this 
plant is a native of the Brazils, and rather soft wooded, 
1 have known it to bear the severity of moderate winters 
totally unprotected. It is a fast grower, and requires 
plenty of room; flowers most of the summer months, 
and is very showy when in blossom. 

Acacia ctjfinis (Related Acacia).—Many of the species 
of this beautiful genus will live against a wall of this 
kind, but this one is the hardiest of all. There is a 
plant of it at the end of the Camellia tiouse, at the Pine 
Apple-place Nursery, that has stood four winters unpro¬ 
tected. 1 shall name a few others, that with a slight 

I 
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protection of a covering of canvass would live and 
dower satisfactorily:—A. armata, A. celastrifolia, A. 
dealhata, A. dolahriforme, A. grandis, A. sophora, A. 
verlioiUata. 

Alogsia citi iodora (Lemon-scented Aloysia).—Though 
the flowers of this plant are not showy nor bright 
coloured, nor the leaves particularly handsome, yet 
the pleasant odour the latter give forth when touched, 
renders it an universal favourite. It is, therefore, a 
desirable plant for the Preservatory. 

Amorpha glabra (Smooth Amorpha).—This belongs 
to a genus of shrubs that are very little lurown, which is 
rather remarkable, as they all ])roduce flowers of the 
much esteemed colours, blue and purple, and bavo 
leaves that are of a pleasing form, and bright green. 
A. herhaeea, A. Leirisii, A. micro2)hglla, and A. nana, are 
all desirable jdants to place against this wall to lill up the 
places between quick growing and lofty shrubs, so that 
every part of the wall may be covered down to the soil. 

Anopterus glandulosm (Gland-bearing Ano]itoris).—A 
rather new 2)lant from Van Dieman’s Land, but is sup¬ 
posed to be nearly hardy. 'J'he leaves are arranged in a 
fern-like fashion, and are very jjretty. 

Arbutus (The Htrawberry-tree). — There are some 
species of this beautiful genus that are not quite hardy, 
but yet, on account of their flne evergreen foliage, are 
desirable and worthy of cultivation, and the Preservatory 
Wall is just the 2)lace for them, ju'ovided they are not 
too closely jJruned. Their names are A. Oanariensis, A. 
densijiura, A. laurifoUa, A. serratifulia, and A. speviosa; 
A. procera, and^L ujidrachne, are hardy in the southern 
parts of Britain, but north of Birmingham seai'ccly so; 
and, therefore, require the 2)rotoction of a wall beyond 
that line northwards. 

A rotostajjhglos longifolius (liong-lcaved Bear-berry), 
A. nitida (shining-leaved), and A- pungens, are all hand¬ 
some foliaged, half-hardy, evergreen shrubs, with shining 
leaves. The last is a dwarf, and may be planted between 
the others to lill iqi vacant spaces. 

Aster.—The shrubby Asters, or Star-flowers of the 
Capo and New Holland, are not much cultivated now in 
greenhouses, but many of them against a sheltered wall 
would be very ornamental, and there would regain their 
popularity. Many of them have blue flowers, and arc 
very ornamental. The following are the best:—A. 
angustifolius, A. erubescens, A. liratus, A. ingrsiniuides, 
A. rejiexus, A. sericeus, and A. dllosus. 

Azalea indica alba, and other varieties. There are a 
suflicient number of hybrids of these fine flowering 
plants to cover a wall a hundred yards long, and a mag- 
nifleent sight they would be when in flower. The white 
one is the hardiest. I saw a raised bed, in October last, 
about ten feet diameter, fllled with it, in a garden at 
Acton, near London, and the gardener said they had 
been planted there for three years, and had had no jiro- 
tection excepting a covering over the roots of dried fern 
leaves in winter. The jdants were about two to three 
feet high, and were more bushy, and had finer foliage 
than I ever saw them have in jiots. A selection of tlio 
ditt'erent colours, one of each, would be sutfleient for a 
wall of moderate extent. No doubt, the new species 
introduced by Mr. Fortune, from China, would thrive 
best in such a situation, as also would tire old sjiecies. 
Azalea sinensis. 

Banksia—This is an assemblage of shrubs from New 
Holland, with noble foliage, almost banished from our 
greenhouses on account of their not flowering till they 
are old and large. 1 judge, if Preservatory Walls 
become more common, they will become favourite 
objects to jtlant there, and would thou grow and flower 
treely, especially if grown in poor sandy peat soil. 
I'he lollowing are the most ornamental:—B. coccinea, 
B. grandis, B. ilicifolia, B. latifolia, B. marcescens, B. 
solandra, and B. speciosa. 

Beaufortia decussata (Cross-leaved Beaufortia).—A 
fine scarlet-flowering, tall-gi-owing shrub, hardy enough 
to bear several degrees of frost; flowers freely when old, 
but rather shy when grown in pots. 

Benthamia fragifera (Strawberry-fruited B.). — In 
Devonshire this tree has jiroduced its large, deejr red, 
handsome fruit abundantly against the walls ot a house. 
1 saw the fruit once, some two or three years ago, on , 
the tables of the Horticultural Society, in Regent-street, 
and thought them very handsome, and tempting to the 
palate; but Dr. Lindley stated they were not eatable. 
The flowers are yellowish-red, and tolerably handsome. 
These circumstances point out this as a desirable plant 
for the walls in question. j 

Berberis aristata, B. buxi/olia, B. macrophylla, B. | 
nervosa, B. inermis, and B. trij'oliata, are alt desirable | 
shrubs, with evergreen foliage and yellow flowers. Since 
the Dictionary was published, two beautitul new species j 

have been imj)orted, which are both adurirably adajrted 
to plant against a wall. They are named B. Ikirivinnii, \ 
almost, but not quite, an evergreen, with numerous | 
golden-orange-coloured blossoms springing iroui the 
axils of the leaves, and B. Nepaulensis, which has leaves 
nearly eighteen inches long and one-and-a-hall broad, 
deeply cut at the edges, and of a pleasing milky- 
green colour. The flowers of this latter siiecies are jiro- 
duced at the ends of the shoots in clusters of four or 
five spikes, and are of a deep yellow colour. 

T. Appleby. 

{To he continued.) 

PREPARING THE GROUND FOR SPRING 

CROPS. 

Notwithstanding the mildness of the weather, we 
fear the ensuing seed - time will be anything but a 
jdeasant one. Saturated as the ground has been with j 
wet, and probably may continue to be, the benefits it 
usually derives from a jieriod of rest have been much 
curtailed; and no doubt, in certain cases, a jiositiye 
evil inflicted. But the season is last apjn'oaching in 
which something must be done, almost desjiite the 
weather. Crojis that require sowing in early spring 
will want the ground in some measure prepared lor 
them beforehand. Usualljq what is wanted for Onions, 
Carrots, &c., is either ridged or rough digged early 
in winter, and, perhaps, once or more during the 
I'rost-fertilising season, and finally about a month or 
loss before sowing-time; the last digging may be less 
deep than the jirevious ones, if the weather, &c,, do not 
ju'omise to be of a kind to mellow it down. Now the 
])ast winter, up to the time I write (the last week in 
January), hardly deserves the name ot one, being more 
like a jirolongcd autumn, so that the conditions necessary , 
to fertilise, as well as jmlverise the ground, have been 
almost totally withheld ; a dilferent course must, there¬ 
fore, be pursued than is usual in seasons of an opposite 

kind. 
Soils of an adhesive nature, with that peculiar texture 

which a short exposure to atmospheric influence tends 
rather to increase their tenacity than otherwise, must 
not be treated the same as those soils which mellow 
down quickly after an exjiosure ol a lew days; the 
better j>lan with the former will be to lot alone the 
digging until the sowing has to be performed, and then 
to do both at once, as it will be in a better condition 
to rake down and afford a good bed tor the seed, than 
it would be if loft to the vicissitudes of the elements 
for a short time only. Observe, I do not mean to assert 
that sharp nipping frost or diying winds, tollowed by 
other changes, would not jiroduce a better state of tillage 
than the hasty mode of digging compressed ground, 
and sowing it the same day; but then, what chances 
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have we this season of getting onr ground into the 
healtliy condition wliich requires but little judgment to 
lironounce the most proper state to receive seeds? 
Much, of course, depends on circumstances, as well as 
the state of the weather during the ensuing six weeks. 
It it sliould be severe, i. c., with sharp cutting frosts 
and dry winds, tlio ground then would derive all the 
benefit necessary to ensure what in some countries is 
called “ a good season," which means a line mellow 
surface; but as none of us are able to foretel the 
coming weather, despite all the weather prophets’ 

: assistance, we must take our measures according to 
' what seems most probable, instead of what we most 

wisli. 

! Where ground has lain a great part of winter in that 
compressed state which a heavy treading in autumn 
induces, it had better remain in that condition still, if 
we are likely to bo visited with a continuation of those 
heavy rains so common of late, because, the lirmor the 

' ground, the less chance there is of it holding water in 
i an undue quantity. This is easily ascertained by auy 
( one who just digs up a spadeful of soil on a loose open 

space, and then on a hard one; the former, in wet 
weather, is loaded like a sponge; the latter is like the 
sponge subjected to a pressure. Now, though we do not 
pretend to say that rain water, even in deluging quan¬ 
tities, does not convey something that is useful to the 
earth, yet we are far from thinking its benefits are felt 
by land in that loose open state of tillage which digged 
ground jn'eseuts; whereas the firm ground, by receiving 
the same amount of rain on its surface, allows it to 
percolate through, otherwise run off, and, doubtless, it 
leaves some of its fertilising properties in the soil it 
filters through, and probably leaves most where the 
strainer is closest; that it is so in the light ground, must 
be evident to every one. 

Now, wo have said enough to show that on some 
obstinate soils a little exposure is worse than none at 
all; and that such ground, which circumstances have 
hitherto prevented being dug during winter, had better 
be delayed until sowing time; but thou, more mellow 
soils which had been ridged, or rough digged during 
autumn, had bettor now bo slightly pointed over, in 
order to expose the surface as much to the elements as 
possible. A nice frosty morning is the best time to do 
this work, otherwise when the ground is tolerably dry, 
with winds, &c.; and although it may be improper to dig 
deep, yet the ground, if necessary, may be stirred the 
full depth of the spade, provided that the top of all 
remains at the top again, or nearly so; this is im¬ 
portant when there seems not sullicient time to mellow 
the under stratum before the ground is wanted for 
cropping, but the period required for that purpose 
dili'ers so much in various soils, that no general 
rules can be laid down for guidance in the matter. One 
thing we may enforce on the young horticulturist—that 
all soils arc injured by being worked when in a very 
wet condition, that is, when charged with water to 
exeess; but this is not always the case with the com¬ 
pressed ground we have been speaking of, because, if 
needs be, that may be digged up when a spade cannot 
be put in soils of a lighter and more friable nature; but 
which, by lying open, are exposed and eompelled to 
drink in every passing shower; but remember, these stiff 

, soils must bo dug and sown, or planted, at the same 
time, otherwise the rains, if there be any, will render 
the treading and working on such a soil a matter of 

! impossibility; and it is possible that the sowing season 
I may partake of the general character of the winter. 
! 1 have not said anything about the manure proper 

for crops that are wanted to bo sown early, because 
i usually such manuring is done in autumn; but when 
i that has been omitted, no delay must take place now ; 
j and even in the ground we have been advising to leave I 

iindug till sowing-time, the dung, and other matters, 
ought to be in readiness to dig in them; and whatever 
may be said about the utility of dung being administered ' 
in a fresh, uufermented, or undocayed state, it is better ' 
tliat both processes be pretty far advanced at this season. ' 
In autumn, a rougher article might, perhaps, do as well; 
but now the little time left before it be called on to 
furnish those juices necessary to the well-being of plants 
it is destined to nourish, renders it imperative that it 
should be ripe, or nearly so, for that purpose. 

Onions, being a gross-feeding crop, require a geod pro- j 
portion of dung; but they are better when it has been 
given in liberal quantities, the year before, to some crop 
that has not exhausted it too much. We have been in , 
the habit, for many years, of sowing our Onions on 
ground tliat the early Celery had come off, and we do 
not see any better plaee, when other things are taken 
into consideration as well. Carrots, and similar root- 
crops, ought to have the ground trenched about eighteen 
inches, or more, early in autumn; and what dung or 
other enriching matter was put in ought to be in the 
bottom, or from the bottom to the middle of the trench, 
so that none of it will be so near the surface as to entice 
the roots of such plants as CaiTots, fleet, &c., to fork 
and divide, on purpose to remain amongst such rich 
food, which they unquestionably will if it exist in any 
quantity near the top. Another condition necessary to 
ensure good Carrots is to have the ground free from 
those hard, impenetrable lumps which resist the down¬ 
ward growth of roots. It must, likewise, be free from 
wireworm, if possible, and for that reason, had better 
not be where any of the Cabbage tribe had occupied the 
precceding year. This latter evil may be got over by 
a dressing of gas-water, or the lime that has been used 
there. Common lime, unless used with a very liberal 
hand, seems unable to accomplish the destruction of 
this pest; and we are by no means advocates for large 
quantities of it being used where Carrots are grown, for 
its presence is at variance with the nature of the soil ' 
where the root luxuriates in the greatest perfection. 

Many things will now require to bo seen to in various 
ways. Warm, dry borders, that have not received a 
crop, may bo planted with Early Potatoes, or, at least, 
a quantity of these may be planted crossways. Radishes 
may be sowm against a south wall; aiid on some fa¬ 
voured, warm spot sow a little Lettuce and Caidiflouer 
seed. The protection of glass, we fear, is a luxury that 
cannot well be afforded such crops; but when any lights 
are at liberty, let them be used in some way or other. 
Sow Peas, and plant Beans, for the after crops; and 
watch carefully that the slug does not destroy those 
coming up or advancing apace. Sea-kale will now force 
with less trouble than heretofore, that it need not be i 
covered up so long before the time it is wanted to come j 
into use; but it will still require heat. Take up all ' 
Parsnips that are yet in the ground, and other roots; 
and on all favourable occasions leheel out duny, &c., on 
land that may require it. See to Cucumbers, and other j 
tender objects in the forcing department, so that no i 

lack of heat gives them a check; and turn and prepare 
dung, &c., for more Hotbeds, which make up when 
wanted, at the same time sowing Melons and Cucumbers 
occasionally, to succeed those already in, or, it may be, 
make up a deficiency, or, what is also not to be for- , 
gotten, to furnish a less-favoured neighbour with a pot I 
or two of plants, if required. J. Robson. ; 

BORDERS AND THEIR ARRANGEMENTS. 

The time i.s now fast approaching for being busy in 
digging and planting, altering or re-arranging our borders ; 
and of course this will be found the more readily effected 
by those who took the hint Mr. Beaton gave out in one of j 
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liis excellent papers last year, advising friends to label or 
number their plants in the borders as they come into 
flower, &c., for the sake of knowing whore they are at the 
proper time to re-arrange them in the borders. This is 
very important, and what we at all times attend to. 

Now, last March, we re-airanged a favourite little border 
in the following manner:—It is a border situated by the 
side, and the whole length of a south terrace-walk. The 
walk is twelve feet wide, with a grass verge, one foot-and-a- 
half wide, separating the walk from the border. The border 
is three feet-and-a-half wide, and at the foot of a brick-wall, 
eleven feet higli, which is covered with flowering slirubs, 
and other climbing plants. This wall and border are from 
seventy to eighty yards in length, and have been crowded 
witli flowers for the last twenty years, and at most seasons 
of the year something or other could be seen in dower 
either in the border, or on the wall, or both. The 
border was filled many years ago with hardy border-plants, 
in three rows, about two-feet-aud-a-half from plant to plant 
in the row, and none were placed there that grew very tall. 
That is, we had nothing that was more than about from 
two feet to two-feet-and-half in height, at the most; of 
course, these were in tlie back row. The next row was still 
dwarfer, from one foot to one and-a-half high, and the front 
row principally of bulbous kinds. The three rows of plants i 
were always kept in compact snug bunches, and precisely i 
alternate with each other in the rows, that is, in the (quin¬ 
cunx-form, and all labelled. In the summer, abundance of : 
other bedding plants were inti'oduced as intermediates to . 
the permanent arrangements ; something of all sorts, so as j 
to be as various as a regular mixed border could well be, ' 
but still avoiding any that were tall, so as not to obstruct 
the. light to the wall. As I said before, it was thought well 
to alter the preceding arrangement, and in the month of 
March we set about it, taking up every plant, and working 
up the border well, adding a little well-rotted manure ; not 
that we needed much in this way, as the border gets well 
manured by a top-dressing of old hotbed manure every winter. 
This serves as a protection to many of the plants upon the 
wall. Comfort is comfort to a man when he is going out of 
a cold winter’s evening, to put on a great coat and an extra 
cravat round his neck, and so it is with these plants under 
our waU, to have a good top coat of this good old manure 
packed up well round their collars, or the base of their 
stems, and over their roots too. 

Having the border ready to receive the plants, a line was 
set down at one foot-and-a-half from the wall, length-ways, 
and the plants selected and planted three feet apart in the | 
row. This done, the line was brought forward one foot, | 
and the second row of dwarfer kinds pdanted, both rows in ! 
front of the line, of course, and precisely alternate with each 
other, and thus confining the border to two rows of perma¬ 
nent plants. These were all labelled, as usual, and very nice 
the border looked, and so it does at this time. In this front 
row we have introduced, every now and then, a bunch of 
Crocus, indeed, all the bulbs at certain distances, for the 
purpose of introducing the summer plants of a certain kind 
and colour in the same line, in the place of those bulbs, as 
will be seen hereafter. The reason why we planted our 
permanent plants three feet apart in the row, and confined 
tliem to two rows only, is to bo the more regular and com¬ 
plete when introducing a summer plant between every two 
permanent plants, from end to end of the border, without 
injuring these; and should there be any chance of this, the 
watchful eye can soon see, and soon cut away anything that 
is intruding. 

.\ny number of Iciiids of plants may be employed as the 
pmmer intermediates in this still mixed border; but this 
is not our plan. We use three colours, and intend so to do 
as yet. The back row of summer plants, from end to end, 
is of tbe Crelestiiia ngeraioirlcs, light blue; the front row of 
summer pihints is of Scarlet Geraniums, of the Tom Thumb 
variety, except where bulbs stand as the permanent plants; 
here a Yellow Calceolaria, Calceolaria riajosa, is let in with 
care with a small trowel, so as not to injure or disturb the 
bulbs. I must add, that I never saw a mixed boi'dcr to 
jdease better than this did last season, and so said many 
others who saw it. Of course no label is ivMjiured to the 
summer plants. 

I have omitted to say, that there is a bed of the Mexican 

Tiger flower, Tlyridia jiavonia, in the centre of this long . 
border, and it does not seem at all out of place. This bed 
is about four yards long. The Tiyridias are taken up every 
three years, and the bed well worked-up, and a little new 
soil added, such as comes from the old melon bed, and 
a little sand with it. The bed being ready to plant, a ‘ 
drill is chopped with the spade six or seven inches 
deep, and the strongest bulbs planted as thick as i 
they can well stand by each other in the drill; this done, ' 
the drill is filled up, and .so on in three drills length- , 
ways of the border; and nothing can possibly dower more 
freely, or do better. They are taken up about the middle 
of March, when their time is to be replanted. The bed , 
is top-dressed, and more carefully in severe winters. ! 

The hardy herbaceous perennial plants that are planted 
in this border are not very choice, the situation being very 
hot at times ; indeed, too hot for many others of our choicer 
kinds to do well; therefore, we have to suit the idauts to 
the border. We have, in most cases, only one specimen of 
a kind; in others, two of a kind. AVhen two of one kind 
are jdauted, they are qdaced at certain distances aqiart, so as 
to look uniform. The following is a list of the permanent 
hardy plants, in the order they stand in the border :— 

BACK ROW. 

Dracocephalum Virginiacum. 
Dianthus Garnerianus. 
Erigeron Fhiladelphicuui. 
Clirysocoma Linosyris. 
Geranium Ibiricum. 

,, striatum. 
,, sylvaticum. 
,, Phocum. 

Geum Chilense. 
,, ,, grandiflora. 

Inula glandulosa. 
Rudbeckia hirta. 
Melittis grandiflora. 
Mimulus cardinalis superba. 
Jlelissa grandiflora. 
Phlox suaveolens. 

,, maculata. 
,, odorata. 
,, speciosissimum rubrum, 
,, delicata. 

Polcmonium coeruleum. 
Achillea rosea, or asplenifolia. 
Anemone japonica. 
Aster lievis. 

,, amclloides. 
Astrantia maxima. 
Betonica grandiflora. 
Centaurea montana. 
Crucianella stylosa. 
Campanula persicifolia pleno alba. 

,, ,, ,, rubra. 
azurca. 

,, grandis. 
Symphytum Bohcmicum. 
.Solidago (a pretty dwarf kind). 
Veronica maritima. 

,, Candida. 
,, lacincata. 
,, clegans. 

I.ychnis viscaria. 
Malva l.ateritia. 
Trollius Asiaticus. 

FRONT ROW. 

Primula auricula, vur, hortensis. 
,, vulgaris pleno alba. 
,, ,, ,, lilacina. 

Potentilla Tongueii. 
Pulmonaria Virginica. 

,, oflicinahs. 
' Pancratium Illyrieum. 

Smilacina bifolia. 
■ Pentstemon spicatum, or proccras. 
I Scilla prtecox. 
' Saxifraga umbrosa. 
i Silene Shaftii. 
! Sempervivum montanum. 
j Sedum Aizoon. 
I Veronica pallida. 
I ,, gentianoidcs. 
I Omphalodes verna. 
1 Gtnothera prostrata. 
I Cheiranthus alpinus. 

Crocus vernus. 
i Iris pumila. 
i Erythronium dcns-canis. 
! Eranthis hyemalls. 
I Helleborus niger. 
I Francoa appendicula. 
I Fritillaria alba. 
I Geranium sanguincum. 

Galanthus nivalis pleno. 
Lithospermum ))urpurco cterulcum 
Muscari racemosum. 

,, monstrosum. 
Orobus vernus. 
Prunella Pensylvanica. 
Narcissus bulbocodium. 

,, minor. 
,, ajax. 

Ificlytra formosa. 
Corydalis bulbosa. 
Anemone sylvestris. 

,, Apennina. 
Ar.abis Alpina grandiflora. 

,, ,, variegata. 
Aubrietia purpurea. 
Campanula Carpatica. 

,, pumila. 
,, pulla. 

The two ends of this border, for three or four yards, are 
shaded and gloomy, suiting the J’rimulas, the Anemone, 
-tpennina, Saxifraga, Corydiiles, and Diclytra in the front 
row, and the Trollius and some others in the back row. 
Of course, any phmt that is a spreader at root is taken 
up and replanted yearly, so as to keep snug compact ! 
bunches. | 

The following is a list of the plants trained against the | 
wall:— 

Cydonia Japonica. 
„ ,, alba. 

Jasminum officinale. 
,, revolutum. 
,, nudiflorum. 

Edwardsia grandiflora, a very line plant. 
Spirtea Eindleyana. 
Forsytliia viridissima. 
Clianthus puniceus, turned out here last spring, and is now very full 

of bloom. Whether we can save it here has to be proved. 
Garrya cliptica. 
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Hydrangea Japonicai 
Potonia Moutan; «'i fine planti 
Clematis azurea grandiflora. 

,, liorida. 
a yt pleno. 
)} yt bicolor. 
ft montana. 

viticella pleno. 
,, or Atragyne Sibcrica. 

Caprifoliuin fiexuusum. 
,, gratuin. 

Escallonia rubra. 
macrantha. 

Passifiora cccrulea. 
Arundinaria falcata ; a fine plant. 
Buddlea Lindleyana; this fiowers finely here. 
('eanothus loevigatus. 
Statice Bickensonii. 
hlyrtus communis; narrow and broad-leaved varieties do well here. 
Veronica Lindleyana; a fine plant, with abundance of bloom at 

this time. 
it speciosa; one of the tenderest upon the wall. 

Abutilon striatum ; this has been out some years, and flowers 
tolerably well every year. Growing very rampantly it requires more room 
than we can spare it. 

Deutzia scabra. 
Weigela rosea. 
Siphocampylos bicolor; this dies down to the ground every year, 

and rises again the year following, like a willow, tour or five feet in 
height, and flowers very freely. 

Pittosporum Tobira ; this flowers very beautifully here. 
Aloysia citriodora; this is cut down yearly to the ground, and puts 

up again very vigorously. 
Daphne Dauphinii; this is a very fine specimen, and is a most 

desirable plant to have under a wall. 
llobinia hispida. 
Chimonanthus fragrans. 
Wistaria sinensis, often called Wistaria consequana. This is a very 

handsome specimen, only allowed to occupy a breadth of three or four 
feet of the upper part of the wall. All the lower shoots have always been 
cut away, making room for other plants to be trained under its branches 
upon the wall, which extend about ninety-five feet in length. 

Punica granatum. 
Olea Europiea. 
Lycium Europseum. 

Roses.—We liave nothing in this way in particular; at 
any rate, nothing new. A nice plant of the old single 
Macartney liosa hnwleata does well, and liowers freely, and 
continues in succession for some time. Maria Leoiiada, 
Scarlet Ureville, Jaune Desprez, La Marque, Ruga, Devoni- 
eusis, Highclere Seedling, the double White Moss, Yellow 
Ranksiau, and a few others. 

I’ucusiAs.—Ricartonii is about the best of all for a wall 
out-of-doors, being the strongest grower, one of the hardiest, 
a profuse bloomer, and the best colour. Tlie old virgata is 
still here, and is one of the next "best for out-door growth. 
Griicilis multijlora is a pretty free-blooming plant. Tlie old 
glohosa is here too. Youngii grandiflora also does well here. 
Among the newer sorts which have found their way here of 
late years, Kppsii, Exouiensis, Cavatina, the Silver Globe, 
Rose tiuinlle, and Bianca. Tiie last-mentioned is the best 
as a free grower and a I'ree bloomer.—T. Weaver, Gardener 
to the il'urden of Winehestcr College. 

DEALERS AS JUDGES. 

Tjiie following letter is written to you as expressing tlie 
I sentiments of many of your subscribers and readers; and 
I though it is conceived that you may not deem it advisable 

to publish it, they are not without hope that you may he 
willing to consider carefully both sides of each questiou ro- 

[ ferred to; upon which it has boon thought by some that the 
I tone of your paper has lately assumed a character not likely 
I to increase the number of your friends. I purpose, in the 
I present letter, to touch upon the question of having dealers 
I among the judges at poultry shows, and, as connected there¬ 

with, your remarks on the recent Metropolitan Poultry 
Show. 

[So far from being unwillhig to publish this letter, wo do 
so most readily, for our only object is the attainment of 
truth, it is the invariable consequence of criticism, even 
though having only that object, that it gives pain to some 
one; and it must often occur that the person pained is not 
sulliciently muster of himself to avoid resenting as personal 
an en([uiry which, being only to establish a general prin¬ 
ciple, ho should rather aid in carrying forward to a con¬ 
clusion. Persons so pained, and acting thus mistakenly, 
are not well qualified to judge of the tone of the criticism ; 

and from then' judgment we appeal, and fearlessly appeal, 
to the oirinion of every unbiassed reader; and we sball, 
indeed, be surprised, if any one sentence can be pointed 
out, for wliich wo are responsible, that is either excessively 
severe, or in any degree discourteous.] 

First, then, as to dealers being judges. It is urged, that 
they must feel a bias iu favour of specimens with which, in 
the course of their dealings, they have become acquainted, 
and, therefore, that the public must object to dealers being 
judges. Now I would observe, that no charge is made, or 
even hinted at, against any dealer on the score of bias ; and, 
therefore, it is clear that your remarks are only directed 
against the possibility of evil; and I would venture to assert 
that bias of a ditferent kind has not only been suspected, 
but bas been openly complained of, in the case of some 
judges, who were not dealers. I will not enter into a dis- 

I ciission whether Mr. Sturgeon, Mr. Punchard, and many 
other gentlemen, are not as much dealers, in one sense, as 

! Mr. Baily, hut tliis I broadly assert, that a system was be¬ 
coming established which has, thanks to Ylr. iJixon and 
others, been broken through, which threatened much more 
serious detriment to poultry shows than any other drawback, 

• viz., to consider the types of Messrs. Sturgeon’s and Mr. 
Puuchard’s specimens as the standards of perfection, irre- 

I spective of any defects they might present. 
This contracted view injimed the public taste; it detracted 

also from tlie value that ought to be placed on the decision 
of parties considered competent to be judges, and, until this 
last Birmingham c.xliibition, threatened to undermine the 
wish of the public to be taught fairly and honestly, by the 
decision of competent parties, what were fair standards of 
excellence. Believe me. Sir, the objection was much more 

i strongly felt, that if A B G 1) E or E happened to be 
judges. Sturgeon was sure to have a host of prizes because 

I each of the judges had formed then- notions of excellence 
I solely from their intimate acquaintance with Mr. S.’s birds, 

specimens of which were the pride of their yards, they 
themselves being on intimate terms of friendship with Mr. 
Stiu’geou; the objection, I say, was, and is much more 
strongly felt against this system, than against the one you 
condemn. I am in intimate association with many of the 
Sturgeonites, and loud and deep were their complaints that 
Mr. S. did not, at the last show, as before, gain all the 

I prizes; and yet 1 have made enquiry among unbiassed 
i persons who have seen all the best birds in England, and 1 
cannot doubt the decisions at Birmmgham were strictly 
fair. In fact, the determination shown to make an example 
of all persons whose specimens had been trimmed has 
been of the greatest service. 

[It is quite time that wc have never brought any charge 
against Mr. Baily, nor against any other dealer, of being 
guilty of dishonesty in his decision, and that for the best of 
all reasons—we have never had any proof of such dis¬ 
honesty brought to our notice. AVhen such proof is pro¬ 
duced, whoever the dishonest decision sliall be in favour of 
will find no favouritism in om’ criticism. That bias can 
exist—nay, does exist—among judges, is admitted by our 
correspondent; and then comes the question — Are not 
dealers even more liable than others to be so influenced ? 
'W hether the form of Ylr. yturgeon’s Shanghacs are. superior 
to any hitherto exhibited, is a matter of opinion ; but, pro¬ 
bably, our correspondent will not dissent from the judges’ 
award at Birmingham, which gave to Mr. Sturgeon’s adult 
birds the first prize. The determination to disqualify all 

. birds which liave been trimmed—that is, had featliers 
plucked from them to render any part of them more in 
accordance with any desired form—has our unqualified 
approbation. A bird should be shown perfectly unmutilatcd ; 
and any one who trims his birds has no more just title to a 
prize than the tlorist who cuts out offending petals. The 
skill is shewn in growing them of a right form; not in 

clipping them to it.] ' 

And now, as to the dealer iiuestion. I tliink you cannot 
seriously believe that any dealer can inlluencc two or three 
gentlemcir of education and character in any improper 
way. Such a supposition is monstrous; and I can only 
imagine a person believing such a thing, who would himself, 
if ho had the opportunity, endeavour to use his iiiiiueuce 
unfau'ly. On the other hand, the presence of a man like 
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Mr. Baily, of acknowledged experience and skill, is of the 
I greatest value, as his judgment must he generally very 
I aoeurato connected with this matter. It has not been 

without pain, that your readers have observed your ad¬ 
mission into your paper of many (jueries, itc., from “ Q-in- 
a-Corner,” and others, who, from their utter inability to 
prove one tittle of what they insinuate, only show the sore¬ 
ness under wliicli, from some cause or other, they labour. 

[Onr correspondent is quite right in supposing that we 
do not intend to maintain so monstrous a position, as that 
either a dealer, or any one else, could influence two or three 
gentlemen so far as to induce them to do an act of flagrant 
wrong; but our correspondent forgets that no such point is 
in dispute. The simple question is—-Is not a dealer in 
poultry more liable to bo biassed than any other man a.s 
a judge at a poultry show ? Cases must arise iii which 
there is a division of opinion; and if one of the pens of 
birds in suspense have been sold by himself, is not that 
likely to influence his judgment rather towards them ? We 
own that tve think it would. We know that such, too, 
is the public opinion; and wo know that at no other 
exhibition would a dealer bo appointed who had sold 
any of the competing stock to the competitors, any more 
than Mr. Clarke would bo continued as judge at New¬ 
market if ever he became a dealer in horses over whose 
success he had to sit in judgment. We agree, without the 
slightest reserve, in what is stated as to Mr. Baily’s skill 
and experience ; but we also know that tliere are many 
amateurs competent to decide on the merits of poultry, and, 
therefore, we do not think it a wise coiu'se to weaken the 
contidence of exhibitors by needlessly retaining him as a 
judge. Thus to express our opinion has been, and is, 
highly painful. From Mr. Baily we have received many 
courtesies; we have not the slightest unkind feeling towards 
him; and we know of no man to whom we would sooner 
apply for aid and advice in any mercantile transaction con¬ 
nected with poidtry; but this must not turn us aside from 
advocating what we know to be sound in principle. With 
regard to the questions of ‘‘ Q in a-Corner,” the insinu¬ 
ations they contain must fall to the ground, because he 
declines to have Ids name revealed. We do not blame him 
for this, because no man can find pleasure in a paper war; 
and we take some blame to ourselves for having inserted 
the questions, even after “ ti" had assented to our sugges¬ 
tion, that mere insinuations ought nut to appear.] 

T now turn to the other subject I proposed. And here I 
would remark, that if you could only give your readers a less 
perfect i)rize list of the Metropolitan Show than was given 
by the Times and other papers last Tuesdaij monthly week, it 
is a pity you troubled yourself to do so at all. Although 
the prize list had been published a week, your list varies 
from it in the first si.xteen classes in more than a dozen 
particulars, of name, place, &c.; and you have, omitted all 
the commendations throughout, and also all report of 
prizes in classes -17, 4H, 4!), bn. In another part of your 
paper, you tell the public that IMr. Sturgeon, Mr. J’un- 
chard, and Mr. Beck, were missed; and, perhaps, on this 
account it is that the public miss all particular mention 
of any of the specimens in class 11, 14, Id, 14, 1.0, and yet 
I have hoard, from competent judges, that some of the 
specimens in class lo equalled or exceeded anything ever 
shown at Birmingham. The public will believe, say what 
you will, that the person who wrote the article in that 
week’s number has had some influence over him, for a style 
of criticism differing from that iu every other English 
newspaper on the same subject. 

[All these charges and inuendos admit of a ready an¬ 
swer. We did not publish the prize list as it appeared iu 
the daily ytaiiers, because we were told they were incorrect. 
The list we did publish was furnished to us direct from the 
Committee of the Metropolitan Show. If there was any 
omission, the Idamo does not attach to ourselves. We 
Jiever, intentionally, pulilish notices of the “ commenda¬ 
tions” at any of the Shows; our object being only to notice 
where tlic best birds are to be found. We hope, notwith¬ 
standing our correspondent’s contrary conviction, that the 
public will believe us wlien we state, that we selected the 
gentleman who obliged us with the report on the Metropo¬ 
litan Sliow, not only because he perfectly understands the 

subject, but because he has always been the advocate of 
Mr. Baily, and is no extreme admirer of Shanghaes. We 
think, on cool consideration, that our correspondent will nert. 
dissent from our opinion, that such bii'ds as Mr. Beck’s, IMr. 
Bunchard’s, and Mr. Sturgeon’s, must be desirable at any 
Exhibition.] 

On another point, also, 1 think the public will diflin- with 
you, viz., as to the sale by auction. 'What rational objection 
can there be to this '! If 1 do not wish to sell my specimens 
at all, I have only to put on a really prohibitory price, and 
my object is gained. If, however, I am willing to sell, if 1 
can get what 1 conceive would make it worth my while to 
part with any specimens, I have only to affix that price, and 
the public will decide whether they will buy or not. Surely 
this is far better than the miserable trickery and squabbling 
that has heretofore disgraced the Birmingham exhilution, 
as to the claiming of pens. It is equally fair for all; the 
other system was not.—One oe your Subscribers. 

[That there is any trickery at Birmingham in selling the 
poultry we were not before awai'e; and we are quite sure 
that the public ought to be warned against it if there is. 
The objections to the sale by auction appear to be, that so 
far as the public arc concerned, they ought to bo allowed to 
buy at such pi’ice as the vendor is willing to sell for ; and it 
is a new feature to make such exhibitions a means of mak¬ 
ing purchasers pay the highest obtainable price. Then, as 
regards the vettdurs ; it is satisfactory to them if they obtain 
a higher sum than they originally named; but it must be 
very injurious to them, when, instead of their own prices in 
pounds, they could scarcely obtain an offer of as many 
shillings, as, we lU'e told, was the case at the sale alluded to.] 

BRITISH FUNGI. 

In the foregoing papers on that most extensive order of 
plants, the Fungi, it has been my aim, as far as space would 
allow me in these columns, to give a rather popular view 
of tlie interest, and also the practical advantage, to be derived 
by a more close and attentive study of this too much dis- 
pised and neglected branch of the vegetable kingdom. In 
doing this, I have not brought one point in connection with 
their good qualities forward with overpowering colours, 
while the less favourable have been left almost invisilfle in 
tlie background; nor have I allowed theory to bring forward 
statements which cannot be carried out in practice. My 
object has been rather to explain as simply, and plainly as 
possible, the interest that might be derived by amateurs, as 
well as by botanists and others, by devoting a portion of their 
time to the study of these plants. 1 have also endeavoured 
to point out those which may be looked upon as man’s 
greatest enemies, as parasites and poisons, and also those of 
most value to him as an article of diet, and serviceable in 
the arts and in medicine, hoping, that in so doing, I may 
liave provided a temporary guide to those who may have 
more time and opportunity for more perseveringly and rigidly 
pursuing their investigations of the subject. That Fungi are 
objects of interest generally, I find all who have studied 
them most willing to confess ; while, of course, those who 
have not studied them cannot be considered competent 
judges. They are more interesting, because they flourish 
at a period when our flowering plants are departing to their 
grave; and they are found in localities the most sullen and 
dreary; many producing their brilliant colours and phos- i 
phorescent light in dai'k and unhealthy regions, where but 
little besides them could support existence. 

I shall here mention one species, previously omitted, 
but which I consider worthy of especial notice, it is 
Peziza-coccinca, and, in beauty of form and richness of 
colour, scarcely to be rivalled. It is cup-shaped; the 
inteiior surface is of the purest carmine, and the outer 
surface white and downy. This Fungus is not uncommon 
in spring, growing on dead sticks, and generally surrounded 
by green moss, which adds to its striking appearance. It is 
found in woods and hedges, and if collected carefully with 
the sticks on which it grows, it may bo kept in a Fernery, 
or Wardian case, where it will thrive and have a beautiful 
elfect, if the temperature is not too great. I have found it 
abundant about Basingstoke. 
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That it is difficnlt to preserve Fungi is quite a mistaken 
notion, as, in adtlition to what I have aheady said about 
drying the higher groups, as directed in the English Flora, 
the ])arasitic species are generally jiroduced on the leaves 
or bark of otlier plants, and may be collected and dried in 
tliousands, it being only necessary to dry the leaves or bark 
to preserve the Fungi. 

With respect to esculent species, if what I have already 
said has not been suflicient to prove their value, I fear any 
farther recommendation will be useless. Tire fact, however, 
of their attaining 2>erfection so speedily, being so abundant 
in species, and also in their power of propagation, will 
increase their vidue as an article of diet, eitlier in their 
natural or cultivated state, as large quantities may be col¬ 
lected and preserved in a short time ; and it is much to be 
regretted that delicious food should be condemned on 
account of the mismanagement, or gross carelessness, of a 
few ignoiaut persons. The animal instinct is often a safer 
guide to follow than reason, which is frequently allured 
from the right path by vai-ious theories ; and who will not 
believe this, to his regret, when he sees Boletus edutis so 
devoured by rabbits, that he may sear-cli in vain to obtain 
a dish unblemished? But is not this mark to be relied 
upon by the collector with more confidence than Her Ma¬ 
jesty’s letters patent stamped on many articles presented 
to the public? I stated, that I should recommend no 
parties to commence collecting Esculent Fungi without the 
assistance of a botanical friend, to which I ought to add, or 
a person familiar with them ; for Esculent Fungi, I believe, 
may be recognised from their less-wholesome neighbours, 
in the same way as a parent knows her child amongst a 
multitude, from constant and attentive observation, which 
establishes an impression on the mind and in the eye not 
easily forgotten. A few years since, we had a deplorable 
case of poisoning by the common Mushroom reported 
in most of the public journals; and this year it is 
backed-up in one of our contemporaries with a ridiculing 
attack on Dr. Badham, attributing to him an instinct which 
teaches him those Fungi that are, and those that are not, 
poisonous. I beg to state that I possess no instinct pecuUar 
to the brute creation which teaches me which are good and 
which are bad ; and I imagine that what has taught me has 
taught Dr. Badham also; namely, a confidence in the 
opinion autl experience of my predecessors; an eye open for 
observation; and a firm determination not to be governed 
by the prejudiced opinion of others,—F. YobivE Brocas. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 

Doncaster.—We took occasion, in a recent publica¬ 
tion, to enumerate the different towns in Yorkshire in 
which poulti’y shows had been established. We have now 
to make the addition of Doncaster, in which place the 
first exhibition of poultry was held on the 2l3t of January, 
under the patronage of the Mayor and Corporation of the 
borough, and of a long list of neighbouring noblemen 
and gentlemen. The Show took place in the spacious 
corn mai'ket, a building as much adapted for the purpose as 
any we have yet seen. The pens exceeded 400 in number, 
and were ai'ranged in four parallel rows down the whole 
length of the market. Ample space was thus afibrded for 
inspecting the specimens exhibited, and the pens themselves 
were particularly light and neat. The whole arrangements 
did much credit to the committee of management, and their 
indefatigable secretary, Mr. Henry Moore; and, in this 
respect, those who have the conduct of much older shows 
might take a hint or two with advantage from their brethren 
at Doncaster. 

The exhibition itself was, upon the whole, very success¬ 
ful for a first attempt, more especially as it was confined to 
the district of twenty miles round Doncaster, a restriction 
which no doubt excluded many good birds, and which the 
committee determined to remove in future years. As this 
was but a commencement, it would be unfair to criticise too 
minutely; but, commencing with the first classes in the 
catalogue, we may say, that in the different varieties of 
Hambiirfjhs some good pens were shown, although we think 
the Doncaster amateurs might impart new blood with ad¬ 
vantage in these classes from their brethren in the vicinities 

of Bingley and Keighley. The Game classes were indis¬ 
putably the gems of the exhibition. There was scarcely an 
indifferent, not to say a bad, bird among them ; and a 
gentleman who had visited the recent Metropohtan Exhi¬ 
bition assured us, that the Game fowls shown there did not 
approach in quality to the collection at Doncaster. The 
judges added their testimony to the excellency of these 
classes by awarding that the premium prize (Class 40) for 
the best pen of fowls in the yard, should be equally divided 
between pens 101) and 185, botli containing Game fowls. 
Some good Borkimjs were shown, but other pens would not 
have been much missed if they had been left at home. 
There were also some good Siuinish, but nothing of first- 
rate excellence. 'The same remarks apply to the B/tait<ihi(es, 
with the exception of some very fine specimens exhibited by 
IMr. Travis, of York, who, being one of the judges, would 
not, of course, compete for piizes. Our Doncaster friends | 
will, no doubt, before their next show, take a leaf or two 
from the book of Jlr. Travis. 'The Polish fowls were the 
worst classes in the exhibition. 'The Baulams were mime- 1 
rous and ju’etly, without aft'ording any pens of peculiar 
merit. 

The Geese were only moderate; the Ducks very good. 
A pair of white ducks, in pen 055, were, we think, the 
largest we ever saw. 'The Turkeys also were good. Where 
the general arrangements were so good there is little to 
suggest by way of amendment; but we may, perhaps, be 
allowed to recommend the Doncaster committee in future 
to require two, if not three, hens, to be showui in each pen. 
\Ve will only add a hearty and very confident, hope, that 
their future exhibitions may answer their own best expec¬ 
tations (as we are sure this must have done) ; and they 

I will soon become dangerous, although we hope friendly, 
rivals to their older neiglibours. 

AVe add the list of prizes awarded. 

Class \r>,—Golden-spangled Hamburgh Cock and Hen, of any age. 

103. First prize, Mr. E. Auckland, Red Lion Hotel, Doncaster. Hatched 
June 20, 1652. 

106. Second prize, Mr. W. B. Tate, Doncaster. 

Class ll.—Golden-spangled Hamburgh Cock and Pullet, Chickens 
of 1852. 

109. First prize, Mr. J. Brooke, Rossington. Hatched April, 1852. 

Class 12.—Silver-spangled Hamburgh Cock and Hen, of any age. 

121. First prize. Rev. A. Fullerton, Thryhergh. 
118. Second prize, Mr. J. Brooke, Rossington. Cock one year old. Hen 

four months. 

Class 13.—Silver-spangled Hamburgh Cock a)ul Pallet, Chickens 
of 1852. 

131. First prize, Mr, W. B. Tate, Doncaster. 

Class 14,—Chitteprat Cock and Hen, of any age. 

136. First prize, William Hall, Esq., Laughton, 
139. Second prize, Mr. George W. Morris, Doncaster. Hatched June, 

1851. 

Class 15,—Chitteprat Cock and Pullet, Chickens of 1852. 

144. First prize, B. H. Brooksbank, Esq., Tickhill. 

Class 16.—Game Cock and Hen, IWhite and Piles) of any age, 

148. First prize. Hall and Co., Doncaster. Hatched 1851. 
151. Second prize, William Mellowes, Esq., Carburton. 

Class 17.—Game Cock and Hen {Black-breasted or other Beds) of 
any age, 

169. First prize, William Mellowes, Esq., Carburton, and equal with 185, 
in Class 40. 

167. Second prize, H. Eddison, Esq., Gateford. 

Class 18.—Game Cock and Hen {Blacks and Brassy-winged) of any 
age. 

178. First prize, Mr. E. Frith, Turner Wood. Two years and eight 
months old, price j6’5 5s, 

180. Second prize, H. Eddison, Esq., Gateford. 

Class 19.—Game Cock and Hen {Dackwings and olher Greys) of 
any age. 

185. First prize, H, Eddison, Esq., Gateford, and equal with I69, in 
Class 40. 

184. Second prize, Mr. E. Frith, Turner Wood. One year and seven 
months old, price j6'5 5s. 

Class 20.—Dorking Cock and Hen of any age. 

186. First prize. Sir T. W. White, Wallingwells. Hatched in 1851. 
187. Second prize, R. J. Bentley, Esq., Finningley Park. 

Class 21.—Dorking Cock and Pullet, Chickens of 1852. 

217. First prize, Mr. Thomas Hudson, Market-place, Wake6eld, 
Hatched April 15, 1852, 

Class 22.—Spanish Cock and Hen, of any age, 

223. First prize, Mr. T. Kendall, 9, Banks Terrace, Goole. 
220. Second prize, R. J. Bentley, Esq., Finningley Park. 
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Class 23.—Spam.ili CnnU and Pullet, Cliiekens of 1852. 

238. First prize, Wrs. Wm. Worltman, Adwiclc-le-Street. Hatched 
April 27, 1852. 

Class 26.—Coloured Shanghae (Coe/iin-China) Conk and Hen, of 
any age. 

I 212. First prize, Mrs. Batty, Aclcworth Grove. Cock liatched May .30, 
I 1S52, and Hen, August, 1831. 

247. Second prize, Mr. George Hatfield, Doncaster. 

I Class 27.—Coloured ShangUae {Cochin-China) Cock and Pullet, 
, Chickens of isr>2. 

270. First prize, Mr. Robert Carr, Wortley Hall. Hatched .January 26, 
, 1852. 
' Class 2S.—Polish Cock and Hen, of any age. 

279. First prize, John Hall, Hsq., Kiveton Park. 
280. Second prize, 11. Raywood, Esq., The Poplars, Darfield. 

Class 29.—Polish Cock and Pullet, Chickens of 1852. 

283. First prize, John Cordeu.'c, Esq., Keresford House, Barnsley. 

Class 30.—Cock and Hen of any other breed. 

290. First prize, B. H. Brooksbank, Esq., Tickhill. 
1 295. Second prize, Mr. E. Coalman, Plains House, Levels. Malay Cock 
' and Hen. 

Class 31.—Golden-laced Bantam Cock and Hen, of any age. 

317. First prize, J. Fullerton, Esq., Thrybergh Park. 
299. Second prize, John Hartop, Esq., B.irnibrough Hall. 

Class 32.—Silver-laced Bantam Cock and Hen, of any age, 

319. First prize, John Hartop, Esq., Barmbrough Hall. 

Class 33.—Black Bantam Cock and Hen, of any age, 

322. First prize, John Hartop, Esq., Barmbrough Hall. 
.323. Second prize, T. Smith, Esq., Wood Head House, near Barnsley. 

Hatched in 1850. 

Class 31.—White Bantam Cock and Hen, of any age, 

325. Second prize, John Hall, Esq., Kiveton Park. 

Class 35.—Gander and Goose, 

334. First prize, W, F. Hoyle, Esq., Ferham House, Rotherham. 
Hatched in 1852. 

333. Second prize, Mr. G. M. Moate, Fenwick. Gander two years, and 
Goose one year old. 

Class 36.—Drake and Duck {White Aylesbury), 

j 341. First prize, B. H. Brooksbank, Esq., Tickhill. 
339. Second prize, Mr. J. Brooke, Rossington. Hatched July 7, 18.52. 

1 Class 3/.—Drake and Duck {Rouen), 

349. First prize, B. H. Brooksbank, Esq., Tickhill. 
.350. Second prize, B. H. Brooksbank, Flsq., Tickhill. 

Class 38.—Drake and Duck of any other variety, 

.355. First prize, Mr. G. Trimmingham, Marr Grange. Hatched June, 
1852. 

365. Second prize, William Chadwick, Esq., Arksey. (Black East 
Indian Ducks.) 

Class 39.—Turkey Cock and Hen, 

.376. First prize, 11. L. Maw, Esq.,Xetley. 
374. Second prize, R. J. Bentley, Esq., Finningley Park. 

Class 40.—For the best pair of Fowls in the yard, of any class or breed. 

Nos. 169, and 185, equal. 

I EXTRA STOCK. 

i 394. First prize. Master Henry Moore, Angola Rabbit, fawn-coloured 
' Doe, one year and four months old. 
' 405. Second prize, William Hall Esq., Laughton. One Cock and six 
I Hens. 

415. First prize, Mr. G. D. Thorpe, Scawthorpe Farm, One Game 
’ Cockerel and three Pullets, hatched April 30, 1852. 

419. First prize, John Waring, Esq., Haworth Hall, near Rotherham. 
South American Cock and Hen, hatched in 1851. 

421. First prize, John Hartop, Flsq., Barmbrough Hall. Archangel 
Pigeons. 

Honiton.—The First Exiiibition of the Honitou Associa¬ 
tion for the Improvement of Domestic Poultry ivas held in 
that town on Wednesday, January 12th, 185-'j, in a spacious 
building, 110 feet long, erected by Mr. Ward, of the Clarence 
Hotel, for the manufacture of railway carriages. 

17!) pens of poultry and pigeons were entered for competi¬ 
tion, and arranged around the building in baskets similar to 
those recommended by our correspondents, Messrs. Jessop. 

From the quantity of poultry bred in the district, and sent 
weekly to the London market, a good show was anticipated, 
but the result must have far .surpassed the most sanguine 
expectations of its promoters. Following the order of the 
catalogue, the 6})aih.s7i first claims our attention; and, not¬ 
withstanding Devonshire is noted for its breed of black fowl, 
there called “ Minorcas,” we were glad to observe several 
pens of superior Spanish, having all the characteristics of 
that breed fully developed. 

The Dorking class was the best in the exhibition, and the 
whole received the high commendation of the judges. 
Several of the pens contained first-rate specimens; the birds 

in some of them were not so well matched as might be | 
wished, but this future exhibitions will coiTcct. 

The most attractive class, however, was the Shanghae, 
which contained many beautiful specimens. The first prize I 

was awarded to birds which were highly commended at j 

the late Birmingham Show. j 
The wore better represented than at many recent i 

exhibitions. The prize medal birds at Birmingham taking I 

only a second prize. j 
The Game fowls occupied only four pens, and were not , 

the best specimens of this beautiful variety of poultiy. 
In the JIumhurgh class, a pen of Silver-spangled birds was I 

pronounced by the judges the most perfect in the exhibition. 
The Silver-pencilled were very good. The cock and one 
hen, in No. 7:i, belonging to E. S. Drewe, Esq., were nearly 
perfect, but the other hen deprived the pen of all chance of 
a prize. 

Several splendid specimens of Golden Polands, and an 
excellent pen of Black Polands, attracted univereal attention. 

The Cross Breed and Barn Door Fowl mustered in great 
force. The first prize was awarded to a good pen of Cuckoo 
fowls; and the second prize, and the prize for chickens, to 
birds veiy much resembhng the Sussex breed. 

Bantams were indifferent. Geese few, but good. 
The Ducks were highly meritorious, and received especial j 

commendation. The Aylesbury ducks, which obtained the 
first prize, were particularly fine. | 

Turkeys were excellent. The cock in No. D18, belonging . 
to It. T. Head, Esq., Exeter, a very superior bird. 

A large variety of Pigeons were shown, and some of them 
very splendid birds; but from the greater part being 
crowded in small pens the effect was destroyed, and the ; 
judges had great difficulty in awarding prizes. , 

The. Judges were the Bev. J. C. Fisher, He.avitree, near 
Exeter, and G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dorchester. 

The following prizes were awarded :— 

Spanish.—7* First prize, Miss Stamp, Honiton. 3. Second pfize, BIra. 
Devenisb, Honiton. Spanish Chicken of Prize, E. Stamp, 
Esq., Honiton. 

Dorking.—18. First prize, T. Blandford, Esq., Orchard Portman, near ' 
Taunton. 20. ^Second prize, J. F. Pearse, Esq., Whimplc, near Exeter. 
Dorking Chicken of 1852.—27. Prize, W. Pope, Esq., Symond-sbury. 
23. Highly commended, .T. H. Townsend, Esq., Ashfield, Honiton. 
29. Commended, J. F. Pearse, Esq., Whimple. The Judges con¬ 
sidered the whole Dorking Class generally meritorious. 

Shanghae.—33. First Prize, K. T. Head, Esq., Exeter. 31. Second 
prize, S. Devenish, Esq., Honiton. 3”. Commended, Mr. Channing, 
Heavitree, near Exeter. Shanghae Chicken of 18.')2.—40. Prize, Mr. 
Brown, Shute, near Axminster. 44. Prize, R. T. Head, Esq., Exeter. 
53. Highly commended, Mr. Channing, Heavitree. 45. Commended, 
Clifford Shirreff, Esq., Pinhoe, near Exeter. 4". Commended, Dr. ■ 
Rogers, Honiton. 1 

BIalay.—55. First prize, H. Adney, Esq., Lympstone. 60. Second 
prize, C. Ballance, Esq., Taunton. 56. Commended, H. Adney, Esq., 
Dympstone. 

Game.—63, 64. First and Second prizes, BIr. Ward, Honiton. 
Golden Hamburgh.—No First prize awarded. 68. Second prize for 

Golden-Pencilled, S. Devenish, Esq., Honiton. 69. Second prize for 
Golden-Spangled, Rev. H. K. Venn, Honiton. 

Silver Hamburgh.—77. First prize for Silver-Spangled, Rev. H. K. 
1 « Venn, Honiton. 74. Second prize for Silver-Pencilled, J. P. Hine, 
I Esq., Thickthorne, near Ilminster. 

Poland.—First prize for Golden Poland, BIr. Hoskins, St. David’s, 
Exeter. 83. First prize for Black Poland, J. P. Hine, Esq., Thick* 
thorn e. 

Cross Breed, or Barn-Door Fowl.—98. First prize, BIr. Lewis, 
Honiton. 85. Second prize, BIrs. Troake, Hemiock. Cross Breed, or 
Bam-Door Chicken of —99* Prize, Mrs. Troake, Hemiock. , 

Bantams.—No First prize awarded. lu7* Second prize, C. Ballance, , 
Esq., Taunton. 114. Second prize, BIr. Pile, Honiton. 

Geese.—115. First prize, Dr. Jerrard, Honiton. 117. Second prize, 
C. Shirreff, Esq., Pinhoe. 

Ducks.—1*21. First prize, BIr. Brown, Shute. 125. Second prize, 
T. Blandford, Esq., Orchard Portman. The Judges considered the ; 
class highly meritorious. 

Turkeys.—135. First prize, H. Adney, Esq., Lympstone. 137. Second 
prize, BIrs. Griffin, Blonktoii, near Honiton. I 

Guinea Fowl.—No competition. No First prize awarded. 140. Second 
prize, BIrs. Venn, Payhembury. 

Pigeons.—143. Prize for Carriers, BIr. Downton, Honiton. 161. Prize 
for Tumblers, BIr. Channing, Heavitree. 163. Prize for Fantails, BIr. 
Tucker, Honiton. 166. Prize for Nuns, H. Adney, Esq., Lympstone. 

DISEASES OE rOULTllY. 
INFLAMMATION OF THE EGG-l’ASSAGE. 

In reference to the interesting case mentioned at page 
21J, two letters have been received, one iii reply to my 
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quM-ios as to wlietlier tTie inflammatoi^ action might not 
liave been occasioned by the over production of eggs, &c., 
and the other from Mr. Shepperd, wliicb appeared at page 
dt't. It appears tliat the lieu was an extraordinary layer, 
and that tlio disease was not caused by her being prevented 
from sitting, or by over-stimulating food. 

With regard to Mr. Shepyierd’s letter, I must beg to st.ate 
that 1 entirely differ from him; that such a structural disease, 
as a cartilaginous thickening of an internal organ, could be 
cured by placing the patient before the tire, is utterly 
opposed to all medical experience. 

That one grain of calomel and one-twelfth of a grain of 
tartar emetic killed the hen, I also decline to believe ; 
inasmuch, as I have repeatedly given those doses to hens 
laying soft eggs from intiammation of the oviduct, and in 
every case have had hard eggs laid on the second or third 
day after. 

I It is useless to talk of leaving diseases to nature as long 
j as hens are kept in unnatural conditions; the natural 

position for a hen is to live in a warm climate, in the open 
air; to obtain her own natural food by moderate exercise; to 
lay only as many eggs as she can cover and sit; then diseases 
do not occur, and the animal dies of old age, or becoming 
decropid is destroyed by a beast of prey. 

I I agree, however, with the writer, that “ half the people 
who complain would get well without a physician,” be¬ 
cause they complain when nothing is the matter with 
them ; but althoirgh I have paid very considerable attention 
to sick poultry, I have never yet seen a hen with hypochon¬ 
driasis. 

I may mention a circumstance which has just occun-ed in 
my own yard, in corroboration of what I have said so re¬ 
peatedly respecting over feetling. My Grey Dorking pullets, 
hatched in May and June, have been laying very well since 
Christmas, some are now sitting, and will hatch before the 
end of January, they are fed most freely on barley, oats, 
meal, and rice. A few days since, I tried the experiment of 
giving them some greaves, and the result has been, that all 
the June pullets have been laying soft and imperfect eggs ; 
some malformed, containing no yolk, otlicrs merely yolk, 
Ac., and this morning I picked up one on the grass IJI 
inches long, tapering to eaeli end, quite soft, without any 
yolk ; thus proving that a very considerable portion of the 
oviduct was in a state of unnatural irritation, and which 
I have no doubt I can remedy immediately, by giving 
each one a teaspoonful of castor - oil mixed up with 
some dry barley-meal, in which form it is taken readily. 
—W. D. TEGETiiEiEr., Tottenham. 

PEA-EOWL. 

Ix the present day, when fowls of various kinds are 
fetching high prices, and much care is required to rear 
them, it appears singular that the Peacock family are 
not more considered. It is tine, they pick >the early buds 
in the garden, but tliat mischief might be guarded against 
at less expense, perhaps, than is required for the erection 
of poultry-houses. I am quite sure they would repay the 
possessor ; they require no attention, and are not voracious, 
very independent in their habits, choosing their roosting 
places in the highest trees, from whence the winter snows, 
winds, and rain, never chases them. A tine pair of these 
regal birds was presented to myself, with instructions not to 
take any further trouble about them, beyond keeping the 
young from the cock bird for the first fortnight after hatch¬ 
ing, after which time they would be able to take care of 
tliemselves. In the month of June the lien bird introduced 
a tine little liearty family of five to my admiring gaze. 
Strictly ibllowing the caution given, I enclosed the mother 
and her brood, feeding them ivith the pheasant ant and 
eggs. Confinement was evidently distasteful to them, and 
at the end of the given time, when I released her, she 
liiirried away with her young to the open field, in search of 
their natural food, insects and flies, bringing them home to 
their roosting place in the evening. Prom that moment aU 
care on my part was at an end. The iiarent birds were 
quite tame when given to me, and I have kept them so hy 
letting them feed out of my hand; the young birds became 
tamo also, coming to my call from any distance. Beyond 

now and then throwing them bits of bread, and a small ■ 
quantity of barley, I took no trouble to fatten them for the 
table ; and the following spring two of the young birds, 
when killed, were in excellent condition, and were pro¬ 
nounced by all who partook of them to be high-llavoured 
and excellent, having the noble appearance of the turkey, 
with the high gamey flavour of the pheasant. This summer 
I have left the hen to enjoy her liberty with her young, and 
find that she is quite equal to take the entire management 
of her brood: carefully did she avoid the haunts of tin* 
older birds ; and I shall, for the future, leave her to herself. 
Instinct directs her, and the IVisdom that provides for the 
safety of the meanest of his creatures has taught the 
mother how to secure her young. As a mother, the Pea¬ 
hen is far more interesting than the common fowl. She is j 
so gentle, is never disturbed if you apiproach her young; 
there is none of the noisy clucking of the hen, no scratch- I 
iug, and no bustle; she is quiet and graceful in her move j 

ments, and an elegant appendage to the lawn. I wish f ; 
may be a means of inducing others to rear this beautiful ■ 
and excellent bird.—Jvxo. 

VISITS TO SOME OF THE CHIEF POULTRY 

YARDS OF ENGLAND.-No. 5. 

(Penzance.) 

(^Concluded from page 310.) 

In the adjoining parish of Gulval, there are several 
gentlemen who have giveir their attention to poultry, and 
are possessed of some valuable specimens of the diflerent 
varieties. Now, it should be a matter of rejoicing to poultiy- 
keepers, that taste and opinion difler so much in this as in 
other pmrsuits; were we all to assign the palm of merit to 
Cochin-China, Spanish, or any other single race, the charm 
of variety would fail us, and probably, also, we should expo 
rience far less pfleasure and interest when we thus lost tho 
opportunity of comparing the conflicting merits of the nu¬ 
merous camhdates for our good opinion. Thus, 3Ir. Grenfell 
has fortunately selected the Hamburghs for his especial fa¬ 
vourites, and possesses capital buds of both the Silver-pen¬ 
cilled and Silver-spangled varieties. The latter apipear, per 
haps, rattier more robust, as to form,but as regards laying, and 
other points, he considers the merits of the two very much on 
a par. (The term spangled, as opposed to pencilled, implies, 
that instead of the light longitudinal markings of the latter, 
the spangled bird has the extremity of each feather, more 
especially on the wings and tail, barred or dotted with black.) 
In every case, a full rose-comb, terminating in a point, must 
be weU-developed, and this, with the white or yellow of the 
ground contrastuig clearly with its darker tints, is always 
requisite for a perfect specimen. These are excellent layers, 
and readily raised. No fowl, be it observed, possesses a 
larger number of synonyms—Moonies, Bolton Greys, Moss 
fowls, Chitteprats, and many others, belong to them. Mr. 
Grenfell possesses also some very good tlame fowls, which 
were sent to him from Norfolk, but these are necessarily 
kepit at a distant farm. Their indomitable spirit corapiels 
their banishment from the abodes of all other kinds of 
poultry. Mr. Thomas Itoscoe, who in former days supier- 
intended the famous breed of Game fowls at Knowsley, no 
mean authority, tells us, that “ I have known tliem fre¬ 
quently attack men, dogs, calves, pigs, turkeys, and geese; 
and a single bird has killed seven of its opponents in one 
day, while lighting in our trial mains at Knowsley.” 

At Gulval vicarage, the Ilev. W. W. Wingfield has given 
his attention principally to Cochin-Chinas, regarding them 
as the race most likely to bo ultimately kept with profit by 
the cottager and farmer of this district. For this purpose, 
he considers it essential to have compact, robust birds, 
adhering closely in this respect to the opinion of The Cot¬ 

tage G.vr.DENEit, that a perfect specimen of the Cochin- 
China breed “ should have no more leggiuess than a Dork¬ 
ing.” The birds that here appeared to answer this descrip¬ 
tion were still young, but of good shape and colour. 'We 
noticed also some very promising cinnamon and buff pullets, 
from the collection of Mr. Blee. The cock from which the 
greater number of Mr. Wingfield’s chickens have been bred, 
is very light buff, with a rich golden hackle, very short on 
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Ills legs, and with a hap]iy absence of tail, but being a very 
late bird of last season he lias not yet attained his full size. 

Under the guardianship of two Punchard hens, nineteen 
Cochin-Cliina chickens were desporting themselves, tlie two 
mothers sinning their niatei-nal duties, and attending indis¬ 
criminately to their wants. AVe were informed that these 
birds, pullets of last year, laid their fii'st egg on the same 
day; and having sat twice during the present season, also 
commenced that process both on the same day, and were 
alike legular in the production of their chicks in due course 
of time. 

AVhen the various members of the poultry-yard were 
called togetlier for theu' dinner, certain queer, little, round, 
white balls, lilie animated powder-putfs, eagerly answered 
the summons. Our attention was at once rivetted, and so 
unlike were they to anything that had as yet passed in 
review before us, that we had at once to confess our igno¬ 
rance, and ask for information. Sil/c fowls from Calcutta 
were these ; and at once their white, woolly coat, and black 
skin, pictured to our minds the well-got-up Hindoo mendi¬ 
cant, who swept the crossing in Fleet-street, with clothing 
and complexion both of corresponding hue to what was 
now before us. 

Ducks, also, of various kinds, hero met our view', the 
progeny of those who, in IHol, were successful in their 
resi)ective classes at Bii'mingham. Tlie bulky Rouen, with 
its rich grey tints, came side-by-side with its chattering 
companion, the Call Duck, the beauty of whose plumage in 
a mature state is rarely exceeded. The black Labrador 
and white Aylesburj' are also fitly represented. 

Among the Pigeons, our attention w'as specially given to 
a pair of very large copper-coloured Italian Runts ; they are 
still young, but their parents attained the unusual size, 
together, of 3^-lbs. Mr. AVingfield seems sanguine as to 
the profitable substitution of such birds for the present 
inferior pigeons which are reared as occupants for our pies, 
or to be transfixed by our spits. 

A pair of Tnnnpeters, which were thought worthy of 
sitting for their portraits to illustrate the '■^Dovecote and 
Aviary," the pure bred Blue-rock {Columbia liria), and the 
white Fantails or Shakers, are also visible; these all inhabit 
little apartments contrived for them at the top of the dif¬ 
ferent fowl houses. 

At Peudrea, J. Bedford, Esq. has not only a large col¬ 
lection of fowls, but on his ponds below the shrubbery are 
to Ije found many, both of the useful as well as ornamental, 
specimens of the duck tribe. First, however, let us describe 
the fowls. On entering the lodge, we find ourselves in the 
presence of a tiny white Bantam cock, in piroud possession 
of ten chickens of his race, who, being in early days deprived 
of their mother’s care, are now on the point of attaining 
maturity under the sole charge and responsibility of their 
well-pleased father. Although the present taste has declared 
in favour of the fawn and hufif-coloured Cochin-Chinas, one 
cannot fail of admiring the rich tints of our old Punchai’ds 
(a race-once well described as of a Bloomerish character), 
who appear here to great advantage; the run of the lawn 
and the shelter of its beautiful evergreens being liberally 
allowed them. 

Speckled Dorkings of high cast and pretention, silver 
Ilamburghs, and white Silkies swell our list; while of Ban¬ 
tams, Chinese, Siberian, black, white, and yellow, gratify 
the spectator whose taste may run in their direction. Mr. 
Bedford has some young chicken bred between the Cochin- 
China and Dorking, the result wiU, at any rate, be cmlous; 
for the Cochin-Chinas that were in vogue some three or 
four years since were probably indebted to such a union for 
the fifth claw that so often made its unwelcome appearance 
in birds that would otherwise have rewarded our experiments. 

By passing through the fiower garden, which seems to 
defy the ravages of the late inclement weather, we stand by 
the ponds, overhung by lofty elms, and bounded by the 
dark smooth foliage of masses of Rhododendron. Arau¬ 
carias, Deodars, wth a remarkably fine specimen of Crypto- 
meria japonica, and the genus pinus in great diversity, 
would silently delay us for their inspection. But noisily do 
the Call 1 lucks summon us in their direction—with them 
are the pale-billed Aylesbury of most satisfactory bulk and 
consistency, and the black Labrador with its resplendent 
tissue of yolden-black, if painters will allow us such a word. 

But a word on these Buenos Ayrcan strangers, for by various i 
names are they designated; and their common one, the , 
Labrador duck, is the name of a country which probably has j 
the very worst claim to them. They are magnificent alive; ; 
excellent, too, when roasted ; and in charity, let us strongly 1 
advise any of our readers who may possess a suitable piece j 

of water, to gratify their eye and palate at the same time, liy 
selecting them as its occupant; remembering, however, to 
kill them from the pond, as the tenn goes, never shutting 
them up, but supplying them liberally with food at large. 

But these are ja/aMihi'that our colmnns have no space for, 
so let us proceed with our catalogue, which brings some 
Wild Ducks next to our notice. According to many writers 
on Natural History, these would claim honourable mention 
at our hands, as the original parent of that most respectable 
individual, “the farm-yard duck;” hut this may well be 
dotibted, and, strange as it may sound to some, we are pro¬ 
bably indebted to eastern coiuitries for this popular com¬ 
panion to sage and onions. 

Dun-birds, Golden-eyed-divers, and a bereaved widgeon, 
are tlie remaining members of this happily-located family, 
whose peaceful retreat, however, has been at times disturbed 
by the presence of a most unwelcome visitor, an otter; who, 
finding an exclusive fish diet did not agree with him, took 
the unusual course of varying it with wild-fowl. The leai'iied 
in such matters tell us, that it is a verj' rare occurrence to 
find an otter under any circumstances preferring fiesh to 
fish, but here trout with eels, their favourite food, ivere both 
abundant. However it may he elsewhere, we find that 
instances of such forays of otters are by no means uncom¬ 
mon in this part of Cornwall; there are those who remem¬ 
ber an otter being killed in the middle of Chapel-street, 
Penzance. The individual, however, or one of those, who 
perpetrated these atrocities at Peudrea, at length fell a 
victim to his appetite, and was found to weigh no less than 
fourteen pounds. 

Imperfect, however, would he any description of these 
feathered inhabitants of Gulval, which did not specify some 
very handsome Pea-fowl belonging toWiUiam Bolitho, Esq., 
at Chyandour; we miss, however, a fine white bird, which 
we remember to have seen there some time since. These 
Pea-fowl, old and young, formed a very attractive pen at the 
Penzance Exhibition, where their companions, the Guinea- 
fowl, were also present. Mr. Bolitho has some golden 
Ilamburghs, and a numerous family of Silk-fowls. 

There are several others, however, in this parish, who are 
desirous of achieving a triumph; of these, Mr. Branwell 
has some good Cochin-China chickens, also Mr. Charles 
Richards, jun., while Mr. White has given his attention 
principally to the gold and silver Polands. There are, also, 
other neighbouring districts where similai' endeavours have 
been made towards improving their poultry, but to enter 
into any particulars at present would demand space far 
beyond our present limits. 

CROSS-BREEDING. 

I WAS one of the very first of your coiTespondents to call 
attention to poultry as a chief delight and help of the cot¬ 
tage gardener, and I feel great pleasure in coming in again 
now with my little contribution when the subject has 
attracted so much notice. 

The system which I have invariably pursued is one whieli 
holds, I believe, in the case of all the improving breeds of 
domestic animals. It is a remarkably cheap and plain sys¬ 
tem. I have adopted it ever since I commenced, and the 
gradual improvement of my stock has been a yearly source 
of pleasure and interest to me. 

I began with the best fowls I could easily procure in the 
neighbourhood; these were mostly silver jAwasunts, so called. 
By procuring every year a good Dorking cock, I liave gra- i 
dually had half-bred, three-fourths, seven-eigliths, fifteen- | 
sixteenths Dorkings; but I have been so satisfied wth my ! 
system, that every year two or three known good country 
hens have been among the suh-introducUe of the establish¬ 
ment. 

But not to be behind the fashion, I have begun to trans¬ 
mute my Dorkings, as they now are, into Cochins, by the 
help of a fresh Cocliin every year. I find my stock to have , 
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become famous, and I am continually asked by my neigh¬ 
bours for eggs, cockerels, and fowls, either as gifts, or to 
sell, or, best of all, to exchange. 

There is nothing very si)eculativo or uncertain in the 
system ; for I find that the siiort-horn blood amongst cattle 
has been chiefly procured among farmers by the same prin¬ 
ciple, viz., crossing the best individual country cows with 
the pure short-liorn bull; following the same rule with their 
progeny and so on.* Indeed, 1 doubt if the short-horn 
itself be a strictly pure breed. 

The English hunter, or carriage-horse, has been gradually 
brought to be what he is by the same proceeding of </ra- 
diudhj improving the common breed of the former with a 
cross of pure blood. Indeed, it is now contended by Hamil¬ 
ton, Smith, and others, that the racer has been made what 
he is by crossing our native blood with foreign high-bred 
animals of ancient stocks. 

On the other liaiid, I am afraid that the general practice 
of breeding exclusively pedigreed stock on both sides will 
not prove a very profitable pursuit; and I am, and always 
was, indeed, anxious to unite the most pleasiu'e with the least 
loss in the schemes which I have laid down for my own fol¬ 
lowing. I believe that it is hard to naturalise, at once, a 
foreign race of any kind of domestic animal. Acclimatiza¬ 
tion is a very diflicult process, and the method above recom¬ 
mended, by giving each year a home-bred motber, has 
natural advantages not to be lost sight of. Somebody, how¬ 
ever, must keep up the pure breeds; and, as a means of 
raising the order of the barn-door fowls of their neighbours, 
this attention to the clioicest sorts is highly commendable 
in the rich. 

There is also another great point in breeding—to have 
some good points of sirailai’ity between the parties to lae 
crossed. A very singular phenomenon connected with the 
subject has been noted casually, and from time to time, 
altliough, from the diftioiilties of the subject, it has not yet 
been thoroughly investigated. In two words, then, th; first 
union appears to exert in the lower animals a certain abidiuy in- 
f lienee over the wlude maternal life of the female. Such being 
the case, it is easy to see tliat many failures, in attempting to 
improve fowls, may occur from not beginning with pullets. 
Nay, it lias been suggested, that even a faint resemblance to 
allied races may be obtained; in this way, and by first mating 
a good pullet with a cock pheasant, it may be expected that 
her next family, though of barn-door origin, will retain 
some traces of the glories of the wild bird. This is the pre¬ 
sent opinion of highly scientific men. As regards the lowest 
classes of animals, the principle may be carried on and im¬ 
proved ; and it opens a wide field of observation to the ama¬ 
teur breeder. Vibcyou.+ 

BEES IN BOX-HIVES. 

As you solicit returns from apiarians respecting their 
success in the past season, if you think the following worth 
insertion it is cheerfully submitted to your readers. Pre¬ 
mising that this district is in close proximity to the moor, 
about two miles distant, where heath is in abundance, also 
being on the border of the South Hams, which is considered 
the garden of Devonshire, as that is of England, your 
readers may fairly conclude we cai'ry on our apiaries under 
very favourable circumstances. 

In the first ])lace, I would merely observe, that with us 
the wooden-bo.xes have not altogether answered as could 
have been wished for, although they did very well for 
summer use; in winter, in spite of every precaution in the 
the way of ventilation, on the most approved principles, 
with bell-glass inserted in tin receivers, the combs be¬ 
came black and mildewed, and the bees severally suffered 
very considerably, or died. fVith the old straw-hives 

♦ The following is from the Useful Knowledge Society’s Work on 
Cattle, page 241, and is from the Rev. Air. Berry’s account of “ Short 
Horns”;—“ A friend of mine had about twelve small, but nice, North 
Devon cows; with these he commenced, twenty years ago, breeding 
with the short-horn bull. He has sinee invariably used these bulls. 
With each succeeding cross the stock has rapidly improved in every 
essential; the only trace of the Devons I could perceive two years ago 
was a peculiar richness in colour. Here we have twenty years experi¬ 
ment, and continued improvement. I have known him sell heifers to 
jobbers for thirty guineas.” 

t We have written, but cannot find your full direction.—Ed. C. G. 

this was by no means tbe case. Our attention, therefore, 
was turned to adopt some modification of both plans, so as 
to secure the advantages of both; and in this I think we 
have pretty well succeeded. Our box on this plan is of a 
stpiaro description, with under compartments of fourteen 
inches square, and seven deep, with the same amount of 
space over, in wliich are placed the bell-glasses, the opposite 
sides of the under part or store being made of reed, in 
layers, laid horizontally, as in the old straw-hives. Tlie 
swarm that occupied this hive was placed there the llth of 
June, 1851, and has this yeai' produced the following amount 
of honey, leaving a store for winter:—Four bell-glasses 
placed on the 1st of July; on the 2!)th took otf three weigh¬ 
ing about 31 lbs. each, leaving one which, at the present 
time (December), the bees have just began to consume, and 
the stock is above 20 lbs. in weight. A stock in a wooden- 
box of the same form died, and another in an American 
form of wood-box, although having lived through the winter, 
has produced no honey in the glasses on the top, nor 
swarmed ; and of four stocks in the old reed-hives, one only 
has swarmed. The whole of tliese, with the exception of 
the modified hive, being very light at tlie present time, and 
will consequently re(iuire to be frequently fed, when weather 
permits; the heaviest of them being under 20 lbs. I may 
merely add, that although I have been an ardent admirer of 
the wooden-box system, and have pursued experiments in 
testing their capabilities which have cost me many pounds, 
1 have soiTowfully come to the conclusion, that to the 
cottager who is to make keeping bees a matter of £. s. </., 
tliey will not pay, taking cost of box, vicissitudes of seasons, 
Ac., into consideration; and altliough 1 lament that the 
system of keeping bees on the humane principle is not 
more carried out in this neighbourhood among tlie agricul¬ 
tural population, I can by no means, as far as my experience 
goe.s, recommend them to incur the exjiense of keeping 
bees in the modern wooden-boxes but for the purpose of 
instruction and amusement. 

Although I obtained in the glasses of the American hive 
above referred to, 23 lbs. of pure honey, in a good season, 
about four years ago, 1 have not succeeded in taking any¬ 
thing like that amount in any season since that time, and 
1 have been informed by apiarians, that they would not 
put a swarm in a wooden-box under any consideration.— 
Exoniensis, Ashburton. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
*t* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gaedenes. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Oardener,2,Amen Corner, Paternoster Bote, London." 

Miltonia .spectabilis (Amateur, Dublin).—You say your Miltonia 
has two strong shoots from one of the old bulbs ; and you ask if the con¬ 
nection between the young and old were cut through, without more dis¬ 
turbing the plant, would it induce growth in the old bulb ? Of course it 
would ; stopping has the same effect on alt plants; but whether or no 
the old bulbs will be able to make another growth, depends on how the 
buds near their base stand. If these buds are alive they will certainly 
push ; but if they are dead, the old bulb bas no power to move, or to 
make a fresh bud. Young bulbs or shoots of orchids should not be cut 
otf from the plant until the first growth is completed and ripe; but by 
taking a portion of the old plant oft' with a young shoot the separation , 
may be done at any stage of the young growth ; but the first plan is best 
and safest. 

Indioofeka decora (Ibid).—You arc now too late for this season. 
The end of October is the right time to prune this plant, and it ought to 
be pruned like a Fuchsia, and receive more than greenhouse heat all 
through the winter and on till May. This very beautiful plant, which 
will stand out of doors near London, ought to be in a forcing-house, 
such as they put Roses and Lilacs, &e., into, from November to .April; j 
then it will flower all the summer just as Fuchsias do. When a plant 
comes to full size, it may rest all the winter, but it is perfectlp impossible 
to get a s])ecimen of it from a young plant by summer growth. Some of i 
the best of the Peruvian plants lately introduced are in the same predica- I 
ment. They must be set to work just as other plants are going to rest. 

Boronia serrulata (Ibid).—See what Air. Fish said at page I/G of 
our last volume. He gave the best directions for this tribe of any we 
know of. We might throw out some more hints about them, had you 
not overwhelmed us with so much writing at once. 

Flower-garden Planting (C. M. D. and B. S. E.).'—We have 
received your ways of planting No. 3 plan, and shall notice them about 
the end of Alarch, when we hope to have many more trials to record. 

Aza.i,k\ SnBDa (Something pet to learn),—You may just as well try 
to stop the Alarch winds, as expect any improvement from the seeds of i 
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Chinese, or any othor Azaleas gathered at random. CJive them to some 
friend going to Australia. 

Arbor vit/e Seeds (Ibid),—When you see the seed-pods hcgin to 
crack the seeds are ripe; this is generally in April. At whatever time 
the seed is ripe, that is the best time to sow it ; and do so in loamy soil, i 
in fiat pans, and cover one-fourth-of-an-inch. Then place the pans in a j 

cold frame, and look after them as you would after a pan of cauliflower ! 
seedlings. | 

IIeatu Cuttings There is no composition for preserving the 1 
hottoni of heath-cuttings, or any other cuttings, from decaying. Mr. | 
Fish, in some of our former volumes, gave the best and newest directions i 
for rooting heath cuttings; and the best of the old authors on cuttings is | 
Cushing, who was once a propagator “in Lee’s Nursery,’* and who could i 
strike anything. | 

Characteristics op Silver-pencilled Hamburghs (iY. P.).— j 

The Silver-pencilled Hamburgh cock should have a bright rose comb, i 
erect and regular, carried well back to a point; head fine, with a short 
hill. His colour should he clear white ; wings and tail alone excepted; ' 
the former should he regularly barred, a great test of purity ; the latter 
full, with the sickle feathers of great length, and of rich metallic black. 
In a perfect specimen we would admit no appearance of white in the tail. 
But this is seldom attained. The hen displays the peculiarities of this 
variety, as to plumage, to a much greater degree than the male bird. 
Her hackle, and some portion of the lower part of the body—the less of j 
the latter the better—is white; any stain, indeed, in her neck hackle | 
would he fatal; the rest of her plumage, to the extremities of the tail, | 
sliould be regularly j*encilled, ?. c., each feather should be distinctly j 

marked with at least four parallel bars of black, about one-sixth-of-an- 
inch in width; the extremities of the tail is often furnished by a some¬ 
what broader band of the same colour. Any running of the colours one 
into another is objectionable, especially when they are so blended as to i 

produce the appearance of what is commonly called the Silver-moss 
fowl, an appellation which bespeaks its origin. Both sexes should j 

have clean, pale blue legs, and any appearance of feather on them at i 
once disqualifies; their carriage is erect, and appearance emphatically 
neat. 

Scarlet Geraniums {Subscriber^ Isle of Man).—Tom Thumbs, 
Superbs, and ^«2;yerors, being potted from the borders as late as No¬ 
vember, and kept almost dry in a room, the shoots are now green w'ith 
very few leaves, and the puzzle is how to go on with them from the early 
part of February. It so happens, that wc ourselves have some Gera¬ 
niums in the same state, and others, that were not taken up from the 
borders till the 10th of January, are the same. We mean to water them ; 
at least, keep the mould in the pots moist from this time, to encourage 
young roots to come. About the middle, or towards the end of March, 
we shall cut them all down to within a joint or two of the old wood, and 
make cuttings of every morsel we cut off. We have only a very dry 
greenhouse, and then the cuttings must take their chance. Some 
hundreds which we put in last September are now beginning to root 
nicely. 

Pruning Ivy {J. G.).—The best time to trim Ivy is the moment it 
throws out breast-wood from the upright wood which clings to the wall. 
This breast-wood is what gives beauty to Ivy planted against trees and 
ruins; but when it is intended to secure brickwork from the weather, 
damp, &c., it must be kept constantly close to the wall, otherwise it is 
apt to ruin a wall by drawing water to it. If you have any of your Ivy ; 
hanging out from the wall, pray cut it in close early in April, and never < 
allow it to come so again; by looking over Ivy once a month during the | 
summer, and cutting back all breast-wood, and thinning the leaves t 
where they are too thick, it will last a great many years, and keep the 
wall perfectly dry. September is the best time to put in cuttings of Ivy} 
])ut the truth is, you can plant cuttings of it all the year round, if you 
water them in dry, hot weather. February, and to the end of April, is 
not at all a bad time for planting the cuttings. 

Soil {A Countryman).—The soil you sent us will not grow any of the 
Rhododendron or Azalea tribes. It is very good, however, for almost 
any kind of trees and large shrubs, and to mix with poor land for 
corn crops. 

Magnolia grandiflora (Ibid).—This will not grow from cuttings. 
If any of the branches are so low as to admit of layering you can grow 
as many plants of it as you have branches fit for layers. Lay them next 
April, as Mr. Beaton said lately, and next October twelve months you 
will have good rooted plants fit to cut from the mother plant. Kven if they 
se^m rooted enough at the end of twelve months, and you cut them off, 
you will lose time in the long run. 

Black Siianghaes.—“E. M. begs to inform “T. A.’* he is decidedly 
mistaken in his opinion as to there being no black Shanghae fowls in 
England, as E. M. has at the present moment a very fine one. Her eggs 
are very dark. E. M. received her black hen, with others of various 
plumage, a remembrance from her husband (last month), who is captain 
of an English clipper ship in the China trade. “ T. A.” says, * Imported is 
so commonly used with reference to China fowls, that it goes for nothing.’ 
He must also be aware there are exceptions to every rule, in consideration 
of which E. M. begs he will receive her intelligence as something to be 
credited.” 

Gangrened Fancy Geraniums {Troublesome).—They have been 
under very favourable circumstances, but they die off between the young 
and the old wood, the parts either turning black, or shrivelling. We 
cannot conceive how that particular malady could appear under the 
circumstances, and we rather think that something bad at the roots has 
killed all the bottoms, although the symptoms did not appear till death 
entered the young parts. We have known geraniums to keep green at 
this season long after the roots were dead. If this is not the case with 
yours, you are better off than we venture to expect; at any rate, cut 

[ away all dead and decayed parts down to sound living wood at once, 
and try to raise fresh plants by cuttings of the tops which you take off. 

A\ork on Pigeons {W. J. M.).—We do not know of any good one. 

Bottom-heat for Cuttings (.4 Subscriber).—A temperature of 80° 

in the plunging material will he abundant for this purpose. We know 
of no separate work on the sulqeet. 

Advertisement (Jonathan).—Send it to our office (Amen Corner, 
Paternoster Row), and you will be informed the charge before it is in¬ 
serted, if you so request. 

Classifying Poultry {Ashbockhig). — We fear that however de¬ 
sirable in some respects, it would be very difficult and objectionable in 
others; and we do not know where the judge is who would undertake 
the task. 

Poultry Show Rules.—C. S. W. wc have no doubt could obtain 
those of Birmingham, by writing to the Secretary, Mr. J. Morgan; and 
tliose of the Metropolitan of its Secretary, Mr. Houghton, the Oval, 
Kennington. 

White Siianghaes.—Mr. James Cattell, of Mosely, near Birming¬ 
ham,‘obliges us by saying :—“ In reply to “ T. A.,” relative to the ))ure 
White Shanghae fowls, I have a cock and hen brought direct from there 
by Capt. Darke, last May. They were seen, immediately I got them 
home, by Mr. Bissell, of Birminglium, a well-known judge of poultry, 
and also by many amateurs in the neighbourhood. Capt. Darke at the 
same time brought over some White Silk or Negro fowls to W. S. 
Partrige, Esq., of Birmingham. A friend of Capt. D.’s, and I went 
on board for the fowls, they have never been out of my possession .since, 
and I shall be happy to show them to anybody who may wish to see 
them.” 

Cooking Fern Shoots.—Capt. Beauchamp Walker, of Redland, 
near Bristol, has obliged us with the following note: —“ In answer to a 
question in your number of January 20th, us to the use of Fern shoots as 
a vegetable, I beg to inform you that they are in constant use in the 
British North American province of New Brunswick. I have often eaten 
them there, and thought them very nearly, if not quite, as good as Aspa¬ 
ragus. The extract trom Hue’s Travels in Tartary quoted, is exactly 
dc.scriptive of the qualities and mode of use of this vegetable.” 

Bacon-hopper.—A Half-pay Officer s:iys: “ I do not wonder at the 
works on Natural History not mentioning the Bacon-hopper attacking 
bacon, for it is only in that which is not well cured that it is ever found. 
It is most generally found round the bone in the gammon and in the 
shoulder, ivhen left in the meat, in consequence of which, the most expe« 
rienced curers of bacon have those bones removed as close down to the 
hock as possible, when the butcher is cutting-up the hog into flitches, 
&c.; and filling the vacant space with salt and saltpetre render it proof 
against their attacks; it has, however, occasionally been found in the 
fat part of the belly, but only, I believe, when there has been a great 
deficiency both of salt and of care in turning, &c., previous to its being 
placed on the rack to dry. I am also greatly obliged to I\Ir. W’^estwood 
for his reference to Vol. IV., as not being a cheese-eater, 1 had entirely 
forgotten it; I now recollect that fly, or one so nearly resembling it, that 
an unscientific person like myself would not be aware of the difference, 
frequently crawling or running over my book while reading. I shall note 
its first appearance with interest.” Please to send specimens of the flies 
to I. O. Westw'ood, Esq., Brunswick Cottages, Hammersmith. 

Names of Plants {Alpha).—1, Mahonia Aquifolium; 2, Andro¬ 
meda axillaris; 3, Rhododendron Catawbiense (?); 4, Laurus nobilis 
(the Sweet Bay); 5, Vebernum variety; 6, Viburnum Tinus (Laures- 
tinus); 7, Quercus sp., we think, Gramuntia; 8, Something in the 
w’ay of Cratoegus crusgalli variety, but uncertain ; send us this in bloom 
and we will set you right; 9, Buxus sempervirens (Box); 10, Cytisus 
hirsutus; 11, Rhainnus alatcrnus ; 12, Uncertain, send us this when in 
bloom; 13, Buxus sempervirens, variety variegata; 13, Bucldlea globosa; 
15, Rhododendron hirsutum variegatum. 

J. B. W.—Vour Orchid is Oncidium roseum. 

Tubers of Tropceolum edulb {W. D.).—Can any of our readers 
say how these ought to be cooked. 

Cinerarias, &c. {A. M. L.).—All your Cinerarias are robust, showy 
flowers, and will be good border flowers. The only two likely to succeed 
as exhibition flowers, are the white one (No. 4), and the Albert blue 
one, with the lilac circle round the eye. This is very beautiful. The 
flower is small, but good in other points ; it is likely to be an acquisition. 
Names of the plants next week. 

Pigeons {W. Birkenhead),—The pigeons that would be most suitable 
for the purposes you require would be the Runts, and their near rela¬ 
tions the Trumpeters ; both handsome in plumage, the latter es])ecially 
so, and, moreover, very productive; but the Runts are not always found 
such good breeders. These should be the main stock, as, being of great 
size, they form a valuable addition to any bill of fare. If you wished for 
further variety, the Dragons—a cross between the Carrier and Pouter— 
might suit you; they are hardy, and attain considerable size. The house 
need not be fitted-up with any complex arrangement of nesting boxes; 
for if shelves be placed, in proportion to the number of pigeons kept, 
around the sides, fifteen inches wide, and one foot apart, with partitions 
every eighteen inches, to keep the breeding birds separate, further ex¬ 
pense need not be incurred. Many fanciers use earthenware saucers, 
about eight inches in diameter, and two inches deep, for nests, and the 
birds take to them readily. A concrete floor would be easily swept, 
and prove a protection against vermin. The “self-feeding-troughs” 
we have never used. Your place would be convenient 
for the birds till they are accustomed to their new home, w’hen wc 
presume you will give them their liberty. You may, indeed, keep 
them confined, but they will seldom do so well, and their cost is consi¬ 
derably increased, even in those kinds which, like those we have recom- 
mended, seldom go far from home. Any dealer could at once supply you. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—February 3rd, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

m' w FEBRUABY 10—16 1853., 
Weather near London in 1852. 

Sun Sun Moon Moon's Clock Day of 

D U Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. R. & S. Age. bf. Sun. Year. 

10 Th Queen Victoria married 1840. 30.036 —29.631 j 45—25 N. 02 26 a. 7 4 a. 5 7 40 2 14 33 41 

U F Platvsoma depressus; bark. 30.099-29.998] 44—17 N. — 24 6 8 51 3 14 34 42 

12 S Platvsoma oblongus; bark. 29.914 — 29.664 43—25 S. — 22 7 10 0 4 14 33 43 

13 Sun I Sunday in Lent. 29.824 — 29.584' 42—30 S. — 20 9 11 8 5 14 32 44 

14 M Valentine. 30.206 —30.008 43—22 S.E. — 18 1 1 morn. 6 14 29 45 

15T0 Hydrophilus caraboides; ditches. 30.191—30.100' 49—33 s.w. 04 16 13 U 15 7 14 26 46 

16 W Ember Week. 30.176—29.777 53—43 s.w. 03 24 15 1 23 3 14 23 47 

Meteoeology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 45.3*^ and 31.3° respectively. The greatest heat, 65°, occurred on the lOthin 1831 ; and the lowest cold, 3°, on the 1 Uh 
in 1845. During the period 115 days were fine, and on 67 rain fell. 

THE FOREST TREES OF BRITAIN. 

Under this title, as opportunities occur, we intend to 

give portraits of such trees in the British Islands as are 

remarkable for their size, or beauty, or association with 

historical events. To aid us in this, we shall be very 

much obliged by any of our readers sending us drawings 

of such trees as they are at present existing, with par¬ 

ticulars of their dimensions, and a narrative of any 

traditions connected with them. 

THE SALCEY FOREST OAK, 

We should not act worthily, either as Englishmen or 

as lovers of the picturesque, if we did not give pre¬ 

cedence to “ the sturdy Oak — th'eternal guard of 

England’s throne ; ” and, “ confessedly, both the most 

picturesque tree in itself; and the most accommodating 

in composition." It is suited to the grandest; and may 

with propriety be introduced into the most pastoral. It 

adds new dignity to the ruined tower, and gothic arch; 

by stretching its wild, moss-grown branches athwart 

their ivyed walls, it gives them a majesty coeval with 

itself; at the same time its propriety is still preserved, 

if it throws its arms over the purling brook, or the 

mantling pool, where it beholds 

“ It. reverend image in the expanse helow.” 

Of all such forest antiques, not one is more re. 

verend than “ the Salcey Forest Oak ; ’’ and most justly 

has it been thus addressed— 

“ Thou wert a bauble once; a cup and ball, 
Which babes might play with ; and the thievish jay. 

Seeking her food, with case might have pnrloined 

The auburn nnt that held thee, swallowing down 
Thy yet close-folded latitude of boughs. 
Time was, w'hen, settling on thy leaf, afiy 

Could shake thee to the root—and time has been 

When tempests could not— 
Time made thee what thou wert—Ring of the woods— 

And Time hath made thee what thou art—a cave 

For owls to roost in ! ” 

This magnificent ruin of a tree stands in tbe Forest 

of Salcey, in Northamptonshire, between the forests of 

Rockingham to the north, and of Whittlebmy to the 

No. COXXVIII., Voi,. IX. 
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south west. This Oak, which hears a uohle pre-eminence 

over all its hretlu-en in the foi-est, in 1794, according to 

the account of H. Eooke, Esq., F.S.A., was in circum¬ 

ference at the bottom, where there are no spurs, forty-six 

feet ten inches ; at one yard from the ground, twenty- 

four feet seven inches; at two yards, eighteen feet six 

inches; and at three yards, sixteen feet two inches. Tlie 

height within the hollow was at that time fourteen feet 

eight inches, and the height of the tree itself thirty-nine 

feet three inches. 

From the data given hy Mr. South, in his letter to 

the Bath Society, on the growth of Oaks, Mr. Rooke 

calculates this “ monarch of the wmods ” to he not less 

than fifteen hundred years old. 

No historical tradition, that we know, is .connected 

with this Oak, hut there is a fellow veteran in tlie same 

county, of wdiich Morton, writing in 1712, says:—“T 

must not pass hy the capacious hollow old tree, called 

Stephen's Oak, or as vulgarly King Stephen's Oak, one 

of the boundaries of Rockingham Forest, upon the 

borders of Brigstock and Sudborow Lordships, it being 

famous in the neighbouring county upon these two 

accounts. 1. From this very tree, according to tra¬ 

dition, King Stephen once shot at a deer, which if we 

may give credit to, the tree must be at least 550 years 

old (now' 700). 2. So capacious is the hollow trunk of 

King Stephen’s Oak, that at the Brigstock Processions 

(w'hen it is their constant custom to fill the hollow 

with a company of hoys) they generally put into it 

between thirty and forty of them, -for so many w’ill 

it hold without any difficulty.” {Oilpin. Strutt. Mor¬ 

ton, d'C.) 

We purpose next to give a portrait of “ Wallace’s 
Oak,” and shall he glad of any relative particulars. 

We concluded our last article on orchards (page 337) 

hy exhibiting the low condition, and almost total ex¬ 

tinction which had befallen those of Kent, at the close 

of the last century. We then remarked, that the ob¬ 

servations we were about to make with respect to Kent 

would apply equally to the orchards in other parts of 

the country; and, as a proof, we find about the same 

time, the late Mr. T. A. Knight was devoting his time 

and influence to the resuscitation of those of Here¬ 

fordshire, which had fallen pretty much into the same 

declining state. 

We have no means of judging; hut, in the absence 

of positive evidence on the subject, we have every 

reason to believe that, in consequence of the gradual 

decrease of the home supply, the importations from 

foreign fruit must at that period have been con¬ 

siderable ; and so, again, we are brought to a crisis 

similar to that with which Richard Harris had to con¬ 

tend nearly 309 years before. We are warranted in 

stating this supposition; for no sooner had we entered 

on that long and disastrous war, which raged from 1802 

till 1815, during which time our commercial intercourse 

with the Continent was cut oil’, and our importations 

were either considerably restricted, or entirely stopped, 

then the price of fruit rose to an enormous height. 

But, till then, men had forgotten all about tlieir 

orchards, and it was not till “ the pressure from 

without,” and the old urgency were brought to hear 

upon them, that they bethought themselves of the old 

trees, and the old orchards, which they had neglected 

and thrown away years before, and all at once they 

began to wish them back again. Numerous, doubtless, 

were the regrets and self-reproaches which many a one 

expressed, when his neighbours returned from Covent 

Garden, or old Fleet market, rejoicing over the five 

golden guineas they had got in exchange for a husbel of 

Apples. Many were the grave councils held across 

boundary fences of adjoining farms ; and weighty were 

the sage remarks that met with ready acquiescence at 

market-rooms on market-days, and church-doors on 

Sundays; and then, after each and all had talked 
themselves into the assurance that no doubt could 
exist as to the remuneration to he obtained, they set to 
W'ork with all possible rapidity, liberality, and hope, to 
redeem lost time, hy planting orchards, which some 
seven, or eight, or ten years afterwards might come into 
hearing—for there w'ere no dwarf orchards in Kent in 
those days. 

The high prices continued ; those who had a supply 

congratulated themselves on their good fortune, or good 

judgment; and those who had none, grumbled because 

they had neither. Thus matters went on, with the 

usual attendants of complaint, disappointment, or 

dissatisfaction, till the conclusion of the war, and 

then, in 1810, there was an importation of foreign 

fruit. The protecting duty at this time was 8s. 2d. a 

busliel, hut this was not enough, and great was the 

outcry against such importation being permitted. Me¬ 

morials were prepared, signed, and presented, for an in¬ 

crease of duty. Orchards were again to be grubbed up, 

which had only a few years before been planted. 

Families were to he ruined, parishes depopulated, and 

the country sacrificed, because the orchardist could not 

realise “ war prices” for his fruit, and because the con 

sumer was enjoying his apple-dumpling twice a-week, 

instead of once as before. The outcry succeeded, and, 

because the price of Apples had fallen one-third, govern- | 

ment raised the protecting duty from 8s. 2d. to -Is. ' 

in 1810. This was a great deliverence, and so the 

work of planting progressed to such an extent, that | 

where there was an acre planted in 1802, there were ten | 

planted in 1819. Still, notwithstanding the increased 

duty, there were 92,212 bushels imported that same i 

year. Planting increased ; Apples realised from tis. to 

8s. iier bushel, and fruit became again one of the most 

important articles of produce in all the county of Kent. 

We shall here subjoin a tabular view of the quantities 

of Apples imported into this country, from 1819 to 

1837, a few months before the 4s. duty ceased, and also 

the average prices at Covent Garden in each j’ear. 
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NeKt week we shall review the euhject from 1808 to 

the present time.—H. 

Year. Duty. 
Quantity 
imported. 

Average 
price at 
Covent 
Garden. 

Year. Duty. 
Quantity 
imported. 

Average 
price at 
Covent 
Garden. 

8. Bushels. 8. d. s. Bushels, s. t d. 

1819 4 92,212 notknown. 1829 4 31,093 3 0 

1820 4 45,324 notknown. 1830 4 22,462 5 6 

1821 4 80,887 8 0 1831 4 52,615 6 0 

1822 4 45,830 8 6 1832 4 16,537 3 6 

1823 4 31,123 7 0 1833 4 27,087 3 6 

182-4 4 08,758 6 9 1834 4 18,447 3 4 

1825 4 68,304 8 0 1635 4 11,5/4 3 0 

1823 4 40,86.5 7 0 1836 4 14,859 3 6 

1827 4 28,0/0 4 6 1837 4 20,502 2 3 

1828 4 48,202 5 6 

We have been favoured with an early cojiy of the Prize 

List and Kales of The Birmingham anil Midland 

Counties Exhibition of Poultry for the present year. 

In them we see very gratifying marks of liberality on 

the part of the committee, demonstrating their willing¬ 

ness to increase the number and ralue of their prizes; 

and some improvements in the classification, but there 

are other portions of their arrangements still open to 

censure. 

The days of exhibition are December the 13th, 14th, 

loth, and IGth. This we cannot but again hold up as 

deserviug the most determined reprehension; and we 

advise those gentlemen who are circulating their me¬ 

morial for a reduction of the days of exhibition not to 

relax from their efforts; but to persevere in obtaining 

signatures, and to present it to the Committee. The 

intention to exhibit for four days is not like a law of 

the Medes and Persians—irreversible, and wo think that 

the committee, when they see the recorded opinions and 

wishes of some of their best supporters, will give way 

upon a point which, we think, has no one plea in its 

defence, except a supposed advantage to the Society’s 

fund; every dictate of humanity, and the interests of 

exhibitors and purchasers are totally opposed to such a 

lengthened period of exhibition. 

A gi-eat improvement in the rules is that which 

declares that “ Chichens of 1853 cannot he shown in the 

classes for fouls above one year old.” This, as we long 

since pointed out, will save the matronly hen from being 

brought in unfair comparison with the freshness and 

neatness so peculiar to the pullethood. 

Wo are well pleased, though not quite satisfied, with 

this modified regulation :—“ High condition, quality, 

beauty of qdumage, purity of race, and uniformity in the 

markings, combs, and other characteristics, tvill, in all 

the classes for Foui, be taken into consideration by the 

Judges in a greater degree than mere weight without these 

distinctions, if the more perfect specimens are at the same 

time of a fair average size!’ 

Wo are not quite satisfied with this, because it has 

omitted some sueh warning as this:—“ Trimming, or 

artifieial alteration of the plumage, or of any other part 

of a bird, will disqualify it for receiving a prize.” 

Such an announcement is fair to exhibitors, for with the 

liberties which we have seen taken with the top-knots 

of Polands, and with other parts of other varieties, it is 
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evident that some exhibitors do not consider trimming 

inadmissible. 

The amount of most of the second and third prizes, 

and some of the first, are doubled; and a fourth prize is 

added to some of the classes. 

In Poland fowls, all distinction as to ruffs, or no 

ruff’s, is done away, which is a step in the right direc¬ 

tion ; as is, in the class for “ any other distinct breed,” 

the announcement that the judges will “ make their 

awards separately on eaeh variety shoivn in the class." It 

is also an improvement giving prizes for Turkies hatched 

in 1853, as well as for birds exceeding one year old. 

There are two separate and new classes for Black 

Shanghaes; and this, with some other increases, makes 

tlie number of classes amount to fifty-six, notwithstand¬ 

ing the reduction in the Polands, whereas last year 

there were only fifty-two classes. 

FORSYTH MSS. 

Next among these MSS. occur tho letters of John 

Wedgewood, Esq., tho oilginator of the London Hor¬ 

ticultural Societ3^ 

Of this amiable man and most assiduous gardener, 

we have been obligingly furnished with the following 

brief memoir, by the Kov. J. A. Wodgewood, rector of 

Dumbleton, near Evesham. 

“ As to the immediate subject of your enquiries, the 

time and place of my father’s death and burial, I have 

to observe that he died at Tenby, of bronchitis, con¬ 

sequent on an attack of influenza, on the 23rd or 24th 

of January, 1844, and was interred in the burial- 

ground of the parish church of Tenby. I am not 

certain as to tho exact day of his death,4 but if my 

present information is not sufficiently exact, I can 

obtain the precise date from my brother, Lieut.-Col. 

Wedgewood, St. Mary's Hill, Tenby. 

“As to any biographical details of my late father’s 

life, there is very little to be said likely to be of any 

public interest. His life was so entirely private and 

domestic, and so much out of the way of public men, or 

learned societies and institutions, and his disposition 

was so retiring and unobtrusive, that it affords very 

scanty materials for any notice of his life. He was the 

eldest son of the first Josiah Wedgewood, the founder of 

Etruria, and was born in March, 1700. He was sent 

at an early age to a school kept by a dissenting minister, 

a Mr. Holland, I believe, at Bolton-le-Moors, in Lan¬ 

cashire. Here he learnt tho classics, and other branches 

of rudimentary learning. He remained some years 

here, and then returned to his home at Etruria, near 

Newcastle, Staffordshire. Some time afterwards he 

went to Edinburgh, along with his next brother, Josiah 

Wedgewood, and there studied various branches of 

science, especially, it appears, chemistry. After he had 

finished his residence and studies at Edinburgh, my 

father seems to have remained at home, assisting his 

father in the management of the works, and at tho 

same time maintaining and extending a friendly inter- 

♦ 2Gth January, aged ys.—Gentleman’s Magazine, 1844, i. 333. 
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course with many young people of the neiglibouring 

families, to whom the house at Etruria was always most 

j hospitably open. Daring the years 1789 and 1790, my 

I father resided abroad, spending one winter at Paris, and 

another at Rome. On returning to England, he con¬ 

tinued at Etruria, assisting his father as before, till 1793, 

when he formed an affection for Miss Louisa Jane 

Allen, of Cresselly, Pembrokeshire, whose elder sister 

had previously become Mr. Josiah Wedgewood's wife, 

and was accepted by her, and their marriage shortly 

afterwards took place. By her he had a family of four 

sons and three daughters, and I may with truth say, 

that a happier union never took place, nor continued to 

the last with a warmer and more undeviating affection 

on both sides. 

“ After my father’s marriage he resided some time at 

Tallaton; then for a few years in Devonshire Place, 

London. Then he bought a place called Cote House, on 

Durdham Downs, near Clifton. Here he continued till 

the beginning of 1805, when, in consequence of the 

ill-success of a banking house in London, that of 

Messrs. Davidson, Noel, Templer, Middleton, aud 

Wedgwood, in which he had unfortunately embarked 

the larger part of the fortune which he inherited from 

his father, he was compelled to sell the place, and retired 

with greatly diminished means to Maer Hall, in Stafford¬ 

shire, and then to Etruria Hall, where he remained till 

the end of 1810. From this time ray father lived in 

various places; at Fleavitree, near Exeter; at Betley, in 

Staffordshire; at Kingscote, in Gloucestershire; at the 

Hill, near Abergaveney, in Monmouthshire; and lastly, 

at Seabridge, near Newcastle, in Staffordshire. In 1843, 

he was affected with a partial failure of eye-sight, owing 

to a paralytic affection of the optic nerve, and in con¬ 

sequence of this privation was obliged to give up the 

pursuit of gardening, to which he had always been 

ardently devoted, and took up his residence for the few 

remaining months of his life, with his second son, 

Lieut.-Col. Wedgewood, then married, residing in Tenby. 

“ Wherever my father lived, he took the greatest 

plcasiu’e in his garden, aud at Cote House, especially, 

his gardens, both out-of-doors aud under glass, were 

kept in the highest order. And even after his greatly 

diminished means prevented him during the remainder 

of his life from an expensive mode of culture, he never 

failed to make his garden, both kitchen and flower- 

garden, the admiration of all who saw them. My 

father, I may, perhaps, observe, was particularly fond of 

his kitchen-garden during the latter part of bis life, 

even preferring it to his flower-garden, and by his 

regular and judicious arrangement of crops was emi¬ 

nently successful in producing a very abundant aud 

excellent supply of vegetables from the limited space 

he had usually at command. 

“ My father was originally, as his parents had been, a 

Unitarian dissenter, but as far back as I can remember, 

he was a sound evangelical churchman. In politics, he 

was, by inheritance, and from personal conviction, a 

staunch Whig. But no one could bo more loyal, nor 

more attached to the constitution of his country. Of my 

father’s character and personal qualities, I may, perhaps, 

as a son, be suspected of undue partiality, if I expressed 

myself as warmly as I felt. But I feel sure that not 

only his own family, but every one who enjoyed his 

acquaintance, will bear me out in testifying to his un¬ 

varying sweetness of temper, kindness of heart, and 

generous disposition; and to his eminently modest, 

retiring, and unselfish nature. He was well read in 

botany, viz., in the Linnsean system, then in vogue, ! 

but not unacquainted with the natural system also, i 

knowing Mons. Decandolle’s works, and having the ad- j 

vantage also of his personal acquaintance. He also had 

a considerable experimental knowledge of chemistry, 

and was not deficient in a knowledge of geology or 

mineralogy, in which subject he was much interested. 

He was also extremely fond of music, and was so far a 

proficient in it, that he used to perform in concerted 

pieces on the violoncello. 

“ It was during bis residence at Cote House that my 

father, as I always understood from him, first suggested 

the plan of a Horticultural Society, which afterwards, 

under the able presidency of W. Knight, of Downton 

Castle, Mr. Sabine, and other able and influential col¬ 

leagues, ripened into the Horticultural Society of 

London, of which Society my father was a fellow to 

the day of his death.” 

Mr. Wedgewood’s letters to Mr. Forsyth extended over 

the years between the early part 1799, aud the close of 

1804, but they relate chiefly to gardening topics, of in¬ 

terest only to himself 

The first notice of any proposition to found an in¬ 

stitution for the promotion of gardening, occurs in this 

letter, dated from Etruria, June 29th, 1801. 

I have been turning my attention to the formation of a 
Horticultural Society, and have drawn up such heads as 
have appeared to me necessary for the first formation of the 
Society. It would be proper to add a preamble just stating 
the ideas of the first founders of the Society, and intimating 
that we wish to clash with no Society at present instituted, 
whose plans are different from ours. By this means we 
shall give no offence to any party. By not landing ourselves 
to publish annually, we shall not be obliged to expose our¬ 
selves to the world in an imperfect state, by publishing j 

papers not worth making public. When you have read the ' 
enclosed, I shall be happy to have your opinion on it. | 

P.S. If you should see Sir Joseph Banks, will you be so j 
good as to ask him his opinion of the plan, and learn how | 
far we might have a chance of having his patronage of the 
scheme. j 

That a Society be formed, to be called The Horticul¬ 

tural Society. 

That the object of this Society shall be to collect every 
information respecting the culture and treatment of all 
plants and trees, as well culinary as ornamental. 

That every new member shall be ballotted, after a Society 
of — original members has been formed, and that every 
such member at his admission shall pay one guinea besides 
his annual subscription. 

That a certain number of honorary members may be 
elected, who shall be admitted to the sittings of the society 
without paying any subscriptions. That two hlack-balls be 
sufficient to reject such honorary candidate. 

That the Society shall, from timo to time, publish a 
volume of papers of the same size and form as the transac¬ 
tions of the Adelphi Society, and that each member sliall be 
entitled to a copy, but no honorary member unless he has 
furnished a paper judged worthy of publication. 
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That the Society shall annually choose a President, four 
Vice-Presidents, a Committee of Inspection, and a Secretary. 

That the Committee shall have the power of selecting the 
papers for publication, and that no paper shall be published 
before it has been read at a sitting of the Socdety. 

That no paper shall be published which does not treat of 
Horticultural subjects. 

That it shall be considered within the intention of this 
Society to give premiums for improvement in Horticulture, 
whenever it shall be judged expedient so to do. 

(To he continued.) 

COVENT GARDEN. 

Notwithstanding the dense fogs in which we have 

for several days during the past week been enveloped, 

reminding us of November, rather than February, the 

market begins to assume a good deal of the aspect of 

spring. The usual displays of early spring flowers are 

being exhibited on the gardening-stalls, and the gay 

Primroses, Crocuses, aud Daises, with clumps of Snow¬ 

drops, remind us of the springs and summers that are 

past, and of the fleeting hours of this mortal life. 

How many of those of us who have written and read 

this short record may live to see the Primroses and 

Snowdrops of another spring? 

There is still a good supply of all sorts of vegetables, 

and for the last week there have been numerous arrivals 

of very flne Brocoli from Cornwall. They are of a beau¬ 

tiful white colour, large, and close-headed. The sale of 

these is, however, dull, scarcely realising 2s. per dozen. 

Savoys continue as before, at from Gd. to Is. per dozen. 

Greens from Is. to 2s. per dozen bunches. Brussels 

Sprouts, Is. to 2s. per half sieve. Sea-Kale is abundant, 

and produces from Is. Gd. to 2s. Od. per basket. As¬ 

paragus is also more plentiful, and of much better 

quality than it has been, being much stronger than 

heretofore, aud makes from 5s. to 7s. Gd. per bundle. 

Turnips are from Is. to Is. Td. per dozen bunches. 

Carrots 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per dozen bunches. Onions 

2s. Gd. to 3s. per bushel. Leeks 2d. per bunch. Bhu- 

barh comes more plentifully, and realises 9d. to Is. Gd. 

per bundle. Celery Gd. to Is. per bundle. Potatoes 

84s. to 130s. per ton. 

Fruit of all kinds is scarce. Aj)ples still continue to 

make as high prices as we stated last week, and Pears, 

what few there are, cannot be had under 4s. and Gs. 

per dozen. The sorts are the same as we have enu¬ 

merated in former reports. 

Plants and flowers are very plentiful, and the supply 

daily increases. They consist of Camellias of all 

colours. Hyacinths, Geraniums, Boses, Violets, Chinese 

Primroses, Heaths, Tulips, Cinerarias, &c.—H. 

GOSSIP. 

Every gardener knows that the upper part of the roots 

of his young Cabbage plants are liable to be studded 

with very numerous small white lumps. These are 

galls caused by the puncture of a small Weevil, or 

Beetle, and upon being opened, each gall will be found 

to contain a small curved grub, white, with a dark 

! yellow head, and almost black jaws. They come forth 

when perfect, remain underground in the pupa state, 

aud become perfect weevils early in the summer. It is 

the Curculio p)leurostigma, of Marsham, and the Curculio, 

or Bhyncluenus, or Ceutorhynchus sulcicoUis of other en¬ 

tomologists. It is a very dark-coloured weevil, with 

greyish down over the wing cases, and the thighs 

toothed. If the wounds they make do not gangrene and 

swell into that form of disease known as Club-root or 

Anbury, they do not cause any apparent injury to the 

cabbage plants they attack. 

There is no need to remark further upon the wetness 

of the now-closing winter, and we may sum up all that 

has been reported upon the subject by observing, that 

in every locality of the British Islands about one-third 

more rain than is usual fell during 1852. Of the mild¬ 

ness of the season we have had many reports sent to us; 

but, as they came from favoured spots in the south-west, 

we have not considered the results very extraordinary. 

The following, however, from Mr. J. Perkins, Thoruham 

Gardens, Suffolk, from whom we shall always be glad 

to hear, is not open to the same objection. He says:— 

“ I beg to forward a few remarks respecting the mildness 
of the season, which perhaps may be interesting to a few of 
the numerous readers of your valuable work. The Cottage 

Gardener. The following plants are blooming in the open 
air here:— 

“ Stocks, Delphiniums, Senecios, Coronillas, Pansies, Mig¬ 
nonette, Verbenas, Clarkias, the beautiful Nemophila macu- 
lata, Anemones, Vincas, Violets, Virginian Stock, Hepaticas, 
Helleborus niger. Primroses, China Roses in abundance; 
also a Bourbon Rose {Pierre de St. Cyr), which, by-the-by, 
is one of the best Roses for a bed. 

“ Geraniums, Verbenas, Petunias, Gazanias, Anagallis, 
Salvias, aud Calceolarias, are as healthy as we generally see 
them at the end of September. A Cytisiis Bhodophena is 
coming nicely into bloom. Fuchsias have made shoots two 
or three inches in length, and a Ribes will soon be in broad 
leaf. The whole of tlie above have been without the least 
protection, and many of them in very exposed situations. 

“Peach, Nectai-ine, Apricot, and Plum trees are very 
forward; and many of the feathered tribe are pouring forth 
their delicious notes as in tlie months of April and May. 

“ I should be glad to hear of the ‘ state of tilings ’ in other 
locahties.” 

We are uot of the number of those who think that 

Meteorology will ever rank among the exact sciences; 

so that a gardener may tell for a certainty wliat he may 

expect on the morrow. As far as he is concerned, he will 

neverderive more benefitfrom the science than being able 

to know the probable extreme heat, cold, and wet, of any 

particular period. Yet we are glad to see eftbrts made to 

gather facts in the science, even in the Island of Mauritius. 

There is there a ^Meteorological Society, and we perceive 

that the Society is putting itself in a condition to supply 

information collected not only on shore, but also at sea, 

in accordance with the recommendation made some time 

ago in a report on the be.st means of carrying out its 

objects. The land and the sea are the two sources 

whence information can be obtained. Meteorologists 

have hitherto confined their observations almost ex¬ 

clusively to the land, apparently forgetting that, as 

nearly five-sevenths of our planet are covered with 

water, the laws that regulate the winds and weather are 

to be searched for on the wide ocean, where they act 
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with greater uniformity and on a more extensive scale. 

Aware of this, the Society is endeavouring to ])roeure 

all the knowdedge it can from vessels trading to the 

port. A clerk is employed in copying extracts from 

I ships’ logs, so that, should Government be inclined at 

! any future time to boar the expense of constructing 

I wind and current charts I'or the Indian ocean, at least 

some of the necessary material will be at its disposal. 

P’rom the report of a recent meeting of the Society, we 
observe that the I’vesident has applied to the Major General 
Commanding, for the services of a few intelligent soldiers, 
to assist in faking hourly observations with the instruments 
expected from England. As there, can bo no doubt that the 
General will accede to a proposal having for its object the ad¬ 
vancement of science, in this case a branch of science in which 
soldiers have already distinguished themselves as observers, 
wo may expect to sec at no distant time a volume of Mauritius 
observations inferior in no reap('cts to those that have been 
made at the other colonial observatories. The annual pub¬ 
lication of a volume of observations made in the colony and 
some of its dependencies, of another volume of the logs of 
vessels that niiiy have experienced hurricanes in the Indian 
Gcean, and an' ample, collection of materials for the con¬ 
struction of Mind and Current Charts, are objects the 
attainment of which would do honour to any society ; and 
we hope that as the necessary zeal and intelligence are not 
wanting, the Mauritius Meteorological Society will not be 
prevented, in consequence of any pecuniary difllculties, from 
pursuing the important course on which it seems to be now 

entering. 
The expenses incurred in making and publishing the ob¬ 

servations will, we should suppose, be defrayed by govern¬ 
ment. It is only the other day that the American govern¬ 
ment authorized i'dOO to be expended in copying abstract 
logs, for the ]mvi)Ose of furnishing Lieutenant Maury with 
materials for his Wind and Current Charts of the Indian 
Ocean. Wo hope to see a similar display of liberality on 
the part of tlie Lnglish government. 

Poultry is still looking up. Captain Hornby is selling 

Spanish, eggs at four guineas the dozen, and has .£:28 

wortli ordered. He sold a Spanish cock and hen the 

other day for twenty guineas, and refused sixty guineas 

for his London prize pen; hut sold a pen (four) of 

j chickens for thirty guineas, and sells all his chickens for 

five guineas each. Our correspondent may well say, 

“Now these are wonderful facts!” 

PEACHES; 1>EACH-H0USE CUI.TURE. 

About this period the early Peach-forcer will have 
his blossoms jnist setting, and the fruit as largo as peas, 
or, it maybe, more advanced; the majority, however, 
will he only commencing, and it will he well to show 
forth the necessary proceedings in detail for the salie of 
the uninformed. The first thing is to thoroughly cleanse 
the house, if one be appropriated to them; walls cleaned; 
lime-wash, with plenty of sulphur combined, applied; 

I and, indeed, everything done which can contribute to 
, the wholesomeness of the air within. In addition, a 

slight storing with sulphur, by blending a handful or two 
! with decayed sawdust, and burning it in a vessel con¬ 

taining some red coals. The latter is an awkward game 
in unpractised hands ; hut I have been in the habit of 

; using sulphur extensively for the last twenty years, and 
never suffered but once—that severely—whicli has in- 

' ducod the necessary amount of caution ever since. In 
applying it as a paint to llue pii)es, or other heated 
surfaces, I have never known any damage ensue, pro- 

' vided the surface to which it was applied never became 
too hot to grasp tight with the hand. It is to be Imped 
that the trees, whether planted out or in tubs, in pots. 

or boxes, have received the dressing over their shoots 
so often recommended ; if not, it is too late to venture 
it above half strength. 

And now, vve will suppose the trees trained, and with 
another leap imagine them (the house having been 
closed a fortnight, and a moist atmosphere sustained), 
just unfolding their blossoms. A somewhat drier air 
must bo maintained now, in order to eil'ect the impi'cg- 
nation of the blooms, witliout which all labours will be 
lost. There are those who disregard this j)oint; but 
most good gardeners recognise the im))ortance of a 
dry air for the dispersion of the pollen. JJvelier 
fires should be kept, especially in bright days, getting 
them up betimes in the morning, and giving all the 
air possililo about ten o’clock. About twelve, the trees 
may be well shaken with a kind of short shar)) jerk; 
this, of course, has a tendency to disperse the pollen or 
male dust, which, under the above circumstances, will 
have become subtle; and this process may be repeated 
daily, until the corolla falls, when, of course, the fate of 
the tree is sealed as to its fruit. Syringing must now 
be resumed morning and afternoon—the former about 
seven to eight, the latter about throe o’clock, battering 
the trees smartly from both ends of the house, and 
crossing the direction of the water in every conceivable 
way. As to temperature, I will give a table before 
concluding this subject. 

At this period the development of the young spray 
will take place, for this follows immediately on the 
blooming process, and constitutes a most important 
period. Of course, everybody knows that disbudding 
has to be practised on trees artificially circumstanced. 
We should pause at this crisis, and endeavour to ascer¬ 
tain what relation the mere loaf bears to the infant 
Peach. That a tree in full health contains sufficient 
nourishment to set this infant Peach “on his legs,” there 
can be little doubt; but that this stock is inexhaustible, 
must be denied. Nature, with the buds of trees, even 
as with seeds, has been exceedingly bountiful; not only 
is there enough for present need, but even a surplus; 
sufficient, indeed, to sustain the young fruits until 
the new elaborations take place. Such being the 
case, we suggest very moderate forcing until a fresh 
and extra supply of accretive matter is obtained, which 
will be when some of the first leaves are pretty well 
developed—say in another fortnight. Disbudding then 
must be attended carefully to, almost daily, in order to 
force a free development of the foliage on the reserved 
shoots, and to prevent confusion. On no account 
should a general disbudding take place at once; it is 
too severe a procedure, and, doubtless, has a tendency 

I to paralyse the root-action. Commencing as soon as 
the quality and position of the shoot can be well dis- 

1 tinguished, we would have the process carried on 
until the fruit is as large as marbles, by which time it 
may be completed ; and the next point is to commence 

I a course of judicious stopping. 
, IjCt us now take the root into consideration for a 

moment. I have said nothing about w'atering, at pre- 
I sent, thinking that, as a matter of course, the borders 
1 (inside) would be necessarily dry, and that watering had 

been resorted to. If such has been omitted, let the 
loose and exhausted soil be scraped otf the border 
surface, and then the border thoroughly watered with 
water of tlie temperature of !(0°. The very next 
day, let a second application be made, using, in the 
second case, good manure-water of the same tempera¬ 
ture. Four ounces of Peruvian guano to the gallon 
will be very pro])er; I prefer, however, combining with 
it soot and dunghill-drainings. The day following, the 
border may receive a new surface-dressing, about three 
inches of such loamy compost as Peaches like, rather 
rich; and this may be coated with two inches of rather 
fresh horse-droppings. These will constitute a good 
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1 medium for subsequent syringings and waterings, the 
'■ latter with a rosed-pot, to filter through. 

Return we now to the branches. In disbudding, 
care should be taken to leave the lowest shoots in any 
given angle or space between two branches, in order to 
prevent nakedness. Where two can be found in such 
situations, the lower may be pinched when three or four 
inches in length ; this will make it a reserve or nursery 
shoot; it will form many buds towards its base for suc¬ 
cessive wood in future years. As to the rest of the dis¬ 
budding, one remark is necessary : so manage atl'airs 
as, that at the end of the disbudding period, not a shoot 
is reserved but what is needed for tiie next year’s opera¬ 
tions. In general, from three to four young shoots may 
he reserved on any given young twig of the preceding 
year; say, one a leader, a couple on its sides at several 
iticlies ajmrt, and a lower one, which, as before observed, 
it needed for reserve shoots in succeding years, may bo 
pinched when three or four eyes in length. 

Let not, however, our readers be bound by this prac¬ 
tice alone ; we would not have them slaves to any mere 
routine. There is, after all, a sort of wilfulness in trees 
which is ever at variance with dry rules; and there are 
many occasions in which, instead of attempting to lead, 
we ought to follow. Many e.xceptional cases will arise 
which will require slight deviations from rules of prac- 
tme, however good the latter may be, or however con¬ 
sidered useful as general maxims. 

Disbudding having been thus carried out, let the 
dresser turn his attention to what are termed “ Robbers,” 
that is to say, over strong shoots of the present year. 
In order to know these well the character of the wood 
must be studied. One thing is tolerably certain, and 
that is, whenever any young shoot shows the least 
tendency to burst its side-buds, such, unless assuming 
the character of leaders, where there is much trellis 

I space to cover, may have their points pinched at once 
j about si.x inches above the point, where this axillary 

spray is sprouting. This course persisted in, tlie wood 
next in point of strength, or, in other words, the true 
bearing wood of the succeeding year, wilt be much en¬ 
couraged, and thus the strength of the tree, in a groat 
degree, equalised—a most desirable result. Indeed, it 
is not possible to carry out this equalisation by any 
other means. I have tried all other plans during the 
last thirty years, and have conned over every opinion 
during that period, but if equalisation of strength be a 
maxim, there is assuredly no other way by which to 
attain it. 

But the benefits of this process do not end here. The 
fruit is enlarged in consequence. It is a well ascer¬ 
tained fact, that the fruit from young and gross Peach 
and Nectarine trees is not so fine as from mature trees, 

I steady in growth; and why? Simply because in the 
j former case there is a too rapid dispersion of tlio sap to 
j allow of that kind of concentration of accretive matter 

which the mature and steady-growing tree possesses, 
and which is the surest accessory to higlily fed and 

j tiavoured fruit. But whether or no these reasons may 
I suffice, certain it is that such is the case, 
i My advice then, is, continue stopping as long as a 

proud shoot I'emains, even, if necessary, past the ripen- 
I ing time, unless, as before observed, a space of walling 
’ or trellis requires covering, when, of course, it becomes 
! necessary to promote the extension of the tree; albeit, 

young laterals arc employed to carry out rhat most 
' necessary object. 

1 may now point to the absolute necessity for 
thorough cleanliness in every thing connected with 
Peach forcing; at least, us far as the atmospheric 
conditions are concerned; and as to insects, no man 
will ever excel in Peach culture who })ermits their 

^ ravages, even for a very short period. I will venture to 
! affirm that two-thirds of the evils which have formed the 

subject of complaint about the failure of Peaches, and 
which have been both loud and long, have arisen from 
the ravages of the Peach aphis alone. Climate is 
blamed, soil is blamed, winds com]ilaiuod of, a too damj) 
situation, &c.; they must be covered, says one; they must 
not, cries a second; wrap the stems in haybands, cries a 
tliird; whilst a fourth insists on the necessity of glass 
walls, &c. 

Now it is notorious, that first-rate Peaches, in abun¬ 
dance, the crops seldom or ever missing, are grown 
annually in situations combining all these disadvantages, 
the only nostrum being a simjile mode of treatment, in 
perfect accordance with the natural habits of the tree, 
and a retarding of the blossoming period by all possible 
means. But somebody may say: how do you prove 
the ravages of the aphis or peach-louse to he so im¬ 
portant? This way. 'Phe aphis is sure to commence 
operations the moment the trees are out of‘blossom; 
the development of the young spray takes place at this 
period ; this young spray it is which should furnish the 
future crop; if this first etlbrt is crijqiled and paralysed, 
which it will assuredly be by three days ravages (unmo¬ 
lested) of the aphis, so surely will the next effort be de¬ 
layed three weeks, at least; and this loss of three weeks 
it is which our climate may not tolerate. In very truth, 
if A. B.’s wood is three weeks later than C. D.'s, the pre¬ 
sumption, yea, the fact is, that it will be less ripened by 
three weeks in October. Now this, although sonjewhat 
directed to out-door Peaches, may, 1 trust, enlighten our 
patrons as to their in-door trees; let them, we say, 
emphatically, beware of insects. 'Pobacco-water and 
fumigation are within the reach of all. 

1 may now close this paper with a few things of a 
more general character, previously omitted; and, first, 
temperatures. 'Phroughout the Peach forcing season, 
beware of high night temperature: the Peach can do 
little in the dark, yet it is astonishing, when the chi- 
borative powers of the leaf commences, what progress 
may bo made by taking advantage of an afternoon’s sun, 
enclosing a great amount of pure solar heat. A very 
higli maximum, as well as minimum point, therefore, 
may be given, or in other words, a wide lango of tem¬ 
peratures ; at least, so I have found it. As a broad 
maxim, let the heat exactly follow the light. 'Po begin, 
dating from blossoming-time, let us say 40° to .50° by 
night, and 60° by day, laying on 15° more by sunshine, 
if convenient. When swelling fast, say 5,5° by night, 
and nearly. 70° by day, running to nearly ‘.)0°, if you 
will, if sunny. During the stoning process be more 
cautious ; no disturbing causes now. lie content with 
a somewhat moderated j)ilch. 'Phrough all these pro¬ 
ceedings let young peach-forcers take care to give all 
the ventilation jiossible. Ward’s cases will not suit 
Peaches so well as Perns. And remember, that at ri))en- 
ing time they must not ripen fast; if luscious Peaches 
are required, throw your sashes wide o))en as often us 
you dare. R. Eruington. 

BULBS. 

{CoiUiiuied from peuje ■'i'D.') 

Coi.r.ANiA imi.cis (Sweet-fruited).—'I’his genus bears 
the same relation to Alstriimeria as Hicinanthus does to 
Amaryllis; the fruit being a kind of berry, and the pulp 
of this species is eatable and agreeable to the taste. It 
gro'tvs near Pasco in Peru, at an elevation of from 12 to 
14,(IU0 feet, and is called Campanillas-coloradas, or 
Blush Bells, as we say “ Blue bells, ” in Scotland. Both 
Matthews and Cruikshauks sent over specimens of it. 
Mr. Cruikshauks told me that it was the Blush Bells of 
the Spaniards, and that it grows in very jioor land, and 
would be quite hardy in England. It has exactly the 
same way of growth as Fritillariu, with narrow leaves. 
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and more of them, and with only two pinkish flowers 
on a stalk. 

CoLLANiA Andinajiarcana.—Erom the lofty moimtains 
of Andinamarca in Peru. A splendid thing certainly; 
half-a-dozen flowers, or more, of a beautiful pink colour 
mixed with yellow, hanging down in a close bunch from 
the top of the stalk, and not unlike the flowers of some 
JJlandfordia. 

CoLLAN[A iNvoLucRosA.—Is a Still more noble plant, 
and the best of the genus known to us. The flowers are 
large, very long, for this genus; the stamens longer, and 
the style longest of all; the colour a delicate pale yellow 
tinged with green. It has not been brought over alive 
yet; but it must come. It grows at St. Mateo, near 
Culluay, or some such name, in Peru, where it blooms 
in November. They all want the same treatment as 
Bomareas. 

CoNANTHERA BIFOLIA aud Sijisii.—We Call these bulbs 
Conanthers, and of all the bulbs in the world they are 
the most difficult to deal with by the gardener. Bota¬ 
nists, I believe, were nearly in a fix with them some 
twenty years back (see Cummingia), but now the whole 
group, and there are not many of them, is placed in a 
transition state. To understand what that state is, let 
us suppose the Lilytvorts to be an irregular field of say, 
corn, having another regular field lying a little way off 
beyond it. This second field, let us imagine to be 
Amaryllids; then the “little way,” or isthmus, or narrow 
piece of laud between the Lilies and the Amaryllids are 
occupied be the Conanthers. Twenty years ago they 
tliought Conanthers were irne Amaryllids; but now, that 
these things are better known, it is found that they are 
only “ Squills with the ovary (seed-pod) partially adher¬ 
ing to the calyx and corolla,” or, as above, in the transi¬ 
tion state. We gardeners are worse off than this, for 
none of us can keep them for any length of time, and 
never flower them but once, and that only if we happen 
to get them from their native places in a fresh state. They 
come from the most singular climate on the face of the 
globe, that of Coquimbo, the northern part of Chili 
which borders on Peru, being that part of the coast 
where rain ceases, where the little rain that does fall 
hardly ever sinks three inches deep in the barren, hungry 
soil. Bulbs from this province (Coquimbo) have hitherto 
defied our ordinary rules of cultivation. Under Cum- 
niinyia I shall give my own latest notions about the 
way we ought to deal with them; suffice it to-day to 
record my last trials of them. Mrs. Wray, of Chelten¬ 
ham, had a large importation of bulbs from the plains of 
Coquimbo, twelve distinct species, with a statement of 
the sizes and the colour and habit of the flowers. Eind- 
ing them sulky they were all sent to me; and I am sure 
that seven, if not eight of them were never described by 
any English author. I tried them experimentally for 
eight years, and only flowered one, a Leuoocoryne. The 
Conanthers are very low plants with blue flowers, but 
they are not true bulbs, as represented in our books, but 
tuberous-rooted plants, with the habit of bulbs. Sep¬ 
tember and October (the spring months in Coquimbo) 
is their season to begin their gi’owth; and if hard frost 
is kept from them it is all they want, and I believe they 
would grow well in sand. If any of our readers could 
send me bulbs from this coast, carriage-free, I think I 
could find an easy way to flower them. 

CooPERiA.—This is a genus of small bulbs, natives of 
Texas, whence they were sent by Drummond. There 
are only two species, or kinds, of them known to us, and 
one of them {pedunculata) with a stalk or peduncle 
comes so near Zephyranthes as to have deceived some 
writers. There is a figure of it in Sweet’s “ British 
Elower Garden,” but not very true, under the name 
Zephyranthes pedunculata. Tiie late Professor Graham 
called it Sceptranthus Drnnimondii. The one called 
Chlorosolen in our Dictionary is only a slight variety 

from the stalkless (sessile) one called Drummondii. Both 
are all but hardy, and prefer a sandy border in the open 
air, where they flower from Midsummer till late in the 
autuDiu, without leaves, and ripen seeds freely. The 
scape has but one flower, and when that is over, the 
seed-pod begins to ripen, and up comes another scape to 
go the same round, -and so on they go till after the leaves 
rise in October. 

CooPERiA Drummondii.—The flower scape of this 
species rises four or five inches high, and the flower 
stands upright on the top of it. The tube of this 
flower is nearly as long as the scape, or rather longer 
than the tube of Fuchsia corymhifiora, and about the 
same size and shape, greenish at first, but dying oli a 
faint pink colour. The top part, or opening of the 
flower, is not unlike a large white Chinese Primrose, 
only that there are six divisions in the flower. This 
and the next one open the flowers only at night; but 
once open, they stand so for three or four days, and 
then fade with a blush tint The way to show them off, 
is to have from twelve to twenty bulbs in a patch. 
There is no difficulty in getting a stock of them, even 
from one root, the first season, and the seeds ought to 
be sown, exactly like Ixia seeds, early in October. 

Cooi’ERiA PEDUNCULATA.—A shorter tube to the flower, 
and the flower having a stalk and peduncle, is all the 
difference between this and the last. The leaves of both 
are flat, very narrow, a little milky-green, and from a toot 
to eighteen inches long. Although they come very near 
Zephyranthes in affinity, and to Z. atamasco in locality, 
the latter growing in the southern parts of Carolina, 
the two families must not be planted togetlier, because 
every species of Zepjhyranthes, without exception, goes 
to rest during the winter, while Cooperia is in full 
growth. Will any of them cross with Z. Candida? a 
plant very unlike them in appearance, but differing very 
little from them in the private mark, that is, botanically. 

Chinuji.—If it were generally known that some kinds 
of Crinum are as hardy as the new Gladioli, much 
easier to cross, and that they run into forms and colours, 
with which nothing that ever appeared in a Dutch Tulip 
can vie, surely people would grow them out in the 
borders, wliere they only require strong, rich soil, such 
as would suit brocoli and beans, and abundance of 
water for three or four months during hot summers, 
and in very hard winters to cover the holders with 
three inches of littery dung from the stable or framing 
ground. The largest and the best specimens that we 
have yet seen of the Japan Lilies are not to he com¬ 
pared in beauty or stateliness to some hardy crosses of 
the genus Crinum that we have seen, and yet the best 
of the original species, Forbesianum, has never been 
brought in contact with breeders till the summer of 
1852. I have now only two bulb correspondents, and 
one of them thinks he has effected a cross last summer 
with the pollen of Crinum Forbesii, a splendid large 
bulb, from the banks of the Delagoa Iliver, on the 
south-east coast of Africa, having from thirty to forty 
large flowers on a tall scape, as rich in colour, and 
something in the same way, as the flowers oi Passijiora 
kermesina [latissime purpureis). Now, this Crinum is 
just as hardy as Gladiolus p)siUacinus, from the self¬ 
same locality; and yet you will not meet with one 
gardener out of five hundred who ever even heard the 
name of it. When I say that the best-known Crinum 
in England is a stove plant called ^mahile, that it is a 
cross between two others (procerum and zeylianicum), 
neither of which are half so handsome as Forbesii, and 
that it is quite possible to have much finer Crinums 
than Amabile, and hardy enough to flower out-of-doors 
with us, not only that, but that such bulbs are already 
in existence, and that they do flower from May to Octo¬ 
ber every year, surely it is time to ask amateurs to take 
up the genus Crinum for cross-breeding, and to sell the 
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seedlings among the gardeners, who ought, before this 
time, to have worked tliem for themselves. 

Grinum amabile is quite barren; it never furnishes 
pollen, neither will it seed ; and there have been many 

j such instances in the genus—seedlings coming to a dead 
] lock at the lirst cross. There are three or four kinds of 
I white-howered Criuums from Australia, which cross 
1 freely, and produce fertile offspring, but as they are 
I very little known I shall pass them, and mention only 
! the three or four kinds from the Cape, which are well- 

known to bear seedlings from any of the Indian Crinums 
as hardy as themselves with the first cross. The best 
of the tiiree is a dark purple variety of Grinum capense, 
named liiparium in Bot. Mag., 2088. The next best 
is the white variety of tlie same, which they grow in 
Holland, and wliich they sell by the name of Amaryllis 
Africana, canduhi, and so forth. The third best is a 
comparatively small bulb, with a long neck; it comes 
in every one of those boxes of bulbs which our friends 
purchase for us from the Cape dealers; the name is 
invariably called Amaryllis lonyifolia, or capense: this 
has a dull white llower, and milky-green leaves. There 
is a hardier kind even than this, with the leaves perfectly 
green, and the flowers die of a bright pink colour. It 

' is difiicult, however, to get it through the bulb dealers. 
I Grinum capense, or Amaryllis lonyi/olia, is a very 

common plant in England, where it is quite hardy, and 
flowers from the end of May to October, and ripens seeds 

! by the bushel, if it is planted in strong soil by the edge 
of ponds or lakes. It is a regular swamp plaTit, and 
rests all the winter out-of-doors; but in a pot in the 
greenhouse it is evergreen, and I have known it to 
flower in February. It will cross with almost all known 
Crinums ; seedlings of itself, without being crossed, will 
flower the fourth season, and some the third year; when 
crossed, some of the seedlings take longer time to flower. 
Grinum Goveni figured in the third volume of the Hort. 
Soc. Trans., and named after R. Gowen, Esq., present 
Treasurer to the Society, is a cross from G. capense by 
the pollen of G. zelanicum, yet it is perfectly hardy, and 
very handsome and fertile. Grinum Herhertii, named 
by Sweet, is a plant of great beauty, bearing ten or 
eleven flowers on a scape three feet high, and quite 
hardy in front of a greenhouse, although a cross by the 
pollen of G. scahrum (Bot. Mag., 2180), a bulb from Rio 
Jnuiero, and the hardy capense. The Grinums called 
Lindleyana, purplish on the outside of the flower; Lod- 
diyesianum, from Mexico, with a large portion of purple 
in the flower; scahrum, striped with red, very beautiful; 
selanicum, deep purple; sjieciosum, white, striped with 
pink; and revolutum [Amaryllis revoluta of the Cape), 
striped much like sjmciosum, are those that I would 

i recommend for crossing with capense for beautiful, 
I lianly, border plants. It is true that such crosses have 

been already obtained; but then they are in private 
hands, and by an illiberal and jealous system, they are 
likely to remain so until we raise them afresh, and get 
some to surpass them from the breed of Forhesianum. 

\ I once had half-a-peck of the seeds from, or, rather, said 
to be from, the best collection of them in existence, 
through the influence of an officer high in the Councils 

’ of the Horticultural Society; but after all my trouble 
I in nursing five hundred bulbs for four years, the whole 
I turned out to be nothing but tlie common Grinum ca¬ 

pense. The seeds of this species are as large as horse- 
beans, but some species have them much larger, 

D, Beaton. 

i COMBINING A GREENHOUSE AND VINERY. 

I “Will the ordinary sort of greenhouse plants sufi'er 
I from having a vine trained above them; there will be 
i no heating, except in frosty weather, as the grapes 

would not require to be forced ?” The above is one of a 
series of similar applications from subscribers I would 
ever be anxious to serve. The matter has already 
received a fair amount of attention, but yet scarcely so 
mucli as its importance demands. The cheapness of 
glass has given both power and ease to the gardeners in 
some large establishments, inasmuch as they are thus 
enabled to devote a structure to one definite purpose. 
Success in such circumstances is not only more certain, 
it ought to be of a higher grade. Taken in the mass, 
gardeners have not been ju'ovided with houses at all in 
proportion to the greatly increased demand and supply 
required from them. At a vast increase of labour, 
therefore, which keeps us ever on the move—preventing 
us, at least, from getting ricketty or gouty by inaction— 
most of us are forced to turn our houses to many pur¬ 
poses, though a main feature be preserved in each. 

1 cannot say that ever I have been so fortunate as to 
have the superintendence of a vinery that was not, 
during part of the season, made to do the duty of a 
greenhouse. I recollect a great nurseryman ominously 
shaking his head at me, many years ago, and muttering 
something about “ madness;” and no wonder, perhaps, 
for there, in a small house, in a forenoon in spring, 
were grapes and peaches set, a guava and figs swelling, 
French beans and strawberries fit to gather, melons like 
pigeons' eggs, and cucumbers hanging like short gun- 
barrels, plenty of chicory and rhubarb in a corner, 
while, in addition to other plants, flowers of Passion¬ 
flowers and Franciscea scented the atmosphere. Now, 
I would by no means recommend our inexperienced 
friends to attempt such a variety of things in one house, 
each requiring different treatment; but, as the cheap¬ 
ness of gla.ss has led many to build a house, I have 
alluded to the circumstance here, to show they need be 
under no alarm in attem))ting to combine the useful 
with the beautiful, by getting grapes to eat, as well as 
flowers to admire. 

The successful results obtained often under such 
circumstances leave no doubt of this. Some of the 
finest grapes I ever saw were shown in September ; and 
I knew well, from the same single houses, their respective 
owners exhibited good specimens of Calceolarias, Cine¬ 
rarias, and Geraniums, at previous exhibitions, and also , 
splendid Fuchsias. Of course the shows were made no 
secondary matter. Wherever there is a thorough deter¬ 
mination to accomplish an object, difficulties only whet 
the invention, and increase the diligence. It has just 
started into my mind what Mr. Appleby said so favour¬ 
ably in the autumn respecting the Northampton show. 
I can fully confirm his statements—nay, more, I would 
say, that he by no means saw the best that the gardeners 
there could do ; for, not to speak of other things, I have 
seen Cinerarias and Achimeues there such as I have 
never seen exhibited on Imndon tables; but what struck 
me most of all was, in visiting some of the places, such 
as Courteen Hall, to find such small apparent means 
and conveniences to produce the seen results. A wag 
once solved my difficulty in respect to the above place 
by stating that, whatever the glass conveniences, it was 
no doubt doubly gardenered; but, however evident that 
Mr. Gardener had got a share of the professional mantle, 
it was also conspicuous that it was no stranger to the 
shoulders of his neighbours. Indeed, had that gentle¬ 
man the gwiver, he could not have had the willingness 
to keep it to himself. Paradoxical though it may seem, 
it is no less true, that young beginners, who wish to 
make the most of their conveniences, will often gain 
more suitable information in visiting small and mode¬ 
rate-sized places, than in pilgrimating to large and more 
celebrated establishments. 

From these remarks, it will he seen that it is perfectly 
practicable to combine greenhouse plants and Vines in 
one structure. It will be necessary, however, for the 
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j)roprictor to determine the definite uses to which he 
applies liis house, and the things to wliich, when the 
pull of destruction comes, he will give tho preference. 
He must also determine w'hother tliis single house is to 
constitute tho whole of his glass, or whether, as often 
advised, he will treat himself to a light or two, in tlie 
shape of a hothed frame, and a few more lights in the 
form of a cold pit, with walls of turf, brick, wood, or 
whatever is most handy. Any of these conveniences 
w'ould enable him to have more variety in his house in 
summer, and also, if lie thought proper to give a slight 
forcing or e.vtra heat to his Vines when they were in 
blossom, as tho hardier plants would be })laced out-of- 
doors ; the more tender, as respects full exposure, in his ; 
cold pits; while tender annuals and Acliimenes, assisted I 
by the frame, would come in as summer ornaments. ! 

Let it bo taken as a general rule, that the lower the 
temperature which a plant will stand in winter, tho 
more it will bo injured by a closish, shady atmosphere 
in summer. The not having a few Vines merely to 
give a slight shade, hut covering the roof with them, is 
the reason why so many, who pride themselves on their 
bushy plants in spring, get disappointed witli the same 
plants being drawn and leggy in summer. A greater 
amount of light and of air would have prevented this; 
but the greater quantity of air would not so well have 
suited the Vines. In such circumstances, they receive 
only a few advantages over that they would possess when 
trained against a w'arm wall. 

Another general rule to be kept in mind is, that 
every vinery may he used as a greenhouse from tho 
time the fruit is cut until the bunches are again 
freely showing themselves; then you may give green¬ 
house treatment for tho season, or a little extra 
heat, either by fire, or confining the heat from the 
sun, just as you give a preference to hardy greenhouse 
plants, or a superior well-swollcd crop of grapes. I 
have said after the fruit is cut, but an amateur friend, 
who fills his house in October, has managed to have 
grapes at Christmas, simply by encasing the bunches 
in bags of bladder after a dry forenoon. During sum¬ 
mer—his flowering plants are chiefly confined to his 
wide front shelf—ho appropriates the stage to a few 
Achiinenes, Balsams, and the growing of his Camellias 
and Azaleas, before hardening them out-of-doors in 
August. In that house, I have seen Bulbs, Epacris, 
Camellia, Genista, Acacia, Erica, &c., all in bloom in 
winter; Cineraria and Calceolaria in spring, and adorn¬ 
ing exliibitiou tables in May; Bclargoniunis equally 
beautiful in June; Fuchsias in July; Achimenes and 
Gesnera Zebrina in August and Septembci'. In the 
latter month, grapes have taken a prize at a country 
show. In addition to the house, there was a small pit 
of four or five lights, used chiefly as a preservative for 
choice florists’ flowers in winter, part of it used as a 
cold resting place for favourite plants in summer, and 
another part used as a hotbed, for helping on tender 
things, and growing regular exhibition cucumbers. I 
must state, however, that all this was done by sacri¬ 
ficing (luantitij to quality. He was much more gratified 
with two bunches of grapes that beat all his neigh¬ 
bours, than if ho had had six times the numher of 
bunches, and four times tlie weight, but the individual 
bunches inferior. His principle was—what can you 
show as proofs of good gardening, not what have you yot 
at home—a principle of first-rate import for all intend¬ 
ing exhibitors to study, as has been previously demon¬ 
strated. Tho most of his soft-wooded jjlants, and tho 
hardier hard-wooded ones, being out of the house early 
in June, except what could be accommodated on the 
iront shelf thinly, he was thus enabled to keep his house 
closer; and if, during tho times when the Vines were 
coming into bloom, or swelling freely, a few veiy dull 
cold days intervened, ho would give air, but also put a 

little fire in his flue. The Vines, as they ought to be 
in such circumstances, were trained and ])runed on the 
spur principle,—one Vine to each rafter, the rafters , 
being rather more than four feet from each other. 'J’ho ‘ 
Vines wore planted outside, in a raised border, two loot 
deep, with a drain and nine inches of ojion rubble ' 
underneath. The border was twelve feet wide, the ])urt 
next the house being eighteen inches higher than the 
front, and that even slightly raised above tho surround¬ 
ing ground. 

Tho soil was equal parts of tho garden earth, which 
was good, and fresh turfy fibry loam, mingled together 
with several loads of brick rubbish, and a few bushels 
of broken bones. In winter this bolder was kept 
mulched with good dung. In summer it was raked off 
and the border forked on tbe surface ; but nothing was 
grown on it but a row of mignonette at its front. In 
summer it generally receives one or two manure- 
waterings, and now and then it has had a sprinkling 
of guano, or bone dust. The Vines were jiruned ami 
trained, and summer-managed much as detailed in 
No. 'J2; or, perhaps, it would be more proper to say, 
according to tbe copious, clear instructions of Mr. 
Errington. Our friend has been so successful, that 
among his acquaintances his practice is getting to be 
looked upon as a good model for imitation. 

Now such a combination of good grajie and plant grow¬ 
ing is founded chiefly on two facts, tlie basis of the above 
general rule. First, that a general collection of green¬ 
house plants may be successfully grown and bloomed, 
in winter and spring, with an average night temperature 
not above 45°, allowing from 5° to 10°, and even a few 
degrees more, for sunshine. And secondly, because such 
a temperature will not start the vines much sooner than 
the buds would have swelled under glass with no 
artificial heat whatever during the winter. As will 
have been seen, the future treatment will depend 
upon whether grapes, or greenhouse jilants, are con 
sidered the most essential; whether a little extra heat 
be given, or not given, in summer; or whether the 
plants may not be so changed that tho greatest amount 
of beauty may be realised, with, in the circumstances, 
tho greatest amount of profit. Keeping in view that 
the inquiries made relate chiefly to a house that is to 
receive little or no artificial heat in summer, 1 will, to 
meet a number of cases, say a few words on such a 
house when used as a Preservatory in winter, for win¬ 
dow and out-door adornment in summer, when green¬ 
house plants are to be reckoned of most amount -sit all 
times; and again, when graj)es and flowers are deemed | 
equally valuable, and there is a small amount of glass; 
besides alluding to the management, and some of the 
plants that will be best suited for the dillcrcnt circum¬ 
stances. But these matters 1 must defer to another 
opportunity. R. Fisu. 

THE PELARGONJ FM. 

In no class of florists’ flowers has there hecu so great 
an improvement as in the Folargonium, or, as it is 
commonly called, llie Geranium. Tho race now in 
existence, as exhibited during the past year, is as much i 
superior in form, size, and colour, to the first hybrid, as | 
tho finely-formed and highly-coloured double Dahlia of I 
the iiresent day is to the first raised semi-double, half- ’ 
formed, and badly coloured Dahlia. Then, again, the ' 
culture of the Pelargonium is greatly im))roved. Gar- | 
doners advanced in years, like myself, well i-cmembcr : 
the day when the Geraniums were grown on the stage 
of tho greenhouse, almost as thick as mustard for salads, j 
so that if a plant was taken out from amongst tho 
crowd to be placed in tho parlour window, or in a basket 
in tho sitting room, its tall lanky stem required a strong 
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stake to keep it from betraying its weakness; but, if we 
consider the plants that are grown now, whether for 
exhibition, or only for ornament, even the most I'asti- 
dious observer must allow that the schoolmaster in 

i culture has been abroad and learned more than a little 
to teach the young race of cultivators that the old mode 

1 ol growing plants is now only a mark of ignorance and 
1 stupidity, or something worse. 

To discern a good grower, a clever, industrious, and 
enterprising man, we need only look at his plants, 
whether they be a common Geranium, a Fuchsia, a 
Cineraria, a Heath, or any other plant. If any of these, 
whether young or old, are grown in an indifferent, care¬ 
less way, the cultivator is set down as one of the old 
school, and valued accordingly. As one of my corre¬ 
spondents, now in want of a gardener, justly remarks, in 
a letter now before me, “ it is better to grow one plant 
well than .500 badly.” If a plant is worth growing at 
all, it certainly is worth growing well. 

The great difficulty is to be content with a certain 
number of plants, so as to allow each its duo share of 
light, space, and air. This is the great stumbling-block 
of most cultivators, they want to grow too many varie¬ 
ties, or too many of each in the space they possess. 
Perhaps it is easier to raise plants than it is to have 
courage to throw away the superfluous stock ; or, it may 
he, that a gentleman or a lady visits a Nursery cele¬ 
brated for plants, sees them well grown, and in line 
bloom, and is struck with their beauty. Desirous of 
possessing a plant of each, a considerable order is given 
and sent homo to an already over-stocked stove and 
greenhouse. They arrive, and the poor gardener is 
sadly pu/zled what to do with them. The old ones 
he dare not throw away, and the new ones must, 
at all events, be taken care of; and the consequence 
is, that although probably a very good gardener, dis¬ 
satisfaction arises, and he is discharged or rendered 
very uncomfortable. In such dilemmas, all that is 
required is a consultation between the jiarties, and 
an understanding that if now plants, whether Gera¬ 
niums or any other tribe of ])lants, are to bo jjur- 
chased, either room must bo made for them by dis¬ 
carding an equal number of plants of older varieties, 
or more glass must be put up to cultivate the additional 
plants under. The grand rule to bo observed in growing 
Pelargoniums, or any other plants, is never to allow the 
leaves of each j)lant to touch or interweave with its 
neighbours; the moment they do, in consequence of 
growing larger, they must—aye, must—be set farther 
apart; there must be no doubt or delay on this point. 

With those few preliminary remarks, I commence a 
paper or two on Pelargonium culture, with a view to 
finishing with a descriptive list of the best kinds or 
varieties for 185.^; and should be glad if some of my 
readers would assist mo by sending lists of such as they 
know to be first-rate in properties. Already, without asking 
for it, I have bad a list from one person, my esteemed 
Herwick correspondent, for which I heartily thank him. 

j In this day of railroad speed, it might reasonably bo 
i supposed, tliat as soon as a good variety of any florists’ 
! flower was raised, the fact would be known almost im¬ 

mediately, though the parties were as widely separated 
‘ as the Land's-eird from John o’ Groat’s house; yet it is 
, not so, unless the parties, through the medium of pages 

as widely circulated as these, made known their success. 
We have already seen what has been done by the 
growers of Pansies; they have sent lists of their collec¬ 
tions of that charming flower; and I know, in more 
than one instance, changes have been made in con¬ 
sequence. No doubt the lists of Pefuryownwaa from many 
of our readers would lead to similar results. 

1 xVs usual, I shall divide Pelargonium culture into 
, difi’erent sections; a method which renders the subject 
! more perspicuous and more easy to remember. 1st, 

Propagation ; 2nd, Summer treatment; 3rd, Winter 
treatment; 4th, Preparing for exhibition; 5th, Diseases; 
(itli. List of the best kinds for 1853. 

It is well understood that both myself and my able 
coadjutors write principally for amateurs and the be¬ 
ginners in cultivation, and therefore the directions 
given on any subject of gardening or floriculture are 
as simple and full as our space will allow. INIany 
of our observations may possibly call up a smile on the 
faces of the knowing ones. For such we do not write ; 
and I must deprecate their criticism, by stating the fact 
over again, that we write for the information of those 
who arc willing to learn and value the directions given 
in the pages of The Cottage GAnnENER.—T. Appleby. 

(2'o be continued.) 

CONIFER All. 

(Continued from pnge .325.) 

iST—SECTION OE PINUS, WITH LEAVES TWO IK A SHEATH- 
(CONTINUEH.) 

PiNus LARicio (Larch Pino).—This is an European 
species, inhabiting the island of Corsica, Spain, Greece, 
and Italy. It is a handsome species, and attains the 
considerable height of 100 feet. Our readers must not 
confound this with the common Larch (Larix Euroguea), 
which is, as is well known, deciduous, whereas the 
Larch Pino is a beautiful evergreen, easily distinguished 
by its very intensely green foliage, long tapering buds, 
and small cones, and its regular mode of growth. It is 
a suitable species to plant on sandy soils, and will bear 
the severest frosts of our winter. There are several 
interesting varieties, which are all worthy of cultivation. 
Their names are P. laricio pggmaa, a small, dwarf, 
slow-growing-variety, seldom exceeding from three to 
four feet; P. L. monsjieliensis, P. L. altissima, P. L. 
Corsicana, P. L. Calabriea, and P. L. Caramanica. 

Pin us Masson iana (Mr. Masson’s Pine).—So named, 
by Mr. Lambert, in honour of Mr. Masson, a botanical 
collector, who resided several years at the Cape of Good 
Hope. It is a native of China and Japan, where it 
grows to the height of seventy feet. A handsome dis¬ 
tinct species, and perfectly hardy. 

Pinus mitis (Soft-leaved Pine).—An American spe¬ 
cies, producing the yellow deal of commerce, and is a 
very handsome species. Its young shoots are parti¬ 
cularly beautiful, being of a rich violet colour; the 
leaves are long and slender, the cones long, and the 
scales prickly. From the fact of it growing in New 
England on the poorest soils, in low situations, it 
might bo advantageously planted in similar situations 
in this country, it is perfectly hardy. 

Pinus Mugho ('The Mugho Pine).—Its native name. 
This species is found, but rarely, in the forests of 
Austria. It is a curious species, and there are two 
distinctly marked varieties, named P. M. ptimilio, and 
P. M. obliqua, very proper, on account of their curious 
appearance, to be planted in a conspicuous place in the 
Pinetum. 

Pinus aiuricata (Prickly or Scaly-coned Pine).—'There 
is a great peculiarity in the scales of the cones of this 
very distinct species ; the outside of the scales are 
round, and lengthened out, and bent back near the 
base; but those in the inside are square, and nearly 
flat. It is a rather low-growing species, seldom exceed¬ 
ing forty feet. It was found in California, by Mr. 
Hartweg, growing in mountainous places near the sea. 

Pinus Pallasiana (Pallas’s, or the Tartarian Pine).— 
Native of Taurus. A fine species, and very ornamental, 
with long leaves, and very largo cones. As it is such a 
fine species, and coming from a cold country, it is well 
worthy of extensive culture. 
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PiNus Persica (The Persian Pine).—So named by 
tlie Hoti. W. E. Strangways, but very little is known 
of it. It has proved to be quite hai'dy in Rritaiu. 

PiNUS I’iNASTEE (Tlie Cluster Pine).—This well-known 
Pine forms a handsome pyrimidal tree, with long leaves 
and fine cones, which are produced in clusters, and 
have given it its specific name. Like P. mitis, it grows 
rapidly on poor, loose, stony soils. The late Lord Cal- 
thorp planted it largely on some stony hills near Hart¬ 
ford Bridge, in Hampshire, and lived long enough to 
see those previously barren hills covered with this beau¬ 
tiful, dark, evergreen tree. It bears the strongest blasts 
without being uprooted, because the roots descend deep 
into and amongst the small stones in such situations, 
hence it is a proper tree to plant as shelter to the more 
spreading-rooted Coniferae. Having been introduced so 
long since as 1596, and producing its fine cones full of 
good seeds, it is now almost as cheap as the Scotch Eir, 
or, at least, very soon would bo if it were required, or if 
there was a call for it by planters. It grows to the 
height of fifty to sixty feet. The varieties of this 
beautiful species are somewhat numerous. They are— 
P. jiinaster Leinonianus (Sir C. Lemon’s) : this was 
raised in England ; P. innaster Hcmiltonianus, raised 
in Italy; P. pinaster Escavenus, from Italy, and 
P. pinaster maritimus, which, as its name imports, is a 
suitable species to plant on lands near the sea. 

PiNus lUNEA (The Stone Pine).—The botanists Bauhin, 
Brothers, named this P. sativa, because the nuts are 
safe aud good to eat. In Italy it is cultivated to orna¬ 
ment the villas to a great extent, as is also the variety 
named P. fragilis. Unlike the generality of the Pine 
tribe, this species is what is called a round-headed tree, 
growing to the height of sixty feet. In its young state, 
the foliage is of a beautiful milky-green hue; it is quite 
hardy. 

Pinos pumilio (The Dwarf or Mountain Pine).— 
Though named the dwarf, this species, in good soil, and 
rather crowded, will attain twenty feet in height. The 
leaves are short, and branches numerous. There is a 
fine specimen on the lawn in the Royal Gardens at Kew. 

PiNus PONGENs (’The Prickly-coned Pine).—Native of 
North Carolina, growing there from forty to fifty feet 
high. This is a remarkable tree, producing its cones 
in clusters round the stems of the branches. They are 
of a beautiful yellowish-brown, aud remain on the tree 
for several years. 

PiNus Pykenaica (The Pyrenean Pine).—Though a 
native of the Alps of Europe, this beautiful species was 
not introduced here till 18-34, by Captain Widdrington, 
who says of it that “ it is quite hardy, of quick growth, 
and, from its noble appearance, the beauty of its form, 
and the clear transparent colour of both the bark and 
the foliage, it is likely to be a vast acquisition to our 
park scenery. The timber is white and dry, being 
nearly without turpentine ; but the cones exude a most 
delicious balsamic odour, as do also the leaves.” In its 
native mountains it attains the height of seventy feet. 

T. Appleby. 

{To he continued.) 

HOTBEDS FOR E.4RLY VEGETABLES, AND 

ROUTINE OE THE SEASON. 

From the great demand there is for early vegetables, 
it is not to be wondered at that varieties have been mul¬ 
tiplied almost to infinity, and every means available 
devised to bring them into use at the earliest possible 
period. Now, many vegetables present a delicacy and 
ireshness in a young state which are in vain looked for 
in a more perfected one; consequently, it need not be 
slu-prising how much more popular the one is than the 
other. Potatoes are especial favourites when in a 

j'oung state; the first Peas of the season as so likwise: 
Turnips are scarcely less so; while Carrots, French 
Beans, and a host of other things, are alike desirable, if 
to be had some time before they are ])roduced abundantly 
in the ordinary way. Now, though most of these things 
may be grown with a fair share of success on some 
heated bed under glass, yet the scarcity of the latter 
commodity at this time renders it impossible to give 
each of them that advantage. It is, therefore, advisable 
to try some other mode, whereby an amount of artificial 
heat may be afibrded them without the glass protection, 
but some rough substitute adopted instead. Hot dung 
aud leaves, tempered into the condition of furnishing 
a steady, regular heat, may be made into a series of beds, 
and a few rough slabs, nailed together at the corners, 
may be placed thereon to keep on the soil aud the soil 
thrown on. 

Potatoes may be planted, or seeds sown, which may 
be protected by anything handy at the time. Mats, 
supported a few inches above the surface on some 
rough frame-work, or even laid on boughs or other 
rough contrivances, will do very well, only they must be 
taken off in the mornings when the plants make their 
appearance, in order that they may get the light so 
essential to their well-being. An oiled calico covering 
will be better, because it will admit a large amount of 
light through, and may be useful on cold or stormy 
days. Additional covering may be put on over this if 
necessary, and the whole may be made as snug as some 
ordinary frames on hotbeds. 

In this kind of forcing the growth of certain vege¬ 
tables, the accelerating power is at the root, the top 
derives but little assistance from the heat supplied, 
but this, though doubtless a loss to the plant, it is 
still an object to obtain it with the least possible 
expense, and consequently, these rough-made-up hot¬ 
beds, with their skeleton frame-work surrounding 
them to keep up the soil, are, nevertheless, extremely 
useful, from the little trouble they give, aud the sturdy 
growths of most things cultivated thereon. We there¬ 
fore advise our young friends, who have fermenting 
materials at hand, to select a suitable open, sunny place, 
aud there erect them. Slight beds of two-feet-and-a-half 
high will do; and we have often used very rough mate¬ 
rials in their formation. Soil of a suitable light and 
open texture may be thrown to the depth of about eight 
inches, aud the seed sown, taking care to select the best 
early variety of the kinds used. Wood's Enrlij-fiame 
Radish, Lee's Early Horn Carrot, Fulmer’s Early- 
forcing Kidney Bean, and the best and most prolific 
Early Potato known. 

Of Potatoes, generally, each district has its own pecu¬ 
liar favourite, and for forcing in this way we prefer a 
round one to the Ash-leaved kidney varieties, while the 
latter is preferable under glass, because the shortness of 
its top gives it a preference where the haulm is sure to 
get large enough. When, therefore, there is no parti¬ 
cular wish to have a kidney potato, the round ones will 
be found more prolific and useful for general purposes; 
but if a preference be given to the kidney from its 
superior eating qualities, it may then be planted some¬ 
what closer than the larger top round kinds. It is usual 
to plant them on these elevated beds in rows about 
fifteen inches apart, and sow an alternate row of some¬ 
thing coming into use shortly, as radishes, lettuce- 
plants to prick out, or any other small crop ; but, be it 
remembered, that if the potatoes flourish aud succeed, 
they will speedily grow aud overrun the frame or bed, 
and smother all extraneous crops. Much good must 
not, therefore, be expected from this mixture, aud 
it is better to have the seedlings by themselves, 
where they may be sown thicker than usual to 
allow of the casualties that are likely to attend a 

1 crop in which contending agents of heat and cold 
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often operate upon at one and tlie same time. Pro¬ 
tection from heavy cold rain ouglit also to be applied if 
possible; and those who have a series of brick pits with 
wooden shutters will have all the benefits they seek 
after in that way, as their coverings turn the rain; but 
where anything of that kind is to make, it had better be 
glazed at once, for however useful a deal door may be to 
e.Kclude frost and cold, it is worse than useless in the day 
time, and we often have very cold, chilly days in spring, 
to say nothing of snow and other evils, against which 
the delicate foliage of a newly-developed vegetation has 
a poor chance of surviving. A still more homely, yet 
not-to-be-despised, protection, is by sticking the bed all 
over with evergreen boughs, which, however, must be 
renewed betimes. 

Attend carefully to Melons and Cucuinhers that may 
be progressing. The dull weather at the end of last 
mouth was very unfavourable to these fruits ; however, 
the increased length of days, with other advantages, will 
accelerate their growth, to encourage which, be sure to 
maintain a nice, sweet, lively heat, sufficiently moist to 
be agreeeble, without being entirely enveloped in steam. 
If you have had recourse to dung-beds, be sure that due 
and eflective linings be applied in time; if fire-heat in 
any sliape, the amount of warmth supplied is usually 
more at command, although the due proportion of mois¬ 
ture that accompanies it is more difficult to regulate, 
but it must be done if possible, otherwise a sickly 
growth and premature decay is the consequence. Give 
air very S])aringly, except on mild days, when the ad¬ 
mission of a little will be grateful to the plants inside. 
Give a little tepid water to plants in pots that may be 
standing about, and prick out others from the seed-pot 
as they require it, sowing more when needful. 

Attend to the digging and preparing of ground for 
sowing the principal spring crops. Onions, which require 
sowing early in March, ought to have the ground pre¬ 
pared for them at once, otherwise it will not have time 
to mellow down prior to being wanted. Manure and 
dig any places left undone until now, and let all other- 
work connected with the winter be finished as early as 
possible. Dung, or leaves that have been used in forcing 
Sea-kale, kc,., may be wheeled away to vacant squares, 
leaving, however, sufficient around each plant to secure 
it against cold and frost that may visit us yet. Plant 
Potatoes on warm, sheltered borders; and plant out 
Beans that may have been in for forcing purposes. 
Examine and cut the various Brocoli that come into 
use, aird note down any peculiarity respecting each 
individual kind. The past winter having been mild, 
these have been more plentiful than usual, and notes on 
the excellence of any particular variety, though good in 
its way, must not be implicitly relied on another season, 
which may be severe, and, consequently, death to some 
of the kinds differing but little from the Cauliflower. 
Brussels Sprouts, and the whole tribe of Kale, have never- 
ceased to grow during the past season, and, consequently, 
there is no lack of them. Tire same may be said of 
Spinach, and, in many instances. Lettuce and Colewort 
Cabbages as well, while Celery has kept worse than 
usual, the wet weather inducing decay, while the mild¬ 
ness of it encouraged growth in such as resisted decay, 
and the coirsequence is, that abundance of what was 
expected to be good Celery is run away, and will speedily 
be rendered useless. 

The earliest Peas will now require sticks, i. e., if they 
have escaped the misliaps many of them are liable to in 
an unusual season. Those which hitherto look robust 
and strong, desire a little extra protection when bad 
weather does set in, otlierwise they are liable to become 
what gardeners term “ black in the leg,” which is a 
disease analogous to w-hat carries off many plants and 
vegetables that have attained a too forward state when 
the bad weather sets in. Sticks of a closer kind, or what 

is better, mats occasionally thrown over them on cold 
nights will save them very much; but still we expect 
the second crop will, in many instances, exceed the first 
one for eariiness and fruitfulness. Beans are hardier, 
but when too forward, are likewise subject to the misfor¬ 
tune named above. A sowing of each of these may bo 
made ; Peas, in fact, may now be sown every fortnight, 
and Pcans the same, provided the demand for them be 
equally great, which, however, is not always the case. 

J. Robson. 

A WORD TO SPINSTERS. I 

By the Authoress of '•‘■My Floiuers," dtc. 

In one of my former papers I drew the picture of a widow j 
w'ho gave the “ promise,” to enter upon a second married 
life. I am now going to address the unmarried women who 
may be thinking of taking a first step in matrimony, and 
would earnestly call their attention, now, while it is not too 
late, to a few facts which may be a wholesome warning, and 
prepare them a little for circumstances which do occur 
sometimes, and which may come upon them in an hour 
when they think not. 

Eliza Gibson was a highly respectable young woman, the 
sister of a wealthy farmer; she had received a very fail- 
education for her station in life, and had been brought up 
as a governess. For some years she had settled in a village 
as the mistress of a little school, and she had a number of 
very respectable children sent to her as day-scholars. She 
was going on quietly and comfortably, and I sujjpose she 
had saved up a little money, for it fell upon a day, that she 
was asked in marriage by a man who looked much yottnger 
thau herself, and who was very busy with all kinds of con¬ 
trivances for getting a living. He was always at something; 
making hay-rakes, buying old tumble down horses, taking 
little bits of copse-wood for faggot-making, in short, turning 
his hand to anything, and seeming to be very active and 
industrious in all his ways. 

Very much to the dissatisfaction of her friends, Eliza 
Gibson became Mrs. Jolliffe. She was quite old enough, 
and independent enough to marry when and whom she 
pjleased, but I never yet heard of, or saw a marriage under¬ 
taken against the wishes and advice of friends that had not 
a thorn in it. There must be a something ; affection blinds 
one’s eyes, but lookers-on see clearly; and when the deed 
is done, and we have settled quietly down, many things rise 
up to the surface that are not nice, and it is too late then to i 
skim them off; the bitter and the sweet cannot be separated 
then, they must be mixed together for ever. 

Mrs. Jolliffe kept on her little school, but they took a 
much better house, and seemed to be going on pleasantly 
enough; but she very soon repented of her choice, and 
doubtless wished herself Eliza Gibson again. She found 
her husband a man of low tastes and habits, different from 
anything she had ever been used to, and this shocked and 
distracted her. He used to have dealings with gipsies, 
about old horses and other things, and he would bring these 
people into his house, into his wife’s neat parlour, and keep 
them talking, and drinking, and smoking there, to her 
horror and disgust. His conduct to herself must have been 
brutal too, from what has since taken place, but she could 
not help herself; she had taken him “ for worse," as well as 
“ for better,” and all she had to do was to bear it. At 
length, however, her health began to give way. She kept ■ 
on her school, hut she w-as evidently breaking down ; and in | 
the course of the last autumn she was obliged to dismiss ' 
her little pupils, hoping that after Christmas she might be : 
well enougb to take to them again. Alas ! that time never ; 
came for her. Before the winter holidays were over she was 
laid in the churchyard, and her place knew her no more. 

Very strange reports got about during the few tveeks 
before poor Mrs. Jolliffe's death. Her husband would let 
no one go near her; he had a little girl in the kitchen, but 
no one else, and he waited upon his wife himself. \Yhen 
any one called to enquire, he said his wife was much the 
same, but could not see them ; not a creature could get to 
her. This seemed strange, but at first it was not particu¬ 
larly noticed. At last, a very respectable -woman, who knew 
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Mrs. Jolliffe well, really forced her way to the room where 
she lay, aiul was agonized at the sight she saw. The poor 
creature was in a state of delirium, lying on the bod, covered 
over witli one duty blanket; nothing else! There was no 
comfort; no common necessary things; no food by her bed¬ 
side ; all was wretchedness, cold, and misery; and in the 
midst of this lay Mrs. Jolhtfe quite delirious ! 

Her friend said all that she felt to the monster who stood 
beside his victim, hut he took no heed; he only passed it 
off, anil got her out of the house as soon as possible. Nice, 
nourishing things were constantly sent to the house, but 
it is said lie never gave them to his wife, and his conduct 
warrants our believing it. Enquiries were made of the local 
authorities whether something could not bo done, whether 
the poor woman could not be rescued from the hands of so 
cruel a husband, and be taken proper care of. The answer 
was, that a man was master of his own house, and of his 
own wife, and that if he refused to let any one in an 
entrance could not be enforced. 

Whether this is, or is not, the law of the land, Jollili'c 
gained his point; and if he did not kill his wife outright, 
he caused her to die ; in what statu, and what suffering, the 
eye of Him who neither slumbereth nor sleepeth, and “from 
whom no secret is hid,” alone can tell; but “ IJis eyes are 
upon the ways of man, and he seeth all his goings. There 
is no darkness, nor shadow of death, where the worker’s of 
iniquity may hide themselves.” 

The tears of poor Eliza Jolliffe arc put into “ the bottle ’’ 
of the Lord; not one of them is lost. Every sigh is wi’itten 
down, and every sorrow is noted in a book. The day will 
come when that book and that bottle will both be opened 
before the eyes of him who caused them, and in the presence 
of men and angels. “ Woe worth the day.” It will be, 
indeed, a “cloudy day” for that cruel spirit, except he 
repents of the evil he hath done. He shall call upon moun¬ 
tain and hill to cover him, but they shall stand fast; the 
Lord will “ mock when his fear cometh.” 

Eliza Gibson thought nothing about Jolliffe’s character 
when she married; she must have cared nothing about it. 
She was getting on in life, rather looking down the other 
side, and perhaps the prospect was somewhat dreai’y, as she 
gazed upon advancing age. But what dreariness can be so 
sad as an unhappy, an unholy marriage ? Better live in a 
cell with a spider for company than be tacked to one who 
neither fears God nor regards man. IVc are too apt to 
disregard this. We are too apt to take those who have 
pleasant manners and civil tongues, instead of roundly and 
fearlessly asking them “ the reason of the hope ” that is in 
them, aud waiting for a sound answer. We do not know, or 
care, about our own “ hope,” aud therefore we neither ask 
that first and greatest question, nor could tell, if we did, 
what the reply ought to be ; and this is the reason why old 
and young marry and are ndsorablo nine times out of ton. 
^Vo may not be beaten with stripes ; we may not be starved, 
neglected, and ill-treated; but we shall find a worm gnaw¬ 
ing ; we shall find, as Jonah did, the gourd wither above 
our head, aud be ready to faint under the “ vehement east 
wind ” and the sun. Happy, thrice happy, is she who by 
God’s mercy is delivered from the snare, though it were 
with loss of life or limb. 

It is a veiy uncomfortable thing, too, to feel that wo are a 
kind of “ chattel ” in the hands of our masters. If no one 
is to interfere in our behalf, what may become of some of 
us? Does not this doubly prove the need there is for 
looking into the spiritual affairs of those who speak honied 

; words to us ? “ What ai-o your means ?” is a prudent ques¬ 
tion of worldly caution ; but “ Who is your master; whom 

1 do you serve?” is a greater iiuostion of spiritual wisdom, 
I and of ten thousand times more consequence. 
; Let us not fear to grow old in single blessedness; it is far 

better than manied misery; and if we cannot or will not 
look to a man’s walk and conversation, whether it is with 
God or Satan, we had much better sit by a lonely ffresido, 
and fullil some other a|)pointed work, for no blessing goes 
with marriage unless it is undertaken “ in the Lord.” May 
the story of Eliza Jolliffe, by the blessing of God, load us to 
great caution in this matter, and may we seek help and 
direction from the Lord in evei’v step wo take. 

POULTRY SHOWS. 
Torquay.—This exhihition took place on the Uth and 

20th of January, in the Old Market-place, liberally lent for 
the occasion by Sir Lawrence Talk. The pens were nuiged 
in a double tier round the whole building under the piazza, 
and in the centre was erected a spacious tent, beneath which | 
were placed the Devonshire collections; tlie whole being 
tastefully decorated with evergreens, and the entire arrange- I 
ments roffecting great credit upon the Committee and Hon- | 
orai’y Secretaries, whose labours had been most incessant. 

In the following List of Bi’izos those classes lU’e omitted 
in which there were none awarded. 

.fudges: G. J. Andrews, Esq., Dorchester, and the Rev. 
Grenville F. Hodson, Chew Magna, Somerset. 

CiiA.MPiON Prize.—Mr. Thomas H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, near 
Croydon, Surrey. 

Devon Collection (Not less than 3 varieties^ nor more than 20 
birds).—First Prize—Mr. \Vm. Wcvill Rowe, Longbrook, Milton Abbot, 
Devon. Second Prize—E. Vivian, Esq., VVoodfield, Torquay, Third 
Prize—Rev. St. Vincent L. Haminick, Milton Abbot, Devon. 

Best Devon Pen.—First Prize—No. 149, H. Adney, Es((,, Lymp- 
stone, Devon. Second Prize—No. 95, I. K. Brunei, Esq., W'atcombe, 
St. Mary-Church, Devon. Third Prize—No. 36, Mr. R. T. Head, The 
Briars, Alphington, near Exeter. 

Open Competition.—Class l.—Spanish.—For the best Cock and 
, Two liens. 

First Prize—^0. 1, Capt. Wyndham Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, Pres- 
cot. Second Prize—No. 3, Capt. Wyndham Hornby, U.N., Knowsley, 
Prescot. Third Prize—No. 8, Mr. \Vm. Jos. S(iuare, 4, Cobourg-street. 

Class 2.—Dorking.—Coloured. 
First Prize—"So. 18, Miss Ann Willcox, Naihea Court, near Bristol. 

Second Prize—23b, J. F. Pearce, Esq., Lower Slewton, Whimple, 
Devon. Third Prize—^o. 23, J. F. Pearce, Esq., Lower Slewton, 
Whimple, Devon. 

Class 3.—Dorking.—White, 
Third Prize—No. 28, Edw. Vivian, Esq., Woodfield, Torquay, 

Class 4.—China.—Cinnamon and Buff'. 
First Prize—'Flo, 32, Mr. Thos. H. I’otts, Kingswood Lodge, near 

Croydon, Surrey. Second Prize—No. 40, Mr. Thos. H. Potts, Kings¬ 
wood Lodge, near Croydon, Surrey. Third Prize—^o. 3(5, Mr. Thus. 
H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge, near Croydon, Surrey. 

Class 6.—China.—Brown and Partridge Colour. 
First Prize—"ilo. b\y Mr. T. Atkins, Babbicombe, Torquay. Second 

Prize—52, Mr. T. Atkins, Babbicombe, Torquay. Third Prize— 
No. 54, Mr. Thos. H. Potts, Kingswood Lodge. 

Class 7.—Malay. 

First Prize—No. 64a, Henry Adney, Esq., Lympstone, Devon. 
Second Prize—l^o. 64, Mr. Chas. Ballance, 5, Mount Terrace, Taunton, 
Somerset. 

Class 8.—Game Fowls. 

First Prize—No. 65, Capt. Wyndham Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, 
Prescot. Second and Third Prize—No. 67 and No. 68, I. K, Brunei, 
Esq., Watcombe, St. Mary-Church, Devon. 

Class 9.—Golden Pencilled Hamburgh. 

First Prize—No. 72, Edw. Vivian, Esq., Woodfield, Torcjuay. Seco7id 
Prize—No. 70, The Rev. St. Vincent L. Hammick, Milton Abbot, 
Devon, 

Class ll.—Silver Pencilled Hamburgh. 

First Prize—No. 73, The Rev. St. Vincent L. Hammick, Milton 
Abbot, Devon. Second Prize—No. 79» Edw'. Vivian, Esq., Woodfield, 
Torquay. 'Third Prize—No, 76, Mr. Augustus Paul, Adwell Lodge, 
Torre, Devon. 

Class 12.—Silver Spangled Hamburgh. 

First Prize—No. 85, Mr. William Kennaway Spragge, The Quarry, 
Paignton, Devon. Second Prize—No. 86, Mr. Charles Edwards, Bris- 
lington, near Bristol. 'Third Prize—No. 83, Mr. Augustus Paul, Adwell 
Lodge, Torre, Devon. 

Class 13.—Poland.—Blacky with White Crests. 
First Prize—No. 91, Edw. Vivian, Woodfield, Tonjuay. Nos. 

87 and 90, equal 'Third Prizes—Mr. J. P. Hine, Thickthorn, near 
llminstcr, Somerset; Mr. Chas. Edwards, Brislingtoii, near Bristol. 

Class 14.—Poland.—Golden. 
'Third Prize—No. 93, Mr. Alexander Pontcy, Nurseryman, Plymouth. 

Class 15.—Poland.—Silver. 
First Prize—No. 95,1. K. Brunei, Esq., Watcombe, St. Mary-Church, 

Devon. Second Prize—No. 98, W. G. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamor¬ 
ganshire. 'Third Prize—No. 98a, Mrs. A. E. C. Strickland, Oaklands, 
Dawliah. 

Class 16.—Any Distinct Breed not specified above. 

First Prize—No. 105, W. G. Vivian, Esq., Singleton, Glamorgan¬ 
shire (White Poland). Seco7id Prize—No. 107, Mr. Alexander Pontey, 
nurseryman, Plymouth. 'Third Prize—No. 99i Mr. C. J. Braiue, 
Abbotslcy, Newton Abbot, Devon (Black China). 

Class 17*—Bantams.—Gold Laced. 
First Prize,—No, 109, Capt. Wyndham Hornby, R.N., Knowsley, 

Prescot. 
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Class 21.—Bantams.—other vea'ieti/. 

Serond Prize.—No. 122, Wr. WilUaiu Nosworthy, 7, Prospect Place, 
Exeter. 

Class 22.—Pigeons. 

First Prise.—'No. 128, Miss Selina Northcote, Upton Pyne, Devon. 
(Nuns.) First Prise.—No. 124, Mr. W. h. Channing, builder, Heavi- 
tree, Exeter. (Almond Tumblers.) First Prise.—No. 12.2, Ditto, ditto. 
(White Dragoons.) 

Class 23.—Gkf.se. 

First Prise.—No. 133, Mr. William Wevill Rowe, Longbrook, Milton 
.Abbot, Devon. Second Prise.—No. 132, I. K, Brunei, Esq., Watcombe, 
St. Mary-Churrh, Devon. 

Class 24.—Ducks.—H7ji7e Aylesbury. 

First Prise.—No. 13(1, Captain Wyndham Hornby, B.N., Knowsfey, 
Prescot. Second Prise.—No. 138, Edward Vivian, Esq., Woodfield, 
Torquay, Devon. 

Class 25.—Ducks.—Coloured. 

First Prise.—No. 139, Mr. William Wevill Rowe, Longbrook, Milton 
Abbot, Devon. Second Prise.—No. 140, Mr. Thomas Blandford, Or¬ 
chard Portiuan, Somerset. 

Class 26.—Ducks.—other variety. 

First Prise.—No. 144, Mr. John Moon, Lapford, nearCrediton, Devon. 

Class 27.—Turkeys. 

First I'rise.—No. 149, Henry Adney, Esq., Lympstone, Devon, 
Second Prise.—No. 146, Mr. William Wevill Rowe, Longbrook, Milton 
Abbot, Devon. 

Mistakes at I’oultry Shows.—I would venture to call 
your attention to tlie mischief which may he caused by a 
tlegree of carelessness in the minor arrangements of our 
poultry e.\.hibitions, and sometimes tending to cast a shadow 
of blame upon the judges, which I feel sure they do not 
deserve. The circumstance which induces me to bring this 
prominently forward, is the fate of the poultry belonging to 
a Rinningham amateur, whose readiness in sending speci¬ 
mens lias always been conspicuous. Tliis gentleman, Mr. 
Peters, of Moseley, had a lot of beautiful White Cochin- 
China fowls disqualified at the Metropolitan Exhibition, not 
for any fault, but simply because the men employed had 
lilaced them in the wrong pens. I presume the judges had 
but one alternative, and that was to disqualify them, thereby 
bringing on themselves an imputation of injustice, from 
which, knowing well their usual strict impart in Pity, I should 
be as anxious to free them as I am to call down censure 
upon the habitual carelessness of the inferior officers. 

P.S.—You will be pleased to hear that there is every 
jirobability we are to be favoured at the next Birmingham 
Exhibition with a separate class for Black Shanghaes.—Wm. 
Lort, IFard End, Birmimjham. 

[We are glad to have the subject of these mistakes 
brought to our notice, not only because it will also impress 
the necessity for more attention upon this point, but because 
it enables us to state, that the Committee of the Metro¬ 
politan Show very handsomely awarded a prize to Mr. Peters 
upon the facts of the case being made known to them.—En. 

C. G.] 
.Tudges and Auctions. — The exhibitions of domestic 

poultry are now becoming so general, that as each show is 
over many alterations suggest themselves as regai'ds the 
judges. I am glad to see you so strongly advocate a change 
from the present system, for upon that so much depends 
whether the future ones will be supported. If judges were 
appointed by the committees, instead of being the mere 
nominees of one or two, as I fear is too often the case ; or 
if gentlemen judges would refuse to act with dealers, the 

i managers would not risk the responsibility of appointing 
' de.alers only; but from our best judges refusing, many are 
i induced to act with dealers, for the popularity, that are not 

at all competent to judge, without thinking the great harm 
they are doing such societies. 

The quantity of pens to be inspected, I think, might be 
reduced, by judges for tlie Cochin, Spanish, Dorking, and 
Malay, and another set of Judges for the other varieties. 
The two last years’ show at Birmingham were 

1851. —Coc)iin. Malay, Spanish, and Dorking- 349 pens. 
Other Varieties of Fowl. 314 ,, 

1852. —Cochin, Malay, Spani-sh, and Dorking- 491 ,, 
Other Varieties of Fowl. 52/ ,, 

giving a very fair division on these two years’ show'. 
The time for exhibition, I think, could not be reduced to 

less than four days; one receiving, judging, private view, 

and public view. 

The now feature of public auction might be advantageously 
introduced as regards the prize pens, for on several occa¬ 
sions I have found them sold a few mmutes after the doors 
were opened to some having superior information; and 
it would give the owner some chance of claiming his fowl 
again, and would take very little time at the private view.— 
An Amateur. 

Sales ry Auction at Poultry Shows.—The sale by 
auction at the Metropolitan Show', taking it all in all, was, 
no doubt, a miserable atfair, and pronounced by many a 
complete failure: enhancing, in some instances, the inti-rests 
of a few, but generally tendmg to tlie detriment of the 
majority. It was, however, quite a new feature in iioultry 
exhibitions, and its originality should not, I think, be too 
hastily condemned, at any rate not in into. It is almost 
impossible, under the,Birmingham system, to obtain even a 
commended pen, as all the best birds are claimed shortly 
after the opening of the doors of Bingley Hall, and many 
of them at one-fourth of the price which they woidd have 
commanded under the hammer. I believe that I am ex¬ 
pressing the wishes of many influential exhibitors, by 
suggesting, that only the prize and commended pens bo sub¬ 
mitted to public competition ; and the time selected for the 
purpose should naturally be when most of the amateurs 
would be present. A sale of this kind would not occupy 
more than a couple of hours, and ought not in any way to 
interfere with the disposal of the other pens, which could 
be earned on as heretofore. 

It appears to me that it would be nothing more than just 
and fair, both to the exhibitor and the purchaser, to adopt 
some method by which the owner can obtain the full value 
of his specimens, and all have an equal chance of obtaining 
the winning birds, and it was, no doubt, witli this laudable 
view that the Metropolitan Committee conceived the idea of 
a sale by auction. This bold step towards an improvement 
might, I think, with the above modifications, produce the 
desired object, and prove advantageous and satisfactory to 
all lovers of the feathered race. Should these few' lines 
meet the eye of any of your readers who may coincide with 
my views, I tmst it may induce them to make some further 
and improved suggestions on this subject, w'hich my homely 
occupations will not allow me time fully to digest, and of 
which mj- want of experience in this new' branch of domestic 
and agricultural industry renders me but an incompetent 
agitator. Incognito. 

Spanish Fowls at Truro and Penzance Shows.—It is 
but fair to Mr. Peck, of Wigan, to state that the birds lie- 
longing to Mr. Lawrence, which took the first prizes at the 
above-named exhibitions, were from the stock of Mr. Peck, 
and not from that of Capt. Hornby. Our reporter was 
misinformed. 

Metropoijtan Snow. — In your notice of the Great 
Metropolitan Poultry Exhibition, in your number for 
January 20th, you give me credit as the sole originator, 
which has given Mr. Houghton offence, and wishing to do 
justice to him, it is certainly due to our indefatigable 
secretary, to state, and I have pleasure in so doing, that had 
he not oti’ered the Oval at Kennington, for the purpose, to a 
friend of mine, and who referred him to me, knowing my 
desire, with others, to have a London Poultry Exhibition, 
no show would have taken place this year. Although the 
Oval had many objections, being the only available place, 
I immediately consulted my active neighbour, Mr. Fletcher, 
and soon formed a small, but “ hurd-worhimj committee," to 
which you have in vei-y kind and approving terms alluded, 
in consequence of the great success with w'hich its labours 
were crowned. 

Having now given our indefatigable secretary his due 
praise, he. cannot escape without censure for not looking 
more strictly into the covenants of his lease, which pro¬ 
hibited any exhibition being held at the Oval; thus deceiv- i 
ing all parties, and compelling the committee, at great 
increased expense and trouble, and to the inconvenience of 
the exhibitors, to postpone the show for ten days, until the 
Bazaar could be got ready. H. Gilbert. 
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THE COTTAGE GARDENER’S PONY. 

I SEND you the enclosed notes for an outline of an 
introductory paper on the subject which I proposed to 
myself. You will see that it prepares the road for sundry 
and singular dis(iuisitions on the economising of draught; 
the education of animal muscular power; the natural, or 
acquirable adaptability of a given animal (or too probably a 
bought, and dearly bought one) to certain tasks; the pro¬ 
bable cost of keep; and the amount of profitable work to 
be calculated on as a set off; the man’s wages according to 
the time lie is occupied in pottering about the stable, etc. 
I believe I have read nearly all the books on horse-tlesh 
easily to be come at, and my general impression is that they 
are too ambitious; the authors mount with their subject; 
they get on the high horse. My friend, Martin Doyle, 
appears to be so much of the same opinion with myself, that 
in his little work for small farmers, an invaluable manual 
for cottage gardeners and farmers, he entirely dissuades 
against keeping any horses at all. 

If I understand rightly the requirements of cottage gar¬ 
deners and small occupiers, such as would be likely to be 
edified by my lucubrations for cottage gardeners, I should 
be inclined to lay down the following propositions:— 

A small allotment, of say from five to twelve statute acres 
of land, either your own, or taken in a good state of cultiva¬ 
tion on a fair lease, or taken cheap for a long lease, for im¬ 
provement, ought to afford a great deal towards the comfort¬ 
able enjoyment of a family, and should jirovide a fair remu¬ 
neration for the undivided attention of a clever labourer; or, 
if his own, should be a little competency for him (such small 
allotments were the very earliest/ree/ioWs that ever existed;. 
I once wrote a paper on their great antiquity; throughout 
the history of the Egyptian soldiers and priests; the Roman 
soldiers (whose“quatuor jugera” (four yoke-lands) were syn¬ 
onymous with peace, retirement, independence); the Saxon 
half-sacred Boclands; the small freeholds of the Belgians, cfcc.; 
and our own old English forty-shilling freeholds, which I sup¬ 
pose may, at the time of the defining of their now nominal 
rental, have been valued at about five shillings per acre. 
This by-the-by ; for in order to make out my case, I had to go 
into the history of the feudal system, as contradistinguished 
from the freehold; and to trace through the one the piro- 
gress of men living in connection with cities, as civilised men; 
and along with the other, the more picturesque, primitive 
life of the shepherd kings of all ages; from the time of the 
great King of the Vale of Gerar, through the proud but 
humble Etruscan nobles, who only held in teniu’e, and let 
to their vassals, whose feeling was 

“ Vita que maacipio null! datur; omnibus usu.” 

(Life itself is not given in freehold; but only on lease.) 

and thence down to the very Affghans, Caffres, and Thi- 
betins of this day, who are mostly feudalists. Y'^ou see this 
is too long and unmanageahle a subject to bring in ; I 
only allude to it now, thinking it might interest you, and 
to shew you that I have looked into my subject: so now 
to return to our mutton. 

Then, I suppose our cottage gardener, of this degenerate 
day, to employ a man, for hire, to do what his prototype in 
ancient days did with his own hands, unless the sad fellow 
had got hold of an unfortunate slave in the wars. But, as 
the keepr of a man-servant, and his wages, is a serious ad¬ 
dition indeed to the expense of the small occupier, who, 
unless a clergyman, or small freeholder, will probably have 
to pay a good round sum in rent and taxes, a horse, super- 
added to a servant, and a fine London carriage added to the 
horse, and then, unless we take care, farewell to rural 
simplicity and chauntings of “ Happy the man whose every 
care a few paternal acres bound." 

The story then becomes, “ It is very pleasant living in 
the country, but then it is so very expensive.” Just so; if 
people will take down with them into the country all their 
miserable cockney habits and stylish notions. If you go to 
Rome you must do as they do in Rome; and if you go to 
live in the country, you are not to do as they do in Rome, 
or in London either; but as as they do, or ought to do, and 
used to do, in the country. This, then, brings me only just 
to my starting point, viz., that an equipage for the country 
need not be exactly the same as one for London; nor the 

0 ouiitry servant as fine a fellow as the London servant. 

PHEASANTS. 

YAu might as well try to have your own dairy and your 
own poultry-yard in Spring Gardens or Bark Lane. 

But as for the better class of your readers, who keep their 
carriages and servants, and live in the country “ en prince,” j 
they will have no need to look into The Cott.4.ge Gar- | 

DENEE for information how to save a penny in their stable [ 
expenses. I purpose not to write for them. Now you ■ 
have my ideas, and some little sketch of my plan, whicli | 
very liijely I shall not adhere to after all! Do you think I 

the “ diggings ” will be worth working out ? And can you I 
tell me how often I might be allowed to appear in my stable 
dress, if I continue in stable mind? “The Cottage Gar¬ 
dener’s Horse” would, perliaps, be better than “Pony.” 
And I must be anonymous.—YYbgyoe. 

[Your programme is too good to be lost. Write as often 
as you like ; the oftener the better.—Ed. C. G.] 

[If our readers will refer to page Rl.'i of our last volume, 
they will find a paper under this title, and with this ap¬ 
pendage, “ To be continued.'' We have no excuse if any one 
enquires—YYTiy was it not continued before ?—Ed. C. G.] 

When the chicks are about ten days old they will require 
a larger range than that which the net protection affords. 
To accommodate them, draw it away from tlie coop about 
three inches ; the little things will soon learn their way in 
and out, their increasing strength and activity of limbs 
enabling them now to reach the shelter of the coop, or front, 
quicldy on the alarm of danger; the tit-bits remaining, in 
the mean time, secure from prillage, out of beak’s reach from 
the elder birds. 

The proper time to place the youngsters away from their 
foster-parents into the pheasantry they will point out for 
themselves, by a natural weaning and inclination to roost 
away from the hen at night; or otherwise they become too 
large to gain admittance between the bars of the coop. 
When allowed the society of their elders, the same treat¬ 
ment adopted for the old birds will serve for them ; namely, 
barley and wheat alternately, with the supply of other 
et ceteras advised uiron when I described the pheasantry. 
I lay particular stress upon the item, Inijy-ant-heaps—Pro¬ 
cure these if possible; you thus provide grass, eggs, and 
insects—food, exercise, and amusement all combined. A 
race-course became the medium for an inexhaustible supply 
of this article to us. I wonder liow many wheelbarrow¬ 
loads of this nature our late parish clerk would have the 
hardiness to confess to! Ah! Jones! Jones! fate says, 
press on; nerve, brace, think, and hope for the future; 
treat bygones as bygones. Still, there are objects, bright 
spots of the past, upon which one loves to memorise. 
Oases in the desert, as it were, which one loves to recall for 
the mind to dw'ell upon. “ Our YVill!” Now I always 
maintained an indistinct idea of this domesticated sobriquet, 
that this household apology for a name meant, William 
Jones. Be this, however, as it may—Jones! Jones! when 
shall I look upon your like again ? You, the concentrated 
balm and nard of human kindness; you, of the burly form 
and rubicund face, with the large and the noble heart! 
Surely we should be a happier race of men, could we muster 
—could we fill the w'orld with Jones’s ! prototypes of your¬ 
self, my good and honest old friend ! 

I would not advise an attempt to indulge the Golden 
Pheasants with their liberty; unless, peradventure, a con¬ 
siderable amount of time and patience are at command, and 
then even the observation only applies to tlie male birds; 
once let out the liens, that is, when they have arrived at the 
days of discretion, and you may call, or whistle for them in 
vain. “ She’s gone!” is all that will remain for you as a 
consolation. 'The Silver and Common varieties, of both 
sexes, may be allowed this privilege (excepting during the 
laying season), and premising that a point of feeding is 
adhered to, at stated intervals, three times a-day, within the 
pheasantry, securing them there at the last meal. The 
lock and key is their true, if not the most natural safe¬ 
guard. 

To distinguish the male from the female, it will be 
necessary to wait until they moult, when the masculine 
gender become mottled with their gaudy plumage. The 
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Gold and Silver breeds arrive at tlieir full iilumage the 
following autumn, and the common pheasants the first 
winter. We have killed the Silver breeds for the table on 
grand occasions ; they are white in the flesh, but dry eating. 
The Goldeu birds were too precious to be experimented 
on in this way, though I have no doubt they would prove 
infinitely worse in this respect. 

The snowberry {Vhiococca) should always be allowed a 
position where pheasants are the order of the day. I have 
often wondered how it is this shrub has not found its way 
into preserves more largely, being, as it is, so well calculated 
for undergrowth, independently of its fruit, which the 
pheasants are uncommonly fond of. Inquiries are often 
made for those shrubs which are most applicable, for under¬ 
growth, in cases of neglected shrubberies, where trees are 
growing under, or rather over bare poles; circumstances 
resulting from that truly grasping-the-substance-to-swallow- 
the-shadow principle, which inevitably ensue by consequence 
of a too prevalent disposition, which will not allow a judi¬ 
cious thinning out the young trees, etc., betimes. I could 
cite a case, though not exactly a literal instance of what I 
am hinting about, where this shrub was planted, and it 
formed an almost impenetrable jungle; where, not only 
pheasants, but the poviltry also, were continually feasting 
upon its long succession of delicate white berries. 

I find a difficulty to get away from this eating subject, 
though, when I consider it as being the chief element of 
existence, I compose myself comfortably and prosy, with press¬ 
ing another feature upon the subject—a parting thought for 
my favourite Dorkings. There is a vegetable, which, at least 
so the doctors say, is wdiolesome to a degree; but, it must 
stand confessed, it is not fashionable to eat. 

“Away! base bulb ! Oh, horror! say my young ones, 
Ere you go courting, could you fancy—Onions ?” 

I am positive you could not. Poultry are not so particular; 
they are by no means averse to chopped chives, which I 
cultivate on purpose to mix with their barley-meal in the 
spring time of the year ; and, withal, it is a very wholesome 
addition. Chives may be grown in any out-of-the-way 
corner. The green tops are the parts which are used, and 
of them it may be said, “ cut and come again." Our poultry 
partake of barley-meal once a day, at two o’clock, moistened 
with fresh milk, wdien potatoes, nr any vegetable remains 
from the dinner-table, are mixed with it, including, three or 
four times a w^eek, some pounded egg-shells. Hard grain 
should be given in tho morning ; indigestible suppers are 
bad for man, and it is equally certain that barley-meal or 
other moist food is better for fowls to sleep on. 

Upwards akd Onwards. 

(2'o he continued.) 

A USEFUL GARDEN SPUD. 

One very useful tool I can strongly recommend to t'orsons 
having an orchard, is a three-inch soclcet chisel, fastened to 
a seven-feet ash handle, with an iron fen’ule iiut on the 
handle to prevent it from being split, to cut out robbers and 
cross branches, &o., from trees in an orchard. I drive the 
handle with a wooden mallet. 

I have tried several tools recommended by some gar¬ 
deners for heavy clayey land, and had them made to weight, 
shape, and size, but found them too heavy. The same tools 
made lighter in weight, and having more steel, would be 
more handy, and more useful; this should be recommended 
and borne in mind. 

I have had a failure in gntta pcrcha hose for watering my 
orchard from the liquid-manure tank. It was left out for a 
night or two in the orchard, and some liquid in, and it 
collapsed and spoilt.—i- 

W. 

POULTRY DISEASES. 

EXHIBITION FEVER. 

“ H. H. wishes to know the name of a disease that her 
I fowls caught at the Birmingham Poultry Exhibition. It is 

violent and sudden in its effects, turning the comb and legs 
black, and drawing the feet up, as if with cramp; the 
effluvia immediately after death is homble. She wishes, 
also, to know of a cure. There is no running at the nostiils, 
and it i.s not, therefore, roup, though the eyes are sometimes 
affected, but not generally, and they do not make that kind 
of sneezing sound which is always a sign of the roup." 

[The symptoms mentioned are those of a fever of a putrid 
or typhoid character, as far as I can pronounce from so 
short a description. In the advanced stage w'hich is de¬ 
scribed above, I should consider the cases hopeless; all 
that can be done is to prevent a disease of so fatal a cha¬ 
racter extending to the remainder of the yard. Typhoid 
fevers are produced in human subjects by over-crowding, 
want of ventilation and cleanliness, collections of decaying 
refuse, as dung, A:c., and unwholesome food and water. I 
should attribute the disease to one or more of these causes. 
The highly-stimulating and unnatural foods on which fowls, 
particularly those fed up for exhibition, are now kept, must 
tend to produce an irritable and inflammatory state of the 
system which predisposes greatly to these diseases. Such 
conditions of body are very apt to be followed by a reaction, 
which runs rapidly into low fevers of a typhoid character : 
thus a drunkard dies with delirium tremens, and an overfed 
brewer’s drayman sinks under an accident from wliich a 
liealthy countryman would get well in a week. What I 
should recommend in this case would be, a diligent inquiry 
for the predisposing cause of the disease, and its immediate 
removal. I should also advise every fowl to be taken away 
oil) the first symptom of illness, and the employment of 
lime-wash over the whole interior of the poultry houses, the 
wash being made witli freshly-slaked lime, not with whiting. 
Should these means not prove effectual, I should be glad of 
a more particular account of the disease and of the circum¬ 
stances, as to food, water, &c., under which the fowls are 
placed.—W. B. Tegetmeier, 'Tottenham.) 

[Is not this disease parallel with the old Gaol fever, 
which arose from long, unnatural confinement in a cell, 
among fellow-creatures crowded under one roof in similar 
cells ? If so, would not prevention be better than having 
to cure, which prevention would be a shorter period of con¬ 
finement?—Ed. C. G.] 

ArOPLEXT. 

“A Subscriber” writes thus,—“Having this morning lost 
a fine two-year old Cochin-China Cock in the following sud¬ 
den, and to me unaccountable manner; and having likewise 
suffered a similar loss about this time last year, I write to 
request you to inform me whether male birds of this breed 
are liable to attacks similar to those under which my 
favourites have sunk. 

“ I myself saw the bird about ten minutes before the attack 
came. on. He was then out in my yard with two pullets, 
and was answering the call of some hens, from which ho 
had been separated a few days. A small shrubbery adjoins 
my yard, and as 1 was waffling past it, I suddenly heard the 
sufibcating cry of a bird. I turned towards the spot from 
whence the noise proceeded, and found the cock lying oii 
his side in the agonies of death. I had him immediately 
opened, but with the exception of the neck veins in the 
vicinity of the liead being charged with black coagulated 
blood, nothing wrong could be discovered.” 

paralysis. 

“A Lover of all that is handsome,” says:—“Last Saturday 
one of my pullets w'as full of life and quite well, and on 
Sunday morning was found lying on her back, her feet 
cramped, and very hot and feverisli, refusing all food. I 
kept her warm, and gave her oil, which purged her, and allayed 
her fever. An old bird-fancying servant thought that she 
was full of eggs, and was too fat to lay them, which appeared 
true enough, for after the oil had worked her, she laid one 
egg. On "Wednesday another, and to-day (Sunday) the 
third. I kept her bowels open, and fed her less. Her 
appetite is good, her comb red, her eyes bright, but all 
power of motion in her legs is gone. There is no appear¬ 
ance of cramp in her feet, but they are quite powerless. 
She looks quite well when sitting in her basket of ha}’, but 
if you lift her up, and put her down again, she falls on her 
head and side. Her two first eggs w'ere rather soft-shelled. 
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I gave her some pounded 03 ster-sliells, and the third, this 
morning’s, was quite perfect. Wliat can he done for her? ” 

[The old story ; if poultry are fed with aldermanic diet, 
they must of necessity he subject to aldermanic diseases. 
The case of the pullet is evidently owing to a slight elfusiori 
into tho skull, which has produced not apople.\y, as in the 
previous case, and in the case related at page 298, where the 
eifu.sion of blood was very considerable, but paralysis of the 
lower limbs; nothing can be done in such a case. It is just 
possible that the effusion may be absorbed, and tho l)ird 
])artly recover, but this is very improbable. She should be kept 

j [lerfectly quiet, and fed on plain vegetable food. When she 
dies, I should feel obliged if the owner would cut oft' the 
heail, about five or six hours after death, iind forward it to 
me by post, as in that case I should be able to test the 
correctness of my opinion. I quite agree with an opinion 
expressed hy Mr. Baily, that boiled cabbage is worse thair 
useless, the greener parts of the leaves certainly are not 
digested; it maybe good as a medicine diet, but not as food. 
—W. B. Tf.getweier, Totlenham.'] 

HONEY HARVEST OF 1852. 

T SEND you a note of my last season's doings in bee¬ 
keeping. By “ net ” I mean the weight of the honey, bees, 
and comb in stocks, and of the honey and comb in supers 
and glasses. I may as well state that the weather in oiu- 
parts (North of England) from April to the end of June 
was-wretched—cold, wet, and windy; in July, magnificent; 
in August, moderate. 

No. 1 : Swarm of 1848.—The net contents of this hive, 
in September, 1851, were 24 lbs. On 24th of May the hive 
swarmed: no second swfu'm came ofi’. On 7th of August 
1 took a glass, net weight 74 lbs., and on the 22nd of Sep¬ 
tember fumigated the hive, and carried off 25 lbs. of honey. 
The swarm from this hive, which had to be fed constantly 
through June, weighed, on the 2Cth of August, 27 lbs. net. 

No. 2 : SWiUiM OF 1849.—In the beginning of .Tune most 
of the drones and drone grubs were turned out and de¬ 
stroyed, and towards the end of the month a few bees died 
from starvation. On 3rd of July the hive swarmed; no 
second swarm came off, and on the 20th a young queen was 
thrown out. On 2nd August, I took a small glass, 3 lbs. net ; 
on Cth of August, another small glass, 34 lbs. net, and a 
box, 2 lbs. net. On 20th of August this hive weighed 
251 lbs. net. The swarm from this hive weighed, on 20th of 
August, 25 lbs. net. 

No. 3 : Swarm of 1850.—In tho beginning of June most 
of the drones and drone grubs were turned out: in the 

I tniddle of the month the bees began to die. in hmge num¬ 
bers, and I was obliged to feed liberally. The hive did not 
swarm. On the 12th of August I took a small super, lbs. 
net; .and on the 26th another super. Bibs. net. On the 
20th of August this hive weighed 20J lbs. net. 

From this it will be seen that from three stocks I have 
taken 284 Ibs- of honey in glasses and supers, and have had 
two swarms, the net contents of which amounted, on the 
20th of August last, to 52 lbs.—in all 704 Ibs-i or an average 
of 234 lbs. for each hive; this, at a shilling, or even ton- 

i pence per pound, makes each hive a source of considerable 
I annual profit, even in a poor season like the j)resent. 
i Wliat a pity it is that we cannot induce our cottagers to 
! keep bees in greater numbers than they do; there is really 

no mystery about it—a slight knowledge of first jirinciples, 
and a little care and cleanliness, and “ there you are.” 
Flourish is of no use ; the picturesque is a sham. I believe 
that the improved cottage system is the simplest and the 
best; and I can for myself safely say, that I have derived 
more pleasure (to leave the profit out of the question) from 
bees than from any other amusement; though, when I do 
get stung, I present more the appearance of a prize-fighter 

; tlian an ordinary mortal. It is of no use beginning -without 
' some knowledge of tho habits of bees, and a fair stoclc of 
; apparatus. The greater part of the apparatus any intelli¬ 

gent cottager can make, and even if he cannot, 1 am sure 
T2 or T3 of his hard-earned savings would be well in¬ 
vested in providing what is necessary. K. 

PRESERVING SPECIMENS OF ANIMALS. 

(We have been favoured with a inauuscript written 
by the late Du. Latham, so favourably known by his 
“ History of Bu-ds.” "We are not aware if it has been 
published previously; but even if it has, we are quite 
sure that many of our readers will be glad to know the 
preservative process adopted by so distinguished a 
naturalist.) 

There are two methods of preserring birds or other 
animals, the one by preparations which ai'O antiputrcscent, 
the other by an heat regulated in such a manner as to cause 
the aqueous parts to evapor-ate, while the fiesh becoming 
thus dry nothing is left that can grow putrid, and the 
animal is immediately jiresorved witliout further trouble. 
Both those are liable to some exceptions, yet both uill 
answer well with care. 

It must be premised, in regard to the subject to bo 
prepared, that it be as free as possible from apparent in¬ 
jury in the killing, such as the loss of many of the feathers 
on the parts most in -view, or the feathers being bloody, 
ifcc.; though if a wing or a thigh bo broke, or even one 
side only disfigured, it vill not much signify. But if the 
bird can be had alive, being caught in a net or othenvise, 
it will be best. In this case, one way of killing it* will 
be by confining it in a towel, or other means to prevent its 
fiuttering, whilst a knot is made in a piece of fine twine, 
which being put round the neck and drawn tight will pre¬ 
sently strangle the animal. The feathers must be raised 
up where the twine is applied, lest it may rumple them. 
As birds are often obliged to be transported to some distance 
before they can an-ive at the hands of the person who is to 
preserve them, it may be not unworthy of notice that a bird 
will keep longer free from putrefaction if the intestines are 
not drawn. They will often keep fit for preserv'ation for 
ten days in winter, or even much longer in hard frosts, but 
in summer a much less time, according to the heat of the 
air. The bowels, therefore, should not on any account be 
taken out, except they cannot arrive at their journey’s end 
within the above time; in this case they should be extracted 
by an incision in the belly, without soiling the feathers if 
possible, and the cavity filled with wool, moss, tow, or the 
like, sprinkling here and there some p)epper and camphor 
mixed together, or pepper alone, also putting some in tho 
mouth and down the throat. But if it is possible to send 
them to their place of destination within a moderate time, 
nothing is to be done, except in each case the feathers, 
especially those of the neck, are to bo laid smooth; the 
whole bird to be laid at length, or, if more convenient, the 
neck to be doubled back with care under one of the wings. 
Each bird to be wrapped separately in clean jjaper, to be 
packed up with hay, &c., tight enough to prevent rubbing in 
the carnage. Another thing not to be omitted is, that as 
many birds have remarkable coloured irides (or circles on 
their eyes), it will be best to remark them at the time of 
their being killed, or soon after, as their colour will disap¬ 
pear in a few days. No more needs bo done than to draw 
with a pencil on paper the size of the pupil and iris, and 
remai’k the colour beneath it, lest the memory should not 
furnish a sufficient idea of it afterwards. The use of this 
caution is that the eye may be imitated by painting, as 
mentioned hereafter. 

Suppose a bird to have arrived as wished for. Drive two 
long pins or nails in a table or dresser, wide enough to 
admit of the neck of the bird, and to rest against them at 
the shoulders; two more are to be driven through the fiesh 
of tho thighs into the board, to keep them apart; by these 
means the bird is kept steady. Then open it from the vent 
to the breast-bone with a pair of scissors,+ being careful of 

* Small birds are killed by pinching them very tight with a finger and 
thumb under each wing, which, preventing them from breathing, soon 
finishes their life. 

t I now open it, on the side opposite to the sight, under the wing, all 
the way down, and, dissecting back the skin over the breast to the other 
side, I take out the breast-bone, flesh and all, as well as the contents 
within, and, sewing it np again, stuff the cavity with the stuffing. This 
I have adopted, as I think it easier than any other ; and if the edges of 
the skin are drawn back, as fast as dissected, by crooked pins, fastened 
with a string to each, and a loop to tack them down with, the danger of 
bloodying the feathers on the breast will be entirely avoided. When all 
is taken away that can be, I thrust up each thigh through the skin that 
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wounding the intestines ; tlien let all the contents be drawn 
out with the fingers, if a large bird, or a pair of forceps, if a 
small one. Let some of the antiputrescent nii.xture be 
put in, and a layer of wool, cotton, or any proper substance, 
be stufi'ed upon it, and tlien another layer of the mixture, 
and so on till full, and rather ramming them in tlrnn other¬ 
wise : which done, continue the opening, already mado, up 
the breast quite to the throat, and, stripping the skin back 
on each side, cut off the ilesh entirely from the breast bone. 
Then take a needle ami thread, and, by small stitches, unite, 
the opening you last made almost to the place you began it, 
and putting in some of the mixture as above, with any soft 
stuffing to fill out the breast to its usual size, or rather 
more, continue then the stitches to the vent, and replace 
the feathers, and this part is finished, the which, if carefully 
done, it will not be known that the bird has been opened at 
all. Open then the eye lids, and introducing a strong 
needle within the upper lid, on the outside of the globe of 
the eye, ])ush it into the back part as far as you can, and, 
carrying the point upwards, let it come out through the 
pupil. You may, with the needlo in this situation, pull u]) 
the whole globe from the socket, if you hold the lids with 
your fingers to prevent their bursting open. When they arc 
thus emptied they may be filled from withoid with cotton and 
some of the antiseptic mixture ; or, what is belter, by making 
a hole within the bill upwards on the outside of the upper 
beak to communicate with the orbit (which in small birds, 
especially, will be found the best way), through which the 
stuffing may be introduced. The eye then is to be put in 
upon this stuffing, for which purpose half of a common 
black bead (it being split) is to be placed in the socket on 
the stuffing, and covered with the eye-lids as in a natural 
eye. If a coloured iris is wanting, it is to be painted with 
water-colour or oil,* and afterwards varnished, which will 
give it a very good lustre, perhaps not quite so well as 
enamel, but a very good substitute. Some of the mixture 
ought also to be thrust down the throat, but this with very 
little, or rather no stuffing. An opening is next to be made 

I in the mouth, through the palate upwards into the brain, 
! and some mixture and cotton thrust into that cavity as well 
I as the rest. If the bird has exceeding fleshy thighs, the 
I skin on them may be opened as in the breast, and the flesh 

taken off, to be sewed up again and stuffed as before ; though 
this is scarce ever necessary in small or middle-sized birds, 
as the mixture will sufficiently penetrate the Ilesh without 
that trouble. Nothing now remains but to put the bird in a 
suitable position to dry; for which purpose let a piece of 
board of a proper height be placed upright upon the edge of j 
another placed horizontally, and a porch placed in the up- , 
right one if the bird is to stand so. Then run a stiff- ! 
pointed wire down the throat into the body,+ letting it come 
out at the side under tiie wing of the bird, which is to be 
placed from the eye; this part to be bent and stuck into 
the side board at the height necessary, whether the bird 
is placed on the perch or the ground. A sufficient length 
is to be left for the length of the neck, the end of which is 
to be thrust upwards into the skull, by means of which wire 
the neck may have any direction given to it. Wires also 
are to be put through the wings to support them, and other 
parts, as may be necessary. The bird thus supported is to 

I be set by for some weeks in order to grow stitf, and the 
! mixture to penetrate when it is done. 

The mixture is pepper (i oz., camphor 1 oz., alum 'i scrup., 
common salt 2 scrup.; powder separate, and mix. J 

covers it, and cut oft' all the flesh from it also ; in general there will not 
want any stuffing to fill up its place, but it may be done if thought neces¬ 
sary,-as also some of the antiputrescent mixture added. 

* I have left off oil colour, for I find it stands well enough if the colour 
is laid on with gum-water and well varnished, as the oil is so long drying. 

t I find it best to place the wire before I put in the stufting, as it is 
difficult to thrust a wire, however pointed, through the stulfing without 
bending. 

t I now add brimstone powdered, or flowers of brimstone, equal 
I weights of that and the mixture if the bird is to be dried in the oven, or 
, if not, only one-third. 
! {To he couthuied.) 

STONES ON LIGHT SOILS CONDUCE TO 

FERTILITY^ 

It is a common practice with tlio farmers in my neigh¬ 
bourhood to employ women to pick stones off their light and 
gravelly soils. The plan is one of doubtful utility. Stones 
intercept tlie force of the sun’s rays, check evaporation, give 
fixity to the soil, and retain muoli moisture under them. A 
stone will often nourish four or five blades of corn, in con¬ 
sequence of its shade and moisture, and the spot round it is 
brighter and greener than where stones are absent. An 
intelligent friend of mine, who cultivates about 1000 acres, 
has carted stones on to some of his lightest soils with excel¬ 
lent effect.—S. r. Rdshhere. 

TO PRESERVE EGGS FOR SETTING. 

Peace a box in a dry place in your kitchen, not too near 
the fire ; partition the box, so as to liold separately the dif¬ 
ferent eggs of the various sorts; let bran he well dried in 
the oven, and put into the partitions, and cover the eggs 
with the bran us they are placed in ; and this should be 
done soon after they are laid. In this manner tliey will lie 
prolific from • a fortnight to throe weeks in the winter. 
Always mind to place the thin end of tho egg downwards, so 
as to stand upright. While your liens are laying, feed them 
well twice a week with jiork-hutchers greaves ; 1 mean those 
that cut like collared brawn; not tallow-chandlers’greaves, 
for these are worthless for poultry. Your chickens must lie 
fed occasionally with hemp and canary seed, and some meat 
cut very fine, but not too nnicli, or you will lose them. 'They 
are apt to get the cramp in their legs in the montli.s of 
March and April, especially the Spanish chickens. Nothing 
but good feeding and warmth vdll bring them round. Set 
your hens in a dry, warm place at this season, or yon will 
find your mistake out when you look for chickens.—J. 
AmI'HI.ET, Wulstill. 

CALIFORNIAN AGRICULTURE AND 
HORTICULTURE. 

After bearing so much about the golden liarvests of 
California, it is refreshing to find that the more pennanently 
productive “ diggings ” are not less promising. The follow¬ 
ing, written by an Ainei ican, is dated Sun Francisco, No¬ 
vember 30tb, 1852 

The opinion is quite prevalent in the States that the 
resources of California consist almost entirely in lier 
mineral wealtli, and that but a small portion of the State 
is adapted to cultivation. There is no greater error than 
this. So far from the soil being as barren and sterile as it 
has been represented to he, nearly the whole State possesses 
a wonderful fertility and adaptation to easy cultivation. To 
be sure, much of the country in tlie latter part of the dry 
season appears to be incapable of producing anything, yet 
this very same soil, if sowed with wheat or barley soon after 
the rains set in, yields the most wonderful crojis. However, 
a few facts, showing what has been produced here already, 
although tills branch of industry is still in its infancy, 
will give a much better idea of the Agricultural capacity of 
California than any mere description could give. 

Through the enteiprisiiig and the most indefatigable 
industry of Colonel Wan-en and Co., of Sacramento, an 
Agricultural Exhibition was held last month in that city, 
at which some most astonishing productions of the soil 
were exhibited. The following are the weight and dimen¬ 
sions of some of them. 

Squashes weighing 108 lbs., and six feet eight inches in 
circumference. ' 

Pumpkins weighing 110 lbs., and seven feet in circum- ! 
ference. I 

Watermelons weighing from 3(i to 41 lbs., and from 21 feet j 
to .’H feet in circumference. i 

lleets weighing from 30 to 40 lbs., and 40 inches in cir- ' 
curaferenoe, and one beet 71 feet long. ' 

Cabbage weighing 35 lbs., and 45 inches in circumfer 
ence. 
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Turnips weighing 19 lbs., aiitl 24 inches in circumference. 
I’otatoes weighing 4^ Ihs., and several sacks of them 

which averaged 8 lbs. each. 
Onions weighing 4i lbs., and 22 inches in circumference. 
Corn 80 feet higli, from a field of five acres, averaging 50 

bushels to the acre. 
Samples of wheat averaging .50 busliels per acre, and 

barley averaging from 75 to 100 bushels per acre. 
Incredible as the above account may seem, it is none tlie 

less true, for most of the products mentioned were seen and 
examined by your correspondent, as much to liis surprise as 
this description of them is to that of your readers. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

*«» We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

e.tpense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2^ Arnen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.** 

Error in the Price op No. 226.—Several correspondents have 
written to complain that they were charged four-pence for No. 226, and 
they may well complain, though not of us, but of our printer, and their 
booksellers. It is quite true that, after finishing the stamped copies, 
which are charged fourpence, the printer for a few copies omitted to 
change the 4 for a 3, and the booksellers, in some instances, have con¬ 
sequently charged fourpence for those copies. This they ought not to 
have done, for if they had looked at their invoices they would have seen 
that those copies were charged to them as retailed at threepence. Every 
subscriber is entitled to have his over-charged penny returned. 

Saponaria Caladrica Culture {Subscriber).—M you sow the seeds 
of Saponaria Calabrica any time in February, in a hotbed, it will vege¬ 
tate in twelve or fifteen days, and be fit to move to a cooler place in three 
weeks from the sowing of the seeds. If you have a good stock of plants 
of it in single pots, and you are pinched for room, you may plant out 
the youne Saponarias close under a south wall, by the middle of April, 
and four inches apart. They may remain so till early in June, or any 
time in May when the beds are free from the autumn-sown annuals. 
Thus treated, the Saponaria begins to bloom a little after Midsummer, 
and will go on slowly and flowering freely until stopped by the frost. It 
will not bear to have any other plant with it. Saponaria ocymoides is a 
very pretty rock or border plant, but one of the moat difficult to manage 
for an amateur. Vou had better have nothing to do with ocymoides for 
a year or two, unless by way of experiment. Jiy that time we are almost 
sure 3'ou will be able to manage any plant, however difficult to grow, and 
that will be time enough to think about S. elegans and lutea, two which 
we never recommend for general use. 

Greenhouse Cltmders {S. E. S.).—Your “tubs,** about a foot 
square, are only the smallest sized bo.xes that one would use for a Scarlet 
Geranium, and hardly that. They will never do to plant any good 
climber in. Have you never been in the conservatory of the Horticul¬ 
tural Society ? They went to the expense on purpose to convince ama¬ 
teurs like you, that small boxes, troughs, or tubs, are entirely usele.‘<8 to 
grow climbers in. MandeoiHea, for instance, would fill a tub a foot deep, 
as much in width, and at least a yard long, in one season ; flower in it 
the second year; and, perhaps, the third, with abundance of liquid 
manure, but after that you would have nothing but red spiders from it— 
from sheer starvation; and a Mandeviltea, with less than one hundred 
flowers open is hardly worth looking at. The new Troposolums, which 
Jlr. Beaton mentioned lately, are the only plants suited for flowering in 
your tubs in winter; and Acacia prostrata of the nurseries, with the 
smallest kinds of the old Kennedya breed, spoken of by Mr, Fish more 
than once, for summer. 

White Bedding Plant (A Subscriber).—“A bed is to be planted 
with three rows of Tom Thumb Geranium next the outside, and the 
middle with What is the best white flowering plant to 
divide the scarlet from the blue, and be in the proper degree of height 
between Tom and this Salvia ? *’ Here is a concise letter, and much to 
the point, and from a lady correspondent. To be able to subdue the power¬ 
ful effect of three rows of Tom Thumb to the right degree, you must use a 
large white flower, and allow the white to occupy about two feet of space. 
If you can do that, the bed will be all that one could wish. The Shrubs 
land White Petunia is the plant we would use, and we would keep it on 
a little slope, by a little training and pruning, all the season. Any good 
white Petunia will do, however, except the old nyctagynifiora, which is 
too strong for this row. 

Shanghae Eggs (A Lady).—Mr. Sturgeon never sold an egg from 
his fine stock, and probably never will. Buying eggs to breed from is 
but a lottery. “ Long legged, and not sufficiently feathered,’* are two 
points which do not belong to the true qualities of a Shanghae fowl. 
Pray wait till the beginning of March, and take the first number of 
“ The Poultry Book.** 

Flower Garden Plan (An Amateur).—Our space is engaged for 
February and March, and your plan will come in April, with your own 
valuable and practical illustrations of it, &c, 

PORPHYROCOMA LANCEOLATA (AmateuT, Treat it in all 
respects as you would Justicia varnea, or Aphelandra cristata in a young 
state. The best hardy Ferns to plant along a running stream are Pteris 
aquilina, Osmunda regalis, Aspleiiium Tricomanes, and the different 
Aspidiums, as Filix mas, F, fosmina, &c. 

Climbing Boses (J, B. W.). — Your climbing Roses have done 
remarkably well for the first season. Prune them next I\Iarch, as follows: 
Felicite perpetuelle, ten feet high, prune back to four feet, and the 
weakest shoots to three feet. Maria Louise and Rampant, five feet 
high, prune down to the very bottom. The same kinds, eight feet, for 
arching over the walk, prune to two feet. 

Greenhouse and Vinery (W. D. A.).—You will see this has been 
alluded to to-day by Mr. Fish, and will meat with more attention. 

Balsam Sowing (Reading),—Sow the seed not earlier than the end 
of March, or the beginning of April, in a slight hotbed, and harden the 
seedlings off to greenhouse or cold pit treatment earlv, if you wish to have 
fine flowers. Most likely we shall allude more in detail to this subject 
before you commence operations. The sooner you commence before j 

April the more trouble will you have to obtain good flowers and bushy ' 
plants. 

Impregnation op Eggs (Quercus).—The egg is certainly impreg¬ 
nated whilst a mere yolk of very small size in the ovary; and as to the 
time before being laid, it is quite demonstrated that this may be as long 
as three weeks. The following letter, from a poultry-keeper of eminence, 
is, in fact, an answer to your query, though unintentionally:—“With 
reference to the opinion oi * B. P. D.,* in the Cottage Gardener of 
the 27th of January, my experience would lead me to the belief that 
three weeks is not long enough to insure purity of breed from a hen, 
who had been with one cock and then removed to another. My reason 
for suspecting that chickens from the eggs produced from the second 
cock might (I do not say possess some of the strain of the first, 
consists in the fact, that I once separated a hen from her cock, and an 
egg laid on the 23fd day of her separation produced a chicken. A friend 
of mine also tried the same experiment, and he found the egg of the 
20th day was hatched.—K.’’ 

Black-breasted Red Game Fowl (Raymond).—The queries of 
“ Raymond,** as to the points of merit in the black-breasted red same fowl, 
are best answered by a reference to Mr. Thomas Roscoe’s description, 
communicated to the Rev. E. S. Dixon, and published by him in his 
work on Ornamental and Domestic Poultry. Mr. Iloscoe, it will be re¬ 
membered, had the charge of the late Lord Derby’s birds, which, being 
long considered as the best blood of their race, were emphatically termed 
the Derby Reds. “The cock is a fine round shaped bird, with white 
striped bill; daw eyes and fiery; round and strong neck; fine, round, 
close feathered hackle, with feather points to shoulders ; short, stiff, broad 
hack, close feathered and hard ; tail, long and sickled, well tufted at 
root; wings, round and well prolonged, so as to protect the thighs; 
breast, broad and black ; belly, small and tight in the pinions ; thighs, 
short and thick, well set to the body; legs, long and white; smooth 
insteps; claws, strong; nails, long and white; the comb of a stag is 
rather large and red before being cut; weight, about 5 lbs. The hen 
’s of a fine round shape, in colour resembling a partridge, with daw 
eyes, white legs, toes, and nails, and large and fanned tail.’* We 
have not observed prizes given during the past year to any pens of birds 
that did not match in colour as well as other points, and their difference 
in this respect would be justly considered as disqualifying them alto¬ 
gether.—\V. 

Vines in Pots (B. H.).—We know of no work upon the subject 
exclusively. 

Feathers (Cochin).—We have some engraved, and shall begin pub- 
lislnng the series, probably, next week. They will not be coloured, of 
course, but they will instruct you in all the distinctions you require 
explained. 

Gold Fish (A New Subscriber).—Can any of our subscribers inform 
us whether there is a publication instructing how gold fish should be 
treated when kept in a glass vase ? 

Poultry (.4n A?/3afe«r).—The best fowls you can keep without fear 
of encroaching upon your neighbour are the Shanghae. The Buff and 
the White are the sub-varieties most in request. 

Poultry Judges (.4 Well-wisher of Poultry Exhibitions).—We do 
not think the objection should be carried as far as you suggest. Every 
judge has a preference for some strain ; but we do not think that he dare 
give a prize to an inferior bird merely because it was of that strain. 

Glossary op Poultry Terms (W. W. W.).—We will see what can 
be done in the way you suggest. 

Space between Raspberries (Nemo).—In so narrow a space as 
three feet between your rows of Raspberries, nothing will grow so well 
as Spinach in a drill up the centre. None of the crops you mention will 
do well there. If your ground is light and well-drained, plant your Ash¬ 
leaved Kidney Potatoes immediately, during open dry weather. 

Foulstone’s Budding Instrument (John Robinson).—We have 
applied ourselves, and can obtain no reply. An advertisement from the 
makers will, perhaps, appear one of these days. 

Names of Plants (A.M. L.),—Stove plants—No. 1, Bromelia, but 
cannot name the species; 4, Zygopetalum Mackayi. Mesembryanthe- 
mums—No. 1, M. inclaudens; 2, M. blandum; 3, M. aureum ; 4, M. 
coccineum; 5, M. acutangulum; 6, Linum fiavum ; 7, Chrysocoma 
comaurea? 8, Iberis semperflorens; 9, Cheiranthus mutabilis, war. longU 
folius ? The rest unknown to us. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

SoMSRViLLB Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Church, City of London.**February 10th, 1663. 
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FEBRUARY 17-23, 1853. 
Weather near London in 1852. 

Barometer. Thermo.jwind. Bain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bf. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. 

17 Th Small Eegar Moth; bushes. 

j 

29.858 — 29.658! 50—37 W. - 12 a. 7 17 a. 5 2 30 9 14 18 43 
13 F Orange Upperwing. 29.737 — 29.690 40—27 N.W.' — 10 18 3 34 10 14 13 49 
19 S Spring Usher; dry leaves. 30.018 — 29.783 39-23 N.W. — 8 20 4 34 11 14 7 50 

20 Son 2 Sunday in Lent. 30.180 — 30.117 38—15 N.W. — 0 22 5 29 12 14 1 51 

21 M Sun’s declination, 10° 28' s. 30.302 —30.233 42—32 W. 01 4 24 G 14 13 13 54 52 
22 Tu Karlv Moth; hedges. 30.574 — 30.423 40-22 N.E. — 2 26 0 50 14 13 40 53 
23 W Small Brindie; oaks. 30.637 — 30.572 46—23 N.E. — 0 27 rises. _ © 13 37 54 

Meteorology op the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 46.4° and 33.1° respectively. The greatest heat, 5/°, occurred on the I7th in 1847 ; and the lowest cold, l6°, on the 19th 
in 1845. During the period 104 days were fine, and on 7^ rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POPPr\VORT3.—P.\PA\'ERACE.iE. 

(^Continued from page 3.35.) 

GLAUCIUSt.—HORNED POPPV. 

Generic Char.\cier.—Oalgx below the seed-vessel, of 
two oblong, concave, pointed, deciduous leaves. Petals four, 
much larger than the calyx, roundish, reversed-egg-shaped, 
wavy, crumpled, spreading, with short claws, deciduous ; 
two opposite ones rather the smallest. Stamens numerous, 
with capillary, short filaments. Anthers roundish, terminal, 
of two lobes. Oennen cylindrical, or somewhat compressed, 
longer than the stamens. Style none. Stigma large, abrupt, 
permanent, of two or three cloven, compressed, downy 
lobes. Pod linear, very long, of two or three linear, concave 

valves, and as many cells. Seeds numerous, convex at the 
outer side, pitted in regular lines, without a crest, disposed 
irregularly in two rows in each cell, being sunk in tbe 
hollows of a spongy or membranous partition, connected 
with the linear marginal receptacles, which are placed 
between the edges of the valves, and bear the seeds on 
short stalks. Annual or biennial herbs, mostly milky-green, j 
with yellow fetid juice. Leaves more or less pinnatifid, ' 
and subdivided ; the upper ones stalkless. Flowers solitai-y, | 
stalked, lateral or terminal, yellow, scarlet, or violet, very 
handsome. 

Glauciuh luteum : Yellow Horned Poppy ; Sea Celan¬ 
dine ; Sea Poppy. 

Description.—It is a biennial. The whole plant very milky- 
green. Boot spindle, or carrot-shaped. Stem round, smooth, 
about two feet high, strong, and much branched. Root-leaves 
stalked, divided into many sections from the margin to near 
the mid-rib, waved, variously lobed, and indeuted ; the 
sections gradually larger towards the upper end of the leaf; 
hairy on both sides; living through the winter. Stem-leaves 
embracing the stalk with their heart-shaped base; deeply 
indented, hairy above, smooth beneath. Branches in opposite 
pairs. Flower-stalks thick, rather hairy, mostly one, but 
sometimes two-flowered. Calyx large, oval, hairy, falling 
off as tbe flower opens. Petals large, egg-shaped, golden- 
yellow’, with brownish blotch at the base. Seed-vessel about 
ten inches long, variously bent, rough, with small wart-like 
projections, but not hairy, terminated by a brownish, 
arrow-headed stigma. Stamens sixty or more. Tlie flowers 
droop down until the day preceding their opening, they 

j then become erect. The petals fall off the second day after 
! they have opened. Seeds blackish, curiously celled. 
I Places where found.—On the sands near the sea-shore. 
; Time of flowering.—June to August. 
' History.—Its name Glaucium, alludes to its strikingly • 

glaucous or milky-green colour; luteum was applied to it 
, on account of itsyeliow' tlowers, but flavum, or bright golden- 
I yellow, would be more appropriate. Its large and numerous I 
\ flowers, although of short duration individually, succeed 
’ each other so profusely, as to be very ornamental. The 

whole plant abounds with a yellow, fetid, and poisonous 
I juice. It is said to occasion madness, and probably is tbe 

Glaucium of Dioscorides. It succeeds if sown upon rock- 
' work, and there is very effective. The named of Horned 

Poppy refers to the shape of the seed-pod. {Martyn. 
\ Smith. Sowerby. Gerard.) ‘ 

Whatever may be said for or against the doctrine 

which we have endeavoured to propound in the leading 

article of our number for December 10 (page 190), 

respecting the origin of buds, so far as it is exemplified 

by our experiments on the Willow; or in whatsoever 

degree we may estimate the other ideas, hypotheses, or 

speculations, to which the mysterious origin of the 

purple Laburnum has given rise, both here and on the 

continent, that doctrine which admits the possibility, or, 

rather, the probability, of the soft or cellular matter, 

formed by two allied plants, being capable of intermix- 

ing together, provided the parts are brought into close 

contact, and so kept during the formation of the soft 

wood, is by far the most important, in a practical view ; 

of this curious subject. ' 

To this point, therefore, we shall draw the attention of 

the reader to-day, after first bringing before him, in one 

view, some of the principal bearings of the question, so 

far as they relate to this part of the subject. Some va- j 

rieties of the Pelargonium are known to gardeners as j 

notorious for making a kind of warty growth on the stem. ! 

We ourselves have seen this form of growth so far j 

approach to the condition of the natural growth, that j 

rudimentary leaves appeared in clusters on the upper j 

No. CCXXIX., VoE. IX. 
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Bide of the wen, as it may be called; but we hare never 

: observed, neither have we heard from others, that they 

ever knew an instance in which a shoot-like growth 

j issued from the wart or wen on a Pelargonium. There- 

' fore, without altogether asserting the impossibility of 

I such origin to a shoot of this plant, we may conclude 

that its appearance is of extremely rare occurrence. 

! Here, then, is the first departure from normal growth, 

• where the new growth is, or seems to be, incapable of 

extension. By artificial means, we all know that a vast 

number of plants can be forced to form a warty growth 

i —the callosity, first formed on the bottom of a cutting 

I before roots are to be seen is of the nature we mean ; 

and such growths, in many instances, are capable of 

forming buds, wliich buds expand into plants that are 

even more true to their origin than if they had been 

raised from seeds. 

The simplest means by which this may be proved, 

and the most excitable plant for the purpose of doing 

so, is the Fuchsia, for at this season, and for the next 

two months, it may be increased by tbe footstalks of 

the leaf. In a few days after the application of heat 

the bottom of the leaf-stalk makes a callosity, or warty 

growth; and in a few more days, a bud issues from the 

new matter, which grows as fast and freely as a seedling. 

Compare this rapidity, from the most slender footstalk 

of a leaf, in the Fuchsia, with the case of the Willows 

mentioned at page 107, which, at the end of seven 

year’s growth, were utterly incapable of forming a single 

bud, even from a large surface of bark and wood; and 

yet we account the Willow to be fully, if not more, ex¬ 

citable in growth than the Fuchsia. We instance them, 

however—that is, the footstalk of a leaf of a Fuchsia 

and the Willow stems—as the extreme points of the 

question. The comparison must, therefore, lead to this 

conclusion—that we are totally in the dark with respect 

to the cause, or force, or principle, with which the origin 

of buds is involved; and that, in the absence of direct 

exporiment, no one can foretell whether this or that 

part of a plant or leaf is, or is not, capable of originating 

an adventitious bud from an accumulation of growth 

forced on the plant, as it were, by any process familiar 

to the gardener. If that be so, there can be no solid 

foundation on which to raise an objection against anv 

experiments which we may propose with the view of 

testing the possibility of an amalgamation of the growths 

of two allied plants, in the first instance, and then to see 

if such united growth is, of itself, capable of forming a 

bud ; and if it is, whether that bud is likely to combine 

in itself some of the properties peculiar to the two plants 

whose united growth and force caused this bud to spring 

into life. If it could be easily proved that this is really 

within the compass of possibilities, the principle, though 

hitherto it was hidden from our eyes, is of the utmost 

value in the improvement of races, either of fruits, vege¬ 

tables, or flowers. 

The easiest and most speedy method that we can sug¬ 

gest for arriving at this knowledge is the following, and 

we appeal urgently to our amateur friends to put the 

ex[>eriment to the test this very spring:—Practical gar¬ 

deners have so many calls on their time at this season, 

and, indeed, at all times, that no one can exj)ect them 

to be able to give the requisite attention to any experi¬ 

ment which does not directly bear on the requirements 

of the day. Wo all know that the Fuchsia will root 

from the footstalk of the leaf, and that the new bud 

comes from the upper part of the warty substance which 

is first formed, or from the very end of the stalk, which 

is now much swollen with the force of growth. The 

Orange Tree, and a hundred other trees and ])lants, will 

make increase after the same manner; indeed, there 

are a large number of plants, whose very leaves, if cut 

across the middle, and the top part inserted like a cut¬ 

ting, will thus form roots, buds, and shoots, with less or 

more difficulty, according to the kind, and the complete¬ 

ness of the arrangements in the propagating department. 

There is one tribe of plants, however, which, for the 

ease and rajiidity with which this experiment may be 

decided by them, we recommend to begin with, and 

they are the different species and varieties of Gloxinia. 

lisss than a square inch from the blade of the leaf of 

many of the kinds will make roots, buds, and plants, if 

a })ortion of the rib or vein is taken with it, and the 

whole is placed under favourable conditions. A leaf of 

this kind, taken with the whole stalk to it, and the stalk 

inserted as a cutting, will soon form a regular, solid 

bulb from the warty matter sent down by the leaf and 

stalk, and this bulb will produce a bud and shoot in 

five or six weeks. 

Now, does it not seem very feasible that, if two such 

leaves were first united together by inarching their foot¬ 

stalks, and then planting them as one cutting, that in¬ 

stead of two little bulbs they would expend their juices 

in the formation of only one bulb ; or even if a disposi¬ 

tion to form two bulbs showed itself, could it not be sub¬ 

dued, and so the union of the two leaves be forced to 

form only one bulb ? 

The next question is, would one such bulb form two 

buds, or two sets of buds, each of which sustaining the 

character of one of the leaves only ? and if so, would it 

be possible, in the next trial, so to manage the issue of 

two combined leaves, as that it would produce but one 

set of buds only? We see no dilliculty in arriving at 

conclusive answers to these questions. We shall, there¬ 

fore, show how the experiment is to be handled, so as 

to insure, as much as possible, the exact degree we our¬ 

selves would aim at. 

First, make choice of any two kinds of Gloxinia; we 

say kinds, because there is now no limit between species 

and varieties in the genus, and kind includes both spe¬ 

cies and varieties; let the two be of dill'ereut colours, 

force them into strong growth, full in the sun—the 

back of a cucumber bed would be the best place, on 

account of the air being admitted over them. When 

the leaves are fully ripe, or say, when the flower-buds 

rise prominently, take one leaf from each plant, cutting 

the footstalk as low as is safe to do so; then cut oil’a slice 

from the front part of each of the stalks, about an inch- 

aud-n-half long, forming the bottom of each into a sharp 

wedge; after that, splice the two together, and bind 
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them closely with a soft woollen thread, leaving only 

ahoiit a quarter-of-an inch bare at tho bottom. After 

drying for an hour or so they will be ready for insertion 

as one cutting; the two leaves otiglit to look face to face, 

and be so placed in the cutting-pot that one side of the 

s]3liced parts may rest against the side of the pot for 

safety, as that side is less likely to damp than the other 

which is covered in sand. The sand should be higher 

in that side of tho pot -where this doubled cutting is 

planted, and the water to be applied in the lowest side, 

so that no water may touch the spliced part. At the 

end of twelve or fourteen days after this, tho ball of 

sand, or very sandy peat, being damp throughout, will 

bear to be gently turned out of the pot and the progress of 

the bulb or bulbs below ascertained; then, if two separate 

bulbs appear, the edges of them next each other should 

bo dried a little, so as to cause them to unite and form, 

ultimately, but oue bulb. We believe, that the bud on 

a single bulb thus produced is always formed on that 

side of it which is immediately beneath tlie front part of 

the leaf; hence, our reason for slicing off that part from 

each of the two leaves to be united. As soon as the 

union bulb is full grown, and before the decay of the 

two leaves, it should be stimulated by increased heat 

and moisture to cause it to form a bud, or buds, and to 

grow, ere the force of the vegetable action is over for 

the season. 

Upon the same plan and principle, other experiments 

with different kinds of plants might be instituted, such 

as cuttings of two kinds of Dahlias, Pteonies, or, indeed, 

of such other plants as form tuberous or fleshy roots, 

from which the annual growth proceeds. Should it 

turn out, as we may reasonably suppose, that two united 

leaves will, each of them, form an independent bulb for 

itself, might we not endeavour to get the two to unite 

into one mass, and confine the future growth to one side 

only, and still be able to procure some share of the 

quality of the other side into this growth ? If that is 

practicable, how dexterously the beautiful shades and 

variations of the Oesriera zebrina might be inoculated 

into any of the allied kinds. 

Whatever may be tho event, the question, as it 

stands at present, is full of promise and very inviting. 

Let us now turn our attention to trees and shrubs, 

fruit bearers, or merely ornamental by their gaudy 

flowers, and bear in mind the experiment on the 

Willows (page 107), which goes to prove that a-year-old 

shoot, if once divested of its buds, is for ever afterwards 

incapable of reproducing adventitious buds, and conse¬ 

quently, that two such shoots cannot assist in the forma¬ 

tion of buds, from cellular matter formed by one or both 

of them, even were the two growths made to run into 

each other. But take two-year-old shoots, or, for greater 

certainty, say tliree-year-old wood, and inarch them 

together, keeping the buds on each as nearly opposite 

one another as can be; then, when the union is firmly 

made, let the buds on each shoot be destroyed, and all 

otlier buds also that may start from the same parts; 

now tho two shoots must be cut back to within one or 

two joints of the inarched part, and no more upward 

growth allowed to them, in order, if possible, to force a 
bud from the new matter between the two united 
shoots. D. B. 

FORSYTH MSS, 

(^Continued from page .“309.) 

Mr. Wedgewood having suggested the foundation of 

the London Horticultural Society, as mentioned in our 

last number, we find that he proceeded sedulously to 

strengthen the list of those who wonld aid it in its 

infancy; and that among those were the ^Tarquis of 

Lansdowne, Mr. Angerstein, and others of similar influ¬ 

ence, and similarly attached to gardening. On the 8th 

of hlarch, 1802, ho wrote as follows to Mr. Forsyth:— 

“ On the other side, you have a kind of preface to the rules 
of our intended Society, which I have drawn up at my leisure. 
I must trouble you to fix some hour that I can spend with 
you to talk this matter over, and put things in a train that 
we may put om- intentions in execution. Since I saw you, 
I have written to Dr. Smith,* explaining om’ intention, and 
hoping to have his concurrence in the scheme. He has 
given me a very obliging answer, and desired me to use his 
name as I thought proper. I hope we shall thus steer clear 
of all jealousies and animosities with other societies.” 

“ UOETICULTURAI. SOCIETY. 

“ Tn almost all the counties of Great Britain are now es¬ 
tablished societies for the improvement of agriculture, which 
have been attended with more or less success, by the intro¬ 
duction of new breeds of cattle, or new implements of hus¬ 
bandry, ttc. Some of these societies have considered 
orchards as a branch of agnculture which deserved peculiar 
attention, and have given premiums accordingly :—For ex¬ 
ample, the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c., in 
the Adelphi, and the Bath Agricultural Society. This last 
society has given a premium for raising new sorts of apples 
from the pippin. These appear to bo the only instances 
where any branch of gardening has been encouraged by the 
agricultural societies, and they only so far as they are consi¬ 
dered in an agricultural point of view. It is now proposed 
to form a society for the sole purpose of encouraging horti¬ 
culture in its dilferont branches, to form a repository for all 
the knowledge which can bo collected on this subject, and 
to give a stimulus to the exertions of individuals for its 
farther improvement. It is well known to all persons who 
have made inquiiies on this subject, that there are various 
facts relative to gardening confined to small districts, which 
would be of general service if communicated. These facts 
will be collected by the society, and the knowledge of them 
generally dispersed over the country. The following rules 
and regulations have been drawn up as the basis of the 
society, by which it will be clearly seen that there is no 
intention of interfering with any other society whatsoever, 
but, on the contrary, a wish to concur in the general im¬ 

provement of tho country.” 

Mr. Wedgewood was timid as to tho reception the 

proposed association would meet with from other socie¬ 

ties, but this nervousness was misplaced. The Liu- 

nsean did not object to the formation of a society having 

for its object the culture, and not the scientific arrange¬ 

ment, of some of its own subjects; and the Society of 

Arts had never made gardening one of its pet proteges. 

All, therefore, was to proceed over a smooth road and 

beneath a cloudless sky. It was not, however, until the 

appropriate spring time of 1804, that a sufficient num¬ 

ber of supporters had been obtained, and the plan was 

sufficiently matured for even a preliminary meeting. 

On the 7th of March, 1804, this meeting was held at 

* Sir J. E. Smith, President of the Linnman Society. 
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the house of Mr. Hatchard, in PiccadUly. This meeting 

was attended hy the Right Hon. Charles Greville, the 

Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Richard Anthony Salis¬ 

bury, Esq., W. T. Aiton, Esq., Mr. Eorsyth, and Mr. J. 

Dickson. Mr. Wedgewood presided, and the necessary 

resolutions were adopted. It was also agreed that each 

of these original members should have the privilege of 

recommending three persons as additional members. 

Who these were, was to be determined at another meet¬ 

ing on the 14th of the same month; and who were Mr. 

Wedgewood’s nominees appears from this letter to Mr. 

Forsyth, dated on the 9th. 

“ I shall be much obliged to you to name for me at the 
meeting on Wednesday next. Dr. Smith and James Vere, 
Esq. I expect a letter will be left for me at Mr. Hatchard’s, 
from Mr. Hawkins, to say whether he chooses to become a 
member of our society or not. Be so good as to open the 
letter, and if he chooses to become a member, add his name 
to the list. If he does not choose, and you have a fourth 
name, you may add it to my list.” 

Then came the always difficult question of nominating 

the officers, with all its usual attendants of jealousies, 

and conflicting struggles. The Secretaryship was espe¬ 

cially a subject for these petty influences; and one 

corner of the veil that was dropped over the mysteries is 

raised by the following letter. It is dated April 3rd, 

1804 
“ Since we last met I have been employed in the business 

of the Society, and have been talking about the election of 
a Secretary, and am sorry to say that I find so strong a 
prejudice against Dr. Anderson that I should adHse his 
friends not to propose him. As a member of the Society, he 
is thought a very proper one, but not as an officer. You 
will excuse my giving you this hint, but I tliink it more 
fiiendly to you than to let you name the Doctor as a candi¬ 
date, and then have these objections brought forward, and 
the Doctor be rejected. You will now be best able to judge 
how far you think it advisable to nominate Dr. Anderson as 

a candidate. 
“ There wifi, on the 11th, be laid before the Society the 

outline of the rules for the Society, who (the m.embers) 
amount to sixty-one in number. ■ I was at Angerstein’s on 
Friday last. There are no early grapes coming forward, for 
Stewart has been employed all winter rather as bailiff to 
the estate than as gardener. He is a determined enemy to 
grafting Vines. I wish to see a fair experiment made on 
that subject, and would myself enter into it if I had leisure 
to attend personally to it. He says you will have plenty of 
wood but no fruit. I say you would have improved fruit in 
plenty, as well as plenty of wood, but experiment must 
determine the fact.” 

Finally the Association was incorporated on the 17th 

of April, 1809, as The Horticultural Society of 

London. 

The Charter states the Society to be for the improve¬ 
ment of horticulture in all its branches, ornamental as well 
as useful, though the president, Mr. Knight, declares their 
attention to be chiefly confined to the latter. This exclusion 

I of all writings that relate to landscape gardening from their 
Transactions has been blamed by some persons, I think 
inconsiderately, for nothing new can be stated upon its 
general principles, and particular details can be of com¬ 
paratively little service, for the genius of every place, and 
the taste of every proprietor differs. 

Tlie original corporation of the Society consisted of 
George, Earl of Dartmouth; Edward, Earl Powis; Brown- 
low, Bishop of Winchester; John, Lord Selsey; Charles 
Greville, Esq.; Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.; W. T. Aiton; 
John Elliot; T. A. Knight; C. Miller; R. A. Salisbury; 
J. Trevelyan, Esqrs., and J. Dickson; T. Hoy; and W. 
Smith, Gardeners. 

'I’he Society has power to purchase lands, &c., and is 
liable to be sued, and able to sue; to have a common seal; 
an indefinite number of Fellows, the power of naming 
which was to be in any five of the above-named original | 
members before the first of May, 1809, but afterwards to be 
in the power of any seven or more Fellows. The Society is 
to have a council of fifteen Fellows, a President, Treasurer, : 
and Secretary. The first President to be the Earl of Dart- ' 
moutli; Charles Grevdlle, first Treasurer; E. A. Salisbury, i 

first Secretary. New ones to be elected annually. The ! 
president is every year to appoint four Vice-Presidents from ; 
among the members; three of the council to go out an- \ 
nually, and three other Fellows elected to their places. ! 
Vacancies in the council, itc., are to be filled up within two 
months. When bye-laws are made or altered, which must 
be at a general meeting, a majority at least of two-thirds of 
the Fellows present is required, and those present must 1 
amount to seven. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

There is a great deal of sameness pervading the market 

at this season of the year. Instead of the continual 

succession of variety which is always presented during 

the summer and autumn months, we see now, week after 

week, as it were the same old faces. We cannot expect 

there will be any great alteration in this respect for 

some time to come, and it is very evident that even tlie 

dealers themselves feel the difficulty of keeping up the 

interest which is requisite, for positions that are usually 

occupied with some choice home production, we find 

now set apart to Chestnuts, Oranges, and other such 

foreign introductions. The greatest display is produced 

by the Cut Flowers and Oranges, they make, in fact, a 

perfect glare, hut we see nothing of late Apples and 

Pears, unless it be a few Golden Knobs; but there are a 

dozen or more other sorts we could mention which could 

be there just as easily. In Pears there are a few 

shrivelled Ke plus Meuris and Buerre de Eanee, with 

here and there a parcel of Easter Buerre; but that is all. 

There has been a plentiful supply of all sorts of 

Vegetables during the week, and with little or no varia¬ 

tion in the prices. Savoys are still making from (id. to 

Is. per dozen. Brocoli, good-headed, 2s. to 2s. fid. per 

dozen ; but the small in bundles are from 2s. fid. to 3s. 

per dozen bundles. Greens, Is. to 2s. per dozen bunches. 

Brussels Sprouts, Is. to 23. per half-sieve. Carrots, 

2s. fid. to 3s. fid. per dozen bunches. Turnips, Is. to 

Is. fid. per dozen bunches. Onions, 2s. fid. to 3s. per 

bushel. Leeks, 2d. per bunch Siiinavh, Is. to 2s. per 

sieve. Lettuce, fid. to Is. fid. per score. Forced Aspa¬ 

ragus, 5s. to 7s. fid. per bundle. Sea-Kale, Is. fid. to 

2s. fid. per basket. Rhuharh, 9d. to Is. fid. per bundle. 

Good Potatoes still maintain high prices, particularly j 

Regents, which realise from F'C to £~ 10s. per ton. j 

Plants in pots and Cut Flowers are very plentiful and 

fine ; the former consist of Heaths, Camellias, Hyacinths, \ 

Polyanthus, Narcissus, and Tulips. Cut Flowers con ' 

sist chiefly of Camellias, Chinese Primroses, Geraniums, \ 

Cinerarias, Violets, Snowdrops, d-c. H. 
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GOSSIP. 

The long-disputed question, whether a Shangliae hen 

ever lays three eggs in a dag, seems quite determined by 

the following letters from a lady with whom we have 

corresponded;— 

“ So much has of late been said touching the merits 

and demerits of the Cochin-China fowls, as compared 

with others, that it is only right that anything remark¬ 

able respecting them should be stated. I have a pullet 

which was hatched in April, and on the 8th of December 

laid her first egg. Since then she has five times laid 

three eggs in one day, and this occurring twice in one 

week. On Monday last she laid three eggs ; on the 

three following days one egg daily; and on Friday, 

again, three well-formed, good-sized eggs; and this 

morning (January 22nd) one. 

“The pullet is a well-shaped hii'd, bufif colour, and 

bred at New Brighton, from a pair sent as a present 

from America.” 

Wishing for fuller particulars, and for a detail of cir¬ 

cumstances, we ventured to send a list of queries, which 

elicited the following satisfactory reply :— 

“ In answer to your inquiries respecting my Shanghae 

pullet, the strongest proof I can give you, and I think 

an unquestionable one, of the eggs being laid by her is, 

that she was the only fowl laying amongst my small 

stock, which then was only four, and is now sLk. The 

first day she began laying she gave three eggs ; I am 

sorry I have not taken note of the number of eggs she 

has given since beginning, but I was from home until 

the 3rd of this month, and unable, from ill-health, to pay 

particular attention to them, but tbe servant who has 

attended to her, says she is sure, during the first five 

weeks, she laid upwards of fifty eggs. 

“ I have only had four pullets laying, and can tell for 

a certainty the egg each lays. This one lays eggs very 

deep coloured, and nearly round in form. The eggs 

have never all three been found in the nest at once, 

such frequent visits are paid during the day that 

the egg is brought in as soon as laid; but having 

now only three pullets laying (my fourth has been 

sitting the last fortnight), and getting five eggs in 

one day, and two of those so dift'ercut to the other 

three, there can be no mistake, 1 am sure, about 

them. The bird is, of course, a gi’eat favourite, and an 

object of much interest, and is, I should say, in good 

health, lively, and takes her food; but whenever she is 

going to give the three eggs becomes very heavy, and 

unable to move about much ; when this is the case we 

frequently lift her into the nest. Slie has not been 

laying the last week, but has commenced again this 

morning (January 28th). 

“ I am quite willing that notice should he taken of 

this in The Cottage Gardener, but should prefer (if 

the purpose will answer as well without it) that my 

name should not appear in print.” 

We are very glad to observe that the Caledonian Hor¬ 

ticultural Society have oftered a silver medal to be 

awarded to the journeyman or apprentice gardener, who 
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shall produce the most approved original plan for laying 

out a flower-garden and shrubbery (together not e.Kceed- 

ing an acre), with a list of the plants best suited for the 

design, and a brief detail of the management best cal¬ 

culated to produce ornamental effect throughout the 

year. We equally rejoice that the same Society offers 

another silver modal to the journeyman or apprentice 

gardener who shall produce an original plan for the best 

arrangement of a hitchen-garden (not exceeding an acre, 

and which may include the space allotted to Melons 

and Cucumbers); and a third silver medal to the 

similar party who shall produce the best plan of similar 

extent (one acre), being a combination of the flower 

and kitchen-garden. In both there are to be full details 

of the plants to be employed, their management, &c. 

The plans, &c., must be sent to the Secretary, Professor 

Balfour, before the 31st of next July. Any one desirous i 

of competing, had better apply to the Secretary for full ! 

particulars of the conditions and requirements. We 

repeat, that we rejoice to see such prizes offered by one 

of our national Horticultural Societies, and we hope 

that other similar societies will follow the example. By 

so doing they will more fully carry out the objects spe¬ 

cified in their charters than by all their annual ex¬ 

hibitions. We should be sorry to see these FiXhibitions 

diminish, but we certainly do wish to see some more of 

the funds directed to the object emphatically named in 

their charters—“ the useful.” If they offered such prizes 

as those now ofi'ered by the Caledonian Horticultural 

Society, they would soon have original materials for 

publications worthy of being published in their at 

present mis-named journals or transactions. 

Tlie right course is being pursued by Mr. IM'Glaslien, 

of Edinburgh, to effectually bring to notice his Patent 

Tree-lifting Machine. Next month, in the gardens of 

the Horticultural Society and elsewhere, he is to exhibit 

I practically its efficiency.. 

I The Gardeners Journal states that the Brazilian 

I Pampas Grass (Oynerium argenteum) is in such demand, 

; that although half-a-guiuea is the price of a small plant, 

' and one guinea that of a large one, the supply is not 

equal to the amount of orders received. 

So gross has been the mismanagement of The Royal 

Forests, that in the year 1831-52, the total returns 

I from them amounted to no more than X'(}1,437. To 

i obtain this, the mismanagement cost T38,920, so that 

little more than 1122,500 was received as profit to the 

revenue. The only crop which the Forests excel in pro¬ 

ducing, is a crop of poachers. We once heard a Magis¬ 

trate say, that from the purlieus of the New Forest it 

would be no difficult matter to collect (5000 well-armed 

good shots from among the labouring classes. 

The following is extracted from the first number of a 

very excellent and cheap periodical, entitled The Scottish 

Florist and Horticultural Journal. The essay, which we 

give nearly entire, is by Mr. James Cuthill, of Camber¬ 

well, and is entitled 

“ 3URKET gardens ROUND LONDON. 

“ The readers of this periodical must understand that the 
London market gardeners are a most exclusive sot of people, 
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and determined to a man that all tlieir secrets shall remain 
with them, and in their hands alone. If a question is put to 
them, their mouths are at once sealed. They will not give 
information; hut they will endeavour, if possible, to deceive 
you, and even when anything new is discovered, this prin¬ 
ciple of secresy is carried out with their next neighbour. 
All admit that London furnishes the iinest flowers, fruits, 
and vegetables in the world, and the reason is, London con¬ 
tains the world’s wealth, being tlie great resort of the aris¬ 
tocracy, and the very centre of commerce. This being the 
case, market gardeners have always got the highest prices 
for their goods. This stimulates them to greater exertions 
to get heavier crops, and those of the Iinest quality. HI a- 
nure, the very “ gold dust ” of high cultivation, with them 
is cheap and plentiful; without this the London marlcet 
gardeners would not be one hit better than those of any 
other neighboui'hood; in addition to this, London being 
such a large city, the suburbs even, on account of the large 
number of horses, cows, pigs, &g., which ai'e kept in them, 
yield great quantities of rich manures. Therefore market 
gardeners so situated get their manure at the cheapest rate, 
and they sell their produce at the very dearest. The large 
competition which exists among growers makes them very 
quick, and most excellent men of business. They have 
good selected seed, proper times of sowing and planting, 
witli an enormous quantity of seed-beds always ready. I 
have seen myself nine acres of seed beds of cabbages upon 
one man’s ground, and every one of them planted out by 
November. 

“ I have lived in what are called the Fulham Fields, which 
are now market grounds ; this district lies west of London 
on the noi-th bank of the Tiiames, with a very gentle slope 
to the river, running westward some eight miles, and 
bounded on tlie north side by the Brentford or great western 
road, containing many thousand acres. This is the spot 
where the Iinest things are grown in general; but there is a 
tract of ground, less or more on the Surrey or south side of 
the Thames, reaching from Camberwell all the way to Itioh- 
rnoud, a distance of some ten miles, which is little, if any, 
inferior. The Surrey market gardeners also produce first- 
rate things, and were they as close upon Loudon, with no 
tolls to pay in taking theu’ produce to market, they would 
match the Fulham growers. Then, again, there is a district 
between London Bridge and Greenwich called the ‘Jamaica 
Level,’ this is also on the south side of the Thames, nearly 
all of which is in Kent. This low-lying piece of ground is 
very rich of itself, having been washed by the Thames, 
which has left a rich deposit of soil many feet deep,—-so 
deep that the very best Liquorice has been grown there. 
This part produces very line strawberries, rhubarb, horse¬ 
radish, and the finest sea-kale of all. These, then, are the 
principal districts near and around London. Then farther 
into Kent, “ the garden of fruits of England,” great quan¬ 
tities and great varieties are grown there for ‘tlie London 
markets; for instance, very early peas and asparagus round 
Gravesend, <.tc.. with enormous crops of fruits of all sorts, 
spread here and there all over the county. Then we cross 
the Thames into Essex; there again they produce peas, 
beans, cabbages, onions, &c., even as far down as Colchester, 
whence famous early asparagus, &o., is sent to town. In 
leaving Essex, iiassiug along the northern skirts of the 
city, touching part of Hertford, the land in general is not so 
congenial, being mostly clay; here very little, except at 
Enfield, is produced for the London markets. Then west¬ 
ward of Brentford, in the districts of Isleworth, Hounslow, 
Teddington, <fcc., the very finest productions are raised, such 
as (Beach’s) strawberries, by which he surprised the world 
in the Crystal Palace, many of them weighing three ounces. 
I have seen his grounds there when in full bearing, and 
such heaps of British Queens upon one plant, and such big 
plants I had never seen before. Then Bedfordshire suiiplies 
cucumbei-s by the waggon-load. Turnip-tops come as far 
oil' as from Buckingham and Berkshire ; besides the enor¬ 
mous quantities of hampers of all sorts of vegetables sent 
by families, &c. London swallows up everything, with its 
three millions, and its tens of thousands going in and 
coming out; still no towji in the world is better supplied 
with fruits, vegetables, and flowers. 

“ Some years back, I took IMr. Smith, of Deanston, over 
I part of the Fulham gardens; he was perfectly astonished. 
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He looked for big hedges, big ditches, and weeds, but none 
were to be seen. The grand secret after all is in a nutshell. 
Continual dimging, trenching, or bastard-trenching (that is, 
the dung and part of the top mould put in, and one spit 
afterwards), hoeing whether there are weeds or not, with the 
best ot seed, and attention paid to the proper times of 
sowing and planting. There is no drawing up of the mould 
to Iceep the cabbages, as some suppose, from being lilown 
down. Drawing up the mould is never practised by the 
best gardeners. 

“ It was at one time considered by market gardeners to be 
beneath their notice to grow flowers ; but now they all do so, 
—such as Stocks, I’inks, Picotees, Cloves, Ranunculuses, 
Anemonies, Heartsease, Daisies, Ariculas, Geraniums, Mig¬ 
nonette, Polyanthuses, I'iolets, Hoses, and every saleable 
blossom of every sort. I have seen myself nine carts and 
waggon loads of vegetables from one man’s ground, all sold 
in Covent Gai’den by nine o’clock in the morning. The first 
loads are put down in the market, and they go back for 
more in the course of the night,—this is at the height of 
the season. Some idea may bo formed of the quantity, 
when I state that a London waggon contains lot) dozen of 
Spring cabbages. Tlie market in Covent Garden, some ten 
year's ago, commenced at two o’clock in the morning, but 
now between three and four ; this ditference is caused from 
tlie enormously increased supply; the buyers know now 
that they cannot be disappointed, as they often were ten 
years ago. No longer can such prices bo realised as fi.'is. 
per lb. for grapes, nor Lfi for a pine of two lb., nor IDs. for 
a melon, nor lOs. for a cucumber, nor 4s. for a pound of 
potatoes; these days are gone hy;—railroads have done 
wonders. The old market gardeners are astounded at 
present prices ; but they do not sufl'er so much, since they 
get everything cheap for their use. 

“ Growers of seeds suffer most, as the Continental cul¬ 
tivators sell their rubbish so cheap; this, in tlie course of 
time, will entirely destroy our tine breed of vegetables which 
we have taken many years to improve, .lust think of foreign 
onion seed at tld. per lb., that for which we used to get iJs. 
and 4s. Foreign growers grow all sorts of cucumbers 
together, and all sorts of cabbages and onions, so that our 
vegetables will soon be as mixed as an Irislt stew. Just 
look at the tons of horse-radish that come over every winter 
from the Continent; you may just as well try to scrape a 
broom-stick. Their asparagus is all white, and as hard as 
their horse-radish. The worst of it is that tlie Englisli 
people don’t know what it i.s; it ought to be sold, as the 
chicory is now, with a ticket on it, the stulf would very soon 
find its level—let any one try to eat a Dutch melon, or a 
French cucumber—compare them with our growth. All this 
cannot now be helped ; but the seed ought to bo put a stop 
to directly—deal ivith no house a second time wlrere the 
seed turns out all sorts of mixed rubbish, you may bo sure 
that it did not grow in Kent, Essex, or Surrey. The other 
day I asked a large grower in the Fulham fields if lie still 
saved cucumber seed? He said, no; the seed merchant 
would no longer give a fair price, as they could get foreign 
so cheap. He used to grow twelve acres. Again, some years 
ago, he used to save two tons of cauliflower seeil—this he 
was obliged to give up. Now, one thing is certain, market 
gardeners grow seed for their own consumption; but what 
will become of the growers elsewhere, who are obliged to 
depend upon the London merchants ? I know every one of 
them, and they have no desire to buy the foreign; but t hey 
say that the country people apply to those who advertise far 
below the real market prices. Growers ought never to buy 
of these people, it is ‘ cheap and nasty,’ and sure to end in i 
disappointment. I 

“ We must not overlook the herb grounds round London, I 
which are very interesting. The district where herbs are : 
cultivated, is iMitcham, in Surrey, about nine miles south- ; 
west of London, where hundreds of acres of all sorts are , 
grown. As the stranger approaches that locality in the j 
summer time, with the wind in the south-west, the com- j 

bination of odours can easily be discovered in the air, 
which is ‘ redolent with sweetness ; ’ there are hundreds of ! 
acres of liquorice, of lavender, and peppermint, for dis¬ 
tillation, Ac. The cultivation of mint is very easy and ’ 
simple; it is ploughed-in every winter. This does not 
destroy the mint-roots, on the contrary, it improves them, as 
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it kills all weeds, and the mint grows up in rows abundantly 
strong the next year. Licpiorioe is planted in deep, well 
manured ground, eiglitcen inches in the row, and nine inches 
plant from plant. When the stems and leaves are in full 
growth, they look like a plantation of sapling ash trees, 
growing to the height of four and live feet; these are cut 
down every year, and the horizontal root or rhizomes, travel 
along the surface: these having joints and eyes, are the 
propagating root. Every one must be forked up every 
winter. They ore sold for sweetening beer, ifcc.; but they 
are not near so sweet as the real root, which descends many 
feet into the ground ; the crop is taken up once in four or 
live years, according to the state of the land. The price for 
the best routs is about Tlil) per ton; an acre will produce 

j four and five tons. The price of the ground at Mitcham is 
I three to four pounds per acre. Lavender is a most impor- 
! taut crop; this occupies some two or three hundred acres ; 
I for this the ground is trench-ploughed. The land being all 

very light, this is easily done, ft is planted in November 
ami Marcli. I'he old plants are split down by the hand, the 
more they are split the finer the plants, for on this depends 
the number of roots. Generally about three to six are 
dibbled in every liole—they are planted about five inches 
deep, leaving only three inches of the tops above ground. 
They are jilanted two feet each way; and during the second 
yeai', an acre will fetch T'-il) for distilling purposes. Tlie heads 
are used for fine oil, the tlower-stems for rougher oils. The 
jiroper time to cut, is when the lower blooms arc just bo- 
giniiiug to turn brown; and, after cutting, the sooner it is 
distilled the better, for if left too long, it loses much of 
its fragrance; but Mitcham grows all other sorts of herbs; 
and even the London birds are not forgotten—groundsel, 
duckweed, and all other things. I saw, in fact, men, women, 
and children, who had nothing else to talk about but herbs ! 
herbs ! herbs!” 

SHANlviNG OF GRAPES. 

After the numerous disquisitions concerning this 
serious evil during the last twenty years, it is strange 
that complaints are still abundant. Scarcely has a week 
passed during the period referred to but one portion or 
other of the gardening press has contained remarks con¬ 
cerning it. From this it might he inferred very fairly 
that the subject is a most ditiioult one, and that in some 
soils or situations the evil must prove invincible, i am, 
however, (juitc of a different ojiinion, and would rather 
suggest that the subject has been overlaid; that an 
affair simple in itself has been too much mystified. It 
is in gardening difficulties, as with those in many other 
professions; the mind, in endeavouring to collect facts 
throwing light on the subject, gathers many that are of 
little import, and the whole matter becomes confused, 
wdiilst, perhaps, the greatest point of all is made to 
assume a mere secondary position. 

As to the consequences of what is termed shanking, I 
may just inform those who have not yet made so unlucky 
an aciptaintance, that it consists of a great portion of the 
bunch shrivelling uj), generally about the period of colour¬ 
ing and acquiring llavour. They of course become fla¬ 
vourless and worthless, and assume a peculiarly crabbed 
taste. It is almost needless to add, that the disappoint¬ 
ment is groat to a lady or gentleman who, possessing 
but one house, loses one of the most important items of 
the dessert table. To market gardeners it must be 
almost a ruinous ati'air, but f imagine they arc less 
liable to it than the rest of the community. High 
rentals, and an enormous outlay in labour, c&c., produces 
a kind of caution, and a business-like way of doing 
tilings, which in general stands the test. These men 
cannot allbrd to indulge in whims; they do not theorise 
much, but generally seize hold of one or two of the chief 
facts connected with culture, and at once jiroceed on 
them; thus their views of things are generally simple 
and bold, and devoid of e.xtraneous considerations. It 

must here be observed, that our first-rate men of prac¬ 
tice have at times taken diflerent views concerning 
shanking; such views, however, may in the main be 
comprised in two points, viz., bad atmospheric manage¬ 
ment, and imperfect root action; beyond these, I am not 
aware that any point worthy of consideration has been 
urged. 

To prepare the mind of the reader for a full and free 
examination of this serious matter, let us for a moment 
take a glance at out-door vines and pot vines, as com¬ 
pared with those of the hothouse or vinery. Having 
lived several years in a northern county, where the 
culture of out-door vines is seldom attempted, it might 
bo imagined that the writer of these remarks could 
scarcely take a fair survey of the matter. In my 
younger days, however, having spent many years in 
the vicinity of the metropolis, 1 became perfectly aware 
of the position of out-door vines; for, be it understood, 
their culture on the open wall is much in the same 
position it was forty years since; nothing is really new, 
as far as 1 am aware, beyond the late Mr. Clement 
Hoare’s ingenious mode of culture—more ingenious 
than sound. As to pot vines, it is notorious that 
shanking has not heen attributed to them, as in the 
case of vinos planted in what are termed borders. 
Vinos against the open wall, too, outdoors—many are 
the complaints about their non-ripening, but few indeed 
about shanking; as to imperfect ripening, through defi¬ 
ciencies of climate, we beg our younger readers to 
beware of mixing this case up with shanking—it is 
altogether difi'erent. Having thus opened the matter as 
to its most salient points, 1 will endeavour to show forth 
some material circumstances, which at all times afi'ect 
the well-being of vines, and in the present case are, in 
my opinion, the mainspring of the evil in question. In 
doing this 1 will take hold of the two chief points 
under consideration—viz., the influence of badly con¬ 
stituted soils on the root action, and the influence of 
corrupt or badly graduated atmospheres on the leaf 
action. Who has not seen vines in a damp house 
produce roots from their stems, and why? Because 
they want to change their character, and assume the habits 
of orchids? No; let us rather infer that there is some 
discrepancy between the functions of the roots and the 
branches—in other words, nature is baffled. 

I will almost engage to defy any practical gardener to 
affirm that ho can compel vines to evolve stem-roots 
in-doors, if the vines have a sound, good, and well- 
manwjed border, and an internal atmosphere the reverse 
of stagnant. Now, 1 think it will be found that vines 
which are so very apt to produce stem-roots in the 
house are bad ripeners, and are very apt to shank; if so, 
1 have made out a case in favour of the opinion, that 
capricious, or rather imperfect root action, is at least 
one of the pre-disposing causes. 

And how could it be otherwise? Admitting that the 
vines were rooted in a border too deep, or too stagnant 
in its own character, or the soil too adhesive, and that 
about the period of the commencement of the last 
swelling an unusually wet period set in, what would any 
practical man imagine as the consequences? — What 
state would he expect to find the finer fibres of the vine 
roots in, supposing that they could be exposed to the 
eye in all their ramifications? Nine out of ten men 
of experience would, 1 am persuaded, at once answer 
thus; “ 1 should expect to find precisely the same effects 
as happens to any tender plant in a pot, which, after 
being injudiciously planted in too tenacious a soil, and 
badly drained, had been much over-watered, most of the 
tender points and spougioles of the roots discoloured, 
decayed, or decaying, and consequently, as some of our 
writers now say, ‘ the supplies cut off’ until a new set of 
fibres can be produced.” This, in the case of the vine, is 
a matter which, under a return of the most favourable 
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circumstances, must be a three weeks’ affair, but tliis is, 
indeed, making the best of it. Well then, this granted 

I for the sake of argument, into what position would a 
1 cro]) of grapes be thrown at the period of their changing 
! colour? It would, doubtless, be thus: the supplies or 

alimentary matter requisite for carrying on the ripening 
process must be drawn from whatever secreted stores 
existed in the vessels of the vines, as long as such 
resources could be obtained, and the moment the 
supplies ran short something must give way, and what, 
but a portion of the fruit? We know that in such | 
cases the foliage does not decay, it simply becomes 
lean^ and active growth in part ceases—the vital action 
is reduced. ; 

Thus, shanking eases assume varying appearances, ' 
consequent on the extent of the injury; some Grapes 
will simply lose the mere point of the bunch, in others ’ 
a whole shoulder will go, and sometimes even the whole 
bunch. The extreme points, however, generally shank 
first, and no wonder ; for, the berries having the power : 
of taking up the accretive matter as it reaches them, ! 
those situated near the shoulder, after helping them- ' 
selves, doubtless suffer little to pass on to the ex¬ 
tremities : and besides, the sap vessels appear of greater 
calibre near the stalk than at the extremities. 

I know not whether this course of reasoning may ' 
prove satisfactory, but it has long been my opinion, j 

that the matter of shanking, although so puzzling to ' 
many, is traceable to a very simple affair. And, in- ^ 
deed, what more is it, than an attempt by nature at 
self-preservation; a part of the crop cut off, in pre- ; 
fereuce to a permanent injury to the constitution of the , 
tree ; a phenomenon of annual recurrence in our fruit , 
gardens with Apples, Plums, Cherries, &c. 

It must not, however, be understood that I wish to 
insist on an imperfect root-action being the sole cause. ' 
Other causes may, doubtless, tend to produce it, or may 
act in concert with a bad border in bringing on this sad : 
disaster. As two of the chief, I would beg to direct 
attention to imperfect ventilation and hurried ripening, 
as being, in a number of cases, productive of serious 
evils to the grape crop. 

I well remember, about thirty years since, having 1 
grapes under my charge that were sadly given to this ' 
shanking, and as a youngster, I was puzzled with the I 

case. I sought advice from a very sage-looking old 
gentleman who wore a blue apron, and who, in pursu¬ 
ance of the fashion of those days, marched about almost , 
in military style, with a huge knife-handle sticking out ' 
just below his hip. I 

“ Clap on plenty of heat,” said he, “ that’s the only 
plan.” Well, I got my fires to work in earnest, and in 
order to benefit by the old gentleman’s advice in the 
fullest manner, 1 was very chary of giving air. 'This 
made quick work of it; I soon had the mortification of 
seeing the shanking much increased, and that already 
commenced making a speedy finish. 

My advice now is, if your vines have not energy 
to carry out the ripening process well, give them more 
time to do it in. As for imperfect ventilation, our 
friends may depend upon it, the vine does not enjoy a 
stagnant atmosphere any more than a stagnant soil, 
especially during the ripening period. Our out-door 
grapes might teach us a lesson; they generally colour 
well enough without any coaxing or coddling, provided 
the autumn is fine enough and early frosts do not super¬ 
vene ; and yet in September and October they must very 
frequently be subject to a temperature of from 3-0° to 
40°, with chilling blasts into the bargain. 

I now venture to express a hope that some of our 
readers, who have had much experience in grape culture, 
both in-doors and out, will be induced to offer any 
opinions, based on facts, that may either tend to refute 
or confirm what I have hero advanced. I can only add. 

that I shall be happy to be corrected by any gentleman 
in possession of such useful facts and a good tem])er. 

R. EiihiXGTox. 

VINERY-GREENHOUSES. 

A FEW men possess the rare faculty of speaking and 
writing upon a subject with such a combination of sim- ' 
jjlicity and high-toned intellectualism, that tile philoso- i 

pher is delighted if not instructed, while a mere child is 
at no loss thoroughly to comprehend the statements and 
arguments. When a man gives his attention to a 
totally new pursuit, he may be said to be a child in his 
knowledge respecting it. When enquiries respecting 
the primary simplicities of gardening have forced them¬ 
selves upon our attention, I often have wished that I 
could get hold of a small portion of the valuable faculty 
above referred to ; feeling but too conscious that many 
statements that would meet the case of a certain class of 
enquirers, would be looked upon as dull and insipid by 
another class, as well, if not better, qualified to give in¬ 
formation than the writer. We are naturally so selfish, 
that in judging of an article, or a volume, we are too 
apt to decide by our own standard of advancement, and 1 
thus give or withhold our meed of approbation in pro¬ 
portion as we find a favourite doubtful practice con¬ 
firmed, new ideas propounded, or sources of extended j 

improvement opened up. Now, these are all proper 
courses to pursue when we wish to keep a record of our 
own progress, either by taking notes on paper, or, better 
still, fixing them upon the tablets of memory and judg¬ 
ment ; but they by no means furnish data by which to 
judge of the beneficial inllueuce of the works referred to. 
'To do this, unless in special exce])tions, when works are 
written to meet the case of a certain advanced class of 
students, we must not look down upon the simplicities, 
but recollect that if some of us are vain enough to 
suppose that we are reaching manhood in intelligence, 
there are many of our best friends just what we were 
once, merely babes and striplings. I confess I never 
read some statements of my honoured coadjutors, which, 
with more or less success, I have endeavoured to practise 
for years, without thinking how beneficial they will be 
to a large class of readers, and how useful they would 
have been to me years ago, when enquiries upon such 
matters were pooh-poohed, laughed and sneered down. 

If facts within our own circle of acquaintance and 
private correspondence furnish any test of judging, then 
I may fairly conclude that our little serial, though it 
has not missed the approbation of the greatest gar¬ 
deners, has more particularly gained the full confidence 
of those who have become convinced of the high degree 
of pleasure which even a small garden can yield: and I 
earnestly trust that attention to all the wants of such 
will ever form an element in its pages, becoming thus 
an incentive to enlightened progress, and a protection j 

from errors and their consequent disappointments. 
Last week I promised to allude a little more to the | 

combination of plant house and vinery, and, in the I 
first place, to the using of such a house chiefly as a j 

preserratori/ of plants intended for summer display, j 

Since I last wrote, an article has appeared from Mr. | 
Errington on the management of the Vine. Keeping in i 
view that such rules, only varying the time, will be as ' 
applicable to a late house as a moderately early one, ! 
our inexperienced I’eaders will find that it contains the 
2nlh of the matter. Whether such a vinery have fire 
applied to it now, or the Vines be allowed to break of 
themselves, it will, during winter, be a better preser- 
vatory for summer j)lants than the best cold pit; but 
fire must be used to keep out frost, in unison with 
slight coverings, while in the pit tires may be altogether 
dispensed with, involving thus more care, but less 
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cost. The great advantages of keeping such plants 
in a house, rather than in a pit, are comparative 
lieedom from damp, and the ability to clean, ])ick, 
and attend to the plants in all weathei'S. 8uch 

I plants would rarely recpiire an artificial temperature 
j above 40°, while I have already stated that no undue 

impulse would he given to the Vines, if the average 
night temperatui’e did not exceed 45°. We do not mean 
here to enter into the question of exposing vines to the 
open air' or, if under glass, allowing them to get a good 
nip of frost. We are sure that our friends with only 
one house will find none of these things at all essential 
to success, though ideas on these matters have prevented 
many from making that use of their glass which they 
might have done. When a selection is to be made, 
such soft-wooded plants as Senecio, Anagallis, Petunias, 
and Pelargoniums, should have a place in the house, 
while Calceolarias and scarlet Geraniums may remain 
in the pit. Verbenas, if potted or in boxes, will be 
better in such a house, though 1 have never preserved 
them better than by pricking out young plants in 
autumn, in a prepared bed, in a cold pit, taking care 
that the plants were not more than nine inches from the 
glass, and scattering among them some dry earth and 
charred rubbish during the winter. Planting out in 
light sandy soil saved the plants from many vicissitudes 
they would have been exposed to in pots. Even in the 
viuery house they will keep better in small wooden 
boxes than in pots. When a great number are required, 
everything may be kept in cutting pots or boxes, and be 
thinned about the middle of March, the hardiest re¬ 
ceiving shelter out-of-doors, or in a pit. 

As example is often a better monitor than precept, I 
mention the following;—Not so long ago, I was invited 
to see a vinery thus filled with stubby, healthy, bedding 
plants. In a pit near it were Endive and Cauliflower, 
as salads, grapes, and flowers were deemed essentials. 
Some years previously, advice was asked under circum¬ 
stances very difl'erent. The vinery was empty, with the 
exception of a little Endive on its floor. The first jiart 
of the winter had been mild, which had encouraged 
weak growth among a mass of bedding plants, ])otted, 

! and placed in a cold pit. Many of the things had been 
; obtained in the autumn, and were expensive. The pit 
i was extra damp from being sunk beneath the ground 

level. After the middle of January, the weather had 
been changeable, cold, and frosty, requiring frequent, 
deep, and long continued covering. When 1 saw them, 
a fungus damp had crawled over almost every pot, and 
wherever it touched a stem of a plant it became quite 
rotten. The theory had been dunned into our friend’s 
ears, that though he only wished grapes in the end of 
September, he must grow nothing but Vines in his 
vinery. He made resolutions for the future, hut what 
was to be done for the present? Singular enough, the 
weather being dull, the tops of the plants were yet 
sound, though gone below. In a day or two more, all 

■ might have gone to the rubbish heap. In a twinkling, 
' every plant was cut over above the damped part, and 
' laid down in a warm damp place just sprinkled with 
I water. Then two or three lights were cleared; a hot- 
! bed, consisting of a couple of feet of warm dung, made 

in the pit, covered with six inches of rotten leaf-mould, 
i and four inches of sandy soil, covered again with a 
I half-inch of silver sand. In this the erstwhile plants 

were inserted, after having been made into cuttings, and 
when growing, were topped and struck again; and from 
what our friend called this lucluj hit he had a fine supply 

I of plants during the season. Since then he strikes his 
plants out-of-doors, and in his pits in autumn; keeps 
them there until his grapes are cut; then cleans his 
liouse, and brings his young plants in, and allows them 
to remain until the buds of his Vines are breaking, when 

i they are thinned by removing the hardiest first. When 

the pits are cleared of the plants, they are filled with 
vegetables, and when these are gone part of the space is 
wanted for plants from the vinery, and part for cucum¬ 
bers, &c., and when these again are over, or a supply is 
obt.aiuable from the hand-light ridge, a space will be 
wanted under glass for cuttings. The house, too, is 
made somewhat ornamental during summer, so that it 
would be a rare thing indeed to find, at any one period, 
a yard of glass for a couple of days unoccupied, i have 
lately shown how to keep plants in cold pits «Zo«e; it 
will now be perceived that there is less difficulty when 
they can have standing room in a vinery unforced for 
three or more months in winter; but in the latter case 
the expense of a fire to keep out frost, and to keep the 
air in motion in dull weather, will be necessary. The 
above fact of striking cuttings from the tops of plants 
after they had gone at the collar, is of importance in the 
case of valuable plants, decaying or sickly, as, if not too 
far gone, the kind may thus be perpetuated, when other¬ 
wise destruction is inevitable. 

2nd. Having Fines up the rafters, hut making them a 
secondarg coiisideration.—In such a case, the Vines 
would only give the shade, which creepers or twiners 
would do. In such circumstances, every plant we have 
treated on for the Greenhouse would be suitable, pro¬ 
vided the Vines are not allowed to shade too much. In 
such a case you will obtain fine-flavoured, well-coloured 
fruit, but in general the berries will not be so fine as if 
you could have managed with less air, when the Vines 
were in bloom and swelling freely. In a single house 
I would always prefer Vinos, even in such circumstances, 
to creepers, as some of the finest of these could be 
trained round a trellis or a bush, while, independently 
of the pleasure of eating the grapes, there would be a 
great advantage to the pot plants in having no shade 
above them in winter after the Vines were pinned. In 
such a house, avoiding too much shade in summer 
being kept in view, different tribes of plants would 
require the identical treatment we have hitherto de¬ 
scribed, so far as growing, resting, training, potting, 
watering, and placing either in the open air or in a cold 
pit, are concerned. The very shade of the Vines will, 
therefore, be of importance to plants beginning to grow 
and making tbeir buds. But this will better appear 
under a third division, where Plants and Vines are to 
receive an equal amount of attention, and where there 
are the means of a hotbed, if not also of a cold-pit. 

R. Fish. 

THE PELARGONIUxM. 

{Continued from page 005.) 

Propagation by Seed.—Perhajis in all the events of 
a florist’s life there is none so interesting as that of 
being the successful raiser of an improved flower. It 
is no wonder that there are so many new ones annually 
raised; for, independent of the profit, there is an ex¬ 
quisite enjoyment from the time of the seed being 
sown to the period of blooming the seedlings. Like 
all other pursuits of life where there is an uncertainty 
in the issue, the fruition is waited for with an anxious, 
pleasing anticipation. 

In Pelargonium raising there is a greater uncertaintj' 
than in most other florists’ flowers, for the foliage is 
no guide whatever in judging whether the bloom will 
be improved or not, and there are thousands of seed¬ 
lings raised annually that, instead of improvement, 
are found to be worse than the parents. In this point 
I think the raisers are as much to blame as nature; 
they are not sufficiently careful in selecting the varieties 
to seed from. High-bred varieties are very difficult to 
seed at all, hence it is saved from such (probably infe¬ 
rior varieties) as produce it freely This seed, as might 
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be expected, does not produce better ilowers. The 
remedy is easy enough. If a first-rate Pelargonium 
does not produce seed, there is a cause why. If the 
flower is carefully examined, it will bo found the anthers 
are barren, and eonse(][uently the stigma is unfertilised. 
In such a case pollen must be had from some otlicr 
flower with properties as good as the barren variety. 
Apply this pollen to the stigma, and seed full of vitality 
will be the fruit of the application. 

It is not good^ to save seed only from one variety 
uuhybridised ; save it from several of different colours, 
and the chances of success are in proportion multiplied. 
Caro must bo taken that the pollen is jjroeured from 
well-formed flowers, and apjdied to the stigma of such 
as are well-formed also (this form I shall describe 
shortly). By such precautions, good seed, that will 
produce more or less improved varieties, will be obtained. 

As soon as this carefully hybridised seed is ripe it 
should be gathered, or it will bo blown away. Put it 
in a paper bag, and bang it up in a dry room till spring. 
About the middle of February bring under cover some 
loam, peat, and leaf mould to dry, and, as soon as they 
arc so, mix them in equal proportions, adding some 
sand to give it a sandy character, and to allow tlic water 
to ])ass through the com2)ost in every part. Place a 
seed-pan or two also to dry, and see that they are clean, 
and also have ready a quantity of broken potsherds for 
drainage. Place a good layer of this drainage over the 
bottom of the seed-pan, and upon it a layer of the 
rougher parts of the compost. Fill up the remaining 
space with the compost itself, and level it gently with a 
flat piece of wood, or the bottom of a common garden 
pot; give it then a good watering, thoroughly moisten¬ 
ing the whole contents of the seed-pan. Let it stand by 
quietly till the surface is 2)artially dry, and then sow the 
seed carefully in rows across the seed-pan,' giving each 
seed about half-an-inch square. My reasons for thus 
sowing the seed are to prevent them from damping off 
by being too much crowded if sown irregularly, and to 
give each seedling a better p)Osition, and more space to 
expand its roots and seed leaves; for it must be remem¬ 
bered, that if only two or three seedlings fog off, these 
may be the very ones that would be superior to the old 
ones; therefore, sow thin, and, to make sure, sow in 
rows singly. When all are sown, cover them a quarter- 
of-an-inch with some of the compost that has been sifted, 
give a very slight watering, just to damp the covering, 
and place the pans in a house or frame heated to 
55° or 00°. 

The seed will quickly vegetate, and as soon as the 
seed leaves are fully formed, and the real leaves are 
advanced a little, pot them ott' singly into what are 
called thumb-pots, and replace them in the gentle heat as 
near the glass as j)ossible. Let them have a due jjortion 
of air every mild day, and as soon as the roots reach 
the sides of the pots, shift them into others two sizes 
larger. By this time the days will be longer and 

1 warmer, and the seedlings may then be placed in a 
i cold frame, or pit, and have the glass light drawn 

oil' every flne day to cause the plants to grow stout 
and dwarf. After they have been so jilaced for a 
month, give them their linal shift, till they bloom, into 
5-inch pots. Several may flower that season, and every 
one that is well formed, with bright colours, should be 
carefully preserved, whilst inferior ones may either be 
thrown away, or planted in the borders till frost destroys 
them. Should the raiser be rewarded with a really 
first-rate flower, let him name it, and send it to some 
e.xbibitiou, and there it will obtain the approbation of 
the judges, and thus have a character and a value set 
iqion it. Any that may not flower the first year, will 
certainly do so the second. These should be kept in their 
5-inch jiots, which will cause them to flower early the 
following yeai’; but as soon as they show flower-buds. 

they should have a gentle shift to bring out the blooms 
in lull perfection and show. 

Should any of these seedlings i)rove excellent and 
superior to any old varieties, or obtain prizes, the raiser 
should immediately jirojiagate them by cuttings, for i'ear 
the original plants should iiorish, a circumstance not at 
all unlikely to happen if they are at all neglected. 

The space allowed me is nearly filled, and 1 shall 
close this jiaper on raising seedlings by observing, that 
the zealous and enterjirising florist must not despair if 
he fails in his first attempt at raising seedlings, but per¬ 
severe and try again and again, till success crowns Ids 
efforts and rewards him for all his pains. 

T. Al'rLEBY. 
(7'o be conliniied.) 

rilESE RVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from page 344.) 

LIST or PLANTS SUITABLE TO PLANT AGAINST TlIEJl. 

Bignonia capreolata.—An ornamental climber, with 
reddish Ilowers; produced from side-shoots of the last 
year’s wood. 

Bignonia crucigera.—^Another handsome climber, 
from South America, with yellowish flowers; requires 
more protection than the first-named species. 

Bdublea globosa.—Though this plant is haidy 
enough to bear our ordinary winters, yet, it is so very 
ornamental, and produces its fine bunches of yellow 
globular flowers so freely, that I think it worthy of a 
jilace against a wall, es^iecially if it is not heated or 
covered with glass. 

Boddlka Linuleyana.—This species is more tender, 
but will live and flower much finer against a Preserva¬ 
tive Wall than in a pot. The flowers are ornamental, 
and of a violet colour. 

BuGAiNVjLLAiA spECTABiLis. ■—Tliis iilaiit lias beeii 
thought difficult to flower. It has been hitberto grown 
in this country in warm greenhouses, and that is the 
reason why we have not flowered it. Planted against 
one of these walls, and allowed to run almost wildly, 1 
am confident it would produce its splendid rose-coloured 
flowers. 

Burchellia capensis (Cape Burcbellia).—Though 
this 2flant is usually considered so tender as to require 
the stove to grow it well, 1 am of opinion, that it 
would thrive well against a Preservative Wall, covered 
with glass, and heated; especially in the southern 
countries. 1 have grown it very well in a warm green¬ 
house, and flowered it there during the summer months, 
long after those grown in the stove had ceased to bloom. 
In fact,- I believ'e it to be much more hardy than is 
generally supposed. 

Buxus balearica (Minorca Box).—In the northern 
parts of Britain this line evergreen box requires a slight 
protection. A cold wall will suit it admirably. 

Calothamnus.—This genus is a native of Australia, 
and, like most of the 2dRnts from that country, only 
requires protection from frost. As they are all beautilid 
shrubs, with bunches of scarlet flowers, they arc worthy 
2ilants for the Preservatory AVall. The best ai'e G. gra¬ 
cilis, G. Knightii, and G. quadrifolia. 

Caaiellia .japonica.—A largo family of handsome 
shrubs and splendid flowers, now universally known. 
There is no class of shrubs so suitable for a structure 
such as I have described under the name of a “ I’reser- 
vatory ” and they are well worth a considerable degree I 

of attention to grow them well. The border sbould | 
be formed of peat and loam in equal paits, and 2’ut > 
in without sifting; the drainage should bo effectual, i 
for the roots of Camellias are very impatient of stagnant 
water, or wet, sour soil. Therefore, lot the drainage bo 
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liberal, tliat is, plenty of it. The kinc]s best aclajitecl 
foj' this purpose are the Old Double White, the Varie- 
gata, or Old Double Striped, the lieticulala, or V'eiu- 
leaved, and the Wamtah. The last one blooms better 
in sueh a situation than in ])ots. There is no need, 
however, to be confined to those four varieties; any 
other would thrive equally well. 

CAmELBiA SASANQUA (Toa-leavod C.).—Supposed to 
bo a distinct species, the loaves are smaller than C. 
japoniva, and also the blossoms. The latter are very 
beautiful, of a light rose-colour, and are produced very 
numerously. 

Cantua Bicoi.on, C. debendens (or bdxifolia), anb 

C. BYRiEORME.—Thoso tlirco spccics, of a new genus, 
arc very beautiful, half-hardy shrubs, which do not 
Hower freely in pots. Against a I’reservatory Wall I 
have no doubt they would flower freely, and their 
flowers are so very beautiful that they are well worthy 
of a trial. 

Citrus (Orange-Tree).—Like the Camellia, this genus 
is exceedingly well adapted for a Preservative Wall. In 
Devonshire, it flowers and fruits against a common 
wall, without any heat, having only, in winter, the 
shelter of a mat hung down in front of it; but, as every 
county has not the mild climate of Devon, they require, 
more northerly, a more certain and effectual protection. 
A glass-covered wall, oven without heat, will grow them 
very fairly, especially if the canvass covering, suggested 
by one of my corre.spondents, be used to cover the glass 
in severe weather. But the blossoms are so sweet, and 
so much used, as my friend Mr. Beaton observes, “ for 
bridal bouquets,” and the fruit is so handsome, that the 
complete Preservatory, with glass and heated walls, is 
just the situation to grow both flowers and fruits to 
perfection ; witness the fine specimens in the Preser¬ 
vatory at Chatsworth. 

The soil of the border should be richer than that I 
have recommended for the Camellia, and the loam 
should enter more largely into the compost. It shoidd 
consist of two-thirds good strong loam, one-third peat, 
and about one-eighth of well-decomposed cowdung; this 
will suit them, and grow them satisfactorily. The 
species 1 woidd recommend, are the common orange 
(Citrus aurnntium), the Shaddock (0. decumana),i\\Q 
Lemon (G. limonum), the Citron (G. Meilica), and the 
Myrtle-leaved (G. vulgaris myrtifoliaJ. 

Cbejiatis.—I had passed over the plants of this genus, 
thinking they would he too rambling for this purpose; 
but as the very handsome flowering species, G. azurea 
grandijlora and G. Jiorida Siebuldii, do not grow so ram¬ 
pant, and are not quite hardy north of Birmingham, a 
plant of each might be placed against this wall with the 
happiest eflcct. 

Clethba arborea (Tree-Clethra).—An old plant, with 
fine foliage, and numerously produced bell-shaped white 
flowers, deservedly worthy of a place to ornament this 
wall. 

Clianthus puniceus (Crimson Clianthus).—A free- 
flowering, handsome, free-growing shrub, well adapted 
for the ])urpose, but requiring good protection. 

T. Appleby. 
(7’o be continued.) 

A CHAPTER EOR COTTAGERS. 

Since the repeated failures of the Potato croji has 
induced cottagers to turn their attention to other things, 
a few words on the culture of such crops as present the 
best substitute for that useful root • may be of some 
service to that very numerous class of cultivators, whom 
wo may, with perfect jiropriety, term “ Cottage Gar¬ 
deners,” and shall commence our remarks with a notice 

of one of the most useful roots wo know, as a substitute, 
hoping that some kind friend will add the equally im¬ 
portant instruction—the best and most economical way 
of jiroparing tbe article for food. 

Parsnip.—This hardy and much-neglected vegetable 
is not grown to one-half the extent that it deserves. It 
being a free-grower, not very choice about the kind of 
soil, and coating little in the shape of seed, it certainly 
has not found its way into such general use as might 
have been expected. One thing is, that, like the Potato, 
if not well grown, it fails to give satisfaction; and, 
though it will grow under almost any circumstances, 
yet it is only where well grown that it is really good. 
A rich alluvial soil, rather damp than otherwise, seems 
to suit it best. The cottager, therefore, whose garden 
presents such a soil, had better jirocure some of tbe 
seed and sow it as soon as ho can manage to get his 
ground into anything like order, which, if it has lain 
still' and untouched all winter, will work; but, if dug-up 
and sown at the same time, rows about fifteen inches 
apart, and the jdants thinned out to about ton in the 
row, will, in most cases, be enough. It is almost need¬ 
less to observe, that for this, and ali other roots of a 
similar kind, the ground ought to bo sthred })retty deep. 
One good property this root has over many others is, 
that it may remain in the ground where grown all 
winter, not only without detriment, but with advantage; 
only, when the spring sets in, the roots must be taken 
up and housed, otherwise they needlessly exhaust 
both themselves and the ground that produced them. 
Although as we have said the Parsnip likes a rich, 
deep soil, yet abundance of dung near the surface is 
hurtful, rather than otherwise; the tap-root, instead 
of being long, straight, and tapering, is often rendered 
forked and crooked. Every soil, however, does not 
produce good Parsnips, the best being grown in the 
south and west of England. In the north, except in 
some favoured localities, this root never attains that 
perfection which the Potato does under similar circum¬ 
stances ; and, as we have before observed, unless it be 
well grown, it is not good. 

Beans. — Although not capable of furnishing the 
table at the season when the Potato is most prized, yet, 
while it lasts, it is a favourite with many. It has also 
the advantage of being very hardy, will grow on almost 
any soil, and is tolerably prolific in regard to the 
number of dishes that may be gathered off a limited 
space of ground. In this latter property it certainly 
e.xcecds the Pea, besides which, it requires very little 
attention in the shape of culture. Stiff ground suits 
it best, and sowings of it may bo made from the first of 
J anuary to the end of June; of course the progress 
made the first two month.s will not bo in proportion 
with the advance afterwards. The early Long-pod or 
Ilangdown is better than the Wonderful for the first 
sowings, and the after crops may be the White Windsor, 
which is a better bearer than the Oreen. Rows two- 
feet-and-a-balf apart, and the Beans about four inches 
apart in the row will not bo too wide. Earth-stirring, 
&c., may bo practised so long as it can bo done without 
injury to the plants, by working amongst them; and, 
wlien the blooms are fully expanded at bottom, go over 
the rows and nip ofl' the extreme tops: tliis prevents 
their running away in a long, useless stalk, and they 
become more fruitful in consequence, and the bottom 
pods come sooner into use by receiving that support 
which would have increased the stem upwards. This 
class of plants may bo benefited by dung, although they 
are not such gross feeders as the Cabbage, and its kin¬ 
dred tribes, and on some ground that is nJroady rich, 
additional manure would produce grossness instead of 
fruitfulness. Beans are less subject to disease than most 
other crops; but the black fly, or what in country phrase 
is called the Dolphin fly, often preys on their upper ex- 
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tremities; and last year, a sort of blight, or a something 
in the shape of atmospheric influence, destroyed whole 
fields of them, by rendering abortive the organs of 
fructification. This evil, however, is not of frequent 
occurrence, so that the cottager, who plants this crop on 
any ground not too light nor under trees, may count 
with more certainty of getting a crop than in most 
others that he commits to the ground, and that, too, with 
very little trouble. 

Cabbage.—This numerous family, next in importance 
I to none for the long and faithful service it performs, is 
I perhaps, next to the potato, the best and most useful 

vegetable grown for the poor man. Three or four sow¬ 
ings, and planting out at the proper time, will furnish a 
something for table every day in the year, either in the 
shape of full-grown well-hearted Cabbage, or, what is 
scarcely less useful, nice sprouts more or less turning into 
heart, or it may he perfectly green, in which case they 
are Cabbage Greens. Unlike the Bean, this vegetable 
can scarce have too rich a soil, it being a gross feeder, 
delights in the juices of the dunghill, and a soil of a 
medium eharacter in regard to lightness or stiffness. 
The cottager who has only a few poles of ground, 
will find it more advantageous to buy a few plants 
of some reputed good grower than to grow them; but 

I if he prefers the latter, seed sown about the 20th of 
July is early enough for the first batch, and the 12th of 
August for the main crop ; another sowing may be made 
in iVlarch and one in May, and if the above be all 
planted out into rows about two feet apart, and the same 
distance plant from plant in the row, a supply will be 
kept up for the whole year. As the first autumn-sowing 
will, after being cut, produce three or four more heads, 
all likely to become good useful vegetables, provided the 
variety be good, for there are spurious sorts which have 
a tendency to run to seed the same season, and this 
propensity is much increased by sowing early in au¬ 
tumn, it is rather a critical point to hit on the exact 
day at which they may be sown. The time specified 
above is early enough for most places, except, perhaps, 
some bleak situations in the north, where they may be 
sown earlier. It would be useless mentioning the 
varieties, because each district has its own peculiar 
“ best one; ” but for very early use the Fulham is a good 
Cabbage for a general after crop, the London Market 
is also good, being larger than the former. There are 
several others of equal merit; other matters connected 
with them are both simple and easy. One thing 
we may observe, that they do not like to grow year after 
year on the same plot, nor on one lately tenanted 
by one of the same family, a change being beneficial 
to all. If the cottager has not yet planted his intended 
plot, he had better do so now without delay, selectuig 
his plants from those that have been pricked out in 
autumn to some nursery bed, as they are shorter, and 
not so crooked in the stem, and sooner become good 
useful vegetables. 

Peas.—Although this cannot properly be called a 
substitute for the Potato, being a summer vegetable 
only, yet, as the failure of the former has directed 
attention to every thing likely to furnish our tables 
when the former is not there, a few may be grown ; and 
if the space be limited, which it often is in well-kept 
gardens, rows six or eight feet apart will admit three or 
tour rows of Brocoli, or similar crops, being planted be¬ 
tween, which, though they would not make much pro¬ 
gress while the Peas were there, would grow fast after 
their removal, and a good crop would be the result. The 
kinds of Peas proper to grow ought be be good bearing 

I ones, not too tall, nor too short. A good early white 
one, as the Emperor, followed by the Scimitar, which is, 
after all, one of our best blue ones. Sticking carefully 
must be attended to in time ; and the ground stirred and 

1 other attentions paid them will usually ensure success. 

The first sowing may be in the middle or end of | 
November; the second, about the new year; and succes- 
sional ones, as required, up to July, after which we do 
not advise the cottager to try them; for though they ' 
may succeed well after that, they are a very uncertain 
crop then, and, in point of economy, fall short of many 
other things. Nevertheless, a few early Peas are alw'ays 
acceptable, that we recommend a few to be sown for use 
then; after which the ground may be more profitably 
employed. Where sticks cannot be had to support . 
them, a dwarf kind must be grown, as Bisltop's Dirarf, 
Woodford Marrow, Bedman's, and some others of more 
recent date; but they are less prolific than the taller | 
kinds, and, consequently, are not so valuable when : 
sticks can be had. ^ 

There are other useful substitutes for the Potato, to ; 
which we shall return at another time; but, as our space 
is fully occupied, it is only necessary to call on the cot- j 

tager to look carefully over his ground, and see what 
can be done to bring it into good working trim at the 
shortest possible time. Directions given in former 
articles will materially assist him in that respect. He 
must also look over his stores, and see the condition his 
remaining Potatoes may be in. His Onions will also 
want looking to, and any very small, useless ones may 
be collected together, and at once planted in some 
favourable place; they will produce bulbs fit for use 
some; time before the spring-sown ones come into use. 
A few good bulbs may also be put into the ground to 

produce seed, and, of course, while looking over these 

and other stores, all decayed or faulty ones must be 

removed. J. Robson. 

GARDEN LABELS. 

Experiments are the stepping-stones to progress, and 
progress is the pioneer of discovery. I hit upon a plan 
lately for labelling my border-flowers, which seems likely to 
prove a good one. The label is of wood, but, instead of 
being written upon, a number only is used, and this number 
is burnt into the wood. The following simple plan effects 
the object: Get two flat pieces of iron, one of them half-au- 
inoh, and the other three-(piarters-of-an-inch wide ; let both 
be about seven inches long, an eighth-of-an-inch thick, and 
tapered to points at one end; leave the narrow piece of iron 
flat, but curve the broad end of the other into the form of 
a C ; insert the pointed ends of each into a cork, to serve 
for handles ; and with these tools, which a blacksmith will 
make for twopence, you may mark any number of labels you 
please, using, however, letters instead of ciphers—thus, DO 
would be XC. It is a nice amusement of a winter’s evening 
to sit by the fireside, with a table before you covered with 
labels, and by means of these irons (I use two), inserted in 
the fire, stamp the labels, one after the other as the irons 
become hot. Practice makes perfect, and a few trials will 
insure accuracy and dispatch. The advantages of the plan 
are, simplicity, cheapness, and durability, besides which you 
have the operation in your own hands, and can mark any 
odd label, or number of labels, as you want them. A lady, 
who is one of my family, says that the plan is a capital one ; 
the truth is, that she excels me in marking the labels, both 
in speed and execution. 

The following sketch may illustrate the subject better: 

—S. 1'., Itushmere. 
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I 

I 

20th of December last, some roots of rhubarb, dug out of , 
the garden, and is known among us as the common red I 

rhubarb; and yesterday (the 10th of .Tanuaryj I got from i 
them seven sticks of rhubarb, the length of each stick being 
twenty-two inches, full an inch in diameter, and of a beau¬ 
tiful colour. Since I wrote to you before, I have fixed a ! 
bo.K on one of the pipes, about twenty inches long and nine i 

inches wde, filled with wet sand, into which I put three | 
pots of cuttings, two of calceolarias and one of verbenas. 
They have been in about ten days, and they have grown 1 , 
think full an inch-and-a-half in length, and look very healthy 
indeed. I covered the box with glass. j 

a The fire-place, with the three pipes instead of boiler. 
b Cistern kept with water in it, for the supply of the pipes, with which it communicates. 
c Closet under the staircase. 
d Staircase. 
e Greenhouse. 

JIODE OF HEATING. 

As you were kind enough to say that you would insert my ' 
description of my greenhouse if I would send you the par- ; 
ticuhir dimensions, I have forwarded you a sketch of the 
whole apparatus, wltich I tliink you will understand better 
than I can tell you by words. You will see by the sketch | 
that the apparatus for heating the water is formed of three ' 
pipes, going right up the back of the fire-place, but it gives 
much too strong a heat for my small greenhouse, and I 
think it would beat one three times as large. In the closet, 
which you will see goes under the stairs, I have put two good 
large boxes, filled with leaf-mould, into which I put, on the i 

The greenhouse is twelve feet by eight feet, and three 
feet high on the walls, with a stage the whole length of the 
place. The pipes are shaded dark, and pass through a 
closet from the kitchen fire-place to the greenhouse. The 

I return pipe comes along the front of the grate, and passes 
through between the bars at the bottom, to the back of the 

I fire-place, and then, in an inclined plane, forms the back of 
I the grate. The flow pipe comes over the top of the grate, 

at the back of the oven, and lies on what we call the hob at 
, the end of the grate.—11. Bradbury, King's Bromlcg. 

THE MARKING OR FANCY COLOURING OF 

FOWLS. 

As there appears to be a great want of uniformity in the 
appellations of the various markings of fancy fowls, I think 
it may be useful to describe all the different fancy colours 
that I am acquainted with, and as these markings show best 
on the feathers of the hens of the respective varieties, it is 
to them I shall confine myself. But I must beg my readers 
to bear in mind, that different individuals vary slightly, and 
that feathers from different parts of the body of the same 
bird also vary. 

1 shall commence with the Sbangle. This marking is 
becoming scarce. I am only aware of two vaiieties of fowls 
thus adorned; the true old Spangled - Boland, and the 
Sj)aiigle<l-ljSLnta.m; some approach to it may sometimes be 
seen among the common barn-door fowls. The ground 
colour is various—as black, brown, or golden, sometimes 
marked with black, but always tipped with a clear shining 
white spot, giving the wearer a beautiful appearance. This, 
then, is the true Spangle, and to these white spots sparkling 
out so bright and clear from the darker ground, in my 
opinion, is Dr. Johnson’s definition of a Spangle quite 
applicable. 

Bheasaxted.—Of this variety of marking, there are two 
sub-varieties, those with golden or silver-ground colour; 
but each having a black spot at the extremity of each I 
feather. Being black where the true spangle is white, this 
marking receives its name from its great resemblance to 
the feathers of the neck of acock Pheasant; not as some 
persons fancy from any cross with Pheasant blood. The 
Pheasant-marking is found in the Gold or Silver Pheasant 
Dutch Every-day-layers, the Pheasant Bantams, and the 
Hamburghs (7 mean those with the tuft, or the Poles with 
combs), for since the name of Hambui-gbs is applied to 
the Dutch Every-day-layers, these fowls liave no nam» left. 

for they are certainly not Spangled Poles, as some call them, 
which their colouring, being either pheasanted or laced, is 
quite sufficient to show, independently of Jheir having a 
comb ; nor do I think that the black spots can properly be 
called spangles. 

Laced.—Of this marking, like the last, there are two 
varieties, the Golden and the Silver-laced; the feathers are 
clear of either colour, edged with a narrow black border, 
which gives their wearer a scaly or imbricated appearance, 

i and received its name from some fancied resemblance 
I which it bears to the meshes of net or lace; of this marking 
I are the Gold and Silver-laced Bantams, some of the Dutch 

Every-dag-layers, and occasionally the nameless fowls, or 
Tufted Hamburghs. This marking used to be called 
“ Pheasanted," and is still frequently confused willi it, for 
it is true many of the feathers of a cock Pheasant also 
show this imbricated marking, and some fowls blend the 
two. 

Penciij,ed.—In this variety the markings vary rather 
more in some individuals, and is principally confined to the 
Dutch Every-day-layers. There are also two sub-varieties, 
or the Golden or Silver-pencilled. The most general 
arrangement of the markings is that of regular bars of 
black on the ground-colour. Slight variations sometimes 
occur; thus under the black is often a shade of brown, and 
often the extreme bar of black will be bent round into an 
arch, or intersected in the middle, the markings always 
being regular and decided. 

Moss.—This marking is found among the Bolton Greys 
or Bays, which are only another variety of the Dutch 
Evei'y-day-layers. The feathers, either golden or silver, are 
lined or grizzled with black, or some dark colour, and from 
a slight resemblance of this graining to the sprays or 
branches of moss it has received the name. When very | 
indistinct, it is called grey or grizzled. [ 

Cuckoo.—This marking is very frequent among common ■ 
i fowls. It consists of the feathers being shaded in alternate 
I bands or bars of light and dark slate, one band being nearly i 

black, and fading gradually into one almost white, and is 
thus continued to the end of the feather. The breast of 
the Cuckoo is thus marked; whence the name. I 

Grouse.—Is of a rich reddish brown, lined or grizzled ^ 
with a dark brown or black, and so called from its resem¬ 
blance to the colour of the red grouse. ; 

Pautridoe is of a duller brown, not so much grizzled as 
the Grouse, and the shaft of the feather being of a straw , 
colom' through part of its length, it is from its resemblance 
to the. feather on the back of a Partridge that it received 
its name. 
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Gingeii mill Nankeen arc the old names for what are 
now called buffs. 

It may not l)e ont of place hero to remark, that if feathers 
arc pulled out it very often happens that those that come in 
their places will have white tips; and 1 have not unfre- 
(piently known a wing feather of a black or dark fowl to 
come white, if fhe one that previously occupied the place 
was lost by any unnatural means, more particularly if it 
was not full-grown at the time of its removal; and I have 
also noticed that, when a fowl has moulted unnaturally fast, 
the feathers are very much tipped witli white, where pre¬ 
viously not a white spot was to he seen.—B. P. Brent, 
Ticsscls (rreeii, iiciw Seven Oaks. 

[Mr. Brent has enclosed a variety of feathers for our 
inspection, as illustrating the marking of the ditferent 
varieties. In the paper explanatory of his views on this 
subject, he commences with the Spangled birds, of which 
there are two specimens sent, black and golden. It would 
seem that ho is as yet unwilling to abandon the old, and as 
so many think, confused system of nomenclature, and that 
under the name of Spangled Polands, he alludes to the 
Spangled Hamburghs. We had liopod, indeed, that Mr. 
Dixon's admirable work had sot this question at rest for 
ever, for inevitable confusion follows its resuscitation. N or 
cau we assent to the Spangle being “ a clear shinimj while 
spat ” on a dark ground. So far from this being the case, 
Mr. Dixon insists for a clear white or yeUow-ground colour 
in both varieties of Hamburghs, under which name he thus 
arranges tlie whole race of fowls that so perplexed the 
fancier of former days:— 

HAMBURGHS. 
Pencilled Fowls, I Spangled Fowls, 

WITH LIGHT HACKLE, _!_ WITH DARKER HACKLE, 

that isf that is. 

Kither pure 
White hackle. 

Chittaprat. 
Bolton Greys. 
Pencilled Dutch, 
Silver Haiu- 

hurgh. 
Creole, or Coral. 

[ 
J Clear unmixed 

° j OchreyYellow. 

Bolton Bays. 
Golden Ham* 

burgh. 

Either White | 
hackle, striped | 
in the centre [" 
with Blackj j 

Silver Spangled. 
,, Pheasant. 
,, Mooneys. 
,, Moss. 

N.B.— The 
Adult Cocks have 
in some fami¬ 
lies pure white 
hackle. 

1 Yellow hackle, 
striped in the 
centre with 

Black, Brown, 
or Green. 

Gold Spangled. 
,, Pheasant. 
,, Mooneys. 

Red Caps. 
Copper hloss. 

Tlio terms “ Silver ami Gold Pheasunt ” are admitted into 
this list, simply to point out what tltey are not; tlie sooner 
they are discarded the better. 

Speaking of tlie.se Hamh>mjhs, for it is evidently this bird 
to which Mr. Brent refers under another name, Mr. Bailey 
tells us, ‘‘ Ihere are two saris, the yalden and the silver ; they 
differ in. aiic respect only ; the Jaundalion colour of one is 
while, of the ollicr yellow; their bodies spoiled, or 2>eneUled 
over wilh black.” 

The same ground colours, and the same black markings, 
are, moreover, always required in both Bolands and Ban¬ 
tams, the only other Spangled fowls of a distant breed, 
properly so called. 

The black and golden Spangled feathers, enclosed by Mr. 
Brent, do not, therefore, answer the description that judges 
would assign to the word Spanyle. 

Those marked yolden-pheasanled ai’o a much nearer ap¬ 
proach to the Spangle, which would, however, ho required 
ot a more oval form, and from the bright bay ground-colour 
of his yoldcndaced, they were talcen, if we mistake not, from 
Bolands, whose feathers, especially those on tlie breast, are 
often found more pointed at the extremity than is the case 
in otlier varieties. 

But let us keep the Spanyle, the Pencitliny, and the 
Luchaj, clear and distinct, and we are having engraved a 
good specimen of eacli, to enable our readers to steer clear 
ot much confusion. This is the more necessary, since day 
by day the hybrid inhabitants of our farm-yards are ex¬ 
hibiting more or less strongly the varied and oftentimes 
strangely blended plumage of their ditferent ancestors. 

PeneilUny wo must, of course, regard as limited to the 
Hamburghs, for we have never seen it tolerably developed 

in a barn-door fowl; and we do not despair of inducing Mr. 
Brent to assent to the classification now generally adopted, 
when we read his opinion that the Bolton Greys are only 
another variety of the Dutch Every-day Layers, whicli is 
one step in the right direction. His golden-pencilled 
feathers arc good, but the silver should he more distinct; 
tlie lacing should be carried far more round the margin of 
the feathers, keeping an even width, than we find in any of 
those now before us; but those from Serulalor’s Gold and 
Silver-laced Bolands are perfect, especially the latter. As 
to Phcasanlcd fowls, we think the less said the better; they 
are simply Golden-spangled Hamburghs. 

The Cuckoo feather is very good. This marking, Mr. 
Brent justly observes, is usually found in tlie mongrel 
breeds, bat when it is well-developed in the Dorking race, 
it is justly prized. Mr. Brent’s specimen is remarkably 
good, the alternate bauds being so delicately shaded one 
into anotlier. 

The specimens marked Grouse, reminds us how cautiously 
wo should speak of tlioso markings which are not strictly 
defined as the property and characteristic of some one dis¬ 
tinct family. Many Game fowls are seen thus attired ; and 
many more besides, of a parentage beyond the reach of 
inquiry. It will be sufficient, we think, for those who are 
interested in this research, if wo eventually attain accuracy 
in the recognised varieties, without regarding illegitimate 
offshoots, whose shoots and transformations, as to colour, 
must defy the regularity of any systematic arrangement. 
For Parlridye, what better than some of our dark Shang- 
haes of Mr. I’unchaid's stock ? 

The changes of colour that occur after moulting are 
attended with much uncertainty, especially with black 
Iioultry. Instances are on record, and quoted, if we re¬ 
member rightly, by Mowbray, of hens of the black Spanish 
breed becoming perf'ectly white. Fowls tliat have had a 
prolonged moulting, no less than an unnaturally fast one, 
are subject to the appearance of white feathers where pre¬ 
viously none existed.—W.] 

THE COTTAGE GARDENER'S PONY. 
(Conlinued from paye 370.) 

I HAVE often had to advise my friends on the propriety of 
keeping some sort of pony, one-horse chaise, phaeton, or 
other means of enjoying the countiy air. I liave found that 
nearly as many people try the experiment and fail (after 
being at great expense and trouble), as succeed in deriving 
any rational source of enjoyment from their stable. Others, 
again, carry tlieir fondness for horsetlesh to as great an 
excess as the young gentleman in Aristophanes— 

“By Neptune—the god of liorses,” passionately exclaimed 
the misguided youth. “ Say not so,” says tlie father bitterly, 
interrupting him; “ no god inspired you with the love of 
horses! ” A sentiment whicli most prudent fathers would 
agree in. 

The injunction “ not to multiply to yourselves horses,” 
has been, I think, justly considered by commentators to 
carry with it some tiling of the nature of a moral precept, as 
well as of a positive command; and much curious iiiforma- i 

tion has been brought to bear upon that point. Well, there 
is no doubt tliat the last European war convinced all good i 

soldiers that, in the long run, it is the infantry which ciu-ry 
all before them ; and that cavalry is an arm of strength but 
little to be depended on—a fact of which they might have 
fully informed themselves beforehand from a book whicli, [ 
am afraid, soldiers do not read as often as they should. 

It is my proposal to confine my remarks, as nearly as 
possible, to the most useful and least showy style of nag, 
which, without being an “uncoraraouly clean cob," a “well- 
seasoned hunter,” or a high-stepiier, or “ remarkably fast in 
liamess,” will yet supply most of the rea.sonable require¬ 
ments of country life—and those requirements are manifold. 
Except that we cannot get rid of a bad horse, by giving him 
“ a month’s wages, or a mouth’s wivrning,” and that tlie ex¬ 
pense of frequently changmg one’s nag involves one of tlie 
most serious drawbacks against keeping one, with this ex¬ 
ception, horses are not very unlike domestic servants—and 
the horse of which I have to write may be considered as a 
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sort of maid-of-all-work. It is best not to expect too much 
of tliem; and a little patience in bearing with faults we 
know, rather than flying to others that we know not of, is 
not unfroquently rewarded by the discovery of many latent 
virtues. The grand mistake lies in too often looking for 
imi)ossibilities, and vainly expecting to And an ordinary and 
rather humble servant endowed with qualities not always 
met with in the most favoured of his kind. 

The Baron Cuvier has told us that horses are used up in 
England ten times as fast as in any other state of Europe. 
It is the speed that kills them, generally speaking; the 
speed first of all, and next the enonuous loads which we 
put behind them—enormous, I mean, considered in relation 
to the too usual rate of travelhug ; though probably, in 
regard to the class of horses of which I would be under¬ 
stood to treat, not such heavy loads after all, if the speed 
were slackened. Hei'e then, at once, is opened a wide field 
for wandering in — I mean the matter of cai’riages and 
draught; and yet I can give but little advice about the 
choice of a horse, or his subseipient management, unless 
we have come to a clear understanding about what he has 
to do, and what weight to draw. 

In general, country carriages are too heavy and too fine. 
They are mostly ordered in town, where they are intended a 
good deal for display, and are more of a luxury, and less a 
matter of a necessity, than in the country, and are kept by 
people of ample income almost exclusively; again, the dis¬ 
tances in town are shorter, and the road more level and 
better kept. The distance between the hind wheels and 
tlie fore should be no more than just to enable you conve¬ 
niently to ascend between them; yet for London work, 
where ladies are continually stepijing in and out of the car¬ 
riage, this distance between the wheels is in general much 
too great. The wheels themselves, also, are gener ally too 
small. The power of the wheel, considered as a lever, is 
directly as the semi-diameter, and inversely as the semi¬ 
diameter of the axle in the box. 

In all cases of the lever, however, viewed as a mechanical 
contrivance, the necessity of economising power has its 
limits. Mere mechanical power is sometimes constructed 
in order to attain rapidity and safety of action, neatness, and 
convenience; and hence, not seldom, as in animal mecha¬ 
nics, so in mechanical contrivances to ecorromize animal 
power, a form of lever is adapted which, at first view, seems 
to irrrply a considerable waste of str'errgth. The Londoir 
birilder, then, was probably not far rvrorrg wherr he designed 
that very light-looking, but rrncornmorrly heavy-following, 
vehicle, which you have errcumbered yorrrself rvith to begiir 
with. It woirld answer the purpose of London callirrg, shop- 
pirrg, or park work, pretty well, I dare say; but ten miles of 
country work orr end, uporr inditt'erent roads, rvitlr a stiff hill 
or two to every mile of the wa}% and with a horse who had 
rrot yet leartred to know his work, and a driver still less ac¬ 
quainted with the profound secret of adopting his speed to 
the road; a day’s worrying with sitch a bargain as I have 
supposed you to have picked up, and a new horse, is just 
the thing to set all awry at the very first. It takes from six 
to twelvemonths to train an ordinary horse before he knows 
how to draw a pheaton without fatiguing himself, supposing 
even that he is not greatly overmatched with the work to 
begin with. 

Now, my mare, “ the maid-of-all-work” is to bring us all 
the manure into the hay-field ; she shall fetch hme ; coals 
for the house ; frequently tum over (after the first plough¬ 
ing, which requires two horses) some part of an acre of 
“field-garden” attached to the ground, wherein early pota¬ 
toes, mangold-wurtzel, carrots, cabbages, &c., are produced 
in help of the winter provision ; she shall fetch the market- 
stuff, new gravel for the walks, and what not. She must 
not take too much grooming; that will never do. I propose 
that she be turned out every night for the whole of the 
summer; and merely eat a couple of small feeds of corn 
during the day, in which case she will not require a great 
deal more looking after than a cow. And, if you are in pretty 
good health, gentle reader, and inclined to busyyourself and 
Laleb BaJderstone, your man, in the garden, and the weather 
is favourable for long walks, why you must really give “ the 
maid” a few weeks run out altogether, night and day, during 
the early part of summer. 'Tis the best method of i)ro- 
longing the usefulness of the horse that I know. In the 

stable it is, I think, indispensable that my horse, which has 
not got a groom on jourpose to give the exact proportion of 
daily exercise, should have a large box, wherein to turn 
about, and shift from one posture to another. Take it alto¬ 
gether, I almost think that as much work may bo got out of 
“all work” without interfering with the pretty frequent 
occurrence of pleasure exciu-sions : almost as much work as 
will pay for the grooming; that is, .supposing tlie lady or 
gentleman of the family usually drives. It is a serious 
matter, if the man-servant has anything else to do, that he 
should be perpetually taken oft’ his work; put into livery, 
and set to drive about a gypseying, or taken to a country’ 
market town, perliaps to loiter about wldle his master and 
mistress is engaged. It is the ruin of a good hard-working 
servant; and a man who is expected to execute some remu¬ 
nerating labour for his wages. 

By-the-by, I would never recommend you to load home 
your own hay from the field with your own horse. He is 
only occasionally put into the cart, and the. hun’y of the hay- 
field, the dangerous operation of loading, to say nothing of 
the casualties from a slippery barn-floor in unloading, all 
make it desirable that only practised horses sliould be em¬ 
ployed in this process ; and as any talk about making hay 
at Christmas is somewhat unseasonable, I think it is still 
better to turn my by-the-by into a good-bye, at least, for the 
present.—^'ibgyor. 

(To he covlinued.) 

POULTRY SHOWS 
Reigate.—This Show was on the 1st and 2nd instant 

but being confined to birds belonging to residents within a 
circle of fifteen miles round the Town Hall, was propor¬ 
tionately deficient in interest and utility. The object of 
such exhibitions ought to be comparison with the produce 
of distant localities. This aft'ords stimulus to fresh exertion, 
and a good test of merit. To be the best at Reigate is very 
far below being the first where all England competes. The 
following is a list of the prize-winners'. Classes in which 
no prize was awarded are omitted. 

Class I.—SPANisn.—For the best Cock and two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—No. .3, C. Alloway, Dorking. Second—No. 1, J. Ivery, 
Dorking. Third—No. 2, J. Thompson, Wolvers Farm, Reigate. 

Class 2.—Spanish.—For the best Cock and two Pullets, chickens 
of 1852. 

First Prize—No. 4, C. Alloway, Dorking. Second—No. 5, C. Alloway, 
Dorking. Third—No. 1, J. Nicholson, Reigate. 

Class 3.—Dorking (Single-combed).—For the best Cock or two 
Hens of any age. 

First Prize—No. g, Earl Cottenham. Second—No. 8, .T. Wicks, Cot¬ 
tager, Leigli. Third—No. 2, J. Iverj', Dorking. 

Class 4.—Dorking (Single-combed).—For the best Cock and two 
Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

First Prize—No. 2, S. Roots, Kingston. Second—No. 3, R. Clutton, 
Reigate. Third—No. 5, J. Lee, Horley. 

Class 5.—Dorking (Double or Rose-combed),—For the best Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

Second Prize—No. 1, Rev. J. Herbert, Leigh. 

Class 6.—Dorking (Double or Rose-combed).—For the best Cock and 
two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

First Prize—No. 5, J. Hitchens, Horley. Second—No. 2, R, Wol¬ 
laston, Reigate, 

Class 7-—Dorking (White).—For the best Cock and two Hens of 
any age. 

First Prize—No. 1, Emmeline Parrat, Effingham. Second—No. 2, 
J. Giles, Betchworth. Third—No, 4, J. Compton, Reigate. 

Class 8.—Dorking (White).—For the best Cock and two Pullets, 
chickens of 1852. 

Third Prize—No. 1, D. B. Hunt, Edenbridgc. 

Class 9.—Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buff).—For the best Cock 
and two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—No. 12, E. George, Coulsdon. Second—No. 2, T. H. | 
Potts, Croydon. Third—No. 8, E. George, Coulsdon. 

Class 10,—Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buff).—For the best Cock 
and two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

First Prize—No, 15, W. W. Hayne, Sutton. Second—No, 10, E, 
George, Coulsdon. T/iird—No. 8, C. Rawson, Walton. 
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Class ll.—CocniN-CiiiNA (Brown and Partridge Feathered).-foe the 
beet Cock and two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—No. 1, T. H. Potts, Croydon. Second—No. 2, T. H. 
1 Potts, Croydon. Third—Flo. 6, T. Bridges, Croydon. 

Class 12.—Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge Feathered).—For the 
best Cock and two Pullets, chickens 0/1852. 

First Prize—Ho. 4, T. Bridges, Croydon. Second—Ho. 3, J. OrmU- 
' ton, Shabden. 

I Class 14.—Cochin-China (White).—For the best Cock and two 
j Pullets, chickens of ]<ib2. 

\ First Prize—Ho. 2, E. N. Harper, Riegate. 

I Class 15.—Game Fowl.—For the best Cock and two Hens of any age. 

\ First Prize—Ho. 2, S. Akehurst, Copthorn. Second—Ho. 3, S. Ake- 
I hurst, Copthorn. Third—Ho. 4, T. Berney, Croydon. 

Class i6.—Game Fowl.—For the best Cock and two Pullets of any age. 

First Prize—Ho. 2, R. Glutton, Reigate. Second—No. 3, W. Purvis, 
Croydon. Third—Ho. 1, S. Akehurst, Copthorn. 

Class 17.—Golden-pencilled Hamburgh.-For the best Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

Second Prize.—Ho. 1, M. A. Harper, Reigate. 

Class ig.—Golden-spangled Hamburgh.-For the best Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—No. 1, C. Rawson, Walton. 

Class 21.—Silver-pencilled Hambdegh.—For the best Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—Ho. 2, M. A. Harper, Reigate. Second—No. 5, Rev. J. 
Herbert, Leigh. Third—No. 3, J. Lee, Horley. 

Class 22.—Silvee-pencilled Hamburgh.—For the best Cock and 
two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

First Prize—Ha. 3, A. Way, Betchworth, Second—Ho. 2, Emmeline 
Parrat, Effingham. TAird-No. 1, J. Fisher, Reigate. 

Class 23.—Silver-spangled Hamburgh.—For the best Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

First Prize.—Ho. 2, C. Rawson, Walton. 

Class 24.—Silver-spangled Hamburgh.-For the best Cock and 
two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

Second Prize—Ho. 1, G. Larmer, Reigate. 

Class 25.—Polands (Black with White Crests).—For the best Cock 
and two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—Ho. 4, A. Buckland, cottager, Reigate. Second—No. 1, 
Hon. and Rev. A. Sugden, Newdigate. Third—Ho. 2, W. Truelove, 
Buckland. 

Class 26.—Polands (Black with White Crests).—For the bast Cock 
and two Pullets, chickens of 1852, 

First Prize.—Ho. 1, G. Wythes, Reigate. Second—Ho. 2, H. Sayers, 
Reigate. 

Class 35.—For ant other distinct breed.—For a Cock and 
two Hens of any age. 

First Prize—Ho. 3, J. Giles, Betchworth. Second—No. 1, Hon. and 
Rev. A. Sugden, Newdigate. Third—Ho. 5, J. Arnold, Betchworth. 

Class 36.—For any other distinct breed.—For the best Cock 
and two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

Second Prize—No. 1, W. W. Hayne, Sutton. 

Class 37.—For the best cross between any breed.—For the 
best Cock and two Pullets, chickens of 1852. 

1 First Prize—Ho. 3, J. Fisher, Reigate. Second—No. 2, C. C. Elgar, 
I Reigate. (Cochin-Dorking.) Third—Ho. 1, Rev. J. N. Harrison, 
i Reigate. (Dorking-Game-Cochin.) 

I Class 38.—Bantams. 

' First Prize.—Ho. 3, W. Relf, Reigate. (Silver-laced.) First Prize— 
No. 4, M. A. Harper, Reigate. (White Cochin.) First Prize—Ho. 5, 
G. G. Richardson, Reigate. (Black.) First Prize—Ho. 6, S. Boots, 

! Kingston. (Gold-laced.) First Prize—No. 9, A. Smythe, Reigate. 
. (Buffs.) Second—No. 2, Emmeline Parratt, Effingham. (Sebright.) 
I Second—Ho. 7, J. Compton, Reigate. (White.) 

' Class 39.—Geese. 

; First Prize—No, 4, J. Lee, Horley. (Toulouse.) Second—No. 2, C. 
' Rawson, Walton. 

! Class 40.—Ducks. 

I First Prize—No. 6, C. Alloway, Dorking. (Aylesbury.) First Prize— 
No. 10, R. Glutton, Reigate. (Labradors.) First Prize—Ho. 13, T. 
Page, Holmwood. (Aylesbury Muscovy.) First Prize—No. 15, W.W. 

' Hayne, Sutton. (Rouen.) Second—No. 4, J. Giles. Betchworth. (Black.) 
i Second—No. 16, Earl Cottenham. (Aylesbury.) Third—No.8, A. Way, 
I Betchworth. (Aylesbury.) TAird—No. 11, R. Glutton, Reigate, (Wild.) 

Class 41.—Turkeys. 

First Prize—Ho. 2, K. Way, Betchworth. Second—No. 1, J. Giles, 
Betchworth. (White.) 

Class 42.—Guinea Fowl. 

First Prize—No. 2, J. Fisher, Reigate. Second—No. 3, G. Wythes, 
jun., Reigate. 

Eoyai. Dubijn Society.—This Socie4'’s days of exlii- 
bition this year are tlie i!9th, BOth, and Blst of March. Only 
one prize (-61) is offered for “ a cock and two hens” of each 
of the usual varieties. The only peculiaiities in the prize 
list, are one for “ Three Capons,” and one for “American ” i 
Turkeys. Specimens from England and Scotland are ad¬ 
missible. j 

Bath and IVest of England AGRicrLTriui,.—This long- i 

establi.shed Society has a very rich prize list for poultry \ 
(T3, i;2, AT) in each class, amounting to TsO 10s. in the ! 
total. The Meeting is to be held at Plymouth, on the : 
8th, !)th, and Kith of June. i 

Bikjiingham Cattle and Poultry Show.—The first 
meeting of the Council of the Birmingham Cattle and 
Poultry Show was held in this town on Thursday last, the 
members present being the Earl of Aylesford, Pdohard 
Spooner, Esq., M.P., C. M. Caldecott, Esq., Howard Luck- 
cock, Esq., MuUiam Lucy, Esq., J. W. Whateley, Esq., IMr. 
John Bright, Mr. Charles AYedge, Mr. T. B. AVright, Air. 
John Lowe, Mr. B. Dain, Mr. H. Lowe, Mr. John Shackel, ] 
Mr. Joseidi Hardwick, and Mr. George Lowe. The piineipal i 
business for which the meeting was called, was the conside- ] 
ration of the prize lists and regulations for the Exhibition 
in December next. In the. lists for Fat Cattle, the prizes ' 
for Hereford, Short Horn, and Devon Steers, not exceeding | 
three years and three months old, were fixed on the same j 

scale as those for oxen and steers of any age, the first prize ] 
in each case being illO, and the second i‘5 ; a change which | 
will still further caiTy out one of the distinct objects of the 
society—the encouragement of early matuiity. The stock 
excluded from the classes for pure breeds, in consequence 
of the breeder being unknown, or from other causes, will in 
futm'e be shown separately, in competition for silver medals 
only, and not in connection with cross-bred animals. The 
only other alteration, with regard to cattle, was the increase 
of the extra prize from ^61.') to TBO; so that the best ox or 
steer of any age or breed will be a winner of LTO in his j 
class, L'BO as an extra prize, and a gold medal of the value 
of L'BO; and the same will be the case with the best cow or 
heifer. In the an-angement of the classes for Sheep, a 

j change has been made, which we have no doubt will be 
considered judicious by the breeders of this stock. These 

I classes now stand as follows:—Leicester Sheep; Jjong- 
Woolled Sheep, not being Leicesters; South and other Down 
Sheep; Shropshire and other Black and Greij-faced, Short- 
Wo(dled Sheep, and Cross-bred Sheep. The first prize in 

1 each class has also been raised from X'8 to XTO ; the second 
I remaining at A‘5, as heretofore. In the classification 
j and prizes for Pigs, no change has been made; and the 
I regulations of the Show remain precisely as they were last 
1 year. The increase in the amount of prizes for Cattle, 

Sheep, and Pigs, is XOO ; the total amount being X'olS, ex- 
I elusive of gold and silver medals. The prizes for Domestic 
' Poultry were also arranged, and will be at once issued. 

Several changes have been made, the most important of 
! which it may be useful to notice. Instead of old and young 
^ birds competing together, as was the case last year, the 
j classes will now be thus divided—“Birds exceeding one 
I year old“ Chickens of 1853.” The classes for Double- 
j combed Dorkings are discontinued, as are also the second 
j classes for Golden or Silver Polands. There are two classes 
I for Turkeys—one for old biixls, and the other for poults of 

1853. The amount allotted for PoulU-y prizes has been 
increased this year by about X80; the total last year, exclu¬ 
sive of the extra classes, having been XT33, while this year 
it is X201 Ids. The only change in the regulations will be 
the substitution of the following paragraph with reference 
to the principles by which the Judges will be guided in 
making their awards, in the place of that which was in force 
in former yeai-s—“ High condition, quality, beauty of plu¬ 
mage, purity of race, and uniformity in the markings, combs, 
and other characteristics, wiU, in all the classes for fowl, be 
taken into consideration by the Judges in a greater degree 
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I than mere weight without these distinctions, if the more 
j perfect specimens are at the same time of a fair average 

size.” The subjoined resolution, with regard to the manage- 
I meat of the I’oultry Show, was unanimously adopted:— 

“ That the following members of the Council, . namely, 
Howard Luckcock, Esq., Mr. T. B. tyright, ilr. Benjamin 
l)ain, Mr. Hubert Luckcock, Mr. W. B. Mapplebeck, Mr. 
John Lowe, and Mr. Joseph Harrison, be appointed a com¬ 
mittee for the general management of the I'oultry Show in 
December next; and that they be respectfully requested to 
ascertain if any and what alterations can be made in the 
arrangement of the pens, so as to facilitate the inspection 
of the specimens by the visitors; to decide upon the best 
mode of conducting the sales; to engage a poultry salesman, 
and other assistants; and to make such regulations, witli 
regard to feeding, and the kinds of food wliich are to be 
used, as shall, in their opinion, be calculated to ensure the 
preservation in good health of the birds sent for exhibition." 
The new prize lists will, we apprehend, be considered by 
exhibitors generally as a great improvement, in many re¬ 
spects, on those of last year; and they will be received as a 
further evidence that the Council are prepared to employ 
every means at their disposal to ensure tlie continued 
success and utility of these popular meetings. The subject 
of holding exhibitions of store stock and agricultural imple¬ 
ments was discussed by the Council, and a committee was 
appointed to consider the resolution to which we have before 
alluded, as liaving been passed by the Committee of Ma¬ 
nagement for last year. This committee was requested to 
report in May next; and as it is desirable that the proposi¬ 
tion should be maturely considered, and the opinions 
thereon of the leading agriculturists in the midland counties 
ascertained, the committee nominated is a numerous one. 
It comprises the following members of the Council;—The 
I’resident (Earl Howe), the Vice-President (the Mayor of 
Birmingham), Lord Calthorpe, the Earl of Aylesford, Vis¬ 
count Hill, Lord Hatherton, Lord Leigh, Sir George Richard 
Philips, Bart., Captain Dilke, R.N., Charles M. Caldecott, 
Esq., Baron Dickenson Webster, Esq., Darwin Galton, Esq., 
William Lucy, Esq., Howard Luckcock, Esq., Mr. T. B. 
Wright, Mr. Benjamin Dain, Mr. Hubert Luckcock, Jlr. 
Henry Lowe, Mr. John Bright, Mr. Charles Wedge, Mr. 
John Lowe, Mr. John Shackel, Mr. J. Mathews. The 
Council unanimously agreed to present the sum of £‘25 to 
Mr. Morgan, the secretary, in addition to his salary, in con¬ 
sideration of his assiduous attention to the duties of his 
office. Mr. Morgan was also re-appointed. — Midland 
Counties Herald, February d, 1853. 

PRESERVING SPECIMENS OF ANIMALS. 

(Continued from paye 373.) 

The second method is what I generally use, and is a 
much quicker one, where the convenience of an oven can be 
had. In this case, the bird is to be prepared by opening as 
before, and stuffed with cotton or wool, but instead of the 
mixture, I pour in along with the stuffing as much common 
or Barbadoes tar as may be imbibed by that stuffing, but 
not more, as it would run out, and disfigure the plumage ; 
the only use of this, to give a remaining scent, as little or 
none can enter the flesh. The proportion I allow is about 
ten drops to a bird of the size of a sparrow. Now, if the 
bird be placed in the posture by the means aforesaid, the 
rest is to be done by an oven of a proper degree of heat, by 
putting the bird therein. The only difficulty is to regulate 
this. The test is by putting some downy white feathers on 
a clean paper in the oven, and shut them up for five minutes, 
after which, if they are not discoloured, you may be sure 
that tlie birds will not be hurt. I generally feel the flesliy 
part of the thighs, to tell when they are enough done, and 
if tliis feels pretty hard, so that you can scarcely make an 
impression, I conclude it finished. I observe, too, the neck, 
if that is stiff, I suppose it enough. It will be necessary that, 
after the operation, the bird be put in a state of security 
from insects immediately on its growing cold, as they will 

j be more liable to attack tliose done by the oven than the 
first way; indeed, I generally either put them in a very close 
drawer, or in the case I intend they shall remain, directly. 

for on neglect of this I have lost many birds, notwith¬ 
standing any preparation. Should, therefore, any one 
intend to send a collection to his friend at a great dis¬ 
tance he must attend to this. The way I should think 
likely would be this : As soon as any bird is done, have a 
large box or hooped-barrel, and lay a layer of very clean 
and dry sand, on this set each bird, sifting some more sand 
over it, to bury it therein, whicli, being carefully done, will 
notruffle the feathers ; put among the sand, here and there, 
whole pepper, or any other spice, and bits of camphor, this 1 
you may do till you have made the whole of the collection 
intended, and are desirous of forwarding them on ship- 1 

board; I should then pack them up in a ligliter manner, by 
putting them in a box or barrel with soft cotton or wool, , 
tight enough to prevent jostling against each other, with '■ 
spice here and there, and when closed up for good, pasting 
thick paper on every crevice, with thick paste, adding to each ! 
pint of it twenty or thirty grains of corrosive sublimate ! 
(or white mercury), which will liinder insects eating the i 
paste, and if the cotton or wool be put in an oven for half-an- 
hour before it is used for package, yoit may use it the more 
safely for that purpose. And I should think that even 
moss, dried in an oven, may pack them as w'ell as any thing. 
The time I allow for a bird of the size of a sparrow', is an 
hour or two at furthest, the larger ones much longer, and 
some will require twice putting in the oven, remaining each 
time till cold. These methods need not be confined to 
birds alone, but the smaller kinds of quadrupeds, if curious, 
may be done by either of these ways. IVith a little more ■ 
care, reptiles and fishes may be preserved likewise by one j 

of these methods, though the general method is to put ! 
them into spirits of wine, brandy, or rum, w'hich is a good 
way, where time or opportunity will not serve for tlie above. 

Some sort of insects, as iieetles, centipedes, tarantulas, 
scorpions, Ac., may be put into rum or brandy, putting them 
one upon another without any care, except the not bruising 
them in the catching; but as many of tlieso are adorned 
with beautiful colours, I have found it useful to add to the 
brandy as much loaf-sugar as it will take up, this prevents 
the spirits preying on that colour as much as may be. 

As to butterflies. After catching them in a net con¬ 
trived for that purpose, a squeeze on the bod\', without 
injuring the wings, while in the net, generally kills them, 
upon which the pin is to be run through the body, a 
little beyond the head; the head of the pin inclining 
forwards, and the point backwards, so that when the pin is 
set upright in a piece of board the back part of the fly will 
be nigher the board tlian the fore parts, wliich, if raised 
one-sixth part of an inch, or one-fourth in large ones, will 
look tlie better; the wings are then to be spread, and kept 
in that manner by a slip of card, with a pin run tlirough it, 
which is to bear gently on both wings, just so much as to 
keep them from displacing: thus they may remain for a 
week or more, when they will bo stiff, and may be taken off 
and placed in a row on slips of deal, wiiich may be made to 
slide one above another, in a box or case made on purpose, 
and if stuck very tight in, will transport anywhere thus 
witliout further trouble, except, on exportation, taking care 
to paste up the crevices everywhere with the sublimated 
paste before-mentioned, as w'ell as sticking pieces of cam¬ 
phor in every slider, to guard against insects. 

PHEASANTS. | 

{Continued from ])age 371.) 

Having disposed of thus much, respecting coops, phea- j 
santry, &c., we will now turn our attention to the birds j 

themselves ; premising a cock and two hens as a minimum 
of either variety in possession. 

Each kind require the same treatment, as regard to rear¬ 
ing and food ; otherwise than that, the Silver and common 
breeds are capable of roughing it more, and may be allowed 
game, or common hens, as foster-parents. In our case, 
liowever, nothing of the sort was practised ; equal arrange¬ 
ments, care, and attention were given to all. 

Sir John Sebright's Golden spangled Bantams were the 
variety kept to serve as matrons in our pheasant estalilish- 
ment,for which purpose no other sorts, so far as I am aware 
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of, are comparable. The true variety of these birds are of 
themselves very ornamental; they are also good layers, and, 
generally speaking, good sitters. Besides, a couple, or even 
three of them, when well fed, properly cooked, and placed 
on a dish at one end of the dining-table, with a pig’s cheek 
vis-a-i’is, flanked with cauliflower, asparagus, and appen¬ 
dages, such as gravy, melted butter, and bread-sauce, might 
serve a select gastronomic faculty to fonn a judgment, 
and pass a far weightier decision than that which wouhl 
possibly emanate from a private individual like myself, 
upon a subject, at once so important, delicate, and interest¬ 
ing withal! 

Sir J. Sebright’s Silver-spangled Bantams are even hand¬ 
somer than the above, but this is all; they do not answer in 
any respect so well for the purpose I am treating upon, and 
are even more diflicult to rear than the Golden Pheasants. 
T thus mention them as a caution. 

A cross between the pheasant and the fowl there never 
was, nor ever will be. Mr. Beaton has let ns into the 
secret of cross-hreeding as much as anybody. As a devourer 
of his articles, and as a tittle of compensation, I hereby 
state, that it would be about as reasonable to expect a cross 
between the Shrubland Geranium and the Hollyhock, as to 
hope for a like feature between the fowl and the pheasant. 
Varieties of fowl, even emanating from a cross with their 
own species, require to be naiTowly watched, and kept up to 
the feather, or hack to their maternal origin (otherwise 
sterility) they inevitably go—Sir .John Sebright’s Bantams 
not excepted. A new and established variety of Pheasant, 
by intercrossing with their species, I do not think can be 
aiTived at; a few hybrids occasionally form a result, but are 
they not invariably a sterile generation ? Enough has been 
attempted this way to allow the experiment to be fairly 
given up as hopeless. 

Place a strip of turf, in the fonn of a half circle, at the 
corners of the pheasantry, for the pnqiose of securing, as a 
lean-to, some pointed spruce fir boughs; and form in the 
process two rather unobstructed entrances, on either side, 
ivith the gi’ound for their base. The pheasants will at once 
adopt the concealment, and hollow for themselves a bare 
nest on the loose gravel, in preference to the exposed part 
of the pheasantry, retiring to lay their eggs there. Tlieir 
Creator imprinted within them this modest fear and elegant 
instinct. 

One might suppose the birds could bo induced to sit also 
under these circumstances, but, no; repeated trials impel 
me to say—No. Possibly, the stimulus afforded them 
by an easy and bountiful supply of food is a reason why 
they almost invariably lay a larger number of eggs in con¬ 
finement, than pheasants are commonly observed to do at 
large, but they appear to lose all interest in the sitting 
atfair. When by chance a bird with us offered to sit, 
she performed the office in so irregular a manner that suc¬ 
cess never attended it. These stubborn facts led us to 
deprive them of their eggs on the day they were laid, 
excepting one or two to remain as nest eggs. 

If we had not a Bantam, who desired to sit just at the 
time we wanted, or a sufficient number of eggs for the 
purpose, those by us were placed singly on bran, in a place 

: of even temperature, with the day of the month on which 
I they were laid written upon them, and they were turned 

once in forty-eight hours ; in a case of necessity, and thus 
preserved, they would be safe to place under a hen at a 
period of six weeks from the time they were laid, 

i No one should think of placing a hen to sit otherwise 
i than on the ground, for which the boxes already figured are 
i purposely adapted ; I can safely recommend them after ten 

years’ trial. Procure a sound turf, three inches in thick¬ 
ness, of the same dimensions, and place it at the bottom of 

I the sitting box; ram a slight hollow in imitation of a nest 
on the surface of the sod; a position to receive the eggs, 

I inclining to that side of the box not opposite the entrance ; 
thus placed, to see and not be seen, is what the hen so highly 

j approves of; a thin layer of the newest and cleanest wheat- 
' straw may be placed upon the turf. 

! Procure two nest eggs, to be temporarily placed there; 
I and now, madam, to prove your power of endurance. Two 

or three days ;—well! I find you have made up your mind, 
like a reasonable hen, firmly and determinedly bent on 
becoming a mother. Come, come, you need not be so 

angry; but take care, do not peck a hole in one of those 
eleven eggs, for they come of a pedigree even superior to 
yourself, though it be of a like sounding oreriferous nomen¬ 
clature. However, an egg is an egg, all the world over 
with you, you are no respecter of eggs, whether they come 
of a golden pheasant, or a grey goose ? More especially, 
when 1 tell you they were laid very recently, nearly all of 
them upon the. same day, wliich you may observe by the 
writing, and by consequence will save both yourself and 
myself a vast deal of bother and anxiety; for they will 
probably all of them hatch on the same day, in three weeks’ 
time. There, I place water for you, and barley shall not be 
wanting; I now feel myself perfectly justified with leaving 
you to perform all those little et ceteras with which I cannot 
possibly be thought to have any concern; those matters 
remain incumbent upon yourself as a hen ; therefore, enjoy 
your own reflective, felicitous ruminations upon the s\ibject; 
you may depend on me with regard to ulterior arrange¬ 
ments, such as chopped egg, and all that sort of tiling. Au 
revoir/ 

A watchful eye must administer, for it sometimes happens 
that the lien will play truant from her nest too frequently, 
and too long at a time; this must be strictly guai-ded 
against; when you perceive her this way inclined, place 
something opposite the entrance of the box; remove the 
obstruction once in the course of the day, and then and 
there provide water and food, so that she may not have the 
slightest shadow of an excuse for neglecting her duty. At 
the expiration of nineteen days, something interesting may 
shortly be expected ; the hen now heai’s the first cry of her 
little ones ; her mother’s heart warms towards them, and 
she will sit uncommonly close : do not disturb her, though 
it becomes advisable, at this critical state of affairs, in the 
first of the morning, and the last thing at night, to interfere 
somewhat by way of observation; for if, as it does too often 
happen when a sitting of eggs is placed under a hen, some 
are fresh and othei’s stale, the fresh ones will inevitably 
hatcli first; the consequence is, the hen becomes so excited 
and anxious to be off with these her first progeny, that she 
will unwittingly allow the remainder to become buried alive 
in their shells. To prevent a misfortune of this sort, remove 
those firstling instigators to all this mischief, and place them 
not too near the fire, in a piece of warm flannel, out of 
harm’s way, and they will do very ■well there, for several 
liours even. To prevent her thus taking an early trip in 
the morning, before people are stirring, place an obstruction 
opposite lier entrance at night. 

Sufficient aliment remains to the infant creature within 
itself to allow a sustenance for the first twenty-four hours ; 
though it is not advisable to push the extremity of these 
powers quite so far as that. I merely mention the circum¬ 
stance, precautionary, as a guard against an over anxiety 
one often finds among good-natured people, to relievo the 
cra'viugs of a supposed hunger the moment the birds ai-o 
hatched ; contraiy to this, if the process go on well, and all 
is as it should be, they become considerably strengthened 
by allowing them to remain several hours quietly under the 
hen. 

Returning from this digression, I will resume the worst 
feature, by supposing the remainder of the chicks come 
forth within the twenty-four hours; if not, and tho eggs , 
show no sign, place them near your ear, and give each a 
gentle shake, you will thus be made aware if they are addled. ' 
This is all the doctoring I resort to; I dislilve, unless it 
becomes absolutely necessary, to assist the parturition of a 
chick from the shell. I always consider the merest novice 
of a hen more competent, agreeably -with nature’s dictation, 
to perform these functions. I also confess to be one (of tho 
worst doctors in the world. I do not like doctoring; and to 
tell the real truth, this science in our practice witli poultry 
has always been at a nonplus. Remedy preferable to dis¬ 
ease is our motto: therefore, as a leave go to this incubation i 
process, I advise every sitting of eggs, pheasants, or what¬ 
not, to be fresh as fresh can be, and then, ten to one, but 
they all hatch freely, and at the same time. 

A dry lawn or grass plot, is, if possible, the proper station 
to place the coop upon for the reception of tho hen and 
her petite brood ; they could not possibly bo thought dero¬ 
gatory to the best situation that can be found. 

The net protection figured with the coop serves admirably 
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j for the young pheasants to feed under; also to protect them 
from birds of prey, or other disagreeables during the day, 

i The front sliding board acting as a presen^ative against rats 
and otlier prowling vermin by night. It requires to be 
withdrawn very early in the morning, say by sunrise, and 

I the coop shifted on to a fresh position. I'he birds ai’e then 
fed, a repetition of which should take place every two hours 

; at least during the day, consisting of variations from tlie 
i follomng bill of fare, 
1 Hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs mixed. Crushed 
1 groats, fresh from the mill, if to be had. Alum curd, ant 
I the ants and liies accompanying them. Wheat 
j after the first fortnight. Dispense wdth the egg, bread 
I crumbs, and ciu'd, after the first three weeks. With the 
j groats at a month. Alternate barley with wheat, when the 
I birds arrive at the age of six, or seven weeks. Any kind of 

fruit will always prove acceptable; and, above all things, a 
constant sup])ly of clean fresh water. If they are not placed 
upon turf this necessary adjunct must bo given in the shape 
of sods. Often scatter calcined, and pounded oyster shells, 
or pounded egg shells, for them to peck up at their pleasure; 
it keeps off the rickets, oc., it strengthens their bones. 

This to some will appear a very chic mode of living; 
nevertheless, each and all of the good things mentioned 
above will he found as necessary to the artificial rearing, 
and |)roper personnel of the Pheasant tribe, as turtle soup, 
(i'C., is to the proper wellbeing of an alderman. 

The curd is produced, simply by poui’ing half-a-pint of 
milk into a saucepan along with a piece of alum about the 
size of a nut; xdf^ce it near or upon the fire till its casslin 
or muscle-forming properties (cheese) become apparent: 
strain ofi’ the whey, crumble the eiu’d, and it is ready for 
use. Upwards and On^vahds. 

HINTS ON POULTRY BREEDING. 
As it is desirable the highly descriptive and euphonious 

Saxon term, “ gawky,” should not descend in the persons of 
our Shanghae pets, T would venture a word in season to our 
zealous ])oultry-keepers, not to breed from verjj youiKj birds; 
for assuredly, in the generality of instances, “like produces 
like; ’’ and the older, and, consequently, more developed the 
parents are, in shortness of leg, breadth of frame, tJcc., so 
much tlie more will their chickens take after them in early 
maturity and 2)recocity. If you wish to have chickens (high 
bred), loose and leggy, running about for six or eight montJis 
before they fall into shape, and deserving the characteristic 
term of the 7V»ic.s Editor, then breed from young parents 
before they have attained their size and character, which is 
frequently done with birds under seven months of age. Tlie 
lien should, at least, be twelve months, and the cock two 
years if jiossible. It is also of importance that you select 
hens which iiroduce the longest egg ; for there is a marked 
difference in this respect, and our breed will fall into disre¬ 
pute if this point is not more attended to. I maintain, one 
of the chief points of excellence in the Shanghae, is their 
property of laying throughout the cold winter months; in 
tills respect somewhat singularly resembling our Chinese 
plants, which usually produce their tlowers during our incle 
ment winter season.—Henry Curtis, IVesibnry-on-Trymj 
Bristol. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

♦** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All rommunications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage (iarde7ier, 2, Ame7i Corner^ Pat€r7ioster RoWj London,** 

ERROR.*-At p. .S51, col. 2, line 34 from the bottom, for “ longitudinal ** 

read transverse.^’ 

Impressions of Leaves and Flowers (IK. H.).—Our corres¬ 
pondent will be obliged by information as to the best mode of taking 
these. 

Thorough-bred Dorkings {Charlotte Elizabeth).—Apply to any 
of the cluef priije-takers either at the late Birmingham or Metropolitan 

Show. To give you the characteristics of these birds in the compass of 
a note is not in our power. You will have them given fully in the 
third number of ** The Poultry Book.” In the meantime, it will be a 
sufficient guide to say, that the eock bird should be single-combed, 
that the comb should be stout, well arched, and regularly toothed or 
jagged; wattles long and large, and bright crimson like the comb; 
breast wide and very prominently round; back broad and stout; neck 
hackles long, and forming quite a pellerine; tail ample, and well 
sickled; legs white or blue, short and stout; toes five in number. 
Weight not less than lulbs. Carriage peculiarly bold and erect, and, 
when standing fully upright, about 22 inches high. The double, or 
rose-combed, differs only in that peculiarity. The hp7i bird, when fully 
erect, is about 19 inches high, and should not weigh less* than 7lbs. 
Comb single and very low, in this or in the rose-combed variety; breast 
broad and prominent; compact in form; short in the legs, and these 
blue or white; feet five-tocd, as in the cock, by an extra one behind. 
The colours are very various. If the skull of your Spa7iish Pullet 
is scalped, or laid bare, nothing, we fear, will induce the skin to re¬ 
form over it. We should put on a piece of Diachylon plaister, and 
leave the rest to nature. 

Keeping Eggs {It. B,).—For 7tsing in pttddings, we have known 
eggs laid in August good at Christmas. They had their shells greased 
all over with melted suet. Others have been kept as long in lime 
water. For sittuig purposes, or breeding, there is no doulit that the 
fresher the eggs the better. A fortnight, or tliree weeks, is the extreme 
age of an egg that we should take for this jiurposc, where a choice is 
practicable. At the same time, if eggs are of a choice variety, we 
should not despair of their productiveness, though more than two 
months old; for we have been assured, i)y a practiced breeder of 
poultry, that six out of nine Bramah Pootra eggs produced chickens 
when full nine weeks old. 

Vines fob Cold Greenhouse {Amxctis).—Your eleven Vines should 
be—Six Black Hamburghs ; two Black Prince; two Royal Muscadine, 
and one Dutch Sweet VVater. You could start them a little earlier in 
the spring by a hotbed within the house; but take care to start the root.s 
a little earlier by a similar application. Can you not let the Vines into 
the house, by having the front lights made as depicted by us a few 
months ago? Carry this year’s shoots into the house, and shorten them 
just within-side. Plant immediately Vines growing now in pots. We 
only know the Raisin de Calubre by name. Nothing more than this is 
given in the Horticultural Society’s Catalogue. 

Soft and Imperfect Eggs (/. B.).—Your Shanghae hen, which 
continues to lay so irregularly and so imperfectly, we have no doubt is 
suffering from inffammation, either of the ovarium or of the egg-passage. 
Take her away from the cock for a few days, giving her at once one grain 
of calomel and one-twelfth of a grain of tartrate of antimony. Keep her 
in a moderately-warm, dry place, and repeat the dose at the end of two 
days if the imperfect laying continues. 

Spanish Cockerel (IK. H. S.).—We never knew abird affected with 
white lumps, like maggots, below the tongue, therefore cannot advise 
you. “ The Poultry-Book ” will be published in half-crown parts. 

Ledcothoe {Subsenbex').—Leucothoe is one of the many second 
names given to A7idroineda; you may see whole beds of them at Kew 
under that name, also the one you inquire about, Andromeda 7ieriifoliu, 
The Pentstemon ge7itianoides, the Cobeea, and the blue Lobelias, men¬ 
tioned by Mr. Appleby, are on sale at his own nursery; and if he or any 
other nurseryman chooses, he can get for you any plant that is on sale, 
either in Europe or America. A plan is in contemplation whereby you 
may be aided. 

Cyclamens {WelUtvishe)', Isle of Nan),—The leaves perished on the 
way from London, and tlie growth is suspended—what is to be done ? 
They must have their time; you cannot force them. Keep them in a state 
between dry and damp till they show growth, or enter their natural 
period of rest. 

Amaryllis Atamasco {Ibid).—It is 7jeph\p'Qnthes Atamasco, and a 
pretty little thing it is, and as easy to grow as a Crocus, and very much 
in the same way when they are in pots, only that the Atamasco requires 
lighter earth, not peat. A five-inch pot will grow and flower seven full- 
sized bulbs of this Amaryllid, but they will do much better out in front 
of your greenhouse, in pots. Atamasco will not bear the least forcing. 
If the leaves do not come up soon, plunge the pot in the border outside 
at once. 

Amaryllis pormosissima, or Jacob^ba Iax.^ {Sprekelia).—Itmight 
be forced into flower from this time to the middle of May, exactly as they 
force Hyacinths; this blooms when the leaves have advanced from three 
to five inches, not before or after. This bulb should be planted out-of- 
doors by the middle of May, and left out till the frost comes, then to be 
taken up and dried for the winter; and, where there is only a greenhouse, j 
April will be time enough to pot them ; they will grow in any soil that ; 
will grow good potatoes. Huxidsome clhnbers** wiW tease you to des- j 
peration, if you attempt to confine them to a space of two feet wall below 
the windows ; pray be advised from your purpose, and put in Tea-scented ' 
Roses, or, indeed, anything but climbers; but if you must have your own r 
way, take Clematis azurea giumdifiora, and Sieboldi; Calystegia pubes- 
cens, Mitraria coccinea, and Lapageria 7'osea at one end, with Bomarea 
acutifolia at the opposite end, and these two to make a fringe across 
above the others. i 

Flower Garden Plan (E. B.).—Has there been a revolution in the 
Isle of Man lately, or have the ladies got the upper hand in the island, ^ 
that so many of them find time to write such extraordinary long letters ? 
If so, let us hope the rest of the “western islands ” will not turn upside 
down also. This “ plan” is drawn perfectly well for our purpose; the 
four corner figures in it, marked 10, are in better taste than any we know 
of near London. In the centre figure, the Lobelias in 2 and 6 ought to 
he in 2 and 6, being the opposite and match pair. The two kinds of 
Calceolarias in 5 and 7 should be in 5 and 2, or in 7 and 4, according 
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to the same rule. Such figures are not read like a book, straight 
on, but like one’s face—two eyes, two eyebrows, two dimples, two 
blushes one on each cheek, with one nose for a centre, and the fore¬ 
head and chin, as end figures. To have one cheek iHtdilmndus, and 
the other, Azureus or tuteus, would be very odd, would it not? 8, 8, 
very good. 9’s generally so (Standard-roses): nothing except Nemo- 
philuSf Saponaria calabrica, or sma\{ Campanulas, uv Lohetias, or some¬ 
thing very dwarf, should be planted under standard roses. But tour of 
your 9*8, the corner ones, would be a Gtoire de Rosnmene rose to be 
planted with each Standard, and be trained up to the head of the rose. 
10 and 12 very good; 11 and 13 ditto, that is, each pair matches pretty 
well. Tubs will not be in character at all where the Cypresses stand; 
but Irish Vews will answer there better than the Cypress, as to effect; and 
they ought to-be from 5 to 9 ft. high, not lower or higher tor the par¬ 
ticular situation. We must not write private letters even to young 
ladies. 

Sbedling Geraniums (1001).—You are certainly one out of a thou¬ 
sand ; six whole pages, filled with what a lady from the Isle of Man 
would put into a quarter of a note page, shows how little you know of 
the nature of time or of human patience. Let your geranium seedlings 
go on just as they are, be they ever so gawky, till they bloom, or else 
they may take another year to prove them. A seedling is more likely 
to fiowe'r sooner in a three-inch pot than iu the largest; pinching, 
stopping, bushvness, and all that sort of thing, is downright nonsense 
when applied to Seedling Geraniums. Geranium seeds do equally well 
sown with or without the “ husk.” You mistake the philosophy of gar¬ 
dening altogether. A gardener who could not tell why the Moss Roses 
come not from cuttings, ouglit to have asked you why the nightingale 
sings at night. In your next letter, let us hear your reason for the breast 
of the robin being red, or w'hy ducks like water, while we know they 
would do as well without swimming. 

Weigela rosea Pruning {W, F. /f.).—Full-grown plants of this 
beautiful shrub require the older wood to be removed annually, any 
time in winter, and to encourage young wood, which produces the best 
flowers. The young w'ood ought to be shortened as soon as the flowering 
is over; at the same time, very weak or very crowded shoots ought to be 
cut out altogether. 

Forstthia VIRIDISSIMA {Ibid).—li flowers on the old wood like the 
white and red Currant, and it may be spurred-in exactly like them after 
it comes to a full size; hut while it is m progress, cut only a few of the 
second-sized shoots about one-half their length, and the stronger ones 
pass by. Now is a good time to prune both. Many thanks for the 
brevity of your letter. 

Flower-garden Plan (.4, R. F.).—Your plan is very good indeed, 
and your style of planting still better. 12 and 33 are the only two beds 
we dislike, as the height of the plants {Af*eraUim) in them strikes off the 
view looking from either end. To keep to your own tints, we would 
plant them (12 and 33) with Heliotropes. Humeus in the centre of the 
figure, as you propose, will have a very fine effect, and better if you had 
them with three, four, or five stems from near the bottom for these beds; 
but when Hunieas are planted as accompaniments to architecture, they 
look best trained to one stem. This plan is well worth engraving. The 
iioses now in pots, and which you want to bloom next Christmas, prune 
them now on the close system. See to the drainage, and then plunge 
the pots in front of a south wall or vine border; and in the hole under 
each pot place a 48-pot, with the mouth upwards, and on this open 
mouth pl^ie the bottom of your rose-pot; that is the best contrivance 
for good drainage, and for keeping out the worms. Keep the plants free 
from insects, and give liquid manure occasionally; prune again by the 
middle of September; and early in October place in a cold pit, and in 
November begin forcing. 

Cuckoo Feather (Poultry-yard).—The enclosed feather, which we 
presume was taken from a hen, is a dusky specimen of cuckoo 
plumage. This marking, being found in both Dorkings and the 
common barn-door hybrid, will not be sufficient to determine the class 
to which 5'our birds may belong; but the small turft of feathers on 
the hen’s head would appear to indicate some relationship with the 
Lark-crested fowl, a common inhabitant of homesteads, and highly 
esteemed for its laying properties. Specimens of one or two feathers 
can only serve to ascertain, and that, too, with no great accuracy, the 
distinctive colour and markings of a fowl. To assign a specific species 
requires particulars of form, habit, and other details, with which such 
queries should be accompanied. The rose-comb of the cock would 
strengthen the supposition of your birds being descended from the 
Dorking, as well as Lark-crested, variety; the male birds in the latter 
being usually seen with an upright single comb. We should be glad 
to know whether the chickens you may breed from these fowls revert 
to the characteristics of either of the races to which w'C have referred 

I their origin.*—W. 

Pbars in Northumberland (A Lover of Fruit).—Beurre diet has 
a rich and generous flavour when mellow', with a slight musky taste: 
when good, it is everybody’s pear, and an enormous bearer. It should, 
probably, have an east or west wall in Northumberland. Hacon^s, with 
you a similar situation, though you might try this as espalier. We do 
not know ” The Green Park.** Fondante d*Automne a similar situation 
to B. diet, and Winter Neilis should have a stout wall with you. As 
espaliers, try Beurre d*Arnaults, Duninore, Althorpe Crassanne, and 
William*8 Bon Chretienne, Get them on the Quince. 

Fruit in Derbyshire (A New Comer).—Your elevation is great 
(1200 feet), and your climate we know. We would, however, by all 
means try our more hardy fruits, and with many you will succeed very 
well; but if you will take advice, we sav, make platforms according to 
directions in our back numbers, the soil eighteen inches deep only for 
Pears. We should have Quince and Paradise, and should not fear 
Rivera’ trees. Try dwarfs, by all means, and be prepared to cover them 
annually. In Applet, any of the well-known hardy kinds; in Pears, 
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Dunmore, Beurr6 d’Amaulis, Beurrfc diel, Fondante d’Automne, Louis , 
Bonne of Jersey, Soldat Labourcur, Flemish Beauty, and Glout Mor- 
ceaux. Cherries: the Duke’s, Elton, and Morello. Plums: Precose de ' 
Tours, Orleans, Royal Hative, and St. Martin’s Quetsche. | 

Plants for a Veranda (Ibid),—Try CalampalU scaher, Lophos- 
permum rubescons, Maurandya Barolayana, Tropoiolum adhuncum and ; 
pentaphylium, the climbing Roses, Honeysuckles, Clematis, Jasmines, &c. j 

Shanking (B. C.).—*See an article by Mr. Errington. 

Orchid Culture (.'1 Reader, P. D.).—You have entered upon a ! 
situation, and have some orchids committed to your care, but profess not , 
to understand their culture, and ask what kind of soil will suit Cattlcyas. 
and if the last year’s bulbs should be cut off when this year’s are half 
grown of Dendrobiumsand Cattleyas, w'hen the leaves decay? You ask 
these questions because some gardener has told you that Cattleyas re¬ 
quire a rich soil, such us half-decomposed tree leaves, and half-decayed i 
branches of trees, broken into small pieces, and that the year-old shoots . 
of Dendrobiums, and the back bulbs of Cattleyas, should be cut off. We j 
have thus extracted your questions in order to answer them succinctly. CaU ! 
tleyas do not require such stimulating compost as your friend recom¬ 
mends. The finest specimens in England are grown in simple fibrous ; 
peat, with all the fine particles beaten and sifted out. Then, the back 
pseudo-bulbs? Unless wanted for increase of the number of shoots in ’ 
one pot, or for increasing the number of plants, they need not be cut off; i 
in fact, they strengthen the leading shoot or pseudo-bulb greatly. Tlie ! 
last year’s shoots of Dendrobiums? These, in many varieties, are the ; 
ones to flower, very few flowering upon the same year’s pseudo-bulbs; ' 
so that to cut them off would be an act of madness. The heat of your I 
house is almost too low for Dendrobiums, but right enough for Cattleyas. ' 
Cattleya Aclandice is a delicate little growing species, extremely scarce, 1 
and difficult to manage. Keep it on the block, as also C. marginata and 1 
C. pumila. Cattleya superba would improve, if it, and the block on I 
which it grows, were planted in a pot filled with verv fibry peat and 
broken potsherds; the block to stand above the pot-edge three or four 
inches. 

Pl.vce for a Pigeon-house (An Amateur).—Your proposed site for 
a pigeon-house, about six feet cube, represents, we imagine, a loft of that ! 
size. Well-ventilated, and the birds allowed their liberty when once | 
reconciled to their new abode, twelve pair would be commodiousiy settled i 
there. Egress should be given at the south end, the entrance being 
opposite. Shelves, as were described in our number of February 3rd, 
with earthenware saucers for nests, will be all the furniture you will 
require. The south Iront should have a stage, which may at times be 
closed in with a latticed front, to confine your birds; and this trap should 
act with a cord and pulley. As to the selection of sorts, our own expe¬ 
rience would point out Trumpeters, since profit is what you aim at; 
they are as productive as any variety, and attain a large size. If 
well-fed, each pair should rear, on an average, nine or ten young ones 
annually.—W. 

Royal Agricultur\l Society’s Gloucester Meeting (J. T R.). 
—This Society will have an improved list of prizes, we hope, at Glou¬ 
cester. One of the Committee writes as follows in The Midland Counties* 
Herald—‘‘The Council, on the motion of Air. Jonas, seconded by Mr. 
Brandreth Gibbs, voted the sum of ^6*100, as the amount of prizes to l>e 
offered at the Gloucester Meeting, for improving the breeds of poultry 
best adapted for the purposes ot the farmer; and referred to the com¬ 
mittee of last year the report with which the Council had been favoured 
by the Society’s Judges of Poultry at the Lewes Meeting (the Hon. and 
Rev. Mr. Lawlcy, Mr. T. B. Wright, and Mr. John Baily), with a request 
for recommendations on the subject of the particular prizes to be offered 
in this department. We have not yet seen the list of prizes for stock, I 
but we believe they will be issued immediately. We congratulate poultry 
amateurs on the very liberal vote of the Council for the purpose of encou¬ 
raging the improvement of domestic fowl; and, should the prize list 
prWe to have been judiciously framed, we have no doubt this part of the 
exhibition at Gloucester will show a marked advance as compared with 
what was witnessed at Lewes in July last. The importance of poultry 
as a source of profit to the farmer having been recognised by the most 
influential agricultural society in the world, we may hope to see a rapid 
improvement in the appearance and quality of the feathered tenants of 
our farm yards. In tliis case, as in all others, it is good stock only that 
is profitable; and the farmers who shall displace the unhappy race of 
nondescripts, now seen almost everywhere, for pure-bred Dorkings or 
Hamburghs, will find their advantage in the increased value of the i 
produce. As the Times has very properly shown, it is a matter worthy 
of attention that our markets should be supplied with better and cheaper 
])oultry and eggs; and it will be obvious, that what is profitable in 
France would, if pursued with the same care, be still more so in this 
country, where a much higher price can be obtained. It must, at the 
same time, be admitted, that there has never been a movement connected 
with rural economy which has so rapidly sprung into importance as that 
of poultry-keeping ; and this is mainly to be attributed to the establish¬ 
ment of an exhibition on a large scale in this town—conducted on sound 
principles, and in the progress of which the promoters have sought the 
valuable co-operation of those whose experience and position enabled 
them to render great practical assistance. The step from the first small 
show in a corn-loft, in Worcester Street, to the wonderful display in 
Bingley Hall last December, has been the work of but four short years ; 
and there can be no question as to the utility of an undertaking which 
has not only obtained so large a measure of support for itself, but has 
been the example on which similar meetings have been already esta¬ 
blished in nearly every district of the kingdom.” 

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 
In the Parish of Saint Mary Kalcndar; and Published by William 

Somerville Ore, at the Office, No* 3, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 
Christ Church, City of London.—February )7th, 1863* 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

"1 
Mj W 
n n 

FEBRUARY 24-MARCH 2, 1853, 
Wbatiirr neak London in 1852. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bf. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. Barometer. jTherrao. Wind. Rain in In. 

24 Th Clouded Brown ; oaks. 30.500 —30.362^ 42—31 N.E, 59 a. G 29 a. 5 0a2G 16 13 28 65 
25 F Clouded Lead; oaks. 30.333 — 30.205 45—29 E. — 5f) .SI 7 47 17 13 19 56 
26 S Rosy Day Moth ; hedges. 30.334 — 30.223 43—33 N.E, 01 54 33 9 9 18 13 8 57 
27 Sdn 3 Sunday in Lent. 30.136 — 29.963 46—32 N. 01 52 34 10 35 19 12 58 58 
28 JJ Curve-dotted; hedges. 29.715—29.628 50—30 N.W. 01 49 36 11 58 20 12 46 59 

1 Tu David. 29.8O3—29.710' 49-84 W. — 47 38 morn. 21 12 34 00 
2 W Peacock; lanes, 29.850 —29.7‘19 49—19 N.E. 45 40 1 21 12 22 61 

Mbtkoeolooy OK TiiR Week.—At Chiswick, from observations durinjr the last twenty-aix years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 48° and 35.1° respectively. The greatest heat, (14°, occurred on the 28th in 1840 j and the lowest cold, J6°, on the 28th 
in 1844, During the period 99 days w'ere fine, and on 83 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POPPYWORTS.—PAPAVERACEAS. 

(^Continued from page 375.) 

GI.AUCIUJI.-HORNED POPPY. 

Gi.ADOifTjr ooRNicuE.iTUM : Home J Glaueium ; Red Celan¬ 
dine ; Red Horned Roppy. 

Description.—It is an annual. The wliole plant of a 
milky-green. Root spindle, or carrot-shaped. Root-leaves 
grow in a circle on short stalks; cut in sections down to 
the mid-rib ; sections alternate, indented at the ends; the 
upper sections largest, and the end one broad, blunt, with 
three or four indentures, hairy. Stem about eighteen inches 
high, slightly hairy, hairs spreading; furrowed, with 
branches in two ranks. Stem-leaves cut into sections, half¬ 
stem clasping, alternate. Flower-stal/cs at the ends of 
branches, and springing from between a leaf and the branch, 
slightly hairy, with, sometimes, one or two leaves on them 
resembling those on the stem, but smaller. Calyx very 
hairy, oval, and rather pointed. Petals oval, scarlet, with an 
oval dark purple spot at the base, veined ; soon falling ofl‘. 
Seed-pod very long, nearly straight, very hairy, or rather 
bristly, the bristles stiff, close pressed, and pointing up¬ 
wards ; terminating in a blunt knob. Seed round, and black. 

Time of flowering.—June and July. 

Places where found.—Lobol found it in the Isle of Port¬ 
land, and Mr. Stillingfleet found it in sandy corn-fields in 
Norfolk. It has never been discovered since. 

History.—It has been variously named by botanists 
Papaver corniciilahim phceniceum, &c.; Chelidonium corni- 
culatiim, and Glaueium phceniceum. This last name, or 
Scarlet Glaueium, is the most characteristic, for cornicu- 
latiim, or horn-like podded, applies to the whole genus. 
Ray says that it has but little yellow juice. It is common 
in most pai'ts of Europe, but whether really a native of 
England is doubtful. We are not aw’are of any botanist 
now alive who has seen it wild in this counti-y. {Martyn. 
S7nith. Ray.) 

We have always held that the cultivation of fruit in 
this country has not received that attention which the 
importance of the subject demands ; and in reviewing, 
as we have done in our former articles, the history of 
the orcharding of the past three centuries, we have seen 
that, instead of forming a permanent and systematic 
branch of rural economy, it has been allowed to wax or 
wane according to the ever varying taste of the various 
periods to which our attention has been directed. 

Our firm belief is, and we have the evidence of the 
past to confirm it, that the cultivation of fruits, if judi¬ 
ciously and well practised, is much more important and 
profitable than in the present day it is generally consi¬ 
dered to be. We have shown that for centuries past 
there have been, at certain periods, great movements in 
this direction; numerous and e.xtensive plantations 
wore formed, but in time they were invariably allowed 
to fall into decay, and no succession provided till ur¬ 
gency compelled it, and then, in many instances, it was 
too late. We have seen that at the close of the war in 
1816, notwithstanding the high prices at the time, the 
demand was greater than the supply, and foreign fruit 

was imported to such an extent, that the few growers 
which there were became so alarmed as to apply to 
government for an increase of duty. This they obtained, 
and, as will be seen from the tables at page 357, the 
importations decreasing from 1819, the supply would 
become less still. From 1819, a great system of plant¬ 
ing was commenced, and carried out to such an extent, 
that in 1838 the breadth of orchard land in the county 
of Kent alone was upwards of 15,000 acres. Now, 
taking these 15,000 at 100 bushels per acre, which is 
allowed to be the produce for an average of years, it will 
give 1,500,000 bushels. Yet, notwithstanding this 
seemingly enormous average quantity from the county 
of Kent alone, when the orchards were in the highest 
state of productiveness, and before the displanting con¬ 
sequent on the removal of the 4s. duty, in 1838, had 
commenced, the value of the apples imported in 1839, 
as shown in the table below, amounted to no less a sum 
than £43,860 13s.; clearly showing that, even then, the 
home growth was insufficient for the consumption, even 

at the average price of os. 6d. per bushel. 
In 1838, the duty of 48. was removed, and one of 
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5 per cent, ad valorem substituted. This called forth 

strong remonstrances from the growers, who represented 

that nothing but ruin would befal them; that they could 

not maintain their orchards and their population; and 

that the total extinction of both must be the conse¬ 

quence. This became a subject for parliamentary in¬ 

quiry, and a committee was appointed to investigate 

the subject. Thirty-five witnesses were examined, and 

out of these only four or five were in favour of the altera¬ 

tion. In the evidence before this committee, it was 

stated that the remunerating price to the grower would 

be from 3s. Od. to 4s. per bushel. One witness was of 

opinion that, taking the average of years, 3s. would be 

ample remuneration. Judging from the evidence before 

this committee, the main object the powers had in view 

was to induce the government to believe that, from the 

comparatively low prices arising from large crops ob¬ 

tained between 1832 and 1837, it would be impossible 

to continue their plantations unless the protecting duty 

was restored. They were, however, unsuccessful, and 

many of them, in their visions of despair, did actually 

begin to displant, some to the extent of eight and ten 

acres, supposing they would never again see their remu¬ 

nerating average of 4s. Rut, notwitiistanding the great 

reduction of duty, we find, from the table subjoined, that 

the price has been actually greater since than it had 

been for 13 years previously. 

In 1843 the duty was altered to 6d. per bushel, at 

which it still continues; and what has been the con¬ 

sequence? We find that in 1840, with an importation 

of 292,427 bushels, the average price in the markets was 

8s. per bushel, or 4s. more than the most sanguine 

expectation of the most doleful witness could possibly 

have reached; and that in 1850, with an importation 

amounting to no less than 407,029 bushels, the average 

price was 5s. 6d., or Is. 6d. more than any other doleful 

witness would have been satisfied with. Now, what we 

want to know is, why do the orchardists and occupiers 

of land in this country allow 407,029 bushels of foreign 

apples to be brought into our markets, when an average 

price of 5s. Od. can be obtained for our own growth of 

that article, and for which 4s. is a remunerating return 

according to their own statement ? 

Here, again, we are forced to remark on the total 

disregard to the importance of treating orchards as a 

branch of rural economy. We hear of Agricultural 

Societies, and Horticultural Societies, Cattle Shows, 

Poultry Shows, and Flower Shows; and what would 

the cattle, and poultry, and flowers of this country have 

been, were it not for these societies, and these shows ? 

But why is it we hear nothing of Orchard Societies, and 

Fruit Shows? Why of no premiums for the best cultivated 

orchards; the best grown fruit; nor for the best essay on 

the adaptations as to soil, climate, and use of the best 

varieties of fruit? Surely these are subjects worthy of 

attention in this age of ju'ogression and improvement. 

Look at our increasing population, and increased con¬ 

sumption of all kinds of produce; the facilities of com¬ 

munication from one end of the country to the other; 

the comparative luxuries that our mechanics, artisans. 
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and labourers now enjoy; and contrast this with the 

low, limited, and laggard state of our orchard cultiva- i 

tion; it would seem that in proportion as other pur¬ 

suits progressed this was retrograding. It is not from 

choice that our mechanics and artisans consume these 

407,029 bushels of foreign apples, tainted and worthless 

as they generally are, but it is because there are some 

4000 or 5000 acres less of orchard produce of our own, 

that they ai-e compelled to do so. Now, there must be 

in this country some 4000 or 5000 acres of land in the 

condition of that on which one of the witnesses gave 

the following evidence:— 

“ Q. If you could have let your laud without any j 

difficulty as a fruit plantation, at i,'5 an acre, what do 

you suppose you could let it at to grow corn?—A. It is 

very light land, on a hill, and stony; I should have 

great trouble to get £'l an acre for it to grow corn.” 

And as regards the quality of tliis foreign fruit, we 

again quote jjart of the evidence already refen-ed to, as 

given by a witness wlio fought hard for the old duty. 

How he supported his views will be seen from the 

following;— 

“ Q. Will not the effect of the introduction of foreign 

apples be to lower the price ?—A. Yes. 

“ Q. Then will not the poor have the foreign apples 

at a lower price; and, of course, will they not consume 

them when they are brouglitin?—A. They are hardly 

worth consuming, half of them ; they are scarcely worth 

eating. 

“ Q. Then, if they are not consumed, the English 

apples w’ill come into consumption; must we not sup¬ 

pose that the English consumer, finding that the French 

are not worth eating, will consume the English ?—A. 1 

suppose they must. 
“Q. How will they consume the English, if they 

have ceased to exist?—A. I am supposing that they 

have not ceased. 
“ Q. But supposing this alteration of duty should 

discourage the English planter of orchards, and the 

present orchards fall into decay, what becomes then of 

your supply?—A. You have no other way of getting a 

supply but from France; and in the event of a war how 

are you to get that? 

“ Q. But, if the French supply is so very bad, the 

! English consumer will not take it, and the English j 

j orchards will not go out of growth, will they, because it ' 

j will be worth the while of tho English grower to keep 

them up?—A. It will reduce the price." 

In drawing our observations to a conclusion, we , 

would remark that, from what we have stated, it will be j 

seen that this is a subject calling for special attention. 

Hitherto it has been neglected among us; we do not 

seem, in this country, to be alive to the importance of 

it: but it is not so elsewhere. We know that in America 

there are Societies formed for the purpose of directing 

and encouraging it. In France and Germany it is 

regarded as of paramount importance, and in Belgium 

it is honoured by the patronage and support of the 

Government. Can nothing be done here ? Can no , 

Society be organised to aid on and give direction and > 
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counsel in this work ? Let us trust it may be so, and 

that ere long we shall have such an one as will take 

its position with those others which our country delights 

to honour. E. 

Quantities of Apples Imported from 1838 to 1850, with the average Prices 

in Covent Garden Market, 

Year. Duty. 
Quantity 
imported. 

Average 
price at 
Covent 
Garden. 

1838 4s 2,162 bushels 4s 6(1 

£5 per cent. ^^■33,395 12s 3d 4 6 

1839 ad. val. 43,866 13 0 5 6 

1840 £!, 5s 33,717 13 5 3 6 

1641 per cent. 40,849 0 0 4 6 

1842 ad. val. 6,644 0 0 4 6 

6cl 111,586 bushels 4 6 

1843 6(1 314,954 „ 6 6 

1844 182,590 „ 6 0 

1645 197,064 „ 6 6 

1846 292,427 „ 8 0 

1847 331,073 ,, 4 0 

1848 243,034 ,, 5 0 

1849 323,719 „ 3 6 

1850 467,629 „ 5 6 

Eenewing our notes on Landscape-gardening, we now 

proceed from the “ Approach,” the subject of our last 

paper, to a consideration of those principles which should 

govern the direction and character of the various Walks 

requisite, whether about the grounds of the country 

mansion or the villa. 

It may lierc, however, be observed, that neither the 

width nor the style of walk is in these two cases obliged 

to be the same; tliey will occasionally have to difler 

much, inasmuch as the dimensions, the locality, and other 

concomitants, will of necessity vary. It will, therefore, 

be well, perhaps, to handle the subject of Villa walks in 

a separate form, although, in the mean time, it may be 

understood, that in the main the chief principles are 

applicable to either style. 

Gne of the first things to be thought of, is to provide 

an extent of mere perambulation, commensurate with 

the requirements of the family, and the chances offered 

by the grounds. But, then, the great consideration is, 

how to take in agreeable and legitimate objects, so as to 

keep the interest of the perambulator constantly on 

the alert. Now, it will not be expedient so to present 

views as that the eye may pierce through and discover 

a limitation of extent, giving an impression of meagre¬ 

ness. This is above all to be avoided; but this remark 

applies principally to the suburban retreat or the villa. 

It is the business of the planner so to conduct his 

principal walks as to keep interest alive without show¬ 

ing too much of his picture at once, and without the 

affectation of fighting against the genius of the ground. 

Convenience alone points to the propriety of at least 

one principal walk, and proceeding from that side of 

the house, if possible, where the noblest rooms are 

situate. In the modern villa, or suburban residence, to 

accomplish this is sometimes difficult, but in the case of 

great mansions in the country, possessing, it may be, 

a park with far stretching pleasui’e grounds, the case is 

somewhat different. 

In the former, severe limitation of space, together with 

the habits of the occupants, combine to press the pro¬ 

priety of being content with one principal line. But in 

jilaces of high pretension, free from boundary lines hard 

on the eye, a much greater degree of latitude may be 

allowed. The terraced frontage, the pasture or flower- 

garden, or the kitchen-garden, may demand special 

walks, ruled, of course, by the circumstances of the 

mansion, and the site of the respective plots; but, 

nevertheless, proceeding from the drawing-room front. 

And, now, as to the width of walks. Wo hold it good 

practice,in most grounds, to have two distinct widths, and 

in some cases three. Assuming, therefore, three charac¬ 

ters of walks, it will be well, in order to keep matters dis¬ 

tinct, to give them names descriptive of their character 

and uses, and we offer the following as illustrative of 

what is meant, viz.: the Pebambulaxing, the Episodical, 

and the Subordinate. It will, doubtless, be remem¬ 

bered by many of our readers, that the Episodical was 

a favourite appellation with the late Mr. Loudon, who 

was one of the first to simplify landscape gardening. 

In order to exemplify those three classes, we may 

suppose a case, in which one principal walk passes 

round the whole grounds, and that the Eosary, the 

American garden, &c., lie at little distances from its sides 

as hy-plots, the walks to them diverging at nearly right 

angles, as they should do; these we would class as 

episodical walks. Again—suppose that such episodes 

required a plant-pit, a small tool-house, &c., concealed 

by dense shrub masses, the walks to these we would 

class as subordinate. 

Admitting, then, three classes of walks, let us come 

to their respective widths. It may here be repeated, 

that the country mansion, and the little suburban 

retreat, may, and must, occasionally differ in this matter, 

inasmuch as very broad walks, in very limited places, 

would neither comport with the principle of proportion, 

nor a just economy in the distribution of the limited 

space. This premised, we will deal with the mansion of 

ample grounds, and this will constitute an aim for the 

villa proprietor; a point to reach as near as he can. It 

is common with most landscape gardeners to reejuire 

seven feet in width for the chief or perambulating lines, 

inasmuch as this is the miuimum width requisite for 

three persons to walk abreast, and this is often a great 

desideratum as to social converse. Now, although our 

great landscape men may not have recognised precisely 

such widths as we must here propose, yet, having fully 

considered the matter, we must suggest sixty-six inches 

for episodical walks, and let us say three feet for the 

subordinates. 
As for terrace lines and promenades, instituted for 

effects sake, they form an exception, and must be dealt 

with accordingly. Very narrow walks have been much 

repudiated by our landscape gardeners of celebrity, and 

justly so ; but a mere enunciation of abstract principles 

will not meet the spirit of our times; principles right 

enough, it may be, in their essence and character, mus* 

and will be highly modified both by economy and ex¬ 

pediency. The business is, so to handle arrangements 

as that no great principle be extravagantly compromised; 
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j all trifling depai-turea from dry rules will then bo readily 

2iardoned on the basis of e.Kpediency. 

We come now to the direction of our walks. It has 

been said, by authorities somewhat high in landscape 

gardening, that very sudden turnings ought to be avoided. 

Turnings, the pretensions of which at once appear as an 

aScctation of fine lines, without e.x.isting features to stamp 

a meaning on them, we repudiate; but shall this be 

counted a valid objection, or shall such a rule tie the 

hands of the landscape gardener? 

Now the bends in walks, we admit, are not very 

important matters in themselves, although it must be 

granted that there are ugly curves as well as beautiful 

ones; still, it is well not to lay too much stress on 

the character of the curve in itself, inasmuch as we 

have known schemers grievously misled in their plans 

by suffering these fine lines to absorb their attention 

too much. “ With leaden eye that loves the ground,” 

has been used as a sarcasm ever since Pope’s days, and 

it applies tolerably well to this class of schemers, whose 

jn-oper title should be ground workmen, instead of land¬ 

scape gardeners. Certainly, where entirely new gardens 

are to be made out of a naked field, and no trees exist, 

it is another affair. But in improving grounds of some 

age, and where lines have to be formed among existing 

trees, and other objects, the true landscape gardener 

will be thinking more of the sky line than the ground 

line; ho will closely study the existing objects, and so 

group them overhead as to make it appear that the line, 

when complete, could not have been anywhere else. 

But to return to the ground line. We must confess 

to a particular liking for bold curves or sweeps, in some 

cases almost abrupt. It is considered one of the funda¬ 

mental principles of landscape gardening so to manage 

the picture as to keep the mind of the perambulator 

constantly erajrloyed, and sometimes to take him by 

surprise. This cannot be done by straight lines, or by 

tame curves, for concealment becomes occasionally 

necessary. 
“ Let not each beauty everywhere be spied. 

Where half the skill is decently to hide.’* 

To concealment we must here add another great land¬ 

scape essential—intricacy of outline; a principle equally 

desirable in large grounds and small; in the former, as 

taking away baldness of aiipearance, and adding to the 

interest; and in the latter, giving apparent e.xtent and 

importance. 

The bold sweep or curve, then, is admirably adapted 

I to this end, for the bolder the sweep the bolder will be 

the style of planting contiguous to the lines, and thus 

that j^artial concealment is accomifiished which, as 

I before observed, by not presenting too much at once to 

! the eye of the perambulator, keeps his mind continually 

j on the alert. We may hero remark, that it is considered 

[ indispensable that every bend should have an object 

either existing already, or placed there to render the 

whole reasonable. Without this, bold, or rather bald 

curves, are unbearable, and appear as laboured attempts 

i to create effect by mere lines alone, or as sheer afifect- 

I ation. A judicious planner, therefore, in grounds where 

old trees, huge evergreens, or other permanent objects 

exist, will take care to make use of them occasionally, 

by carrying his line sweeping round such objects, if 

massive enough to efi’ect the desired concealment. 

Some of our planners have made a point of taking in, 

occasionally, any huge or noble tree, if it happen to 

stand near the lino; this, made a centre, and the walk 

made to sweep round it right and left, sometimes jiro- 

duces good effect, and helps variety, that great essential 

to lasting effect. 

A circular seat may be made to embrace the tree, 

especially if the grounds in the vicinity of the tree 

present a pleasing j)icture. It is a generally established 

maxim not to allow two curves to be seen at once, and 

this principle must be, if possible, carried out by 

planting, &c. 

Care should be taken not to force the lines of walk 

too close to the exterior or boundary, although we see 

no reason why, in extensive grounds, it may not be so 

managed, when a fine champaign country, embracing 

dignified views, and free from hedge-rows, affords an 

opportunity of giving a short relief from the contrasting 

character of the ornamental grounds. 

One thing more we may point to, and that is, in 

selecting the lines of walk, occasional undulations should 

be sought; the walks should at times be made to ascend 

for variety’s sake—such are always more cheering to 

the perambulator than those confined to a dull level, 

and afford excellent opportunities for giving variety to 

the style of planting, &c. Indeed, variety, as before 

observed, must be ever sought, and mannerism avoided. 

As terraces and geometric lines do not belong to this 

class, we must include them in another portion of the 

subject. E. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

The market still continues to display an abundance of 

every kind of vegetables, but the supplies of fruit are 

falling off. The greatest attraction is the profusion 

with which the windows are adorned with cut flowers, 

which are now more numerous and gay than at any 

other season. Plants in pots are not so plentiful, chiefly 

on account of the frost which has been so prevalent 

during the past week. 

The prices of Veoetables continue very much the 

same as for the last few weeks. Savoys are still plenti¬ 

ful at from tld. to Is. per dozen. Greens also at Is. to 

2s. per dozen bunches. Brussels Sprouts, Is. to 2s. per 

half sieve. The supply of White Brocoli, from Corn¬ 

wall, is also good, and makes from 2s. to 3s. jier dozen, 

according to the quality. Turnips, Is. to 2s. per dozen 

bunches. Carrots, 2s. Cd. to 3s. Od. Celery, 9d. to 

Is. Cd. per bundle. Onions, 2s. Od. to 3s. per bushel. 

Spinach, Is. to Is. 6d. per half sieve. Lettuce, from Od. 

to Is. Cd. per score. Endive, Is. to Is. Od. per score. 

Potatoes are plentiful, more so than they have been for 

some weeks past, and the price is if anything lower; 

but good Regents still make as high as ^7 10s. Rhubarb 

is plentiful at from 9d. to Is. Cd. per bundle. Sea-hale 
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is also plentiful at from Is. Od. to 2s. per basket. Asj^a- 

rcKjus is much improved in quality, and makes from 4s. 

i to 7s. Cd. per bundle. 

The supply of Fruit is falling off. Appi.es are making 

from Gs. to 10s. per hushed for culinary varieties, but the 

dessert realise from 8s. to IGs. Of the culinary kinds, 

the Winter Pearmain is the most plentiful; firm, and of 

excellent quality. x\mong the dessert kinds we ob¬ 

served several parcels of very fine Court of Wioh, which 

were not, however, so highly coloured as we have seen 

them. Golden Knobs also fine; and we were attracted 

by a pile labelled Nonpareils, which, on examination, 

we found to be the Reinette Orise, a French apple, which 

is imported rather largely at this season. Though this is 

a pretty good winter dessert apple, it will not pass for a 

Nonpareil with those who know what a Nonpareil is. 

There are also plenty of the Lady Apple and Newtown 

Pippins. Pears, as we have remarked before, are very 

scarce, just sufficient to say that they are in existence. 

Such as they are, though dry and shrivelled, they make 

from Gs. to 8s. a dozen. They consist of Beurre de 

Ranee, Easter Beurre, and Neplus Meuris. 

The Flowers and Bouquets are both gay and abun¬ 

dant. We promise our lady readers that we shall take 

the first opportunity of admitting them to the art and 

mystery of building a bouquet. We have been at some 

pains to acquire this art ourselves for their benefit, and 

we trust ere long to be able to communicate it. The 

Flow'ers consist of Camellias of all shades and markings. 

Cinerarias of every hue. Hyacinths, Tulips, Polyanthus 

Narcissus, and a profusion of double and single, white 

and red, Chinese Primroses; Violets in abundance; 

Scarlet Geraniums. Snowdrops, Lily of the Valley, Epa- 

cris, Pentus carnea, Bletia Tankeivilla;. Azalea indica 

alba, and Danielsiana. H. 

GOSSIP. 

We ask our readers attention to the advertisement of 

The Horticultural and Pomological Association, for it is 

to them that it owes its birth. So very numerous are 

the applications to us from all parts of the British 

Islands, requesting us to procure seeds, cuttings, trees, 

and other objects of cultivation, that we find it quite 

impossible to attend to the commissions thrust upon us. 

In future we request that all such applications may be 

made to the Association. Competent parties, we know, 

are engaged to procure whatever horticultural matters 

the subscribers may require; and acting, as they will, 

under such supervision as will be given by Mr. Hogg, 

i the author of “British Pomology,” and Mr. D. Beaton, 

I the one the best of practical fruitists, and the other one 

. of our best gardeners, the subscribers may be sure of no 

deficiency of skill being employed in their behalf We 

have reason, also, to anticipate that the Association will 

be the means of determining many synonymns of fruits, 

and whatever is thus effected will be published in our 

pages. 

The Newbury Horticultural Society has fixed its 

meetings in the present year on the 24th of June and 

2nd of September. 

The Limnocharis Humboldtii, a yellow - flowered 

aquatic, native of Brazil, has been hitherto considered 

as requiring stove culture, but it has proved hardy in 

an open pond at Berlin, where it was blooming early in 

December. There is no doubt, therefore, that it may be 

cultivated in England as a hardy aquatic. 

The value of Shanghae fowls is rising rather than 

decreasing, and we have no doubt that as the knowledge 

of their quiet habits and other valuable qualities 

becomes more diffused, the demand for birds of high 

quality will increase, and the prices, consequently, be 

maintained. Our opinion is sustained by the result of 

the sale of some of the Shanghae stock of T. H. Potts, 

Esq., of Kiugswood Lodge, near Croydon. This sale 

was by Mr. Strafford, at the Baker Street Bazaar, on the 

10th inst., and although a very large proportion of the 

lots were small-framed birds, yet the 121 realised the 

large sum of L‘723 8s. 6d., notwithstanding some of the 

cockerels, very inferior, were knocked down for such 

sums as twelve and thirty-two shillings. Lot 8. A 

black cockerel, bred by Mr. Lort, and took a first prize 

at the Great Metropolitan Show, sold for ^8 10s. Lot 21. 

A lemon pullet, which took a first prize at the Bristol and 

Metropolitan Exhibitions, sold for ^13 13s. Lot 2G. 

Lemon cockerel, which took the first prize at Bristol, 

for chickens hatched subsequently to the 24th of June, 

.£.5s 5s. Lot 29. Buff hen, which took a prize at Bir¬ 

mingham, in 1851, .£12 15s. Lot 35. Lemon cockerel 

(Wellington), which took prizes at the Great Metro¬ 

politan and Torquay Shows, £28 7s; another cockerel 

(Lot G9. “Sir Kobert.”) sold for £42; he was pur¬ 

chased by Earl Ducie. Lot 53. A hen for £22, to 

Mr. Baily; and Lot 52, a hen imported, formerly belong¬ 

ing to Mr. Andrews, described in the catalogue as “ hav¬ 

ing taken many prizes, and considered the best ben in 

England,” was purchased by Mr. Fox, of Snow Hill, for 

£30 15s. Lot 102. A hen which took a prize at the 

Great Metropolitan and Torquay Shows, £23 2s. 

BULBS. 

{Continued from 2;age 3G3.) 

CuiMMiNGiA.—This is a genus of Lilyworts belonging 
to the section of Conanthers. Formerly it was united 
with the genus Conanthera, and I believe that the 
difference between the two was first pointed out to the 
late Mr. D. Don, by the late Lady Gordon Gumming, 
whose name the present genus is intended to com¬ 
memorate. The species are all natives of the north of 
Chili, and are difficult to flower, or to be kept in a flow¬ 
ering state; they should be grown in pots, and in poor 
sandy loam. The herbage is delicate, and the flowers 
are of the richest dark blue colour, such as some varieties 
of the Hyacinth represent; and the shape and size of 
the flowers are between that of a single Hyacinth and a 
Scilla. I believe the roots (they are not true bulbs) 
would succeed better in small shallow pans than in 
deep pots, so that they would receive the benefit of a 
scorching heat, while the leaves and flowers enjoy a dry, 
airy, or open air culture, in our climate. 

CuJiMiNGiA CAMPANULATA.—Tlus is the species on 
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i which the genus was founded by Mr. Don. It is figured 

j in Sweet’s British Flower Oarden. It begins to grow 

i late in May, and flowers for two months in the autumn, 
and goes to rest before midwinter. It is increased by 

dividing the roots like an Alstromeria, but the more 

I they are allowed to bundle together the safer they are ; 

I all of them are, evidently, from a poor diw soil, where 

I the few showers that fall to their lot, during the whole 

j circle of their existence, aftect them but in a very small 

I degree, and their low, tender herbage seems rather to he 

j nourished by the fogs and heavy dews wliich are peculiar 

to the sea-side plains in the north of Chili. Bulbs, and 

other plants, natives of a similar climate in South Africa, 

and in some parts of Mexico, and in other places that 

are refreshed with periodical rains, send their roots 

far and deep into the soil in quest of moisture; while 

those on the lower plains in the south of Peru and the 

north of Chili, where rain, if it ever falls at all, seldom 

penetrates beyond an inch or two, root near the surface. 

Hence the reason why bulbs from this quarter fail with 

ns when we encourage their roots to penetrate deep into 

our loose borders, away from the influence of the sun, 

which is more natural for them; and hence, too, my 

reason for recommending an opposite course for them. 

I would allow a free course for their roots on all sides, 

hut I would prevent them from going down beyond two or 
three inches, according to the size of the bulb, by placing 

a close surface of soft porous bricks or sandstone under 

them, which I would keep constantly moist while the 

bulbs were in growth; and this can best be effected in a 

pit; and, when the bulbs were at rest, I would keep the 
glass constantly over them to increase the tera]ierature 

and dryness about them. If the artificial bottom were 

placed on damp clay, all the better, as the great heat in 

the pit during the dry season would not dry up suddenly 

the moisture from the bricks; or, if it did in part, there 

would be a constant supply of moisture from the damp 

elay below; and we know that some of the large bulbs 

from the Cape enjoy a damp bottom to their roots all 

the time they are at rest. For that purpose, many good 

cultivators place their pots of these dry bulbs in saucers 

of sand, which they keep constantly damp. 
CcjUIINGIA TKIMACULATA, and TENELI.A. — Both of 

these are very dwarf plants flowering in the autumn. 

The flowers of trimaculata are the darkest blue of the 

three, and the flower-spike or stem branches a little 

like that of a little Anthericum, a genus to which they 

are nearly related, so much so, that Persoon, a good 

bulb authority, mistook a little yellow-flowering plant 

from Mexico {Eoheandia ternijiora), with the very 

aspect of Anthericum, for a Conanthera. The three 

species require exactly the same kind of treatment, such 

as is indicated under the first species. 

Cyanella.—-This is a small tribe of very old-fashioned 

plants, chiefly from the Cape, and are about as hardy as 

I xias, and much about as large as the middle-sized species 

of Lxia, or say from ten to fifteen inches high, but they 

are not true bulbs, although they are lilyworts. They 

belong to a large section of the order, once called after 

the Asphodels, but now, more generally, after i\\eAnthe- 
ricums. There is hardly a plant in this section with a 

true bulb. Yet all of them exhibit the aspect of real 

bulbous plants, and as such they are set down in most 

of our books. 
Cyanella alba, with white flowers; odoeatissima, 

with rosy flowers; and oechidiformis with light blue 

flowers, are the best species for shows, and also for¬ 

giving diversity of colours peculiar to the genus. They 

require opposite treatment to the Ixias, as they rest all 

the winter, begin to gi-ow late iir the spring, and flower 
at the end of sumurer. With a little care and manage¬ 

ment at first planting, and by keeping together all the 

half-hardy bulbs that grow and bloom in summer, and 

go dry in winter, the whole lot of them may be grown 
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and flowered in any part of this country, and with 
much less trouble than in keeping common Scarlet 
Geraniums : all that is necessary, is to keep the rain : 
from this border from the end of October to the middle 
of March, so that it is as dry as powder by that time, 
then the merest protection in very frosty weather will ' 
keep it safe, and by the end of March the border should 
be forked with a gentle hand, a few inches deep, and 
three or four good heavy waterings from some open 
pond, so that every particle from top to bottom should 
be thoroughly wetted, like the ball in a pot. A bulb- 
border should be arranged and fllled-in just as you would 
a large pot—perfect drainage at the bottom, rough peat, 
and turfy loam, pieces of porous stone, lots of bones 
broken to a few inches in length, but not crushed. As 
much of charcoal in pieces not bigger than a dove’s egg, 
all mixed together till you come within six inches of ' 
the top, then smother peat and loam, or whatever your , 
bulbs like best. ' 

Cyclamens.—The cultivation of these has been given 
repeatedly in The Cottage Gaeueneh, and the means 
of improving them have also been fully detailed, if I i 
recollect rightly. Like the Tigridia, their improvement 1 
is going on very slow indeed, but still on a sure basis, i 
and I do not know that I can add any more to them now. | 

Cyclobothra.—This genus of small flowering-bulbs ! 
stands in the same relationship to the elegant Calo- > 
chortus, as Oollania does to Alstromeria. They have 
nodding or drooping flowers, hanging down from the 
top of scapes, from eight to fifteen inches high; some i 
of them, as alha and gmlchella, were once included ; 
among the Culoehorts. The genus was founded by Don, j 
not by Sweet, as is supposed. Sweet only figured some ' 
of the earlier introduced species in his British Flower j 

Oarden. The same directions which were given for ! 
Galochorts are applicable to this genus also ; but there 
is no difficulty in flowering any of the Oyclohothras, nor 
in keeping them, and most of them seed so freely, that 
they could be increased to any extent. All bulbs which 
droop like these should be planted where they could be 
seen above the eye, if that could always he done; peat- 
borders, or very light sandy soil suits them, best. 

Cyclobothra alba.—The nearest plant of any of our 
common bulbs, to compare to this family, is the little 
yellow Florentine Tulip which we force with other 
spring bulbs. The flowers of this alia are about the 
same size as those of this Tulip, and the plant alto¬ 
gether is about the same height and size. 

Cyclobothra barbata.—This, the Fritillaria harhata 
of Kunth, is a very pretty yellow-flowering bulb from 
Mexico, requiring greenhouse culture in a pot. But as 
it goes to rest early in the winter, and is not very de¬ 
licate nor difficult to keep, it will do very well in a border 
of mixed summer-growing bulbs. It ilowers from the 
end of summer, for two months, and a strong-established 
bulb, in a light, deep border, will throw up a strong scape 
two feet high. The flowers are much bearded or hairy 
in the inside—a feature not uncommon to all of them, 
and to the Caloehorts also. 

Cyclobothra elegans.—A very dwarf species with 
white flowers, quite hardy, and succeeds best in peat— 
say a peat border. It is one of Douglas’s Galochorts, ! 
and is missed in our Dictionary; and there is one called 
lutea iti the Dictionary, which I do not know, unless it be 

Cyclobothra monophylla.—A very dwarf plant with 
small yellow-bearded flowers. This kind was discovered 
by Mr. Hartweg, on the Sacramento Mountains, in 
California. It is quite hardy, and not difficult to keep. 

Cyclobothra pulchella. — This is also a yellow¬ 
flowering bulb, with greenish sepals, and there is a de¬ 
licate fringe on the bright yellow petals. It is a very 
pretty flower; the plant rises a foot or more, and is one 
of the easiest of them to keep, and to increase, as it 
seeds abundantly in the autumn. 
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Cyclobothra purpurea.—A very old-described bulb, 
aad one of the best of them, and also one of the tallest; 
about tbe same size as harhata. It is a native of Mexico, 
and not quite so hardy as the more northern ones. 
Sarhata, pulchella, and jmrptirea, are the three best, but 
they are all well worth growing, as their mode of 
growth, and of showing off their drooping flowers, 
would make a pleasing variety on a rich border of mis¬ 
cellaneous bulbs. 

Cypeli.a.—With very much of the aspect of Tigrulia, 
and with smaller flowers and longer scapes, in some 
instances {plumbea, for instance). The Cypellas have 
the flowers still more fugacious than Tigridia. The 
same treatment in every respect will suit the two 
families; and also the Rigidellas, Beatonias, and Hydro- 
tcenias. It is as likely as not that some of these will, one 
day or other, be found to be nothing more than sections 
ot the Tigridias after all; greater marks of difference 
may be discovered any day between sections of other 

' families that interbreed very freely. Without some such 
; mixture of blood the Cypellas are not worth much, but 

the vermilion hues of C. Herhertii are very rich, while 
I that of C. Pltunbea is very curious. Herbertii is the 
I best of the three, Drmnmondii the next, and plumbea 

the third. 
: Cyrtanthus obi.iquus and carneus.—The first is 
I very well figured in the Botanical Magazine, 1183 ; and 
! earneus equally so in the Botanical Register, 14(12. 

They are all of this genus that I shall speak of to-day. 
They are both evergreen, and the only evergreens known 

: to us in the genus. Their leaves are much alike: thick, 
firm, and very blunt at the ends: the bulbs are con¬ 
siderably larger than those of the Belladona, and they are 

j very difficult to grow, and to increase, without the exact 
1 kind of loam they like. The yellow loam from Wansted 
I Common, near London, suits them remarkably well, 

with only a very little sand added to it. Mr. Wheeler, 
of Warminster, used to grow them very healthy many 
years ago, but Dr. Herbert could never succeed with 
these two. 1 have been more successful with them 
than any one here, or in Australia, w'here they are quite 
at home. Once in seven or eight years will do to repot 
them, and they must have as small pots as they can 
be got into. They delight to be in a strong draught all 
the year round, where the air is admitted in the front of 
a greenhouse from May to October ; and in the front of 
a late vinery, whore the air is ke})t quite dry all the 
winter, and at a temperature from 45° to 5t)°, or even 
00°. A resting house for Mexican orchids would also 
suit them in winter, if they were kept near where the 
air is admitted; but they will not keep healthy for many 
years if they are wintered either in a good greenhouse, 
or the cool end of a stove. In July, 1849, I flowered 
C. obliquus very fine; the flower-scape was thirty-five 
inches long, and stout enough at the bottom to make a 
walking-stick. I got it to cross, and to bear seeds by 
the pollen of Vadotta qmrpiirea; the seedlings are old 
enough now to show the cross to be beyond a doubt, 
and yet there are not two other bulbs in the world 
whose flowers are so much unlike each other. 1 have 
also obtained a true cross from one of the great Can¬ 
delabra plants of the Cape (Brunsvigia grandiflora), by 
the pollen of Valotta, and others have done the like 
between Brunsvigias and Belladonas; so that all these 
should now be placed, in a consecutive arrangement, 
immediately after Amaryllis. In Australia they can 
seed the Gyrtanths freely enough, but they cannot get 
the seeds to vegetate, and I promised to tell why under 
Brunsvigia, for I learned the why by sad experience. 

The seed-pod never changes colour, nor will it open 
until long after all the seeds are ripe, and as soon as 
they are ripe they will sprout immediately in the centre 
of the pod, and all that do so can never be got to con¬ 
tinue their growth after being exposed to the air. I 

was so fearful of some unlucky accident with my seeds, ' 
and 1 was sure that no one would believe mo, that I 
effected such a cross at all, if I lost my seedlings, and 
being also aware of the seeds ripening hefore the pod ' 
gives any signs of it, I gathered the last pod in the 
right state, and sent it to Dr. Lindley, with an earnest 
request that the seedlings should be reared in the 
garden of the Horticultural Society. In a few days - 
after this I was very much amused indeed at finding 
that the officers of the Society thought I was quite daft. I 
They sent me a polite letter, thanking me for a green I 
pod not half ripe enough ; but they qualified this in 
the Journal (1850, page 18(3), and said they had a dozen | 
of seedlings, ripe or not ripe. D. Beaton. I 

COVERING COI.D PITS. 

Frost and snow have come at length, in unison with 
the prophetic warnings of the meteorologists; and, as 
if to rebuke the grumbling unbelievers who already 
began to dream about a scorching summer, without a 
bit of ice to cool either eatables or drinkables. It is no 
small pleasure to ourselves, scant as we are just now in 
time and covering material, to find that such a severe frost 
has not come until a mantle of snow was spread over 
the tender vegetation ; and has snugly wrapped up our 
cold pits in the very best and cheapest protection we 
could give them. Only a short time ago, on the principle 
of fore-warning, 1 gave, as I conceived, as many of the 
minutia3 of management in such unheated structures 
as I could cram into the allotted space; and yet I find 
that friends, in the same vicinity, will read these state¬ 
ments so diti’erently, as to have an argument which of 
their respective systems is the very best; Mr. Economy 
allowing his pits and frames, in such cold weather, to 
remain without light and air for the best part of a week ; 
while Mr. Thrifty-spare-no-labour has everything un¬ 
covered for several hours to admit all the light possible. 
Both have plants in cold pits ; both have a few plants 
standing in a pit, on dry ashes, with enough of hot 
sweet dung underneath to stimulate them into growth ; 
both have a few cuttings in a slight hotbed, and both 
have the prized luxury of a radish-bed coming on; 
and if I will not minutely discriminate which, in the 
main is correct, it is hoped that I will state what would 
be my own practice under such circumstances; and this 
I will shortly do, hoping it may meet such “difficult” 
cases. Then 

1st. All such half-hardy plants as are generally kept 
in cold pits may safely be covered up in sev.ere, dull, 
stormy weather, for a week or two, or longer, provided 
the plants have been kept stubby by plenty of light and 
air in open weather; that the soil and pit are dryish 
rather than otherwise; and though last, not least impor¬ 
tant, the inside temperature is so low, from 34° to 40°, 
that growth will not take place. I have just now had 
such a pit covered for a week; 1 have frequently had 
them covered, in such circumstances, for three weeks 
and a mouth, and the plants suffered nothing. The green¬ 
ness of a pasture, when it has been for weeks covered 
with snow, when the frost and snow have gradually 
gone, would give a hint of the same fact. In thus acting, 
I am not at all insensible to the beneficial influence of 
light; but often the frost at night is attended with snow, 
sleet, or even dull black frost during tbe day; and in 
such cases all the light obtainable would not be worth 
the labour and the additional risk, and therefore I would 
not uncover. Again, this very day the sun has been 
shining beautifully after a keen frost last night; but I 
have not touched the covering: not merely because I 
was busy at the icehouse, but because I knew the plants 
were all right within—because there was every appear¬ 
ance of a night of frost still more severe than the last. 
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and because, above my straw covers there was a layer 
of snow, which, so long as it was dry, scarcely any frost 
would irenetrato, and which I must either wholly or par¬ 
tially remove in uncovering. How short or how long 
the covers will remain, will, therefore, depend upon cir¬ 
cumstances ; but if a very bright day should soon come, 
and it still should be frosty at night, it would be advis¬ 
able to give light; and the sun-heat would permit of the 
sashes being tilted at the back, at least, to change and 
dry the enclosed atmosphere. By shutting up early, 
heat is enclosed, and thus less covering is necessary. 
Of course, in warm weather, however dull, no covering 
will be required. Two precautions here are of import¬ 
ance ; first, when long shut up, exposure to a bright 
sun must not take place at once; especially if the plants 
are near the glass, a slight shading should be given. 
Secondly, if frost by any means penetrate, allow the 
plants to thaw before you remove the covering ; 
at least, a considerable portion should be left until 
then. 

2ndly. Plants, that from want of air, or very dull 
warm weather, or both combined, have got rather weakly 
in their growth, will not exist in a healthy state so long 
when deprived of light—at any rate, even more care 
will be necessary, to see that the heat inside is not suffi¬ 
cient to excite them into growth. Taking the chance 
either of a mild or sunny day to uncover, even when 
the nights are very cold, would be to them more indis¬ 
pensable. 

3rdly. All plants exposed to an artificial stimulus by 
heat will always suffer when long-confined from light, 
and just in proportion to the extra temperature supplied. 
Not many days—hardly two days—should ever elapse 
without the plants being partially or wholly uncovered. 
All pits or frames supplied with fermenting matter 
yield moisture as well as heat. When the weather is I 

so cold during the day that it would he unsafe to un¬ 
cover, tilting the glass for a few hours behind, even for 
an-eighth, or the quarter-ofan-inch, would allow any 
heated steam to escape. To our friends who wish to 
forward a few plants or cuttings by using judiciously a 
slight hotbed, I would say, do not begin too early, say 
the end of February or later, when the sun is generally 
so powerful and his rays so frequent as to remove all 
difficulties of this nature. I once lost some nice plants 
in a slight hotbed frame in January; they damped and 
rotted at the collar; the weather was such that I could 
not uncover them for more than a week. Neighbour 
plants, intended for succession, in a cold pit were safe. 
Whatever is growing, therefore, must have light. The 
tenderer the cuttings, for instance, and the greater the 
heat applied, the more will they be injured by complete 
darkness during the day. A radish-bed, getting fit to pull, 
and that had lost the artificial heat applied, might, in bad 
weather, be covered ujj several days without injury; but 
a young bed, with a nice heat below them, could not be 
so used. Messrs. Robson and Errington would tell us, 
that such covering-up during the day would soon ruin 
the best early cucumbers. An old cucumber grower 
once, not very charitably, allowed some young begin¬ 
ners to get into a devious course. They visited him on 
a regular “ Muri^hy ” day. It was cold enough to furnish 
an excuse even for gardeners donning gloves, and warm 
ones, too. The old man was scarce of heating material, 
and, rather than let his fine plants get starved, he just 
kept the covering on them. The edge of a light was 
just moved for a peeji—“ How nice! what, keep them 
covered?” said they, “Oh yes!” said he; and know¬ 
ingly they nudged each other’s elbows, thinking they 
had got a lorinMe, and would soon have nice cucumbers. 
Need I say what was the result of their new-fashioned 
system? The whole theory of, and the hest modes of 
using, protecting material have been more than once 
referred to. 

WOOD-LICE. ' 

“ I have got a bed ready, or nearly so, for cuttings, con¬ 
sisting of dung and leaves, quite sweet, surmounted by a 
layer of rough ashes; but, last year, I lost many cuttings 
by tcoodlice, and, even now, 1 see they are in my bed. ■ 
What can I do with them?” Your bed is just the thing 
for propagating ; but it is also just the thing to en¬ 
courage woodlice. Hung alone is not such a good har¬ 
bour as dung and leaves mixed. Most old gardens 
swarm with them. I have never been able to eradicate 
them. I will tell you how I have kept them down. 
Before making the bed, wash all the walls and wood¬ 
work with boiling water. Get a few toads, and ])lace i 
them in the bed, providing them with a saucer and 
water. If you use no glasses, and the cuttings are 
small and tender, tlie toads may hurt some of them by 
sprawling over them. Sink a few bell-glasses, or tum¬ 
blers in the bed, and bait them with sliced turnip, or 
boiled potato, and a few tender green leaves, and when 
a respectable number are congregated, turn them into a 
pail of warm water. Put similar baits into small pots, 
covered with dry hay or moss, and lay them down on 
the bed, and examine and empty every morning. Put, 
in an afternoon, a layer of dry hay, front and back of 
the pit; have a small pot, with fine rose, and boiling 
water ready in the morning; turn up the hay with one 
hand, and wield the rose of the pot on the rascals with 
the other. Besides each, or all of these, paint the rim 

I of the pot with a mixture of tar and oil, or set it so as 
it may be surrounded by water, in the case of very scarce 
and particular articles. I have had the whole of these 
means in operation at once. Toads, of course, are use¬ 
ful ; but what would a few do among such myriads of 

1 woodlice as often collect and breed in such a bed. 

DEWING CUTTINGS AND YOUNG PLANTS. 

This is sometimes called “ dusting ” them with water. 
“ What is meant by this ; is it watering them well over¬ 
head with a rose watering-pot ? Would not this, in the 
case of Heaths, for instance, especially if the bell-glass 
was put on immediately afterwards and not moved 
until they began to grow, cause them to damp ?” To 
the latter question, we say, “very likely.” To the first 
we say, that is not what we mean by dewing, nor at all 
in unison with the explanation given of these new 
terms. The questions are, no doubt, suggested by the 
article, pages 322 and 323. I would just remark, in 
passing, that though the initiated may strike many 
things without moving the bell-glass, the inexperienced 
had better not try it, but confine themselves to the 
rules for general and particular propagation copiously 
given; and that the dewing there spoken of had re- j 

ference, as will be seen from the context, to half-hardy ! 
plants chielly, and not Heaths, as these formed no I 

primary matter of enquiry, such as the article was 
designed to meet. Even Heaths, as well as other liard- | 
wooded cuttings, may often be dewed with advantage, ^ 
however, if, as has been well inculcated, a little air 
should be given at night; or after they are callusing j 

and rooting, it is desirable, for consolidating growth, to 
give more air and light than they would otherwise stand I 
without shading; taking care, however, that the foliage j 

was dry before the glasses were put down tight. In ! 
fact, in sucli circumstances, we often leave glasses off ! 
at night, and put them on during the day; and when a | 
little farther advanced, but not sufficiently so to stand a 
bright sun unhelpod, we prefer very often such damping 
of the foliage, instead of shading, or pulling glasses on, 
and thus force the leaves to absorb, as well as perspire. ; 
Now, we will dew or dust whole beds of cuttings several i 
times in a day, keeping them thus in a moist atmo¬ 
sphere, and yet even the surface soil will never get 
soaked, nor even, we may say, wet, because the water is 
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given to the foliage more like a mist than anything else, 
there being no necessity for a drop of water to be seen 
bigger than the smallest pin-head, or even pin-point if 
you like. “Then how is this done? I never could 
get a rose watering-pot fine enough to do it; besides, 
there is the finicking, time, and the nasty drip which 

, will tall where you do not want it.” Read’s common 
, garden syringe is my favourite instrument; it is so 

simple, so effectual. With every syringe sent out there 
are three nozzles—two with holes pierced to resemble 
a rose of a pot, and one with two projections, one of 

' which is the suction medium more particularly, and 
the other the delivering jet. This last nozzle is my 

i tavourite; in faet, the others are generally put aside as 
; pretty things to look at. 
I A very foreible stream of water can be delivered with 
; this jet; but by placing your finger on the point of the 
1 jet, just according to the pressure you give to the de- 
, seending piston, will you be enabled to give out a misty 
I vapour and water in every degree of fineness and quan¬ 

tity, from that dewing up to the full volume and force 
j of the unopposed jet. Now do not try such a plan with 
I tender cuttings at first. You must practice a little on 
, anything, or even upon nothing, until you acquire a 

tact, and then you will look on all other nozzles of 
; syringes as cumbersome and useless. I once had a 
I young man that never could do it. It was a regular 
I annoyance to he. He was the only one that did not 
j like it as well as myself. When, with eonstant wear, 
I the thread of the jet is worn out, the finger is placed 
I over the hole left in the same way; nay, some of my 
: men actually dismantle them thus from choice. A 
I little practice, without any deep study of physical forces, 
I will enable you to send this dusting, or dewing with 
^ water, in any direction you think proper. To those 
; who have never tried it I should be afraid to state the 

short time, and the small quantity of water with whieh 
twenty frame lights of cuttings may bo thus dewed, 
every leaf damped, and yet the surfaee soil scarcely 

: moistened. For all bedding plants, propagated either 
in autumn or spring, after being once watered, I prefer 
this dewing to watering much, or to shading, unless in 

I e.'streme cases. A distance from the glass, and this 
dewing in sunshine, prevent perspiring, without debili- 

I tating as shading does. R. Fish. 

CONIFER/E. 

{Continuedfrom 'page 3C0). 

1st—SECTION or PINU3, WITH LEAVES TWO IN A SHEATH— 

j (continued.) 
i PiNus resinosa (Resinous Pine).—This is tho Red 

Pine of Canada and Nova Scotia, growing to the height 
I only of thirty feet; but, as its name imports, yields an 

immense amount of resin, and being a native of such 
cold climates, is suitable to plant in the coldest parts of 
this country. 

PiNus sylvestris (Forest, or Scotch Fir).—A well- 
known tree, and a very important one. I might fill the 
whole of this paper by describing its useful properties, 
but they are so well known it would be a waste of the 
reader’s time. A few remarks on its culture will, how¬ 
ever, bo useful. It will grow in almost any soil or 
situation. On the tops of high mountains, and on poor 
soils, it becomes stunted and blown sideways by the 
winds; whilst in low, sheltered places it grows rapidly, 
but as quickly decays, and in such situations the timber 
is almost useless though, even when decayed it is 
excellent for fuel. The proper situation to plant it in, 
where it will form fine trees with sound good timber, 
is whore the elevation is intermediate between the high 
mountain and the lowland valley, upon a rather clayey 

subsoil, with a surface of loamy peat or gravel. In 
the Great Park at Windsor, on the road-side leading to 
Bagshot, I observed, very lately, some beautiful speci¬ 
mens. The weed there has been judiciously planted 
and properly thinned, and the Scotcli Firs exhibit most 
clearly the effects of good management. Several of 
them were, and in fact are, remarkably handsome, even 
as objects of ornament, being perfectly straight, and 
clothed with luxuriant branches down to the ground. 
Let those who despise the Scotch Fir on account of its 
being so common just take a ride out that way. I am 
sure they would be as delighted as I was. The dark 
green foliage and reddish bark render them exceedingly 
interesting. 

There is no family in the whole tribe of Conifer® 
that has so many varieties as the Scotch Fir. These 
varieties are desirable as objects for the Pinetum; I shall 
briefly enumerate them. 
P. 8. Altaica, from the Altaic mountains. 
- argentea, the Silver-leaved, very beautiful. 
- Erzeroum, from Persia, with broad leaves. 
- Oenevensis, from the mountain near Geneva. 
- glauca, the Milky-green-leaved. 
- Haguenensis, the Pin de Hagenau, from the south 

of Germany. 
- inonophylla, the One-leaved, a curious variety, 

with one leaf in a sheath. 
- nana, the Dwarf. 
-pendula, the Weeping. 
-pggtitwa, the Pigmy. 
-pyramidalis, tlie Pyramidal. 
- liigensis. Pin de Riga, from Russia. 
—— tortuosa, tlie 'Twisted-leaved ; so named by D. 

Don, of Forfar. 
-- uncinata, the Hooked-coned ; so named by the 

same author. 
- variegata, the Variegated-leaved. 

2nd—section ok finds, with leaves three in a sheath. 

PiNus australis syn. P. faldstris (Southern, or 
Marsh Pine).—A very important species, furnishing tho 
red deal of commerce, it is almost the best of all tho 
North American Pines, the wood being fine-grained, 
capable of a high polish, and of durable quality. The 
appearance of the tree is very beautiful; the leaves 
are very long, and of a bright green, and it attains the 
height, on an average, of seventy feet. It will thrive 
well near the sea, on a thin soil, and in such a situation 
is perfectly hardy. More inland it is rather tender, 
especially in the north. Tho variety from the north¬ 
west coast of the same country has proved to be much 
more hardy. 

PiNDs BENTHAMiANA(Mr.Bentbam’sPine).—So named 

by its discoverer, Mr. Hartweg, in honour of G. Bentham, 

Esq., late Secretary to the London Horticultural Society. 

This is one of the gigantic firs of California, growing 

there to the amazing height of 200 feet, with a stem 

nearly thirty feet round. What a mass of timber there 

must be in such a noble denizen of the forest! California 

is rich in gold, the root of all evil, but it is richer in its 

noble trees, which are equal in magnitude to the finest 

forests of Brazil. Mr. Hartweg found this noble tree 

growing on the mountains of Santa Cruz, at a eonsi- 

derable elevation above the sea. Whole masses of It 

were growing together with P. Sabiniana and P. Lam- 
hertiana slightly intermixed, and as both these are 

known to be perfectly hardy, it may be reasonably sup¬ 

posed that P. Bentkamiana is hardy also. It is, as yet, 

very scarce, though there is a fine speeimen or two in 

the gardens at Chiswick. When more plentiful, and its 

hardihood fully proved, it should be planted largely for 

its valuable timber, as well as specimens for ornament¬ 

ing the Pinetum. 
PiNDS Canariensis (Canary Island Pine).—This Euro- 
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peau species is foiiml growing on the mountains of the 
Canary Islands, in the clefts of rugged mountains, where 

, it grows to a groat size in circmnference, though not 
; in heiglit, seldom exceeding, in that particular, more 

than seventy feet. In Devonshire and Cornwall it lives 
in the open air with imj)unity, but more northerly should 
either be jirotected or grown in a lofty conservatory. 

PiNus Gerardiana (Gerard’s Pino).—A low-growing 
tree, with shorter leaves than any species in this section; 

j not particularly handsome, but it is the hardiest of the 
I Nepaul species. 
; PiNus JNsiGNis (Remarkable Pine).—I have, in my 
I “.Jottings by the Way,” frequently mentioned having 
i seen fine specimens of this most remarkable Vine. There 
j are also some fine trees of it in the famous Pinetum at 

Dropinore, the seat of Lady Grenville. So different 
; from all other Pines is this fine species, that it may be 
i known at a considerable distance. It grows very dense, 

and the foliage is of a bright green. No collectiori, 
however small, can b% com2)lete without at least one 
specimen. Too much in its praise cannot he said or 
written, and as the wood is said to be excellent, it ought 

j to be extensively planted, which, no doubt, it will be 
when the i)rioe is lower. Native of California, where it 
attains the height of 1(10 feet. 

PiNus Llaveana (La Llave’s Pine).—In the grounds 
at Delapre Abbey, near Northampton, there is a fine 
tiee of this handsome species. The cones are nearly 
w'ithout scales, a remarkable distinction, and the seeds 
are used as food. The branches are slender and sju’cad- 
iiig, and arc thickly clothed wdth foliage, which give out 
a pleasant perfume. Though a native of Mexico it is 
perfectly hardy. T. Appi.eby. 

(?'o be coiilinued.) 

THE PELARGONIUM. 

( Ooitliuiied /rum peye OMT.) 

Propagation : by Cuttings.—The grand secret in 
success of propagation by cuttings consists in having 
the wood or shoots in right condition. It should 
neither be too young nor too old; very young shoots 
(juickly damp off, and old ones are slow and not sure in 
making roots. Short stubby shoots make the best cut¬ 
tings, and the ]>oint where the bottom of the cutting 
should be made should ho in a half-ripened state. 1 
remember, when 1 first had the ambition to try my 
skill in propagation, reading, in Cushing's Exotic Gar¬ 
dener, how to strike cuttings of Pelargoniums. He 
directs them to be jmt in pure loam, and gives the 
sensible reason lor it that jnire loam contains the least 
amount ot putrescent matter. I put his recommenda¬ 
tion into practice with considerable success; perhajis 
nearly, if not quite equal to the success that would attend 
mo now with all my, as I supjiose, superior experience. 
Propagators use now another article to plant cuttings in 
which most certainly contains still less of any decaying 
matter that would cause cuttings to rot than even ^lure 
loam, and that is pure silver sand. To be more certain 
ot success, the following articles are necessary:—clean 
cutting pots (the size named in the pottery large 48’s) 
which are fivo-inchos-and-a-half in diameter, inside 
measure; clean drainage, formed with broken potsherds; 
pure loam, sifted through a coarse sieve; and the pure 
silver sand. 

Then the place to put them in—either a good pro- 
(lagating house, under a small frame covered with 
glass, and sot upon a heated surface of charcoal or coal 
ashes;—or a frame set up on a gentle hotbed made of 
well-tempcrod stable litter and loaves, and six inches 
thick with sawdust or coal ashes. With these conve¬ 
niences, and a due attention to choosing cuttings in a 
jiroper state, with a constant siqjervisiou in shading. 

giving air, and potting off’ as soon as roots are formed, ' 
there is no doubt of success-^almost every cutting will 
grow. 

The best time for the operation is the month ol 
March or April, though cuttings will strike well 
through all the summer months. Nurserymen, who pro¬ 
pagate this class of plants on a large scale, juit in cut¬ 
tings most largely when the plants arc cut down after 
the season for llowering is over; but such late-put-in- 
cutlings do not make such fine plants the following 
year as those that are struck in early spring. For the 
amateur, who only desires two or three plants of a kind, 
the first season is by far the best; and it must be a 
jioor jilant indeed from which that number of plants 
cannot be taken then. 

Having fixed upon the time, go over the plants and ! 
take off' as many cuttings as will fill one ]iot, choosing 
them as described above. With a very sharp knife cut : 
the bottom of each cutting right across, close to a 
joint: this is called an horizontal cut, and should 
be made, if jiossible, just at the point where the old 
wood terminates and the new begins, and then cut off' 
the bottom leaves, leaving two or three to each cutting. 
Place a mark, either a number, or the name, to each 
variety, as soon as all the cuttings of that variety are 
made, and so proceed till all that are taken off are made 
and marked. Let them lay on the bench till the pot is 
prepared to receive them. This short time will do them 
good, by drying up the wounds made with the knife. 

Then take the pot, and put a large piece of jrotsherd 
over the hole, propping it up on one side with a very 
small bit of the same material. This is to allow the 
superabundant water to escajie freely and readily. Over 
this potsherd place fully two inches of smaller broken 
potsherds, and upon them put a thin layer of the turfy 
sifting out of the loam. Then fill the pot to within an 
inch of the top, with the sifted loam, and that remaining 
inch with the pure white sand, give a gentle watering, 
and let it stand till the water settles, and the sand is 
firm. With a small smooth stick insert the cuttings 
round the edge of the pot, pressing the sand firmly to 
the bottom of each. Take care to place the mark to 
each variety as they are put in. The stick will leave a 
little hollow to each cutting, these hollows should be filled 
up with some dry sand; when this is done, give a gentle 
watering again, and the operation is complete for that 
pot. Proceed so till all the cuttings intended to be put 
in are comjdeted, then place them in the (iropagating- 
house or frame on a hotbed. 

The attention they require after this, is to shade 
them from bright sun, and give a little air occasionally 
to lot out the damp) steam, but do not shade them too ; 
long, but accustom them to bear the sun by degrees. i 
As they form a callosity (a swelling at the base of 
each cutting), they will soon bear the full light, and 
will then emit plenty of roots. To ascertain this, take 
up a pot and turn it upside down, and give it a gentle 
stroke, holding one hand ready to catch the ball. If 
they are rooted, the white tender roots will be seen 
running down outside the ball, between it and the pot. 
Should that be so, pot them immediately into small pots 
in a more generous soil, consisting of loam and loaf 
mould in equal parts, with a free admixture of sand. 
Replace them in the frame for a week or ten days, 
giving them tepid water once or twice as they need it. 
'Then gradually inure them to bear the full sun and air, 
and jilace them on the shelves of the greenhouse near 
to tho glass. After that treat them as the rest of the 
older jilants. 

Some of the fancy varieties are very difficult to 
strike by cuttings in the ordinary way. The cuttings 
of these should bo jilanted in shallow pans tilled with 
sand entirely, the bottom of each cutting touching the 
bottom of the pan. These should be placed on a shelf 
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near the glass of a good greenhouse, and hy this method 
the most difficult may be propagated. 

For very I'ree growers a more simple and summary 
method may be adopted, hut it must be jmt into practice 
during the summer months. Choose a shady border, take 
away the common soil and place in its stead three or lour 
niches of good loam mi.'ced with sand. Make the cuttings 
in the same way as is described above, and plant tliem 
in rows across this prepared border. Water them, and 
leave them to their fate. The greater part of tliem will 

^ sU'ike root, and before the frost arrives, take them up 
carefully, and pot them, and remove them into a cold- 
frame till fresh roots are formed, then jilace them in the 
greenhouse among the rest, and give the same treatment. 
t)ne point must not be neglected, and that is to nip off 
the top of each cutting as soon as it is potted off, to 
cause the side buds to break, and thus form nice low 

i bushy plants. T. Appleby. 

I (To he conlimtcd.) 

THE ONION. 

From time immemorial it has been the common prac¬ 
tice of the cottager to sow his Onions as early in the 
season as the nature of the ground and his other duties 

j would permit. Against this rule nothing can be said; 
necessity occasions many delays wbich cannot in every 
case be overcome; but there are many instances whore 
a little perseverance miglit accomplish what an ordinary 
observer would regard as imjiossible, and of this class 
of duties is that of putting forth all the latent energies 

I to the forwarding of work which a busy spring is sure 
I to bring with it. On that score, therefore, wo urge on our 
1 cottage friends wlio have much garden work to do, to be 

at it betimes; what is done now need not bo done 
: again, in many instances; while much that is neglected 
j now can never be replaced. Witness the sad condition 
! of ground which has never been tilled the whole winter, 

and probably may bo lying idle, without deriving the 
1 benefit which the little winter we are likely to have may 

impart to it. It is not in every case that such neglect is 
tire result of sheer necessity ; a little determination would 

I often put the alfair on a ditfereut footing. Now tlic 
! object of the present chapter is not so much to urge the 
I necessity of endeavouring to make up for the delay 

which the elements have subjected all of us more or less 
to, but to make some observations on the sowing of one 
of the most important crops on ground which wo will 
suppose to have been prepared for it in the best way 
the season would allow. 

There are few vegetables can vie with the Onion for its 
antiquity and wide-spread popularity, and it has been 

i made to accommodate itself to a much greater diversity of 
I clime than many others; yet it must be admitted, that 
I countries ranging within the “ temperate” zone are its 
1 favourite habitat; and its culture has certainly attained 
: a degree of perfection in those countries washed by the 
I Mediterranean which we in vain look for elsewhere; 
I and, as may be supposed, its importance there is duly 
; valued. With us, the southern parts of the kingdom 
i certainly exceed the northern for bringing this pro- 
1 duction forward; and though wo often enough see a 
I bad crop even south of the Thames, yet the chances 
j there are much more favourable than those north of the 

Tweed, otlier things being the same; so that wo are 
I constrained to the belief that a much greater amount 
i of heat and light is necessary for the per.^ction of this 
I vegetable than for many others; although varieties suit- 
' able for a cold climate have been raised. 
I Onion seed will not ripen well in the “far north,” 

and the importation of that from a more southern dis¬ 
trict is attended with a sacrifice. The plant may, there¬ 
fore, be called an exotic, since it cannot reproduce itself 

in the way ordained by nature. Now, though we expect ! 
to sec the Onion grown more extensively than it has i 

hitherto been, and used, too, witli more freedom than 
heretofore, we should also like to see some hybrid varie- ; 
tics, possessing all the merits of those we have, with the 1 
additional one of resisting the cold ungenial climate of 
the north, so that we may be able to grow a crop with ' 
as much certainty of success in the jjarallel of the 58th 
degree of north latitude as in the bOth. This, however, 
is not likely to be accomplished if the i)rcscnt system of ' 
importing seed from Paris, and elsewhere, be continued, 
because the constitutional character of the plant cannot 
possibly undergo any change while the important 
process of “ seed saving ” is still confined to a climate 
so much more genial than the one in which it is sown. 
This, of course, must be the work of time, and no one 
can be sanguine enough to expect the seed-ripening 
process to travel northward with railway speed. How 
many generations have passed away since its cultivation 
was first directed to that quarter, from the temperate 
regions of Africa and southern Europe, where it is pre¬ 
sumed it was first found indigenous; but tbe science of 
the present day being more guided by correct prin¬ 
ciples, may efi'ect a change in much shorter time than 
was accomplished by our forefathers in their hap-hazard 
course. 

But to return to the Onion, whose progress seems less 
difficult to determine—we may say, that its capabilities 
of bearing cold seems to have undergone a gradual 

I increase, so that it is now grown at a higher northern 
latitude than it used formeiTy to be; and we have no 
doubt but it will, with judicious seed saving, &c., be i 
enabled to bear still more cold, as its culture becomes | 
bettor understood. This theory is, I know, opposed 
to that which points out the Potato as being killed by 
the first frost now, the same as in the days of Raleigh, 
who introduced it; but we are not to reason from that 
cause that the habit of the plant has not undergone a 
change; for most assuredly it has, otherwise it would 
not bo in a condition to furnish such fine crops of useful 
good tubers, as it often does (even now, in spire of 
disease) in tbe dampest and most unfavourable districts 
of the kingdom; and certainly Potatoes may bo culti¬ 
vated to advantage in localities where but a meagre 

1 crop of Onions is expected; but that the latter may 
be improved by carefully selecting seed from bulbs 
grown and perfected (for we cannot expect a good 
produce unless this be attended to) in a climate as 
near approaching to that in which the crop is sown 
as possible, is both likely and reasonable; we, there¬ 
fore, strongly advise the amateur residing in some un¬ 
favourable locality in the “far North,” to procure his 
seed from some one who can warrant it as having 
been grown as near his own neighbourhood as pos¬ 
sible. it is likely that he will have to pay a little more 
for it on that account, but this will be repaid him in the ; 
superior crop he will have, if other things be equally 
favourable ; and wo take this opportunity of saying that 
we are no advocate for “ cheap seeds,” in the general sense 
in which that term is understood. Seeds, to be genuine 
and good, cannot always bo grown cheap; and that 
ruinous competition in the trade, coupled with a sort of 
gullability on the part of buyers, has led to various 
things being ofl'ered for sale, at prices lower than those 
they can be grown for in a legitimate way ; and thougb 
Onion seed, as a whole, may be more pure than most I 
seeds, yet it is well known the ■well-keejying of the pro¬ 
duce depends, in a great measure, on the seed having 
been saved as near home as possible. Foreign seed is 
notorious for the bad keeping qualities of its produce. 
This has led many growers to grow their own seed in 
those favourable districts of England where it will 
ripen well. 

We will suppose the amateur to have procured “ good ^ 
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seed,” and that his ground, which had been manured 
and ridged in autumn, had been levelled down early in 
February, and has undergone the changes of weather 
during that mouth ; it will be lit to receive the seed 
towards the end of it, or beginning of March, provided 
it be suliicieutly dry to allow treading upon without 
kneading it into an impenetrable mass; this, of course, 
must not be done under any circumstances, for when 
the weather seems unlikely to allow the ground to be 
trampled over without consolidating the mass into that 

I state, it must not be trod upon at all; but the plot, 
I instead of being sown in continuous rows, must be 

divided into beds of about three-feet-and-a-balf each, 
with eighteen-inch alleys, and the crop then sown broad¬ 
cast. This plan, however, need not be adopted when 
access to the ground can be had without injury ; for we 
prefer sowing in rows about a foot apart, as the crop is 
easier and belter managed during the summer, and the 
produce for a given space of ground is generally larger. 
Shallow drills drawn by a boo is best, which cover up 
when sown; and do not be too particular and exact in 
the raking, provided the seed be only covered, as that is 
the principal thing. The smooth nicety with which the 
ground is sometimes dressed is detrimental to the crop. 
The rains, &c., which often intervene before the young 
plants make their appearance, llatten the surface so 
much, that it presents a very unkind medium for them 
to vegetate in, while it cannot be stirred until the plants 
show themselves. When the ground is very stiff, and 
likely to form a hardened surface, impermeable to the 
atmosphere, &c., it is better to mix something with it to 
keep it open. It has for many years been the practice 
of those residing in districts where much charcoal is 
made, to mix a part of the “ashes or refuse” with the 
soil the onions are sown in, more especially the top part. 
This important addition prevents ground, however tena¬ 
cious, from caking into a solid mass. It has other good 
properties as well, so that when it can be obtained, it 
may be used with the best possible effect. Coal ashes 
are not so good, but they are still useful; still more so, 
however, are wood-ashes; and, in fact, any light open¬ 
ing substance that will prevent the ground running into 
that hard, impenetrable mass, which a stiff soil is prone 
to do when soddening rains are followed by dry weather. 

Of the kinds proper to sow it is almost needless to say 
much. The Strasburgh is, undoubtedly, one of the best 
keeping kinds; but the bulbs are uniformly less than 
the Globe, Spanish, and some other kinds. The James 
Keeping is also a good onion, and keeps well; and, to 
those who are not particular to keep each kind by itself, 
wo would advise the Strasburgh, James Keepiing, and 
Rending, to be sown together mixed, and the other kinds 
mixed also, and sown in the mixed state. This mixing 
wo ju-efer in cases where bought or doubtful seeds are 
used, because the chances are that one of the kinds may 
bo worthless, or nearly so; consequently, a blank is 
made on tbe place where it is sown. This is, in a mea¬ 
sure, obviated by mixing tbe kinds, and sowing middling 
thick ; it is easy to draw a few when wanted, while it is 
not always that planted-out ones succeed well in any but 
favourite localities. 

As a general rule. Onions like a deep, rich soil; 
but, with judicious management, good crops are often 
seen on very indifferent ones; but then artificial assist¬ 
ance has been allowed them, and probably the season 
has been propitious. But, as they uniformly form an 
important crop in every garden, from that of the hum¬ 
blest cottager, upwards, it behoves the amateur to 
grant them that due allowance of the “good things” 
most crops delight in, in order that bis crop may be 
equal with, if not superior to, the poor cottager who 
may bo neighbour to him. 

Much more may be said on this matter; but, as our 
space is occupied, we must for the present take leave of 

our young friends, and advise them, while planning out 
what crops they think most suitable and profitable for 
each division of their garden, to bear in mind, tliat this 
deserves one of the best places ; and, if the instructions 
here given be carried out, and the season be at all 
favourable, tbe chances are that a good crop will be the 
issue. J. ItoBsoN. 

FEATHERS. 

A i-ioiiT title is this, yet bearing fast and fresh to us 
reflections many and weighty; though we should hesitate 
before we quite agreed with Mr. Macgillivray, in “ more : 
admiring the mind that had discovered the causes, rela¬ 
tions, connections, and objects of a feather, than that which 
had measured the magnitudes of tbe planets, traced their : 
orbits, and calculated their velocitie.s.” i 

Wondrous as is the structure, calculated to unite the 
greatest strength with the most extreme lightness; extra¬ 
ordinary as is the chemical composition, coagulated albumen, 
which is most powerful to resist breakage, and, unlike the 
gelatine of hair, is insoluble in water; curious as is the 
arrangement of every portion of the feather—and varying 
in every genus of birds—whether wo examine the tube or 
barrel, the shaft or stem, or the vane; and beauteous as are 
their tints—yet we must not, for our present purpose, 
descant upon any one of those peculi.arities, but must con¬ 
fine our attention to the markings which characterise the 
feathers of the various varieties of our Domestic Fowls. 

On this subject some difference of opinion, and much 
doubt, in tbe minds of amateurs, exists. After matiue con¬ 
sideration, and after listening to many arguments, we have 
resolved to publish a series of drawings of tlie most perfect 
specimens we can obtain; and our readers will oblige us 
by sundiug us any that they consider very superior. 

PENClr.LED FE.VTIIEIIS. 

The term “pencilled" is strictly applicalde only to the 
gold and silver varieties of the Hamburgh Fowl. For, 
although tlie hybrid races of a farm-yard, where Hamburgh 
blood lias been at some time infused, often exhibit traces 
of this plumage, more or less distinct, according to their [ 
degrees of illegitimacy, yet, a well-bred, perfect specimen 
should have nearly every feather on her body (for this , 
characteristic is almost limited to the female bird), the ' 
neck hackle alone excepted, distinctly marked with, at least, | 
four parallel transverse dark bars, about one-sixth-of-an- 
inch in width. It is this peculiar marking that constitutes [ 
tlie pencilled feather; the ground-colour of which will be j 

either a rich, but clear, yellow, or French-white, as the birds ' 
may I’espectively belong to the gold or silver varieties. j 
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“ I HAVE NO ONE TO TAKE CARE OF ME.” 

By the Authoress of ^^My Flowers," Ac. 

At the risk of being thought prosy and wearisome, I am 
going to speak again on the subject of thoughtless, ungodly 
marriages. Next to the choice of “whom ye will serve," 
comes that of whom ye will marry; and awful indeed it is 
to see the whys and the wherefores of these joinings toge¬ 
ther. It is a subject that can scarcely be too strongly 
enforced, or too roughly handled ; for not only does it afl'ect 
individual happiness, but it is injurious to the characters 
and minds of the childi’en that spring up in the midst of 
misery, and discord, and sin ; and it has powerful influence, 
too, upon the good of society at large. Even among the 
humble classes, what a perfume proceeds from a happy, 
well-ordered, religious family, where the parents are united 
in heart and faith, as well as in matrimony; where the daily 
labour is sanctified, and the hours of rest are blessed; where 
the Sabbath is called “ a delight, honourable,” and the 
evenings pass peacefully in each other’s compan}'—far from 
the beer-house and the “ way of sinners,” and close with 
prayer and praise! I believe that people of decided piety 
are but too apt to be w'eak in this momentous matter. 
Perhaps no other temptation on earth could move them but 
this. How needful, then, is close and anxious walking with 
God, that when such snares lie in our path we may he 
enabled to step over them; for the arm of the Lord only 
can do this. 

Jane Ford was a widow, with two sons. She was a supe¬ 
rior person for her rank in life—mild, and gentle, and 
pleasing in her manners, very trustworthy, and clever in her 
business. She lived in the family of a rich farmer, was 
greatly regarded by the family, and was a sort of cook and 
manager together. Any one would have thought that this 
was a comfortable place for a person in her situation; that 
she was settled there by the good Providence of God, and 
that if she dared to trust in his promise to the widow, all j 

would go well with her. One might reasonably have thought i 
this. But a snare fell in her way—one so plain and easy to j 

be understood, that it was wonderful she should have put ; 
her neck into the noose. “ Surely in vain is the net spread , 
in the sight of any bird.” i 

John Sims was a notoriously drunken carpenter. He was 
a good workman, hut there was no other good in him. He | 
was a by-word in the village; his very name made people ' 
shut then- doors, and his face declared that report did him 
no wrong. It Avas a matter of Avonder and admiration to ; 
the whole parish, that in the time of the riots John Sims i 
Avas the only man who did not join the mob. People spoke 
to one another about it: “Think of John Sims, he not being | 
in the mob ! hoAv came he not to be there, and the head 
and front of them all.” But so it Avas. 

Some years after that memorable time Sims became a 
married man. He chose a very clean, respectable wife, but 
she very soon faded and died. Every one Avoudered at her 
marriage, but no one was surprised at her death. Sims 
Avent hammering on one minute, and “drinking himself 
drunk ” the next; so that no reasonable expectation could 
be entertained of his making a Avoman happy, or of her 
living long upon the earth. 

John Sims remained for a time in singleness of estate, 
hut at length he took it into his head to fancy Jane Ford, and 
he advanced accordingly. In the face of all bygone facts, 
Jane did not at once dismiss him. She put before him his 
habit of drinking, and his general character; but he pro¬ 
mised to give up ilia beer for her sake, and took to go to 
church. This Avas a convincing proof, to her, that he loved 
her, and AA'oiild make her happy; and so she became his 
Avife. Every one lamented the folly and madness of this 
step ; there was no one Avho could give her a cheering Avord; 
she left a respectable and comfortable situation to shut 
herself up in a dark, dismal cottage with John Sims ! The 
only excuse she attempted to offer Avas, “ I have no one to 
take care of me.” 

It Avas not long before Jane Sims awoke to the full con¬ 
sciousness of Avhat she had done when she gave up God's 
promise for that of man. Her cheerful smile and untrou¬ 
bled countenance were gone. She Avas not like the same 
person. It Avas impossible not to see that her married hfe 
was a bitter one; the tearful eyes, and melancholy face. 

spoke the truth too plamly. Sims gave up going to church , 
very soon after his second marriage; his red, SAvelled, ill- 
looldng face was again seen, day after day, in the beer-house; 
and he Avent staggering home at night, just as he had done 
before he promised to leave off drink. 

Let Avoman lay this to her heart: if a man Avill not “turn 
from the Avickedness that he hath committed, and do that 
Avhich is laAvful and right,” for the sake of a crucified Saviour, 
he Avill never do it for the sake of a Avife. On a sick-bed wo ' 
promise in our terror to lead a boav life, if the Lord will once 
more raise us up ; but Avhat a promise is this! It is like the 
morning cloud, and the early deAv! When we rise up we | 
forget our fear; and we go forth again to the mire. Just 
like this is the promise of a man Avlio has a Avorldly point to 
gain—a wife! When he has Avon her, and seated her by the 
fireside, he too, Avill go forth again to the mire, and leave her I 
to bewail her folly. No change cun take place in an unre- j 

newed heart. Unless Ave are “born again,” Ave caa/ioi do the ! 
thing that is “ lawful and right.” Let us all remember this. 

The violence and madness of John Sims, Avhen he is 
under the influence of drink, is fearful. He enters his 
cottage like a roaring lion. His wife trembles and Aveeps, 
but she dares not “ upset” him ; nor, indeed, should a wife 
at any time do so. Her tAvo hoys see the condition of their 
mother’s husband; they see her degraded situation; they 
hear his oaths and violence ; but they can do nothing Oh! 
what an example for the sons Avhom God has given her! 
AVhat a bitterness, to feel that she has set it before their 
eyes ; that her own folly has done tliis! “ I have no one to j 

take care of me,” must rise up like an adder in her path 
now. 

Sims drinks sometimes for two days together ; and when 
he has come to his senses he goes off to work Avith his 
step-son behind him. One sabbath morning we met him in 
his dirty dress, Avith such a face of woeful intoxication, that 
it made us shudder. He had been drinking, “ off and on,” 
for nearly the week before, and had strolled out, he hardly 
kneAv where, to cool his burning head. 

Poor Jane goes out very often to cook and assist in a 
neighbouring family. She is obliged to get her oavii bread, 
for she has but little of her husband’s. She is not often, there¬ 
fore, in her OAvn home ; and Avhen she is, it is in fear and 
trembling. She speaks with great meekness and submission 
of the trials she has to bear. She Avent out to seek it, and 
must noAV support it as best she may. She lays religious 
books in her husband’s Avay, and talks to him in his sober 
minutes. He Avill read and hear; but he lives next door to 
a beer-house, and he rises up from the Bible and the tract, 
to go to the haunt where Satan loves to dwell. 

“ I have no one to take care of me.” This may be the 
feehng of many a single Avoman. Let her beAvare ! Let her j 
remember the care that John Sims takes of his miserable ! 
AA'ife! Let her remember the home Avhich poor Jane escapes j 
from as often as she can! Let her remember that the i 
“ arm of flesh ” is a broken staff to lean on, and Avill surely j 
run into our hand. Let her remember that there is a God 1 
“ of the fatherless and of the AvidoAv,” who is the only One to | 
tahe care of us, the only One on Avhom to cast our bru'den, ! 
and to look confidently for protection and care. Do not let ; 
us deceive ourselves in this matter; we are quite ready to , 
shut our eyes, and stupify our senses, but we do it with a , 
curse and not a blessing. Even if Ave choose a worthy oh- j 

ject, Avhat kind of a reason is it to give, that Ave want to be 
taken care of? Let me solemnly and earnestly repeat to all 
my readers, male and female, high and low, for it concerns ■ 

us all, the aAvful words of the Lord God of Hosts himself: 
“ Cursed is he that putteth his trust in man, and taketh man. 
fur his defence, and in his heart goeth from the Lord.” When 
we marry to be taken care of, we do depart from the Lord. 

ALLOTMENT FARMING—March. 

One of the greatest faults in allotment or cottage garden¬ 
ing is the injudicious way in Avhich mixed cropping is carried 
out. This arises principally from ignorance in the culti¬ 
vator of tlie importance of light to the vegetable world. 
How often have I received for an answer, Avhen urging the 
impropriety of certain combinations on the score of impeded 

light, “ Oh, they will yet light enough.” 
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Now, liglit is a relative all’air, not to be taken abstractedly 
with regard to cropping, for many of our vegetables do not 
arrive at that perfection they attain in some other climes 
where the light is by far more intense. So, then, it is not 
a question of sunshine alone, but of that free exposure on 
an all sides which may receive the greatest number of rays. 

Again, a given crop may be at one period benefited by a 
certain amount of shade, or rather partial deprivation of 
light, yet the same crop, at another period, requiring all 

' possible sunlight. Although this question is closely bound 
up with that of the circulation of the air, yet the two prin¬ 
ciples are, in their individual character and etfects, different. 
For instance: a cucumber bed, exjiosed out-of-doors, will re¬ 
ceive abundance of air, or, in other words, a free circulation 

I with the light; but those confined in a hotbed cannot be 
' said to do so. Or, to come to a case more familiar—suppose 
I a few rows of potatoes between two parallel rows of tall peas, 
I can it be said that these potatoes enjoy as free a circulation 

of air as those on the brow of an oqien field ? 
We will now enquire what the consequences separately 

are of a partial deprivation of light, and an impeded cir¬ 
culation of the air; hoping that such enquiry may serve to 
widen the cottager’s views, and lay the foundation of more 
judicious cropping. To begin with an extreme case—surely 
our allotment men may have noticed blanched rhubarb, sea- 
kale, or celery 1 The consequence here is, that jiarts which 
would have been green, under ordinary circumstances, become 
pale, and, in addition, lose much of that intensity of flavour 
or strong taste with which nature has endowed them, a 
partial abstraction of which renders them more palatable as 
food for man. But then, it must be borne in mind that 
these blanched parts are, in a great degree, deprived of those 
natural functions which elaborate or prepare for future 
seasons, or future demands, made by root, branches, flowers, 
fruit, or seed. Now, although this blanching does not take 
place with our ordinary crops, under ordinary circumstances, 
yet precisely i/ie same effects, modified by the degree of the 
evil, must assuredly follow, if the foliage of a plant is 
deprived of the action of a portion of its leaf surface. 

And what about partial deiu'ivation of air ? This has two 
bad bearings: in the first, it has a continual tendency to 
“ draw ” plants, as gardeners call it; and in the second, to 
engender, tlirough the rotting of decaying and light-deprived 
portions of the plants, corrupt influences, which sometimes 
act in a similar way as corrupt emanations from animal 
matter, in exerting a morbid influence on bodies contiguous. 
Our readers must have seen the evil effects of leavuig over 
thick young seed crops loug beyond the thinning period, 
perhaps smothered with weeds ; and they may have noticed 
the havoc produced on them by a smldcit Ihiniiiity, followed 
by hri(/ht siiiishiiic. We have noticed peas lying on the 
ground, unstaked, engender stagnant damps to that degree, 
in dull and wet periods, as to seriously peril, if not utterly 
destroy the crop. I willingly grant that the latter examples 
are of a cninpotnid character, less or more—a matter of light 

1 abstraction, as well as of impeded circulation of air; but it 
; will serve as an illustration of the points in hand. 

' Let every small gardener, or fanner, study well these 
1 principles, for they may rest assured that society cannot, in 

these (lai/s of steam, remain stationary. Whatever takes 
place in the heart of society will soon be transmitted by the 

I various arteries to the extremities; and as proobess is the 
I watch-word in the superior portion of society, so must it 

soon he with the lower. 
I I may here observe, that most of our root crops, such as 
1 carrots, parsnips, mangold, swedes, ifcc., will endure tolerably 
; close cropping in the mixed way, if necessary, until the real 
, “ bulbiiif/" bcejins—say about August—when they require all 
, the light our climate affords on an average. This being 
'• conceded, surely our friends may so plan their cropping as 

to accommodato themselves without discommoding the 
crops. 

I Space will not permit me to show the various combina¬ 
tions of which even our most ordinary crops are capable; 

I mttcli must ever bo loft to exercise the ingenuity of the 
; cultivator. This is as it should be. Men are not mere 

machines ; being endued by God with reasoning powers in 
material things, nothing is needed but to direct the uiun- 

j formed mind as to those principles, which must ever form 
the groundwork of good practice; llie rest but requires an 

earnest and attentive mind, with a corresponding degree of 
exertion. 

Now, let us examine the position of affairs, and descend 
to the dull routine of riryent business. 1 do tliink, tliat for 
present purposes, most of the crops may bo thrown into tliree 
divisions, viz. Early crops, midsummer crops, and autumn 
or winter crops, mostly roots. 1 do not urge that this is 
the most complete division of tlie subject, but that uuder 
present circumstances it is tlie most prudential and prac¬ 
tical. Lot it be remembered in all this, that the potato, 
which at present obtains the preference as food for man, 
cannot endure shade during the whole growing period. It 
is all very well to talk of a plot beneath an apple-tree having 
escaped the blight, when those on the hill-top were infested. 
We talk thus when reasoning on principles; but when Marcli 
arrives, the maxim must be “ a word and a blow.” What¬ 
ever may have been proved about itotatoes in shade, my 
advice is, plant early on the highest and drgest ground, 
unless in a parching district. As to manuring, the ex¬ 
perience of our first-rate men, during the existence of the 
dreaded malady, is quite averse to it; at least in a fresh 
state. But here a question arises in the mind of those 
who have smart rents to pay,, and many banns gaping for : 
food—“ If my family must be fed, and I must pay my rent, 
I must have a full crop ; can I get one witliout manure ? ” , 
My answer is—if you do, your soil must be in a good heart , 
from previous crops, or you will assuredly reap a very j 
moilerato produce. ; 

Business ov the Month.—Our February remarks will ; 
serve to point to the chief policy wherewith to commeuce 
the spring campaign. The unusually wet period through j 

which the country has passed, will have taught our stand- I 

stills a lesson they will not readily forget. Those who have 
been wise in time, will, before this, have taken at least 
remedial measures as to the remov,al of stagnated moisture. 
Extra drains, and water courses of a temporary chai-actei-, 
will have been called into use ; and now a further piece of 
advice; do not introduce any crops, if possible, nnless the soil | 
is in a mellow state. As to cropping, wo will divide the , 
month into three parta—beyinniny, middle, and end; but it 
must be understood, that many operations cannot be ; 
confined to set times ; such merely serve as reminders. 

Beginning.—Peas and Beaus must be thought of. This 
is a good time for a full crop, and we advise the Green Im- 
lierial Pea, as furnishing a glut, and coming off the ground 
in good time; tliey, moreover, never ramble and shade other 
crops. In Beans, the Broad Windsor or the Long-pod. 
Onions must be got in now, the ground dug deep, and a 
little manure in the lower part of the trench. Parsnips 
sow directly; they are a hardy qilant, and require a loug 
season. Trench deep, and work down manure. If alone, 
they may be twenty inches between the rows. Cabhaye 
plants must be immediately got out; these may bo a stolen 
crop ; many take to the mangold or swede ground, the latter 
sown in April between double rows of cabbage. Cauli¬ 

flowers, too, jilanted, and the winter Lettuce plant; the 
latter a stolen crop, on rich soil. Onions and otlier store 
roots for seed may yet be idantcd. Leeks may be sown 
directly; also Lettuces. These may be mixed with the 
Onions, as likewise a few liadishes, with some Early Horn | 
Carrots. Spinach, if required, may be sown as a stolen i 
crop; and as for Cabbages, I say with Miss Martineau, sow I 
a bed once a month, beginning now, and ending in the 
middle of August. Green Kale, Brussels Sprouts, and 
Savoys, may be sown; but it is necessary for the operator to 
see well his way, for tlie sowing of those things must, in the 
main, be regulated by the period at which the ground will 
be vacant. In dry weather the hoe should be run through ' 
the young Cabbages. 

The Middle.—By this time the soil will be getting in ; 
mellow order, and now it will be necessaiy to get the jdots 
ready (whilst dry) for Mangold, Swedes, Carrots, Ac., if not 
previously done. It is almost needless to repeat, that there 
is no guarantee for a full crop without deep digging, and a 
liberal manuring ; and I think that, as a general principle, 
the manure should be kept at a rather low level, using a 
guano mixture in the drills to set the young plant on its 
legs. A plan 1 often practice is, in digging two spades deep 
in yard-wide trenches to spread the manure, and then dig 
onejiill spade’s depth of the manure and soil, and before 
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digging the second, to stir the aforesaid deeply with a fork, 
then to dig a very moderate “ spit,” and cover the other 
with it. The mere surface may be rather poor, and if sucli 
a compost as I have often described be kept on hand, viz., 
soot, guano, and very old leaf soil, or manure, all blended, 
it may be sown liberally with the seed in the drills, in order 
to push the plants. 

Knd of the jMoNTii.—We have little fresh cropping yet, 
but the beginning of April will bring this business. I may 
here advise, that all digging be well carried out before 
April comes in, and that the whole plot or garden receive a 
thorough cleaning before April showers arrii^e. This is 
generally a good hoeing month, and care should be taken 
to use the hoe fi’eoly, raking up as the hoeing proceeds. 

R. Eerington. 

' TflE APIARIAN'S CALENDAR.—March. 

By J. II. Payne, Esq., Author of “ The Bee-Keeper's 
Guide," Ac. 

Feeding.—Never, surely, was the necessity for feeding so 
irajierative as at the present time, as, from the extreme 
mildness of the winter, the bees have been in almost con¬ 
stant activity, and consequently consuming a much larger 
portion of food than usual, and this, too, after an unusually 
bad honey season. I am not quite sure that the Ivy has 
not afforded them some little through the winter, for, 
certainly, they have been attracted to it almost every dry 
day; and breeding, I feel assured, has been going on in 
some of my stocks from the middle or early part of 
January, for on every sunny day water has been sought 
after by the bees with great eagerness. Now, with all this, 
a rapidly increasing population, a scanty store of honey, 
and, perhaps, a cold spring, what must the result be, unless 
a very liberal supply of food is administered, and as the 
spring advances great care will bo required in giving it, or 
robbing will be induced. 

I would say, feed at the top of the hive in all possible 
cases ; and I still hold, that for spring feeding, barley-sugar 
is the best, and I give a receipt below for its manufacture, 
which, perhaps, is a little more simplified than the one T 
gave two or three years since. 

Early Breeding.—1 am well aware of the advantages of 
early breeding, and have both used and recommended 
various modes for promoting it; but in such a season as 
the present one, unless the greatest vigilance be observed 
in supplying food, that which is usually esteemed a great 
advantage will now become a positive calamity. 

Cleaning Floor-boards.—When perfoi-ming this opera¬ 
tion, should the hives be found to be at all damp or mouldy, 
take the precaution of raising them a little for a few hours, 
on a ili-y day, in the manner recommended in the calendar 
for last month. 

Snow.—Should w'e, after all this mild weather, have snow, 
it will be necessary to keep the entrances of the hives 
stopped whilst it remains upon the ground, or the loss of 
life will be very great, which at this season should be more 
especially guarded against. 

! To make Barley-sugar.—Put two pounds of loaf-sugar 
I into a saucepan, with half-a-pint of water, and two spoonfuls 

of the best vinegar ;* put it on a gentle fire, let it boil till 
the syrup becomes so thick, that the handle of a spoon 
being dipped into it, and then plunged into cold water, the 
syrup upon the handle is found to be ([uite crisp : when this 
is the case it is suUlciently boiled. Have an earthen dish 

I or marble slab in readiness, well buttered; pour the syrup 
upon it, and, when sufficiently cool to handle, clip it with 
scissors into strips the size desired. The process of boiling 
takes about twenty minutes. 

POLANDS AND PIAMBURGHS. 

I THINK I must trouble you with another Poland versus 
Hamburgh letter, wherein I will write a side-by-side descrip¬ 
tion of Polands, Black, AVhite, and Spangled, and of the Tufted 

* The addition of the vinegar prevents the sugar from graining, or 
crystalising, which othermse would frequently happen, and in this 
state it is useless to the bees. 

Hamburghs, Nearly Black, Laced, and Pheasanted, for yon i 

seem inclined to admit a distinction, but still call the Dutch 
Every-day-layers, Hamburghs. I hope, however, that you 
will clear up this mistake before your new work comes ont; ! 
as also that of the new fashion of calling a black spot a 
spangle, for as long as I have known the fancy fowls, these > 
black spots were called pheasanted, and spangles were 
tiiose white spots on a darker ground, and I think you will 
find many old fanciers of the same opinions. But tlie true 
Poles having almost passed away, and with them the real 
Spangles, their names have lately been ajiplied to the 
Hamburghs, and their name slipped on to the Dutch or 
Bolton.—B. P. Brent. 

[AVheriever a catalogue of any Poultry Society, during 
the last few years, is taken up, we find prizes ofiered, 
amongst other breeds, to Polish and Hamburghs in their 
several varieties. When the time comes, and we find our¬ 
selves in the exhibition-room, we see the pens assigned to 
Polands occupied by birds of different plumage indeed, but, 
whether black, gold, or silver, with one distinctive charac¬ 
teristic feature, and that is, a prominent, fully-developed 
top-knot, with a diminutive, spiked comb. Let us go a little 
further, and we reach the location of the Hamburgh family. 
Here, again, w'e have diversity of colour, but unifonnity in 
one striking feature—“ a full rose-comb : ” one recognised 
and most essential feature of this class; but a tufted oi’ 
top-knotted bird, claiming even remote cousinship with the 
Hamburgh, would there both merit and meet with speedy 
expulsion. Now, let it be remembered, that we are here 
contending for no mere personal notions of what, in our 
own idea, should constitute the distinction between difi'erent 
families of fowls, but are simply referring to tbe rule which 
hitherto has been acted on at eveiy Poultry Exhibition at 
which either we ourselves have been present, or of which 
we have read the report. We must acknowledge, therefore, 
our adhesion to this general opinion, that the “ Tufted 
Hamburgh" is rightly excluded from any system for the 
classification of fowls. For, amid the dilhgent scrutiny with 
which, of late especially, 6X617 matter connected with the 
detail of our Poultry Societies have been investigated, it is 
most impossible to say, at least, that such an error in 
nomenclature, as Mr. Brent w’Ould imply the existence of, 
could ever have received the general sanction of all con¬ 
cerned. Jnst so, too, with the Spangled birds. Ask any one 
of those who have acted as judges at our Exhibitions for his 
definition of the meaning of the word, and then look at the 
pen which is honotu’ed by his award. What markings have 
the birds within ? AVhether silver or golden, as in the case 
of the Hamburghs, we find the ground colour clear French- 
white, or bright bay, as the case may be, and the “spangle ” 
itself a more or less perfect oval spot, of dark colour, occu¬ 
pying the extremity of the feather. East, west, north, or 
south, we find tlie pens allotted to spangled birds thus 
occupied, while the ptiblic sanctions the award. If an argu¬ 
ment, however, be drawn from the literal definition of the 
word spangle, as that which shines or glitters, and it be 
thence inferred that its colom’ should be white, we would 
submit that a dark object on a light ground might equally 
well fulfil the terms of the definition as a white object on a 
dark ground. But, though differing on these points, it is 
but just to remind our readers that those who have lately 
derived so much interest from studying the habits of the 
various breeds of poultry, owe much to Mr. Brent and 
others, who, at a period when the details of the poultry- 
yard were usually regarded as utterly unworthy of any 
serious consideration, persevered with the same earnestness 
and assiduity as is now called forth by the popularity with 
which poultry has been lately invested. Our thanks are 
indeed due to them ; and although it unfortunately happens 
that in this question of “ Poland versus Hamburgh,’’ we 
find ourselves at variance with him, his frequent contribu¬ 
tions to The Cottage Gardener must have been read by 
many with the same interest and profit as we ourselves 
have undoubtedly derived from them. Our present defini¬ 
tion of the distinctive points and characteristics of these two 
varieties, as also that of the word “ spangle,” rests on what 
we conceive to be the declared opinion, as evidenced by 
their practice, of every Poultry Society in England. And 
thus, taking even the lowest ground, it would surely be 
admitted that, with such unamimous assent of competent 
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authorities to the meaning of certain terms, it must demand 
sU-onger facts than have yet been brought before us to 
induce us to hesitate on the propriety of their present 

application.—.] 

MOVEABLE GARDEN SCRAPER. 

I HATE observed, for some time past, that you have been 
most laudably enlightening your readers as to the best 
description of that most useful implement, a garden scraper. 
There is no objection to be made to those alieady^ submitted, 
which are good and useful in then- w'ay, but they are fix¬ 

tures, and may not be to hand at the 
moment when most wanted. I have, 
therefore, much pleasure in sending 
you a drawing of one, which I have 
had in use for many years. 

It was invented by a gentleman in 
Hertfordshire, and it is not, therefore, 
surprising that I should never have 
seen it elsewhere than amongst those 
of my friends who have taken mine as 
their model; otherwise I should feel 
inclined to say, “ I cannot think how 
any one can do without it.” Nothing 
can be more simple, and yet nothing 
more useful, particularly for amateurs 
of the fairer sox. 

The handle should be made of a 
O IP light and elastic wood, so that it be as 

J easily carried about in the hand as a 
lioe. It is stuck into the edge of the 
bed upon which one may be going to 
employ oneself, and is ready for use 
before the foot be again jilaced on the 
gravel or lawn. 

It may be useful to some to know 

that mine wore made by Messrs. Nunn and Son, of Hert¬ 
ford.—H. S. IYatson, ToUin;/ton Park. 

CROSS BREEDING. 

Mk. Sheppard, in alluding to a communication of mine 
in your paper of December last, must mean that deterioration 
takes place in the breeding of sheep rvhen they are hred-in-and- 
in—that is, bred in the same family; and if the breeding 
is continued any length of time, that “ they degenerate to a 
marvellous extent with every generation, until at last the 

' sheep become quite weak and sickly, having none of the 
1 characteristics of purity and health ; ’’ and if this is what he 
1 means, I perfectly agree with him, and do not think any of 
j your numerous readers will even for a moment question the 
1 truth of his statement. But if Mr. Sheppard means that 
I sickness and deterioration will only take place when the 

animals are cross-bred, and the breeding continued in the 
same family, then I differ from him in toto, and say that 
deterioration will take place whether the animals are origi¬ 
nally crosses or pure bred, if the breeding is continued in 
the same family. This, I should think, no one will ques- 

I tion who knows anything of the breeding of animals. All 
our domesticated animals having originally come from some 
wild type, and having a common root, I cannot see how, by 
any possibility, that crossing animals of the same species, 
but who, through length of time and careful breeding have 
attained some good qualifications, with another having other 
desirable qualifications equally permanent and well marked, 
should in any way lose their qualities by being crossed with 
the best of their respective classes. Should I be foolish 
enough to take the progeny resulting from such an union, 
and breed them in the same family from the same parents, 
the results would be as Mr. Sheppard states. But surely, 
no one who knows anything of breeding would ever for one 
moment think of such a line of policy. Let Mr. Sheppard 
take the best Cochins in his yard, and subject tliem to the 
same test for a year or two, and then let your readers have 
a report of their progress. I doubt not your readers will 
judge, a priori, the end from the beginning. 

My belief is, if a few parties were to cross the Spanish 
with the Cochin, starting from fowls not at all related to 

each other, that a distinct breed could, in the course of a 
few years, be reared, uniting, in a great measure, the good 
qualities of both by carefully selecting tlie fowls from whicli 
the breed was to be perpetuated, carefully changing the 
male or female from one to another, taking care to have the 
breeding fowls as far as possible from being related to each 
other; and I am convinced if such was the case, no such 
deterioration would take place, but, on the contrary, an im¬ 
provement, and that not fancied but real; and it can only 
be by taldng advantage of the varied qualities and forms of 
nature's work, that the variety of our domesticated animals 
have been increased and improved; and I think any observ¬ 
ant person, much acquainted with animals, may reason a 
p)osteriori from results within reach of his own experience. 
But in the midst of counsel there is wisdom. I hope much 
good will be the result of the many inquiries regarding 
poultry, and articles on the subject from time to time ap¬ 
pearing in the pages of The Cottage Gardener, making it 
now an authority on these hitherto much neglected matters. 

My object in addressing you is to bring out information 
on a subject which I think not sufficiently understood and 
taken advantage of. How, I would ask, have we obtained 
such variety in the vegetable woidd ? Is it not by taking 
advantage of nature's freaks ? And why, in the animal 
world, are w-e to abandon a principle which, in tlie vegetable 
world, has given us such magnificent results. Nay, I need 
not say such a principle has been confined to the vegetable 
world. If it had, our animals would have never reached the 
state of perfection in which we now find them. That all 
our finest and prize animals have been reared by placing a 
standard of perfection before us, and breeding only from 
those animals who come nearest to the point aimed at, is 
what no one can question ; and why we should abandon it 
in the rearing of fowls I am at a loss to understand. 

I think your correspondent, Mr. Sheppard, is rather too 
severe on those experimentalists in the Esculapean art who 
will not “ throw piliysic to the dogs.” I admit, at once, that 
little is known regarding the art, in so far as the feathered 
tribes are concerned; that in a great measure it is mere 
empiricism, certainly not grounded on anything like a solid 
foundation; but surely should we stumble on something of 
decided value in the cure of a particular disease, it would be 
worse than folly to shut our eyes to the fact. If we did so, 
we might have appended to our cognomen the appropriate 
epithet of bigot, and we should have no right to complain of 
tlie addition. The cure of the dumb creation is, however, 
and must be, from the very nature of the subjects, a very 
difficult profession. They cannot answer our interrogation, 
but only by silent and often painful expression, not however 
translatable to be of sufficient use as a guide to the medical 
practitioner. But I hope, from so much more attention 
being now bestowed on these matters, in consequence of the 
increase of poulti-y keeping, something may be found out to 
alleviate their suff'erings, or cure them of their maladies. 

It has appeared to me that the Cochins when young are 
the hardiest of birds, but that they are very subject to dis¬ 
ease as they grow up, exactly the reverse of our common 
kinds of poultry; and this, I think, may be accounted for 
from the damp of our climate (the birds not being yet accli¬ 
matised) during the autumn, winter, and spring ; the shjm- 

mer, when they are hatched, being <ften dry and tvarm, is 
favourable to them as chickens; but wlien beyond tlieir chick- 
enhood, wet, damp weather surrounds them, and vai'ious 
diseases follow in its train. Last autumn (end of Septem¬ 
ber) I put a dozen eggs below a hen, and ten chickens were 
the result; for a fortnight, while the weather was dry, they 
did as well as chickens could do, even in the summer; but 
all at once, one after another, gave way in the legs, until 
there lives, at this moment, only one solitaiy and miserable 
looking creature, to point a moral and tell a tale of suffering 
and woe. It was an experiment, but one I will not repeat, 
for I feel it was one of cruelty to the poor dumb creatures. 

I shall be glad to communicate to you how the crosses 
succeed after a while.—A. S. IV. 

ECONOMICAL HEATING A GREENHOUSE. 

In this very varying climate of ours (Ireland), we amatem'S 
who do not profess to keep even “ a handy man,” have many 
difficulties to contend with, and not the least amongst them 
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is tlie protection of our greenhouse plants from sudden 
and unexpected falls in temperatm-e. True, the climate on 
the whole is mild, so much so, that up to the 1st of this 
month ('February), I have not had occasion to light my 
fm’nace more than three times. Now the frosts of these 
three nights were clearly indicated in the early part of the 
days, or, at all events, previous to night setting in, and in 
these cases there was no difficulty in being prepared for the 
icy king; but since the commencement of the present month 
we have had several sharpish and injurious white frosts 
towards the break of day, (and these after determined wet 
days, continuing up to midnight); and it is here that the 
amateur, who has retired to bed quite satisfied of having no 
frost for that night, finds to his sorrow, on looking over his 
pets in the morning, that some of the most tender have aU 
but perished. 

To guard them against these vicissitudes is what I want 
to accomplish, without the toil of lighting fires constantly. 
Now I am passionately fond of my greenhouse plants, of 
which I have a large and various stock, and often as I sit 
over my parlour fire I think it a pity that I have not made 
it available for the protection of my plants, in fact, we do 
not receive half the benefit we might from our fires. 

The exclusion of frost, or the ranging of the theiTnometer 
between 45° and 40°, is all I aim at, for in the case of very 
severe and continuous frost I can heat my brick flues. I 
would now, therefore, crave the benefit of a share of that 
mass of intellect which is brought into operation in the 
varied and excellent articles that appear in the pages of 
The Cottage Gardener, in carrying out my project, and 

1st. Could I not set in the back of my parlour-grate, or, 
indeed, in the kitchen fire-place, which is just as convenient, 
a small copper boiler made to fit in the back of the fire-place, 
and have hot water piping running from thence into the 
greenhouse ? I am sure you will answer me, “ You can, to 
be sure.'’ 

[You are quite right in your anticipation of our answer. 
You can accomplish what you wish by imitating the arrange¬ 
ment of pipes adopted by Mr. Bradbury, of which a plan 
was given in our last number, p. :187.—Ed. C. G.] 

2nd. What sized lead pipe would be necessary for the flow 
and return pipes which are to connect the boiler and the 
iron pipes in the greenhouse, for, mind you, there is a dis¬ 
tance of thirty feet between the kitchen grate and the green¬ 
house; and, in addition to asking you what bore will be 
necessary for the conducting pipes, I must also ask you, after 
what manner shall I lay them in the ground, so that as little 
cooling as possible may take place in the transit of the hot 
water for the said distance of thirty feet. 

[Do not use lead pipes at all. If your greenhouse is 
small, three-inch cast-iron pipes will answer your pm-pose if 
carried the whole length of the house and back again. To 
keep the pipe from cooling in the thirty feet underground, 
you cannot use anything better than a six-inch covering of 
dry sawdust all round.—Ed. C. G.] 

I propose so to set the boiler that I need not let the 
kitchen fire act on it but when I please; this can be done 
by the removal of a fire brick, a furnace door, or such like. 
If I can accomplish all this, I can let my kitchen fire remain 
for the night during all suspicious weather, thereby pro¬ 
ducing warmth from the hot-water apparatus sufficient to 
keep out frost without exciting, and thereby attenuating the 
plants. It would also save me many anxious hours on 
nights which would not justify the heating of the present 
brick flues, very troublesome and very dirty work for the 
amateur. 

[We like your idea of only having the apparatus heated 
when you wish. This might be accomplished by means of 
a false back of cast iron, made so as to slip in and secure a 
vacancy of two or three inches between the fire and the 
apx>aratus. The air in those two or three inches would form 
the best non-conductor of heat.—Ed. C. G.] 

The objects to be attained are,— 
Ist. An almost inexhaustible source of gentle heat, at all 

times wanted, from a fire constantly at work for other pur¬ 
poses, and without, I may say, the cost of fuel. 

2nd. The immense saving of trouble, cost, dirt, and ex¬ 
pense of lighting outside fires in the flues, which want con¬ 

stant attention, and which \ery often fail to give out heat at 
that period (the break of day), when most needed, and when 
the amateur fancies all is right.—A Constant Subscriber. 

DISEASES OF POULTRY. 

EXHIBITION FEVER. 

I AH rejoiced to see you taking up the subject of the 
late Birmingham Poultry Show, and can fully bear my tes¬ 
timony to your remarks, having been a sufferer myself. I 
bought a pen of Dorldngs, and, when they arrived, two of 
them were much affected with a disease in their eyes, and 
one could scarcely eat. They have infected all my poultry. 
The cock I purchased is since dead, and one hen still very 
ill, and all the rest suffering, more or less. Now, it does 
seem to me that every care should be taken by the authori¬ 
ties to prevent diseased fowls being admitted, which I under¬ 
stand they were, and, indeed, on the Tuesday I was there, 
I saw some myself in that state, and considering the 
value of the poultry, and the high prices given for them, it 
is vexatious to lose them by a carelessness which might be 
prevented. 

As your correspondent, Mr. Tegetmeier, is kindly writing 
on the diseases of fowls, I should much like to know what 
he considers the jiroper treatment for this complaint. The 
symptoms are, eyes closed with froth, a stretching out of 
the neck, with constant husky cough, total loss of appetite, 
and evidently great pain in swallowing food put down the 
throat. I tried the pill recommended in one of your num¬ 
bers, of hydriodate of potash, and gentian-root powder, 
which I think has done good. The pain, however, of swal¬ 
lowing became so great, it seemed cruel to force food down, 
and, as a last resource, we pinned a mustard poultice round 
her throat for ten minutes, when she evidently felt it. The 
relief to the throat was immediate, and she has since 
swallowed the soft bread and water put down her throat 
without pain. Two days after we repeated the mustard 
poultice, always continuing the pill. The hen, though still 
very ill, is now able to peck a tittle herself, and seems to 
have some appetite, but the eye still requires the froth to be 
constantly removed. Her excrements are quite green and 
loose. The rest of the fowls have the cough, and a little 
froth on the eye, and have suddenly stopped laying; and 
I should be glad to know what to do for them.—W. A. E. 

[It will not be until after many of the most valuable 
poultry yards in the kingdom are depopulated by this con¬ 
tagious disease (which has been so characteristically named 
by our Editor “ the Exhibition fever "), that the time which 
the fowls are kept in an over-crowded show will be shortened, 
or the gross feeding with greaves and other stimulating 
animal food abolished. 

For typhoid fevers of this kind, whether known as gaol 
fever, exhibition fever, &c., there is no cure. The only 
mode of treatment that can be recommended, in addition to 
the precautions advised at page 371, is to treat the symptoms 
as they arise. If, as in the above case, the liver is much 
affected, as indicated by the green dung, I would give one- 
grain doses of calomel every one or two days. The mustard 
poultice to the throat, to relieve the inflammation there 
situated, I regard as exceedingly judicious treatment. Not 
so, however, the hydriodate of potash, which has an irri¬ 
tating effect on the lining of the throat, stomach, &c., likely 
to prove detrimental. 

Should the bird appear sinking from weakness, a little 
stimulant might be very advantageous, such as weak brandy 
and water, or ale, given in small quantities, at short inter¬ 
vals. I very much deplore the time for which fowls are 
detained at the shows, and am quite conlident that it jire- 
vents many sending their birds. So great is the dread of 
the disease, that one of the most successful exhibitors told 
me, he sold all his pens at the Great Metropolitan, some at 
a very great sacrifice, rather tlian take them home again to 
the risk of injuring his stock.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Tot¬ 
tenham.} 

INFLUENCING THE SEX OF CHICKENS. 

Most persons are aware of the existence of the idea, as 
old as the time of the Romans, that the sex of the chicken 
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can be ascertained from the shape of the egg. A slight 
acquaintance with the anatomy of the fowl would disprove 
the trutli of this statement. The germ of the future bird is 
formed with tlie yolk in the ovary, and as it passes along 
the egg-passage—a tnh& upwards of two feet in length—it 
receives in its progress the wdiite, the skin, and, lastly, the 
shell; these being formed or secreted by different parts of 
the canal, it is evident that the shape of the egg depends 
on the sliell, which is formed after the w'hole interior of the 
egg is completed, and can, therefore, have no influence 
upon it; moreover, the alleged fact has been disproved by 

: experiment. I believe, however, that it is in our power to 
influence the sex of chickens to a very great degree. In the 
first number of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, is 

I related some experiments on slieep, in which two flocks, of 
: ld5 ewes each, were made to produce—one, 80 male lambs 
i to Ob females; the other, 03 males to 84 females. It ap- 
i peared from these experiments that the sex of the offspring 
I was chiefly influenced by the age of the male parent; and I 
■ would suggest that those of your readers who have the 
! opportunity of experimenting on this matter should do so, 

and I think it will be as follows:—When a young cock is 
mated with old hens, there will be a much larger proportion 
of pullets liatched than when an old cock is paired with 
young liens, in whicli case the males would predominate. 
Again, when both parents are in their first year, I w'ould 
expect more pullets than cockerels. I am now trying tlie 
exjieriment myself, but a single experiment proves nothing. 
If those of your readers who have the opportunity of ob¬ 
serving would do so, and send me the results, I would 
collect them into a tabular result, and thus, from many cases, 
the truth of the opinion might he tested in one season. I 
need not stop to point out the great importance of the sug¬ 
gestion, if true ; breeders for the table, and those for stock, 
require the greater number of birds of opposite sexes.— 
W. B. Tegetmeier, Tottenham. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Melons and Cucumbers (W, B.).—Your three-light frame will be 

just the thing for these, provided you have hot dung, or tan, to form the 
bed; leaves alone, we fear, will hardly do, the autumn and winter was 
so wet as to perish them too much for effectively heating a hotbed. 
Turn and mix your heating material, as recommended so often by our 
departmental writers; and when it has attained a sufficiently modified 
heat, make up a hotbed, and place your frame on it; and the one in¬ 
tended for cucumbers ought to have a much lighter soil than the one for 
melons; but neither ought to be put in for at least a week after the bed 
is made up, and only then if the heat be moderate. Mounds at least 
fifteen inches high should be made under each light, and the plants 
planted out the next day or so, as the soil ought to be well warmed. We 
have supposed that, as you say you are a beginner, you may have made 
friends with some kind neighbour, more experienced in such matters, 
who supplies you with plants; but if you determine on raising them 
yourself, you must first prepare a sort of hotbed, as a nursery, where you 
can sow your seed in pots to plunge in the heating matter; and when 
the plants are up, they may be potted off in pairs; and when they have 
got the second rough leaf, they are then fit to plant out in the hills ; but 
if you can get a kind friend to do this preliminary part of the business, 
you will husband your heating material, and remove many difficulties in 
the way of an early crop. Other particulars relative to the melon, &c., 
will shortly follow in our pages, which we have no doubt will meet your 
case. 

Mandevilla Suaveolens (Ibid).—This fine evergreen climber is 
best propagated by slips or cuttings of the young shoots when two or 
three inches long; but then they must have the benefit of a mild, steady 
bottom-heat, and be covered by a hand-glass; this system, however, can 
only be successfully carried out by nurserymen and others, who have 
many things to propagate, all requiring the same treatment. If, there¬ 
fore, you only want a plant or two from the one you have, try and layer 
a shoot into a flower pot, which may be secured in some way or other, 
and you will have a plant much sooner than with cuttings. 

Red Spider (Ibid).—Moisture will usually overcome this pest; but 
when that cannot be applied, compatibly with other things, sulphur will 
effect the same purpose. Dust, therefore, the leaves of plants suffering 
from it with flowers of sulphur, and repeat the dose if required ; but some 
plants, like the melon, cannot endure sulphur. If, therefore, moisture 
be unable to combat this evil, painting the inside of the frame or pit with 
a mixture of this and clay, will, by the fumes emitted, generally effect a 
cure. But you will, doubtless, hear from us again on this subject. 

Renewing an old Garden (R. H. Gill).—Your many queries re¬ 
lating to the formation of a new, or renovating an old garden, will be 
attended to in our next, as we have forwarded your note to one of our 
departmental writers, who will, no doubt, give you all the information 
you require; in the mean time, you are perfectly right in digging or 
trenching the ground as a preliminary operation, but you must take care 
and not turn up any useless or pernicious matter to the surface. If your 
soil be shallow, there is no harm at digging up the subsoil, but it must 
remain as subsoil still, keeping the top spit to the top again ; but more 
details will be given next week. 

Propagating Pit (W. B.).—Your small cucumber pit might easily 
be converted into a propagating pit for soft wooded plants, but would be 
too moist for heaths and the generality of New Holland plants. You 
best know whether part of it could be spared for propagating purposes. 
If you have more cucumbers than the family require, then you could 
spare part of the pit. The part for propagation should be divided from 
the part devoted to cucumbers; ior though some cuttings, such as 
dahlias, for instance, would strike easily enough in the pit with 
the cucumbers, yet many others would damp off; besides, places crowded 
with plants are not desirable. Your cucumbers would soon be full of 
red spider and thrip from the cuttings. To describe the propagating 
power at Pine Apple Place, referred to by Mr. Appleby, would occupy too 
much space here. As it appears you have seen his description, why need 
we repeat it ? 

Heath Propagating and Specimen Growing (A Fife Reader).— 
We cannot say where you can buy “ Cushing on Propagating ; ” but if 
you had it, do not suppose that either science or practice has slept since 
his days. You have stated you have read Mr. Fish’s papers carefully 

and do not find directions minute enough. His late article on 
propagating was written for a special purpose; a house of Heath cuttings 
being adduced as an illustration. With every wish to oblige, we cannot 
agree with you, that while other “mamew” are attended to, there has 
not been a word about Heaths. Nor can we think that as an “ Old Sub¬ 
scriber,” you could have read with great attention the papers on Heaths, 
not so long ago, even by Mr. Fish alone, or you would have met with the 
most minute replies to almost every enquiry you make. See gener.al 
remarks, and raising from seed, No. 167* Propagation by cuttings ; 
sand, soil, pots, glasses; time of making cuttings ; condition of ditto, 
size of ditto, mode of making, inserting, watering, position, and general 
treatment, Nos. l68, 169. Potting, drainage, compost, growing, watering, 
temperature, winter blooming, 173. 174, 178, 181. Pruning, training, 
185. Position, according to season and kind, &c., 187; besides notices, 
lists for different purposes, tStc., in many other places. All the most 
difficult hard-wooded plants have also received minute attention. Very 
likely there will be additional articles before long; but what has already 
appeared will insure success, if duly practised and persevered in. You 
will find some other matters referred to to-day about which you enquire. 

Fuchsia serratifolia (Gladiolus).—This, growing in a window, 
without fire-heat, is very rampant, but very lanky, and showing no sign 
of flowering; but it bloomed in autumn. “ Shall I cut down now, or 
when?” You may place it anywhere now, where it will have some light, 
and be free from frost; prune it well back in March or April, and then 
give it as warm a position as you can, and, when it breaks, plenty of 
light, and then it may receive fresh soil. If you want plenty of 
bloom in the autumn and the first part of winter, you cannot do better 
than plunge the pot out-of-doors in June. Mulch, and water well in 
summer; and raise the plant in October, when, probably, the roots will 
be so over the old pot that a larger one will be necessary. It will 
require to be kept in a shady, airy place for a fortnight. 

Errata.—At page 323, under 3rd, first line, leave out ^^not”—it | 
will then read, “allowing that bell glasses are essential.” Page 364, 1 
third line from the top, “distraction” for “ destrwetion.” 1 

Calceolarias for bedding in Shades (S. S.).—There is only 
one nameless variety, a reddish-browm shrubby one, that will mix with 
yellow shrubby Calceolarias for shading. But Ample:ricaulis, Kayeii, and 
Rugosa, will give three shades of yellow, in three distinct beds, in a group 
of yellows. Kentish Hero does not shade or agree in habit with any 
other kind for mixing. The shading of Calceolarias can only be effected 
where the planting is intended for match beds, or for giving different 
degrees of height; then, each bed is of one plant, and in a different 
shade to the opposite bed, in matching, or the next bed in height, when 
three heights and three shades is the arrangement; and all Calceolarias 
are better without borders. 

Cineraria amelloides (Ibid).—We never knew it to seed. It is 
to be had only in plants, and it is altogether a different thing from the 
pot Cinerarias, so called, because not one of them will do in a bed. 
Arabis grandiflora; the double Cardamine; and the Iberis Saxatile, can 
be had in plants, but not by seeds, about London. 

Torbnia Asiatica (L. M.).—This is one of the easiest of all plants 
to root from cuttings, to grow very fast, and to flower most profusely, in 
a strong moist heat—first in hotbeds, and in the stove afterwards. After 
it comes into full bloom—say in July, August, and September—it would 
do very well to stand in a greenhouse. Very good gardeners could so 
manage with a common hotbed and a good greenhouse, but “ young 
beginners” must not expect to succeed like old practitioners. 

Vinery (Ibid).—You have made a sorry choice of Vines. The St. 
Albans, although one of the very finest-flavoured grapes, cannot be had 
in perfection except from such men as Errington and Fleming. The 
berries, in general, are hardly fit to be seen—cracking and damping 
before they are quite ripe. The Black Alicant and Black Frontignac 
are not worth house room. The White Frontignac will only answer in • 
one place out of ten, unless it is grafted on a hardier sort; and from 
such a house as you contemplate the Canon Hall Muscat will be no 
better than old leather gloves. A mistaken wish for novelties, and a 
premature desire to imitate first-rate gardeners, are the two rocks on which 
“amateurs” and “new beginners” get wrecked every month in the 
year. The old Black Hambro and the Royal Mmcadine, or even the 
common White Muscadine and the Black St. Peter, never yet failed, 
and they are as good grapes as the very best you can pick out of books. 

Millhill Hambro, and all other Hambros, and the Barbarosa, sxe 
grown to perfection by Blr. Fleming, but very likely it would take ten or 
fifteen years* practice before you could grow them fit to be seen. Who¬ 
ever told you that the Millhill Hambro requires to be left to itself, to 
“ grow aw’ay like a bramble,” took you to be worse than a simpleton. 

Eatable-rooted Tropieolums.—A correspondent (Wnreham) says: 
“ In answer to W. D., the tubers of Tropatolum tuberosum—if that is 
what he means by Tropceolum edule (No.)—may be boiled about ten 
minutes, and the water being poured off, set the saucepan on, or close to 
the fire, for a few minutes, as with potatoes, and they may be served 
with white sauce.” 
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Rose Pronings {Wareham).—The tops of all China, Bourbon, and 
Tea Roses will do for cuttings next March, when you prune them, as you 

i can give them a slight hotbed assistance. The very young wood of 
I Hybrid Perpetuals, Noisettes, and most of the climbing Roses, will also 

do for cuttings. 
I Size of Hyacinth Blooms (Iliid),—“How many tiers of pips 
I should a good Hyacinth have on an average? ” For exhibition purposes 

it should not have less than five tiers ; but some varieties cannot be 
I induced to produce so many. This variation in their power of producing 
' large spikes of flowers renders the task of judging of the skill of the 
i grower rather difficult. The judge should know the habit of each 

variety. Hoe our 79th number. 
Hydrangea (M., Fermanagh).—There is something wrong with the 

soii, else your plant ought to be in great beauty in the north of Ireland. 
Let a trench, a foot wide, he opened ali round it; and let the soil be 
worked from the roots into this trench, with a garden or dung-fork. 
Then fill up the trench with good fresh earth, or peat and loam, wilii a 
little rotten dung, pressing it well to the roots. This should be done 
about the end of March, and by the end of April cut down the plant 
quite to the surface of the ground. You will thus get rid of the hard, 
dry, hide-hound wood ; and next summer a fresh growth of luxuriant 
wood, aided by your new soil, will come up, and in due time flower with 
great brilliancy. Cuttings from the old tops would only perpetuate the 
botheration of past years. Stop till you get young healthy wood, and 
then make cuttings of it every spring. To enrer the high wall, first of 
all make one of the best borders in all Ireland, two feet deep, dry at 
bottom, and four feet wide at least, then plant Clematis mnntanu; 

I Roses—Feticite perpetuelle. Prineess Louise, and Mpriauthes. These 
will soon reach up to twenty feet; and to cover the lower parts, use more 
Dwarf Roses, or any other climbers from our former lists; aimost any 
thing will grow in such a border. Tropeeolum pentaphyllum would be 

' the admiration of that part of the country in such a border; and so would 
T. speciosum. Clematis ewrulea grundiflora, C. Sieliotdii, and Solanum 
jasminoides. 

Pure Breeding (O.).—As you have had three varieties running 
I together, you cannot with certainty have pure birds from any of them 
' until late in the season. If you separate them now, the eggs laid by 

them cannot be relied upon as true until after the lapse of twenty-three 
days, according to Capt. Hornby’s experience. Some persons consider 
the taint of an intermixture remains for life. 

Sulphur Fumes (d Country Curate fond of his Garden).—If these 
have been excessive, or if the heat in the forcing house was so high as to 
produce sulphurous acid, either the edges, or the whole surface of the 
leaves of your plants would become brown, just in proportion as the 
sulphurous acid was in less or more excess. 

Cineraria Seedling (J. R. Jessop).—Colour, a good purple lilac, 
with blue centre ; small, but petals imbricate weil, and are only slightly 
notched. It is a second-rate flower. We cannot name it. 

SIIANGIIAE Fowls (J. B. F.).—We are aware that many imported 
direct from Shanghae have no feathers on their legs ; and we know of no 
reason why a class should not be had for them at poultry sliows, except, 
perhaps, that it would give an opportunity for mongrels to be shown in it. 

.Shanghae Eggs (R. Their average weight is 2i ounces ; the 
colour varies, even in the purest bred birds, from nearly white to dark 
chocolate. For hatching they should not be more than a fortnight old; 
but how old they must be to become unhatchable has never been deter¬ 
mined. 

Oysters (G. Jones).—When they are on the ground they rest with 
the flat shell downwards. That they can turn themselves over is certain. 

Breeding in-and-in (G. B.).—To avoid this get someone to ex¬ 
change cockerels with you. 

Exemptions of Age (S/iero).—Sixty years entitle you to exemption 
from serving as a juror and as a petty constable, but we think from no 
other office. Such questions, however, are not within our province. 

Rabbit-fencing (G. T. S.).—You will be quite safe with galvanized 
iron-net-work, two-and-a-half feet high. See Mr. Fox’s advertisement. 

Vine-Shoots Drooping (G. Smith).—The case is clear enough. All 
your vines now forcing are doing well except one, and that one is the 
only one which has its roots outside the house. The cause of its leaves 
flagging, we think, is that the roots do not keep up a sufficient supply 
of sap, and the only remedy is to cover them with fermenting dung. The 
activity in the roots must always keep pace with that of the liranches. 

Protecting Material (A Constant Beader),—There is nothing 
better at present in the market, whether for shade or shelter, than 
canvass or coarse calico. 

Fancy Rabbits (J. T. M.).—We must not recommend dealers: and 
those who have any to sell may do themselves and us justice by 
advertizing. 

Pyramidal Pears (.Imfcux).—Unless you require them to be dwarfs, 
you must not have them grafted on Quince stocks. Our experience sus¬ 
tains the opinion that those grafted on the Quince stocks bloom earlier 
than those on the Pear stocks, and tiierefore suffer more from the spring 
frosts. 

Heating Greenhouse by Gas (A B. If'eiier).—You may exclude 
frost by having a gas-stove in your greenhouse ; but the fumes arising 
from it must be carried cut-of-doors by means of the stove’s chimney. 

Bramah Pootea 'Fowls {Several Correspondents).—Incur opinion 
they are only a cross, and a had cross too, between the Shanghae and the 
Malay. The specimens we have seen are coarse and leggy. There has 
been no time yet to test our opinion, but we shall be surprised if the 
produce of a White Shanghae hen and a Malay cock are not Bramah 
Pootra chickens. 

CALENDAR FOR MARCH. 

FLOWER-GARDEN. 
Annuals (Tender), sucli as the Portulaccas, I\Iesembryanthemums, 

liobelias, &c., sow, b.; (Hardy), sow on dry borders, b. and e.; finish 
transplanting atitumn-sown annuals. Biennials, sow, e. Climbers, 
half-hardy, as Waurandya, Lophospermum, &c., pot and train, b., to 
have strong for next May planting. Cuttings, push on the propagation 
of cuttings, and transplant them as fast as they root. Cuttings from 

prunings, plant in the shade. Dahlias, sow, and force old roots 
for stock, b. Dress every part within the boundary as early as you can. ' 
Edgings of all sorts finish off as early as possible. All Evergreens 
transplanted since last August may have liquid-manure this month, and i 
throughout the season after this mild winter. Flowers, pick off from | 
plants you want cuttings from, b. Finish all the Planting ami Spring 
Pruning of trees and shrubs, and all necessary alterations, as soon as ' 
the weather will permit. Grass, and white arid small yellow Clover I 
Seed, sow with a liberal hand over patchy grass ; keep the grass in 
clean, trim order, and roll it three times this month, and oftener if you \ 
can. Gravel, clean, roll, and relay. Hand-glasses are tlie best of all 
aids to rear half-hardy, and such other annuals as come up weakly at 
first, place them on a warm sheltered aspect. Hoeing: never hoe a 
border in March, for fear of killing something which you cannot see. ' 
Hotbeds are only good helps to those who can well manage them for 
the flower-garden; keep them up to 70°, and steady. Hyacinths, and 
other Bulbs, as soon as they appear, stir the beds, and lighten the soil 
round the plants ; and plant spring Gladioli at once. Perennials, 
with the exception of long fleshy-rooted ones, ought to be removed— 
divided, if necessary—and receive some fresh soil, or be planted in new 
situations, at least every third season ; sec to this rule, and treat one- 
third of each family, every February and Marcli, according to it. Pro¬ 
tection is necessary for almost all young things of a tender nature tliis 
month. Rakes, lock them up, b.; if your man cannot dress a border 
without a rake, tell him he must learn. Hoses, finish pruning, b., except, 
perhaps, a few strong ones may be left unpruned till , April, to bloom 
later; but this plan is radically bad, and not necessary now with our 
perpetuals. Seeds, do not sow a packet of rare seeds in one pot only, 
sow in two or three pots, to provide against accident to one. Seedlings 
in heat, transplant as soon as you can handle them. Stakes : see if 
you have a stock on hand for your Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and all other 
plants requiring them next summer, and see that all the old ties and 
rotten stakes are out of the rosary. Sweet Briar, sown in a single 
row, will grow and make a hedge in such poor soil as would kill other 
roses. Turf, lay. D. Beaton. 

FRUIT-FORCING. 
Air, increase as forcing proceeds. Aphides, destroy. Cucumbersi 

in forcing-house, apply liquid-manure, train and stop when long enough; 
in frames, turn and remove linings weekly, stop frequently; temp, 
to 75°. Cherries, use moderation; keep a humid air; temp., 50° to 
fiO°, artificial heat; ventilate freely. Figs, much as Peaches; keep the root 
moist; bottom warmth benefits them. Liquid Manure, apply to 
active growths where strength is requireil. Leaves of all fruits keep 
clean. Moisture (Air), supply liberally; root moisture regularly, but 
according to need. Mildew, beware of; Sulphur. Peaches and 
Nectarines, keep a free atmosphere; disbud and train; temp., .55° 
night, 65° to 70*^ day. Pines, liberal heat and moisture to rising or 
swelling fruit; successions, rearrange and increase temperature. Red 
Spider, see Sulphur. Stawberries, introduce successions, water 
liberally, keep near the air and light. Melons, bottom-heat 7.5° to 80°, 
air-heat 70° to 80°; thin the Vine well. Sulphur, apply at least 
monthly in all structures. Temperature, allow 8° or 10° advance in 
heat during sunshine. Vermin, entrap. Vines, early-train, stop, thin 
lierries, tie shoulders; do not forget the sulphur. Watering, attend 
to daily. R. Krrington. 

FRUIT GARDEN. 
Apricots, protect; search for the eggs of the Red-bar Moth, like 

parsnip seeds, and dotted. Apples, cleanse, brine and soft soap, 
succeeded by spirits of turpentine in the retreats of the American blight. 
Blossoms, retard and protect. Bosh Fruit, still plant or top-dress. 
Figs, uncover, prune at end. Grafting, proceed with. Hoeing, 
practice on foul borders. Nuts, hang male catkins among the female 
blossoms. Planting of all kinds instantly bring to a close. Peaches 
and Nectarines, finish training, retard and protect; dress the walls 
with sulphur paint. Uapberries, still plant, prune, stake, and top- 
dress. Root-pruning may still be done. Suckers, destroy. Straw¬ 
berries, spring-dress; transplant. Standards, stake. Stocks, 
plant or sow seeds. Trellisses, dress and protect. Vines, plant at 
end. Walnuts may be planted still. In graftmg, proceed according 
to the degree of development of the bud, taking each kind tlie moment 
the buds actually begin to expand. H. Errington. 

GREENHOUSE. 
Air, admit in fine weather, when the outside temperature is above 35°; 

a shut house is better than cold currents and night fires; in foggy 
weather, however, light a fire, to clear and dry the atmosphere. Bulbs 
and Tuberous roots, introduce, and water more freely; start the various 
kinds of Achimenes, Gesnera, and Gloxinia, in hotbed; seeds of the 
latter, sown now, will give nice little flowering plants for the autumn and 
winter, if you can give them heat. Calceolarias and Cinerarias, 
water more freely; give manure water to those fiow-eriiig and showing 
their flower-stalks; shade in sunny weather; shift for succession 
Camellias and Azaleas, water more plentifully when in bloom ; keep 
those intended for late blooming as cool and shaded as possible, so that 
frost does not injure them. Diosma, Epacris, Heaths, give abun- 
bance of air when growing and flowering; Prune freely when done 
flowering, and keep close until they begin to grow, when the roots had 
better be examined. Now and afterwards, for a couple of months, will 
be a good time for inserting cuttings, Habrotiiamnus blbgans is 
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' now a pretty object, grown in a pot, or trained against a pillar. Hot- 
nuDS, prepare for sowing Primula seeds, and any other desirable green¬ 
house plants, raising cuttings, sowing seeds, or striking cuttings of the 
commoner sorts for stocks, on which to inarch or graft Correas, Oranges, 
Camellias, &c.; the grafting of such plants is easily effected in such a 

; sweet moist hotbed, and does away with much of the trouble of inarch¬ 
ing. Such a bed will, also, be necessary for starting Cockscombs and 
IJalsams, Sic. Strong, early, winter-flowering Puimulas should be 
sown the end of this month; and Cinbrarias, intended for the same 
purpose, the month following. Insects, destroy. Leaves and Stems, 
clean ; a little soap and water is a great auxiliary for removing all kinds 

; of filth; syringe with clean water afterwards. Lilies, Japan, after the 
; stems appear, place in a light, airy situation. Mignonette, and tender 
I annuals, sow in slight hotbeds, in pots, turf, &c., to be afterwards har- 
j (lened off. Soil, prepare, turn, and expose for a general shifting about 

the end of the month; hut do not knock about fresh soil intended for 
potting, so as to shake the fibre out of it. Primula sinensis will be 
greatly benefited by manure-water. The double varieties are well worth 
a little extra attention, as the flowers stand a long time in a bouquet. 
Train large plants of Pelargoniums, intended for early flowering; 
Stop those for late summer and autumn. Scarlet Geraniums, in¬ 
tended for specimens in pots, give good shifts to, and if they can get a 
little bottom-heat, they will come all the stronger and bloom the finer. 
Tie climbers to rafters, after duly pruning them, keeping in mind whether 
the flowers are produced on young or old wood; train daily those on 
trellises; and, as the season is now getting on, let neatness, order, and 
cleanliness, everywhere prevail. Watering will now be more wanted, 
and a nioistish atmosphere in clear weather, to counteract the drying 
effects of east winds. Syringing the leaves with tepid water, after a 
sunny day, is as good for a plant as soap and water is for our own skins. 
Unless in extreme cases, fire-heat will not be so much wanted. Old 
Scarlet Geraniums, in store, should now be brought into the light, 
top-dressed. See. H. Fisii. 

OllCHID HOUSE. 

Aerides, and other similar Indian plants, will this month be growing 
rapidly; give them fresh sphagnum, if in wire baskets; if in wooden 
ones, renew them, and bring the roots within the baskets amongst the 
fresh sphagnum. Air, give more abundantly as the days lengthen, and 
the sun obtains more power. Blocks.—The plants on these must be 
syringed twice a-day at least, as they will now be growing rapidly. 
Baskets.—Dip these in the cistern twice a-week; if very dry, allow 
them to remain in the water an hour or so, till the hard lumps of peat are 
thoroughly wetted. Barkerias, set to work, by giving water freely. 
Pot Catasetums, Cycnoches, and other similar-habited plants; they 
will now be growing. Denduobes. see last month. Such as are in 
flower remove, if possible, to a cooler house ; they will then last much 
longer in bloom ; those growing repot. Heat, towards the end of the 
month bring up to the maximum. Indian House, 80'^ to 85° by day, 70° 
by night. Mexican House, 70° to 75° by day, 60° by night. The highest 
heat to be when the sun shines. Insects, keep a watchful eye upon, 
and destroy the moment they are perceived. Moisture in the Air, 

keep up a large amount of, by keeping the walks, platforms, and walls 
frequently flooded. Potting, proceed with, and finish before the end of 
the month. Now is the time to increase orchids, by division or other¬ 
wise. Shading.—About the middle of the month place the shades upon 
the roof, to be ready for use, as the sun will soon be so powerful as to be 
dangerous. Stanhoteas, now growing, put in fresh compost in large 
baskets. Steam, where possible, admit amongst the plants. Watering 
at the Root must now be regularly given, but care taken that it 
does not lodge upon the leaves nor in the hollow of the young shoots. 

T. Appleby. 

PLANT STOVE. 

AcniMENES advancing in growth, give water to, but do not flood 
them in this early season ; repot such as have filled their pots with 
roots; pot a batch to succeed the former ones. Air, give now freely 
in mild weather; take care the apertures for the admission of air are not 
directly opposite the plants, it is best to come over the pipes or flues, 
to be heated before it reaches the plants. Amaryllis aulica, and 
varieties, repot, and place in heat. Aphelandras, repot. Baskets. 
Place in these TEschynanthus, Achimenes, some Lycopodiums, and other 
hanging-down plants; they ornament the stove greatly. There are 
some baskets made of coloured glass, that are very ornamental objects, 
filled with proper plants. Climbers will now be growing fast, attend to 
training and thinning shoots; in pots place fresh trellises to, and keep 
the plants constantly trained around them. Cuttings continue to put 
in ; pot off such as have rooted. Heat, increase to 70° by day, 00° by 
night ; winter-blooming plants gone out of bloom, cut in severely, and 
place in a cool house to rest. Ixoras, repot, stop, and tie out; place 
them in a frame heated with dung; here they grow rapidly and soon 
make fine plants. Insects, continue to watch for and destroy. Potting, 

finish the spring, by the end of the month. Syringe freely morning 
and evening, and keep the paths flooded in sunshine. Water will now 
be required in large quantities to fast growing plants. Let the walks 
be frequently washed out, and every yellow leaf removed, every plant 
neatly tied, and decaying flowers removed as they occur. 

T. Appleby, 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Anemones, double, protect from frost. Auriculas and Poly¬ 
anthuses will now be showing their flower-stems. In this stage 
they require constant attention. Top-dressing, if not done, must 
be finished the first week ; water regularly in pretty liberal quan¬ 
tities; if allowed to flag now, the blooms will be small. Give plenty 
of air daily, and shade from bright sun towards the end of the month ; 
cover up securely at night whenever there is the least appearance 
of frost; sow seed, and pot last year’s small seedlings to encourage 
growth. Calceolarias, repot, prick out seedlings, give plenty of air 
to, and smoke frequently with tobacco. Carnations ana Ficotees. 

put into their blooming pots, Search the eoU over minutely, to find 

wireworms, and destroy them previously to using. Place them when 
potted upon a bed of coal-ashes, with a convenience of hoops and mats 
to shelter them from severe weather. Should mildew appear, dust with 
sulphur; and destroy green lly with tobacco-water or Scotch snuff. 
Cinerarias finish potting, b.; smoke frequently to destroy every green 
fly as soon as it appears ; water freely, and shade from bright sun as the 
flowers open. Chuysanthemums pot off into small pots and repot, !>., 
into a size larger. Dahlias, all intended to be potted sliould now be 
done; pot off cuttings as soon as rooted, anU put in more cuttings if 
required. Divide the old roots, leaving a hud or two to each division ; 
place each division in a pot, aud allow them to grow slowly till planting 
time; a cold frame, well protected from frost, will lie shelter enougli for 
them. Fuchsias, repot; cuttings may yet be put in. Begin to train 
early, in order to form well-shaped plants. Hyacinths, tie the flower- 
stems to sticks, to prevent the winds from breaking tlieinoff; continue 
to shelter the bed by hoops and mats. Hollyhocks, plant out where 
they are to bloom; place a mulch of short litter round each plant. 
Pansies, top-dress; in pots, lay down the shoots round the plant, cut 
the stems half through to induce roots ; shelter from heavy rains and 
severe frosts. Pelargoniums, pot young plants; top-dress old ones, i 
and tie out to form large, spreading specimens; smoke frequently, to 
destroy green fly; when the flower buds appear, give liquid-manure 
every third time watering. Pinks, top-dress, b., if not done last month. 
Ranunculuses may yet be planted, b.; shelter the bed from heavy 
rains, frost, hail, or snow. Tulips will now be growing fast; shelter 
the young plants from heavy rain, or other severe weather; if rain falls 
during the day, and a sharp frost intervenes at night, and no protection 
is given, the young leaves will be much injured. Vebbenas, in pots for 
exhibition, repot, tie out, and nip off the tops of the shoots; shelter both 
these and those intended to plant out from frost; smoke frequently to 
keep down green fly, and syringe occasionally with sulphur-water to 
destroy or prevent the red spider; put in cuttings of scarce sorts; sow 
seed; look for slugs constantly in the frames under the pots, or any 
other lurking place, and destroy them. Finish planting Roses, and 
place those in pots in a warm house, to be coining on for the June or 
July exhibitions. T. Appleby. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 
This is a busy month—every day brings its work ; a favourable oppor¬ 

tunity should never be lost for doing any particular kind of w'ork ; take 
advantage of open mild weather for every kind of planting ; in taking up 
transplanted plants from nursery beds of any kind, or at any time, 
always lift them up with some kind of tool or other, as a plant thus 
transplanted always suffers so much less than a plant drawn from the 
seed-bed. Angelica, sow, or plant, e., autumn-sown. Alexanders, 

SOW', m. or e. Asparagus, sow or plant, e.; and dress off out-door beds; 
attend to that in forcing, water with liquid-manure once a week. Arti¬ 

chokes and Balm, plant. Basil, sow a little for early use. Beans, 
plant; and earth-stir growing crops. Beet (Red), sow a little for early 
use. Borage, sow, and earth-stir autumn-sown, and thin out. Borecole, 

sow, m. Brocoli, sow a little of the early kinds, and mark any favourite 
kinds for seed. Burnet, plant or sow. Cabbages.—Any early kinds 
may be sown, or Red Dutch, should plants be wanted. Capsicums, sow, 

to forward in hotbed, b. Cardoons, sow, e., for first crop. Carraw'ay, 
sow. Carrots, sow for early crops; attend to thinning out those in 
growth, and earth-stirring; sowings of the Early Horn may still be made 
on gentle hotbeds. Cauliflowers, plant out the winter-protected; 
attend to spring-sown, as to airing, pricking-out, and earth-stirring; 
also assist the early hand-glass crop with soakings of liquid-manure. Sic.; 
and sow in succession, e. Celeriac, sow. Celery, sow main crop, m., 
and prick out early-sown on gentle hotbed; leave for seed. Chamo¬ 

mile, plant. Chervil, sow; save seed form autumn-sown. Chives 
may be divided, and planted out. Clary, sow, e. Cress (American), 
sow. Composts, prepare. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. 

Cucumbers, ridge out; pot off; or sow in succession; sow also to¬ 
ward the middle of the month, for planting out under the hand-glasses 
next month; attend to those in bearing; keep up a good moist heat. 
Dill, sow or plant. Earth-stirring, attend to in all cases, and often. 
Fennel, sow or plant. Garlic, finish planting. Hoeing, attend to in 
dry days. Horehound, plant or sow. Horse-radish, finish planting. 
Hyssop, sow, or take up and divide old roots. Jerusalem Artichokes, 
finish planting. Kidney-beans, sow in succession; attend to those in 
bearing, assist them with liquid-manure. Leeks, sow. Lettuces, 
sow; prick out; and plant out. Marigold, sow. Sweet or Knotted 

Marjoram, sow a little for early use. Marjoram (Common Garden), 
divide and plant out. Melons, sow in succession, and ridge out; attend 
to earthing-up, training, &c., the early crops. Mint, plant. Mush¬ 
room-beds, make, and attend to; assist old beds with a little tepid 
manure water. Mustard and Cress, sow, once or twice a week. 
Nasturtiums, sow, e. Onions, sow the main crop; plant for seed, b.; 
also finish planting the Underground or Potato Onion; also the Tree i 
Onion; and look over those in the store. Orach, sow. Parsley, both I 
kinds, sow. Parsnips, sow, b. Peas, sow in succession ; the beginning 1 
of this month, is a good season to sow any of the tall kinds ; earth-stir, i 
or earth-up, and attend to sticking, Sic. Pennyroyal, plant. Pota- | 
toes, finish planting, either in hotbed or open quarter. Radishes, I 
sow in succession ; attend to thinning out young crops. Rampion, sow. ! 
Rape, sow commoH, and erfi6^e-roofcd, e. Rhubarb, sow or plant, b. ! 
Rocuambole and Rosemary, plant. Rue, plant. Sage, plant. 
Shallots, finish planting. Salsafy and Scorzonera, sow a little 
for early use. Savoys, sow. Seakale, sow or plant out; attend to 
early covering-up. to exclude the light from the crowns, for succcssionul 
and late crops. Skirrets, sow, e. Succory, sow. Sorrel, plant or 
sow. Spinach, sow in succession. Tansy and Tarragon, plant. 
Thyme, sow or plant. Tomatos, sow in hotbed, e. Turnips, make a 
small sowing two or three times during the month. T. Weaver. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-strecl, 
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish ol 
Christ Church, City of Loudon.—February 24th, 1863. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

si: w SIARCH 3—9, 1853. 
Weather near London in 1852. 

Moon’s Clock Day of 
Year. D n Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. Rises. Sets. R. &S. Age. bf. Sun. 

3 Th Large Tortoiseshell; elms. 30.20.3—29.957 45—19 N.E. 43 a. 6 42 a. 5 2 41 23 12 9 62 
4 F Small Tortoiseshell; lanes. 30.538 — 30.312 46—15 N.E. _ 41 43 3 50 24 n 56 63 
5 S Speckled Wood (larva). 30.739 — 30.648 45—19 S.E. — 38 45 4 49 25 11 42 64 
6 Sun 4TH, or Midlrnt Sunday. 

Red Chestnut; nettles. 
30.740 — 30.699 46—25 N.E. — 36 47 5 34 26 11 28 65 

7 Sf 30.665 — 30.579 50—28 N.E. _ 34 48 6 9 27 a 14 66 
8 Tu Blossom Underwing. 30.543—30.459 49—31 N.E. _ 32 50 6 35 28 10 59 67 
9 W Dwarf Quaker ; oaks. 30.446 — 30.286 62—30 N.E. — 30 52 sets. @ 10 44 68 

Metbobology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during: the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 49°1, and 32.8° respectively. The greatest heat, 68°, occurred on the gth in 1820 ; and the lowest cold, 13°, on the 5th 
in 1845, During the period 11/ days were fine, and on 65 rain fell. 

MR. THWAITE’S BEGONIA. 

{Begonia IViuaitesii.) 

Fob some jear.s past there has been a regular progressive 
accession of beautiful species to this fashionable genus, and 
the one before us may well bear comparison with any species 
which belongs to the same section of the genus—that with 
creeping or underground stems. The leaves, which are of 
medium size, and are borne on comparatively long, hairy foot¬ 
stalks, are as handsome as those of any species which has ap¬ 
peared since hydrocoUjlifolia was introduced. The general tint 
of the leaves is a rich coppery-colour, from a mixture of rich 
green and reddish-purple, over which are dispersed irregular 
white blotches, and the underside is purplish-red, after the tint 
of the same parts in B. argyrosligma. The flowers are as large 
as those of B. nilida, and, like them, are white, with the 
addition of a rich blush suffused over the while ground¬ 
colour. It was sent to the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, by 
Mr. Thwaites, superintendent of the Botanic Garden at 
Taradenia, Ceylon, after whom it has been named by Sir W. 
J. Hooker, who has given a very good figirre of it in the last 
January number of the J5ohtmc«Z jIfayaziHe. B. J. 

Propayation and Cullure.—No plants are more readily in¬ 
creased, both by seeds and cuttings, than these Begoniads ; 
and this new and very handsome one from Ceylon is no 
exception to the rule. The seeds of the whole order, 
however, are among the smallest we sow; therefore, they 
require a particular treatment, which is this—Have the seed- 
pots thoroughly watered before the seeds are sown; a safe 

practice not adopted half so much as it deserves. The 
old rule-of-thumb, is still as perseveringly followed out, by 
soft-headed sowers, as ever the sucking of thumbs and 
Angers were in the days of bubbles and soiled pinafores. 

! But, for the twentieth time, let me urge on our readers, at 
least, to go more scientiflcally to work, now that they are on 
the threshold of the great sowing season. To say nothing 
about fern seeds, or whether they have seeds or no, let us 
say, that seeds of all the Rhododendron and Azalea tribes, 
whether Indian or American, English, Scotch, or Irish ; aU 
the Heaths and Heathworts, in fact; and all the Lobeliads, 
with Calceolaria, Begonia, and all such and similar seeds, 
ought to have the pots, pans, or boxes, well watered, after 
being thoroughly well supplied with drainage, and before 
the seeds are sown. Then such very small seeds ought to 
be sowed very thinly, and a very small sprinkling of sand to 
be scattered over the seeds, after that the top of the seed- 
pot or pots should be darkened with some covering, such as 
double folds of an old newspaper, or brown paper, or any 
thing of that sort, and in a few days such seeds will 
vegetate under a high moist temperature. 

Besides all this in general, we know in particular, that 
every Begonia delights in a close, damp atmosphere from 
the moment of its birth until the end of the growing season. 
Therefore, pots for Begonia seeds should have a layer of 
clean sand on the top to sow the seeds on, and after the 
seeds are bedded by another layer of sand, a pane of glass 
should be placed over the pot to keep in aU the damp, in 
addition to the covering for darkness sake. The creeping 
underground stems of this, and of most of the kinds, have 
eyes like those of potatoes, and they may be cut accordingly 
for propagation. The whole family delight in a rich, light 
compost, and plenty of pot room. Good strong loam, 
reduced with equal quantities of leaf mould, peat, and sand, 
will do to grow this new plant to perfection. It flowered, for 
the first time in this country, at Kew, last June, and very 
likely, from the effects of the journey, that was later than 
will be the general run after the plant is inured to our style 
of cultivation. At any rate, it cordd be forced so as to come 
into flower at the same time as B. manicatci and hydrocuty- 
lifolia, and a cross obtained from either of them by its 
pollen would give as fine plants for spring-flowering as any 
of the new beautiful crosses which come in in the autumn. 
The whole tribe are as easy to cross as ridged Cucumbers. 

• D. Beaton. 

Although, practically, it may often amount to the same 

thing, yet it is not without its use to remember that 

it is more proper to speak of keeping-iw heat than of 

keeping-oMt cold. Let not this be thought to sound too 

much of pedantry, for it cannot be questioned that sound 

views are most likely to lead to favourable results. 

Frost and cold in bodies are merely the consequence 

of their losing heat from the radiation of that heat into 

a clear, cool atmosphere. The amount of heat lost will 

be determined by the season of the year, the brightness 

of the sky, and the time it remains without clouds. 

Thus, in a dull, cloudy night in summer, you may 

search in vain for a drop of dew, because the earth 

and its herbage have not become sufficiently cooled to 

condense the invisible vapour contained by the air in 

its vicinity, the cloud acting as a protector to the earth, 

and just sending hack about as much heat as it receives- 

But, during summer, after a clear night, unless the 

atmosphere is more dry than we have ever found it, you 

might wash yourself, and so become fair, with pearly 

drops on any open meadow at early morn. K the sky 

was very clear, and you went very early for this purpose, 

even at midsummer, you might have to wait a little 

until the icy drops were melted. We often retire to 

rest in spring and autumn, the evening cloudy, dry, 

and beautifully serene, and when we go out in the 

No. CGXXXI., Voi. IX. 
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movning, we are surprized to see every twig and leaflet 

adorned with lioar frost. A clearing of the sky had cooled 

the points of grass and twigs, and by allowing them to 

part with their heat, they thus became so many con¬ 

densers for changing invisible vapour into pearly drops, 

and the radiation continuing longer, the drops were con- 

I gealed into flaky ice. When we speak, therefore, of 

I covering-up from frost, we really mean preventing the 

plant and the earth around it from parting with their 

heat. 
i The recent cold weather has brought these matters, 

: just now, before our attention. The manner and the 

! material best fitted for protecting tender plants become 

i thus matters of importance. Without troubling our- 

! selves with exceptional minutiae, we may set it down as 

j a general applicable rule, that the less dense the material 

used, the (jreater will be the protecting poicer. This will 

appear when we consider, first, that heat radiates from 

the surface; that the layer immediately beneath then 

parts with its heat to restore the equilibrium; and that 

thus the process goes on in a direct line, until, in con¬ 

tinued frosts, considerable depth is reached. The mere 

knowledge of this is of importance, when, in an emer¬ 

gency, we are scarce of litter to throw over our pits and 

frames in severe weather, or when we wish to use it as 

economically as possible, as the shaking up and turning 

the surface of what we have got breaks the line of 

radiation, and forces the refrigerating or cooling process 

to commence anew'. We have even found, in severe 

weather, that the breaking of the surface of .snow with a 

rake was of advantage to plants beneath. Where there 

was great thickness this would scarcely be necessary, as 

the lightness of the snow and the air enclosed with it 

; w’ould be a sufficient protection to the hardier plants. 
Then, again, the same fact will appear, when we 

consider, that so far as the practical operations of gar¬ 

dening are concerned, the conducting-of-heat properties 

of a body will be in proportion to the increase in its 

density. Hence the different sensations we continue to 

! experience, when, in a cold morning, we take hold, re- 

I spectively, of a bar of iron, and a rod of wood. The 

latter, from its weak conducting power at the place we 

grasp it, soon becomes of the same temperature as the 

hand ; hut the bar of iron w'ould continue to conduct 

I heat from the hand, until the hand and the rod became 
Ik 

I of an equal temperature. Hence the folly of using zinc 

I or galvanized iron, however light and neat, as shutters 

I for plant-houses. Hence, in structures roofed with 

metal, their great heat in summer, and the increased 

: cold in winter. If we place a plate of metal, and a 

thickish board of wood, respectively, firmly on the 

ground, and examine them after a severe frost, we 

shall find the earth under the first firmly frozen, wliile 

under the w'ood, it will be little more affected than may 

j he accounted for by the loss of heat at the sides by 

. radiation. Hence, too, the reason why frost will pene- 

j trate deeper, and heat likewise, into ground that is 

! smooth and hard, than into that which is open, porous, 

I and rough. The reason why we advocate a water- 

j proofed covering for frames, &c., is that the moisture 

increases the density of the covering material, and thus 

furnishes strength to the radiating and conducting-of- 

heat powers. 

'J'hen, kee])ing in view how a canopy of clouds 

in a summer's eve preveirts the earth being cooled, we 

are furnished with a key as to the best manner of 

applying protecting material. Whether the tender- 

plant is in the open air, or under glass, the plant and 

the glass will be best secured by having an open space 

between them and the protecting medium. The extent 

of that space must be regulated rather by financial 

considerations than by scientific deductions. Three 

inches will be good; six inches better; and twelve inches 

superior still. The covering, and the thing protected, 

just act and react upon each other, then, like the earth 

and the cloudy sky; nay, more than that, the enclosed 

air becomes a first-rate protecting medium. We have 

said that radiation and conduction are regulated by the 

density of bodies—but what loss dense than air? and 

then, when confined, it is one of the very best non¬ 

conductors of heat we possess. Hence, one of our 

correspondents, some time ago, recommended double 

sashes for houses aud pits, thus getting rid of a mass 

of littery protecting material. With a space of six 

inches between the sashes, or even less than that, and 

the sashes fitted close to isolate the enclosed air, from 

our own experiments, w'e should conclude that coverings 

would very seldom be necessary. But then there would 

be first expense. Any of our readers, however, who do 

not use above half their sashes in winter, will find 

great advantage by making them double, by placing the 

unused ones over the others in severe weather. Double 

boll or hand-glasses, will also be of great use for tender 

plants out-of-doors, such as those that require protection 

only when young. Single hand-lights of large size, 

and glazed tight, will also be of great use, as tlie air 

within will be confined and still. Whatever is used, 

whether glass, waterproofed cloth, or even evergreen 

boughs, let the protecting medium be at a slight distance 

from the plant. 

For combining neatness, utility, moderate first ex¬ 

pense, and ultimate economy, we recommend, for all 

glass-covered pits, &c., wood shutters made of half-inch 

or three-quarter-inch best deal, and painted a stone 

colour after tho wood is thoroughly seasoned. If a 

temporary frame of wood is fixed to the ends and sides 

of the sashes, some two inches deep, and the shutters 

are made to fit close, a body of air will be enclosed 

that will render other covering unnecessary, while the 

skeleton frame will save the paint of the sash when 

sliding the shutter. The same mode may be pursued 

with asphalte, or with straw, mats, or cloth fastened to 

a frame, and made waterproof, but none of these modes 

will so thoroughly combine efficiency, neatness, and 

ultimate economy. When none of these modes are 

resorted to, but a clean mat or cloth is placed over the 

glass, and then, in severe frost, hay and straw are placed 

above to keep the cold at a distance, both trouble, and 

the necessary quantity of litter, will be minimised by 

having a waterproofed cloth or canvass to throw over 
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j light and dry, but all the insterstices, and all the tubes 

j of hay and straw, will be filled with enclosed air, and 

I thus become a non-conducting medium. Need we say, 

that to lessen radiation of heat from such a cover in 

winter, and to prevent it being half-charred if used lor 

diflereut other purposes in summer, the colour should 

approach a white rather than a black. Those who have 

none of these things, but depend upon keeping plants 

in frames and pits, chiefly by the assistance of litter of 

various kinds, must, in such weather as we have had 

recently, see that either they have plenty of it, or turn 

and shake it frequently. The time, and the circum¬ 

stances under which plants may be shut up from light, 

has been lately alluded to. F. 

FORSYTH MSS. 

{Continued from paye 378.) 

The two next letters are from Dr. George Y^ouno, 

Physician to the Royal Hospitals in the West Indies. 

Of this gentleman we have no other particulars than 

that the Society for the Encouragement of Arts gave 

him a gold medal for his cultivation of the Cinnamon 

in the Island of St. Vincent; and that he died on the 

11th of March, 1803, at Hammersmith. He was then 

in his 70th year. The following letters were addressed 

by him to Lieutenant-General Melville :— 
London, Feb. 8th, 1785. 

I am happy to find that the same motives which first in¬ 
duced you to cause a piece of ground to be set aside for a 
botanic gai'den at St. Vincent still continue ; and I make 
no doubt but it will still flourish. I am glad to learn that 
there is a probability of Mr. Anderson’s being appointed to 
the care of it, as I do not know a more proper person for 
that trust. I have lately sent him out some Assa foetida 
seeds, and shall soon be able to send him a plant of the 
true Jalap, which drug we are obliged to get from the 
Spaniards; a plant of Lechea, an exceeding fine East India 
fruit; a plant of the Marking Nut, of wliich the Chinese 
make their ink; the Camphor Tree, Scammony Seeds, and 
other articles. And I assure you, that while I remain about 
London, I shall make it a point to procure everything, either 
curious or useful, that is to be got in the Botanic Gardens, 
or in its environs. I shall likewise make out a list of what 
things are useful, either in commerce or in medicine, and 
send it to you, as you may have it in your power to send it 
to diflereut parts of the world, where your friends may be 
going, in order to procure those articles. 

In the margin of the plan of the botanic garden which I 
gave you some time ago, you will find the names of the 
plants that were in the garden when it was first made, but 
there have been many introduced since ; it must, however, 
be confessed that several have been lost during the time the 
French were in possession of the island, but they may be 
easily replaced. What is w anted chiefly, are the spices from 
the East Indies (which are all in the hands of the Dutch, 
except the Black Pepper) and drugs. The plants which 

j produce some of our most valuable drugs we know very 
I little about. The Bread fruit would be a valuable acquisi- 
j tion for the West India planters. I am told the trade in 
I walking and other canes is very considerable, insignificant 
i as it may appear at first sight. I have often wished to have 
I got the Cochineal Insect introduced into the West India 

Islands; there are several plants of the Opimtium maximum, 
on which they feed, in the Botanic Garden in St. Auncent; 
and I have seen some of them in Grenada and Barbadoes ; 
this last island is peculiarly adapted to the 'culture of Cochi¬ 
neal, as it is a dry soil, and has a great number of poor 
white people in it. The Opimtium maximum is easily pro¬ 

pagated, as the least bit cut from the plant anil stuck in the 
ground takes root immediately. 

It is amazing what a foundation for commerce the intro¬ 
duction of a new plant may lay ; instances of which are the 
Sugar Cane, Coflee, Cacao, Indigo, and Bice. About fifteen 
or sixteen years ago, I obtained a single root of the Curcuma ' 
(Turmeric), which multiphed to such a degree that I was 
enabled to spare a good many roots of it to a Mr. Robley, at 
Tobago, who, before the island was taken, used to send to 
England several thousand weight of it annually. Some per¬ 
sons, at Barbadoes, had roots from the Botanic Garden, and 
I find they send some hundreds of it home likewise. 

After you left the West Indies, I got, by accident, a plant 
of the true East India Mangoe, from an officer, who was 
retmuiing from thence to St. Kitts; and Dr. Jackson got 
another, which both grew; and now there are above fifty 
plants in St. Aunoent, so that, I think, we have secured that 
valuable plant, of which I brought some home with me for 
his Ma,jesty's Garden at Kew. The Tallow trees, of which 
the Chinese make theh candles, thrive very much; there 
are above fifty in the garden above twenty or twenty-five feet 
in height, which, in July last, were loaded with green fruit. 
The tallow envelopes the seeds, and, I suppose, is separated 
in the same way as the Myrtle wax is done in N. America, 
viz., by throwing the seeds into boilmg water, and so skim¬ 
ming off' the tallow. 

London-, 10th February, 1785. 
As you are sometimes with the Secretary at AA'ar, and that 

I hear there are some regiments going out to the AVest 
Indies, I should be very glad if you would endeavour to pro¬ 
cure an order for the commanding oflicers of them to send 
a roll to the AVar Office, specifying the age, complexion, 
size in feet and inches, former trade or way of life, colour 
of hair, eyes, &c., of the men. The only roll of that kind 
I could ever get was of the .32nd regiment. I found that, 
in the first four years of their stay in the West Indies, those 
of a certain complexion died at the rate of two to one of 
another complexion ; and other curious particulars were 
observed, which had not been expected. If a roll, such as 
the above, were to be had here, one could make observations 
from the returns of the dead. AVere private application to 
be made to the commanding officers, very probably they 
would agree to this; but,perhaps, never think more about it, 
as I have experienced several times, unless there is an 
order from authority. On this subject I must say that I 
think it a great pity that so many tine chikfren should be 
permitted to go to certain destruction in the AVest Indies; 
almost all of three years of age, and under, constantly die, 
and those from three to seven perhaps at the rate of one- 
half or two-thirds. Is there no workhouse or hospital 
whither they might be sent, and so a number of lives be 
saved to the community? As to the women that go with the 
troops, they are allowed on the notion of their being useful 
to them in washing, nursing the sick, ifec., the contrary of 
all which I can safely affirm ; for they either soon get sick 
themselves, and so add to the calamity, or they keep suttling 
huts and dram shops, where they poison the men with new 
rum, and other bad liquors, and are the cause of almost all 
the irregularities that happen in a garrison. To prevent 
any discontents amongst the troops, if the women were all 
refused, perhaps it might be best to permit a certain pro¬ 
portion to go out with each company. 

COA'^ENT GARDEN. 

As was to have been expected, the supjflies of all 

kinds have fallen very short since the severe frosts set 

in, and the consequence is, all produce has materially 

risen in price. It has been hardly possible for the 

market-gardeners to find even what they have managed 

to bring to market, where, in some instances, the 

grounds have been subjected to a frost varying from 

10“ to 12°. 

As an instance of the sudden and great rise, we may ' 

mention Greens, which could not be had under from 4s. to 
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5g. per dozen bunches, whilst last week the same article, 

and of same quality, might ho had in abundance at from 

Is. to 2s. We have observed one or two parcels of 

genuine Eat'ly Potcttocs—not the pale-faced ^cius 'toics 
sort we spoke of a week or two ago, but real Early 

Erames, with all their unwashed exterior about them. 

These, however, are not general. We have also noticed 

a few forced Strawberries of the Keen’s Seedling variety. 

These, too, are mere curiosities, and, to all appearance, , 

are more for show than use, for nobody seems to buy 

them. We are wearying for the season when we shall 

see them au naturelle, and have an opportunity of dis- 

canting on the numerous varieties which will then be 

presented. At present we have no exciting subjects; 

nothing to create a warm, glowing, interest. We refrain 

from giving a dissertation on Oranges, for that nobody 

would care about; but if such were required we could 

do even that. Chesnuts are a dry subject, and so are 

Walnuts. The only genuine feast at present is that 

supplied by the flowers and bouquets, which, en passant, 

if time permit, we shall treat of as we promised. 

As we have already said. Vegetables have advanced 

much in price. Savoys have made as high as 2s. per 

dozen; and, indeed, almost everything has been from 

one-fourth to double the quotations of last week. 

Notwithstanding the frost, the Elowers have been 

abundant. They consist chiefly of Camellias, Cinera¬ 
rias, Primroses, Geraniums, Azaleas, Hyacinths, Tulips, i 

Heaths, Lily of the Valley, and Violets. H. 

GOSSIP. 

It is satisfactory to observe any expression of the 

public disapprobation of the trickery to which some 

Exhibitors of Flowers condescend. 'This trickery has 

condescended to such practical falsehood as attaching 

extra pips to a truss of Auriculas; and the trimming otf, 

and the twisting into form of petals in Picotees and 

! other flowers of that genus, are practices of occurrence 

at every Floral Exhibition. That these are reprehensi¬ 

ble practices needs no argument, for the skill which the 

prizes are designed to reward is the gardening or cultural 

skill which can produce the most excellent flower by 

the plants own healthful and vigorous growth. To give 

the prize to a man who has trimmed his blooms into the 

best form, is doing little more than rewarding the best 

artificial flower-maker. We have been led to these 

observations from noticing that at an Extra Grand 
j Carnation, Pieotee, and Hollyhoch Competition, to take 

I place at Glasgow on the 17th of August, one gentle- 

i man, William Church, jun.. Esq., has thus liberally de- 

I moustrated his reprehension of the artificial system:— 

1 TO PRACTICAL GARDENERS AND AMATEURS. 

I For six varieties named Picotees,to be exhibited in 10-inch 
j pots, ill which they must have been grown for at least three 
1 months. The blooms to be shown in their natural state, 

without trimming or dressing of any kind. A declaration 
must be given to the effect tliat the blooms are exhibited as 
required. The object of this Prize is to promote the growth 
and improvement of varieties naturally fit for exhibition; 

01’, in other words, such as do not require to be previously 
manufactured. First J‘rize, J.‘2 2s.; Second Prize, -tT Is. 

Next we have to notice, as will be seen by a reference 
to our advertisements, that The Doncaster Poultry Exhi¬ 
bition this year is to be limited to two days. This 
Society, therefore, has the merit of setting the example 
in adopting this most desirable reformation; and we 
quite 'agree with its Secretary in his opinion, not only 

that “it is ‘a consummation most devoutly to be 
wished,’” but that “it will assuredly have to be the 
ease in other and, at present, larger exhibitions.” 

Our correspondent, “ Upwards and Onwards,” writes 
to us— 

“ As a further proof of the undomestieated nature of the 
Silver Pheasant—tliatthe ‘ erratic fellow ’ mentioned in a pre¬ 
vious article of mine, after three years almost uninterrupted 
sojourn, suddenly took it into his head to decamp, and 
provide himself fresh quarters in an orchard about a 
quarter-of-a-mile distant. Whether from biped or quad¬ 
ruped ‘ worriting,’ I cannot take upon me to say; suffice it, 
the poor fellow was brought back in such sorry plight, that 
he soon after died in the lodge-keeper’s arms. I miss his 
formal and meditative going to bed in the branches of an 
old Cedar of Libanus every evening very much.” 

On Thursday, a deputation from the Council of the 
Bath and West of England Agricultural Society met by 
appointment, at the Plymouth Guildhall, gentlemen, 
selected at the last meeting of the local Committee, to 
confer with them on several matters connected with the 
Exhibition, but particularly with regard to the selection 
of the spot for the show of cattle, implements, &c. The 
Secretary stated that he had received official communi¬ 
cations from the Great Western, the Bristol and Exeter, 
and the South Devon Railway Companies, stating that 
they would convey all cattle to and from the Exhibition 
free of charge, and all implements at half the usual cost, 
provided the cattle, implements, &c., were sent direct, 
without the intervention of any public carriers. This 
announcement of the liberality of the respective com- 
jianies also gave much satisfaction. It was further 
stated that the Poultry Show would form an integral 
part of the general e.xhibition, and would be held in the 
same inclosure. With regard to a Flower Show in con¬ 
nection with the proceedings, there was a difference of 
opinion, some gentlemen imagining that it would be 
injurious to the interests of the Society rather than 
beneficial, as it might attract attention from the real 
object of the meeting; the subject, however, will be 
decided by the Council. The selection of the site was 
then brought into consideration, and after hearing all 
that could be advanced, the deputation, after having 
viewed both spots, at Mutley and Peunycomequick, 
selected the site at the latter place. 'The Exhibition 
will take place on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, 
the 8th, t)th, and 10th of June, and amongst the prizes 

to.be offered are the following:— 
X' s. D. 

For Devon Cattle, prizes amounting to. 77 0 0 
For Soutli Devon or South Hams Cattle,ditto.... fiO n 0 

For Cattle of any other breed . 77 0 0 
For Long-woolled Sheep. 40 0 0 
b’er Soutli Down Sheep . 20 0 0 
For Dorset Sheep. 02 0 0 
For Mountain Sheep . 12 0 0 
For Pigs, large breed . 15 0 0 
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For rigs, small breed. 
For Iloi’ses ........ 

:189 
For Poultry. 77 10 0 
For Pigeons . s 0 0 

For Tmplements used in the Preparation 
of Ground . 28 0 0 

,, Cultivation of Crops . 29 0 0 
„ Harvest Crops and preparing 

for Market. 57 0 0 
„ Preparation of Food for Stock 29 0 0 
,, Miscellaneous . 10 0 0 

For Collections of Implements . 29 U 0 
For Plans and Models . 10 0 0 
For New and Improved Implements .. 10 0 0 

190 

TU58 10 0 

WHAT SHALL WE DO TO SECUEE A CEOP 

OF EEUIT? 

What can be done, and what ought not to be done ? 
are important questions to others besides gardeners. 
That we have 2)assed, or nearly so, an extraordinary 
winter, will he at once admitted; and, as in philosophical 
matters, effect must follow cause, so it will be found that 
such irregularities must produce a corresponding effect 
on our fruits. It may be fairly expected that where 
trees are young, and soils rich and favourable to a late 
root-action, trees will start into growth with a spongy 
kind of robustness, much at variance with the habit 
that produces plenty of good fruit. And why? Simply 
because, under the circumstances, there would be a 
much later and more copious absorption, quite averse 
to that degi'ee of solidity in the wood, which gardeners 
term ripeness, and without which a high amount of 
productiveness cannot be obtained. 

I have little doubt that numberless young trees situ¬ 
ated thus have had root-fibres in activity through much 
of the winter; indeed, in moving a Peach-tree lately, I 
was rather astonished to find evident sigirs of the active 
principle in the finer fibres; and in removing surface- 
soil to top-dress bush-fruit—an annual practice with me— 
I found a regular net-work of “ sponglets” encasing the 
soil at about two inches below the surface; thus evinc¬ 
ing, in a threefold way, their sensibility to the coaxing 
conditions of a soft and mild winter, their partiality to 
atmosperic influences, and their fondness for nestling 
their finer fibres in a generous surface compost. 

If our remarks as to luxuriant trees be right, they 
would seem to urge the imjiortauce of a little extra root- 
pruning, if injudiciously omitted in October. There 
are those who talk about lifting or transplanting in¬ 
stead, as being a much more fashionable procedure, 
and who say that it is a very different thing in principle 
from root-pruning. These are nice distinctions indeed : 
“ tweedledum and tweedledee.” If the fate of our mil¬ 
lions of fruit-trees in Great Britain depended on such 
niceties, involving so much labour and, of course, ex¬ 
pense, it would be time, I think, to leave the culture of 
fruits to our foreign friends, and to roly only on im¬ 
portations. 

When a tree is root-pruned, many roots and fibres 
are ruptured by the spade, the points of which are 
knifed after by good root-pruners; and what but the 
same occurs when a tree is taken up and replanted ? 
excepting, that in this over-officious tampering a consi¬ 
derable amount of galling takes place on the tender 
skin of the roots, the mischief of which it is not easy to 
calculate when the trees are any size or age. This fact 
seems to have been overlooked. To transplant a tree 
through necessity and of choice are two very different 

affairs. If a tree is in a badly-constituted soil, or the 
soil exhausted; if the soil be too wet, or the tree too 
fond of producing suckers, transplanting, or what our 
northern brethren call “ lifting,” may be resorted to 
very fairly. I am as old a root-pruner as any in Eng¬ 
land, the first, I believe, to insist on the propriety of 
the practice, and I have root-pruned in many hundreds 
of cases, but I have never yet seen any evil conse¬ 
quences worth noticing. The chief thing has been a 
liability to fungi, or scale, on the bark for one summer, 
or until the active gi'owth again commences. But this 
is soon got over, and is just what occurs through tem¬ 
porary poverty in some animals; they become infested 
with vermin for awhile, which a generous diet, and a 
good currying or two, will soon disperse. 

This, however, is not the chief matter I wish to press. 
I must now refer to protection and retardation. Some 
will think it strange that two principles, which appear in 
antagonism at first sight, should be brought into action 
by the same medium; but so it is, and no marvel. It 
is an old saying, that “ what will keep out heat will 
keep out cold.” When canvass, or other moveable 
covering, is jdaced before the trees during sunshine, it is 
a retarder; and when placed before them on a very 
severe night, it is a protector. 

I would here wish to observe, that it is worth while 
considering what character a material for protection 
ought to possess, and what is the gravest fault charge¬ 
able on coverings; for, although I am assured it is the 
abuse, and not the in'oper use, which lies at the foot of 
this, yet it will be well to provide for the worst. The 
most serious charge, we believe, is that termed “ drawing," 
a gardening technicality with which most of our readers 
are by this time acquainted. Drawing is a weakening; 
inducing a weakness; or, in other words, a tenderness in 
the unfolding buds. Everybody who has gardened a 
little with a common cucumber frame knows well, that 
any choice pets which have been coddled in such a 
structure during dark weather acquire a lengthened, 
weakened character, and must be removed to the open 
air by degrees, and with much caution. “ Drawing,” 
then, in fruit-buds, is similar in a degree. To obtain a 
material which will bear little neglects occasionally is 
the desideratum, it would appear; for although it is no 
part of the duty of a public adviser to advocate neglects, 
it is one to provide for them when they occur. 

I have observed, in former papers, that I have for 
more than twenty years used canvass, a material much 
like what is called “cheese-cloth,” but manufactured 
specially (I believe) for protecting purposes. This 
article has been patronised by Sir Joseph Paxton, inas¬ 
much as Mr. Hulme, who has furnished us, has told me 
of considerable demands from Chatsworth. Be that as 
it may, it is a good thing until we meet with a cheaper 
article, for I have little fault to find with it on principle. 
Now tins canvass may he had so close in texture that 
the sun’s rays may be entirely subdued, and it may be 
had so open, that distinct gleams in sunshine may pene¬ 
trate at regular intervals; and apertures that will admit 
distinct gleams of the sun, will, of course, permit a very 
free circulation of air. 

I have now (after these preliminaries) to advise the 
use of a well-twisted, open-meshed canvass, or other such 
material in preference to one that is close-meshed. The 
difterence is considerable, as I have proved. It must be 
remembered, that our late spring frosts, as far as the 
matter of frost is concerned, act much more in a per¬ 
pendicular direction than horizontally; and, moreover, 
what comes sideways, although frost and a south-east 
wind combined, may, as far as my experience goes, be 
left out of the question for ^R’actical purposes. 

With good broad copings, and a canvass of the above 
description, properly used, I will engage to secure a | 
crop of fruit six years out of seven. I had almost said j 
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one more. But there is another point.—There is no 
I drawing here; at least, it' common sense be applied in 
J the affair. 

If any one will place himself behind two distinct 
specimen pieces, on a sunny and airy day, the one 
distinct and open-meshed, and the other close, ill- 
twisted, and confused, he will soon perceive the dif¬ 
ference in the interior areas; the one lively, and ad¬ 
mitting a real sunshine at intervals; the other of a 
dormant a.nd dull character, damp, stagnant, and chilly. 

And tliis applies to all coverings of whatever kind; 
they ought to be permeable (at somewhat regular in¬ 
tervals) by the sun's rays, and by a circulation of air. 
If the light admitted is tiickering in character, so much 
the better, and almost any material not too closely 
fastened will produce this; even canvass, although 

i fastened on poles, by its tindulatory motion during 
; wind, produces a tiickering or shifting light. 
I Most of the preceding remarks are applicable, in the 

main, to walls or other fences. 1 must add a few ob¬ 
servations on other coverings. Where there are per¬ 
pendicular trellises, care should be taken to place a 
good covering on the top rail. Spruce fir branches, 
hung sloping outwards and downwards, to throw otl'tlie 
rain, would tie very good. And why not have-moveable 
cojiings to these trellises ? Surely, if it is worth the 
expense to have such trellises, it is worth a few shil¬ 
lings more to carry out the objects for which they were 
made. Such might be a naked rod above the trellis, 
w'ith a coping something in the form of a common 
water-spout ou the eaves of buildings, but placed iu- 
vertedly on this rod; it should project nine inches on 
either side 

This, with fir boughs stuck in sideways the height of 
the trellis, and remaining there day and night until the 
blossom is set, w'onld, 1 am of opinion, be found excel¬ 
lent. Where such trellises run east and west, the 
boughs might be tolerably thick ou the north side, and 
thin on the south; and where they run north and south, 
the thickest on the east side. Placed so as to admit a 
liberal amount of the sun’s rays, 1 have no doubt they 
will ])rove of much value, and, when done with in May, 
will be excellent fire-wood. There are hundreds of 
places in the country where such plantation thinnings 
are given away, the owners never thinking of putting 
them to any use. 

Table trellises, too; those who desire to go a-head, and 
fear not a little outlay, might be covered easily nightly 
with canvass on a roller, the latter working in grooves on 
an iron railway suspended above the table. A stroke or 
two with the hand at night would soon discharge the 
roller along the rail, and it wmuld be as easily returned 
the following morning. I proposed, if I remember 
right, a plan of this kind some sixteen years ago, in 
“Loudon's Magazine;” and had I jiossessed sufficient 
capital at the time, I would have taken a few acres of 
good pear soil, in some central district, and laid it all 
down in table trellises on this princi])le. The tables 
should have been in parallel lines, with only a yard or 
so between them, so that a square of this kind would 
have been like a little town with parallel streets; and 
the only thing requisite to complete the establishment 
would be an outer wall some fifteen feet in height, taking 
care that this became a source of high profit, as well as 
protection. 

Ordinary espaliers, also; why not some attempts to 
ward ott’ our awkward and ill-timed spring frosts, which 
surely no man would desire to see encrusting his April 
blossoms. Here, again, the spruce branches are of much 
use; at least, so I have found them, provided they arc 
stuck in judiciously, not too thickly, and a portion of 
them made to rise above the blossoming portions, in 
order to ward off perpendicular frosts; in addition, too, 
huge boughs, if at hand, to ward olf cutting winds. The 
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fronds of the common fern, as is well known, are very 
good things, but the spruce is better, as applied with 
less labour, and possessing the desirable quality of shed¬ 
ding its foliage progressively as the season advances. 

Fixed protections, of course, do not present the advan¬ 
tages of tliose wliich are moveable, as canvass, bunting, i 

&c.; for we cannot expect that the ordinary gardener ! 
can—with his multifarions spring labours—be daily ; 
removing branches for the sake of the sun’s rays, j 

Therefore it is plain that it is the best policy to take ! 
care that the branches used for protection be not so 
close as fairly to obstruct the rays; but that rather an 
extra allowance surmount the fruit-bearing portions of 
the tree; for, after all, the greatest damage will ensue, 
as before observed, in a perpendicular direction. And 
now, lot us advise tliose wdio possess moveable cover¬ 
ings to be attentive in uncovering their trees to ordinaiy 
weather, such as is termed very cold ; merely covering 
against frosts and cutting winds; in other words, be¬ 
ware of the evil termed “ drawing,” before explained. 
Nevertheless, as soon as the real blossom begins to 
unfold, by all means let the covering down every even¬ 
ing, and, indeed, use the same caution as a market- 
gardener does over his early Radish-beds—daily atten¬ 
tion to putting them to bed warm, as it is termed, or, in 
other words, coveriug-up whilst the sun is yet shining. 

This spring will require extra caution, and one point 
amongst the rest is, that early and attentive hand-pick¬ 
ing will be advisable the moment the setting is accom¬ 
plished. “ There are no gains without pains.” 

Robert Errington. 

MEETING OF THE LONDON HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY.—February ISth, 1853. 

The weather-glasses and thermometers show'ed this 

to be the coldest day experienced round London this 

winter; and, under glass, all sorts of plants are said to 

be soft and tender, and therefore more liable to be 

pinched with cold frosty winds than usual. This is a 

conclusive reason why the exhibition tables were not 

loaded to-day as we have had them hitherto all the 

winter. The company, too, w'ere not nearly so numerous 

as at the last few meetings, but there w'as a greater 

portion of ladies, and the lecture was as long as usual, 

and as interesting, without any appearance of “ spin¬ 

ning” against time ; so that we all passed a very agree¬ 
able hour. 

The next meeting of the Society will be on the 1st of 
March, and the time of meeting 3 p.m. On the follow¬ 
ing day, the 2nd of March, there will be a very inte¬ 
resting exhibition at the garden of the Society ; Mr. 
McGlashen, of Edinburgh, who has invented a machine 
for transplanting trees and shrubs, is to show ofl’ the 
wonderful appetite of this new gardener; and all the 
members of the Society (between 400U and 5000) may j 

go there free of admission fees, and I think they may 
introduce their friends also. ! 

The two lions of the meeting were perfectly new and . 
very handsome winter-flowering plants, sent by Mr. 
Glendinning—Boi/iera umcena and Oeissomeria auran- \ 
tiaca. This last has the luuidsomest leaves of all the I 

Acauthads, tlie order to which it belongs. They put j 

you in mind of the beautiful leaves of Barringtonia I 
upeciosd, or some very healthy, young, and full-sized i 
leaves of Magnolia grandijlora : and tlie flowers come ' 
at the top exactly as in Aphelandm, and very much in i 

that way. Without looking at the private mark, no one 
could tell it from a handsome Aphelandra; and by all ' 
accounts, and also from the look of the plant, it will i 
require tlie very same kind of treatment as Aphelandra I 

erhiata. It seems, likewise, to be as easy to manage. | 
I All the liogierae are very showy plants, and this | 
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nmoena has the flowers in heads very much like Pentas 
canted, or between that and the head of an Ixora. They 
tire also very free bloomers, and the flowers hold on a 
long time; the whole family are easy to grow, and the 
plants are highly deserving of e.'cteiided cultivation.:- 

'J’here were cut branches of Acacia dealbata, or ajfinis, 
or the Green Wattle iMimosa of the Australian diggings, 
loaded with golden flowei’s ; from a tree twenty feet high, 
which has stood out in the open air at Taunton for 
many years, and is one of the fastest growing trees of 
the whole order to which they belong. This handsome 
tree is often cut down to the ground in other ]ilaces by 
severe winters: but then it is so very easy to increase it 
from seeds, or cuttings, that the loss need hardly be felt. 
I once had a lot of seedlings of it, and planted one of 
them in a new, deep, rich bed, in a rock garden, and in 
thi-ee years it was eighteen feet high, and was loaded 
with flowers all the winter; but 1 could do no good with 
it, nor with any of the small-leaved section of the tribe, 
on chalky soil; while Acacia verticillata, and its kin¬ 
dred, did better on chalk than 1 ever saw them on other 
soils. The dealbala and verticillata breeds would 
always endure ton or twelve degrees of frost without I 
flinching. 

' There were two specimens of other Acacias, Unifolia 
I and ixyoplujlla, line bushy plants, in full bloom, from 

the garden of the Society; and some Camellias, which 
were terribly nipped by the cold winds on the journey, ^ 
although they travelled in a close-covered van ; also fine 
plants of Echeveria rosea and retiisa. The rosea has the 
habit of the old Crassula (Kalosanthes) cocciiiea, and, 
like it, blooms at the end of the shoots in conical heads i 

of deep rosy flowers. The succulent leaves are also of a 
reddish tint in winter. This Echeveria might be grown 
into a largo comjiact specimen, as they do the scarlet 
C'rajfsuZa for the June and July c,\hibitions; and there 
is not a plant in our Dictionary that would sull'er less 
from a month’s confinement in a drawing-room. Indeed, 
all the Echeverias are eminently useful for room plants 
in winter, and they are as liardy and as easy to grow 
and keep as a common Cactus. 

The Society has a very good variety of Fraiiciscca 
hijdranijcatformis, and its merit, explained to us in the ; 
lecture, is that it docs not die oil’ at the ends of the [ 
leaves, as all the others almost invariably do, under all 
kinds of treatment. 1 am rather surprised to see the I 
Society exhibiting jilants, like the present, under false 
names, when they offer medals for the correct naming , 
of plants. [ have shown long since, in The Cottage | 

Gardeneu, that there is no such name as Franciscea by 
law established, and the same is pointed out in the 
“Vegetable Kingdom,” our best authority in this 
country. ) 

The sweet-scented Rhijnchospennnm jasminoides, from 
China, was in the Society’s group, trained round sticks 
in a pot, but it was so frost-bitten that strangers could 
not see the value of it at all. We have had it often 
talked about in these pages as a good plant to train out 
against a wall, whore it will flower from Juno to August. 
In-doors it blooms in the spring; it will also stand the 

j heat of a stove, and the small white flowers are as sweet 
as anything. 

! There was a fine speciman of Epacris onosmwjlora in 
I the Society’s collection, with some other varieties of 
I these useful plants; and a largo bunch of cut flowers 

from the Hon. Mr. Strangways, among which were 

♦ The Rogiera ainmna can scarcely be distinguished from 72. Me- 
nerhmtiy a drawing of which is in the second volume of Paxton''s Flower 
Garden. They are both natives of Guatemala, and both are described 
by M. Planchon in his account of the penus in the Flore de Serres. A 
drawing of Rogiera aniGenn is in the first volume of Paxtoidn Flower 
Garden, and it will be found described in The Cottage Gardener's Dic¬ 
tionary as Rondeletia thyrsoidea, from which genus, with some other 
species, it is now separated. 7'he name of the new genus is in honour of 

I M. Hogier, one of the Belgian statesmen, who is a patron of gardening 
and farming.—Ed. C. G. 
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some fine hardy specimens of Helleborus, quite as good 
and more showy than even our old Christmas Rose 
(flelleborus niyer), H. oUimpiciim, is a nice blush flower, 
which any one may grow in a commoTi border; also a 
Russian species,with whitish-yellow flowers,very pretty; 
it is called Helleborus Ohamschapicum; and some others, 
all of which are winter or spring-flowering hardy her¬ 
baceous plants that every one ought to grow who has a 
garden. Very few gardeners pronounce the name Helle¬ 
borus right; they put the accent on the o, instead of the 
last e. 

Euphorbia meloformis was among the cut flowers. A i 
Cape plant, which, in Dorsetshire, stands out ttie winter 
close by the sea-side, forming a handsome evergreen 
bush, but the flowers are not of much account. 

Among Fruits, there was a very handsome Proridence 
Pine Apple, from Mr. Dodds, gardener to Colonel Baker, 
of Salebury. It weighed full nine pounds, and was very j 

regular in the pips. There were three beautiful bunches 
of Muscat of Alexandria Orapes, that would keep till 
Apiil, with ordinary justice; and Mr. 8now. gardener 
to Earl de Grey, sent a disli of six Dessert Pears, in 
excellent keeping; and wo were told that all these kind 
of pears were over some time since in tlie Loudon 
fruit-rooms. 

From Her AIa.jesty’s garden at Windsor we had a 
bundle of 100 Asjtaragns, weighing twelve pouuds ; the 
finest that ever was seen. 'L’hey were from beds that 
are heated by liot-water pipes; the plants planted out as 
in an open air bed, and each bod is forced every other 
year, and of all the forcing wo ever heard of, this is the 
most successful; and, what is better than all. everybody 
seems delighted to liear that the Queen wins a jirize ; 
and, when the meeting is over, they all flock to have a 
sight of Her Majesty's produce. 

There is auotlier feature at these meetings that I 
never told of yet; people from all jiarts of the country 
bring up pieces of new or very rare plants to get the 
right names of them, and if there is no nurseryman or 
gardener there who happens to know such things, tlie 
lecturer is appealed to without ceremony, and the thing 
is soon settled. On this occasion, a friend of mine had 
a handful of Stauntonia latifolia, an Asiatic hardy 
evergreen climber, which grows as fast as a Hop. Tliis 
now plant has not been mentioned in The Cottage 

Gakdenee yet, but I had it in my eye for sometime, 
froin seeing it at Mr. Jackson’s nursery, and from being 
everybody’s plant. It is as useful as the Ivy for cover¬ 
ing trees; and it will cover as much in four years as 
the Ivy does in ten. The green is as deep and rich as 
that of Ivy ; but Stauntonia does not cling to anything, 
like the Ivy and Virginian Creejier, nor with clasps like 
the Grape Vino and Passion Flower. It must be led 
for awliile at first, and as it gets strong it will twine 
itself to any support. The whole plant is quite smooth ; 
the leaves without stipules. They come in threes, like 
some huge Kennedya, and each of them is of the size of 
a Sweet Bay leaf, and deep green all the year round. 
The flowers are not much better than those of the Ivy. 
The fruit is a kind of lougish berry, not good to eat, but 
harmless. It seems to be as hardy as we want any 
plant to be for this climate. Wlioever wants a Iniud- 
some, hardy, evergreen, fast-growing, strong climber, 
this is one of the very best and newest of that class. 

The next to it, and belonging to tlie same group, is 
Lardizabala triternata, a Chilian climber, whicli is not, 
perhaps, quite so hardy as Stauntonia latifolia. The i 

genus was named by Decandolle, and, I believe, after 
Sir George Staunton. The natural order to which it 
belongs is called Lardizabalads, a hard name given by ! 
Deoaisne, in IKJV, and since adopted by Eiidlicher, j 

Bindley, and other first-rate dealers in hard names. 
Kadsurads and Menispermads are very nearly related to 
these Lardizabalads. \ 
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I According to Dr. Siebold, the country people of Japan 
j eat the fruit of another called hexaphylla, as 
1 ours do the hramhle-herries, on account of their sweetish 

watery taste, and the juice is one of their domestic me¬ 
dicines for sore eyes. I never saw this plant till tlie 
winter of 1851 and 1852, when I found a large old plant 
of it growing over every thing that was near it, in one 
of the coldest places in Surrey, Kingston Hill, where 
Mr. Jackson has his principal stock of the more hardy 
trees and shruhs. This plant was one of the first seed¬ 
lings which Mr. Jackson reared. There is a nice plant 
of it in one of the college gardens at Oxford, and I saw 
two plants of it set against two large handsome ash 
trees in the new garden of Mr. Sturgeon, the great 
breeder of Shanghae Fowls, whose celebrated stock I 
had a longing desire to see, and, if I am not mistaken, 
his new garden will soon be as unique and celebrated as 
his “ Imperial Buffs” and “Cinnamons.” At all events, 
he has been taking a leaf or two out of our Cottage 

Gardener, for I saw that these Staxintonius were 
planted on the tar-barrel-system, the only mode by 
which we can get climbers established against full 
grown trees, or in front of plantations. 

To make the best of a tree, or ruin, covered with ivy, 
or any evergreen climber, such as the one now under 
review, there ought to be a Clematis montana and a Vir¬ 
ginian creeper (Ampelopsis AeJrraamj planted, to run 
up over the Ivy, but not to allow them to cover it all 
over. The Clematis, after reaching the top, would hang 
down in long wreaths of snow-white blossom to the 
ground in the month of May, and in the autumn the 
purplish-scarlet tinge from the fading leaves of the 
“ creej)er” would be no less beautiful, nor less in contrast 
to the deep gi-een below it. 

But to return to the meeting of the Society. In the 
absence of winter Lettuce, except two samples of every¬ 
day-looks, we had a Lettuce bell-glass from Paris, one of 
the very best things of the kind I ever saw; it was about 
eighteen inches across the opening, and as much in 
height, and the exact shape of a bell, with the glass 
quite thick, and bright enough for a cottage window, 
.these bell-glasses are in use by the thousands all round 
Paris, where they cost only 7|^d. a piece, and there 
is no reason why we should not have them here just as 
cheap and good, only that they are not dear enough to 
render them fashionable. 

There was another contrivance, by Mr. Cuthill, for 
heating small greenhouses and other rooms by means of 
gas. Ihisinay be described as like a system of hot-water 
pipes, two inches in diameter, running, not from a boiler, 
as in the hot-water-plan, but from an iron night-cap, for 
that is exactly the shape of the thing. A hundred jets 
of gas, or more, or less of them, might be arranged in 
circles, one within the other, so as to get a great blaze 
in a very small compass; then, by placing the iron night¬ 
cap over the burners, the heat is carried away along the 
pipes through a socket-joint at the top of the cap, where 
the top-knot ought to be. There is a door at the bottom 
of this iron cap by which air is admitted, or kept out, at 
the will of the attendant. It was told us, that all tlie 
contrivances that have been hitherto tried for heating 
greenhouses with gas failed from the impossibility of 
securing the joints, so as to be gas-proof, but Mr. 
Cuthill, the inventor of this plan, says a composition of 
white and red lead will effectually jirevent the escape of 
gas at the joints of this aparatus. I never had any ex¬ 
perience in this way of heating, but I can see quite 
clearly, that if there is no other objection to heating by 
gas thaii that of its escaping by the joints, and so con¬ 
taminating or poisoning the air for plants, that can be 
as effectually prevented as leakage by hot-water, and 
when a system of iron-pipes for heating a building is on i 
the hermetically sealed principle like this, the heat 
given off, or radiating from the iron surface, is equally I 

safe for plants, whether the heat be circulated by water, | 
oil, gas, or any other medium.* D. Beaton. ! 

PRESERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Conlinued from page 085.) | 

LIST OF SUITABLE PLANTS. i 

Ceanotiius.—A large genus of very handsome, gene- ' 
rally blue-flowering, shrubs. Though the flowers are I 

individually small, yet they are produced in such pro¬ 
fusion that they are very showy in a mass. Mr. Hartweg 
found several species in California, and these have 
proved quite hardy against walls. There are some fine 
specimens of these growing in the Chiswick Gardens, 
on the walls there, and some even in the open borders. 
I saw, also, some fine specimens growing against an 
east wall in the gardens belonging to A. F. Slade, Esq., 
at Kinmell House, near North Cray, in Kent. There 
they had reached the top of the wall, and had never had 
any protection excepting what the wall afforded. This 
proves that they are very suitable for preservative walls, 
whether they are protected or not. I shall select a few 
of the best, including some that are rather tender, and 
will require protection in the northern parts of the 
empire. 

C. AZUREUs.—This is the old well-known species, a 
native of Mexico, requiring a slight protection. 

C. cuNEATUs, or wedge-shaped, referring to the leaves. 
—Blue-flowered; native of California. 

C. iNTEGERRi.MA (Intire-leaved).—A handsome species, 
with bright foliage, and blue flowers, from California. 

C. Nepaulensis.—This has yellow flowers, and re¬ 
quires protection. 

C. PAPiLLosus (Pimpled).—The leaves are covered 
with warty pimples. The heads of flowers have long 
foot-stalks, which I'enders them more conspicuous. I 
consider this the finest species of the whole genus. It 
is a native of California, with pale blue flowers. 

C. RiGiDus (Stiff). — Though of a rigid habit, this 
species sends forth long straight shoots, which may be 
easily trained against the wall. The flowers are nearly 
sessile—that is, without stalks—and are produced thickly 
all over the young branches. It is a native of Cali¬ 
fornia, and very handsome when in bloom. 

C. sANGUiNEA (Crimson-stalked).—This is from the 
banks of the Missouri, and has white flowers. Its chief 
beauty consists in its beautifully-coloured young shoots. 

CoRONiLLA GLAucA (Milky-green) —This old inhabitant 
of our greenhouses is very suitable to plant against a 
wall of this description. When planted out it grows 
freely, and flowers abundantly through the winter. 
There is a variety with variegated leaves, which is 
curious, and well worthy of cultivation even in pots. 
Glass covering, without heat, will be sufficient protection. 

Correa alba and speciosa are hardy enough to grow 
against a preservative wall, if covered with glass, even 
without heat. 

Cytisusfilipes (Thread-stemmed) —An elegant plant, 
with numerous white flowers. Requires protection from 
frost. 

Daphne indica rubra and alba are both evergreen 
shrubs, sufficiently hardy for the preservatory. The 
flowers have a strong agreeable perfume, scenting the 
air of a whole house when in blossom. They flower in 
winter, which renders them particularly desirable. Re¬ 
quires the protection of glass and a heated wall. Soil, 
peat and loam in equal parts. 

Diplacus puniceus (Scarlet).—A handsome free-flow¬ 
ering shrub, requiring a slight protection. 

* tVe have received a plan from some gentlemen at Tiverton, iirecisely 
similar to the above. It has been some time in operation, and answers 
perfectly. We shall publish a drawing of it next week.—Ed. C. G, 
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I Dryandra.—See Banlcsia. The same remarks on the 
' fitness of Ranksias for a preservative wall applies to 
i this allied genus. Any of the species are desirable for 
, the purpose, but the best are D. Jlorihimda, D. fonnosa, 

and D. tenuifolvt. 
' EdwardsiA GRANDiFi.oRA, a line shrub from New Zea¬ 

land, with large yellow flowers. 
E. jiicROPiiYi.i.A (Small-leaved).—Both these plants 

■ are sufficiently hardy to grow agninst a plant wall, with- 
! out heat, if sheltered in severe winters by a covering of 

glass, or even if covered with a common garden mat. 
In the south they do not require even that protection. 

Enkyanthus qui.vqueflorus and E. reticoi.atus.— 

Two line evergreen shrubs, with bunches of pinkish 
flowers, something like the flowers of an Arbutus. In 
pots they grow straggling and unsightly, but planted 
against a wall, and protected from severe frost, they 
form handsome objects. 

Erioisotrya japonica (Loqudt Tree).—This tree has 
been considered to require the greenhouse to cultivate 
it in. It is a fruit tree, and the fruit is much esteemed 
by the Japanese. Planted against a wall it is sufficiently 
hardy to bear our ordinary winters. I saw it in fruit in 
the gardens at Welbeck, two years ago, growing in a 
cold greenhouse without heat. I also have observed a 
tree of it growing in the open border in a garden at 
Chapeltown, near Leeds, in Yorkshire, where it had 
existed since the time that garden was owned by the 
late R. A. Salisbury, Esq., though it had never fruited. 
Planted in a preservatory it would thrive well, and its 
noble leaves and line appearance would be very attrac¬ 
tive. It would most likely fruit there, especially if it 
was grafted upon the Quince stock. 

Erythrina crist.a-galli (Cock’s-comb E.).—Though 
not strictly a plant for a wall, on account of its losing 
its shoots annually, yet this fine flower might he planted 
between two tall growing plants, and would fill up the 
space between them with good effect when growing and 
flowering. I have seen it growing in the open border, 
in front of a vinery, in the gardens of R. Harrison, Esq., 
at Aighburth, near Liverpool, where it was treated ex¬ 
actly like the Fuchsia; that is, the shoots were cut 
down, and the stumps protected by a covering of old 
tan. It had stood there for several years, and flowered 
abundantly every summer. 

j Escallonta machantha (Large-flowered E.). — The 
best of the tribe, and a fine plant it is. Nearly hardy, 

I but in the north it will require the protection of a pre¬ 
servative wall. In Messrs. Yeitch’s Nursery, at Exeter, 
it blooms freely without any protection; but the climate 
there is so mild. If there was plenty of space, other 
species of this genus might be grown in such a position, 
especially E. grandiflora and E. organensc. 

Eucalyptus.—The Gum trees of New Holland. Whore 
the wall is lofty, and there is plenty of room, these 
plants would make a line appearance, chiefly by means 
of their very fine silvery leaves. The blooms are not 
showy. 

Fousythia viridtssima (Greenest F.).—This is one of 
Mr. l^'ortune’s plants, sent by him from the North of 
China. The flowers are of a bright lively yellow, and 
appear on the previous year's shoots before tbe leaves 
grow. Flowering in the winter months, it is very desir¬ 
able. Requires the protection of a glass-covcred-wall, in 
order to produce its flowers in perfection. 

T. Appleby. 

('To be continued.) 

THE PELARGONIUM. 

{Continuedfrom page 40,5.) 

Ix my last papers on these splendidly flowering plants, 
I gave full directions how to propagate them by seed to 

raise new varieties, and by cuttings to preserve these 
varieties when raised. I shall now add a few lines on 
grafting, which is sometimes done for the sake of having 
two or more varieties on one stem, and this mode may 
also bo useful for such kinds as may be difficult to in¬ 
crease any other way, more especially some of the so- 
called Cape species. 

In the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, there 
may be seen considerable numbers of Pelargoniums 
grown in the pyramidal form, that is, with an upright 
stem in the centre, clothed with brandies on every side, 
the largest and longest at the bottom, close to tbe pot, 
and gradually shorter all the way up the stem. Now, 
when I saw these plants grown in that style, the thought 
struck me that such plants were well adapted for the 
purpose of being grafted with several varieties, and 
would then be exceedingly interesting. Such growers 
as may choose to adopt this mode should first grow a 
plant or plants to form a pyramid, and then graft any 
varieties they may choose upon them : or, if they do not 
adopt that mode, they may be grafted upon a jilant 
grown in the usual bush fashion. The principal point 
to attend to is to graft upon any one plant such varieties 
as have similar habits of growth. For instance, it 
would not answer to graft a small-leaved weak-growing 
fancy Geranium on one branch, and a broad-leaved 
strong-growing kind of the ordinary varieties on the 
same plant, because, as may be easily conceived, the 
strong-grower would soon out-grow the weaker one. 
When it is determined, then, to graft any, place all weak 
varieties on a plant of similar habits, and strong-growers 
upon a vigorous-growing variety. Place the plants 
intended for grafting in a house a few degrees warmer 
than the greenhouse, and as soon as a free-growth is 
visible, then choose the scions or grafts from plants in 
the ordinary greenhouse. The bottom part of each graft 
should be half-ripened, and ns near as possible of the 
same diameter as the branch of the stock. 

The best mode of grafting is that known by the teinn 
cleft-grafting. It is done thus:—The stock is cut direct 
across, (juite clean and smooth ; the knife is theTi passed 
through the stem downward, about onc-and-a-half inches. 
'I'he graft is then made in the sha.pe of a wedge, with a 
knife so sharp that the bark on each side is not torn or 
jagged. The slit in the stock must then be opened with 
the point of a knife, and the scion put into it, fitting 
tbe bai'k exactly to the bark of the stock; then tie it 
with some thick worsted, twine, or common soft Ijass- 
mat, firm enough to keep the graft in its place. Place 
these grafted plants in a shady part of tbe warm house, 
and syringe them every evening and morning; they 
will soon unite and grow, and siiould then be removed 
into the greenhouse, and stopped to make them busby. 

The best season for this operation is the month of 
April, though it may be performed at any time during 
the summer; but if done early, they will flower well tbe 
next year. j 

Varieties that are difficult to propagate by cuttings ! 
may be increased by grafting easily. These should be • 
grafted upon small young ]ilants, or oven upon strong I 

roots potted at the time, and placed in a gentle hot- ! 
bed till the grafts grow, removing them then into the i 

greenhouse, and treating them the same as the rest that ; 
were increased by cuttings. This cleft-grafting is supe- ! 
rior to any other method, because the grafts take full | 
possession of the stock, and are then less liable to be i 
broken off or displaced. 

Summer Treatmicnt.—This season I suppose to ; 
commence iri iMai'ch. I shall take it for granted j 
that the stock of young plants are healthy, low, bushy j 
jilants, in u.V-inch pots. Now, to form a fine specimen, , 
such as wo see at the Regent's Park and Chiswick j 
Exhibitions, a plant in March should have, at least, five I 

branches, and plenty of fine dark-green foliage; the i 
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branches should be all near home, and equal in strength. 
The pot will be full of healthy roots, and it will be 

j necessary, about the middle of that month, to give it a 
shift into a larger pot, for the purpose of growing it on 
through the summer. That year it must not be expected 

. to make much show; it should not be allowed to dower 
I much, only just sufficient to prove the variety. 

Previous to potting, the Soil to grow it in must be 
considered and provided. Procure a sufficient quantity 
of the grassy part of old upland pasture, not too heavy, 

! nor too light. The former may be improved by a liberal 
1 addition of river sand; but the latter cannot be )uended 
I by any other way than adding strong loam to it. Cart 

it home, and lay it up in a long ridge, from two feet to 
I two-aud-a-half feet thick, with a base a yard across. Let 
! it be well chopped, and laid up neatly. Turn it over 

about four times during the year, keeping it clear of 
weeds, especially such annual weeds as groundsell and 
duckweed, which are great exhausters of the soil, and 
seed so freely that the pots will always be full of them. 
This implies that not only the heap itself should be kept 
clear of weeds, but also the compost-yard and ground in 
the neighbourhood. This soil, in one year, will be in 
fine order. The decomposed turf, and the exposure to 
the atmosphere, will generally have enriched the soil 
quite sufficient to grow Pelargoniums; but should it 
appear of a poor quality, add a small portion of well- 
decomposed dung—decomposed so much as to have a 
powdery appearance. Be careful not to make the soil 
too rich, for then the plants will have too much foliage, 
even to hiding the blooms. In nine cases out of ten 
the decomposed turf will be quite rich enough. 

Having the soil in proper condition, place as much as 
is required in a place where it will become moderately 
dry, and aired, as it were, so that it will not give the 
roots a check by being too cold and wet. 

The soil being duly prepared, then look out for pots 
and drainage. Have these in good clean condition. 
The plants to be potted having passed through the 
winter in 5J--inch pots, bring a few at a time to the 
potting bench; turn one out of the pot, remove 
the old drainage carefully, without injuring the young 
and tender roots; loosen them out of the soil as much 
as possible, without disarranging the ball too much. 
Shift them into 7-inch pots, and whilst they are in 
hand stop each shoot, and tie them out; that is S2)read 
the branches out on every side, leaving the centre open. 
This may be done either with short sticks, one to each 
branch; or by having a strong piece of twine tied round 
the pot just under the rim, and a piece of bass mat tied 
round each shoot, and brought down, and tied to the 
twine round the pot. The latter is the neatest mode, 
and dispenses with the always unsightly use of a host 
of sticks. So proceed with each plant until all are 
finished; then give a good watering, and replace them in 
the house. The kind of house best adapted for their 
culture will be our next consideration. T. Appleby. 

(To he continued.) 

RESTORING AN OLD GARDEN. 

A CORRESPONDENT whose case, no doubt, resembles 
many others, has asked advice on the subject of renew¬ 
ing an old garden that has lately been much neglected, 
while, at the same time, he prudently disclaims all in¬ 
tention of incurring any serious expense in the process. 
Now, though it would be something worse than folly to 
say that such an alteration will not involve a consider¬ 
able outlay, yet by going “ the right way to work,” the 
expenses will be very much curtailed. 

Old gardens, if composed of a good soil, are generally 
preferable to entirely new ones, because, however bad the 
previous management may have been, there is usually “ a 

something” remaining that is useful; a few of the small i 

fruits, &c., are sure to come in handy while the newly- I 

planted ones are coming on; besides which, such per¬ 
manent crops as Asparagus, Sea-kale, Globe Artichokes, 
and several other things, cannot always be reared into a 
profitable condition the first season; it therefore is ad¬ 
visable, in many cases, to let these standard crops remain 
until their successors be so far advanced as to take their 
places. This, of course, will depend on circumstances; 
but in the renewing of an old garden it is very good 
practice to disregard present appearances when there is 
a prospect of benefiting the future arrangement. Keeping 
this object in view, we, therefore, advise those coming 
into possession of such a garden to look round and see 
what alterations can, with advantage, bo made; and one 
of the first considerations is,—What can be done with the 
walks !■ Can they be altered to advantage or not ? The 
walls and other fences we shall suppose to have been 
attended to. The next thing is to ascertain if it requires 
draining, and if so, do it effectually. Pipes, tanks, or , 
wells, for the supply of water, must also be attended to, 
and either put in order or made afresh; and, in fact, ' 
every thing must be done that can be done consistently | 
with other things to render it as complete as possible, and j 

lessen labour and trouble at a future day. This having I 
been done, and similar jobs connected with its internal 
affairs all put straight, it will then be time to look to the 
ground, and see what can be done to improve that in 
the way most suitable to obtain the best return for the 
outlay incurred. 

In the first case, as we have said, it will bo prudent to 
alter the walks if they require it; and at the same time 
plant thin edgings; although, for a small suburban 
garden, stone or brick edging would, doubtless, be pre¬ 
ferred ; but in most country gardens box is used, and 
certainly it is the best live edging we have. This being 
done, the bottom of the walk may be laid with such 
loose stones, brick-bats, or other rubble, as comes first to j 

hand; and very often such materials are found in the | 
course of operations going on, or, it may be, an old J 
walk may furnish them. 

We may observe, that walks within six feet of a wall, 
against which trees are planted, had better not be ex-, 
cavated too deep; about six inches is plenty of material 
for most walks where the ground is not very moist. The ; 
gravel for the top will, of course, depend on what the 
neighbourhood furnishes; but while heavy wheeling ; 
work is going on it is better not to finish them, leaving ; 
that to be done later in the season. We have not said ^ 
anything of the width of walks, because that and then- 
directions can only be determined by the circumstances 
of the case; but we may observe, that we would rather 
have one good wide walk than two narrow ones; any- i 
thing less than four feet is certainly objectionable in 
any but the gardens of the cottager; above that we 
leave the limit with the proprietor. We have been 
thus prolix on walks, because they form a very import¬ 
ant feature in all gardens, and in none more than that 
of the amateur, be his residence rural or suburban. 

As it is reasonable to suppose that such a garden is to 
be rendered as productive as possible, rows of trained ; 
trees may be grown on espaliers on both sides of any ] 
central walk, and on the inner side of those running i 

parallel with the walls. These trees may be either 
Apple or Pear; stone fruit rarely answers so well: the 
inability to train-in such large quantities of young 
wood every year on such fastenings as most of trellises , 
are composed of, renders it inconvenient growing fruit 
of this class on ordinary trellis, but Apple and Pear may 
be trained in any way that fancy may dictate. Very ; 
often the interior walks are arched over by a frame-work ' 
of some kind, cm which these fruits are grown with 
advantage and economy. In other cases they may be 
ordinary perpendicular ones, not to exceed five or six ^ 
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feet high, and may be either of wood or iron, as taste 
and other circumstances dictate, 

j When a trellis does not margin a walk, it is usual to 
, plant a row of Currant or Gooseberry bushes instead; 

these, by being planted about five feet apart and three 
feet from the edging, will give scope for here and there a 
small low-flowering plant being introduced between ; but 
a much better flower-border will be formed by planting 
them further back, and allowing some three or four feet 
for a border for mixed plants. If this mode of planting 

. out small fruits be carried out to any extent, less space 
I will be wanted for those in the interior; but usually 
! their fruits occupy about one-sixth of the whole ground ; 
I and if a similar portion be devoted to Straicherries 
^ and Raspberries one-third of the ground will be fully 
; occupied. Mr. Errington has so often explained the 
! best mode of dealing with them, that any remarks 
’ here are superfluous. However, apart from these fruits, 
I there are other permanent vegetable crops requiring 
I attention, and foremost amongst them is Asparagus, 
■ which, by its importance, deserves one of the best 
' places in the garden; and the amateur would do well 
: to give it all the indulgence compatible with his 
I means. This crop may occupy something like one- 
: twelfth of the whole; and if to that we add a similar 
' space for Sett-kale, Rhubarb, Artichokes, and Horse¬ 

radish, then full one-half of the whole ground is occupied 
in permanent crops, leaving the other part for routine 
cropping in vegetables. Now, though we have stated 
the above proportions to be what we have in numerous 
instances seen, yet cases may arise in which a particular 
kind of vegetable or fruit may be more in demand than 
usual, when a greater breadth than is stated above may 
be planted accordingly; this, of course, must be deter¬ 
mined on the spot, as well as the relative position of 

j each; only we may advise that Sea-kale, Rhubarb, and 
Horse-radish, be planted on some outside place, if there 
be such, as they arc generally disorderly crops at one 
time of the year or other. 

In the disposal of the other croppitig the amateur 
will have little difiiculty, because the arrangement of 
the permanent things determine the features of the 
garden, and renders the others mere subsidiary objects ; 
but some little care ought to be taken to apportion to 
each that amount of space, and no more, which its 
importance deserves ; and if to that we add that Onions 
and Celery ought to have the best places. Herbs and 
winter crops the driest, and summer Lettuce and Cauli¬ 
flower the dampest, we have given a brief outline to 
our meaning, and enabled the cultivator to crop accord¬ 
ingly. Of the treatment which each ouglit to have we 
shall say a something hereafter; in the meantime, the 

( preparation of the ground for cropping, with the other 
routine work, will afford him plenty to do for some time 
to come; but the difficulties in the way of his succeeding 

j in the culture of most of our common fruits and vege¬ 
tables is much increased or diminished in proportion as 
the wants or taste of the party may determine. 

The above notes will, in a measure, reach the in¬ 
quiries of a correspondent, “ R. H. G.,” who has lately 
come into possession of an old neglected garden, but 
which, he says, contains many good natural points; and 
as he purposes going rather spiritedly to work, we advise 

, him to obtain his fruit-trees, &c., from some respectable 
nurseryman, rather than incur the trouble and loss of 
time in grafting them; but, if he prefers the latter course, 
from a wish to gratify a laudable curiosity, he may ob¬ 
tain his stocks from a nurseiyman, who will also in¬ 
form him what kinds are best fitted for the district he 
resides in. This remark bears more especially on fruits, 
for each locality has its own peculiar kinds, while 
others do not always flourish there. Witness the fine 
samples of Hawthorden Apples that are seen in Covent 
Garden Market early in the autumn, which we know some 
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of the best apple-growing districts will not produce ; but * 
there are spots which do ; while it would be vain in 
the midland counties fruit-grower competing with the 
Kentish one in the growth of Filberts, although the 
former may, as we have seen, heat in the matter of the 
common kitchen Apples. Now, our correspondent 
cannot do better than take a leaf out of the book of 
his neighbours, and select his common fruits from 
amongst the best of those which the experience of 
others has proved best adapted to the neighbourhood. 
Vegetables are, to a certain extent, subject to the same ' 
rule, in regard to the soil suiting certain things better than 
it does others, but the varieties of each kind had better 
be changed betimes; this, however, is an easy matter, 
and, in fact, is often done without the will of the 
cultivator, by having seeds from a distance ; but 
as we jiropose to give a list of the best kinds of vege¬ 
tables, we only urge on our correspondent to prepare his 
ground in the best possible manner, and, in so doing, i 
not to disdain taking the advice of the labourer who j 
does it; for be assured that, although he may be a ' 
stranger to the alphabet, yet his knowledge of the capa- j 
bilities of the soil, and the best way and time to work 
it, will place his opinion, and still more his practice 
(prejudiced as they both may be), in a higher position 
than that of the most eminent horticultural chemist of 
the day, in so far as regards the cultivation of produce 
common to the district wherein he lives. But more of 
this anon. J. Robson. 

POULTRY PRIZES OE OUR AGRICULTURAL 

SOCIETIES. 

The Royal Agricultural Society of England has appro¬ 
priated illOO for poultry prizes at its ensuing Gloucester 
meeting. The central position of that city, in the vicinity of 
Cheltenham, and within an easy distance of Birmingham, 
will probably bring together a large collection of fowls. We 
trust, therefore, that very careful consideration may be 
given to the system and classificatioit on which the awards 
may be assigned. 

Whatever may be said in anticipation of the, Glou¬ 
cester meeting, will equally apply to that of the South 
Western Counties Agricultural Association, which is 
announced for Plymouth. 

On both these occasions, poultry will be exhibited as an 
adjunct,—as a class not contemplated at the outset of the 
Societies. We should be prepared, therefore, for some 
difficulties, but may fairly expect that every etfort will be 
made to smooth them away by the avoidance of that 
confusion in tlie arrangement which proved so detrimental 
to success, both at Lewes and Taunton, in the past year. 

All who from any motives are interested in poultry- 
matters, must feel obliged to these influential bodies for the 
patronage they have thus extended to the feathered in¬ 
mates of our farm-yard. 

So long as the principle of strictly maintaining the utili¬ 
tarian characters of all poultry exhibitions is fully acted on, it 
will ensure public support. And though the time will come, 
the sooner, perhaps, the better, when extraordinary prices 
will be no longer realised, it will have happened from the 
fact that flrst-rate birds of the different breeds, have been 
widely disseminated ; and have passed from the possession 
of the few to that of the many. The supply, in fact, will 
then equal the demand. 

Some time, however, must elapse before this happens, 
and we have no fears, that whoever may now determine on 
becoming the owner of a good stock to commence with, 
paying for them accordingly, and looking to eggs or chickens 
for the partial repayment of his capital, will, as yet, suffer 
by his investment. 

Poultry shows have done, and will still do good service, 
both to exhibitors and the public generally. The fonner 
have been thereby encouraged in their efforts to obtain the 
best and purest breeds, and the opportunity of comparison, 
and the introduction of the best strains of fresh blood has 
also been thus afforded them. 
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, Nor have the public been neglected:—to say nothing of 
' those, who, thus instigated by the external beauties of form 
I and plumage there presented to their astonished vision, have 
I zealously enlisted in our ranks : — The poulU-y-consuming 
[ classes, no unimportant fraction of the community, find 
I that their money goes further, and obtains a better article 

than in days of yore. 
More than one of the meetings which will take place at 

I the close of the present year are likely to include “ duad 
I pouUrij " in their prize lists. Now, this would unquestionably 

be most appropriate, ‘ at both Gloucester and I’lymouth; 
though, hapljq from the season of the year, July, at which 
they are likely to be held, it may not be found feasible. 

This bond fide assurance of our earnestness to consider 
the edible wants of the nation should carry us unscathed 
through many a good-natured joke on “extravagant 
manias,” and “ absurd enthusiasm,” provided always the 
specimens prove not merely of aldermanic proportions, but 
with corresponding properties of acknowledged excellence. 

However this may be, on one point we may venture to 
express an earnest hope, that the council of the Royal 
Agricultural Society will not another year so summarily 
abridge the different classes. Let us trust, for instance, that 
we shall see no ''Asiatic class” rivalling in confusion 
“ the great Asiatic mystery” of the author of ‘ Tancred,’—with 
Shanghaes, Brahma Pootras, Bantams, Silk Fowls, Malays, 
ct id genus omne, huddled indiscriminately together. 

From the expression, "fanner's jioiiltry," to which it is 
announced that premiums will be awarded, we should pre¬ 
sume that it is in contemplation to draw a bold line of de¬ 
marcation between such birds as are to be considered valu¬ 
able in an economical point of view, and such as are dis¬ 
tinguished for appearance only. 

The result of tlie Lewes show rendered some such step 
inevitable; and though the task is not to be coveted, we have 
reason to believe that those to whom it is likely to be en¬ 
trusted are as equal to the work as any men in England. 
If our surmises be correct, we wish them well through it, 
though, probably, when their programme is announced, 
however excellent, both generally and in detail, some more 
earnest support than kind wishes may very possibly be 
needed. 

The Shnnghac, whatever questions are now at issue re¬ 
specting his merits as a farmer’s bird, must have his place, 
even if no higher ground were taken than the necessity of 
a more careful enquiry into his alleged merits than be has 
yet obtained. 

Dorkings, grey and white, will of course receive ample en¬ 
couragement ; and no one will question the wisdom and good 
policy of liberality to this class, which, provided we could 
gain greater constitutional strength, would bear compaiisou 
with any in those points of excellence with which the 
farmer is mainly concerned. 

Many persons are, indeed, sanguine as to the good results 
to be obtained by perseverance in judicious crossing, by 
which we might aim at attaining in one bird the weight and 
plumpness of the Dorking, the early maturity and hardihood 
of the Shanghae, and the laying properties of the Spanish 
and Hamburghs. The case of the short-horn cattle and 
the improved Essex pigs are quoted as cases in point, and 
we would not be thought to discourage such praiseworthy 
attempts when we say that our own past experience, with 
that of our friends, has not hitherto induced us to lay much 

' stress on the advantages to be gained by crossing the 
breeds of fowls as yet known to us. 'We have not had in our 

: own possession any of the Scotch Dorkings, as they are 
called, and which, we are told, are free from those traces of 
constitutional debility so generally apparent in their speckled 
and white relations. The birds shown to us under this 
name appear to have had an infusion of black-breasted red- 
game blood, which would, of course, tend materially to 
remedy the defect hitherto complained of; but how far their 
jirogeny may retain this character we should hesitate to 
pronounce upon, since cross-bred fowls have invariably been 
found by us to revert quickly to the habits and character of 
oni; or other of the original parents. 

From the high enconiums passed on the Pencilled Ham- 
biirghs as layers, we should expect to see them included in 
the list of farm-yard poultry ; the exclusion, therefore, of 

I Spanish, which undoubtedly lay an equal number and a 

heavier weight of eggs in the course of the year, and 
usually, moreover, at a season when better prices are attain¬ 
able, would be difficult. 

Nor, on the same ground, would general assent be given 
to the closing of the lists against the Spangled Hamburghs, 
and the Polands, both of which we have found equally good 
as layers with the Pencilled Hamburghs. The Polands espo 
cially, from their excellence as table fowls, would deserve 
a fair trial, though considered as delicate in constitution. 

When we come to Game fowls, the difficulty seems on the 
increase, for this race abready constitutes a considerable 

! portion of feathered live stock of many a farm-yard; and 
I their owners, therefore, would naturally look aghast at 

finding them banished from the catalogue of agricultural 
poultry—not but that we must admit that, however beau 
tiful in appearance, and excellent as sitters and nurses, few 

^ birds have less claim for favourable consideration in a 
i strictly economical point of view. 
I As regards Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks, present arrange- 
; ments would require little, if any, alteration; but we would 
' plead for the admission of Pigeons, which we conceive are 

no less generally a portion of farm-yard stock than they are 
confessedly in need of improvement. The introduction of 

i some larger breeds might render the dovecot a far more ■ 
j lucr.ative matter than it can be now considered. But it is 
I far from our wish to create difficulties, or raise objections 
I to the course apparently indicated by the terms in which ! 

the Royal Agricultural Society has announced its intention [ 
of appropriating TTOO to prizes for poultry at its ensuing 
Gloucester meeting. The more difficult and thankless a 
task awaits those to whom has been enti’usted the drawing 
up of the prize list on that occasion, so much the greater- 
claim will they have both on the forbearance and co-opera¬ 
tion of poultry-keepers in general. 

A lure will then have to be dr-awn, of which few of those 
who entertain strong opinions oir the peculiar merits of 
their own stock will at fir-st be disposed to approve, however 
open to conviction when the questiorr has once been fairly 
tested. 

At the risk of being charged with repetition, we must yet 
refer- to one or two points which have occurred to us as 
likely to influence the success of this as of all other- exhi¬ 
bitions of poultry; at any rate, they deserve full consi¬ 
deration at the present time, before the arrangements have ' 
been finally decided on. j 

Would it rrot be prrrdeut to put an end to all future dis¬ 
cussions as to the issue of catalogues, by enforcing, in every 
case, a rigid rrrle, that none should leave the printer's hands 
till the awards are announced ! In many matters it is easier 
to avoid the most trivial grounds of complaint than to 
explain theirr afterwards. 

Another regulation that we worrld see put in force is, that 
beyond the assistants to the judges, to be selected from 
persoirs who carr fully be relied on, and those who are 
employed to feed the birds, no one should be pernutted to be 
present while the judges are at work. Mirch cavilling and 
discontent has arisen from the garbled statements of persons 
then in the room—remarks often imperfectly heard, con¬ 
stantly misunderstood, and, nine times out of ten, repeated 
abroad with much exaggeration. 

A better system of feeding will be acknowledged by all as 
now required; and we need not add our opinion in favour 
of a linutaliun of the period dm-iug which the poulti-y are 
now often kept hi their pens. 

This leads us to consider how far Messrs. .Tessop’s recom¬ 
mendation for exhibiting in baskets may bo deserving of 
adaptation. We presume its advocates would rest their 
ease principally on two points—the avoidance of mistakes 
in transferring birds from their travelling abode to the 
e.xhibition pen: and the economy to the society in not 
having to provide the latter. As regards the first, we 
cannot but think that ordinary attention to the regulations 
and numbers of the pens, as given on the card sent witli 
the hamper, would be amply sufficient to avoiil such errors 
on the part of attendants. At any rate, competent per¬ 
sons might easily be found to whose hands this work 
might safely be entrusted. As to the argument of eco¬ 
nomy to the society by its not being called upon to provide 
the usual pens ; we might answer, that such pens are now 
usually the property of the society, and are ready for use at 
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a trifling cost for their erection; but, to take the case of 
societies not already in possession of pens, wo should still 
regard that outlay as advisable, not merely as regard to tlia 

' far superior position in which the birds will be placed for 
exhibition, wlierever light wire-net is substituted for wicker- 

I work, but even with respect to the ultimate economy of ex¬ 
hibitors themselves. For it cannot be denied, that baskets 
of sufficiently light construction to admit a fair view of their 
inmates, will be but fragile receptacles for any lengthened 
journey, and the tender handling of railway porters. The 

I first outlay will, therefore, be probably found the best eco¬ 
nomy to both parties concerned. 

I Another matter will demand careful investigation, and 
that is the most convenient place for Ihe sale of such speci- 
vicHS as their owners may loish to part with. We are not con¬ 
vinced of the necessity of a price being put on every pen ex¬ 
hibited, but, on the contrary, we think that for many reasons 
“ prohibitory prices ” might be done away with, and the 
ticket “Not to be sold” affixed. However this may be, we 
would, at large exhibitions, postpone sales till the second 
day after admission has been given to the public ; and how¬ 
ever unsuccessful the late auction at the Metropolitan Show, 
some better.devised plan might probably remedy the evils 

i This plan was made by Mr. G. Lovell, an artist employed 
: by Messrs. Standish and Noble, of Bagshot, and the prin- 
: ciple of it is for showing ofi' together the greatest variety of 

plants in a given space. 
; I have seen the situation of this garden, and I can 

vouch that it is very well chosen. It is opposite the draw- 
j ing-room windows, looking to the south-east, and is con¬ 

siderably below the eye, with a raised ten-ace all the way 
round. Between it and the house there is a broad gravel 

' terrace bounded by a highly-dressed stone wall, with balus¬ 
trades, which are returned on both sides of the flower- 
garden; a flight of stone steps in the centre leads down 

' to a second terrace, from which a second flight of steps 
I leads to the garden, which is also on level ground. Miss 
; Boulton, like Sir Charles Ban-y, objects, very much, to 
I long flights of steps in a continuous line, hence her reason 
I for the second tereace, so that the descent to the garden 
I might be equally divided. It often happens that one has 

not the advantage of ground to allow for a second terrace 
I like this, and in that case, the usual way is to divide the 
; flight, or steps, into two or more portions, by “ landings," or 
, spaces of double or three times the breadth of one tread or 
1 step. All flrst-rate architects object to having steps, on 
I terraces, and other parts in a garden, in even numbers, as 2, 

there complained of, and give a chance for the prize pens 
to those who, previous to purchasing, might wish to com- ; 
pare competing birds. At any rate, there would be no de- ! 
predation of his property to the owner, but rather the 
contrary, and the public convenience would be the better 
served. 

At these summer meetings of the Agricultural Societies, 
what meaning will be given to the word “chickens?” "Will 
they be chickens, strictly so speaking, of the current year ? 
or may they date from any period within the previous twelve : 
months ? IVe suppose the former; but the present weather, i 
and that which is proverbially, but truly, applied to our j 

English March, will give but few opportunities of bringing | 
pens in good form and condition by July; but this, with the 
then state and occupations of the old birds, is the common | 
evil of all Summer Boultry Shows. 

In repeating our thanks to the Eoyal Agricultural Society | 
for the introduction of Poultry as a recognised portion of | 
farm yard economy, let us repeat also our assurance, that in 
all we now say, and have said, our sole desire has been to ! 
induce the careful consideration of the matters we have ! 
referred to before they have been pennanently and irrevoca- j 

bly decided on.—W. W. Wingfield. i 

4, 0, 8, and so on, and when they can help it, they do not I 
rise more than seven steps without a bending, but five steps ! 
make the best proportion. A very common error is to have I 
two steps to an architectural garden-seat, summer-house, or ' 
the like, instead of one or three. All these defects are 
strictly avoided in and about the gardens at Hasely Court. j 

This flower-garden is not quite finished yet, I believe. \ 
Miss Boulton understands the arrangement of flowers ' 
better than many first-rate gardeners, and she employs a 
thorough experienced gardener besides, so that this plan i 
will be sure to be planted in first-rate style, and I may be ‘ 
fortunate enough to get a sketch of the planting as soon as ; 
it is determined on, or at any rate after an edition or two 
pass through their own hands. One thing I am aware of, 
and that is, that some of the beds will be in green all the 
summer, and some with permanent plants in them all the . 
year round. These last beds, I should think, must be the 
very best of their kind, judging from the enormous quan¬ 
tities of herbaceous plants which Miss Boulton has been 
collecting together these last four years, from all the best 
nurseries in the country, and from the Continent. Indeed, ! 
I do not know of any private place where so many choice i 
herbaceous plants could be now met with; and many of the 
rare plants which I have noticed for the last few months, | 
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were noted down at this place. Besides, almost all tlie 
new and best plants that have been mentioned in Thk 
CoiTAGE Gardener for the last three or four’ years, have 
been brought together here. If Mr. Appleby could call at 
Hasely Court, he would find there many of the best con¬ 
servatory-wall idants. D. Beaion. 

SHANKING OF GRAPES. 

So much has been written on this subject, that one is 
almost bewildered, but I cannot help giving Mr. Errington, 
in as few words as possible, the following facts ; — 

1 have a vinery on the side of an old sand-pit, in a situa¬ 
tion so hot that I thought all the Frontignan and Muscat 
Grapes would ripen without fire heat, particularly as the soil 
is everything that a vine loves—a loose calcareous sand, in 
which Hamburgh vines, growing in the borders in the open 
air, will make shoots twenty feet long, and even ripen then- 
fruit in hot summers, the bunches lying on the ground. 
Well, in the first crop my vines had, I found only a few of 
the Froutignans ripen, the remainder all shanked off, and 
wore wortliless. 1 thought it must be owing to a current of 
water, the result of a thunder storm, which made its way on 
to the border towards the end of summer. I was satisfied I 
had discovered the cause, and took means to prevent any 
more currents of water making such mischief. The second 
crop came in due course, and again my Froutignans were 
shanked. I imputed it to want of ventilation, but was not 
quite satisfied that I knew the cause. When the third crop 
made its appearance, I had air given in abundance, night 
and day, yet again my Froutignans, Chasselas Musque (or 
St. Albans), Muscats, and, indeed, all of the Muscat 
were shanked. I could not blame the border, nor want of 
ventilation, for the following most cogent reasons:—A vine 
oj the Chasselas Musque is planted in the house, in the back 
border, which border is raised three feet, and, of course, from 
being under the glass, is perfectly dry. The grapes it has borne 
have hung close to one of the ventilators, and, in common with 
all the grapes of the same sort and same (Muscat) family, in 
the same house, they have always been shanked and worthless. 
The Hamburgh and other sorts have invariably ripened well 
in the same house. Froutignans and Muscats, growing in a 
house within twenty yards of the above, with fire heat and 
abundance of air, never shank, and always ripen well. Now 
I deduce from all this, that loivness of temperature is the 
main cause of shanking, and that its cure, the borders being 
in decent order, is gentle fire-heat and abundance of air.— 
T. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth Nurseries. 

A VISIT TO DANTZIC. 

The voyager who proceeds from England to Dantzic, will 
obtain a fine panoramic view of the shores of Denmark and 
Sweden, with several islands of the Baltic. The distance is 
about 1000 miles, and the yacht in which 1 sailed reached it 
in six days. The Captain first brought-to at Elsinore, for 

I the purpose of paying the Sound Dues ; a tribute levied by 
: the Danish government on all foreign vessels, for maintain- 
j ing the lighthouses, buoys, and other aids to navigation ; 
! but in amount so heavy, that a surplus finds its way into the 
I Danish Exchequer. Commerce is not promoted by heavy 
I imposts ; and nations, to become wise, should learn to be 
I just. The town is a small, dull, ill-paved seaport, with 
I stores rather than shops, containing articles suitable for the 
j crews of vessels calling there. Along the quays w-ere 
[ arranged, side by side, a lino of small sloops, with wooden 
; sheds erected upon the after-part of the decks, the ends of 
I which lifted up, and formed an awning over the mouth of 
I the hold. Tliese were the provision boats from the neigh- 
i bouring islands; and on descending by a plank, you found 
I yourself in the midst of butter, cheese, eggs, hams, bacon, 
' fowls, sausages, strings of smoked geese, ducks, Ac., in fact 
; all the conceivable, produce of a small Danish farm, 
j Leaving Elsinore, we next cast anchor in the heel of 
1 Dantzic, a broad and deep bay, at the bottom of which 
j stands the little village of Freshwater. Here our voyage 
I terminated, and the Captain again landed, to submit his 
J papers to the inspection of the harbour master, and to 

undergo the examination of the Custom-house. If Prussian 
commerce declines, it will not be for the want of fiscal 
regulations. Dantzic is situated five miles up the Vistula, 
wliich here empties itself; tlie town belongs to a bygone 
century, having rows of streets running from north to soutli, 
like the bars of a gridiron, and terminating on a line of 
quays; each street being shut in at night by folding gates. 
The portions of the town not bordered by the river are 
enclosed by a fosse and ramparts; and an outlet into the 
country is across a drawbridge. 1 reached Dantzic late in 
the evening, and having taken up my quarters at a com¬ 
fortable hotel, found the next morning, on I’ising, that my 
chamber window opened on to a balcony; and being over 
one of tlie gateways looked directly up the centre of the 
street. This centre was filled by two rows of trees, which 
mingled their branches at top, and formed beneath a beau¬ 
tiful arcade. The houses stood with their gable ends to the , 
street; and between them and the trees was a raised terrace 
about twelve feet wide, with a stone balustrade in front, the 
space being subdivided into small courts; these were usually 
benched round, and here the occupiers displayed their 
merchandize, and of an evening chatted and smoked their ^ 
pipes. 

In the principal street was held the provision market; j 

eggs were forty for a shilling, butter sixpence per pound, i 
fowls averaged one shilling each, and vegetables were in- j 

ferior in quality and low in price. .-It the upper end of the j 

town, in a large square, was the hay and straw market; | 
provender of this kind being in request for the troops. ' 
Its chief characteristic was the number of blue blouses and ' 
small caps worn by the peasantry; and their little antique i 
waggons and horses, with long rope traces, apparently more 
adapted for entanglement than draught. The fish market 
was on the quay, having an abundant supply of odd-looking 
fish, for the Baltic is not salt, but brackish; and its finny 
tribes vary from those of our shores. The beautiful stur¬ 
geon, so rare w-ith us, appears in great abundance, from six 
inches to four feet long. Fish enters largely into the diet 
of the inhabitants; and dried fish, with rye bread, is much 
consumed by the lower classes. In the secondary streets 
every kind of trade seems carried on out-of doors ; you 
encounter pump-borers, carpenters, trunk-makers, smiths, 
merchandize of all kinds, and men splitting billet-wood for 
the German stoves. Piles of the latter often block up the 
pathway ; and it is not too much to say, that a man will split 
double the quantity in one day of an English workman; 
their axes are long aud narrow, every blow tells, and skill 
lessens labour. Fowls mingle with the throng, chielly a 
mongrel race; but dogs are peculiar for their fox-like heads, 
pricked ears, deep fur, and curly tails, and are mostly white 
or fawn coloured. But amidst all the display, it is often 
dilficult to find what you wish for. I wanted a barber, and 
was directed to a round fiat brass plate hanging over a door¬ 
way; the barber was a woman, and shaved mo well. A 
woollen draper’s sign was a chest, with a slit on the top, like 
a money-box ; shoemakers, saddlers, and others, had their 
wares painted on the window-shutters; those, though gro¬ 
tesque, were intelligible; but small wooden images, with a 
pair of scales in one hand, and a hank of red worsted in 
the other, puzzled me exceedingly. These w-ero workers in 
amber and made beads, crucifixes, and other articles used in 
Catholic worship. Amber is dug up in the neighbourhood, 
aud indicates the site of an ancient forest. Insects are 
found in amber in a high state of preservation, showing 
that the substance was once a fluid gum ; and entomologists 
who desire fossil species differing from our living ones may 
here obtain them. “ Look here,” said our captain one day 
to me, casting his eye over the side of the vessel: it was a 
flight of mosquitoes set fast on the warm tar. Had those 
alighted on the gummy trunk of a tree, and a fresh exuda¬ 
tion passed over them, they might have gone down enshrined 
to posterity. .Vntiquaries, who prize articles of vertn, so far 
as primitive form and workmanship are concerned, would 
find Dantzic a museum. i 

Corn is the staple article of export. A large hall in the 
centre of the town, and which serves as an Exchange, is 
where the business is carried on. .Tews are the principal 
merchants. They are the Josephs of Egypt, buying up the 
corn of the provim^es. A long table runs down one side of I 

the hall, on this are placed large wooden bowls, containing | 
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tlie dift'erent samples of grain ; this grain is brought down 
the Vistula. lYlien the distance is not great, it arrives in 
covered barges, containing about 150 quarters, but when it 
starts I’roui the interior of Poland, it is placed in uncovered 
hats, these are about seventy-hve feet long, twenty feet 
broad, two-and-a-half-feet deep, draw six inches of water, 
are rudely constructed, and hold from hOO to 350 quarters; 
they are generally navigated by four or six men. The corn 
is ridged up like the roof of a house, and being exposed to 
the weather, soon vegetates, and the shooting fibres form a 
felt, which protects the mass. In this state the raft moves 
along, like a heating green island, and is often weeks, if not 
months, on its voyage. When it reaches the wharf it is 
unloaded by women, assisted by one or two men to direct 
the operation. These women work in gangs, from ten to 
fifteen in each. The outside or matted covering of the 
heap is hrst peeled off, a huge sail cloth is then brought to 
the side of the raft, and the women placing themselves in 
rows upon it, throw the grain, by means of shovels, from one 
to the other, taking care to separate the kernels as much as 
possible. At night, and during showers, it is ridged-up and 
covered with a cloth. Thousands of quarters of the finest 
wheat may often be seen undergoing this process. When 
sufficiently dried it is taken to the warehouse ; these ware¬ 
houses form a line of lofty brick buildings, with their gable 
ends facing the quay; they are seven stories high, three of 
which are in the roof; two rows of pillars support each door, 
running down the centre, and form a passage, boarded 
about four feet up the sides, the space between the pillars 
and the walls is divided into compartments or bins for the 
dill'erent kinds of grain, and each floor will hold 400 quarters. 
When a vessel is to be loaded, six or eight porters advance 
with long bags, similar to a bolster-case; two fillers stand, 
one on each side of the heap, holding in their hands an 
oval wooden scuppit, like a butcher’s meat-tray with the 
corners cut off; one end of this scuppit is inserted into the 
corn, and the other is tilted into the mouth of the bag held 
by the porter to receive its contents; in half-a-minute the 
hag is filled, and by a simultaneous jerk is placed on his 
shoulder, one-half hanging down before him, and the other 
behind. He gives place to the next, and by this method a 
vessel carrying ,500 (juarters is loaded in from three-and-a- 
half to four hours. 

To return to the raft; when clear of its cargo, it proceeds 
to a lofty brick tower, which has a projection overhanging 
the river; here the top of its tall mast is secimed to a pulley, 
wiiich gradually lowers it over the stern, and finally it 
reaches the timber-yard, where it is broken up and sold for 

i firing, or the dunnaging of ships. The men who navigate 
! these rafts (and there is often a woman among them), are a 
! peculiar race, with long black hair, dark featm’es, and sun¬ 

burnt skins; their dress is little more than an inverted sack, 
! with holes to admit the head and arms drawn over them, 
j short wide sleeves, a pair of trowsers, and a girdle of the 

same hempen material; they wear also a felt cap of the 
■ form and colour of our Stilton cheeses, and happy would it 
! be for the poor creatures if they were cheeses. They appear 

to have no under garments, and tlieir chests, legs, and feet 
' are bare. 'I’he women dress like the men, save that they 

wear a short petticoat of the same course fabric, instead of 
trowsers, and a handkerchief round the head in the place 
of a cap. 

There is not a single garden in the town of Dantzic that 
1 am aware of; at least not one worthy of the name; this is 
owing, probably, to the density of the population, and the 
limited space afforded by the fortifications. But there are 
public gardens outside the city walls, and these are much 
freciuented, though floriculture does not appear to have 
entered into the taste of the inhabitants. It was in a small 
lake near one of these gardens that I met with the beautiful 
little Ttrina esculenta, or Edible Erog; it abounds also in the 
fosse «liich surrounds the rampai'ts. They are very difficult 
to capture, and when caught, require some compre.ssion of 
the hand to retain them, and if relaxed they shoot from it 

j like a pellet from a pop-gun. These frogs are about half 
! the size of our English ones, far more elastic, and will 

spring from six to eight feet at a bound. They have a high 
l)rotuberance on the back, rising to an angle between the 
shoulders; their colour is bright amber, with rows of black 

I spots from the head to the rump, others are of an^olive- 
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green colour; they appear to live in colonies, and on a signal 
being given, the clatter and din of their voices in full chorus 
is deafening, this lasts for about a minute, and these out¬ 
breaks may be heard at half-a-mile distant. They might 
servo to ornament our parlour aquariums, provided, how¬ 
ever, that the latter were wired in. 

The environs of Dantzic are interesting, from the circum¬ 
stance of a hill rising to the north of the town, and the 
approach of the noble Berlin road, sixty feet wide, and bor¬ 
dered with rows of lofty trees. The. country round is not 
highly cultivated, and is destitute of improved agricultural 
implements and farm buildings. IVomen may be seen 
working on the roads, filling muck-carts, and driving the 
plough. Prussian policy, which requires men for the army, 
checks industry, and retards the advances of civilisation. 

The landlady at my hotel was a notable personage, with 
a large bunch of keys at her girdle ; she appeared like the 
sun in the centre of her attendants—around her they traced 
their circle, and from her they borrowed their light. She 
spoke nme languages ; and it was a great treat every day at 
our table d'hote, which was usually frequented by the captains 
of vessels from various foreign parts, to hear her conversing 
wth each in his own tongue, though seven or eight lan¬ 
guages during dinner were not unfrequently spoken. On 
my asking her how she acquired such versatility of speech, ' 
she said—not by books, for she rarely opened one, hut by 
talhlmj : a grammar, according to her notions, should come 
last, and only to finish off with. She had two fine sons, 
about seventeen and eighteen years of age. “IVhat trade do 
they follow,” I enquired ? “ They have been six months on 
my hands, expecting every day to be culled into the anny or 
navy : our Prussian conscription law requires every male to 
serve for two or three years; and who will take lads to 
teach them a trade, when they are to leave at a week’s 
notice. That law destroys our liberties under the jfiea of 
protecting them; it deprives us of our children when they 
most need our care; and too often returns them upon our 
hands idle and demoralised, and unfit to settle down to any 
industrious pursuit. Our evil is in having too m.any de¬ 
fences ; defiance begets hostility, and no town has suffered 
more from the ravages of war than Dantzic.” IVar is cer¬ 
tainly a monster ; it creates war, and then devours its 
victims. •“ How is it,” asks a celebrated writer, “ that the 
greatest crime, and the greatest glory, should be the shed¬ 
ding of human blood ? ” 

I had spent eight days in Dantzic when the captain in¬ 
formed me that he was ready to return. To show the 
cheapness of living, my breakfast, with French rolls and 
coffee, dinner of five or six courses, tea or coffee in the 
evening, ale and liquors at pleasure, and lodging included, 
was 3s. a day ! 

On our liomeward voyage we were detained by adverse 
winds among the islands of the Baltic, and had an oppor¬ 
tunity of trading with the natives, who came off to the ships 
with provisions, and offer them in barter; we also brought- 
to at Copenhagen, and reached the Schaw, or northernmost 
point of Denmark, when our troubles began ; for on round¬ 
ing this point, a strong head wind, blowing in squalls, with 
rain, and a heavy sea meeting us from the German ocean, 
threatened to detain us; but the captain grew restless, and i 
knowing, as he said, what his vessel could do, he would | 
work his way down the Skager Back; accordingly, every- | 
thing on deck was made fast, the hatchways battened down, 
and tai’pauled over, and the men put on their oil-skin | 
dresses. Orders were then given to tack, when the little > 
vessel tilted on one side, and whistled through the waves | 
and spray. I fixed myself on the cabin stairs, and looked | 
over the partition which encloses them, like a man peeping 
out of a chimney pot. “You’ll not stand there long,” said 
the captain. He had scarcely spoken, when a wave cas¬ 
caded over me, and flooded the cabin-floor. Not liking to 
be baffled, I procured a waterproof dress, and was lashed to 
the railing on the upperside of the deck. IVbat a wild and 
tumultuous commingling of the elements ! The lee-side of 
the deck, together with the bulwarks, were for the most 
part under water; and when the vessel pitched, the waves 
came over the bows, and rolled from stem to stern ; during 
these moments, the man at the helm stood up to his breeches- 
pockets in water, and everybody and everything was com¬ 
pletely drenched. To me it was a scene of grandeur—a pic- 
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tiire of God's wonders in the deep. For two days and nights, 
with sliglit intermissions, we continued thus to battle witli 
tlie waves, until we came alongside the Dudgeon Light, on 
passing wliich, the man on the look-out exclaimed, “ "Why 
you have had a rough time of it.” “Aye, a3'e,” said the 
captain; and in another tack or two we were in the Yar¬ 
mouth Roads, .and cast anchor among a fleet of vessels 
which had already taken refuge from tlie boisterous wea¬ 
ther.—S. P., Biishmere. 

ARTIFICIAL SWARMS. 
I A5I sure T ought to have written to you before this, to tell 

you something of my success and otherwise in the apiarian 
department, if only for the gratification of our good friend 
“A Country Curate,” who has so often urged j'our readers 
to send word how they get on, and I wish hhn to know 
the result of my attempt at “ artificial swarming ” during the 
trying summer of last year. I find, from my memorandum- 
book, that the bees in a straw stock-hive (a swarm of IbOl, 
oir the old sj'stem,) began clusteriiig at the hive’s mouth on 
the 6th of June. Not vnshing to lose them, I kept some 
person constantly watching when there was any probability 
of their swarming. On the 8th they came out in greater 
numbers; and one fto me) remarkable circumstance was, 
that I had never seen a single drone during the season, 
though I had watched for them half-an-hour at a time. On 
the 10th, a drone in a state of chrysahs was cast out of tlie 
hive dead. On the 19th they clustered again ; and on the 
20th in greater numbers than before, and remained out all 
the afternoon, and some of them all night. On the 21st 
and 22nd they were still at the old game, and remained 
out during a heavy shower. This was provoking work; and 
on the 23rd I tried to drive tliem into another skep, on the 
plan recommended by “ A Country Curate,” except that I 
made the attempt in the evening. I only got a few to ascend. 
On the 24th I tried again, between seven and eight, a.m., 

but with worse success, though I beat about the sides with 
a long cane for ten or fifteen minutes incessantly, until my 
arms ached again. Now I thought it time to try some neio 
dodye, if perchance I might succeed; so I got some rags 
steeped in a solution of saltpetre, and put a new hive under 
the stock, and fumigated them : some 20,000, or more, fell 
down into it. IVhen they had recovered a little, I took the 
new hive and placed it in the position of the old stock, 
removing the latter eight or ten yards away. However, it 
would seem her majesty had not condescended to accom¬ 
pany this portion of her subjects, for, shortly after, they 
began to leave the new hive in great numbers. They found 
out the old hive, and in two or three hours had all rejoined 
their queen and companions. Finding it was of no use, I 
removed the stock back again to its place, until I should 
decide how to act with these ungovernables. I do not 
believe I lost more than a dozen bees over this experiment. 
I found plenty of drones in the hive to-day, but none of 
them seemed able to fly. On the 2.')th they were out again, 
by half past nine, a.m. ; and on the 2Cth it was the same, 
although it was pouring with rain: they stood it bravely. 
On the 27th, 28th, and 29th, they still pursued the same 
line of conduct, and were, of course, hourly expected to 
depai't. (On the 27th I saw some drones, which were the 
first I had seen in my apiary, leaving a wooden hive.) On 
this day (the 29th) I repeated my former experiment, 
wishing to end the matter; and, in addition to the fumiga¬ 
tion, gave the hive several smart strokes with a stick, hoping 
to dislodge the queen. I then placed them on the old 
stand, and removed the stock to a distance, and made it up 
during the night, it being then between three and four, p.m. 

Finding, on the 30th, that the “ artificial swarm ” seemed 
to take to their new home, and to be going about very con¬ 
tentedly, I set those in the stock at liberty about ten, a.m., 

and found no inconvenience from so doing. On the 4th of 
July they had formed a piece of comb, about the size of my 
hand, and filled it with honey. On the 12th, I took a box 
of honey (a stock box); and finding a quantity of young 
brood in the combs, I put them into a box, and placed the 
“ artificial swarm ” over it, thinking they (the young bees) 
would materially strengthen it. On the 20th, I found 
nearly all the bees in the “swarm” in the bottom box 

nursing the larv'ce, and scarcely any left in them own hive, 
not sufficient to defend it from a host of robber bees which 
surrounded it, and seemed resolved to take the place by 
storm. I narrowed the enti-ance, and at night took the 
bottom hive away, and placed most of the brood comb in 
the straw cap. I am afraid you will find this a very unin¬ 
teresting tale, but I want you to know the end of the matter, 

i On the 2nd of August, thinking all was not right, I ex- 
j amined the artificial swarm, but could neither find a queen, 
' nor any brood in the comb, though I looked them over, 
' almost one by one, three times, yet I could not find her. 1 

looked for her a few days after, but could not find her; and 
on the 31st, both bees and honey seemed to be dwindling 
away, so I joined them to another stock. 

With my box-hive, mentioned before, I had better success. 
I wished to transfer the bees from this plain box into one 
of Taylor’s Bar-hives, and so I put the stock on the top of 
the bar-hive on the 1st of July. They were quite full, and 

I began to work in it directly. On the 6th, they had made 
three guide combs four inches long, and commenced two 
others. As I wished to remove them to the bar-hive stand, 
I began by moving both together a little forward, until I 
got them on an old tub (in a day or two) \n front of their 
old stand. There was a straw stock close by likely to swarm, 
which I wished to prevent, as it was so late in the season, 
and had put the bar triplet under h for that purpose. The 
bar-stock under the box was full of bees when I placed it 
on this tub ; but what was my surprise, when I looked into 
it a short time after, and found it deserted ; and turning to 
the triplet under the straw hive to find it literally crammed 
full of bees! It was evident the bees did not like the 
change, and had gone in a croivd, I should suppose, to the 
other hive, and had overpowered the few bees at the en¬ 
trance, and actually taken 2>ossession of their bottom hive. 
I took the box away immediately, and compelled the mass 
of bees to quit it. Many of them returned to their own 
hive (now restored to its original position), but many 
clustered at the mouth of the straw hive. I took them away 
by hundreds, and placed them on the ahghting board of 
their own hive, when they immediately entered unmolested, 
and took possession of their former home. I never heard 
of such an instance before. I suppose you would call that 
“ fraternisation.” Well, on the 12th, I took this old wooden 
stock-box by fumigation, and compelled the bees to enter the 
bar-stock. I had to fumigate three times, and brush them 
out with a feather before I could come at the queen. The 
bees were flying about in all directions, evidently at a loss 
for their sovereign. I took her majesty and placed her on 
one side (the box being tilted); the bees seemed to recognise 
her instantly; she was surrounded by them, caressed, fed, 
and led into the hive, and in a few minutes all was quiet 
again. The gross weight of the box taken was 40 lbs. It 
weighed 24J lbs. on the 0th of May. On the 20th of July 
I weighed the bar-hive I had driven the robbed bees into, 
and found it weighed 35 lbs. The bees were admitted on 
the 1st, confined to it altogether on the 12th ; and thus the 
net weight of bees and honey collected in twenty days 
was 18 lbs. 

I will conclude this subject, which I hope will, at least, 
amuse our good apiarian friend “A Country Curate,” by 
saying, that having saved last year a quantity of seed of the 
favourite bee-flower, “ Melilotus leucautha,” if any of your 
readers who are bee-keepers wish to be supplied with it, 
and will send me a directed and stamped envelope, I will 
return it to them with some of the seed. It is sown in April, 
and tlie second year grows eight or nine feet high, and is a 
mass of flower. I got the seed originally from Dublin, 
through the kindness of Mr. McGlashan; and now 1 wish 
to give to any other amateur the opportunity of possessing | 
himself of this excellent bee-flower.—J. 11. Jessop, Governor, i 

Sculcoates Union, Hull. 

HOT-WATER BOTTLES IN A SMALL 

CONSERVATORY. 

I HAVE often noticed that our friends, Alessrs. Beaton | 
and Company, advocate the use of bottles of hot-water in 
small glass structm'es, but never thought of employing them 
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till this winter. On the first approach of the late incle¬ 
ment weather, 1 enJeavom-ed to light a fire in my furnace, 
but from tlia dampness of the flue it proved a very tedious 

, and unpleasant aflair; I therefore abandoned the task, and 
: instead, filled a three quart bottle with boiUity water, and ! 

placed it on a stool in tlie house about ten o’clock at night; 
I found this to answer the pmpose admirably, the thermo- 

' meter at seven in the morning standing at I have 
i repeated this nightly to the present date (I'ebruary 21), and 
I seconding the hot-water-bottle by closing the lights wliile 

the sun is on them, am so satisfied with the result that 1 
' shall not again attempt to light a fire. 
! 1 should add that the house is 1.0 feet by 7 feet, and 1-1 feet 
! high; is in a sheltered position, with a waU on the iiorth 

and west sides ; is, moreover, glazed with sheets of glass tliree 
feet long. This is, of course, all in its favour; still there 
may be many similarly situated to myself, who may think a 
Hue absolutely necessary to repel the frost, who would be 
gratified to know tliat it might be done by simpler and less 
expensive means. 

IN’ith a lower house than mine, and the addition of an 
outer curtain to hang on at night, 1 feel certain I could 
repel the shai-pest frost likely to occur in this latitude.— 
AY. Savage. 

BANTAM FOAYLS. 

Of these elegant little pets there are several varieties, the 
first of which, I believe, were imported from Bantam, a 
town and province of Java, whence the name. They were 
small fowls of a light red colour, with black tails, and black 
maiidngs in their hackles, single-combed, and clean legged. 

Another imported variety is tlie feather-footed Bantam, 
which, I believe, was brought from China; of this sort 
there are three colours—the nankeens, or light bulls, with 
black tails ; the quite white ; and the blacks—all with single 
combs and feathered feet. To these may be added several 
varieties of small fowls known by the name of Bantam, and 
most likely produced originally from them, with a slight 
mixture of some other fowl, and by in-and-in breeding 
reduced even below the size of the true Bantams. 

The first of these 1 shall bring to notice is the old 
Spangled Bantam, a most beautiful little bird, though almost 
forgotten, and nearly lost. The ground colour is of a bright 
red, slightly streaked with black, every feather being tipxjed 
with white, giving the fowl somewhat the appearance of 

j being set with pearls; the quill feathers of the wings and 
i tail are mostly white, grizzled with black; the white spots 

on the hens are larger than those on the cocks; they are 
j feather-footed, and often rose-combed. 

The Golden Pheasant Bantam next claims our attention. 
The colour is of a bright red, the feathers having a spot of 

I black at the tips—from this reason they are called Pheasant, 
because of the resemblance of this marking to the dotted 
appearance of the pheasant’s neck, and not, as supposed by 
some persons, from any mixture of the breed with pheasants. 
These are well-made birds, with rose-combs, and smooth 
green legs, but are generally rather large for Bantams, 
which strengthens my opinion that they owe their origin to 
a cross with the Golden Pheasant Butch breed. 

The Laced Bantams are of two vaideties—that of gold 
and silver, being distinguished by the ground colour, the 
featliers having a narrow edge or border of black, which 
gives their wearer a scaly or imbricated ajipearance. Like 
the last, they are rather large, with mostly rose-combs, clean 

■ greenish legs, and they are good layers, from which reasons 
! I suspect them to be derived from a mixture with the Dutch 
' Every-day-layers of the same markings. 
I Sir John Sebright's beautiful little Bantams are of this 
j variety, reduced in size by careful breeding. Their liackle, 
j saddle, and sickle feathers are short, the last remarkably 
! so, that they almost resemble the other tail feathers ; the 
j colour of cock and hen scarcely differ, and they carry them¬ 

selves exquisitely. 
I The Game Bantam is a charming little fowl, produced 

between the Game fowl and the Bantam, and by patient 
! and careful breeding brought to resemble a diminutive 
; Game cock of the black-breasted red variety, with single 

comb and clean yellow legs, with flow'ing saddle and tail 
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feathers. To these may be added a perfectly u-hilc, and a 
quite hlacli, variety, each with clean legs and rose-combs. 

Common Bantams present a very great variety of colours 
and markings, sometimes approaching one of these varieties, 
and often differing entirely from them. J have seen some 
tufted, and once saw' a live-toed Bantam. '^I'hey are inte¬ 
resting little pets, and may be kept where other fowis would 
be an annoyance. Some of them lay exceedingly well; the 
eggs are small, but very nice, and tlie chicken of the pre¬ 
ceding summer make a good substitute for early chicken, 

j with asparagus. 
Bantams are good nurses, and are sometimes used to rear 

young pheasants and partridges.— B. Buf.nt, Besseh 
Green, near Seven Oahs, 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Gaudener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

e-ipense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Bow, London," 

An Old Garden {R. H. G.),—You will see Mr. Hobson has, to a 
certain extent, met your enquiries. In addition, we have only to advise 
you to trench up nearly all the Strawberries tiiat are run wild, and to 
plant young ones on a separate piece of ground. For the first year 
restrict yourself to Keen’s Seedling and the Elton; you may also plant 
a small breadth of the Falstoff Raspberry, but do not destroy all your 
old ones. Though they are wild they will produce something. The same 
may be said of a few Strawberries. Keserve, also, a few of the best 
Gooseberry and Currant trees, and plant young ones elsewhere to replace 
them ; and on the site of old plantations vegetables may be planted with 
advantage. In arranging your ivalks do not have too many ; and the walls 
being low will not allow the trees against them being planted thick. Your 
north wall, 150 feet long, will not hold more than eight trees properly, 
which might be two Koyal George Peaches; two Elruge Nectarines; 
one brown Ischia Fig, if the climate be good; one Moorpark and one i 
Ord-nge Apricot; and one Greengage Ptw/n. The latter may, however, 
be substituted for another Peach, if thought wcli of. The east wall may 
be planted with Apricots and Pears, and the west one with one Violet 
Hative Peach; one Red Roman Nectarine, and the remainder Apricots 
and Pears, The fence you speak of as bounding the garden on the 
south would be better removed if you propose taking in part of the 
adjoining field. We advise that the works be not e.vtended too far 
at once ; it is better to do well what is attempted than to grasp at too 
much. Your other enquiries will have been met by the articles of our 
coadjutors in this and the last week’s paper ; but other observations will 
follow equally serviceable to you. 

Compost for Calceol.arias and Ciner.arias (J. R. Jessop).— 
Herbaceous Calceolarias thrive best in a good, fresh, turfy loam, without 
any manure of any kind. If the soil is made too rich they are apt to die 
off suddenly. Shrubby kinds will require an addition of one-fourth leaf 
mould. The soil for Cinerarias should consist of two-parts loam, one- 
part peat, and one-part leaf mould, or very-wcll-decomposed hotbed 
manure, with a liberal allowance of river sand. 

Balsam-sowing ^Amateur).—Balsams to be shown on the 30th of 

July should be sown about the first week in April. 

Egyptian Fowls (A Constant Reader).—We are not aware of any 
distinct variety of fowls known as Those we have seen from 
that country have usually represented mongrelism in all its bearings; i 
and, with the partial exception of one feature, an upright single comb, i 
like that of the Spanish, which, however, is far from universal, they are 
utterly devoid of any general characteristic ; but when we remember the 
immense numbers that are there produced by artificial hatchings, the 
eggs for which are collected without any reference to the breed, no other 
result could he expected. If our correspondents on such inquiries would 
send brief notices of the form, colour, and figure of the birds in search of 
a name, with a few feathers, and the colour and shape of the egg, our 
task would be more easily and satisfactorily performed. 

Planting Conifera! (Two Inquirers),—You inquire what distance 
the Cedar of Leba7ion and the Deodar Cedar should be planted from 
each other, so as never to injure each other at any period of time? The 
Cedar of Eebanon spreads its branches horizontally, and when old these 
cover a great extent of ground. 'There are specimens in this country, 
the diameter of whose head exceeds a hundred feet. The Deodar does 
not spread its branches to near that extent, consequently, does not require 
so much room. Sixty or eighty feet would be a safe distance to plant 
these two trees asunder. Other coniferous plants do not require so much 
space; forty or fifty feet would be ample allowance, and even that 
depends upon the habit of the species. Many of the genus Juniperus 
are upright growing trees, occupying a space not more, even in very old 
specimens, than ten or fifteen feet. These may be planted still nearer, | 
as also may the Arbor vitte tribe. You must study their habits, and 
plant accordingly. You inquire, also, what distance such shrubs as Yews, 
Laurels, &c., should be planted from each other. The Yew is a spread¬ 
ing tree, and should be allowed at least twenty feet diameter of space ; 
but Lam'ets do not require quite so much. You ask, also, about deciduous 
trees, and the Pine tribe generally, what distance apart they should be. 
'These should be planted rather thickly at first, and regularly thinned as 
they advance in size. If you wish to carry out your views, plant first such 
trees as you intend to be permanent, and fill up amongst them other 
trees to serve as nurses, till the permanent trees require more space; the 
nurses can then be gradually removed, either to plant again or to make 
stakes and fire wood. 'This plan is much to be preferred to planting the 
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trees that are to stand for posterity at the distances they will occupy 
when fully grown. This, of course, depends upon the extent of your 
plantation. If you are about to plant an Arboretum and a Piuetum, you 
ought to call in an experienced man who thoroughly understands the 
art of planting, and is well acquainted with the habits of every kind of 
tr^^e you wish to plant. He w'ould point out at once the space of ground 
your permanent trees each of them would require. To give full directions 
on every tree you name would occupy a volume; besides, a great deal 
depends upon soil and situation, of which you do not say a word. In 
thill soils, ami exposed situations, the permanent trees w’ill never grow 
so large as they would do in good soil and sheltered places. 

Ca?t. Hornby’s Spanish Fowls.—“ In The Cottage Gardenke 
of Kebruary ITth, I obsei^'e, with extreme surprise, an advertisement 
signed by Timothy JIaaon, asserting that he has Spanish fowls and eggs 
from different breeders, including Mr, Poole, who, he asserts, is the 
breeder of Captain Hornby's best birds. To this statement, I am bound 
to give tlie most unqualitied denial. I have not got one fowl in my yard 
of Mr. Poole’s breed.—Windham Hornby.” 

Salvia-sowing (D. J, M.).—The blue and scarlet Salvias will flower 
in the autumn from seeds sown now in heat, and kindly dealt with. 

Poland Fowls {Scrutator),—In our previous remarks on your com¬ 
munication, the extreme beauty of the specimens of Gold and Silver- 
laced Poland sent for inspection was duly noticed. We are strongly, 
however, of opinion, that both form and carriage are no less to be re¬ 
garded than mere beauty of plumage, and that the union of the three is 
essential to constitute a perfect bird. Indeed, we cannot even assent to 
your opinion that plumage should occupy the post of honour, in these 
days, moreover, a fourth test will probably be insisted on by the public, 
and that is excellence in an economical point of view; and we cannot 
but regard this demand as both just and equitable. You have placed a 
wrong construction on our words, in reference to our allusion to the 
spangled birds as distinct from the laced; this does not necessarily 
infer a distinct origin or parentage, but simply distinctness of appear¬ 
ance; just as we should speak of the single and rose-combed Dorkings 
us distinct; though, very possibly, as in the case of these Polands, both 
were hatched from the eggs of the same bird. The true laced birds 
should have the preference ; and had your friend been disposed to exhibit 
at the late Metropolitan Show, he would have found the judges well- 
disposed to acknowledge the beauty of his favourites, supposing them 
meritorious in the other necessary points. But, at the same time, good 
birds have been shown, and distinguished by prizes, where the markings 
partooR more of the nature of a spangle than lacing. You must re¬ 
member, that on the subject of beards or no beards^ many Polish fanciers, 
who have long and zealously given their attention to the subject, hold for 
the former as stoutly as you would argue for the latter. _ A letter is even 
now before us, from one to whom every variety of Polish has been the 
subject of diligent enquiry, and his specimens have been obtained from 
all parts of England, and also from the Continent, and with him, beards 
are viewed in the most favourable light. We do not, ourselves, here 
express any opinion as to the propriety of their presence or absence, but 
would leave it, as the Birmingham aud other Poultry Societies have 
themselves done—an open question for further consideration.—W. 

Advice {Anti-humbug),—We are exceedingly obliged by you, or by 
any correspondents, taking the trouble to point out what you or they 
consider erroneous in our pages. Such advice is always read patiently, 
though often occasioning a smile at the total forgetfulness by the writer 
that his judgment may, perchance, not be in unison with the judgments 
of a majority of his fellow-readers. We endeavour never to lose sight of 
the objects for which this Journal was established—the improvement of 
the gardening, other rural occupations, and domestic comforts of the 
majority of our countrymen. As our circulation, and, consequently, our 
profits have increased, we have increased the number of our pages ; but 
we cannot give that increase entirely to gardening. We give now, and 
shall continue to give, double the amount of horticultural information 
that any other weekly publication affords for twice the price. It may 
seem to some that we have given, lately, too large a portion of our 
columns to poultry intelligence, but it has been only in accordance with 
the growing desire for information relative to that useful description of 
agricultural stock. That information has been most valuable, and we 
shall always dwell with satisfaction on the aid we have been empowered 
to give to this source of comfort, pleasure, and profit, to so many,of our 
countrymen. This information will continue to be afforded, but by 
degrees it will not be so largely required; and we are making arrange¬ 
ments to have a department devoted to that numerous class of readers 
who require information as to farming the few acres they hold. It will 
enable us to afford, however, some hints to those who are more extensive 
agriculturists; will be equally useful to allotment holders, and shall not 
trespass in any way upon the space we have uniformly devoted to gar¬ 
dening. 

Dr. Latham’s Mode of Preserving Animals.—Scrutator, and 
some others, have quite mistaken our object in publishing this. We did 
not intend it for more than we stated—an interesting, unpublished MS. 
of that great ornithologist. To put the matter beyond all doubt, we 
publish the following from a very obliging note signed M. D.“ As a 
regular subscriber to, and reader of, your Cottage Gardener since its 
commencement, and from whose pages I have derived both pleasure and 
much information, I am naturally anxious that all its articles should be 
of first-rate quality, derived from the most modern and best sources of 
information, and the data confirmed by the practice of the best modern 
arti-its in their respective departments. I have been led to make these 
remarks from reading an article in yours of the 10th of February, on 
the Preservation of Birds, &c., by Dr. Latham, whose directions 
(whatever his ability might have been considered in his day) must now 
be thought obsolete, completely out of date, and useless. The merest 
tjTO in the art, now-a-days, would laugh at the baking process, pinning 
down the specimens, cutting out the flesh, the preserving powders, the 
painting black beads for eyes, when glass ones of every shade and hue 
may be bought for a mere trifle, &c., therein described. Animal spe¬ 
cimens of every kind w'ere never better preserved, or set up, than at 
present; witness the celebrated Waterton’s, surpassed by none, the 
beautiful collection of Humming Birds shown at the Zoological Gardens, 
and many others. Everything now, except the skull, and simple bones 

of the extremities, are removed from the skin, an arsenical soap, pre¬ 
pared and sold for the purpose, or a solution of muriate of mercury, as 
used by Waterton, applied to its surface (with the certain effect of pre¬ 
serving it for centuries), and the mode of setting-up, which is totally 
different, as the slightest comparison will prove. One of the best publi¬ 
cations, though that may be improved in some parts soon, is a small 
work on the art called Taxidermy, that I have met with. Extracts occa¬ 
sionally from which would teach the tyro artist, and youthful amateur, 
the way they should go, which practice in a little time would perfect, if 
it is your wish or intention to include the above subjects in the list of 
your articles treated of.” 

Hybrid Between the Pheasant and Fowl.— W. L. B, has 
obliged us with the following: — ‘‘At page 392 you state, ‘a cross 
between the pheasant and the fowl there never w’as, nor ever will be.* 
1 thought so for years, and never succeeded in hearing of one, though 
many keepers where large numbers of pheasants were raised have told me 
of their endeavours to hatch eggs of the common fowl crossed by the phea¬ 
sant. The pheasant cocks readily have connection with the hens, but the 
eggs, I was informed, always proved barren. Last year, a friend of mine 
procured eggs from a cottager near a cover where there were pheasants, 
and from which cover a cock pheasant regularly, for weeks, came to the 
hens ; but, out of more than twenty eggs, none proved fertile. I should 
mention the cottager had only hens, and I can enumerate other instances 
of want of success. Last winter, the keeper of Joseph Neeld, of Guttleton 
House, M’ilts, told me, that out of sixty eggs from hens to which cock 
pheasants had access, he hatched three chickens, which he stated I might 
see at Guttleton House; but I never saw them, and cannot state this as 
a fact. I believe, in one of the cases of birds at the Great Exhibition 
there was a bird of this cross. I saw the bird, and so did others of my 
acquaintance. If you will refer to ‘ Yarrell’s Birds,* vol. ii., page 284, 
you will see what he says of this cross, and at pages 309—311 you will 
further see instances of crosses between pheasant and black grouse. Still, 
as I stated before, though I have for years made inquiries, and have been 
in the habit of seeing large numbers of pheasants raised by keepers,— 
still, I never could hear of an instance till Mr. Neeld’s keeper told me. I 
never could hear of an instance in Wychwood Forest, though the keepers 
all kept fowls in the forest.” Another correspondent {Scrutator) writes 
in a strongly contrasted tone on the same subject:—“ In the first place, 
your correspondent states that ‘ there never was, nor ever will be, a cross 
between the pheasant und the fowl ;* and further, that you might as well 
try to cross a Shrubland Geranium with a^ollyhock. Now, to a natu¬ 
ralist, these sweeping assertions are particularly disagreeable, when it is 
well known that these hybrids have been repeatedly exhibited on the 
table of the Zoological Society, both alive and preserved ; and, moreover, 
one was seen by half London at the Metropolitan show last month. 
Again, he talks of the merest novice of a hen, agreeably with nature’s 
dictation, assisting at the parturition of the chick, when it is a well-esta¬ 
blished fact that the mother renders no assistance whatever. Let him 
go and see Cantelo’s machine, or buy the Key. Mr. Dixon’s work on 
Poultry; in the latter he will be taught that the chicken is provided with 

I an instrument, at the end of the beak, wherewith it is enabled to cut its 
way out. He also talks of Pheasants hatching on or about the 19^/t day ; 
he never knew any such thing; they certainly vary as to time, but the 
23rd or 2‘lth day is early, and the 26th not unusual.” 

[Of course, “ Upwards and Onwards” is wrong as to the hen aiding 
the chicken to break the shell. As to the other points, we leave them to 
the disputant parties.—Ed. C. G.] 

Glass for Greenhouse (Hcj).—The furrowed specimen sent byyou 
will do very well for the purpose. 

Pruning Young Trees {A, P, X.).—Your Apricots, Nectarines, and 
Peaches, planted three months since, should have been pruned at the 
time. Let it be done immediately. 

Cucumbers (A Subscriber).~-yor table purposes, and growing in heat, 
none are better than the Brownston Hybrid and Sion Hozise. For out- 
of-door culture, the common Short-prickly for abundance, and the Long- 
prickly for finer fruit. We cannot remember who the party was who 
subscribed himself “A Subscriber,” at page 26l of No. 199* 

Murrain in Cows {A Farmer).—Give them each ^Ib. Epsom salts, 
2 oz. of bruised Coriander seeds, and 1 oz. of Gentian Powder, mixed in 
a little warm water. Keep them in a warm shed. The symptoms will, 
probably, soon disappear. If not, you had better consult an educated 
veterinary surgeon. 

Pansies.—Mr. L. Fleming, Secretary of the Eastern Border Horti¬ 
cultural Society, Berwick, would be obliged by Pansyiana ” communi¬ 
cating to him his address. , 

Legs of Shangiiae Fow'ls (G. J2., Essex),—Whoever told you that i 

yellow legs in these will never gain a prize knew nothing about the i 
point. Yellow is the colour of the legs of the pure breeds, tinged some¬ 
times in places with red where the skin is thin. The white or blue legged ; 
always are avoided. 

Names op Plants (D. P.).—1, Asplenium sp.; 2, A. diversifo- 
lium ; 3, Blechnum sp.; 4 and 5, Doodia caudata, fertile fronds; 6, Ly¬ 
copodium denticulatum (?); 7, unknown to us ; 8, Adiantum cuneatum; 
9, Lycopodium flabulare; 10, unknown to us; 11, Gymnogramma chry- 
sophylla; 12, Lycopodium Galeottii; 13, Adiantum hispidulum; 14, 
Lycopodium helveticum; 15, Doodia caudata, sterile frond; l6, Poliqjo- 
dium sp.; 17, appears to be a bit of a Drynaria; 18, Pteris scrrulata; 
19, Lycopodium circinatum. If our correspondent had sent these spe¬ 
cimens at three enclosures, and better specimens, we should have been 
able to have given the desired information more correctly, as many , 
of the specimens sent are too diminutive and crushed for examination ; ' 
besides, the Ferns exhibit such a variety ot forms as they grow on, that | 
a bit sent may not show the real character of the plant it is taken from. | 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, , 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William ! 

Somerville Orr, at the Ofiice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish ot 

Christ Church, City of Loudon.—March 3rd, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

JI w 
1) D 

MARCH 10—16, 1853. 
Weather near Lo 

Barometer. Ixhermo. 

NDON IN 1852. 

Wind. Rain in In. 

San 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

I\roon 
R. & S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 1 

bf. Sun. 

1 

Day of 
Year. 

lU Th Vellow-horned; paling. 30.382 —30.300 46—26 E. ' 01 2/ a. 6 54 a. 5 6 a 34 1 10 28 1 09 
1 i F Orange Underwing; willows. 30.210 — 30.217 45—34 N.E. ' — 25 55 7 44 2 10 12 ^ 70 
12 S Light-orange Underwing. 30.382 —.30.316 49—2.5 N.E. ' — 2S 57 8 53 3 9 56 1 71 
13 Son a Sunday in Lent. 30.428— 30.371 i 48—20 E. i — 20 59 10 1 i 9 40 72 
14 M March Moth; palings. 30.422 —30.386, 48—25 N.E. _ 13 VI 11 8 5 9 23 73 
15 Tu Mottled Grey; heaths. 30.427— 30.415 46—32 N.E. ; _ IG 2 morn. 6 9 6 74 
l6 W Large Ingrailed; trees. 30.402— 30.348 48—35 N.E. 1 01 14 4 0 15 7 8 48 75 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera- | 
tares of these days are 50.9°, and 31.1° respectively. The greatest heat, (17°, occurred on the 90» in 1820 ; and the lowest cold, 7°, on the 10th 
in 1847. Ouring the period 105 days were fine, and on 77 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

POPPYWOETS.—PAPAVEEACEiP.. 

{Continued from page 395.) 

Eomeeia. 

I 

Geneeic Chaeactee.—Petals four. Seed-vessel long, from 
two to four valved ; the valves opening from the top to the 
bottom. Placenlee distinct. Seeds pitted, without a crest. 

Romeeia hybeida : Hybrid Romeria; Violet Celandine; 
Violet Horned-Poppy. 

Description.—It is an annual. Boot spindling, or carrot¬ 
shaped, hut slender. Boot-leaves stalked. Stem erect, about 
a foot high, branched, cyliudric, slightly bristled. Stem- 

j leaves stalkless, dark green, cut into many toothed, shaiT* 
! segments, smooth. Flower-stalks terminating the branch, 

cylindric, one-flowered, smooth. Calyx oval, slightly hairy. 
Petals egg-shaped, deep purple or violet, seldom lasting 
more than three or four hours. Anthers twin, pale blue. 
Seed-vessel, a pod two or three inches long, rather crooked, 
slightly bristly. Stigma three-rayed. Seeds round, greyish- 
black, slightly pitted, attached by small stalks to the re¬ 
ceptacles in a double row. 

Places ivhere found.—lioxo. In corn-flelds in Cambridge¬ 
shire and Norfolk. 

Time of flowering.—May and June. 
History.—This plant was called Chelidoninm hyhridum by 

Linnteus, from a suspicion which he entertained that it 
might be the offspring of Papaver argeimme impregnated by 
pollen from some species of Chelidoninm. Other botanists 
bave named it Glaucium violacenm, and others before them 
Papaver cornicnlatam violacenm. A botanical critic, named 
IMedicus, first separated it both from Chelidoninm and 
Glaucium, and bestowed upon it the title of Bumeria, in 
honour of a German botanist, J. J. Rbmer, who died Pro¬ 
fessor of Botany at Landshut, in 1820. Medicus would not 
liave been a sufficient authority had he not been sustained 

^ by M. Decan doll e approving the new genus. It is common 
t in Spain, but Ray was the first to discover it in England, 

growing in Cambridgeshire, between Burwel and Swaff'ham. 
Like tlie other Ilorned-Poppies it has a yellow juice. 
{Lindley. Martyn. Smith, Bay.) 

I 

I 

If we were asked to specify the difficulty in gardening 

upon which we hare most frequently been asked to 

advise, our reply would be—Upon the most desirable 

mode of heating a small greenhouse. The causes of 

tliis difficulty are various. Hot-water apparatus is ex¬ 

pensive ; flues take up much room; both are difficult to 

temper, so as not to overheat a very small structure, 

and the fire of either requires constant attention, to say 

nothing about the dirt and trouble of lighting and re- 

I lighting. Where there is a gardener, and no deficiency 

of assistance, all this is mere matter of customary 

routine and seasonable duty, but they arc grave diffi¬ 

culties, and almost worse than counterbalancing the 

pleasure derived from a greenhouse by an amateur of 

limited meaus, upon whose own skill, or that of the lady 

of the house, its management devolves. 

Last autumn, a principal tradesman in Winchester 

^ applied to us for advice ujtou this very point, and we 

j recommended him to have a small hot-water apparatus 

heated by gas. As the expense is not an object to him, 

he has had the apparatus constructed of copper. 

About the same time, we think, a similar idea sug¬ 

gested itself to Mr. Cuthill, of Camberwell, for he com¬ 

municated the plan to the London Horticultural Society 

at its last meeting. 

Strangely enough, and as if there were certain 

thouglits had a vagrant habit, and found a resting 

place in various brains as they journeyed on, Mr. 

Arthur Paine, wine-merchant, at Tiverton, also in 

last autumn constructed a similar apparatus. To him 

belongs the greatest merit, however, for he at once 

embodied the thought, and in the apparatus, of whicli 

we subjoin his drawing and description, little room 

remains for improvement. The only suggestion we 

have to make, is that a funnel be attached to a tube 

long enough to reach to near the bottom of the boiler, 

and that care be taken that a little water can be always 

seen in the funnel. 

No. CCXXXII., Yol. IX. 
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Mr. Paine says ;—“ I have great pleasure in answer¬ 

ing your questions, and am sure, should any of your 

readers try this means of keeping out frost, thy will 

find it succeed beyond e.xpectation. 

“ Mine, it is true, is on a very small scale, hut I have 

no doubt it is equally adapted for buildings of a larger 

size, provided the gas-burner is increased in propor¬ 

tion. 
“ The boiler is placed inside the house, so that all the 

heat from the gas and the boiler itself may be made 

useful. 
“ It is enclosed three-quarters up with slate and 

mortar, so as to allow the heat to ply all round it. I 

have had it in use since September. 

“ One-inch lead-pipes are used to attach the boiler to 

the iron-pipes, on account of being more easily fixed to 

the boiler than the three-inch iron ones. I should here 

observe, that I have proved the lead-pipes will not give 

the same amount of heat as the iron. I have twelve 

jets of gas in the ring beneath the boiler. The holes 

being pierced with the smallest drill. 

“ During all the severe weather in February, and 

without putting on mats, it maintained a temperature 

above 45° in a house ten feet long, and seven feet wide,” 

We have now before us the Poultry Prize-list of the 

Yorkshire Agricultural Society, to be held at Ijeeds in 

December of the present year. 

The judicious limitation for the exhibition of chickens 

in their own classes only, not suffei'iug them to appear 

in the pens devoted to their seniors, which originated 

with the Birmingham committee, has been wisely fol¬ 

lowed ; and every poultry - keeper of experience will 

rejoice at a decision which will give his birds of either 

class a fairer field of competition. 

In Shanghaes, or Cochin-Chinas, we find classes 24 

and 25 allotted to cinnamon and buff, and 20 and 27 

are to be filled with brown and partridge-feathered 

birds. So far, so good ; but then follow classes, “ ivhite, 

hlack, or any other colourT Now, we hesitate as to the 

correctness of bringing all these into competition with 

one another. The white Shanghaes have every claim 

on our notice as a. distinct variety, like producing like, 

and as such should have a class of their own, to which 

we must consider them fully as much entitled as the 

numerous families of Game fowls, which have here, as 

elsewhere, attained that distinction. 

At Birmingham, a class has been opened exclusively 

for black Shanghaes, and the ground, as we presume, 

on which they were admitted, was that of their title to 

be considered a distinct sub-variety, as evidenced by the 

test already referred to. If this is borne out by evidence, 

their claim should certainly be allowed; but the curious 

combination of colours, wdiite and buff, on the part of so 

many of the parents of the black cockerels and pullets 

of 1852, cannot but raise doubts as to their strict 

legitimacy. 

Now, so far as we know, the white have no charge of 

this kind brought against them—at any rate, none well 

substantiated ; and in their native country, as in 

England, they have given, on the other hand, many 

pi’oofs of the justice of their claim to be regarded as 

a pure race, free from the bar sinister. We would not, 

then, have coujiled them with blacks, which hitherto, at 

least, have not proved their case, nor with the other mis¬ 

cellanies among which they must appo.ar at Leeds. 

Game fowl, Hamburghs, and Polands, succeed each 

other in the usual courso, ambthe ])rizes are liberal; 

but our poor little friends, the Bantams, have verily been 

cut down to a ])eace establishment; since, all their glories 

of gold and silver laced, black, white, and sundries, are 

meiged in one, and but one scale of prizes awarded 

to the whole family. 

This could hardly proceed from more motives of 

economy on the part of the managers of a society that 

elsewhere holds forth such tempting prizes; we con¬ 

clude, therefore, that a desire to call forth farmer's 

poultry must have caused this deposition of our tiny 

friends. If this be the case, no one has a right to find 

fault; and a step is taken to assui'e the public how far 

“ utility ” is the principle on winch these societies are 

conducted; but we would have gone a step further 

when determined to carry out this same princi])le, and 

would have divided Geese and Turkeys, those essentially 

1 farmer’s stock, as fowls are divided into birds of the 

I year, and those beyond it. 

I We have specially alluded to the case of the black 

! and white Shangaes, as sufficient numhers of them will, 

i probably, be bred during the course of the present year, 

[ to give us more insight into their origin and parentage 

than is at present before the public. 

The Bath and Western Counties Agricultural Asso- 

I ciation have also published their list of poultry prizes 
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to 1)0 awavclod at a meeting, at riymoutli, in June 

next. Chickens, of course, must bo of the current year; 

and what witli the present severity of the weatlier, and 

the early period of the exhibition, the judges will have 

lull room for speculation as to what the young birds 

will eventually turn out, when they behold them in the 

infant state in Juno. Wo do not say that matters 

could have been otherwise arranged, but simply allude 

to it as one of the many drawbacks of summer poultry 

shows. Tlieso chickens of 1853, which will bo, at the 

most, some twelve or fifteen weeks old, are, wo see, 

dignified by the reverend title of “ cochs and hens.” 

The elasses for Slianghaes being limited to “cimiamon 

and huff” and ‘'dark”—“uddte" wo must understand to 

be excluded. We must, too, utter some little remon¬ 

strance on behalf of the ''gold and silver-spangled Ham- 

hurghs,” which are also proscribed; while for the class 

"for any other distinct breed,” wo have in exchange one 

for “ silks ”—hardly, we think, an improvement. 

“ Hybrids ” are to be honoured; but their class is so 

placed under the general heading "Polands” that any 

one deriving bis information from the prize-list must be 

led to infer that “ hybrid Poles” alone are admissable. 

We sliall be curious for the appearance of these highly- 

favoured top-knots. 

But the question of the admission of hybrids at all 

is one of great doubt; and Birmingham, a good au¬ 

thority, has, as we think, justly excluded them. W’^e 

should be glad, however, if we are called upon to notice 

better results from the stimulus thus given than have 

ever rewarded the careful and scientific experiments of 

many of our friends, as to the advantages to be gained 

in cross-breeding fowls. We regret observing that some 

of the best pigeons are altogether omitted. 

The system of post-entiy, so fruitful a source of dissa¬ 

tisfaction at meetings of another description is here in¬ 

troduced. We shall be glad to learn what object the 

committee hope to serve by it. The rules, especially 

with regard to entries, are not quite so clear as we could 

wish, nor do we undei’Stand the principle on which these 

entries are to be made. This, it seems, has already been 

noticed, and to one of our friends who sought for in¬ 

formation, the following letter has been addressed by the 

honorary secretary at Plymouth :— 

“ Plymouth, 21st Feb., 1853. 

“ Sir,—Your other questions will be best answered by 

my observing that our conditions and regulations are to 

be interpreted literally; that the list of prizes, as it 

stands, is complete, and that it is not intended to add 

to, or diminish from it in any particular whatever. 

“ An exhibitor can obtain a prize in accordance with 

his entry only. If he enter, say cock and two hens, for a 

first prize, he cannot obtain a second or third ivith the 

same fowls. If the entry be for a second prize, he can¬ 

not obtain a first or a third; and so with an entry for a 

third, the exhibitor on entering cannot obtain a first or 

a second prize. (Signed) Jajies Mulleny, Hon. Sec. 

“ Mr. W. C. Pennington, Penzance.” 

When any society deviates, for the first time, from the 

course hitherto taken by other associations established 

for similar purposes, the public may fairly ask for what | 

object certain unusual arrangements have been effected. I 

Just so in the present case. Birmingham, with the ' 

Metropolitan and our other Poultry societies, adopted | 

and acted on the usual system for making the different ' 

entries of stock for exhibition, leaving it to the merits ; 

of each pen to determine whether a first, second, or i 

third prize should bo assigned to it, or whether it should ‘ 

remain unnoticed. The secretary’s explanation of the 

regulations presents some very novel features, the rea¬ 

sons for which we must confess ourselves as yet unable 

to appreciate. We shall hope, therefore, to be enlight¬ 

ened on these points, and are the more disposed to ask 

for this information, as such revolutions on the part of 

so influential a body as this society nmst have an im¬ 

portant bearing on otlicr similar institutions. W. ! 

COVENT GARDEN. 

Some time ago w’e had occasion to remark on the 

unsatisfactory state of the meterage of the market, and 

to expose what cannot bo called by any other milder 

term than the fraud which is practised on purchasers by 

the irregular measures which are employed in the sale 

of fruits and other productions. We have, for some 

time, intended to prepare a statement of these for the 

benefit of those who may not be acquainted with the 

subject. To many our reports must have appeared 

unintelligible, from the strange names of the measures 

quoted; but we shall now, and on future occasions 

notice some of these, until we have overtaken the wliole. 

The Bushel.—This is, in its integrity, an imperial 

bushel; but wirat it is as used in the Garden would 

puzzle all the meters in London; it is something like 

the quart wine-bottle—a bushel only in name ; for what 

with the tremendous “kick” in the bottom, and the 

stratum of straw over it, the Coveut Garden bushel 

rarely ever contains more than three pecks. This is 

not, however, the fault of the bushel, but that of the 

inspectors of weights and measures, whose duty it surely 

is to take proper cognizance of these matters. 

Tire next smaller measure of capacity is— 

The Sieve.—This, like the bushel basket, is made of 

wicker-work, and should contain about the same quan¬ 

tity as halfa-bushel, or 1044 cubic inches. I 

The Half-Sieve is the'next in size smaller, and 

contains 822 cubic inches, or about the capacity of a 

peck. This also is made of wicker-work. There is also 

The Quarter-Sieve, which contains about one 

gallon. 

Besides these there are smaller measures called Pun- I 
NETS, which are constructed of thin strips of deal, and 
plashed in the same way as wicker-work. They are of 

four sizes. 
The Large Punnet contains 248 cubic inches, or 

five pints-and-a-half. 
The Second Punnet contains 228 cubic inches, or i 

about a pottle. 
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TfiK Tiuud PiTN-xRT contains 00 cubic indies, or tlie 

capacit}’ of a quart. 

'J’hk Smaci. Runnkt contains 00 cubic inches, or a 

pint-aucl-a-half. 

We sball return to the subject on a future oocasion— 

possibly next week, when wc sball treat of the other 

departments of this subject. 

The continuance of the frost is very much against a 

liberal supply of Vegetables, and the prices, in conse¬ 

quence, remain high. There is, however, a good supply 

of Asparagus and Sea-kale. Fruit of all kinds is very 

scarce; but Flowers are abundant. II. 

GOSSIP AND GLEANINGS. 

We believe that we shall live until the time arrives 

when Paper will be manufactured from the fibres of 

almost any vegetable. Those of the Jerusalem Arti¬ 

choke, Sunflower, Dahlia, and many other tenants of 

the garden, we think especially applicable to the pur- 

I pose. There is nothing peculiar in the chemical com- 

i position of Flax to indicate that it alone is calculated 

: for the paper-maker’s use. Then, as for toughness, 

Bass matting, and many other vegetable fibres, are 

equally strong. This, however, is not an essential 

quality in the material for paper-making, inasmuch as 

that straw, one of the most brittle of ))lant-stems, is now 

I successfully employed. The following statement in 

point is e.xtracted from the Journal of the Society of 

j Arts:—“The manufacture of Straw Paper was first 

I introduced about fifty years ago, but was only partially 

' successful. By an interesting and important improve- 

I meut in the mode of preparation, the use of straw as a 

j material for paper may now be considered permanently 

established in England, Ireland, and the United States, 

i So little difference is perceptible between rag and straw 

j paper, that the latter is used by one of the London 

■ journals regularly. One peculiar feature of the manu¬ 

facture is, that although the article can be produced at a 

price not exceeding that of ordinary printing paper, it 

is applicable for both writing and printing purposes.’’ 

A Correspondent (•!. J.), who sends us his address, 

says: “ I find at page 70 of the present volume, a short 

extract relative to Paul Jones, to which I would beg to 

refer, and in doing so must say the birth-place of this 

! celebrated pirate was not at St. Mary’s Isle, nor was his 

' father ever gardener to the Plarl of Selkirk, but to Mr. 

Craick, Laird of Ardbigland, a small estate in the 

Stewartry, about twenty-three miles below Dumfries; 

and if I mistake not, about twenty-one from Kirkcud¬ 

bright, and situate in the parish of Kirkbean. Mr. 

Craick was a noted agriculturist, an improver in breed¬ 

ing and feeding farming stock, and an improver of 

agricultural implements; indeed, the surrounding coun¬ 

try owes to him much of its present high state of culture. 

The cot in which young I’aul first drew breath had 

almost crumbled into ruins, but was rebuilt by the 

present Mr. Craick (who, I understand, has lately sold 

the estate), and it still retains the name of “BaulJones’ 

Cottage,” and relics of him and his favourite retreats are ' 

pointed out to the stranger. 'The two summer-houses 

remain, one on each side of a large folding-door emerg- ' 

ing from the garden, within ten yards of high-water ! 

mark, on the bank of the Solway. The garden seems 

about an imperial acre, surrounded by high stone walls, : 

covered with what have been fine old fruit trees, but now ; 

much neglected, and it contains nothing very remark- ' 

able, save a fine specimen of the Garden Hydrangea, i 

which I saw in full bloom, and bearing about 100 splen¬ 

did blooms, although not in any season protected. 'There 

are there likewise some of the finest specimens of Spruce 

and Silver Fir I ever saw'.” 

'The Shanijhae hen (lot 102) mentioned by us at jinge 

•'100, was purchased by klrs. Newton, Laurel Cottage, 

Gravesend. 

Another of Mr. Stevens’s fortnightlj' sales took place 

on the 1st instant, and the 200 lots of poultry realized 

about T443, including a few lots which were bought in. 

Lot 40. A buft’ pullet, bred by Mr. George, was bought 

by H. G. Gurney, Esq., for .£15 15s.; and the same 

gentleman bought lot 40 for .£42. It w'as a buff cock, 

bred by Mr. Collinson. It was certainly a handsome, 

brilliant coloured bird, but deficient in size. I.ot IH. A 

buff cockerel, son of Mr. Sturgeon’s Patriarch, was 

bought by Mr. English for £5 lOs. Lot 05. A buff 

pullet, bred by Mr. Holt, was purchased for £10 by Mr. 

Shackell, of Uxbridge. I.ot 72. A light buff cockerel, 

bred by Mr. George, and brother to his Prince, was 

bought by Mr. Wright, of Croydon, for £10 lUs. I.ot 

105. A buff cockerel, of Dr. Gwynne’s strain, was bought 

for £8, by Mr. Fox, of Skinner-street. 

The Winter Exhibitions of Poultry are not yet all 

over, for we see that there is to bo one on tlie 18th and 

10th of this month at Kendal; and this must come 

within the class of winter shows. It is, however, much 

too late; the best hens are getting broody, and both 

they and the cocks are declining in weight. 

We are informed, upon very good authority, that 2'he 

Sinithfeld Club intend this year to have a Poultry Show 

one week after their own usual exhibition. It is pro¬ 

posed to have prizes for fat fowls, as well as for stock 

specimens. Its prizes will be on a most liberal scale, 

and an effort made to render it a national gathering. 

BINE APPLES. 

I FEEL justified in returning to this subject at this i 
])eriod, on account of the rearrangement generally requi- i 

site in spring; and, in this respect, it is very probable ’ 
some of our readers have got the start of us. Such a 
pressure of subjects, however, have jiresenled themselves 
during the last few months, that it was impossible to 
reach this point sooner. 

It has before been stated, that Pines, by the Hamil¬ 
tonian system, or planted out, do not require a tithe of 
the labour those do which- are under the old pot-system. 
Let all who wish to be severe in the economy of labour 
look well to this. Let them just reflect what an impor¬ 
tant matter it is to a gardener, who is tied to the very 
minimum point in regard of labour, to have a pinery 
which requires by far less labour in the aggregate tlian 
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an oRlinaiy frame. When a gardener ha.s more on liis 
hands than can be well done, it is surely evident that 
something must be delayed, or must be omitted altoge¬ 
ther; and do not wo all know that the proprietor's inte¬ 
rest and the gardener’s feelings both suii'er at once ? 
'i'his shows how important it is to simplify all garden 
plans : both economy and success are concerned in this 
simplification. 

However, as to Pot Pines, I must beg to ofter some 
practical advice applicable to the season. The old tan- 
bed, after resting undisturbed, or nearly so, since the 
end of October, will require renewal; this is the first 
thing to be thought of, and hence the great defect in 

: bottom-heats of fermenting materials; it is impossible 
thorougbly to renew them without removing the plants; 
and it is assuredly impossible to effect the latter without 

; rupturing numberless sap vessels. Every practical man 
i will confess how grieved he has felt to hear crack, crack, 
I among the noble and unblemished leaves of his strong 

successions, when in the act of tying them, if compelled 
i so to do, preparatory to removal. He can no longer feel 
I the same pride in the plants; hitherto he has seen them 
1 daily without a deformity ; now he is, of course, antici- 
i patiug decayed points, leaves rotting off in the centre, 
I others half crushed ; so that he is puzzled to know, sub- 
I sequently, whether to entirely amputate them. These 
I are tiic kind of evils to be faced by the Pine shifter, who 
I generally sets about the work of disturbance with a 

heavy lieart if the plants be very robust. 
Mr. Hamilton, however, in his useful book, suggests 

a plan by wbiob, under some circumstances, tins crack¬ 
ing and crushing may be avoided. It is to remove one 
row at front, and to renew the materials beneath to the 
very bottom, making a lively heat in this part, which, of 
course, acts as a lining to the rest, in exciting it to fresh 
action. 

This is by no means a bad plan, although it does not 
go the whole length of the evil; inasmuch as that por¬ 
tion of the pit farthest from the point of operation bene¬ 
fits but very moderately by the removal. If a pit con¬ 
tains four or five rows, a back row might be removed 
and treated in like manner ; and thus the pit would be 
renovated, and the removal of a row or two saved. 

Put for tliese evils there is no radical cure but a per¬ 
manent and unfailing source of bottom-heat by hot- 
water piping. It has cost so much, however, in num¬ 
berless cases, to fit up such sources of bottom-heat with 
chambers, tanks, and other superfluous apparatus, that 

' I fear it will take some time to persuade the public that 
■ a much simpler plan will succeed—simply, piping buried 

in stones, as detailed in the papers on the Hamiltonian 
system. 

The early part of March is the favourite period with 
: most for a general rearrangement of their stock of 

Pines. Early-fruiters in “show” will require the in- 
■ troduction of more tan, and if the body of the bed has 

become busky it should be watered with tepid water, 
■ and stirred deep with a strong stake. Where the tan or 
' other material is getting rather hard-worn, and the 

plants may not be disturbed, I should advise laying on 
about four inches of new tan on the heels of the water¬ 
ing ; and the operator may now stir so deep and so 
carefully as to take care that much of this new tan 

i sinks deeply down; this will add new life at a lower 
; level. After this, ha may add plenty more new tan on 

the surface; even covering over the surface of the pots, 
if necessary, to the depth of three inches. This, well 

- carried out, will produce a genial warmth, which will 
I endure for a long period as the season is advancing. 
I Ry-the-by, this stirring deep with a stake is excellent 
j practice, and cannot bo done too often; it both renews 

and purifies ; those who practice this, and often syringe 
between the stems of the Pines on the fermenting 
surface, will not be troubled with nauseous fungi, at 

once the produce and the producers of a vitiated atmo¬ 
sphere. 

Succession Pines, in pots, heated with fermenting 
materials, will require a thorough renewal of their heat, 
if they are to continue through the summer in these 
structures. Here there is much less difficulty than 
with fruiting-plants, as the plants are by far less bulky, 
and, moreover, they must be repotted, if not in their 
final shift. Those who have other pits at liberty 
generally prepare one anew for their reception before¬ 
hand, and this is the very best plan, as there is time to 
prove the heat before introducing the Pines. 

I may here refer to the repotting process, a thing of 
the utmost importance; indeed, if this be badly done, all 
other advantages will be sadly negatived. Jn former 
days, some of our readers may remember, that even 
many of the first gardeners of the day insisted on what 
was termed disrooting them ; that is to say, tumbling 
them out of their pots, shaking away every particle of 
soil, and cutting away about three-fourths of their 
roots. This was a strange juece of infatuation, showing 
plainly the tyranny of mere rule even with first-rate 
professors; but gardening is not the only art liable 
to such misconception. Disrooting by system is now 
entirely refndiated; I doubt if it has one solitary 
champion left. ilr. Hamilton did much in breaking up 
this silly procedure, by forcing attention to tbe great 
longevity of the Pine-roots, although such, to all ap¬ 
pearance, are discoloured and apparently worn-out. It 
was this singular discolouration through age, I suppose, 
which misled our venerable predecessors; but a clear 
observation, coupled with common sense, would surely 
have shown them the fallacy of disrooting. In those 
days, however, potting principles, such as the consti¬ 
tution of soils, the importance of thorough drainage, 
&c., were but imperfectly understood; the riddle was 
too much in vogue; and in addition, jieople used to 
water their Pines in an unnecessary degree in the 
dormant season. Hence the soil became soured, and 
roots did, indeed, perish. 

Such things do now occasionally happen, and where 
the roots are in this perished state, no alternative 
remains but to shake the soil away, trim their roots, 
and ro[)ot them. As to size of shift, there is much less 
“ fiddle faddle ” in these days than formerly, when 
folks were scarcely contented with a Pine plant, unless 
it had made acquaintance with nearly every sized-pot in 
the shed, from a five-inch up to a fifteen. What is 
termed the “one-shift” system, or something closely 
approaching it, is now very generally praetised. A 
sucker potted in a seven-inch now, will deserve a nine- 
inch pot before Midsummer, and its final shift in the 
end of August. 

And now, as to soils, or what are termed composts. 
I do not think anything can excel one of three-parts 
turfy loam, and the other portion an old cucumber-bed, 
which had been composed of about equal parts dung 
and leaves. A little of some charred rubbish yard- 
materials may be added, to ensure porosity. It is 
not so much any particular virtue in the soil, or its 
texture, that concerns most highly the Pine. In point 
of texture, it should eontain the elements of durability, 
or of keeping long mellow, as gardeners express it; 
hence the materials should not be too highly decayed. 
Turfy loam from a very old pasture, in character inter¬ 
mediate between the adhesive and the friable, stacked in 
a sharp ridge when dry, for six or eight months, is 
almost complete in itself for their highest culture, in¬ 
asmuch as extra fertility may be imparted through the 
medium of liquid-manure. Some of the noblest Pines 
that I have lately met with, I had the pleasure of seeing 
in Septemher last, at Alnwick Castle gardens, belonging 
to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland. Mr. Pillans, 
his veiy excellent gardener, takes a just pride in his 
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Pines, and it is delightful to observe the effects of high 
culture, based on the well-observed natural habits of this 
fruit. I was highly delighted to lind a thorough confirm¬ 
ation of the views 1 had long taken, as to the efficiency 
of sound turfy unctuous loam in the culture of pines. 1 
was delighted, I repeat, not that my views of the matter 
happened to prove correct, hut that a ])rinciple was con¬ 
firmed, about which there could scarcely arfise, here¬ 
after, a necessity for recantation. 

On examining closely the soil of Mr. Pillan’s Pines, 
I found the soil principally strong yellow loam, ob¬ 
tained, 1 was told, from Alnwick town-moor. Instead 
of the surface of the jiots being covered in a neatly- 
finished way, and smoothed down, there were tufts of 
turfy loam here and there, rising above the mass like 
so many pincushions; the leaves of the Pines, broad, 
robust, and ndlky-green, felt to the touch like some 
metallic substance. And why? Simply because every 
sap-vessel was distended with liberal supjilies through 
a vigorous root; the elaborations in Mr. Pillan’s houses, 
metal roofs (requiring shading in extreme weather), 
being, doubtless, ever a match for the “raw material” 
from the root. 

Equal in importance to the staple of the soil is the 
mode of i)otting: a safe and speedy egress for fluids must 
be provided. Thorough drainage secures this, and more. 
There can be little doubt, i think, that the cavernous 
character of the bottom of a well-drained pine-pot is of 
as much importance in facilitating the admission of 
nourishing gases to the root, as in providing for the 
escape of water. Three or four large crocks, ijlaced as 
hollow as possible, with a little coarse material strewed 
amongst tliem, and on this dry turf in lumps, having 
the mere soil beat out, makes a capital drainage, in 
depth about one-fifth of the pot. 

Up to this period Pines should have been kept tole¬ 
rably dry, at least, those for repotting; and the operator 
may water them liberally about a week before the re¬ 
potting process, by which means the soil will bo in an 
equable state, and what we gardeners term “ mellow.” 
The compost being prepared, and in a rather dry con¬ 
dition, abundance of loamy turf in lumps may, in a 
separate state, lay on the right side of the ])Otting bench, 
and these the operator may continue thrusting in con¬ 
stantly as the potting proceeds. One very good plan is, 
after jilacing the ball on the turfy lumps which cover 
the crocks, to thrust in a row of the potting-bench 
lumps of turf; these latter not having the soil beat out 
as in the case of the drainage material; then to fill up 
with the ordinary compost until level with the ball 
surface, when another layer of the turf lumps may 
again be introduced, and then the whole coated over 
two or three inches with the compost. I do not think 
there can be better practice than this, as far as potting 
is concerned. The soil will remain fresh and mellow 
as long as the Pine remains in it, and will permit water 
and air to traverse it in every direction, i lay much 
stress on the soil being dry—not, however, dusty—and 
in that state let the whole be pressed or crammed tightly 
in with the hand ; but on no account should the pot be 
thumped on the bench—a practice which has been ever 
productive of much injury. 

Thus much performed, the plants should be at once 
plunged where they may commence growth, wdthout 
any future handling, beyond the final shifting, or repot¬ 
ting, which will be a J uly, August, or September affair, 
according to the character of the plants, and the aims 
of the proprietor; always bearing in mind, that from 
six to eight months may be calculated on, by ordinary 
culture, from tbe final shift to the “show” for fruit. 

Here lot it be observed, that a jealous eye must hence¬ 
forth be kept on what are termed bottom-heats. I do 
still think it a mistaken view to consider such high 
permanent bottom-heats as *JU° essential. If we are to 

follow' nature’s principles, surely this bottom-heat affair I 
is essentially relative. Light is, doubtless, tbe ))rime 
moving jmwer, and all straining of points, without a i 
reference to the amount of this, must ever prove I’alla- 
cious. Jlulf-pluMjiny, where fermenting materials are 
used, must be resorted to ; it is easy to add more in case 
of necessity. '\Vc would have no watering at root for 
two, three, or more weeks after repotting. 'They will ' 
root much faster, and bo in le.ss danger of “ burning,” 
whilst the soil is mellow than if adhesive, or swelled • 
with moisture; and no wonder—tbe heated moisture is 
not confined, but can ra})idly cscajie at every breatbing ! 
pore in the soil, fl'lie syringe will ])rove a useful ad- ' 
junct to good culture; and a free ventilation, and a 
high afternoon tem))erature, may be used daily after tbe 
middle of the month. E. Eriiington. 

BULBS. 

{Co)itiniicd from ptifie ItH.) 

CYltTANTHUS. 
The two evergreen species of this genus, or rather 

section of Amaryllis, were disposed of in the last article; 
and the following go to rest from the end of October to 
March or April, and flower after Midsummer with the 
leaves on, and so till September, according to the kind, 
and the time they began to grow in the spring. After 
seeing how readily the Valolta purpurea crossed with 
C. olilujuus, there can be no doubt of its crossing with 
some of the deciduous species, whose leaves and flowers 
tbe blood of Valotta would much improve ; and there is 
another section of Amaryllis, called Oantroneimi, which 
is as sure to cross in with these as if we had the crosses 
now before us. Then, if the deciduous cliaracter of 
these Cjfrtanths and (Jastronemas would so influence tbe 
Valotta side of the breed as to go to rest in winter, as 
no doubt it would in time, we should possess a new race 
of summer-flowering bulbs, as hardy (for the summer) 
as Tulips, and with even richer colours, combined with 
finer striping than is seen in the Carnation. 

Any one who knows the ilower of Valotta purpurea 
may see, from tbe short description of the following s])e- 
cies and those of Oastroneina, how easilj' this could be 
effected. Hence it is that 1 put a great stress on the 
value of the genus Cyrtanthus, the bulbs of which are 
not at all difticult to manage, if the proper yellow loam 
is got for them, and the right treatment allowed. These 
bidbs ought to be covered with soil, and not he half-ex¬ 
posed, as we do with llrunsvigias and similar large 
l)ulbs, because they are very susceptible of injury from 
damp in winter while they are at rest, and the covering 
of dry soil saves them much. On account of their per¬ 
manent fleshy roots, it does not do to shake them out of 
tbe soil, like (Jladiolus bulbs, while they are at rest. 
They will resent any jmshing into forced growth in the 
spring beyond the temiierature of a high airy shelf in 
the greenhouse. The one called J'cwfr/cOiYt in the Dic¬ 
tionary, has never been in cultivation, as far as I can 
make out; hut all the species have the flowers more or 
less ventricose, or bulged out in the middle. 

Cyrtanthus anoustifoltos (Narrow-leaved).—A bad 
name, as others of them have the leaves still narrower. 
This is the easiest of them to grow, to flower, and to 
keep, as well as to increase, for it will seed freely, 'f’he 
flowers are four or five, of a rich orange-red, and they 
hang down from one side of the scape. 'J'he leaves are 
about a quartor-of-an-inch wide, and purple at the bot¬ 
tom, like those of Valotta 2^urpurea. 

Cyrtanthus oollinus.—This is a native of the hills 
near Genadendal, 100 miles east of Cape Town. It is a 
very handsome kind, with eight or nine crimson, or 
poppy-scarlet, flowers, and with three leaves as narrow 
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as the last, becoming very slender and purplish at tlie 
bottom—indications of its affinity with Valotta. The 
shape of the flowers, the insertion, and length of stamens, 
ami the relative length and position of the style, are of 
not the slightest use, as private marks, for determining 
species, or even sections, in the genus Amaryllis, to 
which all these bulbs properly belong. 

CviiXANTHUs onoiius. — Only four crimson, slightly 
fragrant flowers, and these not (^uite so pendulous as is 
usual. The leaves are much narrower than in the last 
two; they are linear, or the edges nearly meeting along 
the back. 

Cyrt.vnthus paludus.—Five dull pink flowers, paler 
above the middle ; quite pendulous. Very narrow, dark 
green leaves, attenuated, or becoming smaller, at both 
ends. 

Cyktanxiius spiralis.—a very marked species, from 
the leaves growing spirally, in the shape of a corkscrew. 
There are six or seven flowers, quite pendulous, and of | 
two shades of yellow, giving them a rich soft tint. From | 
Uitenage, near Algoa Ray. 

Cyrtanthus STUiAxus.—Only three or four flowers, 
pendulous, as usual, beautiful red colour and streaked 
with yellow; leaves broader than in any of the other 
deciduous ones a full hall-inch, a foot long, and speckled 
with red at the bottom. If I am right in considering 
the shape of a flower as of no value for generic distinc¬ 
tions in Amaryllis, what else is to hinder this pretty 
flower from being a Gastronemd. That it will cross 
with that section, I have not the slightest doubt in my 
own mind ; nor that the seedlings will be the pret¬ 
tiest striped flowers among all the bulbs—regular Car¬ 
nation stripes, in fact. The late Mr. Rollison, the father 
of that respectable lirni at Tooting, used to grow these 
CijrtaiUlis beautifully; and Mr. Carter, of llolborn, has 
them often on sale from the Cape growers. They are 
natives of the eastern territories of the Cape of Good 
Hope, and so readily known by their coral bells banging 
from the top of the stem, that a common shepherd might 
be entrusted to gather them in his walks. 

UAUBENYA. 
Daudkny'a aurea and fulva.—Anybody who remem¬ 

bers the very curious bulbs that were named after 
Masson, the botanical traveller in South Africa, will 
have no difficulty in recognising these two no less 
curious plants; and, as far as gardeners are concerned, 
there is not the slightest dilference in the management 
of these from that necessary for the old Massonids; 
indeed, the colour of these flowers, and those of Airw- 
sonia being bell shaped instead of tubular, and marked 
with honey ])ores inside, are the only points of differ¬ 
ence, or private mark, between Dauhenya and Massonia. ! 
The two genera are only lit for botanic gardens. The | 
leaves are very handsome, dark green, thick, and shin¬ 
ing, not more than three inches long and nearly as 
broad. When full grown, they look much like the leaves 
of HicnKinthus coccineiis; when half grown, they fall on 
each side the same way; then an umbel of flowers comes 
out from between these two leaves, with hardly a stalk, 
and tho bunch of flowers looks as if it was held by the 
closeness of the bottom of the leaves ; the first one has 
yellow flowers, tho second tawny ones. Tho bulbs 
require the same kind of treatment as the Brunsiiyuis. 

DIANELLA. 

These are also very old-fashioned herbaceous plants, 
with grassy leaves, and spreading panicles of small blue 
flowers of difl'erent shades, and tuberous roots, looking 
very much like bulbs, and as such are recorded in 
our books. They are excessively pretty little things, 
and as easy to manage almost as Crocuses; but they 
are out of fashion. Tho great Horticultural Societies 
have banished all tho best of the old-fashioned plants 

from cultivation. There is no great good ever ctfected 
without some evil or hardship felt in some quarter or 
another; and these New Holland Diana Lilyworts had 
to retire to give place to such things as Oloriosa superba, 
and things that are neither sujierb nor glorious. Any 
light sandy loam will grow Dianellas of all sorts; they 
will also grow well in peat; and flower for a long time in 
summer. They seem to till up the corresponding sjiace 
in New Holland which the Conanthers do in South 

i America, and there is a great general resemblance 
j between tbe two families, only the Americans are bad 

to grow—these the reverse. 

DlllMIA. 
This is another congregation of old-fashioned Lily- 

worts from the Cape, but no one grows them now, and 
they were never worth much out of botanic gardens; 
but they will grow and flower in any light soil. Ciliaris, 
laiiceafolia, and 2nirpHrascens are the best of tbem; but 
they are uow very scarce, and seldom met with. 

ECHEANDIA. 
Echeandia xERNiFOLiA, alids (Jonuntliem echeandia 

and AiUhericum rejlexiim. — A small, yellow-flowered 
tuberous-rooted plant, a native of Mexico, whence it 
was obtained by Sir Charles Lemon, with whom it 
flowered in 1837 for the first lime. It is only botani- 
cally interesting. 

ELISENE. 
Elisene longu’Exala, alias Pancratium ringens in 

the “ Flora I’eruviana." Pancratium and Hymenocallis 
come so close to each other in the first-described sjiecies, 
that no one could tell which was which in tho absence 
of the seeds, and each of them has branched out into 
sections so very difl'erent in aspect ns to have often 
deceived the most learned fully as much as ever Ama¬ 
ryllis did; and here is the very last example that i can 
call to mind of the descrijition of what appears on the 
face of it to bo only a well-marked section of Ismene ; 
this Elisene is not farther removed from Hymenocallis 
than Ismene ; and I am quite sure, as far as one can 
say in tho absence of facts, that both of them, with 
several other plants that are now held by botanists to 
be distinct genera, will be proved, in tho long run, to 
breed together, and with Hymenocallis—thus exemplify¬ 
ing the adage, that the first idea and the last one are 
sure to bo right- The first idea was, that all the lily¬ 
like flowers with tho neclarian membrane were Pau- 
cratiums; now we begin to see that Pancratiums are 
very limited indeed, and that nine-tenths of the Pan- 
cratioid plants must ultimately be arranged under Hy¬ 
menocallis. 

Elisene lonyipetala is one of the handsomest bulbs 
related to Ismene, and, like it, is a native of the Peruvian 
Andes. Tho first time it flowered in this country was 
in 18-10, at tho end of March, after resting all the 
winter. The flower scape was a yard high, and carried 
six large white flowers, whose divisions, or petals, were 
much longer than is generally seen in allied bulbs; 
hence the name. The first is an ancient name of 
romance—a celebrated beauty. No bulb can be more 
easy to grow than this, if it gets a complete rest 
for four or live months in winter, and is planted in 
pure sand, like tho old Peruvian Daffodil, Ismene 
Amancics. After flowering in the spring it ought 
to be planted out-of-doors about the end of May, 
like the Jacobsea Lily [Sprchelia), where it will grow 
with groat vigour till tlie end of September. On 
the first ajipearance of frost it ought to bo dried; 
exactly the same kind of treatment as one would give 
to Spreliclia formusissima, except that it must have a 
potful of sand to flower in, and a largo quantity of sand 
put under it in tho border, and the roots must be pre¬ 
served in winter as well as the bulbs. A cross between 
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this aud Ghovetis (jlaiica, or Ismene calaihina, would be j 
a treasure, as either of them would render the breed of ' 
Elisene later in flowering, so as to come in the open ^ 
ground with us; but for a hardier constitution cross it , 
with Ismene peclunctdata, judging from what has been I 
revealed in the “Vegetable Kingdom,” aud I think I know 
as much about that as any one. I am quite sure that 
“A. S. W.,” who has written on tlie cross-breeding of 
fowls, has got the right end of the story—analogy can 
go no fartlier—e-Kporience must do the rest; but it must ■ 
he done as he says, else stamens and cockerels pull in 
opposite directions. i 

EUCOMIS. i 

The bulbs belonging to this genus are all from the [ 
Cape; they are as old as the hills, and as well-known to | 
old gardeners, like me, as Crocuses or Tulijis. When : 
we were all young this was one of the commonest stove 
plants we had to water; after that they turned out to 
like the greenhouse better; and, last of all, they are 
found to do out in a border, close under tlie wall of a 
greenhouse, or, better still, the front wall of a stove, 
llr. Jackson, of Kingston, like me, is very fond of tlie 
old Cape bulbs, aud of bulbs in general; both of us 
worked very hard in our younger days, aud now we can 
spare half-an-hour occasionally to talk about old things, 
and ways; and, in our very last conversation, the bulbs 
under review ivere the subject of the story. He has 
many of them in front of his houses, and some almost 
out of tlie ground by overgrowing; but the frost never 
hurts them so far as to keep them from flowering every 
year. But, to begin with young bulbs of them, they 
ought to be planted four or five inches deep, and to 
have a good portion of sand all round them, as the sjvin 
of the bulbs is very soft and tender, so that wireworm, 
and other grubs, like to feed on them. The flowers arc 
not very showy nor striking, and I shall, therefore, 
occupy no space in describing them individually. They 
are hardly worth while growing in pots, e.xcept it be 
for their leaves and spotted leaf-stalks. In the eyes of a 
gardener they are of the same value as the Ilccmanthus 
family. 

EUCROSIA. 

Eucrosia bicoi.or.—This is not a very striking bulb> 
yet the natural colour is much better than it is repre¬ 
sented in any of our books; but J hardly know to which 
to liken it in any of its parts. The leaf is different 
from that of any other bulb I know—three or four 
inches long, nearly three inches broad in the middle, 
and tapering to both ends; the flowers are vermilion, 
with dark lines, and looks as if it was taken from the 
umbel of some fine Alstromeria. There was a large 
importation of it once to “ Lee's Nursery,” and Sweet 
told them it was a native of Cape Horn, and so they 
left the pots in a cold frame that winter, and every one 
of the bulbs were killed. Its natural locality was not 
determined till 1836, when Dr. Jamieson found it at an 
elevation of 1000 feet, “on the descent towards Jagu- 
achi,” in Peru. It likes strong loam, greenhouse culture, , 
and rest in winter. , 

FERRARIA. ’ 

The Ferrarias were never great favourites wdth any i 
one, owing to the very short time each flower keeps 
open, and their dull colours. Gypella j)lu'mbca is better i 
than any of them, keeps longer in flower, from June to ^ 
August, and has the charms of novelty aud the novel * 
colour, lead colour, to the bargain ; yet no one grows it. \ 
Ferrarias require e.xactly the same treatment as I.\ia, i 
which see. The three best of them are aniherosa, 
atrala, and mululata. \ 

FOURCRUYA 

j I'ouRCROv.v GioANXEA aucl LONG.EVA are not bulhs, but 
I large plants between bulbs and American Aloes, with 

flower-stems which rise higher than the American Aloe, 
and they flower only once or so in a life time, and are lit 
only for botanic gardens, where all the gardeners know | 
more than tve can tell them in our quiet homely way. 

GALAXTA. 

By cutting short,the remarks about such bulbs as ; 
this, that are really not worth much, or about which 
there is really very little chance for improving them, I : 
shall have the more room to say all sorts of things : 
about those which deserve our care and philosojdiy. 
Graminea aud versicolor are the only two worth potting 
in this genus, and they are rather shy — the bulbs , 
perishing often, without one knowing why. Very sandy 
peat and l.via treatment suits them best. ! 

D. Beaton. 

(2'o he continued.) 

JOTTINGS FOR THE GREENHOUSE IN 
MARCH. 

Air giving.—In fine, mild weather, give air rather 
freely during the day, when the e-xternal atmosphere in 
the shade reaches 45°. Give a little merely at the top, 
when it is very windy, or cold aud frosty. If frost and 
wind, or either of them exist in unison with a bright 
sun, it will be 2n'eferable to lessen perspiration, by 
sliglitly syringing the foliage in a forenoon, taking care, 
however, that the leaves are dry before the evening. This, 
and a loiv temperature in pipes or flues, arc jn'eferable to 
much air in such circumstances, and when an extreme 
of cold, and an e.xtreme of sunlight come together—as 
they often do in sj)ring—the slightly shading the house 
will be of great advantage, especially if the extreme cold 
and light have been 2n-eceded by dull weather. The 
drier and colder the external air, the greater the caro 
required in admitting it among blooming and vigorously- 
growing plants. When plants are comparatively in a 
state oi' rest, and it is desirable to retard them, they 
must be kept by themselves, and more air given them. 
It will not be advisable, during the mouth, to leave air 
on at night, as a warm evening is frequently succeeded 
by a bright cold morning. Even in fine weather the 
house should be shut by three or four o’clock in the 
afternoon, aud when very cold, a couple of hours earlier. 
There is little danger of 2flants drawing from having 
been shut up with sun-heat, if you allow the house to 
fall low enough in temperature during the night. 

Teinperntnre for growing and flowering plants—night, 
43° to 4()°; day, with sun, 05° to 05°; for plants resting 
and being retarded, from 5° to 10° less, according to 
their hardiness. 

Acliimencs.—The scaly tubers of these will keep safely 
in earth in any place where they will have an average 
temperatnre of from 43° to 50°. If kept in paper, in 
drawers, Ac., they are apt to shrivel iqi; the earth 
prevents their drying. It matters not whether they are 
ke2)t in the pots in which they grow, or in 2'ians or little 
boxes, in loss space, with plenty of dry earth or sand 
about and around them. If a sujiply is wanted, the 
transmission of sound tubers will involve less risk and 
trouble and expense than young 2ilants. 'The last days 
of the month, or the beginning of April, will be a good 
time to introduce a fovv tubers at the back or front of a 
cucumber-frame or pit, or where there is a temperatnre 
of from 55° to 70°. Place the roots in light sandy soil, 
and in shallow jians, or in i)ots filled three-iiarts with 
drainage. The tubers should be no more than just 
covered. If the soil is moistish that will be sullicient. 
I.ittle water will be wauled until the tops of the plants 
show themselves. If your tubers have got dried, it is 
better to allow them to absorb slowly from soil more 
dry than wet, or from moss just dam2i, than to deluge 
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with water, as that very likely would ensure rottenness 
and death. 

Acacia.—Of this large genus, perhaps few are superior 
to the old Armala, and the newer Grandis. The former 
will want a good supply of w’ater now, and weak 
manure-water will bring its golden llowcrs out inline 
perleetion. Old i)lants are sometimes seized upon by a 
white scale, and in such a case, cutting it well down, 
and scrubbing it with soap-and-water, and putting the 
l)lant in a warmish place to make fresh growth, are the 
best remedies; or a young ])lant may be substituted. 
Grandis will now he showing its myriads of buds, and 
it will like a little manure-water by-and-by, but not 
strong. One bandful of soot and half-a-handful of 
lime would be strong enough for si.v gallons. One 
ounce of guano would do for four gallons. Very strong 
drinks are as bad for plants as animals Eirm side- 
shoots, about three inches long, taken off in May, cut to 
a joint, one-third of the leaves removed, and then 
inserted in silver sand under a bell-glass, will soon 
make young plants. 

Azalea imlica.—These are some of the most useful of 
our winter and spring plants. The best of ours will 
soon be over, just because we should have no one to 
look at them in ilay. When once induced to bloom 
early they will come early again with little trouble. 
Our treatment noiv of these plants must be regulated by 
the state they are in, and what we expect from them. 
If in bloom, or showing bloom, an average night tem¬ 
perature of 45° will be requisite, with Irom 10° to 15° 
rise from sunshine. Those we wish to bloom in April 
and May should have more air, and will want little lire 
heat if the temperature does not fall at night below 4(1°. 
Those we wdsh to retard until Juno should not only 
have abundance of air, but we must contrive a situation 
for them on a north aspect, wdierc they can be defended 
from wind, sun, and rain, by the beginning of May. 
The growing and flowering plants will require most 
waiter, and very weak liquid-manure sbould at times bo 
given them. See that the water is soft, and a few 
degrees warmer than tlic house temperature. Water in 
the forenoon. Avoid allowing the plants to get dry, or 
they will shed their leaves. Jn the case of latc-llovvering 
plants, even when water at the roots is not necessary, a 
syringe over the foliage, in a sunny day, will do them 
good. Elarly-iiow’ering plants will bo pushing their 
shoots, if a few should come strong aud prematurely, 
as respects the general crop, pinch out the top when 
an inch-and-a-half or two inches in length, and you will 
got tw'o or three of more moderate growth instead. 
Azaleas may be easily kept in all these different con¬ 
ditions in one moderate-sized house, if arranged in 
groups in different places, so that the quantity of air 
and boat may be varied. 

Fropayation of Azalea indica : by Seals.—These 
may now be sown on the surface of pans, well drained, 
on sandy peat, and idaced in a moist temperature 
of from 55° to 05°. The seeds should just be dusted 
over with a very little line sandy peat; aud if the 
])ans were well soaked previously, aud allowed to 
drain before sowing, and then a S(piare of glass 
put over the pan, aud covered with paper, little 
water will be wanted until the young plants appear. 
They must then be placed near the glass, and hardened 
off by degrees. By CulLinys.—The time to do this will 
depend upon the time you grow and bloom, at least 
with most sorts. All may be thus propagated. When 
the young shoots are from two to two-and-a-balf inches 
long is the best time. Cut them across with a heel, or 
just where the old and young growth meet. The base 
of the cutting will thus ho Jirntish. Remove the lower 
leaves for about one-third of the length, and insert in 
silver sand, above sandy peat, the rest of the jjot, for 
fully three fourths of its dei)tb, being filled with drainage. 

Water, and, when dry, cover with a bell-glass; shade, 
aud place in a temperature of from 55° to 65°. Edge 
the glasses after a few days on one side at night—say 
for a quartcr-of-an-iuch at first—and place it firm on in 
the morning. Water when necessary. When rooted, 
give more air by degrees, until they will stand in a 
greenhouse or cold pit. By Grafliny.—This is done 
chiefly with weakly-growing and tender and scarce 
kinds. The stocks generally used are those of the white 
Indica, and the purple Fhccnicea. The stocks may be 
used when strong enough for the knife, though little 
would be gained by grafting before they w'ere at least 
two years old. Many methods are adopted by different 
practitioners, but we cannot describe them to-day, and 
there may be less necessity, as the principle is the same, i 
the great point being to effect a junction between the 
inner barks of the scion and the stock. Eor bush 
plants, the junction should take place as near the collar 
of the plant as iiossible. A small piece of wood and 
bark is there removed from the stock, and an equal 
])ortion from the scion—so that the inner bark on one 
side, at least, or both if possible, will fit, when they 
may be tied together with worsted or bass matting. 
If there should be an horizontal cut at the base of 
the stock, but not more than one-lialf or one-third 
across, or even a notcli for the recejHion of the scion, 
it will be held firmer, and the union afterwards will bo 
less perceived. A few other desirables may be men¬ 
tioned : 1st, The stock should be in advance of the scion 
in growing power. 2nd, The scion should be, for small 
plants at least, a well-rijiened piece of last year’s wood, 
chosen bekore the growth for the present year has com¬ 
menced. The size must depend upon what you can i 
get—-one bud would do, two would be better; one at the 
base of the scion, the other near its point; but a piece ; 
from two to three inches in length would be better still. , 
3rd, A nice sweet hotbed, of from 55° to Ob'-', will be ne¬ 
cessary in which to place the plants, and so as you can 
keep them close and shaded. You may grow anything 
else in your bed, and give air, provided your grafted 
]dants can be kept close and shaded under a hand-light. 
4th. After a few days the extra heat will cause the to]) 
of your stock to grow freely, aud then you may begin lo 
jiinch the points of the most vigorous shoots. As the 
scion shows signs of growth, the snubbing of the top 
of the stock must bo persevered in, until ultimately it 
is taken clean olf above the scion, and that forms the 
plant. By that time it will have been hardened off by 
degrees. 5th. By a similar process you may cover the 
whole of a large plant that does not please you with 
scions of one or of many kinds. You could not, how¬ 
ever, easily get such a plant into a hot-bed, and even a 
hothouse would be I’ather open for it; but after watering 
the parent plant you might lay it down on the bed, ami 
cover the grafted parts with moss. I have seen the 
same thing done in a vinery with large plants ; but the 
])lants were laid down, a shade secured for them, and a 
little damp moss kept iqion the grafted parts. ^ 

Insects.—Tho Green-Ely is easily managed with a puff , 
of tobacco smoke. Thrip, when it does come, is the bane | 
of tlio Azalea grower. Smoke from shag tobacco, ])erse- 
vered in, may kill it. The best remedy is a close moist 
atmosphere at growing time, and where there are water- 
pipes and water-plate, you can raise sulphur exhalations. 
Another help is sulphur-water, but only half as strong as 
recommended for Yincs last season. Another is laurel- 
water, made by bruising half-a-gallon of laurel-leaves, 
pouring water almost at boiling pointover them, allowing 
it to draw like tea; then, when cool, pouring olf the clear, 
and adding water to make live gallons, or rather better. 
When using both these last the ]ilant should be laid in 
a reclining position, so that the mixture does not go 
into the soil; and the liquid should be forcibly thrown 
on the lower side of the leaves by the syringe. Replace 
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the jilaiits, and shade, and in a day or so syringe in the 
same manner with clear water, 

j To save repetition, I may say, that exactly the same 
I process may bo adopted with Camellias. They, likewise, 
j when grafted, will grow quicker when indulged with the 

moist heat of a sweet hotbed. Well ripened wood of 
last season must also be used. If cuttings should be 
preferred, every bud of these ripened shoots will form a 
cutting. Any Camellia stock will do for grafting Ca¬ 
mellias—the single red and the double white are gene¬ 
rally preferred. In watering, the plants will like stronger 
water than w'ould suit Azaleas—such as we spoke offer 
Acacia. More will bo said of them under a greenhouse- 
vinery before long. 

Balsams.—The man who grows fine bushy Balsams, 
covered with bloom, will not fail in anything he fairly 
sets his mind upon. The difficulty is just to give tliem 
the position they want, for though they will stand a 
temperature in a hotbed of from 0U° to 70°, when they 
are vegetating, and until six inches in height, an 
average night temperature of 60^' would suit them 
better after that, and abundance of air during the day, 
and even a little at night. The best jdants ever 1 saw 
were growing in a sheltered place, out-ofdoors, in Sep¬ 
tember. They were planted out in June, from seeds 
sown in the end of April. To have plants in bloom in 
June and July the seeds must be sown now. When 
wanted at the end of July and August it will be time 
enough to sow three weeks or a month hence. There 
are two ways in which we like to see them First, as 
single stems, with a few short side-branches at the base, 
and covered from that base to nearly the summit, with 
large flowers. By this mode they bloom earliest; the 
chief thing, in addition to requisite shiftings, being the 
thinning of the bloom-buds. Secondly, in hush fashion. 
This requires more time, and the sacrificing of the early 
buds to encourage side-branches. In both cases, to 
save disappointment, I prefer keeping the plants in very 
small pots until the first flower expands ; the bad ones 
are then thrown away. The whole of the flower-buds 
are picked from the good ones, they are then shifted, 
and everything done to encourage the growing versus 
the Jiowering principle. When growth has nearly 
readied its desired limits, we check it by more air, and, 
if possible, less watering. For the first potting, use 
light sandy soil, with a little loaf mould. In succes- 
sional shiftings, increase the richness of the compost, 
until at last it may consist of nearly half two-year-old, 
well-decayed and dried cow-dung. 

Cochscomhs.—Those require more heat than Balsams. 
I'liey will enjoy a bottom-heat of from 75° to 80°, and 
an average night temjicrature of 05°, until the combs 
are nearly fully grown. For early combs, seeds should 
be sown in February or January. From seeds sown 
now lai'go combs could not bo easily obtained before 
the middle of July. In sowing the seeds, use sandy 
loam, and just cover, and no more. It will be advisable 
to place a bell-glass, or a square of glass over the pot, 
as several insects are excessively fond of them just when 
formiug the seed-leaf, and good seed is generally scarce, 
i have frequently hunted over splendid combs without 
finding a single seed. To save room, and future dis¬ 
appointment, as soon as they can bo handled, I prick the 
seedlings out in shallow pans. This soon causes them to 
show Qower; and you can easily judge, from its incipient 
state, what its future shape and colour will bo. The 
best are then potted in small pots first, and then into 
larger as soon as they want it, increasing the richness 
of the compost as the size of the jiot increases. A ton 
or a twelve-inch pot will grow a very handsome dwarf 
plant, with a largo comb. When tall plants are desirable, 
they must bo grown on from the first, and receive no 
stunting, cither in pans or small pots, to cause them to 
show their bloom prematurely. 

/ascefs. — There is little annoys either Balsams or 
Cockscombs, but tlie fly wdll sometimes attack them. A 
little tobacco smoke is the remedy. Fine green foliage 
sets off both tribes, and especially the latter. Gi-eat 
care, therefore, must be taken of any confined steam, 
and more especially if the sun should shine on the 
plants before it is dispersed. A blotched leaf would 
spoil the look of the finest Cockscomb. The remedy is, 
give air early, or leave a little all night. 

I find I cannot overtake all tliese jottings in one 
paper; allow me, in conclusion, to put in a few mere 
reminders. Calceolarias, to bloom in April and May, 
must have their last shift without delay. The soil 
should be light and rich ; an eight-inch pot will grow a 
nice specimen. Night temperature from 45° to 48°, and 
slight shade in very bright sunshine. Cinerarias in 
bloom, and coming into bloom, give manure waterings 
to them. Give immediately the last potting for those to 
bloom in IMay. Neither of tliese will stand so much 
dry air as Azaleas, and other hard-wooded plants. In 
bright days the shelves should be kept moist, and even 
the foliage syringed, provided there are no burning spots 
in the glass; if there is, shade instead. Einicris, done 
flowering, require to be pruned back, and all the decayed 
flowers cleaned off, and the plants set in a warm place 
until they make fresh wood. Hard-wooded plants, as a 
general rule, give most air to, and be careful neither to 
starve them for want of, nor saturate them with too , 
much moisture. Heaths the same; prune back those 
done flowering; let the others have the airiest part of ■ 
the house. Geraniums, scarlet, pot, and bring into light, 
from their winter quarters. Fuchsias, prune back, pre- ! 
paratory to potting. Give young jdauts of last season ■ 
a gentle heat. Cuttings of young shoots will now soon 
make plants if placed in a hotbed. Like the Scarlet 
Geranium, the Fuchsia may be grown on in a cool 
temperature, or during the first stages of growth it will 
stand nearly as much heat as a cucumber uninjured. 
Pelargoniums, train out the forwardest; shift the second 
advanced, which will bloom in June; stop the shoots of 
a third lot, to bo shifted three weeks hence, to come in 
July. Ixias and Gladiolus, pot late kinds; give more 
room, air, and light to those growing. Jajian Lilies, and 
others, fresh pot as soon as growth commences. Hot¬ 
beds, make for starting plants, sowing of annual and 
other seeds, and for grafting and other juirposes; and 
avoid extremes of heat and cold, shade and sunshine. 

11. Fish. 

THE BELAUGONIUM. 

{Ounliiiued from iiage 434.) 

SujiMER Treatment.—The young plants intended 
for exhibition having been jiotted and tied-out, as de¬ 
scribed in my last paper, they will require constant 
attention in watering, giving air to, and keeping clear 
of insects. Water should bo supplied freely whilst they 
remain in the greenhouse, because the sun and air will 
soon dry the mould in the pots. A degree of dryness is 
essential to the well-being of not only Bolargoniums, 
but all other plants not aquatics, j ust on the same prin¬ 
ciple that to bo an hungered is essential to the health of 
an animal, oven the human being. To be always 
watering, whether the plants require it or not, is sure to 
induce sickness, and yellow leaves, and ends in death. 
The direction, then, to water freely, implies that the 
plants require it to keep them growing and in health. 
As frequent waterings with pure water will, in time, carry 
off the initritive powers of the soil, it will be advisable, 
when that is so, to give a watering with liquid-manure, | 
which not only feeds the plant at that time, but renews, i 
partly, the nourishing power of the soil, i.et the ama¬ 
teur bear this in mind, and use this liquid Ibod every 
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tliird or fourth time he waters his jdauts. The most 
stimulating liquid-manure is that made with guano; 
half-a-pint of this powerful agent will be abundance for 
a gallon of water. It should be mixed with the water 
at least six hours before using; but as every amateur 
cannot procure guano conveniently, very excellent liquid- 
manure may bo made with various manures. When 1 
was a grower of the Pine-apple 1 used the following 
ingredients:—A peck of fowls’ dung, a shovelful of soot, 
and a quart of quick lime, all mixed together in ten 
gallons of hot water. This mixture was well stirred 
amongst the water, and set out-of-doors to cool and 
settle. The soot and lime killed all sorts of insects that 
might be in the dung, and also any worms that might 
he in the soil in which the Pines were growing—indeed, 
I was seldom troubled with worms after the first appli¬ 
cation. The liij^uor, when cooled and settled, was of a 
rich brown colour, and caused the plants to grow finely, 
and produce broad leaves of a dark green healthy colour. 
This kind of liquid-manure anybody may easily make, 
llie materials for it are so plentiful in almost every 
locality. Where fowls’ dung cannot be obtained, then 
procure sheep or horse-dung; but these should be 
allowed to stand in the water for a day or two before 
using, to macerate the dung completely in it, stirring it 
up frequently, so as to abstract all the ammonia, and 
other nourishing ingredients in the manure. Care must 
be taken not to use it too strong; it is better to be 
l ather weak than otherwise. In very hot sunshine the 
paths and walls of the house should bo flooded with 
water, to keep up a due supply of moisture in the air. 
In the evening of such a day the plants will be greatly 
benefited by a gentle shower from the syringe. 

Air is one of the indispensable elements for those 
plants. It should be given unsparingly, whenever the 
outside atmosphere will admit of it. In the warm 
months of May and June a little air should bo given 
even during the night. 

Insects.—'I'lie insect most troublesome to the Pelar¬ 
gonium is the green lly, or aphis. This is easily de¬ 
stroyed by tobacco smoke, but it should not bo too 
strong, nor ever allowed to break into a flame. The 
leaves at this season are young and tender, and, con¬ 
sequently, liable to be scorched. Five minutes’ neglect 
in this particular would so injure the plants, besides 
rendering them unsightly, as would take mouths to 
repair the mischief. It is much safer to smoko the 
house gently two or three times on consecutive nights 
than to run the risk of burning the leaves by too strong 
a dose of smoke at once. 

The House to grow specimen Pelargoniums in.—Who¬ 
ever intends to compete for prizes should devote a house 
entirely to these plants. A lean-to or shed-formed house 
will grow them pretty well. Mr. Turner, of Slough, 
and Mr. Bragg, of the same place, grow their specimen 
plants in houses of this form; but they have a con¬ 
siderable amount of trouble in turning the plants round 
frequently to keep every side in full foliage. If this 
was not done the plants would be one-sided. And the 
amateur who has no choice, but must grow his plants 
in a house of this form, should turn them round at least 
once a week, especially after the blooms make their 
appearance. Even with this care the plants cannot 
make such handsome perfect specimens as those grown 
in a house of the form I am about to describe. This 
house will bo perfectly understood at once when I 
mention that it is a span-roofed one. In a house of 
that form, and of moderate width, the plants grow on 
every side alike, and the colours of the blooms will bo 
greatly heightened. The roof should not be at a sharp 
angle, but rather flat than otherwise. 'Phere should bo 
a centre stage, just wide enough to hold three rows of 
plants, one row in the centre, and a row on each side, 
placed in the alternate spaces between the central jjlants. 

'Ihe grand point to attend to is, never to have the plants 
crowded; each should stand quite alone. If they grow 
so large as to touch each other, one or two must be 
sacrificed to make room for the rest. A walk of sufli- 
cient width should run round the stage, and next to it a 
[)latform next the front windows will be very uselul. 
On tills platform young plants may be grown, or a row 
of the dwarf fancy varieties. This platform is not in¬ 
dispensable. ’The house should be heated with hot- 
water, with suliicient piping to keep out tlie frost in the 
severest winter. T. ArimuBY. 

{To he continued.) 

CONlFERiE. 

SnD—SECTION OF PIN US, WITH UEAVES THREE IN A 

SHEATH. 

{Conlhiued from puge 404). 

PiNus LONGiFOLiA (Long-leaved Piue).—Very properly 
named loiuj-leaved, for the leaves are often a foot long, 
and hang down gracefully from the branches. A Nepaul 
species, but rather tender, requiring, north of Loudon, 
the protection of the greenhouse or conservatory. In 
its native habitats it attains a great size, reaching often 
fully 100 feet high. In the southern counties, and also 
in Ireland, it has braved successfully the winter’s storms, 
and is such a graceful tree that it is worthy of every 
attention to preserve it, should an old-fashioned winter 
come upon us. 

PiNUS JIACROCA'RPA (Bioadlj-hookcd Pine).—A noble, 
handsome tree from California, where it grows from 80 

to 100 feet high. ’The most remarkable distinction in 
this species is its cones, which are very large. Its scales 
are four inches long, and nearly as broad at the base; 
and each scale is furnished with a strong hook—hence 
its English name. 'The leaves are long, and of a greyish 
hue when old; but in a young state have a rich violet 
bloom upon them. As it is quite hardy, it should be 
planted largely as soon as the price is moderate. ’The 
timber is said to be of excellent quality. 

PiNUs PATULA (Spreading Pine).—’This has been sup¬ 
posed to be too tender to bear our climate, excepting in 
some favoured spots and in Ireland; but our readers will 
recollect that 1 described a fine specimen I saw in a gar¬ 
den near Northampton. That plant had been planted 
about seven years, and had had no protection, yet it was 
perfectly healthy, and had never suii'ered from frost. As 
it is a most elegant, light, aerial looking tree, it is 
worthy of a more extended cultivation. It is a native 
of the Real del Monte, in Mexico, and grows GO to 70 

feet high. ’There is a variety with the foliage erect, but 
I never saw it. 

PiNus PONDEHOSA (Heavy-wooded Pine).—'There is a 
considerable resemblance in this tree to tlie i'. qdnaslcr, 
the diflbreucc consisting in this species growing quicker, 
the leaves being longer and the wood much heavier; in¬ 
deed, it is so heavy as to sink in water. Then the buds 
are sliarp-pointed, and do not exhibit any resinous exuda¬ 
tion. 'The brandies are in whorls round the stem, and 
when of a considerable size droop at the ends. 'The 
leaves are not so persistent as in most other Pines, hence 
they only clothe the ends of the shoots, giving them a 
tufted appearance. Its groat recommendation is that of 
being a remarkably handsome tree, and as hardy as the 
common Highland Pine. It is a native of the north- | 
west coast of America, where it attains the height of : 
100 feet. Every Pinetum of any magnitude should have j 

one or two of this fine tree, but on account of the great ! 
weight of the branch it should be sheltered from the i 

strong west winds. 
PiNus RADiATA (Radiated-scalod Pine).—Mr. David 

Don has so-named this very handsome Pine; but Mr. 
Hartweg considers it only a variety of P. insignis, to which 
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it is very nearly allied, differing from that line species 
diieily in the size of its eones, and the scales radiating 
from them. The leaves, like P. insignis, are of a dark 
rich green, numerously placed on the branehes, hut of a 
more slender habit. Mr. Hartweg found it in California, 
growing close to the sea side, with a stem straight and 
tapering, 100 feet high, and elothed with brandies down 
to the ground. The timber is said to be excellent for 
ship-building, being very tougli and elastie. Proprietors 
of estates on the sea-eoast should plant this valuable and 
liandsome tree liberally, both for its beauty and the ex¬ 
cellence of its timber. 

Pinos rigiija (Rigid Pitch Pine).—A useful tree, pro¬ 
ducing great quantities of the pitch of commerce. Its 
upright, stiff habit renders it not very ornamental, yet it 
is a fine tree, and very hardy, being a native of New' 
England, in America, W’here it grows from GO to 70 
feet liigli. 

Pinos Sabiniana (Mr. Sabine’s Pine). — There are 
several fine specimens of tliis noble tree in this country; 
one, in particular, is growing in the Chiswick Gardens, 
lU’obably planted by !Mr. Sabine himself. It is now more 
than forty feet high, w'ith branches spreading dow'ii to 
the grass. Another line specimen I mentioned in luy 
report of a visit to the Rolleston Gardens, belonging to 
Sir Oswald Mosely. This species resembles P. inacro- 
atrjxi, mentioned above, but its leaves are larger, being 
often a foot or more in length. The cones are oval, pro¬ 
duced in clusters, and remain on the branches for seve¬ 
ral years. It is, in its native woods in California, a 
magnificent tree, frequently rising to I fit) feet in height, 
with a trunk twelve feet in diameter. The branches, 
when the trees stand apart, clothe tiie stem down to the 
ground. Jlr. Loudon says, in his “Arboretum Rritani- 
cum,” speaking of this species and P. macrocarjm, 
“Roth species may, indeed, be described as of surjiassing 
beauty; and what adds greatly to their value is, they 
both appear to be perfectly hardy.” Since his time this 
fact has been proved beyond a doubt, and, therefore, 
they ought to bo planted largely, both for their beauty 
as ornaments to the Pinetum, as w'cll as for their valu¬ 
able properties as timber-trees. 

PiNus SiNci.AiRiANA (Mr. Sinclair’s Pine).—So named 
by Sir William Hooker. Found on the hills of Alontcrcy, 
in California, but very little is know'ii of it. 

PiNus snnoTiNA (I.ate, or Pond Pine).—Native of New 
Jersey. A low growing tree, seldom exceeding 40 feet 
high. It is not very ornamental. 

PiNus SINENSIS (The Chinese Pine).—A rather tender 
species, not much known. 

PiNus T.eua (The Frankincense Pine).—A fine tree, 
native of Virginia, scarcely hardy enough to bear our 
climate. It is very rare. 

PiNus Teocote (Teocote, or Twisted-leaved Pine).— 
This is a curious species, with the leaves twisted like a 
cork-screw, rendering it very remarkable. Requires the 
protection of the conservatory north of London. It has 
been found hardy in Devonshire and the north of 
Ireland. It is a native of Mexico, on the Real del i 
Monte, whore it attains the height of 50 feet. 

T. Aereeby. 

(To he conli)iuc(!.) 

A CHAPTER ON HERBS. 

It often hajijiens that some remote corner is devoted 
to the growth of the various scented or culinary ])lants, 
called, in gardening phrase, “ herbs,” or “ sweet herbs.” 
That their importance is not such as to entitle them to 
a place in the front ranks may bo easily guessed at, by 
the neglect w'hich all but universally befals them now ; 
and though we do not urge them further into notice than 
the tastes and wants of readers may think best, yet wo 

advise a little more regard to their welfare while they are 
expected to grow and conduce to our use and pleasure. 
And remote and unheeded as may be their abode, yet 
it not unfrequently happens to come under the eye of 
the scrutinising visitor, who may, in the culture, see a 
something to find fault with here, which he looked for 
in vain elsewhere; weeds struggling with the legitimate 
crop for the mastery, and, in some instances, having 
absolutely appropriated to their own use the space wlucii 
was once a bed of Peppermint, Pennyroyal, Chamomile, 
or some other plant which wants renewing every year or 
two. Now it is not my purpose to urge that the occupants 
of this department ought to be placed on the same foot¬ 
ing as Celery, Onions, or Peas; but, in their subordinate 
capacity, much may often he done to render their ap¬ 
pearance more agreeable, as well as to make them more 
productive. And, in the first instance, I will admit that 
they only deserve a “ second class” situation, and shall 
suppose they are already located in one; which, how¬ 
ever, they may have been occupying for many years, 
with only the little assistance of now and then filling up 
the beds with slips of new jilants, or, it might be, layers 
or rooted offsets of the same, planted on exactly the 
s|)ot whence an old plant was removed, having cither 
died there, or become useless through age. Now it is 
vain to expect a vigorous growth of any plant stuck in 
immediately on the spot where another of its species 
had abstracted all the fertilising properties of the soil 
required to support it, leaving the soil robbed of the 
essential ingredients of which the next occupant will 
be likely to be as much in want of as its predecessor. 
'This principle, which has been advocated for many 
generations by all writers on horticulture, and agricul¬ 
ture also, is not, in every instance, carried out in small 
things to the extent it deserves—and one of these is the 
“ sweet herbs.” 

In therefore advising an alteration in this department, 
I do not, by any means, advocate any serious change 
all at once; in fact, the condition that many things 
may be in jirevents tliat radical change taking place im¬ 
mediately with advantage. It would, therefore, be better 
practice, on the part of the young gardener, to look over 
his grounds, and see if another place, equally suitable, 
be at liberty, -when a portion of each kind can bo trans¬ 
ferred, ju-eparatory to the whole plantation being there; 
and as many things remove at this season better then 
at many others, such may at once be taken away, or 
rather young plants, slips, or oft'sets of them, leaving 
the old bods to keep up the supply until the young ones 
come into use. Now, as most of herbs proiiagatc very 
freely, if attended to at the proper time, little need bo 
said beyond, that in such things as Thyme, there arc 
usually plenty of seedling-plants arise from seed 
“selfsown,” all around the bed or border where the old 
ones are, these, removed with care, speedily make fine 
plants. Hyssop and niiiter Savory often propagate 
themselves in the same way; while Mint, spreading 
laterally as far as is allowed, often dies in the centre, 

I or otherwise becomes so exhausted there as to produce 
very little that is worth preserving. 'The best time to 
transplant Mint is when the young shoots are some 
two or three inches long, when they may bo taken uji 
with a few inches of the runner stem attached, and 
planted where wanted. A damp, deep soil suits Mint, 
but more especially, the repper-mint. Rooted offsets 
of Fennel, Sorrel, Burnet, Angelica, Chamomile, Tansey, 
Tarragon, and some others, are easily obtained in a 
general way, and may be at once planted in such ]iro- 
liortious as is expected to meet the demand, and a little 
(but very little) over to meet contingencies. 'J’hose of a 
more woody or shrubby character arc best |iropagated 
by cuttiugs; of this class are Laventler, Sage, Hue, 
Wormwood, and some others. Cuttings of these, how¬ 
ever, do best if put in some time about Midsummer, 
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I in dull showery weather, when they will root so 
I speedily as seldom to require shading. On tlie other 
I hand, some plants are propagated most easily from seed ; 
' those are, however, of a sort of annual growth, as 

Marigold, Chervil, Basil, and Marjorum; but some 
others are also easily raised from seeds, which, however, 
ought to be sown on some well-prepared bed, and not too 
early in the season to endanger its vitality from causes 
over which we have no control—as the dampness of the 
season, and other ungenial causes, it is also imperative 
on all who grow herbs for the use of a family, whose 
wants they are but imperfectly acquainted with, to grow 
a good breadth of the last-named three kinds, as they ! 
are more generally used than many others. ' 

Now, in making these remai'ks on Herbs, I have not, 
by any means, mentioned the names of many plants 
required to make out an extended list; but enough has 
been said to assist the amateur in the cultivation of each 
section requiring a ditferent course of action, and some of 
them as, for instance, Penngrogal, requires renewing every 
year; the spreading character of the plant soon forms 
an acquaintance with its next neighbour, and, towards 
autumn, often leaves the centre of the place deserted by 
everything alive, unless it be, as I have said in a former 
jiart of this chapter, that “ weeds ” had usurped the ori¬ 
ginal position of the Pennyroyal. Chamomile may, in j 

many instances, remain two years in the same place, ' 
but longer than that cannot well flourish without more j 

assistance than can be granted them. A fresh planta- ; 
tion may, therefore, he put in as opportunity offers; 
and all vestiges of the former may be removed if the 
])lants put in are at all vigorous and healthy. I 

Of the kinds which do not present us with rooted i 
offsets to any extent, Sage stands pre-eminent. It, and 
others like it, must, therefore, bo propagated by cuttings, i 
put in as soon as ever the young shoot attains a sufli- 
eiency of hardness to enable it to maintain itself on the 
moisture of the ground and atmos])here while its lower [ 
extremities are preparing roots. This is usually about 
Midsummer; and if advantage be taken of any showery 
weather that may occur then, there is little trouble in 
obtaining any requisite number of plants, which may 
either be struck in the bed where it is intended to bo 
grown, or in some other place from whence it can bo 
removed when rooted. This latter plan is the best when 
the weather is too bright and sunny to e.xpect it to do 
well in its ordinary abode. All herbs of a half-shrubby 
character do equally well in such a place, as Lavender, 
WinterSavory, Hue, Southernwood, Wormwood, Hyssop, 
and some others; but, as the collection of sweet and pot j 
herbs embraces many plants of different habits, we have ; 
entered into the above details of the culture of each in ■ 
order to bo fully understood in all; and for the guidance 
of those who wish to cultivate the largest and most | 
varied collection of herbs, wo advise them to examine ^ 
the number and varieties of those who compete at many j 
of our “ local horticultural shows ” for prizes there ' 
olfered for this class of plants, and they will then find i 
species which they believed to bo obsolete, but which ' 
the competition to excel in numerical strength had ^ 
called into existence again. To such a length has this, ; 
in some instances, been carried, that a collection of 

' herbs might not unlikely be mistaken for one of 
’ “ llritibh plants,” so many species of the latter finding 

their way in there—no doubt, but on some authority on 
■ their respective merits; but as the sophistry of “Cul¬ 

pepper” is no longer regarded, wo hope no one will 
overload a collection of herbs with plants recommended 
by him as possessing all the merits of a universal medi¬ 
cine ; aud though we do not, by any means, despise the 
medicinal properties of many of our wild plants, yet we 
think some limits ought to be jiut as to their being 
received into the family of herbs, with no better claim 
than that somebody’s gi’andmother had reported such a 

plant “ a safe and certain cure ” for such and such a 
disorder. J. Hobsox. 

THE COTTAGE GAHDENEll’S I’ONY, 

WITH XHOUGIITS ON A CARRIAGE. 

Some idea of distinguished rank has ever been associated 
witli the circumstance of a man’s being carried about by a 
more elaborate contrivance than the use of that ‘ pair of 
shanks’-galloways’ wlierewith Nature has set every one of 
us up, duty free. Much ditlieulty would be removed i'rom 
my subject by coming to a clear understanding on this 
point; and, accordingly, I propose to say a few words on 
the symbolic meaning which, in all times, lias been attached 
to matters of equipage. 

Tims, “ he had twelve sons who all rode upon white 
asses” means, twelve young men of exalted station and 
acknowledged rank. “ Oh ye who ride on white asses ! ” the : 
same. 5Vhen the Hebrew captive was set upon the king’s 
horse, and paraded in state through the city, a great deal 
more was implied than the mere enjoyment of a ride out. 
These expressions are highly metaphorical, and carry a 
meaning with them, which is borne out by the common 
ligures of speech of all nations. The Homan emperor | 
riding on a horse shod with golden shoes, which he was ^ 
made to scatter about amongst the crowd, presents us at 
once with a tolerable idea of magniltcence. liolingbroke’s 
triumphant entry on horseback, when he first vindicated 
to himself the title of Henry IV, is described by our 
Shakspere in a way which shows his knowledge of this 
trait of poor human nature; and a ridiculous example is 
given of the same thing in the story of that self-important 
Irish baronet. Sir H. 'Trumpington, who was never seen in 
town on foot, but who regularly mounted his horse at his 
own door. No. Td, to get otf again to call at No. d5 a, where 
his mother resided. 

In the account of a successful coup d'clnl which came otf 
some two or three thousand years ago, we read, “ they put 
to death all those who were carried about.” This does not 
mean that the conspirators cruelly cut off Ihe aged (tiid 
imjinn, but, on the contrary, all the grentest men of ihe stale. 
Similarly, the chairing of members ; the Queen’s procession 
to and from iiarliament; the Lord Mayor’s coach ; the 
Judge’s carriage wherein ho is conveyed to court and back 
again at -Assize time, all signify much tlie same thing. 
When Buonaparte, on his return from Elba, galloped in 
his carriage right down upon the front of the arrayed royalist 
army, the jioet observed, “ Eato sat in that carriage.” True 
enough, fate often seems to sit in a carriage. Only think 
of that unparalleled state coach in which Napoleon went to 
be crowned. How many escutcheons have since been em¬ 
blazoned on those same panels! Aud the other day Louis 
Napoleon drove down in it to be married; to be married 1 
an occasion when, if ever in this life the most rigid utilita¬ 
rian smybolically expresses his (or her) elation, by dashing 
to church in grand array. 

Very proper it was of My Lord Judge, the other day, to 
reprimand the north-country Slieriff (member of the Society 
of Eriends), who had not provided tlio usual costly vehicle 
for the Judge’s use. As the representative of royally, My 
Lord undoubtedly required to bo conveyed in right royal 
state. 

I have not quite made up my mind wliether or no tlie 
Judge’s carriage is itself degenerated from a certain vene¬ 
rable old waggon which, amongst our northern progenitors, 
was solemnly drawn up and down the country by a team of 
oxen, upon a kind of chreuit or tourne, exciting more awful 
feelings of respect from all than the most juvenile members 
of society now pay to any of the pageants which are still most 
properly continued, in these days, to impress upon the very 
young timely notions of what is due to rank and station. 
How many young apprentices, fresh from tlie country, arc 
moved to emulate llichard of Whittington, by the first i 
impression produced on their minds by the Lord (Mayor’s j 

Show! I 
'The wandering Scythians, cousins-german to our Anglo- j 

Saxon ancestors, certainly introduced family carriages into 
Europe. Whenever the enemy invaded the country, they 
were accustomed to order round to the front door a very 
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primitive conveyance—an omnibus of the roomiest ima¬ 
ginable dimensions, drawn by oxen. Into this all-capacious 
receptacle they packed their families, their goods, their 
house itself,—all and everything was put upon its wheels. 
And thus, say the historians, they preserved their liberties. 
They had no towns, no fortresses to leave behind ; and by 
retreating into the interior, they either eluded the enemy, 
or else led him into some desperate scrape, and then fell 
upon him when they liad liim in a fix. 

AVonderful is the heriditary force of habit. Look at an 
unwieldy four-wheeled affair of the present day; every pos¬ 
sible advantage taken of its capacity by stowing into it “ my 
sister and my sister’s child, myself and children three,” and, 
may be, a nursemaid or two, articles of millinery, bonnets, 

* the groceries, the butcher’s basket, aud what-not besides 
(the driver was almost forgotten, a man of fourteen stone). 
Call this one-horse carriage of eleven hundredweight what 
you will—a Clarence, a double Brougham, a fancy lly, a 
demi-fortune, a britscka,—it is in realiy a Scythian waggon, 
and should be di'awn by a team of oxen. It is for some¬ 
thing more than for relaxation, or the excitement of the 
thing, tliat an Englishman drives this mystic van. There 

I is some remote traditional impression in liis mind; some 
mysterious, long-forgotten association of ideas reipiired to 

j account for this characteristic national trait. I have said 
I something about names; but surely the name of Phaeton, 
j the fastest of all fast young men, should never be associated 
■ with such an equipage as we have been contemplating. 
[ A country gentleman’s coach of the last century was a 
I ponderous machine of about a ton-and-a-half in weight; and 
I being suspended on leathern braces, the weight was made 
j to tell as unfavourably as jiossible upon the horses’ shoulders 

at every jolt of the road. But nothing less than a certain 
j conventional weight of iron and timber W'otild do to set 
I forth in due form the rank of the occupant, and for this 

purpose the thing worked very well; as a locomotive, per- 
iiaps, it might have been improved, but that was a secondary 
consideration. Pour horses were required for travelling, 
and i'or state occasions. Afterwards, bad times compelled 
a retrenchment of the leaders. 'The next generation saw 
our great people painfully dragged .about by two horses set 
to do the work of four, in our day this, at last, has been 
righted, and our pair-horse equipages are generally well- 
arranged, not too heavy, fully as convenient as before, though 
made at oiie-third the cost, aud of half the weight. But the 
dignity of oim one-horse carriages is something positively 
oppressive; half-a-century behind all received theories of 
modern progress. They are just where the old chariot was 
when first reduced to its single pair of horses. The coach- 
builder must yield to the times ; our great middle class 
must not be sulferod to cherish the exploded theory that 
the weight of a man’s character has any relation to tlio 
weight of his one-horse chaise. You may bo worth half a 
plum, aud 1 wish you joy of it; but half-a-ton of wood, iron, 
and leather, is too much dead weight behind any one horse. 
Brother Jonathan sent over pretty clearly his ideas upon 

the English horse-slavery ‘ question,”’ when he packed off 
a few of his trotting waggons for our great Exhibition. 
There was an Irish car or two, 1 believe, also to be seen, 
whicli might have been studied with advantage. One of 
the American little phaetons was afterwards exhibited abotit 
the Houses of I’aiiiament, and seemed to run remarkably 
light: it was drawn by a potty. The real Irish horses arc 
mostly uitdersized; even the Russian drosky is often run 
by a potty. Think now, for otte moment, of the Emperor 
of all the Russias wriipped in his cloak, seated on the scanty 
bench of his drosky, his feet let dowtt in a sort of well 
between the fore aud hind wheels, with a driver perched 
upoit the daslt iron before hittt, the whole concern drawn 
Ironi otte post to another by a little scampering Cossack tiag 1 

Sir Gardiner Wilkittson has given us his ideas of the ex¬ 
treme lightness of the Egyptian chariot. It might be earned 
across the country when the roads became impassable. It 
was a mere shell of a thing, like an Irish car without the 
let-down sides; the getitleman mostly stood to drive, and 
the floor was elastic. Juno’s car, in Homer, was much the 
same, w'ith a scat across, suspended by thongs, after the 
fashion, it may be, of our farmer’s shandraydans. 

■ Last, not least, of the light cavalry. Our British ancestors 
I were famed for their handy little cars; and a London-built 

I carriage excited as much admu’ation in Rome in Cicero’s 
I time as it does now. I have before me a paper on ancient 

British chariots, upon which I could found my case for a 
complete reconstruction of modern ones. I 

Our “pony” is quite as large as the original car-horse; ^ 
and horses, we all agree now, were put in harness centuries ■ 
before men mounted upon their backs. But the first saddle- 
horses were not very tall; it took about a thousand years to ! 
invent stirrups, aud you cannot mount the high horse 
without them. 

Our “ pony,” then, should be about fourteen hands and a 
half high (Bucephalus himself was no bigger), aud the 
carriage now hardly be above a quarter-of-a-ton in weight, 
and if on two wheels, and without a head, it may be made 
considerably lighter. If on one pair of wheels, these should , 
be 4 feet high; if on four wheels, the front pair 2ft. Gin., ^ 
the hinder ones 3ft. Gin., or thereabouts. 

Tlie farmer invariably roots up the last crop, and clears | 
his ground well before he begins to sow his seed; so I wish | 
to disencumber my subject from many superstitious essays 
which, I believe, date from the time when oxen were em¬ 
ployed for draught—a practice now decidedly on the wane. 
Even our ploughs are now greatly lighter than fonnerly; 
so was the mail coach; so are our gentlemen’s caniages ; 
but pony phaetons, and one-horse flys, are still in want of 
reform. 'The cart too often is still very heavy. According 
to the very idea which was once predominant among his 
betters, the country farmer, if well to do in the world, sets 
up a huge state cart, which requires one horse to set it in 
motion, and he then yokes another horse in front to draw 
the load. In some parts of the kingdom they still retain 
the old two-liorse or four-horse waggon. Yet a light smaU 
cart, with a little horse in it, will get through a vast deal 
more work in proportion. Ceremonial observances have a 

' great deal to do with even carts and cart horses.—Yibgyok. 

roULTRY MATTERS. 

Engagements, of one sort or another, have prevented me 
troubling you for some time qiast; allow me, if you please, 
to bring up my arrears. 

Of the relative estimation in which the different breeds of 
fowls are hold, little remains for me to say, after the results 
which you have published of the different sales. In the 
opinion of the public every one must admit th.at the Cochins 
“have it,” and I still think deservedly. I am not, however, 
one of those who believe that the enormous prices lately 
given are at all likely to bo maintained. A good kind will 
always fetch a good price ; but those prices to which I have 
alluded are quite ridiculous. 

AV'ith the question of mmcnchxlKrc, I am not about to 
trouble you further than to express my concurrence with 
those of your correspondents who contend that it ought to 

; bo uniform. You, for instance, think “ Shanghae ” i)roper; 
I still incline to the old name of Cochin. My principal 
reason is that I have been told by those who brought tlieni 
over that they ai'o called, at Shanghai, “ Cochin-China 
fowls;” aud that the original stock came from that country. 
You have reasons, no doubt, the other way ; but it is desir¬ 
able, I think, that all should understand the same name to 
mean the s.ame thing; aud should, therefore, caU the same 
thing by one name. I 

I have to express ray acknowledgments, and those cT 
several brother amateurs, to your correspondent “ AV. C. ti.,” 
for his information respecting the “ Brahma Pnalra ” fowl, 
from which, and the result of other inquiries, I am led to 
believe that this will prove to us a valuable variety. Any 
other facts relating to it will be interesting, I doubt not, to 
many of your readers. i 

'This induces mo to notice the subject of cru.is-hrccils, 
referred to by another correspondent (A. S. AA'.). 'Though 
fairly resorted to for the purposes of experiment as of the 
table, such trials should be made with caution and judg¬ 
ment ; and I would express a hope that those who prcpiure 
prize-lists for I’oultry Shows, will, for the future, omit such 
a class as “cross-breeds,” or “any other breed;” and say 
instead, “ for any other distinct variety,” so as to let in the ! 
Brahma Bootra, for instance; or the Domerara fowl, in | 
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praise of wliich T have heard something said of late, and of 
which I shonld 1)6 glad to hear more. 

^Vllile on the subject of varieties, allow me to add my 
protest against what are called “ Jiosc-eomhed Uoi-kinys." I 
believe that these are all mongrels, and as such I deprecate 
their introdiiction into the priiiedist. 

As the first, I believe, of your correspondents who pointed 
out the numerous objections to dealers heinij appointed to 
the office of jiidije at our poultry shows, allow me thank you 
for your observations upon this, to all exhibitors, most 
important subject. It is perfectly true, as you say, that 
“ if the office is to be filled by competent persons, public 
confidence must be accorded to them;” but, let mo add, 
that the converse of tlie proposition holds good, and that 
if public coulidence is asked for, not only must the office 
be tilled by persons who are competent to perforin its duties, 
but by those of whose fairness and impartiality no one cun 
reusonabtii entertain suspicion. Gentlemen of character and 
station; men, indeed, of every grade, from the peer to the 
peasant, are turning their attention to this interesting 
subject; many of them are sparing no expense in their 
endeavours to improve the ditlerent varieties of our domestic 
poultry. They buy, more or less, from dealers, and they 
look to the exhibition, local or otherwise, as it may be, for 
the means of comparing their specimens with those of their 
brother amateurs, and of securing the unprejudiced opinion 
of disinterested judges. Is it not natural that they should 
feel disappointed, to use no harsher term, when they lliid 
that the judge is the very dealer of whom their competitor 
bought his birds, and declared, ol course, by the said 
dealer, to be “the best in the world;” or the stock from 
which he bred them. This has been my case, and it may be 
the fate of any exhibitor, wherever such a practice is allowed 
to prevail. Healers are not permitted to exhibit; the 
reasons against their being allowed to act as judges are 
infinitely stronger, and oi-e well stated by your corres¬ 
pondent, “ N.,” in a recent number. I have heard it con¬ 
tended, that every one who sells a bird is a dealer. But 
every one knows that a “ dealer ” is one who buys to sell 
again; although I readily admit, that the objection applies, 
in a lesser degree, to those who have bred for sale. And I 
know several, among whom is Mr. Sturgeon, who have 
declined to till the office of judge on this very ground, that 
they would not subject themselves, and the office of judge, 

even to a suspicion. 
Allow me to congi-atulate you, who have done so much, 

as all will acknowledge, to promote and extend the etibrts 
of amateurs in this dh'ection, on the increased and in¬ 
creasing number of our exhibitions of poultry. As a fancier, 
of many years’ standing, and who can speak of such matters 
before they became “fashionable,” I look upon this as a 
far more convincing proof of the rapid extension of our 
favourite pursuit than the great prices which good specimens 
have lately realised. I, ho\veyer, entirely concur in your 
observation, that the sub-division ot districts should not be 
too muiute. Jfor this reason, I hail the establishment, 
which I had the pleasure to announce to you a lew days 
ago, of an exhibition of Fat-Stock and Poultry by the Great 
Yorkshu'e Agricultural Society, to be held at Leeds, in 
December, as a step in all respects in the right direction. 
I trust the managers of this show will steer clear of all 
objectionable arrangements in the outset; a course, allow 
me to add, much easier to be adopited than that ot giving 
up a practice once adopted, by which, however prejudicial, 
some must necessarily have benefited. The matter, how¬ 
ever, appears to me to have been taken up by the Society in 
question in good earnest, and altogether in a proper spirit. 
I observe that they have provided against the unfair practice 
of allowing old and young birds to compete in the same 
classes; and that they have omitted several restrictions, of 
which the benefit was at least questionable, while the 
mischief of them was proved by their constant evasion. 
To this, as to many other subjects, the sage advice of 
Lord Denman is api^lioable—“ Rules of this sort are not 
required for good men, while bad ones are almost certain 
to discover the means of evading them.” The selling 
clause is also absent from the published prine-list. If, as 
you state, upon the authority of the Midland Counties 
Herald, to have been the case at Birmingham, an exhibitor 
is to be allowed to “buy in” his bird.s, in clear’ violation of 

the rule that a sale must take place if the pi-ice named be 
offered, I would at once include that rule in the category 
just referred to, of those involving more of mischief than 
of good. But my notion is, that all purposes would be 
answered by allowing those who might think fit to mark 
their pens “ Not for sale,” and those who miglit desire to 
dispose of their specimens, to name a price at which, if 
offered, they should be bound to sell. There is a new rule 
at Birmingliam which, with all submission, appears to me 
extremely absurd, that, namely, wliich restricts a subsoi’iber 
to half-a-dozen pens. If it had required an additional 
subscription for all above a certain number, to meet ex- 
pences, not a word would have been said; but, as it is, it 
is restrictive of the very object of the exhibition, with the 
additional objection of having been glaringly evaded. I 
am happy to see, from the Leeds programme, that tlie 
birds arc to be received up to Monday night, and judged on 
Tuesday morning. A few extra hands will easily arrange 
the pens in time for the judges to commence by daylight. 
A division of their labour will shorten the time required 
by these latter for the performance of their duties, with the 
additional advantage of submitting each class to the judge 
best acquainted with its peculiar merits; and I am' fully 
confident, with your correspondent, “ N.,” “ that plenty of 
competent men in each class could easily be found, if 
dealers were excluded for, witli them, depend upon it, few 
gentlemen will act. There is, however, one point which I 
will take the liberty of suggesting, before it is too late, to 
the managers of the proposed Yorkshire show, and to others 
similarly situated. It is to close by two or three o’clock- 
on the I’riday, so as to ensure the arrival at home of all 
the stock on the Saturday, by sending off such as have a 
long distance to travel by Friday night’s train. 1 agree 
with those of your correspondents who think three days 
sufficient during which to shut up valuable birds in their 
pens; but, with good care, I do not think one additional 
day of very great importance ; and, considering the expense 
necessai’ily inciu-red by a society in such an exhibition, 
properly conducted, within doors, when the days are short, 
I submit to both parties that it would be a fair comju’omise 
to receive them on the Monday and send them otf on the 
Friday night. At all events, a step has been made in the 
right direction, and if the Society will, as they still may, 
concede the few hours on the Friday evening, I hope 
exhibitors will be satisfied at least to let the experiment be 
fairly tried, for, in that case it will, beyond doulit, be a 
great point gained.—Cochin. 

r. S.—Just as I was dispatching the above to you, I 
received a circular enclosing a paper, to which I have, 
without hesitation, added my name, pledging those who 
sign not to exhibit where dealers are judges. It is intended 
for publication, and, I understand, has already been signed 
by thirty to forty amateurs. Many more names will, I 
doubt not, be attached, and I trust it may have the effect of 
putting an end to a practice indefensible in principle, and 
objectionable to so many exhibitors. 

ON SEEDIdNG PELARGONIUYI GROWING. 

He must needs be a bold man who ventures to find fault 
with, or even to question any of the communications of your 
talented contributor, Mr. Appleby. Yet, as it is by rubbing 
our ideas and experiences well together that our practical 
knowledge is improved, I will venture, even at the risk of 
being thought presumptuous, to offer a suggestion on raising 
seedling Geraniums, somewhat opposed to the directions 
given in the article on that subject in your number of the 
17th inst. 

In the article alluded to it is said, that the seed, when 
saved, should be laid by, and sowed the following February, 
in a house or frame heated to ,'15'^ or 00°, and then, by 
keeping the plants growing, several may flower that season, 
and the rest the following year. This may be very well for 
those who are fortunate enough to possess all “ appliances 
and means to boot,” though even by such, I suspect some 
time, and much valuable space, may be saved, by sowing, 
as I do, dh-ectly the seed is ripe; but to the small fry of 
amateurs, who, like myself, only possess a modicum of a 
greenhouse (in which they endeavoiu' to grow “ omnibus 
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rehiis at qiiihuxdam allls"), anil, perhaps, two or three 
cucumber ami melon-lights, the course prescribed amounts 
to a iiositivo prohibition, so far as Geranium seedling 
growing is concerned, of a pursuit, so dear, for reasons well 
stated by Mr. Appleby, to all ardent ilorists. 

My plan, however, enables me, with only the limited con¬ 
venience siioken of, to grow between one and two hundred 

i seedlings each year; and though I have not yet astonished 
! the world with my success, so far as the production of 
! novelty goes, I have found all the pleasures our friend so 
I well describes, even in ray disappointments. It is said, 
I that Ih’uce, taught by the indomitable perseverance of a 
I spitlcr, was encouraged, after losing eleven, to figlit and win 

his twelfth battle, and the crown he fought for. My defeats 
have been about as numerous; perhap.s in this, my twelfth 
attempt, victory awaits me. But to my plan. 

As soon as the seed is all ripe, which witli me is seldom 
before the beginning of August, I sow, and place the seed- 
pans in my latest-made, and, consequently, warmest cucum¬ 
ber-bod. By the time the plants show their second pair of 
rough leaves, I pot into small OO’s. 'i'his will be aboirt the 
middle of September, and by that time there is a light or 
two of cucumber.s ready for sacrifice, and there, having 
raised the soil to about a foot from the glass, and put two or 
three inches of coal-ashes on the top, I place the jrlants, 
and keep tliem growing as fast as possible by frequent 
syringings, anil shuttings-up of an afternoon, but with 
plenty of air at all otlier times, till about the middle of 
Gotober, when tho pots will be well filled with roots. 
During this lime, indeed, if the weatlier is, as it frequently 
is, very warm and dry, I syringe and shut-up for two or three 
hours every a‘'ternuon. 

Where the pots a -e well filled with roots I repot into 
large (iO's—just a shift. The soil for this last shift is simple 
loam two quarts, and sand one part; but I pot them from the 
seed-pans into soil, such, jmetty much, as we would bloom 
Geraniums in. After the plants have got well hold in their 
second pots, the object, of course, is to harden and get them 
well to rest for the winter. 

In December, according to the weather (this year it was 
not till the latter end of last month, when I wanted to be 
preparing my pits for spring work), I get the plants into my 
little greenhouse, putting them in any odd corner or shelf 
wherever they can be crammed. It is here, by this un- 
gardener-like treatment, they get a little drawn, but I find 
this is not of importance to seedling Geraniums. xVbout 
the latter end of February, or beginning of March, when 
severe frosts seem to be apprehended, and when I begin to 
want to spread out the legitimate tenants of my greenhouse, 
I repot with good Geranium soil, not forgetting plenty of 
charcoal, into d-'S’s or fid’s, according to the size of the plants, 
and then pop them about at every window of my dwelling- 
house, in cold - pits, or anywhere where they can have 
plenty of air in the day, ami the protection of glass at 
night, till the beginning of June, when all that are not 
showing bloom are qfiaced in the open air, in a situation 
sheltered from the north and east, and as these, one after 
another, throw up their bloom-truss, I bring them into the 
greenhouse that they may have a fair chance of developiing 
the beauties that are to “ astonish the Browns.” 

By these means I bloom all my qfiants the first season ; 
and any of my brother amateurs who may adopt my plan, 
will find that a very consiilerable number of seedlings may 
thus be grown in a comparatively small space, and tliat 
without encroaching on what to most of us is so much in 
request in the spring—space in our dung-heated pits.—J. S. 

LACED versus SPANGLED POLANDS. 

As tho remarks of “ Scrutator,” in a recent number of 
The Cottage G.vhdenei{, are calculated to mislead the 
uninitiated (and, indeed, have misled a young friend of my 
own here, and set him alt agog after Polands that are 
laced), I think it right to correct them. 

“ Scrutator ” takes his cue from the Piev. Mr. Dixon’s 
work ; but does this learned author injustice, by misquoting 
him; for Mr. Dixon nowhere says, that the Gold or Silver 
“ are not, or oiu/lit nut to be, Spanyled." On the contrary, 
speaking of the Oorl: Golden Poland, ho writes, “ tho breast 

and wings are richly spotted with ochre and dark brown;” 
sjrotted being but another term for sqjangled. In alluding 
to the Poland hen he certainly does indiscreetly use the ; 
word laced. ; 

Though “ Scrutator ” kept Polands, now twenty years ago, ' 
so far from this giving authority to his opinions, I judge it ' 
rather detracts from them; for these are days of iioultry 
progress, of selection, of improvement, and of exhibition : j 

what would do very well in those good, old, isolated days, i 
might prove very inferior in these times of competition, and ^ 
comparison with others. 

The Birmingham Judges are condemned by him, because 
they would not confess to the super-excellence of Laced 
Polands. .Vlthough he goes too far, I do heartily concur 
with liim in the sentiment, that very few Judges, indeed, are 
acquainted with the points of all the varieties of poultry 
they decide upon ; it is a sore evil, and one which demands 
and mast receive alteration. 

De facto, and in truth, the Gold and Silver Polands are 
spani/Ied fowls ; as much so as are the Sqiangled llamburghs 
(properly called), and as such, they ever have been, and 
ever should be recognized. It is probable that, by careful 
and persevering selection in breeding, a laced variety may 
be established, or induced; I would protest, however, 
against the capricious change and metamorphosis of a 
natural and distinct variety of fowl to an artificial state; 
and the more so, when, in frittering away its characteristics, 
}'ou in the same degree lessen its beauty. The slightest 
observation must convince any one that a spangled fowl 
not only presents more distinctness, and more clearness of 
contrast, but that it is, also, more effective in the richness 
and brilliancy of its colours. Nor is this mere opinion ; it 
is so, and of necessity : a moment’s consideration will qn'ove 
it to us. Let us look at a spangled feather ; whether it lie 
Silver or Golden, the ground colour is clear and unclouded ; . 
the spangle is a mark of considerable size, well and dis¬ 
tinctly defined on the edges—it is a concentrated mass or 
body of colour—qilaced, or extending, let us not forget, upon 
the more substantial part of the feather, where the texture 
is firmer and closer. “ Of necessity,” then, the spangle, 
being a large and concentrated body, it becomes lustrous 
and brilliant, from its jjresenting a greater surface for the 
reflection of radiant colour. In the laced feather all is con¬ 
trary : the distinctive character is lessened, the ground 
colour appearing less apart, as it is surrounded by the 
marking; that marking, or lacing, is but a narrow strip or 
line, placed on the edge of the feather, where the texture is 
attenuated, thin, and often the reverse of smooth. Need I 
draw the comparison and conclusion? Can a mere line, 
with little depth or body of colour, placed on such a texture 
and surface, and alike in all parts, can this produce the 
distinctness, the brilliancy, and the contrast of a spangled 
feather ? 

Tliat it really does not, we have abundant jiroof. Let us 
take, as a perfect example of a laced fowl, the Golden j 
Sebright Bantam. There is no brilliancy of colour here, 
yet the lacing is correct—trim and exact as may be; whilst 
another B,antam that is degenerating, as it is called—that j 

is, becoming spangled—is confessedly both rich and bril¬ 
liant in its marking, though incorrect in manner. But there j 

is nothing like jiractical ocular jiroof; I, therefore, enclose I 
a breast feather from a very dark-coloured cock Golden ' 
Spangled Boland. It is spangled, but laced also. Can 
anything be more different in effect than the brilliancy of 
the spangled, and the comparative dullness of the laced 
portion ?* 

Laced Bolands, especially in the Silver class, occasionally 
appear; in every hatch of chickens some are less perfect 
than others, being too light, or too dark. lYhen too dark, 
or “ full of colomV’ as it is termed, this state will be found 
to depend on the. lacing of the feathers, as evinced in two 
pullets now in my possession, and which w'ere shown at the 
Baker-street exhibition. They were passed over, while some 
spangled birds were awarded a prize, and sold for six 
guineas. 

I am curious to know, in a spirit of good-humoured 
pleasantry, — I pray tell me, Mr. Editor — if the laced 
feathers sent you by “ Scrutator ” were large, or portions of 
large, feathers ? Because the young friend of mine here 

The contrast is very strikbig.—Ed. C. G. 
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liefore alliuled to, lias just had one sent to him, and I fancy 
the same as your>, that really, really, was not a fair example. 
It was actually the piece of a large feather, extracted from 
the wing coverlets 1 Now, siich feathers are always laced in 
the purest specimens of spumjlcd Polands I even in the 
spangled Hamburgh, if my recollection does not fail me, 
such are laced too. 

If yours are similar feathers, then, depend upon it, 
“ Scrutator” is a wag, and but joking with the good-natured 
credulity of your readers. Ho ask him for feathers from 
the breast, not from the sides of the breast, but crop feathers; 
these are the touchstone of lacing ; so bait your trair, and, 
my word for it, lie will be caught, if he be “ poking fun ” 
at us all. 

i’inally, I enclose you a larger-sized feather (but le.ss 
than my friend had sent him), from the wing covert of, 
perhaps, as line and true a Spanyled Poland as can well be; 
of course the lacing of the feather is perfect, for all purely- 
spangled fowls have the larger leathers of the wing coverts 
laced 1—r. 11. Houneu. 

[The feathers sent to us by “ Scrutator,’' whose direction 
we very much wish for, as we have some questions he could 
probably answer, were good and entire specimens. We 
shall publish, next week, an engraving of a laced feather 
which came from him.—Kn. C. G.] 

P. S. Mr. Hailey, in his recent work on Poultry, and all 
other authors, describe the Golden Poland as a spangled 
fowl. Hy-the-by, IMr. Hrent’s notion of a spangle is truly 
unique, and, let me assure him, it is quite apocryphal. The 
colour of the spangle may be any one of the prismatic 
colours—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, or violet, 
or, it may be, black, or white, on a contrasted ground 
colour.—P. 11. H. 

[It is only within a very recent period that the character¬ 
istic markings of fowls have been generally recognised and 
sanctioned tiy the awards of judges. 

That twenty years ago there existed a breed of laced 
Polands, with cverg feather in strict compliance with the 
requirements of that marking, we are not at present pre¬ 
pared either to prove or deny. All we say is simply this,—• 
that such birds w« have not ourselves seen. 

“Scrutator’s” specimen of the silver-laced feather was 
unipiestionably good, whether it was a wing covert, or from 
tile breast or back. As a mere feather individually, and po¬ 
se did we then speak of it, e.xpressing our wish to know 
where birds thus marked throughout might be attainable. 

We then alluded to such laced birds being distinct from 
those termed spangled; and Hr. Horner, we imagine, is 
correct in saying that the greater w'ing coverts, in both gold 
and silver Polands, are usually laced, at least, that the 
spangle is so prolonged in a narrow line on the outer 
margin of the feather on each side, as to warrant the appli¬ 
cation of this term to those particular feathers. 

Hut the shape of this spangle varies. To our own eye, 
I that which presents a convex side to the base of the feather 
! would have the preference over what, from its concave form, 
i might be called the horse-shoe spangle ; the outline is 

better defined, and the colour better massed. Tlie whole 
question, however, of “ spangle versus lacing ” stands thus :— 

The class “ Gold and Silver Polands" is commonly under¬ 
stood to denote Spangled birds ; so that when a truly laced 
fowl of this family, i. e. not with lacing in any one part of its 
body only, but with lacing throughout as the main cha¬ 
racteristic of its plumage, shall make its appearance, com¬ 
petent authorities must then determine whether it shall 
compete on ecjual terms with its Spangled relative, or require 
the formation of a separate class. But such a fowl, we 
repeat, w'e have never yet seen, for the Spangle, more or 
less, has ever been apparent; hence, therefore, our desire 
for such as we pictured to ourselves when “ Scrutator’s ” 
specimen was laid before us, and his description perused. 
'Tlie Spangle, from the contrast of greater masses of colour, 
may be, perhaps, considered as the most effective marking; 
ibut we cannot lightly pass over the claims of the well-defined 
laced feather, where the ground colour, encircled by its 
clear dark margin, appears in such strong relief. 

1 'The lacing is necessarily seen to great disadvantage on 
Ui« same feather with the spangle; the latter occupying 
he best portion of the feather, both as regards texture and 

display. Separate feathers .should, therefore, be taken for 
comparison. Hut we must wait for a Gold or Silver I’oland 
with unbroken lacing before we venture to discuss tlie 
question at greater length. Hut, in the meanwhile, let not 
our thunks be forgotten, both to “ Scrutator,” for the com¬ 
munication of his views of Polish excellence, and to Hr. 
Horner, whose experience with his breed wdll ensure the 
careful consideration of his letter by every reader of 'The 

Cottage G.vhdenek.—IV.] 

BEE-BOXES. 

“ Exoniensis” agrees in nearly all the observations 1 

have formerly maile in your paper in IfSbq. It is quite 
true that boxes, in a general way, do not answer so well 
as straw’ hives ; they are more apt to get over-heated in 
summer, and more liable to be infested with spiders, which 
are insidious enemies to the bees, by entrapping them in 
detail, and, as your correspondent says, are too expensive 
for poor cottagers. What I wish to see is, 'some new- 
fashioned cheap box-hive invented by some apiarian, which 
a carpenter can afford to sell at a price nearly the same as 
the straw hive ; timber was never cheaper, for the last fifty 
years, than at the present moment; and surely well-sea¬ 
soned wood might be had, and a good plain bo.x invented 
one-and-a-half inch thick, at one quarter the price of those 
advertised, which I have stated to be entirely out of the 
reach of cottagers. I envy “ Exoniensis ” when I read his 
account of his bee country; Devonshire is, generally speak- ; 
ing, a good bee country. In 1849, 1 was at Ilfracombe. 
North Devon, and I purchased some of the finest honey I 
ever tasted. 'The combs w’ore verj’ heavy, and, as in Glou¬ 
cestershire, it was but a poor season for honey, it plainly 
shows how favourable the bee pasture must be, as it was 
rather a dripping season in that locality. At the Chepstow 
Elower Show, in 1848 (a very poor season with us in Glou¬ 
cestershire), I saw a box of bees exhibited with at least 
f)0 Ib.s. weight of pure honey, probably from a good county 
not half stocked. 

It is very well for bee-fanciers to praise the different 
curious bo.xes, which look very pretty, and answer very well 
in a general way, but who ever expects to see them general 
amongst the cottages of the labourers? ; 

“ Exoniensis” does not state whether any of his hives are , 
in bee-houses, or whether they all stand separate. He says j 

his boxes are fourteen inches square and seven inches deep ; - 
I like those made twelve inches square and nine inches 
deep. I approve very much of his glasses, as this is the I 
best way of getting pure honey without destroying the bees, I 
and is what I have recommended in preference to the un¬ 
certain mode of deprivation of the main body of the combs, 
which irritates the bees much more, and leaves a cause for 
many casualties. 

Ei'om the immense quantity of rain fallen within the last 
four months, I fear the earth may be so chilled as to cause 
a very late spring; tliis will be the destruction of many weak 
stocks of bees where feeding has been at all neglected. 

I have lately had some of the Melilolus leucanlha, for the 
first time, in my garden, and recommoiul it very strongly as 
an excellent bee-tlower. 'This is one of the good bee-flowers 
I omitted to mention in ray list in those enumerated in 'The 

Cottage Gabdenek in the summer of 18')“.—H. AY. New- 

wan, New House, Stroud. 

rOULTRY ON SHIPBOARD. 

I see you are publishing a work on Poultry. I have often 
wished for information on the subject, with a view to stock 
for shipboard. It is lamentable to see what numbers die 
in the over-crow'ded coops, especially in tropical climates, 
in a week or two after the sailing of the vessel; and with 
respect to those that do not die naturally, the leanness of 
the bird makes it hardly worth cooking. Blindness, partial 
or complete, is a common occurrence; but that does not 
hinder fow’ls being brought to table. In an East India 
passenger-ship, I have seen a dozen birds thrown overboard 
daily, or every other day, for a considerable period. Guinea 
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fowls held out the longest, and kept their condition better 
than any other poultry, which was a set-off against their 
almost intolerable clamour. The poultry of the ship were 
cared for well, ns far as giving water and grain twioe-a-day, 
and now and then sand. T'he man or boy who had charge 
seemed to know nothing about diseases, nor was any sepa- 
I'ation ever made of the diseased from the healthy. T'he 
ship's steward, being aware that fifty per cent at least 
would never live to bo produced on table, thought to remedy 
the matter by filling the coops so that the birds found 
hardly room to turn round; the strongest forced themselves 
to the front, particularly at feeding-time; the weak, hinder 

I occupants could hardly see their food and water, much less 
taste of them. Death remedied the over-crowding ; so in a 
short time there was room for all to walk about. 

I will mention one more evil, which was, the punishment 
intlicted by the healthy birds on the sickly, which no doubt 
helped to clear the coop. T'he food of the birds was always 
dry rice in the husk, called “ paddy,” diflering not much in 
appearance from barley. Can you give a chapter in your 
proposed book as to the best method of preserving fowls on 
shipboard ? Might it not be worth while making experi¬ 
ments on shore with birds in coo]is, in order to discover 
what space should he allotted; what kind of food would 
keep them in the best condition; and what substance 
should be given to assist digestion, instead of sand, which 
is certainly ineffective? Ignorance of the deepest shade 
prevails with regard to correct treatment on shipboard, and 
the consequence is, waste of money in the first instance, 
and bad food, if not the descent to salt-junk, for the 
passengers in the hitter part of the voyage. Excuse my 
troubling you. The matter, for all I know, may already 
have been provided for sufliciently in some woi'k of which 
I never heard. I see you have methods of physicking fowls. 

I A pamphlet on the subject of treatment of all sorts, if pro- 
i vided for all ships’ stewards, would add very greatly to the 

oomfort of the passengers, and save money to the ship¬ 
owners or commanders. With regard to ducks, they do 
better than fowls. Geese are hardly worth taking on board 
for long voyages, so juiceless do they get.—V>. C., Elmjield, 

I Sotilhatnplon. 
[.\ more useful subject of inquiry could hardly be sug¬ 

gested than that contained in the above letter. And we 
trust to be enabled to devote some portion of our space in 
the forthcoming “ Poultry B<wk ” to its careful consideration. 
We should be glad, in the meanwhile, to receive any in¬ 
formation bearing on the management of “ Poultry at sea," 
that our friends may be possessed of. The opthalmia 
(which, probably, often terminates in roup) alluded to 
would be easily accounted for by the dirt in which the birds, 
from their crowded position, were forced to exist, without 
referring to the etfect of the “paddy,” or unhusked rice, 
which constantly produces the same effect. Even the best 
samples of rice in this country would be injurious to the 
health of fowls,./"roni its disposUioii to sivell in the stomach if 
(jiven unboiled for any length of time. Eice, indeed, as 
poultry-food, should always be either steeped or boiled, the 
latter by preference. We will merely add, at present, that 
roomy coops, with floors boarded in front, but with open 
bars behind; sheltered from the weather, but with fresh 
air in abundance; regular feeding, with change of diet; 
a liberal supply of water, and gravel to aid their digestion, 
which, under such circumstances, must be sorely taxed ; 
are such essentials, that, unless they are duly attended to, 
the salt junk, however uninviting, would probably be moro 

I tempting on the dinner-table than those unhappy inhabitants 
! of the East Indiaman’s hen-coop.—W.] 

GOLD FISH IN VASES. 

A New Subscriber, in No. 228, enquires for a work on “ the 
I management of Gold Eish in Glass Vases.” I know of none 
I such, nor indeed is any needed; so simple is the treatment 
1 they require, that it may be rendered in these few words: 

Cliange the water as soon as it becomes turbid. They re¬ 
quire no other food than what the water may contain. 

I once kept four fish, each about four inches in length, 
I in a glass vase which contained about two gallons ; the 

water being changed once a week in summer, and every 

fortnight, or thereabouts, in winter. T’hey wore thus kept | 
in apparent health for four years, and might have lived 1 
much longer, had not tlie cat been tempted by their glitter¬ 
ing scales, and, to my regret, succeeded in catching the 
whole. ; 

I usually take the fish from the pond in my garden on 
the approach of winter, and put them in a vase in the 
greenhouse ; this vase, contains about three gallons. They 
are never fed the whole winter. The plants are watereil 
from the vase, which is again filled from the pump. About 
three or four times during the season the vase is emptied 
and cleaned, when it is again filled with clear pump-water.— 
W. Savage. ; 

DISEASES OF FOULTRY. 

INFLAJIMATION OF THE STOMACH. 

A FORTNIGHT siiico my advice was asked respecting a ' 
valuable young Shanghae hen, which had suddenly ceased ' 
laying, refused her food, and manifested oveiy sign of 
severe illness. On examination, I found her extremely 
weak, very thin, and most unwilling to move or stand. 
There was no purging, nor running at the nose, nor were 
the eyes aftected, although they were usually kept closed. 
From so short and imperfect a view of the case, I was 
unable to decide on the exact nature of the disease. 1 
could oidy say it was not roup, nor fever, nor was the head 
afleeted. I suspected inflammation of some internal organ, 
and pirescribed one grain of calomel. The gentleman to 
whom she belonged thought some stimulant was necessary, 
and added a little cayenne pepper. T'he woman who had 
charge of her had constantly crammed her, and I found the 
crop ijuite full. I expressed a strong objection to this 
proceeding; but it appears that the fowl was fed by hand 
until its death. One week afterwards I was informed that 
the hen liad improved fur two or three days after taking 
the medicine, but had .relapsed. I again ui’ged its not 
being fed by hand. On calling the following week, the dead 
fowl (having been killed piuposely some hours previously) 
was brought for my inspection. On removing the skin of 

I the breast, I found the flesh wasted to an extreme degree; 
the crop, which was healthy, contained a large handful of 
whole Indian corn; the enlarged part of the gullet that is 
situated within the body, and which almost appears to form 
part of the gizzard, was in a violent state of inflammation, 
the inner lining being blotched -with red, and the whole 
organ somewhat thickened. It is in this part (which is 
termed, by comparative anatomists, the proventiicuius) that 
the food, after it has been softened in the crop, is subjected 
to the action of the digestive fluid (riz., the gastric juice), 
the gizzard being merely a grinding organ. The other 
organs of the body were in a healthy state. The ovary 
contained an immense number of very small ova, and the 
egg-passage, or oiiduct, was small in size as in hens that 
are not laying. I could not trace the disease to any par¬ 
ticular cause. The hen had recently, with others, been 
removed from the country to a large stable-yai’d in town, I 

and well supplied with fresh vegetable food. I mention ! 
the case as a warning against the injurious, and, in this case, 
as it turned out, excessively cruel practice of cramming a 
sick bird. The sutt'eriug occasioned by forcing food into an 
inflamed stomach must have been intense. In the inflamed 
state of the part no digestive fluid could be found, and the 
food, consecpiently, was undigested, the intestines being 
empty, and the bu-d thin from want of nourishment. Had 
the calomel been given without the cayenne, the bird kept 
comfortably wann, and supplied with some thin fine oat¬ 
meal and ivator, or boiled rice, cooked potato or tiu’nip 
there would have been a \ery good prospect of recovery 
As it was, the fowl was literally killed with the mistake 
kindness of the woman who had it in chai’go. 

W. B. Teoetmeier, Tottenham. 

EARLY LIFE OF THE POOR IMAN’S WEI 
WISHER. 

{Continued from page 272.) 

IIavhng told you how I persevered in learning to rea 
will now tell you how I learned to write. Dly first plac , 
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service was at a farm Iiouse, where I was drawn apprentice, 
and where I remained two years. This was no place for 
learning anything but hard work. I have often thought 
what a shame it is that poor farm servants never have one 
minute’s time to call their own. Well may they he such an 
ignorant class of people as they are in some parts, hut I 
hope they will not be angry with me for saying this, because 
I do not mean to say that all fai’m labourers are ignorant, 
because I have been in company with farming men that 
could talk with as much sense as any other men, and some¬ 
times rather more. What I mean to say is, that they had 
no need to thank their masters for what time they allowed 
them to learn in when they were servants ; at least, I found 
it so at this first lilace of mine, and at every farm house that 
I have lived at. 

This sort of work would not do for me; I must be learn¬ 
ing something. I accordingly left and went to live at a 
place where there were only a few cows kept and one horse. 
Now at this place I knew wlien my work was done, and my 
mistress also (for I had never a master) knew very well 
where to find me if I was wanted for any little job. She 
used to say, “ You will bo sure to find him down in the 
stable writing,” Yes, and as sure as a gun there I was 
writing away as if I had had some law-suit under hand. 
Did my mistress grumble at me being there? No, for I 
always took care that my work was done first; and if I had 
anything to do extra, some times she used to treat me with 
a new copy-book as a reward. I had no one to instruct me, 
but I had an old book that had writing copies in it, and I 
one day met with an old baker that set me a few copies, 
and showed me how to begin some of the letters, and that 
was all the teaching I ever had. 1 

My next place was a farm-house again, where there was 
neither time to read nor write, but I was determined to win. 
So I purchased a pound of candles, and wrote in my bed¬ 
room at nights, wlien I should have been asleep. So .you i 
see, where there is a will, there is sure to be a way. 

My next place was to be under game-keeper, where I re¬ 
mained three years. T had then saved a little money, 
wherewith I put myself apprentice to a butcher, and when 
my time was out ray master wanted to engage me for 
journeyman. I told him that I was about taking a wife ; ‘ 
but if we could agree for wages, I had no objection, so we 
agreed that I should serve him for eight shillings per week, 
and my board, with several little privileges besides, which 
I reckoned to myself to be worth three or four shillings per 
week more. I now thought myself one of the most happy 
men upon earth, and so got married without delay ; but to 
my sad misfortune, before I had entered according to my 
new agreement, my faster failed, and was sold up. 

Now, this was a dreadful blow to me. I had just married , 
a wife, and I had now no means of supporting her. The 
highest w.ages that 1 could get at my trade was five 
shillings p)er week and my board. I knew very well tliat 
this would not do, and then as to my setting up myself that 
was no use of my thinking about, for I had no money. I 
had paid T15 to learn my trade, and that was all the money 
that I was worth, and my relations began to say that we 
should soon be in tlie workhouse, for I had nothing now to 
depend upon but hard work, and it was not likely that I 
could tie myself to that after being a gentleman so long ! 

This rather cut me to the quick; but I was not the 
man to be cast down, though my money was gone, and my 
trade of no use. I was both able and willing to work, 
neither was I ashamed of going to see where it was to be 
done ; and in a short time a gentleman took me into his 
employ, where I have remained to this day, though not in 
the same employment, for when I first went, it was to work 
on the farm, but it grieved me to think that I had paid £i5 
to learn a trade, and after all was nothing but a farm 

labourer. 
Now, I hope all young men that read these few lines, and 

are about making clioice of a trade, will think of me, and 
consider well whether they shall be able to set themselves 
up in the trade they are about making choice of. If I had 
done this, you see f should have saved £'15 by it; but it is 
no use of talking about shed milk; all that I had to do now 
was to consider whether there was any trade that I could 
learn now, that I could set up in without money. This was 
rather a difficult task ; and that was not the worst of it, for 

it must be learnt without money, or not at all. But I was 
not the man to be daunted, and I soon hit upon one, and 
what do you think it was ? fVhy a gardener, to be sure. 

Though I could set up to bo a gardener without money, 
the difficulty was to learn gardening without it. It was 
not likely that any gentleman's gardener was going to 
teach me for nothing, which 1 knew he must, if he did do it; 
and I had no relation that knew anything about gardening. 
However, hesitating was all of no use, I was determined to 
win if possible; so as there were horticultural shows in our 
neighbourhood, and prizes given for the neatest and best 
stocked labourer’s garden, I thought to myself, if I could do 
something in this w'ay, to get myself noticed, I may, 
perhaps, get to work in the garden. Sol bought a gardening 
book, and went to work to see what could be done, and 
accordingly the first year I was so lucky as to get the first 
prize for the neatest and best stocked labourer’s gai-den in 
three parishes, with several prizes for vegetables and 
flowers besides, and have ever since been one of the 
luckiest men in the three parishes for obtaining prizes. 
This soon had the desired effect, and I was taken into the 
garden to work where I have now been for five years; so in 
a short time I hope I shall be be able to say that I am a 
gardener. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

*«♦ We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage GARnENEE. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London." 

Bulb Leaves (J. B. W.).—The three leaves, marked I, 2, and 
belong to one kind of bulb, the true Rettadnna; they are from pot- 
plants, and are six weeks in advance of those growing in the border for 
years. The three bulbs might look different, according to their age, or 
the kind of soil they were growing in, but there is no doubt of the kind. 
The bulb with the broad recumbent leaves, ciliated edges, and promi¬ 
nent veins, does not belong to any known Brunsrigia, B. murginata, 
which is probably a Nerine, is not at all marked that way. There are 
only two bulbs from the Cape known to have the fringe like your 
plant, and they are Hieynnnthuaes; but the way your bulb is said to 
flower, candelabra-like, cuts it off from all that family. Keep your 
bulb cool and well aired, and allow it abundance of water for the next 
two months j and when the leaves turn yellow ne.xt May, jiray send us 
one of them, and let us know if any dark stripes or blotches appear on 
the bottom of it next April, when it is full grown. You had better plant 
the Belladonas out in front of a south wall next .lune, when they are at 
rest. 

Cactus (Ibid),—The name of your Cactus is Ackermanii, as near as 
we can make out from your description. The blight on the Rose-leaves 
is mildew, which is very prevalent this spring. As the sulphur has not 
checked it, the next and only remedy is to have the blighted parts cut 
off, which seems very hard, but there is no help for it. We shall inquire 
further into all your questions, and tell you the result next week. 

Grittv Pears tPi/rinn signinum).—Pears may prove gritty for seve¬ 
ral reasons, but the most common cause is, perhaps, a lean and over-dry 
soil. Next to this as a cause, we should be inclined to say a cold 
situation. 

Climbing Roses (A Cockney Amnteur).~‘‘T\vo or three good climb¬ 
ing evergreen Roses,” and one to be ” rose-colonr if possible.” Take 
Rosa indica major for the rose-coloured ; Felicite perpetuelle as the beat 
of the breed of evergreens ; and for the third, ask for MyrUinthes, or 
Princess Maria, or Princess Louisa, or Rampant; but the first three 
will suit your north aspect better. When you write again, come to the 
point at once ; short letters and quick returns form the grand secret of 
getting useful information. 

Influencing the Sex of Chickens—White Comb. — .7. H. 
Payne, Esq., says :—“In your paper of this week, in The Cottage 
GaYdeneb, on “ Influencing the sex of chickens,” you ask for the 
result of breeding from parents in their first year. I did so last year, 
from a cock and four hens. I reared about sixty chickens, upwards of 
forty of which were cockerels. Mine are Cochin-China. I am sadly 
teased with cotnis amongst them; in some cases it spreads down 
the neck and breast, stripping off the feathers entirely, and leaving a 
white scurfy appearance of the skin. I have used cocoa-nut oil and turmeric, 
but with little effect. I .am now trying alteratives, sulphur and nitre, as 
recemmended by Richardson ; and with others, nitrate of mercury, with 
lard, externally. With me, young fowls (that is fowls in their first year) 
are only affected in this way. In this neighbourhood I find it is very 
general. I find, also, that it is communicated from one to the other very 
quickly. If you can suggest a remedy, it will confer a great favour on 
many lovers of poultry in this locality (Bury St. Edmunds).” [I am 
much obliged to Mr Payne for forwarding his experience, as to the in¬ 
fluence of the age of the parents on the sex of the chicken. I have 
already received several remarkable results, and if our readers will kindly 
forward those facts that come under their notice, as suggested at page 
412, 1 have no doubt but that a very interesting and useful table may be 
drawn up. With regard to the white comb, I can only direct his attention 
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to an article which seems to have escaped his notice, at page 272 of the 
present volume.—W. li. Tegetmeier, Tottenham.'] 

Heating A Small Greenhouse (A Lover of my Garden).—No mode 
can be better for you, we think, than that of which ne give a drawing 
and description to-day. 

Crowing Hen {Chirhen-hearted).—Your hen which has not laid since 
you bought her, and which attempts to imitate the cockerels crowing, 
must be very old and barren. If so there is no remedy. 

Propagating by Heaves {E. /i., a new Suhscriher).—With due 
care you can carry on the process in your sitting-room, under a tumbler ; 
i)ury half the section of the leaf in the sand. You may cut the leaf 
across as you suggest. Each piece can be made to grow. Vou will find 
very full particulars in The Cotta^'e Gardeners* Dictionary, under the 
title “ Cuttings.** 

Back Numbers (FI. Kirka/dy).—You can have all the numbers of 
The Cottage Gardener you mention, but you will have to pay five- 
pence each for them, if you require them to be sent by post. 

Horticultural and Pomoi.ogical (Alpha).—You are quite right 
when you “ understand, that by becoming a member of the ‘ Horticul- 

I tural and Pomological Association,* you can be supplied with all the 
seeds, llorists* dowers, fruit trees, ike., that you require, the same as if 
you were to send an order to a nursery and seedsman; and that you 
can have the whole at a di?‘Count of 10 per cent lower than what you 
have been in the habit of paying.” The Society offers great advantages 
to emigrants, in procuring for them, from various sources, the seeds, 
cuttings, and buds they require. 

SiiANGiiAE Chickens (S. P.).—Yes; there abundance of these 
“ kept alive, though hatched since last Christmas.” We see twenty 
of them daily. They are more than usually liable at this season to lose 
the use of their legs; but, if kept in a dry, cool place—heat excites 
them too much — with plenty of sand and lime rubbish to scratch 
among, and with such diet as egg boiled hard, Indian meal, scalded 
rice, scalded grits, and wheat crushed, they will do very well. Of course, 
as you warriors say, there will be more ‘‘casualties** than in more 
favourable seasons, llemember to give the chickens some green food to 
pick daily. 

Beks—Ruined Comb (T. Roberts).—The only chance of saving the 
bees, in vhose hive the combs have been broken down, is to leave them 
alone. They will take the honey from the cells, and then, when the 
spring arrives, you can clear away the ruins from the door-board. Take 
care that the entrance is not blocked up. 

Standard Plums (C. J. N.).—You do not say for what purpose you 
require them, we therefore give four of each as best for you. Dessert.— 
Green Gage, Purple Gage, Kirke’s, and Royal Hative. Preserving,— 
Denyer’s Victoria, Orleans, Goliath, and White Magnum Bonum. 

Re.ndell’s Tank (A. P.).—If “perfectly tight,** the evaporation 
should be next to nothing ; but if covered with slate, there will be consi¬ 
derable absorption and evaporation. Can any of our readers say what 
daily waste of water ought to occur in such a tank lined with lead, and 
iGft. long by 4ift. wide? 

Caponizing (T. il/.). —You will find very full particulars in the new 
and very recent edition of Richardson’s The Doynestic Fowl, The price 
of a cover for a volume of The Cottage Gardener is Is. 3d. 

Botanical Terms (Quercits).—We recommend you to buy that ex¬ 
cellent little book Henfrey*s Rudiments of Botany. The following 
extract from it explains the three words concerning which the books you 
quote disagree:—“The insertion of organs signifies the place from whence 
they apparently arise, and when adherence takes place this differs very 
much. When the organs, such as the stamens, arise distinctly from the 
receptacle, they are Hypogyywus— below the germen. When the corolla 
and calyx adhere to the germen, the stamens appear to arise from the 

I toj) of the germen, and which insertion is called Kpigynoiis~upon the 
I germen. If they adhere to the corolla or calyx while the latter are free 
1 from the germen, they are Perigynous—around the germen.** In the 
I Buttercup, the stamens are hypogynous •, in the Strawberry, they are 
! perigynous ; and in Fennel, epigynotis. 

\ Sheep Barking Trees (A Subscriber from the first).—To prevent 
! this, we think the safest and most enduring remedy would be to put a 

piece of small-meshed iron netting, three feet wide, loosely round each 
stem. 

Weight op Dorking Fowls.— Dr. Hitchman, of lilickleovcr, near 
Derby, says—“Owing to local circumstances, your interesting periodical 
iloes not reach me until nearly a week after its publication ; and it is only 
now that I have read your statement to ‘ Charlotte Elizabeth,* that the 
cock bird of the Dorking breed ought not to weigh less than 10 lbs. This 
statement is calculated to mislead, and also to produce dissatisfaction 
and disappointment in a manner that you may not have contemplated. 
Supposing ‘ C. E.*, acting under your advice, writes to a breeder of 

' ‘Dorkings,* and has sent to her a handsome bird of good weight— 
I namely, 8 lbs,—will she not feel that she has been unfairly dealt with by 

the breeder, and be angry and miserable accordingly ? As an amateur, 
I and breeder of the Dorking fowl, I protest against this error. A Dorking 

cock weighing 9 lbs. is a first-rate bird ; and I am sure that the average 
' weight of male Dorkings, in the best show in England, will not exceed 

that weight, and it is with averages that you should deal in your editorial 
responses to such queries. Remember, Mr. Editor, that your ‘Notices 
to Correspondents* are read greedily, and that your reply to ‘C. E.* is 

( information to thousands. I hope your ‘ Poultry Book,* which I look 
forward to with interest, will not propagate this error. You must have 

^ been thinking of your pet ‘ Shanghaes * when you gave out 10 lbs. to your 
' fair correspondent as the minimum weight with which she should be 

contented in the Dorking fowl. You write that the hen should weigh 
7 lbs. I have no fault to find with this statement, but three pounds is an 
unusual difierence in the weight of the two scxca of this breed. I infer 
you are not alluding to the specimens in your reply to ‘ C. E.,* j 
because many hen birds at Birmingham weighed heavier than 7 lbs.; the 
heaviest weighed 8A lbs., and I possess hen birds still heavier than this; 
but I Ijave no hen of whatever weight that is throe pounds less WMght 
than a male bird of tlie same age. I think you will admit that there is 
no higher authority on the Dorking fowl than Blr. Bailey, of Grosvenor- ' 
street, and he states that 7i lbs. is the average of the best strains.** We 
readily bow to the authority of Mr. Bailey and Dr. Hitchman, and fully 
assent to their statement of the avet'age weight of Dorkings. \Vc in¬ 
tended no more than to point out to “ Charlotte Elizabeth ” the weights 
she should aim at. Dorking cocks of lU lbs., and Dorking hens of 7 Ib.s., 
are to be had ; and, therefore, with less weights we ought not to be 
content. We admit that they are rare, and Captain Hornby, writing on 
the point, says—“They will not once in a hundred good birds come up 
to thqse weights. I have only 07ie cock and one hen weighing your 
weights.’* 

Cross between the Pheasant and Fowl.—J. C. says “ I have 
observed a statement in your paper, that a cross between the pheasant 
and the fowl never was, nor ever will be. I must beg to say that I can 
assure you to the contrary, as I was eye-witness, twenty-nine years ago, 
to two birds being reared between a cock pheasant and a common hen, i 
such as you may see in any farm-yard ; and they were very fine, healthy, 
and strong. Any further particulars that may be considered worth 
inquiring on the subject, I shall be happy to give to the best of my 
knowledge.” j 

Egg-eating Pullet (L. il/.).—Very seldom is the morbid appetite 
you complain of overcome. One similar instance, however, was success- j 
fully treated by a friend of ours. An egg was boiled bard ; a portion of ! 
the frhell removed, its contents mixed with a strong dose of mustard, and ! 
then replaced. The hen commenced her repast as usual, but the highly- j 
seasoned dish did not please her, and the evil practice was subsequently 
abandoned. The cure, however, is rarely effected; and this case is pro¬ 
bably a rare exception.—W. 

Height of the Upright Oak (P. B.).—The u])nght Oak (Quercus 
pedunculata fastigiata) grows as fast as our common oak, under similar 
circumstances, and when grafted, as is generally done; but we had it true 
from seeds, gathered in the Pyrenees, and the plants rose considerably 
faster than any of the British Oaks for the first ten years. Some of these 
seedlings were quite as upright as the Turin or Lombardy Poplar, from 
this rigid form others of the same batch of seedlings departed, in various 
degrees, down to the “ Knarled Oak.” Hence it follows, that if grafts 
are taken from the best and most upright varieties, this singular oak will 
grow fast, and always keep to the upright habit. From twenty to thirty 
feet high is the general run in good deep dry soils. 

Fastigiate Elm (Ibid).—This is also a fast-growing tree, and grows 
quite upright, with curiously twisted leaves, and it altogether a very re¬ 
markable plant. What may be the habit of either this or the upright 
o.ak, when the trees are old, we cannot say. Perhaps some correspondent 
will answer that, and also mention the highest tree of each he knows. 
Thanks for the shortness of your letter. 

Vine gnawed by a Dog (M. 5.).—We are sorry to hear your pro¬ 
mising Vine was so knawed by an unpromising cur, that you had to resort 
to the healing art for bandaging ; but, first of all, the bruised parts ought 
to have been carefully removed. Tlie bandage is very good. If a shoot 
offers to come from below the wound next summer, it will be a sign that 
the dog went too far, and you must tie up this bottom shoot very care¬ 
fully to form the future Vine. 

Roses near London (Scrutator).—The best Standard Roses to grow 
near London, are—Madame Laf'ay, William Jesse, Mrs. Elliot, and 
Baron Prevost. They ought to be planted immediately, in pits twenty 
inches deep and thirty inches across; the first foot of the bottom to be 
filled with best rotten dung, one-half, and one-half fresh good loam, 
mixed ; then plant with fresh soil or loam, without any dung, in imme¬ 
diate contact with the roots ; then put a good layer of rotten dung on the 
top for mulching; prune close; stake well, and give a good watering 
once a-week from the middle af May till August; and, if you can get it, 
use weak liquid-manure each time; for without such stimulus you will 
not succeed so near London. 

Lameness in Dorkings (Uorstead),—The Dorkings are peculiarly 
liable to become lame, from their weight and the possession of an extra 
toe. Lameness is more apt to occur when their roosting perches are i 
high than when not more than three or four feet from the ground. Since | 
my perches have been lowered I have had much less lameness. \^’hcn 
they fly down from a height they come with great force on the ground, ; 
and this constantly repeated concussion leads to a chronic inflammation, 
and thickening of the tendons and joints of the feet, which constitutes i 
the disease frequently, but erroneonsly, termed gout. I doubt if any 
treatment is likely to prove successful in this complaint; the prevention i 
is better than cure. Lameness frequently arises from corns, which I have [ 
found are readily removed with a sharp-pointed penknife, after the feet i 
have been well soaked in the wet grass on a rainy day ; they are much I 
less readily extracted when the feet are dry.—\V. B. Tegetmeier, ' 
Tottenham, j 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Pariah of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London,—March 10th, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

.M ’ W W'eatuer near London in 1852. Sun Sun Uloon Moon’s Clock Day of 
{) 1) ^ Barometer. rhermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Rises. Sets. R. & S. Age. bf. Sun. Year. 

17 Th St. Patrick. 30.333 —30.299 48—31 N.E. ' — 11 a. 6 6 a. 6 1 2:3 
3 

8 .31 76 

18 F Princess Louisa born, 1818. 30.262 —30.182 44—31 N.E.1 — 9 7 2 24 9 8 13 77 
J9 s Oak Bc.iutv; oaks. 30.156 — 30.106 47-27 e. — 7 9 3 20 10 7 55 78 
■21) Son Paum Sunday. 30.142 — 30,103 60—25 s.e. , - 5 1 1 4 8 11 7 37 79 
21 M Sun’s declination, 0° IQ' N. 30.191 —30.107 63—27 S.E. 1 - 2 12 4 47 12 7 19 80- 
•22 Tu Hrown-bordered; oaks. 30.120 — 30.108 66-28 S.E. — 0 14 5 18 13 7 i) 81 
23 W Early Nettle-tap. 30.073 — 29,9.59 64—25 N.E. — V 16 5 43 14 0 42 82 

Mbtrorology OF THE Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days arc 51®, and 35° respectively. The greatest heat, 69°, occurred ou the 19th in 1830 j and the lowest cold, l6°, on the 20th 
in 1845. During the period 110 days were fine, and ou 60 rain fell. 

ONE-ELOWERED ABELIA. 

(Abelia vnijlom.) 

This makes tlie fourth species of the genus Ahclia, now 
in our gardens, all of which are cither hardy, or nearly so. 
Tlie present species, uiiijiora, is alow, evergreen, sninll hush, 
with white liowers, tinged with lilac, which are produced 
from between the leaves and the wood, on the extremities 
of the small side-shoots, and notwithstanding the name— 
one-liowered—the flowers come often in threes from tlie 
same parts. The ilower-hiids are cased in rich piu’ple 
bracts, which have a gay effect, as contrasted with the large 
(comparatively) white flowers, and the deep green of tiie 
leaves. The leaves are not unlike those of Fuchsia yrnciUs, 
in size and shape, and tlie flowers may be compared, in 
tlie.se respects, to those of Amphicamti aifluta, a pretty half- 
herbaceous plant from the Himalaya Range, and well- 
known to gardeners. 

Tlie Ahclia unijlora was discovered by Mr. Fortune, in the 

j north of China, whence he sent it to the, Messrs. Standish 
and Noble, of Bagsliot, in whose nursery-gardens it stood 

! out the severity of the last three winters without any pro- 
I tecLion, and flowered with them last Juno. It is well ro- 
! presented in the last January number of the Botanical 
j Ma(/aziiie, where (we are told by Sir AV. J. Hooker) it is 
! said to be the same as Ahelia serraia, described by Dr. 

Siehold and Professor Zuccarini, in tlieir Flora Japonica. 
The genus was named long ago, by Dr. Brown, in comme¬ 
moration of Dr. C. Abel, physician to the Embassy to 
China, under I.ord Amherst. It belongs to the natural 
order of Caprifoils (Caprifoliaoew^, and in the Liiinaian 
system to I’entandria Monogynia. B. J. 

Fropayaliou and Cutlure.—Tlicre is not a plant in the 
whole order of Caprifoils, or Sncculaiits, as country people 
call them, that is at all difficult to increase by cuttings or 
layers, or from seeds, when they ripen with us. All the 
Ahclias come very freely from cuttings of tlie young wood, 
under the same treatment as Fuchsia cuttings in tlie spring, 
or in a shaded place, out-of-doors, under a tight hand-glass, 
after the flowers are over, by the end of June. 

Here let me pause, in all seiiousness, to recommend to 
everyone wlio is at all interested in growing plants from 
cuttings, out in the open air, at their leisure time, during 
the long summer evenings, to procure, by hook or by crook, 
some of those large, cheap, bell glasses, which were ex¬ 
hibited before the Horticultural Society, last February, and 
which are in u.se, so commonly, in all the nurseries and 
gardens round Paris, where they get them so cheap, that 
they might have a revolution now and then to smash one- 
lialf of them, and still he none the poorer. Just think, for 
one moment, of a hell glass for 7|d. tliat would root three 
hundred cuttings of Gloire d'Rosamcne rose in tliree weeks 
or a month, next August or Sepitember, and then he in 
time for Calceolaria cuttings in October, as Mr. Fish re¬ 
commends ; and that, too, with only one-half the care and 
attention required to get up things by our common hand- 
lights, which are all good enough for regular gai'deners, hut 
no better than a garden-sieve for ladies and amateurs, as 
the wind drives through and through them, killing tlie he.st 
cuttings ere they have time to prick upi their ears after 
being planted. 

The best place for this Ahelia is a deep, rich, light 
border, that is well sheltered, and open to the sun. It will 
require the same general management as to pnmning, pro¬ 
pagation, and training, as the Tt'eipela rasea, Rcutzia (jraciUs, 
the best .-//((//'owf-Yhis (Leuoothoe), PcvncHyas, sxnA ail that 
style of choice low-giowing hushes. I). Beaton. 

At the meeting, in Regent street, on the 15th Feb., it 

was annonnceil that Mr. McGlaslien’s Transplanting 

Machine would be set to work in tlie garden of the 

society on tlie find of Marcii, and this caused onr inser¬ 

tion of the notice at page 420 ; but the parlies were not 

ready till the following Saturday, and all the Fellows of 

the Society and their friends, who trusted to the notice 

in The Cottage Gabdener, were unavoidably put to 

inconvenience. That, and the very wet morning, ac¬ 

counts for the comparatively small number of persons 

who attended on the 5tli. Except a few ladies, half of 

the company were gardeners and nurserymen; and of 

all the meetings that wo have attended for the last 

twenty years in this garden, we never saw so many first- 

rate planters together, nor so anxious about understand¬ 

ing every move and member of the machine. At the 

head of tliis class (first-rate planters) stoodj^ir Joseph 

Paxton, who, although ho is now rich enough to pay for 

a passage to Australia for all the gardeners he ever 

knew, and his company is sought after by all the great 

and leading men of the day, never thinks of separating 

himself, at such public meetings, from his old friend.s I 

No. CCXXXIII., VoL. IX. 
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and acquaintances. It is just tlie same with all tlie old 

race of fortunate gardeners whom we happen to know, 

wliile they, each and all of them, deplore the vanity and 

senseless pride and ignorance of a set of would-be-geu- 

tlemen-gardeners, who strut about in “ kids,” perfuming 

tlie whole air about them with the effects of their toilets 

and the affectation of their silly humanity. Then there 

were the two jirincipal court gardeners, Mr. Ingram, 

from Windsor, and Mr. Toward, from Osborne House, 

with iMr. Smith, the Curator of the Royal Gardens, 

Kew'; Mr. Barron, from Elvaston Castle, one of the 

most successful planters of large trees that ever took a 

spade in hand; Mr. Glendinning, though not a serving 

gardener, belongs to the genus of first and most suc¬ 

cessful jilanters of the ago ; he was the first who put 

correctly the philosophy of transplanting large ever¬ 

greens. Then, think of such experienced men and 

critics as Messrs. Mc.Vrthur, Jackson, Edmonds, Eraser, 

Standish, Ayres, Duncan, kloore, Hogg, Stevenson, and 

many move first-rate practicals, all willing to compare 

their experience with this exhibition, which, as we un¬ 

derstood it, was determined upon at the request of his 

Royal Highness Prince Albert, who was present, with 

a Highland jilaid, which he wore over both shoulders 

shepherd-fashion in a storm, and was as keen to every 

move as the most practical among us. 

By the time we all arrived at the garden of the society, 

the apparatus for moving a large, full-grown Poplar was 

fixed, and the operation of lifting the tree, with a ball of 

earth, reckoned to weigh nine or ton tons, was com' 

mcnccd by eight strong labourers turning as many 

screws, and they soon had it up, safe and sound, without 

moving the tree from the perpendicular, and there it 

stood suspended to a strong carriage on four wheels, 

ready to be carried away to a hole not far off; thick 

planks were tbon laid for the wheels of the carriage to 

run on to the hole. The moving of the loaded carriage 

along those planks was effected by two men working a 

windlass in the front of the carriage, and winding in 

through a pully a rope fastened to a tree beyond the hole. 

If the tree had to ho moved along distance, tlie carriage 

must have been drawn by so many horses instead of by 

the windlass. When tlie hall came over the centre of 

the hole, the two fore wheels were past the hole, and the 

hind ones not quite up to it; by unscrewing the tackle, 

the hall was lowered as easily as possible into the hole. 

Thoro was nothing like a jerk, or shaking about, from 

beginning to end, and every one acknowledged that the 

thing was done cleverly. 

Now for the principle, and the application of it. Uji 

to Ibis point we have only the principle of the screw 

involved, and we all know that, by that principle, a 

church CQuld bo moved if there was suflicient strength 

of machinery ajipliod. As soon as the large tree was 

up, wo couid all see, jdainly enough, how the lifting was 

done, hut how the rest of the apparatus was applied to 

the screw iirinciplo few of ns could understand, because 

we did not see that part of the process—all that being 

settled before wo entered the garden. But, ns is well 

known, Brince Albert is not to ho put off from seeing 

the whole working of any new scheme or invention in 

which he takes an interest; and there is no doubt but 

he took a very great interest in Mr. McGlashen’s 

machine. No sooner, therefore, was the Poplar out of 

the ground, than the Prince desired to see the whole 

process by which the ball of the tree was secured for 

the gripe of tlie screws. Consequently, a second, and 

a smallar apparatus was fixed to a large Sweet Bay, His 

.Royal Highness looking on as intently as any of the j 

grey-headed gardeners. When this was completed, and i 

the rest to bo only a repetition of the raising process, | 

the Prince took his dejiarture. The Bay tree was left i 

in the jaws of the clasping irons, and w'e all went to see 

the large tree planted, as I have just said.' I 
The Pojdar had the ball secured to the roots on this 

wise, and just in the shape of an orange-tree or aloe-hox, 

quite sipiai'e, and wider on the top than at the bottom. 1 f 

the four sides of an orange-tree-box were separated, and 

each side split down into six equal parts, there would be 

twenty-four pieces, of course; their, if you take number 

one piece, and drive it down in soft ground with a mallet^ 

and leaving six inches of it above the ground, it would stop ^ 

there while you took the next piece, and pushed it down 

close after the first, and to the same depth ; when the 

next four pieces are fixed in the same way, we have one 

side of the orange-troo-box in the ground, all but the little 

at the to]i. Now, turn round the corner, and drive in 

the next six pieces, and we have two sides of the box in 

the ground ; the other two come next, and we have an 

orange-box, as it were, sunk in the ground, with a few 

inches of it above the surface. The reason for splitting 

the box is that it would be easier to drive in one piece 

at a time than one whole side; particularly if it was a 

very large box. If it was a small box, ol’ course one 

could drive down one of the sides whole, and then the 

box would be got down in four pieces, instead of twenty- 

four. Well, the second box which was put in to show 

the Prince how the machine acted was really in four 

pieces, and they were joined at the corners as they wore 

driven in, two of them having projecting eyes, one at 

each corner, and those eyes received short projecting 

teeth, which were on the corners of the other two sides. 

Tlien they jmt an iron rod across the ball, inside this 

box, with a T at each end of it, just like wliat a hatter 

would use to stretch out a new hat. By dint of screw¬ 

ing, this rod stretched out the two sides of the box very 

much at the top, and the bottoms must necessarily 

close in upon tbe hall in the same projiortion. After 

that, the other two sides of the box were stretched out 

in the same way at the top, and, as consequently, 

pressed in at the bottom. Now, suppose the sides of 

this box to ho as sharp at the bottom as a knife, each 

of them must cut all tlie roots as low as it is driven j 

down; and so the four sides did most effectually ; and ! 

being now so much closer at the bottom tlian at the i 
^ I 

top, tlicy had the hall in their grasp, and when they i 

were ]mlled u|), as if pulling iqi a box without a bottom, ' 

the ball must come along witli it, and if there are tap- ; 

roots, they must ho pulled after the halt till they all j 

snap, and then there is only the weight of ball and i 
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plant to raise. If ever you lift a pot with a Geranium in 

it, which has been in a border all the summer, the roots, 

assuredly, have passed down through the bottom, and 

when you pulled up the pot in the autuuni you had to 

give an extra pull to break the bottom roots. The whole 

process of raising such a pot is on the same plan and 

principle as the apparatus for getting up the largest 

tree in Windsor Forest, only that the bottom of the pot 

helps to raise the ball whole. The moment the pot, or 

the largest ball, thus enclosed, is moved half-an-inch 

upwards, there is no more friction against the sides of 

the pot, or the ball, let them bo ever so deep, all after 

the first move in a question of power. 

The sides that formed the boxes which enclosed 

the balls for Mr. IMcGlashen’s apparatus arc of storrt 

iron, and sharp at the bottom; and in the four-sided, or 

smaller box, there was a handle to each side in the 

middle, also of iron, with a round knob on the top, and 

a powerful labourer with a large beetle drove down each 

side, by hitting as hard as he could on the iron knobs. 

When the ground is very bard, and many roots to cut 

through, two men drive away at the beetles, like two 

giants, till they drive them home. For a very large tree 

we must have a very large box to raise a ball, and it is 

out of all reason to think that even any two giants 

could knock down one of the sides, as in the last in¬ 

stance, the side being six or seven feet across ; but by 

dividing one side into six pieces, or taking six strong 

iron pieces instead, sharp at the bottom, with handles 

and knobs, each piece can be driven down easier, and 

the six make a side, and twenty-four of them make the 

four sides, and that is just what were in use on the 5th 

for this large tree. We may call these separate pieces, 

spades, with iron handles, the blades a yard long, thirty- 

three inches of which were driven into the ground; 

but the real shape of each piece is more like that of a 

cricket-bat with a wedge bottom. There is an iron 

projection or shoulder on the handle of each spade, and 

the spade is driven down with beetles or heavy mallets, 

until this shoulder rests on the iron frame which 

connects all the spades and sides, and by this frame two 

sides are screwed apart first, then the other two sides 

on the same principle as in the small instrument. The 

bottom of the tree is padded, to save the bark from the 

stays, which hold it on the perpendicular, and which 

stays are set and held together by the working of 

screws and wedges. 

Besides this powerful apparatus, there were others 

exhibited by the inventor, in different sizes, down to 

that by which a lady could pull a Heartsease, or Bache¬ 

lor’s Button, out of the ground; and, as far as wo could 

make out, every one present, and certainly the grey¬ 

headed gardeners, wished success to Mr. McGlashen 

and his machines. But whether they, or any of them, 

would adopt this process in preference to their own 

ways is more than wo can say. We can only answer 

for ourselves, that the moment we saw it we could see 

how to improve it, so as to be twice as easy to work, 

and more safe for the trees.—D. B. 

Wp, consider the following evidence of the power to 

resist frost possessed by a combination of double- I 

glazing and a well of water, of sufficient importance to ! 

merit this prominent position. Wo advise all persons 1 
about to construct greenliouses and cold-jiits to retain j 

this evidence in their memory. | 

“ Some time early in the autumn, 1 sent you a letter 

descriptive of a cold-pit I was about to construct. The 

pit was to bo placed over a well, and the lights double- 

glazed. You paid me the compliment of a leader, 

shortly after, on the merits of double-glazing, and quoted 

my letter. I have now to report progress. I have a 

very small forcing-house, a range of small pits, and a 

two-light frame double-glazed. All but the latter, 

however, are warmed by hot-water. I have dispensed 

with all mats for covering. We have had now a sharp 

frost to tost the efficacy of the double-glazing, and you 

will appreciate the effect, when I tell you that the snow 

lay on my double glass; while on my single-glazed 

greenhouse, which is loss heated, it melted off. But to 

confine myself to the pit without the artificial heat. I 

placed in it six or seven Cinerarias, all sickly, for my 

climate (not two miles from St. Paul’s) docs not suit 

them; two plants of Oyiisiis, Cunar, three or four Cal¬ 

ceolarias {KayiiJ, four common old plants of Geraniums, 

two Myrtles, and a self-registering thermometer. The 

pit is over a shallow well, or rather trap, about four feet 

circular, into which the various drains across the 

garden disembogue. The water is about seven feet 

below the surface. Across the top is an old gate, which 

forms the stage for the plants. The frame is a two-light 

cucumber-box, each light being in breadth four feet 

three inches. The box is sunk to the ground-line of the 

garden. Tliis pit was closed on the approach of the 

late severe weather, and has just been re-opened. 

“All the plants look as well as they did before the 

frost, with the exception of one Cytisus, which is now 

dead. I cannot say, positively, whether it was aliv'e or not 

before the frost, as all the plants were not much cared 

for, and the chance of performing the experiment was 

apparently going, and I had, therefore, not taken 

especial notice of the contents of the pit immediately 

before its close. On re-opening, the lowest point at 

which the thermometer had been, was 32°, while outside 

it was, on one night, below 20°. I consider, therefore, 

the experiment so far satisfactory, that freezing of the 

plants has been prevented, and by a deeper well a still 

higher degree might have been secured. 
“ The experiment has been still more satisfactory with 

respect to the effects which the water in the well below 

might have been supposed to produce, for throughout 

the winter there has been no loss from “ damping off ’ 

of any plant; and though I have lost enough this winter, 

my loss has been much less in this pit than in the others j 

heated by hot-water, so much so, that my gardener, 

when he saw a promising lot of Cinerarias going ofi’inthe 

heated jiit, wished to have them put into the cold-water 

pit in the hopes of saving them. That the })lants did 

better in the latter, I attribute to the more equable 

temperature, to tlie less sudden rises and falls in 
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temperature, to the gradual fall at night in the cold- 

water pit, all of whicli cannot bo so well managed by 

hot-water pipes.” W. H. 0. 

COYENT GAEHEN. 

Although the weather has been more open during 

the past week, still the effects of the late frosts have 

been such as to influence the supplies of vegetables to 

a considerable extent. This always is a scarce time, 

but when we have such severe visitations of hard 

weather as wo have had, and particularly after such 

mild weather as has existed during the whole of the 

winter, all market-garden produce conies in very short, 

and not of the best quality. Prices are still high, quite 

as much so as they have been for the last fortnight. 

Eruit of all kinds is very scarce; indeed, even Ajtples 

are almost as short as w'O reported Pears to have been 

all the winter. 

Of the forced culinary articles there is a good supply— 

such as Rliuharh, Sea-lcaJe, aud Asparagus. There are 

also several lots of new Potatoes, aud a few new Carrots. 

Old Potatoes of the best quality, such as Regents, make 

as much as T’B a ton, while the inferior and foreign 

sorts may be had from £4 to £C. The supply of Cornish 

Brocoli still continues, but they with difficulty make 

more than 2s. a dozen. 

Cut Flowers and Plants are very plentiful; they con¬ 

sist of Heaths, Tulips, Hgaelnths, Qeraniums, Roses, 

Epacris, Primulas, Violets, and Camellias.—IT. 

GOSSIP AND GLEANINGS. 

In some parts of Ireland vegetation has suffered more 

from the late frosts than it has in England, aud this 

has arisen from the absence of snow in Ireland. A 

clergyman near Cloyne, wultes to us, that the consequent 

injury is very great iu the flower-gardens, “ so many 

things were iu advance, from the previous mildness of 

the weather. For twenty years, I am told, there has not 

hcen such a frost in this neighbourhood. We have had 

scarcely any snow, so that even many of the Wall¬ 

flowers appear gone.” This leads us to remark, in 

. answer to another correspondent (C. F.), that there is 

I no doubt that snow keeps the plants beneath it warm 

during very severe frost. Snow is a very bad con¬ 

ductor of heat, aud the cold above its surface must be 

very severe before, at an inch beneath that surface, the 

thermometer sinks below 32°. The following experi¬ 

ments, published by M. Eoussinghault, illustrate this 

fact:— 

“ In the month of Febrnar}', Itill, I made some experi- 
meats, which show that the snow which covers the ground 
acts in the manner of a screen. I liad first a thermometer 
upon the snow, the bulb of the instrument being covered, 
by from 0.078 to 0.117 of an inch of snow in powder; second, 
n thermometer, the bulb of which was situated completely 
under the layer of snow in contact with the ground ; tliird, 
a thermometer in the open air, at about 37 or 38 feet above 
the surface, on the north of a building. The layer of snow 
was about four inches in thickne.ss, and had covered a field 
sown with wheat for a month. The sun shono brightly upon 
the field on those days when my experiments were made. 

“ Feb. 11. Five o’clock in the evening; the sun has been 
hidden by the mountains for half an hour; the sky is un¬ 
clouded, the air very calm : thermometer under the snow, 
32° F.; thermometer upon the snow, 20° F.; thermometer 
in the air, 30.3° F. 

“Feb. 12. The night very fine, no clouds, the air calm. 
At seven o’clock in the- morning the sun is not yet upon the 
field : thermometer under the snow, 20.2° F.; thermometer 
upon the snow, 10° F.; thermometer in the air, 20.3° F. 

“At half-past five in the evening, the sun behind the 
mountains ; thermometer under the snow, 32° F.; thermo¬ 
meter -’upon the snow, 29° F.; thermometer in the air, 
37..0° F. 

“ Feb. 13. At seven in the morning ; the sky grey, the 
air slightly in motion : thermometer under the snow, 28° F.; 
thermometer upon the snow, 17° F.; thermometer in the 
air, 25° F. 

“At half-past five in the evening; the air calm, the sky 
cloudless, the sun already concealed for some time: ther¬ 
mometer under the snow, 32° F.; thermometer upon the 
snow, 30° F.; thermometer in the air, 40° F. 

“Feb. 14. Seven in the morning, wind \Y., a fine rain 
falling : thermometer under the sno\v, 32° F.; thermometer 
upon the snow, 32° F.; thermometer in the air, 35.7° F. 

“ When we reflect upon the losses occasioned to farmers 
and market gardeners by frosts that are entirely due to 
nocturnal radiation at seasons of the year when vegetation 
has already made considerable progress, we ask anxiously if 
there be no possible means of guai'ding against them. I 
shall here make know'n a method suggested and successfully 
followed by South American agriculturists with this view. 
The natives of the upper country in Peru, who inhabit the 
elevated plains of Cusco, are perhaps more than any oUier 
people accustomed to see their harvest destroyed by the 
effects of nocturnal radiation. The Incas appear to have 
ascertained the conditions under which frost during the 
night was most to be apprehended. Tiiey had observed 
that it only froze when the night was clear and the air 

I calm : knowing consequently that the presence of clouds 
prevented frost, they contrived to make as it were artificial 
clouds to preserve their fields against the cold. When the 

■ evening led them to apprehend a frost, that is to say, when 
, the stars shone with brilliancy, and the air was still, the 
I Indians set fire to a heap of wet straw or dung, and by this 
I means raised a cloud of smoke, and so destroyed the trans¬ 

parency of the atmosphere from which they had so much 
! to apprehend. It is easy, in fact, to conceive that the 
transparency of the air can readily be destroyed by raising a 

; smoke in calm weather; it would be otherwise were there 
I any wind stirring; but then the precaution itself becomes 
1 unnecessary, for with air in motion, with a breeze blowing, 
I there is no reason to apprehend frost from nocturnal 

radiation. 
“ The practice followed by the Indians, just described, is 

I mentioned by the Inca Garoillaso de la A'ega, in his Royal 
j Commentaries of Peru. Garcillaso, iu the imperial city of 
1 Gusca, and in his youth, had frequently seen the Indians 
j raise a smoke to preserve the fields of maize from the frost.” 

1 Messrs. Nutt, the well-known breeders and judges of 

I poultry, being about to leave York for London, have \ 

I recently sold their collection by private treaty. Their 

! small, but splendid stock of Cochins, have been j)ur. | 

I chased, principally, by the fanciers in the neighbour¬ 

hood, at an average of nearly £7 each; we believe a 

higher average than any public sale has yet realised. 

They are nearly all the produce of two birds of the 

pure Sturgeon blood, and are amongst the finest speci¬ 

mens that gentleman has produced. The cock, which 

now weighs over 12 lbs., aud is remarkable for his 

symmetry aud great characteristics of breed, is, together 

with some of the younger birds, iu the possession of 

E. Bond, Esq., of Leeds. Amongst the purchasers we 

may mention — Smyth, Esq., of Skelton, near York; 

W. D. T. Dimsbury, Esq., of Skelton; J. Swann, Esq., 
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Askham, near York; G. Jackson, Esq., York; Dr. 

Hanlley, Ilowilcn; Rev. H. Ilothain, of Ross; and 

Jas. RradJock, Esq., of York. 

R. P. Hill, Esq , of Cradley, in Ilerefordsbire, gives 

a very good form of protection to early-forced veget¬ 

ables. He says :—• 
“Reading in The Cott.vge G.vrdexer of Febrnary 10, an 

account of a siniiile plan for growing early vegetables on 
m.anure-beJs, tbo soil being confined by slalis, I think it 
may not be uninteresting if 1 mention a plaii I have used 
witli great success for covering those beds. I have only 
used it one year ; but a neighbour of mine, who is a large 
farmer, has tried it with uninterrupted success for several 
years, having young potatoes always early in May. The 
plan is to have a frame made of sallow poles, in the same 
manner as a hurdle, of the size of the bed; this 1 cover 
with straw to a suitable thickness, tieiug the straw down 
to the framewwith tarred string or willow bands. When 
done with, I useil tlie straw in the stable, and put the 
frames under the shelter of a tree. I rested the frames on 
four forked sticks driveBi in to a suitable height for the 
plants at the four corners of the bed. I have also a pole 
about ten feet long, with a fork at the end, with which I 
prop up the thatched frames to let in sun and air.” 

Another correspondent, who signs her note “ Queen 

ISIab ” (.a title well deserved, as the fairy queen, we are 

told, delighted to revel among the best of flowers), has 

mucli gratified us with the following information:— 

“ I noticed in your columns, the other day, an account 

of Limnochuris Humholdlii having lived out in an open 

pool at Berlin.”= If it is any satisfaction to you or your 

readers, 1 may mention, that from good authority I 

understand that both Liinnooharis Humholdlii and 

Nymphea cerulea, have been grown in an open tank, in 

the neiglibourhood of Dorking, Surrey, and stood the 

winter, 'fhe only precaution taken was to have the 

water of sufficient depth to prevent the crown and 

roots being injured by frost, ily informant also told 

me he believed the Limnocliaris had produced flowers 

the previous season to that in which he saw it growing. 

The tank was brick, southern aspect, and protected on 

the north side by a wall.” , 

The Newcastle, Northumberland, and Durham Society \ 

for the Improvement of Poultry will hold their next : 

exhibition in the Corn E.xchange, Newcastle, on the j 

30th instant. 

MEETING OE THE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY.—1st. March, 1853. 

After a fortnight of frost and snow, in which many 
parts of the country were buried very deep, although 
we escaped from it about liOndon, the 1st of March was 
ushered in, hereabouts, in the most gloomy mood ima¬ 
ginable. It was neither frost, nor snow, nor rain, nor 

.hail, but a mixture of the four, which came down, by 
noon, as I got to the Waterloo Station, so fast and 
furious, that I was in a regular mess ere I reached 
Regent-street, where no one would think of sending 
flowers on such a day, for love or money, or medals 
either. Yet we liad some very nice flowers; with two 
good Pine-apples, a Queen, weighing 2-1-lbs., and a 
Black Antigua weghing 3 lbs., from Mr. Davis, Oalrhill, 
near Barnet; and a dish of beautiful, new. Black Ham¬ 
burgh Orapes, as black as sloes, and as tempting as any 
fruit could be to taste, from Mr. Eorbes, gardener to the 

* It was added, that in all prob.ahility it might be tried with euecess in 
the open air in England, 
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Duke of Bedford. Large green leaves were cut ofl'w^th 
these Grapes, and sent to prevent those who did not 
knotv better from thinking they were old Grapes from 
last year’s crop. The grape year usually begins with us 
in November, but it has been proved, more than twenty 
years ago, in the neighbourhood of Ediuburgti, and I 
saw this very proof, that from the beginning to the 
middle of September is by far the safest time of the 
autumn to begin to force for early Grapes. Now, Mr. 
Eorbes did not send up word to say what time he began 
last autumn to force those Grapes which he had quite 
ripe for the table last January, or how he managed 
them; but the moment I cast my eyes on them at the 
January meeting, it struck me that he worked them on 
tho Edinburgh plan ; and I know that some of the 
other best grape-growers in England do the same. 
Therefore, although I told tho story in black and white 
long since, I think The Cottage Gardener has not yet 
heard of it, and I may as well out w'ith it once more. 

In 1827 I was in Edinburgh, and the general talk, 
that autumn, among young philosophers of the cabbage- 
school, was about one of the craft, not far from the 
city, who got into sad trouble about an early vinery, 
from which he gathered the last part of the crop in the 
May preceding, and for a month or two afterwards he 
had the glass taken off, and when the house was covered 
early in August they forgot to leave room for air to 
come in or go out; the doors were locked, and on hot 
days the heat inside must have been awful to think of; 
and when a night happened to be very cold, no one 
knows how very cold this locked-up vinery must have 
been. After a while, one of the men discovered that 
the vines were in leaf, the news was immediately con¬ 
veyed “ to Master,” the house was unlocked, and the 
said “Master” looked as cross as two sticks; the 
mishap was to he hushed ; but it got wing, and we soon 
forgot Burk’s misdoings, and the loss of poor daft Jamie 
from the streets. Speculations ran high as to what 
should, could, or ought to have been done, under such 
awkward circumstances. Sixteen years after this, the 
story was told to young England; and in ten years after 
that, Fiew Grapes, and most beautiful Grapes, too, were 
exhibited in Regent-street; and yet the Londoners 
looked on the wonder with as much iudift’erence as did 
the Mandarins on Sir Henry Bottingei'’s tire-shij) in 
the Chinese waters; so that the whole thing, from first 
to last, was a kind of forced acknowledgment, that 
September is the best month, after all, for beginning to 
force the earliest Grapes; therefore, we must say and 
consent to it, that September is the beginning of the 
grape year in our British climate ; and that Grapes can 
now be had fresh and fresh, from one year’s end to 
another, from this “ early - closing ” of the Scotch 
grapery. 

Green Peas.—\Ye had a large dish of green Peas, in 
pod, from Mr. Lewis Solomon, of Covent Garden, as 
good for tho cook as if it were the end of May, with 
Lettuces as crisp and solid as if it were the dog-days. 
'The Peas came from Thoulouse, and the Lettuces from 
near Paris. With these were lots of beautifully-blanched, 
small-curled Endive, Radishes, and other salad things, 
all from under the large bell-glasses I mentioned at 
page 422. That glass was still in the room, tempting 
one to take a regular tour through the country to shiver 
the whole of our old hand-glasses to atoms. 

The next novelty was a new for(iing Gerattiian, called 
“ The Queen of Eebruary,” sent by Mr. Gill, Westbourne 
Grove, Bayswater; and I took particular notice of it, 
because I know, full well, what a boon it is to many gar¬ 
deners in the country to get hold of any gay plant that 
will bear to be forced into bloom in winter, particularly 
so if it be a good Geranium. This new comer is a high- 
coloured one—a bright rosy-pink, with a dark blotch in 
the back petals; the flower of a better shape than any of 
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the old forcers, hut not a llorist’s maximum, though not 
the worse tor all that. It is very difficult, however, to 
make sure of the value of a forcing Geranium at lirst 
sight. Most gardeners know that many kinds of Gera¬ 
niums will flower in winter if they are not cut down at 
the usual time in the autumn ; hut then, such plants are 
well nigh over hy this lime ; but the one in (piestion had 
only opened the first flowers the week before, and, from 
the (piantity of flower buds, it will keep in bloom to the 

I midillo or end of April, and it did not show the least 
! symptom of “ drawing” from being forced so early, if, 
I indeed, it had been I'orced at all. The grower gave it 
I no chance of being fairly criticised. If it is intended to 

“ eoiuo out,” wo ought to have had its history from first 
to last. 1 have groat hopes of it. 

Mr. Young, nurseryman, Godaiming, sent three speci- 
nnms of that beauliful dwarf Ch/7)/v’S.s', called (/ovenii, or 
Govenuma, which I have so ol'teu recommended, and 
whicli everybody admires. Two of them were in fruit, 
and the third in full flower, with the pollen so ripe and 
abundant, that if you shook the plant between you and 
the wind you would ho covered all over, like the “dusty 
miller," with the yellow powder or pollen. This is the 
first time, I believe, that this elegant evergreen has 
been seen in fruit in this country, at least, ]iubiicly: and 
it was a mark of particular attention, on the part oi'Mr. 
Young, towards the Society, who introduced this Cy]iress, 
to go to the trouble to take up these plants, and to pot 
them on jmrpose to he sent for exhibition. Tlic two 
jihints witli cones on them looked as if they were dis¬ 
tinct from the one in flower, they were so much of a 
darker green colour, but that could hardly bo, seeing 
that it is one of the private marks for these Cypresses, 
that male and female flowers are on the same plant, but 
on separate parts, like our nut and filbert trees. The 
fruit cones are dark purple, and about the same size 
as those of the common evergreen, or Italian Cypress, 
but alter you once saw them you could distinguish 
one of them in the dark, by the feel, from the cones 
of any other known Cypress. The cone, which is 
ne.arly round, ends in a sharp point, and there are four 
more sharp points about the middle of it, at equal dis¬ 

tances, thus— ■ • When the scales of a conifer, 
■ 

or cone fruit, end in projections, they call them mu- 
cromtte in books ; but when the projections are so very 
sharp, they ought to be called “ touch me nots.” 1 have 
been thus particular to save the column “ To Corre- 
s]»ondents,” in wdiich some say there is no difference 
between this and the Cypress called macrocarpa, and 
that tnncrocarpa is different from Lamhertiana, which it 
certainly is not, not even so different as a fruiting plant 
of Goveniana is from one of the same kind in flower. 

1 saw another curiosity bearing on this subject, the 
other day, in Ylr. Jackson’s nursery — the beautiful 
Taxnilium semperrirens in flower for the first time in 
Europe, as far as I know of. This is another Conifer, 
and, perhaps, the fastest grower of all the evergreen 
trees we possess. And here is a jicg on which 1 must 
hang a severe reprimand, in passing, to some first-rate 
gardeners, who neglect the right management of this 
Tiixoiliiim, and leave it to wild nature in our moist 
climate. We all know the sad effects of allowing the 
Italian Cypress (Gupressus sempercirens) to grow up in 
its own way in our terrace gardens, which way leads to 
many side leading shoots, and these shoots, after a few 
years, get so toir-heavy, that they all sjwcad out from 
the pyr.'imid, especially when loaded with snow, or 
heavy rains, that they must ho tinkered and fastened 
back to the main leader with copper wire, tar ropes, and 
goodness knows with what other clumsy contrivances 
besides; whereas, if they were stopped in time, and so 
kept stopjicd from year to year, as the tree grew on, we 
should at least obtain a perfect ityramid of evergreen, 

that no wind or violence could make a breach into—the 
whole sides, from top to bottom, being as close and stiff 
as a well-kept hedge of holly or hawthorn. It is much 
the same with this Ta.rodiiim. In our moist climate it 
grows out of all bounds in a few- years, and in a few 
more it looks as gawky as a Malay cockerel on yellow 
stilts; but if you take it in time, and stop the ends of 
all the side-shoots, kcejiiug an eye to the pyramidal 
form, it is possible to bring it out as perfect, and com- 
]iact, and as feathered from the bottom, as Mr. Stur¬ 
geon’s “ I’atriarch,” or even his “ Jerry ” himself 

Mr. llarnos, nurseryman in Camberwell, sent six 
plants in bloom of a ground Orchid, a native of Bar 
hary {Orchis Intigicornu), and they looked as fresh and 
gay as if they were growing at homo. If we could but 
grow our own native orchids in this free style, wlui.t 
a triumph it would bo to British gardening. Air. 
Barnes has earned his laurels already for his success 
in growing plants, and tliis must he an extfa feather in | 
his cap. 

Air. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, had a beautiful 
little plant exhibited of the new SihJiini Bhododeu- 
droH, called cilinris. It was hardly nine inches above ! 
the ])ot, yet it was loaded with largo blush-coloured 
flowers. The same kind was shown before us last 
sjuing, when I told all about it, but now it looks 
more of a little man than a seedling, and surely, if all 
the little men in the world were so gay and tem])ting, 
there wordd bo fewer bachelors; at any rate, cditiris 
should bo spoused directly, and to none more fittingly 
than to Azalea hulica vnriegata; the next best w'ould be. 
ex(juisitn ; after that, the largest and best-shaped ol’ the 
pure white Chinas. The substance and colour of cili¬ 
nris arc unexceptionable, but to get the shape of it into 
the fashion it would need a hoop inside, to stretch out 
the edges a little more; but the first cross wdth variegatn 
would do all that, and improve the foliage wonderfully, 
and woidd, probably, render them less liable to the 
attacks of their natural enemy, the dreadful thrip. 

There was a slender shoot, seven or eight feet long, 
of a small-leaved Acacia called Biccana, lying across 
the table, covered all over with the usual golden flowers 
so peculiar to these graceful plants. It was only a mere 
feather, plucked off one of the largo Acacias in the 
Society’s conservatory, and they had a new Bogiera, at 
least, new to mo, called Boezlii. It is not so good as 
Bogiera amcena, mentioned in my last report, but in 
that style. 

There were, also, from the garden of the Society, 
six kinds of the Ghinese Primrose, double wliito-and- 
red, red-and-white fringed, a good dark red, and a 
cut-leaved or jagged-flow'er kind, which I never saw' i 
before, all grown in the style of TiOndon growers; but I 

the Londoners are a century behind Ijiswich and Bath i 

in the growth of this flower. It is quite evident that > 
the strong yellow loam which they use so much about ' 
London is entirely unfit for growing this Primula; and 
as to colour, this soil seems to destroy it altogether. A 
very good grower of this plant, whom I could name, 
and whose third-rate flowers are infinitely better than 
the best of them I ever saw in London, never uses a 
jrarticle of loam at all for them. His comjiost is made _ 
of very rotten vegetable matter and the oldest cowdiing 
ho can get, with a good portion, or say a sixth ]>art, 
silver sand. What wo gardeners call the “rubbish 
heap,” or where all the refuse of the garden rots toge¬ 
ther, is his resource when he w'ants a magnum honum 
China Pi-imrose; and from the day he sows the seeds 
till his plants are in full bloom, he never allows the sun 
to shine upon them for one half-hour; and wdien he has 
a plant which he calls a “ good un,” he never w’aters it 
by the surface of the pot, after the last shift, but by a 
saucer, and the saucer is only allovvcd to stand under 
the 2)ot so many hours. What he calls “ a free and , 
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easy” way to got into a good stock of tliem is tins— 
Save your seeds from the best-coloured plants, and those 
with the shortest footstalk to the leaves; or, if you buy 
seeds, get it from six dillbrcnt shops, else you may lose 
six years in getting a good plant. Sow about the middle 
of Ai)ril, and before tlio end of l\lay prick out the seed¬ 
lings about four inches apart, in a cold frame, under 
a high nortli wall, the bod for them being four inches 
deep, and of sifted stulf from the rubbish hea]). 'Wdicn 
they “prick their cars,” or, in other words, when tlic 
leaves stand firm and erect after planting, open hvlh 
ends of the frame, not top and bottom in the usual way, 
and allow the lowest current in the air to sweep over 
them, day and night, and sprinkle them with a fine-rose 
[lot every evening the last thing in hot weather. If the 
leaves get too close together before they show for bloom, 
ho cuts away the oldest of them, without “ stint or i 
spare.” Early in September they begin to open their | 
tlowers. If it is a good hit, one flower out of fifteen is ! 
worth marking as first-rate; at other times, two really 
good llowcfs can hardly be got from so many hundred I 
seedlings. All the decidedly bad he pulls out the first ' 
moment ho sees them, and when a good one is fi.xcd on, 
the flowers are cut away, the plant is pressed bard down 
in the soft bed so as to make a better ball by about ton 
days afterwards, when he pots it, and then shuts it up ; 
in a close frame till it overcomes the change. To keep 
a really good strain, ho divides the crown of the old j 
plant in.)line, and puts the cuttings under a hand-glass I 

out-of-doors behind a wall, and after rooting he pots 
them ahout the beginning of Sejitcmber. 

Hut I lose sight of Regent Street and the Society. 
The best plants from the garden of the Society were the 
largo Nejiaul Evergreen llerbory. Berheris Nepalensls 
(in bloom) Diosnut amhujua, which always flowers thus 
early, and is thcrefoi-o one of the most useful of these 
greenhouse plants; and Genlradcniajlorihunda andioscif, i 
stove plants, and the only ones of that class they could 
venture out on such a day. There was also a large ^ 
plant of a Chinese Azalea, with small crimson flowers, 
and called ohtusa, which is very little known in country 
places; also some Heaths and Epaorises. 

The Honblo. Mr. Straugways, who never fails in his 
contributions to these meetings, sent a bunch of cut- 
flowers from the ojien air, in Dorsetshire, in which was 
the Russian Ilellcboms, mentioned in my last report, 
and in which the name is not rightly given ; it is the 
llelleborus abschasiciis, a nice blush flower, quite hardy, 
and well worth having for a spring flower. There were 
two Irises among these cut-flowers, a very rich deep 
blue one, with three light markings in the eye, it is 
called retioulata, and is the best in the section of the 
genus to which it belongs. It is also sent up, year by 
year, from the same garden, to these meetings, yet no 
one seems to half jiri/.o it enough, while Iris tuberosa, 
the second one in this lot, is, and always was, in every¬ 
body’s mouth since I romemhor, although its ugliness j 
is the only redeeming point in its features that I over 
could make out. The very large yellow Auricula, called 
after the unfortunate pilot (Palinurus) of Aeneas’s ship 
(/-'/•»)(!«?(« i’nftHMri), was there, and is a spring flower, 
highly deserving of cultivation, and looks as if it would 
cross with the florist’s varieties, and a suggestion to 
this etiect was made more than twenty years since, when 
the plant was figured ; but that the race has any of the 
blood of Palinurus in it is more apocryphal even than 
the existence of such a personage. 

Dr. Bowring sent a large supply of the seeds of the 
'Tea plant, from the north of China, to H. Winch, Esq., 
Seacombe, Cheshire, and this gentleman, very obligingly, 
sent them to be given away to any of the members at 
this meeting who might wish to grow their own tea, if 
they could. Gardeners will understand the looks of 
them, when I say they are hardly distinguishable from 

Camellia seeds. There was a large supply of grafts of 
now Plums and Cherries given away from the Society’s 
collection. I invito Mr. Errington to look after a new 
Plum among them, from America, said, in the lecture, 
to bo very good indeed, and as big as a Washingtown 
Plum. The name is Ilalinr/’s Superb Plum. 

D. Bkaton. 

.JOTTINGS FOR THE GREENHOUSE IN ! 

MARCH. j 

Cai.ckolahias.—These I glanced at last week. Few | 

things will surpass the large-flowering herbaceous and 

semi-shrubby kinds in April and May. They thus form ! 

excellent forerunners for Pelargoniums. It is very dilli- j 

cult to keep fine plants in healthy luxuriance in-doors 

in summer, because they cannot thus bo kept cool ! 
enough. A shady border, out-of-doors, is the best jilace 

to bloom those that arc raised from seeds sown in 

spring. To have fine large plants in bloom, in April, j 

the seeds should be sown at the end of -July. August 
and September will do for successions. Hhrubby kinds, 

sown now, will bloom in summer and autumn. As 

some may wish to sow now, I will again repeat the 

process. Fill pot or jian half full with drainage ; cover 

that with rough material, and then with one inch of 

light sandy loam and peat, so that when firm there 

will bo hali’-au-inch between the soil and the to]) of the 

pot; then set the pot in a jiail of water until drainage 

and soil are saturated. Allow the pot to drain for a 

day, then scatter a little sandy soil on its surface ; press 

down level, and then sow the small seed; dust over 

with a little lino sand, gently press down again, cover 

the mouth of the pot with a square of glass, over that 
lay a piece of paper, or any other oiaiquo substance, 

such as moss, and then place the ])ot in a shady place, 

and in a temperature of from 45° to 50°, and little 

more attention will bo requisite until the tiny plants 

ap))ear, when light must bo- given them, and air by 

degrees—pricking them out as soon as it is i»ossible to 

take hold of them. If the surface soil gets dry, water 

very carefully; but it is safest to keep the outside and 

standing place of the pot moist, in preference to watering 

at all, before the plants are fairly up, and even then it 

is better to set tbe pot in a pail of water, and let the 
moisture rise from beneath, in jireference to using cither 

spout or rose above. The same remark applies to all 

very small seeds. I have already stated that the com¬ 

post can scarcely be too light and rich; if deficient in 

old sweet manure, use sandy loam and a little peat, with 

charcoal to keep it open, and then use manure waterings. 

Weak solutions of cowdung I have found the best for 

this tribe, and the water should not bo heated above the 

average temperature. An average night temperature of 

from 45“ to 50“ will grow them to peri'ectiou ; and from 

5° to 10° rise from sunshine, with plenty of air, will 

bloom them well, and secure fine healthy foliage, hang¬ 

ing over and almost concealing the pot. A much higher 

temperature will bring hosts of insects ; and when once j 
a leaf is fairly attacked with green Hy its beauty is gone , 

for ever. Never wait to see two green Hies; smoke wlien- ! 

ever the first presents itself: nay, it is advisable to - 

smoke slightly every week, even if you see none. I’or 

valuable plants use the best shag tobacco ; and, how¬ 

ever used, sec that the smoke is cool before reaching ! 
the jilants. 'Tobacco paper, &e., should only bo used ! 

for robust kinds. As soon as bloom appears set about 

hybridising, if the llowcrs are good. One or two pods j 
will be quite sufficient on a plant. I mention this the I 

more particularly, because all the herbaceous kinds are 

difficult to preserve after blooming; but by the above 

method seedlings are easily raised, and, if saved from 
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good kinds, will always furnish a healthy and brilliant 
display. 

OiNERAiuAS.—I mention these again because they are 
so useful for adorning gi-eeuhouscs at all times, cxcejit 
in the hottest suininer and autumn months. Green-lly 
should be looked after in that case. To bloom in October 
and November, so\y, at the end of this or the beginning 
of next month. After June, they may either be plunged 
or planted on a north border, and inured to full light in 
September. Sow every mouth for succession. The be¬ 
ginning of September will be early enough for ])lants to 
bloom in j\Iay. Aj)proved kinds, designed for speci¬ 
mens in the middle of May, should receive their last 
shift without delay. The soil should have more loam 
than the Calceolarias, as if the soil is very light the 
flower-stems are not so com])act. The geireral treatment 
has frequently been given. For these pet plants, just 
as for the Calceolarias, a cool, moist medium for standing 
on will be an advantage—such as boards or slate kept 
moist, or covered with a layer of damp moss that has 
previously passed through an ordeal of water near the 
boiling point to make sure of giving all snails and 
insects a quietus. 

Fuchsias.—Who does not love them? All the outs 
and ins as to successful modes of culture would require 
a little volume, and then would, to a great extent, be a 
repetition of former statements. It is one of the most 
patient of plants, as it will stand a great amount of 
cold short of a sharp frost, and during the first stages of ' 
growth the heat that would suit a cucumber would not 
annoy it. Many will have started some plants at least 
a mouth ago. Many, with little room, may bo waiting to 
do so. To suit different circumstances, I will just glance 
at different modes that may be successfully adopted. 

1st. Here are some large plants just breaking their ■ 
buds; they have been kept beneath the stage of a 
greenhouse, or near a window in a stable or garret, and 
it is desirable to have abundance of bloom from them, at 
farthest, by July. Well, merely take off the points and 
decayed parts of the old shoots, leaving the bulk of the 
old bead untouched ; shake the most of the old earth 
from the roots, dip the roots in a pail of water, allow to 
drain, and then repot in rich light rough soil, and place, 
at first, in a shady part of the greenhouse. The object 
of dipping the roots in the pail is to fill them with 
moisture, and thus little water will require to be given 
to the soil until fresh roots freely are ramifying through 
it. By this mode you will secure a minimum of fresh 
growth, and a maximum of blossom, and early too, with 
but little trouble. Of course, as growth proceeds, more 
light and air must be given. But 

Sndly. These old plants may not break regularly, as 
you wish to have a very handsome specimen, though it ' 
should not bloom until September. In that case, cut 
the plant down to the ground, and when it shoots, select 
one shoot, or five or six, according as you wish a one- 
stem pyramid or a bush. In either case, if the shoot 
threatens to lengthen too much, without throwing out a 
sufficiency of side-shoots, nip out the point of the leader, 
but look carefully in time after another one, and see 
that no side-shoot becomes strong enough to be a rival 
leader. In these cases, it is best to allow the young 
shoot or shoots to grow at least six inches in length 
before you reshift. If you could give the plants, after 
potting, a bottom heat of GO", they would grow stronger, 
and bloom earlier than if confined all the time after 
shifting to the greenhouse. In both these cases, fre¬ 
quent dustings over the foliage, with the syringe, will 
bo bettor than allowing the new soil to be saturated 
before the roots are occiqiying it. Intermediate cases, 
as respects cutting-in, will require corresponding treat¬ 
ment. As a general rule, the severer the lopping, the 
longer you must be content to wait for a dense mass of 
flowers. 

3rdly.—There are a number of plants, from two to : 
three feet high, grown with one stem, ipyraiuidal fashion, i 
last season; and it is wished to have tliem of the same ' 
shai)e, hut much larger, during the present year. Keej) | 
this in view in jiruning; have three or more buds on your i 

lowest shoots, two in-layers above, and then only one, ! 
and shorten the leading point of last year to one-third | 
or one-half, according as you can dejiend upon its break¬ 
ing regularly. To secure this latter desideratum in the 
case of all the buds you have left, syringe the stem 
frequently with tepid water, and, in obstinate cases, even 
lay the plant on the ground, turning it round every day. 
When the young shoots are one inch in length, repot, 
and keep close, and a little shaded afterwards. Could 
you put such ])lants in a house, where they could have 
a moist atmosjdiere, and a temperature at night of from ' 
.')n° to 00° until the middle of June, you might have j 

fine specimens in the middle of July. In a cool, airy i 
greenhouse you would have to wait until August. 

4tbly.—Here are a number of young plants that were 
struck last autumn, and have been kept all' the winter 
on the front shelf of a greenhouse, and now they are 
nice stubby stuff, from six to nine inches high. Now 
these kept repotted would make very pretty plants hy 
August, even if kept in the greenhouse ; but if a 
bottom-heat of 00° to 70° could be given these plants 
in February and March, and continued on until the 
middle of May, splendid luxuriant specimens would be 
procured by the middle of July ; as the moving of the 
plants from the closeish pit, or house, to the more airy 
and close greenhouse, would lessen the growing, and 
give an impetus to the flowering principle. Hmall plants 
started now would not bloom so soon, unless they were 
cramped in their pots, and taken to the greenhouse 
earlier. Time is thus gained, but eare and labour are 
increased. I.,et it not be forgotten, that it is only at an 
early period that this extra coddling with heat will suit; 
as the plants progress, they cannot have too free an 
exposure in an open airy greenhouse. Even when 
coddled with extra heat, they should have no shade, 
unless when newly potted. I have frequently practised 
all these modes, and have had very splendid plants from 
the last method. There are just a few points more. 

Propagation.—Young shoots, taken off now, when two 
inches in length, and inserted in sandy soil, under a 
bell-glass, and plunged in a medium bottom-heat, will 
strike root in a few days. These, potted off, kept under 
glass until June, and then in a sheltered place out-of- 
doors, will make nice ornaments for the greenhouse from 
September and onwards. 

Soil.—Two parts rough fibry-loam, one dried decayed 
cowdung or leaf-mould, and one of sand and charcoal, 
giving more roughness and less sand as the pots and 
plants increase in size. Drainage must be well attended 
to. In the case of new and delicate kinds it will bo 
advisable to add peat earth and silver sand. After the 
plants are in bloom frequent surface-dressings of well 
decayed dung will he appreciated. 

Watering.—After growth has fairly' commenced, and 
the roots are working in the fresh soil, the plants must 
never sufler from drought. In hot weatlier they may 
require refreshing twice-a-day, unless large pots are 
used. Weak manure-waterings are indispensable to 
fine foliage and large flowers, but it should not be given 
so freely until the flower-buds are appearing. I hardly 
know what is best: I have found guano, superphosjiato 
of lime, sheepdung, cowdung, soot, &c., all good; hut 
err on the safe side as to strength. Three ounces of 
good guano will do for five gallons. 

Japan Iui.if.s.—To bloom in the greenhouse in au¬ 
tumn, such as lAUuni lanoifulium aUnmi; L. lancifoUuni 
speciosuni ruhrum; L. lancifoUuvi pntnetatum, and other 
common kinds, such as L. eximiuni, japonicuni, kc. In 
autumn shows there are frequent discussions as to the 
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hardiness of the Lancifoliuin group, and it might be 
worth while for our coadjutors to settle the matter defi¬ 
nitively As to their fitness for ornamenting the green¬ 
house there can be no question. For autumn display 
wliat can bo more goi'geous? Several inquiries have 
reached me on tin's subject, but as I could not speak 
confidently from my own practice, 1 wrote to Mr. 
Mackie, gardener at Delafore Abbey, near Nortbampton, 
whose fine specimens I had repeatedly had the pleasure 
of seeing, and that gentleman immediately sent me the 
outline of his successful mode of culture. 

Cause of Comparative Failure.—These Lilies are 
most effective when grown in masses of from twelve to 
twenty stems in a pot. Two or three stems present a 
meagre appearance. Anxiety to increase the stock not 
only thus militates against the display, but the best 
bulbs are also apt to be hurt considerably by subdividing 
them. A simple plan of managing the small bulbs will 
prevent the necessity of interfering with the larger ones, 
when not absolutely necessary to reduce the size of the 
specimens.' 

Time of Potting.—Remove them from their winter 
quarters in February or March, just as the bulbs show 
signs of vegetation. 

Mode of Potting: Compost used.—Turn the ball 
carefully out of the pot, talte a pointed stick and dis¬ 
place all the decayed roots and as much of the old soil 
as possible, without injuring the living roots; at the 
same time, take the small bulbs from the stem, and 
such as become detached from the large bulbs, and 
place them aside in the meantime; then have suitable 
pots ready, well drained, with a good handful of moss 
over the drainage. The compost consists of two parts 
of turfy peat broken into lumps, one quarter part of 
fibry loam, and the remainder of that part well-decayed 
leaf mould and silver sand. 

The size of pot depends upon the number and 
strength of the bulbs. A pot fourteen inches across will 
accommodate twelve bulbs, and sustain tbrougbout the 
season from eighteen to tw’enty stems of blossom. For 
a single, large, very fine bulb, a nine-inch pot w’ill be 
found sufficient. Having determined on the pot, pro¬ 
ceed to place a portion of the compost above the moss 
and drainage, arranging it so that the upper surface of 
the bulb is at least three inches from the surface of the 
pot. This distance enables the stem to find nourishment 
for the largo mass of roots which it produces, and which 
I look upon as the main support of the flowering pro¬ 
cess. The bulb is then covered with the compost, but 
not finally, as lumps of peat are placed round the 
advancing stem during the early part of its growth, as 
often as rootlets are observed ; and this, with me, is 
sometimes contiTiued until the soil is two inches above 
the level of the pot. 

General Treatment.-—When potted, place them in a 
cool vinery, cold pit, or other cool structure, where they 
may be free from frost. Forbear watering until growth is 
visible. Let them so remain until danger from frost is 
over in IMay or June ; then place out-of-doors in a shel¬ 
tered place ; water freely, according to their wants, and 
let them, as muck as possible, have their otvvi tvag, until 
they have matured their growth, and are showing their 
blossom buds. By that time they will be from four to 
five feet in height, richly clothed wfith fine dark green 
lance leaves, and promising from six to fifteen flowers 
to each stem. Neat stakes are then used (not before) 
to bring the stems into an upright position, and the 
plants are removed into the conservatory to mature and 
expand their lovely blossoms, reward the labours of the 
cultivator, and to gratify, by their perfume arid con¬ 
trasted tints, the cultivated tastes of those whose love 
of the beauties of nature is w'ell exhibited by the ad¬ 
miration they bestow upon these lovely stars of earth. 

Young Offsets. These are placed to the number of 

six or eight in a nine-inch pot, and ti'eatcd in all respects 
like the older bulbs. The first year after such treat¬ 
ment they will flower, and by avoiding sub-division at 
potting-time a stock of good massive plants may soon 
be obtained. 

Winter Treatment.—When done flowering, let the 
stems remain until quite dead, or even until potting 
time, riace the plants in a cellar or other convenience 
free from frost. Keep them dry the whole time they are 
at rest. 

Mr. Mackie states, in conclusion, that he will be 
happy to give his out-door experience of these bulbs, 
and 1 am sure that Editor and readers will be obliged by 
his sending a paper to bead-quarters on the subject. 

R. Fish. 

PRESERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from page 423.) 

LIST OF SUITABLE PLANTS. 

Gardenias.—It may startle some of my readers that 
I should recommend any of the species belonging to 
this genus as suitable plants for a wall of this descrip¬ 
tion, yet I have no doubt the species mentioned below 
are more hardy than is generally supposed. A heated 
glass-covered wall, I am quite sure, would bo warm 
enough for them. At Pine-Applc Place we always kept 
them in cold frames, or pits, ihrougb the winter; and 
in such structures they may be seen now looking healthy 
and well. They are protected from frost by coverings 
of mats and straw. As this is a certain fact, that they 
are hardy enougli to bear such a treatment, surely they 
will thrive in a preservatory, especially when their roots 
are not confined in a pot. Their line foliage, and splen¬ 
did, sweet-scented flowers, would make them highly 
ornamental for such a purpose. They would, it is true, 
bloom later in the season, but their flowers would even 
then be highly acceptable. The species suitable are— 
Gardenia florida (Flowery G.); the vaiieties arc—G. F. 
Forttinii, G. F. intermedia, and G. F. latifolia, and G. 
radicans (Rooting). 

FIabrothamnus fasciculatus (Bundle - flowered).— 
This fine shrub is peculiarly well adapted for this ))ur- 
pose. The flowers are produced in terminal clusters, 
and are of a rich soft crimson colour. They are about 
an inch-and-a-balf long, and of a tubular shape. The 
plant is nearly hardy, but will not bear a full south 
exposure. There are some other species, but not so 
handsome as the above. 

Heimia myrtifolia and H. salicifolia.—Two half- 
hardy shrubs, with neat foliage, and pretty yellow 
flowers, very little known, but well worthy of cultivation. 

Hovea Gelsii (Cel’s Hovea). — A beautiful blue 
flowered shrub, easily raised from seed, which is pro¬ 
duced plentifully every year. In pots it is apt to become 
straggling and unsightly, but against a sheltered wall it 
may be managed so as to be clothed with branches 
down to the ground ; the colour of the flowers is a most 
exquisite blue. 

Jasminum grandiflorum (Large-flowered Jasmine).— 
This plant is imported annually in great numbers by 
the Italian warehousemen in London, grafted upon the 
common Jasmine (Jasminum offeinale). It is hardy 
enough to live under glass without heat, but thrives 
and flowers better if planted against a wall heated 
with hot-water. The large corymbs of white deli¬ 
ciously-scented flowers which it produces render it a 
universal favourite. 

Lucui.ia GRATissiMA (Most Welcome L.).—This plant 
is usually grown in a cool stove, which is a great 
mistake, for it is nearly hardy, and would do well planted 
against a hot wall covered with glass. It would lose 
most of its leaves in winter, but would soon produce 

I 

t 

I 
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i'resli ones in the early summer months, and then 
llower profusely in that season. There is another species 
named L. Fiuciana, which is shy to llower in )iots, but 

against a wall would flower as freely as L. yraiissbna. 
, M.\0N0i.iA.— A well-known noble tribe of shrubs, 

nearly all hai-dy. In the northern parts, M. oonspiend, 
M. vbovaUi; M. fnsoiitu, and M. odoratissima, require 

the protection of a j)rescrvativc wall, where their hand¬ 

some flowers will bo protected from late frosts. Even 

in the south these should be planted against a wall, 

; together with the evergreen noble - leaved Maijnolia 
(jriindijlora, and its varieties. 

Meualeuija.—A genus of evergreen plants, chielly 

from New Holland. Several of the species arc suitable 

for a wall, protected without heat, being as bardy as the 

common Myrtle. 'I'hcir foliage is neat, and flowers 

handsome ; the latter are produced in bundles round 

the young shoots, and are often termed the “ bottle- 

brush dower,” from tho form they assume when in 

bloom. J have selected the following as being tho most 

appropriate for tho ]Hir|)ose—M. callistemonea, M. J'td- 
pens, iM. Idiiceolata, M. thyviifolia, and ili. vinjatd. 

IMej-iantuus MA.ioii.—An old inhabitant of our green¬ 

houses, but nearly hardy it planted against a wall, 'i'hc 

leaves are large, and beautifully silvered over. Though 

the flowers are not brilliant in colour, yet, whore there 

is plenty of space, one plant at least is desirable. 1 

once had some seeds sent mo from Africa, named Meli- 
diithus mdjvr coccinea; but, unfortunately, they have 

not yet flowered. 1 sent a plant to tho Regent's I’ark 

Rotanic Garden, whore 1 believe it is yet in existence. 

iShould it over bloom, and ])rodueo scarlet dowers, it 

will be a great acijuisition. 

Miteaui.v coccinea (Tho Scarlet M.).—A shrub lately 

introduced from Chili, and now, from its being so easily 

propagated, become common. It is hardy enough to 

plant against a wall, with the ])rotection of a glass 

covering, without artificial heat. The dowers arc of a 

pleasing bright scarlet, and are showy, and produced 

very numerously when the ))lants become largo and 

aged. This will bo a groat favourite when its merits 
are better known. 

Myktus communis (Common IMyrtle).—Though this 

beautiful shrub, and all its varieties, are hardy south of 

London, yet in the north it is rarely seen in the ojicn 

air. Planted against a wall covered with glass, it will 

bear several degrees of frost without injury, provided 

! the leaves are kept dry, and tho roots partially so. It 

is moisture—excessive moisture—that destroys our half- 
hardy plants in wot situations. 

Oi.EA ERAOHANs (Swcet-scontcd Olivo).—Tho flowers 

arc most highly perfumed, though small and incon¬ 

spicuous. It is a native of China, and only requires 

to be ke))t from frost, and is, therefore, a suitable plant 

to place against a preservative wall, chiefly for its fra¬ 

grance. The leaves are large, and beautifully toothed 

at the edges; so that, though the flowers are not showy, 

' yet tho delicious fragrance tlioy emit, combined with tho 

' handsome foliage, render this Olivo a worthy plant. 

: Pnoi'iNiA SERiiuLATA (Haw-lcavcd I’hotinia).—A lino 

evergreen shrub, sufficiently hardy to endure our ordi¬ 

nary winters in tho southern counties, but north of 

Loudon requires tho protection of cold glass-covered 

walls. There arc some other S2)ecie8 of recent intro- 

I duction, and these are also shrubs with fine foliage. 

1 They are named respectively, F. arbutifolid (Arbutus¬ 
leaved), from California: F. dubid (the Doubtful), 

, from Ncpaul; and F. inleyrifoUa (Entire-leaved), from 

tho same country. These are yet extremely rare, but 1 

believe Messrs. Osburn, of tho Eulham Nursery, possess 

them all. T. Appleuy. 

I (To be eoiitiiiue'l.) 

THE PELARGONIUM. 

(Cunlinued fruui puye TT->.) 

Summer 'J’reatment of Two-Years-Oi.d Pi.ants^.— 

After having carried these plants safely through winter, 
the amateur will be anxious to know what ho is to do to 
them the spring following. Plants of this age should 
be low and bushy, and full of healthy foliage, with eight 
or nine, or more, branches to each ; but it is not advis¬ 
able to liavc too many, so as to crowd them, leaving no 
room for them to expand their leaves. Siqqiosing tliem 
in this desirable condition, they should bo repotted into 
their blooming-pots, a linal shift previous to exhibiting 
them. Some Societies confine the exhibitors to tho size 
of tho pots, and as this is generally known, the cul¬ 
tivator should place his plants in tho size of pots re¬ 
quired. Tho Loudon Horticultural Society has hitherto 
ollercd qu izes for collections growing in b-inch and 1 i-inch 
pots, and 1 believe the Regent’s Park Shows arc required 
to bo in the same sizes. The sizes for Ibod may be ascer¬ 
tained by writing to the Secretaries of each Society. 

At tho time this meets tho eye of the reader it will bo 
tho season to place tho jdants in these jiots. The same 
soil should bo used as described at page 424, and the 
same method of potting tho strongest and largest plants 
should bo chosen to put in the largest-sized pots. In 
potting, care should be taken that the pots are not filled 
u|) to tho brim with soil, because, as the season ad¬ 
vances, they will require water in such abundance, i 
quite tlirough tho ball of soil, that if tho jiots are quite 
full of soil that cH’ect will not take place, tho water will 
run olf over the sides of the jiot, and the centre of the 
ball will remain dry and ]iarched. To prevent this, at 
the final potting leave half-an-incli of space between the 
surface of the soil and the top of tho ^lot; this will hold 
a sufiicieiit quantity of water to thoroughly wot the 
entire ball quite through, o)-, if there is any doubt of 
that being elfectually accomplished, a second watering, 
given immediately after the first has settled, will be sure i 
thoroughly to wet tho soil. This thorough watering is | 
infinitely better than the dribbling system of giving a 
little at a time and often, a system which destroys \ 
more plants than any other bad point of culture. At i 
tho time of repotting it will bo most convenient to tic ’ 
out the iilants anew, and as this will bo the last oppor- ! 
tunity to do this, great Judgment must bo exercised in 
tho 2>erformance; calculation must be made as to how 
much room each branch will occupy when tho trusses 
of bloom are fully expanded, and a sullicieut space i 
allowed for them; this will save much subsequent | 
trouble and dilBculty. The form the whole jdant 
should assume, when on the exhibition table, should 
be, as it were, foreshadowed in the mind, and the | 
training carried on accordingly. A very few years ago ■ 
tho fashionable form was as if the toj) of each jdant 
had been bevillcd off with a jiair of shears. The 
longest shoots wore at the back of tho plants, and tho 
shortest in front, so that if the plant was turned round 
there was nothing to be seen but naked stems and a 
forest of sticks ! This absurd fashion has hajqiily dis¬ 
appeared, and tho plants now appear on tho tables at 
tho exhibitions in the more natural form of a round- , 
headed dense bush, with the tallest branches in the 
centre, and tho rest gradually sjircading out, down to, or 
even below, the rims of tho iiots. This is a great im¬ 
provement, which tho good taste of the exhibitor, the 
judges, and, let me add, the visitors, has induced to 
become indispensable to a well-grown I’clargonium. 

Let the now beginner exert his skill in training his 
plants from the first stopping of his young plants to 
bring them into this improved form. The foundation 
for it must be begun at the earliest stage, as it will be a 
difficult matter to accomplish so desirable a form when 
the plants have attained any size. 
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The scasou for blooming thebc really lovely plants 
generally e.\tencls through tho months of May, 411110, 
and July, hut sucli plants as bloom in full perfection in 
iMay, will bo (piitc out of bloom for tho July shows, 
tlicreforo it will bo necessary to have at least two sots of 
jilants to bo able to exhibit at tlio shows at tlie begin¬ 
ning and tho end of tho season; or if the cultivator only 
intends to exhibit at one, whether early or late, he 
should take his measures accordingly. Eor a May 
show tho plants will reiiuiro a little forcing, and for the 

j July show they will require to bo retarded. It will be 
difKcult to exhibit at such extreme points of the season 
with one greenhouse. A cold jiit will be necessary for 
tlio latter mouth. In it tho plants should bo placed 
early in April, and plenty of air given, with a duo 
amount of shade to prevent the heat of the sun hurrying 
them on into bloom before the time. With such an 
usefid adjunct, and due attention, tho plants may be 
retarded so as to bo in the greatest perfection on the 
very day they are required. Eor the Juno show there 
need be no i)articular attention bestowed, because the 
natural heat of the season will bring them on sidli- 
ciently (with the ordinary cares of watering, giving air, 
and shading when the sun shines too ])Owerfully) to bo 
in the linest bloom by the middle or latter end of that 

I month. 
These various turning points of culture may appear 

I to the tyro in Geranium growing to bo sulliciontly tire¬ 
some and minute to bo attended to for so long a period 
as two years ; but he will find, if ho neglects any one 

j point, that his attention in all the rest will be nullilied 
! and useless for the purpose of winning a prize at a 

respectable exhibition. T. Aiu-lerv. 
{To he coiUiitueJ.) 

CAUltUTS ON GROUND NOT ADAPTED 
EOR THEM. 

Notwitiistanuing the advances made in Horticulture 
of late years, there are some productions which arc yet 
dillicult to cultivate in many gardens whore other crops 
attain to great perfection; and though it would be uu- 
roasonablo to suppose that those uncertain ones might 
be the progeny of parents from a warmer and more con¬ 
genial climate, yet, in the case now before us, as well as 
in several others, this plea cannot bo urged, for the 
original is of Rritish growth ; but cultivation, when 
carried to great perfection, is so often accomplished by 
a sacrilicc of the plant’s hardihood, that we must take it 
for granted that this forms one of that class, for though 
the wild Carrot is yet to bo found in our fields and other 
lilaces, very probably in as great number and perfection 
as when it first attracted tho notice of a semi-barbarous 
people as an article of food, yet tho many generations 
that have since assisted in its improvement have passed 
away, and loft it with an impaired constitution, unable to 
support itself in soils not exactly suited to its wants, while 
its ancestors were less fastidious that way. Now, that 
this state of things is tho result of successive “ breed¬ 
ing in-and-in,” will bo admitted by all; neither have wo 
any reason to find fault, when the improvoment in that 
part of the vegetable most serviceable to us is taken 
into account; because a similar sacrilico has been made 
in most of our common fruits which aro indigenous 
with us, or rather their parents were so ; and, if we are 
to believe all that has been written of late, it would 
appear that the most important of our “ Cereals” have 
a near relationship with some of our commonest weeds. 
Although the Daucus carota is found wild, even now, in 
many of our fields and lanes, yet its forked gnarly root 
contrasts strongly with the cultivated article from the 
most favourable districts, which, for distinction, we will 

call that deep alluvial loam so common on tho margin 
of rivers and other low places at tho base of hills, where j 
the accumulated debris of countless ages has deposited ; 
a mass of matter, at once grateful to this crop and others i 
which delight in a soil of this kind, but as it does not ’ 
always happen that every garden possesses such a soil, ; 
the nearest approach that can be made must bo effected i 
with such materials as come to hand in the greatest j 
abundance. j 

Lot us suppose tho soil to b« opei'atod ujion be one of 
that class of stubborn clays or heavy loam, which, 
though capable of producing abundant croj)s of many 
things, are certainly not tho kind best adapted to produce 
a heavy crop of good useful Carrots; but as the space 
required for this purpose in most ordinary gardens is 
not largo, it would certainly bo worth a little trouble to 
prepare tho ground beforehand for this crop, which may 
bo done by digging in large quantities of loose opening 
matter, as road scrapings, gritty sand from a river, or 
other place where water has washed out all its per¬ 
nicious qualities; pit sand may also bo used, but wo are 
not so partial to it as to river or drift sand. Now, to 
these may be added “ brick-dust,” or, what is still better, 
“ charcoal-dust,” with any reasonable quantity of stone 
chippings that can be had, oven chips of wood aro not 
without their uses; and, in some cases, saw dust has 
been used with advantage. But we aro not advocates 
for limo or chalk, which in so many other instances aro 
tho best pulverizers of stiff soils ; but the latter may be 
used with groat advantage if done so tho year before 
the crop. Wo have seen a successful experiment with 
a copious dressing of an opposite ingredient on stiff 
retentive soil, which was peat or bog earth dug in rather 
liberally. This substance, however, ought to bo added 
the year before, likewise, as its combination with the 
soil is slow. 

When, therefore, tho crop of Carrots is a desidera¬ 
tum, worth sacrificing something for, wo advise having 
a piece of loose open ground which has been digged 
or trenched as deep as its staple will allow with safety; 
or, in other words, ground for Carrots ought to be 
trenched two feet deep, provided tho soil bo good at 
that depth; but should it not bo so, then trench it as 
deej) ns it is good, and keep what had previously been 
tho top spit to tho top again, and dig into tho bottom 
part some good rotten dung, or other enriching matter, 
which will, in addition to affording nourishment to the 
descending fibres, likewise keep tho ground open and 
porous. The top portion, if tolerably rich by previous 
dressing for former crops, had better not have any 
additional su])ply for this; but any of tho substance 
named above may bo dug in to lighten a stiff' or reten¬ 
tive soil. This being done, it will bo in a condition lit 
for sowing as soon as the top becomes so mellowed down 
as to rake in tolerably well, which, however, is seldom 
the case until it has had some severe weather iq'on it, 
as sharp frosts, successive dry, cutting winds, or other 
mellowing inlluences;—the first-mentioned performing 
that duty quickest. 

Wo will suppose that everything has gone on well, 
and that tho ground is in pretty fair order for sowing by 
tho beginning of April, which is quite soon enough ; 
prc])aralions must then be made for it, which is done 
by simply drawing drills a foot apart, as shallow as 
will just allow tho seed to bo sown, and covered balf-an- 
inch deep. This season, however, threatens not to 
allow this kind of work to bo done in all cases ; there¬ 
fore, when waiting to get upon tho loose ground seems 
impracticable, without treading it too much, it will | 
be better to dig a portion and sow a row or two, and 
then dig again, standing always on tho undug ground. 
This process of digging and sowing simultaneously 
is very appropriate to ground so stiff and stubborn 
as a great deal of it is after a wet winter like 
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the paat one. A very smooth-raked surface is here out 
of the (luestion, iicilhcr would it bo advisable, as au 
open surface will let iii the frost or drying winds, 
which do good prior to the seed vegetating, while 
there is a prospect of its becoming much closer before 
it does germinate by the causes above, as well as 
by rain. When the ground is obliged to be dug 
U2) very rough, and, to a certain extent, wet also, it 
cannot always be broken up so fine as even to allow 
the seed to be covered with anything like regularity. 
Where sucli is the case, it is better, therefore, to mark 

I out the line of the drill, and then scatter some fine, dry 
compost of an open friable nature, in which the seed 
can be sown with ease, and covered up with the same ; 
while the understratum, and, in fact, the whole ground, 
will derive all the benefit of the season, by being allowed 
to remain rather loose and hollow, to admit the air, &c.; 
and towards the beginning or middle of May, when it 
becomes sufficiently dry to bear treading on, and the 
rows of plants are visible, the intervening spaces between 
the rows ought to be stirred with a Canterbury hoc, or 
other tool, which will assist to consolidate the substra¬ 
tum by the fine matter running into it, while the 
top is receiving the benefit the admission of air extends 
to it. The thinning of the crop may also be proceeded 
with at the same time ; and, in fact, this earth-stirring 
process must be performed several times during the 
season, until the size of the tops will no longer allow it 
to be done without injuring them. 

I have not said anything of the kind most proper to 
grow, but most people prefer the Early Horn, for its 
good table qualities; but it certainly does not keep so 
well as the larger long sorts ; it would, therefore, be ad¬ 
visable to sow a portion of both. The AUrinyham is a 
good carrot, though not better than the Surrey, from 
which it ditlers in the smallness of its shoulder or crown. 
The Long Orange is sometimes sown; but when the 
Horn is grown, the eating qualities of the two presents 
so marked a difference as to lead to a conclusion that 
the Orange is no longer worth garden room; neverthe¬ 
less, it ought not to be despised, for it usually crops 
well, and that is important where this production is un¬ 
certain, as it often is in places where other crops pre¬ 
sent an appearance of luxuriance, as a proof of the 
ground being all that could be desired, while this is 
only indifi'erent. But if our remarks tend to enlighten 
the inexperienced in avoiding the evils noted above 
our purpose is served. J. Hobson. 

THE PINT O’ ALE. 

By the Authoress of “My Flowers," d'C. 

I AM now going to present my readers with a true picture 
of the good effects of sobriety, as shown in the conduct of 
R good wife. It has not passed under my own observation, 
but it is given in a very valuable and interesting lecture 
upon Popular Insurance, delivered before the Beclier 
Society at Stourbridge, by the Ilev. J. B. Owen, M A.; and 
I am so desirous of imiiressing the advantages of tem¬ 
perance, and the dreadful effects of drunkenness, upon all 
my readers, but more particularly those in humble life, that 
I shall copy the tale out word for word, and hope it may, by 
the blessing of God, touch and edify them. At the same 
time, I wish to lay great stress upon this point—viz., that 
for worldly reasons sobriety does nothing for the soul. If 
a man leaves off drink for a worldly reason, it does him 
good in a worldly way, and it does good to society in 
general; but unless he leaves off drinking because it is a 
sin—and sin is hateful in the sight of a pure and holy 
God—the man in no way glorifies God by turning from it. 
His soul is drunken with iniquity, although his hody is 
sober ; and “ what shall a man profit if he gain the whole 
world, and lose his own soul ? ” 

“ The writer heard a story in Manchester of a calico 

printer, who on his wedding-day was persuaded by his wife 
to allow her two half-pints of ale a day as her share. He 
rather winced under the bargain, for, though a drinker 
himself, he would have i)referred a iierfectly sober wile. 
They both worked hai’d, and he, poor man, was seldom out 
of the public-house as soon as the factory closed. The 
wife and husband seldom saw much of eacli other, excejit 
at breakfast; but as ghe kept things tidy about her, and 
made her stinted, and even selfish allowance for house¬ 
keeping, meet the demands upon her, he never complained. 
She had her daily pint, and he, 25erha2)s, had his two or 
three quarts, and neither interfered with the other, exce^it 
that at odd times she succeeded, by dint of one little artifice 
or another, to win him home an hour or two earlier at night, 
and now and then to spend an entire evening in his own 
house; but these were rare occasions. They had been 
married a yeai’, and on the morning of their wedding auni- 
vei’sary the husband looked askance at her neat and comely 
person with some shade of remorse, as lie observed, ‘ Mary, 
we’ve had no holiday since we were wed, and only that I 
haven’t a penny in the world, we’d take a jaunt to the village 
to see thee mother.’ ‘ Wouldst like to go, John? ’ said she 
softly, between a smile and a tear, to Jiear him speak so 
kindly—so like old times. ‘If thee'd like to go, John, I’ll 
stand treat.’ 

“ ‘ Thou stand treat,’ said he, with half a sneer; ‘ hast 
got a fortime, girl ? ’ 

“ ‘ Nay,’ said she, ‘but I’ve gotten the pint o’ ale.' 
“ ‘ Gotten what ? ’ said he. ‘ 'The pint o’ ale,’ said she. 
“John still did not understand her, till the faithful crea¬ 

ture reached down an old stocking from under a loose brick 
in the chimney, and counted out her daily pint of ale, in 
the shape of tiOh threepences, i. e., TI 11s. Jd., and put it 
into his hand, exclaiming, ‘ Thee shall have thee holiday, 
John.’ 

“John was ashamed, astonished, conscience-smitten, 
charmed, w'ouldn’t touch it. ‘Hasn’t thee bad thy share? 
then I’ll ha’ no more,’ he said. 'I’hey kept their wedding- 
day wdth mother, and the wife’s little capital was the nucleus 
(that means, anything round which other things gather) of 
a series of investments, that at last swelled into a shop, 
a factory, warehouses, country seat, a carriage, and, for 
aught I know', a Liverpool mayor.” 

See, my readers, what drink destroys, and what soberness 
builds up. Brink, above all, destroys the soul; and sober¬ 
ness, though it cannot save it, yet it keeps the senses clear, 
and does not hedge uj) our way with thorns, so that the 
truth cannot enter. 'The mind of the draukard is stujiid 
and besotted, and the “ still small voice ” cannot wake him 
up out of the sleep of death. 

I think my readers will be struck and confounded as much 
as John was by his wife’s stocking, if I copy out another 
passage from the same instructive lectui'e. Perhaps they 
do not know, and have never thought about what drink 
does in this Christian land. IMr. Owen goes on to say, 
“ Drink is the desolating demon of Great Britain. lYe have 
spent in intoxicating drinks during the present century as . 
much as would pay the national debt twice over! There 
are one hundred and eighty thousand gin drinkers in Lon- I 
don alone, and in that city three millions a year are spent j 
in gin ! In thirteen years, two hundred and forty-nine males, j 
and one hundred and eighty-three thousand nine hundred 
and twenty-one females, were taken into custody for being 
drunk and disorderly. In Manchester, not less than one [ 
million a year is spent in profligacy and crime. In Edin- i 
burgh there are one thousand whiskey shops ; one hundred ; 
and sixty in one street; and yet the city contains only two ' 
hundred bread shops! Of twenty-seven thousand cases of ! 
pauperism, twenty thousand of them were traceable to j 
drunkenness. In Glasgow', the poor rates are one hundred 
thousand pounds a year!’’ “ Ten thousand,” says Alison, 
“ get drunk every Saturday night, are drunk all day Sunday 
and Monday, and not able to return to work till 'Tuesday or 
Wednesday. Glasgow spends one million two hundred thou¬ 
sand pounds annually in drink; and twenty thousand females 
are taken into custody for being drunk.” “ As to the insanity , 
arising from drink,” the Bishop of London states, “ that of 
tw'elve hundred and seventy-one maniacs w'hose jtrevious : 
histories were investigated, six hundred and forty-nine, or , 
more than half of them, WTecked their reason in drinking. ' 
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As to pauiici'isnijit is estimated that not less than two thirds 
ol our paupers are tlie direct, or indirect victims of the 
same fatal vice.” “ The immense power in the liands of tlie 
workingmen to promote their own social comfort and inde¬ 
pendence, is proved by the fact, tliat they are spending //'/ly- 
suven millions a tjenr in ardcnl spirits, beer, ami tobacco! 
equal to an income of sixteen shillings a week to nearly 
one million four hundred thousand people! Surely, if 
so much can be spared for the indulgence of bad habits, 
a tenth ot it could be easily diverted to the cultivation of 
good ones.” 

Now, my dear Readers, I beg and pray you to read and 
think these things deeply and seriously over. Perhaps you 
have never considered what money you have wasted, and 
more than wasted in drinking and smoking! Think of 
God's gifts abused! the means he has given you for food 
and clothing turned into soul destroying sin—the abomi¬ 
nable thing that the Lord hateth ! Oh ! do think of these 
things, and that when you murmur against “ the times,” 
the masters you work for, the rulers who govern you, and 
sometimes the gracious God who has made you, and re¬ 
deemed you, you have far, far more cause to condemn 
yourselves, your evil ways, and your love of beer, gin, and 
tobacco! 

A very loud cry goes up to heaven for this one thing—the 
sin of drunkenness. It brings on hundreds of other sins, 
and sinks unnumbered souls in hopeless perdition. Oh ! be 
assured that the crime carries its own curse to body and 
soul, and that sin forsaken because it is sin, and hateful to 
the God of our salvation, will bring abounding blessings 
into your bosom. 

Do not leave off drink because you are starving, but 
because you are sinnimj, and your soul going down into 
hell. Do not leave off drink because you want to grow 
lich, and have a shop, or a country house, or a carnage, but 
because you want to proto holy, and gain an inheritance that 
fadeth not away. IVorldly soberness will secime, probably, 
“ the life that now is,” but it is only godly soberness that 
will secure “ that which is to come,” and then only for the 
sake of One who has covenanted with the Rather to bear 
the sins of many, and “to save unto the uttermost those 
who come unto God by him.” Readers, high and low! think 
of these things! 

EEATHERS. 

(^Continued from paye 4-01.) 

THE LACED FEATHER. 

A MORE appropriate name for this, we think, would have 
, been the “ fringed feather,” as the name alludes to the 
i narrow edging around it, but the name of “ laced ” has been 

long-established, and that would bo a conclusive reason 
against any change, oven if it were not suliicieiilly correct. 

Tliero aro two varieties, “ the gohlon-laoed,” and “ the 
silver-laced,” and in cither tlie body colour of tho feather, 
whether yellow or white, should bo perfectly free from 
“ splashing; ” that is, without any other colour upon it, 
except its edging or lacing. The more regular that lacing 
is in width, and in colour, the more clearly defined its 
edge, and the more completely it encircles the feather, the 
more perfect it is to character. At the top, and near the 
base, it is usually rather wider. 

'The Gold and Silver Rautams are the birds with whom 
lacing becomes the main characteristic of their plumage, 
for when found in other varieties it is only partially de¬ 
veloped. Thus the greater wing coverts, and some other 
feathers, of the Gold and Silver i’olauds, are often laced ; 
but a Poland “ laced Ihrouyhonl ” we have never yet seen. 
Combinations of the lacing with the spangle often occur, 
to the detriment, as we think, of the effect of both. 

■ ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF 

ENGLAND. 

A WeeivLy Council was held at the Society's House in 
Hanover-square, on Wednesday, tho Kith of Februaiy. 

Experiments in Potato Cultivation.—Dr. John Mai- 
fatti, of Kueniglberg, near Hietzing, in Austria, transmitted 
to the Council the follotving communication, dated the ;f()th 
of November last:— 

“ According to our views, the cause of this disease, though 
accounted problematical, lies in the decay and degeneracy 
of this plant in respect to its double sex, the twofold stock 
from whence it springs. During tlie growth of the Potato, 
a remarkable and instructive observation offers itself to us 
at once, between the two most distinct acts of the double 
sex of the plant. The first of these acts is that of its 
internal principle of self-propagation, and predominates 
particulai'ly during the period of its development. The 
second act, on the contrary, is a consequence of the first, 
and consists in an external reproduction, and conduces to 
the preservation of the original stock. WhRst now the first 
act always takes place regularly, and, indeed, under advoi'se 
circumstances, knows of no disease, we perceive the disease 
in the second act, on the contrary, suddenly break out, as 
if the double sex of the plant rapiilly became weakness 
itself, and instead of being followed by reproduction, were 
followed by degeneracy and destruction. It has long been 
hoped that the disease in question would tm'u out an acci 
dental and temporary one. But alas! the contrary has 
proved to be the case ; and there is no doubt but its propa¬ 
gation solely proceeds from a sexual cause, whereby it 
assumes the distinct character of a disease of race. Though 
we have come to this melancholy conclusion—a conclusion 
as painful in respect to the present as it is menacing for 
the future—Nature, that benificent mother, comes to our 
relief with a sovereign remedy—a remedy which she has i 
raised indeed to the rank of a law—namely, that remedy I 
which she has provided both as a cure and a preservative, j 

by means of the sexual crossing of races, and that, indeed, I 
as well in the vegetable as in the entire animal kingdom. \ 
This provision of nature is manifestly so excellent, that j 

human art has endeavoured to employ it in both kingdoms, 
and has done so with the greatest advantage. Taking this 
point for granted, I endeavoured, as inoculation was a thing 
out of question, to remove this disease by crossing the 
I’otato with other plants, and, indeed, as it were, by means 
of a sort of matrimony. The three first Potatoes on which 
I tried this experiment I paired and enclosed severally with 
tho Helianlhus tnberosus, the Dahlia variabilis, and the 
Cyclamen curopenm. For a fourth matrimonial alliance I 
was indebted to chance; and although this was with the 
Carduus hispanica, which does not belong to the genus of 
bulbous plants, it was attended, notwithstanding, with the ; 
most interesting results. The means thus employed ter- \ 
miuated in results which, in a most surprising manner, . 
confirmed the truth of the principle which we first laid 
down. The longing of the Potato for union with some plant 
of a kindred sort, manifested itself in the most distinct 
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iiuiniior. Truly we cannot be surprised, if we consider, that 
since the time this American plant was brought to Europe 
it lias existed in a perfectly isolated state, without enjoying 
any mutual relation witli kindred plants found in our part 
of tlie vegetable kingdom ; whilst, on Iho other hand, the 
art of Europeans has in all kinds of climates increased the 
production of the I’otato to an intorniinablo extent, carry¬ 
ing it even to such an extent as to exhaust its double 
sex. The product of this matrimonial connexion was most 
surprising. Erom the pairing of two plants a third pro¬ 
ceeded, I’etaining, however, a twofold character, the cha¬ 
racter of each. Their roots, bulbs, and stalks, had grown 
together, so as to bo interwoven one with another in sucii 
a manner that it was very ditiicult to separate tliein ono 
from another when taken out of the ground. The last 
I’otato harvest presented the most interesting results, as 
will appear from what follows. Whilst in my neighbours’ 
holds tho disease prevailed as before, and I myself lost a 
good third part of the Potatoes which I had planted on tho 
borders of the hold in which niy experiments were made, 
to my great surprise I found not among them a single trace 
of the disease, although the whole quantity amounted to 
seven bushels (Matzau). Together with the advantage of 
restored health, we obtained at the same time another 
benefit eijually important, viz., that of a considerable im¬ 
provement in the race of Potatoes. Not only was this new 
breed distinguished for beauty, size, and richness, but the 
general insipidity and mealy taste of Potatoes has been, liy 
the communication of the aromatic flavour and peculiar 
taste of the plants with which they were combined, changed 
into something of a very dilferont kind and of a superior 
(piality. This was most obviously tho case with the Potatoes 
combined with tho Garduus (they tasted like Artichokes). 
In those combined with the Cyclamen, there was a pungent 
taste, as if they had been slightly peppered; in those com¬ 
bined with the Dahlia, there was a sweet taste like sugar; 
whilst the llelianthus imparted to the Potatoes combined 
with it its own agreeable and pecuhar flavour. In respect 
to the management requisite in forming the four above- 
named species of combination, we remark as follows :— 

“1. Tiie I’otatoes aro, as usual, cut into several parts 
before they aro planted (according to the position of the 
so-called eyes), and aro jdaced in the earth quite close to 
the germs of the plants with which they are to be combined. 
Tho bulbs of tho J lolianlhus and the Dahlia aro cut just in 
tho same way as those of the Potato. The bulbs of tho 
Cyclamen alone remain uncut. As the Carduus has nothing 
but a root, tho cut pieces of tho Potato aro only planted 
under its root. 

“2. In tho two harvests, we perceived that the bulbs of 
tho 1 lolianthus were to those of the Potato, in respect to 
number, as .‘1 to 2, whilst those of the Dahlia and Potato 
were equal. Hero wo must observe, that these two plants, 
combined with tho Potato, continued growing without inter¬ 
ruption, as usual, up to the time of blossoming, whilst the 
contrary was the case with the Cyclamen and the Carduus. 

“ .1. But tho combination with tho Cyclamen was the 
most remarkable of all. This wild plant exhibited so little 
of itself, that for a long time I considered tho tidal unsuc¬ 
cessful. Tho same thing happened with the Carduus and 
the Cyclamen, some single loaves of which appeared here 
and there close to tho stalk of tho Potato, but somewhat 
sparingly. But so much tho greater was my astonishment 
when, in digging up tho Potatoes, I found in that very part 
tho finest and most abundant crop : as if both tho said 
)dants saciiftced their growth in favour of that of the Potato, 
file Cyclamen sacrificing still more, even its health as well. 
We perceived, indeed, that each of the Cyclamens had two, 
three, or even four bulbs diseased to such an extent as to 
be rotten. As this disease presented symptoms perfeclly 
similar to those of the Potato disease, we were irresistibly 
led to inquire whether or not the Cyclamen had attracted to 
itself tho very essence of the disease of tho Potato. On 
this occasion 1 delayed not to inipiire of skilful botanists 
whether the Cyclamen, which is generally used in feeding 
cattle and pigs, was subject to this disease, and the answer 
was a unanimous negative. 

“4. As I was accustomed every year to plant a great 
quantity of Cai'duus roots, 1 was induced to combine them 
with Potatoes, tho result of which surprised me the more, 

because they do not belong in tho least to the bulbous 
genus. Just for this very reason, a peculiar result fidlowed, ' 
the combination being succeeded by a purely parasitical life, i 
Tho Potatoes clung so firmly to the Garduus roots, tliat ' 
they actually grow to tlicm, and, as real leeches suck blood, 
extracted out of tho roots all tho juice and flavour. In 
consequence of this, the Potatoes (like parasitical plants) i 
not only attained the utmost development, both in respect ! 
to size and beauty, but what was very remarkable, scarcely 
had any roots of their own which they struck out. Hero, 
on the hypothesis of tho Potato being capable of being 
crossed even with plants not belonging to the bulbous ‘ 
genus, we may exclaim—What an extensive field is opened i 

for the agriculturist 1 What singular and what useful expe¬ 
riments may we not make here ? and that, too, were wc not j 
to reckon those experiments which might bo made, and 
luade with still greater certainty, in the extensive circle of 
bulbous plants. 

“ 0. All tho entire crop of Potatoes resulting from the 
four combinations above-mentioned, I have reserved for 
sets in future. Should the next planting remain free from 
every disease, as this year’s planting was, I shall consider 
the problem solved, I shall acknowledge the American plant 
as a naturalised exotic. 

“Mr. Rowlandson had long considered the Potato disease 
to arise from a deficiency of potash in the soil or manure in 
which the tubers were grown. He suggested tho trial of 
sulphate of potash, to remedy this deficiency ; this sulphate 
could be purchaseil in the miu'ket at TKi jier ton, in the 
state known as the “ pan sulphate,” which contained about 
bO per cent, of sulpliate of potash, and 20 per cent, of sul¬ 
phate of soda, and other salts; this was better than “ granu¬ 
lated sulphate,” which was impaired by an excess of common 
salt. This pan sulphate might be applied in drills, at the 
rate of 4 cwt. per acre. Ho had himself tried it with splendid 
efi'ect. Tho state of carbonate in which the potash was 
found in land that had been burned, was much inferior to 
the sulphate of the same alkali. Nor did wood ashes from 
Canada and other countries contain more than 14) percent, 
of potash. Tho carbonate had a powerful elfoct in causing 
the rapid development of plants, but had no abiding and 
sustaining power afterwards; and they died away in conse¬ 
quence. 'i’he Brassic tribes took up much potash. In an¬ 
swer to an inquiry of Mr. Reynolds Solly, Mr. Rowlandson 
then favoured the Council with a detailed statement of tho 
origin and progress of that expanding-concentric growth of 
fungi, occasioning what was termed “fairy rings.” — IMr. 
Paine remarked, that on some fields of his in Surrey (where 
particular bods of tho upper green sand formation, known 
to be rich in potasli and the phosphates, crop out), his 
Potatoes grow with remarkable luxuriance in the first stages 
of their growth, but were subsequently attacked with the 
Potato disease to a greater extent than those grown on 
other fields not containing a similar amount of potash.— 
Professor Risler coiroborated, from his own experience on 
the Continent, a confirmation of IMr. Rowlandson’s views 
respecting tho action of sulphate of potash. He ronuu-ked, 
that in tho Yosgen sandstone, the decomposition of which 
formed in French Lorraine a rather great extent of very 
light soil poor in potash, a great quantity of wood-ashes was 
employed as a manure for Potatoes, 'rhosc ashes were 
rich in potash, and their market-price high in proportion 
to tho amount of soluble potash-salts they contained, but 
poor in the phosphates. The experience of many years on 
a groat extent of land, had proved that tho potato disease 
was diminished by tho use of these ashes. The farmers of 
that district never employed farm-yard manure to their 
Potato-crops, because that application was invariably found 
to increase the disease: a result most probably occasioned 
by tho circumstance of the farm yard manure being r icher 
than wood-ashes in its amount of ammonia and the idios- 
idiates. I’rofessor Risler added, that the principal object 
of Potato-culture in tho Yosgen was tho production of 
starch ; and that the general opinion of tho starch-mauu- [ 
facturers was, that the per centage of starch in the Potato 
crop was increased by the use of the ashes in question. '• 
They found that diseased Potatoes gave in general onc-third | 
less starch than sound ones; this proportion, however, > 
varying much, according to circumstances. Professor Risler 
concluded his remarks, by calling the attention of the 
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members to the analj'ses of Dr. Sclileiclon, Professor in tlie 
L'niversity of Jena, and to the oiiinions on tlio subject of 
tbe I’otato disease expressed by him in his work on the 
riiysicdoffy of I’lants and Animals, and the Theory of ITant- 
cuUivation, Ibnning the thinl volume of the new Agri¬ 
cultural Knoyclopa'dia, published at Drunswiclc, in 1851). 
These opinions arc contained in the chapter reviewing Dr. 
Scliulxe’s work, entitled “ Thaer or Liebig?” 

“ Mr. W. Patterson, of East Cross Causeway, Edinburgh, 
transmitted to tlio Council an elaborate paper on the Potato 
disease, including Ids own views on the subject, and chro¬ 
nological statements di'rived from various published sources, 
ijiti'nde<l to elucidate the circumstances of its prevalence 
and progress. 

“ Tmpovkuisiiing Effects of Couch-Grass.—Mr. Miles, 
M.r., of Leigh Court, called the attention of the Council to 
the great importance of a knowledge of nutriment abstracted 
from the soil hy weeds, especially by tbe Triliciim repens, 
commonly kjiown by the name of Couch or Twitch. In the 
last number of the Society’s Journal, page 5‘-18, Mr. Hem¬ 
ming, the author of the elaborate paper on Agricultural 
Chemishy, had shown in his classilication of tabulated 
results of analysis, how little was known at the present 
moment of the composition of weeds, and, consequently, 
how much still remained to be learned of the amount of 
their injurious effects. AVith regard to Twitch, in particular, 
which, he was sorry to say, was still fearfully prevalent in 
some parts of the counlry, he conceived it would be both an 
inlerosting and important impriry to ascertain ‘ How much 
a good crop of it must consume the nutidment which should 
feed the crops of corn—say of AVheat, Barlej', or Oats.’ 
He quite agreed with Mr. Hemming in his remarks, that 
the present analyses rather give a general idea of the com¬ 
position of weeds than are adapted to any purpose of imme¬ 
diate practical use; and that there is a large field open to 
the researches of chemists to determine what weeds are 
most injurious to the growing crop, as fur as similarity 
of composition would show it, as also those that are most 
valuable for manure, from a like reason. Mr. Miles urged 
the attention of the Council to these investigations ; espe¬ 
cially to that connected with Twitch, which would, he 
thought, form an excellent subject for a lecture and dis¬ 
cussion, or for a distinct communication to the Jornmal. 
The Council received these suggestions with their best 
acknowledgments, and ordered them to be referred for a 
report to Professor Way, the consulting chemist of the 
Society. 

“Oak SOIL—Mr. Adderley, M.P., of Hams Hall, AAAr 
wickshire, transmitted to the Council a communication on 
the subject of failure in the growth of Oak, in a qiortion of 
the old Forest of Arden, where the Oaks have retained, 
from centuries immemorial, their size and vigour. In a 
fine old Oak avenue in Mr. Adderley’s Park, about ;100 
years old, two vacancies were filled up, about forty years ago, 
by young Oaks, which had grown well until the last two 
year.s, during wdiich they had rapidly died away. Their 
roots were found rotten, and covered with a fungus like dry- 
rot; although the neighbouring Oaks were very large and 
fine, and an Elm filling a neighboiu'ing vacancy in the same 
avenue was not infected, and its roots, close upon the rotten 
ones of the Oaks in question, were quite healthy. Mr. Ad¬ 
derley enclosed a sample of the top soil, twenty-two inches 
deep, and stated that the subsoil was red gravel to a consi¬ 
derable depth. The ground was dry, and did not require 
draining. — The Council thanked Mr. Adderley for this 
communication, and referred the specimen of soil to Pro¬ 
fessor MTiy. 

“The Rev. E. J. Statiiam, of Tarporley Rectory, Cheshire, 
favoured the Council with a report on the success of his 
industrial ti'aining of the cottage boys in his central national 
school, in the habits and practice of manual husbandry in 
field and garden work, paying the boys according to the 
value of their work, and their superintendent about 2s. per 
day, with a commission upon the crops raised on the school 
land, subject to a strict Dr. and Cr. account: the earnings 
of the boys being deposited in the school saving club, as 
an inducement to saving habits, and bearing a high rate of 
interest.—Air. Dalton, of Cardifl', transmitted a sample of 
AVheat from a crop sown in the last week of April, 1853, 
and yielding forty clean bushels, per acre on good strong 

loam after Turnips, from a sowing of two bushels per aero, 
the original stock liaving been ohlaiued four years ago from 
Australia.—Mr. Lcaroyd, of Huddersfield, stated that ho 
soaked his seed corn about sixteen hours in strong old 
urine, allowing it to dry before sowing, with great advantage 
to the early growth and advancement of the plant (as well 
as to its removal of disease, for which purpose that np2)lica- 
tion, with tho addition of quick-lime, had so long boeirmade 
to seed-corn).—Mr. J. Al. Pasquier placed at the disimsal 
of the members several samidos of qjroqiared seed-corn, with 
a request that they would test the merits or otherwise of 
tho process adopted, which was intended to supersede or 
lessen the amount of other manuring matter to tho croi). 

“ The Council having ordered their usual acknowledg¬ 
ments for the communications then made to them, adjourned 
to the 2drd of Alarch.” 

THE BEARDS OF I’OI.AND FOWL. 

Though tho minds of some appear yet uninformed, I am 
gratified to learn that my remarks (July 21st) on the (jnes- 
tion whether Polands should or sliould not have boards, 
havo been so ell’ectual in removing tho prejudice excited by 
the writer, whose dislike so unmercifully condemned the 
bearded variety. I showed that no argument whatever had 
been adduced to warrant such condemnation; and that it 
was simply an idiosincracy of taste—a mere matter of per¬ 
sonal dislike. 

Nothing, surely, can be more subversive of truthful in¬ 
quiry than the conversion of a subject into an afiair of like 
or dislike. Were such allowed, then would no property or 
attribute of poultry remain fixed or established : one might 
dislike the feathered legs of the Shanghae; another, the 
rose-comb of the Spangled Hamburgh ; a third, the vhole 
cheek of tho Spanish fowl being white, and so on. Espe¬ 
cially, then, does it behove writer's to bo careful how they 
express themselves in print, for it is wonderful how people 
will at once adopt, as an axiom and a truth, anything that 
“ they have seen in a book.” If we do not like any parti¬ 
cular properties of a fowl, yet have not proof that such are 
spurious, it is our duty to let nature alone, and the fowl 
also, and not keep it. I feel convinced that no one would 
have questioned the propriety of beards, had not a learned 
author, in his dislike, most iireverently attempted to uproot 
them. 

To remove, however, the impi-ession of dislike against 
the beard, 1 contended that, in the Spangled Poland it 
really harmonized with the wliole appearance of the bird— 
with his magnificent toii-knot, his remarkably voluminous 
and profusely-hackled neck, and with his whole dasliing and 
dehonaire deportment. 'The Poland is an exceptionable 
bird, differing in many of his most striking and charac¬ 
teristic and allowed attributes from otlier poultry; and I 
do nflinn that there is a harmony, and a keeping, and a 
consistency, between tho beard and the top-knot: that is, 
between the spreading and elongated feathers, or beard, 
below the bill, and tho elongated feathers, or top-knot, 
above it. They, together, exhibit a conformity and a rela¬ 
tion, which comprise an oneness, or complete whole. Di¬ 
minish or take away either the one or the other, and the 
whole effect is gone—there remains a nolcodness and a want; 
thus it ever is 

“ In Nature’s chain, whatever link you strike, 
Tenth, or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike.” 

For my own part, I would not admit the beardless Gold 
and Silver Spangled I’olands at our exhibitions ; not because 
I think them a si^ectacle of-nakedness and want about the 
head, tho neck, and the throat, but for tho graver reason, 
that I deem them spurious, or mongrel, fowl—hybrid, 1 
judge, between the Poland and Spangled Hamburgh. In 
elucidating this, unfortunately tho plumage can assist us 
little in our argument or proof, for the Golden and Silver 
Spangled Hamburghs closely approximate to tho Polands. 
There are, however, more important points than the mere 
mai'king or colour of the plumage—there are distinctions of 
shape, or configurations of the body—circumstances relative 
to that great peculiarity of Polands—the topknot, to the 
comb, a.s well as to the board, and also to the tail, that 
facihtate and satisfy enquiry. 
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Tirst, as to shape : the body of the Poland is very round, 
tapering somewliat suddenly near the tail; the breast is 
remarkably round and protruberant, “ more so," observes 
Mr. Bailey, “than in any other fowl except the Bantam;” 
the neck is a characteristic and striking feature ; it is not 
only long, but is of extraordinary thickness and fulness, and 
most profusely covered with voluminous hackle feathers; 
whilst in carriage it is upright, bold, and dashing. In the 
beardless variety there is a most perceptible modification 
and contrast, in a word, a very near approach to the 
Spangled Hamburgh. The characteristic prominency and 
roundness of the breast is lessened, the body being nar¬ 
rowed, lengthened, and gradually tapering to the tail, the 
feathers of rvhich, as observable in the hen, are, like those of 
the Hamburgh, very much longer than in the true or bearded 
Poland. The neck presents a striking difierence; all that 
general volume of the neck is gone, and it is thin, spare of 
feathers, and meagre; in size and proportion it is wanting. 

Though, as I have said, the marking of the plumage 
affords us no help in tracing tlio Beardless Poland to its 
connection with the Spangled Hamburgh, they being very 
similarly spangled, yet the nature, fabric, or material of the 
feathers differ, and affords assistance in defining the dif¬ 
ference between the true Bearded Poland and the hybrid 
one. Thus, let any one handle a true Golden Poland here, 
and he will be struck with the I’emarkably soft, silky, yield¬ 
ing quantity of feathers, it is so peculiar, that at this moment 
I can recall the surprise on my first handling one; while 
the feel or sensation communicated by the beardless fowls 
is like the Hamburgh, a comparative closeness and hard¬ 
ness of feather, there being nearly as great a ditference in 
this respect as there is between the feel of a Shanghae and 
a Malay; such difference in the character of feathers in 
various fowls is well noticed by Mr. Bailey, and a very 
distinctive character it is. 

Again, the top-knot in a great majority of beardless 
Polands (especially in the Golden) is insignificant. It is, 
I believe, invariably so in imported birds ; but within the 
last year or two there have been raised, in this kingdom, 
some Silver beardless Polands with topknots of fair size. 
The golden, however, so far as I have seen at exhibitions, 
or heard of, still remain in statu quo, waiting some lucky hit 
or cross with the bearded to give them topknots, and to 
reduce their abundant, plated, pointed combs. 

It is important to notice that, in breeding beardless 
Polands the greatest uncertainty prevails as to the quality 
of the chickens. In some chickens which I last year raised 
from the very best specimens of beardless Silver Polands, 
there was a very near approach to the rose-comb of the 
Spangled Hamburghs; nn uneven, serrated, protuberant, 
and large plate of tlesh terminating in a point with a mere 
tuft of feathers for a topknot, whilst a very few had topknots 
equal in size to the parents. It is, indeed, a fact, as important 
as it is strikiny, that while the chickens of the true bearded 
Poland have invariably larye and full-sized topknots, the pro¬ 
duce, on the contrary, of the beardless Polands evince all the 
uncertainty and anomaly above staled. 

How is this ? Why, I ask, should one be all certainty, 
the other uncertainty ? The answer is clear, plain, and 
convincing enough; the beardless Polands being spurious, 
hybrid, now the Polish, now the Hamburgh blood or typo 
prevails, so that in the one instance we have topknot, in the 
other scarcely any, but with development of comb. For it 
is a fact well known to breeders, that all cross-bred birds exhibit 
such constant tendency to lean to one parental origin or the 
other; as they term it, ‘■'they cry back." 

Thus have I shown that the beardless Poland is dege¬ 
nerate in shape, specially and- generally, also in carriage, 
bearing, or deportment, and in its feathers; whilst the quality 
or character of its produce, or chickens, are ever varying 
and uncertain. 

But what, on the other hand, has been urged against 
boards ? Simple dislike. A whisper has, indeed, gone forth, 
which no one, however, will own to, that the beard is from a 
cross with the Russian fowl! In sober truth, the Poland 
has no one character of the Russian: not even in the so- 
called beard is there any resemblance. For, whilst the 
beard of the Russian is a long tuft, looking like a hanging 
bag of feathers, the beard of the Poland consists of imbri- I 
cated feathers, scarcely longer than the rest on the throat, ' 

and closely, compactly, and definitively arranged in a trian¬ 
gular shape, the base (extending in a lino with the bill to 
the ears) being uppermost; it has nothing in common with 
the bearded tuft of the Russian, or of any other fowl. It is 
truly sui generis—true in its own kind—and an inborn, iubred 
characteristic of a true Poland. 

In conclusion, I beg to say, that although I now write as 
a partizan of the bearded Poland (and coincide with the 
opinions of such experienced gentlemen as Mr. Vivian, as 
well as of Mr. Baker, of London, and others), it was only 
after mature retleelion, observation, and experience on both 
varieties, kept at the same lime, and in equal numbers, that 
the conviction was forced upon me, that the bearded are 
the true Polands, and that the beardless are spurious.— 
F. R. lIOItNEU. 

THE SPONTANEOUS GROWTH OE PLANTS. 

We are now ariived at a period of the year when all the 
organic works of God, in our happy country, begin to either 
revive from their winter torpor, or to move with increasing 
vigour. It is now that every sunny morning draws us forth 
into the garden. Borders are explored in all directions; 
old jjots of neglected plants hopefully examined, and a 
reviving taste felt in even the parlour of the citizen for 
floral beauties. Hawkers of flowers and shrubs are now 
becoming active ; every scrap of a garden is receiving the 
general attention which spring alone witnesses. In such 
examinations, after the severe weather we have had, many a 
favourite shrub will have perished, many a border of tender 
plant.s, whose self-sown seeds from year to year seem to 
bloom for their own especial satisfaction, will be absent; 
but as the old alchemists used to say, “ nature seems to abhor 
a vacuum," and so other plants will be found in their place : 
some appearing in various single varieties, others in masses 
crowding out of the soil, as if their seeds had been sown by 
handfuls. 

The philosophers of the olden time noticed these things, 
and they reasoned upon the phenomena;—as they were 
usually wont to do they employed much verbiage, but 
held facts as of less importance. The result of this mode 
of attempting to arrive at truth was, that tliey concluded 
that the appearance of these plants whose seeds they had 
not sown, arose from “ spontaneous generation." Yes, 
that wa.s the phrase. It is idle to seek in their works for 
the meaning of the term “ spontaneous generation," since 
it is evident they did not understand it themselves. It 
will he a more useful course if we examine the labours 
of the modern chemical philosopher, and the experiments 
which he has instituted to explain the cause of phenomena 
so familiar to us all. Indeed, as I have in another place 
had occasion to remark, the doctrine of spontaneous gene¬ 
ration, as Dr. John Walker well observed in a letter to Lord 
Karnes {Memoir, vol. ii., app., p. 50), is a doctrine that can 
only subsist where human knowledge and human under¬ 
standing are but in a glimmering state. In such a state, 
philosophers saw mites generated from rotten cheese, and 
myriads of flies and creeping things arise from a dunghill 
or putrid marsh. Ignorant of the natural history and gene¬ 
ration of these animals, they concluded them to be mere 
spontaneous productions, and the effects not of generation I 
but of corruption ! To add to their folly, the degrading j 

doctrine never was extended to a lion or a horse, but con- ' 
fined to the poor insects, merely because they were creatures 
of whose nature they were ignorant. They knew not that 
the same poiver and wisdom were necessary to form a 
maggot that are requisite to produce an elephant. They 
formed the same conclusion concerning many vegetables 
w'hose seed escaped their eyes, such as the ferns, mush¬ 
rooms, and mosses. Because they did not see the seeds of 
such vegetables, they readily concluded that they had none; 
and while the oak and the laurel were dignified with gene¬ 
rative qualities, these' plants were classed as the progeny of 
putridity. Equivocal generation thus readily became the 
asylum of their ignorance. 

It is true that many phenomena of vegetable life, in cases 
like these, startle and confound us. The many lands of 

I the Essex side of the valley of the Thames, if ploughed 
i only an inch or two deeper than usual, abound immediately 
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with the wild mustard plant. Even the soil thrown out 
during the excavation of deep wells produces these. Other 
instances are well known, where bones, gypsum, &c., being 
spi'ead, produce the abounding growth of white clover. 
The site of a fire is speedily tenanted, in the same way, by 
totally dilfcrent plants from those growing around the spot. 
Liebig alludes to other instances of a similar kind (Organic 
Chemistry, j). 152). After the great lire of Loudon, it 
seems large quantities of the Erysimum lutifolium were ob¬ 
served growing on the spots where a fire had taken place. 
On a similar occasion, the Blilum capUalum presented itself 
at Copenhagen; the Scnecio viscosus in Nassau; and the 
Sjmrtium scopariiim in Languedoc. After the burning of 
the North American pine-forests, poplars grew on the same 
soil—facts just as incomprehensible to the byo-stander as 
fairy-rings are to even the modern husbandman. 

Let Its, then, before wo examine the cause of these ap¬ 
pearances of peculiar i)lants, banish from our minds all 
ch-eams about their spontaneous generation. Let us rest 
assured that the seeds of the plants produced by crea¬ 
tive wisdom have numberless ways assigned to them for 
their dispersion and the lengthened preservation of their 
vitality, which, although we can, perhaps, but partially 
discern, are fully sufficient to render unnecessary any evi¬ 
dence that He who made them has amply provided for their 
dissemination and preservation in the soil. lYhat we do 
see assures us of these things, even in the commonest 
plants around us. For instance, as Professor Walker re¬ 
marked, the ash and the plane have heavy seeds, but they 
are supplied with wings. A gale of wind can carry them 
from their original lofty situation to a considerable distance, 
and they remain on the tree till that gale arrives. The 
seeds of the more humble plants, that they may rise and be 
dispersed, spread their sail to the wind. The thistle spreads 
his beard, and away he travels to fix his residence in remote 
parts. The seeds of plants, once removed to a distance by 
the winds to their appropriate soils, rapidly vegetate. In 
some other cases they are carried by insects, or by other 
causes, deep into the soil, where they preserve their vitality 
for a lengthened period. The modern farmer will remember 
the variety of mummy wheat recently raised from some 
seeds found in an ancient Egyptian tomb, as a well-known 
instance of the vital tenacity in the seeds of plants. AVe 
need not, therefore, trouble ourselves with needless doubts 
as to the dissemination and preservation of seeds. 

Once conveyed to the soil, those seeds are certain to vege¬ 
tate with the greatest rapidity whose inorganic ingredients 
the soil most abounds in, and are copiously fimiished to the 
plant in, the products of the fires to which we have alluded. 
The phosphate of lime, for instance, and the alkalies pro¬ 
duced by the combustion of wood-fire, have thus their sites 
speedily occupied by white clover, and other grasses, in 
which these salts abound. The very same result is obtained 
by the application of the same salts, procured by other 
sources, to the soil. Liebig has noted some of these things. 
“It is not mere accident,” he remarks (Oryanlc Chem., 151), 
“ that only trees of the fir tribe grow on the sandstone and 
limestone of the Carpathian Mountains and the Jura; whilst 
we find on soils of mica, slate, and granite, in Bavaria, &c., 
the finest forests of other trees which cannot be produced 
on the sandy or calcareous soils upon 'which pines thrive. 
It is explained by the fact, that those trees whose leaves 
are renewed annually require for their leaves six or ten 
times more alkalies than the fir-tree or pine ; and hence, 
when they are placed in soils in which alkalies are contained 
in very small q\iantities, they do not attain maturity. AVhen 
we see such trees growing on a sandy or calcareous soil— 
the Red Beech, the Service-tree, and the AA'ild Cherry, for 
example, thriving luxuriantly on limestone—we may be 
assured that alkalies are present in the soil, for they are 
necessary for their existence. Can we, then, regard it as 
remarkable that such trees should thrive in America, on 
those spots on which forests of pine, which have grown and 
collected alkalies for centuries, have been burnt, and to 
which lands the alkalies are thus at once restored? or that 
plants remarkable for the quantity of alkalies contained in 
their ashes should grow with the greatest luxuriance on the 
localities of conflagrations ? It is thus that wheat will not 
grow on a soil which has produced wormwood (a plant 
remarkably abounding in potash, the ‘ salt of wormwood' of 

the old chemists) ; and that wormwood does not thrive 
where wheat has grown, because they are mutually preju¬ 
dicial, by appropriating the alkalies of the soil. 

It has been sometimes noticed by the farmer, that the 
same luxuriant growth of certain plants is produced on the 
site of fires in a field, although the ashes produced are 
carefully removed. This arises, amongst other reasons 
(even supposing that none of the soluble or insoluble 
IJortion of the ashes is allowed to mix with the soil), by the 
charring effect of the fire upon the organic matters of the 
soil on which it rested ; for all soils contain more or less of 
these animal and vegetable substances, and their partial 
combustion produces the same ingredient, such as charcoal, 
salts of lime, alkalies, Ac., as the weeds or other plants 
burnt on the surface of the land. The amount of organic 
matter contained in soils is, in fact, much more considerable 
than is generally understood. Davy found four per cent, in 
the soil from Sheffield Place, in Sussex, and five per cent, 
in the finely-divided matters of a turnip-soil from Holkham 
{Lee., p. 175j. And how deeply these animal and vegetable 
matters are dispersed, is shown by the fact that they are 
found in even the clays obtained from pits by the makers of 
pottery ware. It is upon similar chemical principles that 
Professor AVay has recently given an explanation of the 
origin of fairy-rings, which are caused by the growth and 
gradual spreading from a centre of certain agarics or toad¬ 
stools. The ashes of these, and of the grasses wffiich formed 
the fairy-ring, being examined, -were found to contain per¬ 
cent {Jour., R. A. S., vol. vii., p. 553)— 

Agarics. Grasses. 
Silica. lU.lO 
Lime . 10.47 
Magnesia . . 2.20 .... 2.49 
I’eroxide of ii-on . 2.93 
Phosphoric acid . . 29.42 _ 0.54 
Sulphuric acid. 5.40 
Carbonic acid . . 3.80 _ 12.47 
Potash . 35.23 
Soda . . 3.32 .... — 

Common salt . . 0.41 _ 5.79 

“ On the foregoing airalysis,” observes Mr. AA’ay, “ I think 
we may clearly explain the whole growth of the fairy-ring. 
A fungus is developed on a single spot of ground, sheds its 
seed, and dies. On the spot where it grew it leaves a 
valuable manuring of phosphoric acid and alkalies, some 
magnesia, and a little sulphate of lime. Another fungus 
might undorrbtedly grow on the same spot again ; but upoir 
the death of the first, the ground becomes occupied by a 
vigorous growth of grass, rising like a phoenix on the ashes 
of its predecessor. An e.xperimeirt was nrade of spreading 
some fungi on the grass of the pasture where the rings 
occur. The letters, in the form of which the fungi were 
arranged, were clearly visible a month afterwards. Such 
researches as these, although they may be correctly regarded 
as mere prelimiuaiy steps in our attainment of knowledge, 
are still advances in the right direction to the examination 
of the abounding phenomena w'hich attend the farmer in 
every field and in every path. They all tend to lead him 
on to higher and holier ground—to elevations whence he 
can discern the arrangements and 'wisdom of God, as clearly 
and as gratefully in the white clover springing up by the 
road-side after, perhaps, a gypsy’s fire, or in the dai-k green 
herbage of a fau-y-riug, as in the luxuriant growth of the 
corn, whose seeds are sown by man and fertilized by his 
labours.”—Cutubeet AY. Johnson. 

NOTES ABOUT ANIMALS. 

The Raven.—A neighbour of mine, who is a farmer, and 
a bit of a naturalist, has liad for some years past a pair of 
Ravens, which have regulaily reared their young on a 
retired part of his estate. Alany have been the attempts of 
bird-nesting-boys to secure them, but without success, as 
they are carefully preserved. A year or two since, a relative 
of the farmer’s wishing to have a pair of the young ones, the 
nest was taken, and the young birds placed in a hamper, 
and sent with other articles in a cart twenty-six miles dis¬ 
tant. On arriving at their destination they were put into a 
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hen-coop, which stood in a hack j-ard on tiie iirenhses. On 
the following morning, to the surprise df their now master, 
the old birds wore in attendance and endeavouring to feed 
their young ones ; they continued about the neighbourhood 
witli this object for some days, hut finding their efforts 
fruitless, they at length returned to their old haunts. Tliis 
furnishes anotlicr example of the force of natirral altoction, 
guided by instinct. 

(Juuious Hybrids.—Some time ago, whilst attending an 
■•Agricultural Meeting, hold at AVickham Market, my atten¬ 
tion was called to three singular looking animals in a pen, 
which were a cross between the fallow deer and our common 
sheep. Their heads and legs were those of the deer, with 
linn smooth hair of a rufous, or light reddish-brown colour, 
.and their tails, instead of being of w'ool, were of hair also. 
The man, in whose charge they were, said that the sheep 
and deer grazed together in the same park, and it was to 
this circumst.ance that their origin was owing. The animals 
in question partook much of the doer in their habits, they 
were wild and active, and much of the deer in their appear¬ 
ance, being light and elegant. They w'ero, I think, about a 
year old; and what became of them afterwards I never 
heard. 

Tame Lions.—AVliilst breakfasting one morning, at a | 
boarding-house, in King-street, Cheapside, a gentleman 
who sat next mo, remarked that one of his lions, which ho 
had brought from the Cape of Good Hope, had escaped 
from confinement, and after wandering along a street or 
two, had entered a banking house, and ipiietly placed his 
head upon the counter, to the dismay and confusion of the 
clerks and officials; and it was in this office, on his being 
sent for, tliat he had found him. He .accordingly hastened 
his poeket-handkerchief round the animal’s neck, apologised 
fur the alarm which his unexpected intrusion had occa¬ 
sioned, and led him b.ack to his domicile. Observing some 
incredulity in my looks at this narration, the gentleman 
added, “ If you please you shall walk with me, and see the 
lions.”- So after breakfast we proceeded together to the 
AVhite Bear, in Basinghall-street, which was close by, and 
having ascended a flight of steps to an upper room, he un¬ 
locked the door, and asked me to follow him. I felt unable 
to sust<ain the part of Daniel in the lion’s den, and hesitated. 
“ They ’ll not hurt you,” said he; and forthwith di'ew me 
inside and fastened the door. I stood in company -aith four 
full-grown lions, about fourteen months old, and the size of 
large Newfoundland dogs. Being a stranger, they rpuckly 
surrounded me, and began to exhibit all sorts of playful emo¬ 
tions ; one of them attempted to place his fore-paws on my 
shoulders, another took my arm in his mouth, whilst a third 
smelt at me all round. “ Dont be afraid,” said the gentle¬ 
man ; “ they are only wanting to have a game of fun with 
you.” Thus reassured, I returned their caresses, and we 
soon became the best friends in the world. But lions play 
is no joke. They bounded about, and gr.appled with each 
other upon the floor. I maintained my standing position 
during the melee, but my companion was upset, and found it 
very difficult to rise from the floor with two or three lions 
upon him at once. Their strength was prodigious, and 
their muscular energy, as shown in sport, told a fearful 
lesson of its effects wlien excited by revenge nr prompted by 
hunger. They would seize a glove from the end of a stick 
when held up to the ceiling eight feet high. Their coats 
felt more liko short wool than hair, and became unctions 
through exertion. AVe left, after amu.sing ourselves with 
them for about half an hour. The gentleman told mo that 
he had brought them to this country on siieculation, and 
that they had consumed twenty sheep during the voyage. 
AVhat prices he obtained for them I never learnt; but one 
of the animals, I believe, found its way into some private 
collection, and the remaining throe into our travelling me¬ 
nageries.—S. P., Jiimlnnere. 

HYBRID BETWEEN THE PHEASANT 

AND FOWL. 

“ A perpebuded cross between the pheasant and the fowl 
there never was, nor ever will be.” 

By the unfortunate omission of a single word, I have 
decidedly brought down the vengeance of “ Scrutator’s” pen 

IAIaucii 17. ! 

upon my negligent head. T saw my mistake instantly when 1 
I read the sentence in print, though I considered it would | 
be understood, that a hybrid monstrosity does make its ap- | 
pearance, by rare cbance, in the shape of a cross between the 
fowl and the pheasant, and I thought the sense of my ' 
subject, from wh.at almost immediately followed, would , 
sufficiently unfold and correct my omission, without troubling i 
our Editor again upon the matter. I never could succeed ' 
in breeding a cross of this description; I never saw one,. 
1 went to London, note-book in hand, on purpose to see the 
Metropolitan Poultry Show, and found the meeting put off 
till the following week, and being obliged to return 1 missed 
it, and the liybrid “ Scrutator” mentions into the bargain. 
I have heard tell before of the like nature, and from what 1 
could learn, it was certainly no beauty. 

“ Scrutator” objects to my “talk” agreeably to nature’s 
dictation ; but I really do think ho is wrong when ho says 
the hen renders “«o assistance whatever !" It is certainly 
usual for her to cast the shells from the nest, though 1 
never remember having stated that she interfered mamlibly 
at the parturition of the chick from the shell. I was con¬ 
scious, some twenty years ago, of the “instrument at the end 
of the beak,” and 1 always thought tliat the chick worked 
its deliverance from the shell, in the first instance, with 
this “ instniment; ” or, as “ Scrutator” says, that it “ cuts 
its way out.” 

The “nature’s dictation” that I mean causes the hen to 
sit very close at that time, and from the warmth of lier body 
the chick becomes strong, and is thereby enabled naturally 
to burst from its confinement. If it cannot do so of its own 
accord I would not give much for its chance, that is, for its 
ever growing up to become a first-rate fowl. 

The attendant on “ Mr. Cantelo’s machino” keeps it to a 
proper temperature, turns the eggs, Ac., following “natures 
dictation” as near as may be; and so they did in Egypt 
centuries ago. 

But in my work-a-day article I have drawn my inferences 
from my own practice. 

As to I’heasants—where have I made use of the expn's- 
sion “on or about the lilth day?” If “Scrutator” will 
scrutinise my writing correctly, he will find it expressed 
thus, “ at the expiration of nineteen days,” Ac. Now, surely, 
it is preferable to be on the yni vine at the 2()th, rather than 
remain careless about the matter till the 4!ird or ‘-14th day. 
Also, begging “ Scrutator’s” pardon, I have had eggs hatch 
two days before their usual tune, and that of no later date 
than last spring. AA’ith fresh eggs, and a good sitting hen, 
is it an unusual circumstance ? At any rate, the 2:ird or 
‘44th day is not early for pheasant eggs to hatch under 
proper management. 

I am much obliged to “Scrutator” for pointing out the 
sentence, which was certainly calculated to mislead. It 
will also caution correspondents to beware of the slip, both 
of the mind and the pen, and teach us to endeavour and 
express ourselves properly; for I have no doubt, if the 
truth were known, our Editor has a vast deal of bother 
about some of us on this account.—Upwards and Onwards. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Hokticdltukal and Pomological Association (A Nursery¬ 

man).—This association is not one which interferes with, but will pro- I 

mote your legitimate trade; and in the formation of the association no ' 
such idea as opposition was entertained. For several years a vast number 
of our correspondents have written to us, wishing us to procure florists’ 
flowers, seeds, trees, and plants for them, and complaining that in their 
neighbourhood they cither could not obtain the articles at all, or could 
not depend upon obtaining them of true and genuine quality. It is, 
therefore, to accommodate all such that the association has been formed ; 
and so far from clashing with the interests of the trade, its chief end is 
to obtain from the most respectable and pains-taking of that body such [ 
articles as the members of the association may require, and in which the 
greatest confidence can be placed. All nurserymen and seedsmen who ! 
have anything new or rare which they have to dispose of, will do well to 
forward their lists to the association, that it may be enabled to act as 
agent between them and purchasers, with whom they otherwise would 
not come in contact. There are some men who are so narrow-minded on j 
these subjects, they look with jealousy on every attempt to propound or , 
extend a principle with which they are not themselves personally in¬ 
terested. We even know some old-fashioned nurserymen who were 
foolish enough to make a stand against the establishment of the Horfi- i 
cultural Society, and who maintain that position to the present day; and : 
we have heard others say that the nursery trade has never been what it 
was since that society was instituted. 
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i Injuring Plants by Fumigating (TF. X. lP^).->-\Ve are exceed- 
I ingly sorry that your second smoking should have so injured your green¬ 

house plants; but we are not of your opinion that the disaster was owing 
to the plants having been watered between the two respective nights of 
fumigating, because we have often done so without experiencing such a 
result. We should be more inclined to suppose that the dose of smoke 
was too strong, or too hot, or that some extraneous matter was in the 
tobacco. If the last case is not the real one, we should think shade and 
syringing would bring the plants round. We like to smoke plants when 
their leaves are dry, because when wet many small flics are covered by 
the moisture, and thus escape. 

Grafted Orange Tree looking sickly (A Suhanribei'),—This is 
in a six-inch pot, and a foot high. If the soil is at all unhealthy, turn 
the hall out of the pot, pick away most of the earth without injuring any 
of the frcsli roots, but cutting olf any decayed ones. Put the plant in a 
similar or smaller pot, drain well, and then put it in sandy flbry loam 
and peat, with a little charcoal, and then place it for a month or two in 
your cucumber frame. If you have not got one, defer the process for a 
month, and then, after adopting the treatment we have recommended, 
keep the plant in a warm corner of the greenhouse. 

Pigeons (.*1. G. P.).—To introduce carriers, tumhlers, and nuns into 
a dovecote occupied with common pigeons would be a measure of doubt¬ 
ful prudence. General hostility would be manifested against the new 
comers; and even were this overcome, and they were allowed to breed in 
peace, there would be great hazard at the intermixture of their ]>rngcny 
with the former tenants. Besides which, fancy pigeons would require a 
more generous diet than would pay for the dovecote birds, which incur 
so many risks in seeking their food abroad. Well-bred carriers are wortli 
from ofc'J 10s. to ^2 ; tumblers from 10s. to ^^5 ; and nuns from 12s. to 
.■€\. To buy young l)irds is the safest plan, especially if they come from 
the neighbourhood; but old birds, if confined till they have young, 
seldom evidence any wish to leave their new abode. Witli carriers, as 
might he supposed, there would be the greatest difficulty. Any dealer 
can supply you. 

Egg-eati.ng Hen {Amateur^ Great FamoMf/i).—The remedies you 
have had recourse to in the attempt to cure your hen of her cgg-cating 
propensities arc those most likely to have liecn successful, saving only 
the immersion in cold v- .ter ; the probable effect of which would be 
rather to create disease ti..m do away with a had habit; nor can we advise 
the Scotch snuff. In fact, this habit is rarely overcome; and whatever 
the original cause, few, very few, instances of successful treatment are 
on record.—W. 

Coloured Everlasting Flowers {J. P. K. C.).—The everlasting 
flowers seen in.the .seed-shops in London are a species of Gnnphalium, 
most likely G. marglrtalnceum. They arc dyed, but bv what process or 
mode we cannot ascertain. It is a trade secret. They are dyed in 
France. 

Ranunculus Planting (TEViO-—You need not be alarmed; there is 
time enough to plant your Ranunculuses yet; and as warm weather has 
set in very pleasantly upon us, they will bloom (juite as well as if they 
had l)een ])Ianted a fortnight ago. Auricula and Fuchsia seeds sown now 
will, if well managed, bloom next year. Wc cannot tell why your Ht/a- 
cinths have not bloomed well thU year. If you could see Rlr. Appleby’s 
nowin bloom at Uxbridge, you would say they were splendid—some of 
them have five perfect spikes from one i)ulb. Your’s must have been 
either badly managed, or the bulb.s have been exhausted ones. 

Hyacinths with many Offsets (F. //.).—Hyacinths in glasses are 
I not more liable to produce offsets than tliosc in pots, or in the open 
1 ground; the offsets arc formed between the lower scales the season 
I previously. 

j Turfing Vine-borders {Jhid).—These may be turfed over, but they 
I arc better without such covering, because they sometimes require mulch- 
i ing wifli leaves or littery manure through the winter, which cannot lie 

applied if the borders are turfed; besides, the turf impoverishes the 
border greatly, and, consequently, injures the Vines. If the Vines are 
not forced early, the borders may be turfed with imjmnity. 

Poinsettia pulcherima (A Vountr Pcfcinner).—Your Poinseffiu 
pulrherima has three jioor shoots, and as many leaves. You had better 
let it flower, and cut it down after it has bloomed ; then keep it rather 
dry in the pot: repot it in May, and grow it slowly near the glass till the 
autumn ; it will then bloom better. It is not a proper plant to place 
in your heated bed. 

Hedychium Gardnerianum (Jhid).—This will answer well to plant 
out. The old shoots that have flowered should be cut down annually. 
It requires a short season of rest in winter, which may 1)0 induced by 
withholding water. In the conservatory at Chiswick, there is a fine spe¬ 
cimen planted out in the border which flowers strongly every year. This 
house is not a stove nor a greenhouse, but intermediate between the two. 

Sowing Pelargonium Seed (IF. H. O.).—Tlie reason why Pelar¬ 
gonium seed should be sown in March is, because, if sown as soon as 
gathered, the plants would be so tender that they would perish in the 
winter. Follow up Mr. Appleby’s directions, and your seedlings will 
be safe. 

Summer Duck {R. E.).—This is Querqiiedula sponsa, the American 
Summer-/^'M/, which has bred, we believe, at the Zoological Gardens, 
and is said to be of very domestic habits. 

Arranging Colours in Flower-beds {E. S. F.).—Capital idea, 
.and a practical refutation of the old saying, “That there is nothing new 
under the sun.” Here is a set of flower-beds represented on a page of 
post paper by common wafers, such as they used for letters in olden 
times; eacli wafer is of the colour or tint of the flower of a certain bedding 
plant with which the bed, represented by that wafer, is intended to !)(» 
planted. A few dozens of wafers, in fire, distinct colours, and in a dozen 
of shades, placed almost at random on the corner of the breakfast-table, 
would learn one more real sense about the value of just arrangements in 
flowers, than a honk of the largest size full of descriptions. Shift the 
wafers about till you make a picture to your own niiiul; then fix them 
in their ))laccs, and plant accordingly. Tvvo or three trials, or perhaps 
the first, will satisfy any one with his or her own work, and if so, the 

rest of the world has nothing to do in the matter. Gardening has been 
extended, not curtailed, in our jiages since we enlarged for Poultry 
Bees, and other departments. Surely one with such an excellent contri¬ 
vance for arranging flowers, would not desire that other folks who like 
bees, fowls, and all sorts of rational and innocent pleasure, as well as 
flowers, should not be gratified. 

Planting Beds (Ibid).—You should add some fresh soil to all your 
beds. On an average, all the plants you name should be inserted about 
six inches apart each way, and nine inches would do if you had annuals 
ready to put into the spare places. 

Back Numbers (Ibid).—All the numbers you mention, or rather anp 
of our back numbers, can be obtained at our office. Your bookseller is 
totally wrong in his information. 

Bed of Brdgmansias (L. M. N.),—Such beds as those described in 
TftE Cottage Gardener for .lunc 13, ISTfO, may be made at any time, 
if you can hear of old plants of Brugmansias to he sold. The officers of 
tho. Eorticulfural and Pomofogical Association, if you belong to it, will 
pro]>abIy find them for you. 

Calceolarias in Shades (S. S.).—Trefoil-shaped beds will do well 
for giving three tints of Calceolaria colour, as caclj kind can occupy a lobe, 
or division. Your large bed should be planted with a mixture of three ; 
kinds, as Agerntum for a centre hod ; then a broad ring of Scarlet Gera- ' 

edged with some low white plant. That way it would match the ^ 
otlicr large bed at little cost; but a better arrangement still would be, a | 
centre of the Salmon Gernnhim, then two circles of Compactum Gera¬ 
nium, and two more with Tom Thumb. There are not kinds cnongli yet 
in the market to fill up com])letc shading; and l.asily, if you could hit 
off a real shot-silk bed, it would be best of all for that part, hut many 
good gardeners cannot do that. After all, the safest way will be to use 
your own Commande.r-in-Chief Geranium for a centre, with a broad befit 

! of Jlcliotrope round it, with a row of Collinsia hicolor to fill up the 
outside till the Heliotrope spreads. This Collinsia should be sown round 
the bed about the 10th of April. 

Begonia Seeds (TF. H.).—You misunderstood the import of the 
passage. It is not necessary to have the seed-pot in the dark, only the 
soil in it where the seeds are in ; but when you cover a pot or a dozen of 
them with an old “T/wes,” the ])ots must necessarily be darkened or 
shaded by the paper. It was in addition to this common plan that 
pieces of glass arc to be laid across sccd-pots of most stove seeds that 
are very small, in order to keep the air about them as uniform as 
possible, and damp enough to stimulate vegetation. 

Striking Gloxinia Leaves {Ibid).—The Dahlia leaf might grow 
from the footstalk like the Gloxinia leaf, but if it does no one knows it. 
Try, and be the first to make the discovery yourself, and let us hear all 
about it. 

Garden Plan (A Reginner).—Wc never wTite private letters to 
public correspondents ; if we did, we must keep a private secretary, and 
about twelve or fifteen clerks, with a few assistants occasionally, when 
the clerks were overworked. We are much struck wfith the beauty of 
your terrace, the flower-garden, and, indeed, with all the arrangement 
about the house and grounds; hut we might just lead you wrong, as 
soon as not, by attempting to plant your beds and grounds unless w'e 
were on the spot. We would plant none but standards of hybrid per¬ 
petual Roses along the terraces, and on the flower-garden side we would 
have them in pairs of one sort. As 2 Madame Lafi'ap, 2 Duchess of 
Sutherland, 2 Tiarnn Prevnst, 2, 4, or fl of Geant des BafniHes, 2 Dr. 
Marks, 2 Standard of Marengo, 2, of Austerlits; and at the top of the 
steps, the last 2, we would have in half standards of Mrs. KHint Standard. 
Tlic large circle in the middle plant with the 3 blue Lupines. Without a 
good stock of plants, you must be content this year with annuals of all 
kinds, and sow in April, May, and June, as we often advised, and then 
transplant. 

Stauntonta latifolia (Mrs. R.).—All our readers ought to know 
that wc must not puldicly state where plants, 8:e., are to beliad; but, 
without doing injustice to any one, we may say that we took two plants 
of Stauntonia in a collection of 300 plants, which averaged one shilling 
each, and we think this fine evergreen climber might be sold, in single 
plants, under 2s. 6d. each, if there was a good demand for it, and that 
we think we can vouch for till everybody has it. But recollect the 
flowers are good for nothing. Read Mr. Beaton’s account of it again. 

Hints and Questions (H. C.).— J. Scarlet Geraniums — Tom 
Thumbs. “ These I keep in the winter with less trouble than I observe 
some of your correspondents take. I take them out of the ground, 
thoroughly shake off the soil, hang them up by the heels in a cellar, by 
the dozen, and they are alive and well for the spring. (Two conditions 
arc absolutely requisite for the success of this plan—perfect dryness and 
exemption from frost.) Arc there any other plants that will hear this 
unceremonious treatment? (Not that v/e know of.) 2. Ilpacinths, Pot 
Tulips, and Narcissus. Carbonate of ammonia, dissolved in the water, 
about a dram to the gallon, always improves them. May this manure he 
used indiscriminately for other window plants ? (No doubt of it.) Ver¬ 
benas. Is there any mode of keeping these over the winter ? If I leave 
them out-of-doors, they do not live. If I take them into the house, they 
die. (They must be raised from cuttings annually; old plants taken up 
almost alw’ays die with every one. A few plants kept in pots all the 
summer, to get cuttings from in the spring, is the easiest way.) Mu,st 
they die, and be annually placed? (Certainly.) Poinsettia pulcherrima. 
I cut mine down in December, when the leaves were falling. Should it 
not have been spared, to give the beautiful bracts a chance of apj)earing? 
When may we despair of them ? Are the older or the younger plants the 
likeliest to throw them out? (You cut it four months too soon; the 
place was too cold for it. else it would not cast the leaves in December 
without flowering April is the best time to cut it; and old plants will 
do l)ctter with young beginners, and young plants will be best with old 
gardeners.) Myrtles. I have two that will not flower—what would im¬ 
prove them ? They laek uo attention, and are of the flowering specie.^. 
^ We cannot .say, as you did not state whether they were growing most 
luxuriant, or looking anything hut comfortable.) Is anything known of 
a Cape plant called ? I have plants of it, from seeds, and can 
get no flowers either in stove or greenhouse. (Your Cape plant is 
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Schotia speciosa; a strong shrub, with l)right red pea-flowers ; it comes 
in all collections of Cape seeds, and often takes four or five years to 

i flower it; but once at a flowering age it goes on every year to flower, 
' and it is a bardy greenhouse plant, and dislikes the stove very much.) 

ArMus. All my shrubs flower, but will not mature the fruit. How is 
that ? (The trees are yet too young, or the climate too severe.) Lauris- 
iimtses bud, but are nipped in the first frost. Should this be ? ” (No, 
not in Jlritain.) 

The Poultry-Book (Cochin).—It has been delayed solely on account 
of the coloured plates; its publication will positively begin this month. 
We shall probably republish the Feathers ” in it. Sometimes, but not 
usually, Spanish fowls lay as many eggs as Shanghaes do; neither are 
they such good layers in the winter, but their eggs are much larger. ^ 

I Sudden Death of Shanghaes (G. W. D.).— If fed high they are 
liable to death by appoplexy. Mr. Tegetmeier has shown this in our 
pages, by reporting that he found a ruptured blood-vessel of the brain in 
cases of the sudden death of these fowls. * 

SiiANGiiAE Eggs (J. Y.).—We cannot give you the information you 
seek, but we know where a few from selected Sturgeon and Moody birds 
may be had for 2ns. per dozen, including package. ‘ 

Lucia rosea Geranium (2\ i?.).—The leaves are very much mil- ' 
dewed. It has been kept probably in air too cold and too damp. 

Hybrid betw’een the Pheasant and Fowl.—Mr. J. Patterson, of ^ 
Thame Park Gardens, says: —“ I confidently assert that I have seen five 
mules resulting from a cross between the cock pheasant and the common j 
doniestic fowl, which were reared by my father, gardener at Balluml)ie, 
Forfarshire, N.B., and I dare say many living witnesses can he found in 
that neighbourhood who can testify to these facts. In appearance they 
neither resembled the domestic fowl nor the pheasant, and their call was 
likewise different, it sounded something like Pea, pea, poup. I may 
likewise state that the pheasants hail common hens as foster parents, and 
from them we got the mules, and there was not a common or domestic 
cock within half-a-mile of the hens.” 

Diseased Fish (A Lndi/ Constant Subscriber).—Fish in a pond like 
yours, where the water is seldom changed, will bring disease to the fish 
its inhabitants. The slime upon them is a parasite to which they are 
especially liable in such a situation; w'e know of no remedy but a frequent 
change of water. 

Orcharding (A. C ).—We have received a communication from a 
correspondent signing himself A. C'., Chelmsford, remonstrating with us 
on the statements we made in our papers on orcharding, respecting the 
prices of Apples in 1850, and our general remarks as to the profitableness 
of orchards as a branch of rural economy. He says—“ In 1850, you 
state the price at Covent Garden was .Ss. 6d., and in that year I was a 
grower, but I find, on reference to my books, that I did not realise an 
average price of 2s., f^^r which the expense of gathering should also be 
deducted.” Now, it is impossible for us to say what price growers have 
returned to them by their salesmen, and what drawbacks there niay be 
on the sales. All our data, as regards remuneration, are taken from the 
statements of the growers themselves, and the averages we quoted arc 
from the published returns of each year, which show the weekly prices 
realised in the markets. From these returns we find that the average 
from August, 1850, to August, 1851, was 5s. fid.; but, taking kitchen and 
dessert Apples together, it was 6s. -l^d. In the evidence taken before the 
committee of the House of Commons, we find a grower stating that the 

i average price of 4s. in the London markets, including the cost of pro¬ 
duction, would remunerate him. If, then, 4s. be a remunerating price, 
and the average price in the market is 5s. fid., it is clear the grower is 
realising a profit even in the face of an importation of 467,6ii9 bushels of 
foreign fruit. We cannot, of course, account for the low average of 
2s. which our correspondent had returned to him; hut, for his satisfac¬ 
tion, we can state, that from the beginning of August to the beginning 
of November, in that year, the prices were from Is. fid. to 8s. ; from 
November to January, Ss. fid. to 8s.; and from January to May, 5s. to 
lOs. It may be that he pushed his produce to a bad market when the 
supplies were great, and the prices in consequence low ; but these are 
matters we cannot speculate upon. All we can do is to deal with facts, 
and upon such facts we base our arguments. But, apart from such facts 
and figures, we have other evidence that the orchardists have been agree¬ 
ably disappointed by the removal of the duty ; for we know one who was 
a witness before the committee, and who declared he had already dis- 
jdanted eight or ten acres in anticipation of the removal, but has within 
these seven or eight years replanted between 2000 and 3000 trees. The 
prices which are quoted weekly are those at which dealers are supplied, 
and have nothing to do with consumers.—H. 

Pomological and Horticultural Association (TF. H. 0.).— 
This association will obtain florists* flowers, or anything else connected 
with gardening that you may require. 

Capt. Hornby’s Spanish Fowls,—“Mr. Timothy hlason writes to 
me, to complain of my letter in The Cottage Gardener, which he 

1 says is likely to damage his character for truth in the poultry world, \ 
[ and to injure him. He rests his vindication for the statement, ‘that 
I Mr. Poole was the breeder of Captain Hornby’s best birds,’ on two 

points, on both of w’hich, however, he has been misled. 1st. That I 
] possess a cock bred by Mr. Poole, which has won forme all my prizes; 
i which took the first prize at the Metropolitan, and is the father of my 
j best chickens. 2ndly. That I possess a hen which I bought from Mr. 
I Gilbert, ‘ as an imported hen,’ but which (he says) was bred by Mr. 
I Poole. As regards the cock, my reply is, that I never showed him, 

except once (at Birmingham). That I never bred from him. That he 
was not at the Ikletropolitan, and that the bird died after Birmingham. 
For the truth of this I pledge my word. As regards the hen—I bought 
her from Mr. Gilbert as ‘an imported hen ;’ and that gentleman, in a 
letter this morning, assures me that such is the case, and that she was 
not bred by Mr. Poole. I should be very sorry to injure Mr. Mason, 

; who has been misled; but I really believe not wilfully so. He seems 
I to have mistaken the cock I showed at the Metropolitan for l^Ir. Poole’s, 

and to have mixed up my hen with some other, which Mr. Gilbert may 
have purchased from Mr. Poole, the excellence of whose Spanish fowls 
I readily acknowledge. My statement was, ‘that I have not in my 

yard one of Mr. Poole’s breed,’ which I believe to be strictly true. I 
could not allow an assertion, ‘ that Mr. Poole w'as the breeder of my best i 
birds,’ to remain uncontradicted ; but in justice to Timothy Mason, I 
wUh to state my impression, that he has not wilfully been mistaken.— j 

Windham Hornby.” | 

Various Queries (C. W. F.).—Apply to Messrs. Rendle, Union- | 
road Nursery, Plymouth; Hamilton's Treatise, too, from Mr. Hamilton, ‘ 
by post: address to him at Bank Hall, near Stockport. “ Is there any i 
other work on heating houses, pits, &c. ?” McIntosh’s “ Book on the : 
Garden ” enters largely into the subject; there are some others, but such 
has been the frequency of the changes in these things that it is well to 
consult later publications. We are ignorant ao to how “the trade” 
stands with regard to the Cayenne Pine; we have seen none advertised. 
It is not yet to be aflirmed that the Hamiltonian system “ answers only 
for the Black Jamaica;” this kind has been well-proved, and some of t 
the best Queens—so says Hamilton. The Jamaica is a Pine possessing 
peculiar hahits; what otlier kinds may be brought to suit is not 
thoroughly concluded. ' 

Camellia-flowering and Balsams (Sz/bscriber, Reading).—Sec an ; 
article last week. To have the individual flowers fine, the flower-buds 
will require thinning, in addition to the treatment necessary to keep the 
plants stubby and healthy. 

Alpinia nut.vns not Flow’ering (A Yoimg Gardener).—This should 
have plenty of room either in a tub or border; be grown in rich soil, in 
which loam forms a constituent part; and have, during the first periods 
of its growth, a high temperature, not below 70°, and from 80® to yo® 
with sun, and an atmosphere at saturation point, with full exposure to 
light, and more air as the stems approach maturity. Where room arid 
other essentials can be given this plant is well worth the necessary 
labour. 

Dressing Vines (Ibid).—By taking bark off Vines, and dressing 
their stems with a mixture of soft-soap, sulphur, and tobacco-water, you 

j have done right. 'Phe loose bark of Vines is better removed, but the 
firm and inner bark should not be touched. Tlie loose matter only har¬ 
bours insects. We think your mixture will answer, provided you put it 
on cold, and you did not have too much soft-soap. The boiling of such 
mixtures often greatly incre.ases their strength : witness the mode of 
boiling sulphur and lime together, as detailed ust year in these pages. 
We arc a little shy of using many mixtures, from liaving seen, ten years 
ago, a range of houses, Vines and Peaches, almost entirely destroyed; 
and, from the gardener’s account, there was litrle difference in the mix- 

. ture from yours, with the exception of having nux vomica and black 
sulphur. We never saw such a sight before, though we have been used 
to dressings for many years. We have, however, long preferred simple 
matters, sulphur and clay. The thickness of paint, or even clay itself, 

; is just as good as any other,—the object being to imprison all eggs ot 
ins:;cts, and thus destroy their vitality. 

! Vines still Unpruned (E)Hmu).—Prune without delay. If you 
have given greenhouse treatment they will not yet be started. If pruned 
to a spur before, do the same again ; if on no particular system, have 
plenty of young shoots, with the most prominent buds for a crop, and 
during summer arrange for a future systematic course. You will find 

I previous instructions to suit you, but, us you are your own man, if you 
I give us another list of queries we shall give all minutia2. 

Lemon Trees (Ibid).—You say the leaves are shrivelled and drooping, 
' and the roots in rotten tubs. Get fresh tubs, or pots, and after removing 
' a portion ot the old soil, and securing good drainage, pack the roots 

firmly in fibry sandy loam. If you could give them a little dung heat 
they would thank you for it; if not. keep the plants in the warmest 
part of the greenhouse ; use tepid water, ^^ith a sponge or syringe over 
the stems frequently ; and do not water much at the roots until you see 
fresh growth taking place. Then you may cover the surface of the soil | 
with a mulching of rotten dung. 

Cactus showing Bloom (Ibid).—Syringe the stems frequently first, 
before you saturate the roots. You will hardly have enough of heat yet 
to open the flowers nicelv, and. therefore, it would be advisable not to 
soak the soil until the middle of April, at least. Do not let it, however, 
be dust dry. 

Striking Roots of Sw'eet Pea (/^irf).—You say you have done this 
under a hand-light, on the dunghill. Glad you have succeeded—a vast ! 
store of pleasure is before you. We suspect, however, that your Pea was I 
a perennial, or everlasting one. No greater error exists than the ima¬ 
gining that nothing can be done by very simplicities. \ 

Hen Laying Soft F.gg% (Chickeii-hearted).—As she is well supplied 
with calcareous matter, it is probable that she is too fat, and is suffering ; 
from an inflamed state of the egg-passage. Feed her less, give her green ' 
food, and one grain of calomel formed into a pill, with one-twelfth of a 
grain of tartar emetic ; repeat this dose at the end of the second day. 

Rabbits (T. K. A.).—We shall be glad to have some communications 
relative to their management, and hoped before now to have arranged 
with some competent person to detail the results of his own experience. 
Can any of our readers say where setting-boards for setting Moths and 
Butterflies can be purchased? Why not make them of flat pieces of 
cork, which you can buy of any currier? ' 

Covers for The Cottage Gardener (P. P-, Penge).—You 
may obtain covers for any of the back volumes by applying to our oftice ; 
or you may send the numbers there to be bound. Pitmaslon is in 
Worcestershire. 

Draining (A'.).—It is quite impossible to state the charge for drain¬ 
ing four or five acres of land, so much depends upon soil, situation, 
depth of drains, &c. 

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of 

Christ Church, City of London.—March 17th> 1853. 
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MARCH 24—30, 1853. 

Weather near London in 1852. 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon's 

Age. 
Clock 

bf. Sun. 
Day of 
Year. 

24 Th Afzelian ; thick woods. 29.887 — 29.801 48—31 E. i — 55 a. 5 17 a. 6 6 4 15 6 23 83 
25 F I-iADY Day. Good Friday. 30.094 — 29.941 44—31 N.E. — 53 19 rises. (5) 6 5 84 

26 S Marbled single dot; furze. '29.807 —29.766,47—27 W.E.i — 51 21 Sail 17 5 40 85 
27 Sun Easter Sunday. 29.063 — 29.616, 50—25 W. 1 — 49 23 9 38 18 5 28 86 
28 M Easter Monday. 29.632 — 29.615 63—27 N.E. — 40 24 11 5 19 5 9 87 
29 To Easter Tuesday. 29.53s — 29.271 06—28 E. ' 10 44 26 20 4 50 88 
30 \V March Dagger; trees. 29.378 — 29.200 64—25 S.W. 02 42 27 0 29 21 4 32 89 

AIetborology of the Week. At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 52.5'>, and 33.8“respectively. The greatest heat, 75“, occurred on the 27th in 1830 j and the lowest cold, 14“ on the 23th 
m 1850. During the period II7 days were fine, and on 65 rain fell. 

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. 

i^Conlinued from paye 1.33.) 

POPPyWOBTS.—PAPAVEKACE2E. 

CHEIJDONIUir.—CELANDINE. 

Genf-bic Cii.abacteb.—Calyx below the germ, of two 
roundish egg-shaped, concave, acute, deciduous leaves. 
Petals four, equal, roundish, flat, spreading, narrowest at tlie 
base. Stamens numerous, about tliirty, filaments widening 
upwards, shorter than the corolla. Anthers vertical, erect, 
compressed, blunt, of two lobes. Germen cylindrical, the 
lengtli of the stamens. Style none. Stiyma small, blunt, 
cloven. Pod somewhat cylindrical, of one-cell, and two-un¬ 
dulated, deciduous valves. Seeds numerous, nearly oval, 
dotted, polished, with a pale, compressed, notched crest 
along the upper edge ; disposed in two rows, on short stalks, 
along a linear, permanent, marginal receptacle, at each side, 
between the edges of the valves. 

Chf.lidoniuji majus : Common or Great Celandine; 
Swallow-wort; Tetter-wort. 

Description. — It is a perennial. Bool spindle shaped- 
Stem two feet high, branched, swelled at the joints, leafy, 
round, slightly hairy. Bndical-leaves in a tuft; stem-leaves 
alternate, one to each branch. All the leaves smooth, very 
deeply wing-cleft, rather than pinnate; their lobes two or 

three pair, with a larger terminal one, all rounded, bluntly i 

lobed and notched; the lateral ones sometimes widened at | 
their lower margin, near the base, almost as if eared ; their 
colour a deep shining green. Flowers bright yellow, in i 
umbels on long, often hairy, stalks. Petals oval, and ! 
smooth-edged. Calyx tawny, often hairy, deciduous. Seeds 
black and shining, each with a whitish deciduous crest. 

Time of jl.ince.riny.—April to July. 
Places where found.—Beneath hedges, and in thickets, 

especially on chalky soils, and, as Gerard says—“ in the i 
shade, rather than in the sun." 

History.—The Chetidoniums belong to the Bolyandria 
Monogynia Class and Order of the Linnsean system. The 
name. Celandine, is derived from the Greek Itelidon, a 
swallow, “ not, says Gerard, because it first springeth 
at the coming in of the swallows, or dieth when they go i 
away, for it may be found all tbo year, but because some 
hold opinion that with this herb the dams restore .sight 
to their young ones when their eyes be out; which things 
are vain and false.” Wo think it not improbable that the 
name was applied from its first hloominy about the time 
of the swallows return. 

The juice of every part of this plant is yellow, and very 
acrimonious. It removes tetters and ringworms. Diluted with 
milk it consumes white opake spots upon the eyes. It de¬ 
stroys warts, and cures the psora (itch). There is no doubt 
that a medicine of such activity may be converted to more 
important purposes. Salisbury assures us that it is an ex¬ 
cellent remedy in jaundice, and other obstructions of the 
viscera ; and, if taken with perseverence, will greatly relieve 
the scurvy. It should be used fresh, as it loses part of its 
virtue in drying.—In Cochin-China the roots are esteemed 
for various medicinal purposes. A double-flowered viulety 
is sometimes admitted into gardens. 

It gives a yellow dj'e to cotton, and is applied beneficially 
to ulcers in horses. The benefits derived from its juice are 
partly attributable to its acrid principle, and partly to the 
sulphur which it contains. 

CiiELiDONiuji BACiNi-vruJi: Jagged Celandine. 
This differs from the preceding in having its leaves cut 

into narrow, jagged, acute lobes, and in having its petals 
saw-edged or cut. Johnson gave a drawing and description 
of it in his edition of Gerard’s Herbal, as long ago as 1030, 
but it had been previously noticed by Clusius and Bauhine. 
Brofossor John Martyn found it at Wimbledon, and Miller 
had previously found it there, and ascertained that it re¬ 
produced itself from seeds. {Smith. Martyn. Witheriny. I 
Gerard.) 

j We como now to that most important consideration— 

tho general decoration of the grounds by trees and 

shrubs, creating tliat diversity of appearance which is 

at once destructive of baldness and productive of va¬ 

riety : without the latter it is vain to think of producing 

a lasting effect. 

We confess, at the outset, that it is not easy to lay 

down rules for tho disposition of trees and shrubs, 

whether for ornament or for mere shelter;—such rules 

might speedily lead to mannerism, which should at 

all times be avoided, Certain principles, however, may 

be offered, by which to guide the uninformed; but even j 

these must subserve—not overrule — tho general im- I 

pression sought to he created, and ho modified loss or 

more by local circumstances. 

Planting, for the present purpose, may he classed 

under five heads; and as our remarks are not in¬ 

tended to refer so much to the park as the pleasure 

ground, we shall dwell chiefly on Shrubberies, Shrub- 

masses, Shelter, Seclusion, and Boundaries : these ai’e 

the chief subjects, hut they may compel us, in our 

course, to diverge occasionally. 

No. CCXXXIV., VoL. IX. 
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One of the first principles to carry out in a new jilace 

is Privacy or Seclusion; without this being secured, in 

a tolerable degree, the highest embellishments cannot 

long prove satisfactory. Public promenades are another 

thing; there people go to see, and to be seen, for a 

short period. Of course, with the suburban villa privacy 

I is doubly important. As to country seats, their extent, 

and isolated character, by liberal planting, will almost, 

without extra pains, have this point secured to them. 

In laying out suburban grounds, therefore, the designer 

takes special care to examine well his boundary, in 

order to ascertain the bearing of unpleasant objects, 

and the direction of objects of interest wbich may be 

“brought in,” or appropriated, as our landscape men 

have termed it. If, for temporary purposes of shelter^ 

&c., the latter portions must be planted out, it should be 

with such ordinary or unimportant trees or shrubs as 

may, in a few years, be reduced in height, or cut clear 

away without regret. Our modern villas are, in the 

main, judiciously jdacod on elevations; and this is a 

ha2jpy circumstance for the planter, as be can occa¬ 

sionally call in views or vistas without causing leanness 

or exposure in the boundary—the planting, in such 

cases, being composed chiefly of low evergreens which 

will bear the knife. 
We would hero protest against what are termed belts 

of planting. Some planters seem to have but one idea 

on this head, by which a most disagreeable mannerism 

prevails; the perambulator of such grounds generally 

feels some desire to know what the character of the 

country may bo beyond this impenetrable screen ; but 

this is resolutely denied him. The walks, in such situ¬ 

ations, will frequently be found damp and ill-favoured 1 

whilst the verges of grass, if there be any, will become 

lank, weak, and of a poverty-stricken ajipoarance, for 

want of a proper circulation of air. Why men should 

fancy that boiindary planting should be of a continuous 

cbaracter, we are at a loss to imagine ; but they will tell 

you it is a “ shrubbery,” and that they think a sufliciont 

answer. Wo, however, do not find those long shrub- 

berries in the works of our best painters. As for belts 

of mere trees of deciduous cbaracter, they are even 

worse still; for where a place is severely limited on that 

side, such belts at once proclaim the severity of the 

limits to every stranger the moment he casts his eyes 

on them. These, when they have been simultaneously 

planted, in ago acquire the character, at a distance, of 

a row of gigantic pea-stakes, not only totally devoid of 

interest, but really oppressive to every cidtivated eye. 

In all these things it becomes the planter to make 

himsell quite “ at home” as to the individual character 

of the grounds, and the adjacent country or neighbour¬ 

hood, before he ventures to decide on his shrub masses 

or trees; keeping, of course, ever in view the mansion or 

house, with the impress sought to be given to the whole 

composition. 

Here we must direct attention, for a moment, to a 

principle of importance in all grounds, but doubly so 

when severely limited. 'J'his is what painters and land¬ 

scape gardeners term intricacy of outline. This applies 

to both the sky and the gi’ound lines, and is charac¬ 

terised by ever-varying curves, deep indentations, and 

even by abrupt breaks, leading the eye of the spe(!tator 

occasionally into recesses, the precise termination of 

which cannot at once be ascertained. The ajqdication 

of this principle to the general character of shrub-masses, 

plantations, &c., requires a mind well skilled in lines [ 

and forms. It is for the purpose of bringing this prin- ! 

ciple fully into play that we advised bold curves, some- i 

times even abruj)t, in walks, in our preceding article on | 

that i)ortion of the subject; for the style of planting will, ' 

of necessity, be ruled, in some degree, by the direction | 

and style of the walks. We have met with some jiersons i 

in our time, high up in the art, who have affected totally [ 

to despise the character of walks. This, we think, ought 

not to be; and the only thing that can justify them is 

the fact, that common-place ground-workmen, mere line- 

and-rule men, lay too much stress on walks. Be that 

as it may, wo return to the point—intricacy of outline; 

and advise that the designer stake out his marginal 

planting with spirit. i 
It is of immense importance, in hundreds of cases, to 

conceal or break tbe limits of a gai'den ; and as the prin¬ 

ciple of seclusion necessarily involves the use of hard 

lines, as fences or continuous planting, every skilful ap¬ 

pliance of the planner should bo l)rought into play; and j 
here planting stands pre-eminent. In order to get rid of 

dead lines where a tame level ju'cvails, recourse may be 

had to mounds or raised surfaces, jirovidcd such can be 

reconciled with the character of the interior plot, and 

the features beyond, if scon. Undulating surfaces of 

this character will bo incomplete without I'urnituro; and 

here again the judicious planter’s services are required. 

In low breaks wo have seen low ivy fences )>roducc a 

useful effect, and bebind, or about the elevated ])arts, 

trees of rapid growth and spiry forms may bo made to 

arise; thus marking a bold sky, and producing a bold 

ground outline, wbich, conjointly, will serve to draw the 

eye from minor defects. 

It must hero be advised, that in all grounds of a 

“dress” character, evergreens constitute the mn,jorily, 

perhaps, in tlio proportion of three to one. If this be 

correct as to larger grounds, how much more iinjiorlant 

in the grounds of the villa; or, indeed, any grounds 

bounded by the hard, dry, and cutting linos of walls, ; 

buildings, and the other unbearables of suburban re- J 

sidences. It will be necessary, in ciirrying one priiunpal ' 

perambulating walk round the exterior of the grounds, 

to approach, at intervals, very near the boundary line, < 

and this of necessity, not of choice; of course, tlie j 

skilful designer will take caro to make his nearest 

approaches where the best exterior features present ; 

themselves, if any must bo called in; indeed, it will 

occasionally be advisable to do so, when they are 

unobjectionable, and subserve tbe interior composition. 

In sucb situations low walls may be used ; perhaps the 

basement made massive wilh extra stones, bricks, iVc.; 

and here such things as Irish Ivy, l^eriwinkle. Ever¬ 

green Berberries, or even masses of the Bhododendron, , 

kej)! low by pegging down, may bo planted thickly, j 
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The style of doing this, however, and the cliaracters of 

tlie planting, should ho ruled, in some degree, by the 

exterior scenery; they should partake somewhat of its 

style, if possible, in order to sustain unity of expression 

and continuity. By such means the harshness of mere 

wall levels may bo much softened, and, where it is 

necessary to take up the usual fencing, the point of 

junction may bo totally concealed by planting. 

In carrying this principal or exterior walk around the 

villa grounds with much freedom of outline, for tho sake 

of intricacy, it will bo necessary occasionally to take 

some liberty with tho interior area; care must be here 

taken, however, that such bold curves do not trespass 

on those portions of tho grounds which are, or ought to 

have been, appropriated to special objects; above all, not 

to break in on the breadth of tho lawns, which are one 

of the most important features to all country residences, 

and of which we shall say more in the proper place. 

Amidst all these arrangements, one material thing 

must bo thought of, and that is Sheltee : without a 

degree of this many places can never be rendered com¬ 

fortable. It not unfrequently happens, that by a 

.judicious arrangement of the materials for shelter, the 

other purposes before alluded to may be assisted. This 

must be well borne in mind by the designer from tho 

first. He will remember, that tho planting of trees and 

shrubs for this purpose, will, at least, affect ultimately 

his sky outline. 

Another portion of tho subject may be referred to 

here, as bearing on tho planter’s department, and that 

is, the reconciling awkward levels by planting. We do 

not wish it to be inferred that we advise the destruction 

of natural undulations in grounds; far from it; we 

would do all that could be done generally to preserve 

them, and to heighten their beauties. It sometimes 

occurs, however, that undignified patches of ground 

come to hand, which can by no means add to the 

beauties of the place, hut rather detract from it; such 

spots may be made extremely useful, if well planted; 

elevation may bo gained, and ill-advised labour in 

removal spared. 

It may here bo observed, that as our space is limited 

in regard of tins subject, we have endeavoured so to 

generalise our remarks as to make them applicable to 

the grounds of most ordinary country residences of 

moderate size. The treatment of Parks, as to planting 

matters, is a different affair, and must be handled sepa¬ 

rately. The ingenious reader will be able to see what 

part of tho observations apply to the suburban vilia: 

most of the remarks on matters pertaining to some 

limitation of space, applying to such gardens, bounded, 

as many of them are, by walls and buildings. 

In the next we will follow up the subject by remarks 

on interior ornamental planting. E. 

“ The msinuations of ‘ Q-in-the-Corner,’ reflected very 

seriously on the chai’acter of those to whom he alluded, 

and not unreasonably, as .1 think, do they feel them¬ 

selves aggrieved.” 
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So writes to us a friend, and if this bo so—if any 

gentleman feels himself aggrieved by those insinuations, 

most unreservedly, and most heartily do we express our 

regret that any such pain and annoyance should have 

been caused. But whilst wo thus express our regret, 

let us add, that if tho parties whoso evidence we heard 

had not failed in sustaining their allegations, both 

“ Q ” and ourselves must have been fully justified in 

standing forward as accusers. 

Those who gave that erroneous evidence wo might 

fairly proclaim; but, as we would rather err by avoid¬ 

ing oven the appearance of betraying confidence, their 

names must bo withheld. 

Before finally taking leave of this subject we must 

add, that we spoke—as wo must always speak—in con¬ 

demnation of what, at tho time, wo considered as proved 

evil; and in being deceived by witnesses, we incurred 

no greater failure than has befallen judges in tho courts 

above. 

Many of our readers being cultivators of their own 

glebes, and others holding a few acres of arable or 

pasture land, with the necessary accompaniments of 

cows, sheep, and pigs, wo have tliought it desirable that 

they shoidd benefit by tho knowledge of some practical 

farmer. Such a coadjutor wo have found in Mr. Joseph 

Blundell, a Hampshire agriculturist, and we publish 

to-day his very seasonable notes upon sowing Spring 

Wheat. If any of oiu- farming readers require infoi-- 

mation upon any point, either new to them, or which 

may have j^assed from their memories, they may now 

transmit their queries to us with a full confidence that 

tho replies will bo trustworthy, whether those queries 

relate to their crops, or to tho treatment of animals, 

either in health or disease. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

There has been no superabundance of garden pro¬ 

duce during tho past week; and although the weather 

has been milder, and more spring-like than hitherto, 

the check which everything received by tho late frosts 

has kept the market free from anything like an abun¬ 

dant supply. There is not, however, any scarcity, 

except in the way of fruit. All other articles are to he 

had at reasonable prices. 

In Veoet.^bles there have been some novelties, such 

as forced Early Horn Carrots, of pretty good quality. 

A few Turnip and Early Frame Radishes, tho former 

being like small cloves of garlic, or tiny pickling onions. 

In tho usual way, we had a good supply of Savoys, at 

from Is. to 2s. per dozen. Greens, 4s. to Os. per dozen 

bunches. Brocoli, 2s. to 3s. per dozen. Brussels 

Sjirouts, 2s. to 3s. per half-sieve. Turnips, 3s. to 4s. 

per dozen bunches. Carrots, Os. to 8s. per dozen 

bunches. Celery, 9d. to Is. Od. per bundle. Onions, 4s. 

to 5s. per basket. As^mragus, 5s. to 8s. per bundle. 

Sea-Kale, 23. 6d. per basket. Rhubarb, Is. Od. per 

bundle. 

As we have said, Fruit of all kinds is very scarce. 

THE COTTAGE GARDENER. 
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Apples make from 10s. to 14s. a bushel, for dessert 

kinds, and Us. to 10s. for kitchen. 

Elowers are very abundant, and consist of Camellias, 

Cinerarias, Primulas, Oeraniums, Cytisas racemosus. 

Tulips, Lily of the Valley (forced). Heaths, Epacrises, 

and Hyacinths.—H. 

GOSSIP. 

The general opinion among the practical planters who 

witnessed the experiments with Mr. McGlashen’s lifting- 

machines in the garden of the Horticultural Society was, 

that this mode of transplanting is less safe and effectual 

than any of the schemes which have been approved of 

for the last few years. It is less safe, because the lest 

parts of the roots are sacrificed by it—the lateral ones 

being necessarily cut through in driving down the 

spades, and the under roots are torn up by violence or 

main force. It is less effectual, because there is no 

provision, except round the sides, for maintaining the 

ball of earth from crumbling down. 

“The object of the inventor of this apparatus,” as 

we are told by a non-practical contemporary, “ was to 

lift plants from three feet to sixty feet high without 

disturbing their roots.” The working of the machine 

is, therefore, in direct opposition to the “ object of the 

inventor.” “ The inventor,” says the same contem¬ 

porary, “ desired to test his power as severely as 

possible;” and in that he succeeded, to the satisfaction 

of all who had seen it and any of the severe schemes 

hitherto applied to the moving of large plants. 

“ The advantages of the apparatus,” we are also 

seriously told, “ consists in its lifting a tree and keeping 

it upright while being transj^lanted, instead of being 

broken and bruised by being thrown on its side, as is 

invariably the case in all other modes of transplantiny! ” 

The italics are our own, to mark our surprise at so 

much ignorance on the part of the writer of the com¬ 

monest operations of the day by practical ])lanters. 

Hoes Paxton thus throw down large trees for removal ? 

Do Beaton, or Barron, “invariably” break and bruise 

all or any of the large trees under their operations? 

Certainly not. And bow did Mr. Scobie, Lord Holland’s 

gardener, remove a “ largo Weeping Ash ” lately, with a 

ball of from seven to eight tons ? Why, “ in the upright 

position;” and “now the tree is making shoots as vigo¬ 

rously as if it had never been transplanted.” It was not 

torn out of the ground with main force, neither was it 

, thrown down on one side. It was tunnelled under the 

roots, and a truck, on rollers, was pushed into the tunnel, 

j On this truck it was carried upright after the roots were 

I released all round—a proceeding now very commonly 

resorted to since the system was explained by Mr. 

, Beaton in these columns. kir. Barron’s planting- 

I carriage differs little from that invented by kir. kic 

Glashen; but klr. Barron disengages the roots before 

he applies the machine ; and those who prefer the 

Scotch machine must do the like, before they can 

I calculate on the safety of the operations on any tree 

that is more likely to suffer from extreme violence than 

a common Poplar. 
As wo arc interested in all the practical questions 

about planting, and wish to see the successful working ; 

of klr. klcGlashen’s new machine, we shall here en- j 

deavour to point out the conditions under which it is at 

all safe to appily it for any useful puiqiose. In the first 

place, we deprecate and protest against any scheme by 

which the roots of a tree are to be torn asunder by 

force, or cut through the middle by blunt instruments. 

Therefore, we would not introduce the “ spades ” until 

we had the sides of the ball cleared out with spade, 

pick, and fork, in the usual manner; following out, and 

retaining all the roots wdiich spread laterally. At this 

point, klr. klcGlashen’s sjrades, or, as we would now 

call them, gripers, are the best contrivance for that 

jHii’imse that has yet been brought before public notice, 

inasmuch as that they now fill up a want, which Mr. 

Barron—but more cumbrously — provides for, and 

which Mr. Beaton has not thought of supplying, if he 

even thought it necessary; and we should say that, 

suppiosing “ his truck on rollers” to carry seven to 

eight tons of ball, and that that quantity of earth was 

suflicient for the largest tree, we cannot see how he 

could carry a very large tree, or a top-heavy one, without 

some mechanical contrivance for holding the tree on 

the perpendicular, and for holding the ball together, 

both of which this new scheme with spades, extension 

rod, and collar, is eminently suited for effecting, and, as 

we have just said, better than anything that has been 

thouglit of previously. The roots being freed in the 

old way, the ball reduced to what size the planter 

deemed suflicient for a given tree, then squared and 

reduced at the bottom, and it is in the right condition 

for the hold of the gripers; these should then be placed 

the same way as at present, only not so close together, 

where a strong root runs out beyond their sphere. 

’Then applying the extension rod, the gripers would take 

hold as effectually as at jnesent, without such a maiming 

of roots or fibres. 'The ball being thus firmly grasped 

all round, the next operation would bo to release the 

tap roots, if any, by reducing the bottom of the ball 

with a pick, and by going deeper, or not, accordingly as 

the presence or absence of bottom-roots suggested. 

After this, the necessary force for lifting and carrying is 

all the strength that need be api)lied; and if either the 

soil was loose, or the bottom of the ball was in any 

danger of crumbling away, a “ false bottom ” coidd 

easily be secured by fastening the four eorners to the 

sides of the corner spades, after the manner of hook 

and eye. 
Wo have heard it suggested, that the lower ends of 

the spades should be turned inwards, to tlie extent of 

nine or ten inches, and when this projection was driven 

in under the ball, all round, there would be little need 

for any more security for the safety ol'the ball. Hence, 

the only improvement gained by this machine is the 

more efficient security for lifting and carrying the ball. 

As to forcing a plant out of the ground by actual ) 

pulling—a cabbage-plant would suffer by it. | 
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It is rather a startling fact, that wliat appears to ho 

one of our best late Orapes is nowhere mentioned in 

any w'ork upon their culture, ilr. Errington writes to 

us as follows upon the subject;— 

“ On reading the accounts of its merits, a short time 
since, I was struck with the idea that the Trehiana Grape, 
of which I was ignorant at the moment, w'as a grape which 
ought to be more generally known; and I consequently 
determined to make inquiries concerning it. It so liappens 
that I have fallen into excellent hands—no less than our 
worthy old friend Donald Beaton, and Mr. Tillery, head- 
gardener to the Duke of Portland, at Welbeck, a place 
noted for vines ever since the days of Speedily. I feel 
perfectly assured that tlie readers of this work will he 
pleased with extracts from tlie originals, and which, I think, 
1 liave permission to make. 

“ Mr. Beaton : ‘ The Trebiana Grape is an Italian variety, 
which was introduced to England about twenty-six or twenty- 
seven years since by the late Earl Powis. I first saw it at 
IValcot, in fruit, in 18d0. 'When Mr. Forbes was gardener 
there, he said it was the best /cecpiiit/ grape they had. Of 
all the plain-flavoured white sorts this 'Trebiana'wns tlie best 
keeper, the yo/cay the next best; and as the Tokay is well 
known, and the other little known, it may suffice to observe 
that both are about on a par as to growth, strength, crop, 
and period of ripening, flesh, and flavour ; hut the berry of 
the Trehiana is not so long as that of the Tokay, nor so 
creamy-looking after Christmas. In the same house, the 
Trehiana would not shrivel so soon as the Muscat, and both 
lasted longer than the Tokay; but neither the Tokay nor 
Trehiana came to table so early in the autumn as the old 
Muscat. You may recommend it, with the greatest confi¬ 
dence, as the next best white Grape to the Muscat of 
Alr.cnndria.' 

“ IMr. Tillery says—‘ I have great pleasure in giving you a 
description of the Trehiana Grape grown here. It was 
imported from Portugal, some years back, along with other 
varieties. It is, apparently, a seedhng between the Muscat 
and the White Portuyal Grape of commerce. Forms a fine 

i shouldered bunch—colour, a beautiful pearly tint, like a 
j well-ripened Muscat, and has the merit of keeping un- 
; shrivelled rrntil the end of February, or even Marcli, if well 
- ripened. I know of no white grape so fit a companion to 
i the West's St. Peter's for the last crop.’ 
j “ Little comment is necessary here; my authorities are 
[ good ones. Any apparent discrepancy between the two may 

he very easily reconciled without impugning the opinion of 
either. For my part, I do think it a truly useful variety, and 
well worthy the attention of those who want to produce 
fresh white Grapes in February and March, as companions 
on the table with the St. Peter’s, Burharossa, and other black 
Grapes. Its real habit I must still learn; but from Mr. 
Beaton’s observing that it is a late ripener, and Mr. Tillery’s 
proviso that it must he well ripened, I infer that it belongs 
to a class of Grapes that not only endure, but require mitch 
heat, of which the Muscats and St. Peter’s are notable 
examples.” 

Mr. Collinson writes to us as follows :— 

“ In your notice of the prices of several lots of Shanyhae 
fowl, at Stevens’ auction of March 1st, I perceive it stated 
tliat the cock bred by me, which sold for 40 guineas, was 
deficient in weight. 

“ As this is calculated to give the thousands of your 
readers, who will be impressed by the handsome sum he 
realised, an erroneous idea of the bud, I think it necessary 
to state, that about ten days before he was sold he weighed 
over Ilf lbs., fairly, and without any preparation, as he was 
running with half-a-dozen hens ; and I have no doubt that 
in some hands he might have been presented to the notice 
of the public at upwards of l‘d lbs. Your informant may, 
probably, have been misled in his judgment of size by its 
having been cramped in a basket, as also from it being 
a very thick-set, short-legged bird, and so remarkably flufted 
that the thigh was quite invisible.” 

We have been asked by more than one correspondent, 

referring to Dr. Malfatti's experiments published in our 

last number, “ whether the results tliere stated to have 

been derived are consistent with the principles of 

botanical science? ” To this there can be but one reply. 

They are entirely at variance with those principles; and 

wo believe that Dr. Malfatti’s experiments, if any one 

thinks it worth while to repeat them, will be found 

totally erroneous. It is quite possible that the sap of 

one plant might be transfused into the vessels of another 

plant of a totally different Natural Order, for the rising 

sap of all plants is nearly alike, but as soon as tho 

transfused sap had been elaborated in the leaves it 

would be completely changed into tho peerdiar juices of 

the plant bearing those leaves. Dr. Malfatti, however, 

tells us, that merely growing in contact with another 

plant imparted to tho Potatoes its flavour ! We shall 

publish, from time to time, the proceedings of the Royal 

Agricultural and of other Societies, but we cannot be 

responsible for the statements they contain. 

We are glad to find, among other symptoms of Irish 

exertion in tho right direction, that a Horticultural 

Society and Garden are in course of establishment in 

Tipperary. Any persons having superfluous hardy 

choice shrubs which they could bestow upon the infant 

institution, will do well by writing to Dr. Hemphill, of 

Clonmel, to ascertain if they w'ould be acceptable. 

We have reason for believing that there is some mis¬ 

apprehension as to the intentions of The Bath and 

West of Enyland Agricultural Society’s rules relative to 

tlie Exhibition of Poultry, at Plymouth, this summer. 

We have had a letter from Mr. Gray, who asks us to 

announce that “ The best birds have the GOs. prize; the 

second best have the lOs.; and the third the 20s.” 

This, however, does not clear up the doubts existing, 

but we advise our readers to wait for fuller explanations 

which we are promised. 

BULBS. 

{Continued from page 440.) 

GASTRONEMA. 

Gastronejia clav.atum.—From a memorandum which 
was inserted in tho Dictionary, to the elfect that Gas- 
tronerna clavatum was lost, one of my bulb correspondents 
wrote to say that he had it, that it bloomed with him 
the summer before, and that Mr Carter, tho w'ell-known 
seedsman of Holborn, had it on sale, under the name 
of Cyrtanthus unijlorus. That is tlie name by which 
it was published in the “Botanical Register,” in 1810, 
or 1817 ; but Dr. Burchell, who gathered it with his 
own hands, and who first brought it to flower in his 
own garden at Fulham, had seen as many plants of it 
in Africa with two flowers ou a scape as with one. In 
outward appearance the flower has not the ^east 
resemblance to a Cyrtanth flower, yet from the private 
mark the name must be justified, for undoubtedly it is 
a true Amaryllis, like all the Cyrtauths. Seeing, how¬ 
ever, that the different sections of Amaryllis are so very 
different in their outward looks, it is much easier for us 
to mind them by having each section under a different 
name, as Brunsvigia, Valotta, Cyrtanthus, Gastronema, 
and Nerine, when we can prove it to be a distinct member 
of the family. It is from this and the next species, 
when they come to be crossed with Cyrtanthus striatus, 
that I anticipate the great desideratum—rich carnation- 
striped flowers, and the flowers as regular in the outline 
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as those of Valotta, but wider in the mouth ;—then, 
and not till then, we shall have florists’ flowers that 
will drive all the Tulips back to Holland and Dutch 
water. 

Qastronema clavatum is a very small bulb, from the 
eastern parts of the Cape territory. It goes to rest all 
the winter, begins to grow late in March, and flowers 
at tlie end of summer; but not being mucb bigger tliari 
a Crocus bulb, and being very scarce, it should be 
grown in a pot in the best yellow loam, very much 
reduced with the best silver sand; a deep pot, four 
inclies across, would bo large enough to flower five of 
these pretty bulbs; the drainage must be perfect, and 
once in five years would bo enough to change the soil. 
The leaf is not unlike a crocus leaf, of a milky-green 
colour; the flower scape is from six to eight inches liigb 
with one, sometimes two, flowers, nodding a little to one 
side ; it is not much bigger than the flower of a large 
white Crocus, but diiferently shaped, and pure white, 
with six crimson bands, one up the middle of each divi¬ 
sion of the flower; the top part of the flower spreads 
out wide open. Dr. Burchell’s bulbs of it flowered in 

. the open border, but the wet killed them in winter. 
Oastronema coccineuji.—If one bad the face to as¬ 

sert, twenty year’s ago, that anything new, in the way of 

bulbs, could yet be discovered in our Capo Colony, bo 

would bo botanised out of the country. Masson, Eorbes, 

Eurchell, and Howie, and a host of 2)rivatc searchers 

besides, bad so scoured the country from one end to the 
other, that nothing worth looking at were left behind, 

as the story went. “ But stop a wee ! ” Since I began 
writing this page, a drawing of a Chandelier bulb 

(Bntnsvigia) was set before me, perhaps the finest of 

that section, and I know it has never yet been described. 
In 18-10, I bad three bulbs from above Algoa Bay, and 

-Dr. Herbert, to whom 1 sent two of them, could not 

even guess what genus they belonged to. Much about 

the same time, Mr. Backhouse, of York, had one of the 

handsomest of all the Tritonias (aurea), and here is an¬ 

other of his recent introductions, one of the very ]n’et- 
tiest bulbs in all Africa, south or north; and the pro¬ 

bability is, that scores, just as handsome, are yet to be 

had there. There was a capital book iniblished on 

“The Genera of South African Plants” in Cape Town, 
in 1838, by W. H. Harvey, Esq.; 100 kinds of Amaryl- 

lids and 300 Irids are described in this book, and 8,500 

sjiecies of Cape plants in the whole. According to the 

review of it which I have read, this book would assist in 

getting hold of very good things yet from the Cape. But 
let us hear about our newest Amaryllid from hence, 

Gastroneina coccineum. This very handsome species is 
four times as large in all the parts as the last, hut with 

! only one flower on a scape, which is four or five inches 
; high, hollow, and of a milky-green colour. The flower 

I is stalkless on the top of this scape, with a long greenish 

I tube, which is curved from the pod; the tliroat expands 

I wide, and is of a deep rose colour, and with six crimson 

; lines running down fl-om the bottom of the segments on 

. the outside; and opposite these, in the inside of the 

throat, are six white bands, and each of these wliito 

bands has a crimson line up tbe centre. The segments, 
i or six divisions, of the flower spread wide open, and turn 

back a little, as if on purpose to let you see the lovely 

markings below. These divisions are of one colour, deep 
rose, tlius forming altogether one of the richest of all our 

j new bulbs, and one which ought to bo in every collec- 

I tion, or selection, of bulbs in the tliree kingdoms and in 

! the colonies thereto belonging. It is as easy to grow as 
I Valotta, with nothing but loam and sand. As all these 

I Cape Amaryllids delight in friable loam of different tex¬ 
tures, according to the size of the bulbs, and as they do 

not like to be disturbed from jiot to pot, nor to have the 
same soil changed for years together, it seems madness 

to add peat or leaf mould for them, as is done in some 

nurseries; the effect of which is, that after the first year 
or two the peat gets rotten and sour, and the leaf mould 
turns to a black slimy mass; the roots feel the bad 
effects of this; they begin to canker, the leaves get more 
and more sickly, the bottoms of them inside the bulb 
die off without riiiening, and bring a mortal disease to 
the very heart of the system ; and if another growth is | 
made, the leaves are all spotted and blotched; and of ; 
all the hopeless things which we attempt to })ut right, ‘ 
tliis is the most desperate and hopeless. i 

GEISSOIIT-IIZA. j 

Geissorhiza, or Tile-root.—These arc Cape Irids. In i 
the “ shipping list” for May Ifl-Ki, it will be seen that 
H. M. ship Winchester arrived in England from the 
Cape of Good Hope; and by that good ship 1 received 
one of the finest assortments of bulbs that ever was made 
up there, or anywhere else, a list of which now lies 
before me, or rather is ])asted in my Alhinn—a cmrious 
old sort of book, which has served me for years to hold 
things which were too heavy for my brains. There is a 
memorandum in this list, saying that kir. J. C. I.acy, 
apothecary, Port Elizabeth, Algoa Bay, South Africa, 
was then agent for a wanderer in those parts, from 
whom seed-roots, bulbs, and 37 kinds of Znmias, could 
be bad on very low terms, for cash. Among my bulbs 
were a largo number of s])ecies, or rather kinds, for there 
is not a man on earth who can tell a species from a 
variety, in nine-tenths of the generality of Capo bulbs. 
Tlicy are so numerous, and run into each other so much, 
that, as Mr. Havey said in his book on Cape plants, 
when they all open after a shower, the country looks as 
if there bad been a “ shower of butterflies.” 

Geissorhiza skcunda, if it w'ould flower all the sum¬ 
mer, would make the prettiest sky-blue bed of all the 
jilants in creation—but it only blossoms for three weeks 
at the end of spring, and is too small to be trusted out 
of a pot, yet it is a very hardy greenhouse or frame bulb. 

Geissorhiza vaginata and obtdsata, I tbiuk, are the 
two best kinds, at least they are equally handsome to 
any in the genus; Obtnsata is a very handsome little 
bulb, with rich cream-coloured flow'ers, which are 
streaked with pink on the outside; and Vaginata is 
akin to it, but very different in the flower, which is of 
three colours—tbe bottom is a rich dark jnu’ple, the 
middle a soft yellow, and the tops of the segments, or 
lobes of the flower, are marked with a large dark blotch. 
There are also Itochea, or Laroelica, and setacca with 
exdsa, and the first three named used to be common in 
the seed-shops some years since. 

They are all best managed in pots, and a number 18 pot 
will flower five of the largest roots, and seven of the 
smaller ones. The best soil for them is good jieat, and 
one-third sand, and they should be potted at the end of 
September, and be treated like Ixias all the w’inter; 
they flower from the middle of April to the end of May, 
and soon die down after that—as the Tulips do. 

GELASTNE AZUEEA. * 

This is quite a new genus of South American bulbs, 
of which several kinds have been seen, but not brouglit . 
over alive. Mr. Tweedie discovered the jiresent sjiecies 
“ in stony places near Eio Grande,” and it is as hardy 
as a Oladiohts, and with small blue flowers, and the 
leaves keej) on almost all the year round; very sandy 
loam, in a border with the difl'erent sjiecies of Zephijr- i 
anthes, is the right place for it. j 

GETTIYLLIS. ; 

With the exception of Caiyolgza, the different kinds ; 
of Gethgllis are the smallest of all bulbs, belonging to 
the order of Amaryllids, and they are all from the Cape. 
Giliaris, Afra, and spiralis, arc common enough at the ^ 
Cape, and generally come in a collection from the Cajie 
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dciilcrs. The Imlbs, on their lirst arrival, look much 
like Crocus hulhs, witli longish necks. Tliey have jiretty, 
wliitc, starry ilowera, and two of them, sjnralis and 
Afro, arc hhisli on the outside, and look very pretty in 
the hud. Vili/iris flowers without tlie leaves like a true 
Amaryllis. Tlio leaves are not much stouter than tlioso 
of very young Onions, hut the most curious tiling ahout 
them is that the seed-pod is buried in the neck of tlio 
bulb, and that is peculiar to all the kinds. No one, in 
this country knows anything of the rest of them, 
oxcejit by report. Masson gathered specimens of three, 
or four more kinds of them; and long ago, there was 
such a rage for nianhers of plants, instead of line flowers, 
that poojile actually marked the names of dead jihints 
in their books and catalogues, thinking they might get 
them before the year was out; and in that way many 
names are in black and white of jilants that wore never 
gathered in a living state. There is an extremely rare 
kind of OethyUis [nndidata), which I once thought 1 
had, but wars mistaken. In the. dried state the leaf of 

j this singular bulb is the, most curious of all the ladbs 
known. It is six inches long, or longer, a quarter-of-an- 
inch wide, flat, and both edges arc waved in-and-out, as 
regularly ns if it were done so with a crimping-iron, 
and on the swell of each undulation there is a hair-like 

I bristle sticking out; and the loaves oi'villosa are as 
full of long hairs as a cat’s tail, and some of them as 
firm as his whiskers. 'J'hcy all do with the same soil 
and treatment as Carpolyza spiralis. 

GLADIOLUS. 

This genus of very curious and very diversified 
originals has gained a step or two in the way of im¬ 
provement at the hands of the cross-breeder, and the 
cross kinds have acquired such a hold on garden jiat- 
ronage, and their culture, propagation, and history, are 
now so well understood, that we see every point in their 
history and management discussed, and that more ably 
and freely than is done for thoTulijr, Hyacinth, orllaiuui- 
culus. Therefore, 1 need not take up time and room in 

' this series ahout tliem, farther than to remark, that wo 
do not owe the success of the crossing in this genus to 
the industry and intelligence of the gardener, so much 
as to the scientific views and precepts of Dr. Herbert. 

; 'The rosidt obtained by crossing Oladioli is only as a 
drop in the bucket to what may be revealed when the 
industry of a generation of able and willing minds is 
brought to bear on the great mass of ornamental bulbs, 

i of which my notes take cognisance of hardly but one 
section—that which contains the half-hardy kinds. 
Before I finish my say on this subject, 1 hope to be able 
to get in the [loint of the wedge, which must, sooner or 
later, split the great stumbling-block which lies so 
awkwardly in the road to inqirovement; and when the 
wedge is once fairly introduced, there will bo no lack of 
strong bcetlemen to drive it on, from time to time, 
until border and pot bulbs become as plentiful as 
blackberries, and as gay as butterflies and moths. 

IIABRANTHUS. 

The genus Jlahranthus is associated in my mind 
with “ Gretna Green.” Not, however, in the way of 
run-away or clandestine marriages, but as being the 
best known point to strangers in that lino which 
se^iaratcs two very distinct races of people—the English 
and the Scotch. What the real difl’eronce is between 
these two races neither the lawyers nor the philosophers 
can tell us; but that there is a difference, and a very 
marked difference, too, no one who knows both the 
races can contradict. Then, if 1 make Habranthus a 
Gretna Green between two races of bulbs, that are quite 
as dissimilar in their ways as are the English and 
the Scotch, and call the bulbs immediately on this side 

of the Green, Amaryllids, and the bulbs on the other 
side of the Green, to a certain extent, llippeasiers, 
how will a stranger know an Amaryllid from a llippe- 
aster? Much easier than he could “ the natives” from 
each other. But this kind of knowledge is not, and 
cannot be taught in schools, or in books; it must be 
learned by that kind of mental philosophy by which we 
can tell two sisters or two brotlicrs in a crowd at lirst 
sight; and this philosopliy is called intuitive perceiition. 
After one knows a good many kinds of bulbs, there is 
no great difliculty in referring a new kind to the gTOiqi 
to which it naturally belongs fiy iWm 2)erceplion. Some 
kinds of Hahranlhus w'oukl bo I’cfcrrcd to AmarylUs by 
this philosophy, and others of them to Hij^ieastrum, 
by the same percejition. Bo that the line of difference 
between Amaryllis and IJippeastrum is lost in the very 
midst of Ilabranths, and whoever finds it out will 
make a little fortune of it; and the following de.scrp- 
tion of species may help the inquiry, as well as in¬ 
troduce a race of beautiful flowering-bulbs to the notice 
of the reader. 

Habranthus advenus, alias Amaryllis advena and 
llippenstrum (ulvena.—This species is not mentioned by 
name in the Dictionary, but is included under Hisperius, 
which is only a fanciful name given by Dr. Herbert, to 
cover three or four kinds, which, like advena, form 
the western extremity of the genus in Chili—as the 
Greeks and Romans distinguished Spain and Portugal 
as their Hesperia, or the far west. The bulb of adrena 
is dark, nearly round, and not quite so largo as a middle- 
sized hyacinth bulb. Leaves narrow and blunt. The 
flowers come genei'ally six on a scape, bright red, 
with the lips of the segments yellow. Pallidus is only 
a very small variety of this, named by Loddiges, in the 
“ Botanical Cabinet,” and the same variety is caWcdcilrina 
in the “ Botanical Register.” Miniatus is the third variety 
of Herbert’s Hisperius—it has pale reddish flowers, and 
much larger than those of pallidus, but not so large as 
those of adrena, which are nearly as large as a Vahtta 
flower. Miniatus and advena are well worth growing— 
pullkhis is not. 

HA)iRANTHUs Baonoldi.—So iiamcd after Captain 
Baguold, who first brought it over I'roni Chili. A large 
black bulb, with a long neck, blunt sea-green leaves, 
not more than a fourth-of-an-inch broad—a green scape, 
with six beautiful large yellowish flowers, spotted and 
tinged with red—the peduncles are very long in this 
species, quite three inches ; the bulb is from the southern 
parts of Chili, (Hesperia), and grows in strong or gravelly 
ground, as do the three last, and all of these must have 
good drainage and sandy loam. They all flower in 
summer, before the leaf, and grow through the winter. 

Habranthus biejuus.—From Buenos Ayres, where 
the bulbs are not so dark as those on the western side 
beyond the Andes. Leaves not quite half-an-inch wide 
—four largo dark purple flowers, darker, and lined with 
green below, with the rudiment of a bearded membrane, 
or what 1 call the eye-lash — the very bottom of a 
bulb-flower without a tube, I call the eye—the Nectarian 
membrane, diminishes, in different kinds, till at last 
there is only a ring of it round the bottom, and when 
this ring is fringed, or bearded, as they call it, I call 
it the eyedash as more expressive, and this eye-lash 
brings Habranthus in contact with Hippeasirum for the 
lirst time; and if ever the two genera can be crossed 
together it will bo through the species thus marked 
with a beard, or eye-lash. 'There is another variety of 
this named Uteralis, which ’Tweedie found at Monte i 

Video, growing within the tide mark. j 
Habranthus goncolor.—One of the newest of the 

genus, a native of Mexico, whence Hartweg sent it to 
the Horticultural Society. The bulb is black, the leaves 
broader than in the more southern ones, being fully 
half-an-inch wide, a foot high, and sea-green, and the 
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scape is one-(lowcrccl, the flower a grecnisli, or pale 
yellow, but rather baurtsome in its way. 

HAniiANTiiDS GRACii.iFonus and Bootheanus.—Two 
very handsome varieties, ])articularly the latter, which 
first flowered with Sir Charles Lemon, to whom it was 
sent from Maldonado, by Lieut. J. Sulivan, of the 
Beagle. Bulb black, and of the size of a pigeon’s egg; 
the leaves very slender and wavy; light rosy flowers, 
produced singly on the scape. 

Habtianthds intermedius.—Supposed, at the time it 
was first described (1827), to be intermediate between 
nitila and advena; the first a Hippenster, and the 
second as above. This species has much of the aspect 
of some small Hippeaster, which, after going through the 
furnace of scientific investigation for a quarter-ofa- 
century, I should not be at all surprised to hear would 
cross with a true Hippeaster, and if so, my views about 
Gretna Green tell in two very different ways ; first, as 
the point dividing two different races; and the next, as 
the very spot where two of them might go together, at 
a push, notwithstanding all our private marks. A dark 
bulb, native of Brazil, with bright green narrow leaves, 
and wide open flowers of a dull red colour, having a 
greenish-yellow eye or bottom; apparently, a, Hippeaster, ! 
to all intents and purposes. I 

Harranthus Ker.mesinus, alias Amaryllis Kerme- ’ 

sina. — One of the very gayest and prettiest flowers, j 
claiming kindred with Amaryllis, who was a pretty ! 
country girl herself, and who.se name was immortalized 1 
by Virgil. The bulb is dark brown, not bigger than a '' 
pigeon’s egg ; leaves scarcely a quarter-of-an-inch wide, ' 
and hardly a foot long; a sea-green scape, carrying four j 

large deep crimson flowers, of the most vivid tint, and i 
ribbed at the bottom with yellow. A south Brazilian 
bulb of exquisite beauty. It flowered first with Sir 
Charles Lemon, from whom it was figured in the “ Bota¬ 
nical Register,” vol. xix., plate 1C.38. 

Habrantiios phycelloides.—Another very charming 
bulb; a native of Chili, with a very different-looking 
flower from the usual run in this genus. Six of them 
form a brilliant star spread out, as they are, on long 
footstalks, or peduncles, from the top of the scape; the 
opening of the flower, which is more than two inches 
across, is of the brightest shining scarlet, like the 
Phycella ignea; the bottom of the flower, which is a 
short tube, is a delicate soft yellow. When crosses 
between Gyrtanthi and Valotta become multiplied some 
of them will look much after the likeness of this beau¬ 
tiful flower. The bulb is large and black, with a very 
short neck; leaves milky-green, blunt, and about half- ! 
an-inch wide. It is, certainly, a puzzle to the most 
learned, to know how to deal with, and to classify the 
interminable shades of variations that are constantly 
met with among bulbs, natives of the temperate zones 
of the earth; and here is a proof, in this very flower 
being made into a Hahranth. 

Harranthus pratensis, which was met with by Poep- 
ping and Zuillet, in south Chili, growing in the meadows 
of Antuco, with Alstrumerias, and which they said had 
a scarlet flower with a yellow bottom. I know nothing 
of it besides; Yvhether it was introduced to this country 
I know not. McRae, one of the first collectors sent out 
by the Horticultural Society, sent home a dried specimen 
from Conception, Chili, a very beautiful purple Hahran- 
thus, now called speciosits. I know nothing more of 
this either. Pmnilis and roseus are the same; and a 
very dwarf, pretty little bulb. Spathaceus is a variety 
of Augustus, whicli I left out till I had the two together. 
This is well represented in the “Botanical Magazine,” 
2(!39, with large purple flowers, edging into the charac¬ 
ter of a Hippeaster. 

I Harranthus versicolor.—This is one of the small 
flowered ones, as roseus and Andersonii, and worth the 
whole of them put together. The flower is chiefly white 

tipped with red on the segments, and with bright red 
streaks at the bottom ; the scape, the envelope (spathe), 
and the flower-bud are all of one colour—a rosy-pink; 
but when the flower opens the parts take to. the usual 
colour; there is only one flower on a scape. Andersonii 
is the next to this, and is dull compared with it and 
roseus. The colour is a mixture of dull red and brown ; 
but there are five or six varieties, all from Buenos Ayres; 
and all but hardy here, flowering all the summer; and 
all the dwarf species ought to be set thick in a jmteh, 
as there is but one flower on each scape. 

Habranthus robustus was very common about 
London twenty years back. It was the largest flower 
of all the single-flowered ones; the colour a purplish-rose; 
and as fast as one flower opened the seed-pod from a 
former one was ready to gape open, full of black seeds, 
which ripened every year. There are several other 
kinds, and some of them very pretty, mentioned by 
travellers, and one is beautifully spotted on a light 
ground, very much like a flower of Alstromeria pere- 
grina. This is called punctatus. It is a Chilian species, 
sent by Reynold to Sir AV. J. Hooker. It has its limb 
very prettily dotted, and is of a rosy colour. 

Culture.—Every one of those beautiful bulbs would 
flower out-of-doors in this country. They all flower 
from the end of summer, and some of them late in 
the autumn, according to the time the diffei'ent kinds 
go to rest. The whole of them keep green all the 
winter, and dislike damp and confinement. Tliey rest 
at different periods from April to July, and after awhile 
push up their flowers before the leaves. They delight 
in fresh sandy loam of loose texture, and the border, or 
pot, cannot be too well drained for them. They are 
best in borders in front of plant houses; and, as they 
are green all winter, they must have glass over them ; 
but the bulbs should only be just covered, and be set in 
silver sand. If any of them should cross with Hip- 
j)eastrum the seedlings would inherit the hardihood of 
this family, and some would give up their winter 
growth, and some, perhaps, would assume their full 
foliage before the time of flowering—three points of 
very essential improvement. D. Beaton. 

{To be continued.) 

HOTBEDS. 

These, however humble, are generally the first at¬ 
tempts at the aristocratic in gardening. It has been 
my fortune to see them very well managed by artisans, 
and, in some cases, even by labourers. In almost every 
case the possessors rose intellectually and morally in 
proportion to their advanced aspirations in gardening 
pursuits. I have often been surprised that our farming 
friends did not take more advantage of tlie means within 
their reach. Having all the material, except boxes and 
glass, nothing but a little labour would be necessary to 
furnish them with many luxuries in the way of vege¬ 
tables, fruits, and flowers. Even a rough-made dung- 
heap would supply them with much, provided they 
covered the dung with earth, and used one of their 
waggon tarpaulins as a covering at night. 

The drawback to their use is the frequent misfortune 
that early excess of steam, want of air, &c., dash well- 
grounded hopes. Hotbeds thus become associated with 
the mysterious and the never-ceasing pains-taking; 
while, if set about by the middle or end of March, 
mystery and labour alike are reduced to a minimum. 
The making and treatment of these have frequently 
been referred to, sometimes by myself, and oftencr by 
ilessrs. Errington and Robson. Turning back will 
present full instructions. But as many with their one 
small greenhouse wish to bring forward many little 

1 things for its adornment, and for filling the centre and 
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sides of their vases, baskets, aud beds, and others woidd 
like to try their band at grafting some of the things 
already referred to, I shall, for the convenience of such 
heginners, just glance at a few of the essentials to 
success. 

1st. Material. — The dung from a horse, aud the 
straw more or less saturated with urine, possess more 
heating power than that from animals whose fceces are 
of a cooler nature. Every sort of fresh manure, every 
kind of rubbish—clearings of flower-beds, tufts of dry 
grass, rakings of moss—anything that will heat when 
thrown into a heap, may be managed to suit your pur¬ 
pose. Tree leaves, especially of the oak, are very 
valuable, because they decay so slowly, and thus yield 
a genial heat for such a long time. I have often had 
valuable beds from leaves alone, the half of them being 
oak, the others beech, and all kinds. If at all moist 
when collected they will merely require to be built into 
a bed of the desired size, allowing a foot or eighteen 
inches for sinking, after all your beating aud treading. 
If collected dry, and stored, they will need watering as 
you use them. Partially decayed leaves of the previous 
year will make a good surface-covering. In general, 
however, it would be preferable to have one part of 
sweet dung to two of leaves; and in that case, to avoid 
trouble and waste, tbe preparation of the dung should 
be nearly finished before the leaves are blended with it. j 

;2udly. Preparing the Dung.—This is done by shaking 
the straw and droppings into a heap, watering the 
latter if dry—allowing it to remain until it has heated 
strongly, then turning it several times, and watering 
any dry and white parched pieces, until tbe whole lias 
become darkish in colour, aud though very hot, emits 
a mild odour, instead of the pungeut smell of rank 
ammonia that too well reminds you of tlie fumes of harts¬ 
horn. Before the last turning the leaves should be 
blended, as tbus they will receive an accession of heat 
without an undue decay, while the material will be uni¬ 
form througbout. This is the advice I would give to 
beginners. By-and-by you may do with less pi’eparation. 
Being short of fermenting material of all kinds, I waste 
it hut little in previous preparation, but I always cover 
with a fair thickness of old material of the previous year. 
Until you gather e.xperience you had better err on tbe safe 
side of thorough preparation, keeping in mind, however, 
that the more sweet, and, therefore, the more reduced 
your heating material, the more close will it become; 
and, consequently, the shorter will be the continuance 
of the heat, as the air will find more difficulty in 
entering, and when it does enter, find but little to feed 
upon or consume. Air, or perhaps, more properly 
speaking, its oxygen, is not only the great preserver, 
but it is likewise the great destroyer. Heat, from such 
substances as I have before alluded to, can only take 
place during a fermenting decomposing process, and 
that process can only progress when associated with 
warmth, moisture, and air. This theory kept in mind 
simplifies all hotbed practice. Hence, one man who | 
sees his way clearly will do as much in the way of ' 
securing heat with a small quantity of manure as a ; 
man acting from mere routine will do with double. | 
Hence, the ease with which the heat of a bed is renewed j 
when not greatly decomposed, merely by turning it : 
when moist enough, and, in addition, adding a little 
water if dry. Hence, too, when the heat declines, and 
we know that tbe bed is not too decomposed to yield 
moi'e, the ease with which we renew the heat when we 
cannot turn the material, owing to a fixed crop on its 
surface, by merely boring boles round its sides, and 
pouring in a little warm water, if wo have reason to 
believe the material to bo dry. By the opening, and 
partially and wholly shutting of such holes, an earnest 
man will regulate heat somewhat at his will; but onhj 
so long as there is plenty of matter to be further reduced 

! or decomposed; for when that takes place,no means for 
I increased heat can be given, unless by tbe addition of 
‘ fresh matter as linings. I am the more particular here, 

because 1 know many are deterred from trying by 
seeing the huge mounds of dung with frames on tliom, 
aud surrounded with large banks of linings, in places 
where manure and litter are plentiful. I believe that 
every man likely to be benefited by the racy articles on 
“ A Gardener’s Pony”—in fact, every one who has such 
an animal—may enjoy many luxuries to which he is now 
a stranger. All that will be necessary will be a rigid 
economising of his manure, not as now, throwing it into 
a heap to steam aud rot at will, but for some time, at 

. least, previously to preparing to make his bed, keeping 
I it rather thinly spread, so that it will not heat much, 
I and, if possible, protect it from wind and heavy rains; 

and then, when thrown into a heap, as advised, it will 
ferment and sweeten in a uniform mass. 

3rdly. Making the Bed.—Whether in a pit, or for a 
wooden box and lights to be set over it, the mode of 
])roceediug should be similar. We speak now only of 
the box and light. The first thing is to form a foundation. 
Unless you are sure against water standing at the bottom 
of your bed, do not sink it, but rather raise it above 

I the level of the soil, either by faggots, oi', better still, 
I by a platform of solid earth, so that the ground falls 
j from it in every direction. This space should be 

eighteen inches longer and wider than your frame. If 
you have jilenty of material, twenty-four or thirty inches 
will be better, as a foot or fifteen inches of dung all round 
beyond the frame will yield a much more permanent 
heat than merely a couple of inches or so. Then, as to 
the height of the bed, two feet-and-a half at back, and 
two feet in front will be extremely useful now. If earlier, 
you would require a foot, at least, for every earlier montb. 
TTie mode of making will already be looming before the 
mind’s eye, if what has been said of continued fermenta¬ 
tion, as necessary to continued heat, be kept in view. 
No boys or men should, therefore, be allowed to parade, 
jump, and dance on such a bed. The outside of the heap 
should be placed at the bottom of the bed, as being less 
prepared, even though the precaution has been taken in 
turning of throwing the outsides into tbe centre. The 
sides of the bed sbould then be attended to, building them 
straight and firm. 'J’he dung must be well shaken and 
mixed over the whole bed, beating it pretty firmly down 
every few-inches' layer with the fork, while you walk round 
it, not upon it. If your material is a mixture of dung 
and leaves, as spoken of above, no other precaution will 
be necessary, as beat as you will, a great body of air will 
bo enclosed. But if there is nothing but sweet dung, 
as many who have a horse, or can procure manure, can¬ 
not get leaves, then, from a fourth to a third of a bed of 
this size may consist of bundles of pruuings, faggots, 
&c.; and this will not only moderate the fire of the first 
heat but render it more continuous. A layer of dung 
must, however, cover the ends of these bundles, or tbe 
air admitted would be too much. When thus made, set 
on the frame and liglits—the latter close, to draw the 
heat up ; and as soon as that rises, giving a little air to 
let oft’ the steam. 

4thly. When will it be Jit to use I—Just in proportion 
to the previous sweetness of your dung, and the hardi¬ 
ness of the tenants. A Bine-ajiple sucker would rejoice 
in an atmosphere which would kill an Orange, or a 
Ca])o Jasmine. The nose will give a good notion us 
to when the atmosphere is free from hurtful gases ; i 
but what I think is the best criterion for all practical 
purposes, is noticing the drops of condensed moisture ! 
on the inside of the sash-bars in a morning. If these i 

are of a yellowish, dirty tint, trust your frame with 
nothing; if as clear as the dew, everything will be safe. 
Even then it will bo safest to leave a little air at tbe 
back at all times, tbougb it was only an eighth or the 
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quaiter oi' an inch. Many accidents from sudden sun- i 
shino during tlio day might be obviated by this simjde 
jirccaution, and especially in circumstances whore con- 

I stant attention cannot bo given for many hours during 
the day. Huch a bed will yield a bottom-heat from 0.')° 
to 8b°; a)id when wo want loss, wo must cither plungo 
shallow, or bore holes, or remove a piece of the dung 
outside, oiiposito a faggot, so that the extra heat may I 
escape, for much air will just cool as cUcctually as the 
introduction of a little, in circumstances referred to, 
will cause fermentation to begin anew. 

bthly. For what shall we use such a bed? — Just 
imagine the courteous writers in this work congre¬ 
gated before such a bed, and you saying to them, 
“ 4’hcro, gentlemen, that is all you can have; make tho 
best of it between you.” Are you prepared for the 
noisy Rabel, polite though it would be, of appeal and 
expostulation — each striving to get a fair share of 
tho prize ? One would be thinking of Cucumbers, 
Capsicums, Love-apples, and ever so many lovelies 
besides. A second would see a rare opportunity for 
young tropical jdauts, and affording a ricli luxuriance 
to his Ixoras and Cape Jasmines. Visions of Pine- 
suckers, Vine-cuttings, and line handsome Melons, would 
cross the mind of a third. A fourth would cover every 
inch he could got with cuttings of bedding plants, after 
reserving a corner for some carefully-saved hybrid seeds 
from bulbs, of wliich ho can so write as to make us feel 
very Ulllc indeed. A fifth would bo thinking of tender 
annuals for his greenhouse—settingup an hospital for 
some ricketty customers, or changing the appearance of 
some plants by grafting them with fresh varieties; while 
a sixth, and the typo of the most numerous class of all, 
would bo debating how each and all these things were 
to be attended to in a very small amount of space. 

GRAFTING. 

I confess that comjilaints of want of success in pro¬ 
pagating by cuttings, and, more especially, by grafting 
greenhouse plants, as previously recommended, and 
chiefly, as it was believed, owing to something being 
wrong about tho beds, have led mo to the subject just 
now, but which I hoped to have compressed into a tiiird 
of the space. Perhaps our Captain will allow me a 
little more room just to glance at a few other things 
that such a bod will bo a great hclji to when grafted. 

Oranges.—Large plants of these may be done as was 
mentioned about Azaleas, provided the plant is not too 
large to be laid down on the bed, as setting it ujiright 
once a-week, or so, will be quite sufficient for watering : 
with a little sliade the scions will soon take. Tho 
bottom temperature may range from 70° to 75°; the 
top tempoi'ature from 00° to 75°. Small young plants, 
however, are the neatest things to manage. From seeds 
of Lemons, or oven Oranges, sown in a little heat last 
summer, there will bo nice little stocks in tho green¬ 
house now'. Set them in the bed for a week, shorten-in 
their heads a little, then take a small strip of wood and 
bark from the base of tho stock, making a horizontal 
cut to the depth of the piece removed; prepare the 
scion, a piece of last year’s wood not yet pushed, to fit 
it, seeing that there is a bud at its base, and at least 
one more near its point, tie them together, rub with a 
little clay if you like, and then set in the bed, and keep 
rather close. The union will probably be effected in a 
fortnight. Shorten-in the head by degrees, and when 
the scion grows freely cut away all the stock about it, 
and harden by degrees. 

Camellias may be grafted successfully by tbo same 
mode, but five degrees lower in temperatui'e would suit 
them, there are various modes of notching tho stock 
and scion, so that fitting each other thejfcwill be kejit 
more secure; but the above is the simplest, and, perhaps, 
not far from being as good as any. Under such a mode 

i I like to eut in a little horizontally at tho base of tho , 
stock, to furnish room for standing on for a similar ; 
horizontal cut of tho scion at a bud, in fact, with tlic ! 
exception of removing tho strip of wood and baik to fit | 
tho stock tho scion would just resemble a cutting. 

Rhododendron arboreum — Varieties. — Almost all 
these are splendid objects in greenhouses after Christ- 

1 mas, if an average of 45° at night is maintained; and 
with a lower temperature they will come in later. Nice 
young ])lants of varieties of Ponticuvi or Catawbiense, 
one foot or more in height, and with single stems, make 
stocks The grafting may bo done in a similar manner, 
or notched, or with the scion a little longer than tho cut 
in tho stock, so that tho end of the scion rests in the 
soil. A close hotbed is necessary, but a lower tempe¬ 
rature, by from 5° to 10°, than would suit Oranges. 

Roses.—Grafting is chiefly done with the Tea kinds, 
and scarce and tender varieties, so as alike to increase and 
render them more robust. They may be grafted close 
to tho soil for dw'arfs, or at any height for standards. 
In every case, however, whatever may be the mode 
adopted, a modification of side-grafting, such as de¬ 
scribed above, is generally used; tho top of the stock, 
in every case, being allowed to remain, or juirt of it, to 
draw up the sap, until the graft has taken, when it is 
gradually reduced, and at last cut clean off at the junction. 
It is advisable that growth be commencing in the stock 
either naturally or by artificial jncans, before grafting; | 
and, also, that tho plant bo established in the pot by 
having been potted some time the previous year. They 
will tlion thank you for a sweet bottom-lieat of from 
05° to 75° ; and a top heat of from 55° to 00° ; and kejit 
rather close, and shaded from sunshine until the union 
was efl’ectcd. We used the Perpetual Rose, tho Dog 
Rose, and several climbers, as stocks; but though 1 have 
not tided it, all accounts agree in speaking favourably of 
the Manetii. 

Ocraniums. — These wo recommend grafting in a 
similar manner. It is a mode not sulliciently adopted 
for increasing kinds difficidt to strike, and giving 
strength to weak-growing fancies. Mr. Appleby adverted 
to tho subject tbo other week, and recommends cleft 
grafting. In such hands success will bo certain; but 
when 1 tried experiments on these tribes I was more 
successful with side-grafting, leaving a part of the 
stock above tho scion to draw up the sap. As !Mr. 
Appleby has so lately referred to tho two groups of 
Pelergonhms, I need not allude to them ; but much may 
be done in this way with the Scarlet Geraniums; and, 
as they will stand almost any heat, such a bed, and 
a temperature between the roses and the oranges would 
suit them. I saw some strong stems of tlio Giant, and 
Shrubland Scarlet, so grafted, at Luton Hoo Park, the 
other day. Mr. Eraser had them in a hothouse, where 
he coidd shade them, and the scion was guarded with 
moss. I had discarded these strong-growing kinds some 
time previously, but I got a few cuttings for future use, 
and already visions of nice standards on these strong } 
stocks of Flower of the Pag, Mountain of Light, and ; 
Golden Chain, &c., are looming before my mind’s eye. 1 

R. Fisii. 

CONIFERrE. 

{Continued from page 41-1). 

dan—SECTION OF PINUS, WITH LEAVES FIVE IN A 

SHEATH. 

PiNus Apulcensis (Apulco Pine).—So named because 
of its being found in Mexico, near to Apulco. This 
species has short leaves, with very silver-grey young 
shoots. The cones, however, are its chief specific dis¬ 
tinction, for they aro covered with pyramidal elevations, 
which are sometimes lengthened out and contracted in 
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tlie middlo. These excresenoes then are very curious; 
110 other pine has such warty appearances on their 
cones. In the northern counties this curious species 

^ rcipiircs protection. 
I Pinos Avaoauuite (Ayacaliuito Pino).—A native of 
i Mexico, and a very reinarkahlo Pine. The fine loaves, 

in a cluster, are produced on little swelliiij's, or lumps, 
1 as it were, whicli give a singular and curious appoiir- 
j auce to tho tree. It has very long, slender, tapering 
1 cones, often a foot long. A collection of lir cones, 
j arranged in their several genera, would be very intercst- 
i lug and instructive; and a great number may be scon 
' in the excellent museum in the gardens at Kew ; but, if 
i my memory serves me right, they are not arranged in 
I their tribes, probably because tho gardens do not possess 
j a full series of them. 

PiNus Cembra (Cemhran Pino).—This is a beautiful 
1‘luropeau sjiecies, growing wild on the mountains of 

i Switzerland and Siberia. Tho wood is of a fine grain, 
and so soft as to bo easily carved; hence the shepherds 
of the Tyrol, and neighbouring districts, amuse them¬ 
selves by carving out of it those curious little figures of 
men and animals so well known over all Europe. The 
inhabitants extract a fine oil from the seeds, and even 
use the shells of the seeds to dye a fine brown colour. 
'I'ho trees are quite hardy enough to bear the cold on our 
highest hills. The roots are very fibrous, and, in conse¬ 
quence, it has been proved that this Pino may bo moved 
when largo with more certainty of success than any other. 
There is a variety from Siberia, but it is of slower 
growth even than the species which is not a fast-grower 
compared with other Pines. There is also a curious 
dwarf-growing variety, which Mr. Loudon names 
and a pigmy indeed it is, forming a bttlo bush from two 
to three feet high. Tho Cemhran Pine being so hardy, 
and plants of it so cheap, and producing nuts that yield 
a beautiful oil, it deserves the particular attention of 
gentlemen possessing land situated on lofty hills, or 
even mountains. 

PiNus Devoniana (Duke of Devonshire’s Pino).—In 
its native country (Mexico) this forms a largo handsome 
tree. Unfortunately, it will not boar the rigour of 
even our ordinary winters, but is well worthy of a ]ilaco 
in a lofty conservatory. Tho Mexicans call it the White, 
or Royal Pine, the wmod being almost pure white. 

PiNus nxcEi.sA (Lofty Pine).—In its native country 
this is a noble tree, attaining tho height of 120 feet. It 
grows on the mountains of llbotan, a district of tho 
gigantic Himalayas, in India. The natives call it “ The 
King of Pines,” and, from the reports of travellers, it is 
deserving that appellation. Tho branches droop so 
much that it has also boon named “Tho Weeping Pir.” 
Tho timber is of the best quality, and it yields an im¬ 
mense quantity of turpentine. It is, however, so scarce 
in the nurseries, that until tho fact of its being hardy 
is ]iroved, and seeds itrqiortcd more largely, its culture 
on a largo scale cannot bo attempted. 

PiNus riLiroLiA (Thread-leaved Pine).—The leaves of 
this curious species arc, as the name imports, long and 
slender, and it forms a handsome tree. Being a native 
of Guatemala, it is believed to bo too tender for tho open 
air of this country. This fact, however, remains to bo 
proved. 

PiNus GoRnoNiANA (Mr. Gordon’s Pine).—So named 
by iVlr. Hartweg, its discoverer, in honour of Mr. George 
Gordon, a zealous cultivator of tho tribe in tho Horti¬ 
cultural Gardens at Chiswick, whore tho finest specimen 
of this noble tree may be seen, with leaves fully 16 
inches long. The cones are large, and hang downwards, 
and are remarkable from the fact that they are non-re- 
sinous. This is one of tho tribe that ought to bo in 
every collection, however select. Though a native of 
Mexico, it is found to be hardy in tho neighbourhood of 
London. 

PxNus Grenvileeje (Lady Grenville's Pine).—A noble, 
robust species, from tho same locality as the preceding, 
and named by Mr. Gordon in honour of Lady Grenville, 
the owner of tho well-known and richest collection of 
tho tribe probably in tho world, at Dropmore, throe 
miles from tho Maidenhead Station, on tho Great 
Western Railway. 1 need not say the place is well 
worthy of a visit by every lover of rare and fine Coniferae. 
Tho species has long largo leaves, and very remarkable 
cones, which are frequently 10 inches long, tapering to 
a point. This is, like F. Gordoniana, a species that 
should bo planted in every collection in the kingdom. 

PiNus Hartwegii (Mr. Hartweg’s Pine).—Named in 
honour of Mr. Theodore Hartweg, tho assiduous and 
successful collector for several years for tho I.ondon 
Horticultural Society, and now head gardener to tho 
Emperor of Austria. Probably Mr. Hartweg introduced 
into Britain more species of Conifora), as well as otber 
]dants, trees, and shrubs, than any modern collector. 
To him wo are indebted for tho beautiful Achimenes 
lomjijlora, and several other species. P. llartiieyii has 
a remarkable peculiarity in producing frequently only 
four leaves in a sheath ; they are very long, and thickly 
placed iqion tho branches. The tree grows slowly, and 
seldom exceeds, even on tho mountain Campanere, in 
Mexico, its native habitat, nioi’e than 50 feet higb. It 
is rather tender, but has stood out in the open air for 
several years, in Hertfordshire, at Mr. Baker’s, of Bay- 
fordbury. On account of its slow growth and great 
beauty, it is worthy of a place in the Conservatory in 
the north. T. Ai’rLEBV. 

(To he coiilinued.) 

THE PELARGONIUM. 

{Continued from poye 403.) 

Summer Treatment.— Gutting Down. — After the 
bloom is over tho plants should bo cut down, a point of 
treatment wliicb requires some consideration. The 
form tho plants are to assume again the following 
season must bo borne in mind, and that form foreseen 
with a prophetic eye. Tho main branches should be 
thinned out and placed or left equally on every side, 
and the branches formed tho previous year should be at 
the end of each old branch. These are to produce the 
shoots for the next year. Very old wood does not break 
freely, and that renders it necessary to leave a portion 
of younger wood equally distributed over the plant. 
Tho branches that are left should bo as low as possible, 
and should not extend over the sides of the pot, but be 
cut within it. The plants will then present a curious, 
stumpy appearance, with their branches pointing out¬ 
wards on every side. No water should bo given for 
several days previously to this severe ojicration. That 
precaution will luevent a too copious bleeding, or exuda¬ 
tion of sap, and in order to continue that favourable 
state no water should be given after they are cut down 
till tho dormant buds are fairly broke. After they are 
cut down they should be protected from heavy rains, 
either by being placed in a cold-pit or under a water¬ 
proof covering. When tho buds are started then give 
them some water, but by no means a Hooding, but only 
just sulhcicut to encourage and stimulate tho very young 
shoots to progress. Should too many make their ap¬ 
pearance it will bo advisable to thin tliem, but do not 
take too many off, because then there would bo danger 
that those that are left might be accidentally broken ofl', 
and tho shape of the plant in that part would be injured. 
When these new shoots have made some progress, and 
tho plants are moderately clothed with leaves, they may 
then be fully exposed to tho open air and gentle showers. 
A top-dressing of soil would then -be of great use. 
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llemove all tlio loose soil from the surface as far as the 
roots, and replace it by a layer of loam enriched with 
some leaf mould or woll-decomposod dung. After this 
is done they may he placed in their summer quarters 
out-of-doors. 

The linest plants of show Geraniums I ever saw, were 
placed during this season upon a levelled manure-heap, 
the heat of which was nearly over. These plants grew 
rapidly, and produced strong shoots clothed with the 
finest foliage, and whoever has such a convenience, 1 
would advise to try at least part of their stock in 
the same way. To prevent a heat too great, it would be 
an easy matter to cover the dung with a thick coating 
of sawdust or old tan, and half-plunge the pots in it. 

Where there is not this opportunity they should be 
placed in an open part of the garden, either upon gravel 
or coal-ashes, hut not thickly together, as if they were of 
no value now they are out of llower. A good cultivator 
will take just as much care of his gtlants after they have 
bloomed, and gratified him with their beauty, as lie did 
2>revious to their disjday. They must be regularly supplied 
with water, and protected from high winds, insects, and 
anything else likely to injure them. 

As soon as there is the least fear of frost let them ho 
removed into the greenhouse. One point must not be 
forgotten : if they have made roots through the holes at 
the bottom of the pots, these should all be cut oh’ 
cleanly with a sharp knife, and the jdants replaced for 
a week or two, and a liberal supply of water given to 
prevent them llagging. Previously to placing them 
upon the stages of the greenhouse clear them of 
all dead or decaying leaves, and arrange the shoots 
for the following season, by thinning them out judi¬ 
ciously, and tieing them into form if they require it. 
The greenhouse to receive them will, of course, be 
thoroughly cleansed out, the wood painted, if it requires 
it, and the glass repaired. 

Winter Treatment.—This portion of Pelargonium 
culture may be described in a very few sentences. 
When the plants are first placed upon the stages they 
will require more water, because the air in the green¬ 
house is naturally drier than the open air; there¬ 
fore, water freely for the first month, and then 
gradually reduce the quantity. The best time for the 
watering during the damp months of autumn is early 
in the morning; by giving it then, the overplus that 
will run through the pots will have time to dry up before 
the evening. This will, in a great measure, prevent 
that plague, the spot, as it is called, making its appear¬ 
ance. The floor of the house should be kept as dry as 
possible, and in very damp, long-continued wet weather, 
a little fire in the morning, combined with a due admis¬ 
sion of air to carry ofi' the damps, will be serviceable. 
Abundance of air, whenever there is no frost, should be 
given all through the season of autumn and winter. 
This will induce that strong bushy habit so essential to 
the producing fine plants and rich bloom the following 
season. The green fly very often prevails during the 
early part of autumn ; these must be got rid of by 
frequent gentle smokings of tobacco. A constant super¬ 
vision must be bestowed in removing every yellow and 
dying leaf. If the soil becomes mossy or hard-baked 
on the surface, let it be stirred up with a pointed stick, 
the moss removed, and the surface loosened. Heat, in 
severe weather, should be applied just to keep the frost 
out, and no more; too mucli heat would bo quite as 
injurious as frost itself, besides rendering the plants 
more tender, and less able to bear frost or damj). 

T. Api’lery. 

{To he continued.) 

CELERY AND ITS CULTIVATION. 

If we take the lengthened period of a plant’s servi¬ 
tude as a proof of its utility and importance, there are 
not many that exceed Celery; for coming into use in 
the beginning of August, we have its services until 
the beginning of April; and, in some cases, even 
a little later than that. Taking also its general popu¬ 
larity into account, it is no wonder that its cultivation 
should form an important feature in the garden opera¬ 
tions of the season; and in most of gardens its import¬ 
ance is considered such as to entitle it to the best places 
that each afi'ord. In addition to this, every attempt 
made to improve the varieties in cultivation is gratefully 
received by the horticultural world; and though, as 
with every thing else, all that is reported “ new ” is not 
improvement, yet it must be admitted that much has ; 
been done during the last twenty years in that direction ; , 
and though we may occasionally see Celery with stalks ! 
hollow, or “pipy,” yet the proportion is small compared | 
with what used to be the case prior to the period I speak ! 
of. The plant being of llritish parentage partly ensures i 
its hardihood; and we may fairly set it down, that 
although, in common with many other plants, it sulibrs 
from exposure to severe frosts, yet it still deserves the 
name of one of our most hardy vegetables, and one 
likely to endure the vicissitudes of the season, so far as 
regards the changes of wet and dry, mild and severe, 
weather, with less injury than most other jilants. 

To obtain good Celery at the earliest possible jioriod, 
the plants ought to be so prepared, by early sowing and 
pricking-out, as by the time this reaches our readers 
to be lit to plant out into the ridges, or other places 
prepared for it. This, however, is not always the 
case; yet every one having the means ought to avail 
themselves of the chance of having early Celery, by 
sowing a pan or two, and placing it in heat some time 
shortly after Christmas. 'The seedlings from this sow¬ 
ing must be pricked out into other shallow jians or 
boxes, when large enough to handle, and then again 
placed in heat; and, jirobably, another planting-out 
into boxes a little deeper, &c., may be advisable before 
the season is so far advanced as to allow the Celery 
being planted out-of-doors. Now this sowing and those 
prickings-out must be done in an atmos))here congenial 
to the plant, or rather under circumstances favouring 
its growth, which is a mild and rather moist bottom and 
top-heat; and such present themselves in the ordinary 
hotbed, wdicn made of dung, or other fermenting 
materials. 

A gentle hotbed afibrds the best possible place for 
those seedlings, and if it can be so contrived as to allow 
such an abundance of air as to amount to almost com¬ 
plete exposure, the plants will be also benefited to an 
extent beyond which it will be difficult to advance by 
any known means. In this we mean also to include the 
plants being indulged with the best mixture the compost 
yard alibrds, and boxes, pans, or separate pots proper 
to its welfare being all taken into account as well. All 
these considerations, together with others of a minor 
nature, as occasional watering with liquid manure, &c., 
will, if carried out properly, be rewarded with a batch 
of fine sturdy plants by the middle of April, which 
ought then to be planted out in trenches })reviously i 
prepared on some early border, and where the advan- ' 
tages of shelter from cold winds form a feature in its 
recommendation. With all these advantages combined, 
it is likely that good useful Celery will reward the cid- 
tivator early in the season, provided that duo attention, ; 
in the shape of watering, stirring the ground around it, 
earthing-up betimes, and other duties, bo attended to 
when required. 

Apart from the above, yet equally important, if not 
even more so, is the sowing and roaring of plants, to * 
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produce the niaio winter crop of Celery. This sowing 
should be now attended to, as it ought not to bo delayed 
a single day, otherwise some stimulating moans must ho 
adopted to bring uj) lost time; and as we are no ad¬ 
vocates lor the use of artificial heat where it can bo 
done without, wo advise that Celery for the main crop 
should be sown on some well-prepared bed by the 
middle of March, or certainly not later than the 25tli. 
As the seed lies some time in the ground before germi¬ 
nating, it is advisable not to bo too late. Usually, it 
will bo pro2)er to elevate a bed; sometimes an old hot¬ 
bed ot the past year may bo covered with fine soil, 
which may be kept in its j)lace by slabs or boards, and 
the surface being inade smooth, the seed may be sown 
at once, and but slightly covered with tine-sifted soil 
in whicli leaf mould predominates. We prefer this to 
sand on account of the solidity the latter adds to any 
mixture it makes a part of, and the seedlings are not so 
able to force their way up through a compact mass of 
matter, such as is usually found where much sand is 
used. On this account, we advise a greater proportion 
of leaf mould to be used as a covering to seeds of tender 
or uncertain germinating plants. 

It is hardly necessary to recommend any particular 
kind of Celery, as each one in turn is superseded by 
others, which, after reigning a year or two, give way to 
other names. Tliis succession of names, (which is often 
all the distinction there is), has, however, not been 
altogether useless, for the desire to improve the varieties 
common with us has banished most of the common 
])ipy kinds of Celery from our gardens, which we were 
accustomed to see so often in days long since gone by, 
therefore, we may truly say, that the laudable object of 
improving our culinary vegetables has certainly gone as 
far in this one as in any other we know of; and, though 
there are doubtless limits beyond which it is hopeless to 
expect to advance, yet these limits have never yet been 
reached, so that we hope to see varieties introduced 
capable of resisting that inclination to run to seed, 
which many otherwise good sorts fall into much sooner 
than is wished for. Crispness and solidity are ‘also 
necessary qualities ; and, if to these be added hardihood 
and other good properties, a nearer approach to per¬ 
fection will be obtained than has hitherto been done. 
The amatein- who chances to have a really good kind of 
Celery, which produces fine heads without more than a 
usual share of the good things too often supplied to a 
favourite kind; and to all who have the good fortune to 
have a stock of good useful Celery by them at the 
beginning of April, but little run or otherwise injured 
by decay, will do well to save some for seed—of course a 
later period will be the proving point in the North of 
England and Scotland, but the principle is the same; 
and though we cannot expect this process to be 
carried on in every garden, yet those who have the good 
fortune to have a good solid kind of Celery, a good 
coloured Beet, good curled Bai'sley, and some other odd 
things in the way, had better adopt the plan of saving a 
little of each, in order to secure these essential things 
in as pure a state as possible. The inexperienced 
amateur, and others, we advise to try Cole’s Red Gelenj, 
and 2)ossibly his White kind also, but we have found 
the Silver, Dwarf Russian, and Seymour's White, all 
good in their way at times; but it must not bo forgotten 
that a kind soon degenerates unless means be taken to 
save seed only from such jilants as are known to be 
Hood. J. Robson. 

SOWING SPRING WHEAT. 

The sowing of Spring Wlieat, for some years past, and 
since what is termed liigli farming lias been more in prac¬ 
tice, lias attracted an unusual share of attention amongst 
agriculturists, because, upon the greatest part of our best 

soils the cultivation of barley has become very precarious 
and unremunerativc; therefore, a great portion of the land 
formerly appropriated to the growth of that grain has been 
found to pay better by being sown with Spring Wheat, and 
particularly land of a loamy nature, which has borne a crop 
of turnips, fed off with sheep, eating oilcake or corn in ad¬ 
dition. This mode of feeding is now very much the prac¬ 
tice, and will pirobably continue so as long as the production 
of meat otters more profit to the farmer than the growth of 
corn. Although the sowing of Spring Wheat has been much ' 
on the increase, for the above-named reasons, for the last 
ten or twelve years, yet the untoward and dilflcult sowing 
season of the past autumn has invested the subject with 
more than usual interest, and is the chief cause of the 
writer of these remarks taking up the subject. It must be 
admitted, that in ordinary seasons many farmers sow Spring 
Wheat, believing it to be good policy, still a greater number 
will be obliged to adopt this plan from the force of circum 
stances, or, otherwise, greatly curtail their growth of AVheat, 
it having been found impossible, in many large wheat-grow'- 
ing districts, to sow the laud in the autumn or winter 
mouths; and much land that has been sown is so deficient 
in plant that a crop cannot be depended upon without being 
resown. 

The best sorts of AVheat for sowing in the spring season 
are, the Talavcra, the Nursery, and a bearded variety, called 
Ajiril Wheat. Tlie first-named has been selected, and very 
much improved, by Colonel Le Couteur, of Jersey, and some 
excellent samples have been the result. It is of great im¬ 
portance to have Spring Wheat true to its kind, because of 
its early maturity ; the ordinary sorts of Wheat not coming 
to harvest at the same time, would, in case of mixture, 
greatly diminish the produce; hence the necessity of careful 
selection. The Belle Vue Taluveru, as grown by Colonel 
Le Couteur, requires a kind dry soil in high condition, and 
a large quantity of seed, say four bushels per acre when 
sown broadcast; but upon all soils given to summer weeds it 
is best drilled, in order that it may be hoed if necessary, in 
which case three-and-a-half bushels of seed per acre would 
prove sutficient. It is essential that Talax-era IVhcal should 
be sown thick, because it does not tiller, or branch out, like 
some other sorts ; it will also leave the grotmd sooner and 
co!ne earlier to harvest. The chief drawback in connection 
with this kind of Wheat is its great tendency to sprout in 
showery harvest seasons ; bvrt as Wheat does not sprout in 
the harvest field, upon an average of seasons, oftener than 
once in seven years, in the climate of the midland and 
southern counties of England, I think a compensation will 
be found for its sprouting in the extra value of the grain for 
mealing purposes over that of ordinary brown WTieat. The 
Nursery Wheat is a brown variety, very hardy, and tillers 
well; it is best calculated for sowing on strong soils, and is, 
therefore, a desirable kind for use during the present season, 
there being a large portion of the heavy land either not 
sown, or badly planted. It is the nature of this Wheat to 
tiller to such an extent as to make up a large amount of 
deficiency in the plant. Three bushels per acre of this sort 
will be found an ample allowance of seed for any soil. The 
Nu7-sery Wheat is much liked by the millers, and it is cer¬ 
tainly not so liable to blight as any of the varieties of white 
Wheat. 

The Trilicum JNsthunii, or Bearded April Wheat, may be 
sown with advantage a month later than any other variety ; 
usually sown in the spring season. It is the best sort for ' 
sowing upon inferior land in low condition, and four bushels 
of seed per acre will be required, as it does not tiller much. 
It is rather a coarse brown Wheat, not mxich esteemed by 
the millers, but it will produce an amazing crop of corn and 
straw on good land, and does not readily sprout in a wet 

haiwest. 
There are many other sorts of AVheat sown in the spring 

season which are not deserving especial notice, as their 
growth is attended with more or less risk as compared with 
the varieties above-mentioned. As a rule, a large quantity 
of seed is required for every kind of Wheat sown in the 
spring months, in order that it may not be required to tiller 
much, as it will then come earlier to maturity, can-y an 
cvener head, and, in consequence, avoid the ordinary casual¬ 
ties to which late-sown Wheat is particularly liable, such as 
blight, &c. I 
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[ It may be said that the chief inducement to sow Spring 
! Wheat in ordinary seasons, is to substitute it for barley upon 
' good soils in a high state of fertility, where the latter would 
I pi’ovc deficient in riuantily and quality, and probably destroy 
i the grass seeds sown with it, whereas the clover generally 
; talco.s reuuu'liably well sown amongst Spring 'Wheat. 
; In connection with the subject of sowing Spring IVlieat 
I the practical .management and cultivation of the land must 

bo considered a most important point; for although the fore- 
j going observations relate to the advantages of certain sorts 

of 'Wheat for various soils, yet, in practice, it will be found 
^ that they require very different management in preparing 
i the land. The Talavcra Wheat should not be sown until 
I the land will work freely, and leave a kind and good seed 

bod, and ought not to be sown earlier than the first week in 
jMarch, at which period there will be a chance, in ordinary 

, seasons, of the seed coming up immediately, and the plant 
j proceeding towards maturity without any check; and the 

latest period of sowing this sort of 'IVheat, with a fair chance 
, of success, is the last week in March. The Nursery Wheat 
I may bo sown at any time in tho spring up to the middle of 
I March; and the Bearded, ov April IffAent, may bo sown as 
j late as the last week in April. 

Tho two last-named varieties of wheat do not require any 
I nicely in the preparation of the land, but will bo found to 
I succeed best when tho soil is comparatively heavy and close, 
j and if the land can bo worked, and the seed covered, by the 

use of the iron harrows, that will ho quite suflicient, for the 
heavier the tillage tho more these sorts of ‘Wheat will 

j flourish, and the crop will be less infested with weeds than 
i when the land is sown in a light and kind season; one 
I ploughing will always be found sufficient. 
I In sowing Spring Wheat, or at any time of the winter, I 

prefer sowing the land ns fast ns ploughed; the plan being 
to apportion the horse-power so that tho scedman or drill 
may follow tho ploughs, and every land be seeded and 
finished harrowing immediately after ploughing, in case of 
rain setting in at any period of the day. By this means I 
have often obtained a good season for wheat; whereas, had 
the sowing been deferred one day, the land oftentimes could 

I not have been sowm until weeks or months afteinvoi-ds. 
I I prefer sowing Spring Wheat broadcast, except whore 
^ weeds are expected to appear; I would thou drill at five or 

seven inches apart, but I do not approve of dibbling Wheat 
for winter or spring season. When dibbled, tho Wheat is 
called upon to tiller and branch out to make up a good 
plant, in which case the crop would be rendered more un¬ 
certain, both as regards quantity and quality.—J. Blundeix. 

I _ 

LACED rOLANDS. 
With due submission to Dr. Horner, I think ho has left 

the question of laced Bolands exactly where he found it, for 
beyond his ipse dixit I find nothing touching on tho ques¬ 
tion. lie certainly says, spangled birds are the ihiiiy—“ it 

' is so, and of necessitybut it wore ns easy to have written 
j “ it is iial so.” With respect, however, to die characteristics 
! of your humble servant, ho is more specific, but, I submit, 

not less incorrect. He states that I have taken my cue 
from tho Eev. Mr. Dixon, and have misquoted his work: 
the former is mere assertion, and cannot be the fact, if, ns 

I ho says, my opinions were formed on I’olands twenty years 
I ago ; and tho latter charge, of misquotation, I fling back on 

the worthy gentleman, by the following ungnrbled extract 
j from the work :—“ The Holden Polands are sometimes 
I called Gold Spangled, but surely not correctly, because, 

although the bird has spots, those markings are not uni- 
1 versnl; but many of the_/i»rsf specimens have the feathers 

merely fringed with a darker colour,” &c.; and a few lines 
further on Blr. Dixon is guilty of an indiscrclinn, according 
to Dr. Horner, by saying, that “ the hen is richly laced with 
diuk brown, or black, on an ochre ground.” 

I am next charged (dimly, it is true) with having seduced 
an “uninitiated” young friend at Hull into my oiiinion, by 
sending him a wing* coverlet! (sic.) Let me assure the 

j doctor, upon my honour, that I never sent a feather to any 
j person except yourself, and have, moreovei’, no “ young 

I • Coverlet—The outermost of the bed clothes.—JoAMSoa. 

friend,” or correspondent, at Hull. I need not further 
allude to tills part of his letter, where “ function is smo¬ 
thered in surmise, and nothing is, but what is not,” beyond 
complying with his request, that I will send you some crop 
feathers, which are herewith enclosed. [These are pre¬ 
cisely like tho engraving we gave last week, and are breast 
feathers.—Ed. C. G.] 

The doctor appears to have been won by that “ gay, young, 1 
fresh, and beauteous wooer,” gold, as ho says that he sold | 
some spotted birds {may I add, tho purchaser also) for six j 

guineas, whilst some laced Polands remained unnoticed— | 
unnoticed by me, certainly, notwithstanding a most minute 
examination of those exhibited. By the u-ay, where did he 
got Ills laced birds, if, as he supposes, “ Scrutator is iioking 
fun," and laced birds are altogether fabulous animals. 
“ Depend upon it Dr. Horner is a wag ; ” “ do ask him for 
some crop feathers : so bait your trap, and, my word for it, 
ho will be caught.” There can be no difficulty, as they arc 
unsold. 

I heartily concur with Dr. Horner in his opinion, that 
these are days of progress and improvement; and as I 
hope, ere long, to enter the field as a competitor, I with 
confidence await tho time when “ our fair appointments may 
be well perused,” and sincerely believe that, unless tho 
present breeders progress, and rapidly too, tho true laced 
Polands are destined to drive the present mongrels (see 
Dixon) from the field, as the laced Bantams have tho span¬ 
gled, in spile of our friend's admiration for oven tho latter 
birds.—Scrutator. 

THE VICISSITUDE OE THE CLIMATE OE 
ENGLAND; 

BEING AN EPITOME OF A WEATHER JOURNAL KEPT BY 

H. W. NEWMAN, ESQ., IN OLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

Having kept a journal of the weather for many years, 

perhaps some account of tho changes which take place may 

be of use to “ Young England,”—I mean to those gardeners 

wlio have seen some twenty or twenty-five summers only. 

I am old enough to remember tho long winter of 1700- 
IHOO; this was distinguished by a long frost, and a heavy 
fall 6f snow, which lay on the ground nearly two months, 
and many sheep were lost in the north of Scotland. This 
winter was preceded by a very cold, wet summer; the harvest 
was damaged, and great scarcity prevailed. The winter of 
1800-1 was mild; of 1801-2, severe ; May, 1802, a very cold 
month; of 1803-4, mild; of ISOo-fi, very mild, and ex¬ 
tremely wet and tempestuous. In 1800, a splendid summer; 
and tho winter, 1800-7, mild. In 1807-8, a very severe frost, 
which continued for nearly two months; the turnpike-roads, 
at the end of January, for several days were a complete 
sheet of ice, and young men and boys were skating on them. 
During this frost one of those beautiful appearances on the 
trees, of frozen rain, took place; they were festooned with 
rime for a day, and there is no finer sight than some large 
elms covered with this rime. Such rime frosts seem to 
occur about once in every fifteen or eighteen years, during 
severe weather, and generally near the end of tho frost; a 
correct drawing or painting of these sights in winter, so few 
and far between, would bo most desirable. In 18(ii)-10 there 
was severe frost; 1810-11, 1811-12, and 1812-13, wore, 
generally speaking, mild winters. The summer of iwi.q was 
wet, and then commenced the long winter of 1813-14. The 
frost commenced on the 2fith of December, and on the 7th of 
January, 1814, snow fell for neaily three days consecutively, 
to tho depth of six feet on level open ground, and drifted to 
tho height of twenty feet in certain places. This frost con¬ 
tinued (with an intermission of four days in February) for 
thirteen weeks. The Thames was frozen over for a long 
period, and a fair held upon it. The snow was not melted 
in tho valleys in England until April. A fine summer 
followed. In 1814-15 was a mild ivinter, but in May, 1815, 
about the 1.5th, there was a severe frost; the goosebeiries 
in many jjlaces were destroyed. In 1815-10 was rather 
an extraordinary winter; no frost occurred until the 10th 
of February, when a most severe one comniencod. TJie 
Thames was frozen over for a week, and myriads of people 
were on the ice. It broke up suddenly, and a BTetehed 
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spring succeeded; there was a dry, cold May, and then one 
of the coldest and wettest summers followed, nearly similar 
to tliat of 1791). The harve.st was not half got in ; in Scot¬ 
land tlie corn ripened only on the finest and warmest soils, 
and was damaged to a great extent. 

The year 1817 hrought another wet summer, hut not so 
bad as did 1819. In 1818 we had a splendid summer; in 

: imi) a showery wet summer. In .January and February, 
I 1800, most severe frosts for a montli or six weeks, ami 

heavy falls of snow; 1820-01 and 1821-22 were very mild 
winters. In 1822 was the most plentiful harvest known for 
very m.ony years. The winter of 1822-2:3 was very severe, 
and great falls of snow in February. Eathcr mild winters 
for two or ttiroo years followed; nothing material in the 
alternations of weather. 1820 had a dry spring, which was 
succeeded by one of the hottest summers I ever remember; 
in June and July the temperature was ecpial to that of 
Naples, viz., from 80'’ to 90° in the shade for six weeks. 

In 1820-27 there was no frost until February, when the 
I whole month was frosty. 1827 had a cloudy, calm summer, 
I neither wet nor dry ; the winter of 1827 -28 was mild, and a 

fine spring followed. On the 18th of May, 1828, a thunder¬ 
storm occurred and broke up the weather. We had this 
year one of the wettest summers on record, but a high tem¬ 
perature ; there were summer floods all over the low lands 
in the West of England, and a wretched harvest. It was 
followed by an early and severe winter; frost commenced 
the third week in November; and a great deal of frost in 
.lanuary, 1829. May and June, 1829, were very fine; but at 
the end of June the weather broke up, and a wet July and 
August followed. In the winter of 1829-30 we had severe 
frost. The end of this winter brought one of the greatest 
changes ever witnessed for half a century at least. The 
last three days of March were very warm ; the thermometer 
being 04° and 00° in the shade ; in the afternoon of the 31st 
the sky was overcast, and thunder came on, and then the 
wind shifted suddenly to the N.E., snow fell, and at day¬ 
light, on the 1st of Apiril, the thermometer was at 24°— 
being a fall of 40° in fourteen hovu-s. The snow remained j 
for a week, from the 1st to the 8th of April. A wet sura- 1 
mer followed this. 1830-31 and 1831-32 were mild winters 
and moderately warm summers. 

The winters of 1833-4, and 1835-0, were very mild, with 
little frost. The summers of 1835 and 1830 were remark¬ 
ably fine and hot, but not to excess. The winter of 1830-7 
was very open, and one of the most remaikable seasons on 
record ; there was no frost until the lOt/i March, 1837, the 
wind then shifted to the N.E., and continued to blow from 
that quarter for 10 weeks; severe frosts continued all through 
April, and on the 20th of this month the thermometer was 
14 degrees below the freezing point. On the lUth of May ! 
it snowed nearly all day, and on the 17th great pai’t of the , 
day. There was no grass until the beginning of June, and | 
the spring and summer came together, as in Canada. A 
tolerable summer followed this extraordinary spring, neither 
wet nor dry. 1838 brought nine weeks’ frost, commencing 
the 7th January; this is known as “ Murphy's year.” A 
Mr. Murphy predicted m an Almanac that the 20th of 
January would be the coldest day. It was so; the ther¬ 
mometer falling to 30° below the freezing point! A 
very backward spring, followed with a cold May; a cool 
summer, and the winter mild, 1839 had a di7 spring, and 
extremely dry May—a very wet summer followed, and 
wetness was the characteristic until March, 1840, had 
a moderate cool summer. In February 1841 there was 
about 10 days’ severe frost, and a showery wet summer and 
harvest followed. 1841-2 was a very mild winter—the 
summer was a most splendid one. 1842-3 was a mild 
winter ; l\Iay 1843 had twenty-five wet days out of thirty-one. 
1843- 4 was a mild winter; 1844 was one of the driest sum¬ 
mers for 20 years or more, but the heat was not excessive. 
1844- 5 was a mild winter—nevertheless, in March 1845, 
there were 18 days of most severe frost, and a showery 
summer followed. 1845-0 was a mild winter, followed by a 
line summer, with a fortnight of excessive heat in July. In 
January 1847, severe frosts; and on the 8th of February snow 
fell to the depth of 14 inches. The summer was fine. 1847-8 
was a mild winter; 1848 a showery summer. 1848-9 a mild 
winter ; 1849 a cool summer, but not wet. There was a bad 
frost m December, 1849, for 14 days; and also in January 

and March, 1850. 1851-2 was a mild winter, and a fine j 

summer; 1802-3,* a mild winter until the 7th of February, j 
1853, when came three weeks’ severe frost. j 

“ Wo should never halloo till we are out of the train; ” for 
never do we know, in the llritish Isles, when winter is to j 
commence—frequently not until March and April! I 

From the foregoing it will be seen that throe winters 
frequently pass with little or no frost, but seldom four or , 
five ; that once in seven years, at least, we are visited with i 
severe weather, and with very severe about once in fifteen ; 
years. There is little doubt that the extensive under-ground 
draining has a considerable cfl'ect on the coldness of our 
winters. It is observed in Canada, that the climate is not 
so severe in those districts which arc drained, or cleared of 
the immense woods and forests. 

Mr. Gilbert White, in his History of Selbourne, gives a 
programme of about twenty seasons, about the middle of ' 
last century. This is worth referring to by those who are i 
ciuious in matters of the climate. He says, that severe 
winters generally are preceded by wet summers; and so it ' 
has been the case, with few exceptions, during the last j 
forty years. I have noticed that most of the wet summers 
are preceded by “a dry month of Sfay, with north-easterly 
winds.” This was particularly the case in the wettest on i 
record, 4802, 4819, and 1839. During the winter months, i 
should severe weather be near, those sweet songsters, the 
thrushes, invariably cease singing. 

POULTRY ON SHIPBOARD 

In No. 232 of The Cottage Gardener, under this title, 
your correspondent, “ D. C.,” complains of the great loss of 
poultry at sea; and, in a note attached, information on the 
subject is solicited. Having myself recently been applied 
to on the same subject, I think I cannot do better than 
describe the plan I adopted for the purpose of keeping a 
quantity of fowls on board ship in a healthy and, conse¬ 
quently, wholesome condition. 

Being at sea one day, on board a yacht, in company with 
the owner, a gentleman farmer, the conversation turned 
upon the great loss of life amongst poulti-y when packed in 
coops and taken to sea. During the conversation, we ap¬ 
proached the place where the coops were stow-ed, or rather 
crammed away. Upon one of the sailors pokhig up the 
birds, we discovered about one-third of the lot in such a 
sickly and diseased state, that the only way “ to save their 
lives would be to kill them.” This being done, the que.stion 
was—How could the remainder be preserved ? I suggested 
the following plan, and as it has been found to answer well, 
perhaps it may prove useful to others. 

At the bows of the vessel a place was partitioned off, 
eleven feet long by three feet wide, and four-and-a-half feet 
deep; the back, top, and sides boarded, and made water¬ 
tight ; the front covered with a piece of old fishing-net; 
the roosts fixed fourteen inches from the roof. This was 

! all the room that could be spared, and was intended to hold 
i twenty-five birds—rather close quarters, it must be con¬ 

fessed. The accommodation being completed, the next 
thing was how to manage the fowls. To the party in 
charge I gave the following directions :—When purchasing 
fowls, mind that they are young birds, and fresh from | 
the farm-yards or runs, not birds that, perhaps, have been 
cooped up for a month in some cellar. Feed the birds 
on good sound barley—not oats, wliich are apt to scour 
them. Give every other day sprouted barley, which may 
be produced by placing the grain in a vessel, and damp¬ 
ing it daily until it begins to grow; this, w'hen green 
food cannot be procured, will be found a good substi¬ 
tute. In one corner of the enclosure, place a box (large 
enough for the birds to dust in) containing broken oyster- 
shells, old lime-rubbish, and small gravel; and in another | 
corner a good supply of sweet, fresh water, and manage | 
by placing a board partly over the vessel, that the birds ' 
do not make it filthy. The flooring should be washed 
oiit every morning, ns nothing produces disease so much 
as a dirty, fetid atmosphere. Should any of the feathers 

♦ 10.^2 will be long remembered for the great floods ; rain commenced 
the 21 St October, and were nearly daily until the 20th January. i 
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under the vent of any of the birds get clogged up or matted 
together with dung, they .should be carefully cut off with a 
pair of scissors. Should any of the birds show sj-mptoms 
of illness, by the combs or wattles turning pale, such should 
be immediately killed. Vegetables at any time would be 
a treat, and prove highly conducive to the health and well¬ 
being of the stock.—lil. 

THE COTTAGE GARDENER'S PONY. 
{Continued from 440.) 

I siiori.D recommend the cottage gardener to try a pony 
of one of the wild native breeds ; say a little stout iron- 
gre^', dun, or brown nag, of Scotch, "Welch, or oven Irish 
blood. Hut little care has been bestowed on the bringing- 
up of such animals; they possess a certain hardiness of 
constitution indispensable where there is no convenient 
arrangement for ministering to the minutest details of stable 
mysteries. "Which of us but has admired the hardy little 
car horse, when pleasantly posting from one place to another 
among the picturesque hills and valleys and waters of the 
North. The little animal is not, perhaps, very fast; his 
paces not the most regular; and his tout ensemble is any¬ 
thing but imposing ; yet what loads he takes; what distances 
he travels ! About home, too, our own butcher appears all 
but ubi(iuitous ; whenever we ride out we meet him mounted 
on his Scotch pony; and he often passes us at a truly 
enviable pace. Or if we meet not the butcher, wo meet his 
well-loaded cart, and behold the same pony quietly dodging 
from one house to another—the model of patience and en¬ 
durance. Now, tho whole of this class of horses contrive 
to get through a great deal of work, and with but a very 
moderate degree of care bestowed on their toilette; and 
they often last very many years. The fact is, their owners 
very seldom allow them to lose the instinctive faculty of 
taking care of themselves. 

The pony should be of a cheerful temper, and tractable. 
A good animal physiognomist must .judge of his moral 
character by looking at his ears, which should be set on 
wide apart, constantly in motion, but not inclined to lay 
back ; by the eye, which should be bright, animated, not 
showing much of tlie white. The play of the nostrils and 
lips, and the very switch of the tail, convey a meaning. In 
fact, it is not the mere outward configuration of the parts ; 

1 it is their motions, indicating the sort of spirit within, that 
we should attend to. But, besides the colour and cast of 

! countenance of our new acquaintance, there are certain 
! other points not so easy to explain ;—as an ample chest; a 

short, thick carcass, well ribbed up to the haunch ; a neck, 
if not very long, yet well set on; shoulders not too upright; 
clean, fiat, deep, short legs, joined by well-knit, if not very 
lengtliy pasteras, to hard, unbroken feet. Again—it is the 
action, as it is called, or the style in which the beast lifts his 
feet, and the fearless manner in which he puts them down 
upon tlie ground, like a Briton ; it is his natural deportment, 
in a word, that must be our guide upon the whole. 

The coloirr of the skin is not of so little importance as is 
implied by the proverb, which says—“A good horse is never 
of a bad colour." The functions of the skin are not half as 
well considered, either in man or beast, as they ought to be. 
Tlie skin is at one and the same time a provision of 
defence against external agents, and a highly sensitive 
surface, or a means of receiving external impressions. A 
pachydermatous animal is simply a thick-skinned brute, a 
mere donkey, pig, or a rhinoceros. Conversely, to be thin- 
skinned, means to be of superlatively sensitive nature and 
refined feelings. Tliese are the extremes of the two func¬ 
tions which I have to attempt to distinguish. But even the 
hides of pigs, especially of the better families and blood, 
can be carried into a sort of fineness; and the ass and 
mule, in genial climates, and under partial masters, acquire 
higher susceptibilities, better natures, finer skins. 

Domestication, also, in cold climates, along with the in¬ 
troduction of high-bred races, natives of the East, and arti¬ 
ficial appliances for doing away with the necessity for 
trusting altogether to the powers of resistance of the skin, 
must impair those powers, at the same time that the other 
function or sensitiveness is greatly increased. Along with 

this alteration in the skiu (which it may take many gene¬ 
rations to effect), the whole system seems to put on a new 
character, and the aiiimal to acquire new susceptibilities, 
and to become, what we call, improved, or the breed 
becomes improved. Tliis improveableness, probably, has 
its limits. Impaired ppwers of resistance to the alternations 
of heat and cold, wet and dry, feverishness, sickness, pre¬ 
mature decay, coughs, and unsoundness ; tliese eidls, or if 
not these, at least an increased liability to them, are the 
price we pay for a high state of physical civilization—a 
highly artificial mode of life. It is just the highly artificial 
habit of life to which our very best horses are condemned, 
tliat necessitates all the over care that is taken to keep them 
“ all right.” Our rich bays, richer greys, light chestnuts, jet 
blacks, are, in general, fine - skinned ; they require more 
clothing, grooming, and care, and will repay it bettor than 
the iron-grey, the dun or fallow, the brown or dark chesnut, 
which seem to take less harm under inditferent grooming, 
and seem to almost require a certain amount of exposure 
out-of-doors to keep them in health. 

The pure native breeds of horses are but little subject to 
inborn unsoundness; should your “pony” be young, and 
should he exhibit no outward signs of previous ill irsage, 
you may make your mind comparatively easy about ring¬ 
bones, spavins, splints, thorough pin, curb, windgalls, Ac. 
These ai-e neither more nor less than enlargements about 
the joints of the legs, or about the tendons, bony ex- 
cresences at or near the joints, or on the main bones 
between the joints. As a general rule, you should see that 
one joint is no bigger than the other, nor one leg enlarged 
where the other is not, nor graced by bumps or protu¬ 
berances peculiar to itself. I have before me a fancy sketch 
of a horse, with every one of these blemishes on his legs 
duly marked with a number referring to an explanatory 
list; and the major part of them I have more intimately 
known on some one or other of the legs of some one or 
other of my own horses, or those of my particular friends. 

I believe them to be oftenest hereditary in the high- 
blooded horse, though most easily acquired in the pony 
through a course of stable management uncongenial to liis 
natural genius, and the habits of his race. You may easily 
make him unsound by driving or riding him too fast atrd too 
far; by denying him even the liberty of a loose box; by 
never turning him out to grass winter or sumnrer; all which 
freaks you may play upon a blood horse with comparative 
irrrpirnity, if onljq at a great price, you have procured a 
perfectly sound one to begin with. For orre sound high¬ 
bred horse sold by the farmer for the Lorrdon market, how 
marry blemished and unlikely tits does he not rear ? There 
are few lotteries where there are so many blanks ; and, jirst 
to follow the firre horse in his Loirdorr career, or in the 
stables of the mighty of the land, everything is under 
artificial control—water, exercise, cooling mashes, stimu¬ 
lating cordials, hay, oats, warmth, air, his natural skirr de¬ 
prived of its hair, and protected by clothing, hoods for the 
head, bandages for the legs, his wind as anxiously looked 
to as the voice of an opera singer, and his skin cai’ed for 
like the complexion of a fair lady. This system has un¬ 
doubtedly brought some of our very best horses to an 
unrivalled perfection, but it all implies a thorough insight 
into certain stable mysteries, which very few grooms 
possess, though all confidently pretend to it—one result of 
which is, that many a horse which might last twelve or 
twenty years, with care, is often entirely spoilt in two. 
The reward of success is, that the animal can put forth his 
every power at once, and keep up a continued and sustained 
exertion for miles together, even when there is no sort of 
occasion for such trials. A dangerous accomplishment, I 
think, not worth half the trouble it costs; but if gentlemen 
will take their ideas about horses from grooms, and about 
their carriages from coach-builders, they will have to pay 
for it.—ViBOYOR. 

{To be continued.) 

SWEET CIDER MAKING. 
As you have applied to mo for the mode in which our 

Sweet Cider is produced, to the quality of which you have 
borne testimony, I have the greatest pleasure in acceding 
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to jour ■\visba.3, and bliould any of your numerous readers 
derive any benefit from tbe same, it will be a gratification to 
me to know that tbe information I bave given bas been of 
any benefit to tbeiu. 

Most of tbe Sweet Cider you meet with, especially that 
wbicb is bottled, bas its sweetness preserved by some 
cbemicul process it undergoes as soon as taken from tbe 
press. A system called “matebing” is also mucb used, to 
suppress the fermentation ; but sucb systems I do not re¬ 
commend, for tbe Cider gets so much impregnated with tbe 
drugs that are used, that any person wdio is in tbe habit of 
drinking pure, unadulterated Cider, can easily detect it. I 
should say it is also highly injurious if taken in any large 
(luautity ; in fact, I bave known people suffer from taking 
a second glass. There are many men who derive their 
principal income from their Cider crop, and, of course, use 
means to make as mucb as possible of the best (luality, with 
tbe least tiouble and expense, knowing that if they can only 
keep it sweet it will be purchased readily in the large towns. 
The producer of such Cider will argue that it does not 
alfect the li(iuor; but I leave the reader to judge whether 
sucb powerful means as are required to check at once the 
fermentation must not impregnate the drink. 

Now fur the mode which we adopt in making sound Sweet 
Cider. It is certainly attended with mucb more trouble and 
labour, and some say waste, but in that I do not agree, if it 
be managed with care; for all the dregs wbicb are taken 
from tbe bottom of the cask each time of racking are put 
back into a barrel set apart on purpose, and which, in a 
short time, if tbe weather is clear, will again separate. It is 
then again racked, and makes good strong Cider for general 
purposes, llisappointmeut will sometimes occur from 
neglect, but, if strictly watched, you will be amply repaid by 
possessing such a pure, wholesome beverage, that I have 
known it to be taken in preference to the best wine. 

To make sucb Cider we take tbe best fruit, or I would 
say the apples from a certain orchard, which being mostly 
good sorts we never separate them, as it requires a mixture 
of sour and bitter with tbe sweet to make tbe best quality. 
There should be about two-thirds of tbe latter to one-third 
of tbe sour and bitter. We allow tbe apples in that orchard 
to remain till nearly the last gathering, unless frost sets in, 
which is highly injurious. Care should be taken never to 
put tliem together in frosty weather, as it is very detrimental 
to tbe quality, which becomes pale and thin, and will not 
keep good any length of time. There is a rule wbicb 
should generally be the guide, and that is, that when the 
apples will easily fall by shaking the tree they are in the 
best stage for gathering. We then take them to the apple 
loft till sufticiently matured for grinding, which will take 
place, according to the mildness of the season, in about a 
fortnight. You will perceive that some of them will turn 
quite black, but care must be taken to have these picked 
out. They can be thrown back with the rougher apples, 

and used in the general way. 
As soon as the apples are ground, the pulp is placed on 

the bed of the press, in alternate layers with fine clean 
wheaten straw, in the afternoon, and remains in that state 
till the next morning, to enable the liquor to retain as much 
as possible the liavour of the pips and rind. The juice is 
then pressed out as fast as possible, and at once removed to 
the fermenting vat (a barrel with the head taken out answers 
the purpose). This vat is filled nearly full, and the juice 
remains there till the first or vinous fermentation has taken 
place, which occurs, generally, on the second day ; but if 
the weather is cold it may remain much longer. It is easily 
perceived by the white froth or scum with which the whole 
surface is covered. The outside will become more creamy, 
and as soon as you perceive it turn brown, the cider must 
be immediately drawn off and put into the cask. You must 
be particular not to mix any of the scum or pickings at the 
bottom; to avoid which have a cork hole at the bottom ot the 
vat to place your tap in, from which you draw off the liquor, 
instead of dipping into it. The greatest vigilance is now 
necessary. An empty cask must be kept ready to rack the 
Cider into as soon as required, as now the object is to prevent 
the acetous fermentation taking place, and thus preserve the 
sweetness. This fermentation is discovered by applying 
the ear several times a day to the bung-hole (the bung 
being loosely placed on), to note if a singing noise, which 

accompanies incipient fermentation, be audible. This noise 
is a kind of hissing occasioned by the extrication of small 
bubbles of ciU’bonic acid gas, whicli, as the action increases, 
break forth in a torrent, accompanied with a formation of 
froth on the surface of the liquor. A very short continuance 
of this is destructive of much sw'eetness in the Cider. Care 
must, therefore, be taken, on the very first symptoms of fer¬ 
mentation, instantly to rack the Cider into the other cask. 
Place the dregs into the barrel set apart, and wash your cask 
clean for the next racking, which must be repeated as often 
as these symptoms shew themselves, which will probably 
occm’ in twenty-four hours, more or less, according to the 
state of tho atmosphere. In fine cold weather the rackiiigs 
are less frequent, and sometimes six or seven may sutlice ; 
whilst, in mild foggy weather, I have known two rackings 
required in twenty-four hours; and as many as twenty 
before the fermentation is subdued. A small cask should 
be managed at the same time, in order, at the last racking, 
to be able to fill up the larger one near enough to the top 
so as just to be able to touch it with your finger. Then 
bung it down tightly, and in the month of March take 
advantage of the first few clear days to give it another 
racking. Bung it again tightly, and paste over the bung, 
so as to render it perfectly air-tight, and you will find it 
keep good and retain its sweetness for many years. 

I would observe, that the soil has much to do with the 
quality of the Cider; that from a clay subsoil far surpassing 
that from a light sand.—T. P., South Fethertou, Somerset. 

DISEASES OF DOULTllY. 

EGG-UOUisD. 

The following appearances were observed upon tho ex¬ 
amination of a Shanghae pullet the day following her 
decease 

Body somewhat emaciated; skin much discoloured, as 
if jaundiced, emitting a rancid unsavoury odour. 

I'pon opening the abdominal cavity, the wdiole of the 
peritoneum presented a highly vascular and infiamed con¬ 
dition, especially about the clocea and ovaries. The in¬ 
testines were glued together by recently effused lymph, 
whilst Hakes and patches of the same material were found 

i in various parts of the cavity. Lying over the right kidney 
was a mass of putty-like matter, which bore some resem¬ 
blance to the yoke of an egg, though somewhat changed in 
character. The oviduct being next laid open, exhibited 
much iufiammation towards its termination, whilst in tbe 
calcifying segment was the crushed shell of an egg, from 
which tbe yoke had apparently escaped; the membranes 
being otherwise perfect. Kidneys, lungs, and other organs 
healthy. 

Hence it would appear, that death, in this instance, resulted 
from peritonitis, produced by the irritation set up in tho 
oviduct by the retention of a crushed egg in that canal, and 
by the escape of its contents backwards into the peritoneal 
cavity—a very unusual circumstance, probably, but, never¬ 
theless, in this case, I think un(iuestionable. 

The prevalent system of over-feeding and over-stimu¬ 
lating poultry, doubtless, contributes largely towards the 
production of all manner of inflammatory complaints. 
Had an antiplogistic and unstimulating course been pursued 
with this pullet as soon as any symptoms of irritation or 

1 inflammation of oviduct were apparent, she might now, 
! possibly, have been the mother of a large, thriving, and 
I valuable family of “lovely Cochin-Chinas." — Fued. J. 

Butlek. 

EXIIIDIXION I'EVEK. 

In your paper of February 24th, “ fY. A. E.” states that 
his “fowls" are attacked by the “exhibition fever.” Now', 
as I had nearly twenty attacked in the same way about 
twelve months since, and did not lose a siiii/lc bird, I 
venture to inform you in what way I treated them. Imme¬ 
diately the first symptoms appeared (which was exactly as 
“ fV. A. E.” describes, viz., very loud breathing, accompanied 
at intervals by a husky cough, the head swollen, and the 
eyes closed), I gave the bird about one table-spoonful of 
“ oil," and confined it in a coop, placed in a dry house. 
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feeding it twice a day witli pills (about the size of those 
used for cramming fowls) composed of meal mixed with 
ale, taking care to supply it with plenty of fresh water, as 
ahlioiigh blind they are still able to liud the dish containing 
the water. 

I found that most of the birds were “blind” from two to 
four days, and after that time gradually recovered. Is not 
this disease very similar to the “ roup ? ” ‘ 

In regard to tlie query—“ Which variety of fowls eat the 
most I ”—although I have never kept any accurate account, 
I am still decidctHy inclined to tliink, that of the seven 
varieties which I keep, the “Malays” are the largest cun- 
sinners, closely followed by the “ Cochins.”—Wili.iaji Porn, 
Si/mmishiiry. 

LADY-GAEDENEES. 

In these days, when the country swarms with editors of 
gardening publications and their co-adjutors, all dictators 
of taste in their lino, how is it, Mr. Editor, that tliero are 
in every neighbourhood so many rubbish-plots, falsely called 
gardens, adjoining gentlemen's houses ? I think, Mr. 
hlditor, you are not without blame in this matter; you 
mistify tlie public so, that no one rightly knows whore to 
tlx the disgrace of slovenly gardens. You tell us at one 
time “ tho garden is too large for the strength keptat 
another, “tho gardener is an incapable.” Now, you have 
added to your title “The Country Gentleman’s Companion;” 
why not have done yourself and the public a service by 
adding instead “ The Country Gentlewoman’s Companion,” 
and kept the title in your mind? I am very fond of gardens; 
I stick at no trouble if I can Ausit them; and wherever I 
have seen a garden remarkable for beauty, I have always 
found the mistress of the place took an active delight in its 
superintendance; and let wives but find intellect to direct, 
and where is the husband will grudge paying for labour 
properly applied? I am sure clever gardeners will chime in 
with mo in the above recommendation, as their abilities 
can only be appreciated by knowing ones. Your able co¬ 
adjutor, Mr. Beaton, a master in his profession, I know will 
hear me out, for he speaks gallantly of the assistance and 
encouragement he received of his mistress, and from ladies 
in general. Now, if gentlewomen who can afford to have 
men of Mr. Beaton’s stamp, with a whole staff of sub¬ 
ordinates to superintend their gardening operations, neglect 
not to give their time and attention to ^details, what can be 
said for those ladies who can afford but one or two ordinary 
gardeners, and require a proper day’s manual labour out of 
them ? Is it to their praise if they exercise their mental 
powers on crochet-work or knitting, which any child of three 
years old may rival them at, while their gardens are being 
managed with the most ■wretched taste ? Who can blame the 
gardeners under such circumstances ? A modern author 
says, “the smell of the earth has in no country a favourable 
effect on the development of mind.” Now, this is so far 
true, that the afore-mentioned gardeners, who would culti¬ 
vate their minds, must work by night as well as day, and I 
am proud to say many do so; but employers have no right 
to expect, in a general way, to reap the benefit of such culti¬ 
vation. When Fox and Henderson undertook to build the 
Crystal Palace, or any other of their great public works, they 
knew they must employ the common labour in the market, 
and expected to be shown no favour on that account. The 
wives of England have contracted to make the homes of 
their husbands earthly paradises ; let them take a pattern 
from Fox and Henderson, and make the best possible use 
of the materials at hand; by so doing they may feel assured 
of finding their full modicum of contentment, health, wealth, 
and unfeigned approbation.—Y. 

POLAND versus IIAMBUEGH. 

I AM perfectly aware that all the varieties of the Chitte- 
lU’ats, Boltons, and Dutch fowls, have lately been classed 
together, under the title of Hamhurgh fowls. I believe the 
Rev. E. S. Dixon first promulgated this classification, and 
that it has been since followed at most of the leading 
poultry shows. It is not the classification that I object to. 

which I consider good, btrt merely the adoption of the name 
Hamburgh, that did properly belong to a tufted variety of 
fowl. I think it would have been much better to have 
classed them together under one of their own names, of 
which there is a great variety, instead of depriving the 
Ilamburghs of the only one by which they were knowm. 

That the real Polands ai'e distinct from the Ilamburghs 
(also a variety with lai’ge tufts), I will sliow by a side-by- 
side description of each, and had tho Rev. E. S. Dixon 
been acquainted with their distinctness, he never w’ould have 
described the Ilamburghs as I’oles (for those he has de¬ 
scribed in his work are certainly not Polands), nor would 
ho, with such a knowledge, have applied this name to the 
tul'tless varieties ; nor do I suppose he would have mistaken 
the colour of a true spangle. 

I can assure all those interested in the poultry fancy, that 
the two varieties did exist not many years back, but as the 
Poles became scarce, the Hamburghs, of German extraction, 
usurped their place, and in the course of time the true 
properties of the Polands seem to have been forgotten, and 
the Hambm-ghs generally received as such, which error I 
wish to point out. 

POLAND. HAMBLTIGH. 

A largo fowl, the cock of 
good courage, hens non¬ 
sitters, chickens tolerably 
hardy. 

No comb, not even a single 
spike, top-knot very large 
and full, spreading out on 
all sides, and falling over tho 
eyes, so that the fanciers 
found it necessary to tie up 
or clip away some of tho 
feathers that the bird might 
see better. 

Body glossy-black, chang¬ 
ing to purple and green; 
top knot quite white. 

Colour of the Spangled 
Polands rich ochre - red, 
lined or grizzled with black, 
and each feather tipped with 
a white spangle at the ex¬ 
tremity. 

Top-knots white. 
White Polands, body clear 

white. 
Top - knots black. 
These last are generally 

considered extinct, but it is 
forgotten that the true 
Polands, through all their 
varieties, are likewise going. 

A medium-sized fowl; the 
cock a great coward; the 
hens generally sit; chicken 
tender. 

Comb small, generally 
double, terminating in two 
spikes or horns, and fronting 
a good - sized tuft, whicli 
flows backwards, leaving the 
eyes exposed. 

Body black, frequentl)' 
grizzled, with gold or silver ; 
tuft white, faced with black, 
and sometimes nearly all 
black. 

Colour of Pheasanted- 
Hamburgh, ochre-red, each 
feather having a black spot 
at the extremity, the mark¬ 
ing often irregular. Cocks 
frequently dai'k about the 
thigs. 

Tufts almost always dark. 
Laced - Hamburghs were 

of two varieties, gold and 
silver, the feathers were 
clear of other colour, having 
a narrow margin of black. 

Tuft also dark. 

Both varieties are occasionally muffled, or bearded, but 
the Hamburghs more generally so. It will be seen by these 
descriptions what is necessary to constitute a true Poland 
fowl, and, on inspection, I think it will be found that nearly 
all the birds at the present time known by that name have, 
more or less, relationship with the Hamburghs. The Rev. 
E. S. Dixon, in his praiseworthy attempt to clear up the 
(to the uninitiated) confusion respecting the Dutch, alias 
Bolton, alias Chitteprats, has caused a greater confusion 
between tho true Poles and their cousins-german the Ham¬ 
burgh fowls. These varieties are frequently imported direct 
from Hamburgh, which name they have enjoyed these thirty 
years—quite sufficient to prove their claim. It is also true 
that a few of the Dutch pencilled fowls are sometimes 
brought from Ilambiu’gh, and thus by some have been con¬ 
sidered as Hamburghs; but this is not a sufficient reason 
that the whole family of Dutch, Bolton, Chitteprats, ifcc., 
shotild appropriate the name to then’ own use, and to whicli 
they have only aspired duiing the last few years. 

It is not my wish, however, to enter into a Chancery suit 
as to whether the Hamburghs are to gain possession of 
their name; all I wish is, that the properties of the true 

I 
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old Polands may bo generally Icnown, and not forgotten; 
and tliat, should they be recovered, the contaminating asso¬ 
ciations with the Tufted Hamburgh may he guarded against, 
which, however, I should liave no particular objection to 

. receive as Poles, provided they appear in full dress without 
! combs.—B. P. Brent, Bessels Green, Sevenuaks, 
I [Mr. Brent lias kindly sent us the above paper on the 
j Polish and “ tufted llamhurgli ” question. Could a conihless, 
! i)erfectly white-crested Pohsll fowl, as there described, he re 
I ferred to as a living specimen, the question would he much 

narrowed; hut hitherto we have not been so fortunate as to 
meet with it; and indeed Mr. Brent himself would lead us to 
infer that it has become extremely rare. His description of the 
Hamburgh’s tuft falling hack on the neck exactly coincides 
with what we now see in the male birds of what are now 
called Polands, with whom the hens constantly disjilay a 
perfectly spherical top-knot, in shape such as JMr. Brent 
would regard as the property of his old Polish only. 

The classitication now in use has the great merit of sim¬ 
plicity, and wo must own our inability to foresee any advan¬ 
tage likely to result from its discontinuance. “ The In/led 
Jlanibiiri/h," we fear, will fail to support his case, as of 
distinct origin and lineage from his I’olish neighbour. 

Again, the Gold and Silver Hamhurghs, both pencilled 
and spangled, have so many points in common with each 
other, that we should greatly regret any system of nomen¬ 
clature by which we should hazard their disunion, and this 
would probably happen were we to single out (he Silver- 
pencilled birds as “ Dutch Every-day-layers,” or apply the 
appellation of Grey Boltons to the Gold Spangled variety. 

-'V.J 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We refjueat that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

The Cottage Oahdener. It {^ives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London,*' 

Handbills Inserted in the Cottage Gardener {Clcricus).—We 
assure you positively that the highly objectionable Handbill you sent to 
us was inserted by our Publisher. Mr, Dickens complained in The 
Times of similar Handbills being inserted in his “ Household Words.*’ 
They are inserted by some low agent in London, connected with those 
your Hookseller employs. 

Ward’s Cask {Fernetum),—You ask whatferns and mosses are suited 
to a Wardian case 4.| feet long, 3 feet wide, and 3 feet high, with burs 
across for Epiphytes in i)oses on lilocks. You grow Cypripedium speviosnm 
well in it, and in a close case have grown well, Trirhonumes speciosa and 
Ilymenophyllum Wilsuni. Wc gladly accept your olfer of telling us how 
you manage the two last so well, as they are rather diflicult, especially 
the Trlehovinnes, no one having done much witli it without a close moist 
atmosphere, just like what your close case would supply. With such 
success w'c feel doul)tful if wc are able to give many advices respecting 

! the Ward’s case. We should have known better if you had told us the 
I construction, and whether you can give it any heat in winter besides 

throwing a cover over it. If not, then we would add Cypripediiivi cal- 
I ceolus and pubescens, and Orchis longicormi and others. To the two 

ferns named above, wc would add Asplenium fontanum, Aaplenium adi- 
nntum nigrum, and Asplenium trichomanes, Cetrarvh o^icinarum, 
Adiuntum Capillus veneris; and for mosses, select Lycopodium 
upodum, deyiticulatinn, and helveticurn, the first being very low and 
compact. If, l)y means of a drawer beneath, lined with lead or zinc, you 

I could apply heat by warm water in winter, then, in addition to small 
; patches of the al)Ove, you might have Gymnogramma sulphured, and 
I Adiuntum formosum, for the centre; Aditmtum ptibeseens, und rhom- 
! boideum, and cuneatum for a lower level; in line with Lycopodium 
j Wildenovii and stoloniferum; while the rods might be supplied with , 
I little baskets of Lycopodium violaceum, and Braziliense, which would 
j have a fine appearance hanging down. A few plants of JEschynanthus 

parasiticus and ramosissimus may be suspended in a similar manner; 
j but though they will grow well with but little air, they must have fresh 
' air to get them to bloom freely. The subject will, ere long, receive 

more definite attention ; but these hints may meet the present case, and 
keep a correspondent from waiting, which we never like to do. 

Frost-bitten Fowls.—An Old Stibscriher says :—” During the late 
frost I have had two valuable Dorking birds frost-bitten, and both of 
them are since dead; they lingered some time, and gradually wasted 
away.” [It would tend to more satisfactory results if correspondents 
would describe the symptoms of their diseased birds as closely as pos¬ 
sible. In this case it is not stated in what manner the frost affected 
them; the cold might have produced nwrtification of the comb, which 
happens when it is frost-bitten, or the legs might have 1)een similarly 
affected, or some internal infiammation may have resulted from the 
exposure; each of these cases would reejuire different treatment. I can 
only answer the cnciuiry generally, by stating that in all cases of frost¬ 

bite, or numbness from cold, the most certain mode of producing a fatal 
result is to expose the patient suddenly to an increased temperature. If 
the comb is frozen, thawing it by the lire, or in a warm room, is certain 
to produce mortification ; the same with the legs and feet. The proper 
treatment is to rub the parts with snow, or a cold wet flannel until the 
circulation is restored; should the whole body be benumbed, the natural 
warmth may be attempted to be regained by covering the bird up with 
flannel or hay, and bringing it by the slowest possible degrees into a 
warmer air; suddenly bringing a frozen bird into a hot room is almost 
certain to prove fatal.—W. B, Tegetmeier, Tottenham, Middlesex.'] 

Garden Plans {Clericus and M. K. G.).—We can only repeat our 
inability to plant or lay out beds on paper for places we have never seen. 
The garden of Cle^'Ums is very tastefully laid out, and particularly the 
corner figures, where ninety-nine out of a hundred incur failure. 
M, E. Q. would require a first-rate artist on the spot to do justice to his 
beautiful slopes towards the river. 

Screen of Evergreens {Quercus).—There arc no plants better for j 
making a screen across a garden than Laurels, but as your’s are to be on 
a mound, you might add a few plants of Arbutus and Alaternus along 
the top of the ridge, and keep them ten or twelve feet apart, and laurels j 
a yard high. Plant four feet apart every way, and that is the easie.st way i 
to find how many plants you need. Your mound is all right, but all the j 
plants ought to be in before now. Of all the follies and extravagancies * 
in gardening, none exceed that of planting trees or shrubs, evergreen or 
otherwise, late in the spring. You would gain one season in four if you 
were to put off this planting till next October, that is, in four years plants 
put in next October will be one year in advance of others of the same 
kinds put in this April—an axiom as true as any in Euclid. 

Bees—Excess of Drones (A Country Rector).—“Can any apiarian 
kindly inform me why drones eggs were laid in two hives last spring in¬ 
stead of workers. The drones first showed themselves in April, but the 
hives decreased in strength, and dwindled on till autumn, Pcrha])s tlic 
information in fumigating bees, which I have gained by experiments, 
may be useful to others, as at first I found great ditficulty in clearing 
the hive of all the l)ees. I now fumigate the hive twice, removing all the 
bees I can obtain by the first process, for the purpose of uniting with 
other hives, and then leaving [the bees that adhere to the comb three or 
four hours before the second dose, when the hive will be left without a 
bee adhering to the comb; the queen usually being with the last lot. 
Experience has told me that very large hives are a mistake ; for if the 
royal cells, after swarming, are situated low down in the hive, the popu¬ 
lation left do not generate sufficient warmth to hatch the grub.” (The 
drones which appeared in your hives in April, were in all probability not 
killed in the preceding autumn, on account of the death of the queen at 
a time when there were neither eggs nor brood in the hive from wdiich 
another queen could be made. Wc had an exactly similar occurrence 
ourselves two years ago. The drones, in tiiis ease, made their appear¬ 
ance the last w'eck in March, but the stock, although then very strong, 
both in bees and honey, dwindled away till autumn, and then died.— 
J. H. P.) 

Crowing Hen.—“ If I might be allow’cd to give an opinion, I should 
strongly recommend * Chicken-hearted* not to be so in regard to the 
‘ Crowing-hen ’ of which he or she complains, but to make aw'ay with 
‘ him,’ * her,’ or * it,’ as soon as may be, for I am sure it never did lay, 
and never will. It is an 'hermaphrodite,* and besides plaguing all the 
hens, will very often be inclined to cat the eggs, and to teach others to 
do so too. I have seen several instances of tliis. The only cure is 
‘ death,’ and the speedier the better.—K.” 

Annuals Sown in Turf {Bengal).—It is an excellent plan, and not 
the worse for being nearly forty years old, and for which the Caledonian 
Horticultural Society gave one of its best prizes. The plan is fully ex¬ 
plained in a former volume; but being now just in season, here it is again— 
peas, beans, and all, or almost all kinds of garden seeds miglit be sown 
in the same way. Take turf one inch or an half-an-inch in,thickness, 
and with a spade or old knjfe cut it into ribbons two inches wide for 
drill-sowing \ lay the ribbons at full length, and close to each other, with 
the green side downwards, under a cold frame, or in a very sheltered 
place without a frame ; sprinkle some light soil all over the mass, filling 
in the hollows between the edges of the ribbons ; then sow the seeds, 
one row along the centre of each strip of turf; when the seeds arc well 
up, and time is to transplant them, run an old knife down between the 
ribbons to separate any roots, then, with a gentle move, raise each piece 
and lay it on a fiat board or barrow, and plant it in a little trench, so that 
the seedlings are half-an-inch deeper this time. For planting in patches, 
cut the turf to the size of the patch, it will do square or round; these 
pieces or strips of turf arc better tlian pots for many things, and finally 
they decay, and furnish a supply of fresh soil to the roots ; tlie thickness, 
the lengths, or the sizes, are all matters of convenience, and any form or 
size, or thickness, is as good as another, if it suits the particular case. 

Pelargoniums {Kathleen).—Yon have: 1, Cyrus; 2, Curtis’ New 
Comet; 3, Garland; 4, Lady Kivers; 6, Magog; 6, Sylph; 7> 
tuiskii; 8, Kninm; Q, Incomparable; 10, Negress; 11, Seedling; 12, 
l.)uches8 of Sutherland: 13, Druid; 11, Ivanhoc; 15, Lilac Unique; lO, 
Peel; 17, Othello; 18, Hebe's Lip ; ip, llegulator; 20, Orion; 21, Sun 
llisc; 22, Forget-mc-not; 23, Non))ariel ; 24, All)ion ; 25, Pluto; 2fi, 
Priory Queen; 27, Queen; 28, Millitlora. The following are the best 
kinds in your list, but wait to see which you prefer. 1, 5, 6, 10, 17, 18, 
ly, 20, 21, 24, fine, 25, and 26. The following are fancies—4 not quite so 
good as Queen Victoria, but like it; 7, an ugly black sort; 24, very fine. 
You see it among the best at the last summer exhibition ; 15 is a bedder, 
and rather new' ; 26 the best bedder of all this strain. 

Ivy against a Wooden Fence {Ibid).—We have heard and read of 
many arguments for and against the plan, but we never give a decided 
answer to a question wc do not ourselves know to be right. Therefore, 
wc propose this question to all our readers—Do you happen to know a 
wooden fence, tarred or untarred, against which Ivy has been growing 
more than fifteen years ? If so, what is the effect on the wood, as com- 
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pared with another fence of the same kind, but not covered ? Also, what 
is the oldest wooden fence you know that is covered with Ivy, or with 
tar, or with both, or not covered at all with any paint or plant ? 

Keeping Breeds Distinct (Fiat). — There is no plan by which 
poultry of various breeds can be kept distinct if allowed to run together ; 
and no previous acquaintance would avoid subsequent general intercourse. 
As to poultry thriving in that depends on the extent and 
arrangement of their yards, as also on their management. If a run on 
alternate daj’s is permitted them, they will do well; but if constantly 
confined, their enclosures should be large, containing both grass and 
gravel, otherwise we doubt their being projilably kept. We never ate a 
really good Musk Duck; their flavour and fiesh are both coarse. Chinese 
Geese Ijave long been domesticated ; their average weight is from ten to 
twelve pounds. Tub Poultry Book, of which the first number will 
be published by Messrs. Orr, of Paternoster Row, on the 31st instant, 
will, we trust, meet your requirements.—W. 

White Bantams (A Beffinjier).—A white Bantam we should wish to 
see with white legs ; but the mere fact of its having blue legs would not 
be sufficient to constitute a distinct Oreed.^W* 

Profits of Poultry-Keeping (C. L. T.).—Your statements are all 
theoretical. Great extent will be required to keep a he.adof 140 breeding- 
stock, comprising, as you suggest, so large a proportion of turkeys and 
geese. Without constant change for these, ana their supposed progeny, 
1800 in number, the ground would soon become tainted, and disease of 
every kind would probably ensue, so that your present sanguine calcula¬ 
tions would be sadly disappointed. We say nothing of the difficulty of 
keeping five males of each variety, without various casualties from their 
mutual jealousies and conflicting interests ; nor do you seem to be aware 
of the number of bad eggs resulting from the access of more than one 
male to the hen, and that the quality^ no less than the quantity, of the 
stock so produced suffers great deterioration ; hence our constant advice 
to farmers to select, j-’early, their best five or six hens, and place them 
with a fresh cock, apart from the other poultry, and hatch from them 
alone. When more eggs are required for this purpose than these would 
supply, another lot should he set aside in the same way, and we have no 
doubt but that the result would be sullicicntly satisfactory, even in the 
first year, to ensure the continuance of the practice. We must question 
the accuracy of your premises when you state, tliat a quarter-of-a-pint of 
hard corn will afford nood feeding'^ to your flock collectively; fora 
full-grown hen would certainly not be in danger of repletion from such 
an allowance, and we are quite sure that turkeys and geese could not be 
kept on it with any chance of profit. *' Food procured abroad** must of 
course be limited to worms, insects, and any wild fruit or berries that 
may fall in their way; but any run of a rickyard, or incursions into 
neighbouring corn-fields, at once invalidates your calculations. We 
doubt, again, the arrival at maturity of 450 young birds from each division 
of thirty hens, geese, turkeys, and ducks; nor have you borne in mind 
the chance of losses in your old birds before, or during, the breeding 
season, so that, to make up your full number of 450, you would require 
each mother to bring to maturity at least seventeen or eighteen young 
ones every season—success, we fear, hardly to be attained with thirty hen 
turkeys or geese ! Your prices, too, have a greater leaning to the retail 
than the wholesale average ; and you must excuse us if we doubt the fact 
of your obtaining 58. per couple for fowls whose dietary throughout life 
has not exceeded Is. each. The same observations apply to your other 
items ; goslings, for instance, that are to realize 6s. each, are scarcely to 
be reared for Is., so that the profit should be (as you jilace it) no less 
than 5s. per bird. You reckon ^200 as the probable amount of capital 
expended in buildings : wc do not understand how your numbers can be 
accommodated for this sum. A labourer at AilO a-year cannot mean an 
able-bodied one, and we much question whether even an able-bodied one 
would be sufficient; besides, there are many offices connected with 
poultry in w’hich the henwife becomes almost essential. Wc see no esti¬ 
mate for rent of land, hut at least ten acres of grass would be re<juired 
for the run of your stock. Your average of eggs, at Is. per dozen, is far 
too high for England generally. If we differ so entirely from your too- 
sanguine anticipations of the profits to lie realized by poultry-keeping, 
our motives should be well understood, and we have here given free 
expression to some of those reasons which have now led us to express 
opinions so diametrically opposite to your own. ^^'^e say jowie, for your 
line of reasoning is open to other objections Ijeyond those we have alluded 
to in this notice. But it strikes us that one cause of your arrival 
at these incorrect conclusions may be thus accounted for:—The most 
favourable balance-sheet of poultry-keeping will usually be found to refer 
to a very limited number of birds, some half-dozen hens, perhaps, and a 
cock, enjoying, probably, many advantages in irregular additions to their 
bill of fare, and probably, too, sharing a portion of their owner’s dwelling- 
house. Food actually purchased for such birds may be within the sum 
you mention, ljut the moment you proceed to reason from these circum¬ 
stances to the gigantic poultry-yard referred to in your estimate, your 
argument fails. We are the more inclined to this opinion from your line 
of allusion to your having kept poultry some years ago, and, apparently, 
not on a scale anyways approaching towards that on which your present 
calculations arc based. At a time when, as you justly observe, such 
“ general attention has been drawn to that wide field of emulation, the 
successful management of domestic poultry,” it becomes the stern duty 
of any periodical professing to treat on that subject, to discourage what¬ 
ever may appear to encourage great expectations of profit, when the 
reasoning on which it is formed may appear defective; you will, therefore, 
pardon this explicit declaration of our opinion, however at variance with 
your own.—W. 

Prize for Garden Plans (T. H. IK.).—You will find the par¬ 
ticulars at page 379 of our Number 229, published on the 17th of last 
month. 

Protecting Material (A. M.).—Either of the specimens of can- 
vats you furwarded to us would answer well for sheltering fruit-trees; 
out thirteen or fifteen pence per yard would be an objection. 

Greenhouse Climbers (J. Kirkite).~Yo\i will find a list, with 
colours of their flowers, at page 72 of our No. 213. 

Green Wattle (IK. H. C.),—W’^e cannot tell you where you can 
obtain either seeds or cuttings. The Horticultural and Fomological 
Association would hunt it out for you, if you were a member. 

Grafting Azalea Indica (1001).—We cannot write private letters 
on such subjects. Read the paragraph again, it is clear enough, and you 
entirely misquote it in your letter. 

Silk Worms’ Eggs.—T. K. A. wishes to know where these can be 
obtained. 

Hybrids between the Pheasant and Fowl.—We have instances 
from G. D., and a dozen others. The fact we considered established. 

Two Eggs per Day (A. Hornrastle).—This is not uncommon with 
a Shanghae hen; nor is it a novelty for one egg to be found within 
another. 

Book on Poultry (J. S. Itobhison).—No work hitherto published 
contains so much information relative to Shanghae fowls as will The 

RooA*, which will commence publishing on the 31st instant. If 
you require a cheap manual for immediate use, buy Richardson’s “The 
Domestic Fowl.” 

Soft Eggs (J. F., Reigate).—We think that you feed the fowls too 
well- Give them food less in quantity and less fattening. We are con¬ 
firmed in our opinion by the fact, that when you send your hens else¬ 
where they cease to lay soft eggs. 

Shanghae Cockerel (J. M.).—You fear he is dying, and ask advice, 
but do net mention a single symptom. Editors do not possess c/aiV- 
voyance, 

CouvE Tronchuda—Cypripedium Soil (IK. H. Turner). — The 
leaves and stalks are the parts of Couve Tronchuda that are cooked. 
These are peeled and then cooked like Sea Kale. For the soil for 
Cypripedium procure some sandy peat, leaf mould half rotten, and turfy 
loam, mix these together without sifting, and this compost will grow 
them well. They are found in hot swamps, hence they should have 
plenty of water during summer, but more moderately in winter. They 
should never go to rest, like the epiphytal orchids. 

SPANI.SH Fowls (T. F.).—A pure-bred Spanish fowl is required to 
have the white face and ear-lobe so characteristic of its race, while the 
plumage should be entirely of a glossy black. This we regard as the 
true type and liest form of the Spanish bird ; but they are often imported 
from Spain, and elsewhere, of every possible degree of mongrelisiu, and 
deviation from the present standard of excellence. Pip is distinct from 
roup.—W. 

IjYCopods (A Constant Reader).—Mr. Appleby will give the remainder 
of the paper on Lycopods shortly. We will inquire about Moore*s labels 
for Ferns, and let you know where they are to be procured. 

Pansky Grower (K. Z,.).—The address is, Mr. Thomson, Florist, 
Iver, Bucks. 

Grafts for Exchange.-.^.B., 7, Charles-street, St. .lames, has a 
few grafts ot the best apples and pears which he wishes to exchange for 
good hardy herbaceous plants. Your query will be answered next week. 

Azaleas (A. C7).—No one from such specimens can tell their names. 
Ihc varieties are numerous, and the distinctions sliuht. 

LiauiD Manure for Turnips (A Subscriber frojn 1st Number).— 
An article upon the subject of manuring for turnips will appear shortly 
m which the subject of liquid applications will be alluded to in detail’ 
and particularly us relates to the use of pigeon and fowl’s dung.—J.B. ’ 

Thrashing Flax (/. S. B.).—To thrash flax, use an ordinary flail 
with a larger and shorter swinglc-stick than is used for thrashing wheat 
and other gram ; lay the flax thickly on a smooth wood floor, and turn 
the haulm often until all the seed be removed, then tie tlie stalks into 
small bundles. In this way the fibre will not be damaged.—J.B. 

Entrance to Taylor’s Hive (H. Hood).—We have had a set of 
Taylor’s shallow bee hives in use for the last two summers, and no in¬ 
convenience whatever has arisen from the entrance being in the centre' 
indeed the box is so broad th.at the bees can escape any draft from 
the entrance. The plan proposed of a double floor-board is o’bjectionahle 
first, affording an imperfect ventilation, and next making it very diflicult 
for the bees to bring out dead and imperfectly formed brood, sufficient 
sometimes to endanger the health, and even life of the stock. You 
must have put too much water to your sugar; one quarter of a pint to 
one pound of sugar, and one teaspoonful of vinegar; twenty minutes* 
boiling makes it crisp.—P. 

London: Printed by] Harry^^ Wooldridge, Winchester High-street, 

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William 

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Pariih of 

Christ Church, City of London.—March 24th, 1853. 
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WEEKLY CALENDAR. 

1 MARCH 31—APRIL 6, 1853. 

! 

Weatukr near London in 1852. . 

Barometer. Thermo. Wind. Rain in In. 

Sun 
Rises. 

Sun 
Sets. 

Moon 
R.&S. 

Moon’s 
Age. 

Clock 
bf. Sun. 

Day of 
Year. 

31 Tu Curve-dotted; hedges. 29.852 — 29.500 48—39 N.R. — 39 a. 5 29 a. 6 1 45 
©; 

4 14 90 

1 F Speckled Wood; wood aides. 30.203 — 30.015 51—24 N.E. — 37 31 2 m 43 23 3 55 91 
i 2 S .Common Copper ; commons. 30.303 — 30.270 62—25 N.E. — 35 32 3 37 24 3 37 92 
, 3 Sun 1st. or Low Sunday. 30.326 — 30.246 51—29 E. — 33 34 4 14 25 3 19 93 

: 4M Water Betony; gardens. 30.156 — 30.147 50—30 S.E. — 30 36 4 41 26 3 1 94 
! 5 Tu Dark drab ; oaks and sallows. 30. UG — 30.099 58—28 N.E. - 28 38 5 3 27 a 44 95 
' 6 W Twin-spotted Drab ; oaks. 30.146 — 30.111 57—39 N.E.' — 20 39 5 21 28 2 26 96 

Meteorology of the Week.—At Chiswick, from observations during the last twenty-six years, the average highest and lowest tempera¬ 
tures of these days are 55.7°, and 36° respectively. The greatest heat, 78°, occurred on the 3rd in 1848 ; and the lowest cold, l6°, on the Ist 
in 1838. During the period 105 days were fine, and on 77 rain fell. 

CALISAYAN BARK SHRUB 
(^Cinchona Calisaya.) 

The fact of this being the plant which yields the Pei-uvian 
Bark, so long celebrated as a potent medicine in our contests 
against Ague and other intermittent fevers, would, of itself, 
justify our devoting rather more than our usual space to its 
consideration. 

It is that plant of which Darwin says 

“ Where Andes hides his eloud-wreathed crest in snow. 
And roots his base on burning sands below; 
Cinchona, fairest of Peruvian maids. 
To health’s bright goddess in the breezy glades 
On tluito’s temperate plain an altar rear’d. 
Trill’d the loud hymn, the solemn prayer preferr’d.” 

The object of the prayer was a remedy with which to be 
armed when 

“ Fierce from his fens the giant Ague springs 
And wrapt in fogs descends on vampire wings.” 

The request was granted, and the plant affording the 
specific is that now before us. 

There are various specimens of Cinchona which yield the 
Bark so well known in medicine; but Dr. Weddell, in his 
Natural History of the Quinquinas, states, from actual and 
long research in their native country, that this produces 
“ the most precious of the Jesuit’s Barks used in medicine." 
He found it only in Peru and in the southern part of the 
province of Carabaya, and nowhere beyond Campolican, or 
Apolobamba, the place of its first discovery, that is, between 
13° and 10° flO' south latitude. The Bolivian Company 
export annually more than 4000 quintals of its bark, each j 

quintal being 100 lbs., and Dr. Weddell justly ob.serves, that.( 
“ it is difficult for the forests to supply for any long time 
so large a demand.” 

It belongs to the Natural Order Ciuchonads and to 
Pentandria Monogynia of the Linncean system. It has 
been beautifully figured in Paxton's Flower Garden, qd. 107 ; 

and for the following description and directions for its 
culture, we are indebted to the Journal of the London 
Horticultural Society. 

‘‘ Leaves oblong, blunt, pale dull green, tapering gradually 
into the leaf-stalk, which is red, as well as the midrib itself; 
at the back of the leaf, in the axil of each principal vein, 
is a small excavation closed up by hairs. The stiqniles, which 
fall off very early, are a pair of oblong, erect, blunt, smooth 
plates. The flowers appear in panicles at the ends of the 
lateral shoots, are of a pale pink colour before expansion, 
almost white when fully open, and emit a most agreeable 
weak balsamic fragrance. The calyx is a small superior 
five-toothed cup, covered with fine close down like the 
branches of the panicle. The corolla has a cylindrical tube 
about half-an-inch long, and a reflexod five-lobedlimb, copi¬ 
ously fringed with long transparent club-shaped hairs. The 
stamens are five, and can just be seen when looking down 
into the tube of the corolla. 

“ This plant has been found to require very peculiar 
management. Mr. George Gordon, under whose care it 
flowered in the Society’s Garden, states the following to be 
the manner in which the specimen was treated which 
bloomed so abundantly in the Society's stove :— 

” ‘ The seeds, when received from Mr. Pentland in the 
middle of October, 1848, were sown in shallow pans, well 
drained, in a mixture of eciual piarts of sandy loam and 
fibry peat, and placed in a close warm pit, remaining for ten 
days without receiving any water after sowing. Afterwards 
they were slightly sprinkled as the soil became dry on the 
surface, and at the end of about three months of such treat¬ 
ment the young plants began to make then- appearance, in 
the latter part of January. When the seedlings had made 
a couple of rough leaves they were carefully removed, and 
placed singly in three-inch pots (small sixtys), potting them 
in a mixture composed of equal parts of sandy loam, fibry 
peat, and well-decayed leaf mould, and after a copious 
watering were returned to the close pit, where they soon 
began to grow freely. When the young jjlants were well 
established a moderate portion of air was given over head, 
by pushing down the light a little at the top ; and this treat¬ 
ment was continued until the latter part of the following 
autumn, when the plants were removed to a close pit with 
rather a drier atmosq)here, more light, and a temperature 
from 50° to .')5° by night. Subsequently the plants were 
shifted as they required it into larger pots, using the same 
kind of compost as before. As the specimens grew up they 
showed little tendency to form lateral branches, but became 
straight-stemmed with hardly a side-shoot. To counteract 
this as much as possible, I endeavoured to cause the plants 
to become bushy, first by pinching off the leading qooints of 
two plants while in a very young state ; but that operation 
threw the plants into a bad state of health, and one of them 
eventually died. The other plants were allowed to grow for 
another season, and when the wood became hard or ripe, 
two more had their leading points removed, but with little 
better success. The remainder had at the same time their 
leading points tied down in a circular form, which in most 
cases caused the plant to throw out lateral l)ranches. AV'hen j 

the wood of these laterals again became firm, or what is 
termed about three-parts ripe, they were again tied down 
and allowed to remain so until the wood became set in a 
curved form, after which the ties were removed and the 
j)lant allowed its full motion, for I found if the branches 
were kept constantly tied down the plants became unhealthy, 

No. CCXXXV., VoL. IX. 
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anti in some cases even perished. By a continuation of this 
treatment I obtained the fine iilant which flowered in the 
Society’s Garden, having twelve panicles of flowers on the 
points of the lateral branches by the first week in Sep¬ 
tember, 1869. 

“ ‘In cultivation, T find this plant is easily injured by ex¬ 
posure to dry or cold draughts of air, for it is very im¬ 
patient of direct currents and bright sunshine. For the 
Oulimya, as for many other plants which are difficult to 
manage in cultivation, nothing is better than plunging their 
pots in a very gentle bottom-heat to keep the roots moist 
and warm, and in an equal temperature, and to give air from 
overhead, shading also during bright sunshine. No method 
of giving air or putting the air in motion surpasses that of 
opening the lights above the plants at top, for no sooner is 
the light let down than the stream of heated air which 
rushes out is forcibly met by the cold air endeavouring to 
enter, the result of which is a proper medium of heat and 
moisture. It is very injurious to such plants as the 
Cinchona Calisnt/a to admit direct currents of cold air on a 
level with or below the plants. It is sure to rob the atmo¬ 
sphere of its moisture first and the plant afterwards, and 
by so doing causes the plant to flag ; no plant, indeed, can 
thrive when acted upon in such a manner either by cold 
or dry air. This is one of the principal things to be ob¬ 
served in the management of the CaUsaya. A moderate 
degree of heat and moisture are essential points, provided 
the moisture never becomes stagnant, or the air over dry by 
heat, especially when the plants are making fresh growth, 
and the leaves are young and tender. At other times when 
the plants have completed their growth a much drier and 

In answer to a correspondent, subscribing himself “ A 

Cottager,” we have to reply tliat “The Earnham soil, 

which is a rich loam, well calculated, as we all know, 

for Hops,” would suit Liquorice exactly. 

Having obtained some information relative to its 

growth near Pontefract, in Yorkshire, where it is culti¬ 

vated, we know not why, more extensively than else¬ 

where, wo shall lay this information before our renders, 

being persuaded that it is a highly remunerative crop 

when properly cultivated on a suitable soil. 

Our obliging informant, a clergyman near Pontefract, 

says:—“ Last year, an unusualhj favourable one for this 

crop, one acre produced about 300 stones of Liquorice, 

14 lbs. to the stone.” Now it is a curious fact, that 

although there was such an abundant crop last year, yet 

it is at present more than usually scarce at Covent Garden, 

being worth from L50 to LOO per ton, the usual value 

being from ^3.5 to T40. Now, supposing the usual 

return is only one ton per acre, instead of one ton 17^ 

cwt., as in the instance cited by our informant, it would 

be very remunerative. 

Our informant goes on to say “ It is usually planted 

in the gardens, or prepared fields in the neighbourhood, 

in rows like potatoes, and in a dry loam. Cuttings of 

the roots are employed, and planted at a depth of three 

inches, the ground having been dug or trenched about | 

two feet deep, w'ith a view of making the soil tight. 

“ I am not aware of Ifiquorice being common anywhere i 

except about Pontefract, where they make of it ‘ Pom- ! 

fret Cakes, a large w'eight of which my informant, 

a grocer, has shipped off to Australia." 

The usual time for planting it is in March, but this j 

year we have no doubt that the early part of April will 

be a good time for the purpose. ! 

I-arge quantities are required for the manufacture of | 

cooler atmosphere is desirable, provided the plants are not 
exposed to extremes of either droughts or colds for too 
great a length of time. In whatever state the iflants may 
be, always avoid dry-air draughts. 

“‘In growing the ‘ Calisaya,' the most suitable climate 
would in general be that of a hou.se, treated in the same 
way as one for Mexican and Guatemala Orchids, where it is 
easy to avoid too much heat and moisture during the season 
of rest, and to give a liberal supply of both, with ample 
shade, when making new growth. 

“ ‘ The Calisaya is increased either by seeds treated as 
above stated, or by small lateral shoots as cuttings, when 

I half ripened or just before the. young wood becomes of a 
! brown colour. 'The cutting should be taken off with a heel, 

close to the previous growth, and placed in silver sand, with 
as many of the leaves upon the cutting as possible. The 
pot containing the cuttings must be plunged in a slight 
bottom-heat, and be covered with a bell-glass, and afterwards 
treated in the usual way. The seeds should be sown 
whenever received, whether in mid winter or at any other 
time. 

“ ‘ This plant is too difficult to manage, and requires too 
much attention to become very common, especially as it is 
not very showy when in bloom, although remarkably fra- I 

grant -and singular for its panicles of small hairy white 
flowers, slightly tinged with blush on the outer side, in form 
much like those of the common Lilac. 

“ ‘ It commences flowering about the end of August, and 
will continue in succession at least a month, each flower 
lasting only two days, after which time it drops off before 
fading.’” 

Liquorice cakes; but, if report be true, a still larger 

amount is pui’chased by the porter brewers. 

As we gave prominence to a criticism of the prize list 

and rules of The Bath and West of England Poidtnj 

Exhibition, to be held at Plymouth, in June next, it is 

but equitable that we give equal prominence to the 

Secretary’s reply. It is as follows :— 

“ IMy attention has been called to an article in your papei-, 
dated March the 10th, wherein I see the rules of the Bath 
and West of England Agricultural Society’s Poultry Show, 
for June 8th, 9th, and 10th next, to he held at Plymouth, 
are completely misinterpreted; nothing could possibly be 
more foreign from my intentions than the view taken of 
them. 

“ I substituted a sliding scale for the amount of entry, 
according to my view of justice, making all competitors for 
the larger prizes of 4‘3, such as class 1, 3, 5, 7, !), pay an 
entrance fee of 3s. (id. for each coop. 

“ Competitors for a ±'9 prize, such as class 90, and '99, 
pay 93. (Id. entry. 

“ Competitors for a Tl 10s. prize, such as class 9, 4, (i, 8, 
10, 30, pay 9s. entry. 

“Competitors for Tl prize, such as class 11, 19, 13, 14, 
16, 10, 17, 18, 19, 91, 99, 93, 94, 95, 90, 97, 98, 31, 39, 33, 
34, 35, 3(1, 37, and 38, pay an entrance of Is. Od. 

“ Had I intended the view taken of them, I most certainly 
should have subdivided the classes, and, instead of giving 
1st, 9nd, and 3rd prizes in the particular classes, have made 
thorn separate ones, and varied the colour or comb. 

“As steward and director of this show, and as the framer 
of the rules, I should feel particularly obliged if yon will give 
the correct version of them your utmost publicity, otherwise, 
with the present impre.s.sion, exhibitors of first-rate birds, 
thinking if they did not get the £.\ prize, they would be 
excluded from the X'9, second prize, provided the judges 
deemed them the second best, or the 9fls. prize, if third 
best, very many would object to send at all in consequence. ! 

“ In the same paper I noticed several remarks, on which 
I will comment; and as the first alludes to the season of the , 
year, I can at once satisfy the public that our agricultural i 
show of stock and implements, takes place on these days. As 
one of the council of that Society, I with some difficulty got up 
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our first poultry exhibition, in conjunction with the Society, 
and held our first meeting at Taunton, in June 1852, and 
that having gone otf very satisfactorily, I again proposed 

I our second to be held during our agricultural meeting at 
: Plymouth, and as I was rather reprimanded for not giving 
I prizes to chickens at Taunton, it was thought better to 

become more perfect, and do so at Plymouth; but your cor¬ 
respondent appears to think it too early. So, Mr. Editor, 
you see I am like the man in tho fable that we have all read 
of so frequently. 

“ The next remai-k alludes to our cutting out Black and 
While Cochins, and the Gold and Silver-spangled Ifambtoa/hs, 
and Pigeons. Did your correspondent know the difficulty 
to raise the cash for the i^resent list presented to the public, 
I think he would, in the generousness of his heart, send us 
five or ten pounds, and to afford the opportunity to him or 
any one else (interested in poultry shows), I shall put my 
full address at the bottom of this letter, and the money 
shall be appropriated to, I hope, a more perfect list, when 
we liold our anuu.al meeting at Bath, in June 1854. 

“ I must tell you, Mr. Editor, we made no charge at 
Taunton for visitors to oiu' show. The prize list there, as 
at I’lyniouth, being entirely private subscriptions, and you 
must allow that those who have found the means are some¬ 
what entitled to a little choice. And now I have disposed 
of tho remark on Silks. 

“ Now for the unfortunate Hybrids. It appears they are 
considered to be of Polish extraction alone. Such is not 
my intention. I take a wider riew, viz., that of all nations ; 
hut am sorry the printer did not give a more expensive 
type, and make them appear more distinct. 

“ I believe I have given reason for all remarks but one, 
and that one, in my idea, rather an important one, namely, 
post entry. Our stock and implement entries close on the 
15th of April. Our poulti’y show is subject to the same 
rules, but as that is very early, especially for chickens, we 
open the books to the 1st of May, at double the previous 
entrance fees. One reason being to accommodate ex¬ 
hibitors who are after date, and the other, and most im¬ 
portant one, to increase our funds, and help to pay for the 
handsome tent accommodation ; the bountiful supply of the 
best food; the protection of the poultry by police, by night 
and by day ; the very great cost for cups ; security and locks 
for coops, clerks, check-takers, sand, sawdust, and an honest 
man to break every egg. 

“ You must be perfectly aware that the sum of 2s. fid. 
entry will very little more than cover the hire of coops 
alone. And I do not see why exhibitors should not pay 
a much larger proportion than is usual, more especially 
when we can offer them a free transit (through the great 
liberality of the Great Western, the Bristol and Exeter, and 
South Devon railways) for their specimens, both to and 
from the show, provided they are not sold. 

“ T must offer you my apology for so long a letter, and am 
sorry our honorary secretary should have talcen the wrong 
view ; or, xJcrhaps, to speak more correctly, 1 am sorry I did 
not particularise the different classes in the first instance. 

“ I have forwarded to you a new folding poultry-basket of 
my invention, and most ably carried out by the Blind 
Asylum, at Clifton, to whom I am indebted for the makers. 

I Tho great advantage is the convenience of xjackage, as 
I when folded, three feet by two feet six inches, and two feet 
j six inches, occupy less than six inches in width, and the 
! weight is a mere trille. The object—to support a good 
1 charity.—Jonathan Gray, Bathwick Hill, Bath." 

; We consider this letter sulEciently explanatory, but 

that it was required, is evidenced by the fact that Mr. 

! Mulleny, the local secretary, did not understand the 

j prize list to bo offered upon the terms Mi-. Gray now 

states. On the comparative amount of the prizes 

offered wo miglit have said something, but we are turned 

' not justify a larger amount. Indeed, for tho eight first 

! classes, they are abundantly liberal; but we know of no 

j reason justifying giving prizes of the highest value to 

the Game classes, in preference to the Polands and 

Hamburghs. 

COVENT GARDEN. 

There has been little fluctuation either in the prices or 

the supplies of garden produce during tho past week, 

and the quotations which we gave in our last report are 

still equally applicable on this occasion. There is 

enough of Rhubarb, Sea-Kale, and Aspiaragus for the 

demand, and all other articles are equally abundant. 

Fruit, however, is an exception, there being, even in 

Ajiples, a very short supply. The varieties which we 

have observed most general are a few Oolden Knobs 

and Winter Greenings, or, as they are sometimes ab¬ 

surdly called, French Grabs. Wo observed also a few 

rather shrivelled Alfristons, a large and excellent culi¬ 

nary apple, which is cultivated in Sussex under the 

name of Shepiherd's Seedling, but which being sent some 

years ago to the Horticultural Society by a gentleman 

residing at Alfriston, it was named the Alfriston Apple; 

the name by which it is best known, however, in Sussex 

is Shepherd’s Seedling. There are still a few Buerre de 

Ranee Peai’s, but none else of consequence. 

The plants and flowers are very plentiful, and consist 

principally of Camellias, Roses, Heaths, Geraniums, 

Tulips, Primroses, Violets, Snowdrops, Jlyacinths, and 

Crocuses. H. 

GOSSIP AND GLEANINGS. 

One of the most difiiciflt of all tho branches of the 

Horticulturist’s art on which to write instructively, as 

well as agreeably, is Landscape Gardeniirg. A hundred 

men can be found to write gi-aphically on the pic¬ 

turesque and the beautiful, but the difficulty is to find 

those who will teach how to imitate what is desirable to 

be copied. Knowing this difficulty, we have been more 

than well-pleased to meet with The Theory and Practice 

of Landscapie Gardening, by Mr. Joshua Major, of 

Knowsthorpe, near Leeds. This gentleman has been 

practising, for some forty years, what he teaclies in this 

volume, and he has contrived to include in its pages 

more plainly-told common sense than it is usual to meet 

with in such publications. To say that we do not agi-ee 

with all his opinions is saying no more than that we 

did not write what we read in it—for none but the author 

of any book, probably, ever assented to all that it 

would teach. 

Wo have many passages marked in Air. Alajor's 

volume as worthy of notice, but at present we can find 

room for the following only; and we quote it because 

it demonstrates what is the characteristic of the book— 

tho useful and the comfortable are combined with the 

beautiful. 

“ In the formation of a new place I .should always have 
a straight walk of gravel or flags along the front of the 
house, whatever may be the style of the mansion. I have 
no objection to the introduction of the terrace waU, balus¬ 
trades, steps, vases, and other architectural decorations, in 
accordance with the general style of the building. Indeed, 
to all good houses these accompaniments ought never to be 
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I wanting, as they not only apparently add to their strength, 
I and form a base to them, but by seeming a part, they 

increase the extent, importance, and rioliness of the whole. 
I In places of pretension the entrance court and stable yard 

should also be enclosed (as shown in the general plan for a 
]ialace or mansion grounds) by proper ornamental walls, 
embellished with vases, urns, d;c.; and in arranging these 
accompaniments I should place the terrace wall (as I have 
stated a few i)ages before) from twenty-five to forty-five feet 
from the house, according to the extent of the building. 
But this must be apportioned with judgment and caution; 
for, on looking from the house, were the distance of it too 
great and the wall too high, the lawn heyond would on the 
one hand ajipear too contracted, and on tlie other, in ap¬ 
proaching the house from the park, the connection of the 

I two would be completely destroyed, for it would prevent the 
wall, with its decorations, and house from appearing as a 
whole with a variety of composition—a thing I am most 
anxious to secure. Midway between the house and wall 1 
should have a straight walk, from seven to twelve feet wide, 
extending the whole length of the building, and in some 
cases even as far as the walls, enclosing the various offices 
or outbuildings, if the extent and magnitude of the residence 
should seem to demand it (as represented in both general 
ifians). On each side of this terrace walk I would have 
formal flower beds for the reception of early flowers, and 
other pleasing plants, to be introduced from the greenhouse 
or reserve garden as they come into bloom. These beds 
should have an edging of rich ornamental cast-iron work, or 
stone, or clay, or terra cotta, from six to nine inches deep ; 
and for the sake of variety, especially in the round beds, j 
strong wire basket work. Thus a gay, beautiful, and har¬ 
monious display would he produced. dVith the present 
cheapness of glass, tlie propriety of ornamental iilaut pro¬ 
tectors, made to fit the beds within the baskets, suggests 
itself. These should be octagonal. The frames would he 
best made of cast-iron, from four to five feet in diameter, 
and from two feet six inches to three feet higli, and as light 
as possible. They should be provided with moveable tops, j 
to prevent the frame ha\ing to be removed more than is j 
absolutely necessary, and in order to be convenient for 
ventilation and watering—(a small lid would be convenient j 
for that purpose when much ventilation was not re(iuired). j 
In this way beautiful plants, too tender to stand without | 
occasional protection, might be exhibited in the spring 
months in the beds in front of the windows. So far, then, I 
admit and entirely approve of the formal style, without at all 
taking into consideration the character of the edifice; but, 
beyond this, the formal or geometrical style has no right 
whatever to be claimed by any style of edifice; and to copy 
the stiffness and absurdities of antiquity in the formation of 
a new place, is not ojily erroneous, but absolutely barbarous.” 

We have been asked by several correspondents where 

they can procure the lar(je Bell-glasses which we have 

more than once mentioned as being at the Horticultural 

Society’s Eooms, in Regent-street, and which are so 

extensively employed by the market-gardeners round 

Paris. At present we can only reply, that any glass ] 

manufacturer can su(iply them, if he ])loases; and that j 

the price ought to be from ten to twelve-pence. In | 

Prance they cost about eight-pence. As they have been 

employed there for more than two centuries, w’e can 

only account for their not now being employed here 

I upon the supposition that the glass manufacturers have 

I not yet sufficiently become acquainted with the wants 

they can supply now that the excise duty is removed 

from their material. We say, not now employed here, 

because we believe, in the days of Switzer, and even 

earlier, these largo “bell-glasses” were commonly em¬ 

ployed by gardeners, and that their manufacture was 

extinguished by the imposition of the excise duty on 

glass in 1094. 'The number of these Bell - glasses 

[Cloches) employed about Paris only is estimated at 

more than onc-million-and-a-half, and are used in the 

raising of early salads, melons, drc. 

Mr. Stephens’ collection of British Insects has been 

purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum, and 

will be added to its Entomological department. 

There was an extra sale of Poultry, by Mr. Stevens, 

on the 22nd, at which the high prices w'e have recently 

had to report were fully maintained. Of Mr. Fletcher’s 

stock, I.ot 4C, a buff Shanghae pullet, was knocked 

down for T17 17s. Lot 47, a Shanghae cock, about 

21 months old, and which gained a prize at Bir¬ 

mingham in 1851, when exhibited by Air. Andrews, 

^17. Lot 48, a light cinnamon Shanghae hen, of 

similar age and histoiy, T9 los. Lot 52, Shanghae 

hen, exhibited by Mr. Sturgeon, at Birmingham, in 

1851, and in the pen to which a first prize was awarded, 

T'12 12s. Of Air. Gilbert’s stock, a buft' Shanghae 

pullet. Lot 73, sold for TTO 10s. The great prices given 

for tliis kind of poultry has suggested the breeding 

of them in a warm district of Prance, and bringing 

them here for sale. There were about seventy lots of 

poultry, brought from AJarseilles, sold on the present 

occasion. They were very good buff birds, and many 

of them fetched from four pounds to nine guineas. A 

white Imperial Malay cock and two hens (Lot 1G4) 

sold for T4 15s. 'Phere were also some moderate 

Golden-spangled and White Polands, which realised 

from T'3 to T'4 5s. each The AVhites were the best, 

but all were remarkable for the extraordinarily large 

size of their crests, or top-knots. There were a few 

lots of what were called Chamois fowls, but they seemed 

to bo no more than mongrel White Polands, difi'ering 

from them chiefly in having a tinge of yellow upon the 

points of some of their feathers. 

The Great Northern Association have announced 

their Exhibition of Pigs and Poultry to be held at 

Doncaster, on the 30th of November and 1st of Decem¬ 

ber next. Their prize-list is both libei'al and well- 

arranged ; and we are glad to find that the “ Shanghae" 

has there succeeded to “ Cochin-China” in the heading of 

those classes which are destined for the birds, which, 

erroneously as we think, have been commonly called ' 

by the latter name. No should have liked to have , 

seen a prize for young Geese, as we are inclined to think ! 

that all poultry less than a year old should compete 

among themselves only; and we miss Guinea fowls, ■ 
which, in a strictly economical point of view, have so 

many good points, both as layers and dead poultry, 

that we should have pleaded for this continuance in ■ 
the list. The regulations of this Society are among 

the best we have yet seen; and the arrangements for 

selling the prize and commended birds by auction will 

obviate, as we trust, the ditficulties that occurred at the 

late Aletropolitan sale. A fine for parties who enter 

pens, and fail to exhibit, or to give due notice of their 

intention not to do so to the Secretary, would he a 

useful addition to the rules of other societies.—W. 
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PLANTING AN ORCHARD OR FRUIT-GARDEN. 

A VERY general desire appears to exist amongst the 
classes for whom The Cottage Gardener endeavonrs 
to furnish advice for more practical information con¬ 
cerning the fruit-garden, or orchard; and I feel called 
upon to enter on the subject. The information desired 
seems to he quite of a rudimentary character—tracing 
the fruit and vegetable garden from its commencement, 
through its rise, to its complete establishment. It will, 
therefore, he necessary to follow the subject out as 
much as possible in a connected way, to show the order, 
dependency, and connection of the various links in 
this gardening chain. To endeavour to furnish articles 
weekly, as much as possible applicable to tbe cinrent 
operations necessary, has been hitherto, in the main, 
the aim of the writers employed on this work; and to 
make those articles, as Mr. Deaton has judiciously ob¬ 
served, a sort of “ Companion to the Calendar.” This, 
I say, has been much practised, and has, doubtless, 
been productive of some benefit. Such a course, how¬ 
ever, has its faults as well as merits—at least, as far as 
concerns one portion of our readers: it prevents that 
connection in the subjects handled which those who are 
seeking the mere alphabet of gardening so much desire. 
I infer, therefore, that it will be useful to many of our 
readers occasionally to vary our course. I 

In order to make such advice equal to the case of an I 

uninformed beginner about to make a new garden out j 
of bithorto unenclosed lands—at least, as far as garden ; 
walling is concerned—we will suppose a case which | 
requires everything doing to it—drainage, enclosure, 
walks to make, borders to regulate, stations for trees to 
prepare, trees to select and plant, with pruning and 
subsequent treatment, &c.; and, in addition, compart¬ 
ments for vegetable culture to be established. 

Drainage.—This is the first point in all new en¬ 
closures for gardening purposes; a stagnant soil can 
never prove satisfactory, be it ever so good. Before the 
walls are built this matter must be attended to, for, if 
the process be necessary, a main drain or two may have j 

to pass through some portion of the walling, and this 
should be ascertained. Deep holes should be dug in , 
three or four places—say six feet—in order to ascertain ^ 
to what height the water rises. If the ground is partial ! 
in character—that is to say, some portions inclining to 
one class of soil, some to another—the character of each 
class should be ascertained in this respect. Such ex¬ 
amination should take place after a wet period, if pos¬ 
sible, in order that the improver may know the worst. 
If drainage he requisite, and the ground is of very 
limited extent, a line of main drain should be so con¬ 
trived as to receive with facility, and at the least expense, 
whatever subordinate or branch drains may be neces¬ 
sary. Some judgment must be exercised in all these 
things, in order to secure both economy and efficiency. 
It is possible that a main drain of this character may 
be made available for other purposes outside the walls, 
or structures may be required within, for which it will 
be necessary to provide deep drainage. To carry all j 
such objects in a business - like way the proprietor 
must have fully made up his mind as to his require- j 
ments. Hesitation proves fatal to many a plan. Be | 
these things as they may, a good main drain of some ; 
depth—not less than four feet—should be established, j 
and, of course, a good outlet must be secured to it, and 
its direction marked well by signals, to provide for 
future contingencies. Those who are about such things 
should remember, that unless their “rnain” be deep, 
the branch drains cannot be; and let it be borne in 
mind, that numerous complaints, well established, have 
been made of the fibres of roots, such as of Beet, or 
Mangold, and others, descending into and choking 
shallow drains during our summer droughts. Most of 

our ordinary vegetables descend much deeper than 
people imagine. I have traced Onion fibres forty-two 
inches, Asimragus forty-eight, and so on; but then 
there are the fruit-trees, which, if they escape their 
bounds, may go much deeper, and produce what have 
been tei'med “ foxtail roots,” which our readers may 
have noticed. These soon decide the fate of a drain; 
a better stop could scarcely be invented. No sooner 
is such a “brush” of fibres, which the title so aptly 
describes, produced, than sediment of some kind speedily 
collects. 

I would hero suggest that no drain should approach 
a tree or trees nearer than twelve feet, and that, if pos¬ 
sible, none be less than five feet in depth. 

Wards.—We must here suppose the plot well drained, 
and ready for building the walls. Opinions differ among 
practical men as to the form of a plot intended as a 
fruit and vegetable garden ; for my part, I shoidd prefer 
a parallelogram, following the cardinal points; the east 
and west sides one-third longer than the south and 
north. This plan I should adopt as far as possible, 
nearly up to the Scottish border, when it would become 
a consideration whether the south and north sides might 
not be equal to the others, or, in other words, an exact 
square ; and, further north still, it might become neces¬ 
sary to give the south and north lines the advantage. 

The question appears to me to assume this shape, in 
consequence of the great accession of valuable Pears in 
later years, many of which requii’e a wall, and for most 
of them an east and west aspect will be sufficient. It 
is evident, that as we increase the proportion of south 
and north sides, so, in like manner, is there a cor¬ 
responding increase of bad aspect, viz., the northern, 
which, however good it may be for some things, it is 
not desirable to increase. 

As to the height of walls, that is a matter much de¬ 
pendent on the means and aims of the proprietor. The 
best height for ordinary cases, is, I think, twelve feet; 
and if the owner choose to add another foot or two for 
shelter in a cold district, so much the better. They are 
not so convenient, however, below ten feet, which I 
suggest as the minimum height for boundary walls. 
Sometimes it becomes desirable to build cross interior 
walls; such may, if necessary, be made lower. There 
has been some discussion about the form of walls, but 
I believe most practical men are in favour of simplicity; 
that is to say, right lines, and perpendicular. 

It is the ordinary practice to build garden-walls of 
brick-and a-half work, or what is termed “ fourteen-inch 
walls,” in the country; and doubtless, at ordinary 
heights, this substance of wall is necessary. Garden- 
walls, however, are at the best expensive; and as not 
all concerned may require the height usual in large 
gardens, we may fairly enquire, whether bricks can be 
economized by lessening the thickness as well as height 
of the walls. I have seen walls, in my time, of both 
heavy and light proportions; and have moreover known 
walls to blow down; but, on consulting an old and 
knowing bricklayer, as to the amount of strength neces¬ 
sary, I find that he is less venturesome than I should 
be. He thinks that a nine-inch wall, or single brick 
thick, might do up to nearly seven feet, but would not 
trust it any higher without buttresses or stays. A four¬ 
teen-inch wall, or brick-and-a-half work, he would warrant 
up to twelve or fourteen feet, which, indeed, is as high as 
garden walls are ever carried. Now, I would undertake 
to grow successfully any of our garden fruits on a five- 
feet wall, but such would require peculiar treatment 
during the first three years after planting, and might 
prove rather unsuccesful in inexperienced hands. 

I may here point to copings, without which no garden 
wall is complete. Some have them fixed ; others move- 
able. The latter must be right, whatever may be said of 
the former. It so happens that ourg are fi.xed, and they 
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project nine inches: they are of stone. The copings I 
iiave to suggest are of a moveable character, and should 
project (|uite a foot; and wood will be found the most 
digible material. The wall builders, in this case, must 
remember to build in some iron brackets for sustaining 
them; their distances being, of course, ruled by the 
length of boarding employed. These brackets must be 
firmly fi.ved, and be strong in themselves, in order to 
bear their burden safely. It would be well to carry 
them through the wall, with a “T-end” in the opposite 
side for strength ; but however done, they must be firm. 

On the side designed for protection, the irons must, of 
course, have a return-end, to sustain the boards in tbeir 
place. During Juno, July, and August, the boards may 
be taken down and boused until September, when they 
may again be put in requisition; at which period, by 
keeping the trees dry, and impeding radiation from the 
wall during the night, they will promote the ripening of 
the wood. 

We come now to the walks requisite. These are some¬ 
times obliged to be in part ruled by existing outer walks, 
but the best plan is to throw tbe interior area into four 
squares, or quarters, be the size what it may. If the 
extent is veri/ considerable, it may be necessary to sub¬ 
divide these quarters; from thirty to fifty yards in 
length makes a good cropping line for vegetables; a 
much greater length is inconvenient, as causing much 
trouble in shifting tho garden lines for vegetable opera¬ 
tions ; and, moreover, in drill drawing, a line of more 
than fifty yards is weak, and requires to be sustained 
with side pegs; all this occasions loss of time. Our 
quarters here are just fifty yards in length, and we find 
them tolerably convenient, but should not desire them 
to be longer. It must here be observed, however, that 
if the margins of the quarters are to be occupied with 
dwarfed fruit-trees, it is by no means expedient to have 
the quarters any smaller than the minimum length here 
offered. When such is the case, the whole area becomes 
so blocked up when the ti-ees attain their full stature, 
that there is no “ breathing space” for vegetables; all 
becomes confused, and, of course, what crops can be 
obtained will prove of very inferior quality. 

We must come now to the width of the walks, 
both principal and subordinate; such considerations 
being forced into the subject through tbe necessity of 
paying a duo regard to tlie trees, as to distance and 
other subsequent arrangements. Of course, the width 
of the walks must, in some degree, depend on the size 
and general style of the gardens—what width is really 
requisite for the trees as breathing-room, and to facili¬ 
tate all future operations, is the primary consideration; 
and next to this principle, proportion, and convenience 
for walking must be thought of. Proportion, of course, 
refers to the general style and pretensions of the grounds ; 
and as to convenience, that depends on the require¬ 
ments of tho family. If the main lines of such a garden 
ai-e to become an occasional promenade, and the pdaceis 
rather roomy, seven feet in width for the chief walks 
will not be too mucb ; but if tbe most severe economy 
is required, five feet must suffice ; less, for this style of 
garden, I dare not advise. Now, to steal a march on our 
subject for a moment. Tho walks being at a minimum 
point — five feet, and, let us say, the dwarfing fruit 
trees about tw'elve feet apart, and at four feet from the 
edge of the walk—they will each have fourfeet room to 

1 stretch on the walk side, and six feet in the border line; 
but then they may—where room must be economised— 
be permitted a little occasional liberty, a slight trespass 
over the border-line, unless on trellisses; when, of course, 
the whole thing becomes more pmecise. 

Let not our readers, however, imagine that a foot of 
extra room is thrown away altogether in the case of fruit 
trees; afoot in width, as to rows of Cabbages, or other 
vegetable crops, is a consideration; such may be cal¬ 

culated on to an inch; but they p)roduce no branches— 
their growTh is more regular, and they are more ephe- 
ineral in their nature. I have seen many a garden in 
which both fruits and vegetables were severely injured 
annually by a false economy at the outset. In this, as 
in most other affairs of life, much depends on having a 
distinct aim at the outset. 

Water.—I must stay a moment at this point, to urge 
the great importance of establishing a piece of water in 
the centre of every garden, if a permanent supply can 
be had. It is impossible to over-estimate the benefits 
and conveniences resulting from this source. It is all 
very proper to talk about thorough drainage, but our 
friends must remember, that some soils inclined to be 
stagnant, are, nevertheless, subject to occasional droughts; 
and that Fruit Trees on a dwarfing system, having their 
fibres nearer the surface than ordinary standards, are, 
therefore, more liable to partake of the changes of the 
atmosphere; and, indeed, are intended to do so : extremes 
of drought, however, have to be avoided, and especially 
in the case of heavy crops of fruit; but then there is 
the vegetable cropping also to be benefited; and it is 
to me a painful sight to observe a labourer, during 
drought, carrying cans of hard and cold water from some 
pump, situated, perhaps, as far on the outside the garden 
doors as the needy subjects are on the inside. Still, 
this is not all; during the busy period much watering 
is neglected under such circumstances. 

Let every one establishing a fruit and vegetable 
garden seriously consider this. 

A piece of water of this kind may be circidar; may 
be of brick, cemented, or of stone; the diameter may be 
partly ruled by the size of the garden, as disproportion 
is to be avoided; from eight to twelve feet diameter will 
convey an idea of what is meant. We have such here 
in three different parts of the gardens, and they are 
always full, being fed by a Hydraulic Raai, which is 
one of the most useful engines ever invented. Each 
reservoir has a ball-tap, and then they are self-sustaining. 

Such reservoirs should be about fifteen to eighteen 
inches above the ground level, whatever there may be 
below it; and, in some cases, it may be expedient to 
bring the drainage waters of the garden into it. 

Those who desire embellishment may choose a 
fountain in the centre, or may add rock-work, aquatics, 
and even gold and silver fish. One thing I had almost 
forgotten to point to, and that is, the superiority of such 
aired and softened water over that of the pump. 

R. Erkingtox. 

MEETING OF THE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY.—luTH March, 1853. 

Tins was the finest day of the first half of March, 
and the Meeting was unusually crowuled. After every 
seat in the room was occupied, fashionable and more 
fashionable arrivals were announced, and chairs had 
to be mustered from a store w'hich is kept in reserve for 
a heavy push like this. The room was not overcrowded, 
however, with spring flowers; but we had several things 
of very great interest, nevertheless; and the most so—as 
it appeared to me, and I judged from the way the atten¬ 
tion of the great “ countiy party” was rivetted on that 
part of tho Lecture—was a piece of the timber of Fitz- 
roya Patayonica, from Mr. Standish ; a handsome 
evergreen tree, which I lately described, and which is as 
hardy as our Yew, and seems to gi’ow as fast as a 
Poplar. Now, we know the kind of timber it produces 
on the western slopes of the Patagonian Alps; and we 
can affirm that, in addition to its being one of the 
newest and most graceful-looking of all our hardy trees, 
it is also of the highest promise in respect to the yield 
of timber, and to its value when we have it in sufficient 

I 
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quantity for sale. It seems as hard as the best maho¬ 
gany, and of a better colour, with the grain as close as 
the red cedar used for pencils, and very much in that 
style. I should not think it quite so heavy as maho¬ 
gany, hut I'or all kinds of furniture and ornamental 
work, ill which mahogany is now used, I should prefer 
the Fitzroi/ wood, because 1 am sure it will take a finer 
polish, and look richer than mahogany when stained or 
varnished. Then, if our hills and waste lands would 
produce such timber, and the great probability is that 
such will be the case, no wonder that the “ landed 
interest ” showed most attention and anxiety at this 
part of the lecture; so much so, that the drop of a pin 
would have made a noise. There was also a sample of 
the hark of Fitzroya exhibited, but not the very outer 
coating. The inner bark is very thick, soft to the touch, 
and of the same cedar colour as the wood. Some of 
those present thought the thickness of the bark was a 
provision of nature to screen the w’ood or tree from the 
rigour of the climate, which is proverbial along that 
range. But surely that, and otlier fanciful ideas to the 
same effect, must be altogether wrong. The bark of the 
Scotch Fir is not thicker at the northern extremity of its 
range, in Europe or America, than it is at the southern 
limit. And the Cork-tree fails to yield the bark of equal 
thickness in the same ratio as it is introduced into a 
more severe climate. 

The next greatest novelty was a seed-cone of one of the 
huge Pines growing in Moreton Bay, and other islands 
in the South Pacific—one of the Araucarias, called I 
Bidwilliana, after Mr. Bidwill. This cone is not more ; 
than six or seven inches long, but its thickness is nearly ! 
equal to its length all the way through, and flat at both i 
ends. It was said that this kind might stand out our i 
climate in the south of Ireland, and even in the south 
of England, in dry, well-sheltered situations. But its 
great value could only be brought out in some of our 
colonies in a warmer climate, where, besides timber, 
shade, and shelter, the seeds of it would become an 
article of food. These seeds are nearly as large as 
beans, and as good and nourishing to eat. 

Speaking of food, we had here, to-day, another instance 
of the value of gathering all sorts of useful plants into 
one place or garden to investigate their comjiarative 
merits. It is now found out, and proved beyond a 
doubt, that tlie Indian Corn which they grow at Cusco j 
is as far superior to the Maize of North America, as is 
the distance between Washington and Cusco, or any j 
part of the Bolivian Andes. We had several heads of' 
the Cusco Maize on the table, in illustration and sup¬ 
port of all this. Experience does not say that this ] 
better Maize is more hardy for our climate ; but the fact 
of its being a better article at the diggings, or Algoa ‘ 
Bay, than the kind universally in use, should not be lost 
sight of. If it was worth while to make a rush for the 
tea seeds distributed at the last meeting, surely this 
Crusco Corn is worth looking after. If 1 were going 
out to Australia to-morrow, I know of a much better 
way of “ digging for gold” than making holes and 
washing the earth. 1 would take out some of all the 
best vegetable seeds in Europe, the best salads, the 
best herbs, the best roots, the best of every thing; and 
now that there is an Association (the Pomological and 
Horticultural) of influential people, formed on sound 
trade principles, and that they pay me a regular salary 
to be their Inspector,or kind of Exciseman, to look after 
stores, weights, and samples, I am now personally in¬ 
terested to see all these things packed in the best man¬ 
ner for all parts under the sun. 

Of Cut Flowers we had two beautiful Water Lilies 
(Nymphaa), the blue and white, from Mr. Weeks’s stoves, 
the celebrated grower of the Victoria Water Lily in the 
open pond. He also sent a very beautiful Bromelwort 
on a block of wood, like a regular air plant. They call 
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this a Puya, but that is one of those modern invasions, 
now so common, of substituting new names for old 
ones, against which no legal claims can be produced. 
The real name is Pourettia longifolia ; Puya is a syno- 
nyme. The plant is a dense mass of small bastard 
bulbs, with long, narrow, hard, dry leaves, and grows on 
trees or rocks, or any support that comes in the way, just 
like an exotic orchid. It flourishes through the sum¬ 
mer, goes to rest in winter, when the leaves drop off, and 
then it looks as if it was a dead mass of tangled roots; 
but in the spring the flower buds give the first note of 
returning life, and the leaves come soon after. When I 
first saw it at a distance, on entering the room, I mis¬ 
took it for a new scarlet yEschynanth, and that gives a 
good idea of the plant in flower. The flowers are nu¬ 
merous, and of the brightest scarlet hue; they come 
directly from the roots, and continue live or six weeks, 
if not longer. 'This specimen was in flower for the last 
month, and it looked as fresh as ever; the price is from 
10s. to 40s., according to size, and I should say it is as 
easy to grow as a Cactus or Pitcairnea. 

There was a beautiful prickly Cayenne Pine Agjpde, 
weighing above 51b., from Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes; and 
before the meeting, there was a consultation upon Pines 
in general, among some grey heads, the result of which, 

I and I promised to give it, was, that there are only three 
‘ kinds of Pine Apples known that are deserving of 
j cultivation in this countrythis Cayenne, the true 

Black Jamaica, and the Queen; and the latter they put 
down as only fit for table from May to October; the 
other two all the year round, and the only two w'orth 
tasting in winter;—but that in many jiarts of Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, and Cheshire, a very inferior pine, with 
tremendous long leaves—the Monserrat Pine Ajiple— 
is cultivated under the name of Black Jamaica; and that 
the whole breed of this Monserrat, Enviles, llavannahs, 
and such like, ought to be annihilated, to make room 
for the three aforesaid. 

About Orapes I have seldom been more gratified than 
now. I am never satisfied without personally testing 
any new fruit or flower; and some may recollect what I 
said last autumn about this Society and the Black 
Barharossa Grape. Let bygones be bygone, how'ever; 
but this is, without the slightest shadow of a doubt, a 
better hanging Grape than the Black St. Peter, and as 
good to eat as the Black Hamburgh, and the St. Peter 
is not better. On tbe 15th of March wohad two bunches 
of the Muscat of Alexandria, slightly shrivelled, it is 
true, but none the worse for tlie top of a dish in a first- 
rate dessert. Between the tw'o w'as a bunch of the Black 
Barharossa, looking just as fresh as it did last September, 
for I have examined the whole of it, round and round; 
the bloom was perfect also; indeed, it looked so much 
like a bunch of this year's growth, that the lecturer had 
to tell the difference, for fear we should run away with 
that idea, for we all bad seen as good.new grapes from 
Mr. Forbes, the Duke of Bedford’s gardener, six weeks 
before. We had also the history of it in the lecture, as j 
far as it can be traced. 'The late Mr. Ward, of the Isle i 
of Wight, brought it first into notice, and gave cuttings 
of it to his friends. He gathered Grapes, and other 
fruits and flowers, from all parts of the world, to be 
compared, under his own eye, in that favourable climate, 
and this grape appears to have been his favourite; but 
the memorandum about where he had it from was lost 
before the value of the fruit was ascertained, and so tar, 
the name Barharossa is fictitious; and if the verdict of a 
certain number of gardeners, whose hair has turned 
grizzly cultivating the Black Hambrough, is of any 
worth in this question, the Black Barharossais a seedling 
from the Black Hambrough, and the best seedling, too, 
since the day the Esperione was first proved ; the new 
seedling being the best keeper of all Grapes, whatever, 
and the Esperione the hai'diest Grape of all the Black 
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Hambrough breed; and that 1 can attest myself, from 
growing a collection of them against each other, on the 
open wall, for ten years in succession. I once grew a 
German Grape very much like this Barharossa, it was 
called ScJiivarsel Haamjlin. In the last week in Sep¬ 
tember, 1830, it was ripe on the open wall, and I showed 
it to Mr. Thompson, the great authority for fruits at the 
Horticultural Society. There have been some enquiries 
about the new Barharossa, but as the price is high, and 
the kind was not yet proved to our satisfaction, we 
rather put a damper on it; but now there is no question 
about it, and we say, at once, that it requires the same 
kind of treatment as the Black Hambrough, and that it 
is the best keeping grape in cultivation; and were it 
only to see this one question proved, no Eellow of the 
Society ought to grudge a journey to Regent Street. 

Of the Orchid family, the best in the room was, a large, 
fine specimen plant of Dendrohimn nohile Blandianum, 
a variety as superior to the old nohile as nohile itself is 
to a Cuckoo flower. This was from the stoves of the 
society, where I saw it, for the first time, the day they 
were lifting the lai-ge tree; and I saw another Den- 
drohium [speciosum], that day, for the first time in flower, 
one of the most profusely flowering Orchids I ever set 
my eye ujron; and one, which I have since learned, that 
several people flowered this winter, without knowing 
what it really was, and had to send spikes of it to 
London to learn the name. This, one of the oldest of 
Orchids, is one of the easiest to keep, but the worst to 
flower, without a particular treatment, such as, I believe, 
Mr. Appleby recommended. I also saw a lovely new 
Orchid, in the same house, which opened its beautiful 
flowers this month, for the first time in England. It is 
a Gattleya, called, or to be called, jjallida. it belongs to 
tlie same section as Mossiie, and had two flowers on each 
shoot; the coloui', all over, is a mixture of snow-white, 
soft cream, and light violet, just such a flower as one 
might wish for a wedding nosegay, and, like many of 
them, they long continue in their prime. 

One cannot write a word about new Orchids without 
the wish recurring that we could cross them, so as to 
render them more hardy, if not varied in colours and less 
difficult to manage for amateurs; but, in truth, we can 
cross them easily enough, and get the seeds to ripen, too, 
and the seed is as small as the dust in the sun-beam—the 
difficulty is to get them to sprout, or vegetate, and that 
difficulty has often been overcome. I, for one, had some 
hundreds of them in life ; but the greatest difficulty of 
all is to rear them the first season, and no one has 
yet got over that. But a friend of mine, who is most 
successful with the more rare and curious things we 
handle, has just consented to give these Orchid seeds 
another trial this season, under quite a new and ori¬ 
ginal system, of which both of us entertain great hopes, 
and I promised to ask for seeds, from all piarts, through 
The Cottage Gardener; and I do, hereby, most 
earnestly appeal to each and every grower of Orchids 
who reads this page, to look out among his plants and 
see if he can ])ick up a pod, empty it in a packet, and 
inclose it for me. It is of little consequence what the 
kind of Orchid may be—any one will do to test the 
experiment; but I should like to receive as many kinds 
as possible, and whatever the issue may be we shall 2)ut 
it on record for the use of others. 

But to return to the meeting in Regent-street. The 
garden of the Society furnished the best of the green¬ 
house spring flowers without forcing. 

Trymalium odoratissimum, trained as an upright bush, 
was feathered all round, and from the edge of the j^ot, 
with creamy-white flowers, on slender spikes and spike- 
lets, after the fashion of Ceanothus azureits. This is 
certainly a very desirable jdant to grow for early flower¬ 
ing, and it is as easy to grow and flower as a I’uchsia ; 
and when cuttings of it are taken from a flowering 

jilant they begin to flower as soon as they form roots. 
I have seen lots of it so lately in Mr. Jackson’s show 
house, but the flowers are individually so small, that 
without it is a large specimen plant it makes little show. 

Acacia celastrifuUa, a veiy dwarf species, was in full ' 
bloom, the branches drooping down over the pot. Years 
ago, when one mentioned the name of Acacia, it gave 
the rest the horrors, because no one could build houses 
then half large enough for them; but now, since we 
have got the race of low bushy ones, they are among 
the most fashionable plants we have, and deservedly so, 
seeing how easy they are to grow, to keep, and to bloom, 
at a time when flowers are most wanting; for, with a 
good sujjply of water at the roots, they -can easily bo - 
forced to bloom vei’y early in the spring; or, if they arc , 
kept in close cold pits, after flowering, till the middle or I 

end of June, they will flower very early without any ' 
more forcing. I have seen some in bloom in November. 

Polygala Dahnaitiana, a good variety in the way of 
grandijiora, seems to be a most useful spring plant, as 
of late years it figured away in the jjrize collections at 
the May shows, and now seeing it in fine bloom two 
months earlier is as much as to say you can do anything 
with it. Spring Heaths, Epacrises, and Cytisus ramosus, 
alias rodophne, and Ceanothus rigidus, make up the bulk 
of the rest of this class of flowers, and almost every¬ 
body knows all about them. 

Besides all these, the special things for which prizes 
wei’e offered were Salad pla7Us, forced Strau'berries in 
puts, and Hijbrid Ehododendrons. Old gardeners know 
very well how difficult it is to shoiv a fine lot of Straw¬ 
berries in pots, such as Mr. McEwen, gardener to the 
Duke of Norfolk, sent up last spring; and young gar¬ 
deners in the country think they would be only laughed 
at if they were to send up such things in competition 
against Govent Garden market, where all the best things 
in the world are sent to. Therefore, “between two 
stools,” the prizes that have been offered for winter salad 
plants, and forced vegetables and fruit, have not been 
hard fought for yet, except the “brush” between ilr. 
Fleming and Mr. Burns, gardener to Lord Stanhope, 
and the full collections from the grounds of the Society’s 
own gardens, which were very good each time. But 
the best result of the Society’s offerings is, that several 
varieties of the same kind of thing are shown side by 
side, so that one can see with one eye, at one glance, 
and in a warm, comfortable room in the heart of IjOiuIoii, 

what has taken months and months to arrive at, out in' 
the open country, and under all weathers. Next year we 
are promised to have, not a skirmish, or an off-hand 
battle, but a regular war to the very roots. Many of 
the country party have pledged their forces; the right | 
kinds of seeds are to be ordered now; and country 
gardeners are to invade I.ondon next winter, determiued 
to take it by force, if not by their forcing products. 

Mr. Burns’ collection of Salad plants at this Meeting 
were, blanched entire-leaved Chicory; curled and Bata¬ 
vian Endive; Bath-Cos, and hardy-green Lettuce: 
American, Normandy, Curled, Golden, and Water 
Cresses; Italian Corn Salad—the best of all Corn- 
Salads; White Mustard; common Garden Sort'el; 
Burnet; Red Beet; Chervil; Cole’s Dwarf red Celery; 
Tarragon; early frame Radishes; Chives; and Tripoli 
Onions. D. Beaton. 

GARDENING S’TRUCTURES. 

The modes of treating gardening structures will now 
be occupying much attention, as not only will many bo 
thinking of building for another season, but here, with 
the weather of Christmas in a Good Friday week, many 
will have to make sundry make-shifts with their present 
conveniences. The rearing of a structure for jdauts, 
either for ornament or utility, is a good beginning; but 
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to prevent future disappointment, the means of heating 
it at will should bo left as no future haphazard affair. 
INluch of the comfort and economy will consist in the 
matter being seen to while the house is building, as no 
breaking of walls or floors will be needed afterwards. 
We have already alluded to the importance of large 
bottles, filled witli hot water, for keeping out frost from 
small places, and a Subscriber has lately testified to 
their utility. We have seen a neat little bouse, into 
which the parlour opened, heated by water circulating 
in small tin pipes, heated by placing a naptha lamp ' 
under a small concave-bottomed tin kettle in the back 1 
kitchen. A late number detailed, how, in urban and 
suburban districts, where gas is easily and economically > 
comeatable, small places could be heated by sending the ' 
heat from the burning gas through small iron pipes, } 
according to Mr. Cuthilfs plan ; and not seldom, modes ' 
have been detailed, how, when eircumstances were i 

favourable, and the kitchen and greenhouse somewhat 
contiguous, and on a similar level, two pipes fixed in 
the kitchen boiler, witli stop-cocks to be used when 
wanted, would supply an easy mode of heating a 
greenhouse. 

From not attending to some of these little matters 
some disappointments have taken place when this last 
mode has been adopted. We will, therefore, mention a 
few essentials to success.—1st. When the lid of the 
boiler is moveable, tire water in the pipes in the house 
must not be higher than the top of the boiler, otherwise [ 
it would flow over. 2ndly. When the boiler has a fixed i 
lid, and is supplied by a pipe from a cistern at a con- , 
siderable altitude, the water may easily be raised, as ' 
much as the height of one story of rooms above another. | 
3rdly. fu thus raising, it is advisable tliat tlie rise j 
should be gradual to the very extremity of the flow- ' 
jiipe ; and then a gradual descent from the return-pipe i 
to the boiler. Every dip and bend, upwards and down¬ 
wards, suddenly exposes you to a lodging of air at these 
points every time the pipes cool; and, unless you leave I 
small upright open tubes, fixed in the pipes at these ’ 
places, to let the air escape as the water presses on it, ; 
you will have no circulation; few things being less i 
moveable by heat than a column of air enclosed and I 
pressed upon by two columns of water. A small open ‘ 
tube at such places, when unavoidable, from a quarter 
to half-inch diameter, is better than turn-cocks or air- 
pumps, as it is always safe and selfacting. It should 
be fixed at the ridge of the bend. 4thly. It will be 
necessary to have a yard, at least, of stout iron piping 
next the boiler, as other metals miglit be easier injured | 
by the fire; but after that distance, we would not be 
particular as to tlie material for conveying the water 1 
to the iron pipes in the house; for though the other 
week lead was mentioned as being objectionable for 
this purpose, wc have, in practice, seen no sullicieut ' 
reason for objecting to it; while, if the distance to be 
traversed is considerable, it possesses, wo think, two 
advantages ; namely, loss power than iron of radiating 
heat, and, therefore, conducting it to the house better; 
and then, the ease with which it may be bent in any 
direction, and the necessity for many joints that would 
be obviated. A pipe of three-quarters of an inch 
diameter would be sulficient as a carrying medium to 
a small house; though one inch might bo better ; but 
it is amazing how small a pipe will maintain a brisk 
circulation. 

As corroborative of the last position, and as likely to 
be interesting, we mention the following facts:—In an 
inihcated division of a range of houses, it became de¬ 
sirable to exclude frost in winter, and therefore a single 
pi[)0 was taken, parallelogram fashion, round the middle 
of the house, the pipe rising for half its length gently, 
and then depressing as gently to the boiler. At this 
highest point a hole was bored in the metal pipe to 

receive a cock, such as is used for a beer barrel, to let 
oft' the air when it accumulated ; for the simple and more 
efficacious plan of an open tube rising to the height of 
several feet was not fashionable then. In course of 
time it became desirable to be able to give a tempera¬ 
ture of 00° to this house, instead of -10°, but how to do 
so, simply and economically, and without interfering 
with the pipe and boiler, was the question. Well, we 
solved it in this way. Near to the highest point in the 
pipe we constructed, beneath the stage, a sparred table, ^ 
si.x inches higher than the pipe, to support a zinc box ; 
or tank, six feet in lengtli, three feet in breadth, and four | 
inches deep. The tank was divided into three divisions, ! 
except at the respective ends, by strips of zinc of the ! 
above depth soldered to the bottom, which thus kept lid 
and bottom from collasping, and helped the circulation. 
A lead pipe had one end fixed to the stop cock above re¬ 
ferred to, and the other end inside of this table tank at the 
south-east corner. A similar pipe was fixed inside the 
bottom of the tank at the north-west corner, and the 
other end to a similar cock, or spiggot, fixed in the pipe, 
after it had begun to decline to the boiler. The tank 
was then nearly filled with water, and ns soon as the : 
pipes were heated the circulation in the tank com¬ 
menced, and the water was soon as hot as that in the i 

pipes, while the bottom sides and top being all zinc, j 
tlie radiation of heat was great. | 

Now, what wo wish to impress are two different j 
things. First, that the whole of the heating and cir¬ 
culation in tliis table-tank were effected through the small 
openings in tlie valves of two common beer-barrel spigots. 
Perhaps, if the small pipe had been joined to the first 
metal pipe at once, the heating might have been as well 
effected; but we wished to have the power of shutting 
olf the lieat from this tank at pleasure. Tlie second 
inference is, that every reader, who heats his house, 
pretty frequently with hot-water pipes, may thus easily 
obtain a tank for securing bottom-heat for jiropagating 
purposes, by connecting it at one corner with the flow- 
pipe, all the precaution necessary being that the bottom 
of his tank, in such circumstances, had better be as 
high as the top of his flow-pipe. Our readers are aware 
that, by making a substantial tank in the first place, 
no pipes besides those connecting the boiler and the 
tank would be necessary ; and, with the exception near 
the furnace above referred to, lend will furnish the 
easiest connecting medium. One of the cheapest, best 
acting, and most durable, without repairs, tanks we have 
come across, was made of yellow deal, as carefully con¬ 
structed as a brewer's cooling vessel, and covered with 
slate. Two lead pipes communicated with the boiler, ' 
and steam, or vapour, was obtained at pleasure, either 
by watering the slate, or removing places left for | 
openings. We consider that tanks for bottom-heat, ; 
with hot-water pipes running through them, are line I 

things, in these utilitarian days, for those who can draw 
largely from their gold mines. Wo have no difficulty 
in procuring bottom-heat from ])ipes surrounded with 
rouble, and when wo want a moist bottom-heat, all wo 
have to do is to throw water amongst the stones, 

^ bricks, &:a. \ 
[ lint this last is a matter wo cannot enter upon here, i 

Where much is to be done, hot-water wo believe to be i 
' the cheapest and the best in the end, as, if the furnace i 

and boiler are large enough, several houses and many 
pits may be heated from one furnace, in the case, 
however, of those friends who have merely a small ; 
house, and who cannot conveniently adojit any of the i 
modes at first alluded to, then we are somewhat doubtful | 
of the propriety of recommending them to have an | 
independent hot-water apparatus, however small. Where ; 
a furnace must be constructed on purpose, wc would be ' 
inclined, even on the score of economy and neatness, to j 

I recommend the old-fashioned Hue, and to place it out of I 
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sight beneath the floor. There is no hot-water appa- j 
ratus, however well fixed, but lets a portion of its heat 
up the chimney; and, therefore, when using this mode 
for a largo house, it would be advisable to carry a flue 

' through the north wall. Keeping in mind that wc 
recommend a flue only in such small greenhouses, wc 
will illustrate what we mean, by a case. We had such a 
small house, sixteen feet long, nine feet wide, eleven feet 
high at back wall, and seven feet in front, four of that 

; being glass. One end was a part of a garden wall, j 
against which the heating power was to be placed, and 

I the other end was mostly glass. An average temperature 
j of -10° in cold weather was wanted. I applied to a trades- 
! man, but as he asked £15 for what we had calculated 
I might bo done handsomely for i'5, as we w'ero to find 

the labour and materials of setting the boiler, and con¬ 
structing the chimney, we left the matter in abeyance, 
ultimately finding it was no go, the demand was greatly 
reduced. By this time, we had thought that pipes 
would bo rather in the way, wherever placed, and had 
resoh'ed upon having a small flue beneath the floor, 
which was covered with nine-inch paving tiles. A part 
at the doorway consisted of stone flooring, which we did 
not wish to disturb, so that the length of the flue, before | 
it turned, was only twelve feet, instead of sixteen feet, 
making twenty-four feotin all. We removed as many tiles 

I near the front of the house, and whatearth we calculated 
exactly would be necessary; wo fixed a small furnace out¬ 
side the wall, so that the bars of the grating were fifteen i 
inches below the bottom of the flue; and inside the | 
house, the sloping rise to the bottom of the flue was 
bedded with fire-brick ; the bottom of the rest of the flue 
consisted of common house slate, bedded on the earth 
in a little mortar. The flue was from four to five inches 
wide—wc intended to form it of two bricks on edge— 
but wishing to have a hollow place on each side of the 
go and return flue, so as to give out more heat to the 
tiles above, the go and return flues being placed side by 
side, we used three bricks on bed for strength, the three 
walls thus serving for the two flues; on the toji of these 
slate was again bedded in such a manner that the joints 
of the slate were crossed by the joints of the paving 
tiles, which were bedded on the slates with a layer of 
good mortar between them. It will be seen that the 
tiles next the flue rest partly on the top of the flue, and 

1 partly on the earth on which the floor is laid, leaving a 
I hollow space. A very small fire is felt in a few minutes, 
I and we are rather afraid to state how long a bushel of 

coals and cinders kept up the requisite heat in the 
coldest weather we have had this season. In such a 
position, we would be glad to know of any other mode 
that would be preferable. Mr. Snow, as previously 
recorded, has several houses heated in a similar manner. 
At the point whore the flue turns wo can take off a tile, 
and clean in a few minutes; the soot being shoved in 
one branch to the furnace, and in the other to a move¬ 
able iron plate in the chimney. E. Eisii. 

THE BELAEGONIUM, 

(Continued from page 481.) 

Hisk.vse. — The Sgwt.— This disease is so named- 
because it first appears as a small spot near the centre 
of an otherwise healthy leaf. It gradually spreads 
until the whole leaf turns yellow and drops off if not 
removed by hand. The great cause of this disfiguring 
pest is over-excitement, by heat and moisture during 
the latter part of summer, and then reducing both these 
stimulants through autumn and winter. The propor¬ 
tion then between the root action and the surface of the 
leaf is disarranged, and, the plants having more leaves 
than they require in such a low temperature to carry 

on the functions of growtli, parts of the leaves will 
become diseased or gangrened, w-itli ulcerated spots, a 
state of life in the plant induced to case itself of a too 
groat number of leaves. When a plant is in this con¬ 
dition, a low, close atmosphere greatly aggravates the 
disease, causing it to spread to more leaves than it j 

otherwise would if the internal air of the house w'as . 
purer and drier. The remedy is obvious—it would not j 

answer to keep up the summer-heat, and amount of 
water through those late months, for that would cause : 
them to grow weak and lanky, and the leaves would be 
of a sickly pale colour—that remedy would be worse 
than the disease. The only means left, then, arc to give 

I plenty of air, and keep the walks, &c. as dry as possible, 
; and to remove instantly every leaf that appears the 
least diseased. In very damp, foggy weather, it would 
be advisable to give a small amount of artificial heat 
early in the morning, giving air in the upper parts of 
the house at the same time. This will cause the stag¬ 
nant air, overloaded with noxious damp vapours, to fly 
olf into the external atmosphere, and the internal air 
will bo purified. By ado^iting these precautions the 
disease will gradually disappear, and the plants will 
show, by renewed health and colour, that the desired 
cure has been effected. 

4th. Section. — Preparing tor Exhibition. — The 
cultivator, having paid duo attention to his plants in 
regard to cultivating them, and getting them into bloom 
in full perfection when the day of exhibition arrives, will 
be examining and watching his plants with peculiar 
interest for three weeks before that time comes. Tliey 
should be trained about that time, so as to have each 
truss of bloom arranged so as not actually to touch j 

each other, and yet to bo so close as to form a dense mass 
of bloom above the foliage. All blooms likely to be 
over before the day should be cut off at once, close to 
the branch, so as not to show they have been in exis¬ 
tence. About a week before the show each truss should 
be tied firmly to a stick to keep it in its place, and these | 
should remain till they arrive at the place of exhibition, i 
that is, if they have to travel a considerable distance, j 

as much, say, as four or five miles, or more. This is 
rather a troublesome affair; but if not adopted, it is more 
than likely many of the blooms will, by shaking against 
each other, bo bruised, and rendered unfit for competi¬ 
tion. To afford time, the plants should arrive at their 
destination two or three hours before they are required 
to bo placed on the stage. Any packing the trusses 
of bloom with cotton, or other kinds of wool, should 
always be avoided ; it is so difficult to remove w’ithout 
injuring the flowers. Supposing they arrive in good 
condition, then remove the sticks carefully, luck off all 
injui-ed blossoms, and place them in their appointed 
])lacc. Should the day be hot, a good watering previous 
to placing them on the stage will keep them fresh and 
blooming through the day. 

Arrangement.—The largest plants should be placed in 
the back row, and the smaller in front. Place them so 
that every bloom can bo seen. A wedge of w'ood put 
under the back of each pot will serve gx'eatly to effect 
this, especially if applied to the back row; but the wedge 
should not be so thick as to give the plants a leaning- 
forward appearance, but just enough to show off the 
plants and blooms to perfection. The colours are 
worthy of some attention in arranging. Two scarlets, 
or two crimsons, should not bo placed together, neither 
should two light-coloured ones be in juxtaposition. The 
Pelargonium produces plenty of choice in shades of 
colour to arrange them so as to have a very pleasing 
effect. Deep colour’s set off each other very beautifully; 
ns, for instance, a glowing crimson-scarlet, like 'Turner’s 
Magnet, is greatly enhanced in colour if jilaced next to j 

such a bright pink-red as Gaines’s Salamander, and the j 
colour of that is brightened if placed next to such a 
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Hear white as Arnold's Virgin Queen; next to that 
pure colour, one witli a deep purple, such as Alonzo, 
adds greatly to tlie beauty of both. Those examples 
will bo sufficient to guide the amatem' in arranging the 
colours of his blooms to the greatest advantage. 

Mode of Conoeijance.—The best conveyance for large 
plants is a wide, close-covered spring van or vans, with 
four wheels each. In this place a layer nine inches | 
thick of coal-ashcs, just moist enough not to be dusty, 
and not so wet as to cling to or dirty the pots. Set i 

each plant close to the hottom of the van, and do not 
let them touch each other. Some place a long strand 
of mat round each plant, drawing the branches closer 
together, in order to get more plants into the van ; but 
this is very injudicious, as the blooms then rub against 
each other, and are disfigured thereby. It is better and 
safer, and more economical in the end, to have, rather 
than crowd them, an extra van if one will not hold the 
collection. As each plant is placed in the van, let the 
packer press the ashes firmly to the pot, to prevent it | 
slipping out of its place in going up or coming down a 
hill. The driver should be a careful, attentive man, and 
keep his eyes constantly upon the road during the 
journey. He should, if possible, avoid every loose stone 
or deep hole, in order to keep the plants steady, and 
shake the blooms as little as possible; a constant atten¬ 
tion to this point will save the plants many a jolt, and 
bring them safely to their destination. The Pelar¬ 
gonium, with moderate care, may be conveyed safely a 
great distance ; in proof of which T need only mention 
that the Messi’s. Veitch, of Exeter, have sent them all 
the way from that place to London, brought them safe 
and fresh, and taken a prize with their collection. 

I have now gone through the whole course of Pelar¬ 
gonium culture as an exhibition plant. I shall, in my 
next paper on this subject, give, as proposed at page 
3(i5, a list of the best varieties for 1853. 

T. Appleby. 

PRESERVATIVE WALLS. 

{Continued from page l(i2.) 

LIST OF SUITABLE PLANTS. 

PiTTOSPORUM Tobiba (Tobira Pittosporum). — An 
evergreen, slow-growing, handsomc-foliaged shrub, with 
stalkless clusters of pure white sweet-scented llowers. 

PiTTospoBUM uNnuLATOM (Wavy-leaved Pittosporum). 
— The leaves of this species are longer and thinner 
than the preceding, and besides this, they are undulated, 
that is, parts of the leaves rise up, and the other parts 
sink down, giving it the ajipearance of the waves of the 
sea; hence its specific name. The flowers are produced 
in loose panicles, and are white and green in colour, 

j Jjike the P. tohira, they are sweet-scented. 
I These two species are both evergreen and hardy 
j enough to bear our winters against a cold wall, if 
I sheltered with a mat in severe weather. 
I PuNicA GBANATUM (Tho Pomegranate). — This well- 

known shrub is not hardy, excepting against a wall. 
The flowers are large, and of a licli scarlet-colour, fl'hey 
are produced on small twigs; hence, in ])runing them, 

; a large quantity of these twigs should bo left on the 
' branches. The flower-buds are very beautiful, even 
' before the flowers expand. There arc several varieties, 

all distinguished by variations in colour; but the 
original species is by far the finest; tho double red being 

I an exception—it is still more beautiful. In tho North, 
j this lino tree requires protection to bloom it well; yet 
' it will not bloom well in a greenhouse, probably because 
I it does not obtain there a sufficient amount of rest 
' during winter. The best bloomed plant I ever saw was 

j)lanted against a west wall, in a stable-yard that was 
paved close up to the stem; the soil was thin and poor. 

but very dry, conditions that most likely were favour¬ 

able to tho production of these beautiful flowers. I 
never saw it fruit in this country ; but I have no doubt 

it would produce its beautiful fruit in a preservatory. 

Rapiiiolepis. — A genus of shrubs, with evergreen 

foliage and handsome flowers. All from China, and 

hardy enough to bear our winters on a glass-covered wall, 

without heat. They are very little known, though most 

of them have been introduced more than twenty years 

ago. The species arc, R. indioa, R. hoc nos lemon, brown 

staraened. R. rubrum, red, and R. snlicifolia, willow- 

leaved. 
Rhododendbon abbobeum (Tlie Tree Rhododendron). 

—Though this line species is strictly a conservatory 

plant; yet it may be planted with a good effect against 

a wall. It is so nearly hardy, that no artificial heat is 

required to protect it. It flowers so early, that the 

blossoms are always injured by late frosts, if they are 

cultivated in tho open air. Tho splendid trusses of 

bloom of a dazzling scarlet, bright crimson, rich pur])le, 

and pure white, render all the varieties desirable 

plants for a glass-covered wall. They all require a 

large mixture of sandy peat amongst the soil. 
RnoDODENBRON CAMPANULATUJi (Bcll-flowered Rhodo¬ 

dendron).— This distinct species is not quite hardy, 

and though a slow grower is well deserving a place 

against a sheltered wall. The flowers are of a pleasing 

pink hue, spotted with brownish crimson. 

lliionoDENDBON GiBsoNii (Mr. Gibson’s Rhododen¬ 
dron, sometimes called R. formosum).—It is a fast grow¬ 
ing species, with foliage like an Azalea. The flowers 
are very largo, of a blush-white colour, and are generally 
produced in pairs, from the axils of the leaves, towards 
the ends of the shoots. They are slightly perfumed. 
It requires protection from frost. It is a most beautiful 
species, and should be grown in every collection. 

Rosa (The Rose).—If the preservatory is on a large 

scale, a few of the best Tea Roses and hybrid China 

Roses may be planted with good effect; they will bloom 

early and late, and will not be injured by heavy rains, 

or late and early frosts. 
ScHOTiA Speciosa (Sliowy Schotia).—A plant from 

the Capo of Good Hope; very seldom seen in flower; 

bnt, when planted against a wall covered with glass, it 

will bloom freely when old. The flowers are produced 

at the ends of tho strong short shoots: hence these only 

should be loft on the tree; all weak ones should be 

pruned away. 
Siphocampylos betdl,efolius (Birch - leaved Sipho- 

campylos).—It is not generally known that this hand¬ 

some freo-flowering plant is generally hardy, as is also 

S. bicolor. They are both worthy of a place against a 

glass-covered wall, on account of their pretty flowers, 

which arc produced all the summer. In such a situation 

they grow much finer than in a pot. Tho first has red 

flowers, and the other rod and yellow blooms. 

SoLLYA.—A genus of half-hardy climbers. I do not 

generally advise the planting of climbers against a wall 

j of this description, because they would overrun more 

valuable plants; but this genus is an exception. They 

are twiners, and will run iqi and twist I’ound a wire, or 

wires, which should be placed behind the plants for that 

purpose. Their foliage is small, and, therefore, will not 

shade other plants ; and their flowers are of a pleasing 

; blue colour, and produced profusely, tho whole length of 

I the shoots. The species suitable arc S. angustifolia 
i (Narrow-leaved); N. heterojdiglla (Various-leaved); S. 
linearis (Narrow-leaved); and S. salicifolia (Willow¬ 

leaved). If these four species are procured, and planted 

at equal distances, and upright wire rods fixed a little 

distance from tho wall, for the shoots to twine round, 

they will produce a good effect. 
Stbanvesia glaucescens (Grey Stranvesia).—A rare, 

and almost evergreen, shrub from Nepaul, with white 
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flowers, like those of the Apple. It is named in honour 
of the Hon. W. E. Strangways, an assiduous cultivator 
of hardy flowers in the open air of Dorset. This plant 
will live and flower against a wall covered with glass, 
without heat. 

SuTjjERr.ANDiA FROTESCENS (Shrubby Sutheilaiidia).— 
A charming, (luick-growing sbrub, with pinnate leaves, 
and ricli scarlet flowers. It is a very ancient plant, 
having been introduced from the Cape more than two 
hundred years ago. 

SuTHERLANDiA MTCROPHYLLA (Small-lcaved Suthcr- I 
landia).—This is of more recent introduction, and is , 
e(iually, if not more beautiful than the preceding. Roth | 
will bear a moderate degree of frost without injury, j 

but it is safer to plant them against a wall, and protect j 
I them with mats through severe frost. j 

! T. Appleby. ! 

' {To he continued.') | 

ECONOMICAL ARRANGEMENT OF KITCHEN ' 

GARDEN CROPS. 

As the frosts wo had towards the end of February, and 
subsequently, have, in most cases, destroyed the early 
crops of Peas (we mean those sown in November), which | 
])romiscd to bo early, and which the unusual mild ; 
weather of the visual winter months drew up to an \ 
improper length, the successional crops, which are ; 
those sown a little before Christmas, will now be the ' 
most forward, unless some portion of the other was 
protected by something more than mere boughs. It is, j 
therefore, important to allow the most forward all the I 

advantages that can be given them, in order to hasten 
their bearing. Sticks of a suitable kind must be ap¬ 
plied ; and any small crop, as Spinach, &c., that may be 
occupying a temporary place between the rows, must be 
removed before it does any harm by running to seed, 

, &c.; in fact, it would be better to dispense with such 
crops at this important period, for the welfare of the 
Peas ought not to be sacriliced for trifles. Supposing 
there not to have been any such crop, the ground should 
be frequently stirred between the rows, in order for it to 
benefit by the action of the atmosphere; and the grow¬ 
ing crop to be treated with those subtle, yet highly 
beneficial, gases, which newly turned-up ground gives off 
in sucli abundance. These, and other encouraging opera j 
tions, will hasten on the crop, so that though it cannot 
be expected that those sown in December will be fit to ' 
gather on the same day of the month as those of former 
years sown in November, yet, if the season prove at all i 

propitious, they will not be many days behind; and, I 

most likely, will fully equal their more early-sown com- | 
peers in the abundance of the crop—other things con- . 
sidered ; but, as Peas for after-use must also be sown, ■ 
it is proper here to take a view of the many kinds wo * 

I have to choose from. ! 
It is almost a pity that the attempts to reduce our ! 

seed-lists within moderate bounds has not met that * 
response from buyers which it ought to do. The thirst [ 
for novelty seems so dce])ly implanted in our nature, i 

and we arc so easily made the victims of our credulity, s 
that no sooner does an unscrupulous dealer announce 
an article, say an “ Early Pea,” which comes in a full 
week before tlio most forward -one known, tliat wo i 

never stop to enquire whether this “Nonsuch” be a 
1 really distinct article, and proving so by its growth, 
j or bearing, or some other point; or whether the distinc- 
! tion consists of some clever jhece of legerdemain, 

whereby a bag of Chadtons can be converted into half- 
a-dozen first-rate early sorts, each a week or ten days 
earlier than any other known. This latter system of 
multiplying kinds is attributable to that itching desire i 

for novelty, which, as we have just said, is a common 
feature in the horticultural world; neither do we sec 
any just reason for checking it than a caution as to 
whom they dcal».with ; as a respectable tradesman is 
unwilling to risk his reputation by sending out an 
article under his own sanction, without having some 
knowledge of its qualification as likely to servo the pur- 
jiose intended. Peas are, however, some exception to 
this rule, because the common kinds (which, it is feared, 
forms the “ stock” of many new-fashioned-named ones,) 
are generally good, the Eadij Frame, Kent, and Charl¬ 
ton being all good Peas, and each capable of producing 
good, useful crops under ordinary circumstances; so that, 
in reality, the loss is not so great in this way as in many 
other instances where an old variety is puffed forward 
under a new name. 

Leaving, therefore, such things to purify themselves, 
it behoves the amateur, and those of small means, to 
plant a good useful variety of Pea for his second or 
principal crop, in place of an uncertain or novel one— 
and as our seedsmens’ lists present a sufficient array of 
names, classed in accordance with their height and 
other peculiarities, there will be no difficulty in the 
amateur finding out which of them is likely to suit his 
purpose best; but, if he should find any difficulty, or 
wish for advice, we may say that the British Queen, 
and Champion of England are both good Peas—the 
former the tallest; and as they bear well, and are 
generally esteemed at table, their qualifications are all 
that are wanted. Supposing, therefore, that these kinds 
were determined on, and that ground for the purpose of 
growing them on was scarce, and ought to be made the 
most of—we would look round and arrange the general 
cropf)ing, so as to have Peas planted in some ])lace 
where an after-crop could also be introduced while they 
were still growing, which after-crop would, at the time 
the Peas were removed, require all the power for its own 
use. Now, this kind of “remove ” system is applicable 
to many things, as well as that which we are now 
especially speaking of; but, as our remarks bear more 
particularly to that, we may say, that if, after looking 
over the ground at disposal, and considering where the 
princqial crop of Celery, Winter Brocoli, and Oreens are 
to be jilanted, arrangements might be made with some 
of these, whereby Peas may be grown on the same spot 
as well. If Celery trenches were dug out, and a little 
more than the usual width allowed for ridge. Peas might 
be sown on these; or, it might be. Potatoes planted; 
and at the proper time, the Celery, as the legitimate 
crop,might be planted also; which, though it would not 
progress p>erhaps so well as if without the Peas, yet 
it would have a sufficient season left after the other was 
removed; and consequently would, in most cases, re¬ 
cover its proper position ere winter came on. The 
various members of the winter and late siiring Rrocoli, 
&c., olfer still better chances for Peas being planted 
between them ; and in fact, where ground is scarce, and 
everything has to be made of it, it Iiecomes a matter of 
importance to take as many crops of it as possible; 
only, it must bo borne in mind, that when the Peas or 
other temporary crop bo planted, the ground should be 
measured, so as to be available for the after-crop, without 
eventually showing that recourse had been had to such 
an economical mode of cultivation; for that purpose, there¬ 
fore, rows of Peas should be six or eight feet apart, in 
order to allow three or four rows of Brocoli, and at two 
feet distance—and though it is not common to allow 
Celery so much room between rows, yet, where ad- 
visablCf a row of Peas should occuiiy only every other 
ridge ; or, it may be, that a wide cross ridge or trench 
may be adopted, and then there is abundant room for 
both Peas and Celery. Should, however, none of these 
modes be approved of. Peas may be sown in rows on 
the open ground, about the same number of feet apart 

I 

I 

I 
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that they are in height; this forms a very good cri¬ 
terion for the inexperienced, and but little is gained by 
having them closer. On the contrary, the crop is cer¬ 
tainly less on a given space of ground by their being 
crowded together. 

Sundries. — Examine the various pots or pans of 
Chilies, Tomatos, Vegetable Marrow, and other jjlants 
which it is common to raise in hotbeds in spiing, to 
plant out when confirmed summer weather arrives; 
these should be potted off, and re-potted as occa¬ 
sion requires, and more sown if needs be. Ridge 
Oucumbers should also be sown in pots plunged 
in heat, and the same said of some of the more 
tender sweet herbs, as Basil, Sweet Marjoram, &c., 
&c.; and, if not sown before, a few seeds of Indian 
Corn may be jiut in by those who have a wish to see 
this singular addition to our cereals, as it is likely 
to arrive sooner at pei’fection, and that of a more supe¬ 
rior kind, if raised in the first instance in pots; but 
then it must not be allowed to become “ pot-bouud; ” 
otherwise it is stunted in its growth to such a degree as 
to cripple its future efforts. 

Examine the beds in which Cucumbers and Melons 
are growing, and maintain a brisk, yet steady heat; 
and more of each kind may be sown, if reqiiired; pot- 
ting-off, in duo course, all that require it. Finish the 
planting of Potatoes on such grounds as the adverse 
weather rendered necessary to postpone; and plant 
Beans and otlier things on the same soils. Sow a few 
early Turnips on some sheltered border facing the 
south, which, however, must be protected at nights,after 
they come up, otherwise a very slight frost is said to make 
them run to seed aftewards. Lettuce may also be sown, 
both of the Cos and Cabbage kinds; and the same may 
be said of Cauliflowers, and, of course. Spinach must bo 
sown to meet the demands at the proper time; while 
Carrots rawy bo delayed a week or so longer, if the season 
bo adverse; as, likewise, may Bed Beet, Salsafy, and 
Scorzonera; but Parsnips, if not sown before, ought to 
be done without delay; and such things as Radishes, 
and similar small crops must be sown, as the wants of 
the family require other things in the same way. And 
the ordinary routine-work of digging vacant ground, 
preparing hot dung, composts, &c., attended to in due 
course ; and though last, not least, that proper regard 
paid to neatness in all things, without which good 
cultivatii'n and management are only half accomplished, 
while its presence gives that finish to objects, which 
brings them considei’tably nearer to that position we 
advise all to point to—i.e. “perfection.” .1. Robson. 

AGRICULTURAL ORERATIONS FOR MARCH. 

Draixing being one of the most important operations of 
the farming business, upon all tliose soils which are damaged 
by a superabundance of water, I beg to call the attention of 
parties intending to drain their land to the fact, that the 
mouth of jMarch is the best time of the year for setting 
out tlie work for drainers. 

'J'he land about tliis period generally begins to dry—ap¬ 
pearing white on the surface ; and, after the heavy rains of 
the winter months, those fields, or parts of fields, which 
are naturally ilry, will thus first evince the effects of dr}- 
weather; and, on the other hand, the land which is natu¬ 
rally wet, or which is affected l)y springs rising to the 
surface, will point out, by the damp, dark, and undried 

I appearance of the surface, the exact position of such spots 
as require to be drained. This will give the drainer an 
opportunity of planning his work with the greatest nicety 
and precision, and enable him to work with the greatest 
economy in the outlay, as well as to efi’ect the most perfect 
drainage of the soil. 

Those soils iu which gravel (jr sand predominate will be 
found to suffer mo.st from springs, and generally re<puro 

only partial drainage, more particularly where the land is 
hilly, and irregular in character, alternating between sand, 
gravel, and clay. It will be found that draining operations 
upon the above-named soils can always be most advan¬ 
tageously laid out where the laud is under tillage, having a 
fallow surface ; for the first dry weather in spring will 
exhibit, as it were, a map, whereon the wet and dry portions 
of the field will be distinctly marked. 

Upon level land of uniform nature and quality, where 
draining is required, it may be considered comparatively 
unimportant when the work is set out, because such lands 
gejierally require to be drained at nearly equal depth and 
distance between the drains ; indeed, upon soils requiring 
thorough draining, as it is termed, the work may be laid out 
and executed either with a turf or fallow surface, and at 
almost any period of the year with equal advantage. 

The foregoing observations are intended only to draw j 

attention to the best season for laying out draining work; j 

but it is intended, at a future time, to enlarge upon the 
subject, by shewing the best depth and distance for placing ^ 
(h-ains, according to the natm-e of the land, and the best 
materials to be used for effecting permanent and entire 
drainage of different soils. 

Oat-sowing.—The season has now arrived when the 
management and preparation of the land intended to be 
sown with Oats must engage our attention. No doubt the 
laud has all been ploughed, where it is intended for the 
oat crop either to follow wheat or grass lea of last year.—if 
not, the sooner it is ploughed the better, otherwise the 
slight frosts and drying winds peculiar to the month of 
March will not produce the usual beneficial etlects in pul¬ 
verising and chastening the soil; neither will it be possible 
to have the seed sown, as it should be, before the commence¬ 
ment of the mouth of April. All kinds of Oats will bo 
found to yield better, both as regards quantity and quality, 
when sown in the March mouth. 

The most difficult operation is the preparation of land 
for the oat crop, after feeding turnips on the land with 
sheep, particularly upon loamy land, which lias been 
trodden during wet weather. It is a common practice to 
plough the land, in such a case, immediately after the sheep 
have left the field, be it ever so heavy, and after a short 
time has elapsed to plough the second time, and then sow 
the seed; but the most advantageous plan, and the least 
expensive, will be found in allowing the land to remain 
until it is intended to be sown (which will give it time to 
get firm and mellow), then to plough a moderate depth— 
say three finches—sow the seed, harrow and roll the hand 
lierfectly fine, either the same day as ploughed, or the next 
day, as may be most convenient. In this manner a fine 
tilth will be insured, favourable both for the Oats and Clover 
seeds, which are usually sown at the same time. Oats 
generally succeed best sown broadcast: about four bushels 
per acre will be sufficient seed, where the laud is in good 
cultivation. 

The Wireworm is a great enemy to the Oat crop, when 
sown after Turnips eaten off by sheep; it is, therefore, a 
good plan to sow half-a-bushel of Barley per acre with the 
Oats, when intended for home consumption, as it improves 
the produce, both in quantity and value, and goes far to 
insure a plant of coni when attacked by the wireworm, for 
it often happens that the Oats are eaten by the worm and 

I the Barley left almost untouched. The Barley grows more 
! rapidly than the Oats, and thus insures a crop. The best 
j kind of Oats for sowing on good loamy or strong soils, are 
I the lilacic TartwrUoi, being good for a crop, and of fair 
! quality, usually weighing 3()lbs. to .38 lbs. per bushel. There 

are also other advantages attached to the growth of these ' 
Oats—they do well upon hilly and exposed situations, and, 
being firmly set, they do not readily shed their seed, or 
whip off with the wind at harvest; they will also stand ' 
longer without loss, in case the harvest is delayed by the 
pressure of other work, or the scarcity of labour. ^ 

The While Scutch Potato Oats, and the Black Siberian j 

kind, will be found well adapted for any dry soils in good 
condition, and upon level land, not much exposed to wind; 
they often i)rove very productive, and of excellent quality, 
weighing from 38 lbs. to dvJlbs. per bushel, but they always , 
require to be cut before they are (piite ripe, and the haivest : 
cannot be delayed without risk and loss. 
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1 AVhen manure is required for the Oat crop, the best kind 
is guano. It is wonderful the effect of an application of 

' two hundredweight of Peruvian guano per acre, harrowed in 
^ with the seed. The writer has seen the crop increased by 
' this application from six quarters to nine quarters per acre, 
, with an increase in the value of straw sufficient to pay the 
‘ cost of the manure, thus leaving three quarters of corn per 
' acre as the prolit.*—J. Bi.undeli,. 

ALLOTMENT FARMING—Apeil. 

t AVe have once more arrived at that delightful period of 
spring, whom a peculiar buoyancy of spirit gives elasticity to 

j the step and au energy to the arm very different from that 
; of our dull winter mouths. The allotment holder, and the 
i gardening cottager, partake of this movement; and, like 

the bee, feel it necessary to bestir themselves with all possible 
activity, in order to provide, not only for daily sustenance, but 

1 stores for another winter. The past season has been so 
unfavourable to the due amelioraitihn of the soil that it is to 
be feared many soils are in but indifferent order. Those, 
however, who took my advice before the last severe and 
unusual frost, to dig deep and ridge their land, will now reap 
the benefit of that advice. AVe adopted that practice at the 
end of the rainy season with several plots, in anticipation of 
late frosts, and our land, at this period (March 1.5th), is in 
splendid order. AA''e have been sowing Onions, Parsnips, 
Horn Carrots, Peas, Beans ; and planting Raspberries, Straw¬ 
berries, Sea Kale, etc.; and we never got crops in more 
pleasantly. But the whole was ridged, and much of it 
trenched—some three spades deep, bringing up a little of 
the subsoil, a practice found to succeed on old and hard- 
worn garden soil. I will now proceed to consider the root- 
crops—at all times the most important. A poor man may 
manage tolerably well during summer and autumn with 
“ what he can catch,” with trifling extras, whicli may be 
called “stolen crops,” to use a farmer’s phrase; but in what 
position would he be in the following winter and early 
spring, if without roots; and Potatoes, may be, four shil¬ 
lings a bushel, as they are now in these parts? Our towns¬ 
men who earn a pound per week, or more, can, perhaps, 
afford to purchase them liberally : not so the ordinary 
labourer at ten shillings per week, with ofttimes a family of 
nearly lialf a score children. But how the case becomes 
altered, if the latter character, by great industry and economy, 
is enabled to sell half a score bushels of Potatoes at that 
price, which 1 have known many to do, by growing-and u.sing 
freely those other excellent roots, the Carrot and Parsnip, 
and by using boiled Peas as part diet. By such means he 
may soon cover the rent of his plot, and all the rest is clear 
profit; and, in addition, he has had no temptation to squat 
in beer-houses. 

lAlaiiy crops are by this time in the ground — such as 
Onions, Peas, Broad Beans, Ac.; and such being the case, 
let us ask about Potahtex first. Doubtless, some early ones 
have been jdanted, and now the sooner the main crops 
arc in, if not done, the better. No iflanting after the 
beginning of April for me. I may here observe on the 
licculiar habits of the Ash-li'<(vi'd Kidney. My remarks will, 
perhaps, astonish, if not alarm, some; but it matters not; my 
<luty must be performed : and what has been proved by sound 
experience, maj' surely be spoken boldly. For many years 
I used to plant this invaluable I’otato in February, and so, 

I indeed, did most of our farming folks; but, by degrees, wc 
were surprised to find a certain neighbour planting later 
every year; and as he did so, each year the more excelling, 
both in earliness and produce, until at last his planting 
time reached the first w'cede in April. 

I must confess that this made mo blush to think how it 
could be, and that a man not bred to the business, and 
whose other gardening 1 could afford to think lightly of, 
should thus discover a practice, which much real experience, 
backed by some scientilic knowledge, had failed to perceive; 

* Both rdtrate of soda, and sulphate of ammonia, applied as a top¬ 
dressing, also act very favourably for this crop, cither in moderate quan¬ 
tities, such as one hundredweight of either per acre, or in still smaller 
jiroportions combined with guano. If the existence of wireworm is 

j suspected, it is well to drill in with the seed two hundredweight of rape 
I cake per acre, as this is more effectual in destroying these pests than any 
' other application. or j 

but so it was. This man keeps his seed kidneys in baskets, 
hampers, Ac., until March, in a dry room, where frost cannot 
enter; they are thrown on the floor of a shed for two or 
three weeks, after getting them up for seed, and there they 
become greenish, and thence are transferred to the hampers 
in the loft. About the end of February they are placed out 
singly on the floor, over a warm stable, and here, by the end 
of March, they become sprouted—the sprouts nearly two 
inches long, and very stout. In the very opening of 
April, they are carefully planted on sloping w'arm banks, 
formed expressly, and well manured, and in the first week of 
May they burst through the soil, robust as strong Asparagus 
heads. Now, it is of no use desiring to have I’otatoes above 
ground until Alay arrives, unless they are protected ; earlier 
may do for a specidation, but there is little safety. 

I must now return to the main crops of Potatoes. I advise 
those about to plant to use very old manure where really 
requisite, and but a moderate amount of it. It is quite 
certain that disease will be better avoided by planting on 
very poor soils; but this is not the way to obtain a profitable 
crop. AVe have, this last year, found the crops of I’otatoes, 
in many instances, so small as to be almost unfit for table 
purposes; for in Cheshire, all Potatoes are pared before 
cooking, and when they are small and the eye-holes happen 
to be somewhat deep, the I’otatoe is reduced to a most 
inconvenient size, and occupies too much lime in paring. 
This smallness arises from the use of less manure than 
formerly, together with the use of ivhole seed; a practice 
already beginning to bo abandoned by many, for the reasons 
stated. I, for one, intend returning to cut sets this season 
for the cooking Potatoes; but then, I shall certainly grow 
sPECiAijLY FOE SEED from whole Potatoes, in unmanured 
ground. 

It is, indeed, a pity that the latter practice is not more 
general; for by it, I am persuaded, the constitution of the 
root would be improved. My practice, in this respect, is to 
select whole Potatoes, well formed, nearly as large as a 
pullet’s egg, with rouyh shins; and to plant them on raised 
land of poor chai'acter, about nuie inches squai’e apart. 
Thus treated, they produce many Potatoes, pretty equal in 
size, and about as large as the seed itself. These, then, are 
excellent for planting whole, on pretty good soil, for a full 
crop, taking care to breed the following year’s stock from the 
pick of them in like manure. AA’e find the York Regents, 

j the Lancashire Kemps, the Radical, and the Pink eye, the 
most useful kinds, under present cu’cumstances. 

Caeeots.—I’reparation should be made to get in this va¬ 
luable root soon after the middle of the month. The large 
kinds, as the Altringham, must have the soil deep and well- 
broken. They require a generous sod, but by no means 
raw manure near the surface. If the ground is dug two 
good spades in depth, a good mat of haU’-rotten manure may 
be spread on the surface, and dug in with a full spit, not 
pared in ; the second spit will, of course, be clean soil: thus 
the surface will- not be rich, and it will be found good prac¬ 
tice to apply a mixed compost in the drills. Old leaf soil, or 
mellow, dark material, having some Peruvian guano, soot, 
Ac., stirred amongst it, and thoroughly divided, may be used : 
this will establish the young plant, and get it out of the way 
of slugs, their greatest enemies ; and by the time the com- 

j post is exhausted the tap root will be reaching the manure, 
j The large Carrots, may be in drills, about fourteen inches 

apart, and the Carrots, when up, thinned finally to about five 
inches; the final thinning, however, must be delayed as long 
as possible for fear of the grub. Horn Carrots may be sown 
in beds four feet in width ; shallow soil will do, but it must 
bo good; these are are not so liable to the grub, and they 
will produce a good crop if only three inches apart all over 
the bed. 

Mangold.—This sown about the third week, the ground 
w'ell-worked and deep; some manure added, by all means, 
and, as it is known to be partial to salt, it will be found a 
benefit to apply a thin dressing; this we would strew over 
the manuro before spreading it. I used soot and salt last 
year, and had a splendid crop; three barrows of soot to one 
of salt, well blended, and applied as before observed; the 
manuro being entirely from the pigs and tlie cow: this 
dressing was applied nearly half-an-inch in thickness all over 
the manure. Sow in drills, at from twenty to twenty-four 
inches, in patches (of three or four seeds in patch), about 
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eight inches apart: these patches finally reduced to single I 
plants. 

Swede Turnips.—Great complaints existed, last summer, | 
in various parts, of the ravages of the mildew in Swedes; 
and there can ho little doubt that early sown ones are more | 
liable to it than those which are late. The general practice j 

has been to sow about the middle of April; but, unless the 
soil is in lirst-rate order, I would advise the second week in j 

May, in preference. The mildew is, doubtless, brought on 
by stagnation at the root, nnd dromiht is frequently Ike cause. 
Swedes love a well-worked, well-manured soil; the latter in 
an equiihte and rnoist state and half rotten. Those who 
plough or dig-in manure in a lumpy and husky condition, 
cannot expect, to escape the mildew. Let your soil, therefore, 
be deeply dug and thoroughly broken ; and see that the 
manure he divided and very moist. People who leave their 
dunghills scattered about during the summer, losing half 
their strength, and becoming baked clots, cannot hope for 
success. Too many neglect to turn their midden ; this is a 
most important matter, and sliould be done every September, 
the whole well-divided, mixed, and then soiled over. Swedes 
may be sown in drills about eighteen to twenty inches apart, 
and thinly; the plants Hyhfly thinned at first, and finally, 
after all danger of tly is over, to seven or eight inches. 

Common Tdrnits.—The Stone, Orange Jelly, or Dutch, 
sown in the first week, will be very useful to the poor man’s 
wife ill June and July; a few, however, ought to sutlice, as j 
tliey should not be allowed to occupy ground at the expense 
of kcepiny roots, or, indeed, of other crops, such as Cabbage. 
No more Common Turnips need be sow'n until July in 
allotments, unless some special reason justifies the pro¬ 
ceeding. 

Onions.—These, if not sown, may yet be sown in the first 
week; let them be sown in beds thrown up nearly a foot, 
above the ground level, in order to get them ripened betimes. 
The ground should be good from preceding manuring. 
Those sown in the beginning of March will require to be 
weeded, thinned, d:c., at the end of this month. 

I’.vRSNTPS will also require weeding and thinning at the 
end:—Thin out, finally, to about five or six inches. If 
reipiisite, they may be sown at the beginning; they like, 
however, a long summer. 

Peas.—The Imperial or Prussian, two of the liest for 
this purpose, may be sown in the early part of April, for 
a full crop ; another sowing, if particularly desirable, may be 
made in the very end of the month; after this, no room 
ought possibly to be spared for this luxury. 

Broad Beans.—Some long beds may be planted in the 
beginning, for the last; those up should be hoed by side 
culture. 

Lettuce.—A little of the Ady’s Cos may be sown in the 
first week, and again in the last: these head well without 
tyiny, and are both useful and profitable: wo would not sow 
more until after Midsummer. Indeed, although a good thing, 
they may not be a primary consideration ; but rather, what 
has been called ‘^stolen crops.” If the cottager has more 
Lettuce than his family can consume he may let them run 
to seed, if not in the way; when nearly a yard high, they 
will prove excellent food for the pig. 

Spinach.—A little of round kind may be put in (as a 
stolen crop), in the first week; few small gardeners, how¬ 
ever, care for it. 

ScARi.ET Kdnners.—This is an important crop ; no small 
or large garden should be without them ; they may be sown in i 
the second week. Various plans of supporting them are in I 
practice; some run them uj) with stretched strings, some [ 
stake them as peas, &c., but if the cultivator is short of 
time and stakes, they will form a bush unsupported, merely 
by frequently pinching off the leading shoots. They succeed ' 
well on stakes three feet high, by this practice; they re¬ 
quire rich soil, and delight in nwi.sture in hot weather. 

CABnAOF. Worts.—Cabbages sown once a month until the 
middle of August. Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Green Kale, 
sow'll in the first week, and again in the last, will meet every 
demand. If Brocolis are required, sow a few Autumn i 
kinds at the end of the month, and late Spring kinds ! 
towards the middle. 

Brovide fop. Bl.anks.—A most important affair: Carrots 
may grub, so may Onions; the fly may take the Turnips, 
and even Mangold. Let every man proride for the worst. [ 

A good bed of Swedes to transplant, sown in the second 
week in May, and the monthly sowing of Cabbages, are the 
two surest crops for this purpose; nnd as to Sivedes, if they 
can be produced, they can be exchanged for those other 
roots w'hich have proved deficient. And herein lies the 
policy of sowing a few Cabbages monthly ; plants are always 
at hand if needed, and the seed is no consideration. Indeed, 
I W'ould not plant any special plot of ground with Cabbage, 
but ever depend on a few from amongst other cropping. 

Now let us observe, that as the days are long, our allotment 
men will take care that business does not overtake them. 
There is a saying amongst race-course people, that, “ a good 
start is half the race,” and, indeed, it is particularly so in 
gardening and farming. If a man suffer himself to be beaten 
in April, I will engage that he never recovers the whole 
summer. There is now' no time for beer-shops, no chance 
for lounging ; he it is who is afraid of wasting a minute, who 
shall be first in the autumn; and who shall have the most 
pleasant remembrances over his Christmas fire. 

Those of our readers who have had a breeding sow will 
find it highly remunerating this spring. Pork is now selling 
in the carcase at (id. per Ib., and Bacon is 8d. and 9J., 
at least in these ,parts. I have lived here twenty five years, 
and cannot remember it ever being so high before. The 
cottager’s Cabbage IBoits of every kind will now be running 
to seed fast; and a good pig caterer will collect almost daily 
from such sources. This will help to keep the wife’s bands 
out of the meal tub, which makes the hacon oftimes too ex¬ 
pensive. Let the pig-keeper, too, be sure to keep his animals 
clean; washing out the floors of the outlet weekly, and 
giring his pig a fresh dry bed three times a week, if possible. 
This is the way, also, to get a good manure heap. They have 
a saying in this county, that “ a good bed is half meat.” 

B. Errington. 

THE APIARIAN’S CALENDAR.—April. 

By J, U, Bayne^ Esq., Author of “ The Bee-Keeper's 
Guide,” (tc. 

The Season.—As might bo expected, the season has 
been fatal to vast numbers of stocks in this neighbourhood 
(Bury St. Edmunds). I think one stock out of every three 
has perished, and unless regular and judicious feeding is 
attended to, greater losses will still be experienced. Barley- 
sugar is certainly the cheapest, as well as the safest, for 
spring-feeding, and is supiflied with much less trouble than 
any other kind of food. 

Hives.—It is now quite time to have a supply of hives for 
the coming season, w’here new ones are required, and where 
old ones are to bo used, to have them well cleaned. It is 
also a good time to paint those hives that are occupied ; it 
will greatly impi'ove their appearance, as well as tend to 
preserve them. A well-made hive, painted before the bees 
are put into it, and once every other year afterwards, will 
last uninjured for upwards of twenty years ; indeed, I have 
one at the present time that has stood even much longer. 
They may be painted after six o’clock in the morning with¬ 
out danger to the operator, or inconvenience to the bees ; 
of course stopping the mouth of the hive for the time. I j 

find stone or straw-colour to be the best, as absorbing less 
heat than green or any dark colour. Perhaps, on this 
account, white would bo best, but the strong - reflected light ; 
from it is very objectionable. > 

Guide-combs.—Small pieces of white comb, to be used as ' 
guide-combs for glasses and bee-hives, will be found very . 
useful in facilitating the commencement of woi'kingin them, 
and should be carefully preserved for that purpose. i 

BEARDED ROLANDS. I 

I have read, without any surpise, the article by Dr. 
Horner, on the subject of the Poland Fowls with beards, and 
1 rely on your fairness and courtesy for the admission to 
your columns of my opinions, as a votary, if not an admirer, 
of the beardless vaiiety. In giving these opinions, and sup¬ 
porting them with such arguments as present themselves, I 
disclaim any other view than the elucidation of truth. 

The whole affair lies in a nutshell. 
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Pr. Horner ha.s arrived per stiltimi at “ the true Polaiids.” 
T say pe)- siiltum, because he lias not condescended to infonn 
ns by what process of reasoning, unless assertion and italics 

! are with him in place of argument, he has discovered that 
these “ dashing debonairs,” and all sorts of sparkling 
epithet-wearing birds, are Polands, or Polish, at all. I con¬ 
tend, and 1 challenge him to prove me in error, that they 
have just as much right to be called Polanders, as Zealanders 
or Esquimaux. Not to imitate the Doctor in complacency 
of assertion, I will just bespeak your attention, and that of 
j'our renders, to the opinions of authors, who have ten times 
the experience, and lifty times the learning, that either he 
or I can pretend to. Mowbray says,—“ The Poland Fowls, 
as they are generally called, were chiefly imported from 

I Holland.” And he adds, in a subsequent paragraph, “ Besides 
I the I’ohvnders, there is a small variety now imported from 

Holland, called Every-day hens, which ai'e everlasting 
layers.” I desire this juxtaposition of these two varieties 
may be had in remembrance. Dr. John C. Bennett, of 
Boston, U.S., a very intelligent and experienced breeder of 
poultry, cannot see a trace, or wind a scent, of the origin of 
Polish Fowls, and contents himself with the confession of 
his faith, that the breed “is quite unknown in Poland.” 
With him goes Dickson, whose words the Yankee Doctor 
quotes to enunciate all he knows, or has to say, upon the 
subject. Micaiah Cook, who publishes from New York, 
under his arrangement, having a variety “ Cristalus," says,— 
“ Of this there are several races : the I'ulaiid, which is 
said to have been first introduced into Holland from the 
East, and from thence distributed through Europe and 
America.” Knight, in his admirable work, the “Farmer’s 
Library,” has it thus,—“ Fanciers discriminate between this 
breed and the Spangled Hamburgh, although by many they 
are confounded together.” In thus declaring himself, he has 
tolidem verbis acknowledged his present ignorance of his 
subject, even if he had not stumbled in the outset of his 
next sentence—“ Both are crested.” Some unconscious 
fumbling of the truth has passed from his inkstand to his 
papier in what he has put forth concerning the black I’oland 
Fowl. “ This variety is, by some, called the Paduan Fowl; 
but why these appellations should be given we do not know." 
If you can spare me a few of Dr. Horner's argumentative 
italics, and would pint "ire do not know" in that tppe, 
it might serve to pint prominently forward this author’s 
acknowledgment of his full share of the universal ignorance 
of the origin, or source, of the so-called Polish Fowl, in all 
its varieties. I beg to point attention to the very important 
admission that not the Paduan only, but the Polish apipel- 
lation—“ these appellations ”—are ignored. 

It may occur to yom- readers, that the very fact of these 
birds being so generally known as Polish or Poland fowls 
is an argument as yet unanswered—that there must be some 
reasons (and what can they be?) for this epithet. Potent 
reasons cannot be assigned; the whole field is one of con¬ 
jecture. Dr. Bennett gives his opinion again in Dickson’s 
words, that the breed of Polanders “ takes its name from 
some resemblance having been fancied between its tufted 
crest and the square-spreading crown of the feathered cap.s 
worn by the Polish soldiers.” The Piev. Edmund Saul 
Dixon, our facile ptrinceps of authorities upon all matters 
bearing upon these interesting subjects, and whose authority 
I have pirrposely reserved to this point, says of the Poland, 
or Polish fowl, “ Certain fowls with top-knots are called by 
the above names. 'Whence the title was derived I have 
endeavoured in vain to trace.” I must refer tlie reader to 
his able and scholar-like work on “ Ornamental and Domes¬ 
tic Poultry ” for his conjectures on the origin of the appel¬ 
lation, merely observing, that his hypothesis of the Polish 

I disease, the Plica Pohnica, in allusion to the top-knot, has 
1 suggested the idea. He subjoins, that the birds figured by 

Aldrovandus as the 1‘aduan fowls are what we now call 
Polands. 

; From those admissions of the obscurity of the origin of 
the breed under discussion, we might infer that some 
Dutch Sebright has elaborated a variety, and buried his 
secret with him in his grave. The juxtaposition, and prone¬ 
ness to confound the races, of these pseudo-Poles and 
Hamburghs might suggest probabilities; but with proba- 

' bilities, in such cases, we have little sympathy. The absence 
of all proof of genuine origin leaves the necessity for our 

belief that the variety is entirely an artificial one, and the 
crying-back of the breed opens the way to conjecture. It 
is, therefore, no longer a contest for “ the true Poland,” 
much less for “ the true Bearded Poland.” The question 
resolves itself into a mere matter of taste. It would be 
presumption in any one to decry a breed which finds some, 
not many admirers. I confess the Plica Pohnica is always 
uppermost in my thoughts, whenever I behold the most 
admired specimens. Their “ remai-lcably voluminous and 
profusely-hackled necks” are, to my taste, deformities, and 
I can only see in them Tudor ehimnies, which, however 
interesting to the antiquarian, are not necessary for the 
evolution of smoke. The top-knots are very strange, doubt¬ 
less; but they are only very strange. They blind and irri¬ 
tate the eyes of the birds ; and I must fully agree with 
Tlicaiah Cook that “ they should be sometimes clipped.” 

If such be ray opinion of the beardless vailety of the 
barbarian rarity, I cannot speak without extreme distaste. 
If, as Dixon supposes, climate shall have added them, and 
they be necessary in ours, wliy that is sufficient reason with 
me for rejecting a breed so necessarily odious. I have had 
top-knotted Ducks, which have occasionally pulled-down 
their Polish caps under their chin; and also top-knotted 
common fowls, which have been odiously luxuriant in this 
provision. Have I kept them? How long ? Till they were 
fit for the spit, and no longer. In parts of Switzerland, 
Goiters are plentiful and cherished ; but I neither wish for, 
nor reverence a Goiter. AVe know that farmers, gentlemens’ 
butlers, and housekeepers, wear a large proportion of their 
cheeks around their jowl and chin : but is this a feature to 
be admired? As soon shall we admire a Venus, or an 
Apollo, w'hose calves have slipped down to their ankles. 

To my own satisfaction, and I trust that of all unbiased 
readers, I have proved, without a fountain of italics, and by 
the admission of the learned rather than mine own unsup¬ 
ported dictum, that a Polish breed, like Poland itsedf, is not, 

and, unlike Poland itself, never was. As to the matter of 
Taste, the only authority on the subject, and the only 
arbiter, I leave beards on birds, and goiters on girls, and 
amplification of ancles on A'enuses and Apollos, to those 
who can admire them.—-E. G. S. Browke, IVithycomhe 
Cotta/je, Devon. 

JAPAN LILIES EOE GARDEN DECORATION 

The Litium lancifolium being so deservedly popular, has 
attracted a great deal of attention, and its cultivation in pots, 
for display in the conservatory during the autumn, has been 
attended with the best results—health of foliage, vigour of 
grow'th, and richness and beauty of blossom. Notwuth- 1 
standing its being scattered so widely through the country, | 
the question of its hardiness is still a dehateable matter. I 
shall not presume to give a definition of what is a hardy 
plant, I shall only say, that I understand by the term, any 
plant not liable to serious injury from the variable climate 
of this country. The Lilimn lancifolium, unfortunately, 
from the experiments made here, will not come under that 
description ; and I confess, that the question of its hardiness 
for cultivation in the open garden being still an unsettled , 
question, would lead to the conclusion, that but little or no ' 
success has heen attained in the matter. 

Its early vegetation, starting into growth in March, leaves j 

it liable, to spring frosts, which destroy its foliage, leaving it 
disfigured through the summer, with spotted and decaying 
leaves ; and the fact of its very late period of blooming, in 
the middle of September, e.xposing it to the almost certainty 
of frost at that time, are found, here, to be the chief causes 
of failure; and wetness during the period of rest is found 
to be injurious to the bulbs. 

The foregoing remarks ai’e founded upon experiments 
tried here upon its capabilities as “ an out-of doors ” plant. 
E. Bouverie, Esq., my honoured employer, having a fine 
collection of these Lilies, was desirous to have some iilanted 
out, and, accordingly, a bed was prepared, the earth re¬ 
moved two feet deep, some rubble placed at the bottom, and 
refilled with a compost similar to that described in your 
number 2.33. Eight pots of good flowering-plants were 
carefully placed in it in the middle of February; the whole 
was covered with leaf mould to exclude frost. By the 
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latter end of March they had shot above ground. Empty 
flower pots where placed over them when frost was expected; 
hut, notwithstanding all the care bestowed upon them, the 
frost, at the end of April and beginning of May, injured the 
leaves, causing them to “spot” and decay. The plants 
grew pretty well throughout the summer, aud “ showed ” 
flower early in September. A frost occurred (which killed 
back Dahlias), and prevented the blossoms coming to ma¬ 
turity. The stems were suffered to die down, and the bed 
was covered with dry “ tan,” to protect the bulbs from frost. 
The succeeding year a repetition took place of early growth, 
injury from frost, aud spot on tlie leaf. Their period of 
flowering was as late as the preceding year, and the result 
being so unsatisfatory, they were fresh potted, and have 
since made good specimens by the management described 
in your last number. 

To advance, or hasten, their period of blooming, appeared 
to me to be absolutely necessary, to secure a display of these 
Lilies in the open air. This is effected by removing them 
from their winter quarters early in .lannary; starting them 
in any structure where there is a gentle warmth—green¬ 
house, pit, or vinery; encouraging tlieir growth, without 
check, until all danger from frost is passed; and pluiiyiii^ 
them in suitable situations in the garden. Thus, a small 
circle cut in the turl', aud sunk sufliciently deep to conceal 
the pot, has a very good effect, or a vacancy may be filled in 
an herbaceous bed. The plants will continue in flower for a 
mouth, and have a fine effect. I may mention, that in 
addition to the bed prepared above, two or three other 
plants were turned out in other places, and suffered to 
remain for the third year, but with the same ill-success. 

And now, having stated the facts of the case, allow me to 
say, that I hope the present communication may have the 
effect of eliciting from your coiTespondeuts an account of 
their experience in the matter. The fact of the hurdi/ 
nature of these Lilies is of importance, not alone, as your 
talented writer, Mr. Fish, suggests, to the exhibitors of this 
very useful aud beautiful autumnal flower, but also to the 
many who are induced to begin acquaintance with it, by 
placing it in a situation unfavourable to its progress. When 
the evidence is s;uumed-up, “ treatment,” “ locality,” “ suc¬ 
cess,” “ or the want of it,” let the honorary duty devolve 
upon yourself, aud your “ coadjutors,” to pronounce judg¬ 
ment, and there can be no appeal from your decision,— 
George Mackie, Delapre Abbey, Kurihamplon. 

AUTUMN PELARGONIUM SOWING. 

In reference to a notice to “W. H. 0.” (page 171), on 
the subject of sowing seed of relargoniums, an amateur 
correspondent writes us that he has for several years adopted 
the plan of sowing the seed as soon as ripe, and has never 
found auy difficulty in wintering the plants. 

As proof that this may be done, he says that last year he 
did not sow his seed till the latter end of September, an 
accident having delayed him a month longer than necessary 
—that he potted-off 120 seedling plants, the middle of No¬ 
vember, into small OO’s, in very sandy soil, with abundant 
chai’coal drainage, and placed them near the glass, in a 
small greenhouse, having light on the south-west aud 
north-west only, where no fire was lighted till the frosts of 
February; and that out of the 120 plants, only five have 
damped-off', though upwards of fifty are from “Fancies,” 
and the past winter must be acknowledged to have been a 
trying one for the experiment. 

[AVe have no doubt of the correctness of this statement; 
and with those who have the requisite skill and conveniences 
autumn-sowing may be adopted with the certainty of ob¬ 
taining forwarder plants than if the sowing is deferred until 
the spring ; but the plants from spring-sowings require the 
least attention, and incur the least danger.—En. C. G.] 

At page 4t8, col. 1, line 30 from the bottom, read “ frosts cease to be 
apprehended.” 

EGG-EATING HENS AND PULLETS. 

From several recent instances of fowls that have mani¬ 

fested the above unnatural propensity, I am led to believe, 

that in most cases it will be found to occur where the birds 

have been kept in close confinement, and, consequently, 
deprived of their natural supply of animal food—such ns 
worms and insects. Under such circumstances, a euro has 
been effected by allowing them, twice or thrice a-wcek, a 
portion of dressed meat; and this, too, after all the usual 
remedies of mustard and cayenne have not only failed, but 
even appeared to induce a greater relisli for the highly- 
seasoned mixture. 

The necessity, moreover, of animal food, is probably ns 
great at the present as at any season of the year; for not 
only is it chilly and cold, but heavy demands arc being 
made on the bird’s system for the production of the very 
eggs which come to so untimely an end. 

It may happen that the habit has been at times en¬ 
gendered by a desire for the calcareous matter of the shell, 
without further intentions on its contents, but temptation 
then became too strong, and both were devoured alike. The 
cause, however, would still be the same, viz., inability to 
obtain what was necessary, either for food, or the formation 
of the shell. 

Put, wherever fowls enjoying a good run manifested this 
inclination, we should, indeed, despair of a cure.—AV. AA'. 
AATnofield. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of 

Tnn Cottage Gardenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and 

expense. All communications should be addressed “ To the Editor of 

the Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London," 

Flowers for North Wall (Fanny).—Very few, if any, annuals 
will do much good on the shady side of a high north wall; but what are 
suitable to plant there depends on what the place is used for—whether 
a long narrow border, or a wide short border, or if the place is open to 
the north, or if the place is indeed a flower-garden, or a framing-ground, 
or what ? 

Rhododendrons (A, B.).—It is the next thing to hopelessness to 
patch up any contrivance for growing Rhododendrons where the soil and 
situation are “ evidently too dry for them with natural drainage.” Rut a 
good depth, say a foot, of clay, packed close, under them, is one of the 
best contrivances. In dry weather the clay cracks sufficiently to carry off 
the wet when it rains, so that there is no occasion for having the clay in 
lumps. We h.ave used clay ourselves this way extensively, but not for 
Rhododendrons, and we often put in a foot of it in a state of puddle, and 
that is the best w ay under a Rhododendron bed. 

Roses from Eyes (E. F.).—We are in the same predicament as 
yourself, for we cannot understand the story that was quoted for you by 
a friend from some periodical. Are they not quizzing you ? The faculty 
may possibly know the process, as you say, but the faculty have a way of 
keeping their ways and doings from the ken of others, and it would be 
useless to ask explanations from any of them. For the rest, we are of 
the same opinion as yourself. 

Blighted Vine (Mrs. T, H.).—Your Vine-shoot was in such with¬ 
ered state, that it was utterly impossible to ascertain what the ailment 
was. It may be the sad Vine-mildew; but, from the remark in your ] 
note, “ which came over two nights ago,” it is not unlikely that some 1 
pernicious gas from flues may have corrupted the air of the house. To 
advise you safely is difficult, unlesson the spot; cannot you refer to some ; 
really good gardener near ? At all events, we would apply sulphur ; 
liberally all over them ; not in patches, but thoroughly suffused by a > 
powder-puff, or the hand, using a sudden jerk. W’e say this, supposing I 

that your fruit is destroyed for this season ; and, indeed, judging from 
the character of the wood, and the “ make ” of the bunch, a rest from 
bearing may do them good. 

Rough Platf, Glass (A Backwoodsman). — We have heard of 
Melons succeeding under this; but they need all the light of our climate. 
Two feet of tan should produce heat enough at this season, if confined ; 
as to soil, they love depth; do not give less than a foot. 11 is the general 
practice to take up the Ranunculus, when the stems are decayed. 

Poultry house (G. P.).—Fourteen feet by eight feet would give ' 
ample accommodation for your proposed flock of sixteen fowls; and, 
with poultry, it is wise to be over, rather than under-housed. Warming 
poultry-houses is a subject that requires more attention tlian has been as 
yet given to it. The most successful breeders of early chickens have 
had the back of their houses against a kitchen, or other large flue ; and 
we have seen open grates, fenced off w ith wire, employed for this pur¬ 
pose. The latter, as aiding ventilation, we should prefer to any arrange¬ 
ment of hot-water pipes ; and it must be remembered that our object is 
merely to guard against excessive cold—for a hot poultry-house would be 
far worse than a cold one. “ The Poultry-book ” will give you every 
information as to size and details of poultry-houses and yards.—W. 

Egyptian Fow'ls.—“ In referring to your 231st Number, as to Egyptian 
Fowls, I have had a lot lately from Alexandria. They are perfectly' white; 
round and plump ; are of a middle size; good layers, of a large egg for 
their size; have a large comb, very pendulous to one side; and have all 
the appearance of a distinct variety. I exhibited them at the Birming¬ 
ham Show, when they attracted attention.—James Joseph Nolan, 

Bachelor’s Walk, Dublin.” [Mr. Nolan’s description confirms our 
opinion, that in fowls imported from Egypt, the Spanish type would 
probably be prominent, and “ the large comb, very pendulous on one 
side,” points to the principal characteristic of that family.—AV.] i 
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Amaryllis formosissima {Meridian).—'fUis is the Hippeasfnim 
formosisshnum of the Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, and the Sprekelia 
\forniosissima of some others. Synonymes and new matter may yet be 
supplied to the above work as a supplement. 

Lists of Bulbs, Sic. {Ibid).—We try to oblige every one, but we 
meet with a vast variety of enquiries, and have many tastes to gratify. 
Your request will be kept prominently in view, but we perhaps could 
better meet your wishes if you would now and then single out a speeific 
subject. We are glad you are so far satisfied. The whole subject is in 
the hands of a master ; and every lover of imlbs, and such like flowers, 
should closely study Mr. Beaton’s articles. 

Sowing Seeds {E. Cassell),—It is only in the case of very small or 
light seeds that it is desirable to water the soil before sowing. It is the 
best plan for Zinnias and Stocks. It is a very safe plan to lay an old 
newspaper over a lot of seed pots till the seed sprouts; it keeps the soil 
more uniformly moist, and less watering will do. As soon as the seed¬ 
lings appear give them light. 

Np.lumbium sPECiosuM {Mount Heaton).—The seeds of this classic 
plant are called beans,—the Egyptian bean of Pythagoras—and you may 
sow them just as you would so many Windsor Beans, or Long Pods, in a 
j)0t of very good garden mould. Plant them one inch deep, and one only 
in a four-inch ]>ot; then plunge the pot in a vessel of water, so deep that 
at least six or eight inches of water arc over the seeds ; place the whole 
in a temperature of from 80° to 90°, and if the beans are good they will 
soon throw up the Lotus of the Nile. About the end of May, or when 
you have two leaves above water, prepare a tub for growing the plant. 
Put ten inches of good bean*soil in the bottom, transplant, and fill up 
the tub with about a foot or so of water above the soil, but less will do, 
as this is not a floating plant. At the end of the season let the water 
drain off, and let the whole remain in the store at rest all the winter; 
next spring set them off with fresh water, heat, and all, and so on every 
season. It is indeed a noble plant when in bloom, and well Nvorth 
growing, but it does not require the w'ater to be in motion, like some 
other water plant, as so7ne say. 

Evergreens (0«e Devoted to his Garden).—Our friend asks for the 
best kind of Evergreens, most effectual “ to conceal the house, &c., from 
passengers along the road, at the same time to be so planted as to see 
and not be seen.” Here is another problem in planting, like that of 
planting nineteen trees in nine straight rows, and nine trees in every row. 
We hereby engage to present a new volume of The Cottage Gardener 
to the first person who will show us how to plant, and what to plant of, 
Evergreens so as to see through them, or over them, only from one side. 

Bolton Greys (/. B. II.).—You will obtain Bolton Greys, by 
applying to “ Yorkshire" winners at any of the recent Poultry Exhibi¬ 
tions ; since this breed is more extensively kept, and better understood 
in that county than in any other part of England.—W. 

Cross between Shanguaes and Dorkings {Subscriber). 
have seen fowls of both the crosses you allude to, but without noticing 
any advantage possessed by them over the Dorking as a table fowl. But 
if you wish to try the experiment ; put a Dorking cock with a Shanghae 
hen, the greater influence of the male bird, and the comparative freedom 
of the Shanghae hen from those points which render the cock less desir¬ 
able as dead poultry, w’ould give you the best chance of success.—W. 

Shape op Eggs (J. E.//.).—It is not a new idea, that “long eggs 
produce cock birds, and round eggs hens.” It is mentioned in some of 
the very oldest works on Poultry, but we believe the statement has no 
truth in it. At all events, we never could find any such rule effectual. 

Hybridizing the Potato {C. F. P.).—lt is a totally wrong applica¬ 
tion of the term to talk of hybridizing the Potato by planting it in. contact 
with the Jerusalem Artichoke, &c., and we have already stated that we 
think Dr. I\Ialfatti’s experiments are not trustworthy. Hybridizing is 
effected by applying the pollen of one flower to the stigma of another 
species. 

North Side op a Wall {Durham).—The best use you can apply it 
to in growing vegetables is for forcing Sea-kale and Rhubarb. 

Bee Flowers (Apiarins).—Those you name are all hardy. If you are 
a subscriber you may obtain them all through The Horticulttiral and 
Pomological Association. 

Hen Eating her Eggs.—J.E. L, G. says, “You give you cor¬ 
respondents so little hope of curing their hens of egg-eating, that I am 
induced to recommend the following treatment, which I have found com¬ 
pletely successful this year. Watch the hens, and take away the eggs as 
soon as laid, and give them plenty of chalk; let the nest eggs be made of 
wood. By persevering in this treatment, they will, in two or three 

, weeks, forget the habit, which, I think, is originated by their laying im¬ 
perfect eggs.” You will see that we have mentioned the HeW-g-Zasses in 
another page. The book you name, we think, cannot be depended upon 
for any thing not copied from some other work. 

Deformed Hyacinth {G. Anderson).—There is little doubt, when 
any bulb produces a flower deficient in form and colour, like that you 
forwarded, but that the bulb was imperfectly ripened the previous season. 
The flowers and leaves are produced from stores laid up in the bulb 
during the previous year’s growth. 

, Heating Small Vinery {J. Amphlet).—We think that you might 
heat a vinery 18 feet by 74 feet by a gas-heated water apparatus, such as 
is described at page 433. We should have a coil of perforated gas tubing 

I under the boiler instead of a single ring, and the l)ottom of the boiler a 
foot in diameter. A copper boiler is cheapest eventually. Three-inch 
iron piping should run round the house. The consumption of gas will 

I depend upon too many circumstances for us to give an estimate. 

Peat Charcoal.—A SwAscWAcr will be obliged by the information 
1 how this is best prepared ; in other words, how is it made ? 

I Cineraria {II. Brahi),—Yours is a very ordinary purple self. It is 
only good for the border. 

’ How'lett on Rustic Work.—E. C. B. wishes to know where this 
; book can be bought. 

I Cottage Gardener’.s Dictionary {No, 11).)—This can now only 

be had in a volume. We do not think the other book you name can be 
had in parts. 

Vines in Pots {Vera.T).—We are obliged by your reminding us of 
Mr. Mearn’s work on this subject, but the most modern is that by Mr. 
Elphinstone, advertised by us last week. 

calendar for aprit.. 

ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN. 

Apples, cleanse from Iiliglitj protect blossoms. Apricots, protect 
with care. Cherries, finish training. Cherants, finish dressing. 
Damsons may yet be planted; thin out the crow'ded spray in the in¬ 
terior. Figs, remove all covering; prune at the end. Geafting, see 
that the clay is safe, and rub off wild spray betimes. Goosebeeries, 
beware of the Cateipill.ar. Insects, check vigorously early. Mul- 
bekries may he planted. Nectarines, see Peaches. Ploms, finish 
pruning those which blossom on the young wood. Peaks, as Plums; 
protect blossoms. Peaches, use the cleansing mixture named in former 
calendars; still protect, and disbud at the end. Pruning of all fruit- 
trees may still he done, if neglected at proper time. Raspberries, get 
tied if not done ; top-dress. Strawberries, spring-dress if delayed. 
Staking, attend to. Training, complete in all fruits. Walnuts 
may yet he planted. Vines, train and plant. Plantintf of all kinds 
may yet be done, implying, of course, neglect or omission at the best 
period. But every winter arrear must be brought to a close forthwith. 

R. Ekkington. 

FRUIT-FORCING. 

Air-giving, attend regularly to, avoiding cold draughts. Bottom- 
warmths renew; “5° to 80° are safe points. Cucumbers, attend closely; 
stop often ; use liquid-manure, and sustain a warm and moist air—70° to 
85°. Chilies and the Capsicums, pot off and hasten. Cherries, 

avoid strong heat; keep a moist air. Fires, moderate, according to 
season ; let solar heat do its work. Figs, much as Peaches, as to tem¬ 
perature ; water frequently, and pinch young wood. Floors, wash down 
frequently. Grapes, ventilate freely where ripening; remove crowded 
laterals ; succession crops, follow up the usual routine of disbudding, 
stopping, training, and thinning. Insects, exterminate—Aphides by 
tobacco. Red Spider by sulphur. Kidney Beans, apply liquid-manure, 
and get in successions. Melons, keep thin in bine early, set blossoms, 
and stop and train weekly; provide successions. Nectarines, as 
Peaches; pinching-off waste or watery shoots remember. Peaciie.s, 

train, and stop ; thio fruit. Use the syringe freely, and a free ventilation. 
Shading use occasionally in case of need. Syringe, do not lay it by; 
use it frequently; it is a capital cleanser, and an enemy to insects. 
Strawberries, attend to daily, water liberally, and give abundance of 
air, keeping down runners. Toxiatoes, cool down ready for planting-out 
in the second week of May. Vines, attend well to in the ordinary routine 
of stopping, training, and berry-thinning; pray do not leave extra berries 
for a rulibishy tart or two. Watering must he a daily affair now; 
and every thing examined. R. Ekkington. 

ORCHID HOUSE. 

•Air.—The days arc now considerably longer, and the sun has more 
power, consequently more air will he required to keep the heat moderate. 
Baskets, continue to renew, if not finished last month ; dip them in 
tepid water once a week ; put in baskets plants to ornament the house, 
such as Mschynanthus, Achimenes, Hoya bella, Agalmyla staminea, and 
any other drooping freely-flowering plants. Blocks, syringe daily. 
Dendrobiums, and other plants in flower, remove into a cooler house ; 
they will then last much longer in flower, hut as soon as the bloom is 
over, return them into the warm house to finish their annual growth. 
Heat.—As the plants will now he growing freely, they require the maxi- 
nmm of heat; in the Indian house, 75° to 9(j° by day, 65° to 70° by 
night; the Mexican house should he 10° lower. Insects will now 
multiply rapidly; use every means to extirpate them, and prevent their 
increase. Potting, continue to all such as require it: the grand rule is 
to pot orchids as soon as new growths are apparent. Syringe freely in 
dull weather in the mornings only, but during sunny weather, syringe in 
the evenings also, shutting up the houses close previously to syrinpng ; 
a moist growing atmosphere will be the consequence. Water.—As the 
growths advance, increase the quantity of water at the root; dash it freely 
upon the platforms, walks, and walls daily, to keep up a large amount of 
atmospheric moisture, t. Appleby. 

PLANT STOVE. 

Achimenes, re-pot and divide, if required, the first potted batch; 
specimens may now be made, by placing several plants in a large shallow 
pot in leaf mould, chopped sphagnum, and turfy loam. -Eschynan- 

THUS, pot and train to a globular trellis; these make fine showy plants. 
Air, give freely on all favourable occasions. Amaryllises, pot and 
plunge in a bark-bed in a pit, to start them into flower and growth. 
Bark, renew, by sifting the old bark, removing the fine particles that 
pass through the sieve, keeping the rough in the pit, and adding suflicient 
fresh bark to raise it a little higher than the level; do not plunge the 
plants till the heat is moderated. Clixibers, dress, tie, and train 
neatly. Heat.—Keep up a brisk heat by day, but more moderate during 
the night. Ixoeas, attend to specimens of, and tie them out so as to form 
dense handsome bushes. Moisture, give to the air of the house by 
dashing water about upon the floors, walls, and hot-water pipes. Pot¬ 

ting, general ; finish the first early in the month. Red Spider, and all 
other insects, diligently destroy ; wash the flues or pipes with water and 
sulphur mixed together; lay it on with a whitewash brush. Water 
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give abundance of to growing plants ; keep every part clean and sweet, 
all decaying; leaves remove, and ayringe the leaves of the plants daily, 
especially during a day’s bright sunshine. T. Appleby. 

FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 

Auriculas and Polyanthuses will now be advancing fast into 
bloom ; shade from bright sun, and shelter from heavy rains. Carna¬ 
tions and PicoTEES finish potting ; shelter from severe weather. 
Chrysanthemums, pot off cuttings put in last month; put in more 
cuttings, b., keep them in close frames till fresh rooted* Cinerarias 
coming into fiower remove into the greenhouse; young plants re-pot; 
smoke frequently to destroy green-fly. Calceolarias advance a stage 
by re-potting; smoke these also; frequently the green-fly is their grand 
enemy. Dahlias, pot off cuttings ; some that are scarce may yet have 
cuttings of put in ; give plenty of air to growing plants ; old roots plant 

I in borders towards the end of the month. Fuschias, continue to in- 
I crease by cuttings, if required; specimens of forms by re-potting twice 
I during the month ; re-pot old plants ; shake off a large portion of the old 
. soil, and pot them in the same sized pots. Hollyhocks, finish planting, 

b.; mulch with short litter ; sow seed in shallow pans in a gentle heat, 
or sow in open borders, or nursery beds. Mimuluses, divide, and 
re-pot in light rich compost. Pansies may yet be planted in beds; 

j stir the surface of the soil of the beds planted last montli. Pinks, cover 
! bed with a thin mulching of very rotten dung, stirring the soil previously; 

sow seed of either in the open border, or in shallow pans. Ranu’n- 
I CULUSES ; if the soil on the surface has become hard, stir it gently, 
I breaking the clods with the fingers ; keep a good look out for slugs, if 

they abound give a good watering with lime water. Tulips; be very 
particular, and keep them well sheltered from late spring frosts, but 
expose them to all the favourable influences of mild rain, and the warm 
beams of the spring sun. Weeds, never allow to advance beyond the 
seed-leaf. T. Appleby. 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Annuals (Tender), prick out those sown in February and lilarch into 
a hotbed ; water gently but often ; sow in hotbed; (Hardy) may be sown 
in borders, &c., to remain ; thin those advancing. Auriculas in bloom, 
shelter. (See Hyacinths.) Supply with water often; those for seed, 
plunge pots in a sheltered border, where they can have sun until 11 
o’clock ; plant offsets ; propagate by slips ; seedlings shade during mid¬ 
day. Auriculas done flowering, place out of doors, and separate off¬ 
sets. Box edgings maybe made, and old taken up, slipped, and re¬ 
planted, clip box edgings. Biennials, finish sowing, b.; plant out 
those sown last spring. Bulbs, in water-glasses, done flowering, plant 
in ground after cutting down stalks, but not leaves. Carnations, 
in pots, give liquid manure every third time, very weak, and water 
often} stir the earth ; sow, e.; plant into borders, b. Climbing plants, 
train and regulate. Layer Rhododendrons and hardy Azaleas. 
Dahlias, plant to remain, b.; or in pots, to forward in a frame until 
May. Dress the borders, &c,, indefatigably. Frames, raise, by sup¬ 
porters at the bottom, as the plants within grow tall. Grass, mow 

I once a week, and roll oftener; trim edges; dress with earth if ])oor; 
I and sow seeds, especially white and small yellow Clover. Gravel, 

I turn and lay afresh in dry w’eather; roll after rainy weather often. 
I Hoeing AND Raking walks give up, and lay them down inconcrete. 
! Hyacinths, shelter from sun by an awning or matting over the beds, 
i from nine to four; give the same shelter in bad weather day and 
i night; cut flower-stalks as they cease blooming, and take special care of 
; leaves. Insects, destroy with tobacco smoke, or hellebore powder, or 
! dusting of Scotch snuff. Mignonette, sow in any warm border. 

Mulch, put round trees newly planted. Pinks, sow. Polyanthuses, 
sow ; plant out and propagate by offsets, b.; last year’s seedlings now in 
bloom, mark best for propagating. Potted Plants, give fresh earth 
to, if not done last month ; shift into larger; water feely. Perennials, 
those sown last spring may still be planted, and propagated by oflsets ; 

I finish sowing. Sticks are required to blooming plants. Tulips, shel¬ 
ter from sun and wet; take off pods to strengthen bulbs. Watering is 
now required more frequently, yet moderately; give it early in the morn- 

’ ing. Ranunculuses, water freely, and press the earth very hard 
' between the rows. Roses, thin buds where very abundant; w'atch for 
; grubs in the buds, and crush them ; make cuttings of Gloire de Rosamene 
I to bed next year. Tobacco Water, use to destroy the aphides, by 
' dipping the shoots in it where the insects are. Prepare for a large stock 

of common Capsicums to supersede tobacco for killing insects. Take 
' stock of your Bedding Stuff, b.; and bring up arrears, if any ; keep 

all such rather dry, and inure to cold in time. 
D. Beaton. 

GREENHOUSE. 

Air, admit freely in mild weather; give sparingly when east winds 
prevail, and then merely by the top sashes, to avoid cold draughts ; shut 
up early in the afternoon, and if sunny, sprinkle the plants from a fine 

syringe when it is desirable to encourage growth; plants making their 
growth should, therefore, if possible, be kept apart from those in bloom. 
Azaleas coming into, and in flower, water freely ; those to be retarded 
remove to a north aspect, under glass or even an opaque roof; a tem¬ 
porary protection by mats, canvass, or oiled cloth will answer admirably. 
Bulbs, introduce. Camellias, water freely when in flower ; those done 
flowering keep close, to encourage growth, and shortly aftcrw'ards repot 

if necessary. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Primroses, Cytisus, &c., 
assist with manure water, weak, but given often. Cactus, the late kinds 
water at the roots, after swelling the stems by syringing. Conserva¬ 
tive-wall Plants prune, train, and protect, more to keep off the sun 

at first, than the cold. Cuttings, insert; place in hotbed or shady 
place according to kinds. Climbers, regulate. EpACRiSEsand Heaths 
done flow'ering, cut back, and also any other straggling plants, and keep 
them by themselves, so as to be close and warm, to encourage them to 
break freely; those in, and coming into flower, keep in the airiest part. 

For wdnter blooming of the reddish-tinted kinds of Epacris, none excels 
the?w2pms«; hyacinthifiora has much larger flowers, but the colour is 
duller ; do not be afraid to cut back such plants freely; and if you can 
give them a closer atmosphere, and higher temperature than the 
greenhouse, it will cause them to break better. Fuchias, water the 
forward ones freely; fumigate with tobacco at the first appearance of fly. 
Geraniums, train the first, encourage the second, and stop, pot, and 
propagate for autumn supply. Gesnera, especially Zebrina, and Gloxi¬ 
nia, various varieties, start in a hotbed; the roots maybe kept safely 
during winter, if dry, in a temperature of from 40*^ to 45°. This 
rule applies to the whole of the Achimencs, and most plants with scaly i 
and bulbous tubers. Those who have pits and frames, and no green- i 

house, may manage them nicely by packing them in a kitchen cupboard, l 
Few things answer better for w’indow plants in summer and autumn, j 
Heaths, in bloom and growing, keep in the coolest and airiest part of 
the greenhouse, and if the sun shines strong, defend the pots by shading ! 
or double pots; the Hovea and Chorozema tribes will require similar ' 
care, and then, with good drainage and plenty of water, there will be no , 
danger. Prepare for general potting by getting soil, pots, &c., in ' 
good order, but do not let a plant wait for a time w'hen it wants atten- i 
tion. Propagate by seed, roots, cuttings, inarching, and grafting; ; 
young plants thus get strong before winter. Sow Seeds ; beware of | 
burying the smaller ones ; the pots should be well watered previously, i 
and when settled, the seeds sown, slightly sprinkled with a little sanil, ' 
pressed down, and a square of glass or a piece of paper put over the pot; ’ 
for these, as well as striking cuttings of tender plants, inarching, and 
grafting, a sweet hotbed would now be desirable. Seedlings, remove i 
as soon as possible from the seed-pans, and prick them out singly, espe- : 
dally if thick. Sow Balsams, Cockcombs, Thunbergias, A'C. Pot the j 

various and introduce tubers for a succession. Remove de- i 

cayed Leaves. Stir and loosen the surface soil. Succulents of all | 
kinds water more freely. Water for all plants will now be required 
oftener. JIantjre-water may now be given more frequently to Pelar¬ 
goniums that have set their flower-buds, to all plants where vigorous 
growth is required in pots, and in all cases of plants for vases, beds, A:c., 
where it is desirable they should be as large as possible by the middle of 
May. Vines on rafters, train. Straw’berries, set in ; even a few on 
a shelf is a great luxury, and where the vine is scarcely forced, where 
greenhouse temperature is merely maintained, with a rise from sun heat 
during the day, the fruit may be obtained a month earlier than in the 

! open air ; keep the plants rather dry until the flower trusses show them¬ 
selves boldly, then water freely. R. Fish, 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Let the head and the hands work together; be on the alert to any 
; sowings that ought to have been performed last month. Alexanders, 

sow, b. Angelica, sow, or plant out autumn sown. Artichokes, 
plant and dress oft’. Asparagus, sow or plant; dress ofl’ beds, b.; attend 
that in forcing, water with liquid manure water once a week. Balm, 
plant. Basil, sow main crop on gentle hotbed. Beans, plant in suc¬ 
cession ; attend to earth-stirring the growing crops. Beet, of either 
kind, sow, m. Borecoles, sow, and leave for seed. Brocoli, sow 
main crops, m.; attend to pricking out any early sown, and save for 
seed. Borage, sow, and earth-stir autumn sown. Burnet, plant or 
sow. Cabbages, sow, plant, or prick out, and earth-stir often. Capsi¬ 

cums, sow in hotbed, or prick out three plants in each pot, while in the 
seed-leaf, and forward them in hotbed. Cardoons, sow, e. Carraway, 
sow. Carrots, sow main crops, m. ; attend to thinning early frame or 
other crops, also to watering in dry weather ; this, and frequent earth¬ 
stirring, will forward their growth much. Cauliflower, sow, prick, or 
plant out; attend to earthing-up the hand-glass crops, and assist them 
with soakings of manure water. Celery, bow for late crops, m.‘; and 
attend to pricking or planting out early sown; save for seed. Chamo¬ 

mile, plant. Chives, plant. Chervil, sow; save for seed. Cole- 
j worts, plant. Clary, sow. Cress (American), sow in succession. 
' Cucumbers, sow for hand-glass and other crops; ridge out and attend 

to those in bearing, as to thinning-out and top-dressing, or earthing-up. 

Dill, sow or plant. Dung for hotbeds, prepare. Earth-stirring, 
particularly attend to in dry weather. Fennel, old roots divide, and 

plant or .sow. Garlic, plant, if not done, b. Horseradish, plant 
without delay. Hotbeds for all purposes, attend to. Hyssop, sow, or 

plant out old roots. .Jerusalem Artichokes, plant without delay. 
Kale (Sea), sow, or plant, b.; carefully fork over old beds. Kidney 
Beans (Dwarf), sow, b.; where hand-glasses are at command; if not, 

Q.\ drcid Scarlet Runners, t. Lavender, plant. Leeks, sow', b. 
Lettuces, sow in succession once a fortnight, and plant out; earth- 

stir among often. Marigold, sow. I\Iarjoram {Sweet), sow main 
crop on gentle hotbed ; {Common Garderi), plant. Melons, sow' in suc¬ 
cession ; potolT; ridge out; attend to topping and thinning-out, weekly, 
the early crops. Mustard and Cress, sow in succession, where re¬ 
quired. Musiiroom-beds, make, and attend to. Nasturtiums, sow. 

Onions, sow main crop, b., if not done before. Underground or 
Potato Onion, plant without delay, also the Tree Onion. Parsley, 

sow of either kind; leave for seed. Parsnips, sow without delay. 
Peas, sow’ in succession; attend to sticking, &c.; let them be well 
basined up before sticking on light soils to aid the watering. Penny 
Royal, plant in a cool situation. Potatoes in frames, attend to. 
Radishes, sow in succession; attend to thinning young crops. Rape, 

sow. Rhubarb, sow or plant; bring forw'ard by inverting pots or tubs 
over old crowns. Rue, plant. Savoys, sow'. Salsafy, sow’ main 

crop, e. ScoRZONERA and Skirrets, sow, e. Shallots, finish 
planting, b. Sorrels, plant. Spinach, sow once a fortnight; thin 
out; and leave for seed. Tansy and Tarragon, plant. Tomatoes, 
sow-' in hotbed, and prick out in pots, and forward in hotbed. Thyme, 
divide old roots, and plant out. Turnips, sow, b. and e.: leave for 
seed. Vegetable Marrow, sow in hotbed. Wormwood, plant. 

T. Weaver. 
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Dahlias for 1853—A Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, &c., Grown for Sale by 

CLARKE AND COMPANY, 
Seedsmen and Florists, 86, High Street, opposite the Town Hall, Borough, London. 

CLARKK Si CO. in submitting their List of J)ahlia8 for this season can, with confidence, assert that their collection is most complete with all 
the Flowers that are worth cultivating; they sold an immense quantity last season, and it is highly satisfactory to hear from our numerous 
correspondents who we supplied, the most satisfactory results of the true qualities of our Dahlias, and that they realized the characters assigned 
to them in the Catalogue. Testimonials can be shown which will verify this fact. 

In the first class of i)ahlia8, as below, will be found many scarce kinds, such as most lists do not contain, and amongst the Fancy sorts are all 
the most novel and curious Howers of Tipped, Laced, Spotted, and Striped varieties, and as we can Warrant them all, we trust our friends w ill 
again favour us with their kind orders. 

Plants of the following: New and First-rate varieties lOs per dozen (except those priced). 

ft high. Defiance, RnwUn^Sy large useful blush white .. 4 Niobe, VoisenoJi, white, delicately ti))ped with 
Annie Salter, Salter, waxy white, with deep rosy Kdmund Foster, Turner, crimson, full and deep 3 lavender, very large, will make a fine variety 

tint, a constant and beautiful variety, is 6d per Fvening Star, Salter, light scarlet . 4 if not too strongly grown, Is Cd per plant.... 4 
plant . 3 Fairy Queen, Turner, fawn, very pretty . 3 Prince Notyer, red scarlet, useful.... 3 

Absalom, Sparry, clear orange buff, fine. 4 Globe, Turfier, l)ronzy brown, useful show-fiower 4 Phantom, Noakes, novel buff, barge. 4 
Alert, Burner, yellow, edged with red, an excel- George Villiers, dark purple, fine form, Queen of Whites, Drummond, pure white, a 

lent border flower . 3. uncertain . 3' large useful flower for exhibition . 3 
Alice, Drummond, beautiful pink. 3 Grain d* Or, De Knpff, orange . 3 Red Gauntlet, Keynes, deep red, good show 
Angelina, Tassarf, white, tipped with bright Joseph Paxton, Sanhn, blue purple. 4 flower, scarce .  4 

violet purple, always pretty and attractive, .John Neville, Whale, rosy lilac. 4 Rose of England, Rawlings, rose pink, a good 
sometimes fit to show . 3 ,, Davis, C’oyA*, large useful crimson, constant 4 flow er, if well grown, perfectly new in colour 4 

Aurora, Keynes, novel orange. .3 Jaune de Passy, Bussemlle, large, bright yellow 5 Robert Montgomery, Rawlings, dark maroon.. 4 
Black Diamond, Edwards, dark. 4 Kaisenn V. Russland, Sieckman, white, shaded Scarlet King, Green, bright scarlet, large and 
Beauty of Versailles, Salter, dark purple. 4 with rose . 3 useful. 3 
Colossus, very large clear yellow, if not too Le President, large salmon rose. 3 Sir F. Thesiger. Rutc/mg'.s, beautiful rose, when 

strongly grown a fine flower for the back tier. Lady Russell, Legge,\\'\\\te, tipped with lavender 4 in perfection it is not surpassed by any DiJdia 
Lizzy, Perry, white, deeply edged with violet, yet raised. 4 

beautiful . 4 Sir R. Whittington, Drummond, ruby puce, 
Louisa Glenny, golden yellow’, very . beautiful petal and outline, constant ....... 4 

superior form, uncertain, but when in per- Sparkler, Dames, orange scarlet. 4 
fection the best of its class . 3 Toison Orange, constant orange . 3 

Marie Louise, w'hite, tinted with rose, Tom, Drwwmowr/, crimson scarlet. 3 

fid per plant 
Colonel Espevant, Salter, nankeen bulf . 3 
Dr. Frampton, white edged and tipped 

with bright purple, form and outline perfect, 
centre prominent, possesses no fault but 
want of size, which may be obviated by 
good growth. The best Light Dahlia .. 4 

Douglas Jerrold, Keynes, buff, tipped with 
fine form, uncertain . 4 Una, Keynes, useful white 

Morning Star, orange scarlet, large .. 4 William Penn, yellow, tipped with rc'. 
light red. 3 Malvina, Hotvard, white, mottled with rose, large .. 

Deutsche Pcrle, 5a//er, silvery lilac. 3 useful show flower. 3 White Standard, blush white, fine form 

Plants of the following Choice varieties 4s per dozen. 

Queen Admiral, light lilac. 3 
Ambassador, large dark maroon.. 2 
Anticipation, pale lilac. 3 
Andromeda, primrose, tipped with 
pink. 4 

Admiral Stopford, dark. 4 
Blanchfleur, pure white. 3 
Barmaid, white, early in the season 

tipped with lavender. 3 
Beauty of Kent, white, edged with 

I carmine. 5 
] Beeswing, bright crimson. 3 
i Black Prince, maroon. 4 
i Cardinal Ferretti, dark red. 4 

Crocus, dark yellow. 3| 
Duke of Cambridge, lilac. 3' 

,, of Newcastle, yellow. 4 
,, of Wellington, orange, fine 3 

Duchess, pure white. 3 
Elizabeth, white, tipped with la¬ 

vender . 3 

Earl of Clarendon, orange. 4 
El Dorado, pale canary yellow .. 4 
Essex Triumph, dark. 4 
Fame, rich Burgundy. 3 
Fearless, lilac, extra. 3 
Frederic Jerome, bluish purple .. 3 
Goliath, buff. 4 
General Faucher, rosy carmine, 

large, very constant. 4 
Gem of the Grove, maroon, shaded 4 
George Glcnny, yellow. 3 
Gem, white edged with purple.... 3 
Globe, crimson 

King, rich crimson. 3 
Lady St. Maur, white tipped violet 3 ■ 
Magnificent, amethyst. 4 
MarchionessCornwallis,blush white 3 
Mrs. Seldon, yellow . 

,, Charles Bacon, white, tipped 
with lavender, large. 4 

Miss Chaplin, blush laced carmine 3 
,, Spears, crimson, richly shad¬ 

ed with maroon . 4 
Mr. Seldon, beautiful rosy purple 3 
Model, brown. 4 

of Beauties, waxy white, 
tipped with crimson.... 3 

of Dahlias, white, deeply 
edged with lilac. 3 

of Lilacs, lilac. 3 
of Primroses, primrose .. 3 
of the East, blush white 3 
of England, white, tipped 
carmine. q 

Roundhead, salmon butf 
Richard Cobden, plum, fine.^ 

Golden Fleece, orange buff. 3 
Hon. Mrs. Ashley, white, tipped 

with rose . 3 
,, Mr. Herbert, buff, mottled 

and tipped with pink,.... 3 
Julien, rose, compact. 3 
John Edwards, light scarlet. 5 
Kant, white. 3 

3 , Negro, very dark. 4 
Nonpareil, ruby. 4 
Nil Desperandum, red, large .... 4 
Nepaulese Chief, striped like a 
Zebra. 3 

Princess Radzeville, white and 
purple . 4 

Privateer, yellow, laced red. 4 

Sir C. Napier, rich deep scarlet 
,, R. Peel, scarlet lake. ^ 
,, F. Bathurst, crimson, extra .. ^ 

Summit of Perfection, ])urple .... j 
Sylph, white, tipped with lavendl 
Snowflake, white. 3 
Shylock, bright scarlet. 4 
Standard of Perfection, crimson .. 3 
Utillis, puce. 3 

Purple Standard, purple. 3 Yellow Standard, yellow. 3 

Select Fancy varieties^ containing: the most Novel kinds ever introduced, in all descriptions of Shade and 
Colour (and are not to be surpassed). Those marked thus (*) are 10s per dozen, and the others 4s per 
dozen (except those priced). 

♦Albert Lortzing, orange and brown, tipped Jenny Lind, crimson, tipped with white. 3 Mrs. Willis,maroon,tippedwithwhite,extrafine 3 
with white, good form. 3 Kingfisher, red, tipped with white. 3,*Nancy, Keynes, red, tipped white .  3 

Belle de Nogent, scarlet, tipped with white .. 3 Keepsake, blood red, tipped with white . 3 Phaeton, rosy crimson, tipped with white, extra 
,, de Pecq, creamy yellow, tipped with ,*Kos8uth, scarlet, tipped with white 3| fine.,... 3 

white, spotted and striped with red, Lady Grenville, red, tipped with white. 3 Princess Charlotte, violet, tipped with white, 
very curious. 3 ♦Le Paeon, Tassa/Y, dark orange, striped and ) large, fine colour.  3 

Charles Perry, dark puce, tipped with white .. .3 spotted with red, large .. . 3iPicotee, sulphur, striped with crimson. 3 
Conius, carmine, tipped with white. 3 *Liliput von Bayreuth, Funke, blood red, tip- Picturata, cream, edged with scarlet. 3 
♦Cricket, Dodd, peach, tipped with white .... 3 ped with white, fine form. 3 Postsccretaire Haine, dark purple, tipped with 
♦Claude, Gaines, purple, tipped with white.... 3 *Laura Lavington, Keynes, fawn, tipped with white. 3 
♦Daphne, Bwmes, sulphur, tipped with white 3l white, good shape. 3 Queen of Fairies, rosy crimson, tipped with white 4 
♦Duchess of Sutherland, Howard, purple, *Lord Lyndhurst, Rawlmgs, dark maroon, tip- Rachael, white, with purple edges, large and fine 3 

edged with white. 3 ped w’ith white. 4 Reine Pomare, orange scarlet, tipped with white 3 
Rlegantissima, rosy purple, tipped with w’hite 4 Madame Wachy, crimson, tipped with white.. 3 Rainbow, red, tipped w'ith white.  3 
Empereur de Maroc, nearly black, tipped with Madame Rose, bright rose, tipped with white 2 ♦Reine des Beiges, lavender, striped and spotted 

white, extra fine. 3 ♦Miss Bathurst, Dodd, lilac, tipped with white 4 with rose and carmine, large and constant in 
Blackmore, purple,tippedwitli white,good 3 colour, fine, Is fid per plant. 4 
Compton,salmon scarlet,tipped with white 4 *Rembrandt, De Knyff, orange, striped with 
Stevens, pinky salmon, tipped and shaded scarlet, large. 4 

with white . 3 *Rosinante, Dodd, buff, tipped with white .... 3 

Elizabeth, amethyst and white . 3 
Floral Beauty, crimson, tipped with white, fine S 
♦Flower of the Day, Harriso7i, a beautiful ; 

striped variety, Is fid per plant. 3 
Forget me Not, crimson, edged with white, good 4 * 
♦Frederic Marquard, Salter, dark rose carmine, j 

tipped with white. 3! 
♦Flora Mac Ivor, Keynes, purple, tipped with ' 

white, good form and outline. 4'Maid of Lodi, scarlet, edged with white 
Gasparine, dark cherry brown, tipped with Mr. Chouvcrcau, violet, tipped with white 

Ward, Turner, pale yellow, tipjied with *Scheilling, Deegen, orange, tipped with white 3 
white. 4 ♦Spectabilis, Suiter, orange, striped with red .. 3 

Weyland, amber, edged with red, tipped |Striata Perfecta, lavender, striped with carmine 3 
with white .2 Theresa Richter, white, spotted with carmine.. 4 

3 Triumph de Magdeburg, scarlet, tipped with 
3 white 

white, extra. 4 Mrs. Hansard, yellow, tipped with white, large *Triumphant, Keynes, crimson, tipped white, a 
♦Gloire de Kain, Caltoux, lilac slate, striped and extra fine. 3 neat compact flower, fit to show in either class 

with dark riiaroon, distinct and extra fine .. 4 * Merry, Uiiion, purple tip, and edged with *UncIe Tom, Buckmaster, salmon rose, striped 
Highland Chief, salmon, tipped with white.... 4, white, large and showy . 3 with dark maroon, large . 

Verbenas in great variety 4s per doz 
F uchsias do. do. 
Geraniums do. do. 

Senecios in variety 43 per doz. 
Mimulus do. do. 
Calceolarias do. do. 

Cupheas in variety 4s. per doz. 
Heliotropes do. do. 
Salvias do. do. 

Penstemons in variety 48 per dozen. 
Ageratums Petunias, Antirrhinums, Phloxes, 
Lobelias, and all other kinds bedding-out Plants, 

Baskets to Pack One Bozen Dahlia Plants in^ 4d. each. Baskets to Pack Two Dozen Dahlia Plants in^ 6d. each. 

The Dahlias will be ready for delivery the First Week in May, Early Orders are solicited, 
A Eemitiance or llcference required from unknown Correspondents. 

/ 










